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PROCEEDINGS

The object of this Association is the advancement of knowledge pertaining to the

scientific and economic location, construction, operation and maintenance

of railways. Its action is not binding upon its members.

TUESDAY, MARCH 11, 1930

MORNING SESSION

The Thirty-First Annual Convention of the American Railway Engineer-

ing Association was called to order in the Grand Ball Room of the Palmer

House, Chicago, by the President, Mr. Louis Yager, Assistant Chief

Engineer, Northern Pacific Railway.

The President :—The Thirty-First Annual Convention of the American

Railway Engineering Association is now declared open for the transaction

of business. This meeting is also the Annual Session of the Construction

and Maintenance Section of Division IV—Engineering, American Railway

Association, the meetings being concurrent.

The first order of business is the reading of the Minutes of the last

annual meeting. Inasmuch as these Minutes have been printed and a copy

furnished to each member, reading of the Minutes will be dispensed with

unless there is objection.

Tliere being no objection, the Minutes stand approved as printed.

The next order of business is the President's address.

ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT LOUIS YAGER
(I) INTRODUCTORY

Fellow-Members :

The Constitution of your Association requires the President to prepare

and deliver an address at the Annual Convention. The questions related to

the growth and development of the Association, the maturing of obligations,

and the arrival of new issues have inspired the observations that your

Presidents have brought to you on these annual occasions. Some of my
predecessors, endowed with broad vision, have indulged in prophecies, many

of which have already been amply fulfilled, while others, out of the fulness

of training and a rich experience, have given wise counsel in the direction

of Association affairs.

It is with the thought that our affairs have been undergoing changes of

a character that will now or soon require recognition, that in discussing

Association matters I am justified in reminding you of some of your achieve-

ments, to serve as a background from which you will turn with impressions

to be added to the significance of present trends in order to form an appraisal

of the future ; and thus keep in touch with those matters that are important

elements in the welfare of your organization.

I do not purpose to trespass upon the functions of the technical press,

or other agencies for the dissemination of professional and industrial data,

or to recount in any detail many interesting records of engineering and

13



14 Business Session

transportation accomplishments, but rather to refer to some of these import-

ant events, with the object of observing how these may concern our group.

This meeting begins the Thirty-First Annual Convention of your Asso-

ciation. It is our great pleasure to welcome you who are present in such

generous numbers. I shall not detain you unnecessarily long for the reading

of these remarks, having in mind the desirability of utilizing to the fullest

extent your enthusiasm and interest to attack the extensive and varied

program of work prepared by our Committees.

(II) MEMBERSHIP

It is with profound regret that we record the loss by death of thirty

members during the year. Among these, some of you will miss personal

friends, and others have pleasant recollections of those who were co-workers

in the daily tasks of life, as well as the affairs of your Association. One
of these was the President of a railway, two were Charter Members retired

from active service.

Your membership list now totals 2,856. During the past year there was

a gross gain of 136; after deducting losses due to deaths, resignations and

dropped from the rolls of 70 there is a net increase of 66, a not unfavorable

record, when considering the fact that we may be reaching the probable

saturation point of membership, which under the most favorable circum-

stances cannot be as large as some of the allied professional organizations,

by reason of the membership requirements to sustain the original founder

purpose of an organization to promote "the advancement of knowledge per-

taining to the scientific and economic location, construction, operation and

maintenance of railways."

In recent years there has been a gratifying increase of memb^^rs from

the ranks of railway executives who are, in a broad sense, sustaining mem-

bers, their membership signifying approval of the aims of your organiza-

tion, has provided a helpful incentive to the ambition and interest of young

Engineers earning recognition in the profession, in assuming the obligations

of membership.

In the early years of the organization, the interests of members were

more closely affiliated with the location, construction and maintenance

activities of railways. Since construction of new lines has materially

decreased, and maintenance standards and methods have been formulated,

the pioneering spirit of the Engineer has gradually been diverted into other

avenues of the transportation field. The recognition of the importance of

economic determinations in railway operations has opened an inviting field

for the Engineer trained in analytical work, so that as a result we have

many instances of the absorption of men, trained in their earlier years in

construction and maintenance routine, into the Operating Department. This

is quite a logical development, when we consider the close relations and

interdependence of operation and maintenance functions of a railway. From

this progression, we have an increasing number of Engineers, endowed

with native qualities of leadership, who have risen through the grades of

engineering training into important executive positions.

In recognition of this definite trend of expanding interest, and to

stimulate still further the membership outlook for a more useful service,
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your Board some years ago created appropriate committees to deal with

those subjects wherein contact was readily available for investigations in

the Operating Department, and at the same time attracted officers with

training outside technical lines, who have fulfilled the promise of a valuable

quality addition to our membership. All this has tended to eliminate the

former more or less well-defined lines of demarkation between the Engi-

neering and Operating Departments. This is evidenced by the broader

transportation interest of the railway Engineer in the last decade. Our
efforts have assisted in providing broader transportation educational oppor-

tunities for those who may be seeking or have been selected for a special-

ized calling. All of this spells real progress in training, in view of the

well-recognized fact in other professions that the most effective and proficient

specialist is the one who has had thorough training in the fundamentals of

his occupation.

It is a truism that the virility and future prospects of any democratic

and voluntary organization, such as yours, are expressed in terms of the

numbers and interest of the coming generation. In view of this, for the

perpetuation of the aims and ideals of your Association, we must of neces-

sity look to young trained Engineers, and it therefore becomes our duty to

see that these young men are duly enrolled and made acquainted with

the opportunities and advantages of membership from the standpoint of

the employer and the individual, as well as with the privilege of service to

the professional welfare, as soon as they attain eligibility for membership.

We also still have before us the realization that we must mature plans that

will bring into the membership those eligible engineering and operating

officers still outside, as well as an appropriate number of leaders and

teachers in the co-operative educational institutions, which will make your

Association still more representative, in all sections of American railway

transportation, to the end that the technical training and experience repre-

sented by your organization may be sustained and function in the broadest

aspect as a railway profession. Your active co-operation to consummate

these desirable results is earnestly solicited.

During the year your Board has conferred Honorary Membership on

one of its Charter Members, in appropriate recognition of his outstanding

accomplishments in his chosen profession, and for the important contribu-

tions which he has so generously made to the aims and work of your

organization. Mr. W. C. Gushing of the Pennsylvania Railroad, together

with Mr. L. C. Fritch of the Rock Island Lines, one of the first members
to be so recognized, now sustain the dignity of Honorary Membership
in the Association.

(Ill) FINANCES

The report of the Secretary contains a detailed statement of your

financial status as of December 31, 1929. That is the first period in which

there has existed a deficit on the year's operation, of any moment, for

several years. The excess of disbursements over receipts, amounting to

$7,047.56, is found included in the comparison to be made with the year

1928 in the following summation of major changes

:
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Decrease in receipts from entrance fees, sale of publica-

tions, and advertising account $3,398.50
Increase in disbursements for stationery and printing,

annual meeting, Manual expense, and printing of

Bulletins (of which $2,804.04 relates to the year
1928), total $8,526.77

or a total of both causes of $11,925.27. The deficit for the year was dis-

charged from the cash balance, which is still ample for our needs without

necessitating any consideration of invading the surplus invested in bonds.

The revised Manual, which was carried on to completion during the year,

has involved a liability of $10,406.46, which will be gradually decreased,

and eventually extinguished with a reasonable expectation of ultimately

realizing a considerable profit from sales of the Manual to our membership,

to railways and others.

A review of the financial statements for the last ten years will show

that there has been an excess of receipts over disbursements averaging

$553.47 per year for that period. This amount is slightly more than one

per cent of the average yearly receipts. It is evident that this narrow

margin could not for long be sufficient to absorb the effect of changes in

financial requirements.

There are a number of factors, of growing importance in recent years,

which have been operating to reduce the normal yearly surplus responsible

for our creditable balance of the past. The import of these factors has

been observed and studied for some time. This discussion has for its

purpose acquainting you with these and the problems that they bring forward

for attention.

The major income for the first twenty years of our existence was

derived from membership fees and annual dues of a steadily increasing

membership. Our predecessors, through various expedients, conserved that

income in admirable form to accumulate a sizable surplus so that you have

had at all times a solvent institution, with a ready credit to meet any

current, need. Since the termination of Federal Control of the railways,

we have found ourselves with a financial future similar to that facing the

railways, in that the revenue base was not commensurate with, and could

not be increased to meet, the higher cost of conducting business, due to the

rapid rise of wages and material prices. The comparison from a remedial

standpoint is not parallel, because the character and extent of our business

operations are not such as to lend themselves to the expansion of net

income by means of capital expenditures, made by the railways for the

purpose of developing greater efficiency and reducing operating expenses.

The most important item of increase relates to publications and printing,

due to the increased costs in that industry, as well as the greater volume

by reason of the gradual expansion of our service. Salaries of our force

have been increased somewhat below recognitions in this respect for other

departments.

Your Association has borne all the publication and incidental printing

expenses in connection with the work of several Committees whose sus-

taining and research funds were provided by other agencies. It has become

increasingly evident that the importance of your Association to the railways,

and the widespread contacts which we must maintain in order to perpetuate

our usefulness and provide prompt response to the many requests for service
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and information, requires an increase in our official staff, which has been

relatively smaller than those of related organizations of similar importance.

Increased income from an augmented membership could at best be

only a temporary solution, for reasons explained elsewhere in this discus-

sion. The time would eventually arrive when the offsetting liabilities of

membership would materially reduce the net income from such a remedy.

It is, however, vastly more important that the high standard of membership

be maintained, than to secure questionable financial relief through forced

inflation of membership.

An increase in membership dues to augment income is not an expedient

solution, as that would constitute an unwarranted hardship to some members,
causing an immediate material reduction in membership, and undoubtedly

operate as a deterrent to the solicitation of deserving young Engineers

;

and at the same time would be regarded as an avowed negation of our

acknowledged importance to the industry we serve. Fortunately, there is

nothing as yet in the financial picture before us to suggest the necessity of

seeking assistance through these means.

At this point a statement with reference to the attitude of your officers

toward the future handling of your surplus resources may be in order.

That surplus is regarded in the nature of an inheritance from the founders,

who had a vision of creating and sustaining a specialized profession in

transportation which requires the development in due time of certain library

facilities and other instrumentalities of a purely professional character. In

this manner, we may eventually give some measure of recognition to the

unstinted co-operation which we have received from our colleagues among
outside Engineers and educators in scientific institutions, who are not so

intimately concerned as are we in the business of transportation. That

investment principal should be kept intact, and added to as time goes on,

and only the interest returns, after they are no' longer needed for the

more immediate current requirements, devoted to the achievement of the

purposes which our predecessors had in mind.

President John F. Wallace, at the first meeting of our organization,

in March, 1900, said: "The greater part of our work, in fact 95 per cent

of it, will be for the benefit of the railway corporations, and after we have

demonstrated to the managing officers of our corporations the efficiency of

our organization, and that it will be a success, we expect to call on those

corporations for a contribution to cover the expenses of our publications,

in the same manner that the American Railway Association, the Master

Car Builders, and some of the allied organizations do, among which we
expect to take our place in the railway work."

The prediction, in respect to the place of your organization in the rail-

way field, has been fulfilled, as well as acknowledged by the executive

officers who pass judgment on these matters. Nearly two decades after

that prediction was uttered, all of the organizations deliberating for the

various railway departments were incorporated as Divisions in the reor-

ganized American Railway Association, and the necessary operating funds

were provided through that organization. At that time, your Association

became closely affiliated through being selected as the Engineering Division,

with contributions amounting to one-half of our salary outlay and several

minor items of office expenses. Since our financial position has been
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materially altered in the last ten years, for the reasons just mentioned,

it will be necessary now to proceed on the second forecast made by President

Wallace, concerning our publication expenses. These are matters receiving

the earnest attention of your officers.

(IV) COMMITTEE WORK THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

Since time and space do not permit comment on the work of all com-

mittees, I am certain that failure to refer to any particular committee will

not be construed as a reflection. The work of the committees as a whole, as

presented in the Bulletins now before you, I believe you will agree, has

uniformly maintained the high standards of the past. Each Committee has

its own particular field, and brings to you currently the results of its

deliberations in appropriate form. Whenever their investigations have

developed conclusions sufficiently convincing and comprehensive to express

the best methods and practices, they present them to you on these annual

occasions for approval. It must follow, in the natural course of events, that

committees submit yearly information of varying degrees of immediate

concern; some working in a sphere requiring extended contact with other

organizations or finances to further their work, or dealing with subjects of

pressing interest to the Association, are reasons which justify mentioning

their particular activities at this time.

The Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track presents its fifth

progress report, dealing with the functions and action of the rail-joint.

This report has been awaited with considerable interest by reason of its

importance and the fact that experimental data developed therein will add

much to rational future handling of rail-joint design and maintenance.

The report sets forth some important principles, and forecasts future investi-

gations which are necessary to a complete engineering understanding of

the rail-joint problems. We are pleased to report that the steel companies,

who have been sponsors with the American Railway Association in financing

the work of this committee, have recently duplicated their former generous

contributions.

The Rail Committee, which has been our agency in the co-operative

development of the Sperry Transverse Fissure Detector Car, has progressed

its work in the field demonstration of the utility of this device for detecting-

the presence of transverse fissures in rail in track, and thus afford a

substantial measure of relief from this track menace. This Committee has

been able to maintain a satisfactory and mutually helpful relationship with

a similar committee from the Rail Manufacturers, in all matters relating

to the improvement of rail quality. Quite recently, they have perfected a

plan for a joint study to which reference is made elsewhere.

The Board Committees on Outline of Work and Personnel have con-

tinued the plan, inaugurated several years ago, of having joint meetings

with Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen of all committees during the Annual

Convention, and at subsequent times with different committees, for the pur-

pose of clarifying or interpreting assigned subjects, or to assist in developing

collaboration with other committees and kindred organizations.

These joint meetings have broadened the acquaintanceship of the Gov-

erning Board, so essential for the selection of talent for committee-work,
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the rotation of committee memberships and recruiting of new workers, to

the end tliat there be developed the highest quality of service with a wide-

spread acknowledgment, through experience, of the educational advantages

accruing both to the employer and the individual, from active participating

in the activities of your organization.

We are now operating under a well-established practice of having

subject assignments and personnel outlined well in advance of the Annual

Convention, so that for most committees the active working period extends

throughout the year. It has been demonstrated that the winter months are

most favorable for carrying on work.

The developments in utilization of labor-saving equipment have been

so rapid that your Board has found it desirable to create a Special Com-
mittee on Maintenance of Way Work Equipment. This new committee will

take over the subjects pertaining to this phase, previously dealt with by the

Committee on Economics of Railway Labor and other committees. Suitable

personnel for this Committee has been found, and they are well launched

on their assignments.

(V) RELATIONS WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS AND
OTHER SECTIONS OF THE AMERICAN RAILWAY ASSO-
CIATION

The ever-broadening field of your Association's activities is to a degree

suggested by the relations which we maintain with kindred organizations

and other Sections of the American Railway Association, as outlined with

some indication of their scope in the Secretary's report. Some of the more
important contacts, and of more immediate concern, worthy of mention

at this time, are as follows

:

The Rail Committee has, for many years, co-operated with the Technical

Committee of the Rail Manufacturers. Recent developments in the field

of transverse fissure studies have led these two committees to formulate

a plan of comprehensive mill practice, laboratory and field investigations of

rail production and service behavior over a period of years, to determine

the origin of transverse fissures. The cost of that work is to be financed

jointly by the Rail Manufacturers and the Rail Committee, with funds to

be solicited from the American Railway Association. This co-operative

action on the part of the steel companies is a splendid tribute to the

solicitude which that industry has for the integrity of its product.

The Electrical Section has had its status changed during the year,

through adoption of revised Regulations which will operate to broaden its

influence. The membership has been enlarged by direct appointment of

delegates by the railways. The sustaining members of that Section will main-

tain their relations with us as in the past, and continue to function as our

Committee on Electricity.

The growing importance of various phases in the subject of protection

of Grade Crossings has been recognized by the American Railway Associa-

tion, through the realization that it is necessary to co-ordinate in an effective

manner the related work of the past and the future, by the Safety Section

of the Operating Division, the Signal Section, and the Construction and

Maintenance Section, the latter two of the Engineering Division, in order
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that State and Federal Conimissioiis, as well as the piihlic generally, may

have a correct and authoritative explanation of the railways' interest

in this important snhjcct. Arrangements have therefore been concluded,

through which a Joint Committee representing the three Sections will

correlate the conclusions and recommendations before they are promulgated,

and that Joint Committee will be the point of contact in this matter on

public business of every character relating to this subject.

Membership from the Committee on Grade Crossings will represent

your Association on this new Joint Committee.

(VI) PUBLICATIONS

Our publications, such as Bulletins and Proceedings, express the

volume of committee and individual work of your Association. These have

been expanding with the advance of our investigations. They have involved

problems of cost and arrangement, particularly in case of Proceedings,

where the Publications Committee has been called on to decide various

questions concerning the inclusion of material within the limitations in one

convenient volume and at the same time avoid the exclusion of information

valuable as affording complete references to subjects treated. Thus far

that Committee has been able to accomplish that result in a satisfactory

manner. Valuable monographs, which represent the individual efforts of

members related to important subjects, have been contributed as in the

past, in a creditable degree. The Board desires to encourage such contribu-

tions to our literature.

The Sixth Revised Edition of our Manual, involving 1531 pages, repre-

senting the first generation of formal accomplishment in our field of endeavor

by a widespread co-ordinated authorship, was completed during the Fall.

Through a somewhat unexpected and unusual combination of cii-cumstances

it was necessary to suspend the issuance for a period of several months.

That restriction has recently been removed, and the distribution of the

volume is now in progress. We urge all members to provide themselves

with a copy, and disseminate the information that this valuable reference

work is now available to all interested parties. The availability of the

complete Manual, revised up to date, should be a further incentive to spur

on your efforts to obtain a wider acceptance of the recommended designs

and practices of the Association, in order to realize such economies and

advantages as may be developed from standardization of methods.

Since the painstaking and arduous work in connection with the revision

of this Manual is now out of the way, the resources of the Secretary's

office will be devoted to the completion of the General Index, which will be

a very important instrument for a ready and comprehensive reference to

our literature, dealing with every phase of subjects which we have investi-

gated during the period of our existence as an Association.

(VII) TRANSPORTATION, CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS, ETC.

On this occasion, it is fitting that we take a brief inventory of the

major additions, modifications and new developments in the physical plant

of our country's railway transportation system, as well as new trends in

organization and management, and note how the industry as a whole has
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functioned to meet the public needs ; all for the immediate purpose of dis-

closing whether we, in organization and in outlook, are properly synchronized

in the mutual interests involved.

Your Association in its activities is interested particularly in those

elements of plant construction, maintenance and operation which have an

intimate bearing on the efficient production of transportation units.

Recent reviews of the transportation picture given by industrial leaders,

economists and heads of governmental departments, are in general agree-

ment that our railways as a whole were never in better physical and financial

condition, rendering the highest quality of service in the history of our

country. Notable are the well-sustained faster schedules, insuring reliable

delivery of commodities to an extent to materially influence distributors'

stock, and consequently the capital turnover. The increased efficiency in

handling traffic has resulted in cheapening products to consumers. Many
factors have contributed to bring about this desired result. There has been

an improvement in nearly all factors of performance by which efficiency

of operation is judged, and it is significant that these are not directly attribut-

able to the favorable influences of a marked increase in traffic volume.

The first half of the Association's history was during the period of

greatest activity in the construction of new line mileage to meet the needs

of traffic-producing territory, or of expansion to provide additional plant

capacity through multiple track mileage, or revision of existing lines to

improve grades and operating conditions. In fact, during that period the

yearly increase in new railway mileage was a fair index of the expansion

of the transportation plant. By the same token, the abrupt increase in

miles of lines abandoned immediately after the termination of Federal

control gave temporary concern to some, as to the future prospects and

integrity of our railway systems. It is well understood that these abandon-

ments are merely the summation of local conditions expressing a change in

the transportation needs or the development of other more effective trans-

portation agencies ; circumstances quite comparable being found in all large

industries.

During the past year, new mileage constructed was about the average

for the last ten years. Addition of second or other multiple tracks is the

lowest since 1922. There was some decrease in the mileage of lines

abandoned, that item indicating no outstanding characteristics.

Construction activity of the past year as a whole has been greater,

in a marked degree, than that of the average of the last few years, and

has embraced a wide range of additions and betterments to roadway and

structures, so characteristic of recent years. The magnitude of these

investments is not directly expressed in track units. There are many

important projects of considerable size in progress, or nearing completion.

The large expenditures of recent years are more generally the results

of progressive budgets based on intensive economic studies covering a wider

investigation of all the related parts of the transportation machine, to

develop greater traffic capacity when needed, and purposely designed to

produce greater operating efficiency as distinguished from the decreased

operating costs resulting as an often unappraised by-product of increased

capacity through the construction of alternate lines, or multiple tracks. No
so long ago, instances could be recited where the remedy applied for reliel
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of congested districts was the more obvious and quite generally more

expensive one of utilizing multiple tracks ; whereas, at the present time

railway managers and executives with a better comprehension of the poten-

tialities of present facilities and organization insist upon a thorough search

for and a careful weighing of all the pertinent facts for the attainment of

increased capacity, and then select the ones economically suited to the cir-

cumstances. Recommended expenditures for plant and equipment to reduce

operating expenses must clearly demonstrate a comfortable margin between

savings and capital charges.

The utilization of annual budgets for improvement programs in road-

way and equipment has become a well-established practice. An increasing

amount of effort is being devoted to the development and execution of

maintenance budgets for the most effective results for the funds properly

set aside for that purpose.

It is interesting to observe that the Association has been amply justi-

fied and rewarded in recognizing these trends of interest through providing

the means of a current study of the broader economic problems in transporta-

tion for which the analytical ability of the trained Engineer is becoming

more generally utilized. The dissemination of information resulting from

this effort has resulted in developing a better appreciation and understanding

on the part of the Engineers who locate, design and construct facilities of

the more obvious problems confronting their fellow-workers who operate

and maintain those facilities. This broader interest and active co-operation

is surely developing the railway Engineer into an economist in the widest

sense, dealing with the complex and interesting elements of material and

human engineering. It is the present purpose of your officers to foster and

strengthen those lines of committee-work which provide the opportunities

of research and study in this expanding field, so that we may truly provide

what is, in effect, a self-elective post-graduate course of education in

economic railway engineering and training for leadership, wherein mem-
bers of all classes of talent make their particular contributions to that most

democratic school in which the participants are at the same time both

students and teachers.

In the Maintenance of Way Department we observe an increasing

interest in labor-saving equipment to the extent that the experimental

stage has been, in many instances, definitely passed, and we find ourselves

confronted with problems of permanent organization for the selection and

supervision of operating personnel and maintenance of this equipment, in

order that its employment may function in effective output and justify its

creation as an agency for more efficient maintenance of our property. This

situation has brought about the position of Work Equipment Supervisor,

usually under centralized control, for directing all the activities relating to

this department, which calls for a high degree of mechanical organizing

ability. It is gratifying to realize the fact that railways have at hand,

from the varied training of its personnel in the Engineering and Mechanical

Departments, the necessary talent to man these positions with assurance of

successful handling. Your organization, in anticipation of this development

in the maintenance field, has provided opportunities for current studies and

recently created a Special Committee to cover the activities of this sub-
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department ; we are pleased to welcome that Committee as the latest addition

to our working group.

The reports concerning electrification are always of interest as express-

ing developments in localities of dense traffic or particularly difficult or

unusual operating conditions. The railways on whose properties electrifica-

tion problems are of major consequences as important construction questions

have in the past year carried on their work apace. Notable among these

are the projects of the Pennsylvania Railroad, the Reading, Delaware, Lacka-

wanna and Western, the New York Central, Cleveland Union Terminals, and

the Illinois Central.

Most of you are familiar with the unwarranted predictions made in

some quarters that electrification, by reason of its demonstrated efficiency

for producing cheap transportation, would be gradually extended and eventu-

ally eliminate its predecessor, the steam locomotive. The introduction of

electricity as motive power for heavy traffic has spurred the locomotive

builders and our mechanical Engineers to greater efforts to still further

increase the efficiency of the steam locomotive. Those who have a more

immediate concern with the problems of efficient operation and those matters

which deal with the most effective tractive units, are well aware of the

great improvements in locomotive design in recent years. These improve-

ments deal not only with size of units, but more particularly with those

elements which have to do with efficient locomotive operation and mainten-

ance, and the reliably sustained high horsepower to meet the demands of

faster schedules. Engineers have been devoting more attention to matters

dealing with efficient combustion, in reaching toward the goal set by

modern stationary plants in fuel economy. The end of this favorable

development is not yet in sight. It is clear that the steam locomotive has

not yet reached the end of its career. Locomotive designers and those who
plan the field for its usefulness in the more exacting transportation require-

ments, have met the challenge of competition, so that it may be proper to

state that the steam locomotive has taken on a new lease of life. Your

Association by reason of concern with the economics of transportation, as

well as our immediate dealing with the auxiliaries of locomotive operation

and maintenance, will continue its co-operation with the Mechanical Division

in the study of those mutual problems whose successful solution will assist

in demonstrating that the modern steam locomotive has its place as an

effective traction instrumentality until it is definitely overtaken in the process

of mechanical evolution by a more efficient unit.

The reports covering activities and expenditures for' improvements

relating to matters of safety in transportation show that the installation of

signals for train operation, as well as the installation of warning devices

for mutual protection at highway grade crossings, have been conducted in

line with the importance of this subject. Attention may well be called

to the increasing interest displayed through expanding utilization of the

possibilities of signals and auxiliary devices for the direction and expedited

movement of trains by means of power switches, with the further enhance-

ment of remote control. These developments emphasize the adaptability of

signal devices originally intended largely as instruments of safety, for

keeping trains in motion through minimizing expensive stops and thereby

increase the productiveness of the train-hour, the recognized statistical
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unit for measuring the efficiency of transportation. The resources of the

signal department are now being more generally regarded as useful adjuncts

in the development of operating economy.

The results following the shifting of the initiative for the installation

of automatic train control from a regulatory to a managerial function will

be watched with considerable interest as time goes on. It is believed that

this step was well justified by the interest which the railways have shown in

all matters of safety, pertaining to the successful conduct of their business.

In the field of safety, so enormously enlarged through the rapid develop-

ment of motor traffic on our highways, much is still to be accomplished in

convincing the public that the mass education of personal responsibility and

successful enforcement of regulations for the reduction of travel hazards

involved in the increasing density of highway traffic have an important

bearing on the mitigation of the losses in human life and property at grade

crossings. A greater realization of the public responsibility will bring

about a closer agreement that the answer to the pressing question of

highway crossing accidents does not lie along the lines of indiscriminate

elimination of highway grade crossings. The interstate character of motor

transportation, both for individual and public travel, has made it increasingly

evident that standardization of devices and practices for the promotion of

highway safety are essential features of progress. Various agencies repre-

senting the railways as a group in this field are being co-ordinated for

more effective dealing with the public bodies in all matters relating to

highway grade crossing questions.

The competition which railways have to meet by water, highway and

through the air are naturally matters of vital concern. The motor vehicle

competition on the highways has been most pronounced in its disturbing

efifect on the revenues of the railways. That form of competition will

unquestionably continue to increase for some time. Such recoveries from

actual or potential losses as are evidently possible from this form of com-

petition have already been undertaken in the necessary revisions and new

adaptations of service, together with co-operation or supplementary service

of the same character. Competition by means of inland waterways is

still largely in the experimental stage, and a correct appraisal of that

competition cannot be made as long as the subject maintains its appeal as a

political expendient for the correction of industrial disturbances, with which

at most it can be economically related only in a secondary degree. The final

development and survival of this competition is intimately connected with

the public attitude toward the perpetuation of the direct and indirect sub-

sidies which are largely accountable for the measures of success claimed

for that form of transportation. Transportation by air has a useful field of

somewhat limited extent, in total volume, and its utility as a supplement

to passenger transportation has already been recognized through numerous

instances of correlated service with railways.

Railways are now in a sound physical and, generally speaking, in a

healthy financial condition, with a favorable relationship to public sentiment

established through a better public understanding of the industrial and social

welfare value of good transportation, so that with a fair attitude on the

part of the public, based on the recognition of sound economic principles

justifying an adequate return on property devoted to the public service,
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there need be no hesitancy in predicting that railways will continue to suc-

cessfully maintain their pre-eminent position in the major transportation

requirements of our social order.

(VIII) WORLD ENGINEERING CONGRESS

In June, 1929, your Board of Direction received a letter from Air. S.

Kurokochi, Director of the Bureau of Construction and Maintenance of

the Japanese Government Railways, representing over thirty members resi-

dent in Japan, inviting us to send your Secretary, Mr. E. H. Fritch, as a

Delegate to the World Engineering Congress, sponsored by the Engineering

Society of Japan, to be held in Tokyo during October and November of

last year. The Board was pleased to accept and act on that invitation, as

expressing a concrete interest in your Association, and a personal tribute

to the ability and friendly regard in which your Secretary is held by our

members at home and abroad. Mr. Fritch acted as official Delegate at the

Congress for both the American Railway Engineering Association and
the Engineering Division of the American Railway Association. The
general interest in the affairs of the Congress was sufficiently widespread

to attract nine other members, who represented your and other organizations.

This occasion provided for us a pleasant and interesting reunion on foreign

soil, as well as affording opportunities for renewing friendships and making
new friends among our members and Engineers in the Orient.

Our Japanese members greeted us with the traditional hospitality of the

race, and placed at our disposal all material resources and personal atten-

tions to make our attendance at the Congress sessions pleasant and profit-

able. We had many opportunities for observing the characteristics of

Japanese civilization, culture and industry. The intimate mingling of the

materialistic and social qualities of the Oriental and Occidental civilizations

presented striking contrasts on first observation, but these became less pro-

nounced after we had opportimities to learn something of the selective

processes which this people, with a heritage of an ancient civilization, have

used in adopting and adapting the elements of the newer Occidental civiliza-

tion to their modern requirements. The manner in which they have brought

about these results in the short space of time, as we regard time in social

evolution, testifies to the intellectual and cultural capacity, as well as the

organizing ability of the Japanese people.

Needless to say, we were generously treated to many pleasant and

comfortable opportunities to view the many scenic attractions on land

and sea of that beautiful country, as well as places of historic and artistic

interest. All of this has left an appropriate impression in the memories

of an interesting trip.

You are undoubtedly aware, through the reports of our Association

from time to time, and the regular visits of Engineers from Japan, that

their railways have made generous application of American standards and

practices. They took a pardonable pride in showing us how they had
adapted these to the needs of their transportation system. We were much
impressed in noting how effective these standards and methods have become,

through the supervision of the thorough training and discipline of the

Japanese Engineer, and how they have combined some of their native
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artistic sense with the utilitarian details of railway construction. Our
stay in Japan in the environment of good-fellowship, so evident among Engi-

neers and transportation men, was so pleasant that the time for departure

came all too soon.

We have arranged, as part of the entertainment program of this Con-

vention, to devote one evening to bringing to you a message of greeting

from our Japanese members, by means of pictures of interest, and descrip-

tions of their railways, as well as views of some of their beautiful scenery.

Having seen something of the Japanese life and industrial activity, we shall

be in a better position to greet the Japanese Engineers who will continue

to visit our country. These young men not only study our transportation

systems and industries, but they are at the same time keen observers and

reporters of our political and social ideals, the best of which they state are

having an increasing influence on their own changing social and industrial

system. There will henceforth be a more complete understanding of the

mutual interdependence of one country to another in the realms of trade,

education and culture. It is noteworthy that in recent years there has been

a decided shift of educational interest from European centers of learning to

America, so that the influences of American universities are now more

pronounced in all the awakened countries of the Orient.

The great assembly of representative Engineers, scientists, educators

and industrialists, from twenty-six nations of the world, was in itself a

momentous occasion that must represent a potent force for the betterment

of human effort that should be given more frequent recognition. These

gatherings recognize the kinship of men in bringing together men of similar

training who, in searching for truth, find they speak a universal language

of understanding among the creators and builders of the agencies of

human progress.

Our generation has experienced an amazing development of the means

of rapid communication, which for the exchange of thought has practically

annihilated distance, but the more rapid transportation of individuals from

one place to another has served to accentuate the inherent urge of per-

sonality for intimate relationship in the discussion of man's affairs. The

experiences of the Congress have brought out more clearly than ever before

the value of human contacts, even though at times they must be carried

out under handicaps of language and customs which operate to impede the

ready exchange of ideas. That fact justified the emphasis placed upon the

social side of the Congress, with its many opportunities of acquaintanceship,

not only among the hosts and visitors, but between those of the American

delegates who made personal acquaintances that might not otherwise have

materialized.

As we reflect upon the events of the crowded days of the Congress, we

cannot escape the conviction that the most immediate and possibly ultimately

the most stimulating benefits of this great assembly flow from the many

and varied contacts of the social functions, informal gatherings, and observa-

tions of industry, national life and commerce, rather than from the more

formal business sessions. This was true of the interchange of ideas on

scientific, engineering and industrial subjects, as well as the ever-present

discussions, in such an environment, concerning views relating to matters of

international conduct, policies and agencies for the human welfare. This
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lesson is an important one for the organizers of future World Congresses,

to design the time and means for the free exchange of ideas outside the

sessions. What the Engineers, industrialists, and public men of Japan have

done in planning, organizing, and prosecuting the formal business and

social affairs, to make the Congress a successful gathering, is a matter of

grateful acknowledgment. The high standards of accomplishment in this

respect will stand as a challenge to sponsors of future occasions of inter-

national import.

It seems to me that the social experiences of the Congress suggest a

confirmation of the personal contact problem existing in a lesser degree, of

course, in such organizations as your own, when the growth of membership

takes on proportions and varieties that acquaintanceship is limited to a

small part of the total. There is then developed a pressing need for satisfy-

ing the desire for fellowship with those of common aims and ideals, which

in our social order function best in the conventionalities of friendship.

The strictly technical side of the Congress was notable for the thorough-

ness of preparation and fine attention to all the details of papers, programs

and presentation. Needless to say, the 800 or more papers presented in the

twelve sections into which the Congress was divided crowded the limited

time so that there was little opportunity for discussion, one of the most
essential requisites in holding the attention of members. This is character-

istic of international gatherings, and the limitations imposed by the inclusive

scope of these projects.

These difficulties present a fine field of endeavor for future organizers,

to give a more prominent place on the program to subjects of immediate

interest, such as are of a controversial nature, or are in the developmental

stage, and to invite discussions by recognized authorities in these lines.

Treatment along these lines is essential for the reason that most of the

papers presented in such meetings are the work of individuals, or at most

represent the viewpoint and experience of a limited group or section. There

are many papers of importance, on a wide range of subjects, which by

reason of their origin may well be given the position of textbook authority.

You will be interested to learn that your Association played its appropri-

ate part in contributing papers for the Transportation Section of the

Congress, and that your delegates carried out their obligations with respect

to the presentation of papers, and assisting in the conduct of the Congress,

in a manner commensurate with the importance of your Association in the

international picture of transportation, thus through mingling with those

leaders of research, industry and education, who through their activities

direct the trend of engineering progress, we have had a part with the

Engineers of the world in promoting international co-operation and under-

standing so essential to the material welfare of mankind, as to have justified

the efforts put forth toward the purposes of this unique conference.

(IX) RESEARCH AND FUTURE WORK

In the earlier years of the Association's history, the founders and the

first generation of workers had before them a virgin field in the develop-

ment and correlation of principles of organization and standardization. You
are familiar with the progress that has been made in that direction, and you
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have seen developed in that time all the attributes of a railway profession,

with a gradual definition of departmental organizations and adoption of

standards, and the evaluation of appropriate methods and practices. There

is no intention of suggesting that the work of the Association is drawing to

a close, or even that there need be any curtailment of its activities. It is

clear, however, that the achievements of the past have altered quite materially

the method of approaching future progress. In the earlier years, the

Committees had a wealth of material available for their deliberations. Much
of the work they have done requires only minor modification to keep in

step with current developments. It is therefore necessary to direct attention

to devising ways and means of exploration in avenues where the light of infor-

mation is obscure and uncertain. Where essential material is not readily

available, it must be brought to the surface through deeper searching,

wherever preliminary investigations indicate its existence.

Research work, in the most comprehensive sense, is not an abstraction

of academic minds, or the fads of scientists, as evidenced by the generous

use made of that highly organized method of analysis and search for funda-

mental facts on the part of modern industry, which is making large appro-

priations for these activities to keep itself abreast of material progress.

We now have reached a period where the solution of many of our

problems indicates that the investigations should be accompanied by experi-

mental data, to be derived from organized research, either in the laboratory

with the co-operation of university talent, or field tests on the lines of the

railways, with talent recruited from their staffs and assisted by your Com-
mittees, or possibly a suitable combination of both methods.

.

Your Association is not unfamiliar with the methods and results to be

derived from well-organized and directed research. We have a pride in

the accomplishments of the Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track.

In order that we may not permit the significance of these achievements

to be absorbed in the commonplaces of our daily routine, it is well to con-

sider for a moment what these have meant to our welfare.

The increased weight and speed of locomotives and equipment has long

been a matter of concern to those ofificers immediately responsible for the

safety and economical maintenance of the track structure. For many years

it has been apparent there was not a consistent relation between the develop-

ment of locomotives and cars, and the satisfaction of the requirements

which the elements of greater size and speed made upon the track. It was

realized that the track standards lagged behind the advance of demands.

The highly specialized investigations which were conducted by the

Committee, under the able and untiring leadership of Dr. A. N. Talbot, in

this very complex field of stresses in track has brought the subject of

track design under the review of engineering knowledge, so that there is an

acknowledged franker and more rational treatment of the track structure

with reference to the service it must perform. As a consequence, we now

observe more attention devoted to the economic relations existing between

rail, ties, ballast and subgrade for the purpose of providing the most effective

combinations to meet the service demands at the lowest over-all annual

cost. The abandonment of the prevailing practice of arbitrarily increasing

the rail sections by five or ten pounds per yard increments, in progressive

intervals, in favor of heavier sections studied with reference to their useful
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service life in the last ten years, is an illustration of this point. The maintenance

officer now views the situation in a calmer aspect, for while he realizes

that the demands of traffic must still dominate and dictate the type of

equipment, he now realizes that the requirements of track are better under-

stood and receives corresponding attention. These studies have also disclosed

valuable data concerning the action of the locomotive under high speeds.

Locomotive designers have profited by these studies with the result that

excessive punishment to the track has been materially minimized.

This development, as well as others which might be recounted, serve as

convincing demonstrations of the latent resources within your organization

for research investigation, and the application of these results through co-

operative effort with other departments to improve the physical plant for

safer and more economical operation and maintenance, to meet the ever-

increasing demands for expedited service. Our investigations have laid the

foundations for independent workers in the same or related fields, of which

an instance is the work completed by the Kansas City Southern Railway,

results of which are to be found in a very creditable monograph appearing

with the report of the Rail Committee.

The work of the Rail Committee, from its beginning, has dealt largely

with the elements of original research. This has involved laborious and

extended investigations in the processes of steel production for the best

quality of rails, and the subsequent service of the product in track. The

results have been commensurate with the time and funds devoted to those

undertakings. As one of the noteworthy achievements of that Committee

may be cited the co-operative development of the Transverse Fissure

Detector.

That Committee, in summing up all the prospects disclosed by its own
investigations, as well as that of various bureaus and independent workers

in the steel research field, has evolved a well-co-ordinated plan to utilize

the resources of chemical, physical and metallurgical sciences for a minute

survey of steel properties, defects and behavior under different forms of

stress, both with destructive and non-destructive tests, to be carried out

from the production of the rail at the mills to the end of useful service life

in selected locations of heavy traffic. That plan is the culmination of many
years of patient research on the part of industries and scientific labora-

tories; and its completion promises much in the way of scientific and con-

vincing explanation of the causes, with a related anticipation that the

scientific resources of the steel industry will be able to provide a suitable

solution for the transverse fissure problem, through the elimination of the

causative factors after they have been identified.

Your Board, from time to time, has been able to obtain from various

sources small appropriations for research of a minor nature, recommended
and ultimately carried out bj' several committees. One of the more recent

of these covered the tests of the Bearing Values of Large Rollers, con-

ducted jointly by the Committee on Iron and Steel Structures, and the

Engineering Experiment Station at the University of Illinois. We have

had numerous reports, citing the outstanding value of the reports to the

designers of structures to which they relate.

We believe that the needs in the direction of greater research work are

more convincingly evident as a necessary accompaniment to progress, and
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that our past performance justifies the solicitation of a more generous

fund for this purpose, in order that your Association may not only continue

its immediate undertakings, but to satisfactorily discharge all its obligations

to the transportation industry.

(X) CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it seems appropriate that an analysis of your affairs be

followed by at least a brief summary of the assets and liabilities of your

Association. The dominant asset may aptly be described as consisting of a

selected body of open-minded earnest men giving freely of their time and

talents, and impelled by a motive of self-improvement, resulting from a

collective contribution to the welfare of an important industry to which they

have a personal or professional relation. The motive of self-improvement

is commendable in that it is accompanied by an evident desire to give as

generously as they receive. The ambition to be of service is manifested

through the liberal contributions in a voluntary organization, often made

at the expense of considerable personal inconvenience. There exists a fine

spirit of whole-hearted co-operation with allied organizations in the discussion

and solution of mutual problems in the economics of industry as well as in

some of the less tangible spheres of human relations. The interest is keen

in anticipating the trend of events which may require a modification of

method. In rounding out the first generation of existence there are being

established traditions of professional ideals and achievement. The pride

in these traditions will constitute a worthy asset as long as they are kept

free from the destructive influences of narrow self-sufficiency.

The liabilities are largely current ones, in that they relate to the

material resources which must be provided to satisfy the needs ^f a healthy

institution continually growing in size and importance. The stimulation of

the founder purpose of the organization has expanded the outlook and

further increased the useful productive capacity of the workers through the

exercise of their functions in contacting with the complex demands of the

transportation industry. There has therefore been created an obligation to

maintain an open field of opportunity for the workers, in order that the

organization may not suffer from the deteriorating effects of unemployment

;

a symptom of maladjustment whenever it continues for long periods in any

industry. The increase in membership, well beyond the fondest hopes of

those associated with its early history and the limits which eventually

should be attained, naturally involve important questions of organization

and direction. The natural group leadership always present in an intelligent

democratic institution endowed with a mission of service will be amply able

to devise ways and means to prevent these obligations becoming permanently

fixed liabilities.

Your officers take this opportunity to acknowledge and commend the

splendid co-operation of all the workers and supporters of the Association.

The environment of loyal and unselfish service has made for your President

a pleasant experience in performing the duties of the office. (Applause.)
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The President :—The next order of business is the reading of the report

of the Secretary and Treasurer.

The Secretary :—^The President in his address to which you have just

listened, has given you a most comprehensive word-picture of the status of

your Association. The report of the Secretary is largely supplemental and

statistical.

Copies of the report are on the chairs. The first part of the report

contains a list of the subjects dealt with by the various committees during

the current year. Following that is a summary of the organizations with

which we collaborate, a feature which is constantly expanding.

A table is given showing the participation on committees by railways,

indicating that almost 1000 members are serving on committees.

The membership table shows that we have at the present time 2856

members. During the year we have lost thirty members by death, whose

names are given.

We are always gratified to publish the list of Railway Executives who
honor us with their affiliation.

An interesting and illuminative table is the geographical distribution

of the membership, indicating its world-wide scope.

Under "Publications," reference is made to the publication of the

Manual during the present year, a list of monographs, and comments on

the financial statement.

Appended to the report is a brief summary of notes taken on the

trip to Japan.

I should like to quote the last two lines on page 51, under "Acknowledg-

ment" :

—"The loyal, efficient and conscientious services of the office staff is

hereby gratefully acknowledged and commended."



REPORT OF THE SECRETARY

March 1, 1930.

To the Members:

This report is a condensed record of the Association's operations and

progress during the year, under the guidance of President Louis Yager,

grouped under appropriate headings.

(I) 1929—IN RETROSPECT
a Progress in Committee-work
b Principal Matters Reported on
c Relations with other Organizations
d Personnel of Committees by Railways

(II) MEMBERSHIP
a Status of Membership as of March 1, 1930
b Increase in Membership
c Classification of Membership
d Railway Executives on Membership Rolls

e Deceased Members
f Geographical Distribution

(III) PUBLICATIONS
a The Manual
b The Proceedings and Bulletins

c Monographs

(IV) FINANCES
a Comments on Financial Statements

(V) MISCELLANEOUS
a Removal of A.R.E.A. Offices

b World Engineering Congress in Japan
c Acknowledgment

Respectfully submitted,

Secretary.
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(I) 1929—IN RETROSPECT
The Association's progress in committee-work, the cornerstone of its

activities, during the year 1929, has been eminently satisfactory. The twenty-

three Standing and four Special Committees have presented material for

your consideration and action that is of permanent and outstanding value.

The volume of the reports submitted is very materially greater than in the

preceding year.

The principal matters dealt with in the respective committee reports are

enumerated in the following summary:

Roadway Bulletin 321

Mehods of Roadbed Drainage
Permanent Roadbed
Weed Killing
Specifications for Cast Iron Pipe, Corrugated Iron and

Other Types of Metal Culverts
Use of Highway Crossing Plank and Substitutes Therefor
Clearances
Deformation of the Roadbed

Ballast Bulletin 321

Washed Gravel Ballast
Comparative Merits of Ballast Materials
Shrinkage of Ballast
Specifications for Washed Gravel Ballast

Ties Bulletin 323

Anti-Splitting Devices
Extent of Adherence to Standard Tie Specifications
Substitute Ties
Grading Marks for Ties
Rules for Tie Acceptance Inspection
Average Ties Renewed Per Mile of Maintained Track
Proper Design of Cut Spikes
Switch Tie Renewals
Traffic Unit for Use in Comparing Cross Tie Life

Rail Bulletin 324

Mill Practice
Rail Failures
Transverse Fissures
Cause and Prevention of Rail Batter
Economic Value of Different Sizes of Rail
Revision or Elimination of Specifications for Spring

Washers
Test of Alloy and of Heat Treated Carbon Steel Rails
Branding of Tee Rails
Specifications for Intermediate Manganese Steel Rails

Track Bulletin 321

Revision of Manual
Temperature Expansion for Laying Rails.

Plans and Specifications for Track Tools
Plans of Switches, Frogs, Crossings and Slip Switches
Track Construction in Paved Streets
Corrosion of Rail and Fastenings in Tunnels
Methods of Reducing Rail Wear on Curves
Review of Material in Former Proceedings—Brine Drip-

pings

Buildings Bulletin 323

Design and Construction of Water Station Buildings
Specifications for Buildings for Railway Purposes
What Constitutes Appraisal of Fire Losses?

Wooden Bridges and Trestles Bulletin 324
Standardization and Simplification of Storehouse Stock
Overhead Wooden Bridges
Economy of Substituting Metal Inner Guard Rails

Equipped With Appropriate Tie Spacers for Wooden
Outer Guard Rails

Design of Standard Wooden Trestles
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Masonry Bulletin 323
Design of Plain and Reinforced Concrete
Science and Art of Concrete Manufacture
Failures of Masonry Walls and Foundations
Bearing Power of Soils
Waterproofing- Masonry Structures

Grade Crossings Bulletin 320

Comparative Merits of Various Types of Grade Crossing
Protection

Desirability and Form for a Uniform Sign on Railway
Grade Crossings

Grade Crossing Protection Versus Grade Separation
Use of Center Columns for Highway Grade Separation
Methods for Developing and Evaluating Relative Benefits

to the Public and Railways from:
(a) Grade Crossing Protection
(b) Elimination of Grade Crossings
(c) Reduction of Trafflc on Highway Grade Cross-

ings
Classification and Form for Recording and Reporting High-

way Grade Crossing Accidents

Signals and Interlocking Bulletin 323
Automatic Train Control
Highway Crossing Protection
Railway Operation by Signal Indications
Current Activities of the Signal Section During Last Year

Records and Accounts Bulletin 322

Changes or Revisions in I. C. C. Classification of Accounts
General Revision of Accounting Rules for Steam Railroads
Physical and Valuation Records
Depreciation Charges of Steam Railroad Companies
Statistical Requirements of the Accounting, Operating or

Other Departments
Forms for Maintaining a Record of Railway, Highway and

Private Grade Crossings
Forms Used by Railway Water Service Departments
Contract Provisions and Accounting for Industry Tracks
Current Periodical and Book Review

Rules and Organization Bulletin 321

Rules for Maintenance of Bridges—Wooden Structures
Rules for Maintenance of Bridges—Steel Structures
Rules for Painting
Mandatory Licensing and Registering of Engineers, Sur-

veyors and Architects

Water Service and Sanitation Bulletin 320

Pitting and Corrosion of Boiler Tubes and Sheets
Relative Cost of Impurities in Locomotive Boiler Supply

and Value of Water Treatment
Methods of Laying Cast Iron Pipe

Specifications for Laying Cast Iron Pipe
Storage of Water at Water Stations
Concrete Water Tanks on the Duluth & Iron Range Rail-

road
Zeolite Treatment of Water for Locomotives
Progress Being Made by Federal and State Authorities on

Regulations Pertaining to Drinking Water Supply
Methods and Practices of Securing and Handling Water for

Drinking and Culinary Purposes by Railroads
Drinking Water and Coach Yard Sanitation

Yards and Terminals Bulletin 322

Parking Facilities for Railroad Passengers
Effect of Motor Truck Service on Design and Operation of

Way and Terminal Freight Station Facilities
Design of Humps in Terminal Yards
Scales
Bibliography of Railway Passenger and Freight Stations,

Terminals and Yards
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Iron and Steel Structures Bulletin 322
Use of Copper Bearing Steel for Structural Purposes
Abstract of Report of Bridge Stress Committee of Great

Britain—1929
Impact on Railway Bridges
Bearing Values for Large Rollers
Longitudinal Forces as They Apply to Railway Bridge

Superstructures and Substructures

Economics of Railway Location Bulletin 323
Economics of Railway Location as Affected by the Intro-

duction of Electric Locomotives
Relative Merits of Increasing Tonnage by the Reduction

of Ruling Grades
Grade Reduction vs. Heavy Locomotives
Train Resistance
Proper Size and Character of Field Organizations for Rail-

way Location and Construction

Wood Preservation Bulletin 321

Factors to Be Used in Determining the Volume of Creosote
Oil at 100 Degrees Fahr.

Definitions Used in Wood Preservation
Piling Used for Marine Construction
Deterioration of Structures in Sea "Water
Service Test Records for Treated Ties
Effect of Preservative Treatment by the Use of Zinc Chlo-

ride and Petroleum
Destruction by Termite and Possible Ways of Preventing

Same
Loss of Preservative in Treated Ties in Track

Electricity Bulletin 324
Inductive Coordination
Water Power
Electrolysis
Clearances for Third Rail and Overhead Working Conduc-

tors
Design of Indoor and Outdoor Substations
Illumination—Railroad Yard Floodlighting

Uniform General Contract Forms Bulletin 320

Cost-Plus Fixed Fee in Construction Contracts
Form of Agreement for Purchase of Electrical Energy in

Large Volumes
Form of Agreement for Wire Line Crossings
Form of Application for Industry Track
Form of Agreement for the Organization and Operation of

a Joint Passenger Terminal Project
Organization Agreement
Operation Agreement

Application for Industry Track

Economics of Railway Operation Bulletin 322
Methods for Obtaining a More Intensive Use of Existing

Railway Facilities
Methods or Formulas for the Solution of Special Problems

Relating to More Economical and Efficient Railway
Operation

Suitable Units for Operating and Equipment Statistics
Flat Switching vs. Hump Method
Problems of Railway Operation as Affected by the Introduc-

tion of Motor Trucks and Bus Lines
Radio Telephones for Long Freight Trains and for Yard

Work

Economics of Railway Labor Bulletin 323
Standardization of Parts and Accessories
Training and Education of the Individual Workman
Progress Made in Reduction of Labor Required in Main-

tenance of Way
Cost-Keeping Data for Maintenance of Way Operation
Plan of Using College and University Students as Ap-

prentices
Training of Field Employees in the Engineering and Main-

tenance Departments
Labor-Saving Devices
Organization for Necessary Supervisory Work
Various Types of Labor-Saving Equipment to Be Used in

Railway Construction and Maintenance
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Shops and Locomotive Terminals Bulletin 322

Locomotive Cinder Pits
Engine Houses

Co-Operative Relations with Universities Bulletin 324
Progress Report

Standardization Bulletin 320
A Business Man's Philosophy as to Duplicate Passenger

Service
Crossing Agreement for Pipe Lines of Public Utilities in

the Line of a Public Highway-
Crossing Agreement for Electric Power Lines and for Tele-

graph and Telephone Wires, Cables and Poles of Public
Utilities in the Line of a Public Highway

Crossing License for Facilities of Individuals and Cor-
porations, Other Than Public Utilities (Wires and Pipe
Lines)

American Standards Association

Stresses in Railroad Track Bulletin 319
General Structural Action of the Rail-Joint
The Mechanics of the Rail-Joint
The Laboratory Tests
The Field Tests
General Discussion

Clearances Bulletin 321

Clearance Diagrams

Rivers and Harbors Bulletin 324
Best Types of Construction for Levees and River Dikes for

Flood Protection
Specifications fOi- Levee Construction
Methods of Providing Against River Bank Erosion
Allowable Overdepth in Dredging Operations to Obtain

Desired Operating Depth
Sounding Methods in Rivers in Tidal Waters
Types of Dredges and Their Respective Uses
Dredging Specifications

CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

Contact has been maintained with kindred organizations on matters of

mutual interest. Co-operation of this nature tends to obviate duplication of

effort and rendering conflicting recommendations. A reference to the sub-

jects on which we are collaborating and organizations with which cordial

relations are maintained follows

:

American Standards Association

The relations with the A.S.A. are explained in detail in the current

report of the Special Committee on Standardization (Bulletin 320, October,

1929). By reference to that report it will be noted that we are participating

in the consideration of over sixty projects. The representative of the

Engineering Division of the American Railway Association is W. C. Cush-
ing, Engineer of Standards, The Pennsylvania Railroad ; the two Alternates

are J. R. W. Ambrose, Chief Engineer, Toronto Terminals Railway, and
E. K. Post, Signal Engineer, The Pennsylvania Railroad.

National Scale Men's Association

The Yards and Terminals Committee during the year has collaborated

with the National Scale Men's Association in the preparation of a "Specifica-

tion for Light Industrial Service Railway Track Scales," for which there

appeared to be a need. These specifications are given in the current report

of the Yards and Terminals Committee (Bulletin 322, December, 1929).
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Tests on Bearing Values of Large Rollers

Under the auspices of the Committee on Iron and Steel Structures, and
the direct supervision of Prof. W. M. Wilson, the tests on bearing values of

large rollers have been continued at the Engineering Experiment Station of

the University of Illinois. As a result of these tests, the Committee, in its

current report, offers a revision of the Specifications for Movable Bridges
(Bulletin 322, December, 1929). It is the judgment of members of the

Committee that if the information developed by these tests had been avail-

able in the earlier design of bascule bridges, considerable sums would have
been saved.

Marine Piling Investigations

The Committee on Wood Preservation has continued its co-operation

with the Chemical Warfare Service of the U.S. Army, officers of the Navy,
and others, in the study of piling used in marine construction. Report on
the inspection of long-time test pieces, installed in various harbors, appears
in the current report on Wood Preservation (Bulletin 321, November, 1929).

Plans and Specifications for Track Tools

The Committee on Track has worked out, in co-operation v«th the

Handle Manufacturers and Forged Tool Manufacturers, a series of plans

and specifications for various track tools, and offer them for approval as
recommended practice (Bulletin 321, November, 1929).

Plans of Switches, Frogs, Crossings and Slip Switches

The Track Committee has also collaborated with the Standardization
Committee of the Manganese Track Society in the preparation of additional

trackwork plans, which are listed in the report of the Track Committee in

Bulletin 321, November, 1929.

Brine Drippings from Refrigerator Cars

The Track Committee is continuing its study of injury to the track
structure, bridges, etc., due to brine drippings from refrigerator cars, in

co-operation with the Mechanical Division of the A.R.A. Report on this

subject is incorporated in the Track Committee's report in Bulletin 321,

November, 1929.

Drinking Water Supplies

The Committee on Water Service and Sanitation has kept in touch
with developments in respect to regulations promulgated by Federal and
State authorities relating to drinking water supplies furnished the traveling

public and to employees. A report on the present status of the subject
is included in the report of the Committee on Water Service and Sanitation
in Bulletin 320, October, 1929.

Laboratory Experiments for Studying Imperfections in Rail Steel

A Joint Committee, composed of representatives of the Rail Committee
and of the Rail Manufacturers' Committee, has submitted a proposition to

the Board of Direction having for its purpose a program of laboratory

investigation of imperfections in steel rails, to be conducted over a five-

year period, the expense of such tests to be shared equally by railway
interests and rail manufacturers.

The plan has been favorably acted on by the Board of Direction of the

A.R.E.A., the General Committee of the Engineering Division, and has been

transmitted to the American Railway Association, with the recommendation
that the necessary funds be appropriated.

It is estimated that the cost will be approximately fifty thousand dollars

per year for a five-year program.
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Form of Agreement for Purchase of Electric Energy in Large Volumes

The Committee on Uniform General Contract Forms is collaborating
with the National Electric Light Association in the preparation of a "Form
of Agreement for the Purchase of Electric Energy in Large Volumes."
Assurance has been received that careful study will be given to the tentative

draft of the form by the National Electric Light Association.

Masonry, Reinforced Conrrete, Steel and Timber

At the solicitation of the Structural Division of the American Society
of Civil Engineers, representatives of the Association have been appointed
to co-operate with that organization in the activities of the Structural Divi-
sion Committees on Masonry, Reinforced Concrete, Steel and Timber. J. F.
Leonard, Engineer B.&B., Pennsylvania Railroad, will act on the subjects
of Masonry and Reinforced Concrete; P. B. Spencer, Engineer Structures,
New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, will serve on the committee
dealing with Steel; and Dr Hermann von Schrenk on the subject of Timber.

Tests on Locomotive Counterbalance and Rail Stresses

The Mechanical Division of the American Railway Association has
appointed representatives to co-operate with the Special Committee on
Stresses in Railroad Track, with a view to determine what action is to be

taken towards carrying on joint tests on this subject.

Clearances

The Mechanical Division has called attention to the need for a revision

of the Clearance Diagram in view of the fact that larger cars are being
built. Accordingly, a conference was recently held, participated in by repre-

sentatives of the Engineering, Mechanical, Traffic and Transportation Divi-
sions, to discuss the subject and determine on a course of procedure to bring
about the desired result.

Highway Grade Crossings

A member of the Committee on Grade Crossings, Maro John'-on. is our

representative on the "Committee on Causes and Prevention of Highway
Accidents" of the Highway Research Board of the National Research
Council.

Attention has been called to the fact that several Sections of the Amer-
ican Railway Association are working along similar lines in the matter of

protection of grade crossings, and the consequent possibility that conflicting

recommendations may result. To obviate this condition, it has been sug-

gested that a Joint Committee be formed, composed of representatives of

the interested Sections, which would review the conclusions or recommenda-
tions by the various agencies, and be the point or contact with public

service bodies on this important subject.

Yield Point of Structural Steel

A. W. Carpenter, Assistant Valuation Engineer, New York Central

Lines, is the representative of the Association on the Research Committee
on Yield Point of Structural Steel of the American Society for Testing
Alaterials.
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(II) MEMBERSHIP
The following table gives the additions, resignations, deaths, and dropped

from the membership rolls during the year

:

Membership as of March 1, 1929 2790
Additions during the year 136

Losses by death 30
Resignations 38
Dropped from rolls 2 70

Net gain 66 66

Total membership as of March 1, 1930 2856

Increase in Membership

The additions to the membership rolls, while not as large as in the

preceding year, are gratifying. The goal of three thousand members has not

as yet been attained, but it is believed that it is quite within the range of

possibilities to achieve this result during the ensuing year.

As younger men are advanced to more responsible positions, they will

find it of decided advantage to be affiliated with this progressive organiza-

tion, and keep abreast of the developments in Railway Engineering through

contact with committees and the practical and useful information embodied

in our various publications.

Classification of Membership

The membership of the Association has been classified by departments,

and this classification is set forth in the accompanying table :

General Officers 195

Includes Chairmen of Boards, Presidents, Directors, Vice-Presi-
dents, Assistants to President, General Managers, Assistant
General Managers

Conducting Transportation Officers 112
Includes General and Assistant General Superintendents, Division
Superintendents, Trainmasters

Maintenance of Way and Structures Officers 1923

Includes Chief Engineers, Chief Engineers of Maintenance of
Way, Engineers Maintenance of Way, Bridge Engineers, Di-
vision Engineers, Signal Engineers, Assistant Engineers, etc.

Maintenance of Equipment Officers 18

Includes General Superintendents of Motive Power, and other
Mechanical Department Officers

Traffic Officers 5

Accounting Officers 22

Purchasing and Stores Department Officers 4

Professors in Colleges 57

Miscellaneous 520

Includes Consulting and Civil Engineers, Engineers of Industrial
Corporations, Government and Municipal Engineers, etc.

Total 2856
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Railway Executives on Membership Rolls

For the past several years, report has annually been made of railways

whose Executives were affiliated with the Association.

The following table gives the roads and names of Presidents holding

membership in the Association

:

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe W. B. Storey. President
Atlanta, Birmingham & Coast B. Li. Bugg, President
Atlantic Coast Line G. B. Elliott, President
Augusta & Summerville W. M. Robinson, President
Baltimore & Ohio Daniel Willard. President
Bangor & Aroostook. Percy R. Todd, President
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh W. T. Noonan, President
Canadian National Sir Henry W. Thornton, Chairman and

President
Canadian Pacific E. W. Beatty, Chairman and President
Central of Georgia A. B. Clift, President
Central of New Jersey W. G. Besler, Chairman of Board

R. B. White, President
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy P. E. Williamson, President
Chicago Great Western S. M. Felton, Chairman of Board

V. V. Boatner, President
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific J. E. Gorman, President
Chicago & Northwestern P. W. Sargent, President
Colorado & W^yoming J. P. Welborn, President
Chicago & Western Indiana E. H. Lee, President
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western. .. .J. M. Davis, President
Denver & Rio Grande Western J. S. Pyeatt, President
Duluth, Missabe & Northern W. A. McGonagle, President
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern.... A. F. Banks, President
Eureka & Nevada J. H. Sherburne, President
Great Northern Ralph Budd, President
Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain . .J. Bancroft, President
Illinois Central C. H. Markham, Chairman of Board

L. A. Downs, President
International Railways of Central

America Fred Lavis, President
Jacksonville Terminal J. L. Wilkes, President
Kansas City Southern C. E. Johnston, President
Lehigh Valley E. E. Loomis, President
Louisville & Nashville W. R. Cole, President
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste.

Marie C. T. Jaffray, President
Montana, Wyoming & Southern M. A. Zook, President
Missouri Pacific L. W. Baldwin. President
Missouri-Kansas-Texas C. Halle, President
New York Central Lines P. E. Crowley, President
New York, New Haven & Hartford . .J. J. Pelley, President
Nickel Plate Road W. L. Ross, President
Northern Pacific Charles Donnelly, President
Norfolk & Western A. C. Needles, President
Pennsylvania System W. W. Atterbury, President
Peoria & Pekin Union E. I. Rogers, President
Reading A. T. Dice, President
Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac. E. Hunton, Jr., President
St. Louis-San Francisco J. M. Kurn, President
St. Louis Southwestern Daniel Upthegrove, President
Seaboard Air Line L. R. Powell, Jr., President
Southern Pacific Hale Holden, Chairman Executive

Committee
A. D. McDonald, Vice-Chairman, Ex-

ecutive Committee
Paul Shoup, President

Southern Railway System Fairfax Harrison, President
Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia Geo. H. Burgess, President
Tennessee Central H. W. Stanley, President
Terminal Raih-oad Assn. of St. Louis.. Henry Miller, President
Toledo Terminal A. B. Newell, President
Union Pacific Carl R. Gray, President
Wabash J. E. Taussig, President
Western Maryland M. C. Byers, Chairman of Board and

President
Western Pacific T. M. Schumacher, Chairman Execu-

tive Committee
Representing 207,512 miles of railroad.
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It is with deep regret that we record the passing of the following valued

members during the year

:

A. T. Abbott,
Superintendent, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway

A. G. Allan,
Assistant Engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad

Stephen Balkwill,
President, Balltwill Manganese Crossing Company

W. L. Breckinridge,
Retired Chief Engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, Lines

East of Missouri River (Charter Merhber)

J. M. Brown,
Assistant to Vice-President, Chicago, Roclc Island & Pacific Railway

C. L. Carpenter,
Central Aguirre Company of Porto Rico

F. J. Challoner,
Division Roadmaster, Northern Pacific Railway

G. K. Cooper,
Chicago Union Station Company

C. R. Dart,
Consulting Engineer

W. W. Drinker,
Port of New York Authority

W. E. Farris,
Vice-President and General Manager, New Orleans Great Northern

Railway

D. W. Gross,
Assistant to President, Atlantic Coast Line Railroad

George Hannauer,
President, Boston & Maine Railroad

C. W. B. Harris,
Superintendent Timber Preserving Plant, Norfolk & Western Railway
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W. C. Hattan,
Chief Engineer, Clinchfleld Railroad

W. D. Hudson,
Civil Engineer, St. Louis, Mo.

John D. Isaacs,
Retired Consulting Engineer, Southern Pacific Company (Charter

Member)

W. H. King, Jr.,

Assistant to President, Seaboard Air Line

D. K. Levington,
Assistant Engineer, Gulf Coast Lines

W. G. Massenburg,
Division Engineer, Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway

H. L. McCuTCHEON,
Assistant Division Engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway

C. W. H. McKercher,
Consulting Engineer

R. E. Miller,
Engineer Bridges, St. Louis-San Francisco Railroad

Geo. a. Mitchell,
Superintendent Bridges and Buildings, Canadian National Railways

D. A. Riley,
Assistant Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

Thos. Rood,
Corporate Engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad (Charter Member)

J. W. Stevens,
Division Engineer, New York Central Railroad

R. B. Stokley,
Assistant Division Engineer, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis Railway

E. R. Wenner,
Superintendent Bridges and Buildings, Lehigh "Valley Railroad

W. M. Whitenton,
Former Chief Operating OfBcer, Missouri-Kansas-Texas Lines



Photographs of Some Veteran Members of the A. R. E. A.

Taken Thirty Years Ago

First row: L. C F.itch W C Cushin. Chas. S a^urchill W J VVilgus Se^cond^^ Baldwin.

g; t V^S"^Fyurt^\?w"'SuntW^-M^cbo';?aTd, Tv'.'aTsler'^- W. D. fvU.ia.s, R.Iph Modjeski.
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF MEMBERSHIP

United States and Possessions

Alabama 6

Arizona 4

Arkansas 38

California 78

Colorado 16

Connecticut 30

Delaware 1

District of Columbia 34

Florida 28

Georgia 59

Hawaii 1

Idaho 8

Illinois 365

Indiana 54

Iowa 24

Kansas 62

Kentucky 43

Louisiana 33

Maine 11

Maryland 65

Massachusetts 75

Michigan .^ 62

Minnesota 82

A'lississippi 12

Missouri 240

Montana 12

Nebraska 39

New Jersey SO

New Hampshire 4

New Mexico 1

New York 258

North Carolina 25

North Dakota 3

Ohio 160

Oklahoma 22

Oregon 7

Pennsylvania 203

Philippine Islands 2

Porto Rico 1

Rhode Island 6

South Carolina 1

Texas 123

Tennessee 27

Utah 7

Vermont 10

Virginia 99

Washington 29

West Virginia 32

Wisconsin 16

Wyoming 4

2572

Other Countries

Canada 150

Japan 31

South America 16

China 13

Mexico 10

Cuba 10

Australia 9

India 6

Africa 2

England 9

Costa Rica 2

Korea 2

Egypt 2

Union Socialistic Soviet Republic 2

Central America 2

France 1

Manchuria

Siam

Czecho- Slovakia ..

Ireland

Scotland

New Zealand

Poland

Spanish Honduras

Sudan

Sweden
Switzerland

Jamaica

Malay States

284
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(III) PUBLICATIONS

The Manual of Recommended Practice

The major achievement of the Association during the year is the issu-

ance of the 1929 edition of the Manual of Recommended Practice for

Railway Engineering. This volume represents the net results of the Asso-

ciation's activities for the past thirty years, and is its proudest attainment.

This monumental work may well be termed "The Book of a Thousand

Authors." Every member serving on a Committee of the Association has

contributed to making this volume of inestimable value and indispensable in

the library of every railway officer concerned with or interested in Railway

Engineering.

The following abstract from the "Foreword" of the Manual is pertinent

:

"The scope and quality of the work of the Association and the broad

foundation upon which the Manual is built are revealed in general in

the Constitution and in particular in the published Proceedings of the

Association, now numbering thirty volumes, containing 30,000 pages of

Committee reports and findings and Association conclusions and actions

covering thirty years of highly concentrated work, there now being twenty-

three Standing and four Special Committees composed of a total of 950

Committee members actively participating in committee-work. In addition,

there is the unrecorded but large and invaluable work of the membership
at large which collaborates definitely with the Committees individually in

the making of their investigations, studies and reports. Individually and
collectively, these builders of the Manual are highly trained and widely

experienced in the subject-matters covered by the Manual. The conclusions

and recommended practice of the Manual of the American Railway Engineer-

ing Association are, therefore, authoritative and dependable cross-sections of

the composite judgment of men who build, maintain and operate railways."

The Proceedings and Bulletins

The usual volume of the Proceedings and the customary number of

Bulletins were issued during the year. Their contents are a noteworthy

contribution to the Science of Railway Engineering.

Monographs

The Association desires and welcomes contributions from members and

others pertaining to Railway Engineering. The results of special studies,

investigations or experiments are always of interest to the members. The

monographs presented during the year, appearing in the Bulletins, were as

follows

:

"Co-Operative Relations Between Colleges and Railways."—'Discus-

sion bv W. C. Cushing, Engineer of Standards, The Pennsylvania Rail-

road (Bulletin 316, June, 1929).

"Depreciation."—By J. L. Campbell, Chief Engineer, Northwestern Pacific

Railroad (Bulletin 316, June, 1929).

"Minding Other People's Business."—By Henry Miller, President, Ter-

minal Railroad Association of St. Louis (Bulletin 316, June, 1929).

•'Loading Test on a Reinforced Concrete Arch" Bulletin 316, June,

1929).

"So-Called Permanent Roadbed."—Discussion by W. C. Cushing, Engi-

neer of Standards, The Pennsylvania Railroad (Bulletin 316, June,

1929).
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"Work of the Tie Committee of the A.R.E.A."—By W. J. Burton

(Chairman), Assistant to Chief Engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad

(Bulletin 317, July, 1929).

"Water Treating Plant of the Santa Fe Railway at Grand Canyon."
By C. R. Knowles, Superintendent Water Service, Illinois Central

Railroad (Bulletin 317, July, 1929).

"Rating of Track for Distribution of Maintenance Gangs."—By Sir

Gordon Hearne, CLE. (Bulletin 317, July, 1929).

"A Study of the Causes of Impact on Railroad Bridges."—By B. R.

Leffler, Engineer of Bridges, New York Central Railroad, Lines West
of Buffalo (Bulletins 318, August, and 312, December, 1929).

"Railroad Improvements of Two Decades."—By C. A. Morse, retired

Chief Engineer, Rock Island Lines—reprinted from Engineering News-
Record (Bulletin 318, August, 1929).

"Railroad Fire Protection."—Abstract of Paper Presented to a Confer-

ence held under auspices of Department of Forests of Pennsylvania

(Bulletin 318, August, 1929).

"Notes on the Construction of the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico
Railway."—By Col. F. G. Jonah, Chief Engineer, Frisco Railway
(Bulletin 324, February, 1930).

(IV) FINANCES

Comments on the Financial Statement

By reference to the Financial Statement, given in Exhibit A, it will be

noted that the Disbursements exceeded the Receipts by $7,047.56. This

difference is attributable to a number of factors—a materially greater volume

of printed matter; reduced revenue from entrance fees of new mem^^ers and

from the sales of publications, and slower collection of dues from members.

The expenditures for printing the Bulletins during 1929 were greater by

$4,378.04 than in the preceding year. The expense of the annual meeting for

1929 accounted for an increase of $1,011.75. The item of Miscellaneous

Stationery and Printing, including the cost of printing the Track Work
Plans, accounted for an increase of $1,670.75.

Due to the constantly enlarging activities of the Association, the amount

of printed matter is correspondingly increasing, but the revenues derived

from their sales has not kept pace with the additional costs.

It has been evident for the past several years that the amount of the

annual dues received per member is not sufficient to cover the expense of the

publications. It is estimated that the cost per member is $13.67, while only

ten dollars is received as dues. To make up for this difference strenuous

efforts have been made to offset it through the sales of publications, such as

the Proceedings, Bulletins, etc.

It has not seemed wise or expedient to raise the amount of the annual

dues ; the Governing Board preferring to meet the situation in other ways,

if possible.

Inasmuch as the work of the Association is primarily for the benefit

of railways, it would seem to be only a fair proposition to suggest that the

industry which benefits by its activities should bear an equitable share of the

publication costs. This plan was in the mind of President John F. Wallace
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in his address at the First Annual Meeting in 1900. Mr. Wallace's sugges-

tion was to the effect

:

"* * * The greater part of our work, in fact, 95 per cent of it,

will be for the benefit of the railway corporations, and after we have

demonstrated to the managing officers of our corporations the efficiency

of our organizations, and that it will be a success, we expect to call

on those corporations for a contribution to cover the expense of our

publications, in the same manner that the American Railway Associa-

tion, the Master Car Builders, and some of the other allied organiza-

tions do, among which we expect to take our place in the railway

work."

It is confidently believed that we have fully met the first part of Mr.

Wallace's remarks—that the American Railway Engineering Association has

amply justified its existence and rendered a most excellent account of itself.

The Governing Board is now endeavoring to "sell" the second part of

Mr. Wallace's proposition to Railway Executives, and thus enable the

Association to more properly perform its function.

(V) MISCELLANEOUS

Removal of A.R.E.A. Offices

After April 1, 1930, the offices of the American Railway Engineering

Association will be located on the twenty-second floor of the new Bucking-

ham Building, 59 East Van Buren Street, Chicago. The Association is a

sub-tenant of the American Railway Association, whose Chicago offices will

be on the twenty-third floor of the same building.

World Engineering Congress in Japan

Appended to this report is a brief summary of the results of the World

Engineering Congress held in Tokyo, Japan, October 29 to November 7,

1929.

Your Secretary desires to express his deep appreciation and grateful

acknowledgment to the Board of Direction of the American Railway

Engineering Association and to the officers of the American Railway Asso-

ciation for the honor and privilege of delegating him to attend this inter-

esting event.

Acknowledgment

The loyal, efficient and conscientious services of the office staff is hereby

gratefully acknowledged and commended.
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Exhibit A

FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR CALENDAR YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1929

Balance on hand January 1, 1929 $56,326.66

RECEIPTS
Membership Account

Entrance Fees $ 1,660.00

Dues 25,642.88

Binding Proceedings 1,977.53

Badges 21.00

Sales of Publications
Proceedings 3,221.78

Bulletins 1,910.95

Manual 3,529.30

Specifications 1,291.76

Leaflets 598.15

Advertising
Publications 1,790.20

Interest Account
Investments 2,005.00

Bank Balance 257.26

Annual Meeting
Sale of Dinner Tickets 4,985.00

Miscellaneous 59.45

American Railway Association
Rail Investigations 8,521.12

Total $57,471.38

DISBURSEMENTS
Salaries $ 9,149.92

Proceedings 7,475.86

Bulletins 20,469.61

Manual 1,431.03

Stationery and Printing 3,594.85

Rents, Light, etc 845.00

Supplies 847.11

Expressage 829.57

Postage 921.50

Exchange 165.33

Committee Expenses 34.40

Officers' Expenses 857.76

Annual Meeting 7,623.29

Refund Dues, etc 45.20

Audit 200.00

Pension (A. K. Shurtlef?) 1,000.00

Miscellaneous 337.51

American Railway Association—Rail Investigation 8,691.00

Total $64,518.94

Excess of Disbursements over Receipts $ 7,047.56

Balance on hand December 31, 1929 $49,279.10

Consisting of

:

Bonds at cost $40,785.89

Cash in National Bank of Republic 8,468.21

Petty Cash Fund 25.00

$49,279.10
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STRESSES IN TRACK FUND
Balance on hand January 1, 1929 $ 1,770.83
Received from Contributions—1929 11,000.00
Received from Interest during 1929 170.12

Total $12,940.95
Paid out on Audited Vouchers during 1929 1,388.77

Balance of fund on hand December 31, 1929 $11,552.18

REPORT OF THE TREASURER
Balance on hand January 1, 1929 $56,326.66

Receipts during 1929 $57,471.38
Paid out on audited vouchers 1929 64,518.94

Excess of Disbursements over Receipts $ 7,047.56

Balance on hand December 31, 1929 $49,279.10
Consisting of

:

Bonds at Cost $40,785.89
Cash in National Bank Republic 8,468.21
Petty Cash Fund 25.00

$49,279.10

STRESSES IN TRACK FUND
Balance on hand January 1, 1929 $ 1,770.83

Received from Contributions—1929 11,000.00

Received from Interest during 1929 170.12

Total $12,940.95
Paid out on Audited Vouchers during 1929 1,388.77

Balance of fund on hand December 31, 1929 $11,552.18
The Securities listed above are in a safety deposit box of the National

Bank of the Republic, Chicago, Illinois.

Respectfully submitted,

F. J. Stimson,
Treasurer.

I have made an audit of the accounts of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association for the year ending December 31, 1929, and find them to

be in accordance with the foregoing financial statements.

Charles Campbell,

Auditor.
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GENERAL BALANCE SHEET
December 31, 1929

Assets 1929 1928

Dues from Members $ 4,682.62 $ 4,884.30
Due from Sale of Publications 364.65 536.94
Due from Advertising 625.00 2,910.00
Due from A.R.A.—Rail Investigations 974.51 804.63
Furniture and Fixtures 997.40 997.40
Gold Badges 51.25 20.00
Publications on Hand (Estirnated) 6,000.00 6,000.00
Manual (1921) 300.00
Manual (1929) 11,837.49
General Index 3,269.89 3,269.89
Extensometers 500.00 500.00
Investments (Cost) 40,785.89 40,785.89
Interest on Investments (Accrued) 257.20 257.20
Cash in National Bank of the Republic... 8,468.21 15,515.77
Petty Cash Fund 25.00 25.00

Total $78,839.11 $76,807.02

Liabilities

Members Dues Paid in Advance $ 6,545.00 $ 7,548.27
Impact Test Fund on Electrified Railways.. 285.46 285.46
Due for Printing Bulletins, etc 2,804.04
Due for Printing 1929 Manual 10,406.46
Advance Payments for 1929 Manual 2,442.80
Advance Payments for Advertising 20.00
Surplus 59,139.39 66,169.25

Total $78,839.11 $76,807.02
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jnpnn
"The Land of the Rising Sun"

By E. H. Fritch

INTRODUCTORY

In the early part of 1929, the Kogakkai (Engineering Society of Japan),

extended invitations to technical organizations throughout the world to par-

ticipate in a World Engineering Congress, to be held in Tokyo, Japan,

October 29 to November 7, 1929. Among the societies invited was the

American Railway Engineering Association.

The Board of Direction accepted the invitation, and very graciously

delegated the Secretary, E. H. Fritch, to be its representative at the Congress.

Subsequently, he was also designated to represent the Engineering Divi-

sion of the American Railway Association in the same capacity.

THE WORLD ENGINEERING CONGRESS

The purpose of the World Engineering Congress was "to effect an inter-

national exchange of the latest knowledge of the sciences and practices of

Engineering and to bring together the leaders in research, education and busi-

ness who are directing the trend of the Engineering activities, thereby initiat-

ing and promoting international co-operation and understanding of Engineers

of the world, so essential to the advancement of the welfare of mankind."

The Congress convened in the Municipal Auditorium, Tokyo, October

29th. The Patron of the Congress, His Imperial Highness, Prince Chichibu,

brother of the Emperor of Japan, made the opening address.

His Excellency, Hon. O. Hamaguchi, Prime Minister of Japan,

Honorary President of the Congress; Baron K. Furuichi, D. Eng., President

of the Congress, also made welcoming addresses to the assembled delegates.

Twenty-six nations were represented, approximately eight hundred dele-

gates being in attendance, exclusive of the Japanese representatives.

The American Railway Engineering Association was also represented

by the following : President Louis Yager, accompanied by Mrs. Yager

;

Past-President J. M. R. Fairbairn, Chief Engineer, Canadian Pacific

Railway, accompanied by Mrs. Fairbairn, daughter, and Mr. Fairbairn's

sister; Francis Lee Stuart, accompanied by Mrs. Stuart; Dr. A. N. Talbot,

Dr. W. K. Hatt, Elmer A. Sperry, Dr. J. A. L. Waddell, Geo. M. Davidson,

accompanied by Mrs. Davidson ; W. S. Murray, accompanied by Mrs.

55
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Murray; William Elmer, accompanied by Mrs. Elmer; Shu-t'ien Li;

C. Y. Tu.

The proceedings of the Congress were conducted in the English

language, although several authors were given permission to present their

papers in their native tongue.

The sessions of the Congress were held in the Parliament House,

and divided into twelve Sections—namely, I, General Problems ; II, Engi-

neering Science; III, Architecture and Structural Engineering; IV, Public

Works ; V, Railway Engineering and Transportation ; VI, Communica-
tion; VII, Power, Electrical Engineering, Illuminating Engineering; VIII,

Mechanical and Automotive Engineering, Textile Industry, Refrigerating

Industry; IX, Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering; X, Chemical Industry,

Fuel and Combustion Engineering; XI. Mining and Metallurgy;' XII,

Scientific Management.

Peerless Mount Fuji, the "National Mountain," height over 12,000 feet.

President Louis Yager and Past-President J. M. R. Fairbairn each

presided at one of the sessions of Section V, Railway Engineering and

Transportation; Dr. A. N. Talbot also presided at one of the sessions of

Section III, Architecture and Structural Engineering.

Seven hundred and eighty papers were presented by authors from all

parts of the world. Papers were presented by members of the American

Railway Engineering Association on the subjects enumerated below:

"The Operation and Maintenance of Railway Track in Region of Heavy
Snow Fall as Followed on the Western Lines of the Canadian Pacific

Railway."—By F. W. Alexander, Engineer Maintenance of Way.
"The Operation and Maintenance of Railway Tracks in Districts of Heavy

Snow Fall."—By C. B. Brown, Chief Engineer, Canadian National
Railways.

"Automatic Train Control."—By G. E. Ellis, Secretary, Automatic Train
Control Committee, American Railway Association.
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"Some Recent Researches in Fundamental Properties of Concrete in the

United States of America."—By Dr. W. K. Hatt, Professor of

Civil Engineering, Purdue University.

"A Proposed Method for Ascertaining When a Tie Should be Treated,

and When it Should be Protected with Tie-Plates, and Improved
Fastenings"—By Shu-t'ien Li, Member and Secretary, North China
River Commission.

"Suspension Bridges with Special Reference to the Philadelphia-Camden
Bridge, U.S.A."—By Ralph Modjeski, Consulting Engineer.

"Transportation."—By Major Mott Sawyer, Superintendent, Chicago, Mil-

waukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railway.

"Recognition of the Engineer and the American Engineering Societies."

—

By Elmer A. Sperry, President, Sperry Development Company.

"Are Fast Dependable Sea Schedules Possible?"—By Elmer A. Sperry,

President, Sperry Development Company.

"Recent Developments in American Bridge Engineering Practice."—By Dr.

J. A. L. Waddell, Consulting Engineer.

The World Engineering Congress was an outstanding success from

every standpoint. The papers and discussions, when assembled and published,

will constitute a permanent and valuable contribution to the literature of

Engineering, highly conducive to its future advancement.

The Congress has taught many useful lessons—foreign delegates learnt

to understand, appreciate and admire Japan ; through observation they gained

first-hand impressions of the marvelous progress made by her engineering

and industrial enterprises, and the studied preservation of her ancient culture,

as expressed in the beautiful and charming customs of her people.

The arrangements for the Congress and the attention given to even the

minutest details by those in charge of the meetings were a revelation.

Everything was carried out in a most efficient and thorough manner. It was

a fine example of organization and discipline.

The deliberations marked an epoch in the progress of engineering science,

and will undoubtedly constitute a material contribution to the advancement of

civilization.

It is understood that it is proposed to issue the papers and discussions of

the World Engineering Congress in twenty volumes.

AN APPRECIATION

World Engineering Congress

Tokyo, 1929

Tokyo, December, 1929.

The American Railway Engineering Association, U.SA.
Gentlemen

:

On this liappy occasion of the successful closing of the World Engineer-
ing Congress in Tokyo, I wish to express to you my most sincere apprecia-

tion of the kind support your Association gave to the Congress by sending
notable gentlemen as delegates to officially represent your Association at

this international gathering.
I am fully convinced that the past Congress has done much to create

understanding between the engineers of your country and Japan and that

that understanding will eventually result in the furtherance of the now
strong bond of friendship between the peoples of our two countries.

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest respect.

(Signed) Baron Koi Furuichi,

President.
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SOCIAL EVENTS

The overseas delegates and members of their families were overwhelmed

with characteristic Japanese hospitality. Ninety-one distinct social functions

were provided for the entertainment of the visitors. These affairs consisted

of receptions, dinners, luncheons, theatre parties, garden and tea parties.

During the period of the Congress, a garden party was given in honor of

the delegates in the Imperial Gardens of the Emperor of Japan, a tea party

in the grounds of H. I. H. Prince Chichibu; receptions given by the Prime

Minister of Japan; similar functions given by Baron Mitsui (the Rockefeller

of Japan); luncheon given by the Mayor of Tokyo; the Vice-Minister of

the Japanese Government Railways, etc.

Following the adjournment of the Congress, the visiting delegates were

afforded opportunities of touring Japan, Korea, Manchuria, and China.

Tokyo Central RaiU mese Government Railways.

SECRETARY'S ITINERARY THROUGH JAPAN, CHOSEN,
SOUTH MANCHURIA

jnPZiM
The writer landed at Yokohama, the Gateway to the Orient, October

15th, and was welcomed to Japan by two old-time friends—C. Nakayama
and J. Yamaguchi, Assistant Chief Engineers of the Japanese Government

Railways, both members of the American Railway Engineering Association.

After a brief tour of the rebuilt business section of Yokahama, we made

the nineteen-mile trip to Tokyo by automobile over the fine paved national

highway.
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TOKYO
Tokyo is the heart of the Empire, the capital city. It has a population

of approximately two and one-half million people.

Since the disastrous earthquake and fire of September 1, 1923, the devas-

tated area has been rebuilt on modern lines, with broad, paved streets, fine

business structures, elevated railways, subways, and rapid transit lines.

Coming out of the Tokyo Central Station of the Japanese Government

Railways, the traveler has a view of "Marunouchi," the largest office build-

ing in the Far East. And a short distance beyond is the Imperial palace,

home of the Emperor of Japan ; this stands on an eminence, surrounded by

moats, which preserve its feudal beauty, in sharp contrast to the modern

structures in the immediate vicinity.

Tokyo has naturally many points of absorbing interest and novc^^^y for

the visitor. Japanese are lovers of growing things and do wonders vith

flowers, trees and shrubbery. The numerous parks are object-lessons in

horticulture and a delight to those interested in Nature.

View of "Marunouchi" from Tokyo Central Station—the largest office building
in the Orient.

The public and private business buildings are fine examples of beautiful

architecture. Tokyo department stores are quite as large, as well-stocked

and goods as artistically displayed as those of Chicago or New York.

The famous "jinriksha,'" or two-wheeled conveyance for carrying a pas-

senger, is being supplanted by the automobile, of which there are over thirty-

five thousand in use in Tokyo. The bicycle, however, is everywhere in evi-

dence, both in the city as well as in the country districts.

We visited the general offices of the Japanese Government Railways,

and paid our respects to a number of old friends, all of whom are long-time

members of the A.R.E.A.

There is reprinted below, as an example of genuine Japanese hospitality

and efficiency, a copy of the itinerary planned for the writer during his stay

in the Orient. This schedule was made at the direction of Mr. S. Kurokochi,

Director of the Bureau of Construction, Japanese Government Railways, by

members of his staff.
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Program of Mr. E. H. Fritch's Trip to Chosen and Manchuria

DATE
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Program of Mr. E. H. Fritch's Inland Journey

DATE
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TRIP THROUGH JAPAN PROPER
Throughout the journey through Japan, Korea and Manchuria, repre-

sentatives of the Japanese Government Railways, the Korean Railways,

and South Manchurian Railways, accompanied the writer, pointed out places

of interest and explained the customs and their significance.

To refresh the reader's memory, it might be stated that Japan proper

consists of five large islands and innumerable small ones, some only a few

acres in extent. Japan is comparable in size to our state of Texas. Only

25 per cent of its area is suitable for cultivation, the remainder being moun-

tains, forests, cities, towns and villages. Its population, according to the

census of 1925, was 83,000,000 people.

The climate ranges from the arctic to the tropic—the central or larger

part of Japan having a climate about like that of Tennessee.

Prior to 1860, Japan was more or less a closed book to the outside world,

and little or no contact was maintained with other countries. Since that time,

however, it has astonished the world by the progress it has made in science

and industry. Japan has been most successful in adapting the best features

of occidental methods to its ancient culture.

Municipal motorbus station, Tokyo. Also vi^w of lilevatcd Railway structure.

Japanese railways were first built by the English, and that influence is

still apparent in many features of the present railways. Left-hand opera-

tion is practiced, as in Europe. The station platforms are level with the

car floors. Coaches have sliding doors. There are three classes—first,

consisting of compartments ; second, with upper and lower berths, seats run-

ning lengthwise ; third, similar to our tourist cars.

The gage is meter-gage, that is, 3 feet 6 inches. Study is being given

to the question of adopting the standard gage of 4 feet 8^ inches.

The Japanese Government Railways own and operate approximately

8,000 miles of main tracks; about 350 miles being electrified. Private railway

lines aggregate about 3,000 miles.
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The track structure appears excellently maintained, and especially well-

drained ; the ballast used is mostly gravel, of which there is an abundance.

The rail used is 75-lb., although 80-lb. and 100-lb. is being gradually

introduced. Cross-ties are 8" x 7" x 5>^', 14 to IS being used per 33-ft.

rail length.

Scene at Kamikochi, selected as one of the Eight Scenic Spots of Japan.

One of the scenic spots near Sendai.
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Observation Car on the LimiteH Exincss Train, Tokyo-Shimonoseki Line, Japanese
Government Railways.

Interior view of Observation Car.
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Type EF 52 Electric Locomotive, built at Tokyo, for Japanese Government Railways.

Second-Class Steel Sleeping Car, Japanese Government Railways.
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Four-track section, Tokaido Line, Japanese Government Railways.

J
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'Daibutsu," or Great Buddha, made of bronze, 40 feet high, located at Kamakura.

'Monkey Swamp Pond" at Nara. Five-story pagoda of the Kofukuji temple in

background.
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Portal of Tanna Tunnel.
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SOUTH MANCHURIA (CHINA)

Crossing the River Yalu, which forms the boundary between Korea
and Manchuria, we journeyed over the South Manchurian Railway to

Mukden, a most interesting city of about 400,000 people. Manchuria is

Chinese territory, but under the treaty of 1905 between Japan and Russia,

the latter nation ceded tO' Japan its concessions in Manchuria, consisting of

the South Manchurian Railway, the famous Fushun colliery, and the ports

of Dairen and Port Arthur. Japan now holds a 99-year lease on all these

properties from China, including a 100-mile zone along the railway line.

The South Manchurian Railway is a standard-gage, up-to-date railway,

splendidly constructed and efficiently operated and maintained. The sleeping

cars, observation cars, and dining cars of the South Manchurian Railway

equal similar equipment on American railways. Hundred-pound rail is used

on main lines.

Rail-and-Water Terminal of the South Manchurian Railway at Dairen, Manchuria.

Waiting room of the Dairen' Rail-and-Water Terminal of the South Manchurian
Railway.
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In addition to the operation of the railway, the Company, owned by

Japan, operates extensive steel mills at Anshun ; owns and operates modern,

well-equipped hotels at Mukden, Dairen, and several other points ; hospitals,

schools, and also a well-managed research laboratory at Dairen.

At Fushun, about 25 miles from Mukden, is perhaps the largest bitumi-

nous coal deposit in the world. The vein of coal is 430 feet thick, the average

thickness being 130 feet. The area covered by this coal vein is ten miles

long and two and one-half miles wide. It is estimated to contain twelve

hundred million tons of coal. Approximately eight million tons are mined

annually. The mine is an open-cut, six levels being operated at present.

The most modern appliances and devices are being utilized in the operation

of this enterprise.

Fushun colliery, operated by South Manchurian Railway. Largest known coal deposit

in the world. Coal vein is 430 feet thick, average thickness 130 feet. Open cut

mine, six levels now being operated, with modern, up-to-date appliances. Coal
vein overlaid with 3S-foot ledge oil-bearing shale.

A 35-foot ledge of oil-bearing shale overlays the coal vein. By means

of a process devised by a Japanese engineer, oil is being extracted from

this shale.
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At Darien, the South Manchurian Railway Company is developing one

of the most modern rail-and-water terminals in the world. The facilities are

being constantly enlarged to keep abreast of the demands of traffic. A visit

was made to Port Arthur, about twenty-five miles from Dairen. Port

Arthur was the scene of the most sanguine battles of the Russo-Japanese

war in 1905. The fortifications commanding the harbor were thought to be

impregnable, but were eventually captured by the Japanese under the great

General Nogi.

Street scene in Chinese quarter of Mukden, Manchuria. The Chinese quarter is

surrounded by a wall 30-40 feet high with four entrances.

Passenger train on the Peipiug-Mukden Line.
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Passenger train on the Chinese Eastern Railway.

Anshun Steel Works, operated by South Manchurian Railway.
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View of Keijo (Seoul), capital city of Chosen, or Korea. The large building in
center is the Government or Administration Building.

Korean family worshipping before a wayside shrine. Note the "Hooligan" hat and
white clothing, characteristic of Koreans.
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CHOSEN (KOREA)
After an all-night steamer ride across the Sea of Japan, we landed at

Fusan, Chosen, on the Asiatic mainland.

Korea, the "Hermit Kingdom," was taken over by Japan and is now
under the protectorate of that country. It has a population of about 17,000,-

000 ; its area is about 85,000 square miles.

The union of Korea with Japan in 1910 marked the dawn of a new era

in "The Land of the Morning Calm." Japan is making an honest and sincere

effort to place Chosen on an even footing with all civilized lands. She is

doing her utmost for the uplift, morally and materially, of the Korean

masses, as well as for promotion of harmony and co-operation between the

two kindred races. Japan's efforts are devoted to all fields, and she has

wrought great changes in the Korean national life. The change is noted

everywhere^—in the type of structures that are rising in the Chosen cities,

in the hills which were stripped bare of their wealth through the years and

which today carry the promise of new wealth with an active afforestation

program being carried on. Japan's reforms embrace all important fields of

administrative activity—public peace, education, sanitation, productive indus-

try and traffic.

The railways, as other enterprises, typify the progress in Chosen since

the beginning of Japanese administration. The operations are directed by

the Railway Bureau, Government-General of Chosen.

The Korean railways are standard gage, with sleeping cars, observation

cars, dining cars, similar in all respects to those in use on American roads.

The roadbed, track structure, bridges, buildings, etc., are modern and well

maintained.

Mr. T. Ohmra, the Managing Director of the Korean railways, is a

veteran member of the American Railway Engineering Association. Several

years ago he acted as Technical Adviser to the Ministry of Communications

of the Chinese Government.

Express train on South Manchurian Railway.
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Geisha girls performing one of the classical Janccs of Japan.
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The President :—You liave heard the reports of the Secretary and

Treasurer. What is your pleasure?

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Consulting Engineer) :—I move it be approved.

(The motion was regularly seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

The President :—The next order of business is the consideration of

reports of Standing and Special Committees.

The first report to be presented is that of the Committee on Standardiza-

tion. Mr. W. C. Cushing, the Chairman, will present the report.

(For Report, see pp. 337-407)

The President :—The report of the Committee on Water Service and

Sanitation is next on the docket. Mr. C. R. Knowles, Superintendent Water
Service, Illinois Central Railroad, the Chairman, will present the report.

(For Report, see pp. 409-471)

The President :—We have arranged to bring to you a message of greet-

ing from our Japanese members in this room this evening by showing you

a number of moving picture films. They will be very interesting.

AFTERNOON SESSION

The President :—The next order of business is the report of the Com-
mittee on Grade Crossings. This report will be presented to you by Mr.

Frank Ringer, Chief Engineer, Missouri-Kansas-Texas Lines.

(For Report, see pp. 473-488)

The President:—The next report is on Uniform General Contract

Forms.

(Past-President W. D. Faucette in the Chair.)

Past-President W. D. Faucette :•—The report will be presented to you

by Mr. J. C. Irwin, Valuation Engineer, Boston & Albany Railroad.

(For Report, see pp. 489-528)

Past-President W. D. Faucette:—The next report is that of the Special

Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track. Dr. A. N. Talbot, Professor

Emeritus, University of Illinois, will present the report.

(For Report, see pp. 65-336)

Past-President W. D. Faucette :—The next report will be presented to

you by Mr. E. H. Barnhart, Industrial Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,

Chairman of the Committee on Rules and Organization.

(For Report, see pp. 529-550)

While the Committee is coming forward I will make this announce-

ment : I should like to call attention again to the program for the evening.

Moving pictures of Japanese life will be given. These embrace matters of

special interest. There are a series of pictures showing a new method for

sinking caissons, for bridges perfected by Japanese Engineers. These are

very interesting pictures, and I am sure that they will be particularly inter-

esting to Bridge Engineers.

Another set of pictures shows methods of track work, particularly put-

ting in ties. The military precision with which the Japanese track gang

works is particularly interesting, and after watching these pictures for a

while you are almost surprised that they do not snap to attention and come

to salute between every major operation. This is very interesting work.
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Another picture will show scenes of the country, the lakes and mountains,

the types of buildings, etc. I am sure you will find those pictures most

entertaining and instructive.

(Vice-President G. D. Brooke in the Chair.)

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—I will now ask the Committee on Road-

way to come to the platform. This report will be presented to you by Mr.

C. W. Baldridge, Assistant Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

(For Report, see pp. 599-658)

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 12, 1930

MORNING SESSION

The President :—The meeting will please come to order.

The first order of business is the report of the Committee on Wood
Preservation. In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. F. C. Shepherd, the

Vice-Chairman, Mr. C. F. Ford, Supervisor Tie and Timber Department,

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, will present the report.

(For Report, see pp. 659-758)

The President :—Committee X—Signals and Interlocking is the next

Committee to report. Mr. W. M. Post, Assistant Chief Signal Engineer,

Pennsylvania Railroad, will present the report.

(For Report, see pp. 1037-1064)

The President :—The next report is that of the Ballast Committee. The

report will be presented by Mr. E. I. Rogers, President, Peoria & Pekin

Union Railroad.

(For Report, see pp. 759-770)

(Past-President W. D. Faucette in the Chair.)

Past-President W. D. Faucette :—The Tie Committee will now present

its report. It will be presented to you by Mr. W. J. Burtoa Assistant to

Chief Engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad.

(For Report, see pp. 1065-1145)

(Vice-President G. D. Brooke in the Chair.)

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—The report of the Committee on Track

will be found in Bulletin 321, pages 551-598.

Mr. C. J. Geyer, Assistant to Vice-President, Chesapeake & Ohio Rail-

way, will present the report in the absence of the Chairman and Vice-

Chairman.
(For Report, see pp. 551-598)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The President :—The Committee on Yards and Terminals will please

come forward. This report will be presented by Mr. J. E. Armstrong,

Assistant Chief Engineer, Canadian Pacific Railway.

(For Report, see pp. 77.3-S2i:)

(Past-President J. L. Campbell in the Chair.)

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—The report of the Committee on Shops

and Locomotive Terminals will be given by Mr. A. T. Hawk, Engineer of

Buildings, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway.

(For Report, see pp. 953-971)
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Past-President J. L. Campbell :—The next report is that of the Com-

mittee on Iron and Steel Structures. Mr. A. R. Wilson, Engineer of Bridges

and Buildings, Pennsylvania Railroad, will present the report.

(For Report, see pp. 973-1000)

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—The report of the Committee on

Clearances will be presented to you also by Mr. A. R. Wilson.

(For Report, see pp. 771-772)

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—The next report is that of the Com-
mittee on Rail. The report will be presented to you by Mr. Earl Stimson,

Chief Engineer Maintenance, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

(For Report, see pp. 1449-1668)

THURSDAY, MARCH 13, 1930

MORNING SESSION

The President :—The first report this morning is that of the Committee

on Masonry. Mr. C. P. Richardson, Engineer of Track Elevation, Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific Railway, will present the report to you.

(For Report, see pp. 1147-1191)

(Past-President Earl Stimson in the Chair.)

Past-President Earl Stimson :—The next report is that on Wooden
Bridges and Trestles. Mr. H. Austill, Chairman of the Committee, will

present the report.

(For Report, see pp. 1381-1413)

Past-President Earl Stimson :—The report of the Committee on Build-

ings will be presented by the Chairman, Mr. F. R. Judd, Engineer of Build-

ings, Illinois Central Railroad.

(For Report, see pp. 1193-1229)

Past-President Earl Stimson :—The next report is that of the Com-
mittee on Records and Accounts. Mr. J. H. Hande, Accounting Engineer,

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, will present the report.

(For Report, see pp. 823-952)

(Vice-President G. D. Brooke in the Chair.)

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—The report of Committee XVIII

—

Electricity, will be found in Bulletin 324. Mr. Sidney Withington, Chair-

man of the Committee, will present the report.

(For Report, see pp. 1415-1448)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The President :—The first report of the afternoon session is that of

the Committee on Economics of Railway Labor. In the absence of the

Chairman, Mr. A. N. Reece, the Vice-Chairman, Mr. F. M. Thomson, will

present the report.

(For Report, see pp. 1251-1330)

(Past-President J. L. Campbell in the Chair.)

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—-The next report is that of the Com-
mittee on Economics of Railway Operation. Mr. J. E. Teal, Chairman of

the Committee, will present the report.

(For Report, see pp. 1001-1030)
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(Past-President Earl Stimson in the Chair.)

Past-President Earl Stimson:—Mr. F. R. Layng, Chairman of the

Committee on Economics of Railway Location, will present his report to

you.

(For Report, see pp. 1231-1250)

Past-President Earl Stimson :—The next report is that of the Special

Committee on Rivers and Harbors. The report is found in Bulletin 324.

The report will be submitted to you by the Chairman, Col. Wm. G. Atwood.
(For Report, see pp. 1331-1380)

Past-President Earl Stimson :—The next report is that of the Com-

mittee on Co-operative Relations with Universities, of which Mr. Robert

H. Ford is Chairman.
(For Report, see pp. 1669-1670)

(President Louis Yager in the Chair.)

The President :—This completes the reports of Standing and Special

Committees. The next order of business is New Business.

Has anyone anything to offer under this heading? Has anyone any

resolutions to offer?

Air. Hadley Baldwin (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :

—

I have a resolution to offer

:

"Resol\t;d, That the members of the American Railway Engineering
Association in convention assembled desire to place on record their hearty

appreciation of the most excellent manner in which this convention has

been presided over by Mr. Louis Yager, and for the efficient administra-

tion of the affairs of the Association during his occupancy of the presi-

dental chair.

"Resolved, That this resolution be spread upon the minutes of the

meeting and that a suitably engrossed copy be presented to Mr. Yager."

I move the adoption of that resolution.

(The motion was seconded, and carried with a rising vote.)

The President :—Gentlemen, I thank you. It has been a great privilege

and one that I shall cherish through the rest of my life to have had this

opportunity of having been of some service to you.

Mr. J. E. Teal (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—I wish to present the following

resolution

:

"Resolved, By the American Railway Engineering Association, in

convention assembled, that its appreciative thanks are hereby extended to the

National Railway Appliances Association for the interesting and instructive

exhibit of railway devices and appliances

;

"To Mr. L. R. Bell and Mr. Juan Muller for the efficient manner in

which the convention and dinner were handled and for courtesies extended

by the management of the Palmer House."

I move the adoption of that resolution.

(The motion was seconded and carried.)

Mr. W. C. Swartout (Missouri Pacific) :—I wash to offer the following

resolution

:

"Resol\t-d, By the American Railway Engineering Association, in con-

vention assembled, that its thanks are hereby extended to the Chairmen,

Vice-Chairmen and members of the several committees for their labors

during the past year and for the valuable reports presented."
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I move the adoption of the resolution.

(The motion was seconded and carried.)

Mr. E. M. Grime (Northern Pacific) :—I move the adoption of the fol-

lowing resolution

:

"Resolved, By the American Railway Engineering Association, in con-
vention assembled, that its thanks are hereby tendered to Mr. Charles
Donnelly for his most excellent and instructive address on the occasion of
the annual dinner on the evening of March 12.

''Resolved, By the American Railway Engineering Association, in con-
vention assembled, that its thanks are hereby tendered to Mr. Gus W. Dyer
for his very able and instructive address on the evening of March 12."

The President :—You have heard the resolution. All those in favor

signify by saying "aye," opposed "no." It is carried.

Mr. C. J. Geyer (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—I should like to present the

following resolution

:

"Resolved, By the American Railway Engineering Association in con-
vention assembled, that its thanks are hereby extended to Secretary Fritch
and his staff for the efficient manner in which the affairs of the Association
were conducted during the past year.

I move its adoption. (Applause.)

(The motion was seconded and carried by a rising vote.)

The Secretary :•—Thank you, gentlemen.

Mr. President, I have this resolution to offer

:

"Resolved, That the American Railway Engineering Association in an-

nual meeting assembled, extends its hearty greetings and its most apprecia-

tive thanks to the Japanese Government Railways for their generous con-
tribution in the form of motion picture films, illustrative of novel and inter-

esting methods of performing various phases of maintenance and construc-

tion work ; and for the courtesies extended to our representatives during
the World Engineering Congress held in Tokyo, Japan.

"That these resolutions be spread upon our records, and an engrossed
copy be transmitted to the Japanese Government Railways."

(The motion was unanimously adopted, upon motion regularly seconded

and carried.)

The President :—It has been your custom to give the retiring Past-

President from the Board some formal recognition. In this case the retiring

Past-President is Mr. Edward H. Lee. We regret very much that he is not

present in person. This announcement will be spread upon the records and

at the first suitable opportunity the presentation will be made to him on the

part of the officers for you.

The medallion reads : "To Edward H. Lee, for outstanding leadership

in the science of railroading."

If there is no further new business, the Secretary will again announce

the result of the election of officers for the ensuing year.

The Secretary :—The officers elected are :

President—G. D. Brooke, General Manager, Chesapeake & Ohio Rail-

way.

First Vice-President—L. W. Baldwin, President, Missouri Pacific

Railroad.

Second Vice-President-—John V. Neubert, Chief Engineer, Mainte-
nance of Way, New York Central Railroad.

Secretary—E. H. Fritch.
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Treasurer—A. F. Blaess, Chief Engineer, Illinois Central Railroad.

Three Directors—G. W. Harris, Chief Engineer, Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway ; C. R. Harding, Engineer of Standards, Southern Pacific

Company; C. R. Knowles, Superintendent Water Service, Illinois Central

Railroad.

Five Members of Nominating Committee—M. S. Ketchum, Dean of

Engineering, University of Illinois; M. S. Blaiklock, Assistant Chief
Engineer, Canadian National Railways; Lem Adams, Roadway Assistant to

the Vice-President, Union Pacific Railroad ; B. R. Leffler, Bridge Engineer,

New York Central Railroad, Lines West; A. R. Wilson, Engineer of

Bridges and Buildings, Pennsylvania Railroad.

The President :—The Chair appoints Past-President Campbell and Past-

President Brumley to escort the President-Elect to the platform.

(Past-Presidents Campbell and Brumley escorted President-Elect

Brooke to the platform.)

The President :—Mr. Brooke, I am about to discharge a very pleasant

duty, that is, passing on the office of President of this Association to you,

in whose professional career we recognize the best traditions of our Associa-

tion and in whose rise in the railroad profession we recognize also the

expanding interest of the activities of this body. But before I pass on to

the formal accomplishment of that mission, I desire to express a little per-

sonal touch.

I believe it is a very fitting custom that my immediate predecessor

inaugurated in maintaining personal contact through the line of successors

to this office. While I was casting about for a suitable design for this token

or symbol of office, it occurred to me that a duplicate of the souvenir

gavels which were presented by the officials of the World Engineering

Congress to those of us who officiated as chairmen of the various Sections,

would be suitable for this occasion.

It appeared to me at first sight to be a little too small, as you will

perhaps agree as you see it. I inquired if it could not be reproduced in a

larger size, but immediately came across one of the limitations of standard-

ization. Rather than being disappointed in my idea of the appropriateness

of this particular type of gavel, I finally decided to use this size, because it

was the standard. I believe this gavel will be particularly fitting, because

it will remind you of the responsibilities that you were carrying while

Secretary Fritch and the President were absent from this country. Mr.

Brooke, in passing on to you the symbol of office, I do it with the pledge of

loyalty and co-operation which this Association extends to you.

(The audience arose and applauded as President-Elect G. D. Brooke

assumed the Chair.)

President-Elect G. D. Brooke :—First, I want to express to my dear

friend Yager my keen sense of appreciation of this gift and of the senti-

ment which goes with it. He and I have worked together in the Association's

aiifairs for a number of years.

Shoulder to shoulder, as it were, we have grown to be warm friends,

and I therefore the more appreciate this and will consider it as an outward

sign of a bond of afTection between us.

It would be inappropriate for me to attempt any extended remarks at

this time, but I do want to thank you sincerely for this great honor to

which I have aspired as the greatest possibility of my career as an Engineer.
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My foremost duty, as I perceive it, will be to promote the progress

of this Association and its work in accordance with those high standards and

lofty ideals which were conceived in great wisdom by the founders and

which have been developed and fostered through the years under the able

leadership of an extended line of my illustrious predecessors. I might well

view this task with a degree of trepidation, were I not well aware of the

fine spirit which motivates our organization and did I not rely with a feeling

of assured confidence upon a continuance of that able assistance from fellow

ofiicers, from the committees, and from the membership at large which has

been so freely accorded your former Presidents.

Again, Fellow-Members, I thank you.

(The audience arose and applauded.)

The President :—This Thirty-First Annual Convention of the American

Railway Engineering Association now stands adjourned.)

The Thirty-Second Annual Convention of the American Raihvay Engi-

neering Association will be held at the Palmer House, Chicago, March 10,

11 and 12, 1931.

^. ..yy: J^^-«^>^^^^^
Secretary.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

The Special Committee on Stresses in Track herewith presents its fifth

progress report.

I. INTRODUCTION

1. Preliminary.—As has been the case since its organization in 1914,

the Committee has co-operated with the Special Committee to Report on

Stresses in Railroad Track of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

the membership of the committees of the two societies being almost identical,

and this report is presented simultaneously to the two societies, and also

to the American Railway Association, which has furnished financial support

and has otherwise co-operated in the work of the investigation.

The Joint Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track was formed in the

spring of 1914, and the investigation then begun has continued since that

time. The first progress report of the Committee was published in Vol. 19

of the Proceedings of the American Railway Engineering Association

(1918) ; it may also be found in Vol. 82 of the Transactions of the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers (1918). The second progress report was

published in Vol. 83 of the Transactions of the American Society of Civil

Engineers (1920), in Vol. 21 of the Proceedings of the American Railway

Engineering Association (1920), and as Circular No. S-II-10 of the Amer-
ican Railway Association. The third progress report was published in Vol.

86 of the Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers (1923),

in Vol. 24 of the Proceedings of the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation (1923), and Circular No. IV-32 of the American Railway Associa-

tion. The fourth progress report was published in Vol. 88 of the Transac-

tions of the American Society of Civil Engineers (1925) and in Vol. 26 of

the Proceedings of the American Railway Engineering Association (1925).

In the four progress reports, comprising in all about 685 pages, the tests

that have been made on railroad track and in the laboratory to give informa-

tion on the action of rails, ties, and ballast under the loads of locomotives

are described and the results compared and discussed. The data and discus-

sion of a great variety of tests are to be found in the reports given in

these Transactions and Proceedings of the societies.

The work herein reported bears principally upon the rail-joint and its reki-

tion to the rail, ties, and ballast. The report deals witli the bending moments

developed in the rail-joint and their division between the rail and the joint bars

and with relations created by variable upward pressures of the supporting ties

due to variable conditions in ties, tie plates, and ballast. The functions of tlie
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rail-joint are discussed. The action of its parts, as found from analysis, labora-

tory tests, and tests of track, is considered. The treatment of the mechanics of

the rail-joint is based both on the analytical method and on the observations

and data of the laboratory and field tests. Both vertical bending and lateral

bending are taken into account. Joint bars as beams and their loading are

discussed. Various forms of rail-joints were included in the investigation.

The distinctive actions of the angle bar and the symmetrical type of bar

were studied, and the characteristics of each are reported. From the labora-

tory tests the observed stresses and moments and the movements and deflec-

tions in the structural parts under the application of load are discussed.

The effect of different bolt tensions used in the laboratory tests upon the

action of the rail-joint is considered, and a test on the resistance of a rail-

joint to longitudinal slip of rail is reported. The stresses, moments, deflec-

tions and movements in the rail-joints observed in the field tests are used to

learn the characteristics of the action of rail-joints in track and are related

to the conditions found in the track. In Chapter VI, "General Discussion,"

the results of all the tests are considered in a study of such topics as bolt

tension, lateral bending in rail-joints, flexure within the rail-joint, and the

influence of shape of section of joint bars upon resistance to flexure is dis-

cussed. Several study sections of joint bars are presented; the stresses and

other features of these sections and of various other forms of joint bars

are given on the basis of the subjection of the joint bars to a certain magni-

tude of bending moment assumed for purposes of comparison as comparable

to the effects of heavy locomotives and cars. Discussion is given on accuracy

of fit between rail and joint bar, tie spacing at and near the rail-joint, posi-

tion of the joint ties, and length of the joint bar. The stresses observed in

the full rail and the values of the modulus of elasticity of rail-support ob-

tained in the track tests were also discussed. Consideration is givea to the

variability found in good track and its effects and to the need for investigat-

ing the possible means for improving the uniformity of track quality, as

well as for further investigations.

2. Acknowledgment.—Since the fourth progress report was issued,

the expenditures incurred in carrying on the work of the Committee have

been taken principally from funds supplied by the American Railway Asso-

ciation. The Committee expresses its appreciation of this support. Impor-

tant contributions have also been received from companies that manufacture

steel rails, these funds being handled through the American Society of Civil

Engineers and the American Railway Engineering Asssociation. The Com-
mittee expresses appreciation of the contributions made by the Illinois Steel

Company, the Carnegie Steel Company, the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad

Company, the Algoma Steel Corporation, the British Empire Steel Corpora-

tion, the Cambria Steel Company, the Bethlehem Steel Company, the Colo-

rado Fuel & Iron Company, and the Inland Steel Company.

The co-operation of railroads in furnishing facilities for the test work
has itself been an important contribution. Five railroads gave excellent

opportunities for the conduct of test work by providing locomotives and

heavily loaded cars, track, train crews, and other facilities throughout a

considerable time. Acknowledgment for this co-operation is due to the Illi-

nois Central Railroad, A. F. Blaess, Chief Engineer; the New York Central

Railroad, J. V. Neubert, Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way ; the Dela-
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ware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad, G. J. Ray, Chief Engineer ; the

Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway, Hunter McDonald, Chief

Engineer ; and the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad, H. R. Clarke,

General Inspector Permanent Way and Structures. Important assistance

was also rendered by many operating officials.

The field and office work has been carried on by a regular staff well

fitted for this work. E. E. Cress, Assistant Engineer of Tests in charge

of field and office work and the reduction of data and preparation of material,

is entitled to much credit ; as heretofore, his thorough- familiarity with details,

keen grasp of the problem, and helpfulness in the study and preparation of

the data have made his services particularly valuable. Randon Ferguson has

also given important service in the field work, the reduction of data, and

the preparation of the report. Louis J. Larson, formerly Associate in Theo-

retical and Applied Mechanics in the University of Illinois, gave useful

service "in both laboratory and field work during the summer seasons. Others

have assisted in the work from time to time and all have given loyal and

careful service.

The University of Illinois has continued to co-operate in the work by

giving the use of laboratory, shop, and office facilities, and through the

service of members of the staff of the Engineering Experiment Station

from time to time.

3. Outline of Previous Progress Reports.—From the beginning the

Committee appreciated that the problem assigned to it is very complicated,

involving many difficulties and uncertainties. It has felt that an adequate

report on stresses in railroad track must be based upon experimental data

derived from extensive tests on standard railroad track. It has also appre-

ciated that because of the complexity of the action of track under load and

the variability of the conditions which may be found in track and load,

adequate experimental data would involve long, painstaking, and repeated

tests under many conditions and also that considerable time would be required

for reducing the data so obtained and for interpreting the results. With the

variability of conditions and the complexity of the problem the results of a

few tests may be misleading ; conclusive statements may be made only after

repeated work under a variety of conditions and a careful comparison and

study of all the information available. The reduction in the number of

variables in a test to a minimum is essential in the conduct of an investiga-

tion such as this. It was found necessary to expend a considerable amount

of effort and considerable time on the development of instruments for use

in the tests and on methods for conducting the tests. Throughout the fifteen

years of the Committee's existence, the investigation has been conducted

with the view of securing trustworthy information in as broad a way as

practicable even though it was appreciated that definite conclusions might

not always be obtainable and notwithstanding that in some directions it has

not been found practicable to make tests in a way that would give conclusive

determination of the unknown variables. Besides, in many ways the limita-

tions of funds and facilities have prevented the continuation of the investiga-

tion of certain problems to an extent that was considered desirable.

The first progress report (Proc. A.R.E.A., Vol. 19 (1918) and Trans.

A.S.C.E., Vol. 82 (1918)) contains first an analytical treatment of the action

of track as an elastic structure on the assumption of a continuous elastic
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support under the rail. The assumption of a continuous, uniform, elastic

support in place of tie supports has not been found to be an element of

serious inaccuracy for the conditions of good track, using values of the

track stiffness derived from data of track tests, when the analysis is applied

to most of the problems so far considered. The equations for rail depres-

sion and bending moment in rail at sections directly under a single wheel

load, given in terms of load, moment of inertia of rail section, and the

constant of stiffness of the rail support, are not complicated expressions.

The use of the master diagram, with distances expressed in terms of the

distance from the load to the section where the moment in the rail developed

by the load becomes zero, as computed from an analytical equation, greatly

simplifies the problem of calculating the moments, depressions, and the track

pressures at points away from the wheel. The effect of a number of wheel

loads, such as the drivers of a locomotive or the two or more wheels of a

car truck, may be readily found through the application of the principle of

superposition by the algebraic addition of the values of moments, depressions,

or pressures at a given section computed according to the distance from

each of the wheels to the given section. In this manner the track depression,

upward pressure, and bending moment in rail may be approximated by ordi-

nary methods of calculation.

Considerable attention is given in the first progress report to the devel-

opment of apparatus, such as the stremmatograph, pressure capsule, load

indicating jack and level bar, and also to the methods of conducting the tests.

For use in tests on track, the instruments must have simplicity and reliability

and be designed to operate satisfactorily under variable weather conditions

and in the midst of dust, dirt, and moisture, and also under the severe

vibration of rail and other parts of track. Naturally in meeting the lequire-

ments of simplicity and sturdiness there will be a loss of sensitiveness and

refinement. The stremmatograph in particular was developed to withstand

troublesome conditions and at the same time allow tests to be made quickly

and without too great a chance for the instrument getting out of order.

The procedure in making tests, of course, was also arranged to suit the

conditions—static load tests, moving load tests, etc. A sufficient number of

repetitions of a test were generally made to bring the error of observation

within reasonable limits. One of the things early learned was the necessity

of measuring stresses simultaneously at both sides of the rail, the marked

variable bending of the rail even under static loading rendering the use of

strain measurements on only one side of the rail unreliable and even mis-

leading.

The first progress report, in "Results of Tests," gives in graphic form

the results of tests of track depression made to find the effect of loads,

wheel spacing, size of rail, and other variables and to learn the correlation

between the results of analytical calculations and track tests—single-axle load

and two-axle load, load over a tie and between ties, before tamping and

after tamping, 85 and 100 and 125-lb. rail, and single loads from 5,000 lb.

to 25,000 lb. Similar tests on track depressions were also made under the

loads of several forms of locomotive. The stresses measured in base of

rail under the many conditions named above are also reported. The influ-

ence of the size of rail on the bending moment coefficient, the increase in

stress in rail due to increase in speed, the effect of spacing of wheels, and
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the effect of the conditions of the locomotive and the track are all discussed.

The report closes with a discussion of the variation in measured stresses

and the relation between average stress and maximum stress and with a

preliminary discussion of the factors affecting the maximum stress in rail

in terms of speed, lateral bending moment, condition of track and varia-

bility factor.

In the second progress report (Proc. A.R.E.A., Vol. 21 (1920) and

Trans. A.S.C.E., Vol. 83 (1920)) three subjects are treated: (a) the effect

of speed and counterbalance on stresses in rail, (b) depression, flexure and

distribution of the bearing pressure of cross-ties, and (c) transmission of

pressure in ballast. In the first subject the problem of counterbalancing the

locomotive is considered in a general way as affecting the pressure applied

to the rail by the driving wheels. The results of tests made on two rail-

roads with three types of locomotive run at several speeds are presented

and a comparison made with the calculated dynamic effects of the locomotive

counterbalancing reported. The effect of changes in counterbalancing is

noted. Considering the very high stresses observed in the rail in the tests

made with a poorly counterbalanced locomotive run at high speeds, it is not

strange that great injury is done to track by improperly counterbalanced

locomotives. The effect of speed, as distinguished from counterbalance effect,

is again considered. Further discussion is given to the relation of the

stresses on the two sides of the base of rail.

Under "Depression, Flexure, and Bearing Pressure of Cross-Ties," the

measured flexural curves along the length of the tie, found under various

conditions of track, show a great diversification, bringing out the fact that

the tie is subjected to wide variation in the distribution of the bearing pres-

sures applied by the ballast to the bottom of the tie, and that corresponding

diversity exists in the ballast support. The range in bending moments

developed in the tie, found by consideration of the various curves of flexure

observed, is an indication of the wide demands made upon the strength of

a tie. The track depression curves reported for the stretches of track on

the two railroads were used to determine the tie reactions caused by wheel

loads and the values of the modulus of elasticity of the rail-support ; con-

siderable difference in stiffness was found on two classes of track.

The subject of ''Transmission of Pressure in Ballast," also given in the

second progress report, is attacked by both the analytical and the laboratory

method. The analysis of the action of a noncohesive granular mass restricted

laterally only by frictional resistance is used to determine the distribution

of pressure across the width of a tie in its application on the ballast bed

and the subsequent distribution of pressure downward and laterally (longi-

tudinally of the track). With the use of physical constants derived from

the laboratory investigation, the variation in the vertical pressure in the

ballast from an uneven distribution of bearing pressures across the tie imme-

diately at the tie bed to a greater concentration a few inches below and then

to a wider distribution further down until at a vertical distance below the tie

equal to about the ordinary tie spacing the variation in intensity of pressure

from tie to tie is small. This report on transmission of pressure in ballast

is considered a real contribution to the subject.

The third progress report (Proc. A.R.E.A., Vol. 24 (1923) and Trans.

A.S.C.E., Vol. 86 (1923)) gives the results of tests made on four railroads
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with several types of locomotive—Pacific, Mikado, Prairie (both the balanced

compound and the lighter form). Mountain, and Santa Fe (light and heavy)

—on both straight and curved track, making altogether a considerable vol-

ume of data on quite varied types of locomotive. On the subject of straight

track the percentage of increase in stress in rail due to speed and to

counterbalance effect is discussed for the several types of locomotive, and

the effect of the counterweight not being in the same vertical plane as the

outside rotating parts is considered. On the subject of curved track a brief

analytical treatment of the principal elements in the action of wheels of

locomotives and cars in passing around a curve is given, including longi-

tudinal slip of wheel due to difference in length of outer and inner rail,

changing direction in the forward movement of a group of wheels in going

around the curve and the consequent lateral pressure exerted on the two
rails, changes in the vertical loads applied to the rail by some of the drivers,

effect of superelevation, and the spreading action on the rails produced by

the drivers and other wheels—all presented as preliminary to the discussion

of the results of the tests. Among the outstanding results of the data on

stresses in rail of 10° curves are the changed distributions of load among
the several drivers (greatly increased loads on some of the drivers, particu-

larly on the inner rail, resulting in very high bearing stresses as well as

increased longitudinal stresses) and high lateral bending stresses (making

the stress in one edge of the base of rail many times that in the other),

and marked lateral movements of rail and track and corresponding distor-

tions of the alinement of track as the locomotive passes around the curve.

The influence of the type of locomotive, the effect of absence of flanges on

part of the drivers, and the effects of pulling and coasting and backing and

of the condition of the rail (dry or wet) on the stresses developed in the

rail, and also the effect of speed and degree of curve and superelevation and

counterbalance on the stresses in rail, are among the topics discussed in

the report.

In the first part of the fourth progress report (Proc. A.R.E.A., Vol. 26

(1925) and Trans. A.S.C.E., Vol. 88 (1925)) the results of tests on both

straight and curved track with several types and forms of electric locomotive

and one steam locomotive are reported. Topics such as effect of size of

drivers, amount of wheel load, sprung and unsprung weight, articulation of

parts and support of superstructure of locomotive, guiding action of leading

wheels, and equalization of wheel loads, as found with the several types

of locomotive, are discussed. Both the lateral bending action and the lateral

movement of the rail at different wheels on both straight and curved track

are considered and likewise the position of the flange of wheels and the

bearing of the wheel on the rail as they may relate to flange wear. Possible

differences between the effects of motoring and regenerating are taken up.

The effect of speed for most of the types of locomotive was found to be

quite moderate. The information given was found to be useful in judging

of the effect upon track of differences in design in the various types of

electric locomotive used.

The second part of the fourth progress report is devoted principally

to the effect of rail canting and the inclination and eccentricity of tie plates.

The tests were conducted on four railroads and on track laid with 100, 130,

and 136-lb. rail, with locomotives and heavily loaded cars, and at speeds of
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5 and 40 miles per hour. The principal sources of information used were

lateral bending stresses in rail as measured by the stremmatograph and

measurements of the lateral movement of the rail and its tilting movement

as the wheel passed by ; besides, many determinations of the position of the

bearing of the wheel on the head of the rail for both straight and curved

track with rail having a variety of cant were made, the actual cant of rail

generally differing considerably from the nominal cant. These tests indi-

cated that a cant of 1 in 20 results on the average in approximately a central

bearing of wheel on rail and that on straight track the average of the lateral

bending stresses in rail (algebraic average of inward and outward bending)

is small, though, of course, there will remain the same variation in inward

and outward bending of the rail as exists with the vertical rail when meas-

ured from the position of the mean value there existing. The tilting of the

rail under load, which is related to the eccentricity of tie plate, indicates

that the eccentricity of most of the tie plates on the track tested was some-

what greater than necessary to secure best results. Principles of design that

may be used in finding the proper eccentricity for tie plates are discussed,

though it is apparent that because of differences in track construction and

its manner of maintenance the final test for best eccentricity is experience

under the conditions existing in the track itself. The stresses in the rail of

curved track for both vertical and lateral bending and the lateral movements

of the outer and inner rail, as well as the tilting of the rail itself as the

locomotive passes by, are reported. The position of the bearing of the

wheels of locomotives on the outer and inner rail of curved track are of

interest in connection with rail wear, cant of rail, and eccentricity of tie

plate. The stresses developed in the heavy rail are also discussed. All of

these topics may well be considered as giving information bearing on the

problems of the maintenance of track.

II. GENERAL STRUCTURAL ACTION OF THE RAIL-JOINT

4. The Rail-Joint and Its Functions.—It is commonly accepted among

engineers that continuity of rail (freedom from joints), aside from possible

difficulties from expansion and contraction, would give an ideal condition

for railroad track. The absence of joints would permit uniform distribution

of bearing pressure on the ties and ballast and improved uniformity in the

stiffness and flexibility of the track, all of which would result in improved

riding and lasting qualities under traffic service and in lessened requirements

for the maintenance and renewal of the track structure. Accepting the

rail-joint as a necessity, however, the goal of the railway man has been to

find forms of joints that would approximate the conditions of the continuous

rail as closely as possible in stiffness, strength, uniformity and flexibility,

with due consideration of first cost and ease of maintenance. Knowledge

of the purpose and the functions of the rail-joint in the track would seem

to be essential in passing judgment on designs of rail-joints and in improving

its design. Any careful statement based on observations on the way the

rail-joint performs its desired functions should be found useful in discus-

sions of this element of the track structure.

The full rail distributes the weight of a single wheel over four or five

ties on each side of the load (further for the heaviest rail) and its flexure
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also has an influence beyond this range in reducing tie pressures produced

by a nearby wheel. The rail is stressed by positive and negative moments

for similar long distances from the wheel load. It is plain that any interfer-

ence with uniformity in stiffness of track or even partial discontinuity of

action such as may be produced by a rail-joint, will change both the distribu-

tion of the bearing loads on the ties and the relative flexibility and stiffness

of the track structure.

The notion sometimes put out at times in the past that a joint serves

only to carry the wheel load resting on it to the two adjacent ties and that

the wheel load is then carried to the ballast bed by these two ties and

divided equally between them, gives a false idea of the action of a rail-joint.

The load is actually distributed among a number of tie reactions, the nature

and extent of the division of pressures depending upon both the rail and

the rail-joint.

The distribution of pressures from a continuous rail to a rail support

that is continuous and uniformly elastic is treated from an analytical stand-

point in the First Progress Report of the Joint Committee on Stresses in

Railroad Track (see Vol. 19, Proceedings of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association, p. 884), and is reviewed here in the following chapter
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Fig.- 1.

—

Depression of Rail and Upward Reaction Forces at and
FROM the Ties for a Single Wheel Load.

on the Mechanics of the Rail-Joint. In a general way, the field tests

correspond fairly well with values of the moments and deflections found

from the analysis that is based on a continuous and uniformly elastic sup-

port, although deficiencies in negative pressure at points well away from

wheel loads will modify the results, depending on the conditions of loading.

For ordinarily good track the depressions of the track and the upward

reaction forces of the ties on the rail for a single wheel load may then be

represented as in Fig. 1. The diagram gives, of course, the depressions and

reactions for a continuous rail.

For discontinuous rail having the rail ends entirely free from restraint

(no girder action in the joint), the form of the rail depression and the

distribution of the tie reactions may be expected to be quite different from

that given above, both at the rail ends and for some distance on each side.

The analysis based on a zero moment at the rail ends (see Fig. 12) indicates

that the depression at the rail end produced by a single load applied equally

at the two rail ends is twice that for the continuous rail, the dovmward

pressure on the tie thus also being twice that found for a continuous rail,

and that the distribution of the tie pressures for some distance away from

the rail end differs considerably from that found for the continuous rail.
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It is evident, too, that negative bending moment is developed in the rail for

some distance from its end. For two wheel loads of the usual freight car

truck spacing (one of them being at the rail ends) the same analysis makes

the depression under a wheel 1.6 times that found for continuous rail. No
field tests were made with rail ends devoid of joint bars, but the indications

are that on first loading the depression at the rail end would be less than

that given above, due to distribution of load in and along the ballast bed

itself. Fig. 2 shows the depression of the rail and the distribution of tie

pressure when no bending moment is carried at the rail ends, according to

the analysis referred to above. The actual depression at the rail ends may

be expected to be relatively smaller than shown. If the tie pressures at the

joint are thus higher than at other parts of the rail, it follows, of course,

that repeated application of the greater pressures disturbs the uniformity

of the rail support by pounding down the tie bed and possibly also by

finally making the ballast bed under the ties near the rail ends stififer than

that under other ties along the rail. The effect of deep, consolidated ballast

Fig. 2.

—

Depression of Rail .\nd Upward Reaction Forces at and from
THE Ties for a Single Wheel Load When No Moment
Is Resisted at the Rail Ends.

may be expected to result in smaller depression at the rail ends than would

otherwise exist. The unsatisfactory conditions attending discontinuity of

rail are appreciated, of course, by all railroad men.

To avoid the defects of discontinuity of rail, various forms of rail-joints

have been designed which are intended to .give full or partial continuity.

Full continuity implies a girder or beam action at the joint equal to that

of the full rail, the moment taken by the joint bars at the rail ends being

as great as that which would be taken by full rail. /For best results the

stiffness of the joint (combination of rail and joint bars) should not be

greatly different from that of the rail itself and there should be freedom

from play in the joint in the application of forces acting upon it. From the

tests it is evident that the various forms and conditions of joints give

differing degrees of resistance to flexure and differences of play under

loading. It is also found that the stresses and moments developed in a

given form of joint may vary considerably at points along a stretch of track.

On some track the bending moment developed in joint bars reached values

as high or higher than that found in the rail opposite the joint, while in

some cases very low values were found. It is evident, too, as would be

expected, that the magnitude of the bending moment developed at a joint
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is dependent both upon the design and condition of the joint, and upon the

condition of the rail support (ties and ballast) at and away from the joint.

Closer spacing of ties at the rail-joint is not infrequently used in an

attempt to give larger tie bearing area to support expected greater vertical

pressures at joints when the rail-joints do not maintain adequate stiffness.

Some excess of tamping of the joint ties, even the expedient of high joints,

is sometimes resorted to. Repeated tamping of the joint ties may result

in a stiffer ballast bed at the joint, which finally leaves the stiffness of the

track uneven.

Other functions than vertical bending strength and stiffness and resist-

ance to vertical bending moments are, of course, performed by the rail-

joint. Lateral pressures and lateral bending action must be properly resisted,

and it is important to know how and to what extent these resistances are

developed. Resistance to twisting of the rail-joint is an important function,

one that is not usually considered.

Many questions may be raised on the functions of the rail-joint. What

degree of continuity and stiffness is needed? What functions of a rail-joint
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Division of Moment Between Rail and Joint Bars.

are essential? Does a joint act as a girder according to the common
assumptions of mechanics used in the ordinary treatment of beams? How
do the various forms of rail-joints perform their functions? In what ways

do joint bars move with respect to the rail, vertically, laterally, and longi-

tudinally? What stresses are developed in joint bars and what conditions

of the design of the rail-joint tend to modify the magnitude of the stresses?

What conditions of the track structure affect the action of a rail-joint?

What analysis of the mechanics of the joint action should be applied? What
is the function of bolt tension and what amount of bolt tension is desirable

with a given form of rail-joint? Does the design of the rail-joint affect its

ability to maintain constant bolt tension? May the design of the rail-joint

be improved?

For the purpose of giving a view of the situation in advance of the

more formal presentation of the mechanics of the rail-joint and of the

detailed study and discussions of the tests, brief statements of the action of

rail-joints are made in the following articles of the chapter.

5. The Action of the Rail-Joint.—Consider that a wheel load is

applied over the rail ends at a joint. The vertical bending moment developed

in the joint and rail under the wheel and along the track may for present

purposes be considered to be determined by the analysis of track action
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given in the first progress report. The distribution of the bending moment

produced by a single load for a short distance along the rail will then be

taken as shown in Fig. 3. The magnitude of the bending moment developed

at the rail-joint, as compared with the bending moment developed in the

full rail at points away from the joint under similar conditions of loading,

will depend, of course, upon the design of the joint and the conditions of

the track; the general form of the curve will be the same.

The question arises, what is the interaction of rail and joint bar—how
are the forces that make or modify the internal resisting moments trans-

mitted between rail and joint bar? It is evident that the bar and the rail
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Load Bearings and Reactions on Joint Bars, (a) Single
Centroid of Reaction Bearings for Positive Moment,
(b) Double Centroids of Reaction Bearings for Positive

Moment, (c) Single Centroid of Reaction Bearings for

Negative Moment.

do not bend or flex exactly with each other along their length, for near the

end of the joint bar the rail has a maximum of bending and the joint bar

a minimum, while near the end of the rail the reverse is true. The tests

and measurements show that for the condition of positive bending moment

(downward curving of the track) there is downward bearing pressure of

the under side of the head of the rail on the top surface of the joint bars

for some distance along the joint bar away from the rail end, and also an

upward bearing pressure of the upper surface of the base of the rail at

parts of the length of the joint bars further away from the rail end. The

latter pressures may be considered to be of the nature of reactions of a

beam, and the former as loads.
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The position and distribution of these bearing loads and reactions are

dependent upon the conditions of fit between rail and joint bar, the length

of the joint, and the form of the design. With the ordinary forms of joint

bars and an average fit, for a positive bending moment in the joint the upper

bearing pressures may extend mainly over a range of about 2 in., as found

from the data of the tests, with the centroid of the pressure (position of the

resultant of the bearing forces) perhaps 1 in. from the end of the rail,

as shown in Fig. 4. The lower bearing may be somewhat longer, 3 in. or

more. For the remainder of the length of the bars there is little contact

bearing between bar and rail. For a 24-in. joint bar, the position of the

lower bearing may with fair accuracy be taken as shown in Fig. 4 (a), with

a single centroid for each reaction pressure at a horizontal distance of, say,

7 in. from the centroid of the upper bearing pressures. For more accurate

agreement with the measured strains found in some of the tests the lower

bearing pressures may be represented by double resultants as shown in

Fig. 4 (b), the value of R' being from 1J4 to 2 times that of R" . For 36-in.

joint bars, for some of the tests the relative position of the lower resultant

bearing pressures was as shown in Fig. 4 (a) and for others of the tests

as in Fig. 4 (b), the centroids of the reactions being somewhat further from

the rail ends than for the 24-in. bars.

For the assumptions of bearing pressures already given, their calculation

is simple. For the case of the two reactions shown in Fig. 4 (a), {R being

equal to Q) the moment of the couple, Qa, may for the present purpose be

equal to the bending moment Mo developed in a section at the mid-point of

one joint bar, a being the moment arm of the couple. The pressure Q at one

Mo
of the upper bearing areas on one bar, is therefore equal to . If, then,

a
2 Mo is 300,000 in. lb. for the pair of joint bars (a rather large bending

moment to be developed in a rail-joint) and a is 7 in., the bearing pressure

150,000

Q is =: 21,400 lb. on one bar, if frictional forces be disregarded.

7

If the bearing area is known, the average intensity of pressure is readily

found. For two reactions on each half of the length of the joint bar, the

moment is Qa + R" b, and if the ratio of R' to R" is known, the two

reactions are readily determined.

It may be thought that another set of forces will need consideration.

The bearing pressures between rail and joint bar produce horizontal fric-

tional resistance in the direction of the length of the joint bar and the

moments of these couples contribute to the transmission of moments from

the rail to the joint bars. The resultant horizontal frictional forces between

rail and joint bar are represented by H and H' in Fig. 5 and the vertical

distance between them by h. Although the amount of frictional resistance

developed by the pressures between rail and joint bar is indefinite and

uncertain, a conception of the order of its magnitude or at any rate of the

limit of the relative magnitude of its contribution to the resisting moment
of the joint may be obtained by assuming values of the vertical bearing

pressures and the possible limiting coefficients of friction that may be

brought into action. Assuming that the vertical bearing pressures Q and R
each amount to 21,400 lb. and that the limiting value of the coefficient
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of friction is .30, the limiting value of the frictional forces H and H' will

be 6400 lb. For A= 3^/2 in., the moment of the couple acting on one end of

a joint bar will be 22,400 in. lb. The treatment of forces and moments

just given is, of course, not exact. If this horizontal friction between bar

and rail (constituting longitudinal forces contributing to the development

of the moment in the bar) be taken into account in the calculations of

pressure and moments, the bearing pressure is found to be 18,600 lb. and

the moment of the couple 19,600 in. lb. The limiting moment of the longi-

tudinal frictional forces thus calculated is 13 per cent of the moment

assumed to be applied to one of the bars.

The magnitude of the moment contributed by the longitudinal frictional

forces does not affect the magnitude of the moment taken at the mid-section

of the bar ; that is governed by the externally applied forces acting on the

joint. The frictional moment does affect the magnitude of the bearing pres-

sures (reducing them somewhat) and also the distribution of stresses along

the top and bottom of the bar. In general, however, it has not been found

necessary to consider the presence of the frictional forces in the presenta-

tion and discussion of the data of the tests.

In the foregoing discussion, the amount of the bearing pressure between

rail and joint bar has been considered to be dependent upon the position of
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Horizontal Frictional Forces Acting on Joint Bars.

the resultants of the bearing pressures. At first thought it may seem that

the position and magnitude of the wheel load are directly responsible for the

amount of these bearing pressures. A little consideration will show that

the bearing pressures between rail and bar will be dependent upon the

magnitude of the bending moment developed at the mid-section of the rail-

joint regardless of the position of the wheel load that produces it. In

some laboratory tests the loads were applied to the rail outside of the joint;

for a given applied moment this did not affect the position and magnitude

of the bearing pressures. Wherever the wheel load is applied and whatever

the form of the moment curve in the rail and joint, the bearings and reactions

between bar and rail and the manner of developing moment in the bars will

be of the nature of those described for the wheel at the rail ends. Slight

differences in flexure of the rail and joint bars under different distributions

of bending moment will have only small effects on the position of the

resultants of the bearing pressures, and hence little effect on the value of

the pressures developed with a given bending moment at the mid-section of

the joint bar.

In this discussion so far, only positive bending moment has been con-

sidered. For certain positions of the wheel loads the bending is upward

and negative bending moment will be taken by the rail-joint. The conditions

of bearing pressures are then reversed, the upward pressure being applied
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to the bottom face of the joint bar near the rail ends and the downward
pressure to the top face at points of contact nearer the ends of the joint

bars, somewhat as shown in Fig. 4 (c). The relations between bending

moment and bearing pressures are the same as for positive bending moment.

For the forms of rail-joint now commonly used in track the joint bars

by themselves will necessarily take all the bending moment and all the shear

at a section at the ends of the rails, whatever the magnitude of the bending

moment may be that is there developed under the conditions of tie reactions

and ballast reactions found at a given point in the track. At a section at

the ends of the joint bars, all the bending moment there developed will be

resisted by the full section of the rail, no part, of course, being taken by

the joint bars. Between these two sets of sections the bending moments
developed at the various sections will be resisted partly by the rail itself and

partly by the resisting moments developed in the joint bars, acting for

themselves.

Fig. 3 represents the form of the moment diagram for the joint bars

under positive bending. If the bending moment diagram for the rail and

joint structure under the action of the wheel load is given by the upper
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Fig. 6. -Moment in Rail and Joint Bars—Wheel Away from
Rail End.

line, the distance AB will represent the moment taken by the bars at a

given point, and the distance BC will represent the resisting moment devel-

oped in the rail itself. For the wheel away from the rail end, the division

of resisting moment between rail and joint bar is represented by Fig. 6. At
a given section of the rail-joint AC represents the total moment developed in

rail-joint, BC that in rail alone, and AB that taken by the two joint bars.

When two equal loads and two equal reactions are applied outside the

length of the joint bars, as was done in laboratory tests, the division of

moments between rail and joint bar will be as represented in Fig. 7. At a

given section of the rail-joint AC represents the total moment applied to the

rail-joint, BC that taken by the rail, and AB that taken by the two joint bars.

It may be thought that well fitting joints will have the bearings dis-

tributed all along the length of the joint bar. A little reflection will show,

however, that even with joint bars fitting snugly along their length, the

greater flexibility of the joint bars and the difference in the flexure of the

rail and the joint bars at points along their length (curvature of the rail

increasing from its end outwards and that of the bar increasing from its

end inwards of the joint) will leave a minute space between the joint bars
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and the rail surfaces at points away from the bearing areas heretofore

referred to. Variations in fit will modify the position and distribution of

the bearing pressures. The vertical deflection of a joint bar for its full

length may be as much as .03 in. A shim or thickness gage .002 in. thick or

thicker often may be inserted between the under side of the rail head and the

joint bar at and near its end while in a loaded condition and yet fit closely

throughout its length while unloaded. A similar change in position at the

middle of the length was found at the bottom of the joint bar in forms of

bar that permitted a measurement to be made. Lack of fit is not uncommon,

A vertical play between joint bar and rail of as great as .02 in. is not

infrequent. Variations of this nature may materially affect the action of the

rail-joint, increasing the pressure on the joint ties and the track depression

at the rail-joint and contributing to ineffectiveness in the rail-joint.

In considering the action of the joints in track it should be kept in

mind that there is a great variety of spacing of ties and of condition of tie

bearing and ballast support along a track and that the variations in support

Tota/ momenf app//ecf fc r^//a/:'a^ ra//-jc?/?7/^

Fig. 7.—Two Loads and Two Reaction? Applied Outside of Length
OF Joint Bars—Laboratory Test.

and in its stiffness result in variations in the magnitudes and position of

the upward pressures on the rail and joint; these variations in upward

pressures will necessarily have a marked influence on the magnitude and

distribution of the moments developed at points along the rail and joint.

The possible advantage of a decreased spacing of ties at the rail-joint

should also be considered.

6. The Action of the Symmetrical Type of Bar.—The first joint

bars used in railroad track in this country were fish plates—flat plates

connecting the rails, the friction between plate and web of rail being

the only agency for developing resisting moment in the bar. Soon
afterward, the bars were rolled so as to fit between the under side of

the head of the rail and its base, and thus were able to act as a girder

at the rail ends. Various other forms of prismatic bars have been used

with sections that have the common property of being symmetrical

with respect to a horizontal axis through the center of gravity. Other sec-

tions approach this condition of symmetry sufficiently closely to permit for

the purpose of comparison of mechanical action their inclusion in a class
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having common or similar characteristics that are termed the symmetrical

type of bar. The symmetrical type of bar has the property of resisting

vertical loads and vertical bending moments according to the principles of

girder action commonly set forth in text books of mechanics.

By the principles of flexure, the stresses developed are proportional to

the distance of the fiber from the neutral axis. In the case of a beam of

symmetrical cross-section, when a vertical bending moment is applied, the

neutral axis is horizontal, passing through the center of gravity of the

section. In such a case, then, the bending moment and the neutral axis are

at right angles, and the beam deflection is downward, that is, in the same

direction as the vertical forces that produce the bending moments. In design-

ing a section for such a condition, it is natural to lay stress on a high value

of the moment of inertia of the section about the horizontal axis.

Since there is no lateral deflection of a bar of the symmetrical type

under bending moments applied in a vertical plane (any twisting due to

eccentricity of the applied forces or from other sources not being here con-

sidered) and the resulting deflection is vertical, little or no change in the

tension of the joint bolts will result upon the application of the vertical

bending moment, neither an increase nor a decrease. It follows also that

for the purpose of withstanding a vertical bending moment only (lateral

bending and eccentricity of loading being excluded) the presence of tension

in the bolts is not essential for developing the resisting moment of the bars,

though it may be necessary for forcing the bars into position and holding

them in their proper place.

It will be noted later that the action of the symmetrical bar in vertical

bending in several respects differs from that of the angle bar type.

The shape and dimensions of the rail section and the position A wheel

flanges and other considerations may interfere with the use of forms of

bar having exact symmetry with respect to a horizontal axis. Shapes ap-

proaching the symmetrical form, however, may have properties not differ-

ing greatly from those of the symmetrical form. The term symmetrical

type of bar will then be used to include forms approaching symmetry and

having geometrical properties dififering but little from those of exact

symmetry.

7. The Action of the Angle Bar.—With the need of a heavier

joint bar than was then in use, the angle bar was developed. Its form gave

opportunity for a wider distribution of the metal, a greater depth of section,

an apparently greater lateral resistance, and a greater value of the moment

of inertia of the section about both horizontal and vertical axes. In the

consideration of the properties of the angle bar, it has commonly been

assumed tliat the neutral axis is horizontal under vertical loads and bending

moments in a vertical plane and that it is vertical under lateral loads and

bending moments, and, therefore, that the moments of inertia and the section

moduli with respect to the vertical and horizontal axes are fully representa-

tive of the girder properties of the angle bar. It also follows from the

assumptions used that the deflections under vertical bending moments are

considered to be wholly vertical, aiid those under lateral bending moments

wholly horizontal, as is the case with the symmetrical type of bar discussed in

Article 6. To learn something of the characteristics of the angle bar in
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flexure it will be well to consider the flexural action of the unsymmetrical

type of bar.

The analysis is given in Article 13, "Flexural Action of the Unsym-
metrical Joint Bar." This analysis of the unsymmetrical type of bar in-

volves besides the moments of inertia of the section with respect to the hori-

zontal gravity axis and the vertical gravity axis another geometrical property

called the product of inertia of the section. This property, /ly, taken with

respect to the same two axes, is the summation of the products of the ele-

mentary areas of the section by the distances to the two axes (see Article

15).

The analysis shows that for free bending under vertical forces the

neutral axis of the section, instead of being horizontal, will be inclined to

the horizontal and generally towards the flange of the angle bar. The value

of the angle of inclination for the condition of free bending, a, may be

/xy

found by equation (49) (see page 38), which is tan a = . It will be

Ij

seen from this relation that a characteristic of the unsymmetrical section is

that when bending moments are applied in a vertical plane only and there

is no lateral restraint the neutral axis is inclined at an angle with the

vertical, and it will also be found that the deflection of the beam of unsym-

metrical section, being at right angles to the axis, will be both downward and

laterally toward the rail, the direction of the deflection making an angle of

a with the vertical.

An example of the unsymmetrical type of bar is shown in Fig. 8, the

angle bar of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway, for 110-lb. R.E.

rail. As noted in Table 2 the geometrical properties of this section are

/x = 11.05, /y=:3.03 and /xy ^ 3.80, these being the moment of inertia with

respect to the horizontal gravity axis, the moment of inertia with respect to

the vertical gravity axis, and the product of inertia with respect to both of

these axes. The inclination of the neutral axis, a, for this angle bar with free

bending as found by this equation (equation (49)) will be 51°, and the free

deflection of the angle bar will be at right angles with the neutral axis shown

in the figure. It will be seen that the stresses at various points in the section

will be quite different from those determined by the use of a horizontal

neutral axis.

If there is also a horizontal bending moment acting on the angle bar,

the resultant moment will be in a plane making an angle with the vertical.

The angle between this resultant applied moment and the plane of the neutral

axis of the section will ordinarily not be 90°. Equations are derived in tlie

analysis for the angle between the resultant moment and the vertical and

for the angle of inclination of the neutral axis. It is found that for various

conditions of practice, the inclination of the neutral axis will change

through a wide range of angles, making important variations in the relation

between stresses and moments. For the section given in Fig. 8, in order to

bring the neutral axis to a horizontal position, a lateral bending moment must

be applied equal to 35 per cent of the vertical bending moment

As an illustration of the difference between calculations by the use of

the equations given in the analysis of the unsymmetrical bar and by the

ordinary assumptions and equations for symmetrical beams, assume that
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vertical forces are applied to this angle bar in such a way as to develop a

vertical bending moment at the mid-section of the bar of 100,000 in. lb.,

and that there is no lateral component moment. The value of a is found

to be 51°. The stresses at the three points, 1, 10, and 12, shown in the

figure are calculated by the equations given hereafter to be, respectively,

— 31,300, —7800, and +41,000 lb. per sq. in. If the neutral axis is assumed

to be horizontal, or if a lateral bending moment equal to 35 per cent of the

vertical bending moment be applied so as to cause the neutral axis to become

horizontal, the stresses at the same three points are found by the equation

to be — 20,400, + 18,800 and + 12,000 lb. per sq. in.

For Mjf = /OOOOO /n. /b. :

s,=-3/300,3^^ -7800, <7/?a'3,^+4/000 /h^er st/. />?.
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Example of Unsymmetrical Type op Joint Bar.

The foregoing discussion relates generally to flexure under definite

conditions of freedom in deflection. In the rail-joint, there is restraint,

restraining action of more than one kind, which modifies the flexural action

and movement of the angle bars. This restraint is due partly to the bolt

tension. It is found that even when the applied forces are vertical only and

the applied bending moment is in a vertical plane, the restraint acts to change

the flexural action of the unsymmetrical beam. A consideration of the tests

will show, however, that the form of analysis given may be used as a basis

of comparison and for studying the resulting effect on the stresses and

moments developed in the angle bar when the joint is under vertical loads,

on the assumption that the flexure is similar to that produced by laterally

applied bending moments.
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Some observations on the behavior of the joint itself under loads and

bending moments may be noted here. It has been stated that under vertical

loads the angle bar, as an unsymmetrical beam, would deflect at the middle

dovi^nwardly and also invi^ardly (toward the rail). However, the bearing

pressure of the head of the rail at Q (see Fig. 4 (a)), as well as the

inclination of the fishing surface, prevents lateral movement of the top of

the angle bar toward the rail at this point, or at least under the existing

conditions of fit of surfaces limits the movement to a small amount. As under

flexure of positive bending moment there is no bearing on the base of rail

throughout the middle part of the length of the angle bar (a condition that

is more apparent with lack of fit and greater play between angle bar and

rail), the lower portion of the section will generally deflect laterally toward

the rail. The principal resistance to such lateral deflection is the resistance

of the angle bar to twisting if it is held at the ends, unless in the course of

deflecting laterally this part of the angle bar touches the rail, as it might

in a closely fitting joint. In the tests the bottom of the angle bar throughout

this middle portion is found to deflect laterally toward the rail, as well as

downward. As having a bearing on this phenomenon, it may be well to

note here that when the joint was used with but little tension in the bolts

and a block or wedge was inserted between the two angle bars at their bottom

for a short distance at the rail ends, so that only a slight lateral movement
could take place, the effect was that the neutral axis was maintained under

load at approximately the same inclination as with very tight bolts. It

may be noted that there is also enough horizontal movement at mid depth

at sections even away from the middle of the length of the bar to produce a

decrease in the tension in the inner bolts upon application of load, even

though these bolts are some distance from the middle.

The foregoing paragraph relates to the conditions at and near the middle

of the length of bar. At sections near the centroid of bearing pressures on

the bottom of the angle bar (R of Fig. 4 (a) ) there will be little or no

lateral movement of the angle bar, for it is resting on the base of rail at

this point. The top of the bar at such a section will tend to move laterally

away from the rail. The occasion for this is seen by considering the behavior

of the angle bar at sections near its middle. There the top of the angle bar

is prevented from moving laterally inward by the contact with the head of

the rail, while its bottom, being free, moves inward under the action of the

flexure; at the end sections referred to above, this movement tends to swing

the top of the bar outward, bringing some tension into the end bolts, and

increasing the tension if it already exists there. The position of the bolts and

lack of fit make this means of restraint not fully effective in holding the

section in place and preventing any lateral movement.

The tension in the outer bolts has a further effect on the action of the

angle bars. It is shown by the laboratory tests that tightness of bolt pro-

duces end lateral beam restraint in the angle bar (partial lateral beam fixity)

at and near the outer bolts by holding the angle bar against the rail more

or less tightly and thus that it influences the conditions of lateral flexure

that may be developed in the angle bar under the action of vertical loads.

It may be expected that the many repetitions of rapidly changing values

of the tension in the bolts (a cycle of change for the passage of each car

truck) and the similar repetitions of lateral movements of the angle bar
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with respect to the rail, as well as the resulting twisting movements, will

have an effect in decreasing the tension in the bolts and in other ways modify

the condition and the action of the rail-joint. Although the movement of

the angle bars may seem small, it should be remembered that the stretch

of the bolt produced by its tension is very minute and even small lateral

movements of the angle bar will modify the tension to a sensible degree.

For the conditions of restraint of the angle bar, even without an

applied lateral load (vertical loads only), it may be expected that partial

lateral fixity of the ends of the bars will produce some reduction of the

inclination of the neutral axis at mid length similar to that produced by the

application of a lateral moment and thus will improve the effective vertical

resisting moment at the same time.

Without restraint of the kind noted, the ends of the angle bar have

been found to deflect outwardly from the rail and the section at the middle

inwardly. For high tension in the end bolts, the end and middle continue

to deflect in the same way but to a less degree. It is evident, then, that the

higher tensions in the end bolts and the resulting partial fixity through a

part of the end portion of the angle bar, will, produce flexural effects

in the middle portion (the portion where the magnitude of the stresses and

the resisting moment developed is most important) that are similar to those

developed under the application of a lateral bending moment, even though

vertical forces and vertical moments are the only ones considered to be

applied to the angle bar.

It has been concluded that for the comparisons and discussions of this

report, the stresses and resisting moments of the angle bar, and also such

properties as the position of the neutral axis, may be based on the analysis

of the unsymmetrical beam under the action of vertical loads. T'^is use is

known not to be entirely accurate, and only partially rational, but it is

believed that the basis given for the consideration of forms of section of

the joint bars will be useful for the purposes of discussion and comparison.

In applying the analysis of unsymmetrical sections to the tests, the

stresses observed at two points in the section of the angle bar will be

substituted in equation (54) (page 39), and the value of the inclination

of the neutral axis obtained. Similarly, the value of the vertical bending

moment may be calculated from equation (43), and the lateral moment
developed may be found by the use of the corresponding equation (equation

(44)). In the office determination of moments and other results, diagrams

and short-cut methods have been used to facilitate the calculations.

The characteristics of an angle bar section for resisting vertical bending

moment may be studied by comparing values found by analysis and also

those found in the tests. The inclination of the neutral axis to the hori-

zontal under free bending or as determined from tests, the lateral restrain-

ing moment necessary to keep the neutral axis horizontal, and the stress

at points in the section at or near the remotest fiber for a free position of

the bar or as found in the tests will be useful in a discussion of the relative

merits of different shapes of bar. Comparisons may well be made in this

way between such forms as the ordinary angle bar and symmetrical sections

or shapes that approacli a symmetrical form.

To learn the effect of tension in the bolts on the effectiveness of the

angle bar joint in resisting bending moment, and of the ill effects of loose
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bolts, recourse may be had to laboratory tests. The effects of the changes

in tension in a bolt that develop on the passage of each wheel load in influenc-

ing loosening of the bolt or producing wear in the joint may be judged from

or shapes that approach a symmetrical form.

8. The Action of the Rail-Joint in Lateral Bending and in Twist-

ing.—In the lateral bending of the rail-joint, such as would be developed

by the application of forces in a horizontal plane, the structural action of the

rail-joint differs from its action under vertical forces. Three modes of

structural action may be possible: (a) individual beam action in each joint

bar, the applied forces being lateral pressures exerted by the rails and

tension developed or utilized in the joint bolts, and the resisting moment

of the rail-joint being made up of the sum of the resisting moments devel-

oped in the two joint bars acting as individual beams
;

(b) action of the

rail-joint as an integral beam, the stresses in the joint bar thus being con-

trolled by the position of the fiber or gage line in the section of the rail-joint

as a whole; and (c) a combination of (a) and (b), the joint bars bending

partly individually and partly as an integral section. In the first mode of

action the lateral section modulus of the bar is important and the lateral

distance between bars is not of consequence. In the second, the resistance

to longitudinal shear between bar and rail due to friction or other longi-

tudinal resisting forces must be adequate to maintain integrity of sectional

action, and wider spacing between bars will reduce the stress. In the third,

partial longitudinal shearing resistance between bar and rail brings about

partial integral action, the two bars absorbing the remainder of the needed

resisting moment by individual beam action. It has been found that for low

bolt tension the structural action will follow the first method and for very

tight bolts the second mode of action may be approached, while for inter-

mediate bolt tensions the third method may be expected. It is evident in

any case that the form of section of the bar bears an important relation tc

the resistance to lateral bending.

The twisting resistance of the rail-joint is important, since considerable

twisting action is developed in the rail. Some forms of joint bars give

greater resistance to twisting than others. Systematic tests to learn the

resistance of rail-joints to twist have not yet been made in either the

laboratory or field tests.

III. THE MECHANICS OF THE RAIL-JOINT

9. The Bending Moments in Rail Developable in Track and the

Depression of Rail Under the Effect of Wheel Loadings.—In the first

progress report of the Joint Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track

(Proceedings of American Railway Engineering Association, Volume 19,

1918, p. 878, and Transactions of American Society of Civil Engineers,

Volume 82, 1918, p. 1197) is given a discussion on the action of track as an

elastic structure. Included in this discussion is a mathematical analysis of

the flexural action of track, with mathematical expressions for rail depres-

sion, upward pressure, and bending moment in rail. It is assumed that the

rail is supported continuously on an elastic support and that the support has

a constant modulus of stiffness; that is, that the depression of the track and

the resulting upward pressures on the rail are directly proportional to each
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Fig. 9.

—

Master Diagram for (1) Moment Developed in Rail and (2)

Intensity of Pressure against the Rail and Depression
of the Rail—Single Wheel Load.
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Fig. 10.

—

Rail Depression and Bending Moment with Load of Two
Wheels Spaced About 66 in. Apart.

other. It is further assumed that the track construction is such that negative

pressures may be developed under the same conditions of elasticity as are

the positive pressures. The following nomenclature was used (see Fig. 9

and 10)

:

Pi= weight of wheel load on rail at the point which will be
used as the origin of abscissas.

E := modulus of elasticity of steel.

/:= moment of inertia of section of the rail.

y = depression of rail at any point, x, it being assumed that
there is no play or back-lash in the track. Downward dis-

placement of rail is taken as negative. However, in the
applications to track the ordinary downward depressions

of track will be spoken of as positive.

yo = depression of rail at point of wheel load (.r = 0).
/>= upward pressure against rail per unit of length of rail at

any given point.

p„ =z upward pressure against rail per unit of length of rail

at the given wheel load (.r = 0).
«=:an elastic constant which denotes the pressure per unit

of length of each rail necessary to depress the track (rail,

tie, ballast, and roadway) one unit. For the system of
units ordinarily used it will be expressed in pounds per
inch of length of rail required to depress the track one
inch, u represents the stiffness of the track and involves
conditions of tie, ballast, and roadway. It is termed the
modulus of elasticity of rail-support.

M := bending moment in rail at any point.

Mo= bending moment in rail at point of wheel load due to

single wheel load (a- = 0)

.
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Xi = distance from wheel load to point of zero bending moment
in rail.

4:2= distance from wheel load to point of zero upward pres-

sure. It will be shown that X2 is 3a'i.

e = base of natural system of logarithms= 2.7183.

For a single wheel load the equation for the depression of the rail at

any point x follows :

P -. ^^
^ 64 EI ir'

V -4Ef ( cos X 1/ " - + sin X 1/ )

\ \f 4EI y 4EI

J

(2)

The bending moment developed in the rail at any point x is given by

tlie following equation

:

M = EI = P\ c
V 4£/(cosjr / sin AT / )

dx'' \ 64u \ y 4EI y 4EI/
(4)

The equation for intensity of pressure against the rail is

p =— uy (6)

the expression for y being that given in equation (2). The following special

values of the functions will be found useful:

The distance from the wheel load to the point of zero bending moment
in the rail (71f= in equation (4)) is

.1 '/ 4E1
x. = -\ - -- (7)

4 y u

The value of the maximum bending moment in the rail (which is at

the wheel load) (.r= in equation (4)) is

'/EI

y 64 ti

Mo = P\ == 0.318 Px, (8)
y 64 ti

The value of the maximum track depression (which is at the wheel load)

(.r= in equation (2)) is

P
yo= (9)

V 64 EI u'

The value of the maximum intensity of upward pressure (which is at

the wheel load) (.^= in equation (6)) is

y

"

y 64 EI
Po= P\ == - r^y (10)

y 64 EI

The distance from the wheel load to the point of zero upward pressure

on the rail (/'= in equation (6)) is

3;r '/'4EJ
x. = -~\ = 3.r, (11)

4 F H
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The master diagram given in Fig. 5 on page 886 of the first progress

report heretofore referred to is here reprinted as Fig. 9. It gives coeffi-

cients for determining (1) the moment developed in the rail and (2) the

intensity of pressure against the rail and the depression of rail as deter-

mined by the foregoing equations. In using this diagram the value of the

maximum bending moment Mo may be computed by equation (8), and the

distance Xi to the point of zero bending moment by equation (7). The

bending moment at any given point is then found by multiplying the value

of the maximum bending moment Mo by the ordinate found in the diagram

corresponding to the ratio of x to Xi. Similarly, the value of the rail depres-

sion at any point or that of the intensity of pressure may be determined by

multiplying the rail depression or the intensity of pressure under the wheel

load by the ordinate for pressure at the given point.

As an illustration, consider a 100-lb. rail section (7 = 44) and that for

the track conditions m=: 1,500 lb. per in. of length of rail per inch depres-

sion. Xi is found from equation (7) to be 34 in. For a point at a distance

X 66
of 66 in. from the wheel load the abscissa ratio is then —=— =1.94.

Xt 34

From the master diagram (Fig. 9) the bending moment ratio or coefficient

at the abscissa ratio 1.94 is —0.20; that is, the bending moment at 66 in.

from the wheel load is 0.20 of that at the wheel load and is negative.

By equation (8) the maximum moment Mo is 10.8 P. The bending moment

at a point 66 in. from the wheel load is then the product of Mo and —0.20,

which is —2.16 P. For the same point (.r = 66 in.) the relative values

of the intensity of pressure are found from the diagram to be 0.22. By

equation (10) the intensity of pressure at the wheel load />« is 0.0115 P.

The pressure 66 in. away is then the product of po by 0.22, which is

0.0025 P.

To find the efifect of a combination of wheel loads upon track depres-

sion and pressure and bending moment in rail, as may occur with a given

type of locomotive or a group of car wheels, the values found from the

equations and diagrams derived for a single wheel load may be utilized

by means of the principle of superposition ; i. e., by considering that at any

given point along the rail the combined effect of two or more wheel loads

is the algebraic sum of the efifects of individual wheel loads. The efifect

that each wheel load produces at any given point may be determined from

the master diagram (Fig. 9), and the cumulative effect of the several

loads may then be found by adding algebraically the component magnitudes

produced by each wheel load. In Fig. 10 the rail depressions and bending

moments for each of two wheels which have the usual wheel spacing of

a four-wheel freight car truck are shown by light lines and the magnitudes

of the combined or resultant depressions and bending moments by heav-

ier lines.

More detailed illustrations of the use of the formulas in making the

calculations are given in the first and second progress reports.

10. The Effect of the Rail-Joint on the Flexural Action of the

Track.—If there is a break in the continuity of the rail, such as is made

by a rail-joint, the conditions are changed, and the resulting depressions

and bending moments will depend upon the conditions at the rail-joint.
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The joint ordinarily will be less stiff than the rail in vertical bending,

there may be play between rail and joint bars for parts or all of the

length of the joint, and the action of the joint may have disturbed the

uniformity of elasticity of rail support. In discussing the problems in-

volved, several different assumptions may be made concerning the condi-

tions at the joint. These assumptions may not approach very closely to

the actual conditions in the track, but the principal use of an analysis

derived therefrom is to help in judging of the variations in the values of

the depressions and moments that may accrue from changes in assumptions.

One of the assumptions that has sometimes been made in the past in

the discussion of rail -joints is that the resisting moment developed in the

joint bars at a section at the rail end is less than that developed in the

full rail (due perhaps to a reduced stiffness just at the section or even

to an absence of stiffness there), while on either side the stiffness of the

rail is the same as elsewhere. The range in the ratio of the resisting

moment at the section at the middle of the joint to that developed in full

rail elsewhere under similar conditions of loading may then be from zero

to one. Calling this ratio of the resisting moment developed at the rail

ends k, the range at a section at the rail ends may then be from ^ =
to ^= 1. The conditions of rail support are assumed to be the same as

those used in the analysis for full rail.

Fig. 11. -Loading and Flexure Curves When There Is Not Complete
Continuity.

The conditions involved in an analysis of this kind may be described

by reference to Fig. 11. Consider the rail support to be uniformly elastic

under conditions of continuous support. When the rail-joint is at C and

the wheel load at B distant a from C, the procedure used in the derivation

of formulas would include the following: (1) Consider the method of

analysis heretofore derived for full rail to be applicable to three portions

of the flexural curve, (a) that to the left of B, (b) that between B
and C, and (c) that to the right of C. (2) Assume a common value of

the rail depression at B for the two adjoining portions of the flexural

curve and also a common value of the bending moment at B ; likewise

assume a common value of the depression and the moment at C. (3) Con-

sider that the tangents to the curve AB and BC are common at B, but

not necessarily so at C. (4) Assume that the value of the proposed

bending moment at the section at the rail ends is k M', M' being the

bending moment which would be developed at the location of the joint

with the ordinary assumptions of full i^ail (that is, without a joint) and

k being any value between and 1. A special case is with the wheel load

at the rail ends as shown in Fig. 12. The derivation of the formulas

based on these assumptions is long and complicated, and the formulas

derived for depression of track, bending moment, etc., at the sections along
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the rail are also long and complicated. As the assumption that a reduction

of moment at the rail ends is the only deviation from the regular analysis,

the results of the analysis may not be expected to apply very well to the

rail-joint in track, and so it is not considered necessary to reproduce the

analysis and the resulting equations here.

The results of the analysis are of sufficient interest, however, to war-

rant the insertion of diagrams of rail depression and bending moments
along the rail for a few assumed conditions of joint and loadings.

^ 0.8

• rs, ^

Fig. 12.

—

Rail Depression and Bending Moment along the Rail for

Single Wheel Load at the Joint for Different Values of the Ratio k.

Fig. 12 gives rail depression and relative tie pressure and bending

moment at sections along the rail for a single wheel load F at the joint

for several values of the ratio k ranging from to 1. The rail depres-

sion is given in terms of the value of the rail depression under the wheel

in full rail found by equation (9), and the bending moments in terms of

the value of the bending moment at the same point found by equation (8).

Fig. 13 gives similar diagrams for the wheel load located at a distance

YiXx from the rail end (a=^y^Xi). It may be noted that for a=^Xi the

rail depressions and bending moments at all sections will be the same as

are given for yfe = 1 because the moment at the section at the rail end
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(x~xi) is 0. Fig. 14 is a similar diagram for the wheel load applied

at 2;ri from the rail ends. For wheel loads beyond 2.ri from the rail-joint

the values of the depressions and moments at the rail-joints are small, or

the magnitudes of the functions are less than or do not differ greatly from
those given for full rail. Fig. 15 gives in the same way the rail depressions

and bending moments for a combination of two wheel loads, spaced 2xi

apart, one load being at the joint. This spacing is approximately that

found in the usual spacing for the wheels of four-wheel trucks of freight

cars. It will be noted from this figure that the depression at the rail-joint

Fig, 15.

—

Rail Depression and Bending Moment along the Rail for
Load of Two Wheels Spaced About 66 in. Apart and
WITH One Wheel at the Joint.

with k:=0 (no moment developed at the mid-section of the joint) is 1.6

times that for full rail under the same conditions of loading. The negative

moments between wheels and beyond the joint are much greater than

with k= 1; in this case the large negative pressure required by the analysis

at points well away from the joint in connection with the large negative

moment just outside the joint subjects the results to considerable error,

because the weight of the rail itself is insufficient to supply the negative

pressures required by the solution.

The assumptions on which the analysis just outlined is based do not

take account of several elements in the problem which must be expected
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to modify the flexural action of the rail and joint materially and to make
a number of the results of the analysis inapplicable to the conditions of

the track. The effective stififness of rail and joint bars on each side of

the mid-section is generally less than that of the full rail and it varies

from the mid-section to a point near the ends of the joint bars. The lack

of fit between rail and bars and other causes results in the formation of

play between rail and bar which in turn produces a discontinuity of the

curve of flexure at the rail ends, the tangent to the curve at the two rail

ends making an angle with each other even when a considerable bending

moment is developed at the mid-section of the joint bars. The analysis in

effect assumes a disconnected ballast bed at the cross-section at the rail

ends, when in fact a well compacted ballast bed, as a part of the rail

support, will develop sufficient vertical shearing resistance to modify as-

sumptions of flexural action involved in the analysis. Under some loadings

and conditions this shearing resistance becomes of considerable importance.

In view of the number of variable conditions associated with the rail-

joint in track, recourse may well be had to information obtained from

tests, though consideration of analytical principles and results will be helpful.

It is desired to learn the characteristics of rail-joints, to get information

on the effect of their behavior upon the track, and to find general forms

of joint that will have qualities approaching as closely as possible those

of a continuous rail.

11. Joint Bars as Beams and Their Loading.—It is evident that

joint bars of the forms commonly used act as beams or girders in connec-

tion with the rail within the rail-joint. The nature of the loading is the

same in both the sj mmetrical type of bar and the angle bar. For positive

bending moments (produced by downward vertical loads), in a general

way the bar acts as a beam supported on the flange of the rail for short

distances along the lower fishing surfaces toward the ends of the joint bar,

and loaded by pressures applied from the head of the rails for a short

distance near the rail ends. Fig. 4 represents the distribution of the load-

ing and the supporting pressures and the position of their centroids. The
position of the pressures exerted between rail and joint bar (loads and

supports of the joint bar) and the mechanics of the beam action of the

joint bar are nearly the same whether the wheel is at the rail ends or

away from them. The larger part of the pressure of the rail may be

considered to be applied for a distance of about 2 in. along the upper

fishing surface of the bar a little away from the end of each of the two

rails, the centroid of these bearing pressures (position of the resultant)

being 1 in. from the rail ends or perhaps a little more ; and the reactions

will be distributed along the lower fishing surfaces for a length of 3 in.

or more, the centroid of the reaction pressure being 7 in. or more from

the rail ends.

There are also longitudinal forces acting along the fishing surfaces

in conjunction with the vertical forces and reactions; these are due to

friction induced when the two rail heads slip along the top fishing surfaces

of the bar toward each other under the high bearing pressures or tend so

to slip, and to similar friction along the lower bearing surfaces. The

longitudinal frictional forces at the upper bearing surfaces act toward

each other, and those at the lower bearing surfaces act away from each
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other. The magnitude of these longitudinal frictional forces is indefinite,

since it depends upon the value of the coefficient of friction as it may be

developed up to the limiting value of the coefficient of friction at slip.

The frictional forces acting diagonally up the inclined top and bottom

faces of the joint bar need not here be considered as affecting the bending

and resisting moments.

Under the conditions named, the bar will act as a simple beam with

the two loads applied a little distance from the rail ends, and also with

horizontal forces applied on the top and bottom surfaces, which of them-

selves act to product bending moment in the vertical sections of the bar.

The bending moment at mid-section of the joint bar directly produced by

the bearing and reacting pressures will be

M^= Qa (36

)

The moment produced by the longitudinal frictional forces is

M, = niQh {Z7)

m being the coefficient of friction developed and h the vertical distance

between the longitudinal frictional forces. The total applied moment resisted

at mid-section is

M = M, + M2— Qa + mQh (38)

For other sections, equations may readily be derived. Fig. 3 and 7 are

moment diagrams illustrative of the moments at sections along the length

of the bar.

When it is thought desirable to represent the reactions by two vertical

forces acting upward on each half of the bar (instead of one) and the ratio

of the values of these forces is known, equations for bending moments may
be derived in the manner used in the discussion "in Article 5.

12. Flexural Action of the Symmetrical Type of Joint Bar.—In the

form of joint bar termed the symmetrical type of bar the vertical section

of the bar is disposed symmetrically about a horizontal line through the

center of gravity of the section, or is sufficiently close to being symmetrical

not to partake very much of the properties of the unsymmetrical bar. One
of the properties of the section from which the degree of unsymmetricalness

may be judged is the product of inertia with reference to the horizontal

and vertical gravity axes; the influence of this geometrical property is dis-

cussed in Article 7. For a symmetrical type of bar and bending moments

produced by vertical loads, the horizontal gravity axis is the neutral axis

of the section and the stresses are proportional to the distances from this

neutral axis. The analysis of beam action ordinarily found in textbooks on

resistance of materials is applicable to this form of section. The formula

six

Mx=— applies directly to this case, s being the fiber stress at a distance y
y

from the axis and Ix the moment of inertia of the section with reference to

the horizontal gravity axis. Similarly, when the section is symmetrical with

sir

respect to the vertical gravity axis, the formula A/y=— applies to a lateral

X
bending moment My, s being the fiber stress at a distance x from the vertical

gravity axis and />• the moment of inertia with respect to this axis.
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13. Flexural Action of the Unsymmetrical Joint Bar.—Among the

si
limitations imposed on the use of the flexural formula M = — by the

y
assumptions made in its derivation is the one that the loads shall be perpen-

dicular to the neutral axis of the beam. As applied to sections such as those

of bars used in rail-joints, this assumption requires for vertical loading

that the horizontal gravity axis shall be an axis of symmetry. For sections

that are unsymmetrical with respect to a horizontal axis, another form of

analysis must be used. The following analysis and flexure formulas are

given as applicable to such sections as the angle bar for applied bending

moments that are either vertical or inclined.

In Fig. 16 let X and Y be the horizontal and vertical gravity axes, X' the

neutral axis of the beam and a its angle with the axis X, x and y the

co-ordinates of any point in the section with respect to the X and Y axes,

Fig. 16.

—

Diagram Showing Goordinates for Analysis
METRICAL Type of Joint Bar.

OF Unsym-

x' and y' the co-ordinates of the point with respect to X' and Y' axes, j the

stress at any point (x, y) and Si, s^, etc., the stress at given points (xi, yO,
(x2, 3)2), etc., and a an elementary area at any point in the section. In Fig.

17, let Mx represent the vertical component of the applied bending moment
at any section (here called the vertical bending moment), and My the hori-

zontal or lateral component (here called the lateral bending moment), and

Mr the resultant of these two component moments and X its angle with

the vertical axis ; the moments Mx, My, and Mr act in longitudinal planes

passing through the lines shown. If the loads are all vertical forces ilfx

will then constitute the applied bending moment, and if only horizontal loads

are applied My will be the applied bending moment. The symbols Mx and

My will also be used to represent the resisting moment developed in the

section with respect to horizontal and vertical gravity axes, which, of course,

may be equated to the corresponding component bending moments M^ and

My. Let J be the intensity of the stress at any fiber, and Si, S2, etc., be the

stresses at points (xi, yi), (x^, y^), etc. Let Ix and /y be the moments of

inertia of the section with respect to horizontal and vertical gravity axes,

respectively and /xy the product of inertia about the same two axes, the last
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Y
Fig. 17.—DiAGR.\M Indicating Position of Component and Resultant

Moments.

named property being the summation of the products of the elementary areas

and their co-ordinates (^axy^ with reference to the X and Y axes, as is

described elsewhere (see Article 15).

Then since by the assumption the stresses are proportional to their dis-

tances from the neutral axis, if the constant ratio be denoted by q,

s = gy' (39)

By the geometry of the figure

y = (3;— X tan a.) cos a= 3' cos a— x sin a (40)

The resisting moment with reference to the X axis is

Mx^^='Eqy'ya = '2qy'a cos a— "Eqxya sin a = g/x cosa^— (7/xy sin a

(41)

s s

9= -; = (42)
3'' (3;— x tana) cos a

h— 7xy tana Ix cos a— Ay sin a
Mx = s= J (43)

y— X tana y cos a— x sin a

Equation (43) may be put in another form

y— X tan a
s= Mx (43')

/i— JxT tan a

By similar procedure the resisting moment with respect to the vertical

gravity axis Y is found to be

Ay— /y tan a
Ms = s (44)

y— X tan a

The resultant resisting moment is

V (/x— /xy tana)-+ C/xy— /y tana)'
Mr= V Mx" + M/ = s

y— X tan a

(45)

The two component resisting moments and also the two component bending

moments are

Mx= Mr cos a., My = MR s'mX (46)
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It follows that

Mj J^y— /y tan a
=: tan ?. = (47

)

My^ Ik— /xy tan a

It is frequently convenient to think of tan X as the ratio which the lateral

applied bending moment bears to the vertical applied bending moment.

From equation (47) an equation for the angle of inclination for the

neutral axis is obtained,

Jxy— Is. tan X h — /xy cot X

tan a= — = (48)
/y — Jxy tan X /xy— /y cot X

When the loads are all vertical loads and there is free or unrestrained

lateral movement of the beam (called herein free bending), My= 0, A. = 0,

Mr = Mx and

Jxv

tan a= (49)

If the loads are all lateral (horizontal) loads and there is free vertical

movement of the beam, Afx=^0, ?. = 90°, Mn = My and

/x •

tan a= (SO

)

/xy

The angle a here as elsewhere is the angle of inclination of the neutral

axis with the axis X.

When a joint bar of unsymmetrical section is laterally restrained, there

is a horizontal component of the moment in the bar (My) ; in the application

of the equations the inclination of the neutral axis or the value of the hori-

zontal component of the moment must be known.

In order that the neutral axis will be in a horizontal position (a=0),
the angle which the resultant applied moment makes with the axis Y and

the values of the vertical and lateral components of the resultant moment, as

found from equations (48) and (46) will be

My Jsy

tan X=^ =— (51)
Mx /x

/x
Mx^— s (52)

3'

/xy

My = —S (53)

y

Equation (51) is useful in determining the ratio which the lateral bend-

ing moment necessarily applied to make the neutral axis horizontal bears

to the vertical bending moment. It is evident from equations (48) and

(51) that when /xy= the neutral axis will be horizontal under moments
produced by vertical loads (My = 0). This condition exists with a section

that is symmetrical with respect to the horizontal gravity axis.
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With an unsymmetrical section the ratio that will result in a given

inclination of the neutral axis a may be found from equation (47) and the

stress at a given point in the section from equation (43').

By the use of equation (43') an equation may be derived for the ratio

of the stresses at two points in the section.

Si yi— Xi tan a
- = (54)
si yi— Xi tan a

If the stresses at two points of known co-ordinates are given, the incHna-

tion of the neutral axis may be obtained by the equation

Si y-i— ^2 ill yt— kyi
tana = = (55)

Si X-2 Si Xi Xi— kXi

In the form given in the last member of equation (55), k represents the

S2

ratio —

.

Si

It is seen that the action of the beam under vertical load is dependent

upon the geometrical properties of the section, h, /y and Jxy. A change in

the form of section that decreases the value of Jxy (the values of h and h
remaining the same) will decrease the magnitude of the laterally applied

bending moment needed to retain the neutral axis in a horizontal position

under vertical loads and increase the effectiveness of the section to resist

vertical bending moment without lateral restraint. It should be noted that

for some forms of unsymmetrical section the value of Jxy will be negative.

Another form of the relation between stress and fiber distance may be

of service. By substituting the value of y' given in equation (40), equation

(43) may be put in the form

h cos a — /ly sin a sKx
Mx = — s = (56)

y' y'

where s is the stress for a fiber distant y' from the axis X' and Kx a

constant dependent upon a and upon the moment of inertia with respect to

the X axis and the product of inertia, as given by the following equation

Kx= Ix cos a— /.vy sin a (57

)

The quantity Ks may be called the component of the directed moment

of inertia with respect to the axis of X. The last member of equation (56)

is similar in form to the ordinary equation for symmetrical sections.

Equation (56) may be written in another form

y' v' Mx
s =— ^ Mx -^ (56')

Ix cos a— Jxy sin a Kx

in which y' is the distance from the neutral axis X' to the fiber for which

the stress is desired.

A similar treatment of equations (44) and (45) will give similar equa-

tions for My and Mb, respectively.
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Since a beam will deflect in a direction at right angles to the neutral

axis, the beam of unsymmetrical section subject to vertical loads will deflect

in a diagonal direction, the deflection thus having horizontal as well as

vertical components. If the lateral deflection is resisted either partially or

wholly, the restraining forces applied to the bar must be considered as added

loads producing lateral bending moment and perhaps adding to the vertical

bending moment.

In the analysis, it is in fact assumed that the bars and rail do not act

integrally as a single beam structure. This assumption is borne out by the

data of the tests. Even if in some measure the combination acts integrally

in parts of the length of the joint, the fact remains that at sections between

points of contact, the joint bars acting by themselves are the only agency

available to carry the bending moment that is there developed in the joint

structure.

It will be noted that the analysis given does not take into account twist-

ing action developed in the unsymmetrical bar by such conditions as the posi-

tion of the centroids of loading and bearing pressures with respect to the

section, the lateral restraining bearing forces at the top or bottom bearings,

and elements of unsymmetrical bending that may induce twisting action. It

is felt that the conditions attending this twisting action are so indefinite,

uncertain, and involved and the effect of twist on the principal longitudinal

bending stresses usually is relatively so small in its bearing on the calcula-

tion and principles under discussion that it is best not to introduce their

consideration into an elementary treatment of the subject. So far as

twisting stresses are concerned, the twisting stresses due to the twisting

moments that are developed in the rail and joint in the track under condi-

tions of service may be expected to be much greater than any developed in

the joint bars under flexural action only.

14. Lateral Bending Resistance of Rail-Joints.—'As noted in

Article 8, in the lateral bending of the rail-joint such as would be

developed by lateral forces in a horizontal plane, the structural action in

the rail-joint differs from its action under vertical forces. The three pos-

sible modes of structural action are: (a) individual beam action in each

rail end and in each joint bar, the applied forces acting on the bars being

lateral pressures exerted by the rails and tension developed or utilized in

the joint bolts, and the resisting moment at mid-section of the rail-joint

being made up of the sum of the resisting moments developed in the two

joint bars acting as individual beams; (b) action of the rail-joint as an in-

tegral beam, the stresses in the joint bar thus being controlled by their

position in the section; and (c) a combination of (a) and (b), the joint

bars bending partly individually and partly as an integral section.

(a) Individual Beam Action.—The first method is .illustrated in

Fig. 18. The rails bear against the upper bar (which may represent either the

inner or the outer bar of the track) for a short distance near the ends of

the bar, and against the lower bar near the rail ends. Let P represent the

magnitude of this bearing pressure, its centroid being at the points indicated

by arrows in the figure. Let T' and T" be the tensions in the end and

middle bolts developed by the bending or utilized from the existing bolt

tensions. Let M' be the resisting moment in the upper bar for sections
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between the two centroids of bearing pressures near the rail ends, M" that in

the lower bar at corresponding sections, and M the total applied bending

moment at the same sections of the joint. Dimensions a, b, c and d are

shown in the figure. The following equations are easily derived:

T' + T" = P (58)

M = P {a + b-\-c)=M' -\-M" (59)

M''=P ia + b)—T'b (60)

M" = T (6 + c) -\- T"c (61)

For intermediate sections along the bars, equations for resisting moments
in each bar may be found by the same analysis, using only those forces that

act on one bar at the right of the given section.

It is evident that the relative magnitude of the tensions developed or

utilized in the bolts T' and T" is statically indeterminate. It depends, for

one thing, on the relative amount of flexure in the two bars. Other matters

-o'-'
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the conditions are reversed and the upper bar develops 26,000 in. lb. in sec-

tions near the middle and the lower one 14,000 in. lb. If the tension T"
developed in the inner bolts is zero (a possible condition), r"= 4000 lb. and

the moment M' developed in the middle portion of the upper bar is 8000 in.

lb. and M" is 32,000 in. lb. For zero tension in the outer bolts the values are

reversed. Any condition that gives inequality in the two bolt tensions, either

developed or utilized, will serve to cause uneven division of moment between

the two bars.

For the three conditions of bolt tension assumed in the example just cited,

the resisting moments developed along each bar are shown in Fig. 19.

40000

Fig. 19.

—

Diagram Illustrating Distribution of Bending Moments
ALONG THE LENGTH OF A ToiNT BaR FOR ThREE ASSUMED CONDITIONS.

It is evident that the rail and bars may be in contact along their length,

instead of touching only at the points shown in Fig. 18, without affecting tlie

value of the analysis so long as the longitudinal friction developed is insuffi-

cient to make a sensible modification of the conditions.

For six-bolt joints, a similar analysis may be made. It is apparent that

the difficulties regarding even division in bolt tension are increased and that

there is still greater opportunity for unequal division of resisting moment
between the two bars, although with equal tension developed in all bolts each

bolt will carry less tension than is developed with the four-bolt joint.
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The resisting moments of the two bars shown in Fig. 19 for sections

along the length of the rail-joint away from the first points of contact con-

stitutes only part of the resisting moment developed, the remainder being

taken by the rail itself. It is evident too that the character of the applied

moment curve as a whole will not afifect the validity of the analysis given

;

it applies as well to a constant moment as used in the laboratory lateral

bending tests, to a load at the middle of the span, and to the conditions of

bending in track.

In this discussion no consideration has been given to the efifect the

dissymmetry of the section of angle bar will have upon the position of the

neutral axis.

If the moment taken by each bar is known, the stresses may be calcu-

lated by the formulas for resisting moment. For bars of the symmetrical

type of section the ordinary formulas for flexure apply. For the angle bar

the formulas already given for unsymmetrical sections may be used ; however,

the influence of the inclination of the neutral axis from the vertical for

lateral bending moments is not so great as the corresponding influence with

vertical bending moments, and thus the use of the common flexure formula

may not result in great error.

(b) Action of the Rail-Joint as an Integral Beam.—On the as-

sumption of integral action or solidarity of section, the moment of inertia

of the section of the rail-joint between rail ends may be found by the

formula

r ^2 Iy-\-2 Ad'
'.

(62)

where /y is the moment of inertia of one bar about its vertical gravity axis

and A its area of section and d the horizontal distance from the center of

gravity of the section of one bar to the plane of the center of the web of

the rail. The stress at any point in the section of the bar may then be

My
found by the formula .?

=
, where x is the horizontal distance from the

J_
X

plane of the center of the web of the rail to the given fiber. Integral action,

it is seen, makes the position of a bar with respect to the web of the rail

a matter of some importance, additional distance increasing the section

modulus quite rapidly.

To maintain integral beam action in rail-joints of the ordinary forms,

adequate resistance to the longitudinal shear between bar and rail developed

by the flexure must be supplied. Two* sources of resistance are commonly

available in a greater or less degree, friction between bar and rail induced

by bolt tension and wedging or locking between the sections of the bars

and the rail. The former is dependent upon the bolt tension available in

the rail-joint. The latter is an uncertain agency and reversed lateral bending

or even reversed vertical bending may destroy its influence. What coefficient

of friction between bar and rail may be depended on is not known. Since

the longitudinal shearing stresses are proportional to the bending moment
applied, it is apparent that a joint having a given bolt tension may carry a

certain bending moment integrally, but that when a larger bending moment
is applied the longitudinal shear developed will overcome the available

longitudinal shearing resistance and thus full integral action will no longer
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exist. The limit of the magnitude of the applied lateral bending moment
carried integrally by a rail-joint having given bolt tensions may probably

best be determined by experiment. It is plain from the analysis given that

the stresses developed in the bars under integral action will be very much
smaller than those found when the bars act as individual beams.

(c) Combined Integral and Individual Action.—It may be ex-

pected that when the longitudinal and frictional forces are insufficient to

resist the shearing stresses required for full integral action under a given

bending moment, partial integral bending action may be maintained to resist

a portion of the bending moment and the remainder will be taken by the

bars acting as individual beams in the manner described in (a). The stresses

in any fiber will then be made up of the sums of (1) the stresses induced by

integral action for the amount of the bending moment so resisted, and (2)

the stresses for individual beam action for the remainder of the bending

moment. It may also be expected that the first portion of the bending

moment will have a magnitude somewhere near the limit of the bending

Fig. 20.

—

Axes, Coordinates, and Elements of Area Used in the Cal-
culation OF Geometrical Properties of Joint Bars.

moment available by integral action under the given bolt tension, the re-

mainder being taken by individual beam action of the two bars. It should be

borne in mind then that the proportion of the bending moment taken by

integral beam action will depend upon the magnitude of the bending moment
under consideration, the smaller bending moments having a larger proportion

and the larger bending moments a smaller proportion. Evidently, experi-

mental data are needed to determine limits of integral action, and especially

to learn the magnitude of the stresses developed under combined integral

and individual action.

15. Methods of Calculation.—Geometrical properties of the sec-

tions of the joint bar were usually determined by calculations from divi-

sions of the area into narrow strips drawn parallel to an axis, though for

a number of the sections the properties were found by the Amsler integrator.

In the calculations by means of narrow areas, the full-size section of

the joint bar was divided into strips .1 in. wide and parallel to the axis

used (see Fig. 20). The area of each strip was calculated and their sum
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used as the area of the section. The sum of the products of the area of the

individual strips by the distance from the center of the strip to the axis

gives the moment of the area about the axis used (called first moment)

(2 ay, where a is the area of the strip and y the ordinate of its center of

gravity, see Fig. 20). The center of gravity of the area was found by

dividing the first moment by the area of the section. Whether the axis used

passed through the center of gravity or not, its position thus became known.

The sum of the products of the area of the individual strips by the square

of the distance from the center of the strip to the axis was taken to be the

moment of inertia of the area about the axis used (/x'^Say"). If the

axis used was not a gravity axis, the moment of inertia about the gravity

axis was then found by means of the ordinary reduction formula for parallel

axes given in books on mechanics.

This method of using finite areas was found to give results within the

limits of accuracy necessary. Since the moment of inertia of a strip about

an axis X is equal to the moment of inertia about its own gravity axis plus

the product of its area by the square of the distance from its center to the

given axis, X, the relative value of the first term with reference to the sum
of the two terms will be a measure of the inaccuracy in omitting the first

term for full rectangular strips. The values found for this expression for

the width of strips used are exceedingly small. For strips of trapezoidal

or triangular form allowances were made for calculating areas and position

of centroids. It is believed that generally the value calculated by this

method differs from that calculated to include the moment of inertia of

the strip about its gravity axis by less than 1 in 1000, a variation that is

less than the variation due to inaccuracies of drawing and measurement.

The area, first moment, and moment of inertia for several bar sections,

including those of the N.C.&St.L. angle bar, the N.&W. Continuous bar,

and the study sections A to F were determined by the use of the Amsler
integrator. Comparison of the value of the moment of inertia of one section

obtained in this way with the results of the method by calculation of strip

areas showed a difference of about 1 in 300, which is well within the

variations between the section given in the specification drawing and the

actual dimensions of the rolled bar.

In some of the earlier calculations the actual section was obtained

from the bar by the use of a pantagraph arrangement. The sections so found

differed in shape from the drawing of the standard for the bar specified by

the railroad more than may ordinarily be expected in rolled sections.

The product of inertia of an area, /xy, is defined as the summation of

the products of the element of the area by the two coordinates of the

element with respect to two rectangular axes. If a is an element of a

given area and x and y are the coordinates (see Fig. 20), the summation of

the products of x, y and a {'S. xya) represents the product of inertia. Cal-

culation of the product of inertia by taking small elements of area such as

those shown in Fig. 20 would be extremely tedious. Instead it was calculated

from the moments of inertia of the area with respect to. the horizontal and

vertical gravity axes (/x and /y) and the moment of inertia with respect

to one of the two gravity axes (U and V) at 45° with the horizontal

(/u and /v). The values of /u and h were determined in the same manner

as /x and /y, either by the calculations from narrow areas parallel to the
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axis or by the integrator. The equations for /i,- in terms of h, />•, /u (or h)
are

J.y = y2h + V2ly— In (63)

/xy = /v— /2 /x - ^ /.v (64)

These equations may be derived from the equations for moment of

inertia with respect to inclined axis given in textbooks on mechanics, using

45° as the angle between the two sets of axes.

Unlike the moment of inertia, the product of inertia of an area is not

always positive, but may be positive or negative according tb the distribution

of the area among the four quadrants about the two axes. Either /u or /t

may be used in the determination of Jxy, and for a check both calculations

may be made. The following equation, readily derived, is useful in check-

ing results when values for both U and V axes are found, and also in

obtaining average values

:

/x + /y = /u + /v .^. . (65)

As the section approaches symmetry with respect to the horizontal axis

the value of /xy becomes smaller, reaching zero for symmetry. The rela-

tion to the horizontal axis is here referred to because it is the important

relation for joint bars subjected principally to vertical forces. Sections that

have symmetry with respect to the vertical axis only would not generally

be applicable to rail-joints.

For finding the product of inertia with respect to a parallel axis

(X' or Y') the following equation may be used

/x,y/ = /xy + Axy (66)

where A is the area of the section and x and y are the coordinates of the

centroid of the area with respect to X' and Y', the new pair of axes. If

one new axis coincides with an old axis, the value of the product of inertia

remains unchanged.

In Article 26, "Miscellaneous Experimental Data," the results of

measurement of longitudinal strains at and near bearing loads are given.

It is shown that the measured compressive strain (and likewise the compres-

sive stress) at gage lines below a load bearing surface is less than that

which would normally be expected on the basis of stress being proportional

to the distance from the neutral axis, while a measured stress at the surface

corresponds closely with the law of proportionality for bending stresses.

The decrease in strain is due to the efifect of the bearing pressure upon the

longitudinal strain at points below the bearing contact. Under this condition

the measured strain is not representative of the bending stress and cannot be

directly used in determining the resisting moment developed at the section.

In the laboratory tests the gage line was placed near the top of the joint

bar, as likewise it was on the outside joint bar in the track tests. Because of

the presence of the wheel flange a gage line at the top of the inside bar at

mid length was not usable, and recourse was had to the use of a gage line

lower down on the bar. To determine the resisting moment developed in

the inside bar, using the stress at the gage line located J^ or ^ in. below the

top of the bar together with the stress at a gage line near the bottom of tht

bar, the value of the resisting moment found by using the stresses at the two

gage lines measured was multiplied by a factor based on the data of the
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outside bar. The factor was obtained by taking the average of the ratios

found bj' dividing the moment calculated from the top gage line and the

bottom gage line of the outside bar to that calculated from the second gage
line and the bottom gage line of the same bar.

The factor thus used for a given joint bar was the average of 15 to 25

joints. The value of these factors varied for the different rail-joints, the

values used being as follou's : I.C. joint for 90-lb. rail, 1.20; N.Y.C. joint for

127-lb. rail, 1.37; N.Y.C. joint for 105-lb. rail, 1.18; D.L.&W. joint for

130-lb. rail, 1.22; N.C.&St.L. joint for 110-lb. rail, 1.23; and C.B.&Q. joint

for 100-lb. rail, 1.20.

An allowance was similarly made in the computation of the value of

the inclination of the neutral axis a. This was done by plotting the values

of tana obtained by the use of the data of the set of gage lines at the top

and the bottom against the value of tan a obtained from the sets of data for

the lower gage line and the bottom gage line, as above referred to, and

using the average line of the plotted points.

Where values are given of the measured stress at base of rail, the

magnitude so reported was obtained from the stress measured at the edge of

the base or flange of the rail just above the base by considering that the

stresses at the two points are proportional to the distance from the neutral

axis of the rail.

For expediting calculations where a considerable number of values were

to be obtained, various devices were used to save time and labor, such as

curves and diagrams, special forms of the equations given in the analysis,

an integraph and a mechanical integrator.

An equation for calculating the vertical bending moment developed in

an unsymmetrical section of joint bar in terms of the measured stresses,

Si and s-2, at any two points of a section, xi, yi, and X2, y2 (the locations of

which were chosen in the test work preferably at two points of high stress

on opposite sides of the neutral axis; for example, points 1 and 10 in Fig. 8)

obtained by substituting in equation (43) the value of tana from equation

(50) is as follows

:

M. = {
'-(

s. + ]s. (67)
/ Vi.Vl .t-iV;

The coefficients of .f, and s- in this equation are constant for a given

shape of bar and position of the gage points, such as points 1 and 10 used

in the tests of I.C. joint No. 3. The use of this equation obviates the

determination of a. For each form of bar used in the tests a graph was

constructed with Si as abscissas and Mx as ordinates. A series of parallel

straight lines sloping to correspond with tlie coefficients in equation (67)

were drawn representing values of S\ of 10,000 lb. per sq. in., 20,000 lb. per

sq. in., etc. The value of the vertical bending moment was then obtained

directly from the diagram by the use of the measured stresses at the two

points. Using the customary convention of tension positive and compression

negative, M^ will come out negative owing to the choice of signs and axes

used in the analysis. Care must also be used in the use of /x,-, the product

of inertia, which may be either positive or negative, according to the distri-

bution of the areas among the four quadrants about the axes.
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Diagrams were also made by the use of equation (55) representing the

relation between tan a and the ratio of —. A curve for each shape of bar
Si

and the coordinates of the positions of the two gage lines permits the

inclination of the axis to be obtained directly from the ratio of the stresses

in any two points.

IV. THE LABORATORY TESTS

16. The Laboratory Tests of Rail-Joints.—The laboratory tests of

rail-joints were planned to get information on the nature of the action of

the rail-joint in carrying load—the part taken by the rail and by the joint

bars, the distribution of stresses in the rail and in the joint bars along the

length of the rail-joint, the movement of the bars with respect to the rail,

and other observations that might throw light on the mechanics of the

Se/yc/Zn^ Mo/7?e/?f = 8P /n. /£>.

-/6' 2 -36"-

± -/S-
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Fig. 21.

—

Diagrammatic Representation of Usual Set-up in the Test-
ing Machine—Uniform Bending Moment over Length of Joint.

bending of the rail-joint. Under laboratory control, the number of variables

was kept smaller than exists in the track and the uncertainties in the action

of the joint reduced, but it should be borne in mind that the laboratory tests

did not involve all of the conditions that are present in track service. The

observations included strain gage readings, lateral, vertical and longitudinal

movements of the rail-joint or its parts, deflections and slips, and bolt

tensions and their changes under load. Of course, not all of the observations

named were made in every test. The joint bars include 24-in. and 36-in.

angle bars, Neafie joint bars, plain flat bars, and forms known as the Con-

tinuous, Weber, Bonzano, and Roach.

In the testing machine the loads were generally applied outside the rail-

joint in a way that gave a uniform applied bending moment throughout the

length of the joint and for a short distance outside. This constancy of

bending moment simplifies the mechanics of the problem and permits definite

discussion of the stresses and resisting moments developed along the length

of the rail-joint. Fig. 21 is a diagrammatic representation of the usual
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set-up in the testing machine. The arrangement of the supports and the

loading was such as to give freedom of movement longitudinally. The bend-

ing tests were made in Olsen testing machines of 200,000 and 300,000 1j.

capacity. A few tests were made with the load applied at the middle of the

span, which was also the middle of the joint. No attempt was made to

simulate the condition of loading and supports existing in the track, except

to a certain extent in the test of the Weber joint. Generally either two

loads or three loads were applied, 20,000 and 25,000 lb., or 10,000, 20,000

and 30,000 lb. In one test the maximum load used was 10,000 lb.

After the rail-joints were received they were taken apart and reassem-

bled, care being taken to assemble the joint in a workmanlike manner and

so as to be straight and even, with parts properly spaced and fitting to each

other as well as possible, and usually also so that the tension was finally

fairly uniform in all the bolts. In the earlier tests, after the assembling of

the joint the test reported included the results of the first loading of the

rail-joint; the duplicate tests were made without dismantling the joint. In

the earlier tests on the effect of reducing the bolt tension, the bolts were

loosened and the bars pinched out before the new bolt tension was applied;

for tests with increased bolt tension the bars were not disturbed except as

the bolt tightening made outside the testing machine may have changed the

alinement. In the latter tests, additional loadings were applied in order to

give opportunity for the joint bar to work nearly into a permanent position.

The observation of strains in the rail and joint was made by means of

2-in. and 4-in. Berry strain gages. A description of the strain gage is given

in the first progress report of the Committee on Stresses in Railroad

Track (Proceedings of the American Railway Engineering Association,

Volume 19, 1918, ,
page 898). The methods used in taking strain gage

readings are also described in the first progress report. The 2-in. strain

gage was used more especially to obtain the stress throughout the middle

portion of the length of the bar where the rate of change of stress was

very great. Duplicate readings were always taken. If the two readings

did not agree closely further observations were made. It is believed that

with the skill used by the observers the errors of observation were less than

600 lb. per sq. in. for the 2-in. gage lengths and 300 lb. per sq. in. for the

4-in. gage lengths. It should be borne in mind that the strains measured

are average strains over the gage lengths used.

In addition to the strain gage readings, observations were made on the

vertical deflection of the rail and the joint bar; also observations on the

movement of the bar with respect to the rail, both vertically and horizontally.

Graduated thickness gages were inserted as measuring shims wherever pos-

sible between the top of the bar and the under side of the head of the rail

to find the amount of any measurable space between them, for both unloaded

and loaded conditions. In the earlier laboratory tests the magnitude of the

bolt tension was determined only approximately ; usually a snug fit, a light

tension of 2000 lb. per bolt, and a high tension of 20,000 lb. were used. In

later laboratory tests the caliper extensometer was used, and in recent tests

sets of extensometer bolts which gave direct readings at all times indicative

of the tension in the bolt. Strain gages were used to measure the move-

ment between rail and bar. The deflections were measured by means of

Ames dial gages.
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The caliper extensometer is shown in Fig. 22 ; it has a 5 to 1 multiplica-

tion ratio and one full division on the Ames dial is equivalent to a change

in length of .0002 in., which for a 1-in. bolt having the effective length ordi-

narily found in the joints tested is equivalent to 1000 lb. change in tension.

The surfaces of the two ends of the bolt were ground to give a smooth

face perpendicular to the bolt axis. In using this instrument it is extremely

important that the gage holes be on the axis of the bolt, for the bending

of the bolts by the eccentric loading frequently found in such bolts will

otherwise vitiate the results. The bolts used in the joints were calibrated

Fig. 22.

—

Caliper Extensometer in Position.

in a testing machine for the several positions of the nut corresponding to

the dimensions of the joint bars used.

The bolt extensometer is shown in Fig. 23 and 24. It includes an

accurately made 1-in. bolt of special alloy steel (3135 S.A.E. chrome nickel

steel), properly heat treated, and a case-hardened nut. A ]4-in. hole was

drilled through the length of the bolt at its exact center, and a ^-in. female

thread was made for a distance of ?4 i"- at the thread end of the bolt. The

hole in the other end is made slightly larger for about J4 i"- to take a brass

bushing. A fs-in. rod extends through the full length of the bolt. At the

thread end of the bolt the rod and an adjustable fitting are pinned together,

and the fitting is screwed into the bolt, adjusted to give convenient dial

reading and locked into place by a lock nut. At the other end of the bolt
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pjg 23.

—

Diagrammatic Representation of Extensometer Bolt.

Fig. 24.—View of the Two Types of Extensometer Bolt.
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a bracket is attached to the side of the head of the bolt and holds a Last

Word dial having a special shape of lever on it. The graduation of the dial

is approximately to 1-10,000 in. The point of the lever arm has contact

with the end of the rod that passes through the bolt. The brass bushing

is made so as to hold the rod with a close sliding fit. The bolt immediately

next to the head has a shoulder formed to prevent turning in the bolt hole,

similar to that found in the ordinary track bolts. To permit the faces of

all the dials to be on one side of the rail-joint, half of the extensometer

bolts were made with a second threaded end and nut in place ot a head.

The bolts were made of a length that enables them to be used for a wide

range of bolt length so as to fit joints having different dimensions. The
bolts were calibrated in a testing machine for each of the several effective

lengths used in the joints tested. With the instrument a change in tension

of the bolts as small as 50 lb. could be read and the accuracy of readings

obtained is considered to be easily within 500 lb. over the total range.

Results of the strain gage readings and the strains are reported in terms

of stresses in lb. per sq. in. in steel, the modulus of elasticity used being

30,000,000 lb. per sq. in. This translation of results gives quantities that are

more readily compared and comprehended than are the small magnitudes of

the strains themselves.

It may be noted that the moment developed in rail and joint in a labora-

tory test with an applied load of 30,000 lb. is approximately equivalent to that

developed in track by a single load of 20,000 lb. or to that developed by a

wheel load of 25,000 lb. with a wheel load of the same amount at a point 5

ft. 6 in. away, as would be produced with a four-wheel truck, though, of

course, in the track the magnitude of the moment changes rapidly on each

side of the wheel load.

17. The Properties of Joint Bars and Rails.—The rail-joints used

in the laboratory tests were provided by several railroad companies through

officers in charge of maintenance of way. The Illinois Central Railroad

and the New York Central Railroad provided the joints named with the

initials of these companies. The Neafie rail-joints were provided by the

Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad, the Continuous rail-joints by

the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, the Bonzano rail-joint by the

Norfolk and Western Railway, the Weber rail-joint by the Atlantic

Coast Line Railroad, and the Roach rail-joint by the Wabash Railway. Two
pieces of rail of length sufficient for the test and having the section for

which the joint bars were designed were sent as a part of the rail-joint.

Most of the rail-joints were taken from track, but with one exception

(N.Y.C. joint No. 5) they were only slightly worn; the N.Y.C. joint No. 4

and the Bonzano rail-joints were new.

Fig. 25 shows sections of the angle bars used in the tests. The center of

gravity of the section and the position of neutral axis for free or unre-

strained bending under vertical loads as derived by analysis are given in

the figure. Fig. 26 shows sections of the D.L.&W. Neafie joint bars and

also that of the plain flat bar which was used in tests merely to obtain

information on the action of a simple section. The sections of other joint

bars are shown as follows: Continuous rail-joint, pig. 68; Bonzano rail-

joint, Fig. 70; Weber rail-joint. Fig. 72); and Roach rail-joint. Fig. 72.
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Fig. 25.—Sections of Angle Bars Used in Tests.
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In Table 1, "Description of Rail-Joints," are given the section of the

rail used, the type of section of the joint bar, its length, the number of

track bolts, the area of the cross-section of one bar, and the weight of

one bar.

In Table 2 are given various geometrical properties or constants of

the joint bars used in the tests—the moment of inertia with respect to a

horizontal gravity axis (/x), the moment of inertia with respect to a vertical

gravity axis (/y), the product of inertia with reference to horizontal and

vertical gravity axes (Ay), the section modulus
(7)

with respect to the

remotest fiber and the horizontal gravity axis, and the section modulus
(t)

with respect to the vertical axis and the remotest fiber. For points other than

the remotest fiber, the corresponding values of the section modulus may, of

course, be obtained by using the coordinate of a given fiber and the moment

of inertia with respect to the horizontal or vertical axis to be used. The

/7^/ gar-90-/h /Fa// ^'ea//e fVo./~/OS-/b. /?<7//

^0.47
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Fig. 26.

—

Sections of Symmetrical Bars
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coordinates for points of strain measurements are drawn to scale in the

figures that show sections of the rail and joints. The values of the moment

of inertia of the rail section with respect to the horizontal gravity axis are

also given in Table 2, as is the section modulus with respect to the base

of the rail.

In Table 3 are given certain analytical or derived values of constants

which are obtained by the use of equations given in the analysis in

Article 13.

In Fig. 27 are given the sections of rails used in the laboratory and

field tests.

18. Stresses Developed in Bars and Rails under Vertical Loads.

—

The stresses derived from the strains observed in the joint bars and rails at

various sections along the length of the joint have been plotted for one or

more loads in Fig. 29 to 42 for the I.C. and N.Y.C. rail-joints. Unless

otherwise noted the stress recorded is the average of the stresses observed

in the two angle bars at companion points, as is also the case for stresses

in the rail. In all figures where the stresses in the two angle bars are

plotted separately, the stresses for corresponding gage lines on opposite

bars of the rail-joint are placed as though looking through the rail-joint

from one side, instead of changing the point of view to the other side

;

that is, for one of the joint bars right hand and left hand have been

reversed. Unless otherwise noted the bolts are all quite tight, probably

Table 1

Description of Rail-Joints

The dimensional units are inches and pounds. Weights and areas
are for a single bar.
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Table 2

Geometrical Properties of Joint Bars

The dimensional units are inches. Values are for a single bar
with respect to a horizontal gravity axis or vertical gravity axis. The
section modulus of the rail is with respect to the remotest fiber of the

base.
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in the neighborhood of 20,000 lb. tension. The diagrams shown are repre-

sentative of the tests made. The stresses are plotted as ordinates at the sec-

tion at the center of a gage length. As both 2-in. and 4-in. strain gages

were used on part of the tests, one 2-in. gage line was placed straddling the

mid-section. Generally when the 4-in. strain gage was used the instrument

was placed in every gage hole so that the number of readings taken was

nearly double that which would be obtained with a row of 4-in. gage holes

only. The eflfect of the overlap of measurements was to round off changes

in direction that would otherwise show up. In some of the tests, although

the drilling was made for 2-in. gage lines, the 4-in. strain gage was used

only in every other hole. This condition may be noted in the diagrams by

the lack of symmetry of the ordinates plotted, one being at 1 in. on one

side of the mid-section and another at 3 in. on the other side, etc.

In some of the diagrams the results are plotted for three loads but

generally only the highest load is shown, which is 25,000 or 30,000 lb.

Fig. 28.

—

Sectional View'of Base Plate of D. L. & W. Neafie

Rail-Joint.

For the test loading arrangement used a load of 30,000 lb. produces a con-

stant bending moment of 240,000 in. lb. throughout the length of 36 or 42

in., which is as great a bending moment as will ordinarily be developed

statically in a rail-joint in track under heavy wheel loads.

The stresses generally plotted in the figures for the angle bar joints are

those at point 1 near the top of the angle bar and at point 10 near the bottom

of the bar, the position of these points being shown in the sections of

the joint bars in Fig. 25. In most tests shown in the diagrams the

applied bending moment is positive, and therefore the stresses in the top of

the bar are compressive stresses and those for the lower gage lines are

tensile stresses, though when the neutral axis is sufficiently inclined the lower

gage line may be in compression also.

It will be noted that in the tests of angle bar joints the stress curves for

the top gage lines generally have a pointed appearance at the middle, while
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20^^^

Fig. 29.

—

Observed Stresses in Angle Bars and Rail at Various Sec-

tions ALONG THE LENGTH OF THE RaIL-JoINT—L C. JoiNT
No. 1. Test 1.

*Z00O0

Fig. 30.

—

Observed Stresses in Angle Bars and Rail at Various Sec-

tions ALONG the Length of the Rail-Joint—I. C. Joint

No. 1 Test 2.
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P= 30000 lb.

P' 20000 lb

P= 10000 lb.
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Fig. 35.

—

Observed Stresses in Angle Bars and Rail at Various Sec-

tions .^LONG THE Length of the Rail-Joint—I. C. Joint

No. 3. Test 1.
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—

Observed Stresses in Angle Bars axd Rail at Various Sec-
tions ALONG THE LeNGTH OF THE RAIL-JoINT—I. C. JoiNT
No. 3. Test 2.
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Observed Stresses in Angle Bars and Rail at Various Sec-
tions ALONG the Length of the Rail-Joint—I. C Joint
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the curves for the lower gage lines have a rounded form, except that for

certain conditions of low tension in bolts the shape of the lower stress lines

more nearly resembles that for the upper ones, in which case the stress in the

lower gage line is smaller than was found with tight bolts. It will be

shown that the rounded form in the lower stress lines is due to changing

position of the neutral axis along the length of the bar.

At the sections near mid-length, it will be noted that the stress at the

top of the angle bar is markedly greater than that at the lower gage line,
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^ZOOOO

Fig. 42.—Observed Stresses in Angle Bars and Rail at Various Sec-

tions ALONG THE LENGTH OF THE RaIL-JoINT N. Y. C.

Joint No. 5. Test 3. Load at Middle of Span,
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made with the bolts quite tight. In the test of the same joint with low

tension in the bolts (Test 25) the stresses at the mid-section were 44,000 lb.

per sq. in. and 13,000 lb. per sq. in. at the top and bottom gage lines,

respectively, w^hile at sections 4 in. away the corresponding stresses were

20,000 lb. per sq. in. and 8000 lb. per sq. in. It is evident that the stress at

the top of the angle bar at the mid-section is greatly in excess of that at

the bottom gage line and that the ratio between top and bottom varies at

different sections. The tests with the 36-in. angle bars of the New York
Central Railroad (Fig. 40, 41 and 42) show similar results. The significance

of these differences between the stresses in upper and lower gage lines of

the angle bars and their variation along the length of the bars is discussed

in succeeding articles.

Cuts about % in. deep along the top of the bar were made for various

lengths throughout Ihe middle to learn the effect of placing the bearing of

rail on bar at different distances away from the rail end. The length of

these cuts was 6 and 12 in. and in Test 5 the inner corner of the cut was

rounded off so that the edge could not touch the fillet of the rail. The
stresses found in these bars are given in Fig. 31 and 32. It will be noted

that when the rail bearing on top of bar is kept back some distancfe from

the rail end the compressive stress in the top of the bar is increased. The
tensile stress in the lower part of the bar is decreased. Further, the com-

pressive stresses remain at their maximum for the length of the cut. It will be

noted that the stress lines slope toward the zero line at about the same point,

regardless of the length of the cut or whether there is a cut, showing that

the bearing of the lower fishing space of the inner bar on the base of rail

remains at the same location in all these tests. For Test 5 the maximum
compressive stress is developed in a distance of about 4 in., whereas for

the regular angle bar the corresponding distance is about 8 in. ; the bearing

pressure developed by a given moment, then, in the former case, would be

double that of the latter. The rounding of the edge has apparently changed

the bearing somewhat. It will be noted elsewhere that the longer the cut

the greater the inclination of the neutral axis throughout the middle portion

of the bar.

For cuts made on the top of the bar at its ends, the compressive stress

at middle sections increases with the length of the cut and the tensile stress

decreases. As a consequence, the inclination of the neutral axis increases

considerably with increased length of cut, for under the condition the end

bolts have little influence in restraining lateral deflection of bar. The position

of the bearing of the bar on the base of rail remains unchanged, as is to be

expected.

Tests were also made with joints having bars of the symmetrical type.

The latest tests made use of the bolt extensometers, which enabled the

tension in each bolt to be observed accurately at any time. One of the

tests on a joint with D.L.&W. Neafie bars and 130-lb. rail included measure-

ments of stress at gage lines near the top and bottom of the bars (gage lines

1 and 5) along the full length of the bars. The results of the tests for

three loads are shown in Fig. 43. It will be noted that the stresses vary in

magnitude from the mid-section to a point towards the ends of the bars.

Judging from the slope of these lines, the center of reaction pressures

(lower bearing), for the tests with a bolt tension of 2000 lb., is located at
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say 3 in. from the end of the bars, except that one reaction of one bar is

about 6 in. from the end. For a bolt tension of 20,000 lb., one of the cen-

troids for each bar is 4 in. from the end and the other is 6 in. It thus appears

that the centroids of the lower bearing pressures lie between 7 and 9 in. from

the ends of the rails and that tightening the bolts shortens the span of the

girder somewhat. The east bar develops higher stresses than the west bar

and, therefore, takes a larger proportion of the load. The stress in the upper
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phenomenon which will be discussed at another place. There is evidently

also a lateral bending of the bar due to the tension of the bolt pulling the

bar inward at its bottom (toward the rail) ; this bending is made possible

because the bottom fishing surface is freed under the flexure of the joint.

This phenomenon also will be considered in discussing the action of the

rail-joint.

Stresses were observed on a number of gage lines at the mid-section of

joint bars of the symmetrical type. Fig. 44 gives the stresses in the flat

bars at ten gage lines throughout the height of the bars at mid-section (see

also Fig. 26 for dimensions of sections). The diagram indicates that the

stresses are proportional to the vertical distance from a horizontal axis,

except as the line joining them may assume somewhat the form of an S

3
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. 44.
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Observeii Stre.sses at Miu-Sectiox of Flat Bars in Rail-Joi.nt.

curve, as discussed in Article 26. In this joint, with a bolt tension of 20,000

lb., the stress at the top gage line is 33,000 lb. per sq. in. and that at the

bottom 32,000 lb. per sq. in. In the test with 2000 lb. bolt tension, the bars

were not exactly in proper position and the stress at the upper gage line

was greater than that at the lower gage line. The calculated bending stress

for point 1 is 31,700 lb. per sq. in. and for points 3 and 9, 26,500 lb. per

sq. in.

Fig. 45 gives similar diagrams for the D.L.&W. \eafie joint bars

with 105-lb., 118-lb., and 130-lb. rail. These diagrams give a fairly con-

stant relation between the stresses and their vertical distances from a

horizontal axis. The joints with 105-lb. and 130-lb. rail develop lower stress

when the bolt tension is 20,000 lb. than with 2000 lb., but the opposite rela-

tion exists with the joint having 118-lb. rail. Possibly the bars in the latter
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test may not have been in proper place, for the stress in the upper gage

line is considerably greater than the calculated value, 26,000 lb. per sq. in.,

for point 1. It will be noted that the stresses at the bottom gage lines are

usually smaller than those found at the top gage lines. This is due partly

to lateral bending of the bar which tends to develop compressive stresses

at the side of the bar on which the gage lines are placed and thus decreases

the tensile stresses at the lower gage lines. In the middle portion of the

length of the bar, under load the bottom of the bar is free to be bent inward

(toward the rail) by the tension of the bolts, making possible the bending

action referred to.

19. Inclination of the Neutral Axis of the Joint Bars at Various

Sections Along Their Length.—The analysis of beam action for an

unsymmetrical section given in Article 13 shows that under vertically

applied loads and with freedom of lateral movement the neutral axis

of an unsymmetrical bar is not horizontal and that the angle of inclina-

tion of the neutral axis is dependent upon the geometrical properties of

the section, the angle a for the form of angle bar ordinarily used

ranging from 50° to 55° when there is freedom in lateral movement.

Under the conditions of restraint of the angle bar developed in the

rail-joint through the tension in the joint bolts and the fit into the

rail, the inclination of the neutral axis to the horizontal will be less than for

free lateral movement, its position depending, among other things, upon

the magnitude of the bolt tension. In joint bars having a section that is

symmetrical with respect to the horizontal gravity axis, the neutral axis will

be horizontal or nearly so whether the bar is free or is restrained in posi-

tion, and in sections having properties approaching those of the symmetrical

bar the position of the neutral axis will vary little from horizoutal. It

is evident, of course, that the stresses developed in the different fibers of a

bar will vary with the position assumed by the neutral axis.

When the neutral axis is greatly inclined, as, for example, when it is

50°, the stresses in two opposite fibers of the flange of the angle bar that

are at about the same distance from the horizontal axis will differ greatly.

Fibers that would have high tensile stress under ordinary assumptions of

the axis in a horizontal position may be in compression.

To determine the distribution of the stresses throughout a vertical

section of the joint bar strains were measured in gage lines at various loca-

tions over a section at the middle of the length of the bar. Many tests of

this kind have been made. Fig. 46 gives results of the stresses observed at

various gage lines over a vertical section at the middle of the length of the

bar for a restrained condition of the joint bars, the tension in the bolts being

20,000 lb. It will be noted that the stress in point 1 is 31,000 lb. per sq. in.

compression and in point 12, 31,000 lb. per sq. in. tension. The stresses in

points 8 and 9, one at a little higher level and one a little lower than point

12, are about 6000 lb. per sq. in. The stress in point 10 is 19,000 lb. per sq.

in. The line joining the plotted values is irregular and varies considerably

from proportionality of stress to the vertical distance of a point from the

horizontal gravity axis. The measured stresses in points 7, 8, 9 and 10

are 35 to 75 per cent of the values found from the formula based on a hori-

zontal gravity axis ; the stress in point 12 is 70 per cent greater than
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Fig. 46.
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Observed Stresses in Angle Bar Plotted with Reference to
Horizontal Axis and to Inclined Axis—I. C. Joint No. 3. Test 14.
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the corresponding calculated value. Since in beam action the stresses are

proportional to the distance of the fibers from the neutral axis, the points

will fall in a straight line when the stresses are plotted from the neutral

axis as a base; when plotted from other axes this relation does not exist.

The approximate position of the neutral axis may be found by trial. In

the diagram given at the right of the section the lines connecting the plotted

points approximate a straight line. The position of the neutral axis shown
(tan a = 0.4) agrees with the position found by the method given below.

In Test 3-15 (Fig. 47) the rail ends were separated so as to form a

gap of 11^4 in. The inner bolts were not used. The tension in the end

bolts was 20,000 lb. This arrangement avoided the disturbing effect of a

bearing pressure close to the gage line and also permitted a more even dis-

tribution of stress laterally. The lateral restraint is less than in the usual

set-up. It will be noted that the stresses at points 7, 8, 9 and 10 are very

small, while those at points 2 and 12 are abnormally large. With an axis

at an angle of 38° the plotted stresses fall in a straight line and this axis

may properly be considered the neutral axis of the bar in the condition of

the test.

A simpler method, and the one followed in working up the data, is to

substitute the ratio of the stresses observed at two gage lines, generally

points 1 and 10, in equation (55) already derived

jio— kyi
tan a = (55)

Xxo— kXi

where Xi, yi, .Tio and 3'io are the coordinates of points 1 and 10, and k is the

ratio of the observed stresses at points 10 and 1. Thus for Test 3-15 (see

Fig. 47) Si=: — 32,400 lb. per sq. in. and .fiu = + 9400 lb. per sq. in., tlie

ratio k is — .29, and tan a is found to be .79 and a 38°.

The positions of the neutral axis found by this analytical method agree

very well with those obtained by the trial method. For the purposes of

making comparisons the analytical method is considered the more satisfac-

tory, especially since it involves using only two gage lines.

Table 4 gives values of the tangents of the angle of inclination of the

neutral axis at the mid-section of the angle bars for various joints tested

in the laboratory under different conditions of tension in bolts, etc. Most

of these tests were made before the extensometer bolts were available for

use. The values given for the tension in the bolts in the earlier tests is

known only approximately. For the tests where the term tight is used the

tension in the bolts is estimated to be generally about 20,000 lb.

In comparing the values of the angle of inclination given in Table 4,

it is well to keep in mind that the position of the neutral axis affects

both the direction of the deflections of the angle bars and the distribution

of the stresses over the section. A large inclination results in greater lateral

movement of the angle bar upon loading and also in an increase in the stress

at the upper remote fibers and also at the junction of web and flange, to-

gether with a considerable reduction in the stress in the outer part of the

flange of the angle bar at points that are ordinarily considered to be quite

effective in resisting bending moments. It will be noted that high tension

in the bolts (particularly in the outer ones) tends to decrease the inclination

of the neutral axis, though this effect is not always very marked.
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Table 4

Inclination of Neutral Axis at Mid-Section of Joint Bar

Angle Bar
and Test
Number

I. C. No. 1

1-1

1-2

1-3*

1-4*

l-5t

I.e. No. 2:

2-1

2-2

2-3t

2-4t

2-5t

I. C. No. 3:

3-1

3-2

3-3

3-4

3-5

3-11

3-12
3-13

3-14

3-15

3-16

3-17

3-18

3-19

3-22

3-24

Table is con

Condition

Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight;

Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight

Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight, contact surfaces of

joint oiled
Bolts tight
Negative moment, bolts tight . .

.

Negative moment, bolts tight. .

.

Inner bolts loose, outer bolts tight
Outer bolts loose, inner bolts tight
2000-lb. bolt tension
20000-lb. bolt tension
Rail ends separated; 115-4 in. end
to end. Only outer bolts used.
20000-lb. bolt tension

Rail ends separated; lll-i in. end
to end. Only outer bolts used.
2000-lb. bolt tension

Bars drawn in by 20000-lb. bolt
tension. Tension reduced to
2000 lb. before loading

Wedge between bars at center.
2000-lb. bolt tension

Wedge between bars at center.

20000-lb. bolt tension
20000-lb. bolt tension. Load H in.

north of center of 68-in. span. . .

20000-lb. bolt tension. Load J i in.

south of center of 68-in. span
20000-lb. bolt tension. Improved
Hipower washers

tinned on next page.

Load
in

Pounds

-1-20000

+25000
+20000
+25000
+20000
+30000
+20000
+20000
+25000

+20000
+25000
+20000
+25000
+20000
+30000
+20000
+30000
+20000
+25000

+20000
+30000
+20000
+30000
+20000

+30000
+25000
—25000
—25000
+25000
+25000
+25000
+25000

+25000

+25000

+25000

+25000

+25000

+ 10000

+ 10000

+30000

East Bar West Bar

East
Bar

.284

.287

.317

.317

.275

.277

.299

.254

.245

.242

.248

.328

.330

.254

.282

.238

.238

.194

.205

.298

.289

.314

307
.282

.320

.318

.316

.279

.275

.164

.276

.296

.194

.279

.312

.320

.341

.351

West
Bar

.356

.365

.363

.302

.294

.335

.251

.238

.277

.290

.280

292
.285

.267

.229

.232

.218

.212

.296

.284

.302

.296

.284

.269

.258

.278

.274

.239

.125

.246

.177

.177

.266

.333

.296

*Metal to a depth of tV in. removed from top of angle bars for lengths of 6
in. and 12 in. at their middle for Tests 1-3 and 1-4, respectively.

tMetal to a depth of t'g in. removed from top of angle bars for a length of 12
in. at their middle and inner corner rounded to clear fillet under head of rail.

tMetal to a depth of iV in. removed from top of angle bars at each end for

lengths of 3 in., 6 in., and 9 in. for Tests 2-3, 2-4 and 2-5, respectively.
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Table 4— (Continued)

Inclination of Neutral Axis at Mid-Section of Joint Bar

Angle Bar
and Test
Number

I.e. No. 3
(Cont.):

3-25

3-26

3-27

N.Y.C.
No. 4:

4-5

4-6

4-7

4-12

4-13

N.Y.C.
No. 5:

5-1

5-2

5-3

5-4

5-5

Condition

2000-lb. bolt tension. Improved
Hipower washers

20000-lb. bolt tension. Springless
washers

2000-lb. bolt tension. Springless
washers

Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Negative moment, bolts tight . .

.

Bolts tight
Bolts tight
20000-lb. bolt tension
2000-lb. bolt tension

Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
Bolts tight
^Bolts tight, load at center of 32-1

1 in. span /
Bolts tight
Negative moment, bolts tight. . .

Bolts tight
Negative moment, bolts tight . . .

200D-lb. bolt tension
|

5000-lb. bolt tension
|

10000-lb. bolt tension /

Load
in

Pounds

-F30000

-<-30000

+30000

-1-20000

-1-25000

+25000
—25000
+25000
+25000
+30000
+30000

+20000
+30000
+20000
+30000
+20000
+30000
+30000
—30000
+30000
—30000
+ 15000
+30000
+ 15000
+30000
+ 15000
+30000

East Bar

32°
27°
25°
25°
21°
16°
28°
23°

15°

17°
6°
5°
11°

11°
13°

26°
18°

26°
12°
15°

20°
17°
18°

16°

West Bar

33°
30°
21°
23°
21°
21°
30°
31°

14°
9°

11°
7°

12°
8°

12°
20°
15°
19°
21°
17°
16°
12°

11°
7°

tan X

East
Bar

.208

.249

.216

.237

.250

.250

.266

.282

.236

.256

.266

.259

.291

.293

.276

.278

.272

.229

.256

.229

.275

.266

.250

.259

.257

.264

West
Bar

.273

.284

.252

.208

.226

.266

.256

.264

.268

.226

.220

.269

.284

.278

.287

.275

.286

.273

.250

.266

.252

.247

.260

.264

.274

.276

.289

A study of Table 4 will bring out the effects of making variations in

conditions of the tests. Test 3-13 with 2000-lb. bolt tension (made upon

I.e. joint No. 3) gives a greater inclination than Test 3-14 with 20,000-lb.

bolt tension. The loose outer bolts of Test 3-12 (bolts only finger tight)

allowed freedom from restraint of lateral movement and therefore high

values of the angle a, and the bolts acquired some tension when the joint

was loaded. When in Tests 3-15 and 3-16 the rail ends were separated 11J4

in. and bolts were placed only in the outer holes of the angle bars (thus

permitting freedom of lateral movement throughout the middle portion of

their length), the inclination of the axis was considerable and its position

did not differ much for 2000-lb. and 20,000-lb. bolt tension. The condition

of inner bolts just taut and outer bolts quite tight (Test 3-11) did not

particularly change the position of the neutral axis as compared with all

bolts tight. With the outer bolts loose (finger tight) and the inner bolts

tight (Test 3-12) the inclination of the neutral axis was of the same

order as that found with all bolts loose. When in Test 3-17 the bars were
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drawn in by a bolt tension of 20,000 lb., the load then applied and released

and the bolt tension then changed to 2000-lb., the position of the neutral

axis found with a single application of the load was of the order of that

obtained with a bolt tension of 20,000 lb.

In Tests 3-18 and 3-19 a wedge was driven between the bottoms of

the bars at their middle in such a way that there could be little movement of

the bars toward each other. The position of the neutral axis was about

the same for bolt tensions of 2000 lb. and 20,000 lb., and these were much

the same as with 20,000-Ib. bolt tension and no wedge. It is evident that

the presence of the wedge in the case of the 2000-lb. bolt tension kept the sec-

tion at mid-length from lateral movement and held the neutral axis at a posi-

tion similar to that obtained with 20,000-lb. bolt tension. In Test 3-24 having

bolts equipped with Improved Hipower washers the value of the angle a

was about the same as that found with bolts equipped with springless washers

and having the same tension, while with 2000-lb. bolt tension the angle of

inclination (Test 3-25) with Improved Hipower washers was considerably

greater than that found with the springless washers and the same bolt

tension.

When a cut removing ^ in. of metal from the top of the angle bar was

made for a length of 12 in. at its middle and the inner corner was removed

so that the bar could not touch the rail along this distance (Test 1-5) the

angle of inclination was increased considerably over that for the same cut

without the corner having been removed. In the case of the application of a

negative moment (Test 3-5, reversed bending) the neutral axis occupied a

similar position to that found under positive bending moment.

The rail-joints made up with the N.Y.C. 36-in. angle bars and the 105-

Ib. Dudley rail give different values for the inclination of the neutral axis at

mid-section. Tests 4-12 and 4-13 show little difference in the angle between

bolt tensions of 2000-lb. and 20,000-lb., and in both cases the inclination was

considerable, a being about 30°. The inclination of the neutral axis in the

N.Y.C. joint No. 5 is less than was found with the other joints. This rail-

joint was cut from track and the angle bars and rail ends were placed in

the test just as tliey were used in the track. It seems possible that the

rails and bars had been bent and fitted to each other under traffic and

retightening of bolts in the track until the bars were better fitted and more

fully restrained than was the case in other rail-joints tested, although some

play was apparent on the top of the bars near the middle. No play of the

parts was noted in the tests. The top of the rails were worn as though they

liad been subjected to considerable service.

The foregoing discussion refers to the position of the neutral axis at

the vertical section at the middle of the length of the angle bar, which,

of course, is the critical section for general strength properties. Strains

were also measured on gage lines at other sections along the bar, generally

five sets on each side of the mid-section. These gage lines were located in

positions on the bar corresponding to those of the gage lines for mid-section

called 1 and 10 in the test of joints of the Illinois Central Railroad and 1

and 8 in those of the New York Central Railroad (see Fig. 46). The pres-

ence of the bolts and bolt holes rendered it not feasible to secure systematic,

useful readings at gage lines at other places in these vertical sections. From
the stresses found at the two gage lines used the angle of the neutral axis
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Fig. 49.

—

Inclination of Neutral Axis op Angle Bars at Sections
ALONG Their Length—N. Y. C. Joints No. 4 and 5.
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at the several sections was calculated by equation (55). The values of the

angle of inclination of the neutral axis for the various sections along the

length of the angle bar have been plotted in Fig. 48 and 49. These tests

included readings on the two bars of the I.C. joint No. 3 with bolts tight

and with bolts loose or having a low tension, and on the N.Y.C. joint No.

4 with bolts tight (approximately 20,000-lb. tension) and with low tension

(approximately 2000-lb. tension).

It is seen that for the I.C. 24-in. angle bar joints (Test 3-25 and 3-27)

with bolts all having light tension the position of the neutral axis remains

nearly constant throughout the length of the bar, as is the case with inner

bolts tight and end bolts loose (Test 3-12). With tight bolts the inclina-

tion of the neutral axis varies markedly throughout the length of the joint;

at the mid-section the angle is in the neighborhood of 25° or 30° ; at the

third points it is nearly horizontal or even negative; at the end bolts the

angle has reached a large positive value.

In the N.Y.C. joints with high bolt tension (Fig. 49) the inclination

of the neutral axis is in the neighborhood of 30° at the mid-section and

the angle becomes negative through a considerable part of the length of

the joint, changing back to positive values at sections near the end bolts.

For 2000-lb. bolt tension (Test 4-13) one end of the bar is sufficiently re-

strained to give negative values of the angle of inclination, but at the other

end the angle remained positive throughout. It is evident that when the

angle of inclination changes abruptly from positive to negative, as is the

case with many of these joints under high bolt tension, there must be con-

siderable twisting moment developed in the angle bar.

The joint bars of the symmetrical type of section, as would be expected,

gave stresses that indicate that the neutral axis remains horizontal under

load or substantially so. A study of Fig. 44 (stresses in the plain flat bars

that were made for experimental purposes) and of Fig. 45 (stresses in the

Neafie joint bars) shows that the observed stresses are proportional to the

distance of the fibers from the horizontal axis, except that the application of

load at the top of the bars and other causes may given something of an

S-form to the stress curve, as will be discussed in Article 26. It may be said

that the experimental evidence upholds the analytical conclusion that for

vertical loads the neutral axis of a bar of the symmetrical type remains

horizontal and that the stresses developed generally are proportional to the

distance from the horizontal axis.

20. Resisting Moments Developed in Rails and Joint Bars Under
Vertical Loads.—It is evident that the resisting moment developed

at various sections along the length of a rail-joint is made up of the resist-

ing moment developed in the rail and that in the two joint bars ; at the ends

of the joint the whole of the resisting moment is in the rail, at the mid-

section of the rail-joint only the joint bars furnish resisting moment, and

at sections between these the rail furnishes part of the resisting moment

and the joint bars part. The sum of the two resisting moments makes up

the whole of the resisting moment developed. The observed stresses found

in the laboratory tests of rail-joints may be used to determine the division

of resisting moment between rail and bars at sections along the length. The

resisting moments were calculated from the stresses and strains observed in
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the rail and bars in the laboratory tests as follows: (a) The strains were

measured in the rail at gage lines on the head just below the upper corner

curve on b.oth sides of the rail and in some series also at gage lines at the

edges of the base of the rail. The resisting moment was then calculated

from the stresses so obtained by the use of the ordinary formula for resist-

ing moment for a symmetrical section, (b) The strains in points 1 and 10 at

the mid-section of each joint bar (see Fig. 25) were measured and also

at similar gage lines at several sections along the length of the joint bar.

From the stresses found at points 1 and 10 the position of the neutral axis

may be calculated by equation (55) and the vertical resisting moment
developed in the bars Mx by equation (43) or (67) in the case of angle

bars, (c) The sum of the resisting moment in the rail at a given section

and the corresponding resisting moment in the two joint bars was obtained.

This sum may be expected to be approximately equal to the total bending

moment developed at the given section. As stated above, no consideration

was given to the eflfect of longitudinal friction between rail and joint bar,

which may have some influence on the distribution of resisting moment along

the length of the bar.

The resisting moment so determined for the various vertical sections

along the length of the rail-joint for the rail and the two bars and their

sum, as calculated from the stresses observed in the laboratory tests for the

various gage lines and sections, are plotted in Fig. 50 to 53. Diagrams are

given for tests with the I.C. angle bar joint for 90-lb. rail and the N.Y.C.
angle bar joint for 105-lb. rail. Values are given both for very tight

bolts, for low tension in the bolts, and for other conditions.

It should be noted that by the arrangement of applying the loads the

applied bending moment in the case of Fig. 50 to 52 is constant through-

out the length of the rail-joint and for some distance outside, and in the

case of Fig. 53 the bending moment varies from a maximum at mid-span

to zero at the supports.

The division of resisting moment between rail and joint bars at the

various sections is apparent. It is seen that in the cases of constant bending

moment the total resisting moment obtained at the various sections is nearly

uniform throughout the length of the rail-joint and that the sum of the

resisting moments in rail and bars agrees very closely with the applied

bending moment. In the case of the tests by loading at mid-span the resist-

ing moment approaches the applied bending moment both in amount and

distribution. It may be noted that low tension and high tension in the bolts

give approximately the same division of resisting moment between rail and

bars throughout the length of the rail-joint and show the same uniformity

in the total resisting moment along the length of the rail-joint. It is an inter-

esting fact that while the stresses at the dififerent sections dififer between

the condition of tight bolts and that of low bolt tension, and the inclination

of the neutral axis varies markedly for the two conditions of bolt tension,

yet the resisting moment developed in any section of a bar agrees very closely

for the two conditions. The magnitude of the bolt tension then does not

aflfect the division of resisting moment between rail and bars, nor does it

change the manner of interaction between rail and bar.

The results may be taken to be a confirmation of the method used in

the analysis and of its applicability to a study of the meaning of the stresses
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observed in both laboratory and field tests and of the behavior of joint bars

of different shapes and having different geometrical properties. It is evident

si

that the use of a horizontal gravity axis and the formula M =— • without

y
modification, will give incorrect results for angle bar joints.

The magnitude of the bending moments applied in the case of the con-

stant moment loading, usually 240,000 in. lb. for the joint, is comparable

with that developed in a rail-joint in track by heavy wheel loads and ordinary

spacing of wheels under static loading.

The form of the resisting moment curve developed in sections along the

length of the angle bar is of interest and importance in judging of the

Fig. 52.

—

Resisting Moment in Rail and Angle Bars at Various Sec-

tions Computed from Observed Stresses—N. Y. C. Joint

No. 5. Test 2.

location of the principal bearing pressures between rail and angle bar

and of the proportion of its length that is most largely effective in develop-

ing resisting moment. Two forms of moment curves are found. In the

first (see Fig. 51, Test 12 and 13) the moment curve increases regularly

from zero at a point a few inches from the ends of the bar and to a point

an inch or so from the end of the rail. The characteristic of this form

may be called straight line variation. It indicates that the centroids of the

upper bearing pressures are located near the rail ends and the centroids

of the lower bearing pressures (reactions) are located near where the

straight line intersects the base. In the second form (see Fig. 51, Test 5)
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the moment curve is peaked or pointed or may droop down somewhat along

its length. It sometimes approaches two straight lines, one running from

near the rail end to a section a third or half way to end of bar (where the

moment may be about one-third that at mid-section) and the other running

from this point to a section near the end of the bar. In this form the

centroids of the upper bearing pressures have the same location as for the

first form, but the lower bearings may be approximated by two centroids

uf bearing pressure, one being 6 or 8 in. from mid-section and the other

2 to 4 in. from the ends of the angle bar.
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A study of the moment curves in Fig. 50 to 52 shows that the two forms

are found in both the 24-in. and the 36-in. length. Of the tests with the 24-in.

joints, other than the one shown in Fig. 50, Test 1-1 and 1-2 indicate that

the upper centroid is 1 in. or less from the rail ends and that the base

bearing is about 9 in. from the rail ends. There is some droop

at 3 in. from the mid-section, indicating that a relatively larger proportion

of the resisting moment is developed between this section and the upper

centroid. In Test 1-3 (a thin strip having been cut from the top of the

bar for a length of 6 in.) the centroid of the top bearing pressure is some-

what farther from tlie rail end but it is evident tliat there is still some
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bearing along the inner corner ol the angle bar, as is also tlie case in Test

1-4 where a strip 12 in. long has been cut away. In Test 1-3 (with the

inner corner of the bar removed for 12 in. of length) it is evident that the

upper centroids are more than 6 in. from the rail ends and the centroid

of the base bearing is still about 9 in. from mid-section. For the shor'

length available for developing the resisting moment given by this short

distance between sections the calculated bearing pressure would be nearly

three times that given by the conditions of Test 1-1. In Test 2-3, 2-4, and

2-5 where a strip of metal had been removed from the top of the bar at its

ends for lengths of 3, 6 and 9 in., the centroids for the base bearing were

successively nearer the mid-section and the longitudinal distance between

upper centrnid and lower centroid became increasingly smaller; therefore the
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Fig. 54.

—

Resisting Moment in Two Joint Bars in D. L. & W. Neafie
Rail—Joint for 130-Lr,. Rail. Test 10.

bearing pressures would be increasingly larger. The tests with 2000-lb.

bolt tension (Test 3-25 and 3-27) show somewhat more droop than do those

with 20,000-lb. bolt tension (Test 3-24 and 3-26), and Test 3-11 with outer

bolts loose and inner bolts tight is more pointed than Test 3-12 vvitli inner

bolts loose and outer bolts tight, the bearing pressures thus being greater

in the first of each pair of tests than in the second. Test "h-Z shows no

noticeable effect from the lubrication.

Test 5 made with new 36-in. angle bars and rails (N.Y.C. joint No. 4,

Fig. 51) shows a markedly peaked diagram. The moment curve is straight

from the mid-section to a section 4 in. or so away where somewhat more

than one-third of the full bending moment is developed, and from this

section it slopes toward the ends of the bars. In other words, nearly two-
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thirds of the resisting moment is developed in 4 in., and the pressure developed

at the top of the bar must be great. In the remaining tests with the 36-in.

angle bars the peak is less pronounced, and in Test 5-2 (Fig. 52) the

moment curve runs fairly straight from mid-section to points 13 and 15 in.

from the middle with a slight droop. In Test 5-4, made with the head of

rail down (negative bending moment) the moment curve is straight to

sections 2 and 3 in. from the ends of the angle bar, the form of the curve

agreeing very well with that found in the same test for positive bending

moment. In Test 5-3 (Fig. 53) (one load applied at middle of 32-in. span)

the principal part of the resisting moment is acquired in a length of 6 or 7

in., which again is indicative of high bearing pressure.

All the moment distribution diagrams for tests with N. Y. C. joint No.

5 have a flat top 4 in. or so long at the middle of the length, a condition

which indicates that the load bearing contact is further away from the rail

ends than is the case with the other joints tested. This rail-joint, taken

from track at the Grand Central Station, New York City, showed consider-

able wear at the middle of the length of the angle bars ; a .005 in. thickness

gage could be inserted at the upper fishing surfaces between joint *bar and

rail for as far as 3 in. from the rail ends when the bolts were tight and the

Fig. 55.

—

Diagrammatic Representation of Vertical Space Developed
BETWEEN Rail and Joint Bar under Flexure.

rail-joint unloaded. When the joint was loaded the thickness gage could

still be inserted over one bar for a short distance one way from a rail end.

The other joints tested had little or no wear.

Fig. 54 shows the distribution of the resisting moment along the length

of the D.L.&W. Neafie joint bars with 130-lb. rail. With 2000-lb. bolt

tension, the centroid of bearing pressure of bar on base of rail is 10 and

12 in. from the rail ends. With bolt tension of 20,000 lb. the position

of the centroids has moved toward the rail ends, the distances being about

6 and 9 in. Here again the greater the bolt tension the less the length of

bar utilized in resisting bending.

21. Movements and Deflections in the Rail-Joint and Its Structural

Parts.—When a vertical load is applied to a rail-joint, there is a vertical

movement between the rail and the bar, as is indicated in Fig. 55. Most

of this movement is due to lack of fit between rail and bar. Even in

closely fitting joints some movement exists besides that due to lack of fit.

Slight movements will be produced by reason of the dififerences in the

curvature of the rail and the bar under the varying relative resisting

moments developed in them at different sections and by the influence of

the bearing pressures between rail and bar and also to some extent by the

sectional bending of the flanges of the rail and the bar under the bearing

pressures developed between them. The vertical movement increases, of

course, with wear in the joint and with increase in lack of fit. Although
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the vertical movements referred to are slight they affect the deflection of

the rail-joint, permit extra wear, and as shown in Fig. 55 give a slight

break in the curvature of the rail at the rail ends. Very frequently the

vertical movements referred to are sufficient to permit a thickness gage

to be placed between the head of the rail and the bar at the ends of the

^
bars, or to close up the gap at the rail ends that before the application of

the load would receive a shim as thick as .005-in.

It may be remarked in advance that the amount of the vertical move-

ment between rail and bar depends not only upon the fit but also on whether

the bars are placed correctly in position and are drawn into place with

respect to the rail by bolt tension in such a way as to fit as snugly as

the dimensions of the particular joint will permit; it is particularly impor-

tant that the two inches or so at the ends of each of the two rails have

the same fishing height.

No special tests were conducted on the vertical movement between bar

and rail, the observations taken being incidental tO' other tests. As would

be expected, upon application of load the head of the rail and the top

of the bars will generally move closer to each other at the rail ends

(close up), and likewise at the ends of the bars the head of the rail and

the bars will move further apart (open up). With the application of

negative moment (reverse bending) movement in the opposite direction

occurs at the two sections. It will be noted that this vertical movement

involves no vertical slipping between rail and bar at points of contact, but

there may be points of contact at places intermediate between ends and

middle of bar which serve as pivots for the movement.

The measurements give an idea of the magnitude of the vertical move-

ments. In I.e. joint No. 2 (a well fitting joint with very tight bolts),

upon the application of a load of 25,000 lb. (applied so that the moment
was constant throughout the length of the joint) the rail head and bar

moved vertically towards each other very slightly at the rail ends (.001

in. or less) and no change occurred on release of load; at the ends of the

bars the application of load opened up the space between rail head and

bars .001 in. In I.C. joint No. 3 with low bolt tension (about 2000 lb.), a

load of 10,000 lb. at the center of a span of 68 in. moved the rail head

and bar closer together by .001 in. at one rail end (the one at which the

load was applied) and .004 in. at the end of the other; there was only a

slight increase in the latter movement when the end of the second rail was

made the point of application of the load. The distance between rail head

and bar at the ends of the bars increased about .004 in. in both cases when
the load was applied. For loads applied at points outside the rail-joint

(constant bending moment) and a bolt tension of 2000 lb., the closing at

the rail ends was .001 and .005 in. and the opening at the ends of the

bars .005 in. With negative bending moment (reversed bending) and the

same condition of loading and 2000-lb. bolt tension, the opening at the rail

ends was .007 and .011 in., respectively, and the closing at the ends of the

bars, .007 and .002 in. In the same rail-joint with 20,000 lb. bolt tension and

10,000 lb. load at the center of a 68-in. span, the closing at the rail ends

was .001 in. (one being slightly greater than the other) and the opening

at the ends of the bars .001 in., a decrease from the movements found

with a bolt tension of 2000 lb. It will be noted that the vertical movement
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when the bolts are very tight is considerably less than with low tension in

the bolts, both at the ends of the bars and at the ends of the rails. The

negative moment gave greater vertical movement than the positive, due

to the fact that the joint did not return entirely to its initial position upon

the release of positive moment. It is of interest that the vertical movement

between rail and bar at a given rail end differed only slightly whether the

wheel (load hearing block) rested on the end of this rail or only on the

end of the other rail.
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—

Lateral Movement of Angle Bars from Unloaded to Loaded
Position Measured from a Top Line^ a Center Line and
A Bottom Line at Six Points along Their Length—
L C. Joint No. 3. Tests 24, 25, 26 and 27.

In I.e. joint No. 1 with bolt tension of 20,000 lb., when a strip of

metal was cut from the top of the bars for 6 in. along the middle of their

length, there was little change in the amount of vertical movement ; with

a cut of 12 in. the closing movement between rail head and bar at rail ends

was .010 in. ; when a rounding of the inner edge of the bars for the

length of the cut was made the closing increased to .020 in. In I.C. joint

No. 2 in the original condition there was no vertical movement between

rail and bar upon the application of load. When a strip of metal was

cut for a length of 3 in. at each end of the bars, on loading little movement

occurred at either end of the bar. When the cut was increased to 6 in. at
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each end, on loading the movement at the ends of the bars became .003

in. ; when made 9 in. it increased to .009 in., but still no movement

occurred at the rail ends. It is seen that when conditions are such that

the end of the upper bearing area must be at least 3 in. from the rail

ends, the vertical movement between bar and rail upon application of load

increases but slightly over that found with normal conditions ; with a

6-in. limit for the edge of the bearing the movement increased to .01 in.

Cutting metal from the top surface at the ends of the angle bar made
no difference in vertical mo\ement at the rail ends. At the ends of the

bars the increase changed from a slight amount at a cut of 3 in. to near

.01 in. at 9 in., involving a twisting action in the bar.

The characteristics of the lateral movement of an angle bar joint

when loaded have already been considered from an anahtical viewpoint.

With freedom of lateral movement or partial restraint the angle bar under

vertical loads deflects in a direction at right angles to the neutral axis,

which at the middle part of the length of the bar assumes an inclined

position. The tendency to deflect the bar laterally brings the top of the

bar and the lower side of the head of the rail in contact and prevents

further movement, while the bottom of the bar sv^-ings inward toward the

rail. At the points toward the ends of the angle bar where its filange rests

on the flange of the rail, the bar and the base of the rail remain together,

while the top deflects outwardly from the rail. At the extreme end of the

bar the outward movement may be expected to be more marked. The

tests of the angle bar joints agree with the results of analysis. Fig. 56

records the amount of the lateral movement of the top line, the center

line, and the bottom line of both angle bars of I.C. joint No. 3, with

respect to the rail, with bolt tensions of 20,000 lb. and 2000 lb. The amount

of the movement of six points along the top, center line and bottom of

the two angle bars have been plotted with respect to a straight line repre-

senting their original positions. The position of the bolts with respect to

the distance along the angle bars is also shovvU. It will be seen that for

the section at mid-length, with 20,000 lb. tension in each of the bolts the

top line of the angle bar has moved slightly toward the rail and that the

bottom line has moved a relatively much greater distance (.005 in.). At

a section at the end bolts, very little movement is shown, the movement

being restricted at the bottom line by the bearing between bar and base

of rail and at the center and top lines by an increased tension in the

bolts. In the case of 2000-lb. bolt tension it will be noted that the lateral

movements are larger. At the mid-section the bottom line of the angle

bar moves inward .015 in. and at the outer bolt the upper line moves

outward .010 in. or more. At the extreme end of the bar the outward

movement is still greater. It is seen that these movements indicate that a

considerable twist is developed in the angle bars between middle and end.

In the tests referred to above flat washers (solid) were u.sed to give the

same position for the nuts as was obtained with the spring washers furnished

with the rail-joint. Fig. 56 also records the lateral movements of the

same three lines in the same joint equipped with Improved Hipowcr washers.

It will be noted that the results of this test arc quite similar to those of

the one just described.
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The vertical deflection of a rail-joint when acting as a beam under

vertical loads includes the deflection of the rail, that of the joint bars

acting as girders under the conditions of loading and restraint existing

in the joint, and the further movement due to play and slip between joint

bar and rail. The deflection of the joint bars themselves may be expected

to be greater than that of the same length of rail. The remaining part

of the deflection depends for one thing upon the fit between rail and bar.

Under the form of loading used for most of the tests (span of 68 in.

for the 24- and 27-in. joints and of 74 in. for the 36-in. joints, see Fig. 21)

and a load of 25,000 lb., the deflection of a full rail at mid-span (that is,

one without a rail-joint) would be .09 in. for the I.C. 90-lb. rail, .085 in.

for the N.Y.C. 105-lb. rail and .07 in. for the D.L.&W. lOS-lb. rail. It

will be convenient to express the deflection of the rail-joints at mid-span

in terms of the deflection of the full rail for the same span and load.

Thus, the I.C. joint No. 3 with 20,000-lb. bolt tension gave a deflection of

1.50 times that of the rail, and with 2000-lb. bolt tension the ratio was

1.70; the N.Y.C. joint No. 4 with 20,000-lb. bolt tension gave a ratio of 1.35

and with 2000-lb. bolt tension, 1.55; and the Neafie joint No. 1 with 20,000-

lb. bolt tension 1.62, and with 2000-lb. bolt tension 1.94. The I.C. joint

No. 3 with 2000-lb. bolt tension gave under negative bending moment a

larger deflection than under positive bending moment, showing that the

initial position of the bars in the joint was not the extreme position. For

this joint with outer bolts tight and inner bolts only a snug fit, the

deflection was 2.70 times that of the full rail and with inner bolts tight

and outer ones a snug fit the ratio was 3.20. If the comparison had been

made on shorter lengths of span, as, for example, the length of the joint

itself, the ratios would be much greater. The tangents to the curve of

flexure for the two rails at their ends are not continuous ; for I.C. joint

No. 3 and N.Y.C. joint No. 5 and a load of 30,000 lb. the angle between

the two tangents at the rail ends was found to be 15 minutes. It should

be noted that the joints referred to above were joints in good condition and

that worn and deformed joints would give deflections relatively very much
greater.

22. Lateral Bending Tests.—In the laboratory tests of lateral

bending of rail-joints, the rail and joint were turned on their sides. The

bearings of the support of the structure near its ends were against the side

of the head and the edge of the base of the rail. The load was applied

similarly against the side of the head and the edge of the base at points

outside of the length of the joint. The set-up was in other respects the

same as in the tests of vertical bending, as shown in Fig. 21. The spacing

of supports was 68 in. for joints having bars 24 and 27 in. long and 74 in.

for those with bars 36 in. long, the distance between load and support

being the same in all cases, 16 in. This arrangement, of course, gives a

constant applied moment between the two points of application of load.

In the application of negative moment, the direction of the load in the

testing machine was reversed, the two load points of the positive tests

became the beam supports of the negative tests, and the negative load

was applied at the mid-length of the joint. The positive loads ranged
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from 2500 to 15,000 lb. The negative moment applied was 40 per cent of

the corresponding positive moment used.

It is considered that the maximum lateral bending moment ordinarily

developed in straight track in normal operation is less than 10 per cent

of the vertical bending moment developed in the rail for given wheel loads.

In the earlier tests loads were applied to produce lateral bending moments

equal to one-third or one-half of the vertical bending moment that had

been applied to the joint, much greater than may be expected on straight

track. In Table 5 are given calculated and observed stresses in the angle

bars in rail-joints of the I.C.R.R. for a lateral bending moment of 80,000

Table 5

Stresses in Angle Bars at Mid-Section in Lateral Bending Tests

In obtaining the calculated stresses it was assumed that th'e moment
is divided equally between the upper and lower angle bars. "Bolts
tight" indicates a tension of approximately 20000 lb. Stresses are in

pounds per square inch. Point 10 is reported for I.C. joint No. 3 arid

point 8 for N.Y.C. joint No. 4.
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in. lb. and those of the N.Y.C.R.R. for a moment of 120,000 in. lb. The

position of the gage lines is shown in Fig. 25. The tension in the bolts was

measured with the caliper extensometer. In obtaining the calculated

stresses it was assumed that the moment is divided equally between the

upper and the lower angle bar. The condition "bolts tight" means that

the tension is in the neighborhood of 20,000 lb. In I.C. joint No. 3 the

load applied with all bolts tight was 15,000 lb., but for purposes of com-

parison with the other tests on this joint, which were given a load of

only 10,000 lb., the observed values for Test 6 were multiplied by two-thirds

and the values so obtained are the ones recorded in the table. The stresses

which would be obtained with a load of 10,000 lb. and all bolts tight would

probably be somewhat smaller than the values thus recorded in the table,

since it has been found that at the lower loads the stresses approach more

nearly those found with integral action of bars and rail. It will be noted

that in Test 6 of I.C. joint No. 3 (all bolts tight) the values of the stresses

in point 10 (the remotest point laterally) are about midway between the

calculated value for the two bars acting as a unit and that for the two

bars acting individually. For bolts snug the values of the stresses are

closer to the calculated values for two bars acting individually. With end

bolts tight and inner bolts snug the bottom angle bar takes the larger part

of the bending moment and the stress in point 10 (30,000 lb. per sq. in.)

is considerably greater than at the corresponding point in the top angle

bar. With inner bolts tight and end bolts snug the reverse is true and

the stress in point 10 of the top angle bar is 33,200 lb. per sq. in., while

Table 6

Stresses in D.L.&W. Neafie Joint Bars at Mid-Section in Lateral
Bending Tests—130-Lb. Rail

The loads applied in the tests were 15000 lb. for Tests 2 and 4,

10000 lb. for Test 5, and 7500 lb. for Tests 3 and 6. The values given
in the table for a load of 10000 lb. were obtained by multiplying the

observed values by the ratio of 10000 to the load applied in the test.

In obtaining the calculated stress it was assumed that the moment is

divided equally between the two bars. Stresses are in pounds per

square inch. A load of 10000 lb. develops a moment of 80000 in.-lb., one
of 15000 lb. a moment of 120000 in.-lb., etc.
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the stress in the corresponding point of the bottom angle bar is 7500 lb.

per sq. in. Having all bolts snug results in far higher stresses than were

found with all bolts tight.

In the test of N.Y.C. joint No. 4 all bolts tight gave stresses somewhat

closer to the calculated stresses for two bars acting as a unit than to those

for two bars acting individually. When at least two bolts were tight and

the others snug the stresses do not differ greatly from those obtained with

all bolts tight except that in the case of two end bolts tight, others snug,

there was a high stress in the bottom angle bar, 31,800 lb. per sq. in.

In Table 6 are given calculated and observed stresses in the joint bars

of the D.L.&W. Neafie rail-joint with the 130-lb. rail. In Tests 2 and 3

the tension in the bolts was measured with the caliper extensometer ; in the

other tests "bolts tight" corresponds to a bolt tension of approximately

20,000 lb. The load used in Test 2 was 15,000 lb., developing a lateral

bending moment of 120,000 in. lb. The load in Tests 3 and 6 was 7500 lb.

The load in Test 5 was 10,000 lb. and the lateral bending moment 80,000 in.

lb. In order to have a common basis for comparison, the load of 10,000 lb.

was chosen. The values given in the table for a load of 10,000 lb. were

obtained by multiplying the observed values by the ratio of 10,000 to the load

applied in the test. The stresses so found for the conditions of Tests 2 and

4 will be larger than would be expected when a test load of 10,000 lb. is

applied, and those given for Tests 3 and 6 would be smaller than test

values with a load of 10,000 lb. It will be noted that for the large lateral

bending moment applied in the test the stresses observed in the bars when

the bolt tension is 20,000 lb. are 70 per cent greater than the values

calculated on the assumption that the two bars act as a unit, and that

when the bolt tension is 2000 lb. the magnitude of the observed stresses

becomes 2.8 times as great as was found with a bolt tension of 20,000 lb.,

reaching 39,000 lb. per sq. in., which is 75 per cent of the stress calculated

on the basis of the bars acting individually. For the two inner bolts snug

and other bolts tight, the stresses rise from 14,000 lb. per sq. in., the value

for all bolts tight, to 22,000 lb. per sq. in., and with end bolts tight and

others snug to 27,000 lb. per sq. in. Tightening the end bolts and loosen-

ing the others brings the stress up to 38,000 lb. per sq. in., but, as stated

above, a test load of 10,000 lb. would give an observed stress greater

than this value. It should be noted that in none of the tests with this

rail-joint is there any marked difference in the value of the stresses in

the two bars, an important result. The application of smaller bending

moments, it may be expected, will carry all the observed stresses nearer

to values calculated on the basis of bars acting as a unit.

Other lateral bending tests in which extensometer bolts were used

give information on the changes in bolt tension which accompany the appli-

cation of lateral loads. Fig. 57 records the changes that occurred when

a lateral load was applied in I.C. joint No. 3 under initial bolt tensions

from "finger-tight" to 20,000 lb. For finger-tight conditions, the tension

put into the bolts on the first application of lateral load was for one

bolt 7500 lb., the tension changing to 2500 lb. upon release of this load.

The end bolts developed more tension than the inner bolts. The usual

maximum difference in bolt tension between unloaded and loaded condi-
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tion was usually about 3500 lb. for the end bolts and 1500 lb. for the

inner bolts. The average changes in bolt tension developed are in agree-

ment with the results of the analysis given in Article 14. With initial

bolt tensions of 1000 and 2000 lb., the increase in tension on application of

load is generally less than for finger-tight, and the maximum bolt tension

does not exceed 3500 lb. When the initial bolt tension is as much as 5000

lb., the tension usually does not change markedly upon applying load.

For bolt tensions of 10,000 and 20,000 lb. little variation in tension occurred

after the first one or two- applications of load. When the bolt tension was

5000 lb. or more, upon the application of a bending moment of 60,000 in.

lb. (load of 7500 lb.), the tension in the bolts changed but slightly. For

smaller applied bending moments, the changes in bolt tension were less.

-20000
AC c/^//7/ /Va S, Tes!" Se

Fig. 59.

—

Observed Stresses at Mid-Section in Lateral Bending Tests
WITH Various Bolt Tensions—I. C. Joint No. 3. Test 32.

Fig. 58 records the observed changes in bolt tension in the Neafie

joint on application and release of load. For the bending moment of

60,000 in. lb. (load of 7500 lb.) and finger-tight condition of bolts, there

was an increase of 1500 lb. tension in the end bolts and 2000 lb. in the

inner bolts, with one intermediate bolt increasing 700 lb. and the other

intermediate bolt showing no tension. With 5000 lb. initial bolt tension the

change in tension between unloaded and loaded condition is slight. The bolt

tension drops off somewhat in the five applications and releases of load.

With bolt tension of 10,000 and 20,000 lb. the changes in tension are

smaller still, but the loss of tension in the bolts on first two applications

of load, or so, due to the bar having been worked closer into place against

the rail, is greater, though this loss does not in any case amount to 1000 lb.

In Fig. 59 the stresses observed near the outer edge of the leg of the

angle bar of I.C. joint No. 3 at mid-section are plotted against the initial
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bolt tension. It will be noted that for a bending moment of 60,000 in. lb.,

there is little difference in the stress developed for bolt tensions of 10,000

and 20,000 lb. For tensions of 5000 lb. and less the stress increases rapidly

with decreasing bolt tension. For a lateral bending moment of 30,000 in. lb.

(load of 3750 lb.), a bolt tension of 5000 lb. may be said to be the limit-

ing bolt tension within which the stresses increase rapidly with decreasing

bolt tension.

In Fig. 60 stresses are plotted in a similar manner for a lateral test

of the Neafie joint with 130-lb. rail. In the test with a lateral bending

moment of 60,000 in. lb. (load of 7500 lb.) the limiting bolt tension for
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Observed Stresses at Mid-Section in Lateral Bending Tests
WITH Various Bolt Tensions—D. L. & W. Neafie Joint
FOR 130-LB. Rail.

developing constant stress or nearly constant stress in the bars is 5000 lb.

or a little more. With a smaller tension, the stresses become much greater.

For a lateral bending moment of 30,000 in. lb. the limiting or critical value

of the bolt tension is about 2000 lb.

For both the angle bar and the symmetrical bar, the tests show that

the smaller the lateral bending moment the less the bolt tension that is

necessary to keep the bending stresses to a magnitude near their minimum,

or, in other words, to cause the two bars to approximate to integral action

of the joint as a whole.
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In Fig. 61 are plotted the observed stresses along the length of the

upper and lower angle bars of I.C. joint No. 3 for finger-tight conditions

of bolts and for 20,000 lb. tension. The figure brings out the great dif-

ference in magnitude of the stresses at the various sections for the two

conditions of bolt tension. Differences in the way the stresses are dis-

tributed along the two bars are also indicated.

In Fig. 62 the observed stresses at poigt 10 in sections along the length

of the bar are plotted for end bolts tight and inner bolts loose and for

end bolts loose and inner bolts tight. It will be noted that for the first

named condition the lower bar takes much the greater part of the bending

moment, while for the second condition the upper bar carries nearly all the

moment. In the first condition the end bolts transmit to the upper bar
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23. Bolt Tension.—In the earlier laboratory tests of rail-joints

made for this report changes in bolt tension were observed when an angle

bar joint was loaded. The measurements made with the caliper extenso-

meter showed a reduction in the tension of the inner bolts and an increase

in tension in the outer bolts on the application of load, but the apparatus

used was not capable of measuring with accuracy small changes in tension.

The use of the bolt extensometer in recent tests has given more definite and

accurate measurements, and some of these later tests will be reported in

detail.

The set-up was the usual one employed in the laboratory tests of rail-

joints for the application of positive vertical bending moments, the bending

moment being constant throughout the length of the joint. When it was

desired to apply negative bending moments, the load points of the positive

bending moment tests were used as reaction points and an upward force was

applied to the rails at the middle of the joint, the negative bending moment

thus varying from a maximum at the middle of the joint to zero at the

supports. The rail-joint was put together carefully, so as to have the

bearing fitted as evenly as possible throughout the length of the joint. In

the tests the nuts were first screwed up so as to have little or no bolt

tension, this condition being termed "finger-tight." It is evident that the

bearing and the tension in finger-tight bolts may dififer in the several bolts

of a joint. After the loads were applied with the finger-tight condition of

bolts the bolt tension was increased to some value between 500 and 1000 lb.

without disturbing the position of the bars in the joint. Then after a test

under the conditions of this bolt tension the tension in the bolts was again

increased and another set of loads applied, this procedure being followed

until tension of 15,000 lb. or 20,000 lb. were reached. In each case the load

of 20,000 (preceded usually by a load of 10,000 lb.) was applied and released

five times. In other tests a similar procedure was followed except that

after each application of 20,000 lb. a negative bending moment equal to 40

per cent of the positive bending moment that had been applied was applied

at the middle of the joint by exerting upward pressure in the manner

described above. The span in the application of negative moment was 36

in. in tests of I.C. joints and D.L.&W. Neafie joints, and 42 in. in tests of

N.Y.C. joints. The bolt extensometer readily indicated a change in bolt

tension of 100 lb. so that small variations could be noted. In still other

tests modifications of the procedure named above were made.

Fig. 63 to 67 give the tensions in the several bolts of the joints at suc-

cessive applications and releases of load. It will be appreciated that the

initial tension could not easily be made uniform in all the bolts, since a

change in tension in one bolt would modify the tension in another.

In Fig. 63 the results are given for Test 28 with I.C. joint No. 3 at

successive applications of positive bending moments. It will be seen that

for an initial bolt tension of 500 lb. or a little more, at each application of

load of 20,000 lb. the tension in the end bolts increased nearly 2000 lb.,

returning to about the original tension on the release of load. At an initial

tension of about 5000 lb. the inner bolt lost 2500 lb. tension on the first

application of a load of 20,000 lb., the tension increasing about 400 lb. on the

release of the load. For each of the further applications the tension
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dropped about 500 lb. and regained nearl}' the same amount on the release

of load. The tension at the fifth application is slightly less than that at

the first application of load. The loss of tension at the first loads indicates

a movement of the bar closer to the rail throughout the middle of its length.

In the end bolts each loading increased the tension by about 500 lb. above

that existing immediately before, and upon release of load the tension dropped

to an amount slightly less than that existing before the load was applied.

With 10,000 lb. bolt tension the tension in the inner bolts dropped 2500 lb.

upon the first application of the load of 20,000 lb. Thereafter the tension

decreased on the application of the load about 300 lb., increasing again each

time on the release of load 200 lb. or so, but gradually falling off with the

continued application of the load. The tension in the end bolts increased

with the application of load and fell off with its release, the final tension

being 1300 lb. less than the initial tension. At 15,000 lb. bolt tension the

change in tension in the inner bolts between unloaded and loaded condition

after the first loading is about 500 lb. and the final tension is about 3000 lb.

less than the initial. The tension in the end bolts decreased 1000 lb. in the

five applications of load. It is plain that with continued application and

release of load the bars are drawn closer to the rail, but that the tension con-

tinues to decrease or increase at each application and release of load.

When a negative bending moment of 40 per cent of the positive bending

moment was applied after each application of positive bending moment (see

Fig. 64), the tension in the inner bolts increased, 1000 lb. at the lower

bolt tensions and 100 lb. at the higher bolt tensions. The general downward

trend in the tension in the inner bolts with the continued application and

release of load is apparent, the decrease being about 2500 lb. at each of the

higher bolt tensions. As a result of the repeated application of load at the

several bolt tensions considerable restraint was put into the angle bars

and an increasing and tightened fit with the rail was progressively made,

but still the tension decreased in the inner bolts and increased in the end

bolts with each application of positive bending moment.

In Test 30 (Fig. 65), the bolts were first tightened to a tension of

20,000 lb. and a load of 10,000 lb. and 20,000 lb. applied to the joint five

times ; then the bolt tension was reduced to about 5000 lb. without disturbing

the bars and the load applied five times ; next the tension was reduced to

about 1000 lb. and the load again applied five times. In a second part of

Test 30, the same procedure was followed except that after each applica-

tion of 20,000 lb. load a negative bending moment was applied equivalent to 40

per cent of the positive bending moment (an upward pressure of 7200 lb.

at the middle of a 36-in. span). In both tests the application of the several

loadings with 20,000 lb. tension in the bolts had forced the bars closer to

the rail, as shown by the general decrease in bolt tension, particularly

in the inner bolts, so that when the bolt tension was reduced to 5000 lb. the

bars had become fitted into the rail more closely than when the same tension

was used in Tests 28 and 29. In Tests 28 and 29 for a bolt tension of

5000 lb. there was quite a marked dropping off in the tension of the inner

bolts on the application of the first load; in Test 30 the change on first

application of load was slight. At each further application of load tlic

tension of tlie inner bolts dropped off slightly and came back on release of
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Vertical Load—I. C. Joint No. 3. Test 30. First Bolt
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load. On the release of the load in the fifth loading the bolt tension was

about 200 lb. less than the original tension.

In the second part of Test 30, which includes the application of negative

bending moment after a positive bending moment (Fig. 65), similar changes

in tension between unloaded and loaded conditions were found, the tension

in the inner bolts increasing 400 to 500 lb. on the application of the negative

bending moment, the trend of the diagram showing a slight general in-

crease in the tension of these bolts. The end bolts with 5000 lb. initial

tension increased 300 to 600 lb. from unloaded to loaded condition in Test

30, which is less than the range found in Tests 28 and 29. With this bolt

tension no great change in tension of the end bolts was found after five

applications and releases of load, indicating that after the bars are worked
into the fishing spaces the tendency for the bars to be moved into new posi-

tions with respect to the rail is relatively small, provided, of course, that

wear of surfaces does not enter into the action. When the bolt tension

was decreased to about 1000 lb. the changes in tension upon the applica-

tion of the load were more marked, and the trend of the diagrams shows

that the bolt tensions are increased with repeated loading, indicating that

the bars are loosening from the rail. It may be noted also that the applica-

tion of negative bending moment, as shown in Tests 29 and 30, decreased

the tension in the end bolts, and that the general decrease in the tension

in these bolts on the application of several loads was considerably greater

than was found when only positive bending moments were applied, this effect

probably being due to the inward movement of the ends of the bars on the

application of negative bending moment.

Fig. 66 (Test 8) gives the observations on bolt tension in tests with the

D.L.&W. Neafie rail-joint, which was used with 130-lb. rail. The results are

quite in contrast with those obtained in tests on the angle bar joints. In Test

8, with finger-tight bolts and also with 7S0-lb. tension, each time the load was

applied the tension in the bolts increased a little, very slightly in the inner and

intermediate bolts and more at the end bolts. Beyond 750-lb. bolt tension, this

variation in tension for each application of load generally disappeared. At all

bolt tensions above 750 lb. there is, however, a dropping off of tension with

repeated application and release of load. Except for the inner bolts, the amount

of this loss in tension and the corresponding movement of bar towards rail was

very small after the first or second application of load when a bolt tension of

5000 lb. or more was used. The inner bolts continued to lose tension

throughout the test. Even with 20,000 lb. bolt tension, the loss continued

throughout the series of applications, and when the bolt tension of 20,000 lb.

was reduced to 5000 lb. without a disturbance of bars the tension in the

inner bolts still dropped off with the five applications of load and that in

the intermediate bolts also decreased, indicating that 5000 lb. tension was

sufficient to draw the bars inward with each application of load. On the

other hand, when the tension in the bolts was reduced to 750 lb., the

tension in the inner bolts increased with the application of load, indicating

that the bolt tension was insufficient to hold the bars in the place they had

occupied. '

i
i

I

•

[

Test 9 (Fig. 67), in which negative bending moments were applied

equal to 40 per cent of the positive moment that had been applied just

before, shows very little change in tension for a single application of load.
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Changes in Bolt Tension on Application and Release of

Vertical Load—D. L. & W. Neafie Rail-Joint with
130-lb. Rail. Test 8.
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The tests with a tension of about 750 lb. show no marked tendency of change

in tension with continued application and release of load. The inner bolts

and one of the intermediate bolts gained 300 to 400 lb. tension, indicating a

slight tendency for the bar to move outward from the rail throughout the

middle portion of the length. For all higher bolt tensions, the inner bolts

and, to a less extent, the intermediate bolts lost tension with continued

application and release of load, the loss in one bolt being 3000 lb. at a

tension of 15,000 lb. and the same amount at 20,000 lb. As the bars were

not disturbed in the whole series of tensions and loadings, it is plain that

after each tightening the subsequent loading produced a loss of tension

and, therefore, a movement of bar toward the rail, both of which were

cumulative; in one inner bolt the total loss in tension for the twenty loads

applied at bolt tensions of 5000, 10,000, 15,000 and 20,000 lb. was 9500 lb.

It seems evident that similar changes in bolt tension will go on

in the track after a joint of this kind has been installed and that the bars,

with repeated tightenings of bolts, would finally attain a place and fit that,

except for wear, would result in the retention of a nearly constant tension

under repeated application and release of load. It should be noted that

with this symmetrical type of bar there is not the continued lateral move-

ment of top and bottom of bar to and from the rail for both the ends and

the middle, with the consequent alternations in bolt tension from lower to

higher values or vice versa at the passage of every wheel, as is the case

with the angle bar joint.

The data obtained in calibrating the extensometer bolts incidentally

bring out that bending stresses of considerable magnitude are developed in

joint bolts to a greater degree than may have been appreciated. Strains

were observed in the extensometer bolt by means of a Martens Amsler

extensometer of 2-in. gage length attached to two opposite sides of the

extensometer bolts so that the stresses in diametrically opposite fibers were

measured. The extensometer bolts having been made to true form and

dimension and with smooth surfaces may be expected to give results that

are more nearly ideal than may be obtained with track bolts. The bearing

surfaces of the two supporting plates upon which the bolt head and nut

rested were placed as nearly parallel as could be done by measurement with

a scale and in some of the tests the stresses measured on one fiber of the

bolt were found to be twice as great as the average stress over the bolt,

the stress on the opposite side being zero. An eccentricity of % in. in

the position of the pull on 1-in. bolts would account for the bending stresses

so obtained. Tests were also made on 1-in. track bolts by using the caliper

extensometer both in concentric holes at the two ends of the bolt and in

holes drilled to one side of the axis of the bolt. In some of the tests made

in this way the data obtained indicate a tensile stress in one fiber of the bolt

more than twice the average stress in the bolt. No tests were made on

the variation in stress in bolts in a rail-joint, but it seems probable that due

to lack of straightness in bolts and of trueness in the faces of the head and

the nuts the stress in one fiber frequently may be as much as 50 per cent

greater than the average, with strong probability of larger variations in

many cases; such conditions must then be accepted and provided for,
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24. Tests of Miscellaneous Rail-Joints.—Laboratory tests were
made on rail-joints having several forms of joint bars that differ in one or

more respects from the angle bar type and the symmetrical type. Most
of these tests were made during the early part of the laboratory work,
and because of the newness of the investigation information on certain

details such as vertical and horizontal movement of the bars and the effect

of changes in bolt tension has not been obtained ; besides, in some other

respects incompleteness of tests does not permit many conclusions to be drawn.
The strains developed in the bars and in the rails were measured in a

number of gage lines, and a comparison of the stress so obtained will

bring out characteristics of the different joint bars.

I I
\
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the flange of the bar). The stresses given are the averages of the two sides

of the rail-joint. General characteristics of the action of the bar arc

evident in this figure. It is apparent from the rail stress diagram that there

is little stress in tlie rail at a point 3 inches from the end of the rail and

that stress corresponding to nearly full resisting moment in the rail is

developed at 9 inches from the rail end. The stress curves indicate that

under load the centroid of the upper bearing of the rail on the bar is about

V/o in. from the rail end, and the centroid of the lower bearing (bar on

the flange of the rail) is 8 or 9 in. away from the rail ends. The stress at

the upper gage line of the bars at mid-scctinn for a load of 25,000 lb.
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easily put into place. In assembling, the north end of one bar was drawn

% in. beyond the normal position and the other end projected out an equal

amount, so that the joint bars were evidently not in their proper and usual

place and probably the joint would not act normally. In Test 1 there was
considerable deflection of the joint as a whole. Under a load of 30,000 lb.

there 'was a stress of 41,000 lb. per sq. in. in the upper gage line (gage
line 1) and 5000 lb. per sq. in. in the gage line in the base (gage line 11).

Upon removing the load a high residual stress remained in the upper gage
line (as much as 9000 lb. per sq. in.), while in gage line 11 a residual

compressive stress of 3000 lb. per sq. in. was observed, indicating considerable

change in position of the bars. Test 2 was made without change in the

position of the bars in the joint. With the load of 30,000 lb. the stresses

developed by the load at mid-seclion in gage line 1 were 29,000 and 31,900

lb. per sq. in. and in gage line 11, 14,000 and 14,300 lb. per sq. in., both

based upon a new zero reading at zero load. In Test 2 the form of the

stress curve for point 1 was much more rounding (less pointed ) than is the

case in Test 1. It is evident that the conditions of the two tests differ

considerably.

The Continuous joint bars fall in the class of unsymmetrical sections.

The product of inertia of the section with reference to horizontal and ver-

tical gravity axes /xy is 5.23 in.^, a large value as compared witli the

corresponding angle bar, but the moment of inertia with reference to the

vertical gravity axis, h, is 6.39 in.', an exceptionally large value. As a

consequence of this combination the analytical value for the angle of inclina-

tion of the neutral axis for unrestrained bending, calculated from equation

(49), is smaller than for the common angle bar, about 40 as compared

with 50". Some of the tests made on the two Continuous joints under the

restraint of the fit and bolt tension used indicates an inclination of the neutral

axis of 27° and 20°, while in some tests the inclination is still less. The
information on this matter is meager and somewhat uncertain and hence

no conclusions may be given.

With the knowledge of the behavior of rail-joints gained since the tests

on the Continuous joints were made and a better comprehension of the

importance of knowing definitely the conditions existing in the tests, it is

evident that further laboratory testing of the Continuous joint is needed

to obtain more complete information on the action of the Continuous joint.

In the Bonzano joint, the outer part of the very broad flange is bent

down throughout the middle portion of its length into a depending or hang-

ing position for a length of about 4 in. at the lowest point and of 8 in.

at the bend. The presence of this very short but deep depending flange

makes the ordinary analysis of flexural action inapplicable; experimental

data only will give information on the distribution of the stresses and the

usefulness of the flange in the development of a resisting moment in the

section of this bar. In the test the joint was loaded as shown in Fig. 21,

there thus being a constant bending moment throughout the length of the

joint. Fig. 70 shows the section of the bar at its middle, the dotted line

indicating the position of the flange in the outer portions of the length.

The figure also gives the position of the gage lines at mid-Section and the

stresses at these gage lines for loads of 10,000, 20,000, 30,000 and 40,000 lb.

As there are no gage lines between the two upper ones and the higher ones
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of the depending flange the line joining these points cannot be taken to rep-

resent the stresses developed at intermediate fibers. It is apparent that the

stresses in the depending flange are not proportional to the distances from

a horizontal gravity axis ; for the load of 40,000 lb. the stress at the upper

gage line of the depending flange is 25,000 lb. per sq. in., while that at the

bottom edge of this flange is only 9000 lb. per sq. in.

In Fig. 71 are given the stresses in various gage lines on the rail

and bars along the length of the joint. It is apparent that the rail takes

nearly the full amount of stress corresponding to the whole bending

moment at sections 9 in. from the rail ends. The stress curves for the

upper gage lines of the bar have characteristics similar to those found in

angle bars. The outer centroid of the lower bearing contacts between bar

v^
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Observed Stresses in Joint Bars and Rail at Various Sec-

tions ALONG the Length of the Rail-Joint—Bonzano
Joint. Average of Tests 1 and 2.
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ranged from 25,000 to 30,000 lb. per sq. in. in the upper gage line and

2000 to 9000 lb. per sq. in. in the lower gage line. No measurements were

made to determine lateral or vertical movement of the bars with respect to

the rail.

It is evident that the bending down of the broad flange of the

Bonzano joint bar into a dependent position does not accomplish the pur-

pose of increasing the resisting strength of the bar to any marked extent.

Oddly the stresses in the depending flange seem not to be proportional tn

the distances from any axis.
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by allowing the rail ends to deflect downward as they would if joint bars

were not used? If resisting moment is developed at the mid-section, is

the position of the centroid of bearing pressures between rail and bar

limited to a distance less than that between the end of rail and the section

at which the bar fails to touch the top and bottom fishing surfaces of the

rail? If a considerable portion of the resisting moment at mid-section is

developed in the short distance just referred to, are the pressures against the

fishing surfaces necessarily very high? If a considerable part of the resist-

ing moment of the bar is developed in the length outside the section of full

height, how is the bearing contact between bar and rail made? Is the bar

bent inwardly toward the web of the rail by the tension put into the bolts

far enough so that the inner corner of the bar comes in contact with the

fillet of the rail at bottom or at top to give opportunity for bearing contact

that will make bearing support for positive or negative bending moments?

Does this bending bring the bar at its end against the web of the rail?

Is there any chance of a bearing of the bolts on edge of bolt holes in bar

and rail playing a part in a vertical support near the ends of the bars, either

with or without longitudinal frictional effects? These are some of the

questions on which laboratory tests may throw light.

The joint tested was a new Roach joint with 8S-lb. rail. The bar was

20 in. long and its cross-section at the middle portion was 2.98 sq. in.

The available contact against the rail fishing surfaces was about 6 in. in

length, so far as could be told by visual examination. The load set-up

was the same as that shown in Fig. 21, which gives a constant bending

moment throughout the length of the rail-joint. The bolts were made tight,

the tension being estimated at 20,000 lb. The loading was limited to a maxi-

mum of 10,000 lb., giving an applied bending moment of 80,000 in. lb.

throughout the length of the joint (instead of 240,000 in. lb., the usual

moment applied in the laboratory tests) ; the section of the bar and the

strength of the metal did not permit as high loads as were used in tests

of other joints, the section modulus |
—

) for one bar being 1.39 in.' Strain

gage readings were made on a row of, gage lines close to the top edge of

the bar and a row close to the bottom edge, the gage lines at mid-section

being about 1.40 in. above and 1.00 in. below the horizontal gravity axis of

the bar. The gage lines in the side of the rail head were close to the

upper corner of the head and those in the edge of the base were as close

to the bottom face as possible. Fig. 72 gives the stress in rail and joint

bars from the observed stresses of one of the tests. It will be seen that

the diagram shows that approximately full stresses in the rail (or nearly

such) are developed at each side of the two rails and at top and bottom at

points distant 4, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 6 and 6 in. from the rail ends, averaging 5j4

in., indicating that the rail develops the full bending moment at a section

5% in. from their ends. At sections 4 in. from the middle, the magnitude

of the stresses and the resisting moment developed in the bars is only 10 per

cent or 20 per cent of those developed at mid-section. It is evident from

the form of the stress diagrams that the centroid of the upper bearing of

rail on bar is very close to the rail end; also that the centroid of the main

bearing of bar on base of rail is 3 to 4 in. from the rail end. Since the
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horizontal distance between the centroid of the upper bearing and that of

the part of the lower bearing pressure which produces nearly all the

resisting moment is only 3J/2 in. or less, and since the moment found by

multiplying one bearing pressure by the horizontal distance between centroids

must equal the resisting moment developed between the two sections (which

as stated above is 80 to 90 per cent of the bending moment taken at the mid-

section), the bearing pressures must be very high, at least twice as great

as will be found for the same applied bending moment when the distance

between the centroid is 7 in. or more, as in the case of angle bars, and the

bearing pressure near the end of the rail must be concentrated in a corre-

spondingly shorter length. That is to say, the total bearing pressure is very

great, and due to the lessened available area for taking pressure the con-

centration o£ pressure must be far higher than in the ordinary forms of

rail-joint. It will be noted that the stresses in the top and bottom gage

lines, if allowance is made for the difference in position of the two sets of

gage lines, are approximately equal, as is to be expected in a symmetrical

bar. No lateral bending tests were made. It is evident that this joint will

have very low resistance to lateral bending if the contact between bar and
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Fig. 12).—Section of Weber Rail-Joint.

rail is limited to a length of 6 in. or so, and that high tension would have

to be developed in the two inner bolts ; also it is to be expected that the

greater part of the lateral resisting moment would be developed in one of

the two bars.

For a load of 10,000 lb. the deflection of rail and rail-joint in 68 in.

with bolts tight was .100 in., and with bolts loose .291 in.; the increased

deflection with loose bolts is very marked. That the deflections with both

tight and loose bolts are much greater than found for other joints may be

seen by comparison with tests of I.C. joint No. 3, which for a load of

30,000 lb. gave deflections of .16 in. with 20,000 lb. bolt tension and .20 in.

with 2000 lb. bolt tension. Considering that deflection is proportional to

load, these values would correspond to deflections of .05 in. and .07 in. for

a load of 10,000 lb.

The Roach joint carried the whole of the bending moment that was

applied in the test, though to avoid exceeding the elastic limit of the metal

the load used was only a small part of that applied to most of the joints

tested. It did not act as a hinge joint. No bearing areas were available

outside the limits of 6 in. at the middle of the length of the joint to take
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vertical pressures from the rail in developing vertical moment in the joint.

The moment arms of the available fishing bearing areas are very short, and

consequently the bearing pressures between rail and bar are correspondingly

increased over those found in the ordinary forms of joint bar. The small-

ness of the bearing areas so put into action further concentrates the bear-

ing pressures, which doubtless results in very great intensities of pressure.

If this pressure becomes excessive, the metal at the ends of the available

bearing area would become increasingly depressed and worn and the corners

rounded off, and some form of hinge action may be expected to follow.

The Weber joint for 85-lb. A.S.C.E. rail, shown in Fig. Th consists

of two joint bars, one an angle bar and the other resembling a channel

section, together with a base plate extending the full length of the joint

and having a vertical stem at one side. A wood filler is placed between the

stem of the base plate and the channel bar. The joint used was new and the

rail was 8S-lb. A.S.C.E. section. The bars were 24 in. long. The weights

were as follows : angle bar 19j^ lb. ; channel bar 19^ lb. ; base plate 28j^

lb. The width of the base plate was 8^4 i"- and the thickness of both

plate and stem was only i% in. The total weight of 68 lb. may be compared

with 50 to 56 lb. for two angle bars for the same rail section. In assembling

the joint the bolts were made quite tight. Because of the presence of the

base plate the regular loading used in most of the tests would not bring out

the action of the joint as a whole. Instead a form of support somewhat
similar to that in the rail in track (see ,Fig. 74) was used such that four

reactions 16 in. apart each supported one-fourth of the load, and a single

load was applied over the middle of the joint. In this set-up transmission

of pressure and moments may be expected to be much the same as that

developed in track. A load of 15,000 lb. produces a bending moment at the

middle of the joint of 120,000 in. lb., the same as that given by an equal

load in the usual laboratory set-up, but the moment decreases to 60,000 in.

lb. at the intermediate supports and then to zero at the outer ones.

The stresses at the various gage lines found in one test are shown in

Fig. 74. Some characteristic features of the diagrams may be mentioned.

Under the load of 15,000 lb. the compressive stress in the gage line near

the top of the angle bar is very high, 42,000 lb. per sq. in., while the

tensile stress at the bottom gage line is 9000 lb. per sq. in. It may be ob-

served that the stress found at the top of the angle bar is far higher than

that to be found in an angle bar joint under similar conditions of test, which

would be, say 16,000 lb. per sq. in. for the same bending moment. The
compressive stress in the gage line at the outer edge of the upper face of

the channel bar is only 18,000 lb. per sq. in. Doubtless the stress at a point

on the upper face close to the head of the rail would be considerably

greater than this, since the projecting flange will not develop the full stress

at sections so close to the rail bearings. A compressive stress of 9000 lb. per

sq. in. is found at the gage line in the top of the stem of the base plate.

Very little stress is developed in the gage line at the inner edge of the base

plate (there were indications of a little compression for the low load ajid a

little tension for the high load), and a tensile stress of 5000 lb. per sq.

in. is found at the outer edge. It is evident that the base plate as a

whole develops little resisting moment, an estimate indicating from 5 to

7 per cent of that developed by the joint as a whole at the mid-section-
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The diagrams do not indicate that the Weber joint is well balanced in its

resistance to vertical flexure.

25. Resistance of Rail-Joint to Longitudinal Slip of Rail.—To get

a conception of the longitudinal force necessary to cause slip of rail in a

rail-joint, tests* were made on a new rail-joint furnished by Mr. Hunter

McDonald, Chief Engineer, Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway.

The rail-joint was a four-bolt angle bar joint similar to those used in the

track of the N. C. & St. L. Ry. on which tests were made (see Fig. 25).

Tests were made first with the fishing surfaces of the rail-joint dry and

then with the fishing surfaces coated with oil.

The rail-joint was placed vertically in a testing machine and a com-

pression load was applied endwise of the rails, a definite tension having

been placed in the bolts before each test. The relation between a tension

in a bolt and the torque required to turn the nut was determined for each

bolt and this torque was used in applying the specified tensions in the end-

load tests. Repetition of tests showed that there was variation, from time

to time in the torque required to produce a given tension in the same bolt.

The tension in the bolts was also measured by the use of the caliper

extensometer (Fig. 22).

The tests were made at bolt tensions of approximately 1000, 2000, 4000,

6000, 8000 and 12000 lb. For a given bolt tension, the load required to

cause a slip in the joint and that required to continue the motion for a

distance of about 0.02 in. were obtained and semi-autographic load-slip

diagrams were taken. At the lower bolt tensions there was no noticeable

difference in the load producing slip and that required to continue the

slip; at the higher bolt tensions the load continuing the slip was slightly

lower than that starting it. After the joint had slipped about 0.02 in.,

the load was taken oE to about 100 lb. and then load was applied until

the joint slipped another 0.02 in. This procedure was continued until the

joint liad slipped a total of about 0.3 in., fifteen applications of load or

so being thus made for each bolt tension. It was found that the load

required to produce slip during the first .15 in. of slip or so was approxi-

mately constant. There was then an increasing load through, say, the

next .10 in., after which the load remained approximately constant through

the next .05 in., when the joint was found to be nearly closed and the

load rose without further slip. For a given bolt tension the joint in a

dry condition (without lubricant) was loaded twice in the manner just

described, and then the contact surfaces were well lubricated with oil and

two sets of tests were made in the same way using the same bolt tension.

The oil used was obtained from the Locomotive Testing Laboratory and

was that used for the test locomotive.

Observations made on the movement of each rail end with respect

to the angle bar showed that the upper rail always slipped about .25 in.

and then stopped slipping, a bolt evidently having reached the edge of the

hole, and then the lower rail started to slip. The load required to produce

slip during the first 0.15 in. of slip (the average of several tests) was

taken as the load required to slip the upper rail, and the load required

•The test.s were made for the Hail Committee of the American Rail-
way Engineering Association. The results are reported in Proceedings of
the American Railway Engineering Association, Vol. 26 (1925), p. 636.
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to produce slip during the last .06 in. of closure was taken as the load

required to slip the lower rail.

The results of the end-load tests are shown in Fig. 75. The load

required to produce slip (the average of several readings on each of two

tests) is plotted as the ordinate and the tension in the bolts as the abscissa.

The full lines show the results of the tests made on the dry joint and

the dotted lines represent the results of tests on the oiled joint. The

lower lines of the figure show the load producing slip in the upper rail

and the upper lines that in the lower rail. A reversal in the position of

the rail-joint in the testing machine would not have affected the results.

From the results it appears that the load required to slip a rail in the

joint is approximately proportional to the tension in the bolts, but that
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the load required to slip one rail may be at least twice as much as that

required to slip the rail at the other end of the same joint under the same

bolt tension. It may be expected then that there will be a great variation

in the force required to produce slip in different joints even when they have

the same bolt tension, and that one-half of the rail-joint will slip first,

the other half remaining stationary.

The tests indicate that the effect of oiling the joint was negligible at

the higher bolt tensions, and apparently at the lower bolt tensions the

slip load was somewhat smaller than for the dry condition. It should be

noted, of course, that the joint tested was a new joint and did not have

rust or other troublesome conditions.

Tests were not made with six-bolt joints. It seems probable that the

load required to produce slip will vary approximately with the sum of
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the bolt tensions in one-half of the joint and thus that a six-bolt joint will

require a greater force than a four-bolt joint having the same tension in

each bolt, perhaps approximately one and a half times as much.

26. Miscellaneous Experimental Data.—As differences in the rela-

tive stresses at points in a vertical section of joint bars had been found,

other than those due to bending, a few tests were made to learn the effect

of vertical bearing pressure and flexure upon the stresses at a section and

also the effect of position of the load. These included tests on a rail used

as a simple beam and tests on a flat bar with the loads applied centrally and

eccentrically.

In the first test a piece of 130-lb. R.E. rail was supported at two

points 20 in. apart with a load of 117,000 lb. applied at the middle of the

span (see Fig. 76). This loading develops a moment of 585,000 in. lb.

at mid-span, a value that may possibly be reached in a rail in track under

the drivers of a locomotive at high speed. The load of 117,000 lb. is much
higher than static loads and probably also higher than the pressure applied

with well counterbalanced drivers at high speeds, but in the tests a very

high load is useful in emphasizing the effect of the bearing pressures. The

load was applied through a steel block 1 in. long, which fitted the

curvature of the top of the rail out to the beginning of the curve of small

radius at each corner of the head. The supports were curved with about

^ in. radius, the bearing thus approaching line contact. The strains were

measured at sets of 2-in. gage lines along the length of the span, each

set comprising three gage lines on the side of the head, one on its lower

side, two on the web, and two on the base of rail.

In Fig. 76 the stresses calculated from the strains by the usual method

are plotted for the seven vertical sections. As the stress is the average for

the 2-in. gage line it is plotted at the middle of the gage length. The
calculated bending stress for the several sections is shown by the light

full lines. At the highest gage point, which is about ^ in. below the top

of the rail, the calculated compressive bending stress differs little from

the measured stress, as is true also for the gage line at the edge of base

of rail near the bottom. This comment applies to all the sections for

which measurements were taken.

It will be noted that for the section at mid-span the point of zero

stress is about 1 in. below the top of rail instead of being at the calculated

neutral axis for bending stresses alone, about 3.7 in. below the top of

rail, and that between these two points the stresses are tensile instead of

compressive. Only at a point 4^ in. below the top of the rail does the

measured stress begin to correspond to the calculated bending stress. The

effect of the bearing pressure on the stress thus extends well below the

middle of the depth of rail ; it is most marked at the gage line that is

well down on the side of the head of the rail. In this section as well as

in the others the measured stresses at the top and bottom gage lines do

not differ much from the calculated bending stresses for these points.

At the set of gage lines next away from the middle set (the middle

of these gage lines being 2 in. from mid-span) the effect of the bearing

load upon longitudinal stresses is still apparent though it is not marked.

The point of zero stress is about 1 in. above the calculated neutral axis
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for bending stresses. It should be noted, of course, that the stresses given

are the average stresses over a gage length of 2 in. and that because of the

method of loading the intensity of stress will vary throughout the 2 in. and

hence it is not easy to tell just where the effect of the bearing loads

becomes negligible. For the outer set of gage lines (the middle of these

gage lines being 4 in. from the supports) an opposite efifect is found and

the bearing pressure of the supports decreases the tensile stress at gage

lines that are above the lowest gage line, the effect extending up well

above the calculated neutral axis for bending stresses. It will be noted

that for the two sets of gage lines next to the end ones there is less

variation between the measured stress and those calculated for the applied

bending moment.

Tests were also made on the same rail with two loads 12 in. apart and

a span of 38 in. (see lower diagram of Fig. 76). The load was applied

through bearing blocks of a kind used in the first tests. The constant

bending moment developed throughout the middle 12 in. of beam length was
585,000 in. lb., the same as the bending moment at mid-span in the first

test. The loads applied were 45,000 lb. each. The same gage lines were

used. There is close similarity in the stresses in the sets at the five in-

terior vertical sections. The stresses at the end sets of gage lines (the

mid-points of the gage lines being immediately under the loads) have the

same characteristics as do those measured in the vertical section under

load in the first test. The greatest deviation from the calculated bending

stress is at the lower gage line on the side of the head, and the effect of

the bearing load on the longitudinal stresses extends below the calculated

neutral axis for bending stresses. Throughout the seven sections the

measured stresses at the top and bottom gage lines do not differ much
from the calculated bending stresses.

With a view of learning something of the effect of position of load,

tests were made on one oi the flat bars that had been made up for experi-

mental use on the track of the I. C. R. R. Each bearing block for loads

and supports was 1 in. in length and fitted one or both slopes of the

edge of the bar. The position of the loads, supports, and gage lines is

shown in Fig. 11 . The beam span was in all cases 10 in. The gage length

was 2 in.

The stresses shown in Fig. 11 are for a section at mid-span. In test 5,

with the center of the bearing blocks for the two loads 3 in. apart and

the loads and reactions applied over nearly the full width of the bar, the

influence of the bearing pressures was small. In test 6, with the centers

of the two loads Ij^ in. apart (nearly continuous for 2^ in.), some effect

of bearing pressures is apparent. In test 7, series 4, where the load was

applied at mid-span, the influence of the bearing pressure is marked at

the gage lines that are about ^ in. and V/i in. below the top of the bar,

and the so-called S-shape of the stress curve is seen. In test 7, series 2,

the load was placed at mid-span, but it was applied over only one slope

of the top of the bar and likewise the supports were on only one slope

of the bottom of the bar. Due to the greater concentration of load, the

diagram shows a greater deviation of stress from the calculated bendiiii^

stress than do the other tests. The effects extend below the mid depth
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of the bar. No effect of the eccentric loading is apparent in the stress

diagram.

In Fig. 44 the measured stresses in one of the two plain flat bars

used in a rail-joint of the I. C. R. R. for experimental purposes show an

S-curve of form similar to that in Fig. IT. In Fig. 45 the stresses in a

D.L.&W. Neafie bar in a rail-joint tested as a beam show an S-form of

stress curve at the mid-section. When the rail ends were moved apart to form

a 9j4 in. gap the stress plot forms a straight' line, only bending stresses

being present at the mid-section in this case. Similarly, in tests of angle

bar joints, as in Fig. 46 and in other tests, when the stresses are plotted

with reference to an inclined neutral axis an S-curve is present, while when
the rail ends are separated with a gap of some inches and the stresses are

again plotted with respect to the inclined axis, as in Fig. 47, the line of

stresses is found to be straight.

In the tests described in this article, if bearing pressure is applied at

or near the given vertical section, the stresses deviate from the straight

line; if bearing pressure is not present near the section the stresses form a

straight line. Both in the rail and in the bar acting either in the joint or

by itself, the effect of bearing pressure is to decrease the compressive

stress below that due to bending action at points located some distance

below the top in sections at and near the bearing contact, and also to

decrease the tensile stress at points some distance above the reaction bear-

ing contact, although at the same time the stress at points at or not far

away from the top and bottom of the section agree fairly closely with the

calculated bending stresses. The method of using data of the stresses

measured at gage lines some distance below the top of the inside bar of a

rail-joint in track when the wheel flange prevents the use of a higher

gage line by means of the application of factors found from the data of

the outside bars is described in Article 15, "Methods of Calculation."

The phenomena of longitudinal stresses of a tensile nature produced

in the rail by the application of a wheel load, as combining with the

compressive stresses produced by flexure, described in the first part of this

article, is interesting from the viewpoint of the internal stress developed

in a rail by the passage of heavy wheel loads.

V. THE FIELD TESTS

27. The Field Tests.—The field tests of rail-joints were made to

study the rail-joint in track—the action of the rail and joint bars, stresses

developed along the length of the bars, the movement of the bars with

respect to the rail, the effect of tightness of bolts, variable conditions of

tie and ballast support, and other observations that might be needed to

attempt a comprehensive study of the complicated subject. The number

of variables was greater than existed in laboratory tests, hence it was

necessary to make a greater variety of observations. The important observa-

tions included strain gage readings, vertical movement of bar with respect to

rail, insertion of thickness gages where possible to determine the fit of the

bar to the rail, tension in the bolts, deflection of the rail-joint (rail and

rail-joint), rail and tie depressions and rail and tie play. Not all of the

observations named were made on each rail-joint tested. Stresses were
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also measured in the full rail opposite the joint and also out in the rail well

away from the joint.

For all the joints, tests were first made under the conditions found in

track ; on a number of joints changes were then made for the purpose of

studying effect of variation of conditions.

In preparation for a test, strain gage holes were drilled at the ends of

the gage lines at desired locations on the rail and on the joint bars.

Two-in. gage lines were generally used, with some 4-in. lengths. Slight

holes were prick-punched in the rail for use with level bar and the deflection

bar. Gage holes for measuring relative vertical movements in the joint were

drilled in rail and bar. In a number of joints the bolts were prepared for

the application of the caliper extensometer by facing the two ends and

drilling small holes at the geometrical axis of the bolt.

The usual method of making strain gage readings was used, with

standard bar readings, zero readings, readings under loads, and again zero

readings. The accuracy of these observations was the same as that obtained

in the laboratory tests.

A device called the 66-in. bar was used in measuring the deflection of

the rail and joint in a length of 66 in., this distance being approximately

the value of 2.ri of the stress analysis for the conditions of the track (see

Article 9, page 28) and also being the distance between the wheels of a

truck. The two ends of the bar rested on the base of the rail and the

middle point on the top of the flange of the angle bar at its mid-length, and

measurements were made on outside and inside of rail. For taking the

deflection of full rail reading was made on the outside base of rail only.

The tension existing in the bolts of a nurtiber of joints was measured

by means of the caliper extensometer by first taking a reading or the bolt

in its original condition in the joint and then loosening the nut and taking

another reading (see Article 16, "The Laboratory Tests of Rail-Joints").

The depression of rail and tie under light and heavy loads was taken

over a distance of 20 to 25 ft. at a number of test locations to obtain data

to determine values of the modulus of elasticity of rail-support, u (see

Article 36, "Tests on New York Central Railroad—Miscellaneous Tests

of Rail and Tie Depression," and 41, "Tests on Delaware, Lackawanna and

Western Railroad—Miscellaneous Tests of Rail and Tie Depression").

This information, together with measurements to determine the play between

rail and tie and ballast bed, were of value in determining the variations in

stiffness of track at the various locations.

All tests were made under static loading, loaded freight cars being

used. The wheel loads used on the several railroads differed—the heaviest

wheel load was 31,750 lb.; one or more lighter loads were also used.

28. Tests on Illinois Central Railroad.—The tests on the Illinois

Central Railroad were conducted in August and September, 1925, on the

southbound passenger track about two miles north of Champaign, Illinois,

at the location used in tests made in 1914 to 1920. As the track was used

only for passenger trains the work could be timed so as to give no inter-

ference with train service. The rail is 90-lb. A.R.A.—A rail laid in 1919.

The rail was worn but slightly. The moment of inertia of the section of

rail with reference to the horizontal gravity axis is 38.7 in.* and the section
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modulus 15.23 in.^ for the remote fiber at the base of rail. Tie plates of

different sizes were in use. The joint bars are 24- in. angle bars of the

same section and form as I.C. joint No. 3 shown in Fig. 25, and the geo-

metrical properties are given in Table 2. The bars were worn but slightly.

Four 1-in. bolts equipped with Hipower spring washers were used. The ties

were oak and pine mixed spaced 20 to a 33-ft. rail, about 20 in. center to

center. The qualities of the tie varied, ranging from good to fair with

an occasional tie in poor condition. Limestone ballast to a depth of 12

in. or more below the bottom of the tie had been in the track for a number
of years. The track was in good line and surface, but being within the

yard limits and no freight traffic going over it, less attention had been

given to its maintenance than is usual on the railroad elsewhere; still high

speeds were frequently maintained over it. No maintenance work had been

done on the stretch of track during the year.

The tests were made under the conditions found in the track except

for changes made at a few points for the purpose of varying the conditions.

No low joints were found and with the exception of some loose bolts the

joints generally would be taken as being in well kept condition.

The tests involved static loading only. The same three cars and loads

were used throughout the tests. The three loads used on a truck of the

cars at the test end were 100,000, 50,000 and 20,000 lb., which were con-

sidered to give 25,000, 12,500 and 5000 lb. load at each wheel. The north

end of a car was used as a test end, the load being pushed northward to the

desired location. The wheel was easily spotted to within J4 i". of the

desired point. At a joint the wheel bearing was ordinarily placed so as to

rest on both rail ends.

29. Tests on Illinois Central Railroad—Tests of Joints 15 to 34.—

Measurements were made on 20 rail-joints, numbered from 15 to 34. Joints

14 to 24 were located continuously on one rail, then following down the

track joints 25 to 29 were on the opposite rail, then a gap of 5 joints

along track that was broken into by turnouts, etc., and then joints 30 to 34

down the track on the rail first referred to.

Six joints (5, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12) described elsewhere were located

north of the 20 rail-joints. The tension existing in the bolts of the six

joints, as measured with the caliper extensometer by first taking a reading

on the bolt in its original or existing condition in the joint and then loosen-

ing the nut and taking another measurement, is reported in Table 7. It is

seen that the tension varies from zero to 22,000 lb. ; most of the bolts

range from 6000 to 14,000 lb.

In the remainder of the joints tested on the Illinois Central Railroad

(15 to 34, inclusive) observation was made of the indications of tension

in bolts by striking the bolt with a hammer. Although this method is indef-

inite and subject to considerable error, it may be used to judge of the

general condition of bolt tension in the joints. In the discussion of condi-

tions in the joints of the Illinois Central tests, the term "loose" will be

used to describe a tension of zero to 1000 lb. or so, "medium" tension in the

neighborhood of 4000 lb., and "tight" perhaps 6000 to 20,000 lb. or more.

It is appreciated that the method used is subject to frequent error as to

medium and tight bolts. While indefinite or uncertain, this characterization
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may be helpful in the discussion of the behavior of the joints. In Table 8

is given the condition of the bolt tension in the 20 joints as observed in the

manner just described.

In Table 9 are given the stresses observed in three gage lines (1, 2

and 10) on the outer joint bar and two gage lines (2 and 10) on the inner

joint bar at mid-section, when one wheel load (25,000 lb.) of the four-wheel

truck rested on the rail ends. (See Fig. 25 for the location of gage lines

on the joint bars.) No strain was measured at point 1 of the inner bar

because the wheel flange made it inaccessible. The table also gives the

inclination of the neutral axis of the two bars under the conditions found

in the joint and also the resisting moment developed at mid-section in each

bar as determined from the stress in two gage lines. The analytical value

of the moment developed in the rail under normal conditions in this track

away from the rail-joint is taken to be 232,000 in. lb. (based upon a modulus

of elasticity of rail support of 1000 lb. per in.), and this value is used as

the base in computing the ratio of the total vertical resisting moment devel-

oped in the two joint bars at mid-section to analytical bending moment in

full rail given in the last column, this ratio being termed the joint moment

ratio.

Table 7

Tension in Bolts of Rail-Joints in Track of Illinois Central Railroad

Bolts are numbered from north to south. Tension is given in pounds.
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The stresses in the upper gage line of the outer bar range from 13,000

to 34,000 lb. per sq. in. compression, and those at the lower gage line, which

is located near the outer edge of the flange or leg of the angle bar, from

slight compression to 20,000 lb. per sq. in. tension. The range of stresses

in the inner bar is similar, though the presence of a stress of 27,000 lb. per

sq. in. in gage line 2 in joint 28 may be indicative of an unusually high

stress at the top of the inner bar. The inclination of the neutral axis, as

determined from the stresses at two points in the section by the analytical

method used, varies from little to 48°. In 18 of the 26 joints the resisting

moment developed in the joint may be said to be quite evenly divided

between the outer and inner bar ; in three joints the outer bar carries a

markedly higher moment than the inner bar, and in five the inner bar

assumes a large part of the work of the joint. The division of moment
between the two bars is more even than has been found in some other

tests. The value of the moment taken by a joint is found to be subject

to wide variation. The joint moment ratio, which is considered a con-

venient means of comparison of the bending moment developed in joints

of different types and for diflFerent sizes of rail, varies from .35 to .93.

With the great variations in the behavior of the individual joints, it will be

Table 9

Stresses, Moments and Joint Moment Ratios at Mid-Section in Joint

Bars of Illinois Central Railroad

Stresses are given in pounds per square inch, moments in inch-
pounds and a in degrees. Base of moment ratio is 232000 in. -lb.

Num-
ber
of

Joint

15.

16

17
18

19

20
21

22.

23
24
25,

26.

27.

28
29

30
31

32
33
34

5

8

9

10

11

12
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Measured Space in the Twenty Joints—Illinois Central
Railroad,
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well to make a study of the conditions found at the several joints in an

effort to learn the cause or causes of the variable action.

To determine the relative vertical movements between top of bar and
head of rail, measurements were made with a 2-in. strain gage, first with

the joint unloaded and then loaded. Measurements were taken at the ends

of each joint bar, at the two rail ends for the outer bar and at 6 in. back
from the rail ends for the inner bar, eight measurements in all. These
relative vertical movements for the given loading are plotted in Fig. 78 and 79.

At the ends of the bars, the vertical space generally increases and at the

rail ends it decreases, as would be expected. Considerable variation in the

movement was found in the 20 joints. In a few, such as joint 15, the

movement is slight, not exceeding .005 in. at any point. In most joints it is

relatively large, ranging up to .05 in. at a bar end and .025 in. at a rail end.
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represent the numerical sum of the vertical movements at middle and at

ends of joint bars (the movements for the middle of the inner bar being

estimated from the measurements taken at the ends and quarter points of

this bar) and, of course, this sum is roughly indicative of the changes

between tangents at rail end or the degree of discontinuity of the flexure

curve. It will be noted that the ratio line on the figure runs from .80 for

the joint moment ratio at vertical movement of .010 to .55 at .060. Except

for joints 11 and 20, the points do not vary far from this line. Joint 28, which

is far to the right, was a badly fitting joint with space between bar and

rail and loose bolts on one end. Joint 8 with medium tension in the

bolts was a badly fitting joint. For the group of points with vertical move-

ment between .010 and .020, the lower points have a higher value of the

angle of inclination of the neutral axis (a) than the upper ones, indicating
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of the play is concerned, the lack of fit of bar and rail, bars not being

pulled into close relation with the rail, and loose bolts at one end or other

of the joint or both were contributing causes.

Measurements were made of the deflection of the rail and joint in 66 in.,

the mid-point of the 66-in. bar resting on the flange of the angle bar. These

are plotted against joint moment ratios in Fig. 81. No relation between the

two variables is apparent. The trend is horizontal with considerable range

from high to low. It appears that after long continued traffic any relation

there may be between joint moment ratio and deflection is in some way
neutralized by the play of the joint and the position of the tie bed or rail

support. To take out the influence of the play of joint on the development

of deflection, the combined vertical movement of each half of the joint was
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indicate that it may be considered as approximately correct for purposes of

comparison.

It appears from these tests that vertical movement and play in the

joint result in smaller moments being developed at the joint, with long

continued applications of load the tie and ballast support having reacted to

the special conditions put upon it, and that the residual deflections of the

rail and joint in 66 in. vary with the amount of bending moment developed

in the joint. It should be noted, however, that the discussion does not

refer to depression of rail or of rail and joint, which is quite a different

matter and was not measured in these particular tests.

Probably all the joints were originally suspended joints, but changes had

occurred and the position with respect to the ties varied. Ten joints may
be described as being between ties, 6 as on a tie and 4 as partly on and

partly away from a tie. A study of the results of the tests shows no

apparent relation between the position of the rail ends and the bending

moments and deflections and movements ; other sources of change mask any

differences that may be due to position of ties with respect to the joint.

30. Tests on Illinois Central Railroad—Tests of Six Joints.—Six

joints numbered 5, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 were tested in various ways. All

were first tested in their original condition using two or three different

loads. Measurements of stress at mid-section of joint bars and in rail

opposite the joint and of deflections with 66-in. bar were made, together

with some measurements of rail depression. In a few cases strain gage

readings on the rail were taken at short distances apart for 24 in. from

the rail end and to 32 in. in two cases. Tests in some of the joints were

made with loose bolts and with high tension, and also with the track at and

near the joint freshly tamped up. In two joints, other joint bars than

the regular ones were inserted.

Table 10

Stresses and Moments in 90-Lb. Rail in Track of Illinois Central
Railroad

Load of 25000 lb. on each wheel of four-wheel truck. Stresses are
in pounds per square inch and resisting moment in inch-pounds. Base
of moment ratio is 232000 in. -lb. Values are averages of two to six

loadings.

Location
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The stretch of track used was in the location on which sawn oak tics

had been placed in the track in 1914 for use with the first track tests made.

Some of these ties were still in the track. The ties near joints 5, 8, and 12

were in good condition. At joint 9 the oak ties were showing decay near

the rail. At joint 10 the ties were all oak and only fair. The south tie

at this joint was found to be broken partly through at its middle and

was also cracked longitudinally. The ties right at this joint were 22 in.

center to center and the nearest spacing to the south was 25 in. Joint 11

had hewn ties in fairly good condition; the two joint ties were 14 in.

center to center, the rail end coming 4 in. south of the center of the north

tie. The ties at joint 12 were good. This joint was almost a supported

Table U

Data of Six Joints in Track of Illinois Central Railroad

Wheel load of 25000 lb.
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joint, the rail end being 4 in. from the center of the north tie and 18 in.

from the center of the south tie.

The first two tests on each joint (series 2 and 4) were made with

the joint in the condition found in the track. The stresses measured in the

rail at a point opposite the joint are given in Table 10, together with

stresses in rail at sections at or near the quarter points of the rail at

two locations. The stresses, inclination of neutral axis, resisting moments,

and joint moment ratio for the six joints in the original condition are

recorded in Table 9. Other data of the tests are given in Table 11. It

will be noted that joints 5, 9, and 12 develop relatively high stresses and

resisting moments, joints 8 and 11 very low values, and joint 10 unusually

high values. In the comparisons it will be well to keep in mind the three

groups into which the stresses developed divide the six joints.

The relative vertical movements between top of angle bar and head of

rail found on loading with wheel loads of 25,000 lb. are plotted in Fig. 83

for some of the joints, both in their original condition aiid for changed bolt

tension, etc. In Fig. 84 are plotted the numerical sums, of the relative

vertical movements at four points in the length of the bar (averages for

the two angle bars of a joint) as one coordinate, and the joint moment
ratios (which, of course, are representative of the stresses and moments
developed in the joints) as the other, for all the tests made on these joints.

The ratio line shown is the same as given in Fig. 80 for joints 15 to 34.

The values found for the joints in their original condition are also plotted

in Fig. 80. In Fig. 85 are plotted the joint moment ratios and the residual

deflection in 66 in. for all the tests of the six joints, the residual deflection

being found as for joints 15 to 34.

The six joints were picked for the tests as having certain characteristics.

Joints 5, 9, and 12 appeared to be good average joints, with tight bolts and
small vertical movement between angle bar and rail. Joints 8 and 11

showed rather poorly fitting bars which allowed vertical movement, as indi-

cated by measurement with thickness gages between the bars and head of

rail. Joint 8 had an average bolt tension of 7000 lb. and 11 had one loose

bolt and the others very low tension (see Table 7). The thickness gages

were readily inserted between bar and rail head in both 8 and 11, as is

shovra in Fig. 83. Joint 10 had closely fitting angle bars and tight bolts and

yet showed seemingly high total rail depression at the joint and considerable

play between joint and tie.

It is seen from the tables and diagrams that the first group, 5, 9 and 12,

gives results quite different from the second group, 8 and 11. The sum of

the vertical movements (four points of measurement) between bar and

rail of joints 5, 9 and 12 is .018, .018, and .010 in., small values of the

I'ertical movements, which are accompanied with large joint moment ratios.

Those for joints 8 and 11 are .086 and .047 in., very large values of the

vertical movements with correspondingly small joint moment ratios. In

joints 5, 9 and 12 the increase in gross deflection of rail and joint in 66 in.

obtained by increasing the wheel load from 12,500 to 25,000 lb. averages

.032 in. and the corresponding difference in residual deflection for the three

joints averages .028 in. In joints 8 and 11 the increase in gross deflection

due to the same increase in load averages .051 in. and the residual deflection,

.012 in. It is seen that while the joints with low bending moments have
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a large gross deflection their residual deflection is small, and that the

joints with high bending moment have corresponding high values of the

residual deflections. Although the method used of obtaining the residual

deflection may not be very accurate, the values found are in harmony with

the magnitude of the bending moments developed, and the residual deflections

may be taken to be fairly representative of the elastic deflection of the rail

and joint. In some way the joints having large play have finally developed

a tie and ballast bedding that produces low moments in the joint, even

though both the gross depression of the joint and the increase in depression

from 5000 lb. wheel load to 25,000 lb. does not differ greatly in the two

groups.
'

Joint 10 has low vertical movement (sum of measurements at four

places, .010 in.), high bolt tension (14,000 lb.), and high bending moment

developed, but it is peculiar in having large gross depression (.55 in.) and

the intercept of the depression-load line on the vertical axis for this joint

as shown in Fig. 86 is» twice the average value for the fiive other joints.

The residual deflection in 66 in. is large. Its action indicates that the tie

supports have been pushed down or that the ballast bed has been at

some time less firm so that a permanent depression has formed in the bed at

and near the joint, which is conducive to a high bending moment even

with a good joint. The broken condition of one tie at this joint undoubtedly

contributed to the peculiar conditions.

In joint 9 (see Table 11) loosening the bolts to zero tension decreased

the joint moment ratio from .86 to .68 and tightening them to 20,000 lb.

brought it back to .75. After tamping the track for 15 ft. each way from

the joint the joint moment ratio rose to .85 for 20,000 lb. bolt tension and

fell to .68 at a bolt tension of 4000 lb.

In joint 12 loosening the bars and leaving the bolts loose lowered the

joint moment ratio from .72 to .49.

In joint 8, loosening the bolts had little effect on the bending moment

developed or on the vertical movement; making them very tight (20,000 lb.)

took out most of the play but increased the bending moment only a little.

Tamping the track resulted in a considerable increase in bending moment

developed, both with high tension and very low tension in the bolts.

In joint 11 when the angle bars were replaced by the pair of bars taken

from joint 10 no change was found in the joint moment ratio (or bending

moment developed), when the bolt tension was 2000 lb., though, of course,

the stresses in the bars differed in the two cases. Replacement with angle

bars having their flanges mostly cut of? gave a joint moment ratio of .41

at 20,000 lb. bolt tension and .35 at zero bolt tension. When the angle

bars from joint 10 were again inserted and the track was newly tamped the

joint moment ratio rose to .91. Angle bars planed at quarter points on the

top and bottom so that the upper and lower rail bearings could occur only

at the middle and end of the length of the bar gave a joint moment
ratio of .85 ; although the notes clearly indicate that this test was made
before the tamping was done, the increase in joint moment ratio seems too

great to be accomplished by new fit of bars alone.

In joint 10, changes made by loosening the angle bars and leaving loose

bolts, tightening the middle bolts and loosening the end bolts, and tightening

all bolts made little or no change in the moment developed in the joint. It
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is evident that the tie and ballast bedding continued to control the develop-

ment of bending moment. The tamping of the track before series 21 was
insufficient to overcome the conditions prevailing. In series 27 the bars

from joint 11 were loose and had not been drawn in closely to the rail,

resulting in large vertical movement so that a lower moment was developed,

while in series 29 the bars had been drawn tightly into the fishing spaces.

The flangeless bars (the flanges of the angle bars having been mostly cut

away), developed approximately the same moment as the other bars, taking

0.60

^ ^
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bars will modify the stresses in the angle bars and the vertical movement

of the bars with respect to the rail and the gross deflection of the joint

more or less, but that the joint moment ratio and the moment developed in

the joint will usually not be affected appreciably. In other words, a joint

having a certain lack of fit or a certain freedom or looseness of bolts in

time makes a condition in the rail support (ties and ballast) conducive to

low moment at the joint that is not remedied to any marked extent by

tighter bolts or better fitting angle bars unless there is at the same time

a change in the conditions of the rail support. This statement refers to

results at the time of change; under changes in bolt tension or in fit of

bars the condition of track would in time differ from what would be the

case with the joint remaining in its old condition. Tamping the track anew

when a better fitting pair of bars is put in or better bolt tension applied will

give the joint a nevv' opportunity to develop a higher joint moment ratio

and to continue to maintain normal conditions of rail support.

It may be well to note that in joint 8, the spotting of the wheel just so

its load came at the end of the north rail and in another series just at the

end of the south rail resulted in bending moments identical with series 2

and 4 in which the wheel rested on the ends of both rails. Besides, the

vertical movement between rail and angle bar at the two rail ends and

at the ends of the bars remained within .002 in. for each of the three

positions of the wheel load—this for a joint having large play between

rail and bars at one rail end, and one bar end, .02 in. and .05 in., respectively.

The principal part of the vertical movement occurred before the wheel

moved up to the end of the rail-joint and as soon as positive moment

was developed in the rail-joint.

31. Tests on Illinois Central Railroad—Miscellaneous Tests.—In

connection with the other tests of the six joints (5, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12)

measurements were made of track depression along the length principally

affected by the load of the four-wheel truck. The depression of the rail

under load was obtained by level bar measurements along the unloaded and

loaded rail in the manner described in the first progress report, using the

light, medium and heavy wheel loads. From the data so obtained, computa-

tions were made of the value of u, the modulus of elasticity of rail support.

The computations were based on net depressions (the vertical play in the

track being allowed for) ; in other words the increase in depression between

the light and heavy loads or the medium and heavy loads was made the basis

of the computations. The values of u ranged from 750 to 1100 lb. per inch

of length of rail required to depress one rail one inch, with the average of

the values somewhat under 1000 lb. These values indicate a low track

stiffness. These tests were made with a wheel over a joint; the values

obtained from the jointed rail were slightly less than for the rail opposite,

and the variation from the average was greater at the joint side of the track.

The light load in most cases brought the rail and ties and ballast bed

to a full bearing. The depressions for the three loads were used to find

total play existing between rail and tie and ties and ballast bed in an

unloaded condition. This total play ranged from .06 to ,11 in. for the
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rail at the joint and .01 to .07 in. for the rail opposite the joint, the average

for the former being .09 in. and for the latter .04 in. These values do not

include joint 10, which had the broken tie; the play at the joint side here

was .20 in. and at the opposite side .02 in.

Observation on the unloaded and loaded rail at various places along

the track showed that the unloaded rail rested on few ties in a rail length,

perhaps on one tie in three or five; at other ties the space between rail and

tie plate, as measured with a dial gage, ranged from .02 in. to .10 in. In

most cases this play between rail and tie constitutes the greater part of the

total play referred to in the preceding paragraph. The statements apply to

the full rail as well as to the vicinity of joints.

Individual tie loading tests were made on joints 5, 8, 10 and 11. The
spikes were first drawn sufficiently to insure that the ties were free from

the rail even after the load had been applied to the tie. A chair straddling

the rail transmitted the load to the tie just outside of the two ends of the

tie plate of one rail. The load was applied by a car jack abutting against

the frame of a car at mid-length and was measured by a dynamometer. The
depressions of the tie were measured from a tack on the tie at the outside

edge of the tie plate to a frame supported by the rail, which remained

Stationary, a dial gage being used. Loads of 1000, 2000 and 3000 lb. were

applied. The load of 3000 lb., the highest value obtainable with the appara-

tus available, is only about 30 per cent of the maximum load that will ordi-

narily be supported by a single tie. At the same time a similar load was

Table 12

Gross and Net Depressions with Load of 3000 Lb. on Individual Ties

—

Illinois Central Railroad

Values are given in inches
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applied at the opposite end of the tie outside of the rail. This load was not

measured; it was found that a small change in this load did not particularly

affect the depression of the end of the tie at which measurements were made.

Table 12 gives (1) the gross depression of a single tie under a load

of 3000 lb. from the position it occupied after the spike was drawn, (2)

what is termed the vertical play under the tie, found by plotting the depres-

sions for the three loads and extending the line drawn through these three

points to the line representing a zero load, and (3) the net depression

found by subtracting the play from the gross depression.

It will be noted that the play ranged from to .10 in., with considerable

variation at consecutive ties. The net depression is an indication of the

stiflfness of the ballast bed support; one of .03 in. being more than twice

as stiff as one of .07 in. For joint 10 after retamping and for joint 11 the

net depression is fairly uniform for a group of ties. It is evident from

joints 5 and 8 that conditions will exist that make for variable stiffness.

The variations in play and in net depression evidently are sources of the

variability of the bending moment developed from point to point along the

track, both at the joints and elsewhere. A study of the data of the tests

shows that tamping of the track (which was done without raising the track)

took out most of the play except for the south tie of joint 10 (which is the

broken tie) and increased the stiffness of the ballast bed support.

32. Tests on New York Central Railroad.—The tests on the New
York Central Railroad were conducted on the eastbound freight track within

the yard limits about ^ mile west of the passenger station at Utica, New
York, in August, 1926. The track carried heavy freight trafific. Begirming

at the second joint west of the turnout opposite the west side of the old

round-house, the joints were numbered westward continuously from 1 up-

ward, the odd numbers being on the north rail and the even ones on the

south rail. Both the 127-lb. and the 105-lb. rail were new rail, having been

laid about, three months before, and the track had not received a second

going-over. From joint 1 to joint 28 the rail was 105-lb. per yard and

from that point on 127-lb. per yard. The ties were 7 in. by 9 in. by 8 ft.

6 in. with 18 ties to the 30-ft. rail length. The three ties at the joint were

spaced 16j^ in. center to center, as are the three ties opposite the joints of

the other rail, and the intermediate ties were spaced uniformly making their

spacing about 21 in. The ties were of creosoted pine laid in 1923, with one

tie renewal or so per rail length in 1926; they were generally of good quality

and in good condition. At the timei of laying the new rail fresh trap rock

ballast had been applied. The depth of rock ballast at the one spot at which

measurement was made was 15 in. below the bottom of the tie, with other

ballast still below. The ballast extended well beyond the ends of the ties.

The track was in good line and surface and in fair condition, though that

laid with 127-lb. rail at places showed looseness and play between rail and

tie and between tie and ballast, otherwise the condition was excellent. The
track laid with 105-lb. rail was in better condition so far as firmness and

lack of play between rail and tie and tie and ballast are concerned. The tie

plates for the 127-lb. rail were 7 by 11 in. designed to give a cant of rail

of 1 in 44; those for the 105-lb. rail were old plates, 7 by 9j/^ in. and flat.

Six anti-creepers were used for each 30-ft. length of rail. Slot spiking
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was used. The joint bars were 38-in. angle bars with six ^-in. bolts having

the Harvey grip threads. The rail-joints were designed by an engineering

committee of the New York Central Lines. There was considerable varia-

tion in the tightness of the bolts, 14 loose bolts being found in 9 joints

tested on the 127-lb. rail and 10 loose bolts in 10 joints in the 105-lb. rail.

The fit of the angle bars of the 105-lb. rail was better than that of the

127-lb. rail.

The tests were made with the track in the condition found, with a few

minor changes in later tests like tightening bolts and tamping a tie. The
rail-joints generally would be considered to be in good condition except for

the looseness of some of the bolts. Stetic loading only was used. Two cars

provided the loads, a light car and a heavy car. The load on the four wheels

of the truck at the west end (test end) of the heavy car carried 124,000 lb.,

which was considered as applying 31,000 lb. at each wheel. The light car

carried 22,000 lb. on the truck at the test end of the car. For the tests to

develop negative bending moment in the rail and joints a ballast car with

a load of 78,000 lb. on one truck was used together with the heavily loaded

car. Gage lines were placed in the joint bar and the rail in the manner

described in the tests on the Illinois Central Railroad. The usual method

of making strain gage readings was followed. The 66-in. bar was also

used in these tests for measuring the deflection of rail and joint in 66 in.

Depressions of the rail were taken for a length of 10 and 15 ft. on each

side of a rail-joint and on the rail opposite by running a line of levels with

an engineer's level before loading and upon loading. This method of deter-

mining track depression was found more satisfactory in quickness and cer-

tainty than the use of a level bar as followed in the tests on the Illinois

Central Railroad.

33. Tests on New York Central Railroad—Stresses, Moments and
Movements in Rail-Joints of 127-lb. Rail.—The section of the 127-lb.

rail (called the Dudley section) is shown in Fig. 27. The moment of

inertia of the section with reference to a horizontal gravity axis is 83.7 in.^

and the section modulus with reference to a point in the base is 27.0 in.'

The section of the angle bar, which is 38 in. in length, is shown in Fig. 25.

The geometrical properties of the angle bar are given in Table 2, and

analytical properties in Table 3. Analytical considerations indicate that for

free bending under vertical loads the inclination of the neutral axis is 52°.

The ratio of the stress in the remotest fiber in each angle bar to that in the

base of rail for full rail, as found by analysis for equal bending moments

developed in rail and rail-joint by vertical forces only, is 3.7 for free bend-

ing, 2.7 for an inclination of the neutral axis of 25°, and 2.35 if restraint

is provided sufficient to hold the neutral axis horizontal. These values are

based upon the assumption that the stresses and moments in the two angle

bars are equal.

Stresses and moments in the rail at points opposite the 10 joints and

at 10 points near the quarter points of the rail length are given in Table 13.

The variation in the stresses in the two sides of the base of rail is very

marked, in several cases the stress in one edge being several times that in

the other. In seven of the ten locations opposite joints, the lateral bending

of the rail, indicated by the variation in stress at the two edges, is inward
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of the track, and in seven out of ten locations at quarter points away from

joints the lateral bending is also inward, the remaining ones being outward.

The resisting moment recorded in the table is the vertical bending moment;

that is, the vertical component of the resisting moment developed in the rail.

It will be noted that the average of the moments developed in the rail at

the locations opposite the rail-joints is about 85 per cent of the average

of the moments at locations away from the rail-joints, the stiffer support

given by the three more closely spaced ties evidently concentrating the sup-

porting vertical forces closer to the joint and thus acting to decrease the

bending moments developed at sections opposite the joint below that which

may be developed elsewhere. The base of the ratio in the last column of

the table, 320,000 in. lb., is calculated by the analytical formulas for moment
in rail for the given conditions of loading.

Tests were made on 10 joints in the 127-lb. rail numbered 33, 35, 2i7,

40, 43, 44, 47, 48, 49 and 51. Seven of these were selected from general

appearances to be ordinarily good joints. One (joint 2)7) was chosen

because it was a tight fitting joint and yet evidently had a looseness of

support below it, and one (joint 43) because the bars were loose. Except

for these two and joint 49, which had a poor fit, the joints would be said to

Table 13

Stresses and Moments in 127-Lb. Rail in Track of New York Central
Railroad

Load of 31000 lb. on each wheel of four-wheel truck. Stresses
are in pounds per square inch and resisting moment in inch-pounds.
Base of moment ratio is 320000 in.-lb.

Location

Opposite joint 33

Opposite joint 35
Opposite joint 37
Opposite joint 40
Opposite joint 43

Opposite joint 44
Opposite joint 47
Opposite joint 48
Opposite joint 49
Opposite joint 51

Average

Location at quarter point away from
joint.

Between joints 37 and 38:

North rail

South rail

Between joints 39 and 40:

North rail

South rail

Between joints 43 and 44;

North rail

South rail

Between joints 49 and 50:

North rail

South rail

Between joints 51 and 52:

North rail

South rail

Stress at Base of Rail

Outer Edge

5800
3500
6200
2100
10600
8900
8300

20300
6000
2200

7400

16200
15400

7900
7900

6000
6200

9000
11000

19400
6400

Inner Edge

12700
16200
15300
25700
8800
11200
18500
5700
4200
10200

12800

16100
16500

13200
13200

9500
10400

16300
13400

5800
19100

Resisting
Moment

250000
266000
290000
375000
262000
271000
360000
351000
138000
167000

273000

436000
430000

285000
285000

209000
224000

342000
329000

340000
344000

Ratio to
Analytical
Bending
Moment

.78

.83

.91

1.17
.82

.85

1.12
1.10
.43

.62

.85

1.36
1.34

.65

.70

1.07
1.03

1.06

1.07
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be in good condition. The tension existing in the joint bolts was not meas-

ured. Table 14 gives the condition of the bolt tension as observed by

striking the bolts with a hammer. Those bolts called loose probably have

tensions between and 2000 lb. Those called tight probably range between

4000 and 20,000 lb. or more. Although not fully accurate, the estimate of

the tightness will be helpful in judging where marked looseness existed.

In Table 15 are given the stresses observed in three gage lines (1, 2

and 8) on the outer joint bar and two gage lines (2 and 8) on the inner

joint bar at mid-section, when one wheel load (31,000 lb.) of the four-

wheel truck rested on the rail ends. (See Fig. 25 for the location of gage

lines on the joint bars.) No strain was measured at point 1 of the inner

bar, because of inaccessibility. The stresses in the uppermost gage line

range from 11,500 lb. per sq. in. to 39,300 lb. per. sq. in. Compressive

stress was found at point 8 in the outstanding part of the flange of the

inner bar in one case. The table gives the inclination of the neutral axis of

the two bars under the conditions found in the joint and also the vertical

resisting moment developed at mid-section in each bar as determined from

the stress in the two gage lines, the position of the neutral axis and the

value of the resisting moment being calculated by the formulas for un-

symmetrical sections already given. The analytical value for the vertical

moment developed in the rail under ordinary conditions in the track away

from the rail-joint is taken to be 320,000 in. lb., which is based on a value

of u of 1500 lb. per in. This value is used as the base in computing the

ratio of the total vertical resisting moment developed in the two joint bars

at mid-section to analytical bending moment in full rail, here called joint

moment ratio. Except for joints 37, 43 and 49, which have exceptional con-

ditions, the ratio that the bending moment developed in the joint bears to

the analytical value of the bending moment in full rail ranged from .49

to .79. The average joint moment ratio for these seven joints in the

original existing condition was .62. The value of the inclination of the

neutral axis, as determined analytically from measured stresses at two

Table 14

Condition of Bolt Tension in Rail-Joints of New York Central Railroad

L, loose; T, tight.

127-lb. Rail
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gage lines in each joint bar ranged between horizontal and 43°. It will

be noted that the resisting moment developed in the outer bar was generally

greater than that in the inner bar, in several cases being more than 50 per

cent greater. The values for the auxiliary series (those with a series

number following the number of the joint) will be considered in a later

discussion.

Measurements of the relative vertical movement between top of bar

and head of rail under loaded and unloaded conditions were made as in

the tests on the Illinois Central Railroad. The relative vertical movements

for a number of joints under the wheel load of 31,000 lb. are plotted in

Fig. 87. In general, these vertical movements are less than were found

in the tests of joints on the Illinois Central Railroad. For the same gen-

eral condition of fit, the longer length of angle bar, because of the restraints

of flexure, apparently tends to reduce the vertical movement, but besides

this the fit between bar and rail in these joints was somewhat better than

that found in the Illinois Central joints. There was considerable difference

in the amount of the vertical movement between bar and rail. Joint 43,

which was loose, gave the greatest vertical movement. It will be noted

that the vertical movement frequently differed considerably in the two bars

of a joint.

A thickness gage was used to find where a considerable lack of fit

between bar and head of rail existed ; in Fig. 87 are shown the position and

length of spaces where a .005-in. blade (or greater) was inserted in the

unloaded joint, and also where it was inserted in the loaded joint. The

Table 15

Stresses, Moments and Joint Moment Ratios at Mid-Section in Joint
Bars of New York Central Railroad—127-Lb. Rail

Stresses are given in pounds per square inch, moments in inch-
pounds, and a in degrees. Base of moment ratio is 320000 in.-lb.

Num-
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positions recorded in Fig. 87 are places where the gage could be inserted

for a length along the bar of 4 in. or more and to the full depth of the

fishing space of the bar (about 54 i"-)- The only chance for a bearing

between bar and rail along these lengths is at the fillet, but such a bearing

would not be possible with the angle bars used when the top of the bar

lines up properly with the head of the rail. There was little or no space

found with the thickness gage in joints 33, 37, 40, 47, 48 and 51, though

40 had a fairly high vertical movement due to spaces visible at several

places along the bar, which were not large enough to receive a .005-in. gage.

Joint 44 received the .OOS-in. gage between both bars and the west rail for

^.eo
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aso

0.60

%0.40
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two rails, this sum being thought to be roughly indicative of the change

between the tangents at rail end when the joint is loaded. The measure-

ments for the outer bar only were used because the flexure of the 38-in.

angle bar made the intermediate points of measurement for the inner bar

(taken at 6 in. from the ends of rail because the inner bar was inaccessible

for measurement at the rail ends) appear to be inappropriate for use in the

way the Illinois Central movements of the inner bar were treated. Although

the vertical movement of the inner bar is found to differ from that of the

outer, the plot as a whole is fairly consistent. The trend of the points is

definite and the values generally do not vary greatly from the lines shown
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play in the joint and the remainder or residual deflection to be representative

of the elastic deflection in 66 in. The residual deflection so found may not

be as reliable as that used in the Illinois^ Central test results because (1)

the stiflFer rail makes smaller deflections, (2) the longer bars themselves

have a greater deflection and the length taken as effective length of bar may
have less meaning with the longer bar, and (3) the variations in values of

the smaller gross deflections and the greater uncertainty in the subtrahend

used may give some discordant points. The joint moment ratios and the

residual deflection in 66 in. so found are plotted in Fig. 89. It will be noted

that with the exception of joint 40, the points fall fairly close to the line

drawn on the diagram. This concordance is of interest as supporting the

general relative accuracy of the values given for the bending moment devel-

oped in the joints and the joint moment ratios, for under similar conditions

the elastic deflection should be proportional to the bending moment applied.

As no measurement of bolt tension was made and the only classification

of the condition of the tension in the bolts possible with the knowledge

obtained is into one class with the bolt quite loose or loose enough to be

moved from position when tapped with a hammer and another with bolts

tight enough to resist such movement, the effect of medium tension as com-

pared with high tension cannot be judged. Of the joints having no loose

bolts or only one, joint 33 (all bolts tight and closely fitting throughout)

had small vertical movement between bar and rail and developed one of the

higher joint moment ratios
;
joint 35, with an end bolt loose had low vertical

movement and developed fairly high bending moment, and the position of

the neutral axis of the inner bar at mid-section was approximately horizontal

(see Table 15) ;
joint 44, with no loose bolts, had one of the higher vertical

movements and developed a medium bending moment, with the ncitral axis

of the inner bar nearly horizontal
;
joint 47, with no loose bolts, had medium

vertical movement and medium bending moment; joint 48, with a loose end

bolt and rather small vertical movement, developed less than medium bending

moment and the neutral axis of the inner bar was nearly horizontal; joint 49

had only one loose bolt—poor fit seems responsible for the very low bending

moment developed. Joint 51 had small vertical movement and also much

stiffer tie and ballast support. The depression data for the track in the

length of this rail supporting the two wheels of the truck for this joint

corresponded to a value of ti of 2100 lb. per in. and a bending moment in

full rail under these conditions of stiffness of rail support of 288,000 in. lb.

as the analytical value; the use of these values for this particular joint would

change its joint moment ratio from .64 to .71, and this value has been plotted

on Fig. 88 and 89. Similarly, the stiffness of the rail support at and near

joint 47 varied considerably from the average conditions of the track

;

instead of 1500 lb. per in. it was found to be 1000 lb. per in. The use of the

corresponding analytical value of bending moment in full rail of 365,000

in. lb. makes the joint moment ratio .58 instead of .66; this value has also

been used in Fig. 88 and 89.

In all of these joints the inclination of the neutral axis of the outer bar

at mid-section was considerable, ranging from 20° to 28° ; that for the inner

bar was usually nearer horizontal. These differences may have been influ-

enced by lateral moments developed by the loading and supporting conditions.
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The remaining two joints had special conditions, and modifications in

some conditions were made before making some of the supplementary tests.

Joint 37, with three loose bolts on one end of the joint, had well fitting bars

that remained in proper contact with the rail fishing surfaces regardless of

the looseness of the bolts at one end. It developed markedly high bending

moment, more than twice as great as the average of the other joints, and

its loading was accompanied by low vertical movement between bar and rail.

The measurement of rail depression and tie depression at this joint showed
considerable play between rail and tie and brought out the condition that

the ballast bed of the ties at and near the joint was in the neighborhood of

.3 in. lower than that of the ties adjacent thereto; in other words, something

resembling a hole existed at this spot in the track. A similar depression in

the ballast bed of about .15 in. was apparent under the full rail opposite

the joint. It was evident also that these joint ties were in centerbound con-

dition while unloaded, the north end dropping down from the rail and the

south end being held up against the rail. It is worth recording that at the

joint there is a drooping or deflection of the rail ends of only .03 in. in a

chord length of 90 in., as measured with the 90-in. bar with no load on the

rail, an amount but little greater than was found with other joints, so that

joint Zl would not be noted as a low joint by the ordinary method of sight-

ing along the rail.

A second application of the load on joint Zl six days later (series 37-65,

Table 15) resulted in a joint moment ratio of 1.12 and another with the

other wheel of the truck placed at the joint (series Zl-lZ) gave 1.18; still

another application of the wheel ordinarily used in the tests (series 37-90)

gave 1.17. An effort was made to tamp up ties along the north rail both

ways from the joint for a distance of 20 ft. without the use of a lifting jack.

It was found impracticable to raise the ballast bed sufficiently to give full

normal bearing under the joint ties. The gross rail depression under the

load, however, decreased from .55 in. to .45 in., and the joint moment ratio

changed from 1.12 to .74 (series 37-179). The bolts were then tightened

and the ratio became !11 (series 37-183). Of course, with the character

of the tamping done, it is to be expected that the ballast bed later would

soon resume its earlier condition. The source of the lowness of the ballast

bed at this joint is not known; it may not have been brought to the standard

of the remaining track when the surfacing was done originally; there is

nothing to indicate that the condition of the rail-joint itself was the cause,

at least not with the condition existing in the joint when the test was made.

Joint 43 in its original condition with five of the bolts loose and badly

fitting throughout one-half of its length developed a very low bending

moment (the joint moment ratio being .28) and gave large vertical move-

ments, and the inclination of the neutral axis was markedly high in both

bars, being 43° in the inner bar. As in this joint the thickness gage was

inserted over both inner and outer bar for a considerable part of their length,

it is evident that the bars had poor bearings throughout ; in fact, after load

was applied the thickness gage was inserted along one rail for almost the

full half length of both bars, so that no bearing pressure could have been

received on the top of the bar from the rail end of this half of the joint.

It is well to call attention to the fact that the extremely low value of the
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bending moment is corroborated by a low value of the residual deflection

in 66 in. for this test.

No notes were made of the condition of the bolt tension in joint 43 at

the test of August 13, which gave a joint moment ratio of .28 (series 43-21).

The record of the condition of the bolt tension given in Table 14 is the

condition observed on August 19 when the second similar test on this joint

was made (series 43-81). In the meantime something must have happened

to this joint to put the bars and rails into much better fitting relations, for

the joint moment ratio rose to .53 (nearly double) and the sum of the

vertical movements between bars and rails was only 40 per cent of that

measured in the first test. Another application of load on August 19 (series

43-88) resulted in a joint moment ratio of .49. Evidently the conditions

existing in the joint were not stable. On August 25 after the bolts were

well tightened (series 43-158), the joint moment ratio was found to be .60.

To find the effect of removing the support of the middle one of the three

ties at the joint, the tie plate of this tie was taken out (series 43-160) ; the

joint moment ratio became 1.03. Joint 43 may be taken to illustrate the

eflfect of a combination of poorly fitting bars and rails and looseness of bolts.

Such a joint may be expected under traffic to develop very unsatisfactory

conditions in the track.

These tests of the joints in 127- lb. rail bring out several relationships.

To obtain a reasonably high joint moment ratio (representing a reasonably

close approach to the bending moment normally developed in the full rail

under similar conditions of track and load), it is important that the fit

between bar and rail be close so that there will be very little relative vertical

movement between bar and rail under the application and release of the

wheel loads. Loose bolts in angle bars contribute to the vertical movements,

and looseness of bars in the joint may make the joint extremely ineffective.

Tightening loose bolts will generally increase the moment developed in the

joint, and may even make it excessively large when continued looseness of

joint has allowed the formation of a depression under the joint ties. The
closeness of fit between bar and rail referred to is a matter of small differ-

ences in dimensions, the best fitting joints giving under load a sum of the

vertical movements at four points of less than .003 in. As much of the

.003 in. for the sum of the movements at four places will be due to differ-

ences in flexure of rail and bar and to bearing detrusion, the fit between

rail and bar must have been very close. Abnormally high bending moments

in the joints will be caused by poor supporting conditions; a less stiff ballast

bed under the joint ties, or a depressed ballast bed for the joint ties, as when
a depression has been formed under them or under one or both ends of the

ties, may double the moment that will be taken by the joint. The depression

under the tie referred to may be small and may exist mostly immediately

under the rail (between rail and tie) and not be noticeable at the surface

of the rail. A lack of equal division of bending moment between the outer

and inner bars is apparent in these joints, the discrepancy frequently being

quite large. Part of this inequality may be due to poor fit and part to

uneven support of the rail by the tie; that is, by a tilting of the rail by the

lengthwise flexure of the tie caused by uneven ballast support or rail bearing.
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34. Tests on New York Central Railroad—Stresses, Moments and

Movements in Rail-Joints of 105-lb. Rail.—The section of the 105-lb. rail

is shown in Fig. 27. The moment of inertia of the section with reference

to a horizontal gravity axis is 50.0 in.'' and the section modulus with refer-

ence to a point in the base is 17.5 in.^ The section of the angle bar, which

is 38 in. in length, is shown in Fig. 25. The geometrical properties of the

angle bar are given in Table 2 and analytical properties in Table 3. The

analytical value of the inclination of the neutral axis for free bending under

vertical loads is 53°. The ratio of the stress in the remotest fiber in each

angle bar to that in base of rail for full rail, as found by analysis for equal

bending moments developed in rail and rail-joint by vertical forces only,

is 3.5 for free bending, 2.8 for an inclination of the neutral axis of 30°, and

2.3 if restraint is provided sufficient to hold the neutral axis horizontal—the

assumption being made that the stresses and moments in the two angle bars

are equal.

Stresses and moments in the rail at points opposite each of the 10 joints

tested and at two points near the quarter points of the rail length are given

in Table 16. Omitting the moment opposite joint 21, which is extremely

low, the average value of the moments developed in the rail opposite the

eight joints is about 64 per cent of the value of the moment found by

analysis (275,000 in. lb.) using u as 1500 lb. per in., which is the average

result found from the observed depressions of rail in these tests. The two

tests giving the stresses at quarter points away from the joints are too

small in number to warrant their acceptance for the moment developed in

Table 16

Stresses and Moments in 105-Lb. Rail in Track of New York Central
Railroad

Load of 31000 lb. on each wheel of four-wheel truck. Stresses are
in pounds per square inch and resisting moment in inch-pounds. Base
of moment ratio is 275000 in. -lb. •

Location

Opposite joint 9

Opposite joint 11

Opposite joint 12

Opposite joint 12

Opposite joint 16

Opposite joint 19

Opposite joint 20
Opposite joint 21

Opposite joint 23

Opposite joint 25

Average*

Location at quarter point away from
joint.

Between joints 11 and 12:

North rail

South rail

Stress at Base of Rail

Outer Edge

13600
9800
15000
8800
7400
10500
9800
2100
G700
3700

9500

13600
14500

Inner Edge

16300
9500
13000
12700
10700
4900
11100
11100
9400
10700

10900

13400
8500

Resisting
Moment

262000
169000
245000
188000
158000
135000
183000
79000
141000
126000

180000

236000
202000

Ratio to
Analytical
Bending
Moment

.95

.61

.89

.68

.57

.49

.67

.29

.51

.46

•Not including the value opposite joint 21.
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the rail at points between joints, but their average ratio .80 may be kept

in mind in making comparisons.

Tests were made on the 10 joints numbered 7, 9, 11, 12, 16, 19, 20, 21,

23 and 25. From general appearances these joints included ordinarily good

joints, poorly fitting joints, loose bolts, and some apparent looseness of

support below the rail. From appearances and by the use of the thickness

gage between top of bar and rail the fit of the joints was on the whole

better than that found in the 127-lb. rail and there were fewer joints with

loose bolts. In Table 14 are recorded the observations on the condition of

bolt tension as given by the method described for the 127-lb. rail, and the

same variations in tension in bolts called tight probably exist as in the joints

of the 127-lb. rail. The stresses observed in three gage lines, 1, 2 and 6,

on the outer joint bar and two gage lines, 2 and 8, on the inner joint bar

at mid-section (see Fig. 25 for the location of gage lines on the joint bars),

when one wheel load (31,000 lb.) of the four-wheel truck rested on the

rail ends, are given in Table 17, together with the inclination of the neutral

axis of the two bars under the conditions found in the joint and the resisting

moment developed in each bar as determined from the stress in two gage

lines.

To have a common basis of comparison, the analytical value for the

moment developed in the rail under ordinary conditions away from the

influence of the rail-joint i§ taken to be 275,000 in. lb., which is based on a

value of u of 1500 lb. per in., and this value is used as the base in com-

puting the joint moment ratio given in the last column of the table. The
values of the resisting moment developed in the angle bars show a fairly

even division of bending moment between the outer bar and the inner bar

Table 17

Stresses, Moments and Joint Moment Ratios at Mid-Section in Joint
Bars of New York Central Railroad—105-Lb. Rail

Stresses are ^iven in pounds per square inch, moments in inch-
pounds, and a in degrees. Base of moment ratio is 275000 in.-lb.

Num-
ber
of

Joint

7

9

11......
12

16

19

20
21

23

25

19-164*.

19-168t.
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except for joints 12 and 25; in one of these the outer bar has the larger

moment and in the other the inner bar. The inclination of the neutral axis

of the outer bar from the horizontal, as calculated from the observed stresses

and analytical conditions, varies from 23° to 36°, except for joint 9 where

it is nearly horizontal. The inner bar, however, has a greater range of

position of the neutral axis, from 23° to 15° in the opposite direction.

Measurements of the relative vertical movement between top of bar

and head of rail upon the application of load for a few of the joints are

plotted in Fig. 90. Only joint 7 showed more than little vertical movement,

and in this joint the .005-in. thickness gage was inserted for 6 in. from

the rail end on the east half of the joint bar, but the gage was not received
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for the remaining points. The residual deflection in 66 in. found as de-

scribed for the 127-lb. joints is plotted against joint moment ratio in Fig. 92.

The line drawn represents fairly well the trend of the points, as expressing

the greater elastic deflection for the higher moments developed; of course,

because of other influences such as lack of uniformity of rail support between

and away from rails close concordance cannot be expected.

Four of the 10 joints developed a bending moment smaller than the

general run of these joints. Joint 7 is an example of the effect of loose fit

and loose bolts. It had three loose bolts at one end. The .005-in. thickness

gage was inserted over the outer bar for 6 in. east of the rail end, but the

space closed up under the load. The sum of the vertical movements between

bar and rail, .011 in., was relatively high. The gross depression of rail and
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the unloaded joint at the rail ends was .03 in. higher than the ends of the

bar, which also indicated that a relatively higher pressure taken by the

joint ties contributed to low moment at the joint. Joint 21 was

tight and gave little vertical movement. There was small play

between rail, tie, and ballast bed just west of the joint, but considerable

on the east. The depression data showed a space (ballast bed depression)

at the tie 5 ft. east of the rail end. The.se conditions of ballast support were

conducive to high bearing pressure at joint ties and to a joint moment corre-

spondingly smaller than the usual values. It is well to note also that the

bending moment in the rail opposite joint 21 is abnormally small (the ratio

to normal analytical bending moment in rail being only .29), seemingly due

to abnormal support conditions, and similar conditions may have existed

along the other rail near joint 21.

Joint 11, which developed a high joint moment ratio {.77) had the end

bolts tight and three other bolts loose, but the bars and rail fitted well

together, the only places at which the thickness gage was received being at

the quarter points where lack of fit matters little. The diagram of rail and

tie depression indicates a hole or ballast bed depression right at the joint.

This lack of full support at and near the rail ends and the corresponding

increase of tie pressure further from the joint is evidently the source of

the high bending moment. At this joint the 90-in. bar showed the rail en<ls

to be low by .03 in.

The five other joints (16, 19, 20, 23 and 25) did not differ greatly in

the bending moment developed. The division of moment between outer bar

and inner bar was fairly even for all these joints. The bars and rail fitted

fairly well and the vertical movements were not large. The looseness of

bolts seems not to have affected the results to any great extent. In joint 19

the thickness gage was inserted over the inner bar for 3 in. we^t of end

of rail, but on the other hand the joint ties had less play between rail

and tie and tie and ballast than had the four ties to the west and thus

received a greater proportion of the wheel load than would normally be the

case. By the 90-in. bar on unloaded rail, joint 16 was .03 in. high and

joint 20 was .03 in. low. One characteristic of the values of the bending

moment for these joints is that the moment taken by the joint is greater than,

or nearly as great as, the moment developed in the rail opposite the joint.

Compared with the full rail at points opposite, then, the joint has taken

as much or more moment than the rail opposite under what may be expected

to be nearly similar conditions. As these moments in the rail opposite

the joints are considerably smaller than the values normally to be expected

in the full rail elsewhere, it is evident that the condition in the joint ties

and ballast bed is favorable to the development of a lower than normal

bending moment in rail-joints that have good fit and are otlierwise in

good condition.

The tests with the lOS-lb. rail bear out the statement that well fitting

joint bars with no loose bolts or with tight bolts at important locations and

joints with small vertical movement between bar and rail may be expected

to develop bending moment reasonably close to the bending moment developed

in full rail under the same conditions of tie and ballast support. A poorly

fitting joint and one having large vertical movements under the same condi-

tions of rail support will generally develop a smaller bending moment than
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should usually be expected. A tight, well fitting joint will have a high

bending moment when the ties away from the joint take more than their

normal share of the tie pressure, as when there is a depression in the ballast

bed under ties at and near the joint, and less when the ballast bed at the

joint is relatively high. The influence of variability in tie and ballast

support upon the magnitude of the bending moment developed in the rail

and joint is brought out by the tests. A small difference in stiffness of

ballast or position of ballast bed, or play between rail and ballast bed from

one tie or a group of ties to another, will make a marked difference in the

magnitude of the bending moment developed. It is evident, too, that in

this track the grouping of three ties with closer spacing at the joints results

in smaller bending moments being developed in the joint and in the rail

opposite than would be the case for uniform tie spacing.

35. Tests on New York Central Railroad—Miscellaneous Tests

of Stresses in Rail and Rail-Joints.—^Fig. 93 gives the stresses and

their distribution along the outer joint bar for a wheel load at the rail

ends. The stresses are given for point 1 (near top of bar) and point 8

(near outer edge of flange of bar) for joints 33, 35, 37 and 43 of the

127-lb. rail and for joints 11, 12,-21 and 23 of the 105-lb. rail, which have

been selected from the tests as giving a range of characteristics of stresses

and bending moments. It will be noted that the stress at the top of the

bar drops off rapidly away from the mid-section and that little stress is

found at 10 in. from either end of the bar. The stresses in the lower gage

line are quite variable and generally small.

Fig. 94 gives the distribution of stresses in the head of the rail along

a length of 24 in. each way from the mid-section of joint 37 when the

wheel load rests on the rail ends. This is the joint having a ballast bed

depression and abnormally poor support immediately under the joint so

that the effect resembles in some respects the conditions of a long span.

The change in stress from the rail ends in either direction is much the

same as was found in the laboratory tests with center loading. Joint 43, a

loose joint, which developed a very low bending moment, was quite in

contrast, showing low stresses all along the rail and a negative bending

moment within a few inches of the rail ends.

The passage of the wheel load on and off a joint develops the stress

in the joint bar gradually as the wheel load from some distance away

approaches the joint or recedes from it. For joint 43 (the joint that

received a very small bending moment), the stress in the top gage line at

the middle of the length of the outer joint bar was 2000 lb. per sq. in. when

the wheel was 32 in. from the rail end, 7000 lb. per sq. in. when 24 in. away,

13,000 lb. per sq. in. when 16 in. away, 20,000 lb. per sq. in. when 8 in.

away, and 24,000 lb. per sq. in. when at the rail end. For joint 37, the joint

that developed a very high bending moment and had a depression in ballast

bed for an unusual distance, the stress at or close to the middle of the

length of the joint bar was 21,000 lb. per sq. in. when the wheel load

was 32 in. from the rail end, 25,000 lb. per sq. in. when 24 in., 27,000 lb. per

sq. in. when 16 in., 34,000 lb. per sq. in. when 8 in., and 36,000 lb. per sq. in.

when at the rail end. The increase in stress in the bar as the end wheel

approached or receded from the joint is at the same rate for these two
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Wheel Load at Rail Ends—Joint 37, 127-lb. Rail—New
York Central Railroad.
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joints, the stress in joint Zl beginning at a position of the wheel considerably

further from the joint than for joint 43, as would be expected from the

difference in conditions of rail support in the two cases. The bending

moment developed at mid-section in the bars for these two joints as the

wheel moves from the rail end is shown in Fig. 95 (series 64 to 71 and

80 to 85). These two curves probably represent limits in the range of

bending moment at the mid-section under the various conditions existing

in the joints tested. In Fig. 95 is also given the bending moment developed

in the rail opposite joints 37 and 43 as the end wheel approached or receded

from the joint. The analytical value of the bending moment developed in

full rail under average conditions (influence line) is also plotted. It is evi-
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developed in the joint bars and in the rail opposite for joints Zl , 43 and 19,

together with the ratios between the negative and the positive moments

developed in both joint and rail.

Joint Zl is the one with 127-lb. rail that developed markedly high posi-

tive bending moment and was found to have a depression of ballast bed

for a distance each side of the joint so that abnormally lower supporting

pressures were given by the ties near the joint. When the end wheels of

the two cars were placed each 5^ ft. from the rail ends, the negative

moment developed in the joint bars, 53,000 in. lb., was only 17 per cent

of the analytical positive moment of full rail and about 28 per cent of the

analytical negative moment. The negative moment in the rail opposite the

joint, 143,000 in. lb., is 42 ,per cent of the positive moment developed at

this section by the heavy single car loading with rear wheel over the

section, and 45 per cent of the analytical positive moment for the same

loading. The analytical negative moment for the condition of two-car

loading is one-third greater than the negative moment of 143,000 in. lb.

found in the rail. When the end wheels of the two cars were placed V/2.

ft. each way from the rail ends of joint TH , the negative moment developed

in the joint bars was quite small, 9000 in. lb.; that in the rail opposite,

78,000 in. lb., is about two-thirds of the analytical negative moment.

Joint 43, with five loose bolts, had been found to be badly fitting

throughout one-half of its length and had given high vertical movement

between bars and rail. The tie and ballast support was tighter than the

average. The comparison will be made with the positive moment developed

in series 43-81, 169,000 in. lb., which was made immediately before the

series for negative bending moment. When the end wheels of the two cars

were placed 5j4 ft. each away from the rail ends, the negative moment in

the joint bars was 140,000 in. lb., which is 44 per cent of the analytical

Table 18

Negative Moments in Rail and Joint Bars between Loaded Cars

—

New
York Central Railroad

The weight on the four wheels of the end truck of one car was
124000 lb. and that on the adjoining truck of the other car was 78,000

lb. Moments are given in inch-pounds.
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positive moment and 83 per cent of the positive moment developed in the

joint bars under the load of the single car. This value is IZ per cent of the

analytical value of the negative moment that would ordinarily be expected

with this loading. The rail opposite joint 43 developed a negative moment
of 109,000 in. lb., which is 38 per cent of the positive moment developed in

the rail at this point for the heavy single car loading and 57 per cent of

the analytical negative moment. Under a spacing of 3j4 ft. each way from

joint 43 the negative moment developed in the >oint bars was 123,000 in. lb.,

which is the same as the analytical negative moment calculated for this

condition. In the rail opposite, a negative moment of 75,000 in. lb. was

developed, which is 62 per cent of the analytical value of the negative

moment. It will be noted that bars of joint 43 developed negative moments

well up towards the analytical value and the values were greater than the

negative moments developed in the rail opposite.

Joint 19 on the 105-lb. rail had shown low vertical movement and

developed a moderate positive moment under the load of the single car.

When the end wheels of the two cars were placed 5j^ ft. each way from

the rail ends, the negative moment developed in the joint bars was 101,000

in. lb., which is 70 per cent of the analytical value of the negative moment
and 65 per cent of the positive moment developed in the joint bars under

the single car loading. The negative moment developed in the rail opposite

was 178,000 in. lb., which is 123 per cent of the analytical value. It is

147 per cent of the positive moment developed with the heavy single car

loading.

In making comparisons of the relation between negative and positive

moments it should be kept in mind that a higher negative moment would

have been developed if the wheel loads of the second car had been as

great as those of the heavy car. For these three rail-joints the general

magnitude of the negative moment developed in a joint is influenced most

largely by the condition and distribution of the tie pressures at and away

from the joint. Joint Zl , which had a depression in ballast bed near the

joint and consequently developed a high positive moment under the heavy

single car, developed a relatively low negative moment and the ratio of

negative moment to positive moment in the joint was small. Joint 43, which

had higher tie pressures at the joint than away from it and which developed

a low positive moment, developed a high negative moment and a high ratio

of negative moment to positive moment. The negative moment in joint 19

was relatively high in comparison with its positive moment. The positive

moment that was found in the rail opposite joint 19 was very small, and

the ratio between negative moment and positive moment, 1.47, was quite

high. In general, it may be expected that a joint or a rail that has a

support and ballast bed condition which acts to make a low positive moment

is likely to develop a negative moment that is correspondingly greater

than the value usually found, and that one which by reason f)f ballast bed

conditions develops a high positive moment will develop a negative moment

correspondingly smaller than the usual or average value. Putting it another

way, for different variations in tie and ballast bed conditions the numerical

sum of positive and negative moments will not vary as greatly as the varia-

tion in either the positive moment or the negative moment.
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A test was made on two joints in the freight track opposite the

stretch of track on which the tests already described had been conducted.

The two joints were selected as representative of a number of loose joints

in this track. Although the joints were loose, the riding conditions of the

track appeared to be fairly good. The track was laid with 100-lb. rail and

had been in service eight years. It had evidently not received much
attention so far in 1926. Although within the yard limits, fairly high

speeds were not unusual. In joint 100, all six bolts were loose, and the bars

could be moved slightly with the fingers. The .005-in. thickness gage was

inserted the full length of both bars while unloaded ; when loaded it was

inserted the full length of the outer bar, but for the inner bar there was

bearing at the top for 2 in. west of the rail end and for 12 in. east. The
deflection in 66 in. as found by the 66-in. bar was .086 and .080 in. At

mid-section the stress at the top of the outer bar was 2500 lb. per sq. in.

and that at the outer edge of the flange at the bottom was hardly measur-

able; for the inner bar zero stress in the top and 3000 lb. per sq. in. at

the outer edge at the bottom were found. The bending moment carried by

the bars is negligible. In joint 101 similar conditions prevailed for unloaded

joint. Under the load there was a little bearing at the top of both bars

near the rail ends. The deflections found with the 66-in. bar were .042

and .091 in. The stresses developed at mid-section were 5000 lb. per sq. in.

or less for the top of the bar and the lower edge of the outer bar was in

compression, making altogether a very small bending moment. The bars

of these two rail-joints made a rail connection, but the girder action devel-

oped was insignificant. A more extended set of tests to learn the conditions

of ballast support, rail and tie depression, vertical movement between rail

and joint bars, and division of load among ties had been planned for these

joints, but rainy weather prevented carrying out the program. The condi-

tions described may be taken as an illustration that rail-joints may develop

conditions of looseness that permit little or no bending moment to be taken

by the joint bars and yet the track will remain for some time in serviceable

and usable shape—this, of course, being in track having deep and well

consolidated ballast.

36. Tests on New York Central Railroad—Miscellaneous Tests

of Rail and Tie Depression.—To obtain data of track depression which

would give information to determine values of the modulus of elasticity

of rail-support, n, levels were taken with an engineer's level for unloaded

rail, for a light load (22,000 lb. on four wheels), and a heavy load (124,000

lb. on four wheels). The level readings were made on a scale graduated

to .01 in. and were found generally to be accurate to .01 in. The levels

were taken on a spike or on a small nail at the top of each tie near the

rail and on the adjoining flange of the rail. The levels extended both

ways from the truck to points where the track depression was slight, a

distance of about 22 ft. in all. The values of the rail and tie depression,

including the play in both, were plotted to scale. The increments of rail

depression and tie depression for the additional load of 51,000 lb. on one

rail were then obtained. The summation of the increments of the rail

depressions at those ties for a distance that covered nearly all the support

of the load was found, and this summation and the distance along which
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the net rail depression was distributed was used in calculating the modulus

of elasticity of rail-support u. In Table 19 the resulting values of u are

given. Some values were also obtained by the use of the increment of rail

depression under the two wheel loads and the analytical formula for rail

depression under such loading; these average 170 lb. per in. higher than

the average of the values found by taking the summation of depressions

all along the length of depressed rail for the 127-Ib. rail and 355 lb. per

in. higher for the 105-lb. rail. The values of u obtained from rail depres-

sions for the length of rail affected range from 950 and 1200 to 2140 lb.

per in. with the 127-lb. rail and from 1200 to 1860 lb. per in. with the

105-lb. rail. All tests include the influence of a rail-joint, either on the

same rail or by the closer spacing of joint ties at a point opposite a joint.

No systematic effect of the presence of the joints upon the value of m

was noted. As will be seen later, the variation in tightness of rail and

tie and ballast bed and stiffness of support varied considerably from point

to point within the lengths on which depressions were measured, but these

Table 19

Values of Modulus of Elasticity of Rail Support, u—New York Central
Railroad

Values are given in pounds per inch.

127-Lb. Rail
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were in effect averaged up in a length of 22 ft. The average of all values

of the modulus of elasticity, w, obtained from the rail depressions for the

length affected for the 127-lb. rail was 1400 lb. per in. and for the 105-lb.

rail 1540 lb. per in. The value, 1500 lb. per in., is considered a representa-

tive value for the stretch of track and has been used in the calculation

of analytical values of stresses in the rail.

Fig. 96 gives sample diagrams of depression of rail and tie under

light and heavy loads—gross and net depressions and play between tie and
rail on the assumption that for the light load used the rail has been brought

to a bearing on the tie and the tie on the ballast bed and that for the

difference in the two loads the depression is proportional to the added load.

The diagrams for the various stretches of rail on which depression tests

were made show considerable variation both in the magnitude of the de-

pression and in differences found at points along a test location. This is

particularly true of the difference between gross and net depressions and

in the play between tie and rail.

Further light on the looseness and play between rail and tie and ballast

bed is given by what, for want of a better term, have been called "hook-up"

and "push-down" movements. In the hook-up test a lug-hook was jabbed

into one end of a tie with the lower end of the lever resting on the rail

and an upward lift was exerted at the other end by two men, a force of

200 to 300 lb. thus being applied to raising or holding the tie in contact

with the rail. The upward movement of the tie under this lift was
measured in hundredths of an inch. The vertical rise ranged from to .15

in. or more. Of the 311 ties with 127-lb. rail tested (one end or both)

there was no upward movement or only .01 in. in 96 ties (34 per cent)

either because rail and tie were originally in contact or because the tie

was so firmly embedded in the ballast that it was not moved by the

lift applied. It was possible to lift 89 ties (31 per cent) between .02 and

.05 in., 71 ties (25 per cent) between .06 and .12 in., and 27 ties (10 per

cent) more than .12 in. Of the 220 ties with 105-lb. rail, 96 ties (44 per

cent) were not lifted or only .01 in., 74 ties (33 per cent) were lifted

between .02 and .05 in., 44 ties (20 per cent) between .06 and .12 in., and

6 ties (3 per cent) over .12 in. The general existence of play between rail

and tie is also evidenced by the results of the examination of tie plates;

for the 127-lb. rail 172 out of 325 tie plates observed were found to be

easily moved vertically, and for the 105-lb. rail 109 out of 304 tie plates

were also movable.

In the push-down test, the spikes were partially withdrawn from the

tie if the clearance between spike and rail was less than .1 in. A pinch-

bar was put under the base of the rail, with a block for a fulcrum

resting on the tie close to one edge of the tie plate, and the weight of a man
was applied at the further end of the bar. The force so exerted on the

tie was estimated at 1000 lb. or more. The downward movement of the

tie at the rail was measured in hundredths of an inch. Tests were made
on about 311 ties for the 127-lb. rail and 220 ties for the 105-lb. rail.

The downward movement measured was usually 0, .01, .02, or .03 in.,

though it ranged from to .05 in. For ties with 127-lb. rail, 113 ties

(36 per cent) were pushed downward or .01 in., 171 ties (55 per cent)
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.02 or .03 in., and 27 ties (9 per cent) over .03 in. For ties with 105-lb.

rail, 131 ties (60 per cent) were pushed downward or .01 in., 82 ties

{37 per cent) .02 or .03 in., and 7 ties (3 per cent) over .03 in. Typical

test data of hook-up and push-down tests are given in Fig. 96. In the

same two diagrams are plotted the differences between gross and net

depression taken from ' the curves of depressions given just above,

and also the results of the push-down tests and the sum of the

hook-up and push-down tests. For the stretch of track represented in

the upper diagram the amount of play of rail and of play under tie

obtained by the difference between gross and net depressions and by the

use of the hook-up and push-down measurements is nearly the same. From
the lower diagram it is evident that not enough force was used in the

hook-up tests of the second stretch of track reported to overcome the re-

sistance of the tie.

The results of the push-down tests indicate that in general the ties

lay well on the ballast bed, though, of course, they may not have full

bearing immediately under the rail until a considerable load has 'been

applied. The vertical play space between tie and rail when in an unloaded

condition, as shown by the hook-up tests, is seen to have a greater magni-

tude. The ties on which the unloaded rail rests are usually not consecutive.

Generally or frequently the rail will be supported by one tie in four or

five, and the rail will not transmit load to the intermediate ties until a load

of say one-fifth of the maximum load has been applied, and in some cases

even a greater load will be necessary. The result is that with a heavy load

the pressure is not distributed evenly among the ties, the one receiving

pressure at a low load taking more than its share of the pressure from

both light and heavy load. A play of .10 in. on two ties each way from a

full rail-bearing tie would cause the bearing tie to receive about twice its

share of load in a case when a heavy load produces an average net de-

pression of .2 in., and conditions were found when the excessive load on one

tie would be even greater than this.

To learn something of the variations in stiffness of track from point to

point, the end wheel of the heavy car (31,000 lb. load at each wheel)

was spotted successively over each tie for distances of 20 to 30 feet, and

the depression of the rail and the tie at this wheel was measured at each

spotting. Similar tests were made with the light car (5500 lb. load at

each wheel). Tests were made at ten locations. In Fig. 97 are given for

three locations the gross and the net depressions for rail and tie for the

light and heavy load and also the net depression of rail and tie for heavy

load, which was found by increasing the increment of depression from light

to heavy load by the ratio of light to heavy load. An estimated value of

the modulus of elasticity of rail support made from the net depression

under the end wheel by the use of the analytical method is noted at each

tie point. The diagrams shown include one location having joint 37, which
had been found to have a depressed ballast bed at and near the joint, the

gross rail depression at the joint reaching .54 in. The values of « are

all low and the range is considerable. The location that includes joint 51

has low net rail depressions which indicate stiff rail support, the modulus
varying from 1700 to 2800 lb. per in. For the location that includes joint
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19, a variety of conditions of looseness of rail on tie and of stiffness of

track is found, the modulus varying from 1430 to 2560 lb. per in.

It should be understood that by the method of test used the two wheel

loads are distributed over a number of ties and that for a given position

of the wheels the rail depression is measured only at the end wheel ; the

calculation of the modulus of elasticity of rail support is then made in each

case from the measurement at the tie under this wheel, and thus the

stiffness of track at a number of ties is involved in each test, as is the

value of the resulting calculated modulus. Even with this distribution of

depression among several ties the results indicate that there is considerable

variation in stiffness for the different positions of the load. The variation

of stiffness at each individual tie would, of course, be far greater than is

indicated by these results.

In the various diagrams made up from the test data a difference between

net rail depression and net tie depression has been found amounting generally

to .05 or .06 in., and in some cases to as much as .10 in. or more. Since

the spike or nail on which the tie levels were taken was on top of the tie,

this difference is attributed mainly to detrusion of the tie under the tie

plate and to the general compression of the tie itself under the rail when
the load is applied. A small amount is due to flexural action of the tie.

For about one-fifth of the ties the rail did not yet bear fully on the tie

at the application of the load of the light car. The modulus of elasticity

of rail support is, of course, calculated from the net rail depressions.

It is evident from what has been given that there is considerable varia-

tion in track stiffness, looseness, and play for the various locations and

also a marked variation from tie tO' tie at a given location. The variation

in play and stiffness at groups of ties close together has a considerable

influence on stresses in rail and tie pressures. A group of ties having

play between rail and tie with tight ties on either side will develop a high

bending moment in the rail, and the opposite situation will develop low
bending moment. A tight tie surrounded by loose ones will receive much
more than its share of rail pressure and its ballast bed will be unduly loaded.

These conditions are more likely to exist with heavy, stiff rail than with

light rail.

37. Tests on Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad.—The
tests on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad were conducted

on the westbound main line track about a mile east of the passenger station

at Dover, New Jersey in November, 1925 and September, 1926. The track

carried heavy freight, passenger and suburban traffic, which was diverted

through a siding during the tests.

The joints tested were on the north rail; they were numbered con-

secutively westward from 41 to 60, joint 60 being 20 feet east of the

walk from the road south to the Lackawanna switch and frog shops. The
rail was 130-lb. R.E. section laid in May, 1925. The section of the rail

is shown in Fig. 27 and the geometrical properties are given in Table 2.

The ties were 7 by 9 in. by 8 ft. 6 in. with 22 ties to the 39- ft. rail length.

The average of the spacing of the joint ties at the 20 joints was 19i/2 in.

center to center, and that for the remainder of the rail 21 in. About half

the ties in any rail length were creosoted pine laid in 1914, a quarter were
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creosoted oak laid in 1919, and the rest new oak ties recently put in; all

were in excellent condition. Many of the ties were over width, ranging

from 9 to 11 in. in width. The tie plates were TYz by 12^ in. and 54 i^^-

thick under the rail, inclined to give a cant of 1 in 40. In 1926, the plates

were fastened to the tie with two screw spikes at the holes at diagonally

opposite corners and two cut spikes in the holes next to the rail. Six anti-

creepers per rail length were used. The ballast was large crushed trap

rock filled well to the top of the tie and well out on the shoulder. The
depth of ballast is not known, but as the depth below the tie was given

as 12 to 18 in. at the time of former tests and additional ballast had been

applied when the track was raised at the time of laying the 130-lb. rail

in 1925, the depth of ballast below the tie must have been 20 in. or more
at the time of the tests, with cinder ballast still below.

The rail-joints of the track were the Neafie j.oint. The section of the

joint bajs is shown in Fig. 26; they are 27 in. long. Six 1-in. bolts and

Improved Hipower washers were used. The joint base plate is shown in

Fig. 28. This base plate replaces the tie plate of the two adjacent ties and

in addition spans the distance between the two ties. It has the same cross-

section as the lYz by 12%-in. tie plates used on other joint ties. The length

of the base plate is 27 in., covering almost the width of two ties and the

space between. Screw spikes are screwed through holes at the four comers

of the base plate, and two cut spikes are driven into each tie. By the

operation the joint tie spacing is held very close to 19 in. center to center.

.In the tests of 1925 the screw spikes for the end holes for both tie plates

and base plates had not been installed ; only the cut spikes in the holes

next to the rail were in place. These cut spikes were held by the shoulders

of the plates from coming in contact with the flange of the rail, a space

of about .15 in. being left between flange of rail and head of spike. The
amount of free space thus provided for permits the upward movement of

the rail in flexure without the raising of the tie from the ballast or the

pulling of the spike. Both tie plate and base plate had double shoulders

between which the base of the rail fitted closely. In re-laying rail it is

not expected that these plates will be disturbed. In 1926 screw spikes had

been installed in the end holes of both tie plates and base plates, and the

screw spikes hold the plate down closely to the tie, compressing the upper

portion of the wood of the tie beyond the amount which would result from

the application of ordinary wheel loads and holding the plate almost as an

integral part of the tie. The moment of inertia of the base plate with

/

respect to a horizontal gravity axis was .67 in.'' and — for a gage line along

y
the outer shoulder was .92 in.' and along the inner shoulder .76 in.* The

fit between bar and rail was excellent, in fact, unusually so, and much

better than the fit found at test locations on the other railroads.

The tests were made with the track in the condition found. No work

had been done on the track between the time of its laying and the tests

in 1925 and none before the tests of 1926, except that in 1926 the screw

spikes had been installed in the end holes of the tie plates and base plates

without in any way disturbing the ^ track. The rail joints were all in

excellent condition. The examination by striking the bolts with a hammer
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indicated that two bolts in the 20 joints had low tension in 1925 and 14

bolts in 1926, six of the latter being in one joint. In the tests of 1925

a heavy car with 127,000 lb. on the truck at the test end was used. In

1926 the weight on the end truck of the heavy car was again 127,000 lb.

and that on the end truck of the light car 22,000 lb. In the placing of

gage lines and the making of tests, the procedure was the same as that

heretofore described. The gage lines made in 1925 were also used for the

1926 tests with some additions. Deflection of rail and joint in 66 in. was

measured. Depressions of rail and tie were observed in 1926, using two

loads and taking levels with an engineer's level, as has been described in

the tests on the New York Central Railroad.

38.—Tests on Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad—
Stresses in Rail and Stresses, Moments and Movements in Rail-Joints.

—The section of the 130-Ib. R.E. rail is shown in Fig. 27. The moment
of inertia of the section with reference to a horizontal gravity axis is

77.4 in."* and the section modulus with reference to the base of rail is

25.6 in.' Stresses and moments in the rail at points opposite ten joints

measured in the 1925 tests and opposite nine joints in the 1926 tests and

at the four quarter points between joints measured in both years are given

in Table 20. The measured stresses are low, and the observational errors

in the strain gage measurement may, therefore, be relatively large, a

change of 1000 lb. per sq. in. at the base of the rail amounting to 28,000

in. lb. in the bending moment. There is considerable variation in the

bending moment found for the several locations. Except in two or three

cases, the value of the moments found in the tests of 1925 and 1926 are

reasonably concordant. Not enough data are available to establish whether

the bending moment in the rail opposite a joint is less than that at other

points. The analytical base value of the bending moment in rail, calculated

with a modulus of elasticity of rail support of 2500 lb. per in., is 275,000

in. lb. The ratios of observed moment in rail to the analytical value

averaged 78 per cent.

Tests were made on twenty joints in 1925, numbered 41 to 60. Some
of the results obtained, while quite consistent, seemed not in line with

calculated values, and accordingly after other experience in testing joints

in the laboratory and field further tests were made in 1926 on eight of

the joints and additional data were obtained on rail stresses and track

depression. In 1925 the tension was measured in the bolts of joints 56, 57,

and 59 with the caliper extensometer. The results are given in Table 21.

The values of the bolt tension range from 6000 to 21,000 lb., ten of them

between 12,000 and 18,000 lb. When tapped with a hammer, as in the

tests on the New York Central Railroad, two bolts of joint 41 appeared

loose; the bolts in all other joints were tight. In 1926 all bolts of joint

44 appeared loose. In three other joints one bolt appeared loose. In two

other joints two bolts were loose but on opposite ends of the bars. In

no case except perhaps joint 44 could the looseness of bolts have affected

the bending moment developed in the joint to an appreciable extent.

In Table 22 are given the stresses observed in two gage lines (1 and 5)

on the outer bar and in two (7 and^ 10) on the inner bar at mid-sectinn,

when one wheel load (31,750 lb.) of the four-wheel truck rested on the
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Table 20

Stresses and Moments in 130-Lb. Rail in Track of Delaware,
Lackawanna and Western Railroad

Load of 31750 lb. on each wheel of four-wheel truck. Stresses arc
in pounds per square inch and resisting moment in inch-pounds. Base
of moment ratio is 275000 in. -lb.

Stress at Base of Rail

Outer Edge Inner Edge

Resisting
Moment

Ratio to

Analytical
Bending
Moment

Opposite
Opposite
Opposite
Opposite
Opposite
Opposite
Opposite
Opposite
Opposite
Opposite

oint 51

.

oint 52

.

oint 53

.

oint 54

.

oint 55

.

oint 56

.

oint 57.

oint 58.

oint 59

.

oint 60

.

Average

.

Opposite joint 42 .

.

Opposite joint 46 .

.

Opposite joint 48 .

.

Opposite joint 51 .

.

Opposite joint 52.

.

Opposite joint 54 .

.

Opposite joint 55 .

.

Opposite joint 59 .

.

Average

Location at quarter point

away from joint.

Between joints 45 and 46:

North rail

South rail

Between joints 55 and 56:

North rail

South rail

3900
3100
9600
6900
17700
7200
6700
7200
6900
7900

7700

Tests

8600
6900
5700
5900
8300
9800
8600
9200

7900

Tests

Tests

11700
5700

8700
11300

of 1925
5300
9900
5500
7200
11100
5500
8100
14400
9300
7500

8400

of 1926
9200
15400
9200
9500
5300
8900
10000
9200

9600

of 1925

8700
10800

9000
3900

Between joints 45 and 46:

North rail

South rail

Between joints 45 and 56:

North rail

South rail

Tests of 1926

6500
6200

7100
7400

11100
7700

7700
9200

118000
166000
194000
182000
369000
163000
190000
276000
207000
197000

206000

228000
286000
191000
197000
174000
241000
238000
236000

224000

261000
212000

228000
195000

225000
179000

189000
212000

.43

.60

.71

.66

1.34
.59

.69

1 00
.75

.72

.75

.83

1.04
.69

.72

.63

.88

.87

.81

Table 21

Tension in Bolts of Rail-Joints in Track of Delaware, Lackawanna
and Western Railroad

Bolts are numbered from west to east. Tension is given in pounds.

Number
of
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rail ends. (See Fig. 26 for the location of gage lines on the joint bars.)

No strain was measured at the extreme top of the bar, the position of the

wheel making any gage line inaccessible. The stresses at the gage lines

vary from 8000 to 24,000 lb. per sq. in., though, of course, the stress at

the remotest fiber was greater than this. The table also gives the resisting

moment developed in each bar as determined from the upper and lower

gage lines ; also the average of the stresses in the two shoulders of the

base plate at mid-section and the corresponding moment developed in the

base plate. The joint moment ratio is also given—the ratio of the sum of

the moments developed in the two bars and in the base plate to the analytical

moment of 275,000 in. lb. The moments taken by the joints range from

169,000 to 247,000 in. lb. Generally there is a fairly even division of

moment between the two bars, the moments in only 3 of the 20 joints show-

ing variations of more than 10 per cent from the average moment in the

two bars, a result which is quite different from results found in joints tested

in track elsewhere.

Observations were made with the thickness gage on the twenty joints

tested in 1925 and on seven out of the eight joints in 1926. In 1925 the

Table 22

Stresses, Moments and Joint Moment Ratios at Mid-Section in Joint

Bars and Base Plates of the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western
Railroad

Stresses are given in pounds per square inch and moments in

inch-pounds. Base of moment ratio is 275000 in.-lb.
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.005-in. gage could not be inserted between the top of the joint bars and the

head of the rail at any place along either outer or inner bar for any one
of the twenty joints in either unloaded or loaded condition, nor was it

possible to insert the gage between the bottom of bar and flange of rail,

altogether a very remarkable fit between bar and rail as compared with

observations made on the rail-joints of the other railroads on which tests

were made. Out of the seven joints observed in 1926, in the unloaded
condition four of them did not permit the gage to be inserted at any place

over the top of the bar two received the gage for 2 in. one way from a
rail end on the outer bar, and one (joint 48) received the gage for 3 in.

eastward from the rail end on the outer bar and 1 in. eastward on the

inner bar. This space would probably have closed upon tightening the
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bar at one rail end in joint 46 had increased from .001 in. in 1925 to .008

in., and in joint 55 from .002 to .005 in.; other than these two measure-

ments of vertical movement the four joints on which measurements were

made in 1926 showed very little change one way or the other. Because

of their smallness, diagrams of vertical movements between joint bars and

rail are not given.

In Fig. 98 are plotted joint moment ratios and numerical sum of

vertical movement between bar and rail measured at four points along the

bar (average of outer and inner bar) for the tests of the two years. In-

stead of the trend of the points being along a line inclining downward to

the right as in the tests on the I. C. R. R. and N. Y. C. R. R., the points

are closely grouped with respect to the vertical movement between bar and
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in the tests and calculations. The joint moment ratios for the tests of

the two years are plotted in Fig. 100 in the order of their magnitude and

likewise the values excluding the part taken by the base plate. It is seen

that the gradation from low to high points is very regular.

The test results in 1926 did not differ greatly from the values found

in 1925 on the same joint. Six of the joints showed almost' the same

moment developed in the joint. Two (joints 52 and 59) differ the most,

being lower by 8 per cent. The heavy traffic over this track evidently had

not affected the general quality of the rail-joints.

The observations made in the two years did not disclose marked

variations in tie bearings and ballast bed conditions that would result in

extreme variation in the moment developed in a joint, such as the depressed
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their ends coming near the middle of its length. The base plate is canted

1 in 40, the same as the tie plates. A purpose included in these tests

was to find to what extent the base plate takes bending moment and whether

the bending moment developed in the base plate is of a nature to be counted

as a part of the moment developed in the rail-joint as a whole. The
stresses were measured along the two shoulders at the top of the

base plate. From tests made on a base plate in the laboratory it was

found that the measured strains on the shoulders at the middle of the

span accounted closely for the bending moments that were applied, the

values calculated from the strains being somewhat smaller than the applied

moment. It has then been assumed that stresses measured on the shoulders

may be used to determine the moment developed in the base plates. As a

further check, observations made in the field in 1926 by measuring the

mid-deflection for a chord length of 26 in. along each shoulder in eight

joints showed that the mid-deflection of the base plate was closely propor-

tional to the bending moment developed in the base plate of the several

joints as determined by the stresses in the two shoulders. These deflections

ranged between .02 and .045 in., averaging .036 in.

In the 1925 tests the bars were removed from joints 42 and 46, and

with only the base plate to carry moment a test load was applied. The stress

in the shoulders of the two base plates increased from 30,000 and 28,000

lb. per sq. in., respectively, when the bars were in place in the joint to

54,000 and 60,000 lb. per sq. in. when the joint bars were removed. The

total moment developed at the section at the rail ends (in base plate only,

bars removed) was small, only about 17 per cent of the analytical moment

for full rail. Under these conditions, of course, the ties at and near the

joint must have received a higher tie pressure than ordinarily. In a test

in 1925 the tie plates were removed from two adjacent ties at two locations

away from a joint and a base plate was inserted in their place from tie

to tie under the full rail. After two days of traffic over the track, tests

were made. In each case there was a small indication of stress developed

in the shoulders of the base plate at mid-section, but the amount was hardly

beyond the limits of accuracy of the instrumental work. As was to be

expected, then, the base plate took little or no part in the resisting moment

of the section, the stiffness of the rail not giving it an opportunity.

The stresses and moments developed in the base plate are given in Table

22. The stresses in the shoulders of the base plate vary from 5000 to 30,000

lb. per sq. in. It is seen that the moments developed at mid-section range

from 4000 to 24,000 in. lb., with an average moment of 14,000 in. lb. These

values have been added to the moments found developed in the two joint

bars in making up the total moment taken by the joint, as is thought

warranted by the facts brought out in the tests. The part taken by the

base plate varies from 2 to 9 per cent of the value of the analytical moment
of the full rail, averaging 5 per cent. Two base plates in the 1925 tests

developed a stress of less than 10,000 lb. per sq. in., and five of more than

25,000 lb. per sq. in., two having 30,000 lb. per sq. in. These high stresses

were verified by repeating tests at the same joints. The distance between

the two lines in Fig. 100 (the line for ratio of total moment taken by joint

and moment taken by the two bars) indicates the part taken by the base

plate. It may be noted than in 16 of the joints the rail ends came at or
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within 1 in. of the middle of the length of the base plate. In joints 48, 55

and 60 the rail ends were 3 in. east of the mid-point and 5 in. east in

joint 51 ; no definite differences in bending moment are traceable to these

variations in position. The differences in bending mom'ent taken by the

base plate may be due to difference in bearing fit of rail on the plate as

produced by camber and irregularities of surface and, considering the

differences found in deflection of the base plates, probably more largely

by differences in the flexure curve along the joint.

It may be concluded that the base plate adds a sensible amount to the

resistance of the joint.

One feature of the track on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Railroad that apparently contributed to its stiffness and its uniformity (see

Article 41) is the manner in which the tie plates were placed on the tie

and held to their position with an initial compression of the wood under

the tie plate by screw spikes tightened to an extent that compressed the

wood considerably, independently of the cut spikes. With this initial com-
pression the application of wheel loads would not further compress the

wood immediately under the tie plate very much, so that the total compres-

sion of the tie under the rail was materially less than it would be under

the usual fastening of tie plates. The depression of the rail support under

load is thus decreased. As the ties were pre-adzed and pre-bored to give

exact position to the tie plates and were firmly held in place there was
little movement of the tie plate on the tie laterally or longitudinally and

little tilting on the tie. The stability of the tie with respect to its bed

in the ballast was thus improved and at the same time it is apparent

that the life of the tie under the tie plate would be increased.

40. Tests on Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad

—

Miscellaneous Tests on Stresses in Rail and Rail-Joints.—Fig. 101

gives the distribution of stress along the inner and outer joint bars for

points 1 and 7 (on the upper flange of bar) and points 5 and 10 (on the

lower flange) for joints 42, 46, 48, 52, 54 and 59 when one wheel was at

the rail ends and the other was 5 ft. 8 in. away. It will be noted that,

in general, the stresses at the top and bottom of the bars are about equal

in magnitude and drop off in a like manner. In the six joints on which

readings were taken along the bars, the stress drops off fairly uniformly

away from the mid-section. At 6 in. either way from the mid-section the

stress is usually below 10,000 lb. per sq. in. in both the top and the bottom

gage lines; at 10 in. from the mid-section little stress is found.

Fig. 102 gives the stresses and moments in the bars at the mid-section

of joints 46 and 59 and in the base of the rail opposite the joints as the

wheel is moved from point to point away from the joint, the curves shown
thus being influence lines. For joint 46 the average stress at the mid-section

of the inner and outer joint bars was 3000 lb. per sq. in. in the top gage line

of the bar and 3000 lb. per sq. in. in the bottom gage line when the wheel

was 40 in. from the rail end, 7000 and 8000 lb. per sq. in. when 24 in. away,

10,000 and 11,000 lb. per sq. in. when 16 in. away, 13,000 and 16,000 lb.

per sq. in. when 8 in. away, and 20,000 and 24,000 lb. per sq. in. in the top

and bottom gage lines, respectively, when the end wheel of the truck was
at the rail end. For joint 59 the average stress at the raid-section of the
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inner and outer bars was 1000 lb. per sq. in. in the top gage line and 2500

lb. per sq. in. in the bottom gage line when the end wheel of the truck was

40 in. away from the rail ends, 4000 and 5500 lb. per sq. in. when 26 in.

away, 7000 and 8500 lb. per sq. in. when 18 in. away, 11,000 and 15,000

lb. per sq. in. when 8 in. away, and 15,000 and 19,000 lb. per sq. in. in the

top and bottom of the bars when the wheel is at the rail end. The increase

or decrease in stress in the bars as the wheel approached or receded from
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—

Distribution of Stress along Joint Bars at Upper and
Lower Gage Lines—Delaware, Lackawanna and West-
ern Railroad.

the joint is not only at the same rate in these two joints but also of the

same magnitude. It is evident that, as soon as positive bending moment
is developed in the joint bars, load bearing contacts have been made between

rail and bar, regardless of play in the joint.

The bending moments developed in the rail opposite joints 46 and 59,

determined from the strains measured in the base of the rail, as the wheel

approaches or recedes from the section at which measurements were taken,
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Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad.
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are also plotted in Fig. 102. The analytical value of the bending moment

developed under average conditions is also plotted.

The stress curves and moments (influence lines in Fig. 102) have the

same general shape and character for both rail-joint and full rail as the

analytical values. The position of the wheel for which the stress at the

mid-section of the bar would become zero is from 40 to 48 in. away from

the rail end for joints 46 and 59, that for the full rail is 35 to 42 in., while

the analytical value for this distance is only 25 in. for the very stiflf rail

support at this location. As has been found elsewhere in tests with heavy

rail, the positive bending moments extend further from the wheel load

than is indicated by the analysis. It is evident, however, that the moment

developed in the joint as the wheel load approaches or recedes from it

changes in much the same way as does the moment in the rail opposite.

41. Tests on Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad

—

Miscellaneous Tests of Rail and Tie Depression.—Data of track de-

pression under load were obtained at five locations by the method used in the

tests on the N. Y. C. R. R. The load on the four wheels of the truck at

the test end for the light car was 22,000 lb. and for the heavy car 127,000

lb. In Table 23, the values of the modulus of elasticity of rail-support, u,

obtained from the increment of rail depression between light and heavy

loads are given, and also values obtained analytically from the increment

of rail depression at the two wheels only. The value of u obtained from

the full length of the rail depressions ranged from 2000 to 3200 lb. per

in., averaging 2530 lb. per in. As in the tests on the N. Y. C. R. R., all

the values include the influence of a rail-joint on one rail or the other.

The value 2500 lb. per in. has been taken to be representative of the track.

It should be noted that this represents a very stiflf track, much stiflfer than

has been found in any other test. As stated later, the net rail depression

at the two wheels on each side of the heavy car (wheel loads of 31,750 lb.

Table 23

Values of Modulus of Elasticity of Rail Support, u—Delaware,
Lackawanna and Western Railroad

Values are given in pounds per inch.

Location
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each) averaged only .15 in. It may be added that the values of u obtamcd

from the increment of rail depression under the wheel loads by the analytical

formula for rail depression under such loading (see Table 23) averaged

450 lb. per in. higher than the values found by taking the summation of

depression all along the depressed rail length. It is worth noting that the

average value of u obtained with a wheel at a joint differs but slightly

from that for the wheel at a quarter point of the rail length.

Fig. 103 gives diagrams of the depression of rail and tie under light

and heavy loads for two locations—gross and net depressions and play

between tie and rail on the assumption that for the light load used the

rail has been brought to a bearing on the tie and the tie on the ballast

bed. The diagrams show variations in the total depression and especially

differences between gross and net depressions and in the play between tie

and rail, but the net depressions were found to be quite similar in all

cases.

"Hook-up" and "push-down" movements were also taken as in the

tests on the New York Central Railroad. The upward movement of the

tie under the lift of 200 or 300 lb. was measured in hundredths of an

inch. Of the 206 ties investigated it was not possible to raise 127 ties

(62 per cent) at all or over .01 in. It was possible to lift 46 ties (22 per

cent) between .02 and .05 in., 19 ties (9 per cent) between .06 and .12 in.

and 14 ties (7 per cent) more than .12 in. In the push-down test, measure-

ments were made on these same 206 ties ; the downward movement of the

tie was .00, .01, .02, or .03 in. For 100 ties (49 per cent) the values were

.00 or .01 in., 102 ties (49 per cent) gave movements of .02 or .03 in., and

only 4 ties (2 per cent) gave values over .03 in. Typical data of hook-up

and push-down tests are given in Fig. 103.

As in the New York Central tests, the results of the push-down tests

indicate that the ties lie well on the ballast bed in an unloaded condition.

The hook-up tests indicate that the rail in an unloaded condition on the

average lies closer to its support on the ties than has been found in

other tests.

At the time of making the tests in November, 1925, observation of the

20 consecutive joints along the north rail showed no evidence of any

movement of the rails in the joints by reason of temperature changes. In

September, 1926, there were indications at 9 out of 20 joints that some

slip of rail had occurred at one time or another. In 1925 the rail gap

varied from .10 to .35 in., 13 joints out of 20 measuring .25 in. or more;

in 1926 the range was fi'om .15 to .50 in., 12 gaps being .25 in. or more.

42. Tests on Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway.—
The tests on the Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway were

conducted on the main line just north of Bass, Alabama, in November,

1925. The road, which was single track, carried fairly heavy freight and

passenger traffic. The joints tested were at the north end of the section

of test track, a stretch of track P/4 miles long which had been set aside

in 1923 for the purpose of special observations on the longitudinal move-

ment of rail and the opening and closing of rail gaps at the joints, develop-

ment of batter, and other conditions of maintenance. The conditions found

in the test track have been reported to the American Railway Engineering
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Association by Mr. Hunter McDonald and are recorded in the Annual

Proceedings of the Association, 1924 to 1928. The rail-joints were num-
bered continuously southward with joint 1 at milepost 105 from Nashville,

the odd numbers being on the west rail and the even ones on the east rail.

The rail was 110-lb. R.E. rail laid in June, 1923. The tie plates were 7

by 10^/4 in., fs in. thick at the middle, with an inclination to give a rail

cant of 1 in 40. The outer edge of the tie plate was 3 in. from the edge

of base of rail and the inside edge 1^ in., the eccentricity thus being about

Tfk in. The plates under the joint tie had longer spike holes than the other

tie plates. The ties were 7 by 8 in. by 8 ft. untreated white oak, largely

put in in 1922. Two-thirds of the ties at and near joints were good, witli

the remainder in fair condition, though some were not sound and showed

signs of decay. Eighteen ties were used to a 33-ft. rail length. The ties

were not uniformly spaced and had not been respaced to provide for

suspended joints when the new rail was laid. Part of the joints were

suspended, part supported, and part neither. The spacing of the ties at

and near joints ranged from 17 to 26 in. center to center. The ballast

was mostly crushed limestone filled up to the top of the ties and extended

out sufficiently to form good shoulders. Much of the filling at the ends

of the ties was crushed slag. Rail anchors were used, six to a rail length

on each rail, three facing each way.

The rail-joints were 24 in. four-bolt Rail Joint Company's 100 per cent

reinforced angle bars. The section of the angle bars is shown in Fig. 25.

Hipower spring washers were used on most of the bolts; a few joints had

Improved Hipower spring washers and a few Verona spring washers. The
fit between angle bars and rails was quite good.

The tests were made with the track in the condition found. The

track and rail-joints generally would be considered to be in good condi-

tion, except for some of the ties. As in the other tests described in this

report only static loading was used. The load on the four wheels of the

truck at one end of the loaded car used was 95,000 lb., which was considered

as applying 23,750 lb. at each wheel. The tension in 80 bolts was measured

with the caliper extensometer. Strain gage readings were taken on the

joint bars and on the rail at a limited number of places. As there had

been a delay in the transportation of the 66-in. bar no readings on deflection

of rail and joint in 66 in. were obtained. No depressions of rail were

taken.

43. Tests on Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway

—

Tension in Bolts.—The tension in the bolts of 20 joints was measured

by means of the caliper extensometer. Without in any way disturbing

the joint, preparation was made by facing the two ends of each of

the bolts and drilling small holes at each end at the geometrical axis

of the bolt. In preparing the ends of the bolts the metal was found

to be so hard that it was necessary to use an oxy-acctylcne torch to

draw the temper for a spot only ^ in. across before drilling the gage

holes; grinding had been done in advance of the heating. It was
evident that the heating extended only a short distance from the

spot touched by the torch. On the other two roads and in the labora-

tory tests, only filing has been used in facing the ends of the bolts.
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The difference between the first reading of the instrument from end

to end of bolt taken in the initial condition of tension and the second

reading taken after the nut had been loosened was translated into

tension in the bolt by the use of constants found from values of

stretch under application of load in a testing machine with distances

between nut and head corresponding to that existing in the rail-joint.

The selection of the joints to be tested was made with the help of Mr.

J. L. Fergus, Division Engineer of the Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis

Railway, to include joints that at the time showed evidence of there having

been longitudinal movement in the joint of one rail or the other from tem-

perature changes and others that had not moved. The results of the

measurements are given in Table 24. The bolts are numbered from north

to south. The average of the bolt tension in the two bolts of the north

half of a bar and those of the south half is also given in the table. It is

seen that the measured tension varies from 1500 lb. to 43,000 lb., the

general range of tension in 50 of the bolts being between 9000 and 20,000

lb. It is believed that the tension in the bolts of these joints runs higher

than those in the joints of the other track tested except the Delaware,

Lackawanna and Western Railroad. It will be noted that a low tension

in one bolt is generally accompanied in the other bolt of the same half of

the joint by a tension that is lower than the average.

The average tension in the two bolts at one end of a joint is of

interest as affecting the opportunity for slip of rail in joint with tempera-

ture changes. The column headed Rail Slip records whether there was

Table 24

Tension in Bolts of Rail-Joints in Track of Nashville, Chattanooga
and St. Louis Railway

Bolts are numbered from north to south. Tension is given in pounds.
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evidence of slip of one rail or the other in the joint or of no slip. The
evidence on slip appeared to be very definite. It is seen that whenever the

average tension in the two bolts at one end of the joint was 9500 lb. or

less a movement had occurred at the same end of the joint and at no other

joint, except that movement was apparent in joint 68 in which a higher

bolt tension than that referred to had been found. The bolts of joint 68

had been slackened in March, 1925, resulting at once in a shortening of the

rail gap. It seems probable that after this a condition of low bolt tension

had existed in this joint and that the track walker at some time earlier

in the season had tightened the bolts. At any rate, it is evident in general

that the joints that had moved under the action of temperature changes

had lower average bolt tension than 10,000 lb. in the two bolts at one end

of the joint. Joints 66 and 68 were equipped with Improved Hipower spring

washers and joints 229 and 281 with Verona spring washers—all other

joints of those tested had Hipower spring washers. There was no evidence

that the presence of these forms of spring washers was related to movement

or non-movement of the rails in the joint.

44. Tests on Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway—
Stresses in Rail and Stresses, Moments and Movements in Rail-Joints.

—The moment of inertia of the section of the 110-lb. R.E. rail with

reference to a horizontal gravity axis is 57.0 in.* and the section modulus

with reference to a point in the base of the rail is 20.1 in.^ Stresses in the

base of rail and vertical resisting moments in the rail at points opposite six

joints and at two quarter points between joints are given in Table 25. Con-

siderable variation was found in the stresses at the various sections. The
moments measured in rail at two quarter points of the rail length are nearly

equal in magnitude to the value of the vertical bending moment determined

Table 25

Stresses and Moments in 110-Lb. Rail in Track of Nashville,

Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway

Load of 23750 lb. on each wheel of four-wheel truck. Stresses are

in pounds per square inch and resisting moment in inch-pounds. Base
of moment ratio is 232000 in. -lb.
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analytically with a modulus of elasticity of rail support of 1200 lb. per

in., which is judged to be the value of u for the conditions of the track.

Two determinations, however, are insufficient to establish a general value

for the moment at such points along the track. The moments developed

in the rail opposite the joints are all very small as compared both with

the moment found in the joint bars with the analytical moment calculated

with a value of u of 1200 lb. per in. The ratio of the observed moment
in the rail to the analytical value of the moment (232,000 in. lb.) averages

only .62, and the value for two of the locations (opposite joints 55 and

106) is only .44 and .47. Unfortunately, test data on the quality of the

track, such as has been given for the tests on the other railroads, were not

obtained. On account of extended rainy weather the test party was unable

in the time available to take track depressions and other observations on

the conditions in the track at and near joints. No quantitative tests are

available, therefore, to make a definite explanation of the low value of the

vertical bending moment found in the rail opposite the joints, though, as is

discussed later, the small moment is probably due to conditions of the rail

support at and near the section considered.

Tests were made on 15 joints of the 20 joints on which bolt tension

was measured. These joints were selected not only because of differences in

movement of rail ends under the action of temperature changes; the

selection included joints having ties in poor condition, such as unsoundness

of tie and evident pumping or churning at some earlier time, and also one

joint having the worst condition of rail end batter. In Table 26 are given

for these 15 joints the stresses in three gage lines on the outer bar and in

two on the inner bar at the mid-section (see Fig. 25 for the position of the

gage lines), the inclination of the neutral axis (a) determined frnm stresses

Table 26

Stresses, Moments and Joint Moment Ratios at Mid-Section in Joint
Bars of Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway

Stresses are given in pounds per square inch, moments in inch-

pounds, and a in degrees. Base of moment ratio is 232000 in. -lb.
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at two gage lines by the analytical method, the vertical resisting moment

developed in the outer aftd inner bar at mid-section, and the joint moment

ratio (the ratio of the sum of the vertical resisting moments of the outer

and inner bars at mid-section to the analytical value of the vertical moment

in full rail, 232,000 in. lb.). The stresses in the top of the outer bar vary

from 7000 lb. per sq. in. to 31,000 lb. per sq. in. The position of the neutral

axis ranges from nearly horizontal to an angle of 33°. The moments in the

two bars differ more or less; in three joints the moment in the outer bar

is considerably greater and in three the inner one is much the larger. The

joint moment ratios show a marked variation in the amount of moment

taken by the joints, the range in this ratio being from .43 to 1.10. This

range in moment is so great that the conditions of the joints need detailed

discussion.

Three joints (57, 66 and 106) developed high vertical bending moments

and joint moment ratios, two joints (56 and 89) low bending moments,

and the remaining ten may be grouped as intermediate. As in other tests

it is to be expected that relatively high bending moments may have for their

source such conditions at and close to the joint as less stiff rail support from

poor ties, ties loose in ballast, less stiff ballast bed, and wider tie spacing,

which may be aided at the time by tight fitting bars, tight bolts, and absence

of vertical movement between bar and rail. A low bending moment may be

traced to stiffer rail support at the joint than at places away from it,

which in turn may be due to closer tie spacing and to play and vertical

movement in joints, looseness of bolts, etc. Joints developing intermediate

values of bending moment may also be influenced by the conditions of rail

support and the fit of bars and rail.

Fig. 104 gives the vertical movement between top of bar and rail at

four points on both outer and inner bars for the joints having the greatest

movement and for representative ones of the remainder. The north end of

the outer bar of joint 56 was quite loose and gave high vertical movements

between bar and rail when load was applied, while the other end showed a

close fit and little vertical movement. The .005-in. thickness gage was

inserted at the north end of both bars for 2 or 3 in. while the joint was in

an unloaded condition (see also Fig. 104) and for 7 in. on the outer bar

and 2 in. on the inner bar while the joint was loaded. This joint showed

tension in the north two bolts of 1500 and 7500 lb.; this low bolt tension

evidently contributed to the poorness' of fit or to the bar being out of

position at the north end, whichever may be the source of the large ver-

tical movement. Joint 158, which also had low bolt tension in the north

half of the joint showed considerable movement at the north end of the bar.

Under load the thickness gage could be inserted at the north end only

;

it was inserted at the north end both before loading and upon loading.

Joint 106 upon loading showed high vertical movement between bars and

rail at the ends and centers of both outer and inner bar, the movement at the

south end being considerable. The other joints showed small to medium

movement on application of load; generally the thickness gage could not

be inserted between bars and rail for more than a short distance.

In Fig. 105 are plotted joint moment ratio and numerical sum of

vertical movement between bar and rail measured at four points (average

of the outer and inner bars). Although there is quite a range in the
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values of the numerical sum of the vertical movements and although con-

sidering the differences in other conditions there is some trend of the joint

moment ratios downward to the right, large differences in the values of

the joint moment ratios exist, and it is evident that other sources or influ-

ences than vertical movement between bars and rail must exercise a greater

influence on many of these joints. The conditions attending the several

joints will then need to be considered.

Of the three joints with high bending moments, joint 57 has good ties,

medium spacing of the two joint ties (20 in.), tight bolts, and small ver-
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—

Vertical Movements between Joint Bars and Rail and
Measured Space—Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis
Railway.

tical movement between bar and rail, all of which would be expected to be

conducive to medium bending moment. Judging from the results of tests

on the other railroads, the high value of the bending moment developed

in this joint may be expected to be caused by a less stiff rail support at

and close to the joint than is the condition a little further away. At joint

66, with tight bolts and moderate vertical movement, the tie at the middle of

the joint showed signs of marked recent churning in its bed, and though

it did not appear loose when jumped upon, this tie and the one next to it

evidently gave small support to the rail. Besides, the spacing of three
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ties at the joint was 23 and 27 in. ; the wider spacing between ties was con-

ducive to conditions favorable for developing a high bending moment in

the joint. At joint 106, the tie on which the joint was supported was in a

decayed condition and did not furnish good support and those next to it,

which were in fair to poor condition, also contributed to the development of

a high value of the bending moment in the joint. Under this condition of

rail support, the tight bolts aided in the development of a larger bending

moment, even though the lack of fit between bars and rail permitted a fairly

high vertical movement between bars and rail. In all three cases inferior

conditions of rail support or inequality in stiffness in support was productive

of unusually large bending moment in the joints.

/.oo
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(18 and 16 in.)—conditions that probably also take with them a rail

support at the joint relatively stiffer than found at ties away from the joint

and altogether producing the relatively low joint moment ratio of .59,

regardless of tight bolts, well fitting bars and small vertical movement

between bars and rail. These two joints are examples of two conditions

productive of small bending moment— (a) loose and poorly fitting joints

with good tie support and probably relatively stififer rail support at and

near the joint than on one or both sides even with excellence in the joint

itself, and (b) well fitting tight joints accompanied with a stif?er rail

support at the ties near the joint than at points away from it.

The remaining ten joints classified by the bending moments developed

in the angle bars at mid-section fall in an intermediate group, the joint

moment ratio ranging from HI to .90. A study of the data indicates that a

number of variables and combinations influences the values of these ratios.

The higher values may be due to poor condition in one or more of the ties

at and close to the joint (two poor ties at joint 5), and to wider spacing

of ties at the joint than away from it (26 in. at joint 5 and 25 in. at joint

158). Some of the lower values are influenced by closer spacing immedi-

ately at the joint (17 and 18 in. at joint 105 and 17 and 19 in. at joint 141)

and by lit of bars less good than the average. In the intermediate group

two or more conflicting conditions may act to neutralize each other's

influence.

As already stated, except for those joints having low bolt tension in

one end of the bars which evidently contributed to vertical movement be-

tween bars and rail, the variations in tightness of bolt did not contribute

sufUciently to variations in action of the joint to produce differences that

are not masked by variations in other conditions of the track. These varia-

tions in track also mask the effect of vertical movement between bars and

rail. The elements that stand out as sources markedly affecting the action

of the joint are the differences in spacing of ties at and away from the

joint, condition of ties as to soundness of wood and position in ballast, and

other variations affecting relatively the stiffness of rail support at and away
from the joint. It is evident that quality of ties, uniformity in tie spacing,

and evenness in ballast bed for ties are of importance in producing evenness

in action of rail-joints as well as evenness of the track generally.

It will be noted that the bending moments measured in the rail opposite

joints (Table 25) are considerably smaller than those developed in these

joints. The average of the resisting moments developed in the full rail at

points opposite the six joints, given in Table 25, is 144,000 in. lb., and the

average of the moments developed in the corresponding six joints is 209,000

in. lb., nearly 50 per cent greater. Not enough definite information on

track conditions is known on which to base with certainty an explanation

of this difference in the value of the bending moment in rail and rail-joint.

The six joints referred to have among the highest values of resisting

moment found in these joints and from the information at hand it is reason-

able to think that the conditions of the tie and its support on the joint side

of this track had become such as to be conducive to higher bending moments

than were the conditions on the side of the full rail. The same differences

in influence probably acted in the same way on the full rail and on the joints

opposite at the remainder of the places tested, though to a lesser extent.
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The two values of bending moment in full rail at quarter points of its

length given in the table indicate that the rail away from a point opposite

the joint developed a higher bending moment than that developed at points

opposite a joint. This, of course, must be due in some way to differences

in stiffness in rail support at the two places. This difference in stiffness

may be due to differences in tamping, to spacing of ties, or other conditions.

45. Tests on Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad.—The
tests on the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad were conducted on

the middle track of the three main line tracks within the yard limits of

Eola nearly 3 miles east of the passenger station at Aurora, Illinois, in

July, 1926. The track carried much of the eastbound and westbound fast

passenger and suburban traffic and some of the freight trains, though

most of the freight service was carried by the other two tracks.

The purpose of the tests was to get information on the action of

three forms of rail-joints. These forms include (1) the regular or standard

angle bar joint of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad used in its

tracks on this part of the line, (2) a modification made in the same form

of angle bar by planing off top and bottom fishing surfaces so that the

bearing contacts with the rail could come only at the middle 6 in. of the

length along the top and bottom of the bars and at 4 in. at each end along

the top and bottom of the bars, and (3) a second modification which per-

mitted contact at the top and bottom of the bars for the middle 8 in. only.

These special forms of angle bars (five joints of each of the two special

forms) had been installed by the Railroad Company in June, 1925, under

the direction of Mr. B. M. Cheney, formerly General Inspector Per-

manent Way, Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad.

Two days were given to the preparation at the site, drilling of gage

lines and making measurements, and one day to the tests. The shortness of

the time available for, doing this work did not allow auxiliary tests to be

made, such as tests of depression of track under load, tension in bolts, and

tightness of ties in the ballast bed, which doubtless would have been very

useful in explaining some of the unusual results found in the action of

the rail-joints. Time was also taken to examine the condition of wear in

the angle bars by removing the bars and inspecting them to locate bear-

ing areas and wear.

The rail was 100-lb. A.R.A.—A rail laid in 1924. The ties were of

soft wood 6 by 8 in. by 8 ft. with 20 ties to the 33- ft. rail length, gen-

erally in good condition, though not always evenly spaced. Tie plates were

mostly 6 by 9 in. and flat. Of the joints tested, 5 were suspended, 7 were

supported, and 3 were neutral. The ballast was pit gravel, ranging from

coarse sand to 2- in. pebbles, the proportion of sand to pebbles being fairly

large. It was stated that the ballast had a depth below the tie of 24 to 30

in. and probably more. This thick body of compacted material formed a

stiff bed for the track structure.

The regular angle bars are shown in section in Fig. 25. They are 24

in. long and equipped with four 1-in. bolts. The geometrical properties

are given in Table 2. The angle bars have a rather large proportion of

the metal in the lower leg or flange. The form termed the end and center

bearing form and the center bearing form are shown in Fig. 106. The cut
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made in the top and bottom of the end and center form of bar Hmitcd

the place of the rail bearing for positive moment to areas along the top ol

the bar not more than 3 in. from the end of the rails and along the bottom

of the bar to not more than 4 in. from the end of the bar. For negative

moments in the joint, the position of the bearings would be reversed, the

upper pressures on the bar coming at the end 4 in. of its length and the

lower pressures within 3 in. of the middle of its length. In the joint with

the center bearing form, the pressure which goes to develop positive bending

moment in the angle bars on the upper fishing face of the bar necessarily

is applied near the rail end, and that on the lower fishing face to an area

within 4 in. of the rail ends ; for negative moment the opposite position of

bearing forces will operate. The short horizontal distance between centroids

of top and bottom pressures operates to develop extremely high bearing

pressures if the usual bending moment is developed, and almost perfect fit

between bar and rail is essential to give a stiff joint. All the joints except

r^'-T-^'^
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ment of tension in the bolts was made. Strain gage measurements were

taken on the joint bars and on the rail itself opposite part of the joints.

Deflection of rail and joint in 66 in. was measured. Measurement of depres-

sion of rail was not made.

A second inspection of the track was made in December, 1927, to learn

if changes in the general condition of the joints had occurred. The thick-

ness gage was tried in spaces between rail and bar, looseness of tie plates

against the rail, measurement of joint gap and batter of rail, presence of

very loose bolts, and sag of rail and joint in 90 in. The angle bars on

some of the joints were removed and inspected for bearing surfaces and

wear.

46. Tests on Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad—Stresses

in Rail and Stresses, Moments and Movements in Rail-Joints.—The
moment of inertia of the section of the 100-lb. rail with reference to a

horizontal gravity axis is 48.9 in.'* and the section modulus with reference to

the base of rail is 17.8 in.' Stresses were measured in the rail opposite

11 of the joints, and the values of the stresses and of the corresponding

resisting moment developed are recorded in Table 27. The calculated

moment in the rail for the loading applied, based upon a value of the

modulus of elasticity of rail support ii, for the judged average condition of

Table 27

Stresses and Moments in 100-Lb. Rail in Track of Chicago, Burlington
and Quincy Railroad

Load of 19750 lb. on each wheel of four-wheel truck. Stresses are
in pounds per square inch and resisting moment in inch-pounds. Base
of moment ratio is 178000 in.-lb.

Location

Stre.=s at Base of Rail

Outer Edge Inner Edge
Resisting
Moment

Ratio to
Analytical
Bending
Moment

Opposite .joint 3

.

Opposite joint 17

.

Opposite joint 18.

Average

Rail Opposite Joint

7700
5600
7100

with Standard

8300
3900
15400

Rail Opposi

Opposite joint 6

.

Opposite joint 8

.

Opposite joint 10.

Opposite joint 12.

Opposite joint 14

.

Average

te Joint witli En

7600
6800
8600

d and Center Be

3900
14600
4400
5900

RailO

Opposite joint 7

.

Opposite joint 9.

Opposite joint 13

.

Average

General average.

pposite Joint viit

8100
9500
3900

h Center Bearin

9400
5400
8700

Angle Bars

142000
85000
200000

142000

aring Angle Bars

146000
95000

206000
116000
116000

136000

g Angle Bars

156000
13200U
112000

133000

137000

.80

.48

1.12
.

.82

.53

1.16
.65

.65

.76
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the track (1500 lb. per in.) is 178,000 in. lb. With this value as a base,

the ratios given in the last column of the table have been computed. The

average of these ratios, ^1 , is similar to that found at points opposite

joints in the other tests. However, there are considerable variations in the

values of the moments developed in the rail at the various points, indicat-

ing a wide variation in conditions in the track. Two high moments (ratios

of 1.12 and 1.16) probably ai-e explainable by low supporting conditions at

and near the sections considered. The ratios of .48 and .53 are extremely

small ; the support at and near the sections must be stiff and take an

unusual proportion of the vertical reactions, and doubtless abnormally large

moments were developed at one side or the other of the sections that have

the small values.

In Table 28 are given the stresses in two gage lines in both outer and

inner bars at mid-section (see Fig. 25 for the position of the gage lines),

the inclination of the neutral axis (a) determined from stresses at two

gage lines by the analytical method, the vertical resisting moment developed

in the outer and inner bars at mid-section, and the joint moment ratio, which

is based on the analytical value of 178,000 in. lb. in full rail.

The stresses in all the bars are very low. If a bending moment equal

to that developed in full rail were developed, the stress in the top gage line

of the angle bar would be more than 20,000 lb. per sq. in. It will be noted

that in many of the joints there is little or no stress at the outer edge

Table 28

Stresses, Moments and Joint Moment Ratios at Mid-Section in Joint
Bars of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad

Stresses are given in pounds per square inch, moments in inch-
pounds, and a in degrees. Base of moment ratio is 178000 in. -lb.

Number
of
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of the flange of the angle bar (gage lines 2 and 12 being marked on the

figure as gage line 2), or the stress is compressive. The standard angle bar

has seven readings out of ten on the lower gage line that are in compression.

The large range in the stress at the top of the bar, 2000 to 11,000 lb. per

sq. in., is worth noting. Large values of the angle of inclination of the

neutral axis are frequent. In two joints (17 and 16s) the moment developed

in the two bars dififers greatly.

The end and center bearing form of bars have stresses that are more
in keeping with tests on the other railroads, though there are marked
variations and two joints (8 and 12) have low stresses throughout. The
moments in the outer and inner bars are fairly close to each other. In the
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ness gage at one end when loaded. It is seen that for the standard angle

bars, joints 3 and 4 showed lack of fit in both loaded and unloaded condi-

tion, joint 3 being ill fitting on one end. Joints 17 and 18 have well fitting

bars. Joint 16s (not shown in figure) was selected because of the loose-

ness of its bolts and the poor fit of bars ; the thickness gage was inserted

along about three-fourth^ of its length. The end and center bearing bars

showed verj' good fit. The center bearing bars in joints 7, 11, and 13 allowed

the thickness gage to be inserted at one end or the other of the 8 in. of

length left for contact with the rail. Joints 5 and 9 did not receive the

thickness gage at this part of their length.

The vertical movement between bar and head of rail upon loading (see

Fig. 108) corresponds fairly well with the conditions of fit. Of the joints
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0.60
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In the joints with center bearing bars, one end of the bars or the

other gave considerable vertical movement, the movement at one end of the

outer bar in joint 7 being .09 in. and the deflection in 66 in. amounting to

.145 in. These large vertical movements and deflections are to be expected

in a joint with center bearing bars.

In Fig. 109 are recorded the joint moment ratio and the gross deflec-

tion of rail and joint in 66 in. upon loading. It will be noted that for

the joints having the standard form of angle bar the gross deflection ranges

between .015 and .065 in., except for joint 3 which deflects .093 in. The
joints having end and center bearing range from .020 to .045 in. and appear

to lie along a line passing near the origin, the joint moment ratio thus

approaching proportionality to gross deflection. The joints having center

LOO
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joint 3 the light load gave a deflection of .08 in. and the heavy load .093 in.,

while the deflections in the full rail opposite the joint were .016 in. and

.031 in. for the two loads. At joint 4 the light load gave a deflection of

.02 in. and the heavy one .044 in., and the deflections in the full rail opposite

the joint were .001 in. and .016 in. for the same loads. The measurements

indicate that the light car took out much of the play in the joint; it is

believed that in the other tests the light cars used did not always apply

load sufficient to overcome the play.

The 90-in. bar with rail unloaded generally showed low points at the

joints, the sag ranging from .02 to .12 in., besides one joint that was .06

in. high. The average sag in 90 in. for the three forms of joints was .06

in. with the standard angle bar joints, .04 in. for the end and center bearing

form of bar, and .10 in. for the center bearing form as the averages of

the measurements made seventeen months apart. These values should not

be taken on as quantitatively correct, for the position of one or more high

ties may exert an undue influence, but they probably represent the relative

order of sag for the three forms of joint.

In Fig. 110 it will be noted that in general joints having the smaller

angles of inclination of the neutral axis have the relatively larger moments
developed under load, while joints having the larger angles of inclination

have the smaller values of the moments. It is apparent that the joints that

develop small bending moments have a form, fit and lack of restraint that

permits twisting, weaving, or sprawling movements which are related to the

large angle of inclination.

In the later inspection in December, 1927, the bolts of many of the

joints showed considerable looseness; 9 out of 15 joints had either all bolts

loose or loose at one end of the joint or the other. All the standard angle

bar joints showed looseness of bolts and an increased space between bar

and head of rail. In the joints with end and center bearing, three joints

showed no loose bolts and no space between bar and rail, one had two
loose bolts and increased space at one end, and one all loose bolts and

space at middle for both bars. In three of the joints with center bearing

bars the bolts were found to be tight and in two loose ; the space between

bar and rail had increased in all cases. It is evident that the joints show-

ing increased looseness of bolts and increased space between bar and rail

at the time of the second inspection would have shown increased play and

vertical movement and increased vertical deflection under load and that the

eflfectiveness of the joints would be found to be lessened accordingly.

In reviewing the condition of the joints found in this track, it will be

noted that a variety of circumstances influence the results. For the joints

equipped with the standard angle bars, joint 4 developed an extremely low

moment and a negative moment in the inner bar, and this joint may best

be left out of consideration, as not enough is known of the circumstances

to warrant an explanation. Very low values of the bending moment were

developed in the other three joints of the middle track (3, 17, and 18).

The average joint moment ratio of these three joints is .33. Judged from

the moments in the rail opposite these joints or from the average of the

moments in the full rail at all points in the track at which measurements

of stress were made, the moment developed in these three joints is about
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45 per cent of the moment developed in the full rail, which is a very small

value as compared with those found in the other tests. Two of these joints

showed good fit and little vertical movement between bars and rail ; the

other gave considerable vertical movement at one end. Two sources of

the low value of the moment may be mentioned: the form of the angle

bar, which is extreme in its lack of symmetry and very favorable to

lateral movement of the angle bar and to twisting, and the possible greater

stififness and resistance of the ties and ballast bed at and near the joints

including closeness of ties and hardness of ballast. In the study of the

action of these joints in the track there was of course no opportunity to

learn the condition of fit of bar on its lower side. These standard joints

do not develop the function of taking bending moment as fully as would

seem desirable in a rail-joint. Joint 16s in the south main track, which was

selected because of its apparent looseness, would be considered not to be

in fair maintenance condition; its joint moment ratio was still lower.

In the joint equipped with angle bars having end and center bearings,

the fit between bar and rail was very good and the vertical movement small.

The moment developed in the joints was divided fairly evenly between the

two angle bars. These joints fulfilled the conditions of fit and vertical

movement better than the group equipped with the standard angle bars.

The joints had been in the track a shorter time than those with the standard

angle bars. The moment developed in the five joints averaged about 50

per cent of that found in the rail opposite the joints. While this is a

higher proportion than that observed in the joints with standard angle

bars, it still is lower than the value that a good rail-joint should be expected

to carry. The form of the angle bar probably influences the value of the

bending moment developed, and as with the standard angle bar, t'^e condi-

tion of the rail support must influence the value of the bending moment

developed.

The joints equipped with angle bars made so that the bearing between

bar and rail at top and bottom of bar can come only within the middle

8 in. of their length necessarily had only a very limited length of top

bearing area near the ends of the rails and a similar limited short bearing

area at the bottom of the bar, when a positive bending moment was

applied, and the horizontal distance between centroids of top and bottom

bearing area was small, the bearing pressures required to develop a given

moment in the joint must, therefore, be correspondingly higher than those

found in the standard forms of angle bars. Fit of bar and rail over the

short lengths of contact also attains increased importance. It was found,

however, that in all these joints looseness existed at one rail end or the

other, such that one bar end showed considerable vertical movement with

respect to the rail when the load was applied, this movement in one joint

being as much as .09 in., and consequently the conditions are unfavorable

for developing moment in the joint. In fact, the moments developed in

these five rail-joints may be called almost negligible. With close fit at top

and bottom at the end of one rail and looseness at the other rail, it is even

possible that the position of the bearing pressures may be such as to

develop a negative moment at mid-section. The deflection of rail and

joint was found to be greater than for the other forms of joint, as would
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be expected, though the increase is not in proportion to the size of the

moment developed; this is doubtless explainable by the transmission of

pressure through the ballast by the means of shearing resistance, as is

discussed at another place. Doubtless the joints in this track would have

shown a more pronounced condition of "low joints" if subjected to heavier

traffic, and continued traffic in time would show an even more pronounced

difference in condition between these joints and the other two groups.

Reference has been made to the considerable depth of gravel ballast.

The thickness of this ballast bed has been increased over a long period

of years and has gradually become more compacted and very stiflf. To this

compactness and the accompanying property of shearing resistance in trans-

mission of pressure longitudinally of track may be attributed some of the

qualities found in this track. Without this property it is to be expected

that with joints having the characteristic of all three groups (small bend-

ing moments) and especially of the third group, traffic would much more

rapidly put the track out of condition and the defects of low joints soon

become apparent, or, on the other hand, the joint would become so depressed

that in the case of the first two groups of joints abnormally high bending

moments would be developed. The part taken by the ballast in thus aflfect-

ing conditions is discussed at a later point in the report.

VI. GENERAL DISCUSSION

47. Stresses in Rail.—In Table 29 are given the average values of

the measured stresses at base of rail under one wheel of the four-wheel

truck used for the static test load for all the tests on rail made on the six

railroads. The load given for one wheel is taken as one- fourth of the load

on the truck at one end of the car. The wheel loads used on the New
York Central Railroad and Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad,

31,000 and 31,750 lb., are heavy freight car wheel loads. The stresses in

base of rail, 8000 to 10,000 lb. per sq. in. in the heavy rail, are static load

stresses, but as static load stresses they are low values considering the load-

ing used in the tests.

Table 29

Stresses in Rail

The stresses given are for base of rail. The measured static stress

is the average of all the measured stresses at each location. Stress is

given in pounds per square inch and u in pounds per inch.
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The value of the measured stresses given in the table for each railroad

is the average of tests made at several places, which include both the rail

opposite a joint and the rail near a quarter point of its length. See Tables

10, 13, 16, 20, 25 and 27. A striking feature of the data is the great variation

of stress found at the individual locations. In Table 13, the mean stress in

the base of rail ranges from 50 to 150 per cent of the average of the meas-

ured stresses ; in Table 16 from 70 to 140 per cent ; in Table 20 from 55

to 170 per cent; in Table 25 from 60 to 140 per cent; and in Table 27

from 60 to 150 per cent. Even the mean deviation of each value from

the average for all varies from 17 to 25 per cent of the average stress.

The principal source of this variation of stress obviously lies in varia-

tions in the stiffness of rail support from point to point each way from the

rail section measured—spacing of ties, stiffness of ties, stiffness of ballast

bed, and initial gap between rail and tie. A considerable variation in the

stress developed must be expected. In the design of a rail section one of

the elements that should be considered is a reasonable allowance for the

occasional high stresses at points along the track. At the same time every

effort should be taken in maintaining the track to keep the average varia-

tion along the track down to a minimum, for the amount of this average

variation also has a marked effect on the general upkeep of the track. The

need for this is discussed in Article 57, "Uniformity and Variability in

Track."

Another outstanding feature of the tests is the diversity of stress at

the two edges of the base of rail, due to lateral bending and twist. In

the same tables (Tables 13, 16, 20, 25 and 27) the measured stresses at the

two edges of the base of rail are given. Both inward bending and outward

bending are common. The excess of the maximum stress over the mean

stress is frequently 25 to 40 per cent ; in a number of cases it is 50 per cent

or more; in a few cases it reached 60 to 80 per cent. Part of the bending

and twisting is due to lack of uniformity of tie support in a direction

longitudinally of the tie
;
part is due to the lateral thrust of the wheel aris-

ing from its special contour and from the direction the wheel was moving

when it stopped—and this thrust persists even though the wheel is at rest.

Both track and rolling stock are then instrumental in producing lateral

bending. In regard to the first agency possibly not enough attention has

been given uniformity of rail support crosswise of the track.

It will be seen that the average measured static stresses given in Table

29 are smaller than the calculated static stresses given in the column headed

Analjrtical Stress, which were computed for the values of u obtained in the

tests and given in the last column. No explanation of the discrepancy in

the values of the two columns is offered. The closer tie spacing and evi-

dently stiffer ballast support at points opposite the joint evidently contribute

to the difference. Possibly the negative moments and the wave action

which moves ahead of the load may have a different effect under static

load than under moving load. This would seem possible, for the averages of

the stremmatograph tests under slow speed made in previous years have

given close agreement with analytical values. On the whole, confidence may
be placed in both the static tests and the tests at speed heretofore reported.

It is true, of course, that the stresses developed under moving loads

will be much greater than those measured under static load. Increased stress
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will be found with speed of train, irregularity in track surface, and occa-

sional weaker rail support. The heavier wheel loads of some locomotives

will develop still greater stresses, and the effect of even well designed

locomotive counterbalance will give a further increase. With these added

factors it is to be expected that altogether the flexural stresses developed in

the heavier rail sections will still have reasonably low values as compared

with the elastic strength of the metal and hence that there is a large margin

of safety so far as flexural stresses go. Beyond this feature it is obvious

that important advantages in the heavy rail section may lie in the greater

resistance to wear (longer life) and greater stiffness of rail (the weight

of a single wheel load or the load of the end wheel of a group being dis-

tributed over a greater distance from the wheel, thus aiding in over-

coming unevenness of rail support). On the other hand, to gain fully the

advantages of this increase in weight of rail, the increase in rail section

should be accompanied by improved uniformity in the stiffness of the rail

support along its length, including a much smaller variation in the vertical

gap between rail and tie at low loads. Some discussion of these needs will

be made in Article 57, "Uniformity and Variability in Track."

In Table 30 are given analytical values of bending moments in rail for

the track of the six railroads under the fourth driver and the trailer of

a Mikado type locomotive and under the wheels of the cars used in the tests.

The spacing used for the drivers is 5 ft. 6 in. with the trailer 10 ft. away
from the rear driver. For the wheel loads and spacing used the moment
under the fourth driver is greater than under the other drivers, though the

value under the first driver will not differ greatly from that under the

fourth driver. It will be noted that the moment under the fourth driver

(and also that imder the trailer) does not differ much for the six tracks,

the increase in moment for the heavier, stiffer r^il being offset by the

decrease in moment by reason of stiffer rail support, u, except that the

unusual stiffness of the 127-lb. rail results in a moment that is higher than

Table 30

Analytical Values of Bending Moments in Rail

Considered as Applicable to Speeds of 5 Miles per Hour
Wheel loads of Mikado locomotive are assumed to be 15000, 32000 and

30000 lb. on front truck wheel, driving wheels and trailer wheel, respec-
tively. Bending moments are given in inch-pounds.
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the other values. Heavier driver loads, which are not uncommon, wrill result

in higher magnitudes of the bending moments. The moment under the

drivers of a Pacific type locomotive having the same wheel load will be some-

what higher than those given for the Mikado type locomotive. The values of

the bending moments in Table 30 will be of service in making an estimate

of the moment to be used in comparing designs of joint bars in Article 55,

"The Design of Joint Bars."

48. The Functions of the Rail-Joint.—It perhaps is axiomatic

that a perfect rail-joint would approximate in its action the conditions of

a continuous rail and in addition should give opportunity for longitudinal

movements between rail ends when changes in temperature are such as to

render this necessary.

In moment-taking properties this means that the joint structure ideally

should be so constructed as to develop throughout its length the same bending

moment that would be developed in full rail under the same conditions of

loading and with the same conditions of rail support' (stiffness of tie and

ballast bed, including uniformity longitudinally of track), or at least to

approach such equality of moment-taking properties.

This equality of moment-resisting properties cannot be taken to mean

equality of stress or even equality of strength, for with the usual designs

of rail-joints and with the sectional shapes of rail in use the maximum
stress in the joint bar will be two to three and one-half times the maximum

stress developed in the rail. If the maximum stress so developed is within

the allowable stress for the material and the form of section used, this

inequality in stress is not of itself important.

Granted sufficient strength in the rail-joint, a most important property

as related both to uniformity in riding quality of track and to evenness

of transmission of pressure to the ballast bed is the property of the flexibility

and stiffness of the rail-joint—of having a flexibility throughout its length

that will not differ too greatly from the flexibility of the full rail. Marked

deficiencies in the property of stiffness of the rail-joint in flexure will

produce excess pressures on some ties and result in unsatisfactory conditions

along the track substructure, which will grow worse under continued heavy

traffic and will in turn react on the behavior of the rail-joint itself. Lack

of fit, play that results in vertical movement between rail and joint bar in

opposite directions at middle and end of the joint bars, and lateral swinging

of the section of the angle bar form of joint bar have been found to

add to the deflection of the joint and to cause much greater variations

in stiffness along the track than are found with rail-joints that are fairly

free from such defects. Besides, reversal of curvature (negative bending

moment) after each wheel truck or pair of wheel trucks has passed in-

creases the demands on the rail-joint and adds to the injurious effect pro-

duced by imperfections in the rail-joint.

It goes without saying that a satisfactory rail-joint should be reliable,

not requiring attention in its maintenance more than is given the track

structure elsewhere along the length of the rail, and that it should be

reasonably free from wear and deterioration.

In discussing the moment-taking properties of the rail-joint it should

be assumed for the sake of comparison that the conditions of rail support
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(tie and ballast bed) are normal and like the remainder of the track, or

are uniformly different and not too greatly different, no high spots or low

spots, no hard spots or soft spots, even though it may be found permis-

sible or even desirable to accept definite variations from uniformity such

as making shorter spacing of ties at and near the rail-joint.

Such a discussion presumes, too, that for the same conditions of support

the well-designed joint will develop approximately the same bending moment
as is developed in the full rail opposite the joint. No design of rail-joint is

known that will develop a certain fractional part of the moment normally

developed in the opposite rail, and even if such a joint were available it is

apparent from a study of the tests that the structure would not withstand

the requirements of traffic. It must be concluded that a rail-joint should

approach as closely as practicable to maintaining the same stiffness and
developing the same bending moment as in found in the rail under the same

conditions of rail support.

A further desired property in a rail-joint is that under the ordinary

conditions of assembling the joint in the track the two joint bars will

develop equal moments under the application of vertical loads. In fact,

in the field tests the division of moments between the two joint bars has

frequently been found to be quite uneven, one bar taking as much as 65

per cent of the total moment taken by the joint. This means that for a given

moment developed in the rail-joint the bar in question will be called upon

to resist 30 per cent more moment than it otherwise would, and, further,

that a twist or a lateral bending is put into the rail-joint.

49. The Action of the Joint Bars.—Both laboratory and field tests

of rail-joints of the forms usually found in track show that the joint

bars act principally as simple beams having the loads applied on the top

surface near the middle of their length and the reactions applied toward

the ends of the bars on their bottom surface for positive bending moments

and that the reverse of this action takes place when negative bending

moments are applied to the rail-joint (see Article 5 and Fig. 4). The loads

are applied on the joint bar by the rail heads and the reactions are applied

to the under side of the joint bar by the base of rail. The forces thus

transmitted from rail to joint bars are developed through the formation

of the bending moment produced in the rail and rail-joint by the action

of the wheel loads and tie reactions; they are independent of the amount

and the position of the wheel load except as the bending moment is influenced

by the position and amount of the wheel load. Tension in the bolts and

possible wedging of bar between upper and lower fishing surfaces of the

rail give more or less lateral restraint to the joint bars. Restraint in a

vertical plane, however, is very slight, and no restraint is available that will

make the flexure of the bar partake of restrained beam action in vertical

bending, and so the beam acts only as a simple beam. The tests also

bring out the fact that the joint bars and rails do not act integrally as a

beam to any degree in resisting vertical bending.

The tests show that when positive bending moments are applied to the

rail and rail-joint the beam load is found to be applied on the upper fishing

surface of the joint bar at a little distance from the rail end, this load being

the pressure developed between rail head and bar (see Fig. 4). Similarly the
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reactions of the simple beam are applied to the lower fishing surface of

the joint bar and are the pressures between base of rail and joint bars

developed by the bending moment put into the joint. For negative bending

moment the reverse conditions exist. That the bearing pressure contacts

are limited in this way is due to the difference in flexural action of the

rail and the joint bars, the joint bars under load having a greater curvature

in their middle portion and the rail a greater curvature in the part toward

the ends of the bars. It is even found that in a well fitting joint there

may not be contact between rail and bar at the lower fishing surfaces

immediately below the area on which the bearing pressure is applied

to the bar, and similarly under load there may not be contact of the fishing

surfaces immediately above the bearing contacts on the bottom of the bar

towards their ends.

As would be expected, it has been found that the length of the hori-

zontal moment arm between the vertically applied load and the adjoining

vertical reaction (see Fig. 4) varies according to conditions. For the shorter

lengths of joint bars used (24 and 27 in.) the centroid of the load bearing

pressure (that is, the position of the resultant of the forces forming this

pressure) was located usually at about 1 in. from the rail end, at Q, Fig.

4 (a). The single centroid of one reaction pressure was ordinarily found

to be horizontally distant about 7 in. from the centroid of the load and 3j^

in. from the ends of the bars, as shown at R. In some cases the distribu-

tion of reactions can best be explained by considering two centroids of

reaction pressure, one at say 4j^ in. from the centroid of the load and the

other at 4 in. still further away, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). In general it

may be said that the better the fit between rail and bar and the tighter the

bolts are drawn, the shorter this moment arm is or at least the sho* ter the

distance to the nearer reaction centroid. In the longer lengths of bars used

(36 and 38 in.) the length of the moment arm was not much greater than

that found with the shorter joint bars, though with low bolt tension or

with poorly fitting angle bars the moment arm increased so that the reactions

came nearer the ends of the bars.

No effort was made to measure in any way the length of the bearing

areas between rail and bars. The upper bearing surface, of course, would

have for one limit the rail end and this enables judgment to be made on the

possible length of the bearing pressure. The length of the bearing area

for the contact from one rail is estimated to be 2 to 3 in., though the concen-

tration of pressure is, of course, greater than is indicated by uniform dis-

tribution of pressure over this length. The bearing on the under side of

the joint bar is doubtless longer than the upper bearing. The amount of the

bearing pressure may be found approximately by considering that all of the

moment is put into the joint bar by the bearing pressure and the reaction

pressure. As a matter of fact, longitudinal friction between the under side

of the head of the rail and the top of the bar at the pressure bearing areas

and similar longitudinal friction between the base of the rail and the lower

surface of the bar at the reaction bearing areas act to develop a part of

the resisting moment in the joint bar, and thus to reduce the amount pro-

duced by the pressure between rail and bar (see Article 5 and Fig. 5).

That movement does occur along these surfaces during the application of

the load was established by careful measurements made on joints in the
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laboratory tests. The amount so contributed to the development of resist-

ing moment in the bar by this longitudinal friction is, of course, indefinite.

An estimate under rough assumptions of the limiting coefficient of friction

(page 17) indicates that this part would not be more than 13 per cent

of the total bending moment applied to the rail-joint. An idea of the

magnitude of the pressure or load on the angle bar may be obtained by

considering that the horizontal moment arm of the vertical forces is 7 in., the

vertical moment arm of the longitudinal frictional forces is 3^2 in., and the

coefficient of friction developed is .30; then for a moment of 240,000 in. lb.

developed in the two joint bars the pressure on each bar at each point of

contact would be 15,000 lb. Under the conditions already assumed it may be

concluded that in this case the average intensity of pressure at the upper

bearing areas is in the neighborhood of 20,000 lb. per sq. in. The maximum
intensity of pressure (probably at or near the end of the rail) will of course

be considerably greater than the average pressure.

It is evident, of course, that the position of the resultant of bearing

pressures and the length of the bearing area will depend upon the nature of

the fit between rail and bar and upon the variations from the dimensions

specified for rail and joint bar. If the fishing height of one rail at its end

is larger than that of the next rail it is possible that the centroid of the

top bearing pressure on the first rail will be quite a distance back from its

end. Observations made on joints show that a variation in positions of

bearing pressure may be expected where great care is not taken to limit

the tolerances in dimensions. All these differences, though seemingly very

minute, modify the action of the joints.

When there is lack of fit between rail and bar such that upon applica-

tion of load the bar and rail move vertically with respect to each other at

one or more of the four bearing areas through which normally the vertical

loads and reactions are transmitted in the formation of bending moment in

the joint bar, the movement must be largely completed before the bearings

will become fully effective, and throughout the period of this movement the

joint will deflect inelastically. The first of the deflection then is largely

dead movement. As a wheel rolls toward a rail-joint the pressure bearing

contacts between rail and joint bars must be made before positive moment

can be developed in the joint bars. Generally these contacts will be made

before the wheel reaches the rail-joint. The limits in distance between

wheel load and end of rail found in a few tests were 24 and 48 in. (see

Articles 35 and 40). The exact time at which this bearing contact and

the development of moment begin is modified by the conditions of the rail

support and by the amount of play between joint bar and rail. ,For quite

well fitting joints the rail-joint will act much like the full rail under

similar supporting conditions, and with poorly fitting joints the forming

of bearing contacts will be delayed until the play is taken up by developing

the track depression curve sufficiently to overcome the play.

The actual vertical movement between rail and bar may seem slight

—

it is a matter of .001 to .03 in. for the average magnitude of the values

measured at the four points in the length of the bar, but the higher values

may be comparable with the deflection of the joint bar over its length under

full load. The tests of joints in track show that this vertical movement

between bar and rail is very significant with respect to the.moments developed
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at the joint; a greater vertical movement was found to be accompanied by

the development of smaller bending moments in the joint bars, the rail-joint

thus assuming a smaller part of its responsibility in the track service. In

the laboratory set-up the vertical movement could have no effect on the

development of moment ; in the track the tie reactions are affected by

vertical movements of the rail and the problem is more complicated.

In its resistance to vertical bending moment, the symmetrical type of

bar has been found to follow the principles of beam action ordinarily used

for simple beams, except as closeness of the two loads transmitted by the two
rails to the top of the bar results in an S-shape stress curve for the mid-

section, as would be the case with other forms of joint bars (see Article

26).

As is foretold by the analytical treatment (see Article 13), under ver-

tical loads the angle bar form of joint bar is found in the tests to deflect

at mid-length downward and toward the rail, and at its ends to bend away

from the rail. The inclination of the neutral axis from the horizontal is

. found to depend upon fit of bar and rail, tightness of bolts, and other re-

straint, ranging from positions near horizontal to angles of more than 50°.

Inclinations of 33° to 45° are common among the higher values. As the

bottom of the angle bar moves inward at mid-section and its top outward

at the ends, a twist is put into the bar, which is reversed on application of

negative bending moment. The tension in the inner bolts is decreased on

application of positive moment and increased with negative moment, and

the opposite condition is found for end bolts. These movements and twists

and reversals show up in all the tests, though, of course, with excellence

of fit and bolts quite tight they are not so marked. Reversals from positive

to negative bending moment tend to work the bars out from a position of

close fit with the rail, unless adequate bolt tension is supplied to prevent it.

With the neutral axis inclined instead of horizontal the stresses developed

differ from calculated values based on a horizontal neutral axis. At the

remote point at the top of the bar the stresses developed in track were

found in some cases to be as much as 30 per cent greater than the values

calculated with the assumption of a horizontal neutral axis, the difference

growing less with increase of restraint of bar in a lateral direction. Analysis

shows that for these same sections the stress at some other point of high

stress in the same section may be still greater, as much as 60 per cent

greater, than the stress calculated for the remote point at the top of the

bar on the assumption of a horizontal neutral axis. The presence of consid-

erable lateral restraint resulted in positions of the neutral axis much nearer

to the horizontal and in magnitude of stresses more nearly approaching those

found by the use of the ordinary assumptions of a horizontal neutral axis.

In the laboratory tests the division of moment between the two bars of

the rail-joint was more nearly equal than was found in the field tests

;

the joint was assembled carefully and the load was applied centrally. In

the track, the part taken by each bar frequently differed widely, the moment

developed in one bar of a joint sometimes being 30 per cent in excess of

the average value for the two bars. In cases where the bolt tension was

sufficient for lateral bending resistance to approach integrity of action of

bars and rail, part of the unevenness of division of moment was doubtless

due to the lateral eomponent of the moment that was applied by the wheel
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load. Altogether, the division of moment between two bars of a joint was

so uneven that the variation should be considered in judging of the magnitude

of the moment that may have to be resisted by one joint bar.

50. Bolt Tension.—The purpose of providing tension in bolts may be

stated to be as follows : ( 1 ) To draw the bar as far into its place between

the two fishing surfaces of the rail as the roughness of surface and the

differences of dimensions of the two rails and the two bars will permit.

(2) To prevent the bar working out of place when the bending and twist-

ing of bars and rail may act to force it out. (3) To make the bar fit

more closely to the rail and thus to decrease the vertical movement be-

tween bar and rail produced upon application and release of load. (4) To'

give lateral restraint to the angle bar type of joint bar and thus to reduce

as far as practicable the deflection of the neutral axis from horizontal and

the corresponding lateral bending of the angle bar or other unsymmetrical

type of section and also to reduce the twist that accompanies this form of

section when a vertical load is applied to the joint. (5) In the case of

lateral bending to act as an important part of the moment resisting pro-

cedure of the joint, both in the case of small bolt tension and in the case

of bolt tension sufficiently high to bring into play integral action in the

joint resistance.

In connection with purpose No. 1 it is well to note that after a bar

has been put in place and the bolts tightened, repeated application and

release of load will result in decreasing the bolt tension as the bar is worked

or drawn into closer relation or more nearly complete contact with the

rail fishing surfaces (see Fig. 63, 64, and 65). The powdering of the mill

scale has a like effect. In the track every passage of each wheel truck of

a train applies and releases the bending moment, and with continued appli-

cation of load in this way the bar is worked further into place, resulting

in reduction in bolt tension. Even with the passage of a single passenger

train after angle bars had been inserted and a bolt tension of 20,000 lb.

applied the bolt tension was found to be reduced to 13,000 lb. This gradual

working into place under the flexural movements of the joint when trains

pass is, of course, the source of the need for tightening the bolts anew a

few weeks after new rail has been laid and of having to repeat the tighten-

ing one or more times later, before the joints get into condition to assume

more nearly stable bolt tension.

The working out of place, referred to in purpose No. 2, is more

apparent with the angle bar form of joint bars than with bars of the

symmetrical type. The movement referred to does not include direct slipping

outward from the rail, for the lateral movement of the angle bar on

application of positive bending moment occurs at points on the bottom of

the bar at sections in the middle portion of the length and at points on

the top of the bar at sections toward the ends of the bar, where the fishing

surfaces are free from contact with the rail when the joint is under vertical

load, and the resulting movement of the bar is a twist. Besides, in the

tests, the fishing angle of 1 :4 of itself developed sufficient friction to

overcome the available moving component.

Purpose No. 3 is important. However, it cannot overcome more than

slight differences in fishing height in the two rails at points close to the
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ends of the rails. Part of the improvement in fit is due to the lateral

bending and twist put into the bar by the tension of the bolts.

Purpose No. 4 is of considerable importance in the case of the unsym-

metrical joint bar, and high bolt tensions such as 20,000 lb. are really ad-

vantageous in producing lateral restraint in the angle bar that will reduce

the lateral twisting and deflections and make the bar act more efficiently

(see Fig. 56).

The needed bolt tension involved in purpose No. 5 is quite dependent

upon the magnitude of the lateral bending moment that is to be resisted

and upon the form of section of the joint bar. As is shown in Article 51,

-the bolt tension probably needed for this purpose in the case of straight

track and light curves is within the limits of the bolt tension desired for

other purposes.

An objection to differences in the bolt tension in adjoining rail-joints

is the resulting difference in resistance offered to longitudinal slip of rail in

the joints when temperature changes require such movement of rail. It has

been shown that the resistance to longitudinal slip of rail in the joint is

proportional to the sum of the bolt tensions in one-half of the joint, though,

of course, the resistance corresponding to any bolt tension will differ with

conditions of individual joints. The observations made on the Nashville,

Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway (see Article 43) indicate that those

joints having an average bolt tension of less than 10,000 lb. in one-half

of the joint showed movement with changes in temperature. It may be

well to call attention again to the fact that of two joints the one with the

lower bolt tension in one-half of the joint will take the movement whether

the bolt tensions are low or high.

It may be expected, of course, that the tension in the bolts will decrease

in time under traffic, even if means are taken to minimize the loss. The
elastic stretch in a 1-in. bolt of the length ordinarily used in rail-joints

is only about .002 in. for a bolt tension of 10,000 lb. Extremely slight

movements of the bar would, of course, cause a loss of this stretch and

therefore a loss of the tension, since with common pitch and no distortion

between bolt thread and nut thread .002 in. would correspond to one-sixtieth

of a turn of the nut. However, the spring put into the bar by its bending

under application of bolt tension is such that a movement of the bars con-

siderably greater than .002 in. will not cause full loss in tension or any large

part of it. In a test with I.C. joint No. 3 the elastic spring of the bar upon

release of bolt tension was 15 times the stretch that had been put into the

bolt by the tension applied. The tests of devices, like spring washers, have

not gone far enough to determine their value for minimizing the loss of

tension. It must be accepted, however, that with such a small stretch in

the bolt as .001 or .002 in. any actual utilization of spring action in devices

must involve high stiffness and considerable travel. The sources of possible

lateral readjustment of joint bars with respect to the rail include, besides

the drawing of the bar into closer fit with the rail, the scaling off of metal

and rough places and the wear of the bar itself, as well as the final effect

of inelastic action in the lateral spring of the bar.

The effects of bolt tension on the action of rail-joints are considered in

Article 23. The tests indicate that the higher bolt tensions, such as 15,000
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to 20,000 lb. in each bolt, are of value in improving the functioning of the

angle bar rail-joint. Such magnitudes of bolt tension may well be put into

an angle bar joint when it is first installed or when it is retightened,

especially for the purpose of acting to draw the bar into closer relation with

the rail. It may be concluded, too, that to secure satisfactory rail-joint

conditions, the minimum bolt tension for the angle bar joint maintained

at all times may be placed at say 10,000 lb. in each bolt if the angle bars

are reasonably well fitting. A minimum tension of 5000 lb. in each bolt

may be expected to be generally sufficient for satisfactory resistance to lateral

bending on straight track. One of the purposes of maintaining a fairly

high bolt tension in the angle bar form of joint is to prevent the repetition

of a considerable decrease and increase in bolt tension every time a wheel

truck passes the joint, which in itself would be an aid to the lessening of

tension in the bolt and to the wear and other deterioration of the rail-joint;

for this reason a tension greater than 10,000 lb. may be considered desirable

in the angle bar joint. It was found that low bolt tensions in an angle

bar joint were accompanied by greater deflections, larger vertical and

lateral movements between bar and rail, and greater stresses in the joint bars

for a given vertical bending moment developed.

For positive bending moment the tension in the end bolts (four-bolt

joints) has been found to form the principal source of lateral restraint in

the angle bars for sections near the middle of the length of the rail-joint,

tension in the inner bolts having either no effect or a detrimental effect

under high tensions. This is obviously true because under positive moment
the top of the bar retains contact with the head of the rail at sections near

the middle of the length of the joint and the bottom of the bar deflects

inwardly (toward the rail), thus rendering the tension of the inner bolts

ineffective or harmful, while sections toward the ends of the joint tend to

move outwardly and thus the tension of the end bolts is brought into action.

For negative bending moment the tension in the inner bolts is the most

effective in producing the desired lateral restraint. Considering that the

positive moment is usually much greater than the negative moment, it would

follow that there will be an advantage in maintaining a higher bolt tension

in the end bolts than in the inner bolts.

In the symmetrical type of joint bar (the section being symmetrical

with respect to the horizontal gravity axis, or nearly so, as in the Neafie

form of joint) a minimum bolt tension of 5000 lb. may be expected to give

satisfactory conditions for holding the bars in place and ensuring effective

beam action, provided the bars have already been properly worked into

position, this tension covering the needs of both vertical bending and lateral

bending on straight track and light curves. As has already been stated, a

higher initial bolt tension of, say, 15,000 or 20,000 lb. will be advantageous

for working the bars into closer fit with the rail when the bars are first

installed. A minimum tension of 5000 lb. per sq. in., after the bars have been

worked into position, may he considered sufficient for resistance to lateral

bending on straight track.

It is apparent, of course, that uniformity of initial tension in all the

bolts of a rail-joint in track can not be obtained ; differences in fit of threads,

eccentricity of bearing, variations in friction of surfaces, and variations in

the torque applied all contribute to the difficulties of securing evenness of
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bolt tension. Because of the uncertainties thus introduced, the average bolt

tension must be greater than the desired minimum tension in any bolt.

51. Lateral Bending in Rail-Joints.—In the study of the tests of

track reported in the earlier progress reports of the Committee, lateral

bending stresses equal to 30 per cent of the vertical bending stresses devel-

oped in the rail at the same section, either inwardly or outwardly, have

been found to be of frequent occurrence on straight track, and values as

high as 50 per cent of the vertical bending moment have occasionally been

found, with rarer values somewhat higher than this. As the section modulus

of the rail with respect to the vertical gravity axis is usually about one-fifth

of the section modulus with respect to the horizontal axis, the ratio, .30,

given above would indicate a frequent occurrence of lateral bending moments

equal to 6 per cent of the vertical bending moment, and likewise the ratio

.50, an occasional occurrence of values as large as 10 per cent of the ver-

tical bending moment, with rarer values somewhat higher. It would seem

right then to say that allowance should be made on straight track and light

curves for a lateral bending moment equal to 10 per cent of the maximum
vertical bending moment ordinarily developed and that the lateral bending

moment will not reach 20 per cent under any ordinary conditions of traffic

and track. It is true also for lateral bending moments greater than 10 per

cent there will be a sufficient margin of safety in the resistance of the

ordinary rail-joint to prevent failure in the joint in ordinary good track.

Rail-joints on sharply curved track have not been taken into consideration

;

they may need special treatment.

From the presentation of lateral bending action given in Articles 14 and

22, it may be concluded that bolt tensions of 5000 lb. or greater bring the

joint structure into integral action sufficiently to greatly decr.ase the

lateral bending stresses in the joint bars below those developed when the

bars resist bending by individual beam action alone, as is found to be the

case with very low bolt tensions. For the tests of the two joints shown in

Fig. 59 and 60, with bolt tensions of 5000 lb. or more the lateral bending

stress developed at the remotest fiber of the bar is 5000 lb. per sq. in. or

less when a lateral bending moment of 30,000 in. lb. is applied to the joint.

This bending moment is more than 10 per cent of the magnitudes of the

vertical bending moment applied to the rail by the loads used in the tests

of track herein reported. As the results shown in Fig. 59 and 60 indicate

that double the lateral bending moment just considered (60,000 instead of

30,000 in. lb.) produces about twice as great bending stress in the bar

(with bolt tensions of 5000 lb. or more), it may be concluded that a mini-

mum average tension of 5000 lb. in the bolts will give sufficient integral

action of the joint in lateral bending and that the stress thereby developed

in the joint bar will not greatly tax the strength of the joint bar. This

conclusion may be extended to other forms of the angle bar and the sym-

metrical bar, and especially to the heavier sections of bar. As stated above,

the magnitude of lateral bending moments applied in the laboratory tests

are as great or greater than those to be found in track and the conclusions

are considered to be applicable to straight track and curves of 3° or less.

It may be added that in both angle bars and the symmetrical form of

joint bar, with reasonably tight bolts, the fiber developing the highest
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vertical bending stress will not ordinarily be the one that develops the

highest lateral bending stress, and thus that the maxinuim stress in com-

bined vertical and lateral bending will be less than the sum of the maximum
bending stresses for the two bending actions.

52. The Rail-Joint in Track.—Whatever may be the design and
the properties of the rail-joint used, a factor that is very influential in fixing

the magnitude of the bending moment developed- in a rail-joint in track

is the condition of the rail support at and away from the joint, meaning by

rail support the ties and their spacing and the ballast bed beneath. This

factor is quite variable from point to point along the track and the condi-

tions existing are not easy to determine. It is evident that the distribution of

the reactions or upward pressures on the rail among the several ties has

a marked effect on the magnitude of the bending moment developed in the

rail-joint as well as in the rail itself at any place along the track. Among
the sources of this variation are relative spacing of ties, difference in physical

characteristics of ties, and differences in the stiffness and general uniformity

of the ballast bed beneath the ties. The presence of such variables makes

the magnitude of the bending moment quite uncertain. The heavier and

stiffer the rail, the greater the opportunities for variation, because, first,

the stiffer rail distributes the pressures over a larger number of ties, and,

second, as a result of the smaller total depression of the track accompanying

the heavier rail the variation in depression from tie to tie becomes a greater

proportion of the total track depression under the given load. If, for

example, the net depression of track under load for light rail is .40 in.

and for heavy rail .20 in., a variation of .05 in. in the play between rail

and two adjacent ties or in the depression produced by a given load

on the tie will constitute a much larger proportion of the average depres-

sion in the case of the heavy rail and consequently will result in a corre-

spondingly greater variation in the amount of pressure taken by these ties.

Uniformity in track conditions is therefore even more desirable with heavy

rail than with light rail. The matter of variable vertical reacting pressures

from tie to tie is evidently an important factor in dealing with the qualities

of track.

These obvious statements on the effect of variation of vertical reacting

forces at the ties along the track may well be kept in mind in the considera-

tion of the moments found to be developed in the rail-joints in tests of track.

The greater the stiffness of support at and near the joint and the less its

values at adjoining ties, the lower the positive bending moment that will be

developed, and conversely also the higher the negative moment that will be

developed. Similarly the less stiff the support at and near the joint and

the stiffer the support at the adjoining tics, the greater the value of the

positive bending moment that will be developed and likewise the less the

value of the negative bending moment. It is also obvious if a joint is loose,

has poor fit, or otherwise has a relatively large vertical play even if the ties

and ballast bed are in normal condition, the bending moment developed in

the joint will be below the normal. It is obvious, too, that a closer spacing

of ties or harder tamping or stiffer ballast bed will develop a stiffer rail

support. It is, of course, plain that uniformity of rail support, or its vari-
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ability, is an important factor in giving character to the moments developed

at any point along the track.

Next, it may be stated that fit between bar and rail and vertical play in

the joint itself were found to have a marked efifect upon the part the rail-

joint takes in resisting bending moment. The numerical sum of the vertical

movements at four places along the length of the joint bars on application

of load for the rail-joints tested in track (average of measurements for the

two bars—sometimes for' only one bar) ranged from .001 to .080 in., the

mean for one point of measurement thus being from .0002 to .02 in. In the

tests on the track of the Illinois Central Railroad and the New York

Central Railroad a fairly definite relation exists between the numerical

sum of the vertical movements between rail and bar and the resisting

moment developed in the rail-joint, as represented by the joint moment
ratio (see Fig. 80, 88 and 91). In the tests on the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western Railroad the vertical movements were so small

that this factor had little influence on the formation of moment
(see Fig. 98), and in tests on the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis Railway other influences evidently have much greater weight

than the vertical movements (see Fig. 105). In general, it may be

concluded, however, that the vertical play between rail and joint bar is

one index of the bending moment that may be expected to be developed

in rail-joints. After long-time service it may be expected that joints show-

ing large values of vertical movement may so push down the ballast bed

as eventually to produce moments more nearly of the average value devel-

oped in track with normal bar bearings; in such a case if on tightening the

bolts the play is overcome, the moment in the joint will become abnormally

large.

The amount of the vertical movement between rail and joint Yir upon

application of load varied greatly. On the tracks of the New York Central

Railroad and the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad (127, 105

and 130-lb. rail), for joints that may be classed as well fitting joints the

vertical movement between rail and joint bar, either at a rail end or at a

bar end, averaged about .001 in., with a maximum of .002 to .003 in. in

some of the joints. In the better fitting joints on the track of the other

railroads the vertical movement was somewhat greater, averaging about

.0025 in. at each point of measurement, with a maximum value of say

.004 to .005 in. A considerable number of the remaining joints developed a

much larger vertical movement at one or all of the four points at which

measurement was made, the values ranging up to .012 in. for fairly tight

joints, and with loose joints the play was frequently much greater. Tighten-

ing loose bolts or bolts having low tension generally decreased the vertical

movement. It may be added that in the rail-joints classed as well fitting

the .005-in. thickness gage could not be inserted at any place between the

fishing surfaces of the bar and rail in either unloaded or loaded conditions.

Attention may well be given, too, to the increased efifect which attends ver-

tical movement within the rail-joint at high train speeds, both on the rail

and joint bars and on the rail support. A fit that gives the smallest ver-

tical movement that is practicable, say, .001 in. for an average and .002

or .003 in. for an occasional joint, may be considered a desideratum for

high-grade track.
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Altogether, then, it is evident that play and lack of fit in the rail-joint,

as indicated by vertical movement on applying load, is a serious imperfection

and must be avoided if high-grade track is to be maintained. The conclusion

may be drawn that excellence of initial fit between the joint bars and both

rails is an essential requirement in a high grade rail-joint. It was also

found to be the case that anything that contributes to abnormal deflection of

the joint bar, like looseness of joint or lateral deflection of the bars, reduces

the ability of the rail-joint to take its share of the bending moment in a

normal way and detracts from the effectiveness of the action of the joint.

In the tests of track the range in the values of the bending moment
developed in the rail-joints was quite marked. In tests on Illinois Central

Railroad the joint moment ranged from .35 to .93 of the analytical bending

moment calculated for the load used. In the tests on the New York Cen-

tral Railroad with 127-lb. rail, the range was from .28 to 1.12 and with

105-lb. rail from .Z7 to .78. In tests on the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western Railroad the range was from .62 to .90 and in those on the

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway .43 to 1.10.

Where information on the moment developed in the rail opposite the

rail-joint is available, these values may well be compared with the moment
developed in the corresponding rail-joint, since the stiffness and other con-

ditions of the rail support, on the two sides of the track, may be expected

to be somewhat similar. In the tests of the New York Central Railroad

the moment developed at points opposite 10 joints with the 127-lb. rail was

15 per cent less than that at 10 places away from the joint (joint moment
ratio of .85 and 1.00, respectively) and in track having 105-lb. rail the

average of the moments developed in rail opposite 10 joints was 19 per

cent less than that developed in rail at two places away from joints (the

average joint moment ratios being .61 and .80, respectively), making the

average deficiency for the two sets of tests 17 per cent. In the tests on

the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad there was little difference

between the average moment developed in rail opposite 18 joints and the

average moment developed in rail at 8 points away from joints (joint mom.ent

ratios of .78 and .77, respectively) . In tests on the Illinois Central Railroad and

the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway the single tests made on

rail at points away from joints are not sufficient to warrant drawing con-

clusions, though the very low value of the moment in rail opposite six joints

in the tests on the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway (joint moment

ratio of .62) would indicate that the moment in rail in places away from

joints was greater than that developed opposite the joints.

From a consideration of the tests it may be concluded that for rail-

joints in excellent condition and for rail support that is ordinarily uniform

the magnitude of the moment developed in the joint bars will have nearly

the same average value as the moment developed in the rail opposite, or not

much smaller. It follows, then, that if the magnitudes of the moment at

well fitting rail-joints and in the rail opposite are much less than tlvDse in

the rail elsewhere the source of the difference must lie in the conditions of

the rail support, such as closer spacing of ties or stiffer ballast bed

support at and near the joint, due to a harder tamping or more frequent

tamping. Likewise, if the moment away from the rail-joint and the rail

opposite is less than the value at the rail-joint and the rail opposite, the
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stiffness of rail support must be less at the position of the rail-joint. Both

of these conditions are found in the track tested. In the track of the

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway the moments at points in the rail

opposite the joints are distinctly greater than those found at points on the

rail elsewhere. In the Illinois Central Railroad the two rails on which

stresses were measured away from the joint and from other indications, it

appears that the moment developed at and opposite joints is greater than

existed away from the joint. On the New York Central Railroad the

moments measured at points opposite a joint averaged less than those at

points away from a joint. On the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Rail-

road there was little difiference in the average value opposite and away

from a joint.

As would be expected, irregularity and sometimes seemingly erratic

values in the moment developed in the rail-joints were found; these are

explained and discussed in the treatment of the various track tests and

need not be discussed further here. It is sufficient to say that what may
be called the unusual values of the joint moment ratio, those very high or

very low, or different from others found under seemingly similar conditions,

were in joints found to exhibit irregularities of fit or looseness of bolts, had

defective ties and abnormal conditions of tie support, or other conditions

that are not unusual in track. A study of the information given regarding

these joints is worth while in finding the conditions that should be avoided

or in judging what consequences follow these conditions.

The variation and irregularity found in track brings up the need for

further information to determine what efforts should be made to secure

better uniformity of quality in track.

53. Flexure Within the Rail-Joint.—In the flexure of the rail-

joint under vertical load (not including the added deflection due to play

in the rail-joints), the rail and the joint bar have separate curves of flexure.

A rigid mathematical analysis of the curvature would be complicated. The

problem may be simplified by using the conditions assumed in the treat-

ment of moments in the rail-joint—that the pressure of the rail is applied

at the top of the joint bar near the rail end at the point called the centroid

of bearing pressures (Q in Fig. Ill) and that the reaction pressure between

bar and rail is at the reaction centroid R ; that the moment in the bar

increases from zero in the section at R to a maximum in the section at Q
and then remains constant between Q and the Q of the other half of the

joint bar; and that the moment in the rail increases from zero in the

section at Q to a maximum in the section at R. For simplification also

assume that the bending moment in the rail-joint is uniform throughout its

length (see Fig. 7). The moment taken by the rail at any section then is

proportional to the distance from the point of zero moment Q to the given

section and the moment taken by the joint bar at any section is propor-

tional to the distance from the point of zero moment R.

Since by the principles of mechanics of beams the curvature of the

curve of flexure of a beam is proportional to the bending moment at the

given section (inversely to the reciprocal of the radius of curvature), the

curvature of the rail at any point will be proportional to its distance from

the point of zero moment Q, and the curvature of the bar at any point
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proportional to the distance from its point of zero moment R, with uniform

curvature between Q and Q. Further, for equal moments in a given

section of the rail and in another given section in the joint bars the curva-

ture of the curve of flexure of the rail and that of the bars are inversely

proportional to their moments of inertia; that is, if the moment of inertia

of two joint bars is one-third of the moment of inertia of the rail and

equal bending moments are taken at the two sections under consideration,

the curvature of the bar at the one section will be three times that of the

rail at the other section. For the ratio of moments of inertia considered

above, then, the curvature of the bars at their middle will be three times

that of the rail at R where it takes all of the bending moment.

For these conditions it can readily be shown that the deflection or

departure of the curve of flexure of the rail from its tangent at Q is propor-

tional to the cube of the distance of the given section from Q, and like-

wise that the deflection or departure of the curve of flexure of the joint

bars from their tangent at R is proportional to the cube of the distance from
R, the laws of both deflection and curvature being the same as those found

/? '/?

Fig. 111.

—

-Location of Centroids of Bearing Pressure and Reaction

Pressure of Joint Bars Acting as a Beam under Ver-

tical Load.

in a simple beam between a support and a concentrated load and similar to

those obtaining in spiral easement curves.

The relative deflection of bar and rail from their tangents at point

of zero moment and also the center deflection of the joint bars as compared

with that of the full rail will vary with the reciprocal of the ratio of the

moment of inertia of the section of the two bars to that of the rail. Without

going into the analysis, it may be said that, calling the moment of inertia of

the rail h and the moment of inertia of the two bars /, the deflection of

the bar between R and R will be four times as great as that for a full rail

/ 1

and uniform moment throughout the same distance, assuming that — =—
/„ 3

and not taking into account play or lack o'f fit between rail and bar. The

smaller the moment of inertia of the two bars the greater the relative deflec-

tion of rail-joint and full rail.

The foregoing discussion is based on the assumption that the neutral

axis of the joint bar is in a horizontal position. If unsymmetrical bars are

used, the beam action is less stiff than the stiffness indicated by the moment

of inertia with reference to a horizontal gravity axis and the deflection of

the bars will be greater, and, besides, as the inclination of the neutral

axis will vary from point to point along the length of the bar the case will

be that of a beam with variable moment of inertia. However, for the
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purpose of this discussion it will be sufficient to say that a comparison may
be made by taking a value of the moment of inertia of the unsymmetrical

bar smaller than that taken about the horizontal gravity axis. Measure-

ments of the deflection of the bar in laboratory tests indicate that approxi-

mate calculations of the deflection of angle bars may be based on a modified

moment of inertia ranging from 14 to % oi the moment of inertia with

respect to the horizontal gravity axis, the higher value being for excellent

fit and very tight bolts and the lower value for loose conditions. Values of

the equivalent moment of inertia assumed in this way may be used to aid-

the judgment in making comparisons of stiffness of joint bars.

It is evident that, as the curves of flexure of the rail and the bar will

not coincide along the length of the rail-joint, parts of the fishing surface

of the bar will have no contact with the fishing surface of the rail. Based

T/p^ Ci/ryes of ra/V /yeo'o' ar?cy

r(7/V base are sfyoi^^/? aivai/ fro/??

f/7e/r T^rc/e /:?os/y-/c?r?.

Fig. 112.

—

Representation o? Curves of Flexure of Joint Bars as
Beams under Vertical Load.

on the principles of flexure stated above and for a value of Vz for the

eflfective ratio between moment of inertia of the two bars and that of the

rail, Fig. 112 has been drawn to represent the curve along the top and the

bottom of the bar when loaded and also the curve along the rail head above

the bar and along the rail base below the bar, all the curves representing

fishing surfaces. The curvature shown is greatly magnified; as compared

with the deflection in a joint under load in track the magnification of the

relative vertical deflection in the curves of the figures is perhaps 60. The
curve of the rail head is shown as moved upward somewhat from its posi-

tion with respect to the curve of the top of the bar and the curve of the rail

base is moved downward similarly, this change being made to give distinction

and avoid confusion between the curves throughout their length. The posi-

tion of the upper or load resultant is shown in the figure near the rail end.
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The lower or reaction centroid is also shown. The curve between this

point and the end of the bar will vary with conditions not here considered.

From an examination of the flexural curves of bar and rail within the

joint, several comments may be made

:

1. The portion of the rail curve at the end of the rail has little or no

curvature; its direction at the rail end makes an angle with the horizontal.

Its trend, therefore, is to detrude or dig into the bar ; that is, the depres-

sion made in the bar by the bearing pressure of the rail is sharper and deeper

at the rail end than is the other end of the depression made at the load bear-

ing contact. The effect of this abrupt depression on the possible breakage

of a bar is discussed elsewhere. Between the load bearing contact area on the

upper side of the bar and the end of the bar it is apparent that there will be

little or no load pressure contact anywhere.

2. Relatively to the magnitude of the total deflection of the joint bar.

the space developed between the bottom of the bar and the base of rail

at and near their ends, as sho^vn by the two curves in Fig. 112, is large. The
curvature away from mid-length is such, however, that the two surfaces

soon approach each other and the reaction bearing contacts will be spread

along a considerable length, the position and intensity of the bearing depend-

ing upon the actual fit between rail and bar at different places. It is evident,

too, that for a constant moment throughout the length of the bar there may
be bottom contact between bar and base of rail to the end of the bar,

though, of course, with the moment taken by the rail-joint diminishing from

its middle towards its end (as is generally the case in track) the amount of

pressure at the end of the bar may be expected to be small.

3. A line tangent to the curve of the rail at its end is inclined to the

horizontal. There is thus a break in the curvature of the surface on which

a wheel rolls ; the magnitude of the angle thus made with the horizontal

may be 15 min. or more. Besides, the curves in the figure are based on

perfect fit between bar and rail ; any initial lack of fit either at the rail

end or near the bar ends will increase the break in continuity of curvature

along the rail and on the angle at the rail end, and this increase may have

an important influence on the smoothness of the rail-joint.

As the basis on which the flexure of the curvature, shown in Fig. 112,

is approximate it is not to be expected that the curves of bar and rail given

will conform exactly with actual conditions ; however, their position may be

expected to approach sufficiently closely to the actual conditions to make

them useful for forming conceptions of the relation of the bar to the rail

throughout the length of the rail-joint. Lateral bending and twisting of the

bars will doubtless modify the positions of contact. It should be borne

in mind that the discussion of flexure here made does not include the added

deflection due to play between rail and joint bar. Play between bar and

rail at the middle and near the ends of the bars may greatly increase the

deflection of the joint as compared with full rail and intensify the variations

shown in Fig. 112.

Curves of flexure for negative bending moment may be drawn ; these

will be similar in general character to those for positive moment but both

bearing and curvatures will be reversed. As the joint must take both

positive and negative moment the conditions existing in negative moment

must not be overlooked.
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For the values of the moment of inertia of rail and joint bars usually

found in track the analysis discussed in this article shows that the elastic

deflection of the joint bars in the distance between the reaction centroids is

4 /

times the deflection of the full rail in the same distance (the rail

3 /o

being subjected to a uniform bending moment of the magnitude of the bend-

ing moment in the two joint bars at their middle), not taking into account

the play in the joint. The ratio of the moment of inertia of the two

joint bars for the several rail-joints considered and to be considered to

that of the rail will give some conception of the relative stiffness of joint

bars as compared with the full rail. For the angle bars the equivalent

moment of inertia of the angle bar under good track conditions for use in

the calculations of flexure may be taken as three- fourths of the moment of

inertia about a horizontal axis. Since the deflections of the joint bars

themselves under identical positions of the load and reaction bearing contacts

are inversely proportional to the moments of inertia of the sections of the

bars, the stiffness of the several bars will vary with the value of the

ratio of the moment of inertia of two joint bars to that of rail (just referred

to), using the modified value for unsymmetrical sections. The first value

given in the following list is the ratio using the moment of inertia of two

bars with respect to a horizontal axis and the second the equivalent ratio for

the angle bar when using three-fourths of the moment of inertia for the

angle bar and about four-fifths for the Continuous bar: I.C. (90-lb. rail)

.41 and .31; N.Y.C. (127-lb. rail) .41 and .31; D.L.&W. Neafie (130-lb.)

.21; N.C.&St.L. (110-lb.) .39 and .29; C.B.&Q. (100-lb.) .45 and .34;

C.B.&Q. I section (110-lb.) .34; Penn. (130-lb.) .45 and .34; N.&W. Con-

tinuous (130-lb.) .74 and .60; Section E (130-lb.) .39; Section F (130-lb.)

.38. From this list it appears that .33 is an average value of the ratio to

be used for the angle bars considered; the two joint bars together are then

about one-third as stiff as the rail. The Continuous joint bar of the Nor-

/

folk and Western Railwav described in Article 55 with —= .74 by the

/o

method of analysis used may be expected to develop an equivalent ratio of

.60 in track, making it a much stiffer bar than any of the others if the

analysis holds for this form of bar. The study sections (E and F) discussed

in Article 55 have ratios of .39 and .38.

In the laboratory test of I.C. joint No. 3 (90-lb. rail), the vertical

deflection of the bar in a length of 20 in. for a joint moment of 240,000

in. lb. at the middle (120,000 in. lb. in each bar) gave a vertical deflection

of about .03 in. This did not include any deflection of the joint due to play

between rail and bar, which would act to increase the deflection of the rail-

joint as a whole. As the angle with the horizontal made by the rail at its

end is about .6 of the angle with the horizontal made by the bar at its

/ 1

reaction centroid (considering— ==— ), the calculated slope of the bar at

/o 3

its end for this case is .002 in. per in. The slope, of course, will vary with

the bending moment applied.
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It is apparent that whether the rail support at the joint is increased by

closer spacing of ties or not, the effect of a greater deflection at the rail-

joint is detrimental to smooth riding and particularly is instrumental in

causing a break in the continuity of the bearing line for the wheel. This

break in continuity is larger for an increased play between bar and rail and

also for a decreased stiffness of bar. Stiffer joint bars and better fit between

bar and rail are conducive to improved conditions at rail-joints. This

improvement involves the rail support and the riding and rolling conditions

at the rail-joint and such matters as joint wear and rail batter so far as the

conditions referred to are one source of rail batter.

54. Influence of Shape of Section of Joint Bars Upon Resistance

to Flexure.—Both the laboratory tests and the track tests have established

the fact that the ordinary forms of joint bars under vertical loads and

vertical bending moments act as beams or girders in the manner discussed

in Article 11, "Joint Bars as Beams and Their Loading." Fig. 4 may be

taken to represent in a general way the loading of the beam as found in the

tests. The load on the joint bars is transmitted as pressure from the

underside of the head of the two rails to the top face of the joint

bar. The bar or beam is supported at its lower face on the upper surface

of the base of the two rails. The load or bearing pressure is distributed

along the top of the bar for a short length, perhaps two inches; the

centroid of this pressure, Q (center of the bearing area with due regard to

intensity of pressure), may be said to be about 1 in. back from the rail end.

The reaction bearings R are distributed along the lower sides of the bars

for a somewhat greater distance, their length depending upon the fit between

bar and rail. The centroid of the reaction is generally 7 to 9 in. from a rail

end. Sometimes the bearings are so distributed as to be represented better

by two centroids of reaction pressures on each half of the joint bar, as

R' and R" in Fig. 4 (b) . For negative moments produced by vertical loads,

the reversed position of the loads and reactions is represented in Fig. 4 (c).

For more precise analysis, the further effect of horizontal longitudinal fric-

tional forces along the top and bottom faces of the joint bar may be taken

into consideration, as in determining the bearing pressures between rail and

joint bar. The conception of the joint bar as a beam under vertical loads

is very useful in the discussion of the action of the rail-joint and in the

consideration of its design.

The design of joint bars involves difificulties by reason of the limitations

of space between the head and the base of the rail and of necessary allow-

ances for the position of the flange of the wheels of rolling stock. As even

with well designed joints the maximum stress in the joint bar may range

from two to four times the maximum stress in the rail when the rail-joint

and the rail are called upon to resist bending moments of equal magnitude,

it is apparent that these restrictions of space make the problem of design

a very difficult one, one hedged about by limitations in various ways that are

apparent when an effort is made to produce a design that will develop low

stresses and retain other qualities that are important in a rail-joint.

It is evident, too, that adequate consideration has hitherto not been given

to the analysis of the mechanics of the action of the rail-joint in resisting

bending mojrients produced by wheel loads, particularly in those shapes of
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joint bars that are unsymmetrical with respect to horizontal and vertical

gravity axes. The general method of calculation of stresses in such cases

has been based on the assumption that the stresses are proportional to the

vertical distance from the horizontal gravity axis, when, in fact, the maxi-

mum stresses may be considerably greater than the values found by such

assumptions, unless restraining conditions exist to modify the action of the

joint very markedly. As a result of calculations of this kind, designs of

bars have been made that actually develop stresses far higher than are

expected by the designers and high stresses may occur at unexpected places

in the section.

The section of the angle bar is of unsymmetrical shape with respect to

both horizontal and vertical axes; the lower flange reaches down to the edge

of the base of rail or more frequently projects beyond it (see Fig. 25). The
section has the advantage of giving opportunity for a proportionately larger

amount of metal in the bottom portion, much of this at an increased distance

from the head of the rail. By reason of the dissymmetry of the section

with respect to the gravity axes, the joint bar requires special analytical

treatment of its resistance to vertical bending loads. The application of

analysis may be expected to lead to some modification in the design of the

angle bar and due to restrictions in space it may be necessary to accept

some ineflfectiveness in the disposition of the metal even in a modified

design when the placing of a large area in the lower flange is considered

necessary.

A few geometrical characteristics of the section of the usual angle bar

may be noted: the head or top of the section is relatively small and most

of it is on the side of the bar next to the rail ; there is much metal in the

flange or base of the section, very little of which is on the side of the bar

next to the web of the rail and frequently a considerable part extends

beyond the base of rail ; these two characteristics make the section partake

of the geometrical properties of the Z-bar; there is relatively small twist-

ing resistance, since throughout much of the section the bar is relatively

thin. By reason of the dissymmetry, a geometrical property not ordinarily

used in the analysis of beam action must be taken account of, the product

of inertia, /xy. This geometrical property differs from the moment of inertia

in that the product of the two coordinates {x and y) of any elementary

area is used in the process of its determination instead of the square of one

*or the other of the coordinates as is done in determining the moment of

inertia. The greater the dissymmetry the greater the product of inertia.

For a section that is symmetrical with respect to either a horizontal or a

vertical gravity axis the product of inertia is zero. Values of the product

of inertia for a number of sections of joint bars are given in Table 2.

In Article 13, "Flexural Action of the Unsymmetrical Joint Bar,"

an analysis is made and formulas derived to determine the stresses that

are developed in any given fiber of the unsymmetrical joint bar. For usual

conditions the neutral axisfof the section is not horizontal, but is inclined

at an angle a with the horizontal. If a is known, the stress at a given point

{x, y) may be found from equation (43') as already derived

y— .* tan a
s = M. (43')

/x— 7x7 tan a •
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For free bending of the joint bar (no lateral restraint) under vertical

loads the value of a is given by equation (49)

tan a = (49)
/y

Values of a for free bending for a number of sections of joint bars

are given in Table 3. For the common forms of angle bar the inclination

of the neutral axis for free bending is 50° to 53° (see Fig. 25).

The direction of the deflection of a beam is at right angles to the

neutral axis. For free bending the deflection of the common form of angle

bar therefore makes an angle of 50° to 53° with the vertical; for positive

bending moment the lateral component of the deflection is toward the rail.

If the flexure of the angle bar under load is restrained in some way
so that its deflection is not in the direction given for free bending, the

conditions of flexure will be modified. This restraint may be applied in

several ways—the bearings of the bar laterally against the rail and the

effect of tension in bolts at some point or points along the joint bar may
produce a lateral restraint against lateral movement of tlie joint bar to

some extent at a section in question, or the combination of bearing pressure

of bar on rail and pressure of bolt tension on bar immediately above may
make available a twisting moment in the joint bar which will similarly

decrease the lateral component of the deflection at the given section. A
further explanation of the method of restraint acting in the joint is given

further on.

Whatever the source of the lateral restraint, the effect upon the flexural

action of the bar and upon the stresses developed may conveniently be

taken into account by the method used in Article 13, that of considering

the restraint to be equivalent to a lateral moment My applied directly to the

joint bar and by using the relations and equations based on the combination

of this moment with the vertical bending moment Mi. Two analytical

properties are then of use in discussing the effectiveness of joint bars and

in forming judgment on the quality of their design, first the ratio of this

lateral restraining moment My to the vertical bending moment Mi (the ratio

My
for any given or assumed condition, which is also called equivalent to

Mx
tan ^, as explained in Article 13), and second the inclination of the neutral

axis for the same condition, a or tan a being used as an index of conditions

My
of restraint. If a is known or assumed, or tan X may be found from

Mx
My

equation (47) ; if or tanX is known or assumed, a may be found from
iWx

equation (48). Knowing a the stress in a given fiber may be found,

of course, from equation (43').

When the stresses ^i and Sz at two points (xi, yi) and (xi, yi) are

known (such as those measured at point 1 and point 10 shown in Fig. 8

and 29) the angle a may be found from equation (55).

Si yi— .^2^1

tan a == (55)

Si X-i— S^ Xi
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In both the laboratory tests and the track tests, measurement of stresses

at at least two points in the section were generally made in order to obtain

a and other analytical properties.

Mj
In Table 3 are recorded values of that would be required for given

values of tan a. For example, for the I.C. joint bar the lateral restraining

moment My by this analysis must be .271 times the vertical bending moment

Mi to make tan a become 0.5 and .376 times as great to make the neutral

k
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hold the neutral axis horizontal the stress would be only .283 times the

same vertical bending moment. The range of coefficients brings out the

importance of providing or developing lateral restraint in avoiding or reduc-

ing the greatly increased stress which comes with free bending.

Fig. 113 gives the maximum stress in the section of several forms of

joint bars as determined by the analytical method herein referred to in

terms of the stress in the remote fiber found by the usual formula based

on the horizontal gravity axis being the neutral axis for several forms

of joint bars; the values given correspond to the inclination of the neutral

30
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Fig. 114.

—

Values of Lateral Restraining AIoment Corresponding to
Given Positions of Neutral Axis, Stated in Terms of
Vertical Bending Moment.

axis indicated at the base of the diagram. It is seen that when the neutral

axis is inclined 45° to the horizontal (tana^^l) the stress in the remote

fiber of I.e. joint bar No. 3 is 1.60 times the stress calculated by the

usual formula. When the neutral axis inclines such that tan a = .75 the

stress in Penn. joint bar is 1.40 times the value as ordinarily calculated.

For inclinations near the position for free bending the increase of stress

over that for axis horizontal is very great.

My
Fig. 114 gives the values of tan X, or , representative of the cor-

responding lateral restraint which would be needed to hold the neutral axis
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to the inclination indicated at the base of the diagram. The values are

useful in showing the proportional restraint needed for dififerent forms

of bars.

Fig. 115 gives the maximum stress in bar at given inclinations of the

neutral axis for several forms of joint bars, based on the analytical con-

sideration heretofore discussed. The stresses are based upon a vertical

bending moment of 100,000 in. lb. developed in a single joint bar. The

stresses in the several joint bars vary through a wide range, for the shape

and size of their sections differ quite widely.

60 000

OJ aZ 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 /.O /./ /.e /.3 M
I
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I ^ I
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Fig. 115.—Calculated Maximum Stress in Joint Bar at Given Incli-
nations OF Neutral Axis for a Vertical Bending Mo-
ment ikfx OF 100,000 IN. LB.

It will be noted in Fig. 113 and 115 that there are breaks in the direc-

tion of many of the curves, sometimes abrupt changes in direction at two

points on the curve. These are occasioned by a change of the location of

the point of greatest stress, changes in the position of the neutral axis caus-

ing a new point to become the remotest one. Thus for I.C. joint No. 3,

the highest point on the bar near point 1 (see Fig. 25) has the maximum
stress at values of tana from to 0.5; then point 12 (lower inside corner

of bar) becomes the remotest fiber and retains the .maximum stress as the

inclination of the neutral axis increases to the position of free bending.

The points of maximum stress for other angle bars are within the follow-
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ing ranges of the value of tan a : N.C.&St.L., point 1 from to 0.6, point 2

from 0.6 to 1.0, point 12 from 1.0 to free bending; Penn. (130-lb.), point 1

from to 0.4, point 2 from 0.4 to 0.75, point 12 from 0.75 to free bending.

Both the N.Y.C. bars and the C.B.&Q. (100-lb.) bar retain point 1 as the

point of maximum stress throughout the whole range of inclination of

neutral axis ; this is due principally to the low position of the center of

gravity of the section in these bars. It should be noted that the points of

maximum stress referred to above are actually located at the fiber remotest

from the inclined neutral axis obtaining under the existing condition rather

than the points named 1, 2 and 12, which are gage points used in the strain

measurements and are in the vicinity of the point of maximum stress

referred to.

As compared with the angle bar the Continuous joint bar has a still

greater amount of metal in its base because of the flange being bent back

under the base of the rail. The position of this added metal effects a

decrease in the value of the product of inertia Jxy relatively to /y, and the

neutral axis for free bending is lowered to 40° in the Continuous joint bar for

90-lb. rail.

In the Continuous joint bar of the Norfolk and Western Railway for

130-lb. rail (see Fig. 118 for section), the maximum analytical stress is at

point 1 for values of tan a ranging from to 0.25 and at point 16 (the point

on the flange under the base of rail nearest to the middle of the base of

rail) from 0.25 to free bending. The analysis would indicate that the

position of the latter point of maximum stress is such that the maximum
stress increases rapidly as the tangent of the inclination of the neutral axis

is increased above 0.3, as is shovra in Fig. 113. The inclination of the

neutral axis for free bending is 47°. A lateral restraining moment equal to

0.15 times the vertical bending moment should keep the maximum stress

well down toward that developed with the neutral axis horizontal, as is

seen from Fig. 114. With the heavy section used the maximum analytical

stress to resist a given bending moment is smaller than for any of the

other bars, but it will be noted from Fig. 115 that for a bending moment
of 100,000 in. lb. and under the assumptions of the analysis this stress will

vary from 11,500 to 20,000 lb. per sq. in. in the range between a horizontal

neutral axis and free bending. It is evident, then, that the conditions of

lateral restraint are also of importance in this form of bar. It may be

noted, however, that in the preliminary laboratory tests the stresses through-

out the section do not conform with the analysis and that the maximum
stresses are greater than the calculated stresses. It seems possible that

there is not full integral action in the section.

It was brought out in the tests that the application of negative vertical

bending moment such as is developed in the rail at a place between wheels

that are 6 to 20 ft. apart (maximum at about 12 ft., depending upon the

track) produces conditions in the bending action of the unsymmetrical bar

that are the reverse of those found under positive moment. At sections

between the points of bearing contact at the bottom of the angle bar near

the rail ends the tension of the inner bolts increases and the tension in the

bolts outside of the points of bottom bearing decreases. The tension in the

inner bolts thus adds to the restraint of the angle bar in a lateral direction

in the middle portion of the length of the bar, and that in the end bolts
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tends to produce lateral movement and twist of the bar in much the same

way as is found at the middle of the bar under positive moment.

As the bar of symmetrical form with respect to the horizontal axis

does not deflect laterally under vertical bending moment (its product of

inertia being zero), the neutral axis remains at the horizontal gravity axis

and the stress in any fiber continues to be proportional to its vertical dis-

tance from the horizontal gravity axis, except as possibly some lateral

restraint or binding may exist unequally somewhere at its top and bottom.

A single value for the maximum stress produced by a given vertical bending

moment may then be given for a symmetrical bar. Thus, for the D.L.&W.

Neafie bar for 130-lb. rail (see Fig. 26 for the section) the maximum stress

is computed to be 0.265 Mil, and the stress corresponding to a vertical bend-

ing moment of 100,000 in. lb. resisted by a single bar is 26,500 lb. per sq. in.

The C.B.&Q. proposed I section of joint bar shown in Fig. 117

approaches the symmetrical form of section. Its product of inertia (see

Table 31) is 0.77 and tana for free bending is 0.52 and a is 28° (see Table

32). The lateral restraint necessary to keep the neutral axis horizontal is

only .08 times the magnitude of the vertical bending moment. Although

tests on this bar have not been made, it seems altogether probable that

lateral restraint in the joint would be found that would hold the neutral

axis nearly horizontal. Besides, as shown in Fig. 113 and 115, the maximum

stress in this joint bar varies but little through the whole range of the

inclination of the neutral axis.

It has been shown that the action of the joint bar is greatly influenced

by the fit between bar and rail, particularly at certain portions along the

length of the bar. Fit between rail and bar is dependent both upon the

actual dimensions of the rail and bar with respect to each other as initially

existing and upon the distortion of position of the bar at places along its

length by reason of twisting and lateral bending produced by tightening the

bolts. The twist and bending may change the relative position of the top

and bottom of the bar at a given section with respect to the rail consider-

ably
;
giving a high tension in bolts may overcome slight variations in

contour and fishing heights in the two rails at sections near the rail ends to

an extent that will improve the fit and the subsequent action of the rail-joint

under load. The extent of this accommodation of the bar to the rail will

depend upon the place in the length of the bars where the initial contacts

between rail and bar happen to be, as well as upon the stiffness of the section

of the bar; in many cases the advantage cited would not exist. It is apparent

that some minor roughnesses and inequalities will be overcome and the bars

forced into closer contact with the rail surfaces through changes in position

made during the movements of a rail-joint having tight bolts that. take

place in the repetitions of application and release of load under traffic

conditions.

The action of the angle bar under load depends also upon the lateral

restraint available to minimize more or less the inclination of the neutral

axis from the horizontal and thus to hold down the excess of stress in the

angle bar below that which exists with free bending. The lateral restraint

referred to may be said to have the nature of (1) a holding of the bar to

the rail laterally such that a lateral bending restraint is induced in the bar,

and (2) a twisting restraint in the bar. These restraints must each act in a
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direction opposite to the direction of the lateral bending and the twisting

of the angle bar as developed in the middle part of its length, and yet its

place must not be so far away from this part of the bar that the bending

and twisting movement of the bar in the intervening length would overcome

the restraining effect on the lateral deflection of the bar in the middle

portion referred to.

The usual place available for this lateral restraining action is along

the part of the length of the angle bar where a bearing pressure is exerted

on the base of the rail when positive moment is applied. Along this bear-

ing contact, under load, the bar tends to swing outward away from the rail

and thus there is an opportunity for restraint at the bottom of the bar.

If adequate bolt tension is available the upper face of the bar may be

swung or held inwardly against the under side of the head of the rail suffi-

ciently to provide lateral restraint at the top of the bar of the kind under

consideration. Along the length of the lateral bending restraint there would
then be for some distance a bearing contact between the inclined surface of the

base of rail and the corresponding under side of the flange of the angle bar

and also a similar bearing contact between the upper face of the bar and

the under side of the head of the rail. The tension in the end bolt or in

the end and intermediate bolts then provides an end lateral bending restraint

by holding the bar firmly against the rail surface- for a part of the length

of contact referred to. The probable locations of the bottom bearing contacts

are each way from the reaction centroid shown at R and R in Fig. 111.

If the conditions are such that there is no bearing of the upper face of

the bar against the head of the rail along this portion of the length of the

bar just above the lower bearing contacts, as is very likely to be the case,

the lateral pressure of the tension of the bolt against the bar, together with

the bearing of the bottom of the angle bar against the base of the rail, may
provide a twisting restraint that will restrict somewhat the lateral twist at

the sections near the middle of the length of the bar and thus will restrain

to some extent the lateral twisting movement of the bar and the lateral

deflection of the bottom of the bar at sections throughout the middle portion

of its length. Fig. 116 illustrates the twisting restraints at the restraining

section and the tendency to twist at sections near the middle of the bar. A
consideration of the position of the reaction bearing contacts and of the

curves of flexure of rail and angle bars throughout the end quarters of the

length of the angle bars indicates that this twisting restraint produced by

lateral pressure at the reaction bearings and by lateral pressure contributed

by the end bolts (or by the end and intermediate bolts in a six-bolt angle

bar) will probably constitute the principal source of the lateral restraining

action available to minimize the lateral movement at the middle of the angle

bar and to decrease the angle of inclination of its neutral axis at and near

mid-section below that obtained in free bending. As has already been stated,

the effect of this twisting restraint on the moments and stresses throughout

the middle portion of the angle bar may be taken into account, for the pur-

poses of this discussion, by the assumption of a lateral bending moment
applied to the angle bar in the form of lateral restraint as given in the

analysis for joint bars of unsymmetrical section in Article 13.

It is evident from Fig. Ill that the end bolts are in a position to aid

in the lateral restraint in the case of the four-bolt angle bars. In the case
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of the six-bolt angle bars, both the shorter and the longer ones, either the

end bolt or the intermediate bolt or both may give the desired lateral restraint

for positive moment. As was shown by the tests, the inner bolts do not give

aid; in fact, the tension of these bolts tends to produce a greater lateral

deflection and swing throughout the middle portion of the bar.

It should be understood that the tests indicate a great variety in the

effect of the restraint upon the stresses in the middle portion of the length

of the angle bar and in the position of the neutral axis. Sometimes tight

bolts give results very much the same as are found with bolts of lesser

tension. It is evident that much depends on the actual conditions of fit at

places along the bar existing at any given time. That these may change is

shown by the working out of the end portion of the bar from the rail

with repeated application of load, particularly when positive and negative

Fig.
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Diagrammatic Representation of the Position of the Twist-
ing Restraint.

bending moments are alternately applied. It must be expected that the

conditions of restraint will be variable and that there is uncertainty in

the amount of this restraint.

A study of the data of the tests will be helpful in judging of the condi-

tions of flexure that need to be taken into account in discussing the merits

of angle bars or in designing the section of a joint bar. It is apparent that

conditions should be considered that will exist not infrequently under or-

dinary maintenance rather than those that may be found in perfect track

and that, for example, the upper range of values of the inclination of the

neutral axis of the angle bar may well be used as a basis of comparison

even though the proportion of such joints to be found in track is not very

great.
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In the tests on the track of the Illinois Central Railroad having 90-lb.

rail (see Table 9) seven bars gave inclinations of the neutral axis ranging

from 40° to 48° (tana about 1.0) ; a number of others gave values of a
ranging from 30° to 35° (tana from .57 to .70). For the bars which devel-

oped the highest bending moments, the angle a was less than 30°. The
joints giving the highest value of a were found to have low bolt tension

at one or both ends of the joint, together with considerable play between

rail and angle bar. For this track, then, with low tension in the bolts, tan a

may be expected to be about 1.0 (45°), for tighter bolts and better condi-

tions 0.70 (35°), and for joints in a condition such that high bending

moments are developed values of a less than 30°.

In the tests on the track of the New York Central Railroad having

127-lb. rail (see Table 15), with the exception of joint 43, which had loose

bolts, the larger angles of inclination ranged up to 28° (tan a =.53), these

including bars that developed high bending moment and had good fit. In

the tests with 105-lb. rail (see Table 17), the higher values of a ranged

from 27° to 36° (tan a from .50 to .70) ; most of these bars had tight bolts.

The high value of bending moment developed in a bar (inclination of the

neutral axis 28°) was in joint 11, which had three loose bolts. It may be

concluded that tan a may be .70 with ordinarily good maintenance and that

.55 may be found with well fitting bars and the best of maintenance.

In the tests on the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway with

110-lb. rail (see Table 26), the larger inclinations of the neutral axis ranged

from 21" to 34° (tana from .50 to .70). The bolts in the joints referred

to in nearly every case were quite tight. These joints generally carried

bending moments that were among the highest found in this stretch of

track. A value of .70 for tana may be expected in well kept track; .50

may be possible upper limit of the inclination with the best fitting bars

and tight bolts.

In the tests on the track of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad

having 100-lb. rail and standard angle bars (see Table 28), five bars out

of ten showed inclinations from 44° to 51° (tana about 1.0). This track

being within the yard limits and having deep and thoroughly compacted

ballast, less maintenance work had been put on it, the bolts had been allowed

to remain loose and the joints were in poor condition. Besides, the form of

the angle bar was such as to require a high lateral restraint to reduce the

inclination of the neutral axis, tan \ being .436 for maintaining the axis

horizontal. The results, however, show that under the less favorable condi-

tions to be found in track of this kind the neutral axis may reach conditions

of free bending. As already noted, these joints carried relatively low

moments.

Attention should be called to the fact that one bar may carry much more

than one-half of the bending moment taken by the joint. Instances are not

infrequent among joints developing values in the upper ranges of moments

where one bar carried a bending moment 20 to 25 per cent greater than the

mean of the moments developed in the two bars. This uneven division of

moment should be taken into account in the consideration of behavior in rail-

joints; for a given moment developed in a rail-joint the dcinaiul on imo

of the bars is increased proportionally to the excess over its share.
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55. The Design of Joint Bars.—A thorough discussion of the

complicated problem of designing joint bars for rail-joints will not be

attempted. An effort will be made here, however, to present some of the

elements that enter into the problem and to outline some relations between

properties and some characteristics of sections of bars that may be helpful

in making designs of joint bars and then to follow with a discussion of

various sections of joint bars and of some general studies of sections sug-

gested from different viewpoints.

In the design of a structural part, consideration must be given both to

the loads and moments to be carried and to the permissible working stress.

The bending moment developed in the rail-joint is dependent upon the magni-

tude and spacing of the wheel loads and the condition of upkeep of locomotives

and cars, the proportion of the value of the analytical bending moment devel-

oped in the rail-joint as affected by the tie spacing at and near the joint, the rela-

tive stiffness of rail support at and away from the joint, the character of -the

rail-joint as to shape and fit and movements between bar and head of rail,

and the conditions of upkeep of the joint and the track, and by the division

of bending moment between the two joint bars and other variable conditions

in the joint, as well as the added moment produced in the rail and joint by

speed effects and imperfect counterbalance. These items necessarily have

indefinite values, but estimates may be helpful in making a judgment of

the magnitude of the moment that the joint bars will be called upon to resist.

For use in designing joint bars and making comparisons, values of the

bending moment in rail calculated by the analytical method for certain wheel

loads given in Table 30 in Article 47, with allowances for speed and counter-

balance effect, will be useful in making an estimate of the bending moment

in a joint bar. For well maintained track and well designed and -well main-

tained rolling stock, the effect of speed of freight cars may not be expected

to cause an increase in bending moment in rail over that at 5 miles per hour

greater than 40 per cent, and the speed and counterbalance effect on bend-

ing moments in rail for well designed and maintained locomotives may be

assumed to be 70 per cent, while the effect of speed on the moment under

the trailer may be taken as 30 per cent. As in the tests previously made,

the stresses measured by the stremmatograph at 5 miles per hour have agreed

closely with the values calculated from analytical considerations for static

conditions, it will be assumed that the analytical calculations represent the

moments developed at a low speed even though the static tests herein reported

give values that are less than the analytical values for the loads and tracks

used.

In the track tests on the New York Central Railroad the bending

moments in full rail opposite the joints averaged less than the bending

moments found in full rail at points away from the joint, the ratio of the

former to the latter being .85 and .81 for the 127 and 105-lb. rail, re-

spectively. The difference was doubtless due to closer spacing in the joint

ties and to stiffer ballast bed conditions at the joints. In the tests of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad the average of the bending

moments in full rail at points opposite the joint and at points away from

the joint differed very little. In the tests on the Nashville, Chattanooga &
St. Louis Railway the data on moments away from the joint are too meager

to permit drawing definite conclusions, but the moments in rail opposite the
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joint are evidently less than at points away from the joint, while in the

tests on the Illinois Central Railroad the moments in rail opposite the joint

are apparently greater than those away from the joint. It would appear,

then, that if the methods of the railroad are such as to insure that the

moment opposite a joint is less than that elsewhere, the condition of the

rail support at and opposite the joint may be taken advantage of in designing

the joint bar by using a lower value for the bending moment than is found

at other places along the track, though the fact that the values obtained for

the joint moments in the track of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

Railway were higher than the moments obtained in the rail opposite the

joint would indicate that this reduction cannot be relied on for the condi-

tions of all railroads.

Although the bending moments found in the rail-joints were usually

smaller than those in the rail opposite (except in the joints of the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western Railroad, which averaged nearly as great as that

in the full rail opposite the joint and elsewhere, and except also in the

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway), it may be concluded that

low values of the bending moment in the joint bars were due principally

to such matters as poor fit, lack of proper tightness in bolts and other

matters that should not be found in a high grade joint, and that the low

averages so found should not be used as a basis of design. Doubtless the

joint may generally be expected to take a somewhat smaller value than

that found in the full rail. Counting both the lower moment developed at the

joint ties by reason of the condition at the joint ties and the somewhat

lower bending moment that may be developed in the joint, in finding the

basic value for design it will be assumed that the joint will carry 85

per cent of the calculated analytical value together with an assumed increase

due to speed and counterbalance.

An allowance must be made for the variation in division of bending

moment between the two joint bars. In the calculation it will be assumed

that one bar carried 60 per cent of the moment developed in the joint.

This allowance for variation and division between the two joint bars may
be considered to be sufficient when the joint bars have a good fit and are

properly placed with respect to the rail; otherwise a larger allowance

will be necessary. In the tests on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

Railroad the division between the two bars was somewhat closer than the

allowance here named.

On these assumptions an estimate of the magnitude of the moment

to be resisted by one joint bar will now be made as an illustration and for

use in designing and making comparisons.

Bending moment in rail under end driving wheels of Mikado type of

locomotive at 5 miles per hour for 32,000-lb. wheel loads (approximate

average from Table 30), 235,000 in. lb.; 70 per cent added for speed

and counterbalance effect, 399,000 in. lb.

Bending moment under trailer of Mikado type of locomotive at 5 miles

per hour for 30,000-lb. wheel load, 300,000 in. lb.; 30 per cent added for

speed effect, 390,000 in. lb.

For a freight car wheel load, which corresponds closely to that of a

70 ton car with 10 per cent overload, the following are calculated values:
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Bending moment under wheel load of 25,000 lb. of four-wheel truck on

track of New York Central Railroad—127-lb. rail, 258,000 in. lb. ; 40 per cent

added for speed eflFect, 361,000 in. lb.

Bending moment under wheel load of 25,000 lb. of four-wheel truck

on track of New York Central Railroad—105-lb. rail, 221,000 in. lb. ; 40 per

cent added for speed effect, 308,000 in. lb.

Bending moment under wheel load of 25,000 lb. of four-wheel truck

on track of Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad—130-lb. rail, 217,000

in. lb. ; 40 per cent added for speed effect, 304,000 in. lb.

,For the conditions assumed above, the bending moment in the rail under

the end driving wheels of the Mikado type locomotive (the magni-

tudes under the two drivers being nearly the same), including allowance

for speed and counterbalance effect, do not differ much from those under

the trailer. It is seen also that the value of the bending moment under

the 25,000-lb. truck wheel load, with allowance for speed effect, is some-

what less than the value given for the end driving wheels, although the car

wheel load used is a heavy one. The Pacific type locomotive gives nearly

the same moments as the Mikado type.

Assume that the conditions of the track including tie spacing and

ballast reactions are such that the bending moment carried by a joint

is 85 per cent of the bending moment developed in the full rail at points

away from a point opposite the joint, and that the value of this bending

moment in the rail at points away from the joint is the same as the analytical

value plus an allowance for speed and counterbalance effect, and further that

one bar carries 60 per cent of the moment developed in the joint. The esti-

mated value of the bending moment that may be taken by one joint bar under

the conditions named then beconties .85 x .60 x 399,000 = 203,000 in. W It will

be noted from Table 30 that the analytical value of the bending moment in

rail under an end driver differs little on the track of the six railroads not-

withstanding differences in weight of rail and in stiffness of track.

For a loading produced by driving wheel loads of 32,000 lb., with wheel

spacing and other conditions used in Article 47 and allowances for speed

and counterbalance effect, a bending moment of 200,000 in. lb. resisted by

one joint bar will be taken in this article as the magnitude of the bending

moment for use in the design and comparison of rail-joints for ordinarily

heavy locomotive wheel loads, regardless of the weight of the rail. A
heavily loaded freight car will also develop moments approaching this value.

With heavier driving wheel loads and other conditions corresponding,

the rail-joint will be called upon to resist still greater bending moments, and

conditions may exist when 250,000 in. lb. for a single bar should be

assumed as the bending moment on which to base the design.

With poorly maintained cars and locomotives and with poorly balanced

counterweighting the bending moments will be even greater than those men-

tioned in the foregoing discussion.

Since the calculated moments under the driving wheels for the same

Mikado locomotive do not differ greatly in the six tracks used (see Table 30),

the basic moment for the design of joint bars is likely to depend largely

upon the locomotive wheel loads and spacing rather than upon the rail

section and track stiffness, though the designer should not lose sight of the

latter considerations. •
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To resist such large bending moments, it is evident tliat the maxi-

mum stresses developed in joint bars will be very high, far higher than the

stresses which the rail itself is called upon to resist. Fortunately with the

change in kind of quality of tnetal used in the manufacture of joint bars

in recent years a great addition has been made to the strength of the metal.

The specifications for heat-treated joint bars adopted by the American
Railway Engineering Association provide for a minimum yield point of

70,000 lb. per sq. in.

It may be accepted that the magnitude of the stress to be used as a

working stress in a joint bar for several reasons may properly bear a

higher ratio to the yield point stress than is used for most structural parts.

For one reason, the joint bar is an auxiliary part of the track structure;

its main purpose is to aid in maintaining the track in smooth riding condition

and at the same time to avoid deterioration in the condition of the supporting

structure—that is, in maintaining a uniform surface and a uniform stiffness

at the joints as elsewhere. If, for any reason, the yield point strength of the

bar is exceeded, the first consequence would be a greater load on the ties

at the joint and a correspondingly greater depression of the joint ties and
finally a low-joint condition. At the same time, with the yield point of

the metal exceeded, the, bar itself will be relieved of « part of the moment
that it would otherwise take. Even with the breaking of a joint bar, under

ordinary track inspection an accident in the passage of trains would indeed

be rare. A further consideration is that looseness and ill fit will in the

ordinary case tend to decrease the magnitude of the bending moment the

bar will have to resist. These and other considerations join in justifying

the use of relatively higher working stresses in designing the joint bar than

would be used under other conditions. Finally, the fact that for years the

joint bar has been subjected to high stresses, as compared with its yield-

point strength, proves that the practice has at least not shown that it has

been an unsafe procedure.

In view of the conditions it is believed that for heat-treated bars as

specified by the American Railway Engineering Association a working stress

for use in design may be taken at 35,000 lb. per sq. in. It is to be expected

that this stress will be exceeded in many joint bars if a bending moment
of 200,000 in. lb. is applied in one bar.

In making the comparisons of sections of joint bars, consideration will

first be given to the symmetrical joint bar (symmetrical with respect to the

horizontal gravity axis). The stresses in the several forms of angle bar

used in the tests of track will then be considered. Next in order types that

approach the symmetrical form in some ways will be discussed. Then

the Continuous joint will be considered. Finally, several study sections of

joint bars will be presented and discussed. The several conditioHS of rail-

joints in track used in the calculations for angle bar joints arc those named

in Article 54, page 239.

In considering the values of the calculated stresses found for the several

forms of joint bars discussed, it should be kept in mind that in track the

rail-joint may fail to carry the full value of the bending moment developed

in the rail at points away from a joint by reason of looseness or of form

of bar or of other conditions, and even that the yielding of the material may

contribute to inefTectiveness in development of moment. On the other hand,
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it should be said that if the allowance for efifect of speed and counterbalance

used in this article in arriving at the value of the bending moment which is

to be used in designing and in discussion (that is, 70 per cent) be added

to the stresses observed in the track tests, many values so found are com-

parable in magnitude with the calculated values for both the angle bar and

the symmetrical form of joint bar.

For the D.L.&W. Neaf^e joint bar for 130-lb. R.E. rail (see Fig. 26

for the section), the neutral axis being considered to coincide with the

horizontal gravity axis and the section modulus being 3.75 in.', the maximum
stress in one bar is .265 AIx (see Table 3) and its intensity for a vertical

bending moment of 200,000 in. lb. is 53,000 lb. per sq. in. This value does

not include any bending moment resisted by the base plate. The moment

C.£./S5C>S Ab. e37SS

Fig. 117.—Sections of Joint Bars for 110-lb. R. E. Rail—New A. T. &
S. F. Bar, C. & N. W. Skirtless Bar, and C. B. & Q. Pro-
posed I Section.

resisted by the base plate was found in the tests to average 5 per cent of

the bending moment taken by the rail-joint as a whole. The D.L.&W.

Neafie joint bar for 130-lb. rail is a light bar, 4.77 sq. in. in cross section,

and its section may readily be increased materially if desired. On the other

hand, the fit of bar to rail in these joints was found to be excellent and tlie

vertical movement between bar and rail very small, so that the rail-joint

is quite free from play and vertical and lateral movement and there is little

change in stress with changes in bolt tension and the joint has little oppor-

tunity to get out of condition. The division of moment between the two

bars of a joint was found to be much more even than in the other joints

tested. This rail-joint has excellent characteristics.

For the angle bar, stresses will be calculated for the conditions found

in the track and for the inclinations of the neutral axis named in the dis-

cussions of the results given in Article 54, "Influence of Shape of Section
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of Joint Bars Upon Resistance to Flexure." Reference may well be made
to Fig. 113 and 115.

For the angle bar of the Illinois Central Railroad with 90-lb rail

(Fig 25), the calculated maximum stress in the angle bar to resist a vertical

bending moment of 200,000 in. lb. in one bar is 68,000 lb. per sq. in. for

medium joint conditions and 64,000 lb. per sq. in. for excellent joint condi-

tions, while for lower bolt tension and poorer fit, the calculated stress would

become 90,000 lb. per sq. in. if the yield point of the metal is sufficiently high.

This is evidently a case where the joint may not carry the full bending

moment used in the calculation, but instead may deflect or otherwise shirk

responsibility or the yield point of the metal may be exceeded, as has pre-

viously been discussed. The stress calculated on the basis of a horizontal

neutral axis is 56,000 lb. per sq. in.

For the angle bar of the New York Central Railroad with 127-lb. rail

(Fig. 25), the calculated stress .to resist a vertical bending moment of

200,000 in. lb, in one bar is 43,000 lb. per sq. in. under the assumptions made
for ordinarily good conditions of track maintenance and 40,000 lb. per sq.

in. with well fitting joints and the best of maintenance conditions, although

for loose bolts and ill fitting bars the calculated value may be as high as

50,000 lb. per sq. in. The stress calculated on the basis of a horizontal

neutral axis is 35,000 lb. per sq. in. For the bar for 105-lb. rail, the corre-

sponding calculated stresses would be 65,000, 61,000, and 72,000 lb. per sq.

in., respectively. The stress calculated on the basis of a horizontal neutral

axis is 53,000 lb. per sq. in.

For the angle bar of the Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway

with 110-lb. rail (Fig. 25), the calculated stress to resist a vertical bending

moment of 200,000 in. lb. in one bar is 54,000 lb. per sq. in. for the joint

conditions of fairly well kept track, and 49,000 lb. per sq. in. for the best

fitting bars and tight bolts, while for poorly kept joints the calculated stress

would be 68,000 lb. per sq. in.

For the angle bars of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad with

100-lb. rail (Fig. 25), the calculated stress to resist a bending moment of

200,000 in. lb. in one bar is 73,000 lb. per sq. in. for the unfavorable condi-

tions found in the joints made up with the usual form of angle bar, though

as already noted the conditions were such that relatively little moment was

carried by these joints. The stress calculated on the basis of a horizontal

neutral axis is 48,000 lb. per sq. in.

As stated, the bending moment of 200,000 in. lb. on one bar is based

on the rail-joint developing 85 per cent of the moment developed in the full

rail. It has also been stated that the poorly fitting and loose joints gener-

ally develop a smaller bending moment than is found in good track, so that

the high calculated stresses may not be expected to materialize for the poorer

joint conditions, at least only occasionally. On the other hand, under poor or

mediocre conditions of the kind referred to, when the joint does not carry

its share of the bending moment it follows that the ties at the joint will

carry a larger proportion of the wheel load' and the joint itself will become

depressed and the surface of the track uneven, resulting in a greater cost

of upkeep than would be the case for a joint that carries its share of the

bending moment.
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Three forms of joint bar that differ in action from the ordinary angle

bar by reason of lower values of the product of inertia and because only

comparatively small lateral restraint is needed to bring the neutral axis

nearly to the horizontal position are the new joint bar of the Atchison,

Topeka and Santa Fe Railway for 110-lb. rail, the bar of the Chicago and

North Western Railway for 110-lb. rail and the proposed I section of the

Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad for 110-lb. rail.

In the A.T.&S.F. section of joint bar for 110-lb. R.E. rail (see Fig.

117), the outer edge of the lower flange or skirt of the bar has been cut off

and the head of the bar is relatively full, the fullness being on the inside

of the bar. The latter feature together with an absence of fullness

on the inside of the bar at the bottom makes the section retain qualities pf

the Z-bar, and the inclination of the neutral axis for free bending is 48°

(/y = 1.04 in.', /xy= 1.15 in.* See Table 31). As, however, the lateral

restraining moment to bring the inclination of the neutral axis to tan a= .3

is only .lOSMx (see Table 32), a restraint which may be expected to be

available with well-fitting bars and medium bolt tension, the stresses will

not be much greater than those calculated with the assumption of a hori-

zontal neutral axis. For a vertical bending moment of 200,000 in. lb. in

one bar, the calculated stress will be 54,000 lb. per sq. in. for a restraining

moment equal to .105 Mx (tan a =.3), and 52,000 lb. per sq. in. on the

assumption of a horizontal neutral axis, although for free bending the

calculated stress is 73,000 lb. per sq. in. It would appear that this bar may
well be made heavier, adding metal on the inside of the bar as low down
on the section as practicable and also on the outside of the bar at the top

at and just below the projecting bead; although this metal will not be very

Table 31

Geometrical Properties of Joint Bars

Sections A, B, C, D, E and F are study sections. The dimensional
units are inches. Values are for a single bar. The section modulus of

the rail is with respect to the remote fiber of the base.
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effective in increasing the section modulus its presence will decrease the

value of the product of inertia and thus further avoid the need of much
lateral restraint.

The C.&N.W. section of bar for 110-lb. R.E. rail (see Fig. 117) is

similar to that of the A.T.&S.F. section. It is lighter still. The neutral

axis has an inclination of 50° for free bending, but the needed lateral

restraint to keep the neutral axis fairly close to horizontal is also small

(see Tables 31 and 32). With some lateral restraint applied the calculated

stress in a single bar to resist a moment of 200,000 in. lb. will be about

60,000 lb. per sq. in. It would appear that this joint bar may well be

strengthened at both bottom and top to decrease the stresses required in

resisting bending moments and to reduce the need for lateral restraint.

The proposed I section of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad

for 110-lb. R.E. rail (see Fig. 117 for the section) has a product of inertia

Table 32

Analytical Properties of Joint Bars

Sections A, B, C, D, E and F are study sections. Values are based on
analysis given in Article 13. Mx represents the vertical bending moment
and My the lateral bending moment.

Name
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of HI in.* (see Table 31) and the lateral restraining moment needed to hold

the neutral axis horizontal is .08 times the vertical bendmg moment (see

Table 32). For values of tan a up to .4 (see Fig. 115) the calculated stress

is less than for the neutral axis horizontal. The lateral restraint that would

be available vifith this joint may be expected to restrict the inclination of

the neutral axis to the range between these two limits. The calculated stress

to resist a bending moment of 200,000 in. lb. in one bar may then be taken

to be between 42,000 and 44,000 lb. per sq. in.

An example of the Continuous joint bar is shown in Fig. 118, the

Continuous joint bar of the Norfolk and Western Railway for 130-lb. P.S.

Per7^. A/7^/e Scsr (7//5e-A)

Fig. 118.

—

Sections oi' Joint Bars for 130-lb. P. S. Rail—N. & W.
Continuous Bar, Penn. Angle Bar and Study Section
A (Modified Form).

rail. This is a heavy bar, its area of section being 7.86 sq. in. Its moment

of inertia about a horizontal gravity axis is 26.88 in.* and the product of

inertia 6.13 in.* (see Table 31). For free bending the inclination of the

neutral axis is 47° (tan a =1.06). A characteristic of this bar is the change

of point of maximum stress at tan a= .3 from point 1 to point 13, the

lower inner point of the bar under the rail, changes which materially increase

the maximum stress in the bar with increased inclination of the neutral axis.

See Fig. 115 for the shape of the curve giving the relation between maxi-

mum stress and tan a. The lateral restraining moment needed to hold the
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neutral axis horizontal is .23 times the vertical bending moment, a value

considerably lower than those of the usual angle bar sections considered

(see Table 32). Tests have not been made on this joint in track, but count-

ing that the lateral restraint is sufficient to keep tan a down to .62 (lateral

restraining moment about one-half of that necessary to maintain the neutral

axis in a horizontal position, ^.= .115) (Fig. 114 and 115), the calculated

stress to resist a bending moment of 200,000 in. lb. in one bar is 30,000 lb.

per sq. in. The calculated stress based on a horizontal neutral axis is

23,000 lb. per sq. in. and for free bending 40,000 lb. per sq. in. It may be

expected that this bar is subject to the same lateral bending movement with

respect to the rail for each application and release of load as is the angle

bar (perhaps not to quite the same degree), and there is a similar need for

maintaining high tension in the bolts. To what extent the bar may depart

from integral flexural action by reason of its reflexed form needs fuller

investigation. The laboratory tests not yet completed as this report was

being prepared indicate that the stress distribution over the section does not

follow the accepted principles of flexural action and that the metal in the

reflexed flange is not fully effective. Further tests will be necessary before

evaluating the flexural resistance of this joint bar. The presence of the

reflexed flange under the rail introduces a complication in the arrangement

of tie plate and tie; either a very thin tie plate under the joint bar or a

depressed tie is disadvantageous.

In studies made to learn in what way the disadvantages of the angle

bar section may be relieved or reduced by approaching the symmetrical form

of bar and yet retain to some extent the advantages of the angle bar form,

without making an entirely new design the first step was to cut off part or

all of the metal that lies beyond or outside of the edge of the base of rail

and place as much as possible of the removed metal next to the web of the

rail and as low down as possible. If found practicable, metal was added at

the outside of the head of the bar. These changes effect a reduction in the

magnitude of the product of inertia and a reduction in tlie lateral restraint

needed to hold the neutral axis away from the position it takes with free

bending. The result may be some decrease in the magnitude of the moment

of inertia about the horizontal gravity axis and a smaller value of the

section modulus, but there will probably be a decrease in the maximum
stress when the joint acts under the conditions of ordinary track maintenance.

An improvement which will have considerable value is the reduced lateral

movement of the new section under repeated application and release of load

and also at the same time the decreased changes occurring in the bolt tension.

As an illustration of such modifications the angle bar of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad for 130-lb. P.S. rail is shown in Fig. 118 in light and heavy

lines and also a modified section of joint bar is shown in heavy lines, called

study section A, the areas of the two sections being nearly the same. The

moment of inertia with respect to the horizontal gravity axis for the stand-

ard section is 16.55 in.'' and that for section A is 12.32 in.* (sec Table

31). The section modulus with respect to the horizontal gravity axis

(7)
for the standard section is 6.54 in.' and that for section A is 5.45 in.' The areas

of section are 6.34 and 6.37 sq. in., respectively. The inclination of the neutral
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axis of the standard angle bar for free bending under vertical loads is 50°

and for the conditions assumed for ordinary track maintenance (tan a= .70)

is 35° (see Table 32). The inclination of the neutral axis of section A for

free bending is 18°, but under the conditions assumed for ordinary track

maintenance the neutral axis may be considered to remain nearly horizontal

under vertical loads and hence the ordinary method of calculating stress by

considering the neutral axis to be horizontal is applicable without serious

error. The maximum calculated stress in the standard section of angle bar

for free bending, in resisting a vertical bending moment of 200,000 in. lb.

in one bar, is 64,000 lb. per sq. in. and for the conditions of restraint

assumed for ordinary track maintenance is 42,000 lb. per sq. in. The maxi-

mum calculated stress in section A for the same bending moment within

the restraints assumed for ordinary track maintenance is 36,000 lb. per sq. in.

The stress in section A is thus less than the stress in the standard angle

bar section for the conditions assumed for ordinary track maintenance. This

section has freedom from the lateral bending movements under vertical load

which are a feature of the angle bar. The relatively low fishing height of

the 130-lb. P.S. rail gives a disadvantage in the design of joint bars as

compared with higher fishing heights.

As another illustration of such modifications, the section of the N.Y.C.

angle bar for 127-lb. N.Y.C. rail, shown in light and heavy lines in Fig. 119,

may be compared with study section B shown in heavy lines. The areas of

the two sections are nearly the same. In the modifications no attempt has

been made to redesign the whole section or to add metal to make a stronger

and stiffer bar; the material has been moved from one point to another to

find the effect of the change. The areas of sections are 6.01 and 6.05 sq. in.,

respectively. The moment of inertia with respect to the horizontal gravity

axis for the standard section of angle bar (Ix) is 17.24 in.* and that for

section B is 16.02 in.* (see Table 31). The section modulus for the section

of the angle bar with respect to the horizontal gravity axis is 5.68 in.' and

that for section B is 6.09 in.' The product of inertia of the standard section

of angle bar with respect to the horizontal and vertical axes (J^y) is 5.62

in.* and that for section B is 1.79 in.* The inclination of the neutral axis

of the standard angle bar for free bending under vertical loads is 52° and

for the conditions heretofore assumed for ordinary track maintenance (tan

a= .7) is 35° (see Table 32). The inclination of the neutral axis of sec-

tion B for free bending under vertical loads is 47°, but under the conditions

assumed for ordinary track maintenance the neutral axis will remain nearly

in the horizontal position. The maximum calculated stress in the standard

angle bar to resist a vertical bending moment of 200,000 in. lb. in one bar,

as already given, is 43,000 lb. per sq. in. (tan a = .7) under the conditions

assumed for ordinary track maintenance, as compared with 54,000 lb. per

sq. in. for free bending and 35,000 lb. per sq. in. for neutral axis horizontal.

The maximum calculated stress in section B for the same vertical bending

moment under the same assumed ordinary conditions of track maintenance

is 35,000 lb. per sq. in. Section B has an advantage over the standard angle

bar in freedom from lateral movement under vertical loads. It should be

considered, however, as only a first step toward a section having small

dissymmetry.
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Study section C (Fig. 119) is another modified section of the N.Y.C.
angle bar having about the same area, the web of the bar having been moved
further from the rail. The area is 6.15 sq. in. The moment of inertia

with respect to the horizontal gravity axis (Ix) is 16.60 in.'' and the section

modulus 6.29 in.' (see Table 31). The product of inertia with respect to

the horizontal and vertical gravity axes (Ay) is 1.06 in.'' The angle of

inclination of the neutral axis for free bending under vertical loads is 31°

(see Table 32). The restraint needed to maintain the neutral axis in a

horizontal position is .06 times the vertical bending moment ; since this small

amount of restraint may be expected to be available in the track, in calculat-

Fig. 119.

—

Study Sections for Joint Bar for 127-lb. N. Y. C. Rail.

ing the stresses required to resist a vertical bending moment the neutral axis

may be assumed to be horizontal without appreciable error within the condi-

tions assumed for ordinary track maintenance. The maximum calculated

stress in section C to resist a vertical bending moment of 200,000 in. lb. in

one bar is 32,000 lb. per sq. in. The stress is thus considerably less than

that calculated for the standard angle bar under the assumed conditions of

ordinary maintenance, and there is relative freedom from lateral movement

and changes in bolt tension with the passage of wheels over the joint.

Section C is a much better design than section B, since it requires less

lateral restraint, will develop less lateral movement, and the needed bolt

tension will be less. The high fishing space of the N.Y.C. 127-lb. rail is

quite advantageous for designing sections of joint bars.
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Study sections A, B and C may be contrasted with three other study

sections of heavier form, D, E and F, designed for 130-Ib. R.E. rail.

Study section D (Fig. 120) is a study for a full or heavy symmetrical

joint bar for 130-lb. R.E. rail. Its area is 6.85 sq. in., the moment of inertia

with respect to the horizontal gravity axis 12.31 in.'*, and the section modulus

5.65 in.' (see Table 31 for the properties). The calculated stress to resist

200,000 in. lb. vertical bending moment in one bar is 35,000 lb. per sq. in.

Being symmetrical with respect to a horizontal gravity axis it will be free

from lateral movement that is found with the angle bar, an important

advantage.

Study section E (Fig. 120) is a study for a heavy bar having relatively

small dissymmetry with respect to the horizontal gravity axis. The section

was obtained by adding to the outer and lower part of the lower flange of

the bar in section D and taking metal from the inner part of the bar. This

change lowers the center of gravity of the section % in. and increases the

Fig. 120.

—

Study Sections for Joint Bar for 130-lb. R. E. Rail.

distance to the remote fiber by Y^ in. The moment of inertia with respect

to a horizontal gravity axis is 15.25 in.^, an increase of 24 per cent over

that of section D, and the section modulus is 6.41 in.', an increase of 13 per

cent (see Table 31). With the small product of inertia (1.24 in.'') the

inclination of the neutral axis for free bending is only 23° and the lateral

restraining moment needed to keep the neutral axis horizontal is only .08

times the vertical bending moment. The final result is that the calculated

stress to resist a vertical bending moment of 200,000 in. lb. in one bar is

31,500 lb. per sq. in. for a horizontal neutral axis, with little change in the

stress up to a value of tan a of .3. It may be characterized as a sturdy

bar free from the disadvantages of the angle bar.

Study section F (Fig. 120) is made from section E by removing the

part of the metal shown just within the dotted line. The area of the section

(6.60 sq. in.) has been reduced 14 per cent. The moment of inertia (/i =
/x

14.62 in.^) was reduced 4 per cent, as was the section modulus (—=6.15
y

in.') (see Table 31). The product of inertia is slightly smaller (/;ty=
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1.19 in/). The lateral restraining moment needed to hold the neutral axis

horizontal is .08 times the vertical bending moment (see Table 32), and

there will be little change in the stresses from tan a ^= to tan a ^.3.
The ordinary lateral restraints found with ordinary maintenance may be

expected to keep the inclination within these limits. The calculated stress

to resist a vertical bending moment of 200,000 in. lb. in one bar is about

32,500 lb. per sq. in. within the range of inclination of the neutral axis to be

expected in track. This section is sturdy, efficient and economical ; it should

be an advantageous section for heavy traffic. Freedom from lateral move-

ment and from variation in bolt tension under application and release of

vertical load will be approached.

For the N.Y.C. 127-lb. rail, the greater fishing height of the rail section

will permit the design of a joint bar similar to section F that is stronger

and stiflfer by adding only enough metal to make the web higher. With an

increase of area of section of .32 sq. in., it may be expected that the moment
of inertia can be increased to 19.2 in.*, the section modulus to 7.Z in.', and

the calculated stress changed to about 27,000 lb. per sq. in. to resist a vertical

bending moment of 200,000 in. lb. in one bar. This bar will also have

advantages over the N.Y.C. angle bar in being relatively free from lateral

movement and variation in bolt tension on application and release of load

as the wheels pass over the track.

|For rails heavier than the 130-lb. section the use of a depth of head

sufficiently great to permit the top of the bar section to extend directly out

from the top fishing surface without interfering with the passage of the

flange of wheels may deserve consideration ; under such conditions a bar

of high strength, stiffness and efficiency may be designed.

In designing the study sections, average clearances for wheel flanges

found in the joint bar designs of a number of roads were considered, as

were the relations of corner curves of the bars to the fillets of the rail

sections. These and other details of design are, of course, subject to modi-

fications to fit individual choice and practice. It should be noted, too, that

by careful design the outer edge of the lower flange of the joint bar may
be made to extend somewhat beyond the edge of base of rail or just to the

edge or to lie within these limits without affecting very greatly the prin-

ciples of design here described.

The studies of sections here given have been made on 127-lb. and 130-lb.

rail. For the lighter rails the relatively greater restrictions imposed by the

smaller fishing heights of the rail sections increase the limitations met in

designing a strong and stiff section to resist the bending moments that may
be expected under the heavier locomotive and car wheel loads of the present

day. For 90-lb., 100-lb. and 110-lb. rail the limitations are such that high

stresses will be developed for the best available sections. For the lighter

sections, too, the well designed angle bar joint, rolled of high carbon steel

and quenched, with high tension maintained in the bolts may compare favor-

ably in effectiveness with good designs that approach symmetry of section.

All the foregoing relates to stresses in the joint bars when resisting

the moments developed by vertical loads. The stiffness of the rail-joint and

its greater flexibility as compared wMth that of the full rail in resisting

vertical loads is dependent upon the magnitude of the moment of inertia of

the two joint bars acting as a beam between the two centroids of the reac-
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tion bearings. With a symmetrical form of bar or a form approaching

symmetry the moment of inertia of the section of the two bars with refer-

ence to a horizontal gravity axis may be considered to be indicative of the

stiffness of a well fitting rail-joint. In the angle bar form the stiffness is

dependent also upon the position taken by the neutral axis; for well fitting

angle bars and moderate bolt tension a value equal to say two-thirds of the

moment of inertia with reference to the horizontal gravity axis may be

used as an index of comparison. For a well fitting Continuous joint a value

of three- fourths of the moment of inertia probably may be used. The study

sections for 127-lb. and 130-lb. rail (A, C, E and F) may for the purpose

be considered symmetrical sections. Any lack of fit and presence of play

between rail and bar for the various forms of section will increase the

flexibility of the rail-joint. Quite commonly play between rail and bar is

instrumental in adding greatly to flexibility at the joint and in producing

undesirable conditions in track surface.

The lateral bending tests of the rail-joint have shown that with low

tension in the bolts the bending action at the middle of the length of the

joint is that of the two bars acting individually, and that with moderate and

high tension in the bolts the action approaches that of the two bars acting

integrally with respect to the position of the rail for the magnitude of

moment likely to be developed in straight track. For integral action, the

moment of inertia of the two bars for lateral bending would be the moment
of inertia with reference to the vertical axis of the rail, which is given by

the formula /' = 2 {Ij-\-Ad"), where /y is the moment of inertia of one

bar with respect to its vertical gravity axis, A the area of the section of

one bar and d the distance from the vertical axis of the rail to the center

of gravity of a bar. The section modulus of the joint at its mid-length

may then be calculated by dividing the moment of inertia thus found by the

distance from the vertical axis of the rail to the remote fiber of one bar.

Applying the assumption of integral action to the forms of joints for

127-lb. and 130-lb. rail considered in this article, it will be found that for

tight joints there is little difference in stress to resist lateral bending moment
between the Penn. angle bar and study section A (section moduli of 15.6

and 15.3 in.', respectively) and that study section C is more effective than

N.Y.C. angle bar (section moduli of 14.1 and 10.8 in.^, respectively). Thus

even though the section moduli of the individual angle bars are greater than

those of study sections A and C, the resistance of the study sections of

joint bars acting integrally is equal to or greater than that of the angle

bars also acting integrally, i It is interesting to note that the strength of

two joint bars acting integrally to resist lateral bending moment is greater

than that of the full rail, 2 to 2y^ times as great in the cases just discussed,

and also that the lateral stiffness when the joint bars act integrally has about

the same relation.

In comparing the action of the angle- bar joint with a rail-joint having

joint bars of symmetrical section or section having little dissymmetry, it

will be seen from the analysis, tests and discussion that for comparable

conditions the former will develop higher stresses and greater vertical and

lateral deflection and twist, give lower beam stiffness, require higher bolt

tension for effectiveness of joint action, and possess a greater tendency to

develop looseness by twisting and working out of place than will the latter.
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The analyses, designs, comparisons and discussions of joint bars have

been based upon tests made in laboratory and track under static loading, and

the allowance for increase in the moments and stresses in the rail-joints due

to moving loads and train speeds has been made on the basis of the increases

in stress heretofore found in the full rail at the higher train speeds for

good track and for train equipment in good condition. As tests on rail-

joints have not been made in track under the application of wheel loads at

train speeds, it is apparent that before the method of calculation used is

finally accepted as applicable in all respects to tl|| design of rail-joints for

high speed traffic a comprehensive series of tests of rail-joints at the higher

train speeds should be planned and carried out. The difficulties and compli-

cations of such a series of tests are many and the preliminary study of the

problem and the development of apparatus involve many difficult questions

but it is expected that an effort will be made by tlie Committee to investigate

the problem further.

It seems evident from the tests and discussion that the problem of

designing the section of a joint bar for use with a given rail section and to

resist a given bending moment involves to a large degree the application of

the principles of mechanics and the known advantages and disadvantages of

the ways of disposing or distributing the metal in a section to give econom-

ical and effective strength and stiffness to resist the forces and moments
which act on the rail-joint, principles which are similar to those usable in

the design of other structural and mechanical parts—in other words, the

problem is largely one of design rather than of invention.

56. Miscellaneous Features of Rail-Joints.—The tests of rail-joints

in the track have established the significant importance of accuracy of fit

between bar and rail at the fishing surfaces in the parts of the length where

the load bearing contacts are developed. (See Articles 29, 30, 33, 34, 38, 44

and 46.) It has been shovm that the bending moments found in the joint

bars vary with the magnitude of vertical movements between bar and rail.

This vertical movement is almost entirely non-moment-producing movement.

A larger load then comes on the joint ties and a greater track depression

at this place results. A difference in fit on the two sides of the rail pro-

duces inequality in the amount of moment taken by the two bars of a

rail-joint. For the angle bar joint, ill fit contributes to the greater inclina-

tion of the neutral axis. Rigid requirements and strict inspection of fishing

heights in bar and rail are essential to securing acceptable fit between bar

and rail.

The tests show that in a joint bar 24 or 27 in. long, almost the entire

part of the bending moment is developed within 6 or 8 in. of the middle of

its length and that generally there will be little load bearing contact outside

a length of bar of 20 in. In a long bar, 36 or 38 in., approximately the

same length of the bar is active when the bolts are at least moderately

tight as is the case with the shorter bar. With low tension or loose bolts

the reaction bearings may apprd&ch the ends of the bar; this increase in

beam span reduces somewhat the bearing pressures at the top and bottom of

the bar, but no advantage has been found in this change and it has not been

found to exist with the tighter bolts. So far as resistance to bending

moment is concerned, there is no advantage apparent in the longer bar, and
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the magnitude of moment to be resisted by the joint bars at mid-section is

the same for both lengths. There is no evidence of so-called grip of the

longer bar sometimes spoken of. If it existed there would be the disad-

vantage of more variations in stiffness of structure in passing the joint

—

first the rail, then the increased stififness of a combined "gripped" rail and

joint bars, then the decrease in stiffness to a division of moments between

rail and joint bars, then the still further lessened stififness of bars alone at

and near the rail ends, changing next in a converse manner on along the

other half of the joint uMil the full rail is reached. If the conditions in

the long bar are such that the reaction bearings come near the ends of the

long bar, the result will be longer length of the joint structure having small

structural stififness, and thus a greater length of uneven stififness of track

structure and a greater increase in deflection over that of the full rail. No
reason is apparent from the tests for having the bars extend over the three

ties; that is, the tie itself does not give bearing to the angle bars and a

shortened tie spacing for the three ties may be used with a shorter bar

and obtain the same bearing conditions on the ties. The use of the length

of the bar as an aid to spacing the three ties is only incidental. The question

whether ties should be spaced somewhat closer at and near the joint and

whether the tamping should be uniform along length of rail is independent

of the length of the bar. The longer length of bar seems to give some

reduction in the vertical movement at the ends of the joint bar (but not at

the rail ends) upon application of load for bars having the same general

qualities of fit. Except for this, there is no advantage in the greater

length of bar apparent from the tests and it may be said that the metal

in the greater length may well be used in making a heavier section of bar.

Four bolts in a rail-joint may be said to be sufificient. In the angle bar

the end bolt is of service when positive moment is applied and the inner

bolt for negative moment. Some advantage may accrue with the use of

six bolts. A loose end bolt or a loose intermediate bolt or possibly a loose

inner bolt will have its function taken at least partly by an adjoining bolt.

Either the end bolt or the intermediate bolt or both may give the desired

lateral restraint for positive moment. The tests indicate that a 1-in. bolt

that is properly heat treated has sufficient size for the tension it is desirable

to maintain even in the unsymmetrical forms of joint bars for heavy rail.

A larger size is not only unnecessary, but the space required for the nuts

interferes with freedom of design of the section of joint bar. The question

of the desirable tension in the bolts has been discussed in Article 50, "Bolt

Tension." The discussion of the position of the bolts given above assumes

that the tension is applied immediately around the bolt hole. The use of a

form of spring washer that applies the pressure away from the bolt hole

may involve some modification of spacing. This and the uses and efifects

of spring washers have not been investigated.

In Article 53, "Flexure Within the Rail-Joint," the indentation of the

top of the joint bar by the rail end by reason of the differences in the

flexural curve of the rail and bar and the b'^eak in this curve at the rail end

is discussed (see also Fig. Iil2). This indentation is slight at first, but it

may increase in amount and it is not unusual to find a bar with a consid-

erable depression. The indentation and roughness constitute a defect for

beam resistance which may have a serious efifect on the strength of the bar
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under repetition of loading. In the investigation of fatigue phenomena made
at the University of Illinois it has been found that slight surface defects

materially affect the fatigue strength of metal. Failures, too, have occurred

at the point where the edge of a bearing had been pressed into the metal

to an amount of the order of .001 in. or a little more, even though the

diameter of the specimen at this place was 0.4 in. as compared with 0.3 in.

at the smallest section and the calculated stress at the critical section was

only one-third of that at the small section. The maximum stress at the

top of the joint bar is generally compressive, and it may be thought that

compressive stress is not as injurious as tensile stress. The effect of repe-

tition of application of alternately tensile and compressive stresses (the

tensile stress being somewhat the smaller) is not definitely known, but it

would seem to be detrimental, particularly at points of surface defects ; this

and the high negative moments developed at some joints with correspond-

ingly high tensile stresses at the top of the section may make this point in

the bar a weak place. It is possible that the effect of indentation may be

offset at least partially by the cold working which would occur, provided the

indentation at the end of the rail is not a sharp one. However, the indenting

action must be considered a possible source of injury and breakage. Two
remedies have been suggested— (1) a rounding of the under side of the head

of the rail from its end back a short distance, and (2) to form the top of

the bar at its middle so that its surface is depressed for, say, .03 to .05 in.

at mid-length and decreasing to nothing an inch or two away. Both are

worthy of consideration. Certainly any roughness or burr at the end of

the rail should be removed. Although seemingly small matters, such pre-

cautions are worth taking. The bearings at the bottom of the bar near the

ends of the rails are also sources of indentation through the action of

negative moment, but to a less degree.

The control of the position of the load bearing contacts between rail and

bar along the length of the joint may be expected to have advantages, par-

ticularly a control for the position where the load is applied to the upper

fishing surface of the bar near the ends of the rail. One way of effecting

this control is to form a slight depression along the top or bottom surfaces

of the bar, .02 in. or so deep, at places where relief from load bearing is

desired. With a depression made in the top of the bar at the rail ends, as

referred to in the preceding paragraph, an upper bearing area may be insured

for a length of 2 in. or so on each side of this depression by making beyond

this bearing another depressed area extending to the place where an end

bearing for the use of negative bending moments may be needed. Similar

depressions and bearing contacts may be arranged along the lower fishing

surfaces of the bar. Such an arrangement of bearing contacts will be

advantageous in obtaining a closer fit between bar and rail at the upper

bearing contacts when the two adjacent rail ends have minor differences in

fishing heights, an important advantage. The bearing pressure between rail

and bar may be concentrated at fairly definite areas for positive moment
and negative moment. The moment arm between load and reaction may
then be made as large as is available for a given length of joint bar. The

fit between bar and rail obtained through the lateral bending and twisting

^f the bar will be improved over that existing otherwise when the irregu-

larities in dimensions at various places produce irregular bearing contacts
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along the length of the bar. When wear or other change in rail dimensions

occurs, the tightening of the bolts will bring back proper contacts at the

same places so that the bearing conditions will be the same as when the

joint was new. Tension in a bolt placed at the middle of the non-fishing

part of the bar (near the quarter points of the lengtlj of the bar) will

develop a spring of considerable travel in the bar, which will be effective

in holding the bar in place against wear and lateral movement.

Another method of relieving the joint bar from contact pressure at the

middle is to make a slight outward bend or bulge in the bar at and near its

middle, giving a lateral relief from contact between bar and rail near the

rail ends that would be helpful in decreasing the detrusion at the ends of

the rails and also may assist in overcoming slight differences in fishing

height in two adjacent rails. It may also be made to result in increased

spring at the middle of length of the bar when the inner bolts are tightened.

This lateral bulge or camber may well be .05 in. or more and be made to

vanish at, say, 4 to 6 in. from the middle of the length of the bar. Similarly,

reliefs from bearing contact and also insurance of contacts may be made
at different places along the bar.

The action of a rail-joint in track is related also to (1) the relative

spacing of the ties at and away from the joint, (2) whether the rail ends

are placed symmetrically with respect to the tie or ties at the joint or

whether a hit-or-miss method is used, and (3) whether the joint is "sup-

ported" or "suspended." If a rail-joint having stiffness or flexibility equal

to that of the rail itself were available, there would be no reason whatever

for having the joint at a particular place with respect to ties or of making

any but uniform tie spacing. All rail-joints in use, however, have less

stiffness than has the rail, and there will be a correspondingly greater

reaction pressure at the joint ties for uniform ballast bed stiffness. The
natural way to obtain increased resistance to this greater vertical bearing

pressure on the track substructure is to space the ties closer together at

the joints in an effort to obtain a track depression at the joint that is no

greater than elsewhere.

The purpose of bringing the ties closer together at a joint is to increase

the tie area at this point and thus to increase the stiffness of rail support,

as would be the case also if the joint ties were tamped harder or left higher

than those away from the joint. The question then arises what tie spacing

should be used at the rail-joint. This question involves also the effect of a

decreased tie spacing upon stiffness of ballast reaction and also what the

adverse effect will be of the increased stiffness in the support of the full

rail at a point directly opposite the joint on track having the joints placed

alternately, as is the common practice—in effect, a hard spot. It has been

found that placing two or three ties closer together increases the stiffness

of the support not only because of the greater area of tie for a given length

of rail, but also because the closer spacing gives a different distribution of

pressure in the ballast bed within the limits of tie spacing used in ordinary

main line track of American railroads. The results in any case, of course,

will be dependent upon the stiffness and fit of the rail-joint used and the

quality of the track.

Few accurate data are available on the effect of closer spacing of ties^

at the joints. Measurements made by the "hook-up" and "push-down" tests
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(see Articles 36 and 41) give information on the track of the New York

Central Railroad and the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad.

For each tie the total play between the rail and its support (including space

between rail and tie and between tie and ballast bed, etc.) was found for

successive individual ties for a considerable stretch of track. This play

measures the relative vertical distance that the rail will have to depress

before it reaches a full bearing on the individual tie. A small play indicates

that for a given rail depression the tie has been taking a larger share of

load than the share that would be indicated by the tie spacing, as compared

with the load taken by ties having a greater play. This condition may have

been brought about through the action of traffic or resulted from a condition

left by uneven tamping.

On the New York Central Railroad hook-up and push-down tests were

made on both track with 127-lb. rail and that with 105-lb. rail (see Article

36, "Tests on New York Central Railroad—Miscellaneous Tests of Rail and

Tie Depression"). On both tracks the joints were supported joints. The
spacing from center of the tie at the rail ends to the center of each of the

two adjoining ties was 16^/^ in., while the spacing of the other ties averaged

21 in. On the track with 127-lb. rail, measurements were made on all the

ties for 12 rail lengths on the north rail and 12 rail lengths on the south

rail. The middle joint tie was found to be higher than the two adjoining

ties and the play between rail and support averaged .04 in. less than that

for the two adjoining ties, and the play was still less than that of the three

or four ties each way further on. For the rail opposite, the three joint

ties averaged higher than those immediately adjoining on the approach side.

On the track with 105-lb. rail the conditions at the three joint ties were

nearly the same as those on the track with 127-lb. rail, both at the rail-joint

and at the full rail opposite. On the track of the Delaware, Lackawanna

and Western Railroad (130-lb. rail, suspended joints, with a spacing of

195^2 in. between the two joint ties and an average spacing of 21 in. else-

where) measurements were made for a distance of about 12 ft. on either

side of 8 joints and on the rail opposite (see Article 41, "Tests on Delaware,

Lackawanna and Western Railroad—Miscellaneous Tests of Rail and Tie

Depression"). The play was very small on the four ties approaching the

joint and on the two joint ties and the one just beyond, and the difiference

in play between rail and ballast bed at the ties named was very slight.

Beyond the last tie referred to there was a greater play for four ties, and

presumably less for the next ties, though measurements of these were not

made. A similar condition existed along the rail opposite the joint. On
both railroads there is a depressed stretch of ties for part of a rail length

after the rail-joint has been passed. To what extent this condition is due to

lack of uniform tamping along the rail length is not known.

Comparing the results of the two railroads, it would appear from these

measurements that the spacing of the three ties at the joints of the New
York Central Railroad is closer than necessary to give even depressions

under traffic for the rail-joints used in this track, and that the spacing on

the track of the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad has produced

fairly uniform conditions at the joint ties and in those adjoining. For the

three joint ties of the New York Central Railroad, then, a decrease in the
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spacing of 20 per cent from that of the other ties is apparently greater

than is necessary, or at least is an upper limit. With the joints of the

Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad a spacing between the two

joint ties smaller than the usual distance by 7 per cent gave favorable results

under the action of traffic. It is evident that the most advantageous decrease

in spacing will depend upon the design and fit of the rail-joint, the material

of the track substructure, and the stiffness of the whole rail support. Not

enough information is available to set standards for tie spacing. It would

appear that a decrease of, say, 10 to 15 per cent in the spacing for two ties

or three ties at the joint may be expected to be sufficient to overcome the

greater depression developed with any good joint on track such as that on

which these tests were made. Care should be taken that the decrease in

spacing is not sufficient to increase unduly the stiffness of the support for

the rail itself at points opposite the rail-joint.

Any advantage there may be in placing the ties to suit the position of

the rail-joint must lie in an effort to divide the increased bearing pressure

developed at the joint more nearly equally between two ties when the

rail ends are halfway between these ties or between three ties when the rail

end is at the middle of the width of one tie than would be the division if a

hit-or-miss method was used. Placing two or three ties symmetrically with

respect to the rail ends will obviously have a value with loose or flexible

joints; the more nearly the rail-joint approaches the stiffness of the full rail

and the freer it is from play and internal movement, the less the advantage

to be gained by such symmetrical spacing. Symmetrical spacing of ties

with respect to the joint will tend to reduce excess of tie depression at

single ties, and, of course, in case a joint becomes loose or worn or is other-

wise imperfect, the effect on the rail support will be less irregular with

symmetrical spacing than otherwise whether the joint be suspended or sup-

ported. Although it seems reasonable to think that symmetry of position

will be advantageous, it should be said that nothing in the tests makes it

seem necessary with well fitting and well designed rail-joints to take great

care in fixing the position of the ties with respect to the rail ends, but, of

course, when joint ties are spaced closer than others, an approach to sym-

metrical placing of the joint becomes desirable.

So far as even distribution of pressures to the substructure of the track

is concerned, it would seem that with the correct spacing of ties at the

joint either a suspended joint with two ties spaced closer together or a sup-

ported joint with three ties more closely spaced may be made to give high

grade track. It is evident, however, that the suspended joint will permit

greater variation in the position of the rail ends without affecting greatly

the relative depression of the tics at and near the joint. Neither suspended

nor supported joints need be related to length of joint bar, for the joint

bars themselves have no bearing on the ties and the length in which the

greater part of the deflection of the joint occurs is limited to less than 20 in.

of its middle portion in any case.

With reference to the base plate of the D.L.&W. Neafie rail-joint, the

tests show that on an average the base plate takes 5 per cent of the moment
developed in the rail-joint as a whole. The base plate is of service in main-

taining uniform spacing of the two joint ties and aids in preventing tilting
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of these two ties and in facilitating an even division of load betv^'een them.

The additional metal in it is somewhat more than that of one additional

tie plate.

It seems well to re-state, what has been said before in one place or

another, that a great man}- joint bars in service for one reason or another

develop far less moment than that found in the full rail under the same

conditions of support, or else that exceedingly high stresses are developed

in the joint bars. This relief from moment and stress under the same

conditions of support as has the full rail generally results from lack of fit,

looseness and play, and undue vertical and lateral deflection in the rail-joint;

it may also be due to added deflection in over-stressed joint bars. Both

sources of relief, while they may contribute toward freedom from breakage

of joint bars, add to the pressure on the joint ties and become a principal

cause of poor joint conditions. Even what seem to be relatively small

internal movements may contribute in considerable measure to this element

of track maintenance, which forms a large item in maintenance costs. It

follows that this relief from high stresses and large demands on the joint

bar will not compensate for the increased cost of maintenance that may go

with the conditions referred to. On the other hand, a rail-joint that carries

full moment and maintains excellence of surface must have a sufficiency of

metal and be proportioned so that the stresses in the joint bars will not

exceed an acceptable working stress.

In concluding the discussion of rail-joints, a reference to the impor-

tance of this subject in track economies may well be made. It is generally

appreciated by maintenance of way engineers that the rail-joint is a principal

source of expense in track maintenance. The rail-joint and the track sub-

structure below it form the first source of unevenness of track surface and

the first need for re-surfacing, long before the other parts along the rail

length would require it. In this way the rail-joint contributes in large

proportion to the expenditures for labor in track maintenance. Besides,

under the conditions generally found in track, at least when maintenance

of rail-joint and the track substructure below it is not kept up to high

standards, the rail at and near the rail-joint is subjected to severe and even

abnormal treatment and thus becomes injured to a degree that involves its

removal from track, so that the rail-joint may be said to be a primary cause

of rail renewal and thus an element contributing greatly to the expenditures

made on track. It follows, of course, that rail-joints having maximum
strength and stififness and designed in a way to obtain the best structural

action available and then maintained in a workmanlike manner may furnish

opportunity to minimize expenditures for upkeep of track. The subject

deserves fuller consideration.

57. Uniformity and Variability in Track.—The need for uniformity

of elasticity and stiffness in the rail support in track is self-evident. Its

importance in track carrying heavy traffic and subject to the increased

requirements of high train speed is apparent in any study of the action of

track. Slow speeds allow time for adjustments between the positions of the

rolling stock and those of the track. High speeds need uniformity of track

over longer distances, longer distances between the variations in conditions

of rail support, greater uniformity within a rail length, etc.
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Tliese variations in the conditions of rail support have been noted^

—

uneven play between rail and tie, uneven bearing across the width of the

tie due to uneven surface of the tie and to mechanical wear of top of tie,

lack of uniformity in the bearing of tie plate on tie, uneven dimensions of

tie throughout its length and lack of straightness, varying dimensions from

tie to tie and for groups of ties, irregular spacing of ties, uneven bearing

of tie on ballast throughout its length particularly near the ends of the tie,

uneven stiffness in the ballast bed due to variations in tamping from point

to point, insufficient depth of ballast to carry permanently the loads imposed

upon the ballast bed ; all these contribute to lack of uniformity in the rail

support. Ideal conditions of uniformity in track can not be maintained, but

proper approach to uniformity may be made and the value and usefulness of

high grade uniformity in the track substructure are obvious.

Observations on ordinarily well maintained track show that the unloaded

rail generally bears on only about five ties in a rail length. The high ties

must be depressed before the remaining ties take load, and thus even under

the full load of the wheels the higher ties may be expected to continue to

carry a larger share of the load than those that were the lower ones. The

amount of the play between rail and tie is commonly as much as .05 in. and

frequently reaches .10 in. As has been previously mentioned, a play of .05

in. between rail and rail support is only one-eighth of an average net tie

depression of .40 in. that may be found with light rail and correspondingly

light ballast, while with heavy rail and stiff substructure that give a depres-

sion of .20 in. the play becomes one-fourth as large as the net tie depression

and there results a correspondingly large variation in the pressure taken by

the ties
;
greater values of the play will result in increased variation. It

follows that the stiffer the rail support the greater the need of maintaining

uniformity of tie surface. It would seem that not enough attention is being

given to the control of tie and ballast bearing in the process of tie tamping,

especially on roads carrying heavy traffic.

It is evident that regardless of sufficiency of strength in a rail the

heavier rail by distributing the loads over a greater number of ties in front

of the leading group of wheels and behind the last wheel of the group will

decrease somewhat the load taken by individual ties, but it will not reduce

the variability in tie pressure. The heavier rail is useful in maintaining

verticality of pressure on a tie having inadequate support at its end and

reducing the twisting movement of the rail. In other ways, too, the heavier

rail adds to the permanency of the condition of the track substructure.

It is apparent, too, that the added stiffness of the heavy rail placed on

supports that are uneven, as the ballast bed is likely to be, may increase

the demands on the rail as a girder. The heavy rail needs better, stiffer

and deeper ballast, both to secure the full advantages of the more costly

rail and to avoid the ill effects of too uneven rail support. Besides, the

stiffer track structure, with its reduced flexibility, needs to have all condi-

tions favorable to freedom from impact imposed by wheels rolling on

uneven surfaces.

The tests were made on track that was generally well maintained and

in good or excellent condition, and yet an outstanding observation from

the tests is the variability of much of the track tested, both at and away

from the joints. A similar variation was noted in all the early tests, but
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generally the average of a large number of observations at several points

was reported and the variability is not noticed in the consideration of the

average values. Besides, the present tests were made on a much larger

number of spots along the track, which has brought out the differences that

exist from point to point.

Track not so well maintained has been examined in a number of loca-

tions on various railroads. In such track many of the bolts were devoid

of tension (frequently nearly all of the bolts in a rail-joint were loose, or

the two on one-half of the joint), thickness gages .01 in. or more could

be inserted between joint bars and rail, ties were loose, unevenly spaced, and

unevenly bedded, and the track lacked uniformity along its length. This

statement refers to main line track that is carrying moderately heavy

traffic; it is made to call attention to differences in quality of track.

It is apparent, of course, that not all the conclusions drawn from well

maintained track will be applicable to poorly maintained track or to track

that has become disordered for any reason.

A word concerning the eflFectiveness of deep, consolidated ballast is

probably worth while. The mathematical analysis used in determining the

magnitude of moments and stresses developed in rail and similar ones in

rail-joints is based on the properties of a continuous rail support, but it is

assumed that this support furnishes no shearing or beam resistance. Tests

in the laboratory with ballast materials like dry sand have shown no

cohesion and little shearing resistance. Tests on track, however, bring out

the action of deep consolidated ballast in aiding the distribution of pres-

sures lengthwise of the track. There is evidence to show that a thick bed

of consolidated ballast acts to distribute the loads, somewhat as does a

beam, and that shear is taken by this blanket of ballast and probably also

that some tension is developed in the lower portion of the blanket by reason

of friction and cohesion. Even though the magnitude of these resistances

is small, a considerable thickness of blanket may act somewhat as a deep

beam, and will give considerable assistance in distributing the pressures

along the track and thus may efifect a decrease in bending moments, par-

ticularly at the rail-joints. In the stretch of test track on the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy Railroad, part of the rail-joints were in such condi-

tion that very large depressions would be expected at the rail ends and

rough and uneven track surface at the joints if the ordinary assumptions of

analysis were fully applicable ; instead, much more favorable conditions

were found. These and other observations go to establish the value of

thick consolidated ballast as an element of financial importance in main-

tenance of track and in furnishing aid in overcoming defects in track as

a matter that should receive greater recognition among railroad executives,

even though it constitutes a large item of expense.

In view of the variation found from point to point in track, as well as

the local variations, the question arises what practical means there may be

for reducing the larger variations. This question is of increasing impor-

tance in the heavier and stiffer track. May tlie method of machine tamp-

ing be controlled and improved so as to secure more uniform rail support

and more even track stiffness and more lasting track surface? Topics

of this kind deserve further consideration.
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58. Review.—It was not found feasible to formulate a summary of

the tests, discussions and findings of the report. The conditions con-

nected with the topics are so numerous and so interrelated that brief

statements would not be definite and might not be clear; the discussions in

Chapter VI are considered to be generally as short and concise as will give

clearness and definiteness. Instead of a summary, a very brief review

of some of the topics considered in the report is given in the following

pages.

(a) Action of the Rail-Joint

Under vertical loads the principal resistance of the joint bars of the

rail-joint corresponds closely with that of a simple beam supported at two

places, loaded near the middle, and having no restraint vertically at the

ends. The points of application of the loads on the beam and the position

of the supports depend upon such conditions as fit between rail and joint

bars, relative curvature of the joint bar and the rail within the rail-joint,

and the comparative stiffness of rail and joint bars.

For positive moment (downward flexure, as when the wheel is over

the rail-joint), the loads applied to each joint bar are produced by the

pressure of the rail head on the top fishing surfaces of the joint bars

near the ends of the two rails, regardless of the position of the wheel

itself if its position is such that positive moment is developed in the rail-

joint. The load bearing contacts are generally found to extend for a short

distance from the rail ends, the length and position depending on the fit

between rail and joint bars. The centroid of the pressure or load (position

of resultant of bearing pressures) may be considered to be about an inch

from the rail end. The bearing support for the joint bar, as developed

in the flexure of the rail and the joint bars within the rail-joint, extends

for some distance along the fishing surface of the base of rail. For well

fitting joint bars that are drawn in closely to the fishing surfaces of the

rail, the centroid of the supporting or reaction pressures is well away

from the ends of the joint bars, being most frequently 7 or 8 inches from

the rail end. Sometimes the supporting contacts on the base of rail con-

tinue further towards the end of the bar ; stresses and moments are thus

developed in sections along toward the end of the bars, so that the reaction

forces may be represented approximately by two centroids for each half

of the joint bars, the magnitude of the end reactions being much the

smaller. This distribution of forces for vertical loading, while not rigidly

correct, is found to represent the action of the joint bars as observed

in both laboratory and field tests with sufficient accuracy to be useful in

interpreting data of moment and stress distribution, in making comparisons

of joint bars, and in designing sections of bars suitable for resisting the

moment that will be developed in track.

It is evident that the total bending moment developed at the middle

of the rail-joint is resisted wholly by the two joint bars and that the

resisting moments developed in the joint bars at various sections along their

length vary according to the principles of simple beam action for the

position of the loads and reactions found. It is shown also that at any

given section along the rail-joint the moment developed in the two bars
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and that developed in the rail together make up the bending moment
taken bj' the rail-joint as a whole at that section. As then the laws of

beam action apply, both the form of the moment distribution curve and

the lack of load bearing contacts at the top of the bar at its end and at

the bottom of the bar at its middle show that there is no vertical bending

restraint at the ends of the bars, and hence there is no grip or other action

between bar and rail that acts to modify the magnitude of the vertical

resisting moments developed at sections throughout the length of the

joint bars.

For negative bending moment in the rail-joint under vertical loads

(upward bending), the positions of the loads and the reactions at the top

and bottom fishing surfaces will be the reverse of those found for posi-

tive bending moment. The bottom centroids of bearing pressure are found

to be near the ends of the rail, and the top bearing contacts away from the

rail ends are at much the same position with respect to the length of the

bars as are the reaction bearings for positive moment, and a drooping

shape of the moment curve is found in much the same form as that for

positive moment (Fig. 53).

In lateral bending the action of the rail-joint will vary with the condi-

tion of fit and tightness of bolts. With loose bolts or light tension, the

two joint bars will act individually, the bending resistance thus having no

relation to the position of the joint bars with respect to the web of the

rail. Under this condition the two bars will not take equal resisting

moment and the variation in the division between them will depend upon

the position and relative tightness of the different bolts and the position

of the points of contact of bar with rail. For medium and high bolt ten-

sions (the limiting bolt tension depending upon the magnitude of the lateral

bending moment to be developed), the action of the rail-joint approaches

that of the rail-joint acting integrally, so that the section modulus of the

two bars acting as a unit in their position with respect to the vertical

axis of the rail may be used to calculate stresses without serious error for

a magnitude of lateral bending moment that is not too great for the

bolt tension used. It is considered for the lateral bending moments that

may be expected to occur in straight track and light curves that the bolt

tension which it is desirable to maintain in the rail-joint for other reasons

will be sufficient to give adequate integrity of action in the rail-joint in

lateral bending. It is evident that this unit action makes the joint not

only stronger but much stiffer in lateral bending.

(b) Symmetrical and Unsymmetrical Sections

Since the principles of the action of simple beams may be applied to

the study of the action of joint bars in rail-joints, it is evident that for

joint bars having a section that is symmetrical with respect to a horizontal

gravity axis (or one having approximately the same geometrical i)roper-

ties), the bars will deflect vertically downward and tlic methods of calcu-

lation commonly given in text-books on resistance of materials may be

applied without serious error. For bars having sections that are unsym-

metrical with respect to the horizontal gravity axis the flexural action

differs from that of the beam with symmetrical section. In the angle
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bar form of joint bar, under vertical loads the bar deflects both downward

and laterally (toward the rail), the neutral axis makes an angle with the

horizontal, and the stresses in a section vary according to the distance

of the fibers from the inclined neutral axis, the magnitude of stresses at

the remote fibers becoming greater than calculated under the assumption

of a horizontal neutral axis. For free bending (that is, when there is no

lateral restraint given to the joint bar), the inclination of the neutral axis

for the common angle bar may be 50° or more. With the application of

lateral restraint that is developed to a greater or less degree in the outer

parts of the length of the joint bar in a rail-joint (either lateral bendint;

restraint or lateral twisting restraint), under vertical loads, for sections

through the middle portion of the length of the bar the angle of inclina-

tion of the neutral axis is decreased ; the extent of the decrease depends

somewhat upon the fit between the bar and the rail and the tightness of

bolts other than the inner bolts. The conditions that exist in an angle

bar joint may be determined only by tests. In the angle bars tested the

inclination of the neutral axis from the horizontal varied from 20° to 45°

and the ratio of the maximum stresses found to the calculated stress for

neutral axis horizontal varied up to 1.60.

(c) Fit and Vertical Movement

In the tests it was found both that the fit between the rail and the

joint bars varied greatly and that the vertical movement between rail

and joint bars within the rail-joint on application of load also varied

greatly. The fit and the vertical movement were found to have a marked

influence on the action of the rail-joint
;
pronounced vertical movement

and low values of the bending moment developed in the rail-joint in

track were generally found together. For what may be classed as well

fitting joints the vertical movement between rail and joint bars at either

the rail end or the bar end upon application of load averaged about .001 in.,

with a maximum vertical movement of .002 to .003 in. The rail-joints with

poor fit but tight bolts gave vertical movements as high as .01 in. With

loose bolts the vertical movement was much greater. Tightening the bolts

generally reduced the vertical movement, though hot always. With the

larger vertical movement the rail-joint not only develops less bending

moment (shirking its duty), but at the higher train speeds the effect of the

play in the joint upon the condition of rail, joint bars, and rail support

evidently is such as to quickly increase injury to the track. A fit that

gives the smallest vertical movement practicable between rail and bar at

the critical contact load bearing areas is a most important element of a

satisfactory rail-joint.

(d) Bolt Tension

The function of tension in the joint bolts is discussed in Article 50,

"Bolt Tension." After the joint bars have been gradually worked or

drawn into close relations with the rail fishing surfaces under the condi-

tions of traffic for some time, a large function of the bolt tension

is to prevent the bars working out of place under the bending and twisting
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action of the bars and the rail. In the symmetrical form of bar and with

sections approaching symmetry, a minimum tension of 5000 lb. maintained in

each bolt may be considered to be generally sufficient to produce satisfactory

conditions of track and to provide the resistance to lateral bending that

is needed on straight track and light curves. For the angle bar type of

joint bar tension is needed to give lateral restraint to the angle bar and

thus to reduce as far as practicable the inclination of the neutral axis

from horizontal and the corresponding lateral bending of the angle bar and

also to reduce the twisting along its length that accompanies this form of

section when vertical load is applied to the joint. For these purposes a

minimum tension of 10,000 lb. maintained in each bolt seems necessary

to give satisfactory conditions in the angle bar joint; a lesser tension

would provide sufficient resistance to lateral bending.

A still greater initial bolt tension is necessary to draw the joint bars

into place. The higher bolt tensions are useful in bringing the joint bars

into more close relation with the rail and thus to reduce the vertical move-

ment between rail and joint bars. Since it is impracticable to apply or

maintain uniform bolt tensions, it is evident, of course, that the average of

the tensions in the bolts of a rail-joint should be held at a higher tension

than the desired minimum tension.

The eflfect of looseness and tightness in the end bolts and in the inner

bolts and the usefulness of six bolts instead of four are also discussed in

the articles on bolt tension. Reference is made to the relation between the

stretch put into the bolts and the bending and twisting deflection developed

in the bars through the tightening process.

(e) Effect of Condition of tlie Rail Support on the Rail-Joint

Both the magnitude of the bending moment developed in the rail-joint

and the flexure and depression of the rail as a whole are dependent upon

the uniformity or variability of the rail support from tie to tie—the ties,

the tie plates and the ballast bed. A support at or near the rail-joint that

is stiffer than elsewhere acts to decrease the moment developed in the joint

and thus to decrease the rail deflection and rail depression at the joint, but

it also acts to increase the pressure placed on this portion of the rail support :

the rail-joint is thus relieved of part of the demand that would otherwise be

made on it and the rail support is given increased duty. On the other

hand, a less stiff support at or near the joint acts to increase the duty placed

on the rail-joint and to decrease the pressure placed on the rail support

at the joint. Due to the greater flexibility of the rail-joint as compared

with the flexure of the full rail and also to any play between rail and joint

bars, a greater demand will be made on the rail support at the rail-joint

than elsewhere when the support is uniform along the length of the rail. It

may be expected, therefore, that a proper increase in stiffness of rail

support at the rail-joint will be advantageous to the design and behavior of

the rail-joint and also to the maintenance of uniform surface in the track.

Increased stiffness of the support may be obtained by decreasing the tie

spacing at and near the rail ends. In the text consideration is given to the

many variations in the influences affecting the rail-joint, as related to the

maintenance of track—ties, tic plates, and ballast—and to effects on the
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moment developed in the rail-joint, on the deflection and depression of the

rail-joint as a whole, and on the pressures brought on ties. The tests bring

out many variations, irregularities, and defects found in track and emphasize

the importance of careful and workmanlike maintenance.

(f) Shape of Section

In Article 54, "Influence of Shape of Section of Joint Bars Upon
Resistance to Flexure," the dififerences in the action of joint bars of sym-

metrical and unsymmetrical shape of section are considered. The effect of

lateral bending and twisting restraints upon the deflections and stresses in

the angle bar is discussed. Diagrams giving calculated stresses developed in

angle bars of various sections under vertical loads are shown. Values

representing the restraint in angle bars observed in track bring out the

increase in stress and deflection in angle bar joints as compared with calcula-

tions made on the basis of a horizontal neutral axis.

(g) The Design of Joint Bars

In Article 55, "The Design of Joint Bars," taking into account the

heavier of the wheel loads of locomotives and cars, the effect of train speed,

and unequal division of moment between the two bars of a rail-joint, the

bending moment which for the purposes of design and comparison a single

joint bar may well be designed to resist was taken as 200,000 in. lb., independ-

ently of the weight of the rail. For the same purpose and not in any

attempt to establish a definite value, a working stress for use in designing

joint bars was assumed as 35,000 lb. per sq. in.

The calculated stress in the various sections of joint bars used varied

considerably
;

generally the stresses were found to be higher than the

working stress assumed in the discussion and sometimes much higher.

Study sections A, C, D, E and F, designed to give strong and well balanced

forms of joint bars free from disadvantages of the angle bar section, gave

calculated stresses at or below the assumed working stress of 35,000 lb. per

sq. in. In lateral bending, with medium or high bolt tension, the resistance to

lateral bending of rail-joints made up with these study sections was found

to be as efifective as that, of the joints having angle bars of the same weight.

It may be noted that both the strength and the stiffness of the two joint

bars acting integrally in a rail-joint to resist lateral bending is at least twice

as great as that obtained in the full rail.

As the analyses, designs, comparisons and discussions of rail-joints

were based on tests under static loading and the allowances for increase in

moments and stresses due to train speeds were made on the basis of increases

heretofore found in the full rail at the higher train speeds and as other pos-

sible sources of stress may affect the action of the rail-joint at high train

speeds, it is thought that tests of rail-joints in track at the higher train

speeds should be carried out before the method of calculation is finally

accepted as applicable in all respects to the designing of rail-joints for very

high speed traffic.

It was also concluded that the problem of designing the section of joint

bars (as well as other features of the rail-joint at the present time) is largely

one of design rather than of invention.
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(li) Miscellaneous Features of Rail-Joints

. Although four bolts in a rail-joint may be said to be sufficient, some
advantage evidently may accrue with the use of six bolts; either the end

bolt or the intermediate bolt or both may give the desired lateral restraint

for positive bending moment in the angle bar form of rail-joint, and both

these bolts may also be useful for other reasons in either the symmetrical or

the unsymmetrical form of joint bar.

Attention was called to the break in continuity of curvature at the rail

ends and to the resultant shape of the detrusion on the top of the joint bar

made by the rail end, and also to the efifect of any rough indentation upon the

life of the bar under repetitions of loading. Although apparently a small

matter, it is thought that means may well be used to overcome this source of

weakness. It is suggested, too, that control of the position of the load

bearing contacts between bar and rail along the length of the joint, perhaps

both at top and bottom, by means of slight depressions in the fishing surfaces

or slight and short bends or offsets in the joint bar or other devices, may
be worth consideration.

It was found that the practice of spacing two ties or three ties at the

rail-joint closer than the spacing of tlie remaining ties will be advantageous

in developing the rail depression along the track in such way as to be more
nearly uniform than would be obtained with even spacing of ties, thus produc-

ing conditions involving less work in maintenance of the rail-joints. The
most advantageous decrease in spacing will depend upon the design and fit

of the rail-joint, the material of the track substructure, and the stiffness and

stability of the whole rail support. Not enough information is available to

set standards for tie spacing.

With closer spacing of the ties at the rail-joint, whether "supported"

or "suspended," advantage will be found in placing the ties symmetrically

with respect to the rail ends, since this arrangement will tend to reduce an

excess of tie pressure at single ties and a single loose or worn tie will give

less irregularities in the rail support. More variation in the position of the

rail end with respect to symmetry will be permissible in the suspended joint,

however, without affecting greatly the relative depression of the ties at and

near the joint. Either supported or suspended joints under suitable spacing

of the ties may be made to give joint deflections and tie pressures that will

result in high-grade track.

No relation was found between the length of joint bar and the position

of the joint ties with respect to the rail ends ; both lengths of joint bar may
be used in either suspended or supported joints, and the joint bars themselves

have no bearing on the ties. No evidence of increased "grip" was found with

the longer bar. Nearly the same length of bar is found to be available for

the main beam action in the two lengths of bar. Except for a possible

chance for slight decrease in vertical movement between bar and rail at the

bar ends, no advantage is apparent from the tests in the greater length of the

longer bars.

(i) The Financial Aspect of Rail-Joints

Because of the demands made upon it, the rail-joint contributes in large

proportion to the expenditures for labor in track maintenance. Generally,
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too, the rail-joint may be said to be a primary cause of rail renewal. To
minimize these large items of expense, it follows that rail-joints should be

designed to have adequate strength and stiffness and be of a form that will

obtain the best available structural action and be as free as possible from

internal movement and play. The financial importance of the matters dis-

cussed in this report needs no demonstration.

(j) Uniformity in Track

The tests have brought out that many variable conditions existing- in

track detract from the smoothness and uniformity of the track structure

and form sources of expense in track maintenance, especially on track

carrying heavy traffic at high train speeds. It is pointed out that while the

heavier rail distributes the loads over a greater number of ties in front and

behind a group of wheels (not affecting to any great extent the pressures

on the ties within the group of wheels), the increased stiffness of rail tends

to increase the variation in load placed on individual ties. The suggestion

is offered that an effort may well be made to find what practicable means

can be used to secure more uniform rail support and more even track stiff-

ness and more lasting track surface.

Respectfully submitted.

Special Committee on Stresses

IN Railroad Track,

A. N. Talbot, Chairman.
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Appendix

GLOSSARY

For ready reference a brief statement of a few of the symbols and

terms used in the report is given here. Other symbols and terms are

described in connection with the analysis or discussion in which they are

used.

P. A load applied by wheel or testing machine. In tests of track P
is the load applied by one wheel ; in laboratory tests, the total load at the

one or two points of application. P is also used to represent the bearing

pressure of rail against joint bar in lateral bending.

Q. The bearing load or resultant pressure applied by the head of eacli

rail on the top fishing surface of the joint bar near one rail end when posi-

tive moment is developed in the joint bars (see Fig. 4 (a) page 15). It has

no relation to the wheel load P, except as P because of its magnitude and

position will affect the magnitude of the moment developed in the joint bars.

R. One of two reactions or resultant pressures applied by the joint bar

on the fishing surface of the rail base at some distance from each of the

rail ends when positive moment is developed in the joint bars (see Fig. 4,

page 15). Its magnitude for a given bending moment applied to the joint

bar (as well as that of Q) depends upon the horizontal distance between

R and Q. As the reactions are not distributed uniformly along the bearing

contact area of the joint bar on the base of rail, it has been found in some

cases that two reactions on each half of a rail-joint {R' and R" ) may
better represent the bearing pressures.

.ri. The distance from the wheel load to the point where the moment
developed in the rail is zero (see equation (7), page 28). |For the rail sec-

tions used in the tests, the values of x^ range from 34.5 in. for 130-lb. R.E.

rail section and n of 2500 lb. per in. to 39.8 in. for 127-lb. Dudley rail section

and M of 1500 lb. per in.

u. The modulus of elasticity of rail-support, the rail support being

considered as a continuous and uniform elastic support. The values of u

for the tracks tested, obtained by considering the track depression to be

the same as for a continuous support, ranged between 1000 and 2500 lb.

per in.

s. The tensile or compressive stress in rail or joint bar, observed or

calculated, for a given fiber or gage line at a given section of the rail or

joint bar. Tension is considered as positive and compression as negative.

Si, s-z, sio, etc. The stress, observed or calculated, at a point {xi, yi)^

(^-y 3'-'). (^10. yio). etc., on a given section of a rail or joint bar. Co-
ordinates are measured from the horizontal and vertical gravity axes.

M. A general symbol for bending moment or resisting moment, ob-

served or calculated, in rail, rail-joint, or joint bar.

Mx.. The moment in a joint bar, either a bending moment or a resist-

ing moment, due to vertical load only—frequently called the vertical moment
or vertical bending moment. It may be either positive or negative. .Mso,

it is the component in a vertical plane of a resultant moment Mr.
My. The moment in a joint bar, either a bending moment or a resisting

moment, due to lateral forces or lateral restraint ; in lateral bending of the
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rail-joint it is called the lateral bending moment. It is frequently used to

express a lateral restraining action obtained with the unsymmetrical form

of joint bar.

a. The angle of inclination which the neutral axis makes with the

horizontal found in the unsymmetrical form of joint bar when vertical

loads are applied to the rail and rail-joint. The value of a depends on the

shape of the section and the amount of lateral restraint applied in the

rail-joint.

My
tan A, is equal to and represents the ratio of the lateral restrain-

ilfx

ing moment given to the angle bar or other form of unsymmetrical bar to

the vertical bending moment applied to the joint bar. K is also the angle

with the vertical made by the resultant of Mx and My.

/x and /y. The moments of inertia of the section of a rail or a joint

bar about a horizontal gravity axis and a vertical gravity axis, respectively

(see Article 15, page 45). A moment of inertia about another axis is

designated by a subscript for the axis used. Both /o and / have special

uses as indicated by the context.

/xy. The product of inertia of the section of a joint bar about a

horizontal and a vertical gravity axis (see Article 15, page 45).

Ccnfroid is used as a position of the resultant of the bearing forces

(either load bearing or reaction forces) acting between rail and joint bar

(see Fig. 4).

Symmetrical type of joint bar is applied to joint bars with sections

having symmetry with respect to the horizontal axis through the center of

gravity of the section or approaching the condition of symmetry sufficiently

closely to give geometrical properties differing but little from those of the

symmetrical section. Sections having symmetry with respect to the vertical

gravity axis, although giving similar flexural properties, are not generally

applicable to joint bars.

Unsymmetrical type of joint bar is applied to joint bars with sections

having dissymmetry with respect to both horizontal and vertical axes. The

degree of dissymmetry is measured by the relative magnitude of the product

of inertia of the section as compared with the moments of inertia with

respect to the two rectangular axes.

Free bending is used as the condition of a beam of unsymmetrical sec-

tion subjected to vertical loading and not restrained by the application of

lateral bending or twisting moment.

Positive moment refers to a moment normally causing downward
deflection, and negative moment upward deflection.

Analytical bending moment is the moment in rail calculated on the basis

of the analysis of track as an elastic structure for the conditions of stiffness

found in the track and the magnitude and position of the static loads applied.

Joint moment ratio is the ratio of the resisting moment calculated from

the stresses observed in track at mid-section of the joint bars to the

analytical moment in full rail calculated by using the applied loads and the

average modulus of elasticity of rail-support found in the track.

Dimensional units are given in inches. Stresses are in pounds per

square inch and moments in inch pounds.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Special Committee on Standardization submits the following

information as its annual report for the year 1929-1930:

STANDARDS REFLECTION

In the United States of America, Standardization carried to the extreme

limit is exemplified in

:

The Constitution,

Congressional enactments and State Legislature,

Law Enforcement.

The third member of the trilogy has been brought home to so many
since the Prohibition amendment, that anything suggesting "restriction" is

looked upon with suspicion, especially when the subject is not well under-

stood. This seems to be the case in the editorial quoted from the New York

Herald-Tribune of July 29, 1929:

"STANDARDIZATION"

"America, as is well known to many both here and abroad, but especially

abroad, is the center and origin of that blight of standardization which is

spreading its oppression over the human spirit. It is said of Americans (as

it used to be said of the Chinese) that we are all beginning to look alike,

while innumerable alarmed medievalists have demonstrated that under the

baneful operation of the mass production method we must inevitably sink

down from uniform bathtubs to uniform books, uniform clothes, identical

neckties, standardized ideas and regimented emotions, finally to end in a

morass of mere robotry. T^ie simple fact tliat this hasn't happened is, of

course, insufficient to damage the proof that it must. In consequence, it is

337
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with some dismay that one picks up the latest yearbook of the American

Standards Association to learn what the standardizers are preparing for

us next.

The A.S.A. is a national federation of technical societies, trade asso-

ciations and government departments which devotes itself to establishing

that standardization of industrial products and practices upon which the

success and economies of mass production are correctly supposed to depend.

It lists many different projects in which it is assisting American industry to

eliminate diversity and set up uniform national standards ; but as one runs

through these projects themselves, one's alarm over the process somehow

begins to fade. Its project, for example, to standardize manhole covers,

even if made effective in every street of the United States, can scarcely

detract much from the beauty of life, while it seems quite probable that

our 'plumbago crucibles for nontilting furnaces in non-ferrous foundry

practice' might become identical throughout the nation without seriously

affecting the joys of the human spirit.

So one might continue throughout the whole list, from 'Specifications

for Portland Cement' at the beginning to "standardization of speeds of

machinery" at the end without finding anything which would touch upon

individual preference or diversity of tastes. Department store executives

have long since learned that standardization in American life has its rigid

limits; of immense usefulness and economy in the sub-strata of our indus-

trial system, it becomes less applicable to 'consumer goods' in proportion as

its triumphs set the wage-earners free to gratify individual whims and tastes

in what they buy for direct consumption. It is true that the machine age so

far has tended to give a certain uniformity to life; but we are only at the

beginning of the machine age, and its trend now is to apply uniformity to

those processes where it doesn't matter in order to free the inr^ividual to

please himself in the things that do matter."

Critics seem to be unaware that no one knows better than the standards

advocate that there are many things not adapted for standardization, while

at the same time he sees many opportunities for economical development

by its agency.

This protest against restriction appears again in the Philadelphia Public

Ledger of July 29, 1929, but stated in a more picturesque way

:

"A BUSINESS MAN'S PHILOSOPHY AS TO DUPLICATE
PASSENGER SERVICE"

By William Feather

"People sometimes wonder why there should be so much competition,

with its obvious wastes. The sacredness of the consumer's freedom of

choice is the reason.

We want the privilege of smoking tobacco that suits our peculiar,

individual taste, and we'll walk a mile to get it before we'll accept a sub-

stitute. We insist that our collars be of a certain size and shape, and if

only one man in the country makes and sells them, and he lives 500 miles

away, he'll get our trade. We're extremely meticulous about our blend of

tea and coffee, and if any one tried to take away our right to choose or

refuse, we'd regard it as a calamity.
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We get a sense of satisfaction in choosing the train on which we shall

ride to Chicago from New York. Two trains leave and arrive at identical

hours. We'd rather a pay little more than have this choice taken away

from us.

Those who sometimes dream of an autocracy in consumption are

psychological morons if they imagine that human beings would long submit

to intereference with their personal habits, tastes and preferences. It's

easier to make them do without than to limit their choice."

Section One

PLAN OF THE REPORT

The frame of this report is the united effort of the entire Committee,

practically all of its membership having been interested in offering informa-

mation and stating their points of view for dealing with the subject in

such a way as might help to keep up the interest of our fellow members in

this important work, and clear away some of the fog illustrated by the

Herald-Tribune editorial previously quoted.

This co-ordinated expression of thoughts led to a statement of plan of

presentation with some comments on certain proposals which it is believed

will interest the members, and it is therefore reproduced

:

Framework

Philadelphin, June 14, 1929.

Subject: Preparation of 1930 Report of Special Commiltee on Standard-

ization—A.R.E.A.

Members of Special Committee on

Standardization—A.R.E.A.

Gentlemen :

The response to the Chairman's letter of April 23rd, was quite satisfac-

tory, only six of a membership of twenty-seven not having been heard from.
The approval of Mr. Irwin's letter of May 25th has been sufficiently

general to warrant the Chairman considering it as a mandate of the

Committee members to make it the chief feature of the report, and, accord-

ingly, that will be done.

It is a classification into six groups of the recommended practices of

the A.R.E.A., and each member is, therefore, requested to go over carefully

that portion of the Manual, together with all the supplements, containing the

official work of his Committee and list each one under group heading to

which it may be considered to belong. In order that this may be done
uniformly and systematically I am placing it in the form below

:

CLASSIFICATION OF A.R.E.A. RECOMMENDED PRACTICES

(Being the Complete List of Approved Practices in the "Manual")

Recommended Practice Relating to a Railway Individually

Specification for the Formation of the Roadway— (Committee
I—Roadway )

.

Proper Depth of Ballast— (Committee II—Ballast).
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B. Recommended Practice Relating to Partnership Business Between
Two or More Railways

Form of Agreement for Interlocking Plant—(Committee XX
—Uniform General Contract Forms).

Form of Agreement for Trackage Rights— (Committee XX
—Uniform General Contract Forms).

C. Recommended Practice Dealing with Relationship Between Rail-

ways and Industries or Individuals Which They Serve

Form of Agreement for Industry Track— (Committee XX

—

Uniform General Contract Forms).

D. Recommended Practice Relating to Manufacture and Purchase of

Railway Appliances and Materials

Standard Rail Sections— (Committee IV—Rail).

Specifications for Frogs and Switches— (Committee V—Track).

E. Recommended Practice Defining Relationship Between the Rail-

way and Its Contractors, or Public Service Corporation

Form of Construction Contract— (Committee XX—Uniform
General Contract Forms).

Form of Agreement for Purchase of Electrical Energy— (Com-
mittee XX—Uniform General Contract Forms).

Form of Agreement for Wire Line Crossings— (Committee
XX—Uniform General Contract Forms).

F. Recommended Practice Concerning Mutual Relations Between the

Railways and the General Public

Highway Crossing Signs— (Committee IX—Grading Crossing

Design, Protection and Elimination).

There appears to be a desire to continue the canvass of the Committee

concerning members of the A.R.E.A. serving as members of American

Standards Association's Sectional Committee and on Committees of co-

operating societies, as furnished in previous reports, and you are, therefore,

requested to send in information carefully given in the same manner as that

used in the 1928.29 report, Bulletin 310, October, 1928, page 89.

The above are the two collections of information which you are re-

quested to send to the Chairman not later than October 1st of this year,

in order that he may use the material in the preparation of a report.

COMMENTS ON CORRESPONDENCE

Several other suggestions have been made by the members . of the

Committee concerning information for the report, and I will use the rest of

this letter for making comments in regard to them.

Questionnaire to Determine to What Extent A.R.E.A. Practices Are
Being Used by the Members

A suggestion has been made that the questionnaire be sent out in the

same form as Appendix B, Bulletin No. 310, October, 1928, which is the

report of the extent of use of recommended practice by the Illinois Central

Railroad. Attention is, however, called to the fact that it required twelve

pages to print this information, and if similar statements were obtained from
the different railroad companies and systems it would require a very large

amount of space and probably not serve a particularly valuable purpose.

Another suggestion which may be considered a modification of the

above is that each Committee Chairman canvass his own membership to

ascertain to what extent the recommended practices are being used. You
will remember that this was the plan attempted in the second report of the
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Committee, Proceedings, A.R.E.A., Vol. 29, 1928, page 69, and repeated in

the third report. Bulletin No. 310, October, 1928. It was not completely
successful, but did give some interesting information and was probably of
the nature which would be read by the membership at large. It is doubt-
ful, however, that another attempt of the same kind in the proposed report
would bring out sufficiently additional interesting information to warrant an
attempt to obtain it.

There has always been, however, a suggestion from time to time that

information be obtained to determine the extent of use of the recommended
practices, and it appears to your Chairman that the only way to accomplish
this is to have a carefully prepared circular of tabulation sent to every rail-

road Company and railroad system by the Secretary for filling out, and he
considers that possibly the listed classification which is proposed for this

year can be used in the succeeding year for the preparation of such informa-
tion, which would be done in this way

:

If entirely complete information be obtained for this classification we
will have the complete number of subjects adopted by the Association as
recommended practice, and we may then ask how many of these subjects are
being used by the railroad in question.

Inasmuch as there are different ways of making use of a recommended
practice, he would be requested to divide his answers in accordance with
the three degrees of use stated on page 68 of Proceedings, Vol. 29, 1928,
as follows

:

1. Adoption verbatim, or nearly so, of the plans, specifica-

tions, instructions or rules.

2. Incorporation of the fundamental or main items of im-
portance in settling upon and maintaining unification of methods.

3. Acceptance of the general influence of the data and citations

in order that one's own practice may be in general accord.

This was repeated again in Bulletin No. 310, October, 1928, page 12.

With this information in actual numbers, stated by each railroad, a
percentage of use for each recommended practice might be obtained. It

means quite a considerable research and careful compilation by each railroad

company. I am mentioning the subject this early in order to ascertain from
the members of the Committee their thought upon the practicability of the

plan for the report of 1931.

Promoting the Use of A.R.E.A. Recommended Practice

A drive to promote the use of the A.R.E.A. recommended practices has
been expressed by different members at different times.

This is a difficult subject to deal with. My recollection is that some ef-

fort of this kind has been made in the past by direct issue from the Board of

Direction through its official agent the Secretary, and that in this com-
munication a direct effort was made to reach the executives of the company.

The fact is that such a communication is probably referred by the

"executives" to the members of the Association for disposition.

There are different ways of making use of the large amount of valuable

material compiled by the A.R.E.A., and its use has already been discussed

in the reports of this Committee, reference being made especially to page 68,

of the Proceedings, A.R.E.A., Vol. 29, 1928. The outstanding point is that

recommended practice will always be used to the extent to which it has
proved itself to be desirable and adaptable for use. It can hardly be ex-

pected that everything recommended will be found to meet the points of

view of all members.
The Chairman, therefore, does not believe in the so-called drive, but

does believe in the perfection of recommended practice so that as a natural

result it will be found desirable for a large proportion of the membership to

make use of it, and it is the duty of each Committee to keep up the standard

of its recommended practice to the highest degree of perfection and to

make for its accomplishment frequent revisions and changes. An examina-
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tion of the Manual will readily show that some of the items of recommended
practice are now in need of such revision.

As a result of our past consideration of these points our "Policy of
Procedure Concerning Recommended Practices," page 162, Proceedings,
A.R.E.A., Vol. 28, 1927, was carefully laid down and accepted by the Board
of Direction. It has been printed ever since as the program of work for

the Committee. The Chairman suggests that it is yet a pretty general
statement of our course of procedure. It provides also for the course to be
followed in pressing recommended practice for presentation by our Board for

acceptance as a National Standard, as also mentioned in the correspondence.

As a sub-division of this same subject it has also been suggested that

pressure be brought on manufacturers and buyers of materials to bring about
compliance with recommended practice, but this idea could hardly be fol-

lowed up without a very careful consideration of our Committee membership
and precise suggestions for a method of action. It would be a difficult

subject to handle.

Another suggestion which comes under the same discussion above is

that of bringing to the attention of the Federal Specifications Board any
departure which we find by government purchasing officers from their own
standards, so as to assist in bringing about observance of the work of gen-

eral standardization, and in this particular case the reason for making
the suggestion to this Committee is that not only the A.R.E.A., but the

Federal Specifications Board, and every other agency which buys lumber,

is interested in the promulgation of standards with relation to American
Lumber Standards.

Relation with American Standards Association

This relationship has been so fully dealt with in o«r previous reports

that reference to those reports should be sufficient for the present.

The report of 1927, Proceedings, A.R.E.A., Vol. 28, contains a com-
plete description of the organization and proceedings of the A.S.A. and
Bulletin No. 310, October, 1928, contains a complete statement of the recent

reorganization in order to improve its standing. Any additional information

on this subject of interest which may arise will be included by the Chair-
man in the report when prepared.

In addition, we do maintain contact with the standardization bodies

most closely related in mutual interests with ourselves, and as pointed out
in our report last year. Bulletin No 310, October, 1928, some of our very
most important relationships are with the laboratories of different colleges.

It has been suggested that there should be complete detail comparison
of A.R.E.A. recommended practice with the standards of the A.S.A. with
the object of removing differences, but by reference to our report, Proceed-
ings, A.R.E.A., Vol. 28, 1927, page 155, it will be noted that we share

the sponsorship of only three or four subjects and that one of them, 03

—

Ties, Railroad, Specifications for, has been accepted for American Standard
exactly as submitted by our Association. The work on Bridge Specifica-

tions is proceeding to a conclusion. There is nothing to be gained, therefore,

in this direction.

American Standards Association Representation

Attention has been called to the meager representation of the American
Railway Association in the A.S.A., there being but one member, viz , Divi-

sion IV, Engineering, in that body, which member body is entitled to three

memberships costing $500 for each.

Dr. Agnew and your representative called upon Mr. Aishton, President

of the American Railway Association, relative to this very subject and
were informed by him that the Board of Directors has decided that one
member would be sufficient for their purpose, as the A.R.A. had decided that

it would be better to make its majority of expenditures for research work
within its own organization, and, therefore, declined taking up the other

two memberships.
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Also, several attempts have been made to have the official co-operation
in A.S.A. work of Division V—Mechanical, but the invitation has been
declined several times.

It appears that nothing more on this subject can be done for the present,

but that as the movement for standardization grows, changes in point of
view will come forward and be taken care of on those occasions. Such
information will be reported from time to time, and in addition the Chair-
man will endeavor to indicate the trend of standardization suggested in

the correspondence.

Educational Work
It has been suggested, also, that the "standardization committee should,

if possible, do educational work along the line of 'Standards' as working
rules, to be modified or changed as circumstances and conditions require, and
not be made to comply as they stand as recommended practice to any and all

conditions."

The Chairman wishes to emphasize, however, that this educational work
belongs with each of the standard committees of the Association by keeping
recommended practices of his own Committee up to the highest standard for

use, and that in no other way will such educational work be as efifective.

Your very truly,

(S) W. C. CusHiNG, Chairman.

Section Two

MAKING THE MANUAL USEFUL—CLASSIFICATION OF
A.R.E.A. RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

(Being the complete list of Approved Practices in the 'Manual')

This was intended to be the 'leader' of the report, being the expressed

wish of the committee membership. It will be given as received, but falls

so far short of the purpose that it will not in this report give the complete

information intended. It will serve as a beginning, however, for a more

complete statement in the 1931 report. The reason for incompleteness lies

partly with the continued postponement of the issue of the new edition of

the Manual. The old one is so far out of date and the supplements so

numerous that inconvenience in tabulation has delayed the work.

Mr. Irwin, in his letter, states his reasons for recommending the classi-

fication used in this section of the report, arrived at after reflecting upon the

work already presented to the association members, and resulting in the

outline of a plan for making the future activities of the committee most

useful.

In his opinion this work should be

—

"I. To promote the use of such A.R.E.A. recommended practices as

may be selected for sponsoring from time to time ; and

II. To maintain contact with other standardization bodies such as

have been referred to in previous reports of this Committee, and to keep

our Association informed on important matters developed by such contact."

For advantageous consideration, he then classifies the 'recommended

practices' into the groups used, and explains their meaning as follows:
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"It appears evident that 'recommended practices' of Class A are merely

for the purpose of being a guide to good practice and of saving time and

money for the user.

"In class B, involving more than one railway, and each one having

relations with several others, the general use of basic 'standards' is practicable

and desirable, variations being made only in matters not standardized as

local conditions require.

"Classes C, D, E, and F involve relations between the railway or rail-

ways on the one hand and parties not railway corporations on the other, the

latter in some cases being purely local in their activities, but in many cases

having wide dealings with many railways. Some of these are influenced by

their own industrial or professional associations, which in some cases in-

terest themselves, in standards and are often materially affected by the

standards created by the railways.

"In sponsoring 'recommended practices' and working to extend their use

we should concentrate on those which shall be most helpful. Probably the

most disturbance and waste of time comes from lack of uniformity in rela-

tions between the railways and industries which have activities of nation-wide

extent. Of all the work handled by Committee XX—Uniform General Con-

tract Forms, I think it is now most important to get general support for the

Form of Agreement for Industry Track as adopted March, 1928. If large

industries can continue to cite differences in provisions of agreements on

matters of general character they will decline to sign anything but very

open agreements.

"As there is no authority which can force the adoption of any standard

on all individual members of an association, universal standards can be

arrived at only through the willingness of the users to subordmate some

of their views for the general good. Those who prepare standards make
studies of nation-wide extent before making their recommendations, and I

believe that we have reason to impose confidence in the Standards of the

A.R.E.A. and work for their general use to the extent that they will be

helpful and not restrictive of progress . . .
."

Mr. Irwin believes "we should encourage the use of A.R E.A.

Recommended Practice rather than to take action to officially create Na-

tional Standards. The principal endorsement we want is from the Amer-
ican Railway Association, of which the A.R.E.A. is Division IV. In the

'Policy of Procedure Concerning Recommended Practices' published as the

'Outline of Work' of the Special Committee on Standardization (Pro-

ceedings, A.R.E.A. Vol. 28, 1927, p. 162), action by the A.R.A. is covered

by Section (C)-(2). Now that the new A.R.E.A. 'Manual of Recommended
Practice' is being issued, I suggest that we recommend the Board of Direc-

tion A.R.E.A. to request the American Railway Association to circularize

all railways calling attention to the available material in the Manual and

to go as far as possible in suggesting that reference to the Manual may
save much labor, and that uniformity of practice in relations between rail-

ways and between the railways and shippers and the general public will

tend toward economies and the elimination of misunderstandings and dis-
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"Aside from desirable action by the A.R.A. above referred to, progress

in the use of the 'Manual' can best be made by all members trying to see

that it is followed as closely as possible on their own roads. If they will

call to the attention of committee Chairmen any real objections they find

to any Recommended Practice prepared by their respective committees,

these will be considered by authorized procedure."

In addition to the foregoing, the Chairman lays stress upon the part

any 'Recommended Practice' itself plays for advancing its own use. The
degree of perfection in preparation measures the importance and value of

specifications, and will be a leader in their promulgation and expansion

of usefulness.

It must be kept up at all times to that degree of usefulness, and for

this purpose a watchful eye is necessary. The watchful eye must be 'The

Standing Committee' for each group of subjects voted as 'recommended

practice.' Everj' adopted recommendation must be under the guidance of

a sponsor, for the reason that without a sponsor there is insufficient activity

in taking care of revisions, one of the principal difficulties in the prevention

of decay of a standard once established from inaction. The work has

only begun with the promulgation of a standard. The continual work
of revision is the most important, fully as much so and even more so than

the creation, for a rule of action once created can be very harmful if not

satisfactorily revised in consonance with the advance of the art. It is of

the greatest importance, therefore, for the correction of this trouble that

the sponsor be a continuing supervisor after a project has become unified

into a standard, for the purpose of keeping informed upon the advancement

of the art or a change in practice and recommending from time to time

that action on the part of its guardians which will keep the standards

vitalized.

It will be noticed in looking over the 'Recommended Practices' from

the 'Manual,' classified in accordance with Mr. Irwin's plan, that, as a

result of a 'principle' adopted at different periods, there is ultimately, after

several such actions, a collection of separate statements which should be

consolidated with a well-prepared set of specifications comprehending in

logical order a rule of procedure for describing the particular articles or

method of work. This work should be undertaken by each committee before

the next edition of the 'Manual.'

In this compilation following it was intended to comprehend all the sub-

jects of the 'Manual,' but from limitation of replies only the work of seven

committees is presented. Mr. Irwin has explained the object, to which the

Chairman has added his views regarding 'Progressive vitality.'

The Committee represented are

:

I—Roadway. XVIII—Electricity ; also (A.R.A.
VI—Buildings. Division IV—Engineering

—

VII—Wooden Bridges and Tres- Electrical Section).

ties. XX—Uniform General Contract
IX—Grade Crossings. Forms.

XIV—Yards and Terminals.

Definitions have not been included.
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CLASSIFICATION OF A.R.E A. RECOMMENDED
PRACTICES

(Being a *Partial List of Approved Practices in the "Manual")

This analysis is designed to promote clear thinking and aiding a decision

as to what American Railway Engineering Association "Recommended

Practices" it is practicable or desirable to advance for more general "stand-

ardization."

A. Recommended Practice Relating to a Railway Individually

Width of Roadway at Sub-grade— (Committee I—Roadway).
Slopes of Roadway Cross-Section— (Committee I—Roadway).
Construction Machinery— (Committee I—Roadway).
Grade Reduction Work— (Committee I—Roadway).
Waterways— (Committee I—Roadway).
Slides— (Committee I—Roadway).
Washouts— (Committee I-—Roadway).
Surface and Sub-Surface Drainage— (Committee I—Roadway).
Tunnels— (Committee I—Roadway).
Tunnel Construction— (Committee I—Roadway).
Tunnel Ventilation—(Committee I—Roadway).
General Specifications for Use of Vegetation for Protection of

Slopes Against Erosion— (Committee I—Road\vay).

Means for Prevention or Cure of Water-Pockets in Roadbed
— (Committee I—Roadway).
Drainage of Roadway Through Stations and Yards— (Com-

mittee I—Roadway).
Slopes for High Rock Cuts of 40 Feet in Height or More—

(Committee I—Roadway).
Drainage of Large Cuts— (Committee I—Roadway).
Soft Spots— (Committee I—Roadway).
Ditching Machine— (Committee I—Roadway).
Trespass Signs— (Committee I—Roadway)
Roadway Information Signs— (Committee I—Roadway).
Economies of Filling Bridge Openings— (Committee i—Road-

way).
Recommended Practice Governing Design

:

1. Freight Houses— (Committee VI—Buildings).

2. Oil Houses— (Committee VI—Buildings).

3. Passenger Stations— (Committee VI—Buildings).

4. Rest Houses— (Committee VI—Buildings).

5. Roofings— (Committee VI—Buildings).

6. Section Tool Houses— (Committee VI—Buildings).

7. Ice Houses and Icing Stations— (Committee VI—Build-

ings).

8. Floors for Railway Buildings—(Committee VI—Build-

ings).

9. Paints for Railway Buildings—(Committee VI—Build-

ings).

Pile Driving—Principles of Practice— (Committee VII

—

Wooden Bridges and Trestles).

Pile Record Form— (Committee VII—Wooden Bridges and
Trestles)

Use of Guard Rails and Guard Timbers for Wooden Bridges

and Trestles— (Committee VII—Wooden Bridges and
Trestles).

Use of Lag Screws in Trestle Construction— (Committee VII
—Wooden Bridges and Trestles).

•This should be made complete in the report for 1931.
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Relative Economy of Repairs and Renewals of Wooden Bridges
and Trestles— (Committee VII—Wooden Bridges and
Trestles).

Comparative Merits of Ballast Deck and Reinforced Concrete
Trestles^— (Committee VII—Wooden Bridges and Trestles).

Working Stresses Permissible for Structural Timbers— (Com-
mittee VII—Wooden Bridges and Trestles).

Standard Plans for Wooden Trestles— (Committee VII

—

Wooden Bridges and Trestles).

Method of Fireproofing Wooden Bridges and Trestles— (Com-
mittee VII—Wooden Bridges and Trestles).

Merits of Galvanized Iron Fastenings for Timber Trestles

as Compared with Plain Iron and Steel Fastenings, Espe-
cially in Relation to Their Use on Creosoted Structures

—

(Committee VII—Wooden Bridges and Trestles).

Classification of the Uses of Timber and Lumber Under
A.R.E.A. Specifications— (Committee VII—Wooden Bridges
and Trestles).

The Value of Treated Timbers in Wooden Bridges and
Trestles—(Committee VII—Wooden Bridges and
Trestles).

Specifications for the Construction of Bituminous Crossings

(Committee IX—Grade Crossings).

Information in regard to the

:

1. Design of Passenger Stations—to be Used as a Guide

—

(Committee XIV—Yards and Terminals)
2. Design of Coach Yards—to be Used as a Guide— (Com-

mittee XIV—Yards and Terminals).
3. Design of Freight Yards—to be Used as a Guide—(Com-

mittee XIV—Yards and Terminals).
4. Transfer of Lading of Bad Order Cars—to be Used as

a Guide— (Committee XIV—Yards and Terminals).

5. Freight Transfer Stations—to be used as a Guide

—

(Committee XIV—Yards and Terminals).
6. Team Yards—to be Used as a Guide— (Committee
XIV—Yards and Terminals).

7. Width of Driveways for Team Tracks and Freight
Houses—to be Used as a Guide— (Committee IV

—

Yards and Terminals).
8. Freight Houses—to be Used as a Guide—(Committee
XIV—Yards and Terminals).

9. Relations Between Factors of Design in Warehouses
to be Used as a Guide— (Committee XIV—Yards and
Terminals).

Disposition of Obsolete Track Scales— (Committee XIV

—

Yards and Terminals).

Specifications for the Construction of Overhead Electric Supply
Lines for Railroad Use on Railroad Property— (Committee
XVIII—Electricity) (A.R.A—Division IV—Engineering
—Electrical Section).

Specifications for the Maintenance of Overhead Electric Supply
Lines— (Committee XVIII—Electricity)— (A.R.E.—Divi-
sion IV—Engineering—Electrical Section).

Specifications for Underground Conduit Construction for Power
Cables— (Committee XVIII—Electricity) (A.R.A.—Divi-
sion IV—Engineering^Electrical Section).

Electrolysis—Report of American Committee— (Committee
XVIII—Electricity) (A.R.A.—Division IV—Engineering
—Electrical Section).
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B.—Recommended Practice Relating to Partnership Business Be-

Between Two or More Railways

Points to be Considered in Developing Joint Passenger Terminal

Projects—to be Used as a Guide— (Committee XIV—Yards
and Terminals).

Overhead Clearance Lines for Permanent Way Structures on

Electrified Railways— (Committee XVIII—Electricity)

(A.R.A.—Division IV—Engineering—Electrical Section).

Clearance Lines for Equipment and Permanent Way Structures

Adjacent to Third Rail and for Third Rail Structures—

(Committee XVIII—Electricity) (A.R.A.—Division IV—
Engineering—Electrical Section).

Specifications for the Joint Use of Poles for Power, Communi-
cation and Signal Circuits— (Committee XVIII—Electric-

ity) (A.R.A.—Division IV—Engineering—Electrical Sec-

tion).

Form of Agreement for Interlocking Plant (1928)— (Commit-
tee XX—Uniform General Contract Forms).

Form of Agreement for Crossing of Railways at Grade (1919)
— (Committee XX—Uniform General Contract Forms).

Form of Agreement for Trackage Rights (1924)— (Commit-
tee XX—Uniform General Contract Forms).

Form of Agreement for Joint Use of Passenger Station Facili-

ties (1925)— (Committee XX—Uniform General Contract

Forms).
Form of Agreement for Joint Use of Freight Terminal Facili-

ties (1928)— (Committee XX—Uniform General Contract

Forms).

C. Recommended Practice Dealing with Relationship Between Rail-

way and Industries or Individuals Which They Serve

Rules for Recommended Practice Relative to the Protection of

Oil Sidings from Damage Due to Stray Currents— (Com-
mittee XVIII—Electricity) (A.R.A.—Division IV—Engi-
neering—Electrical Section).

Form of Lease Agreement for Industrial Site (1923)— (Com-
mittee XX—Uniform General Contract Forms).

Form of Agreement for Industry Track (1928)— (Committee
XX—Uniform General Contract Forms).

Form of License for Wires, Pipes, Conduits, Drains, Hopper
Pits or Other Structures on Railway Property (1924)

—

(Committee XX—Uniform General Contract Forms).

D. Recommended Practice Relating to Manufacture and Purchase of

Railway Appliances and Materials

Specifications for Right-of-Way Fences— (Committee I—Road-
way).

Gates for Right-of-Way Fences— (Committee I—Roadway).
Specifications for Concrete Fence Posts— (Committee I—Road-

way).
Specifications for Metal Fence Posts— (Committee I—Road-

way).
Surface Stock Guards— (Committee I—Roadway).
Specifications for Timber Piles (Treated and Untreated)—

(Committee VII—Wooden Bridges and Trestles).

Specifications for Metal Details Used in Wooden Bridges and
Trestles— (Committee VII—Wooden Bridges and Trestles).
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Specifications and Classification and Grading Rules for Lum-
ber and Timber to be Used in the Construction and
Maintenance-of-Way Departments of Railways— (Commit-
ittee VII—Wooden Bridges and Trestles).

Specifications for the Manufacture and Installation of Four-
Section Railway Track Scales— (Committee XIV—Yards
and Terminals).

Specifications for the Manufacture and Installation of Motor
Truck, Built-in, Self-Contained and Portable Scales for

Railway Service— (Committee XIV—Yards and Terminals).
Specifications for the Manufacture and Installation of Two-

Section Knife-Edge Railway Track Scales— (Committee
XIV—Yards and Terminals).

Non-Retroactive Tolerances for Heavy-Duty Automatic Indi-

cating Scales— (Committee XIV—Yards and Terminals).
Specifications for Electric Wires and Cables— (Committee

XVIII—Electricity) (A.R.A.—Div. IV—Engineering-
Electrical Section).

Incandescent Lamp Schedule— (Committee XVIII—Electricity)

(A.R.A.—Division IV—Engineering—Electrical Section).

Specifications for Friction Tape— (Committee XVIII—Elec-
tricity) (A.R.A.—Division IV—Engineering—Electrical

Section).

Specifications for Porcelain Insulators for Railroad Supply
Lines— (Committee XVIII—Electricity) (A.R.A.—Divi-
sion IV—Engineering—Electrical Section).

Specifications for Rubber Insulating Tape— (Committee XVIII
Electricity) (A.R.A.—Division IV—Engineering—Electrical

Section).
Specifications for Adhesive Tape for General Use for Elec-

trical Purposes— (Committee XVIII—Electricity) (A.R.A.
—Division IV—Engineering—Electrical Section).

E. Recommended Practice Defining Relationship Between the Rail-

way and Its Contractors, or Public Service Corporation

Form of Construction Contract— (Committee XX—Uniform
General Contract Forms).

Specifications for Railway Buildings— (Committee VI—Build-
ings).

Sections

:

1. General Conditions.

2. Excavations.
3. Sewers and Drainage.
5. Brickwork.
6. Stone Masonry and Cut Stone Work.
7. Clay Hollow Tile.

8. Architectural Terra Cotta.

9. Concrete Architectural Stone.

10. Roofing.

(a) Concrete Roofing Tile.

(b) Clay Tile Roofing.

(c) Slate Roofing.

(d) Built Up Roofing:
A-1 Pitch and Gravel Over Wood.
A-2 Pitch and Gravel Over Poured Concrete.
B-1 Asphalt and Gravel Over Wood.
B-2 Asphalt and Gravel Over Poured Con-

crete.

C-1 Asphalt and Asbestos Felt Over Wood.
C-2 Asphalt and Asbestos Felt Over Con-

crete.
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11. Sheet Metal Work.
12-A. Structural Steel and Iron.

13. Carpentry and Millwork.
14. Lathing and Plastering.

15. Marble and Tile Work.
16. Painting and Glazing.

17. Hardware.
18. Plumbing.
19. Heating.

(a) Hot Water System.
(b) Steam—One Pipe Gravity System.
(c) Steam—Two Pipe Gravity System.
(d) Hot Air.

(e) Hot Blast.

20. Electric Light Wiring.
22. Concrete Pavements.
23-A. Wood Block Pavements.
23-B. Wood Block Floors.

25-A. Asphalt Block Pavements.
25-B. Asphalt Block Floors.

26-A. Macadam Pavements.
26- B. Asphalt Macadam Pavements.

Specifications for the Formation of the Roadway—(Committee
I—Roadway).

Shrinkage and Subsidence— (Committee I—Roadway).
Specifications for Workmanship for Pile and Frame Trestles

of Untreated Material to be Built Under Contract—(Com-
mittee Vn—Wooden Bridges and Trestles).

Specifications for Electric Light, Power Supply and Trolley

Lines Crossing Railways— (Committee XVni—Electric-

ity) (A.R.A.—Division IV—Engineering—Electrical Sec-

tion).

Form of Proposal (1914)— (Committee XX—Uniform Gen-
eral Contract Forms).

Form of Construction Contract (1927)—(Committee XX

—

Uniform General Contract Forms).
Form of Bond (1915)— (Committee XX—Uniform General

Contract Forms).
Form of Agreement for Purchase of Electrical Energy (1926)— (Committee XX—Uniform General Contract Forms).
Form of Agreement for Joint Use of Poles on Railway Right-

of-Way (1926)—(Committee XX—Uniform General Con-
tract Forms).

Form of Agreement for the Purchase of Water (1927)— (Com-
mittee XX—Uniform General Contract Forms).

Form of Cost-Plus Percentage Construction Contract (1929)
— (Committee XX—Uniform General Contract Forms).

Recommended Practice Concerning Mutual Relations Between

the Railways and the General Public

Track Elevation Work— (Committee I—Roadway),
General Specifications for Highway Grade Crossings and Ap-

proaches Other Than Those for Which Requirements Are
Stipulated by Law— (Committee IX—Grade Crossings).

Highway Crossing Sign—(Committee IX—Grade Crossings).

Highway Crossing Signal—Flashing Light— (Committee IX

—

Grade Crossings).
Highway Crossing Signal—Wig-Wag—(Committee IX—Grade

Crossings).
Advance Warning Signs at Highway Grade Crossings— (Com-

mittee IX—Grade Crossings).
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Grade Crossing Protection, Elimination of Grade Crossings and
Reduction of Traffic at Grade Crossings— (Committee IX
—Grade Crossings).

Rules for the Location, Maintenance, Operation and Testing
of Railway Track Scales— (Committee XIV—Yards and
Terminals).

Form of License for Private Road Crossing (1923)— (Commit-
tee XX—Uniform General Contract Forms).

Form of Option for Purchase of Land (1925)— (Committee
XX—Uniform General Contract Forms).

Form of Agreement for Furnishing Water from Railway Water
Systems to Employees and Others (1927)— (Committee
XX—Uniform General Contract Forms).

Vitalizing Industrial Relations

Standardization can be made a forceful agent for harmonizing business

relations with industry. This means also the relationship between railways

themselves. The group of standards in the 'Classification' is 'C—Recom-

mended Practice Dealing with Relationship Between Railways and Indus-

tries or Individuals Which They Serve.'

Mr. Irwin says of this that, "at the present time Committee XX espe-

cially wishes to encourage the use of the 1928 'Form of Agreement for

Industry Track as Uniform Practice' on account of the importance of the

railways dealing with shippers of widespread operations on a uniform basis

throughout the country."





NOTE
By request of the Committee on Standardization,

pages 351 to 386 have been withdrawn for further

consideration. (See page 1673.)
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Section Three

AMERICAN STANDARDS ASSOCIATION

Reorganization of A.S.A.

"We believe in standardization rightly managed, and its most important

coadjutor is the agency for revision and its maintenance right up to date,

or else it is soon ignored and forgotten. In this respect we believe there

was room for improvement in the mechanism of the American Standards

Association, some of which have been brought about."

This was written in last year's report in the section dealing with that

body (Proceedings, A.R.E.A., Vol. 30, 1929, p. 80). The new constitution

was also published in the report (p. 81).

This reform work of the able officers of A.S.A. has brought about such

a rebuilding of the organization that its working effectiveness has been vastly

improved, but the outstanding efforts of its President and his assistants has

been acquisition of the recognition" of "industry" of the importance of

its assistance as an aid in its own production activity. With this is accom-

plished the concentration of the administrative and financial responsibility

in a Board of Directors composed of twelve industrial executives. The

following comments were taken from the statement in 'A.S.M.E. News'

of July 7, 1929, the official journal (semi-monthly) of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers.

"In 1917 the American Standards Association was organized by the

National Engineering Societies for the purpose of providing a method of

co-operation which would prevent duplication in standardization work and

promulgation of conflicting standards.

"Since then the change in industrial development has made it evident

that standardization has been a very important factor in manufacturing

improvements, and the work of the electric, automobile and telephone indus-

tries in high accomplishment in this development is cited.

"Bureaus of the U. S. Government have fostered the movement of

greater standardization and simplification to the extent that it has become

more and more evident to the industrial bodies that centralization of the

work was necessary under the joint control of business itself, together with

the co-operative assistance of the Government Departments.

"Accordingly in 1928 there was a reorganization of the working struc-

ture of the American Standards Association for the purpose of keeping pace

with the growth of the industrial standardization movement in the U. S.

"This organization provides for the concentration of the administrative

and financial responsibility in a Board of Directors composed of twelve

industrial executives, as follows

:
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Directors of The American Standards Association

Quincy Bent, Vice-President of the Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany, m charge of manufacture.

Dr. George Kimball Burgess, Director of the Bureau of

Standards, representing the Department of Commerce

—

Chairman of the Federal Specifications Board.

Cloj'd M. Chapman, Vice-President of the American Stand-
ards Association.
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Clarence L. Collens, President of the Reliance Electric and
Engineering Company of Cleveland—Designated by the

National Electrical Manufacturers' Association.

Howard Coonley, President of the Walworth Manufactur-
ing Company of Boston—Designated by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers.

L. A. Downs, President of the Illinois Central R. R.

—

Designated by the American Railway Association.

Bancroft Gherardi, Vice-President and Chief Engineer of

the American Telephone and Telegraph Company—
Designated by the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers.
F. E. Moskovics, President of the Improved Products Corp.

of New York—Designated by the Society of Auto-
motive Engineers.

William J. Serrill, Chairman of Research Committee, U.G.I.

Co., President of the American Standards Association.

C. E. Skinner, Assistant Director of Engineering, Westing-
house Electric & Mfg. Co.

Matthew S. Sloan, President of the New York Edison
Company—Designated by the Electric Light and Power
Group.

Robert J. Sullivan, Vice-President of the Travelers Indem-
nity Company—Designated by the Safety Group.

"The working branch of the Association consists of delegates named by

the thirty-seven member bodies, from each of which there may be a maxi-

mum of three. They form the Standards Council, and in its hands rests the

approval both of standards and matters of procedure."

We are highly gratified with our representation on the Board.

Participation with American Standards Association

There are now 33 Member-Bodies forming and supporting the American

Standards Association, seven of which are U. S. Government Departments.

Their appointed representatives are members of the Standards Council, whose

"functions shall be to formulate rules for the development of standards and

for the constitution of committees ; to approve, on behalf of the Association,

such standards as it may find to be supported by a consensus, affirmatively

expressed, of those substantially concerned with the standard; but not to

formulate standards."

Each Member-Body is limited to three representatives and two alter-

nates for each of the latter.

The A.R.A. has at present one representative and two alternates ap-

pointed from Division IV—Engineering, as follows

:

Representative : W. C. Gushing, Engineer of Standards, The Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, Room 607 Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, Pa.

Alternate: J. R. W. Ambrose, Chief Engineer, Toronto Terminal Rail-

way, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Alternate: E. K. Post, Signal Engineer, The Pennsylvania Railroad,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Their term of representation lapses with December 31, 1930.

Negotiations for the enlargement of the budget are now under way,

and it is quite possible that the A.R.A. interest will be increased.

The railway associations are now co-operating in about 61 A.S.A. tech-

nical projects, the following being a partial list:
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American Standards Association Technical Projects on Which the

Railway Associations Are Now Co-operating

Al-1928 Portland Cement, Specifications for.

A3 Steel Bridges.
A4 Structural Steel Shapes, Specifications for.

A21 Cast Iron Pipe and Special Castings, Specifications for.

A22 Walkway Surfaces, Safety Code for.

A2S Bridges, Movable Railway, Specifications for.

A35 Manhole Frames and Covers.
A36 Rating of Rivers, Methods of.

B16 Pipe Flanges and Fittings.

BIS Bolt, Nut and Rivet Proportions.
B20 Conveyors and Conveying Machinery, Safety Code for.

B30 Cranes, Derricks and Hoists, Safety Code for.

B32 Wire and Sheet Metal Gages.
B36 Dimensions and Material of Wrought Iron and Wrought

Steel Pipe and Tubing, Standardization of.

C2-1927 National Electrical Safety Code.
C5-1929 Lightning, Code on Protection Against.
C8 Wires and Cables, Insulated (Other than Telephone and

'Telegraph).
ClO-1924 Electrical Equipment of Buildings, Symbols for.

CI 1-1927 Hard Drawn Aluminum Conductors, Electrical Constants for.

C16 Radio.
C18-1928 Dry Cells and Batteries, Specifications for.

C20 Line Insulators for Voltages Not Exceeding 750, Specifica-

tions for.

C23 Direct-Current Rotating Machine, Definitions, Rating and
Methods of Test for.

C24 Alternators, Synchronous Motors and Synchronous Ma-
chines in General Definitions, Rating, and Methods of
Test for.

C25 Induction Motors and Induction Machines in General, Stand-
ards for.

C26 Fractional Horsepower Motors, Definitions, Rating, and
Methods of Test for Direct and Alternating Current.

C29 Power Line Insulators for Voltages Exceeding 750, Specifica-
tions for.

D5 Street Traffic Signs, Signals and Markings, Code of.

E8 Seven-Inch, 82-lb. Plain Girder Rail and Splice Bar for Use
in Paved Streets, Design for.

E9-1926 Seven-Inch, 92-lb. Plain Girder Rail and Splice Bars for
Use in Paved Streets, Design for.

ElO-1929 Materials for Use in the Manufacture of Special Track
Work, Specifications for.

Ell-1926 Seven-Inch 102-lb. Plain Girder Rail and Splice Bars for
Use in Paved Streets, Design for.

G8 Zinc Coating of Iron and Steel, Specifications for.

03-1926 Cross-ties and Switch-ties, Specifications for.

04 Wood, Methods of Testing.
05 Wood Poles, Specifications for.

X2-1922 Protection of the Heads and Eyes of Industrial Workers,
Safety Code for.

Z4 Industrial Sanitation, Safety Code for.

Z5 Ventilation Code.
ZIO Scientific and Engineering Symbols and Abbreviations.
Zll Petroleum Products and Lubricants, Methods of Testing.
Z14 Drawings and Drafting Room Practice.

Z15 Graphics, Standards for.
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Members of the A.R.E.A. Standing Committees Serving as Members

of American Standards Association's Sectional Committees and

on Committees of Co-operating Societies

(This statement has not been made complete because all answers have not

been sent in).

No. of Committee
and

Name of Member

I—Roadway
W. C. Swartout

II—Ballast
Stanton Walker

III—Ties
John Foley

IV—Rail
Earl Stimson

E. E. Adams

F. L. C. Bond

E. E. Chapman

W. C. Gushing

American Standards Associa-
tion Project

G 8—Zinc Coating of Iron and
Steel, Specifications for
(Fencing Material).

Co-Operating Societies

A.S.T.M.—Comm. A-S on Cor-
rosion of Iron and Steel;

Sub-Comm. IX, Metal Cul-
vert Tests.

Director Engineering and_ Re-
search Division-—National
Sand & Gravel Association.

U. S. Dept. of Commerce Ex-
ecutive Comm. of National
Committee on Wood Util-

ization.

U. S. Dept. of Commerce Con-
sulting Committee on
Lumber Standards.

A.R.A.—Div. VI, Purchases
and Stores—Comm. on
Forest Products.

National Forestry Program
Committee.

A.S.C.E. Joint Special Comm.
on Stresses in Track with
A.R.E.A.

B 18—Bolt, Nut and Rivet
Proportions (B 18d—Track
Bolts and Nuts, Sub-
Comm. IV).

Canadian Engineering Stan-
dards Association.

A.S.T.M.—Comm. A-1 on Steel

Sub-Comm. VII — Rolled
Steel Wheels and Steel

Tires;
Sub-Comm.

Castings;
Sub-Comm.

Steel;
Sub-Comm.

lerances.

VIII — Steel

XI Boiler

XX—Plate Tol-

A-2

Representative of A.R.A., Div.
IV — Engineering, on
"Main" and "Executive"
Committees.

A.S.T.M.—Comm.
Wrought Iron.

A.S.T.M.—Comm. A-3 on Cast
Iron.

A.S.T.M.—Comm. A-7 on Mal-
leable Castings.

A.S.T.M.—Comm. B-2 on Non-
Ferrous Metal and Alloys.

A.S.T.M.—Comm. D-11 on
Rubber Products.

A.S.T.M.—Comm. A-1 on Steel

Sub-Comm. 1—Steel Rail

and Accessories.

A.S.C.E.—^Joint Special Comm.
Stresses in Ttiacik; with
A.R.E.A.
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No. of Committee
and

Name of Member
J. M. R. Fair-

bairn

C. R. Harding
(also V—Track)

G. J. Ray

C. P. VanGundy G

American Standards Associa-
tion Project

—Zinc Coating of Iron and
Steel, Specifications for.

F. M. Waring

Co-Operating Societies

Canadian Engineering Stand-
ards Association.

A.S.C.E.—^Joint Comm. on
Specifications for Steel Ry.
Bridges, with A.R.E.A.

A.S.C.E.—Director, Joint Spe-
cial Committee on Stresses
in Track, with A.R.E.A.

A.S.T.M.—Comm. A-1 on Steel;
Sub-Comm. XII — Methods

of Chemical Analysis;
Sub-Comm. XX—Plate Tol-

lerances.
Coram^ A-2 on Wrought Iron.
Comm. D-1 on Preservative

Coatings for Structural
Materials.

Comm. D-2 on Petroleum
Products and Lubricants
(Honorary Chairman).

A.S.T.M.—Comm. A-1 on Steel;
Advisory;

Sub-Comm IV—Spring Steel
and Steel Springs.

Sub-Comm. VI—Steel Forg-
ings and Billets;

Sub-Comm. VII — Rolled
Steel Wheels and Steel
Tires.

Sub-Comm. VIII — Steel
Castings

;

Sub-Comm. IX—Steel Tub-
ing and Pipe;

Sub-Comm. X Boiler Steel;
Sub-Comm. XV-—Commercial

Bar Steels;
Sub-Comm. XXI—Steel for
Welding.

Comm. A-2 on Wrought Iron.
CTomm. E-1 on Methods of

Testing.
Comm. E-4 on Metallogra-

phy.
Comm. XX—Plate Appli-

T. B. Young

V—Track
J. V. Neubert

VI—Buildings
A. C. Irwin

A.S.T.M.—Comm. A-1 on Steel
((Chairman) ;

Sub-Comm. I—Steel Rail
and Accessories.

Sub-Comm. VI—Steel Forg-
ings and Billets;

Sub-Comm. VIII—Steel Cast-
ings;

Sub-Comm. XI — Boiler
Steel;

Sub-Comm. XVIII—Nomen-
clature and Definitions.

A.S.T.M. — Comm. A-2 on
Wrough Iron.

A.S.T.M.—Comm. A-3 on Cast
Iron.

A.S.T.M.—Comm. D-1 on Pre-
servative Coatings for
Structural Materials.

A.S.T.M. — Comm. E-S on
Standing Committees.

B 18—Bolt, Nut and Rivet
Proportions (B 18d—Track
Bolts and Nuts, Sub-
Comm. IV).

Roadmasters and
Association.

M. of W.

Am. Ry. Brdg. and Bldg.
Assoc. (Joint Comm. on
Concrete and Reinforced
Concrete).
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No. of Committee
and

Name of Member
G. A. Rodman

O. G. Wilbur

A. T. Upson

VII—Wooden Bridges
and Trestles

W. E. Hawley

American Standards Associa-
tion Project Co-Operating Societies

Am. Ry. Brdg. and Bldg.
Assoc. Director of Mem-
bership Committee.

Am. Soc. Heat & Ventil.
Engrs. Sectional Comm.
on Ventilation Safety
Code.

A 14— 1923—Ladders, Safety A.S.T.M. — Comm. D-7 on
Code for. Timber. U. S. Dept of

O 4—1927—Wood, Methods of Commerce, Central Comm.
Testing. on Lumber Standards

O 1—1924—Woodworking (Secretary).
Plants, Safety Code for.

S. Dept. of Commerce,
Central Committee on
Lumber Standards.

VIII—Masonry
J. F. Leonard

J. J. Yates

IX—Grade Crossings
Maro Johnson

W. J. Towne

A. C. Mackenzie

Bernard Blum

X—Signals and In-
terlocking

A. H. Rudd

W. J. Eck

E. G. Stradling

W. H. Elliott

XII—Rules and Or-
ganization

W. C. Barrett

G 8—Zinc Coatings of Iron
and Steel, Specifications

for.

A.S.T.M.—Comm. C-1 on Ce-
ment;

Sub-Comm. VII—Strength.

A.S.T.M.—Comm. C-1 on Ce-
ment;

Sub-Comm. XI—Sea Water
Cements.

A.S.T.M.—Comm. A-S on Cor-
rosion of Iron and Steel.

Com. VIII—Field Tests of
Metallic Coatings.

A.R.A. — Chairman, Comm.
Grade Crossing Protection
and Trespassing.

Canadian Engineering Stand-
ards Association — Comm.
on Traffic Signals for
Highways.

A.R.A.—Comm. on Automatic
Train Control.

D 5—Street Traffic Signs, Sig-

nals and Markings, Code
for.

D 5—Street Traffic Signs, Sig-
nals and Markings, Code
for. (Alternate.)

C 8—Wires and Cables, In
sulated (other than Tele
phone and Telegraph)
Representative Tech. Comm
No. 7 Magnet Wire Tech
Comm. No. 12 Weather-
proof, Heat-resisting and
Similar Wires and Cables.

C 8—Wires and Cables, In-
sulated (other than Tele-
phone and Telegraph).
Representative.

B 30—Cranes, Derricks and
Hoists, Safety Code for.
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American Standards Associa-
tion Project

B 16—Pipe Flanges and Fit-
tings (B 16j-—Malleable
Iron Brass Seat Unions
for High Pressures).

A 21—Pipe, Cast Iron and
Special Castings, Specifi-
cations for.

B 36—Dimension and Materials
of Wrought Iron and
Wrought Steel Pipe and
Tubing, Standardization of.

Alternate Representative of
A.R.A., Div. IV—En-
gineering.

No. of Committee
and

Name of Member
XIII—Water Service

C. R. Knowles

J. J. Laudig

XIV—Yards and Ter-
minals

J. R. W. Am-
brose

J. E. Armstrong

C. H. Crawford

A. W. Epright

H. L. Ripley

C. U. Smith

E. E. R. Trat-
man

I. D. Waterman

XV—Iron and Steel
Structures

O. F. Dalstrom, Ch. A 3a—Bridges, Steel Railway
0. E. Selby General Specifications.
1. L. Simmons
F. E. Turneaure

J. B. Hunley, Ch. A 34—Bridge Superstructure,
A. Reichmann Steel Highway, Specifica-
O. E. Selby tions for Design and Con-

struction of.

Co-Operating Societies

A 34—Manhole
Covers.

Frames and

Canadian Engineering Stand-
ards Association.

A.S.M.E.—Comm. of Metro-
politan Section.

A.R.A.—Comm. on Weighing
and Inspection of Freight
Traffic.

Grain Conference Comm.

Am. Ry. Brdg. and Bldg.
Assoc.

Comm. OM Construction and
Placing of Concrete Unit
Built Slabs.

Am. Ry. Brdg. and Bldg.
Assoc.

Comm. on Precast Concrete
Slab Construction.

A.S.T.M.—Comm. A-S on Cor-
rosion of Iron and Steel,

Representing A.R.E.A.
Sub-Comm. VI — Specifica-

tions for Metallic Coated
Products.

XVI—Economics of
Railway Loca-
tion

XVII—Wood Preser-
vation

H. von Schrenk

E. B. Fulks

None.

O 5— Poles, Wood Specifica-
tions for.

None

A.S.C.E.—Comm. on Timber.
(Chairman.)

A.S.T.M.—Comm. D-7 on Tim-
ber.

Sub-Comm. XI — Moisture
Content of Timber.

Sub-Comm. VI—Timber Pre-
servatives.
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No. of Committee
and

Name of Member
C. C. Cook

XVIII—Electricity
H. A. Currie

J. H. Davis

J. S. Hagan

J. C. Davidson

W. L. Morse

American Standards Associa-
tion Project

C-23—Direct Current Rotating
Machine, Definitions, Rat-
ing and Methods of Test
for.

C-44—Rolled Threads for
Screw Shells of Electric
Sockets and Lamp Bases,
Spec. for.

Sectional Comm. on Oil Circuit
Breakers and on Discon-
necting Switches.

C-2—1927—Electrical Safety
Code (National Electrical
Safety Code) 1922 Revis-
ion of Parts 2 and 4.

R. J. Needham A-36—Rating of Rivers.

W. M. Vander-
sluis

D. J. Brumley

L. S. Wells

J. V. B. Duer

C 8—Wires and Cables, Insu-
latied (other than Tele-
phone and Telegraph).

C 8h—Fibrous Coverings.
C 8k—Weatherproof, Heat Re-

sisting and Similar Wires.
C 2—1927—Electrical Safety

Code (National Electrical
Safety Code) 1922 Revis-
ion of Parts 2 and 4.

C 2—1927—Electrical Safety
Code (National Electrical
Safety Code) 1922 Revi-
sion of Parts 2 and 4.

Electrical Advisory Comm.
(Alt.)

C 8—Wires and Cables, In-
sulated (Other than Telep.
and Teleg.). Sub-Comm.
C 8 i—Metallic Coverings
for Insulated Wires and
Cables, Specifications for.

Tech. Comm. No. 9.

Co-Operating Societies

U. S. Department of Com-
merce.

National Comm. on Wood
Utilization.

N.E.L.A. — Electrification of
Steam Railroads Comm.

A.I. E.E.—Working Comm. 28,
Standards for Railway
Control.

A.E.R.A.-^Comm. on Heavy
Eectric Traction.

A.I.E.E.^—Comm. on Standards
Electrical Definitions.

A.E,.R.A.—Comm. on Heavy
Electric Traction.

A.E.R.A.—Comm. on Heavy
Electric Traction.

A.E.R.A.—Comm. on
Electric Traction.

Heavy

A.I.E.E.-:-Working Comm. 28,

Standards for Railway
Control.

A.I.E.E. — Working Comm.
47, Standards for Rail-

waj' Motors.

A.I.E.E.—-Committee on Trans-
portation.

N.E.L.A.—Comm. on Electri-

fication of Steam Railroads.

A.E.R.A.—Comm. on Heavy
Electric Traction.

A.E.R.A.—Comm. on Heavy
Electric Traction.—Power
Comm. No. 7.

Inter. Ry. Cong. Assoc.—Re-
porter for Amer. Question
VII — Elec. Locos, for
Main Line Traction, Ma-
drid Session, 1930.

International Electro-technical
Comm. U. S. Nat. Comm.—Advisory Comm. No. 9

—

T r a c t i ooi Motors (for
A.I.E.E.).
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No. of Committee
and

Name of Member

L. C. Winship

C. G. Winslow

R. P. Winton

Sidney Withing-
ton

G. I. Wright

XX—Unifonn Gen-
eral Contract
Forms

W. D. Faucette

XXII—Economics of
Ry. Labor

T. S. Bond
H. A. Cassil
C. C. Cook

John Evans
E. T. Howson

F. J. Meyer

G. M. O'Rourke
A. N. Reece

F. S. Schwinn
W. H. Vance

Special Committee on
Rivers and Har-
bor*

American Standards Associa-
tion Project

Z 10—Scientific and Engineer-
ing Symbols and Abbrevia-
tions. Z 10 g—Electro-
technical symbols includ-
ing Radio (Sub-Comm. No.
7, Alt.). Z 10 g-2—Elec-
tric Power Including In-
terior Wiring. Sub-Group
1. Z 10 g-S—-Traction
Symbols, Including Rail-
way Signaling, Sub-Group
5.).

C 44—Sectional Comm. for
Standardization of Rolled
Threads for Screw Shells
of Electric Sockets &
Lamp Bases.

C 26—-Fnactional Horsepower
Motors, Direct and Alter-
nating Current Standards
for.

Sectional Committee on Alu-
minum for Conductors.

C 25—Induction Motors and
Induction Machines in
General, Standards for.

C 8—Electrical Advisory Comm.
Wires and Cables, In-
sulated (Other than Tele-
phone and Telegraph).

C 8f—Impregnated Paper Cable,
Tech. Comm. No. S.

C 8k—
^
Weatherproof, Heat Re-

sisting and Similar Wires,
Tech. Comm. No. 12.

C 20—Line Insulators for Volt-
ages not Exceeding 750.

C 29—Power Line Insulators
for Voltages Exceeding
750.

Co-Operating Societies

Amer. Inst. Elec. Engrs.,
Comm. on Transportation.

Committees on Inductive Co-
ord. Amer. Comm.—Sub-
Comm. 1. To Collect and
Study Existing Data and
information.

A.R.A.—Elec. Sec. with
A.T.&T. jointly.

A.R.A.—Elec. Sec. with
N.E.L.A. jointly.

A.E.R.A.—Comm. on Heavy
Electric Traction.

N.E.L.A.—Comm. on Electri-
fication of Steam Railroads.

A.I.E.E.—-Comm. on Trans-
portation (Chairman).

A.I.E.E.—Comm. No. 42 Rec-
ommendation for Inter-
national Standards for
Railway Motors.

U. S. National Committee, In-
ternational _ Electro - tech-

nical Commission.
Comm. of Advisors on Trac-

tion Motors.

A.E.R.A-—Comm. on Heavy
Electric Traction.

A.R.A.—Joint Comm. on Me-
tric System.

Am. Inst, of Weights and
Measures — Representing
A.R.A.

A.S.C.E.
Am. Wood Preservers Assoc.
Am. Wood Preservers Assoc.

2nd Vice-President.
A.S.C.E.
A.S.C.E.
A.S.T.M.
Roadmasten &

Assoc.
Railroad Brdg. &
Roadmasters &

Assoc.

M. of W.

Bldg. Assoc.
M. of W.

A.S.C.E
A.S.C.E
A.S.T.M.
Am. Wood

Sub-Comm
A.S.C.E.
A.S.C.E.

Preservers Assoc,
Member.

None. None
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National Electrical Safety Code

The National Electrical Safety Code was prepared under the sponsor-

ship of the U.S. Bureau of Standards, and made a national standard by

the A.S.A. It has been published in five parts by the Department of

Commerce as Handbooks of the Bureau of Standards, Nos. 6, 10, 7, 8, 9,

under the following titles

:

Parti (No. 6) Safety Rules for the Installation and Main-
tenance of Electrical Supply Stations.

Part2(No. 10) Safety Rules for the Installation and Mainte-
nance of Electrical Supply and Communication
Lines.

Part 3 (No. 7) Safety Rules for the Installation and Main-
tenance of Electric Utilization Equipment.

Part 4 (No. 8) Safety Rules for the Operation of Electrical

Equipment and Lines.

Parts (No. 9) Safety Rules for Radio Installations.

These are a good and useful example of the splendid work being done

in the development of 'recommended practice.' A further idea of its im-

portance will be gained from the following statement taken from Technical

News Bulletin, March, 1929—No. 143, of the Bureau of Standards:

"Application of the National Electrical Safety Code

"The National Electrical Safety Code, issued by the Bureau, is generally

recognized as a standard for electrical construction which establishes good

practice from the standpoint of accident prevention. It has been widely used

by contractors and by utility companies operating in the fields of electric

light, power, railv/ays, telephone, and telegraph, and by electrified railroads.

It is frequently referred to by state and municipal officials, and is a standard

of reference for matters in dispute.

"The Federal Government does not administer the code and does not

have any legal powers of supervision over electrical construction in general.

The services of the Bureau have been confined to the technical work of pre-

paring an acceptable code which represents good current practice, in estab-

lishing it as a recognized standard, in assisting in its interpretation where

necessary, and in its periodical revison. Enforcement of the code require-

ments rests with local officials who may have legal jurisdiction. The code

is recognized as an American Standard by the American Standards Asso-

ciation (formerly the American Engineering Standards Committee). It

has been legally adopted by a few cities, and parts of it have been incorpor-

ated in municipal rules. Its principal application, however, has been by state

public service commissions and industrial commissions or departments of

labor. It has been adopted in whole or in part by about half of the states,

and has been applied also in some of the Canadian Provinces. It is expected

that revised rules will be promulgated in 1929 by the California Railroad

Commission and also in North Dakota and in Wisconsin. In Colorado and

Pennsylvania the public service commissions are expected to issue new orders

dealing with line construction. In Maryland the code has been adopted by

the Industrial Accident Commission, and during the current year it is ex-

pected that the Public Service Commission will take similar action which

will govern utilities under its jurisdiction.
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"The state commissions adopting the code have in most cases limited

jurisdiction, so that no one commission has power to apply all parts of the

code. In a few of the states, however, the entire code has been adopted,

namely, in Arizona, Maryland and New Jersey. In a few cases, the code

has been established by action of the state legislature. In Montana such

action applied to Part 2, and in Oregon to Part 3.

"In California, in 1918, the Industrial Accident Commission adopted

Electrical Station Safety Orders based upon Part 1 of the National Elec-

trical Safety Code, but in 1926 this order was rescinded; and since then

the code itself has been used as a standard reference. Part 1 has been

adopted in Maine, Michigan, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.

"Part 2 of the code, dealing with overhead and underground construc-

tion, is the part which has received most attention from the public utility

commissions of the various states, and hence it is the part that has had the

widest legal application. It has been adopted verbatim or with slight modi-

fication in the states of Idaho, Iowa, Alaine, North Dakota, Oklahoma,

Oregon and Utah. It has also been utilized as the basis of similar rules

in California, Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Nevada and Wisconsin. Cross-

ing specifications based upon the code have been adopted in Minnesota,

Nebraska, North Carolina, South Dakota and Tennessee.

"The rules in Part 2, referring to the joint use of poles by different

utilities, were made the basis of a commission order in Connecticut.

"Part 3 has been adopted by title in Maine, verbatim in Pennsylvania,

and has formed the basis of rules adopted in California, Michigan, Wash-
ington and Wisconsin.

"Part 4 has been adopted by title in Maine and Oregon, verbatim in

Pennsylvania, and has formed the basis for rules adopted in Michigan and

Wisconsin.

"Part 5, dealing with radio rules, has formed the basis for state rules

in Nevada.

"The definitions appearing in Section 1 of the code have usually been

adopted in connection with the use of the rules in the various parts of the

code. The rule's on grounding, which constitute Section 9 of the code, have

been adopted in Colorado, Maine, Oregon and Pennsylvania, and have formed

the basis for rules adopted in California, Michigan and Wisconsin.

"A number of state commissions which have taken no legal action to

make the code rules mandatory have, nevertheless, used them as a standard

of reference and have required utilities to construct their lines in conformity

with Part 2 of the code. This is especially true in Colorado, Connecticut,

Indiana, Missouri, New York, Virginia and West Virginia."

National Standardization by A.S.A.

We do not wish to 'make standards' merely for the sake of creating

standards, nor to have them placed in the national field without good reason

for it. Mr. Burton has expressed it well, and I will therefore use his own

words as follows

:

"The purpose of standardization is (or should be) to promote ultimate

or true economy (prevent waste) and unless any proposed standard does

this it is not only unnecessary but may be harmful as it may actually retard

progress. The move for standardization, if led by not too thoughtful
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enthusiasts, may itself become merely a fad or the end rather than a means

to an end. In other words a maximum of standardization is probably

undesirable.

"What I have in mind is perhaps illustrated by the history of some of

the Federal Government Bureaus, where the original need, motive or cause of

the creation of the Bureau has become more or less lost sight of, and as

such bureau has grown, gained mass and momentum, along with these has

come the inevitable inertia to improvement and progress and to its personnel

the perpetuation of the Bureau, rather than the good of the citizenry which

created it, is too frequently a large consideration.

"Our Association deals with practices to a large extent and materials

to a much less extent. This is sufficient reason to my mind, why a compari-

son of 'projects' 'sponsored' for standardization as between the A.R.E.A.

and the A.S.T.M., for instance, should be of no concern. It must also be

remembered that railroad standardization was well advanced long before the

present day move. In fact, probably most of the railroad matters which

seriously demand standardization, as for instance, time zones, track gage,

couplers, air brakes, rail sections, bridge loading specifications, signal indica-

tions, train dispatching, operating rules, etc., have long been standardized.

"With the above comments in mind, it seems to me that the present

work of our Committee might be directed towards

:

(a) Pointing out what new subjects require standardization;

(b) Pointing out where failure to adopt existing standards is

detrimental either to the individual railroad or to the industry as a
whole.

(c) Name the subjects which you consider suitable for sub-

mission for National Standardization to the American Standards
Association (Chairman).

"The test to be applied with both of these subjects should always be

whether the particular standard will promote true economy. We should not

standardize merely to be standardizing. Unless the present practice can be

shown to be wasteful, because of lack of standardization, I see no reason to

be concerned."

Mr. Judd, reflecting from this point of view, believes that "failure to

adopt existing standards has resulted in loss in the case of brick in that the

cost of detailing has been greatly increased. The failure to use existing

standard size lumber has resulted in needless expense and confusion."

He suggests "a National Building Code for submission for national

standardization to the American Standards Association, the idea being to

replace the many and diverse municipal codes with a single uniform and

comprehensive code."

The inquiry of out* Committee members has brought recommendations

for presenting Recommended Practices from our 'Manual' to the A.S.A.

for National Standardization as follows

:

1. Specifications for Timber Piles (treated and untreated).

2. Working Stresses Permissible for Structural Timber.
3. Specifications, Classification and Grade Rules for Lumber

and Timber used by American Railways.

4. Storage Battery—Specification 5328—Manual Part 18.

5. Aerial Aluminum Cable Steel Reinforced—Specification 5416
—Manual Part 24.

6. Cylindrical Dry Cells—Specification 12623—Manual Part 31.
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7. Impregnated Fibre Conduit for the Protection of Insulated

Wires and Cables—Specification 6418—Manual Part 27

.

8. Hard Fibre—Specification 1323—Manual Part 58.

9. Friction Tape for Railroad Use—Specification 8226—Manual
Part 157.

10. Rubber Insulating Tape—Specification 5616—Manual Part
158.

11. Train Control Devices.

The American Standards Association has adopted as an American

Standard a specification for 30 per cent rubber insulation for wires and

cables for general purposes.

The Signal Section in September, 1929, at Atlanta approved for pre-

sentation to the Annual Meeting revised specifications for aerial braided

cable, lead covered cable and armored submarine cable, vi'hich in their

essential parts are the same as the A.S.A.

Before any of our 'Recommended Practices' are ready for presentation

to A.S.A. for adoption as American Standards, the following must be

observed

:

1. The preparation of the formal request, together with all

supporting documentary information, will be in charge of the
Chairman of the Committee.

2. This request must conform with the 'Procedure' of the
American Standards Year Book (1929, page 84). Careful study of
this is necessary as the petition will be carefully scrutinized by the
Standards Council.

3. The 'Policy of Procedure Concerning Recommended Prac-
tices' (Proceedings, A.R.E.A., Vol. 28, 1927, page 162) states the
course to be followed after presentation by the Committee Chairman
to the Board of Direction.

4. Some knowledge of whether or not the field may be already
covered by the work of others should be obtained. The A.S.A. is

the best source for this information.

Section Four

GENERAL INFORMATION RELATING TO
STANDARDIZATION

Early Beginnings

This is from Railway Age, June 22, 1929, page 1423:

"At a meeting of car masters held at Adrian, Michigan, September

19, 1866 (a year prior to the formal organization of the Master Car Build-

ers' Association), at which eleven railroads were represented, the following

resolution was adopted

:

" 'RESOLVED, That we recommend to the Red and White Lines, that

they, through the Presidents and Superintendents of the different roads,

authorize N. H. Marsh, of the Cleveland, Painesville and Ashtabula Rail-

road, and Joseph Jones, of the New York Central Railroad, to each build

a sample car of such style as in their judgment they may think best, and

after such cars are built and approved by the Presidents and Superintendents

of our connecting lines, we recommend that such cars be our pattern cars,

and that all roads running in connection conform in all the details to the
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pattern cars, thereby saving all our companies much expense and delay in

running repairs. We would also recommend that in the building of the

different styles that the axles and brasses, and other parts that it is possible

to make so, be precisely uniform, also that Mr. Marsh and Mr. Jones each

furnish to each road patterns for the use of each road at the expense of

the road that receives them. We also would recommend that, in view of the

constant increase of the cars in the various lines in connection with us, that

the President and Superintendents have this matter acted upon immediately

in order to meet the wants of roads now building cars.'

"Here is the question of standardization, some phases of which are

stated in terms not so markedly different from those in which it has been

discussed and, no doubt, is still being discussed, by the members of the

various sub-committees of the Car Construction Committee responsible for

the development of the various standard designs now under consideration.

"The following resolution, which was also adopted at the same meeting,

.

marks an important first step toward the present highly developed and

systematized handling of the maintenance of cars in interchange under the

present A.R.A. Rules

:

" 'RESOLVED, That in case of any damage or repairs of any kind

whatever, it shall be the duty of each car master to instruct his inspector

to place on such cars a card stating where such damage or repair was done,

signed by the car master of each road on which it was done, thereby enabling

all interested to readily ascertain where the damage or repairs was done.'

"From the relatively small activity involved at the beginning of the

organized efforts of the motive power and car department officers, the

growth of America and its railroads has been such that today the prob-

lems of maintaining some two and three-quarters million cars of railroad

ownership and 288,000 cars of private ownership freely exchanged between

the lines of practically all of the railroads of the North American continent,

involving the fixing of responsibility for expenditures approaching one hun-

dred million dollars annually, are all handled in an orderly and satisfactory

manner under the Rules of Interchange which have been developed and

modified by these organizations."

Exceptions to the National Car Demurrage Rules

Adherence to the unified action on the part of railways to enable them

to operate practically as a single system in the eye and mind of the mil-

lions of people they serve has increased in importance year by year since that

early beginning, until now the dicta of the American Railway Association

form the general operating direction of all its membership railways in order

that this freedom of universal circulation of traffic be maintained with regu-

larity and a minimum cost of interchange settlements. Sometimes members

may become forgetful in adhering to the prescribed methods, in which case

they must be reminded of their transgression. One of these notices has just

been printed in the Report of the Board of Directors, November 21, 1929, and

is reproduced for the purpose of reflection upon the importance of our own

'Recommended Practice'

:

"Rule 10 of the Code of Car Service Rules provides : 'each

railroad shall adopt the National Car Demurrage Rules as approved

by the American Railway Association.'
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"A number of railroads have published exceptions to the Demurrage

Rules. If this practice be continued it will break down the uniformity of

the rules, which the Interstate Commerce Commission, the American Rail-

way Association, and the National Industrial Trafific League have endeavored

to accomplish.

"On the recommendation of the General Committee of the Transporta-

tion Division, your Board has unanimously approved the following resolution

:

"WHEREAS, One of the requirements of the American Rail-

way Association for admission to the Car Service and Per Diem
Agreem.ent is that a road must adopt the National Car Demurrage
Rules, and

"WHEREAS, Car Service Rule 10 provides that each railroad

shall adopt the National Car Demurrage Rules as approved by the

American Railway Association and

"WHEREx\S, Exceptions to the rules are in violation of the

Car Service and Per Diem Agreement, and

"WHEREAS, Such exceptions operate to defeat car efficiency,

which is the primary purpose for which the uniform rules were
adopted, and

"WHEREAS, Such exceptions, if permitted to take effect by
one road lead to the adoption of similar or other exceptions for

other roads, thus breaking down uniformity in the rules, be it

"RESOLVED, By the Board of Directors of the American
Railway Association, that all exceptions of any character with re-

spect to the National Car Demurrage Rules shall be referred to the

Transportation Division of the American Railway Association for

consideration and approval before they are published to take effect."

A.S.T.M. Standards

Another 'administrative assistant' has been created by the Executive

Committee "in view of the magnitude and extent of the standardization

work, of its growing importance to industries of the country and of the

importance, and indeed in a way of the urgency, of new relationships in

standardization work that are coming rapidly to the front.

"Accordingly, it is recommended that there be organized a new standing

Committee E-10 on Standards, to consist of five members of the Society

appointed by the Executive Committee with the Secretary-Treasurer acting

ex-officio as secretary of the committee ; the committee to act in an advisory

capacity to the Executive Committee in matters concerning the standardiza-

tion work of the Society and to have in general the following duties and

authority, subject to such restrictions as might be imposed from time to

time by the Executive Committee

:

"1. To promote the standardization work of the Society and
to consider matters of general policy concerning A.S.T.M. standard-

ization activities, including the relationship of such activities with
smilar activities of other bodies.

"2. To review annually the progress of the Society's standard-

ization work and to consider the desirability of extending that

work from time to time into new fields, which might involve an
extension of the activities of existing committees or the organization

of new committees.
"3. To perform such functions as might be assigned to it in

connection with a possible modification of the Society's standard-

ization procedure looking to the earlier promulgation of proposed
standards as A.S.T.AI. Tentative Standards.
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"The Executive Committee believes that the new committee will develop

into a most important administrative committee, particularly with respect

to the problem of extending the Society's standardization work over the

entire field of engineering materials and the relationship of our standardiza-

tion activities with those of other bodies. An important function will be

the review of proposed new standards offered to the Society between annual

meetings, as discussed below. It is desired particularly to emphasize that

the new committee is not a standards-making committee; it will not write

specifications nor methods of test nor definitions. Its relationship towards

the standardization work of the Society will be closely analogous to that

of Committee E-9 on Correlation of Research towards the research and

investigation activities of the Society."

Scientific and Technical Research

Mr. Moore says:

"In looking over the general character of the work of the Society

(A.S.T.M.), Committee E-9 (Correlation of Research, H. F. Moore, Chair-

man) is impressed with the spirit of intellectural curiosity which seems

increasingly to pervade both the standardization work and the work of pure

research. The constantly increasing precision of methods of testing is

worthy of note. Many tests, which a few years ago were regarded as

entirely satisfactory, today seem to be of a degree of precision scarcely

adequate for the needs of commercial inspection and testing of materials.

The committees of the Society, both standardization committees and re-

search committees, must look forward to constantly rising requirements for

precision and to constantly changing standards which shall conform with

the increased precision requirements."

With this forecast, the report is brought to a close.

Respectfully submitted,

Special Committee on Standardization,

W. C. CusHiNG, Chairman.

Section Five

*INDUSTRIAL STANDARDIZATION

A commentary upon 'Standardization' exemplified by liberal quotations

from this very valuable book

:

By W. C. CuSHiNG

Chairman of Special Committee on Standardization

"The principle of standardization, as it is expressed in the products,

processes and practices of industry and trade, is now generally -recognized

as a fundamental characteristic of our modern economic system. Although

standardization is an old and universal idea, reflected in many aspects of

social life in all periods of human history, its intensive application in the

modern machine industries is a distinctive feature of the economic develop-

ment of the past generation. The rapid industrial growth of the last two

decades, particularly in the United States, may be said to be based largely

upon the partly unconscious, partly deliberate, extension and refinement of

*Published by National Industrial Confer«*ce Board, Inc., New York, 1929.
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industrial standardization ; and the influence of this process is felt today

in every aspect of American business life."

Mr. Alagnus W. Alexander is President of National Industrial Con-

ference Board, Inc. The paragraph above is from his preface in the volume

'Industrial Standardization,' issued by the National Industrial Conference

Board, Inc., in 1929. It was prepared under the supervision of the Con-

ference Board's Staff Economic Council by Mr. Robert A. Brady of the

Conference Board's Research Staff.

Having begun the report of the Special Committee on Standardization

with the lightly-toned editorial from the Nnv York Hcvald-Tribiine, the com-

mittee now, at the close of its report, brings to the notice of our members

this admirable book.

In it is gathered a large amount of information upon this subject, the

principal theme of which is the array of facts for study in order to reach

a conclusion upon the value of the standards movement to industry.

"Standards are of the nature of habit. And habit is an outstanding

characteristic of all human action. Whether man ever lived singly and in

isolation we do not know. That he ever lived without habits seems highly

improbable. But we do know that wherever we find people living in groups,

whatever be the group basis upon which they live, we find habitual, set, and

highly routinized behavior. The more complex the group organization

becomes, the more significant routinzed behavior becomes. V/herever group

action is called for, concert demands systematic, specialized and highly

organized activity.

The above first paragraph of the book comes pretty near stating a fun-

damental reason for standardization without examining into the economies

of industry; but of course the latter is the principal essence of the study.

The first half is historical and descriptive of the efforts being made by

companies, corporations, trade associations, technical societies, government

bureaus, and others to realize benefit from unification in processes. In de-

scribing the work of the American Railway Engineering Association, men-

tion is made of the Reports of the Special Committee on Standardization.

Speaking of the one of October 28, 1927, it says "this report, which gives

in summary fashion a resume of the findings of twenty-four special com-

mittees, is quite unique and deserves the serious attention of any one inter-

ested in this field. The range of the committee survey is in itself inter-

esting."

"The peculiar position of the trade associations in the United States,

where there is the threat of legal action under the authority of the Sherman

and Clayton Anti-Trust Laws and the body of common law built upon inter-

pretations of court decisions given under those statutes, has probably been

an important factor in the apparent hesitancy with which trade associations

have taken up standardization work."

The government looks upon the subject from two points of view

:

1. Shall the government intervene in certain fields in order to

establish and to maintain by inspection minimum and absolutely

essential standards in case of the default on the part of the respon-

sible organizations in the particular industry?

2. Is the industry establishing a partial or complete monopoly
and the introduction of practices leading to unfair competition and
restraint of trade as defined by the federal courts?
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The Pure Foods and Drugs Act established certain minimum standards

as a basis for the conduct of those business processes. "A recent American
Standards Association project, a safety code for the construction industries,

was practically forced upon the building industry by the threat of govern-

ment action in the event that the industry itself failed to take action."

In the one case where the U.S. Supreme Court has touched directly

upon the second aspect of the activities of the trade association, the 'Maple

Flooring Case,' the "court referred to standardization as one of the 'many

activities to which no exception is taken by the government, and which are

admittedly beneficial to the industry and to consumers, such as co-operative

advertising and the standardization and improvement of its product.'

"

From the above notes, it is plainly evident that the solution of equitable

standards of manufacture lies with industry itself, and that there will be no

disposition towards supervisory interference provided the integrity of the

product is well maintained.

In keeping up confidence in integrity of product, there are always two
principal considerations which must always be the leading force, viz.

:

1. A supervising organization within the trade itself to guar-
antee the observance by the members of the acknowledged funda-
mental basis for establishing quality.

2. The use of trade names, brands or other methods of com-
munication to the ultimate consumer for the purpose of winning his

confidence. He must be given sufficient information to enable him to

differentiate between the several grades, and thus enable him to make
an intelligent selection for the purpose desired.

Perhaps the first effort to establish well organized understanding be-

tween manufacturers were the trade guilds of the middle ages, notably the

silversmiths guild, although 'certification of excellence' had been in use

centuries earlier by skilled craftsman through the magnificent quality of

Damascus steel, Persian rugs and many others. To this day in "England an

official stamp is put upon articles made of gold and silver as an evidence of

genuineness : so-called from Goldsmiths' Hall in London, the seat of the

Goldsmiths Company, by whom the stamping is legally regulated." Modern
trade marks do not always carry the same carat of respect.

'Certification to the buyer' is being more and more required, and

standardization is one of its strong arms. It has many forms, but the

establishment of reliable and well-drawn specifications is one of the most

useful for describing the qualities of articles of industry. Not all of the

ultimate consumers can be aware of these standards of practice, and so an

effort is being made tO' establish 'certification to the buyer' for his safe

guidance.

The voluntary and progressive use by the trade associations and incor-

porated dealers of the plan has been supplemented at times by federal acts

and state statutes.

A plan to help along this progress, lent without legal foundation, has

been adopted by the Department of Commerce, U.S. Government, under

the auspices of the Bureau of Standards, which is also a 'Certification Plan.'

'Willing-to-Certify' lists are compiled of "manufacturers who have expressed

their desire to supply material in accordance with certain selected specifica-

tions, known as United States Government Master Specifications, and
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willingness to certify to the purchaser upon request that the material thus

supplied is guaranteed to comply with the requirements and tests."

"An attempt to give the Federal Specifications used in the Certification

Plan wider publicity and the weight of greater authority has come out of

negotiations for the elimination of a certain amount of functional over-

lapping in the work of the American Standards Association and the Bureau

of Standards. An arrangement has been perfected under which the Bureau

of Standards will from time to time submit its Master Specifications to the

procedure of the American Standards Association for approval as American

Standards."

A weakness in all plans is that an established reputation does not prevent

deterioration of quality after the reputation has been established unless the

hall-mark of sterling character is always stamped in the product.

"Numerous estimates of savings realized through standardization sup-

port the contention that these savings are so great and so significant that no

large industry can any longer afford to ignore the standardization technique.

This statement is made in spite of the fact that the general character of

the available estimates of savings through standardization is such as precludes

a definitive statement of precise amounts saved. These estimates of savings

realizable to the public or to broad industrial groups by the application of

standards, either to limited or to general fields of industrial usage, have

served to stimulate discussion, but are of little scientific value. Thus the

estimate of the Division of Simplified Practice that $10,000,000,000, or one-

third of the $30,000,000,000 of annual industrial waste in the United States

reported' by the Federal Engineering Societies in 1920, might be saved by

the introduction of industrial simplification and standardization, while inter-

esting and perhaps highly illuminating to the uninformed, is simply a plausi-

ble guess. Likewise such an estimate as that made by the American Stand-

ards Association, that an annual saving of $1,000,000,000 would accrue to

American Industry through the universal application of standard limit gages,"

is no doubt indicative of a very great industrial need and probably served

its publicity purposes very well, but it is equally certain that little attention

was paid to the number of ciphers laid down.

"Not much more fortunate are the numerous estimates of savings at-

tributable in whole or in part to the introduction of standards in specified

industries. The automobile industry may have saved $750,000,000 a year

through standardization ; the lumber industry, $250,000,000 a year ; and the

brick industry, $1,000,000 a 5'ear ; the building industry may have lost

$2,000,000,000 by lack of standardization, but there seems to be no con-

ceivable way of checking up on the figures. While the method of arriving

at the estimates would not stand close examination, it does not follow, of

necessity, that the estimates are worthless. It merely means that they are

useless from the point of view of an exact knowledge of actual money sav-

ings attributable to standardization. The very form in which these numer-

ical estimates are expressed indicates that they do not purport to be exact.

Besides numerous theoretical and practical objections to estimates as such,

further difficulties arise in attempting their use in this study. Who benefits

from the savings made? Who saves when the width and thickness of the

^ R. M. Hudson, letter to American Standards Associ.ition, November 25, 1926,
files American StandHids Association.

" American Standards Association, News Release, January 8, 1926.
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board foot is standardized ; when the sizes of bricks are simplified ; when
the automobile is manufactured under mass-production conditions and with

interchangeable parts? Does the cutting of inventories, of costs of process-

ing, etc., of necessity mean the lowering of price to consumers, the raising of

wages to laborers, etc.?"

Without taking up the various items claimed for the business savings

columns on account of routinized behavior, it is fairly well recognized that

tlie practice is headed towards economies in the following divisions of

industry

:

Savings in Procurement due to Purchase on Standard Specifications.

Plant and equipment.
Machine-tool and equipment designs.

Purchase upon specifications.

Reduction of salvage costs.

Savings due to Standardization through the reduction of stocks and

inventories.

Reduction of capital and increase in turnover.
Simplification of stock-room.

Savings due to Standardization of Processes of Production.

Standardization of equipment.
Decrease in number of workers.
Increased productivity of labor.

Decreased cost of accidents.

Regularization of production.
Elimination of breakdowns.
Standard cost accounting systems.

Savings due to the Production of a Standard Commodity.

Standardization and foreign trade.

Maintenance of home markets.
Interchangeable parts and repairs.

Standardization and second-hand business.

Reduction in advertising, selling and distribution costs.

Savings to Wholesalers and Retailers.

"Against this rather incomplete catalog of savings, achieved or achiev-

able by the business man because of standardization, should be set down
the costs of putting the standardization projects into actual practice. The
main difficulty with this procedure is that the debit column is no easier to

compute, or even to estimate, than the credit column. In fact, the almost

total lack of figures of any description makes extremely hazardous even

generalization concerning the nature of these costs."

"The Department of Commerce conducted a survey of expenditures on

standardization by technical societies, trade associations, and state and fed-

eral governments, * * * but the absence of any very clear idea regarding the

expenditure for standardization on the part of many of these reported

societies may well invite skepticism as to the accuracy of expenditure

estimates."

Nevertheless, "without standards, quotations on wheat, corn, graded

cattle, hides and carcasses, cocoa, cotton, silk, rubber, metals and numerous

other commodities would be impossible."

"It is a widely known fact that the average consumer's knowledge of

market values is so hopelessly inadequate that a persistent sales campaign can
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make him believe almost anything. The greater the multiplication of

varieties, sizes and terms, the worse his confusion becomes." The truth

about goods and a reliable standard of identification brings great advantage

to the consumer.

There is no doubt about the general advantage to trade of the routinized

activity of the meticulously detailed and carefully intermembered machine,

and of the unified specifications for assisting in rationalizing the operations

of wholesale purchasing; but "comparatively few data exist in any industry,

relating to the degree of adherence to trade association standards on the

part of the member companies. Collection of these data is often difficult

and the results unsatisfactorj^. From the point of view of a loiowledge of

the advantages and disadvantages of standards in particular fields, the

collection of this material would seem to be highly desirable.

"The work of the American Standards Association and the Federal Divi-

sion of Simplified Practice has immensely facilitated the work of the trade

associations. The ignorance of the existence of these bodies, or of the

character of the functions they perform, would seem to be one of the major

reasons for the failure of some trade associations to adopt standards.

"In all these efforts to eliminate industrial waste, standardization

occupies an important and strategic position. Without standardization, mass

production is impossible. To mechanize, to use machines, is to standardize,

whether one realizes it or not. The growth of the machine industry and the

growth of technological information have increased the dependence of indus-

trial processes upon scientific research. They have, therefore, necessitated

an ever closer relationship between standardization and scientific research,

just as the growth of scientific information has necessitated the standard-

ization of research techniques. The Bell Telephone System has, at once,

the most highly integrated, intimately co-ordinated, and thoroughly standard-

ized industrial mechanism and the largest and best equipped industrial labora-

tory in the world."

Nevertheless, "standardization should be regarded as a tool, a method, a

device or a technique for achieving certain ends." * * * "It depends entirely

upon what use is made of standardization whether advantages outweigh dis-

advantages, whether standards promote or retard industrial and cultural

progress."

"In a broad way, judgment as to particular standards projects, or as

to standardization in general, must rest upon a satisfactory answer to these

three questions

:

"(1) Does standardization have the effect of forwarding
technical and scientific improvement of processes, techniques, and
equipment that possess industrial significance?

"(2) Does standardization make possible a higher average
standard of living?

"(3) Does standardization act as 'the liberator that relegates

the problems that have been already solved to their proper place,

namely, to the field of routine, and leave the creative faculties free

for the problems that are still unsolved * * * (acting thus as) * * *

an indispensable ally of the creative genius'?"

"STANDARDIZATION IS A USEFUL SERVANT, BUT A BAD
MASTER"
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Comrmittee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Water Service and Sanitation presents below its

report to the Thirty-first Annual Convention on the following subjects:

(1) Revision of the Manual.

Progress is reported in Appendix A.

(2) Pitting and Corrosion of Boiler Tubes and Sheets.

Progress report on this subject is submitted in Appendix B.

(3) V^lue of Water Treatment and Comparison of Methods.

Progress report on this subject is submitted in Appendix C-1

and C-2.

(4) Methods of Laying Cast Iron Pipe and Specifications.

Final report is submitted in Appendix D.

(5) Storage of Water at Water Stations.

Final report is presented in Appendix E.

(5a) Concrete Water Tanks on the Duluth & Iron Range Railroad.

A monograph. Appendix F.

(6) Zeolite Treatment of Water for Locomotives.

Final report is presented in Appendix G.

(7) Design and Maintenance of Track Pans for Locomotive Supply.

Progress is reported in Appendix H.

(8) Chemical Control and General Supervision of Water Softening

Plants.

Progress is reported in Appendix I.

(9) Protection of Boilers and Boiler Materials While in Storage.

Progress is reported under Appendix J.
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(10) Federal and State Regulations Pertaining to Drinking Water Supply.

Progress is reported in Appendix K.

(11) Methods and Practices of Securing and Handling Water for

Drinking and Culinary Purposes by Railroads.

Final report appears in Appendix L.

(12) Drinking Water and Coach Yard Sanitation.

Progress report is presented in Appendix M.

Action Recommended

Your Committee recommends the following action on its report

:

(1) That the subject-matter in the Manual be again referred to the

Committee for further study and report.

(2) That the report on pitting and corrosion of boiler tubes and sheets

be received as information and the subject reassigned to the Committee

for further study and report.

(3) That the progress report on the value of water treatment and

methods followed in treatment be received as information and the subject

reassigned to the Committee for further study and report.

(4) That the portion of this final report pertaining to methods of

laying cast iron pipe be accepted as information and the specifications for

laying cast iron pipe be accepted for inclusion in the Manual.

(5) That final report on the storage of water at water stations be

accepted as information and that the table on constant and intermittent supply

together with conclusions be accepted for publication in the Manual.

(6) That the report on Zeolite treatment of water for locomotives be

accepted as information and the conclusions published in the Manual.

(7) That the subject on the design and maintenance of track pans be

reassigned to the Committee for further study and report.

(8) That the subject of chemical control and general supervision of

water softening plants be reassigned to the Committee for further study and

report.
^

(9) That the report on protection of boilers and boiler material from

corrosion while in storage be reassigned to the Committee for further study

and report.

(10) That the report on progress being made by Federal and State

authorities on regulations pertaining to drinking water supply be accepted

as information and the subject reassigned to the Committee for further

study and report.

(11) That the report on methods and practices of securing and han-

dling water for drinking and culinary purposes by railroads be accepted

as information.

(12) That the report on drinking water and coach yard sanitation

be accepted as information and the subject reassigned to the Committee for

further study and report.

Respectfully submitted,

Committee on Water Service and Sanitation,

C R. KnowleSj Chairman.
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Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF THE MANUAL

C. R. Knowles, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. N. Foster, E. M. Grime,

E. M. Miller, J. A. Russell, J. B. Wesley.

The Committee has no revision of the Manual to offer at this time.

Efforts during the past year have been directed toward the rearrangement

of the water service material in the new Manual, and revision of the water

service forms which is now being handled by Committee XI—Records and

Accounts.

Appendix B

(2) PROGRESS REPORT UPON THE CAUSE AND EXTENT
OF PITTING AND CORROSION OF LOCOMOTIVE
BOILER TUBES AND SHEETS, GIVING CONSIDERA-
TION TO QUALITY OF WATER, CHARACTER OF
METALS, METHOD OF MANUFACTURE AND TYPES
OF BOILER CONSTRUCTION

J. H. Davidson, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. M. Bardwell, R. E. Cough-

Ian, B. W. DeGeer, L. E. Elliott, E. M. Grime, S. C. Johnson, C. H.

Koyl, J. J. Laudig, O. T. Rees, R. M. Stimmel.

In 1922, this Committee submitted a report which covered a digest of

work done on this subject for the past sixty years and also the basic and

fundamental principles involved. This report appears on pages 493-495 of

Volume 23 of the Proceedings.

Subsequent reports kept abreast of developments in both theory and

practice and from time to time various methods of preventing pitting and

corrosion of tubes and sheets in boilers have been described.

The Committee realizes that due to the great variety of factors that

enter into the problems, no one method of prevention will be found which

would be most desirable under all operating conditions.

We have already collected evidence of success with certain methods on

some roads while the same methods have not been satisfactory in other

localities under different operating conditions.

The Committee this year sent out a questionnaire to collect information

as to the use of several methods of preventing pitting and corrosion which

have been most frequently mentioned. Thirty railroads are represented in

replies received.

In a general way the replies indicate that considerable progress has

been made toward the solution of this problem which therefore is not

nearly as acute as it was several years ago.

Following are the questions and a brief summary of replies received :

(1) Do you make a practice of carrying excess caustic alkalinity

in your boiler feed water and if so what has been the
effect on pitting and corrosion?

Sixteen roads reported successful use of this method.
Results were described as from "desirable" to "highly
successful."
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(2) Have you been able to reduce pitting and corrosion by
elimination of oxygen from feed water by the use of open
feed water heaters?

Fifteen roads report more or less extensive use of feed
water heaters. One road submits conclusive proof of elimi-

nation of pitting by the use of open feed water heaters.

One road reports reduction in pitting and otiier roads
indicate that evidence of benefit is inconclusive.

(3) What has been your experience with corrosion resistant

metals and alloys?

Seventeen roads report experiments have been made or

are now being made with various metals and alloys. In
most cases tests have not covered sufficient period of time
to be conclusive. Some tests completed indicate longer life

for certain alloys but not sufficient to warrant additional

cost.

(4) Have you used metallic or other protective coatings applied

directly to tubes and sheets?

Only one road reported use of such coatings and the

test is not yet complete.

(5) Have you used any substances in tl

protective films on tubes and sheets?

the water which forms

Eight replies indicated the use of such materials as

sodium silicate, sodium chromate and some boiler com-
pounds for this purpose but only one reported favorable
results.

(6) Have you ever used a counter-electric potential method
without the use of added chemicals?

None of the roads replying has used such a method.

(7) Have you used a counter-electric potential method with the

use of added chemicals?

Eleven of the replies state that such a method using an
arsenic compound in the boiler water is being used. Five
report the method as being successful and the remainder
state that tests has not been conducted long enough to draw
definite conclusions.

(8) Have you been able to reduce pitting and corrosion by de-

signing boilers so as to avoid undue strain in sheets and
tubes ?

Answers indicate that no radical changes have been
made in boiler design for this purpose but more careful

methods of construction and proper heat treatment have
proven beneficial.

(9) Have devices intended to increase circulation of water in

boilers decreased pitting and corrosion?

Out of thirteen roads reporting use of such devices

two report a decrease of pitting and corrosion.
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Conclusions

Information collected by the Committee covering a period of several

3'ears' actual experience indicates that the proper treatment of water so as to

maintain excess caustic alkalinity and provide a thin protective coating on

water surfaces is the most universally applicable method of preventing

pitting and corrosion of boiler tubes and sheets.

This method requires very careful and exact control of the water

treatment.

In some cases, however, this method has not proven satisfactory due to

extremely bad water conditions. In other cases where pitting is experienced

with very pure water which does not require treatment for removal of scale

forming minerals, this method would not be the most economical.

In such cases the counter-electric potential method using arsenic com-

pound in the boiler may be the most advantageous method.

The use of special alloys in the manufacture of tubes and side sheets

may in special cases, prove desirable although results to date indicate that

the greater cost of effective alloys is not generally justified. Open feed

water heaters that are properly operated under careful supervision will elimi-

nate much pitting and corrosion, but under the usual operating conditions

that obtain on most roads they cannot be depended upon for this purpose.

The use of metallic and other coatings, special boiler compounds, and

devices intended to increase circulation of water in boilers may have

advantages under special conditions.

Almost every case of pitting and corrosion can be greatly reduced by

the proper application of some one of the methods described in this report.

The one should be chosen which will result in the greatest economy all

factors being considered.
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Appendix C-1

(3) PROGRESS REPORT ON RELATIVE COST OF IMPURI-
TIES IN LOCOMOTIVE BOILER SUPPLY AND VALUE
OF WATER TREATMENT

(a) Various Forms of Lime Treatment and Methods of Application.

C. H. Koyl, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; H. C. Bardwell, R. W. Chorley,

W. L. Curtiss, B. W. DeGeer, L. E. Elliott, J. P. Hanky, Dennistoun

Wood.

Carbonate of lime is held in solution in water only by the presence of

carbonic acid. The addition to the water of anything which will take the

carbonic acid away from the limestone will release the limestone from solu-

tion and therefore precipitate it.

There are various substances whose chemical affinity for carbonic acid

is greater than that of limestone, but it is desirable to use some substance

whose combination with carbonic acid will form a substance insoluble in

water and which therefore will precipitate and free the water from both

the limestone and the carbonic acid.

In 1840, Dr. Thomas Clark, an M.D. and also the Professor of Chem-
istry in Mareschal College in Aberdeen, Scotland, proposed the use of fresh

lime (CaO) which would combine with carbonic acid to release the dis-

solved limestone as a precipitate and in combining with carbonic acid merely

form more limestone which also would precipitate.

The solution of fresh lime in water consists of two steps, first, the

chemical combination (with the evolution of heat) of lime (CaO) with

water (H2O) to form the substance Ca(0H)2, calcium hydrate, which dis-

solves in water to the extent of one part in IIZ, or 75 grains of CaO per

gallon of water. But the first step, the hydration of the lime, must be made
in a separate vessel where the amount of water does not exceed the amount

of lime, because if a small amount of lime is placed in a large amount of

cold water, the temperature of the mass does not rise suflficiently to insure

proper hydration and subsequent solution of the lime is very slow.

Since all lime used in water softening must be hydrated before use the

question arises whether the hydration should be efifected at the water soften-

ing plant or at the lime factory.

In the early days, when the use of lime for water softening was com-

paratively small and hydrating at the factory was practically unknown, it

was customary to transport freshly burned lump lime to the larger water

softening plants in bulk and to the smaller plants in barrels. In the latter

case the barrels were lined with paper and the lime was partially protected

from the air, but when the shipment was made in bulk the action of the

moisture and the carbonic acid of the air was such that usually from 5 to

10 per cent of the lime would be air-slaked and ruined before the month's

supply was used up. Also some of the fine lime was carried away by the

wind, and there was much complaint from the men of damage to their

faces and hands. In the one case the loss of lime and in the other case

the cost of barrels, each, amounted to about 10 per cent of the original

cost of the lime.
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In freshly burned lump lime there is always an uncertain but usually

small proportion which has not been thoroughly burned and if this lime is

delivered at the softening plant and a definite number of pounds of it are

slaked (hydrated) and added to a tank of water in an "intermittent" plant

there is no means of telling whether or not it contains exactly the proper

amount of CaO, and it frequently happens that the condition of the treated

water must be adjusted by the addition of more lime or .more hard water,

all of which takes time and adds to the cost.

In a "continuous" plant the uncertainty of strength of the raw lime may
be disregarded, because it is customary to hydrate an excess of it and

then place it in a separate vessel, called a "lime saturator," the hydrated

lime being in the bottom and a continuous stream of water, a definite propor-

tion of the total stream of raw water, being admitted below the hydrated

lime to flow upward through it, dissolve it, and continue as saturated lime

water to the top of the "saturator," over which it flows to join the general

stream of water to be softened.

At ordinary working temperature saturated lime water contains 75

grains of CaO per gallon of water, and an accurate division of the main

stream of water to be treated, so that the part by-passed through the

"saturator" shall bring just enough lime for the whole stream, affords an

ideal method of measurement and an ideal operating condition.

There are three reasons why this method is no longer in common use

in the "continuous" style of plant: (1) unless special provision for draft is

made and carefully operated, the slaking of these masses of lime in the

plant, particularly in the north country, fills the room with a fog of water

vapor which is very troublesome; (2) there accumulates in the bottom of

the lime saturator a mass of small stones (unburned limestone) which inter-

feres with the flow of water and the perfection of the lime water, and

because there must always be an excess of lime in the bottom of the satura-

tor, any attempt to discharge these stones at frequent intervals is sure to

cause the loss of good lime; (3) in practice it seems impossible to get the

ordinary man always to increase the proportion of water through the satura-

tor as he finds it necessary to increase the amount of lime.

These losses of material and inconveniences of operation are all due to

the use of raw material direct from the lime kiln instead of the screened and

finished article which now can be shipped from the factory as hydrated

lime.

At the lime factory the freshly burned lime is fed into a screw con-

veyor and, as it travels along, it receives from an overhead pipe a light

spray of water which combines with the lime to form the hydrate by the

time the lime has reached the end of the conveyor in the next room. Since

there is only one pound of water to three pounds of lime, the water is all

used in chemical combination and the hydrate is a dry powder. On falling

from the conveyor this powder is screened to separate it from particles

of unburned lime and is then put up in strong paper bags, usually of 50-

pound capacity.

At the water softening plant the 50-pound packages are comparatively

free from dust and are easily handled, but require checking as to weight.
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The advantage of the lump lime is its price, and the disadvantages are

its lack of screening, its tendency to air-slake, and the extra labor and incon-

venience necessary to its use in small plants.

Of late there has been offered by dealers a form of lime called "fines"

which consists of the powdered freshly burned lime which falls from the

lumps as they come from the kiln. This form of lime is cheaper and does

not require screeying, and probably will be found of advantage where lump

lime is now used but has not appealed to those using lime hydrated in the

factory because its use would necessitate the addition of slaking appliances

to the water treating plants and would introduce all the uncertainties which

result from the slaking of lime by inexperienced hands.

The advantage of the factory-hydrated lime is in its uniformity of con-

tent, its ease of handling, and the accuracy of treatment which can be

maintained in all plants. Its disadvantage is the fact that 25 per cent of

its weight is water which is both purchased and transported as lime.

It is the opinion of a majority of the Committee that at all small rail-

road water-softening plants the difficulties and losses attendant on the han-

dling, slaking and use of lump lime warrant the extra cost of the factory-

hydrated lime, but that the difference in methods of handling possible at plants

treating 2,000,000 gallons, or more, per day may make lump lime the

cheaper.

There is, however, one large railroad of the United States, the Atchi-

son, Topeka & Santa Fe, which for special reasons still adheres to the pur-

chase of raw or unslaked lime for use in all water-softening plants.

This railroad was one of the pioneers in water softening for locomo-

tives in the United States. It commenced such work in 1903 and has con-

tinued it ever since, so that today it has more water softening plants than

any other railroad on the continent. In 1903 hydrated lime was scarcely

known as a commercial product and the Atchison's plants were carefully

designed for the handling and use of lump lime. Provision was made for

nearly air-tight storage bins for lime and facilities were provided for

slaking the lime in the plants as needed. The results of this additional cost

of construction and additional care in training the men (for exact lime-slak-

ing is something of an art) have been so generally satisfactory that the

same methods have been continued in the newer plants.

In the smaller plants platforms are built from the storage rooms to

the car track and the lime is taken from the car to the rooms in wheel-

barrows. In larger plants the lime is carried in hand carts to the storage

room where it is elevated to the top of the covered concrete bins and dumped

through manholes. Because lime is used from the bottom of the bin one

of the good results is the use of the oldest lime first.

Though these elevated reinforced concrete, practically air-tight, bins are

expensive it is the opinion of those concerned that the interest on the invest-

ment, added to the extra labor and the inconveniences of operation, is still

less than the additional cost of factory-hydrated lime.
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Appendix C-2

(3) PROGRESS REPORT ON RELATIVE COST OF IMPURI-
TIES IN LOCOMOTIVE BOILER SUPPLY AND VALUE
OF WATER TREATMENT

(b) Economical Features of Barium Treatment for Particular Waters
and Best Practice for Locomotive Supplies

C. H. Koyl, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; R. C. Bardwell, R. W. Chorley,

W. L. Curtiss, B. W. DeGeer, L. E. Elliott, J. P. Hanley, Dennistoun

Wood.

Hardness of water is due principally to carbonates and sulphates of

calcium and magnesium dissolved in the water

The carbonates are held in solution by carbonic acid in the water, and

when fresh lime is added to combine with the carbonic acid the original

carbonates are released and settle out, and also the new carbonate formed

by the union of the fresh lime and the carbonic acid is insoluble and settles

out ; and thus it happens that water having only carbonate hardness is re-

duced by the softening process to within two or three grains per gallon

of pure water.

In the matter of sulphates, the custom has been not to extract them

but to convert them into sodium sulphate which does not produce scale in a

boiler. This has been effected by the addition of soda-ash (sodium carbon-

ate) which reduces the calcium and magnesium to insoluble carbonates which

settle out, but leaves the sodium sulphate dissolved in the water. In small

amounts, say 5 grains per gallon, the sodium sulphate is harmless, but when

it reaches 20 grains per gallon as the water goes to the boiler it is apt to

produce both pitting and foaming as the solution becomes concentrated.

In our report of last year (Proceedings 1929, page 133) we said: "In

softening water for boilers it is desirable not alone that the calcium and

magnesium be extracted, and the water therefore made soft, but that the

carbonic acid and the sulphate radicle (lately combined with the calcium

and magnesium) be removed and all precipitate separated from the water.

At some early date we expect to have a satisfactory equpiment for accom-

plishing all of this, and that will be the 'complete' method of water

softening."

The present discussion of the use of barium compounds for the extrac-

tion of the sulphate radicle in water softening is a continuation of the above

report.

As far back as 1884, Charles B. Dudley, the distinguished chemist of

Altoona, Pa., pointed out the advantage of using for the treatment of calcium

sulphate some substance which would precipitate not only the calcium but

also the sulphate, and proposed barium because barium sulphate is almost

absolutely insoluble in water.

Barium compounds cost twice as much as sodium compounds per pound

and nearly four times as much per unit of chemical efficiency, and in the

early days of water softening it was necessary to use the cheapest reagents

procurable because few railroad men realized the great diflFerence in value

between locomotive boiler water exactly right and almost right. There
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were also difficulties of manipulation which delayed the use of barium com-

pounds in water softening, because (1) the hydrate absorbs carbon dioxide

rapidly on exposure to the air and becomes of uncertain strength; (2) the

hydrate, on combining with the sulphate radicle of calcium sulphate, re-

leases calcium oxide and therefore the only water exactly suitable for

softening by barium hydrate must contain equal amounts of carbonate and

sulphate hardness, and should either of these change to the amount of one

or two grains per gallon the treated water would not have the exactness of

composition required by our standards and easily attainable by the use of

soda-ash and lime; (3) the chemical action of barium is comparatively slow,

and therefore the precipitate is fine and difficult to settle; (4) barium car-

bonate is insoluble in water which does not contain the sulphate radicle

with which it can combine, and then it dissolves slowly, so that the reaction

and settling tanks must be larger than for work with soda-ash; (5) the

soluble salts of barium (caustic, sulphide, etc.) are slightly poisonous, and

hesitation has been felt in risking their use in water treatment.

All these conditions have combined to make the introduction of this

method slow and the number of plants few.

The Reisert Company of New York has for several years manufactured

and sold a patented form of plant for the use of barium carbonate and lime

in water softening, and though there are none on railroads there are several

in use by the mining companies in Arizona.

The only plant on an American railroad is at Edgemont, S. D., on the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad. This plant the writer visited July

21st, this year, accompanied by J. R. Hickox, Hydraulic Engineer of

the Burlington and a member of this Committee, and A. W. Anderson,

his Assistant, and credited by Mr. Hickox with having designed most of the

parts which make this plant a success.

The artesian well at Edgemont, some 3000 ft. deep, was finished in

March, 1908, and put into service early in April. In those days the total

hardness, in grains per gallons, was 28.9, of which 13.1 was carbonate and

15.8 sulphate, while the alkali salts amounted to 23.4. The closed-well

pressure was 90 lb. or more, and the temperature was 120 degrees Fahr.

For two years the water was not treated before use but caustic soda was

added to the water in the boilers.

Then, in April, 1910, a softening plant having been built, the water

was treated with barium sulphide (BaS) because it was the cheapest of the

barium compounds. This barium sulphide reduced the total hardness to

14.6, the sulphate hardness showing in the analysis as zero, but the treated

water being charged with hydrogen sulphide.

Next, in December, 1910, the use of barium hydrate was commenced,

and was continued for nearly eight years. The results were considered

satisfactory though there was always a little difficulty due to the fact that

the carbonate and sulphate hardnesses were not exactly balanced and were

slightly variable.

For these latter reasons, in May, 1918, the use of barium carbonate

and hydrated lime was substituted for barium hydrate, and a reaction tank

and chemical tub were added. These were in operation until 1928 when an

additional chemical tub for a light mixture of sodium aluminate and soda-

ash was installed.
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The well now flows 7125 gallons per hour at a temperature of 120

degrees Fahr.

An analysis of raw water made two years ago shows

:

Total hardness 23.5 grains per gal

Carbonate hardness 11.3 grains per gal

Sulphate hardness 12.2 grains per gal

Alkali salts 34.6 grains per gal

Total dissolved solids 58.5 grains per gal

Analyses of raw and treated waters a few months ago resulted as fol-

in grains per gallon

:

Raw Water

Total solid residue, grains per gallon. . . . 54.21

Probable incrustant 22.33

Suspended matter in above None
Chlorine 9.43

Calcium oxide 9.93

Magnesium oxide 3.09

Sulphuric anhydride 13.91

Silica 2.27

Alumina 02

Hypothetical Compounds

Calcium carbonate '. 11.25

Calcium sulphate 8.79

Magnesium carbonate None
Magnesium sulphate 9.23

Sodium sulphate 4.62

Sodium chloride 15.54

Sodium carbonate None
Silica 2.27

Alumina 02

Treated Water

25.91

3.17

.44

9.68

.77

.19

3.30

.70

.26

1.37

None
.40

None
5.85

15.96

.77

.70

.26

On July 21, 1929, field tests of the raw and treated waters gave

Soap Phenol- Additional
Hardness phthalein Methyl Orange

Raw Water 23
Treated water 2

11

1

which, being translated, means that the raw water had total hardness of 23

grains per gallon, of which 11 was carbonate and 12 sulphate, and that the

treated water was 2 grains hard and contained also 2 grains of caustic soda.

The settled water was clear.

The appliances by which this is accomplished now consist of one chemical

tub, 9 ft. in diameter by AY2 ft. high, holding 2000 gallons of water for

keeping in suspension both the barium carbonate and the hydrated lime

;

another chemical tub of 5 ft. diameter by 6 ft. high, holding 850 gallons of

water for the solution of charges of sodium aluminate and soda-ash ; a

reaction tank 13 ft. in diameter by 16 ft. high, holding 15,000 gallons, divided

into 4 principal compartments, for the 2 hours continuous mixing of hot

raw water with the treating chemicals, continuous agitation being effected by

compressed air, and the mixture of soda-ash and sodium aluminate being

introduced at the half-way stage ; a settling tank of 40 ft. diameter by 16^
ft. high, holding 145,000 gallons, for the 20-hour settling of the precipitate,

and an exit trough with many openings by which the hot water drops
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through the air to the 100,000-gallon cooHng tank, from which it is con-

tinuously pumped to the elevated storage tanks.

The accompanying drawing and photograph give a good idea of the

appearance of the plant.

The amounts of chemicals used on a monthly average are

:

Barium carbonate 3.07 pounds per 1000 gal.

Hydrated lime 2.31 pounds per 1000 gal.

Soda-ash 61 pounds per 1000 gal.

Sodium aluminate 17 pounds per 1000 gal.

and the cost of chemicals for treatment at present is 11.2 cents per 1000

gallons.

The advantage of this method of water softening for boilers is that

not only the calcium and magnesium are removed from the water but also

the carbonate and sulphate radicles which were combined with them, so that

the softened water is freed from matter in suspension and matter in solution

excepting only whatever sodium salts may have been in solution when the

water came from the ground.

The advantage of this kind of water in a boiler is in the practical

elimination of the tendency to pit and a great reduction of the tendency to

foam. Foaming which can be prevented by anti-foam compound costs about

two cents per thousand gallons for compound, and foaming which cannot

be prevented by compound costs so much in engine efiSciency that no imagin-

able cost of chemicals for softening could equal it. Pitting costs something in

flue material and work but much more in delays and loss of engine time.

There seems to be no simple unit of measurement, but light pitting on one

railroad division can easily cost $50,000 per year, which is several times more

than the probable extra cost of barium carbonate for softening. In advance

of actual determination it may be assumed that the cost of barium treatment

will be justified where otherv,'ise the amount of sodium sulphate in the

water as it goes to the boiler would exceed 20 grains per gallon.

The disadvantages of the barium compounds for water treatment are

not alone in the greater cost for material (which will undoubtedly be reduced

when the manufacture is on a larger scale) but in the slowness of operation

and the larger plants required, though we have not yet the data for deter-

mining this ratio.

While the soluble salts of barium are poisonous because they aflfect

both the heart and the nervous system, and water treated with barium should

not be used for drinking, yet there will be no barium salts of any kind in

the treated water unless by some mistake of manipulation, and the amount

necessary to injure a person or a domestic animal is much more than either is

likely to drink. Still there is no question that some risk exists, that the

greatest care should be exercised and that the treated water should be

confined to boiler use.
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Appendix D

(4) FINAL REPORT ON METHODS OF LAYING CAST IRON
PIPE AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR INCLUSION IN THE
MANUAL

F. D. Yeaton, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. H. Davidson, C. H. Fox,

R. N. Foster, J. P. Hanky, H. F. King, P. :M. LaBach, W. B. McCaleb,

E. AI. Miller, A. E. Willahan, R. A Tanner.

General

Methods of laying cast iron pipe and preparing complete specifications

are closely related to and involve the subject of the design, construction, and

maintenance of pipe-lines. The Water Service and Sanitation Committee

has previously given consideration to certain phases of this subject.

The following reports relating to this subject have been published by

the Association.

Relative Merits of Cast Iron, Steel, Wood and Other Materials
for Pipe Lines—1923 Proceedings.

Specifications for Contracting Water Service Work—1923
Proceedings.

The Use of Lead as Compared with Substitutes for Joints in

Cast Iron Pipe—1925 Proceedings.
The Design, Construction and Maintenance of Pipe Lines

—

1926 Proceedings.

Map and Profile

An accurate map and profile should be prepared showing the location,

alinement and grade of the pipe line, the size and class of pipe, the radius

and length of each curve, location and amount of angles and bevels, the posi-

tion and size of valves and other appurtenances. The various sections of

pipe and the special forms should be numbered to correspond with the loca-

tion on the map so that they can be readily sent to their proper places.

Stakes should be set by the railroad company's engineer for the line

and grade of the pipe line before trenching operations are commenced.

The Contractor should be required to protect the stakes and use particular

care to adhere to the established lines and grades.

Trenching

Trenches for water pipe are not usually deep enough to require bracing

or sheeting, the depth being from four to six feet or sufficient to give the

necessary covering for protection and to place the pipe below the frost line.

In the northern tier of States and Canada greater depth are sometimes

necessary. Where pipe lines cross high ridges extending above the hydraulic

grade line, deep trenches may require sheeting and bracing. In wet ground it

is usually advisable to open only short sections of the trench at a time. In

rock the trench is sometimes carried several inches below the proper grade

and the space refilled with fine material to give the proper bedding for the

pipe. Bell holes for cast iron pipe should be excavated wide enough to

allow sufficient room for making the joints.
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Trenching machines are generally used in connection with the laying of

long lines of pipe. These machines are usually driven by steam or gas

engines and are designed to cut a trench about 24 inches in width and four

to ten feet in depth. The back filling of the trench may be accomplished by

means of a scraper operated by a small gas engine mounted on a truck.

Foundation

If the ground is unstable or too soft to give a good bearing, it may be

necessary to use an artificial foundation. A foundation is sometimes neces-

sary to keep the pipe in place during construction and hold it rigid against

unequal pressures. These may consist of concrete blocks placed on stringers

or of piling with caps on which the pipe may rest.

If the pipe is full of water, it will weigh but little, if any, more than

the soil displaced, so that there is not much tendency for it to settle after the

back-filling has become compact. For large valves and heavy fittings, founda-

tions of concrete may be used to advantage.

Material

Cast iron pipe is extensively used for water-pipe lines. The bell and

spigot type has been in use for many years. Other forms of joints or

couplings are now coming into more general use.

A type of cast iron pipe having an iron-to-iron joint, consisting of a

shallow conical hub and a corresponding short conical machined spigot, can

be obtained in many sizes. Each hub and spigot has a pair of bolt lugs for

ordinary pressures and two pairs, equally spaced, for high pressures. No
packing, gasket, lead or caulking is required, and joints are quickly made.

Pipes can be readily bolted together with the bolts which are furnished

with the pipe, no lead, yarn or caulking being necessary. The pipe is made

in six-foot lengths.

A special type of coupling is now manufactured which can be used on

special cast iron pipe. It consists of two metal half-housings, an inner ring

of special composition and two bolts. It is claimed that this type of

coupling is "automatically leak-proof and can be installed faster at less cost

than other type of coupling." Several railroads have installed this type of

coupling, but it has not been in service sufficient time to make a definite

statement as to its service in railroad work.

Lead and substitutes for joints in cast iron pipe, also cement, wood,

and composition, were given special consideration by this Association in

its report of 1925.

A compound selling under a trade name has been used quite extensively

by several railroads. One of the claims made for this compound is that no

caulking is required and that the labor cost is low. One of the objections to

its use has been that it is necessary to burn out the joints and make them up

new in case of leaks or repairs.

Several railroads have used a prepared lead joint cast iron pipe in small

sizes. There are certain economies possible with the use of this type of

joint, and, if properly laid and caulked, it will give satisfactory service. In

the making up of the joints, the bottom portion only is caulked at the

foundry.
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Braided hemp, ordinary yarn, jute, and other material are used for

packing bell and spigot pipe joints. One advantage offered in favor of the

square braided hemp is that it automatically centers the spigot in the bell

and eliminates the use of centering wedges. This may not be entirely so,

particularly with large heavy pipe.

Placing

Small diameter cast iron pipe is easily handled without a derrick, the

sections being lowered into the trench by a few men. Large pipe may be

handled economically with a small derrick or crane. In placing bell and

spigot pipe, care should be taken to enter the pipe to its full length and to

make sure that there is sufficient joint space all around. Cast iron pipe

should be carefully bedded so as to have a uniform support under the bot-

tom. The pipe should not rest on boulders, rocks or similar unyielding

objects. Probably more breaks of cast iron pipe lines have been caused by per-

mitting pipe to rest on a rock or other unyielding objects than by any other

cause. Likewise, large stones should not be permitted in the refilling close

to the pipe. Blocking and wedges are placed under special castings and

valves. Sharp curves are blocked against the side of the trench, or a mass

of concrete is placed to take the reaction. The pipe should have been in-

spected for eccentricity, and the joint-room should not vary much from the

required dimensions. The pipe should be clean inside when it is placed in

the trench; open ends should be plugged when work is stopped to prevent

stones or other objects getting inside.

Caulking

The pipe spigots should be adjusted to give a uniform joint space. The

packing of jute or other material should be carefully inserted and thoroughly

packed with a thin yarning-iron. If special strength is not required, this

packing may nearly fill the space back of the enlargement in the bell. The

remaining space is filled with molten lead, cement, or other substitutes. It is

economy to use a pneumatic caulker, if there is much work to do.

Testing and Inspection

The pipe line as completed should be tested in sections of

about 1000 feet or more under full working pressure by the appli-

cation of internal pressure. For this purpose the ends are closed

with specially made blanks which are provided with pipe fittings,

valves, and gage attachments. The pressure used should be somewhat

higher than that which will be obtained in regular service. It may be incon-

venient to leave the entire pipe line uncovered until the test is made on

account of trouble due to the temperature changes, but the field joints if

possible should be left open for inspection. Wherever leaks are found the

pipe should be recaulked. It is not always convenient to test the pipe line

by hydraulic pressure,. in which case the test may be made by means of com-

pressed air.

One western railroad tested a 5-mile, 12-inch cast iron pipe line with

compressed air. A home-made testing outfit was used, consisting of a 10

H.P. engine and air compressor mounted on a truck. The pipe line was

tested in sections. The air compressor was connected to the main line by
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means of a IJ^-inch pipe, connected to a cap over the end of the main. An
air relief valve set at 125 lb., a gage, globe valve, and check valve were

placed in the line between the compressor and main. The joints were tested

for leaks by brushing them with a solution of soft soap and water. Leaks

were detected by means of the soap bubbles formed by the escaping air.

Pipe laying should be constantly and carefully inspected, and all pipe,

specials, valves and other fittings should be examined before laying for

incipient cracks and other defects.

Back-Filling

It is advisable to cover pipe lines to prevent the water from freezing or

to protect them from extreme variations of temperatures. A covering of

two or three feet is usually sufficient to protect them from injury by ordinary

traffic. The back-filling should be done carefully up to the top of the pipe,

the material being placed and tamped. If the pipe is located under paved

streets or tracks the back-filling should be thoroughly tamped. The back-fill-

ing should not contain cinders or other material that might cause early cor-

rosion of the pipe. Neither should large stones be permitted in the refilling

close to the pipe.

Expansion and Contraction

In the case of cast iron pipe with lead joints sufficient expansion and

contraction is usually provided due to the flexibility of the lead joints. One

railroad reports the use of cement joints with a lead joint every fourth

joint for flexibility and expansion. At a certain terminal, hot and cold

water was pumped alternately through a pipe line with lead joints, causing

leaks due to expansion and contraction at the joints. A remedy was pro-

vided by using clamps and straps to hold the joints tightly together. Special

joints are made for pipe exposed to high internal pressure, or excessive

expansion and contraction.

Stop Valves

Stop valves are placed in the pipe line at the time it is laid to enable it

to be readily inspected and repaired. The interval at which these valves are

placed may vary with the size of the pipe and the points where it can be

emptied of water and refilled. A long line of pipe might require consider-

able time to fill. In the case of breakage the water can be shut off at the

nearest valve and considerable waste or serious damage be prevented.

Air Valves

Automatic valves in pipe lines are installed at the summits and some-

times at shut-off valves to permit the escape of air on filling and the entrance

of air on emptying. There is a certain amount of air in water at all times,

a portion of which is dissolved and another portion of which is mechanically

entrained. This air, in general, will collect at summits in the pipe line and

must be removed therefrom, otherwise there is a tendency to air binding,

which reduces the capacity of the pipe line. Air valves are usually con-

nected to the main pipe by means of a short branch which is provided with a

small valve to permit the removal of the air-valves for repairs. Air valves

should be enclosed and protected from frost.
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Blow-Off Valves

Blow-off valves should be provided at depressions at the time the pipe

ii placed. The valve usually is connected to waste pipe leading to sewers,

streams, or drainage channels. The valves are usually much smaller than

the main pipe. The location of the valves should be clearly marked and the

covers to the pits, in which the valves are placed, should be kept free from
dirt, ice, snow, and other obstructions.

Check Valves

Check valves are placed at points where a break would permit a large

loss of water by backward flow, such as at the foot of a long upward
grade. They are also placed in force main just beyond the pumps as a

protection against surge and excessive pressure that might damage the

pump.

Pressure-Regulating Devices

Safety valves, or pressure-relief valves, are usually installed at the ends

of long pipe lines where water hammer may occur. The problem of satis-

factory pressures may be complicated by topographical conditions. Pres-

sure regulators, to give satisfactory service, should be of simple design

containing few parts. Regulators should not close so suddenly as to cause

water ram in the pipe lines.

Protection, Bridge and Railroad Crossings

The amount of protection necessary to prevent freezing of water in pipe

on bridges, or at other exposed places, depends upon the size of the pipe, the

amount of circulation and temperature of air and the water, and upon the

length of the exposed pipe. Small diameter pipe usually require more pro-

tection than large diameter pipe. A mixture of plaster of Paris and sawdust

has been used with good results for protecting water pipes. Usually the

pipe to be protected is placed in a wooden conduit or box, and the filling

around the pipe is some non-conducting substance, such as sawdust, mineral

wool, asbestos, or other similar material. Expansion joints may be required

in long pipe lines, on bridges or where the pipe is exposed for any consider-

able distance in order to take care of expansion and contraction due to varia-

tions in temperature.

Where cast iron pipe is laid under a highway or a track, or adjacent

thereto, where vibration may cause damages, the pipe sections are sometimes

straped together at the joint with special clamps. Pipe of extra weight with

special couplings may also be used as a precaution of future breakage.

Cost

The cost of pipe laying is greater as the cover is greater. The cost

also varies with the diameter of the pipe, and the conditions under which it

is laid.

In connection with the laying of a 12-inch cast iron pipe, involving the

use of a trenching outfit and pneumatic caulking machine, the force consisted

of a foreman, machine operator, one caulker, one yarner, two pipe men, two
lead men, and three laborers. This force would dig trench, lay and caulk

300 to 500 feet of pipe per day when the trench was about six feet in depth.
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Payment for laying cast iron is usually made on the basis of the num-

ber of lineal feet of pipe laid, including making the necessary joints, cutting

pipe to length, setting such valves and specials as required in the pipe line,

and testing the completed pipe line.

Conclusions

1. Many of the service breaks are evidently results of minute fractures

in pipe line, caused in the handling of same from the foundry to final position

in the trench. This matter should be carefully covered in all specifications

as far as it is practicable.

2. The practice of supporting pipe in the trench on wooden supports

should not be permitted. These supports rot and allow the pipe line to

settle. If an individual pipe settles on a knuckle of a rock, it is very apt to

develop a fracture.

3. Pipe laying should be consistently and intelligently inspected, and all

pipes, valves and special fittings should be carefully examined for small

cracks and other defects before laying.

4. Cast iron pipe lines may be successfully laid with bell and spigot

joints, caulked with jute and lead. Special joints, and substitutes for lead

may be used. Each case should be carefully considered to determine which

will be the best and the most economical method to use.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR LAYING CAST IRON PIPE

Cast Iron

Cast iron shall comply with American Water Works Association speci-

fications as to dimensions, shape, weight, thickness and test, character of

metal, finish and coating.

Grade Line

The grade line will be established by the Company's Engineer and must

be accurately adhered to by the Contractor.

Excavation

The depth of trench shall be below the frost line or at least

feet between ground surface and top of pipe. The bottom of the trench shall

be even and true to the established grade and of sufficient width to permit

proper laying of the pipe, making the joints, and tamping around and over

the pipe.

Where necessary the trench shall be braced and shored to prevent caving

and to protect the workmen. If the trench is left open after working hours,

protection shall be provided, and after dark suitable lights shall be placed in

conspicuous places as additional protection. If deemed necessary by the

Company's Engineer watchmen shall be provided on the work, day and

night.

If classified material is encountered the Contractor will receive addi-

tional compensation based upon the excess cost over that of earth plus the

percentage specified in the contract.
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Wet excavation will not be allowed on account of rainfall during

progress of the work or on account of light seepage, but will only be allowed

when, in the opinion of the Company's Engineer, a naturally saturated condi-

tion of the ground exists which requires the sheeting and pumping of the

trench to properly install the work.

The length of trench to be opened or the area of the surface to be dis-

turbed and restored at any one time shall be limited by the Company's

Engineers.

New trenching will not be permitted when earlier trenches need back-

filling, or labor is needed to restore their surfaces to a safe and proper

condition.

All excavation shall be in open trenches. The Contractor shall do all

pumping, bailing, building of drains and all other work necessary to keep

the trench clear and suitable for laying the pipe. All water, gas and other

underground utilities encountered shall be protected and supported in such

way as to prevent damage to them. When soft, yielding bottom is encountered

in trenches, it shall be excavated and replaced with suitable material as

directed by the Company's Engineer.

The Contractor shall carry on all trenching in such manner as not to

disturb the tracks of the Company or interfere with the operations of rail-

road and shall at all times so protect the trenches and excavations as to

insure the safety of both railroad employees and the public.

Pipe Laying

All pipe shall be laid to uniform line and grade, being thoroughly cleaned

inside before connected. All pipe shall be carefully placed and if necessary

blocked.

Bell holes shall be of sufficient depth and width to permit the making of

satisfactory joints. The bell holes shall be kept dry until the joints are

completed.

Valves, hydrants, special castings and fittings shall be set or laid as

directed by the Company's Engineer.

All open ends shall be closed before stopping work.

Making Joints

(A) POURED LEAD JOINTS OF BELL AND SPIGOT PIPE

The pipe spigot shall be so adjusted in the bell or hub as to give a

uniform space all around and if any pipe or fitting does not allow sufficient

space for proper caulking it shall be rejected.

The caulking shall be faithfully executed and in such a manner as to

secure a water tight joint without overstraining the pipe.

Gaskets of hemp, jute or yarn shall be braided or twisted and tightly

driven before running or pouring the joint. Before pouring the lead the

joint shall be clean and dry. The joint shall be run full in one pouring and

the melting pot shall always be kept close to the joint poured.

Lead joints shall not be at any point or place less than -^ inch in

thickness nor less than 2l/2 inches deep.

No change of alinement of pipe shall be permitted after the joint is

caulked.
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(B) CEMENT JOINTS

The pipe shall be placed the same as for lead joints.

Gaskets of dry jute or hemp shall be used instead of oakum, as no pack-

ing containing oils or greases will be allowed.

Dry cement shall be placed on a piece of clean canvas and moistened

just enough so that when thoroughly mixed by hand it will be of such con-

sistency that when gripped tightly by the hand it will hold its form and

when dropped 12 inches it will crumble.

The canvas containing the cement shall be placed under the bell and

the cement tamped into place by hand with a caulking iron until the bell is

about half full. It shall then be caulked with heavy blows until the cement

is thoroughly packed in the back of the socket.

This process shall be continued until the bell is packed solid out to the

face.

A small bead of neat cement in a plastic condition shall then be put on,

using the caulking iron as a trowel. As soon as the initial set of the cement

in the bead has taken place, the joint shall be covered with earth to protect

it from the air and sun. (In backfilling the excavated material when settled

with water helps to set the exposed portion of the joint.)

Cement joints sliall stand 48 hours before pressure is applied.

In making repairs, the old cement shall be entirely cut out, and replaced

with fresh cement.

(C) COMPOUND—SUBSTITUTES FOR LEAD

The pipe shall be placed the same as for lead joints.

(Specifications as distributed by manufacturers may be used as a guid-

ance for companies desiring to use these compounds.)

Prepared Joints

The jute and lead is placed inside the bell in the foundry. The spigot

shall be entered completely into the socket and the lead caulked as specified

for poured lead joints in paragraph A.

Special Pipe, Couplings and Fittings

(Specifications as distributed by manufacturers may be used as a guid-

ance for companies desiring to use special pipe, couplings and fittings.)

Testing

The entire pipe line, including specials, shall be tested by hydraulic or

air pressure upon completion in the presence of the Company's Engineer.

Tests shall also be made in sections of about 1000 feet as the work prog-

resses (wherever possible between valves) and before back-filling the trench.

The pipe line shall be water tight per cent over the working

pressure. The test shall be made before the trench is entirely back-filled, and

all joints found leaking and all cracked or broken pipes must be removed and

replaced with new pipe and the test repeated until the pipe line is satisfactory.
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Back-Filling

The back-filling shall be done as soon after the pipe laying and testing

as possible.

The back-fill from bottom of trench to top of pipe or fitting shall be first

filled and well rammed or tamped. The material above the pipe may be

loose filled and heaped to prevent depression, except at road crossings.

If for any reason the pipe or fitting is blocked up or if it does not

securely rest on the bottom of the trench, the space under the pipe shall be

carefully filled and well tamped.

At road crossings the back-fill shall be placed in 6 to 8 inch layers and

well tamped, and if necessary, puddled so that no depression will occur.

Earth placed close to the pipe shall be free af stones or boulders which

might cause fracture of the pipe when struck with the tamp or rammer.

Excess earth remaining after the trench has been filled shall be disposed of

as specified for each particular installation. Only such excavated material

designated acceptable for the purpose of the Company's Engineer shall be

used for refilling the trench. Earth containing an appreciable proportion of

cinders or ashes shall under no circumstances be replaced in the trench close

to the pipe.
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Appendix E

(5) STUDY AND REPORT ON THE STORAGE OF WATER
AT WATER STATIONS, INCLUDING TANKS, STAND-
PIPES, STORAGE AND SEDIMENTATION BASINS AND
RESERVOIRS

J. P. Hanley, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; R. N. Foster, W. B McCaleb,

J. W. Porter, H. E. Silcox, D. A. Steel, J. B. Wesley, F. D. Yeaton.

General

The large amount of water used by railroads and the speed with which

it must be delivered to trains makes the question of water storage one of

considerable importance. Storage capacity and delivery requirements vary

under different operating conditions. At branch line stations one small tank

with a spout connection may be sufficient, while at main line stations with

two or more tracks to be served, several large tanks with water columns

and track pans may be required for adequate storage and rapid delivery of

water to modern locomotives. To obtain information on the subject a ques-

tionnaire was sent to the railroads represented on the Water Service Com-
mittee and the report indicates their existing practice and preference relative

to water storage for service and station use.

Tanks

Tank storage is the common method of storing water for service re-

quirements. Tanks are usually made of wood or steel and vary in capacity

from 4000 to 200,000 gallons, the 50,000 to 100,000-gallon sizes being the

most numerous. The economical size of the tank should be determined by

Flat Bottom Steel Tank Supplying Storage for Booster Pumps
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the water demand as well as the continuity and volume of the supply. If

the latter is constant, as from a gravity or city source, the tank may be

smaller than if the supply is from a pumping station where it is necessary

to meet the 24-hour demand with pumpers paid on an 8-hour basis. Under
the later conditions the carrying charge on a larger storage is frequently

less than the cost of extra pumping required by a smaller tank.

At large stations it is advisable to arrange the storage in two or more

tanks which should be constructed on the same elevation, if this can be done

without excessive cost. If the cost is excessive storage units may be com-

bined in groups of two or more with the units of the same group on the

same elevation, with check valves and float valves installed in a suitable

manner to prevent back flow and overflow of water. Such a distribution

Steel Tank with Extra High Tower Used to Advantage in Supplying
Water Columns Located on High Fills

gives maximum economical volume, duplicate storage units, and the location

of the storage near the point of use.

A plan and profile showing such a grouping by the Illinois Central is

presented. Group "A" consists of two 100,000-gallon tanks with bottoms at

elevation 60, group "B" has three 100,000-gallon units at elevation 69, while

tank "C" has a capacity of 50,000 gallons and was built at elevation 90.

Check valves are located between the levels to prevent back flow and float

valves are installed in each tank to prevent overflow of water.

Standpipes

Some railroads use standpipes for service storage instead of elevated

tanks. The standpipe is usually made of steel built on a masonry or well-

tamped crushed stone foundation. Standpipes reported vary from 200,000
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Usual Type of Tank Storage for Roadside Usf

Typical Arrangement of Treating and Roadside Tank Storage for

Treating Plant Installations
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to 750,000 gallons in capacity and their use is generally limited to large

terminals and water stations where a similar volume of elevated storage

is considered inexpedient on account of conditions of cost, operation or

construction practice.

Their use is more pronounced in connection with water treating plants

than for service storage although there are cases where these two features

have been combined, and the lower part of the standpipe used for water

treatment and the top part for the storage of treated water which is drawn

off by a floating outlet pipe or a fixed outlet pipe set at proper elevation.

Where standpipes are used as treating plant units their capacity and diameter

should be carefully considered so that the retention time of the water in and

its travel speed through them will be adapted to insure good chemical

reactions. If they are not correctly designed, improperly treated milky

water may result.

Sedimentation Basins

Sedimentation basins are used in a limited way for water storage. Their

use is confined for the most part to treating plants and pumping station intakes

where the water is held for clarification before entering the plant. It seems

probable that the latter uses will increase as railroads extend the work of

clarifying muddy water supplies which are tolerated at present pending

the completion of more necessary programs for softening hard waters. The
capacity of the basin should be based on the time required for the turbid

water to clear at the rate of use. Unless continuous sludging methods are

provided the basin should be divided into at least two sections for conven-

ience in cleaning and for permitting the use of water from one section

while the water in the other is being conditioned.

Machinery is now available by which sedimentation basins may be

cleaned while in service and should be considered by raliroads at water

stations where the total turbidity removed would justify its cost. Sedimenta-

tion basins should be fitted with coagulating apparatus where the turbidity of

the water or its travel speed through the plant requires this acceleration.

The railroads through the necessity of locomotive repair and operation

have been pioneers in the softening of hard water for boiler use, and are

now extending their efforts to the clarification and filtration of muddy water

whether hard or soft. Clarification is an important problem as locomotives

are expensive power plants on wheels which will require continued improve-

ment in boiler water as the large stationary plant has already done. The
worst waters are now being softeend and the tendency continues for more
softening and eventually for clarification and filtration. Mud as well as

dissolved solids should be excluded from locomotive boilers.

Storage Basins

Storage basins may be economically used for water storage where the

contour of the ground near the tracks to be served offers a sufficiently

elevated building site to dispense with towers or other artificial elevation in

their construction. In such cases the basins may be built above or below the

ground surface and are similar in storage value to standpipes.

Storage basins for water storage are limited and their use is more num-
erous in connection with treating plants. In the latter case they are gen-
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erally made of concrete and are located under the treating plant floor. The

capacity in such cases is approximately one hour's run of the plant, usually

10,000 to 100,000 gallons. Treating plant storage basins offer a convenient

reservoir in which to locate the suctions of rehandling pumps at plants where

the treated water has to be repumped to the distribution system. They

also furnish a good location for float switches for automatic plant control

and allow sedimentation for the treated water before it enters the roadside

tank or pipe line system.

Basins may also be used to good advantage as ground level receivers

for pumpage from deep wells. The water being repumped from them to

elevated storage by surface pumps, thereby relieving the deep well pumps

or air lifts of this load.

Reservoirs

The A.R.E.A. Manual contains the fundamental principles to be fol-

lowed in the survey and design of impounding reservoirs, therefore, these

Large Impouxdixg Reservoir Showixg Present Day AIethod of
Protecting Water Side of Dam with Concrete Paving

items will not be discussed in the report. The Illinois Central constructed

four reservoirs during 1926, and vve present the rainfall and available water

chart for one of these surveys to indicate the application of these principles

to recent construction. In this case the rainfall records were studied for

twenty-five years, and 1901 was found to be the driest year recorded. This

year was then selected for the calculations which show the estimated net

water in the reservoir by months after deducting evaporation, absorption

and consumption losses.

The reservoir is usually an expensive means of obtaining water as re-

gards first cost, but when constructed in accordance with good engineering

principles it is a satisfactory one. The water supplied is generally of good

quality. There is little wave action to interfere with pump intakes and the

limited rise and fall between high and low water levels proves economical

in pump installations. As stated in the Manual, reservoirs are justified where
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Type of Large Impounding Reservoir with Dam and Spillway Used
Extensively for Water Station Storage

Concrete Reservoir Storing Waier from a Gravity Supply anu
Serving Water Columns Direct
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Fig. 1

—

Reservoir

Fig. 2

—

Water Column

Views Showing Small Storage Reservoir Located in Hill and

Supplying Water Column Direct
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Fig. 3-^Water Column Supply Main (Boxed)

Fig. 4

—

Spillway
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the cost of the water delivered does not exceed that of other equally good

dependable supplies.

Auxiliary Reservoirs

Auxiliary reservoirs are usually small reservoirs with or without a

water-shed, which are constructed close to the main source of supply when

the latter cannot be depended on for a required period. In one case reported

a reservoir was located in a small ravine and was filled from the service

pumps while the main source furnished a surplus flow. In another case

reported the reservoir was formed by embanking around a small tract of

low bottom land near a creek channel and filling the enclosed space with

water by means of a low head pump while conditions in the creek permitted.

These two reservoirs have saved many times their cost in expense formerly

incurred in hauling water during dry periods by means of tank cars and

work trains from distant sources.

Sites for this class of reservoir are more frequently available than for

large impounding reservoirs. Their cost is generally reasonable as they

require no water shed, and embankment and spillway expense is relatively

small.

Questionnaire

A summary of the replies received to questionnaire sent to various

railroads represented on the Water Service Committee requesting informa-

tion on storage methods used or preferred by them is as follows :

Service Storage Used, zvitJi Ca- Service Stor-
pacities Expressed in Thousand age Generally

Railroad Gallons Preferred

Tanks Standpipes Basins

Baltimore & Ohio 20 to 350 100 Steel tanks

C. M. St. P. & Pac 15 to ISO 400 1000 Tanks
Chesapeake & Ohio 12 to 200 102 to 700
Canadian Nat'l 48 to 72 120 to 180 Wooden tanks

housed
C. R. I. & Pacific 20 to 100 100 to 250 10 to 250 Varies
C. C& N. W 10 to 150 Tanks
Erie 6 to 100 Tanks
Great Northern 25 to 200 400 to 3000 Tanks
Illinois Central 8 to 200 500 200
Kansas Citv Southern. .. .20 to 63 25 to 150 550 Tanks
Louisville & Nashville. . .20 to 120 100 to 200 Wooden tanks
Missouri-Kan.-Tex 50 to 150 100 to 350 Tanks
Missouri Pacific 20 to 100 100 to 564 Tanks
Northern Pacific 20 to 100 100 to 500 Wooden tanks
Pennsylvania 4 to 100 20 to 750 100 to 10000 Steel tanks
Reading 10 to 191 10 to 191 100 to 240 Tanks
Southern 50 to 200 300 400 to 2500 Steel tanks
Southern Pacific 4 to 630 2500 Tanks
Texas & Pacific 50 to 150 100 to 300 900 Tanks

The replies also indicated that impounding and auxiliary reservoirs are

extensively used for station storage but are used in a very limited way for

direct service storage in the manner of tanks, standpipes and basins.
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Storage Recommended

The A.R.E.A. Manual contains a list of recommended capacities for

pumping plants where the demand runs up to 2,000,000 gallons per day. We
believe that a similar list indicating tank storage capacities w^ould be of

value, and submit the following for consideration with such modifications as

local conditions may warrant.

Where Water Demand
per 24 Hours Is

2,000,000 gallons

1,750,000 gallons

1,500,000 gallons

1,000,000 gallons

750.000 gallons

500,000 gallons

250,000 gallons

100,000 gallons

50,000 gallons

Service Storage Rec-
ommended for Grav-
ity, City or Other

Constant Supply

1,000,000 gallons

1,000,000 gallons

750,000 gallons

750,000 gallons

500,000 gallons

300,000 gallons

100,000 gallons

50,000 gallons

50,000 gallons

Service Storage Rec-
ommended for Pump
Station or Other In-

termittent Supply

1,500,000 gallons

1,500,000 gallons

1,500,000 gallons

1,000,000 gallons

750,000 gallons

500,000 gallons

200,000 gallons

100,000 gallons

50,000 gallons

Conclusions

1. Elevated tanks of wood and steel are generally used for service stor-

age. At large stations it is desirable to have storage provided in at least

two units for economy in tank cleaning and maintenance and as a better

safety factor.

2. Standpipes may be used at terminals or water stations where a large

water demand, fire protection considerations, or construction practice is

favorable to this type of structure. In such cases they should be located

on higher ground than the facilities they serve if same is practicable.

Standpipes are used extensively in connection with treating plants.

3. Sedimentation basins are used in a limited way for water storage.

Their use is more common in connection with treating plants and pump station

intakes. It seems probable that the latter uses will increase as railroads

extend the work of clarifying muddy water supplies.

4. Impounding reservoirs are extensively used for station storage and

are a satisfactory means for obtaining water. They should be considered

when a supply of good water cannot be obtained at less cost. Two years'

storage is considered sufficient capacity to tide over periods of minimum

rainfall.

5. Auxiliary reservoirs are relatively small installations which^may be

filled by rainfall or by pumpage, as conditions permit or require. Their use

in connection with a main source of supply which cannot be depended on for

continuous service is generally the most economical method of maintaining

sufficient water at stations where the supply is inadequate during dry periods.
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Appendix F

(5a) CONCRETE WATER TANKS ON THE DULUTH & IRON
RANGE RAILROAD

By R. A. Tanner

The Duluth & Iron Range Railroad runs easterly from Duluth, Minn.,

along the north shore of Lake Superior for 27 miles to Two Harbors and

then inland for 93 miles to Winton, and westward from Allen Junction to

Eveleth and Virginia, with branches to several mines.

The road carries a very heavy ore traffic during the shipping season

from the mines to two Harbors, but the winter operation is very light.

This region is well known for its heavy snowfall, and low temperature,

the average for Duluth from November 1st to April 1st being 25 degrees

Fahr. below zero, with low temperature of 41 degrees Fahr. below zero. The

inland temperature is rather more severe.

Abundant supplies of good water are available in the numerous lakes,

streams and swamps, with which this section is dotted, but the storage in

elevated wood or steel tanks during the severe winters with but occasional

demands caused considerable trouble and expenses due to freezing and

leakage.

Between 1920 and 1923 new elevated concrete tanks were built at

Biwabik, Tower Junction, Robinson and Fairbanks, and concrete standpipes

(reservoir) at Highland and Ely. These structures were designed and built

under the supervision of W. A. Clark, Chief Engineer, and Leland Clapper,

Engineer of Bridges and Buildings of the Duluth & Iron Range Railroad.

With the experience gained from each job the construction details were

modified, with the result that the later structures are unique in design and

workmanship.

I am indebted to these two officers for plans and data regarding the

structures, and also for the opportunity to make personal inspection of the

tanks at Fairbanks, Tower Junction and Robinson, and the standpipe at Ely,

on July 3rd and 4th, 1928.

The general design of these tanks, as illustrated by attached photos and

sketch, is a cylindrical concrete tower of desired height supporting a rein-

forced concrete slab of sufficient strength to carry the water in the tank.

This slab is, therefore, the actual tank bottom. Upon this bottom sets the

circular tank shell, of same diameter as the tower, and finished with a concrete

roof. There are no interior supports neither in the tower nor the tank.

The tank at Biwabik, erected 1920, was designed and built with all the

care that was considered essential from available information and ordinary

experience in concrete construction. It soon, however, developed leaks,

which by 1927 were so marked that complete inside waterproofing was

applied, consisting of membrane and asphalt protected by brick veneer laid

in accordance with Johns-Manville specification. This waterproofing has

proven satisfactory and no further troubles are anticipated.

The tank at Tower Junction, erected 1921, has a 14-in. thick shell 26 ft.

4 in. outside diameter, and a 2 ft. in. thick bottom reinforced two ways
with 54 i"- rods at variable spacing. These rods are bent vertical at the
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ends and project about 1^^ ft. up through the middle of the tank shell. A
ring made out of 12 in. channels, spliced together, is embedded half way
into the bottom and projects 6 in. up through the center of the shell, for

the purpose of providing reinforcement, bond and seal at the joint, which

otherwise is a plain concrete to concrete surface without recess or fillet. A
unique feature of this tank is that the foundation is used for intake well

and the tower houses the power plant for tfie adjacent coal dock as well

as the pumping machinery.

The tank was tight at the inspection, but stains on the outside indicated

previous leaks, which were said to be seasonable and mostly noticeable in

the early spring. The outer edge of the bottom shows some spalling, and

hair cracks were numerous on the tank shell for some distance from the

joint. This is what might be expected from the secondary stresses, to which

DuLUTH & Iron Range Railroad
Tower Junction, Minn.

this type of construction is susceptible. The bottom was tight and the

interior of the tower did not indicate any leaks. The tank, as a whole, was

in good condition.

The tank at Fairbanks, built J922, shows the effect of the gained experi-

ence. The rigid concrete to concrete joint between bottom and tank shell

is changed to a semi-flexible, with a soft bituminous filler under part of

the shell, and between the shell and the projecting shoulder of the bottom.

This design is also used in the later constructions.

Referring to the sketch it will be noted that the tank and tower is

28 ft. 4 in. outside diameter by 41 ft. 6 in. high at the eave. The shell

throughout is 1 ft. thick, except for slight addition at the tank bottom. The

tank has a capacity of 100,000 gallons.

The ringformed footing is 2 ft. thick and 5 ft. wide, reinforced by

three hoops and J^ in. by 5 ft. transverse rods 6 in. centers. The foundation
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ring is 1 ft. thick by 5 ft. high with five reinforcing hoops. A 5 in. plain

concrete floor is laid flush with the top of the foundation, and a small valve

and drain sump is provided near the well.

The tower shell, reinforced by seven hoops, is cast integral with the

tank bottom, and provided with a double door 5 ft. 4 in. by 7 ft. and 5

windows, with 4 lights 12 in. by 24 in.

The tank bottom is 2 ft. 2 in. thick, increased to 2 ft. 4 in. by an

annular shoulder inside the tank shell, recessed 4 in. under the shell, and has

a 4 in. wide by 12 in. high projection outside the shell, shaped as a drip cap.

It is reinforced by 100 rods ^ in. by 33 ft. arranged in four groups at 45

degrees to the next group, curved at the ends to project about 2y^ ft. into

the tank shell near the inner surface. The ring is reduced to 8 in. channel

imbedded half way into the bottom.

The tank is 24 ft. 10 in. high, inside, reinforced by 59 hoops supported

on 12 angles 2J/2 in. by 23/ in. by % i"- ^nd -)4 i"- vertical rods 6 in. centers.

DuLUTH &. Iron Range Railroad, Fairbanks, Minn.

all placed near the outer third of the shell. All hoops are ^ in. rods 32 ft.

long 3 rods to the hoop. The lower part of the shell is increased 6 in. in

thickness on the inside by a bevel fillet about 2 ft. 6 in. high, and has a 4 in.

wide by 12 in. high projection on the outside. The contact surface between

shell and bottom is therefore 22 in. wide, of which 14 in. is inside the ring.

This 14 in. is covered by soft bitumen upon which the tank shell is poured

in one continuous operation. An annular groove ^4 "i- wide by 4 in. deep

is left between the shell and the shoulder of the bottom, and tar is poured

into this groove to complete the seal.

The concrete roof projects 9 in. outside the shell, is 6 in. thick at the

edge and 10 in. at the center, reinforced by 84 rods 5/2 in. by 29 ft. in four

groups at 45 degree*. The 2 ft. by 4 ft. 6 in. hatchway is covered by three

concrete slabs with rings for handling. A vertical iron ladder with guard

extends from about 10 ft. above the ground to the roof.

An 8 in. inlet pipe and a 10 in. outlet pipe is cast into the tank bottom,

also an 8 in. smoke pipe, projecting through the roof. These pipes are of
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cast iron, and no provision is made for expansion except for such flexibility

as the elbows and other fittings may provide.

The concrete is 1 :2:4 mixture with just enough water to make it work-

able under the various conditions.

Steel forms were used throughout for the cylindrical shell, and the

forms were left in place until the concrete was well set.

The top of the roof, bottom and floor were finished by troweling, the

sides were well spaded to obtain smooth, dense surfaces, but no other finish-

ing was used, neither any waterproofing of the concrete, except for the

bituminous seal between tank shell and bottom.

The tank required 250 cu. yd. concrete, 25,000 lb. reinforcing rods, 2700

lb. structural steel, 5 windows, 1 double door and coal bin. This material

was furnished by the railroad at a cost of $2300.00. The construction was
done by Contractors, who used their standard steel forms, at a cost of

$3,587.29. The total cost is therefore $5,887.29 exclusive of piping, engineer-

ing and freight.

The space under the tank provides room for coal bin, a hot air fur-

nace ($248.76 in place) and the old 15 H.P. Pumper, also the various con-

trol valves.

At the inspection the concrete was found in perfect condition without

any cracks, spalling or pitting neither outside nor on the 6 ft. exposed above

the water level on the inside of the tank. A small leak had developed in

the joint between bottom and tank on the south side, causing some water

and tar to flow out and discolor the tower, as is clearly noticeable on the

photo. This leak closed up shortly afterwards, and at the end of the rush

season the tank was emptied and additional tar poured into the annular ring.

No other sign of leakage could be found neither outside nor in the tower, nor

along the pipes projecting through the bottom.

The tower provides an excellent operating and pump room, dry, warm
and light, marred only by the smoke stains produced by the oil engine and

occasionally by the banked fire.

About 12 tons of coal are used annually for heating, and the heat

transmitted through the bottom and the smoke pipe keeps the tank in good

condition, so no trouble has been experienced from freezing.

The tank at Robinson, built 1922, is similar to the Fairbank tank, except

smaller and having spout discharge. Owing to a mishap it was necessary

to permit a construction joint 4 to 5 ft. below the top of the tank, but so

far no leak has developed and the tank is perfectly tight.

Another interesting feature of this tank is the elimination of any

valve operating levers or rods inside the tank proper, so as to avoid the

possibilities of interference from ice or rime. This is done by placing a

locomotive hydrant valve on the discharge line in the tower just below

the bottom and operating it from below by a horizontal rod with a hinged

extension along the spout. This arrangement has been entirely satisfactory.

The reservoirs at Ely and Highland are built essentially as the Fair-

banks tank without tower and have been entirely satisfactory.

Mr. Clapper was very well pleased with the later constructed tanks

and reservoirs both as to first cost and operation. Two of the pumpers

interviewed at the inspection were also enthusiastic about the easy opera-
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tion of the tanks, freedom from ice troubles and the warm and convenient

operating rooms.

The unique designs and the gradual change to overcome the troubles

encountered in the first tanks on the Duluth & Iron Range Railroad point

towards a new conception of concrete tank construction. Analysis of these

designs is, therefore, of interest.

The tower is subject to straight compressive loading from the tub and

the water, and bending stresses from the windload. Owing to the weight

and size of the structure, the latter stresses are too small to produce tension,

and the tower is, therefore, reinforced for expansion only.

The bottom slab, the cast integral with the tower, is evidently calcu-

lated on the principle of a plate supported around its rim, using the formula

M = % mwr, in which M is maximum moment, w is load per unit, r is

radius of slab inside the supporting rim, and rn the material coefficient, taken

Duluth & Irox Range Railroad, Robixsox, AIixx.

as 1 for reinforced concrete. Applied to the tank at Fairbanks the maximum
moment of center of slab will be: M = 1850 X ISVe X ISVe X % = 53,450

ft. lb. per 1 ft. width, producing about 9300 lb. tension in the reinforcing

steel and about 500 lb. compression in the concrete per sq. in. As the slab

is cast integral with the tower, and is also held down by the tub shell, it

becomes fixed, and the moment and fiber stresses will be ^ of the above.

This construction will produce negative moment near the rim, for which

the slab has no reinforcement. As no leaks could be found at this circle, it

is evident that the small negative moment is of no practical importance with

the heavy slab used, but might be considered when designed for the smaller

moment of a fixed slab.

The tub shell when considered independent of the bottom sustains an

internal pressure increasing from zero to the maximum with the depth of

the water. For the tub 25 ft. deep with 24.5 ft. of water, the fiber stress

in the hoops will be zero at the top and about 11,400 lb. per sq. in. at the

bottom. This stress is produced by radial forces, having no vertical com-

ponent.
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DuLUTH & Iron Range Railroad, Robinson, Minn.

DuLUTH & Iron Range Railroad, Ely, Minn.
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The contact surface between the shell and the bottom supports the

vertical load of the shell and roof, with such slight modifications as are

produced by the wind. This vertical load is equal to 18.3 lb. per sq. in. The
water pressure at the bottom, with full tub, is 10.6 lb., and the wind pres-

sure about 1 lb. per sq. in. ; so the stability of the shell is 158 per cent

of the tendency of the water and wind to lift it up, providing the full

hydrostatic pressure of the water could be exerted under the shell. It will

be noted that if the base of the shell had been but 12 in. thick, the stability

would be about 270 per cent.

It is therefore evident that the bond necessary between the shell and

the bottom is to prevent leakage only.

Referring back to the radial forces, and assuming that the steel hoops

take up all tension, it will be found that a fiber stress of 11,400 lb. per sq. in.

is produced by a radial elongation of 0.06 in. ; that is, while the diameter

at the top of the shell will be constant, the bottom diameter will be 0.12 in.

larger with a full than with an empty tank, exclusive of temperature

changes. Simultaneously with the increase in the diameter of the shell

comes a decrease in the diameter of the upper fibers of the bottom, due to

the deflection of the latter. For a bottom cast integral with the tower, so as

to form a cantilevered plate, this decrease in diameter is too minute to

be of practical value. It is mentioned here merely to show the tendency. A
temperature difference of 10 degrees Fahr. between bottom and shell will

cause variation of about 0.024 inch in the diameter, and may add or subtract

to the variations cited above. However, such temperature differences as well

as the effect of the expansion of ice inside of the shell are very uncertain,

and need not be considered for the purpose of this discussion.

The outstanding fact is that there is a continuous tendency for a sliding

motion between the shell and the bottom, which either must be arrested by

ample means, or permitted to act freely.

In the tank at Tower Junction, bond is provided between the shell

and bottom by means of vertical rods and a ring, made of 12-inch chan-

nels, the latter also intended to form a seal. These means of arresting

the sliding tendency proved inadequate, and resulted in spalling of the

outer edges at the bottom and haircracks in the lower part of the shell,

clearly indicating heavy outward forces on the former and weaving actions

on the latter.

In the |Fairbanks tank the shell thickness is increased at the base, the

bottom reinforcing bars are curved upward near the inside of the shell, and

the channel ring is reduced to 8 in. A slight crushing of the concrete

at the rods might be expected and haircracks might be formed on the inside

of the shell, where they are out of sight and, practically, harmless. The
channel ring is too light to seriously affect the concrete, and the blow hole

shown on the photo proves that there is no bond between the channel and

the shell, at least at this particular point.

As designed, the Fairbanks tank has a semi-flexible joint between shell

and bottom, with the binding members so distributed as to cause no serious

damage to the concrete, and depends upon the bitumen filler for sealing. In

fact, the effect of the bonds is evidently negligible, both as to the strength

and seal, after the tank has been in use for some time.
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Comparisons for 100,000 gal. tank of 30 ft. tower, exclusive of piping,

freight and overhead expense:

Concrete Tanks Redwood Tanks on Timber Frame
$6300 Estimate Cost $5170

540 sq. ft Available Floor Space 30 sq. ft.

Cost partial inclosure and 350 sq. ft. operating
floor $6970

Annual cost, including annuities, tank and tower $ 506

$416 Annuities, tank and tower with operating room $676

r Tower and frost casting.... 10 years
40 years liftime i Tank and building 20 years

t Foundation 40 years
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This evolution from the customary design with a rigid joint is very

interesting and encouraging. The customary design of curving the bottom

along the shell so as to form a heavy joint, strongly reinforced, has proved

that the joint will hold, but that the secondary stresses produced by this

effort to check the elongation and contraction cause destruction outside of

the joint. Our effort to work against nature has as usual proved our own
shortcomings in logical and consistent reasoning.

Based upon the results obtained by the customary designs as well as

the experience of the Duluth & Iron Range Railroad, it seems that the

proper step to take is to permit the opposing movements of the shell and
bottom to expend themselves freely and depend upon a flexible seal to

prevent leakage.

A typical detail of such design is added to the sketches of the Duluth

& Iron Range Railroad tanks.

The recessed rim of the bottom is troweled smooth and coated with

heavy asphalt to form a sliding surface. Reinforcing hoops are placed

close to the joint to prevent haircracks from the friction stresses, and the

outer edge of the bottom is beveled off to prevent spalling. The 8-in. deep

shoulder forms a 1-in. wide annular groove inside the shell to be filled with

mastic upon completion. This is the most important part of the water seal,

and requires care both in selection of material and in application. The bitu-

men should have a specific gravity of not less than 1.1, should remain plastic

under the lowest temperature that might be expected, and not become too

soft under summer heat. An admixture of asbestos fibers might be advisable.

The concrete surfaces should be clean, and a coating with emulsified asphalt

may be beneficial in providing bond between the concrete and the mastic

filler.

The experience at the Fairbanks tank, with but 4-in. deep shoulder,

proves, however, that satisfactory seal may be obtained with even less string-

ent specifications.

The estimated cost of a 100,000-gal. tank on a 30-ft. high tower is

$6300, exclusive of piping, freight, and overhead expense. The tower will

provide 540 sq. ft. of excellent floor space for use for pumping or water

treating plant, or for other purposes. Based upon 40 years' life the annual

cost, including annuities, will be $416.

A 100,000-gal. redwood tank on 30-ft. high frame tower with frost cas-

ing and foundation as usually built in the northern states will cost about

$5170, and the annual cost will be $506. If combined with a treating plant

of 350 sq. ft. floor area, with enclosed stairway to top of tank, the capital

expenditure will be $6970, and the annual cost $676, based upon 20 years' life

for tub and building, 10 years for tower and frostcasing, and 40 years for

foundation.

From the viewpoint of economy as well as safety and appearance the

elevated concrete tanks warrant consideration.
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Appendix G

(6) REPORT ON ZEOLITE TREATMENT OF WATER
FOR LOCOMOTIVES, LIMITATIONS OF THIS FORM OF
TREATMENT AND POSSIBILITIES IN COMBINATION
WITH LIME TREATMENT

E. M. Grime, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; R. W. Chorley, R. E. Coughlan,

J. R. Hickox, P. M. LaBach, W. B. Nissly, W. O. Towson, Dennistoun

Wood.

Zeolite Water Softening

Provision for suitable feed water for locomotives began to receive

serious consideration about twenty-five years ago, and in the intervening

period there has been brought to a high state of development what is known
as the standard method of water softening or lime-soda process; but it is

only during the past five years that experiments have demonstrated that

where conditions are favorable water softened by the zeolite process is also

suitable for use in locomotives.

The com.mon ingredients of hard water are the bicarbonates of calcium

and magnesium which give it the quality of temporary hardness and the

sulphates and chlorides of the same minerals imparting what is known as

permanent hardness. By passing such a water through a bed of zeolite

mineral the calcium and magnesium bicarbonates are changed to sodium

bicarbonate and the sulphates and chlorides of calcium and magnesium to

sodium sulphate and chloride. The zeolite mineral has the peculia- property

of exchanging its base, and after its sodium has been exchanged for calcium

and magnesium, the reverse action takes place when a solution of sodium

chloride, or in other words common salt, is passed through the mineral

bed, the sodium being again replaced and the calcium and magnesium passing

off to the drain as calcium and magnesium chloride.

It may be noted that this process makes slight change in the amount

of solids present in the water ; but since the sodium compounds produced

are, at ordinary concentration, entirely soluble at boiler temperatures, there is

no objectionable scaling material remaining in the water; and if the plant is

operated within its capacity, the water produced has practically zero hard-

ness. Since lime is usually cheaper than salt and salt cheaper than soda

ash, in most cases the waters which can be treated at the lowest cost by

the zeolite method are those which are practically free from suspended mat-

ter and where the bicarbonate hardness is lower than the sulphate hardness.

Zeolite softeners are designated as either ' downflow or upflow type

depending on which direction the water takes through the bed of softening

mineral.

Origin and History of the Zeolite Process

The phenomenon of base exchange is first described in an article by

Thompson published in 1845 in the Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Society, Volume XI, page 68. In 1850 and 1852 J. Thomas Way, an Eng-

lish chemist, published two articles describing experiments he had made with
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double silicates. In 1858 Eichorn made further investigations of the subject

and found that the process could be reversed, or in other words, that by

base exchange reaction the zeolite could be regenerated to its original

state. Way had assumed that calcium could replace sodium in the silicate

but apparently was not aware that the sodium could again be exchanged for

calcium. In all cases these experiments were conducted on zeolitic mineral

occurring in nature.

Other experimenters continued the work, but no practical use was made

of zeolites until the beginning of the twentieth century. Geologists then

began to explain certain alterations of rocks by the reaction of base exchange

silicates. Harm and Rumpler suggested the use of base exchange silicates

for the purification of sugar juices, but their experiments were not suc-

cessful.

In 1906 Robert Ganz, a chemist of Pankow, Germany, applied for a

patent on an artificial mineral, or synthetic zeolite, which he had prepared

by a fusion process, and it may be said that he was largely responsible for

the present method of water softening by the base exchange process. In

1908 a number of water softening installations were made in Germany and

in 1911 the process was introduced into this country. Ganz called his

material "Permutite" from the Greek meaning "exchange."

About 1915 natural zeolites came into general use in the United States.

One of the sources was the green sand principally found in New Jersey and

the other a clay found in the Black Hills of South Dakota. Each of these

materials requires a processing which consists of grading as to size,

hydrating, etc., in order to make it suitable for water softening.

During the last few years several synthetic zeolites have been prepared

which differ from the original Ganz product in that they are made by a

precipitation process.

Types of Zeolites

Glauconite, called greensand, is mined chiefly in New Jersey and washed

free from the impurities naturally occurring with it. This material is

graded as to size and treated chemically to harden the zeolite grains as well

as to increase and fix the exchange capacity.

The water softening mineral prepared from Ardmorite found in the

Black Hills of South Dakota consists of a clay material which is formed into

small particles by an appropriate mechanical process. This material is baked

and also chemically treated to render its exchange value permanent.

Synthetic minerals known by various trade names are in general pre-

pared by precipitating a sodium alumino silicate by mixing a solution of

sodium aluminate, sodium silicate, and sodium hydroxide. Much depends

upon the concentration of the various solutions, the conditions under which

the precipitation is made, and the extraction of the water from the precipi-

tated material. A number of patents covering the formulae and method of

preparation of these materials have been issued. These synthetic materials

have a high softening capacity but regenerate more slowly than does green-

sand. This is due to the fact that the sodium chloride solution must have

jufiicient time to thoroughly penetrate the pores by capillary action. Other-

wise complete regeneration does not take place, thus resulting in decreased

capacity.
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Exchange Values of Zeolites

The exchange value of grcensand is ordinarily figured at approximately

2800 grains per cubic foot of mineral. The mineral weighs on the average

93 pounds per cubic foot. In the laboratory and in small commercial

installations exchange values as high as 5000 grains per cubic foot have been

obtained.

Synthetic materials are rated according to the different methods of manu-
facture . One of the synthetic minerals commonly encountered is rated at 8000

grains per cubic foot exchange, another at 9000, another at 10,000, and one

at 15,000. Synthetic minerals weigh approximately 50 pounds per cubic foot.

The safety factor, or excess exchange value of synthetic mineral, based on

a rating of 9000 grains per cubic foot is not as great as that ordinarily used

on greensand.

Chemistry of Zeolite Softening

The commonly accepted structure of zeolites is given below

:

H—O-^ ^0 —H
H— O—^^Si—0

They are known as the hydrous salts of silicon and aluminum. The
sodium only is replaceable by calcium and magnesium salts. Some divalent

metals combine to form what are known as permanent zeolites. Since in this

case the sodium cannot be replaced with salt solution as is done with calcium

and magnesium. Ferrous salts replace the sodium from the zeolite and are

removed together with calcium and magnesium. Upon regeneration the fer-

rous salts are replaced by sodium chloride. Ferric iron cannot replace

sodium from the zeolite because it is trivalent and mechanically coats the

particles preventing contact with the water.

The high exchange capacity of synthetic zeolite is due to its physical

structure. Greensand is practically in solid particles whereas synthetic

zeolite is porous. Under a microscope synthetic mineral resembles a sponge.

Due to this porous nature this mineral offers a much greater surface area

than does the non-perous greensand.

The water that is to be softened by a synthetic mineral should be very

clear, for otherwise the fine pores of the zeolite will be quickly clogged,

thereby reducing the surface area and consequently the capacity.

When water containing calcium and magnesium is passed through a bed

of zeolite, the following reactions take place, the zeolite being represented

by the letter Z

:

2 NaZ -f CaiHCO,),:^ CaZ^ + 2 NaHCO,
2NaZ^-CaS0, ^CaZ,-{- NaSO^
2 NaZ -f Mg(HCOz) ,:^ MgZ. -f 2 NaHCOz
2 NaZ + MgSOi ^ MgZ^ -f NazSO*
'2NaZ + MgCh :^ MgZ2-\-2 NaCl
2NaZ-\-CaCh :^CaZ, + 2NaCl
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The following equivalents are stated here for convenience

:

1 part calcium bicarbonate is equivalent to... 1.037 parts sodium bicarbonate

1 part magnesium bicarbonate is equivalent to. 1.147 parts sodium bicarbonate

1 part magnesium chloride is equivalent to... 1.227 parts sodium chloride

1 part calcium chloride is equivalent to 1.053 parts sodium chloride

1 part calcium carbonate is equivalent to.... 1.059 parts sodium carbonate

1 part magnesium carbonate is equivalent to. 1.257 parts sodium carbonate

1 part calcium sulphate is equivalent to 1.043 parts sodium sulphate

1 part magnesium sulphate is equivalent to... 1.180 parts sodium sulphate

When hard water comes in contact with zeolite, the sodium is exchanged

for calcium or magnesium. After the predetermined quantity of sodium, or

the kilograin capacity of the mineral, has been replaced, it is necessary to

regenerate which is the term used to represent the process of replacing the

sodium. The reactions which take place in the regeneration are as follows

:

CaZ2 + 2NaCl ^CaCh-{-2NaZ
MgZ2 + 2 NaCl ^ MgCh + 2 NaZ

Sodium chloride by mass action will replace the calcium and magnesium
in the zeolite and conversely in the absence of sodium chloride calcium and

magnesium will replace sodium in the zeolite.

Sodium salts other than the chloride will accomplish regeneration of

the zeolite mineral ; but since the chloride is the cheapest salt available, this

is in common use. Where natural waters contain large quantities of sodium

salts, these will tend to reverse the softening action and the rated capacity

of tlie softener between regenerations must be modified accordingly. Some
manufacturers have worked out an empirical formula by which they modify

the amount of salt required per kilograin of hardness depending on the

sodium salts in the raw water.

The calcium and magnesium salts are removed from the zeolite as

chlorides by the sodium chloride during regeneration and are washed to

the sewer together with the excess of sodium chloride. A part of the

sodium chloride is occluded in the zeolite bed and washes out gradually.

The exact nature of the reaction is not known, some authorities holding that

the base exchange phenomenon is due to collodial adsorption while others

believe it to be a chemical- action. There is some evidence to show that it is

a combination of collodial adsorption and chemical action.

Limitations as Compared with Lime-Soda

In the base exchange process of water softening the dissolved salts are

not removed but are merely changed in character and are no longer of the

scale forming variety. Where waters are- comparatively high in temporary

hardness, lime treatment which removes the major portion of this hardness

will result in less total solids remaining in the treated water than is the

case with zeolite treatment, and in this case considering the market prices of

lime and salt the removal of hardness by the lime will usually be the cheaper

method. The result of the action of the zeolite on the permanent hardness is

similar to that of soda ash and no reduction of salts is effected. Before a

decision is reached regarding which method of treatment is best for a loco-

motive water, it is therefore desirable to carefully study the situation and
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determine particularly which treatment will leave the least amount of solids

in the softened water not overlooking the fact that the lime-soda cold water

process frequently requires a considerable excess of reagents to force the

reaction or to give a caustic alkalinity which may be necessary to inhibit

corrosion. An example from actual practice is as follows

:

Raw Water Analysis

Calcium carbonate (CaCO^) = 4.39 grains per gallon
Magnesium carbonate {MgCOi)=^ 1.94 grains per gallon
Calcium sulphate (CaSOi) =^ 0.25 grains per gallon
Alkali sulphate == 3.57 grains per gallon
Alkali chloride = 1.40 grains per gallon

Alkali nitrates = Trace

Total Mineral Solids 11.55 grains per gallon

Lime-soda treatment of above water in terms of pure chemicals requires

the following:

4.39 iCaCO.) X .1057 Ca{OH), =.464 lb. hydrated lime
1.94 {McjCO,)-X .2510 Ca(OH)2=.487 lb. hydrated lime

Total .951 lb. hydrated lime
0.25 {CaSO.) X .1113 .028 lb. soda ash

Add to above to force reaction and give approximately a six-

grain causticity for purpose of inhibiting corrosion—.6342 lb.

hydrated lime and .9086 lb. soda ash. Also add for the three-grain
sodium monocarbonate alkalinity necessary to be certain that the

above causticity is of the sodium form—.4543 lb. soda ash.

Total of above:
Hydrated lime 1.58 lb.

Soda ash 1.39 lb.

Assuming $.004 per pound as cost of lime and $.014 per pound as cost

of soda ash, cost for treatment in this case is $.026 per 1000 gallons. This

treatment should reduce the hardness to about 1.5 grains and the total min-

eral solids remaining in the treated water will be 14.71 grains.

Zeolite treatment for the above water works out as follows

:

(6.58 grains hardness expressed as CaCOa).
6.58 grains per gallon = 6580 grains per 1000 gallons or

6.58 kilograins.

Using J^ pound sodium chloride per kilograin we have

:

6.58 X .5 = 3.29 pounds salt.

Assuming cost of salt at $10 per ton or $.005 per pound

:

3.29 X $.005 = $.016 per 1000 gallons softened.

This treatment will reduce the hardness to 0.5 grain and the
total mineral solids remaining in the treated water will be 12.29

grains.

The difference in the amount of mineral solids remaining in the softened

water is therefore 2.42 grains in favor of zeolite treatment, and the cost of

zeolite treatment shows a saving of $0.01 per 1000 gallons treated. Also

zeolite treatment gives not exceeding ^ grain hard water as compared to

1/^ grains for lime-soda treatment. In this case zeolite treatment is also

more favorable by reason of being able to use a part time employee whereas

a lime-soda plant would have necessitated a full time man.
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Zeolite softening for this particular water is therefore the most eco-

nomical, and the only remaining doubt is the question as to whether the

6.56 grains sodium carbonate in the zeolite treated water formed from

the 6.58 grains of hardness originally in the raw water will be as effective

for the purpose of inhibiting corrosion as is the six-grain causticity in the

lime-soda water. This is an important consideration in districts where

corrosion is a serious factor, but zeolite plants have not yet been in use a

sufficient length of time to definitely determine this point.

A second example from actual practice is as follows

:

Raav) Water Analysis

Calcium carbonate (CaCOs) = 5.33 grains per gallon

Magnesium carbonate (MgCOz) = 4.58 grains per gallon

Calcium sulphate (CaSOt) = 9.73 grains per gallon

Alkali sulphate = 10.18 grains per gallon

Alkali chloride = 1.40 grains per gallon

Alkali nitrates = Trace

Total Mineral Solids 31.22 grains per gallon

Lime-soda treatment of above in terms of pure chemicals requires the

following

:

5.33 (CaCOO X .1057 Ca(0H)2 = .5634 lb. hydrated lime

4.58 (MgCO), X .2510 Ca (OH),= 1.1496 lb. hydrated lime

Total 1.7130 lb. hydrated lime

9.73 (CaSO) X .1113 Na.CO, =1,0829 lb. soda ash

Add to the above as in the previous case for a six-grain caustic-

ity .6342 lb. hydrated lime and .9086 lb. soda ash. Also add for the

three-grain monocarbonate alkalinity .4543 lb. soda ash.

Total of above

:

Hydrated lime 2.34 lb.

Soda ash 2.45 lb.

Assuming as previously lime at $.004 per pound and soda ash at

$.014, cost for chemicals in this case becomes $.043 per 1000 gallons

softened. Assuming that the hardness is reduced to 1^ grains, the total

mineral solids remaining in the treated water is 31.22 grains.

Zeolite treatment for this water works out as follows

:

(17.91 grains hardness expressed as CaCOi).
17.91 grains per gallon = 17,910 grains per 1000 gallons or

17.91 kilograins.

Using ^ pound sodium chloride per kilograin we have

:

17.91 X .5 = 8.96 pounds salt.

Assuming cost of salt at $10 per ton or $.005 per pound

:

8.96 X $.005 = $.045 per 1000 gallons softened.

This treatment will reduce the hardness to 0.5 grain and the
total mineral solids remaining in the treated water will be 33.12
grains.

Here the difference in the amount of mineral solids remaining in the

softened water as well as the cost of the chemicals is slightly in favor of

the lime-soda treatment and the justification for using zeolite is the fact

that a part time pumper is employed who can be continued at the same rate

using a zeolite plant whereas with lime-soda treatment a full time man
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would be necessary. Furthermore, the pumping facilities are at some dis-

tance from the storage tank, and lime-soda treatment may eventually result

in pipe line incrustation whereas zeolite treated water does not incrustate.

When making a comparison of lime-soda with the zeolite softening

process the amount of water wasted for flushing purposes should be given

consideration. With a modern lime-soda plant this waste will ordinarily

amount to about two per cent of the total water softened, and this waste is

softened water. Regeneration of the downflow type zeolite softener first

involves backwashing for about three minutes to loosen the zeolite mineral

bed and remove any accumulated debris from the upper surface. The brine

is then injected and followed by a wash downward for about fifteen

minutes until a soap test indicates that any surplus brine has been removed
and the water is being completely softened. In regeneration of the upflow

type no loosening of the mineral bed is required and injection of the brine

is the first process. Then a downward wash for about fifteen minutes is

necessary to thoroughly distribute the brine through the mineral bed after

which an upward wash for four to eight minutes is required before the

water comes through sufficiently soft to be turned into the supply main.

The water required for regeneration is approximately the same for either

type of zeolite softener and raw water is used for this purpose, but the

amount required exceeds that wasted in the lime-soda process. In checking

over the wastage at seven zeolite plants when operating under normal con-

ditions the loss as estimated by the manufacturers is found to vary from

three and four-tenths per cent to fourteen per cent of the total water softened.

At any particular location as the raw water hardness increases, this waste is

also increased. In other words, the kilograin capacity of the mineral re-

mains constant, but the number of regenerations for a given quantity of

softened water is changed. ^From accumulated data the manufacturers of

zeolite equipment are able to estimate approximately the amount of water

required for regeneration with a given average raw water hardness, and

those in charge of operation can then calculate the total waste of raw water.

This waste will change in direct proportion to the variation in hardness

above or below the average for which the plant is designed.

Waters containing over one-quarter of a grain per gallon of iron or

manganese are not suitable for zeolite treatment but can be used if the iron

is first oxidized by aeration and removed by filtration. As a general rule

waters having a turbidity in excess of 20 should be filtered before softening.

It may be noted here that a hard water can be more readily handled when the

turbidity is high than is possible with a softer water and the same turbidity

through the same capacity softener. The reason for this is that in the first

case less water will be passed through the softener between regenerations and

less solids collected in or on the zeolite bed during the interval. The
maximum permissible turbidity depends somewhat on its nature, a sticky

colloidal matter like clay or aluminum hydroxide being more difficult to han-

dle than less adherent kinds of suspended matter. In general it should be kept

in mind that a zeolite softener is not a filter and anything that prevents con-

tact of the water with the zeolite mineral interferes with the process which
accomplishes the softening action. Turbidity is detrimental to both the

downflow and upflow types of equipment. In the downflow the turbidity

collects on the surface and tends to work down into the mineral in the shape
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of mud balls which may cause channeling resulting in a partially softened

water or a reduction in capacity. Regular and thorough backwashing will

tend to keep such accumulation reduced to the minimum. In the upflow

type the turbidity accumulates in much the same way, but in this case it is

within the gravel bed where it tends to cause unequal water distribution and

consequent channeling. Such downward washing as is required in the regen-

erating process is not very effective for removal of this foreign matter from

the gravel bed. Some of this foreign matter tends to work up into the min-

eral and form mud balls as in the downflow type.

Acid waters or those with low alkalinity which at times may become

acid due to industrial waste must be given careful consideration and pro-

vision should be made to assure the presence at all times of an alkaline

quality before the water enters the zeolite bed. This is especially important

when synthetic mineral is used.

Zeolite has a distinct advantage over lime-soda treatment by reason

of the waste product being a clear liquid which can be drained into the

sewer whereas the disposal of sludge from the lime-soda treatment may pre-

sent a difficult and costly problem. In some instances it is claimed that

it is necessary to further treat zeolite softened water to prevent caustic

embrittlement, but this has been found desirable only where the natural

water is low in sulphates. It is possible by the zeolite process to economic-

ally treat waters which are softer than those from which beneficial results

would be obtained by lime-soda treatment.

Combination with Lime Treatment

Cases may arise where it will be found desirable to combine lime

with zeolite treatment. With a raw water hardness of 20 grains of which 15

grains is temporary hardness it is evident that lime will remove most of

the temporary hardness at less expense than will salt and that salt will

remove the remaining permanent hardness at less cost than can be done with

soda ash assuming that we include the extra soda ash required to force the

reaction and produce desired causticity. In this case the combination of the

two processes will result in lower total solids in the treated product than

would be possible with either system alone, and the cost of treatment

will be less. In cases where the raw water is high in iron, carbonic acid,

and turbidity making pretreatment necessary, it may often be found most

desirable to reduce the hardness and turbidity with lime and then finish

off with zeolite to remove the permanent hardness. Care must be taken to

determine that no excess lime is present since this will coat the zeolite grains

rendering them inactive.

Operation of Zeolite Softening Plants

Ordinarily the operation of a zeolite softening plant requires less

supervision than does that of a lime-soda plant, and there is less liability

of having poor results due to fluctuation in the quality of the raw supply.

The operator can be trained to use simple soap tests that will enable him
to vary the period between regenerations to suit the quality of the raw water

and thus keep the treated product constant and satisfactory in quality.

The time of contact of the salt solution with the mineral bed for regenera-

tion varies with the kind of zeolite used and must be definitely established
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Interior View of Zeolite Softening Plant at Laurel, Mont., 500,000
Gallons per Day Capacity. Northern Pacific Railway

Small Zeolite Water Softening Plant Located in Basement of Pas-
senger Station at Billings, Mont. Water to Serve Passenger
Coaches and Locomotives. Northern Pacific Railway.
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by testing when the plant is installed. This time varies with the structure

of the mineral, that of non-porous nature requiring less time than the porous

varieties. The completeness of washing away the remaining salt is very

important, and it is equally important to avoid excessive washing which will

cause a waste of softened water. Soap tests enable the operator to determine

when the washing is complete and the softener again ready for operation.

Design of Zeolite Softening Plants

In general a zeolite softener consists of a container having in its

lower section some means of distributing or collecting water. This may con-

sist of a perforated plate supporting the gravel bed and mineral or a pipe

manifold system subfilled with concrete and likewise supporting the gravel

and mineral. The container may be a closed steel tank amply sufficient to

withstand any water pressure to which it may be subjected and is fitted

with the proper piping, and valves to maintain and control the water flow.

Concrete and steel open tanks can also be used for softening the water by

a gravity flow method. There must also be a saturator for the salt with

the necessary piping for conveniently conducting the lime solution into the

softener. Various manufacturers have modifications of downflow and upflow

softeners which consist mainly in the nature and amount of softening mineral

used, the depth and character of the gravel supporting bed, and the form of

the distributing or collecting system used under the gravel bed. Some favor

a pipe lateral system to collect or distribute the water, while others rely

upon a perforated plate for distribution. The essential thing is to have

the water-flow evenly distributed through the mineral with no rapid currents

in some sections tending to cause channeling.

The depth of the zeolite bed must have the proper relation to the re-

quired rate of flow so that the water will remain in contact with the mineral

a sufficient length of time for the exchange phenomenon to take place.

While the minimum depth of bed has not been definitely determined and

within reasonable limits will vary with the hardness of the raw water, good

practice would seem to indicate a depth of not less than 40 inches and, if

practicable, a 48-inch or deeper bed will in most cases work out to better

advantage. The total volume of mineral required is determined by the

water capacity desired between regeneration periods for a water of given

average hardness and the softening availability of the particular type of

zeolite mineral which is provided. The rate of minimum and maximum flow

through the softener must be such as to avoid channeling through the min-

eral bed or the carrying away of the mineral with the softened water.

In the downflow type the water is drawn ofif by the strainer or pipe

manifold s\^tem in the bottom of the softener tank, and in the upflow type

the water is distributed by means of a perforated plate supported at some

distance above the bottom of the tank or else by the pipe manifold system

similar to that used in the downflow type. The most important detail of the

softener is its strainer system and the problem of design is to make certain

of an even flow through all sections of the mineral bed. It is more readily

possible to evenly collect than to distribute water at varying rates of flow.

With the upflow type using greensand, experiments have shown that a flow

rate of five to eight gallons per square foot of area per minute gives the

best results, but if this is reduced to between two and one-half and four
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and one-half gallons, there is a liability of channeling. Below the two

gallon rate there is seepage through the entire bed which results in efficient

softening. In other words, the flow rate should either be so low that there

is no raising of the mineral bed and the water seeping through slowly makes

good contact with the entire bed or else it should be sufficiently rapid to

suspend the entire bed and make good contact throughout. Between these

rates the mineral bed is slightly raised and there is a tendency for cracks to

form through which the water develops channels. If channeling does occur

at the critical rate, it may be interrupted by increasing the rate to five gal-

Storage Tank for Back-Wash Water at Laurel, Mont., Water
Softening Plant. Northern Pacific Railway

Ions or more per square foot per minute and results improved accordingly.

Similar tendencies do not occur with the downflow type, and it can therefore

be used with satisfactory results regardless of the rate of flow. For either

type of softener the ideal condition is a steady flow such as from a city

supply where there are no great changes in pressure or from a centrifugal

pump working under a nearly constant head. Where the flow comes from

a reciprocating type of pump, a liberal size air chamber is desirable to

cushion the pulsations, and where the supply is from a deep well turbine

pump, vacuum and pressure relief valves may be found necessary to elim-

inate air pockets which will tend to disrupt the mineral bed.

In the downflow type the material is supported by a thickness of about

one foot of gravel ranging from one-half inch at the bottom to one-eighth

directly under the mineral. In the upflow type the gravel bed should be at
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least eighteen inches thick with one inch gravel at the bottom and ranging

to one-eighth inch under the material. The practice is to gradually diminish

the size of the gravel pebbles until the last layer is small enough to support

the mineral and prevent washing out by regeneration. Greensand mineral

is the finest that is used and requires a supporting gravel of the size that

passes an eight mesh and is retained on a sixteen mesh screen. The neces-

sity for more gravel in the upflow type is to improve the distribution of the

water and to eliminate any jetting action of the flow through the plate

perforations or nozzles should the flow be suddenly increased beyond the

permissible maximum rate.

The manufacture and sale of zeolite softening apparatus particularly

for locomotive water supply uses is comparatively new. The design of

this equipment is covered by patents, and the processing of natural zeolites

to give them a permanent nature as well as the details of the manufacture

of synthetic zeolites are matters still somewhat involved in trade secrets.

For these reasons it is quite important that the installation of this type of

softening equipment on railroads be covered by carefully written specifica-

tions indicating in some measure the details of the equipment to be fur-

nished, the type and weight of softening material, the salt required per

kilogram capacity, permissible minimum and maximum rates of flow, loss

of head through the softener, regeneration time, capacity between regenera-

tions, as well as a very definite outline of the performance tests which will

be required before the plant is accepted.

Comparison of Construction Costs

Where it becomes necessary to construct a complete softening plant

including housing, there is not much difiference in the cost of a lime-soda

as compared with a zeolite plant. For example, using Northern Pacific

Railway plans, a small lime-soda plant having a capacity of 5,200 gallons

per day with an average raw water hardness of 45 grains per gallon is

estimated to cost $4,000, exclusive of sludge drainage, which will increase

this to about $4,500. This water is clear, requiring no filtration in advance

of zeolite treatment, and the zeolite plant of corresponding capacity is

estimated to cost $4,400. An example of a large plant and one where the

water requires filtration before passing to the zeolite softener is as follows

:

The capacity in this case is 500,000 gallons per day and the water has an

average hardness of seven grains per gallon. A lime-soda plant here will

cost $23,700 and the zeolite plant of corresponding capacity, $24,000. The
above figures do not include exterior piping, which is common to both cases.

The distinct construction cost advantage for zeolite is where the plant

can be located in a building which is already available, such as some vacant

floor space in a terminal engine house or the basement of a passenger sta-

tion, freight house, or office building. In such cases a lime-soda plant is

usually impracticable by reason of dusty chemicals to be handled and dif- •

ficultieS as to drainage.

Zeolite Plants in Service

The application of zeolite softened water for locomotive purposes was
first tried out by the Southern Pacific Company in the fall of 1924 at West
Oakland, California, and the results proved so satisfactory that this method
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of water softening has been gradually extended until there are now thirty-

nine plants in service for locomotive supply, distributed as follows :

Southern Pacific 21 plants, 7,197,000 gals, daily capacity

Baltimore & Ohio 8 plants, 1,500,000 gals, daily capacity

Northern Pacific 5 plants, 1,080,000 gals, daily capacity

Union Pacific 3 plants, 450,000 gals, daily capacity

Missouri, Kansas & Texas 1 plant, 400,000 gals, daily capacity

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 1 plant, 275,000 gals, daily capacity

Conclusions

Some of the advantages of zeolite treatment may be stated as follows

:

(1) The removal of hardness is practically complete and the treated

water will not cause post precipitation in pipe lines or locomotive injectors.

(2) The waste product is in solution and therefore readily disposed

of in the ordinary sewer.

(3) The softened water, if otherwise pure for drinking purposes, while

not quite as palatable as before, is not otherwise changed whereas other

industrial methods of complete softening usually render the water objection-

able.

(4) The salt required for regeneration is easy to handle and creates

no objectionable dust such as from lime or soda ash, making it possible

to locate this type of plant in buildings used for commercial purposes.

(5) Space being available, the plant can be located in an existing build-

ing with the minimum of changes. A plant up to 120,000 gallons daily

capacity requires a space not exceeding 20 ft. x 50 ft., 10 ft. high.

(6) The operation of a zeolite plant is simple and there is less liability

of irregular results than with other types of water softening. The regen-

eration and other details of operation can frequently be handled by a depot

caretaker or other employee within his regular tour of duty, creating prac-

tically no increase in labor cost.

(7) A zeolite plant requires much less chemical supervision than other

types of softening equipment.

(8) Waters low in hardness but where softening is desirable can

usually be handled at less cost by zeolite treatment than by other methods.

Some of the disadvantages of zeolite treatment may be stated as fol-

lows :

(1) Waters to be softened by this process must be practically clear,

or at least the turbidity should preferably be not over twenty on the Jackson

scale.

(2) Waters containing iron and manganese in excess of one-quarter of

a grain per gallon are not suitable for zeolite softening without prior treat-

ment.

(3) Where the natural water is high in soluble salts, zeolite treatment

may be impracticable by reason of increasing the salt content with con-

sequent tendency for forming.

(4) Where conditions are such that caustic alkalinity in the treated

water has been found to be the remedy for pitting and corrosion, it is not

definitely known that zeolite treated water will accomplish the same pur-

pose. Cases have been noted where waters having an initial hydrogen-ion

concentration and already naturally corrosive have been made more cor-

rosive by this process.
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From present knowledge and experience it appears certain that zeolite

treatment has a place as one of the important methods of locomotive water

softening and that it is one which should always be given consideration

before a definite decision is reached as to the type of plant to be used.

Appendix H

(7) REPORT ON DESIGN AND MAINTENANCE OF TRACK
PANS FOR LOCOMOTIVE SUPPLY

E. G. Lane, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; W. L. Curtiss, W. B. McCaleb,

W. B. Nissly, A. B. Pierce, R. ^L Stimmel, W. O. Towson, F. D.

Yeaton.

The Committee reports progress.

Appendix I

(8) REPORT UPON THE CHEMICAL CONTROL AND GEN-
ERAL SUPERVISION OF WATER SOFTENING PLANTS

S. C. Johnson, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; C. M. Bardwell, R. E. Coughlan,

L. E. Elliott, J. R. Hickox, C. H. Koyl, E. M. Miller, S. B. Mitchell,

O. T. Rees, J. A. Russell, R. M. Stimmel.

The Committee reports progress.

Appendix J

(9) REPORT UPON THE IMPORTANCE OF PROTECTING
BOILERS AND BOILER MATERIAL FROM CORROSION
AND DETERIORATION WHILE IN STORAGE

n. A. Steel, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. H. Davidson, R. L. Holmes, P.

M. LaBach, J. J. Laudig, S. B. Alitchell, O. T. Rees. R. A. Tanner.

The Committee reports progress.
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Appendix K

(10) PROGRESS BEING MADE BY FEDERAL AND STATE
AUTHORITIES ON REGULATIONS PERTAINING TO
DRINKING WATER SUPPLY

R. C. Bardwell, Chairman, Sub-Committee; S. C. Beach, J. H. Davidson,

R. L. Holmes, H. F. King, A. B. Pierce, H. W. VanHovenberg, Den-
nistoun Wood.

During the past year, this Sub-Committee has continued keeping in

touch with the investigations and studies being made by the Joint Com-
mittee on Railway Sanitation, composed of representatives from the Medical

and Surgical Section, the Mechanical Section, and the Engineering Section

of the American Railway Association, and also the United States Public

Health Service. On this Joint Committee, Messrs. H. W. VanHovenberg,
A. B. Pierce and R. C. Bardwell have been representing the American
Railway Engineering Association.

The tabulation of replies received from 78 railroads covering present

practice and equipment used in furnishing drinking water to passenger cars

and general coach yard sanitation, has been studied with a view of incor-

porating the best and most economical of present practice in an informatory

pamphlet or manual of recommended practice which may avoid possible

arbitrary rulings on these matters by Federal, State or local Health Author-

ities.

At a meeting of the Joint Committee in the New York offices on Sep-

tember 6th, 1929, recommendations were submitted for approval and incorpo-

ration in the manual covering the following items

:

•

1. Sanitation of Cars.

2. Car Water Filling Pipe.

3. Water Cooler.

4. Car Water Filter.

5. Car Toilet and Lavatory.
6. Water Bucket.
7. Water Hose.
8. Soil Cans.
9. Handling of Ice.

10. Water Cooler Cleaning Equipment.

It will be noted that these items largely pertain to facilities handled by

the Mechanical rather than the Engineering Department forces on most

railroads and it was the recommendation of your Committee that publication

of the report in bulletin and proceedings of the American Railway Engineer-

ing Association be withheld until the complete report embodying the Engi-

neering features can be submitted.

The only objection by the Engineering Section representatives to the

report as written is in connection with the type and recommendation for

car filling pipes which are confined to a hard metal nozzle for insertion in

the pressure tank system and a patented coupling for use with overhead oi

gravity tanks filled from under cars. It was the opinion of your Com-
mittee XIII on Water Service and Sanitation, that definite recommenda-

tions for standard practice in this matter should be held up pending further
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tests to determine whether plain, simple, and readily available hose slipped

over a tapered nipple attached to car filling system, commonly known as the

T & P water filling device, will not be fully as sanitary and acceptable as

the use of patented couplings. This suggestion of the Engineering Section

has not as yet been favorably reviewed by the Joint Committee but further

consideration has been requested.

It is the recommendation of your Committee that the study be continued

and progress in preparation of the proposed Manual of Recommended Prac-

tice on matters affecting the handling of drinking or culinary water in coach

yards and terminals, and other allied features of railway sanitation, be re-

ported as developed.

Appendix L

(11) FINAL REPORT ON METHODS AND PRACTICES OF
SECURING AND HANDLING WATER FOR DRINKING
AND CULINARY PURPOSES BY RAILROADS

W. B. McCaleb, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. C. Bardwell, S. C. Beach,

H. F. King, D. A. Steel, H. W. VanHovenberg, Dennistoun Wood.

General

The securing and handling of water supplies for drinking and culinary

purposes by the railroads should be recognized as matters of primary impor-

tance. The water furnished by the railroads at their stations and on their

trains for the use of the traveling public is an element of the service sold.

The water provided for the use of the employees and their families is an

item in tlie facilities provided by the railroads for conducting their business.

The water supplies used for these purposes should, therefore, be secured

only from sources which, upon proper investigation, have proved safe and

reliable.

Importance of Water Supplies Provided

The theory of water-borne diseases is too well understood by those re-

sponsible for the water supplies used by the railroads to be treated at

length in a report such as this. Fortunately, the theory has received re-

markably wide circulation and understanding among the general public. The
importance of this lies in the fact that the public and the employes assume

that the railroad's officers, realizing the importance of the matter, have

given the same proper consideration and thought, and that the water supplies

offered for their use are in every way potable and as safe as their own
individual home supply.

The user of water supplied by the railroad for internal use does not

have the same opportunity of deciding for himself as to the quality of the

water provided before consuming the same as he does for deciding on the

safety of the other facilities provided by the railroad before using such

other equipment.
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Characteristics of Safe, Potable Water Supplies

Water supplies secured for potable use should be pleasant and palatable.

They should also, if possible, be free of any decided color or turbidity.

Experience has indicated, however, that many naturally colored or turbid

supplies can be used where necessary with safety, provided other factors

are satisfactory. The supply should not be excessively charged with mineral

matter in solution. Waters so charged may be beneficial and acceptable in

individual cases but for general use they are not advisable. Some waters

may dissolve the metals used in the general distribution system, the action

sometimes resulting in poisonous solutions. This danger is probably remote

and the seriousness is usually a matter of accumulation. However, the

danger should be guarded against, as a supply subject to such conditions

cannot be considered wholesome.

Many water supplies may possess these desirable characteristics and still

be unsatisfactory due to the fact that they are not sterile or safe from a

bacteriological standpoint through pollution from constant or variable condi-

tions. A safe water supply will indicate upon analysis a very low total

count of harmless bacilli and be sterile of well recognized pathogenic or

other undesirable bacilli.

The bacteriological requirement is probably the most important charac-

teristic of water supplies used for drinking purposes. It is, unfortunately,

the one characteristic which the consumer cannot determine by a visual

examination or by taste.

The adequacy of the supply should also be classed as a requirement

under this general heading. A supply which is in all other respects satis-

factory but which is subject to periodic interruption or which fails during

peak demands, or at certain seasons of the year, may be supplemented dur-

ing such emergencies by an auxiliary supply which may not be properly

protected.

Quality and Its Control

(A) The Quality of the Water Used by Common Carriers on Equip-

ment Engaged in Interstate Commerce

The quality of such eupplies is prescribed by federal standards issued

by the Treasury Department, United States Public Health Service. The
complete standards are contained in Reprint No. 1029, Ptiblic Health Re-

ports, titled "Drinking Water Standards." These standards were adopted

by the Treasury Department June 20, 1925. The standards of water sup-

plied by common carriers is also controlled under "Interstate Quarantine

Regulations of the United States" as issued by the Treasury Department,

United States Public Health Service.

Copies of these standards and regulations may be obtained by addressing

the Treasury Department, United States Public Health Service, Engineering

Section, Washington, D. C.

Under these federal regulations and standards, the railroads are not

permitted to use any water supply in interstate traffic without first advising

the Public Health Service as to the action taken. The provisions of the

standards and regulations are carried out usually as follows

:

The Surgeon General is furnished annually with a list of water sup-

plies used on equipment engaged in interstate traffic in each state through
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which the railroad operates, and a copy of this list is sent to the State

Health Officer under whose direct jurisdiction the supplies are actually

located. The state officers are actually the agents of the Surgeon General

and he furnishes them with all necessary blanks and information which they

may desire. The State Health Department makes the necessary investiga-

tions, surveys and analyses of the water supplies involved and will generally

either certify as to the fitness of the same or if their investigation warrants

refuse to approve the use of the supplies.

The Surgeon General's approval or disapproval of the various water

supplies is generally based on the action taken by the State Board of Health.

A study of the matter will show the very high standard adopted for

water supplies used in this service. These standards, however, are generally

equaled by the water supplies provided by most of the large public water

supply companies, whether they are municipally or privately controlled.

Such supplies are consistently supervised by competent engineers and chem-

ists and in practically every state the water as delivered to the public is

carefully supervised and analyzed by the State Health Department. Such

water supplies may, therefore, be used by the railroads with confidence on

equipment engaged in interstate traffic.

The quantity of water used by the railroads for this service is a small

percentage of their total requirements. The standards adopted by the Treas-

ury Department are so high that the cost per thousand gallons to the railroad

of producing their own supply for use in equipment engaged in interstate

traffic and maintaining the same to proper standards, would in most cases

be excessive. The general experience of railroads throughout the country

has indicated the efficacy and economy of purchasing such water supplies

from well established and properly accredited water supply companies and

this Committee recommends the use of such supplies where possible.

(B) The Water Supplied by the Railroads at Their Stations, Res-

taurants, Offices and Shops for the Use of the Public or Em-
ployees AND Their Families

These supplies should also be of the same high standard as the water

prescribed for use on the equipment engaged in interstate traffic wherever

this is possible. Water supplies for these purposes should be purchased when

possible from properly accredited water supply companies.

(C) Locations Where Properly Accredited Water Supplies Are Not
Available or Where Such Supplies Are Not Available in Suffi-

cient Quantities to Satisfy the Local Demands

(I) Where this condition exists at terminals established for the water-

ing of equipment used in interstate traffic the railroad must obviously provide

a water supply that complies with the federal requirements. Local conditions

will determine the proper method or facilities to meet the requirements.

In some cases the demand may necessitate large development of surface

water supplies or lake sources with modern purification works. Well sup-

plies have been developed for this service with considerable success. Care

must be taken in the initial development and proper sterilizing facilities

provided where required. In other cases the railroads have been forced to

purchase unapproved water supplies and to provide their own filtration or
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sterilizing facilities for the proper conditioning of the same. In still other

cases the extensive use of bottled water has proved economical and satisfac-

tory. Here the railroad must assume the additional burden of control of

the quality. With proper design and construction, the most important item

of control is proper bacteriological analyses.

For such water supplies the Committee recommends properly constructed

plants or facilities, complete with duplicate sterilizing equipment, proper

supervision and routine chemical bacteriological analysis as may be required.

(II) Where the railroad is obligated to provide its own supply and

where said supply is not used on equipment engaged in interstate traffic, the

requirements of the federal standards and regulations may be modified in

some respects. These modifications may be considered safe where the rail-

road has developed its own supply for other uses and where investigation

has .indicated that the opportunity for accidental pollution is remote and

where the water supply is protected by properly installed and maintained

duplicate sterilizing facilities. The characteristics of the water supply used

for this purpose which it is felt safe to modify are those pertaining to

color, taste, turbidity and hardness. Where water supplies, the

standards of which are so modified, are used the general operation of the

plant should be in charge of skilled operators. Where the water supply

is obtained from surface streams, arrangements should be made for monthly

bacteriological analyses. Where the water supply is obtained from springs

or wells, the same should be analyzed seasonally.

(III) At wayside stations, signal towers, section and foreman's houses

the water supply is usually secured from wells or springs. The use of

these supplies should not be permitted until a general investigation, survey

and analysis have indicated that the supply is free from accidental surface

or subsurface pollution. Where so used, the Committee recommends that

the source of supply be protected in every practical way by standard hous-

ing and supply facilities. It is further recommended that provisions be

made for maintaining the safety of these supplies by adequate supervision.

(IV) The water supplies provided for construction crews and labor

camps is usually a seasonal or indefinite demand. The supplies used generally

are taken from small streams, spring or existing wells. Springs or wells

should not be used until proved satisfactory by proper bacteriological analyses.

When used, they should be protected against accidental pollution. The Com-

mittee recommends against the use of small streams except where they are

known to flow through territory free of water shed pollution.

Distribution

Cross connections between a distribution system carrying a certified pot-

able water supply and a distribution system carrying another general water

supply should not be permitted, unless conditions surrounding the general

supply are such that its accidental use would not be inimical to public

health.

For any water supply, other than one drawn directly from the distribu-

tion system of an accredited water supply system the most economical and

reliable form of continuous protection is sterilization. The equipment and

the sterilizing agent used may be selected to suit local conditions. Care

should be taken to select reliable equipment in duplicate. It is also advisable
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to use approved sterilizing agent and to arrange for maintaining at least a

two weeks' reserve stock on hand at all times.

The handling of such water supplies will on most railroads fall to the

lot of the Division Superintendent, who must satisfy himself that the facili-

ties used for taking the water from the distribution system into the con-

tainers provided for the use of the public and employees and the containers

themselves, are of such character as to preserve the safey of the supply.

The proper handling of such water supplies is of the utmost importance in

order to prevent accidental pollution at the point of consumption.

General Supervision

The securing of water supplies for drinking and culinary purposes and

the maintenance of the standards of quality should be supervised for the

railroad system as a whole by a competent system staff officer. The neces-

sary tests and analyses should be made for the system as a whole by trained

chemists and bacteriologists and their findings and reports as regards the

safety of the water supply, based on analyses, should be final. The primary

condition in connection with any water supply is (a) it is entirely free from

the possiblility of distributing any of the water-borne diseases, and (b)

what is the assurance that it is likely to remain in such a condition?
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Appendix M

(12) PROGRESS REPORT ON DRINKING WATER AND
COACH YARD SANITATION

C. M. Bardwell, Chairman, Sub-Committee; S. C. Beach, R. W. Chorley,

L. A. Henry, E. G. Lane, J. W. Porter, H. W. Van Hovenberg, A. E.

Willahan.

In last year's report this Committee presented suggestions for the han-

dhng of drinking water for passenger equipment which would lessen the

possibility of the contamination of the water. Further study of this subject

discloses that the greatest improvement in preventing contamination to the

drinking water supplied to passenger cars can be only derived by more
adequate instruction and supervision of the men engaged in this work. The
Committee finds that several departments of the railroad organizations are

generally concerned with supplying drinking water to passenger coaches

and that this divided responsibility may tend towards unsatisfactory sanitary

conditions. Centralized control of all sanitary practice on railroads under

one competent head is therefore recommended.

At through passenger stations where through trains are watered at fre-

quent intervals it is sometimes necessary to leave the hose connected to the

hydrant at all times. In order to lessen the possibility of contaminating the

nozzle of the hose when lying on ground along track the Committee suggests

that the hydrant box be made of such a size that the hose nozzle can be

conveniently inserted in the box and be thus protected when not in use.

Figure 1 illustrates a type of box which might be satisfactory for this

use and shows how nozzle could be thus stored when not in use.

The filling connection customarily used on cars equipped with the pres-

sure system of water distribution requires that the nozzle of the hose be

inserted in the storage tank of the car when the tank is being filled with

water. Since the exterior of the hose nozzle is very much subject to the

possibility of contamination, there is thus an apparent opportunity for con-

taminating the water in the storage tank which could be avoided if the

hose nozzle were not inserted in the tank. To overcome this unnecessary

possibility of contamination the Committee suggests a filling connection

which will not require that the hose nozzle be inserted in the water storage

tank. A covered tapered filling connection as illustrated on page 205, Volume

30 of the Proceedings of this Association, could be used for this purpose

in connection with the pressure systems of water distribution in cars, as

well as with the gravity systems where it is now in use on some railroads.

Such a filling connection could be applied with little if any additional cost

and would offer the following advantages

:

The parts of the hose nozzle and filling connection which come in

contact with the water present less chance of contaminating the water.

The tapered filling connection and the interior of the hose nozzle can be

more easily flushed oflf and kept clean.

This type of filling connection is so adapted that it can be easily run

to both sides of car, whereas present filling connections on pressure storage

tanks are available on one side of car only.
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Fig. 1

There are now in progress on several railroads studies to develop sani-

tary equipment for the handling of drinking water for passenger cars which

will most effectively overcome adverse operating conditions and will entail the

least personal attention, maintenance and replacement costs. The Committee

believes that these studies will show that satisfactory sanitary equipment

can be provided and that the handling of the equipment can be improved

at possibly less than present costs.

The Committee suggests that further report on this subject await the

results of these studies.
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Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Grade Crossings submits the following report

:

(1) Revision of Manual (Appendix A).

(2) Continue study and report on the comparative merits of various

types of grade crossing protection, collaborating with Committee X—Signals

and Interlocking, the Safety Section, A.R.A., and the Highway Research

Board (Appendix B).

(3) Continue study and report on the economic aspects of grade cross-

ing protection versus grade separation (Appendix C).

(4) Continue study and report on the use of center columns for high-

way grade separations (Appendix D).

(5) Continue study and report on methods for developing and evaluat-

ing the relative benefits to the public and the railways from

:

(a) Grade crossing protection.

(b) Elimination of grade crossings.

(c) Reduction of traffic on highway grade crossings (Appendix E).

(6) Study and report on the desirability and form for a uniform

sign at railway grade crossings to notify the public that watchman, gates or

other protective devices are not in service during the full twenty-four-hour

period (Appendix B).

(7) Study and report on classification and form for recording and

reporting highway grade crossing accidents, with a view of determining the

relative extent of contributory causes, collaborating with the Safety Sec-

tion, A.R.A., the Bureau of Railway Economics and the Association of Rail-

way Claim Agents (Appendix F).
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Action Recommended

(1) No revisions of the Manual are recommended (Appendix A).

(2) That the report be received as information (Appendix B).

(3) That the report be received as information (Appendix C).

(4) That Part I of the report and the conclusion be approved and

printed in the Manual, and that Part II be received as information

(Appendix D).

(5) That the report be received as information (Appendix E).

(6) That the highway crossing warning sign as shown in Fig. 1, page

477, be approved and printed in the Manual, and that the report be received

as information (Appendix B).

(7) That the report be received as information (Appendix F).

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Grade Crossings,

Frank Ringer, Chairman.

Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

Maro Johnson, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; Bernard Blum, A. F. Dorley,

A. G. Holt, A. C. MacKenzie, H. F. Passell, W. C. Pinschmidt.

The Sub-Committee co-operated in the rearrangement and editing of the

subject-matter for the new Manual.

Appendix B

(2) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON THE COMPARA-
TIVE MERITS OF VARIOUS TYPES OF GRADE-CROSS-
ING PROTECTION, COLLABORATING WITH COMMIT-
TEE X—SIGNALS AND INTERLOCKING, THE SAFETY
SECTION, A.R.A., AND THE HIGHWAY RESEARCH
BOARD

L. J. Riegler, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Bernard Blum, R. W. Barnes,

H. D. Blake, G. N. Edmondson, Maro Johnson, A. C. MacKenzie, H. M.
Shepard, S. E. Shoup.

The Committee has given consideration during the year to the follow-

ing devices and methods of grade-crossing protection, collaborating with

Committee X—Signals and Interlocking, the Safety Section, A.R.A., and the

Highway Research Board:

1. Highway crossing Stop and Go signal;

2. Track signals, indicating position of crossing gates

;

3. American Automatic Crossing Gate;
4. Standard Automatic Signal Gate.

(1) The Stop and Go signal was brought to the attention of the Com-
mittee by the Chicago Motor Club, through its Engineering Depart-
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ment, at a meeting at Chicago, on March 15, 1929. Members of Com-
mittees IX and X of the American Railway Engineering Association were

present This method proposes a highway Stop and Go signal operated

from the cab of an approaching engine. It was suggested as an improve-

ment over flash-light signaling, by avoiding operation when trains are

switching within the signal-circuit but do not cross the highway. There are

no plans available and the Committee knows of no installations in actual

service.

(2) This method of protection was brought to the attention of the

Association by Max Friedland, of Long Island City, New York. It

contemplates the placing of signals along the railroad tracks indicating to

the engineman of an approaching train the position of the crossing-gates. It

is intended, if the gates are not down, that a stop signal will be displayed far

enough from the crossing to enable the train to be stopped before crossing

the highway. The stop signal is to be preceded by two caution signals.

It is proposed to have an automatic locking device so that the gates cannot be

reopened until the zone is clear of trains traveling towards the crossing in

either direction. Detail plans are not available, nor does the Committee

know of any place where this device has been put into service.

(3) The American Automatic Crossing Gate was brought to the atten-

tion of the Committee by O. L. Suenderhauf, of Drexel Hill, Pa. This

device is a vertical lift gate, operated by air and electricity through relays

and magnets connected with the track circuits. A small scale model has been

constructed, but the Committee does not have any plan of the device and

does not know of any installations in actual service.

(4) Automatic signal gates as manufactured by the Standard Automatic
Signal Corporation of Chicago, Illinois, function automatically by the

entrance and exit of a train into or out of the standard track circuits. A
red signal is displayed toward the highway and a bell rings for a few
seconds before the gates begin to lower. The gates lower rapidly, excepting

the right-hand ones on the leaving end of the crossing, which operate more
slowly in order to give vehicles on the crossing an opportunity to get through

before the gates are entirely down. The gate is designed so that it will

swing horizontally if struck by a vehicle after being lowered.

Five installations of these gates have been made on the Chicago,

North Shore and Milwaukee Railroad, in Illinois and Wisconsin. The
Committee inspected one set at Oakton Street crossing, Niles, Illinois. This

crossing has heavy highway traffic and the railroad service is on a twelve-

minute schedule. This type of protection is essentially different from the

alternating flashlight and wigwag signal in that the lowered gate is a

barrier to a highway traveler failing to observe the danger signal.

Conclusions

(1) Devices numbers 1, 2 and 3 have not been sufficiently developed to

warrant further consideration at the present time.

(2) Device No. 4: This type of protection is in service at a number of

crossings and is reported to be practicable by the road using it.

(3) The Committee recommends that the report be received as informa-

tion and the subject continued for further study.
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(6) STUDY AND REPORT ON THE DESIRABILITY AND
FORM FOR A UNIFORM SIGN AT RAILWAY GRADE
CROSSINGS TO NOTIFY THE PUBLIC THAT WATCH-
MAN, GATES, OR OTHER PROTECTIVE DEVICES ARE
NOT IN SERVICE DURING THE FULL TWENTY-FOUR-
HOUR PERIOD

' At grade crossings where protection is intermittent, or where the pro-

tective devices are not operated the full twenty-four-hour day, it is desirable

to acquaint the highway traveler with that fact; otherwise, the presence of

gates, watch-boxes, or other protective devices may mislead him to expect

the crossing to be guarded. Heretofore a sign has usually been employed,

18 in. to 24 in. long, on which is shown the hours during which the flag-

man is not on duty or the protective device not in operation. In some

instances, the time when flagman is on duty or the protective device is being

operated, is shown.

The sign is usually erected near the crossing and facing the traffic.

The information sought to be imparted is often so voluminous as to require

small letters and figures indistinguishable from a distance or which cannot

be read by a motorist without stopping. Such a sign becomes of little value

to anyone except pedestrians. It should be considered from the viewpoint of

the motorist. A standard sign, uniformly placed, will in time become

recognized for its purpose and not require reading in detail. The informa-

tion to be imparted should be as brief as possible and definite. It should show

that the crossing is not protected rather than that it is protected, and be in

evidence only at such times. The wording should be sufficiently comprehen-

sive to include all protective devices which may be operated intermittently.

Figure 1 shows such a sign. It is portable and is intended to be displayed

at all times when flagman is off duty; at other times it is to be stored in

the flagman's shelter.

The sign is designed to be of sheet steel 24 in. square and locked to

its standard when in service. The diamond form has been chosen as most

nearly conforming with shape indications of standard highway signs. The

diamond shaped sign has also come to be recognized by the motorist as an

indication of immediate danger to him. It is felt that it should be utilized for

the purpose under consideration.

There has been considerable discussion as to proper location for the

sign. It has been suggested that it be attached to the advanced warning

highway sign so as to forewarn the approaching motorist that the crossing

is not protected and that his safety is dependent upon his own caution and

care. On the other hand it is thought that the standard highway warning

sign should perform its function of notifying the traveler of his approach

to a possible danger ; the exact condition to be developed immediately at

the crossing. This would tend towards greater caution at grade crossings

and discourage approach at high speed. The sign should be placed upon a

standard near the crossing and on each side of the tracks. It should be

located in a prominent position so as to attract the motorist's attention.

The proposed sign reads "Flagman off duty." This was chosen as

being concise, definite, and comprehensive for any form of protection

operated intermittently. Wigwag or flashlight signals or automatic gates
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are operated continuously and do not require such a sign. There has been

some discussion as to whether the word "watchman" should be used instead

of "flagman," but "flagman" is the better word and more generally used

on highways for protecting motorists from obstructions.

Conclusion

(1) The Committee recommends the adoption by the Association of

highway warning sign as shown in Fig. 1 for printing in the Manual as

recommended practice.

Eyelet to qo over lag screw
or bolt head to lock sign

when set in place.

DIRECTIONS
1. Sign to be displayed at all times when flagman

is off duty or gates are not in operation.

2. Sign to be stored in flagman's shelter when not

in use.

3. Sign to be locked in position when displayed.

4. Two or more signs to be placed on posts ad-

jacent to tracks at each crossing so -as to face

approaching vehicles.

Fig. 1

Sheet Steel

Yellow Bockqround

Block Letters

Slot to qo over stople to permit
siqn to be locked to standard

bij o padlock.

Scale: ! =Z-0.

Hiqhwa4 Crossinq

Warning Sign
For use wtier* ^here is

Intermittent Crossinq Protection

Sept. 20,1? 1

9
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Appendix C

(3) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON THE ECONOMIC
ASPECTS OF GRADE CROSSING PROTECTION VERSUS
GRADE SEPARATION

A. H. Utter, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; Bernard Blum, F. D. Batchellor,

H. D. Blake, J. G. Brennan, O. C. Drew, G. P. Palmer, E. H. Roth,

W. J. Towne.

This subject was assigned Committee IX about three years ago. The
first year's work consisted of a study of the subject by the Sub-Committee.

The second year some data was gathered, which, however, was insufficient

in detail to warrant a conclusion, and progress reports were made each year.

During the past year a detailed questionnaire was sent to the Chief Engi-

neers of twenty-two Class I railroads, and sixteen replies received. While

some roads did not have information for all questions, each report fur-

nished good information. One road reported no information available.

The report covers the annual cost capitalized for:

1. Original installation of highway grade crossings. (Table 1).

2. Highway grade crossing protection. (Table 2).

No consideration has been given to the cost of time lost on account of

traffic delays, or of starting or stopping trains or vehicles.

A report was received for one automatic crossing gate, which is an

estimated cost for a partly completed installation under peculiar conditions.

This installation is not included in the tabulation.

Conclusion

The Committee recommends that the report be received as information

and the subject continued.
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Appendix D

(4) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON THE USE OF
CENTER COLUMNS FOR HIGHWAY GRADE SEPARA-
TIONS

J. G. Brennan, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; Bernard Blum, F. L. Deal, C. W.
Charleson, L. B. Curtiss, A. E. Korsell, G. P. Palmer, W. C. Pinschmidt,

H. M. Shepard, W. J. Towne.

PART I

In the study of the subject assigned, The Use of Center Columns for

Highway Grade Separations, Sub-Committee No. 4 has concluded after an

analysis of the requirements of all the states in the United States and

Provinces of Canada and from the requirements of cities of 200,000 popula-

tion, or over, that:

1. There are no statutes as to the use of center columns in grade
separation work.

2. That in most cases the plans are subject to the approval of

some state or city authority.

3. That in a few cases there are certain requirements such as

width of opening permitting use of center columns, width of
center column section required, minimum width of roadway,
and markings on columns.

4. That center columns have been used to a considerable extent
in some localities, especially in large cities.

5. That there are objections to them, especially in rural sec-

tions. That these objections seem to be due largely to poor
installations made in the past, which do not give adequate
safety to the present day traveler on the highway.

6. That highway grade separations can be built with center
columns and adequate safety on the highway provided, if

certain requirements are met, namely

:

(a) Adequate width of roadway.
(b) Separation of opposing lines of trailfic into definite

lanes.

(c) Proper sight distance and alinement of the highway.
(d) Proper installation of warning lights and reflec-

tor signs, especially in rural districts.

(a) It is general practice today to provide ten feet for a lane of high-

way traffic. Highways are usually laid out in widtlis of 2, 3, 4 or more lanes.

The use of center columns in a two-lane road, in general, is not likely

to prove economical and meets with the objection that it usually creates a

hazard.

Center columns in a three-lane road create a hazard to th.e highway

traveler as the lanes are unevenly divided by the columns and confusion of

highway traffic results.

On a four-lane road, center columns may be placed in the middle of

the highway, two lanes of traffic on either side and, with proper alinement.

sight distance and markings, a safe highway condition will be created. The
minimum width of each passageway should be 20 feet.

(b) Traffic should be separated when center columns are used. This

is accomplished by actually splitting up the roadway into two separate parts,
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with no pavement between them. This is done in several ways. The curbs

along the center columns are extended parallel for a distance of 75 to 100

feet from the end columns and are there curved together. From this point

the two pavements remain separated for a distance of not less than 75 feet,

to a point where a reflector sign is installed. In lieu of thus extending the

curbs, they may be curved together at the end columns and markings sub-

stituted along the edge of the pavement for the complete distance to the

reflector sign (at least 150 feet). The space between the curbs, as in the

first case, or between the markings for an equivalent distance, as in the

second case, may be planted with shrubbery. The above arrangements give a

safe physical separation of the opposing traffic lanes.

At a location just beyond the reflector sign, the two pavements should

be converged together and be of a width at least equal to the greatest width

of the reflector sign plus the normal width of the pavement, and this excess

width of the pavement, due to the reflector sign, should be tapered out in a

distance of about 85 feet. White lane markings 6 inches in width and

beginning at each side of the reflector sign and tapering together, should be

provided.

(c) The alinement of the highway should conform to the regulations

of the various localities where used, as to minimum radius curves, maximum
grades and minimum sight distance. While the center columns will interfere

to some extent with the sight distance, it must be remembered that the

opposing lanes of traffic are separated and do not converge together for a

minimum distance of 150 feet beyond the columns. A sight distance of at

least 400 feet should always be obtained and as much more as would be con-

sistent with economy.

(d) Proper safety devices such as lights and reflector signs should

be used, especially in the rural districts where the lighting is poor. At the

point of separation of the pavement a reflector sign should be installed and

on the end columns a suitable caution light placed. Lights so placed should

be maintained by the proper public authorities.

When all the above conditions and requirements are observed, there

should be no objection to the use of center columns from the standpoint of

highway design, or safety to the highway user.

PART II

From the standpoint of economy and good railroad practice there is no

doubt of the advantages of center columns. The shortest span, between

abutments, to separate the grade of a railroad and a four-lane highway is

about 45 feet. This is assuming a right angle bridge, no sidewalks and a

40-foot clear roadway. This condition occurs seldom. From this minimum
the span length increases with the number and width of traffic lanes, the angle

of skew and the number and width of sidewalks. For discussion a more

or less typical condition will be examined, a four-lane road with two side-

walks and a skew angle that would give a span, center line to center line of

bearings on abutments, of say, 70 feet.

From a railroad standpoint the desirable type of bridge is a deck struc-

ture. A deck structure allows a more flexible track layout, and has the

advantage that where two or more tracks are involved, no spreading of track

centers is necessary. In addition it is easy to place under existing tracks
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and can be installed separately for each track, thus causing a minimum in-

convenience to railroad traffic. (In some types of through two-track bridges

it is necessary to install the complete bridge at one time.) Future tracks

can be added on. standard centers without disturbing the existing ones. Deck

bridges are also safer and do not interfere with visibility, especially where

dwarf signals exist.

Returning to our typical case of a bridge with a span 70 feet center line

to center line of bearings on abutments, it is obvious from the standpoint of

economy that with a span of 70 feet, a deck structure is usually out of the

question, due to the extra cost of providing for the necessary excess floor

depth over that required for a through span. If an economic floor depth is

provided, the highway would have to be depressed considerably more than

would be necessary on a through bridge ; or the tracks raised that amount

;

or a combination of the two provided. Either method would mean a consid-

erable extra cost due to the lengthening of the approaches in the first case,

necessitating extra grading pavement, land, etc., and in the second case, due

to extra raising of the tracks under traffic with its consequential costs. Aside

from the economy of keeping the floor depth low, the layout of the highway

and railroad often precludes the possibility of a radical change in profile.

Existing railroad bridges near the location of a proposed subway form con-

trolling points as to amount of track raise possible without resorting to

steep grades. On a highway, existing cross streets or bridges carrying the

road over or under other streets or railroads form controlling points as to

the amount of road depression possible with moderate grades. In any layout,

the drainage is improved by keeping the highway as high as possible, and

not infrequently the drainage is the determining factor in fixing the eleva-

tion of the road.

If center columns were placed in our typical case bridge, the span would
now be cut almost in half, our 70 feet now Zl feet to 41 feet, depending on the

width of the center island and on the widening of the traffic lanes under the

structure. A 37-41-foot span is not excessive for a deck structure carrying

railroad loading, where floor depth is a very essential factor. A deck bridge

can be employed that has very little more floor depth in some cases than a

through bridge would have. It is also economically possible in many cases

to use rolled beams with the corresponding saving in the cost of the steel.

On most railroads in practically every case where center columns have

been used in the past, sidewalk columns have been used in addition. Where
the span over the sidewalk is quite short and the overall distance between

abutments is not excessive, it cannot be said that sidewalk columns, in addi-

tion to center columns, would be more economical than center columns alone,

without a complete design in each case. Where sidewalk columns are used

and the sidewalk span is very short, it must be remembered that very little

of the load is applied to the abutments and they act mostly as retaining

walls. Where the bearing capacity of the soil is very low and the sidewalk

span very short, difficulty is often encountered in finding room to place

spread footings for the sidewalk columns. In many such cases the footing

has to be elongated in a direction parallel to the abutments, to provide clear-

ance between the footing and the toe of the abutment. In many cases where
sidewalk columns are used, special illumination of the sidewalk has been

required.
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The following types of structures will be considered with reference to

their use in a center column layout

:

1. Through bridges.

2. Deck bridges.

(a) Temporary.
1. Timber trestle.

(b) Permanent.
1. Steel.

2. Reinforced concrete.

(1) Through bridge layouts, as a general statement, do not show as

great economy by splitting up the span length as deck bridge layouts. An
economical floor depth for a through bridge of, say, a 90-foot span, does

not greatly exceed that of, say, a 50-foot span, thus the saving in change

of profile of either the highway or the railroad is slight. The girders of

the longer span are slightly farther apart, giving a slightly longer floor

beam span, and theoretically increasing the floor depth slightly. However,

for practical purposes, the floor system of one should be very nearly equal

to that of the other, both as to depth and weight per square foot. The
girders or trusses receive the direct benefit of the cut in span length. In some

cases, the length of the two shorter spans will only exceed that of the single

span, by the center island width.

It should be remembered that while a substantial saving in

girder weight is effected, there is additional work which in cases of short

spans may more than offset this saving ; the extra work being the center

columns with their footings, a curtain wall, if used, curbs and widening of

the roadway, entailing extra pavement, grading and land in some cases. The
question also arises in cases of long spans as to the economy of using side-

walk columns in addition to center columns. The total span between abut-

ments, the bearing capacity of the soil, the existence of rock, the type of

loading, the capitalized cost of maintenance and replacement of the bridge

and in some cases where the sidewalk clearance is tight and sidewalk columns

are used, the extra distance from the center column to the abutment,

necessitating extra land and grading, in addition to the extra length of the

steel, are factors which should be considered if an accurate determination

is to be made as to which type is the more economical. In general

and in the majority of cases, by the use of center columns, and center

columns and sidewalk columns combined, a deck structure can be used which

is the type to be desired. There are some rare cases of long spans due to

an unusually large angle of skew where this type is the only feasible one.

In such a case, if a moderate increase in floor depth is permissible (either

the grade of the railroad or the highway, or both, may be changed), a

deck structure is to be desired. One bad feature of through bridges is that

to install future tracks, the bridge has to be either altered or tracks spread

and a new bridge built alongside of the old.

(2) Deck bridge layouts show great economy by splitting up the

span length between abutments. As previously stated, a splitting up of

this span is necessary in most cases to make a deck bridge layout feasible.

Many layouts that would require a through bridge with its necessary unde-

sirable features can be economically provided for with a deck structure by

the use of two or four spans. Where the spans as divided are short it allows
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reinforced concrete construction to be used. In most cases, with the addi-

tion of sidewalk columns, concrete construction may be used.

(A) In temporary work, such as falsework to support existing tracks,

center columns or some intermediate supports become a matter of necessity.

Timber trestle construction is for short span only, usually about 12 feet,

but depending on the height of the trestle. When a combination wood and

steel structure is used the span may be increased, but not to the extent of

omitting some intermediate supports.

(B) (1) Of the permanent structures, steel bridges are very common.

The usual types vary from two girders under each track to a series of

either rolled or fabricated beams.

The desirable type, from the standpoint of railroad operation rather than

that of economy in some cases, is where the beams run parallel to the center

line of the tracks. On a skew bridge where the span is not excessive, this is

usually done, as it enables the bridge to be built in sections of one track each,

thus causing a minimum inconvenience to railroad traffic, not only during

construction but in future reconstruction. In cases of a very long span,

this arrangement cannot always be followed as the necessarily high floor

depth would make the cost of an elimination project excessive. In such a

case the beams are run at right angles to the abutments or supports. On
the outside of the bridge, the beams are either framed into a facia running

parallel to the tracks, or are continued across forming a right angle bridge

with its center line skewed to the center line of track. In the case of two
spans as in a center column layout, this gives two offset right angle bridges

;

or four offset right angle bridges if sidewalk columns are used ifl addition.

On long skewed spans, sidewalk columns are often added where sidewalks

exist, to enable the first type of construction to be used.

(2) The use of reinforced concrete in grade separation work is quite

general and some railroads use this type wherever possible. The various

types used are the one-way slab, the beam and slab and the flat or four-way
slab. The one-way slab has many advantages that lend themselves to

grade crossing work. It is often precast and installed under traffic, taking

one-track out of service at a time. Where the necessity for minimum dis-

turbance to railroad traffic is not as great, it can be poured in place. When
precast and installed under traffic, it is usually cast in strips, about five feet

wide, so that each element can be handled with railroad cranes. When pre-

cast, the reinforcement runs parallel to the track. On small angle cross-

ings where this method would necessitate a deep floor, the cast in place type

is often used and the reinforcement run at right angles to the abutments.

This one-way slab type has an advantage over the beam and slab type in

that it requires less floor depth, and in some cases, compressive reinforcement

is added to further reduce this. This type is usually used where the bridge

must be installed under traffic and only one track can be taken out of service

at a time and then for only a short interval.

The flat or four-way slab is usually used where the necessity for a

minimum inconvenience to railroad traffic is not so great. On wide bridges

carrying four or more tracks, or on new location work, this is an ideal type.

The bearing capacity of the soil often determines the desirability of using

this type. A flat slab bridge, with square drop panels and round columns, is

not only a very economical but also an aesthetic type of structure.
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In the one-way slab type, the center support is usually an arched pier or

a series of columns supporting a heavy girder. This construction is not only

economical but gives better illumination in the subway. In the flat or four.-

way slab type the columns take the place of this pier and give still better

illumination. With both concrete and steel construction a curtain wall is

usually omitted. This not only cheapens the job but provides better illumina-

tion. With both concrete and steel construction, it is possible, with economy,

to place the center pier or columns in an island of a width of 4 feet or less.

The question of whether to use concrete or steel construction is deter-

mined by the policy of the individual railroads, the costs of the various

materials in different parts of the country and the capitalized cost of main-

tenance and replacements. In most cases with the use of center and side-

walk columns the floor depth of a concrete structure can be economically

fixed not to exceed that of an equivalent steel structure.

The question of whether to use sidewalk columns in addition to center

columns depends on so many factors that no definite statement can be made
as to the economical span, to change from the one type to the other. The
floor depth of the bridge, the total span between abutments, the bearing

capacity of the soil, the existence of rock, the type of loading, the capitalized

cost of maintenance and replacement of the bridge and in some cases where

the sidewalk clearance is tight and sidewalk columns are used, the extra

distance from the center column to the abutment, necessitating extra land

and grading, in addition to the extra length of the steel, are factors which

should be considered, if an accurate determination is made as to which type

is the mare economical.

In general, the advantages of sidewalk columns increase with a lengthen-

ing of the sidewalk span and the span between the center and the sidewalk

columns.

Conclusion

(1) The majority of the structures to separate the grades of a railroad

and a highway of four or more lanes of traffic (in most cases one or two side-

walks must be provided for) are of sufficient length to warrant center col-

umns. The question of sidewalk columns, in addition, is an economic one

and should be determined for each project. In most cases, the addition of

center columns or of center columns combined with sidewalk columns, makes
practicable a deck structure of either steel or concrete which compares favor-

ably in cost with an equivalent through bridge. From the standpoint of

good railroad practice the deck structure is the desirable type to use. In

general center columns, or center columns corHbined with sidewalk columns,

should be used for crossings of highways with four or more lanes of traffic,

providing proper safeguards to traffic are installed.

Recommendation

The Committee recommends that Part I of the report and the conclusion

be approved and printed in the Manual, and that Part II be received as

information.
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Appendix E

(5) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON METHODS FOR
DEVELOPING AND EVALUATING THE RELATIVE
BENEFITS TO THE PUBLIC AND THE RAILWAYS
FROM:

(a) Grade Crossing Protection.

(b) Elimination of Grade Crossings.

(c) Reduction of Traffic on Highway Grade Crossings.

S. E. Shoup, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Bernard Blum, R. W. Barnes,

H. D. Blake, H. E. Brink, C. C. Counts, H. W. Fenno, R. B. Kittredge,

G. L. Sitton, F. J. Stimson, M. D. Thompson.

The Committee reports progress. It has continued the study but has not

as yet been able to formulate a method responsive to the subject assigned

further than the principles which were approved at the last Convention. It

is recommended that the subject be continued for further study.

Appendix F

(7) STUDY AND REPORT ON CLASSIFICATION AND FORM
FOR RECORDING AND REPORTING HIGHWAY GRADE
CROSSING ACCIDENTS, WITH A VIEW TO DETERMIN-
ING THE RELATIVE EXTENT OF CONTRIBUTORY
CAUSES, COLLABORATING WITH THE SAFETY SEC-
TION, A.R.A., THE BUREAU OF RAILWAY ECONOMICS,
AND THE ASSOCIATION OF RAILWAY CLAIM AGENTS

M. V. Holmes, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Bernard Blum, F. D. Batchellor,

H. D. Blake, F. L. Beal, Maro Johnson, S. A. Jordan, A. E. Korsell,

E. R. Lewis, Leroy Wyant.

The Sub-Committee devoted this year to a study of forms now in use

by various roads, for reporting grade crossing accidents and data to be col-

lected.

Collaboration with the Safety Section, A.R.A., and Claim Agents'

Association was carried out through correspondence. These associations

have prepared a tentative form to be acted upon at their next meetings, at

which this Sub-Committee expects to be represented.

Following is form outlined by the Sub-Committee for developing the

data from engineering viewpoint:

RAILWAY COMPANY

GRADE CROSSING ACCIDENTS

Information to be checked and filled in from an inspection of the place

of accident by (title). Completed form to be ren-

dered to ( Officer )

.

1. DATE : Time Daylight. Dark.
Weather Snow Ice
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2. PLACE : Operating Division Mile post location

Nearest station Name of

crossing

3. TRAIN: Kind Engine No
Train No Motor car No
Direction bound Moving foreward. Backward. Push-
ing cars.

Was another train moving near

4. VEHICLE : Truck. Bus. Passenger car. Open. Closed. Horse drawn.
Other. License No Was driver's view obstructed

by side curtains Brakes good. Defective.

5. CAUSE OF ACCIDENT : Struck by train. Auto struck engine. Cars.

If auto struck train give distance from front end

6. DRIVER : Name Age
Male. Female. Years' experience driving

Address

7. CHARACTER OF CROSSING: City street. State or County high-

way. Local road. Private. Width of planking or paving
Paving (Kind) Condition of surface

Unpaved. Right angle. Skew.

8. CROSSING APPROACHES: Level. Upgrade. Downgrade. Steep.

Gradual. Curved. Straight. Paved or unpaved. Width of roadway
Paving

9. CROSSING PROTECTION: Crossing signs. Flagman. Gates. Wig-
wag. Flashlight. Bell. Located side of road. Center. Was protection

in service and working Advance warning sign.

Was vehicle approaching from side street and protection not visible

to driver

10. DRIVER'S VIEW : Was it obstructed. Unobstructed. On right-of-way.

Off right-of-way. Name obstruction

Can it be removed

11. CHARACTER OF TRACK: Straight. Curve. Level. Upgrade in

direction train moving. Downgrade. No. of main tracks

Side tracks Other tracks

Name track on which train was moving

12. Did vehicle approach from side of engineman. Fireman.

13. NATURE AND EXTENT OF DAMAGE : To vehicle

To train

14. Could accident have been prevented
How

15. Give any particulars pertaining to accident not stated above.

Signed

(Title)

Conclusion

The Sub-Committee submits this as a report of progress and recommends

that the subject be continued for further study.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE XX—UNIFORM GENERAL
CONTRACT FORMS

J. C. Irwin, Chairman; F. L. Nicholson, Vice-Chairman;
C. Frank Allen, C. B. Niehaus,
E. H. Barnhart, W. G. Nusz,
W. H. Brameld, H. a. Palmer,
B. S. Dickerson, Charles Silliman,
W. D. Faucette, Huntington Smith,
F. H. Fechtig, E. L. Taylor,
J. S. Lillie, J. S. Thorp,
S. L. Mapes, C. a. Wilson,
A. A. Miller, John Worley,
O. K. Morgan, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following assignments

:

(1) Revision of the Manual (Appendix A).

(2) Continue Study and Report on Cost- Plus Fixed Fee Methods in

Construction Contracts (Appendix A).

(3) Continue Study of Form of Agreement for the Purchase of

Electrical Energy in Large Volume (such as required for traction pur-

poses), Collaborating with Committee XVIII—Electricity (Appendix B).

(4) Continue Study of Form of Agreement for Wire Line Crossings,

Collaborating with Committee XVIII—Electricity (Appendix B).

(5) Continue Study of Form of Agreement for the Organization and

Operation of a Joint Passenger Terminal Project, Collaborating with

Committee XIV—Yards and Terminals (Appendix C).

(6) Continue Study of Form of Application for Industry Track

(Appendix C).

Action Recommended

(1) That no revisions be made in the Manual at this time.

(2) That the study of Cost-Plus Fixed Fee Methods in Construc-

tion Contracts, referred to in Appendix A, be continued.

(3) That the study of a Form of Agreement for the Purchase of

Electrical Energy in Large Volume (such as required for traction pur-

poses), referred to more in detail in Appendix B, be continued.

(4) That the "Form of Agreement for Wire Line Crossings," printed

in Appendix B, be approved for publication in the Manual.

(5) That the "Form of Agreement for the Organization and Opera-

tion of a Joint Passenger Terminal Project" here first printed in Appendix

C, subject to revision in continued collaboration with Committee XIV

—

Yards and Terminals, be received as information and for discussion.

(6) That the "Form of Application for Industry Track," as printed

in Appendix C, be approved for publication in the Manual.

.
Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Uniform
General Contract Forms,

J. C. Irwin, Chairman.
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Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF THE MANUAL

(2) CONTINUE STUDY OF COST-PLUS FIXED FEE IN
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS

Chas. Silliman, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; C. Frank Allen, E. H. Barn-

hart, W. D. Faucette, F. H. Fechtig, O. K. Morgan, C. B. Niehaus.

(1) Your Committee has no Revisions of the Manual to recommend

at this time.

(2) Replies to an inquiry regarding the use of Cost-Plus Fixed Fee

in Construction Contracts were received by the Committee from a number

of important railways. The returns indicate that the majority of the rail-

ways in the country are not using this form of contract. The fact is

emphasized in these returns that such contracts should be entered into only

with contractors of known reliability and responsibility.

Where it is at all probable that substantial changes in the quantities

and total costs of the projects may occur, it is the judgment of your Com-

mittee that this form of contract had best not be used, the Cost-Plus Per-

centage basis being preferable.

Your Committee recommends that the Form of Cost-Plus Percentage

Construction Contract adopted by the Association at its last annual meeting

be used as the base for any Cost-Plus Fixed Fee Contract, and desires to

continue study on this assignment.

Appendix B

(3) CONTINUE STUDY OF FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR
THE PURCHASE OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY IN LARGE
VOLUME (SUCH AS REQUIRED FOR TRACTION PUR-
POSES), COLLABORATING WITH COMMITTEE XVIII—
ELECTRICITY

(4) CONTINUE STUDY OF FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR
WIRE LINE CROSSINGS, COLLABORATING WITH
COMMITTEE XVIII—ELECTRICITY

F. L. Nicholson, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. H. Brameld, S. L. Mapes,

H. A. Palmer, Huntington Smith, E. L. Taylor, J. S. Thorp.

(3) This Committee reports progress with Form of Agreement for

the Purchase of Electrical Energy in Large Volume, the tentative draft of

a form of agreement prepared last year was submitted to Committee XVIII
—Electricity, and has resulted in a Sub-Committee being appointed from

Committee XVIII to collaborate with this Sub-Committee. The tentative

draft was also submitted to the National Electric Light Association, and the

Executive Committee of that Association has referred the matter to its

Committees on Electrification of Steam Railroads and on Rate Research.

The Chairmen of these Committees have expressed the need for serious
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study of this question and a desire to co-operate with this Committee. We
are assured that the matter will receive careful attention from the National

Electric Light Association.

The Committee is of the opinion that it will, at the next Convention,

be able to submit to the Association, for study, a form reasonably satisfac-

tory to both Associations as a basis for such Agreement.

It is recommended that the subject be continued.

(4) The Committee submitted to the Convention last year a "Form

of Agreement for Wire Line Crossings," as information and for discussion,

since which time careful study has been given to this subject and the

Committee now submits the following form for adoption as recommended

practice

:

FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR WIRE LINE CROSSINGS

This Agreement, made this day of

19 , by and between the hereinafter called

the Railway Company, and , herein-

after called the Lessee.

WITNESSETH :

Whereas, the Lessee desires to construct, maintain and use

over and across the property of the Railway Company, situated

and substantially as shown on plan hereto attached,

entitled , dated ,

and made a part hereof.

It is mutually agreed as follows

:

1. The Railway Company will permit the Lessee to construct, main-

tain and use a certain construction consisting of

over and across the property of the Railway Company, in accordance with

said plan and subject to the requirements of the Railway Company.

2. The Lessee shall install and maintain said construction under the

supervision and direction, and to the satisfaction of the

of the Railway Company or his authorized representative and, except in

case of emergency, shall do no work with' reference to the construction or

maintenance of said construction on the Railway Company's premises,

except under such supervision and direction, and after reasonable notice given

in writing to the Superintendent of the Division of the Railway Company
on which the construction is located.

Said construction and maintenance thereon shall accord with the re-

quirements of "Railway Specifications for Electric Light, Power Supply and

Trolley Lines Crossing Railways" as printed in the Manual of the American

Railway Engineering Association. If, in any particular, said specifications

conflict with the laws of the State in which the construction is to be placed,

then said specifications shall be modified only to the extent necessary to
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meet the state law and in all remaining particulars said specifications shall

govern.

3. The Lessee shall protect the telegraph, telephone, signal and other

circuits on, over or adjacent to property of the Railway Company from
electrical or other interference or damage by or because of said construction,

and shall construct, maintain and use said construction in such a manner as

will not damage or injuriously affect the use of telegraph, telephone, signal

or other circuits of the Railway Company or of other Companies that may
now or hereafter have the right to maintain such circuits on the property of

the Railway Company.

4. The Lessee shall not in any way or at any time interfere with the

safe passage of the Railway Company's trains; and shall indemnify and

save harmless the Railway Company and

from any and all damage, loss or injury, including injury resulting in the

death of any person whomsoever, suits, claims, liabilities, recoveries or

demands resulting directly or indirectly from the installation, maintenance,

use or existence of said construction, whether caused by the negligence of

the Railway Company or otherwise.

5. The Lessee assumes all risk of loss or damage to property of the

Lessee on the premises of the Railway Company, however caused, and hereby

releases the Railway Company from all liability on account of such loss or

damage.

6. The Lessee shall, at its sole expense, within

days after receipt of written notice from the Railway Company, remove

from the premises of the Railway Company said construction or make such

changes therein, including relocation, as may be required by the Railway

Company, if such removal, changes or relocation shall be needed for the

better development or use of the property of the Railway Company, or if

such removal, changes or relocation shall, in the judgment of the Railway

Company, be needed to protect its operating requirements or contractural

obligations.

7. The Lessee shall, at its sole expense, upon discontinuance of use of

said construction, promptly remove its property from the premises of the

Railway Company and restore said premises, disturbed by said construction,

to a condition satisfactory to the Railway Company, and upon the completion

of such work this agreement shall terminate.

8. The Lessee failing to remove, change or relocate its construction

within days after the expiration of notice given as

provided in Section 6, the Railway Company may without further notice

remove, change or relocate the construction, and render biils for the cost of

such removal, change or relocation to the Lessee, which bills the Lessee

agrees to pay on or before the fifteenth (15th) day of the month next

succeeding that in which such bill is rendered.

9. The Lessee shall pay all taxes assessed upon said construction, or

on account of the existence of said construction and shall indemnify the Rail-

way Company from the payment of such taxes.

10. The Lessee shall pay to the Railway Company as rent the sum of

(Dollars) ($ )

per annum on the day of every

in advance, for the first years from the date
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hereof ; the rent for the next succeeding year period

shall be fixed by agreement between the parties at not less than the rent

named for the first years.

11. This agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon

the parties hereto, their successors and assigns.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this agree-

ment the day and year first above written.

Railway Company

By

Attest :

Railway Company

By -

Attest :

Appendix C

(5) FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR THE ORGANIZATION
AND OPERATION OF A JOINT PASSENGER TERMINAL
PROJECT, COLLABORATING WITH COMMITTEE XIV—
YARDS AND TERMINALS

(6) FORM OF APPLICATION FOR INDUSTRY TRACK

W. G. Nusz, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; E. H. Barnhart, B. S. Dickerson,

J. S. Lillie, A. A. Miller, C. A. Wilson, John Worley.

(5) Your Committee reported progress at the 1928 Convention and

since that time has continued its study of the subject, collaborating with

Committee XIV—Yards and Terminals. A few matters under discussion

between the two Committees have not yet been brought into shape for a

final recommendation but the Committees are so nearly in accord that it

seems best to print the agreement this year in order to have the benefit

of comments from members of the Association during the coming year.

The assignment is covered by the preparation of two forms—the first, "Or-

ganization Agreement," provides for the creation of a railway company

to operate and maintain the terminal, the construction and method of

financing it, and the second, "Operating Agreement" can be fully executed

only after the terminal company has been legally created and has authorized

its officers to execute this agreement.
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Both forms must be considered at the same time. Your Committee has

drafted and submits both forms, constituting a complete agreement, for

information and discussion, and recommends that the subject be continued

in the outline of work for the next year.

(6) Your Committee prepared and submitted a form for discussion

at the 1928 Convention. It has received several suggestions and continued

the study of the form throughout the year. A joint meeting with members

of the American Railway Development Association was held and their

suggestions considered. It was decided to separate the form into two

parts, the first containing information to be obtained from the applicant

over his signature and the second, information to be compiled by represen-

tatives of the railway company. No recommendation is made for handling

this form as either the Traflfic or Engineering Officers can have it filled

out during their investigation, depending on the organization and desire of

the railway company.

Your Committee recommends the adoption of this form as recom-

mended practice and that it be printed in the Manual.

(5) FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR THE ORGANIZATION
AND OPERATION OF A JOINT PASSENGER TERMINAL
PROJECT

In Two Parts—Each a Separate Contract

(1) Organization Agreement

To be executed by the railway companies interested in and owning the

project and providing for creation and incorporation of a Terminal Com-
pany to operate, control and maintain the Terminal.

(2) Operating Agreement

To be executed by the railway companies interested in and owning the

Terminal, the Terminal Company after it is legally functioning and a

Trustee with whom the stock is deposited to insure proper performance by

the railway companies of their obligations. This contract provides for

financing the Terminal by stock and bond issues, construction, operation,

maintenance and management of the Terminal, and admission of other

railway companies.

FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR THE ORGANIZATION AND
OPERATION OF A JOINT PASSENGER TERMINAL
PROJECT

ORGANIZATION AGREEMENT
(For Use by Three or More Interested Railway Companies)

This Agreement made this day of

19 by and between

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the

, hereinafter called the (A) Com-
pany ; , a corporation organized and exist-

ing under the laws of the ,
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hereinafter called the .... (B) .... Company and ,

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the

hereinafter called the .... (C) .... Company,

all collectively hereinafter called the Companies.

WITNESSETH :

Whereias, the Companies hereto are now operating railways with

passenger train service, centering in the City of

State of and the passenger business

of the Companies demands more extensive and better regulated station,

transfer and other facilities in said city than is afforded at present, and

Whereas, the Companies desire to facilitate and expedite such transfer

and other business and for that purpose desire to consolidate their passenger

business at one location, and

Whereas, the Companies desire (a) to cause a corporation to be formed

under the laws of the State of to acquire

and operate a passenger terminal station and other necessary or convenient

facilities in connection therewith in the City of ,

suitably adapted to furnishing passenger terminal facilities to the parties

hereto, all collectively hereinafter called the "Terminal" and (b) to enter

into an agreement providing for the financing, acquisition, construction,

maintenance and operation of such a Terminal apportioning the earnings and

operation expenses thereof and defining the liabilities of the Companies,

and

Whereas, the Companies also desire (a) to procure the necessary legal

authority to enable them to enter into an agreement such as that above

described and to purchase the capital stock of the proposed corporation

;

(b) after all such authority has been obtained to enter into such an agree-

ment to purchase such capital stock; and (c) during the time interval between

the date hereof and the date when the necessary authority shall have been

obtained and the proposed agreement entered into, to use their best efforts

to acquire or cause to be acquired the necessary real estate and carry on or

cause to be carried on the construction of the Terminal.

Now Therefore.

Section 1. The Companies agree promptly to cause a railway company

to be incorporated under the laws of the of

and under the name of the

(hereinafter called the Terminal Company)

,

with a capital stock of Dollars ($ )

consisting of ( ) shares of

par value of Dollars ($ ).

Each of the Companies agrees that said capital stock shall be equally divided

between the Companies and that they will subscribe or cause such subscrip-

tion to be made therefor.

The Companies further agree to cause the Terminal Company to make
application for all necessary legal authority to issue said stock and to acquire

and operate the property and facilities described and herein referred to as

the Terminal in the form of agreement attached, marked and hereinafter
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referred to as Operating Agreement and hereby made a part hereof and

to execute and comply with the terms of the Operating Agreement; and

the Companies further agree to apply for any legal authority necessary to

enable them to acquire or cause to be acquired the stock of the Terminal

Company and to enter into and comply with the terms of the Operating

Agreement.

Each of the Companies, if and when such authority is obtained, agrees

to execute and to comply fully with all the terms and conditions of the

Operating Agreement and to cause the Terminal Company to execute the

same. Said Operating Agreement shall be signed and executed by the Com-
panies hereto and by the Terminal Company in the exact form and language

of the attached draft thereof.

Section 2. Each of the Companies owning lands or other property

within the Terminal Area, as defined in the Operating Agreement, hereby

agrees that such lands or other property may be taken by the Terminal

Company at such time as it may elect for use in constructing the Ter-

minal, payment to be made for the same as provided in the Operating

Agreement. It is further understood and agreed that on the lands to be

acquired within the Terminal Area, as defined in the Operating Agreement,

or on any substitute lands acquired in lieu of any land within the Terminal

Area which may not be acquired, there shall be constructed a passenger

terminal with all necessary or convenient facilities and appurtenances, all

with sufficient capacity to provide properly for the passenger business of

the Companies. If any of the details of construction and the exact loca-

tions are not defined or fixed in the Operating Agreement, they shall be

approved by the Companies.

It is understood and agreed that the tentative plans for said additional

improvements have been worked out by agreement and at the expense of

the Companies but said plans may be changed, altered or enlarged from

time to time, as further study and developments make it advisable to make
such changes, alterations or enlargements, either prior to the execution of

the Operating Agreement or thereafter during the time the parties hereto

continue in charge of the work of constructing the terminal as provided

in the Operating Agreement.

During the time intervening between the date of this agreement and

the date when conveyance of the property owned by the Companies is made

to the Terminal Company, the Companies shall use their best efforts to

acquire or cause to be acquired the additional real estate within the Ter-

minal Area and to construct or cause to be constructed, improvements

thereon, substantially in accordance with the "General Plan" marked

Plan . . . and attached to the Operating Agreement, or in accordance with

such plan as the same may be changed by agreement of the Companies but

any and all details in connection with construction or acquisition of prop-

erty shall be approved by the of each of the

Companies.

It is agreed by the Companies that the Company
shall keep accurate and complete accounts of all revenues and operating

expenses from the beginning of the acquisition of the property or starting

of any construction work up to the date of conveyance to the Terminal

Company, and that the Companies shall keep construction accounts show-
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ing items of all construction work heretofore or hereafter done by them

for which payment is to be made by the Terminal Company.

All accounts kept by each Company with reference to the Terminal,

shall be open for examination by each of the other Companies and shall

conform to the requirements of the Operating Agreement.

Section 3. It is agreed that the Terminal Company shall, upon request

of any Company, operate such parts of the Terminal as may be put in

service from time to time for the account and benefit of that Company,

without discrimination in favor of, or against any railway company using

the Terminal.

Section 4. The capital stock shall be paid for in cash at the time or

times required under the terms of the Operating Agreement.

Section 5. This agreement is made subject to all Federal and State

laws and all rules or orders now in force or to be made by any board,

commission, or bodj' having competent jurisdiction and in the event it shall

be found to conflict with any of such laws, acts, rules or orders, it shall

be amended to conform therewith.

In Witness Whereof, the Companies hereto have caused this agree-

ment to be signed in triplicate by their dulj^ authorized Presidents, and

their respective corporate seals to be affixed and attested by their respec-

tive Secretaries, the day and year first above written.

Attest : (A)

By President.

(B)

Secretary. By President.

Attest :

(C)

Secretary.

Attest :

Secretary. P,y President.

FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR THE ORGANIZATION AND
OPERATION OF A JOINT PASSENGER TERMINAL
PROJECT

OPERATING AGREEMENT

(For Use by Three or More Interested Railway Companies)

This Agreement made this day'of

19 , by and between , a corpora-

tion organized and existing under the laws of the

hereinafter called the .... (A) ... . Company ;

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the

A
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hereinafter called the ....(B) Company ;

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the

hereinafter called the (C) Company ; the (A) Company,

(B) Company and (C) Company are hereinafter collec- .

tively called the Companies ; , a corporation

organized and existing under the laws of the
,
provided

for in the organization agreement and hereinafter called the Terminal Com-

pany ; and the , a corporation organized

and existing under the laws of the , hereinafter called

the Trustee, which expression whenever used in this agreement shall include

any successor or successors to such Trustee in the trust hereby created,

WITNESSETH :

Whereas, the Companies entered into a certain Organization Agree-

ment providing for the organization of a Terminal Company on the

day of , 19

and also providing for the acquisition and operation of a passenger station

and other necessary or convenient facilities and appurtenances in the City

of ,
hereinafter

called the Terminal, and,

Whereas, said Organization Agreement provided among other things

for the creation and incorporation of a railway company under the laws of

the of , and this

provision has been complied with and the Terminal Company, party hereto is

now legally incorporated in compliance with the Organization Agreement,

has received the necessary approval of the governmental bodies having

jurisdiction and is prepared to proceed with the construction, operation and

maintenance of the passenger station and facilities designated in the organ-

ization agreement as the Terminal and.

Whereas, the Terminal Company has received all legal authority re-

quired for issuing and selling its capital stock and bonds and the Com-

panies have received all legal authority required to purchase said stock as

set forth in the Organization Agreement, and,

Whereas, the Trustee, hereinafter referred to, has been appointed, and

said Trustee has accepted the trust,

Now Therefore, in consideration of the covenants and agreements

herein contained, it is mutually agreed as follows

:

ARTICLE I—CORPORATE EXISTENCE

Protection of Rights and Privileges

Section 1. The Terminal Company agrees that it will not do or omit

any act, the doing or omission of which might operate, directly or indirectly,

to forfeit any of the rights, privileges or franchises acquired under its

charter, or howsoever acquired, or which in any manner might impair

the value of its privileges, rights, or property, or its ability to perform all

of its obligations in this agreement provided for, and will at the expiration

of the present term of its corporate existence cause the same to be re-

newed and extended in the manner and form as may then be provided by
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law, and will cause similar renewals and extensions to be made from time

to time as the same shall be necessary to maintain its existence and the

corporate power with which it is now vested.

Exercise of Corporate Power

Section 2. The Terminal Company agrees that in order to enable it to

carry out the agreements herein contained, it will at all times and from time

to time, when requested by the Companies, or any of them, put forth and

exercise each and every corporate power and do each and every corporate

act which the Terminal Company may now or at any time hereafter law-

fully put forth or exercise to enable the Companies, and each of them, to

enjoy and avail themselves of and exercise every right, franchise and

privilege hereby granted, in the proper management and operation of the

Terminal, according to the terms of this agreement.

ARTICLE II—STOCKS AND BONDS

Method of Financing

Section 3. The Terminal Company shall finance the acquisition of

the necessary lands and leasehold interests, the construction of the Terminal,

a reasonable fund for working capital, and future additions and betterments

as follows

:

Sale of Capital Stock

1. By the sale of Dollars ($ )

of capital stock, consisting of ( )

shares of a par value of Dollars ($ )

each, to be equally divided among the Companies, each Company having

subscribed for ( ) shares

thereof.

Sale of Bonds

2. By the sale of its first mortgage gold bonds to be issued in series,

each series maturing ( )

years from the date of issue of such series or otherwise as may be agreed

upon, secured by a first mortgage upon all its property and franchises to

the Trustee.

E^ch series of bonds shall be for such amounts, shall bear such inter-

est rate, and be redeemable, at the option of the Terminal Company, at such

prices and on such other terms as may be agreed upon by the Terminal

Company and the Companies.

The Terminal Company may also, from time to time, issue notes or

collateral trust bonds, secured by pledge of the mortgage bonds, pending

a sale of the mortgage bonds.

During the time the Companies shall fail or refuse to agree to the

issuance of such bonds, or to the terms thereof, no liability shall arise from

the Terminal Company to the Companies on account of the failure of the

Terminal Company to proceed with the construction of the Terminal.

The mortgage shall contain such provisions for the protection of the

holders of the bonds issued thereunder, and of the Trustee therein, as the

Terminal Company may adopt in its corporate capacity.
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Bonds—Guaranteed by Companies

The Terminal Company shall apply to such commission or commis-

sions, or other governmental bodies as may be by law required, for authority

to issue such bonds and the Terminal Company and the Companies shall,

upon receipt of such authority, jointly and severally guarantee, by endorse-

ment thereon, the due and punctual payment of the principal and interest of

all of the Terminal Company's bonds to be issued as herein provided.

Funds Advanced for Construction

Section 4. The Companies shall, during the period of construction of

the Terminal, advance to the Terminal Company as loans

Dollars ($. ) equally apportioned between the Companies

and bearing interest at the rate of per cent ( %)
per annum and in addition thereto such sums as may be necessary to enable

the Terminal Company to meet its requirements for taxes, rentals and inter-

est upon its bonds then outstanding or on its interest bearing indebtedness

incurred on account ot the acquisition of lands, leasehold interests or on

account of construction, which additional sums shall bear interest at the

same rate as the prior issue of the Terminal Company's bonds then out-

standing, and which loan shall be repaid by the Terminal Company out of

the proceeds of the next issue of bonds disposed of under this agreement.

The amount of advances, required by the necessities of the Terminal Com-
pany from time to time, shall be fixed by the Board of Directors of the

Terminal Company and the resolution of said Board of Directors shall be

final as to the amount thereof.

ARTICLE III—ISSUE OF STOCK—TRUSTEE'S DUTIES

Issuance of Stock Certificates

Section 5. When the payments provided for in Article II hereof are

made, the Terminal Company shall issue, in the names of the respective com-

panies making such payment, certificates representing shares of stock of the

Terminal Company, equal at par value to the amount of such payments, and

such payment shall be held and considered to be the purchase price at par

for the amount of capital stock represented by such certificates and shall be

so applied by the Terminal Company.

Delivery of Stock Certificates

The Terminal Company shall deliver each such certificate when issued

to the Trustee and notify the Company in whose name it was issued of

such delivery. Any certificate so delivered shall be deemed and considered

to be delivered to the Trustee by the Company in whose name the certifi-

cate so delivered was issued.

Stock Transfers

Section 6. Each of the Companies agrees to execute and deliver to

the Trustee instruments of assignment and powers of attorney for the

transfer of all shares of stock represented by certificates issued in its name
and delivered to the Trustee in the name of the Trustee as hereinafter
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provided; and each Company hereby irrevocabI\- makes, constitutes and

appoints the Trustee its true and lawful attorney in fact, with full power

and authority in its name, place and stead to make and execute all necessary

and appropriate instruments requisite to effect any such transfer; provided,

however, that the Trustee shall not exercise any such power and authority

for or on behalf of any Company unless and until such company shall for a

period of ( ) days after the

delivery of any such certificate to the Trustee fail or neglect to make,

execute and deliver to the Trustee an instrument of assignment and power

of attorney for any such transfer.

The Trustee shall cause the shares represented by the certificates deliv-

ered to it to be promptly transferred upon the books of the Terminal

Company into the name of the Trustee, as Trustee, subject to the provisions

of this agreement.

All of said stock of the Terminal Company shall be held by the Trustee,

upon the trusts, for the purposes, and upon the terms and conditions herein

expressed, until delivered, transferred, and surrendered, as herein provided.

Creation of Terminal Trust

The trust created by this instrument shall be known as the Terminal

Trust and the instruments of assignment and powers of attorney above in

this section provided for each may be substantially in the following form

:

ASSIGNMENT AND POWER OF ATTORNEY

For and in consideration of the covenants, agreements, terms,

conditions and obligations set forth in a certain agreement dated

, , between the Trustee, and
the Terminal Company, and others, which among other things,

created a certain trust known as the Terminal Trust, and in con-
sideration of other valuable considerations, receipt of which is hereby
acknowledged, the undersigned Company hereby sells, assigns, and
transfers unto , as Trustee under the
Terminal Trust, shares of the capital stock of
the Terminal Company, represented by certificate numbered

issued in the name of the undersigned Company,
and does hereby irrevocably constitute and appoint ,

Secretary of said Terminal Company in his official capacity and his

successors in office as such Secretary, to transfer said stock on the

books of the Terminal Company with full power of substitution

in the premises.

Voting Power

Section 7. Each of the Companies, if and so long as it shall not be in

default hereunder, shall be entitled to vote at all meetings of the stockhold-

ers of the Terminal Company for the election of Directors and for all other

purposes, upon all of the shares of the Terminal Company transferred

hereunder to the Trustee by such Company, and the Trustee shall, from

time to time, upon demand, execute and deliver to each of the Companies

not then in default, a power of attorney, appointing such Company or per-

son or persons that may be designated by such Company, in writing, the

attorney, agent or proxy of the Trustee with power of substitution to vote

upon such shares as the said Company shall be entitled to vote, as aforesaid,

at all meetings of the stockholders of the Terminal Company herein; pro-
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vided, however, that any such power of attorney shall be cancelled and

terminated by the execution and delivery by the Trustee of new powers of

attorney, as provided in this Article, by reason of the subsequent default of

the Company to which or to whose nominee the earlier power of attorney

was delivered.

Directors Qualifying Shares

Section 8. Each of the Companies agrees to provide out of its share of

the capital stock the necessary qualifying share or shares for the Director

or Directors of the Terminal Company representing such Company, and the

Trustee shall from time to time, upon request of the respective Companies,

deliver to the Terminal Company, the number of shares necessary to qualify

the Director or Directors representing the respective Companies on the

Board of Directors of the Terminal Company, and a certificate shall be

issued by it in the name of each such Director. The certificate or certifi-

cates of stock so issued to such Director or Directors, respectively, shall

be assigned in blank by such Director or Directors and deposited with the

Trustee and held by it in trust in the same way as other shares of stock

of said respective Companies are held.

Shares Held in Default

Section 9. In the event any Company shall fail to make any of the

payments provided for in this agreement at the time therein provided the

Terminal Company may at its option, and upon request of any company

shall notify the Trustee in writing that such default has occurred and from

and after the date of receipt of notice of such default the Trustee shall hold,

under the terms of this agreement, the shares transferred to it by the Com-
pany or Companies so in default for the equal use and benefit of the Com-
pany or Companies not in default, and the Trustee shall promptly give writ-

ten notice to any such Company that said shares are being so held on account

of its default. Each of said Companies further agrees with the Trustee

and with each of the other Companies, in the event of a default on its part,

to release and relinquish to the Trustee, all further right, title and interest

in or to its said shares, and that this instrument shall operate as a release

and relinquishment thereof, and each of the Companies consents and re-

quests that in case of its default the Trustee shall thereafter hold said

shares, under the Terms of this agreement, for the equal use and benefit of

the Companies not in default. In the event of default the Trustee shall

execute and deliver new powers of attorney to each of the Companies not

in default, or their nominees, each authorizing the holder to vote an equal

portion of the stock of which the defaulting Company was the beneficial

owner prior to default. Provided, however, that in case of failure to

make any payment required by Article VIII hereof, no notice of such

default need be given by the Terminal Company to the Trustee, but the

Trustee shall notify the defaulting Company that by reason of its default its

shares are being held as hereinabove in this Section provided.

Reinstatement of Defaulting Company

Section 10. If, however, within one year from the date of such default

any defaulting Company shall pay to the Terminal Company a sum of money
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sufficient to completely liquidate its then existing indebtedness to the Ter-

minal Company, together with interest at the rate of

per cent ( %) per annum thereon, then the Terminal Com-
pany shall immediately notify the Trustee of such payment and, from and

after the date of such payment, the defaulting Company shall thereupon

again become the beneficial owner of the shares of stock transferred by it

under this Article and shall be entitled to all the rights, privileges and

benefits in this Agreement provided and shall thereafter remain such bene-

ficial owner and be entitled to such rights and privileges so long as it shall

continue to observe and perform all the terms and conditions hereof.

Final Default

Section 11. If within one (1) year from the date of any such default

any Company in default shall fail to make reimbursement, as provided for

in this Article, then such defaulting Company shall cease to be a Com-
pany hereunder and the Trustee shall surrender to the Terminal Com-
pany the certificates representing the shares of stock of which such default-

ing Company was the beneficial owner up to the time of default, and

request and direct the Terminal Company to cancel such certificates and

issue in the names of the other Companies not then in default new certificates

each representing an equal portion of said shares of stock. The Ter-

minal Company shall thereupon cancel the certificates surrendered and

issue such new certificates and deliver the same to the Trustee and such

certificates shall thereupon be assigned and transferred into the name of

the Trustee in the manner provided in this Article.

Transfer of Shares in Default

Section 12. To the end that the stock transfers provided for in this

Article may be made, each of the Companies hereby grants to the Trustee

full power and authority, in the event of its default, to cause the stock of

which it was the beneficial owner prior to such default to be transferred

as aforesaid, hereby irrevocably constituting and appointing the Trustee its

attorney for that purpose and ratifying and confirming all such acts as may
be done by the Trustee.

It is understood and agreed by and between the Terminal Company
and each of the Companies that any such default and stock transfer shall

constitute and operate as a sale of such stock to the Companies to which the

same is transferred and as a purchase by them thereof in consideration of

the amounts paid or borne by them on account of such default.

Trustee's Compensation

Section 13. The Terminal Company and the Companies covenant and

agree with each other and with the Trustee, from time to time upon

demand of the Trustee, to pay the expenses of the Trustee hereunder,

including reasonable compensation of the Trustee and all expenses that may
be incurred in preserving the stock held hereunder by the Trustee, or in

exercising the options to purchase stock herein provided for and in defend-

ing and enforcing the rights and interests of the Companies in respect of

said stock or under this agreement; also, to indemnify the Trustee against

all damage and liability while acting hereunder and in conformity here-
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with; and also from time to time upon demand of the Trustee to pay the

taxes, if any, assessed upon the stock held hereunder by the Trustee. The

payments and indemnities in this section provided for are hereby defined as

Trust Expenses. Demand for any amount due hereunder shall be made by the

Trustee upon the Terminal Company but the making of such demand upon

the Terminal Company shall not constitute any waiver by the Trustee of

its right to proceed to collect from the Companies if the Terminal Com-

pany shall fail to make payment and if not so paid shall constitute a prior

lien secured hereby on all the securities then held hereunder.

The Trustee or any successor Trustee shall not be liable for any act

performed by it in good faith hereunder.

Resignation or Removal of Trustee

Section 14. The Trustee, or any successor Trustee, may resign and be

discharged from the trust created by this agreement by giving, to each of

the Companies and the Terminal Company, notice in writing of such resig-

nation and specifying the date when such resignation shall take effect.

Such resignation shall take effect from the date specified in such notice

unless previously a successor trustee shall be appointed, as hereinafter pro-

vided, in which instance such resignation shall take effect immediately upon

the appointment of such successor Trustee. The Trustee or any successor

Trustee may be removed at any time from the trusteeship, by a majority of

the Companies not then in default, by an instrument in writing duly signed

by them or by their attorneys duly authorized. Upon removal the Trustee

so removed shall be entitled to the payment of its reasonable charges for

the services rendered and the expenses incurred by such Trustee in the

management of the trust.

Vacancy in Trusteeship

Section 15. In case a vacancy shall exist at any time in the trusteeship

hereunder, from whatever cause arising, a majority of the Companies not

then in default shall, by written instrument, appoint a new Trustee or suc-

cessor Trustee; the new appointment of a Trustee or successor Trustee, as

herein provided, shall be efl:ectual to vest in such Trustee so appointed, the

absolute authority, rights, powers and duties herein provided in that behalf

;

and in every such case the former Trustee, at the request of any of the

Companies or of the Trustee so appointed, shall assign, transfer and deliver

to such successor Trustee, all moneys, shares of stock, rights, contracts,

choses in action, evidences of indebtedness, and all other matters or things

then held by such Trustee under this agreement.

Form of Notices

Section 16. Any demand, request, notice, designation or selection to

be made by the Companies, the Terminal Company, or any of them, or

by the Trustee, under any provision of this Article hereof, shall be suffi-

ciently given and served if signed by the President, or a Vice-President, or

by the Chairman of the Executive Committee, or by the Secretary or

Assistant Secretary of the Company or of the Trustee in whose behalf the

same shall purport to be made and delivered to or served upon any one of
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such officers of any of the other Companies, the Terminal Company or of

the Trustee.

Advances to Cover Defaults

Section 17. If any of the Companies shall have made any payments

under this Article on account of the default of any other Company, then

the claim or claims of the Terminal Company against the Company in

default shall be held and enforced by the Terminal Company as trustee for

the Companies that made such payment, and any sum or sums received or

collected from such Company in default or any of the funds of such Com-
pany arising under this agreement which shall come into the hands of the

Terminal Company, shall be used by the Terminal Company ratably to

reimburse with interest at the rate of per cent

( %) per annum, the Companies which have made such pay-

ment.

Section 18. Each Company has made, constituted, and appointed, and

hereby irrevocably makes, constitutes and appoints the Terminal Company,

its true and lawful attorney for it and in its name, place and stead, for

the purpose of paying and with full power and authority, to be exercised

only in the event of its default, to pay any or all of its funds arising under

this agreement which shall come into the hands of the Terminal Company to

the other Companies not in default to reimburse them as provided in Sec-

tion 17 of this agreement, hereby ratifying and confirming all its said

attorney may do by virtue of this provision.

Trustee a Party to Agreement

Section 19. The trustee has become a party to these presents only for

the purpose of signifying its acceptance of the trusts hereunder.

ARTICLE IV—PAYMENT FOR STOCK

Time of Payment

Section 20. The Companies have each subscribed or have caused sub-

scription to be made for their account for shares at

par value of the capital stock of the Terminal Company.

Section 21. Payment for said capital stock shall be made by the

several companies as follows

:

(a) Each Company shall pay in cash, to apply on their respective

subscriptions, a sum of money equal to of

the amount necessary to enable the Terminal Company to carry out its

obligation and to make the payments required under paragraph (b) of

this section.

(b) The Terminal Company, from time to time, if and when neces-

sary to secure funds, shall, by appropriate resolution or order of the Board

of Directors, call upon the Trustee for such amounts of the respective sub-

scriptions of the Companies, in cash, as may be sufficient to yield the

necessary funds.

(c) Whenever the Terminal Company shall certify to the Trustee that

funds are necessary, or in its opinion will be soon needed, for the acquisi-
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tion of real estate or to complete the Terminal, in accordcince with the

plans and specifications on file or as changed from time to time, the Trustee

shall make demand upon the Companies to pay equal portions of the funds

so requested by the Terminal Company and then remaining unpaid on the

subscriptions for stock by the Companies and each of said Companies agrees

upon receipt of such demand to make such payment within ten days there-

after.

Upon receipt of such funds the Trustee shall immediately pay the same

to the Terminal Company.

Advance Notice by Terminal Company

The Terminal Company shall endeavor to give reasonable advance notice

to the Companies of the dates when it expects to apply to the Trustee for

funds, but no failure to give such notice shall relieve any Company from

the obligations hereby assumed to make such payments to the Trustee within

ten days after demand is made therefor.

Default in Payment

In the event that any Company shall fail to make such payment within

ten days after receipt of any such demand, the Trustee shall immediately

notify the other Companies not in default and the Terminal Company that

such default has occurred.

(d) In the event of any default by any Company in making the pay-

ments under this section within the time fixed, the other Companies shall

pay any unpaid portion of such payments apportioned equally among them

and shall be subrogated to the rights of the defaulting Company.

Final Payment

(e) The total amount of the payments to be made by the Companies

under this Section shall equal the par value of the capital stock subscribed

for by them. On completion of the Terminal, the Terminal Company shall

certify to the Trustee that it desires to collect all amounts then remaining

unpaid, if any, on account of the respective subscriptions for capital stock

by the Companies and the Trustee shall make demand on the Companies

therefor, as provided above in this Section.

ARTICLE V—MANAGEMENT
Direction and Control

Section 22. The management, operation, maintentance, repair and

renewal of the Terminal shall be under the exclusive direction and control of

the Terminal Company, but all rules and regulations issued by the Ter-

minal Company shall be reasonable, just and fair to each of the Com-
panies, and without preference in favor of or discrimination against any of

them. Each Company shall cause its employees to comply with all rules

and regulations so issued, and it shall make deliveries to and receive cars

from the Terminal Company at such times and places, in such manner and

under such rules and regulations as the Terminal Company may direct.

The direction and control of the Terminal Company shall vest in and be

exercised by its Board of Directors, referred to in this agreement as
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"Board of Directors," composed of members, with an

alternate for each member to act only in the absence of such member, unless

changed as provided in Section 27 hereof ; of which

members with a corresponding number of alternates

shall be representatives of and nominated by each of the Companies hereto

and the persons so nominated shall be elected by the stockholders of the

Company at an annual meeting for that purpose. In the event a vacancy

occurs among the Directors, elected by the stockholders, the Com-
pany, party hereto, to which the vacancy appertains, shall have the right to

nominate the director to fill said vacancy.

The Board of Directors may create an Executive Committee composed

of members of said board to transact busi-

ness, ordinarily coming before the board during intervals between meetings

of said board, subject to approval of the Board of Directors at its next

meeting.

Section 23. The Board of Directors, through the officers of the Ter-

minal Company, shall have charge and supervision of the entire Terminal,

and the use thereof for the passenger, mail, express and other business of

the Companies shall be subject to such impartial and reasonable restrictions

as may, from time to time, be imposed by the Board of Directors.

Operating Organization and Control

Section 24. The Board of Directors shall adopt such By-Laws and

Rules as may be necessary for the control and operation of the Terminal, be

responsible for all property of the Terminal Company and shall elect

annually on the of of each

year a Secretary, a Treasurer, an Auditor and a Terminal Manager and

shall appoint such other officers and employees as it deems necessary and

shall control and regulate their actions.

Section 25. When operating within the limits of the Terminal, all

employees of any of the Companies hereto or any other railway company

hereafter admitted to the use of the Terminal, shall be subject to the same

control of the Terminal Manager as employees of the Terminal Company
and shall observe and carry out all instructions or orders issued by him or

his duly authorized representative.

All officers and employees of the Terminal Company shall at all times

practice strict neutrality between the Companies using the Terminal.

Suspension or Removal of Employees

Any officer elected by the Board of Directors of the Terminal Com-
pany may be suspended or removed from service by a two-thirds vote of all

the members of the said Board. Any general officer of any of the Com-
panies using the terminal may make a written demand upon the Manager
of the Terminal Company for removal of employees not elected by the

Board of Directors of the Terminal Company, specifying the reasons there-

for, and thereupon said Manager shall immediately suspend such employee,

and he can be removed from service by a majority vote of the members
of the Board.
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Expansion of Facilities

Section 26. It shall be the duty of the Terminal Company, at all times

to study and consider the needs of the service and the requirements of the

Companies and from time to time, as necessity may arise, make proper

provision for expansion of any part or all of the Terminal through addi-

tions and betterments to the property and any one or more of the Com-

panies may at any time present plans for consideration of the Terminal

Company suggesting such improvements.

Equal Representation

Section 27. Each of the Companies, so long as it is not in default

hereunder, shall at all times have equal representation on the Board of

Directors of the Terminal Company as provided in Section 22 hereof and

whenever necessary the By-Laws or Charter of the Terminal Company

shall be so amended, with respect to the number of its directors, as to

admit of equal representation by all such Companies upon said Board.

Train Schedules and Time Tables

Section 28. Each Company hereto shall have the right to arrange its

own schedules and time tables for trains arriving at or departing from the

Terminal. This right is subject, however, to review by the Terminal

Manager and by the Terminal Company, and must be judiciously, fairly, and

equitably exercised by each of the Companies in such manner as not to

produce unnecessary inconvenience to any other Company. Should a dis-

agreement arise between the Terminal Manager and any Company, between

the Companies, or any of them, as to the arrangement of trains, the use

of facilities, or the time tables or train schedules, or any of them, the Board

of Directors shall have the full power and authority to determine a proper

arrangement and order of any of those items in disagreement and enforce

the adoption thereof.

The Terminal Manager is hereby given full power and authority to

regulate train movements and establish speed restrictions necessary for

the safe and proper conduct of all traffic over and upon the Terminal,

subject to review by the Board of Directors.

In case of dispute under this Section between the Terminal Manager

and any Company, between the Companies or any of them, any one of them

may appeal to the Board of Directors and its decision shall be final and

binding.

ARTICLE VI—LAND CONVEYED BY RAILWAY COMPANIES
TO THE TERMINAL COMPANY

Terms of Conveyance

Section 29. The parcels of land owned by the Companies and lying

within the Terminal shall be conveyed to the Terminal Company by special

warranty deed, executed by the Company owning the same and each of

the Companies hereby agrees that it will have the parcel or parcels of land,

to be conveyed by it, released from any and all mortgages or trust deeds

which are or may be a lien thereon at the time of conveyance; and that it

will guarantee the Terminal and any of its successors or assigns, possessing
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the power of eminent domain, against eviction from the parcels of land

conveyed by it, provided the Terminal Company or any such successor or

assign (a) does not voluntarily yield possession to third parties and (b)

notifies the grantor of any claims asserted, by way of suits or otherwise,

and permits the grantor at the grantor's cost and expense to defend any

suit or suits respecting title, and to condemn in the name of the Terminal

Company, or any such successor or assign, but at the cost and expense of

the grantor, any interest so asserted. Each of said guaranties, however, is

subject to the applicable provisions of this agreement.

The guaranty of the Companies is limited to the fair value of the

parcels of land determined as provided in this agreement;

Companies' Option to Repurchase

The parcels of land conveyed to the Terminal Company under this

article shall be conveyed subject to an irrevocable option of each of the

Companies making such conveyance to purchase them, at the price paid

therefor' by the Terminal Company, on the termination of this agreement

as provided in Section 71 hereof or in event of an involuntary dissolution,

or liquidation of the Terminal Company, its successors or assigns.

Payment for Companies' Land

Section 30. The Companies shall be paid for the parcels of land to

be conveyed by them to the Terminal Company, such sums of money as

shall be determined by agreement of the

of the Companies heretofore or hereafter made, with simple interest thereon

at the rate of per cent ( %) per

annum from the date the land is taken by the Terminal Company for its

use until the date the Companies receive payment therefor, or failing

agreement, by arbitration proceedings conducted under this agreement as

hreinafter provided.

The Terminal Company shall assume and pay all special assessements

or installments thereof, and all taxes falling due and payable after

, 19

Conveyance of Land to Terminal Company

Section 31. The Companies, each for itself, agree to take promptly all

steps and perform all acts preliminary to the making of the respective con-

veyances by it or them to be made, and to determine promptly, or have

determined, the prices to be paid for the respective parcels of said lands

and property to be conveyed under Section 30 hereof and to execute promptly

and deliver simultaneously the conveyances, in accordance with the details

of this agreement, concurrently with the payment to them of the amounts

to be paid by the Terminal Company, when such delivery is demanded and

payment offered by the Terminal Company.

ARTICLE VII—CONSTRUCTION

Method of Procedure

Section 32. The Terminal Company agrees with the Companies and

each of them that it will (a) proceed with all reasonable dispatch to

acquire title to, or the right to use perpetually all land necessary, construct,
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complete and fully equip for occupancy and use a Terminal* and all other

facilities and appurtenances necessary and convenient for railway purposes,

or the traveling public using the same, as provided in the Organization

Agreement, hereby made a part hereof, and with sufficient capacity to prop-

erly provide for the passenger business of the Companies and such other

railway companies as may under this agreement hereafter use the Terminal,

in accordance with such plans and specifications as may be prepared by

the Companies and delivered to the Terminal Company at the time this

agreement is executed and as provided herein; (b) at all times maintain

the Terminal in good order, condition and repair; and (c) operate the

Terminal for the purpose of furnishing passenger terminal facilities to

the Companies and such other railway companies as may, under this agree-

ment hereafter, use the same.

Terminal Area

Section 33. It is agreed between the Companies and the Terminal Com-

pany that the Terminal shall include within its limits all of the land, tracks,

property, and appurtenances or facilities indicated and shown on the map

marked, "General Plan" hereto attached.

Plans and Specifications

Section 34. The Passenger Station, Equipment Terminal and other

separate facilities comprising the Terminal, including such portions of the

Terminal as are indicated on said "General Plan" and certain exhibits as

follows : , *

and with the specifications marked Exhibits , and ,

have been prepared by the Companies, are attached hereto and each and all

are hereby made a part of this agreement. All plans and specifications

hereto attached shall be authenticated by the signatures of the Chief Engi-

neers of the Companies and the Terminal Company and may be altered,

enlarged or changed from time to time by mutual agreement of the Ter-

minal Company and the Companies, prior to or during construction.

In the event that during the construction of the Terminal the Com-

panies mutually agree that additional facilities be provided within the area

shown on any or all of said plans and shall request the Terminal Company

to construct such additional facilities, the same shall be constructed under

the terms hereof.

Conveyance of Rights and Interests

Section 35. E^ch of the Companies agrees that it will convey or cause

to be conveyed to the Terminal Company, as provided in Article VI hereof,

all its right, title and interest in and to all parts or parcels of land, to-

gether with all tracks and improvements on the same, now owned by it and

lying within the area shown on said plans, subject to the provisions con-

tained in Section 29 hereof.

•List here if desired items which may or may not be included as, a passenger
station and office buildings, mail and express buildings, concourse, train shed and
appurtenances, with all necessary tracks for same, trac3cs, buildings, platforms, drive-

ways, engine houses, machine and/or repair shops, storehouses, fuel stations, coach
and car cleaning yards, plants for generating electricity and steam for light, power
and heat.

•Enumerate here and list facilities or any of the separate parts thereof that it

may be desired to restrict to certain uses.
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Substitution of Lands

Section 36. It is agreed by the parties hereto that if it should be

found not possible, or in the judgment of the Companies not practicable, to

purchase or acquire any part of the land within the area, shown on said

plans as required for the Terminal, such other land or any substitute lands

may be acquired, in lieu thereof, as may be mutually agreed upon and the

plans and specifications shall be altered or changed to permit the use of

such other or substitute lands.

ARTICLE VIII—USE, OPERATION AND RENEWAL

Use Granted to Companies

Section 37. The Terminal Company grants to each of the Companies,

in common with the other Companies and such other railroad companies as

hereafter may be granted the right of user, in accordance with the provi-

sions of this agreement and subject to all and singular the conditions, limi-

tations and restrictions in this agreement contained, and under and pursuant

to such rules and regulations as may, from time to time, be adopted by the

Board of Direction, herein provided for, not inconsistent with this agree-

ment, the right to the full, joint and equal use of the Terminal, including

all separate facilities, and appurtenances hereinbefore agreed to be acquired,

constructed, installed and furnished by the Terminal Company, for the sole

purpose, however, of operating the passenger trains, mail and express trains,*

passenger train cars and engines of said Companies and transacting therein

such other passenger business only as is necessary, desirable or convenient

in connection therewith, in the proportion that their individual requirements

may demand; based upon the relative amount and character of business

done as compared with the total business of the Terminal and to the total

of the facilities available.

Reserve for Retirement

Section 38. There shall be created a fund representing a reserve for

retirement and replacement of physical parts of the Terminal, except land,

and such fund shall be properly divided between the passenger station,

equipment terminal and other separate facilities and shall, with accumulated

interest, cover the cost of retirement or replacement of the separate parts

of the Terminal on the expiration of their useful life. The amounts neces-

sary for the creation of this fund shall be a proper charge for the use of

the Terminal or the parts thereof and charged against the Companies

using the same.

Insurance

Section 39. All insurance shall be carried at all times during construe--

tion and after completion, in a proper amount and from either a commercial

insurance company, or, by arrangement through the insurance departments

of the Companies, as approved by the Board of Directors.

•Including certain specified suburban trains and excepting suburban or other trains
operated elsewhere to be listed here.
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Companies to Use Terminal Exclusively

Section 40. The rights and privileges granted to each Company in

Section 27 hereof are subject to the full and prompt performance by that

company of the following conditions "and covenants

:

(a) Each Company shall use the passenger station in the Terminal

as its principal and main passenger station in the city of

and shall use said station for all of the trains described in Section 37 hereof

which it operates into and out of the said city of ,

during the term of this agreement.

(b) Each Company shall use the Equipment Terminal and other sepa-

rate facilities as its principal and main passenger train, car, equipment and

engine terminal for its trains operating into and out of said city of

during the term of this agreement. (Enumerate

exceptions, if any).

Notice of Completion

Section 41. When the Passenger Station, Equipment Terminal and

other separate facilities are so far completed that they can be effectively used

within thirty days by all the Companies, the Board of Directors shall deter-

mine the day, not less than thirty days thereafter, when the period of con-

struction shall come to an end and shall so inform the Companies. Such

date or in case of disagreement the date fixed by the Arbitrator, as herein-

after provided, shall be known and referred to in this agreement as the

"end of the construction period." If, upon the day so determined, any

Company shall claim that the Passenger Station, Equipment Terminal and/or

any separate facility are not ready for use, it may appeal to arbitration, as

provided herein. The arbitrator shall thereupon have jurisdiction to deter-

mine the date upon which the period of construction shall end, and shall

constitute a continuing board for that purpose.

Failure to Use

Section 42. In the event that at or after the end of the construction

period any Company shall fail, for any reason, to make use of same, such

Company shall nevertheless be liable to the Terminal Company for amount

which would have been payable to the Terminal Company by such Company
had it used the same.

Connecting Tracks

Section 43. Each Company shall make, at its own sole cost and expense,

such changes in its tracks or structures or such arrangements with other

railroad companies as may be necessary to enable it to reach and use the

Terminal at the point or points indicated as terminal limits on tlie Plans.

Such changes shall be made in ample time, so that no Company shall be

prevented from using the Passenger Station, Equipment Terminal and sep-

arate facilities at the end of the construction period, and the failure to make

any such change shall be no reason for postponing the end of the construc-

tion period.

Lease Concessions

Section 44. Any space within the Terminal not needed by the Terminal

Company for its own use or for common use of the Companies, either build-
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ings or land, may be leased or" rented until needed for use by the Terminal,

by order of the Board of Directors, for such length of time as they may
direct, to individual carriers, to the Pullman Company, Express or Local

Transportation Companies or others. Space may also be leased or rented

when not so needed, for terms not exceeding years by the

Terminal Company, under the jurisdiction of the Terminal Manager, for

concessions such as stores, offices, shops, restaurants and like facilities suit-

able for accommodation of the public, subject to terms and rentals approved

by the Board of Directors.

Special Service

Section 45. A schedule of charges shall be provided, approved by the

Board of Directors, for any special service rendered to any particular Com-
pany, such as rent of equipment, interchange of freight, express, special

handling of cars, shop work, etc. All such service shall be provided only

to the extent that it may be done without prejudice to the common use of

the property or operation of the Terminal.

The switching of cars by the Terminal Company between the Terminal

and points outside the Terminal shall be paid for as special service at an

agreed rate to be adjusted from time to time as conditions and changing

costs may require.

Terminal Company to Appoint Agents

Section 46. The Terminal Company shall appoint all ticket and baggage

agents who shall be the agents for all of the Companies and all other Rail-

way Companies using the Terminal unless otherwise provided. The ticket

and baggage agents shall act without discrimination and not in any way
influence passengers where tickets are for sale between competitive points

on lines of the different companies using the Terminal. The Terminal Com-
pany shall be liable for all actions of the agents and account for all moneys

received from sale of tickets or checking of baggage to each of the Com-
panies or any other railway company using the Terminal.

Check of Agents Accounts

Section 47. Each of the Companies, whenever requested so to do by

the President of the Terminal or one of its directors, shall send representa-

tives to verify the accounts pertaining to sale of tickets or checking of

baggage. Any of the Companies may at any time make such check on

application to the Terminal Manager. All such checks shall be made under

supervision of a representative of the Terminal Company appointed by its

President, subject to the approval of the Board of Directors.

Terminal Company to Maintain, Operate and Manage

Section 48. It shall be the duty of the Terminal Company to do all

things necessary for the proper maintenance, operation and management of

the Terminal and make all reasonable regulations appropriate to that end.

Interruptions to Full Use

Section 49. If the use of the Terminal shall at any time be interrupted,

or traffic therein be delayed by any cause whatsoever, none of the Companies
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shall have any claim against any other Company, for loss or damage of any

kind, caused by or resulting from such interruption or delay, nor shall any

Company in any such case be entitled to any abatement or reduction of the

payments to be made by it to the Terminal Company, as in this agreement

provided.

Charges for Outside Service

Section 50. The Terminal Company, in handling any business outside

the scope of this Agreement, shall charge for its services, rates from time

to time established by tariff, or, if not required by law to be published in a

tariff, then such reasonable rates as are customarily charged for such services.

ARTICLE IX—ADMISSION OF OTHER RAILWAYS

Section 51. The Terminal Company shall at all times have the right

to admit other railways entering the City of to the

use of the Terminal or parts thereof, upon terms and conditions to be agreed

upon in separate agreement between the Terminal Company and such other

companies and with the approval of the Companies hereto.

The right of use herein specified in respect to any Company, party hereto,

shall include, as part of the use of such Company hereunder, the use of the

Terminals and facilities herein provided for by any Company controlling or

controlled by any Company, party hereto, whether by lease, stock ownership

or otherwise; and the right of use herein specified shall pass, subject to the

terms and conditions of this agreement, to any Company successor of any

Company, party hereto, by consolidation, merger or otherwise. P- ovided,

however, that in the case of the succession or control of any Company, party

hereto, by any other Company, party hereto, or in case of the succession or

control of more than one Company, party hereto, by any other Company,

the several obligations hereunder of such Companies, parties hereto, shall,

upon such succession or while such control continues, be the several obliga-

tions hereunder of such successor or controlling Company; but in such case,

the Company not involved in such succession or control shall have the option

to purchase at cost (averaged to reflect the cost per share of all holdings

of stock of the Terminal Company), and divide equally among themselves,

as much of the stock in the Terminal Company as may give each Company

equal holdings with every other, counting the Companies involved in such

consolidation or control as one, such option to expire three years after such

consolidation or control shall become effective.

ARTICLE X—ACCOUNTING GENERAL

Payment by Companies

Section 52. The Companies shall pay the Terminal Company, for and

in respect to the use herein granted of the Passenger Station, Equipment

Terminal and other separate facilities, at the office of the Treasurer of the

Terminal Company, from and after the end of the construction period, as

hereinafter provided, a rental determined as follows

:
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Records and Accounts

The Terminal Company shall keep its accounts and records in accord-

ance with the accounting, valuation or other orders of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission so far as applicable. The construction accounts shall

be so kept as to show separately the costs of the Passenger Station, the

costs of the Equipment Terminal and the cost of other separate facilities

comprising the Terminal. A proper division of items of overhead shall be

made in proportion to the cost of their physical construction. All items not

allocable, including taxes and interest during construction, shall be deemed

items of overhead within the meaning of this paragraph and distributed

between the separate facilities on the same basis as the cost of the facility

bears to the total cost of the entire Terminal.

At least once in each , the Terminal Company shall

prepare a schedule of the expenditures incurred in connection with the

Passenger Station, the Equipment Terminal and other separate facilities

respectively, with a sufficient description to identify the items, which, when

approved by the Board of Directors, shall become the agreed statement of

such cost. In case any Company is not satisfied with said accounting and

agreed statement of cost, it shall have the right to appeal to arbitration,

as hereinafter provided.

Subdivision of Records

After the end of the construction period, the operating account shall

be so kept as to show separately all the expenses and charges incurred and

income received on account of the Passenger Station, equipment terminal

and other separate facilities, respectively, the proper division being made
of items of overhead in accordance with such reasonable and equitable

methods as may be approved by the Board of Directors. In case any Com-
pany is dissatisfied with the division of said items of overhead, it shall

have the right to appeal to arbitration, as hereinafter provided.

The rental for the Passenger Station, Equipment Terminal and other

separate facilities, respectively, shall be the total amount required by the

Terminal Company to pay the following items:

Interest Charges

(1) The interest charges on bonds, notes and loans issued to meet

the capital cost of construction, and additions and betterments made after

the end of the construction period.

Rents

(2) The total rents and other liabilities assumed by the Terminal

Company, arising out of leaseholds, leases, contracts and agreements.

Taxes and Assessments

(3) The taxes, assessments and governmental charges, of every kind,

required to be paid by the Terminal Company.

Operation and Maintenance Charges

(4) The net costs and expenses, of every kind whatsoever, required

for the operation and maintenance of the Terminal or any part hereof,

and which shall include proper charges for reserve for a retirement and
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replacement provided for in Section Zl hereof. In determining net costs

and expense, credit shall be given for moneys received for any rentals

received under Section 18 hereof.

Other Charges

(5) All other costs, charges and expenses, of any and every kind

whatsoever, incurred, created or for which the Terminal Company may be

in any manner liable, and including expenses necessary in maintaining the

corporate organization of the Terminal Company and protecting the rights

of its stockholders and bondholders.

Dividends

(6) Annual dividend at the rate of % per year

on all stock issued by the Terminal Company and purchased by the Com-

panies under the terms of this agreement.

Income and Bills Receivable

From said totals shall be deducted any and all income received by the

Terminal Company, other than rentals from the Companies, such as conces-

sion or other rentals, special service, receipts from individual companies for

repairs or service to equipment, furnishing of supplies or other services,

interest on deposits, bills receivable and all other income of any kind

whatsoever.

Net Rental Apportionment

Section 53. The total net rental thus calculated for the Passenger Sta-

tion shall be divided as hereinafter provided on a user basis among the

Companies.

(a) The Companies shall pay the Terminal Company the following

sums, at or before the end of the construction period.

(1) All amounts, if any, required for the retirement of bonds or

otlier obligations of the Terminal Company, pursuant to sinking fund

provisions of any mortgage or other indenture executed by the Terminal

Company and required to be paid prior to the end of the construction period.

(2) All sums payable by the Terminal Company for any other pur-

pose, prior to the end of the construction period, which can not, under

the uniform classification of accounts, be capitalized.

Sums provided for in this Sub-section (a) shall be paid by the Com-

panies in equal shares, and shall be considered as a premium on the stock

to be purchased by the said Companies. Property used in common for

the common interest may be considered, for the purpose of dividing the

net expense amounts to owners or users as may be agreed upon, as being a

joint facility.

Property used solely for the convenience of an individual carrier shall

be segregated and accoimted for separately by the carrier on a fair rental

basis.

Amortization of Indebtedness

(b) The Companies shall pay the Terminal Company in addition to

the above rental, from and after the end of the construction period, a sum
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equal to the amounts required for the retirement of bonds or other obliga-

tions of the Terminal Company, pursuant to sinking fund provisions of

any mortgage or other indenture executed by the Terminal Company. If

the Terminal Company shall have accumulated, in case of securities, a

reserve for retirement fund which is not required for the making of renewals

or replacements, the Terminal Company shall use such fund for the pur-

pose of supplying the amounts required for any retirement of bonds as

aforesaid, and the Companies shall be relieved from the necessity of paying

such amounts, to the extent supplied from the reserve for retirement fund,

provided, however, that at any time when said reserve for retirement and

replacement fund is actually required for the making of renewals and

replacements, the Companies shall pay to the Terminal Company the

amounts required for such renewals and replacements. The amounts pro-

vided for in this Sub-section (b) shall be apportioned among the Companies

on the same basis as the original construction of the Terminal was appor-

tioned and the total amount for which each Company is responsible under

the terms of the first sentence of this paragraph Sub-section (b), shall be cal-

culated, from time to time, anc^ statements furnished to the Companies,

whether they are then actually called upon for full payment or not.

(c) In the event of any default by any Company in the payments

required by Section 52 and Sub-sections (a) and (b) of this Section, if

such default continues for thirty (30) days, the other Companies shall pay

the sum in default apportioned between them, in the case of payments under

Section 52 upon a user basis, as herein -defined, and in the case of Sub-

sections (a) and (b) upon an equal basis, and said Companies so making

said payments shall be subrogated to the rights of the Terminal Company
against the defaulting Company.

User Basis Defined

(d) User basis, in so far as the Passenger Station and its facilities is

concerned, shall be defined as follows

:

Each car arriving at, departing from, or running through the Passenger

Station in train service shall be counted as one car, except that cars running

through the Station over the same line, or in through service over two lines,

shall be counted as equivalent to cars (to be divided

equally between the two lines when in through service over two lines) and
not as two cars. A locomotive and tender shall be deemed equivalent to

cars. Empty cars switched and locomotives moved
between the Passenger Station and Equipment Terminal, or other separate

facilities, shall not be counted. The total number of cars as thus defined

shall be determined each calendar month, and each Company shall be called

upon to pay that proportion of the month's net rental applicable to the

Passenger Station which its car count during said month bears to the total

car count during the said month.

User basis, in so far as the Equipment Terminal or other separate

facility is concerned, shall be defined as follows

:

E^ch car in train service shall be counted as one car and each locomotive,

including tender, shall be counted as equivalent to cars

moving into the Equipment Terminal or other separate facility, and shall

be charged to the Company or Companies for whose account it is handled.
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It is understood that the above paragraphs in this Sub-section (d) defin-

ing the user basis are not intended to provide for direct charges against

any of the Companies for repairs or service to equipment, supplies furnished

to train and other items determined in accordance with rules to be pre-

scribed by the Board of Directors of the Terminal Company, which items

shall be billed directly against the Company to which furnished. The total

number of cars as thus defined shall be determined each calendar month, and

each Company shall be called upon to pay that proportion of the month's

net rental applicable, to the Equipment Terminal which the number of its

car count during said month bears to the total number of car count during

the said month. Provided that there shall be a reapportionment of the pay-

ments at the end of each calendar year, so that each Company shall pay

such proportion of said amounts as above provided, based on an annual car

count instead of a monthly car count.

Payment in Legal Tender

All of said payments to be made by the Companies to the Terminal

Company shall be made in legal tender of the United States of America.

Tentative Monthly Accounting

Section 54. The Terminal Company shall determine, as soon after the

first of each month as possible, the net rental for the preceding month, and

shall certify to each Company its proportion of said rental determined in

accordance with the provisions of. this agreement. Such certification shall

be final, and if not paid within ten days after receipt thereof, shall bear

interest at the rate of ( %) per cent

per annum from the day when due. In case any disagreement arises regard-

ing the amount of said rental, such rental shall nevertheless be paid as

herein provided and the Company concerned shall apply to the Terminal

Company for a refund. If a disagreement cannot be settled within thirty

days thereafter, either party may apply for arbitration, in accordance with

the provisions hereof, and the decision of the Arbitrator shall be final

and binding on all parties concerned.

Inspection of Records

Section 55. The books and accounts of the Terminal Company shall,

at all reasonable times, be open to the inspection of the proper officers or

agents of the Company and so much of the books and accounts of each of

the Companies as shall relate to the subject-matter of this agreement shall,

at all reasonable times, be open to the inspection of the proper officers or

agents of the Terminal Company.

Audits

Section 56. At the beginning of each fiscal year the Board of Direc-

tors shall appoint an Auditing Committee of not to exceed three (3) mem-

bers, to be selected from the chief accounting officers of the Companies, to

serve for the fiscal year in which they shall be appointed. It shall be the

duty of the Auditing Committee to recommend to the Board of Directors,

from time to time, such changes in the form of accounts of the Terminal

Company as the Committee may deem necessary or proper, but all account-

ing and all such changes proposed shall be in conformity with the account-
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ing rules of the Interstate Commerce Commission from time to time in

effect.

Accounting Practices

Section 57. Wherever the phrase "Interstate Commerce Commission"

is used in this Agreement with reference to Accounting, it shall be -construed

to mean the existing accounting rules of such Commission or any subsequent

modifications thereof, or in the event some other governmental body shall,

at any time, have jurisdiction over the accounts of railroad companies then

the accounting rules prescribed by such body, and in the event at any time

hereafter no governmental body shall have jurisdiction, then accounting

rules prescribed by the last governmental body having such jurisdiction.

Interest on Balances

Section 58. Any sum due from any Company, the payment of which

is not made at the time fixed herein, shall bear interest at the rate of

per cent ( %) per annum from maturity until paid.

ARTICLE XI—EXTRAORDINARY EXPENSES

Partial Destruction of Property

Section 59. In the event that any part or parts of the Terminal shall

at any time be damaged or destroyed by fire or any other causes, this agree-

ment shall not be terminated and none of the parties hereto shall be released

or discharged of any of the convenants or agreements herein to be kept and

performed, by reason of such damage or destruction. In the event of the

total or partial destruction of any part or parts of the Terminal by fire or

any other causes, its replacement shall be considered as extraordinary

expenses, and the same or the equivalent shall be rebuilt or replaced by the

Terminal Company with such changes as may be agreed upon between the

Companies and the cost thereof, less the amount of insurance received, shall

be charged in accordance with the classification of accounts prescribed by

the Interstate Commerce Commission. Such portion of the cost thereof as

is chargeable to capital account shall be financed by bond issue of the Ter-

minal Company in the manner hereinbefore provided for in the construction

of the Passenger Station, Equipment Terminal and other facilities, or

otherwise as may be agreed upon between the Terminal Company and the

Companies.

Extraordinary expenses, as used above, shall be construed to mean any

expenses aflFecting the total accrued property account, exclusive of land, as

that term is defined in the By-Laws. Work of such magnitude shall not be

prosecuted by the Terminal Company until the matter has been presented

to the companies, and acquiescence received from not less than two-thirds

of such Companies not then in default.

ARTICLE XII—VALUATION FOR ACCOUNTING PURPOSES

Section 60. For accounting purposes; for pro-rating expenses, particu-

larly in case of any non-owning company as provided for in Section 51

hereof ; for special services involving the use of only part of the property

;
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and for other purposes, a valuation shall be made of the property periodically

as of December 31st, and brought up to date of each succeeding period. The

period in which such valuation shall be used shall be of ten-year intervals,

unless changing conditions or ownership shall make it desirable to make
such valuation, or any part thereof, at some intermediate period, in the

latter case a valuation of such part or all of the property of the Terminal

Company shall be made upon vote of two-thirds of the members of the Board

of Directors.

Section 61. In preparing and making any valuation it shall be assem-

bled by separate facilities, zones and such subdivisions as may be found

expedient for the purposes intended and ordered by the Board of Directors.

Amortization or reserve for retirement may be adjusted from time to

time as may appear necessary from the valuations, upon order of the Board

of Directors.

ARTICLE XIII—LOSS, DAMAGE, INJURY TO PERSONS

Section 62. The term, "Terminal Property" wherever used in this

Article shall be construed to refer to the sole property of the Terminal

Company.

The term, ''Loss or Damage," as used in this article relates to loss or

damage arising upon the Terminal Property and embraces all losses and

damages growing out of the death of or injury to persons, and loss of or

damage to property, and all payments made on account thereof, including

amounts paid under any State or Federal compensation law, and also em-

braces all costs and expenses incidental to any such losses or damages

incurred in connection with the construction, reconstruction, repair, renewal,

use, maintenance or operation of the Terminal.

Section 63. Loss or damage occurring upon or adjacent to the Ter-

minal Property shall be borne as between the Terminal Company and the

Companies as follows

:

(a) When caused by the negligence or wrongful act or omis-
sion of the sole employee or employees of one of such Com-
panies or

(b) By the failure or defect of the exclusive equipment or

appliances of one of such companies, or
(c) By the engines, trains, or cars of one of such Companies

without the concurrent negligence or wrongful acts or

omissions of any sole employee or employees of any other

said Company.

such loss or damage shall be borne by the Company whose sole employee

or employees alone or whose exclusive equipment or appliances, or whose

engines, trains, or cars, so caused such loss or damage.

(d) When due to or in any manner growing out of any wreck
or other accident in which the engines, trains or cars of

one of such Companies are involved, when any such wreck
or other accident is caused by failure to construct and/or
maintain fences or other enclosures along the right-of-way
or by the condition of the tracks, facilities, land or rights

of way or by unknown causes, or the acts of third persons
not in the employ or under the control of any such Com-
pany,
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such loss or damage shall be borne by the Terminal Company as a part of

the operating expense of the Terminal.

(e) When due to the concurring negligence or wrongful acts

or omissions of the sole employee or employees of any
such Company and of the sole employee or employees of
any other such Company or Companies.

such loss or damage shall be borne equally by such Companies, except that

each such Company shall bear all such loss or damage in respect to its

own exclusive property or property in its custody or upon its cars, and as to

its sole employees, passengers, or persons upon its locomotives, cars or

trains.

Except as hereinabove in this Section provided all loss or damage hap-

pening upon or adjacent to the Terminal Property shall, as between the

Terminal Company and the Companies, be borne by the Terminal Company.

Adjusting Claims for Damage

For the purpose of adjusting liability under this Section, the engines,

cars, and trains in the custody or control and/or being used or operated by

any Company shall be deemed the engines, cars, or trains of such Company.

Section 64. The Terminal Company or any Company may make set-

tlement of all claims for loss or damage, for which any of such parties

shall be jointly liable hereunder, but no payment in excess of

($ ), except in emergency cases for the settlement of per-

sonal injury claims and then not exceeding ($ )

,

shall be voluntarily made by any such Company in settlement of any claim

without first having obtained in writing the consent of the other Companies,

parties hereto, having an interest in said settlement, and in making voluntary

settlements as aforesaid the Company making the same shall in all cases

procure from each claimant a written release from liability in the premises.

Reimbursement by Company at Fault

Section 65. The Terminal Company and the Companies agree that

whenever loss or damage shall occur which any of them shall be required

hereunder to bear, either in whole or in part, the Company or Companies so

liable shall, to the extent and in the proportion it or they may be required to

bear any such loss or damage, (a) indemnify and save harmless the other

Companies from and against any suits, actions, causes of actions, claims, de-

mands, attorneys' fees, costs, and other expenses arising from or growing

out of any such loss or damage, and (b), upon demand reimburse the

other Companies or any of them for any such loss or damage borne by

the other Companies or any of them in the first instance; and the Company
or Companies so liable shall assume and conduct the defense of any and all

suits brought against any of the other Companies on account of any such

loss or damage and pay any judgments recovered therein. Provided, how-
ever, that any Company or Companies against which any such suit is brought

shall give reasonable notice of the institution of any such suit to the Com-
pany or Companies required hereunder to bear the loss or damage on

account of which any such suit is brought.
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ARTICLE XIV—ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS

Section 66. No assignment by any Company of any interest or right

under this agreement, separate and apart from an assignment, sale or lease

of its entire property, shall be valid without the written consent of the

Terminal Company and of each of the Companies not then in default; and

no assignment, whether in connection with the sale of the assigning Com-

pany's railway and other property, or otherwise, shall release such assigning

Company from any of its obligations under this agreement accrued to date

of such assignment. If any Company shall purchase the railway of any

other Company, or if any of the Companies shall be consolidated, the pur-

chasing Company, or the consolidated companies, shall be liable to make

all payments and to perform all obligations that would have been obligatory

upon each of such Companies had such purchase or consolidation not been

made.

ARTICLE XV—MISCELLANEOUS

Severalty Responsibility

Section 67. All of the covenants and agreements to be performed by

the Companies hereunder are several and not joint and in no event shall

any of the Companies be liable for any default of any of the other Com-

panies except as herein expressly provided.

Service of Notice or Demand

Section 68. Any notice to or demand upon any Company, party hereto,

under this agreement may be given by mailing the same correctly addressed,

with postage prepaid, to such Company at ,

as provided in Section 16, unless such Company shall have given previous

notice in writing to the Terminal Company designating some other address

to which such notices and demand shall be mailed, in which case such notices

and demand shall be deemed duly served upon the Company to which the same

was addressed ( ) days after the date when the

same was mailed, whether or not such notice was actually received, and no

further notice shall be required.

No Special Rights or Privileges

Section 69. So long as this agreement shall continue in force and

effect between any or all of the Companies, none of the said Companies shall

claim or be entitled to any special rights or privileges not covered by the

terms of this agreement and which are not avaiable to all of the Com-

panies. Each of the Companies hereby waives any right, privilege, or

advantage in connection with any property of the Terminal Company, use

of the same, or in connection with any service therewith which is not enjoyed

or cannot be extended in common to all of the Companies and none of the

Companies shall be subject to any disadvantages, restrictions in service,

charges or burdens other than or difiFerent from those to which all other

Companies are subjected unless expressly stipulated in this agreement.
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ARTICLE XVI—ARBITRATION

Section 70. In case any question arises under this agreement or con-

cerning the subject-matter thereof, upon which the parties hereto cannot

agree, such question may be settled by a sole, disinterested arbitrator, to be

selected jointly by the parties to this agreement, and if they fail to select

such arbitrator within ( ) days after demand

for arbitration is made by any party hereto, then such arbitrator shall be

appointed by the judge of the Court of

The expense of arbitration shall be apportioned between the parties

hereto, or wholly borne by either party, as may be determined by the

arbitrator.

ARTICLE XVII—TERMINATION

Term of Agreement

Section 71. This agreement shall continue for the term of

( ) years from the date hereof, and unless terminated by written

notice served upon the Terminal Company by the Companies at least

( ) years before the expiration of said term

of ( ) years it shall continue in force for

the renewal of ( ) years, and shall con-

tinue in force after such renewal term unless and until terminated by written

notice served on the Terminal Company and the other Companies by any

Company at lease ( ) years before the

date on which it is desired to terminate, in which event this agreement shall

terminate as to all the parties hereto.

Trustees Duties on Termination

Section 72. In case of any termination of this agreement, the Trustee

shall transfer and deliver to each of the Companies not then in default

(upon payment of each Company of all sums then payable by it under this

agreement to the Terminal Company or to the Trustee) all of the shares of

the capital stock of the Terminal Company then owned by such Company

and then held hereunder.

Federal and State Laws to Control

Section IZ. This agreement is made subject to all Federal and State

laws and all rules or orders made by any public board, commission or body

of competent jurisdiction, and this agreement shall not be modified or amended

without the consent in writing of all the Companies not then in default,

unless it shall be found to be in conflict with any such law, rule, or order

existing from time to time, in which event it shall be modified to conform

thereto.

Successors and Assigns

Section 74. All the covenants, conditions and undertakings herein con-

tained shall extend to and be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the
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respective successors, lessees and assigns and other successors in title or in-

terest of the parties hereto.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have caused this agreement to

be signed in counterparts by their respective Presidents or

Vice-Presidents thereunto duly authorized, and their respective corporate seals

to be hereto affixed and attested by their respective Secretaries or Assistant

Secretaries, the day and year first above written.

Attest : The Terminal Company.

Secretary. By President.

Attest : "A" Railway Company.

Secretary. By President.

Attest : "B" Railway Company.

Secretary. By President.

Attest : "C" ' Railway Company.

Secretary. By President.

Attest: The Company (Trustee).

Secretary. By President.

APPLICATION FOR INDUSTRY TRACK

PART I

1. Full name of applicant

Mail address

2. Station or location at which industry track is desired

3. Approximate length of industry track ft.

Capacity needed by applicant cars.

4. State if traffic is permanent or temporary and how long industry track

will be used

5. Exact name of company or corporation

6. Principal office at

7. If a corporation, give state in which incorporated
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8. Name of President Address

9. Name of Secretary Address

10. Name of Local Manager Address

11. If a firm or co-partnership, give full names and addresses of individual

members thereof, and exact name of firm or co-partnership

12. If a joint stock company or unincorporated association, give names and

addresses of trustees or officers who are authorized to execute a bind-

ing contract on behalf of same

13. Amount of paid-up capital stock

14. Amount invested in entire business

15. Amount invested in existing plant at location of proposed industry track

16. Amount to be invested in new plant, extensions or rehabilitation of

existing plant

17. Is plant to be served in operation or a new plant to be constructed?. . .

.

18. If plant is in operation, what Railway, if any, serves it?

19. If served by a Railway, is it on a private track?

20. Character of buildings to be constructed and which will be constructed,

with approximate size, number of stories of height and kind of material

to be used for construction

21. Character of business and kind of product manufactured or handled,

with capacity

22. How long has applicant been engaged in this business ?

23. Are any of the parties interested in this plant connected with or inter-

ested in any other industry on the

Railway Company's lines, if so who?
Where?
What connection ?

24. Is applicant willing to execute lease for land owned by Railway Com-
pany, if any is required

25. Name and address of ovmer of land on which industry track is to be

constructed beyond Railway Company's property
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26. Is applicant willing to provide at his sole expense any additional right-

of-way required for the proposed industry track?

27. Is applicant willing to secure without cost to the Railway Company, an

ordinance acceptable to the Railway Company for any part of said

industry track located on a public street or alley ?

28. If necessary to cross street car or traction tracks, is applicant willing

to pay cost and assist in securing authority and proper crossing

agreement ?

29. Is applicant willing, upon notice from the Railway Company of its final

approval of the plan for the industry track to deposit with the Railway

Company, before any work is started, the amount estimated, it being

understood if the actual cost exceeds the estimate, the applicant agrees

upon presentation of bill to pay the difference to the Railway Company,

but if the actual cost be less than the amount deposited the Railway

Company shall promptly return the difference to the applicant?

30. Kind of fuel used

31. Business references are made to

Signature of Applicant

Address

No recommendation is made for handling Part I of the application by

any department. Either the Traffic or Engineering Officers can have it

filled out during their investigation, depending on the organization and desire

of the Railway Company.

PART II

, 19....

Referred to

Length industry track required ft. Clearance length ft.

ft. on the right-of-way ft. off right-of-way.

Is new turnout required

What track does new industry track connect with

Is it to be interlocked , rail bonded

maximum curvature , maximum gradient

ascending or descending from main track

Give length of track in feet on any public street, road or highway and

name of same with name of city, village or township

Corporate name of company owning and number of any street car, interur-

ban or railway tracks crossed
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Estimated Cost

Total cost of Track-
P.S. to end

On Right-of-Way (in-

cluding grading)

Off Right-of-Way (in-

cluding grading)

Extra Right-of-Way

Grading Cu. Yd.

Labor

To Railway Co. To Applicant

Construction of industry track is recommended.

Estimate in detail and copies of plan showing location attached.

Remarks :

Division Engineer.

., 19.

Referred to

Approximate revenue paid Railway Company

by applicant in past twelve months $

Principal points on Railway Company's lines from and to which the products

of the applicant move:

At present time

:

From To
From To
After construction of proposed industry track:

From To
From To
State if industry now ships or will ship over other railways, if so, what part

of its products and why ?

Will construction of the industry track result in revenue to this Company,

now given to other railways

Will construction of industry track result in new business or a division be-

tween applicant and any other industry on railway company's lines ?
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Probable Number of Additional Cars to Be Shipped per Month



REPORT OF COMMITTEE XII—RULES AND
ORGANIZATION

E. H. Barnhart, Chairman; R. E. Warden, Vice-Chairman;

E. G. Allen, P. D. Coons,

J. P. Anderson, J. L. Downs,
F. AuRYANSEN, A. B. Griggs,

M. M. Backus, H. H. Harsh,
W. E. Baker, A. A. Jackson,
W. C. Barrett, J. L. Jamieson,
D. P. Beach, A. R. Jones,
L. D. Beatty, B. R. Kulp,
R. G. Bowie, R. D. Martin,
Richard Brooke, R. N. Priest,

H. L. Brown, W. H. Wheaton,
E. N. Burrows, F. B. Wiegand,
C. J. Chase, Committee.

To the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects:

(1) Revision of Manual, making study of the subject-matter of each

standing committee, distinguishing where necessary between rules and

specifications, abstracting therefrom such material as may be suitable for

rules, collaborating with Standing Committees concerned therewith.

(2) Continue study and report on rules for the guidance of em-

ployees of the Maintenance of Way Department, with special reference to

:

(a) Rules for Maintenance of Bridges, collaborating with

Committees VII—Wooden Bridges and Trestles, VIII—Masonry
and XV—Iron and Steel Structures (Appendix A).

(b) Rules for Maintenance of Terminal Structures other than

buildings, collaborating with Committees VI—Buildings, XIV^

—

Yards and Terminals and XXIII—Shops and Locomotive Terminals

(Appendix C).
(c) Rules for maintenance of telegraph and telephone lines

and appurtenances, collaborating with Telegraph and Telephone

Section, A.R.A.

(3) Continue study and report on titles below rank of Division

Engineer, as employed by railways, to designate positions of corresponding

rank in maintenance of way service, and make recommendations that will

promote uniformity in nomenclature.

(4) Continue study and report on rules for fire prevention as apply-

ing to railway property, collaborating with the Railway Fire Protective

Association.

(5) Collate and submit a report on the existing legislation of the

several states of the United States and of the countries contiguous thereto

on the mandatory licensing and registering of engineers, surveyors and

architects (Appendix D).

(6) Outline of work for the ensuing year.

529
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Action Recommended

(1) The new Manual which was published during the current year

contains all of the work of Committee XII. Prior to the publication, all

the subject-matter of each Standing Comrnittee was carefully reviewed by

the Sub-Committee of Committee XII assigned to this work and revisions

and corrections made, including the changes made at the March, 1929,

Convention and the Manual as it has been published includes the up-to-

date work of this Committee. No further changes are recommended at

this time.

(2a) The Committee offers as information in connection with the

"Manual of Rules for the Guidance of Employees of the Maintenance of

Way Department," Appendix A—Rules for the Maintenance of Bridges

—

Woodert Structures and Rules for the Maintenance of Bridges—Steel

Structures. These rules have been approved by Committees VII—Wooden
Bridges and Trestles and XV—Iron and Steel Structures. No rules were

prepared for submission to Committee VIII—Masonry.

The Committee also offers, as information, an additional rule to be

added to the "Manual of Rules for the Guidance of Employees of the

Maintenance of Way Department" under Painting. It is shown in Appendix

B to be known as No. 1018.

(2b) The Committee offers as information, in connection with the

"Manual for the Guidance of Employees of the Maintenance of Way
Department," Rules for the Maintenance of Terminal Structures—Oil

Houses, Coaling Stations, Ash Pits, Turntables and Track Scales, as found

in Appendix C. These rules covering the structures, except track scales,

have been approved by Committees VI—Buildings and XXIII—Shops and

Locomotive Terminals. Committee XIV—Yards and Terminals has not

formally approved the rules on Track Scales.

(3) The Committee reports progress on this assignment but is not

ready to submit a report on the subject assigned.

(4) The Committee reports progress on this assignment but is not

ready to submit a report on the subject as assigned.

(5) The Committee offers as information "Report on the existing

legislation of the several states of the United States and of the countries

contiguous thereto on mandatory licensing and registering of Engineers,

Surveyors and Architects" as found in Appendix D. The Committee de-

sires to state that time did not permit more detailed information but believes

that the comparisons given of the laws of the various states will convince

the membership that there is a real need for a uniform law for the

Professional Engineer.

The Committee suggests full cooperation with the National Council

of State Boards of Engineering Examiners, also with other National

Engineering Bodies, in the promotion of such uniform law for registration

of Professional Engineers.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Rules and Organization,

E. H. Barnhart, Chairman.
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Appendix A

(2-A) RULES FOR MAINTENANCE OF BRIDGES-
WOODEN STRUCTURES

A. B. Griggs, Chairman, Sub-Committee; F. Auryansen, P. S. Baker,

E. H. Burrows, F. R. Ramsay.

(1) Bridges must be kept in line and surface; bolts and nuts must

be kept in proper place and adjustment; bents must be plumb, and stringers

have adequate bearing on the caps; braces must be securely fastened.

(2) All brush and rubbish which may tend to increase the fire hazard

shall be kept clear of all wooden structures, the ground scalped under

the same. Facilities for extinguishing fires must be kept in good condition

and receptacles kept filled.

(3) When ordering treated timber, state exact sizes and lengths

desired. Cutting treated timber to length in the field shortens its life and

should be done only when unavoidable.

(4) As far as practicable, all gaining, boring, sizing, and surfacing

should be done before treatment, and must be so specified when ordering.

(5) When cutting to length is unavoidable or when necessary to

adze or otherwise disturb the surface of treated timber, such surfaces

must be swabbed with a liberal quantity of hot preservative, followed by

two applications of hot sealing compound.

(6) When necessary to bore treated timber in the field, all holes

must be treated with hot preservative, followed by sealing compound
applied hot, and the bolt immediately driven home.

(7) When unused holes are left in treated timber or piling, they

must be treated with hot preservative and filled with treated plugs. Before

driving, the plugs must be dipped in hot sealing compound.

(8) Nailing, spiking, and boring of treated timber or piling for

support of scaffolding, is prohibited and must not be cut or punctured by

bar or pick when inspecting same.

(9) Piling, where cut off, must be treated with hot preservative,

followed by two coats of hot sealing compound, a sheet of approved ma-
terial, placed and then another application of sealing compound applied hot.

(10) When renewing piles those injured in driving or driven materially

out of line shall be replaced.

(11) When renewing batter piles they shall be driven to the in-

clination shown on standard plans for existing structures and shall require

but slight bending before framing.

(12) When renewing timbers they shall be of the kind and size

required. Timbers received not suitable shall be removed from the imme-
diate location of work and reported to the proper official.

(13) When renewing frame timbers they shall be tightly fitted.

Blocking and shimming must not be used in making joints. Timbers must
be cut off with a saw.

(14) When renewing caps they shall have a uniform thickness, even

bearing on the piles and sap side shall be placed downward.
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(15) When renewing sash and sway braces they shall be properly

framed and securely fastened to piles, posts and caps. Where the piles

in a bent vary in size or are out of line filler blocks shall be used between

the braces and piles, securely fastened and faced to obtain a bearing against

all piles. Treated filler blocks shall be used with treated braces.

(16) When renewing stringers they shall have a uniform depth at

supports, even bearing on the caps and sap edge placed downward.

(17) When renewing ties on open deck structures they shall be sized

to a uniform thickness and shall be placed with the rough side upward,

spaced regularly and cut to even length and line.

(18) When renewing guard timbers they shall be framed and

securely fastened to the ties as called for on standard plans, laid to line

and to a uniform surface.

(19) When renewing guard timbers where they are fastened to the

ties by lag screws, the holes in the guard timbers shall be bored with

augur bits ife inch, and in the ties J4 ifich less in diameter than the size

of the lag screw.

Where the guard timbers are fastened to the ties with bolts, the holes

in both the guard timbers and the ties shall be bored with an augur bit

tV inch greater in diameter than the nominal diameter of the bolt. Where
the guard timbers are fastened with boat spikes the holes in the guard

timber and tie shall be the size of the spike. Lag screws must be screwed

in, not driven.

(20) When replacing top portions of piles with posts, the old piles

shall be cut off below where sound timber is found. Good joints shall be

made between the old pile and the sill where entire bent is renewed and

between the old pile and post where a single pile is replaced. The sill or

post shall be securely fastened to the old pile. The posts shall be drift

bolted or doweled to the sill. Pile bents having one or more posts shall be

properly braced.

(21) Bearings of posts on sills shall preferably be directly over the

piles, but if such bearing cannot be provided, then sills of sufficient strength

to safely transfer the load from the posts to the piles shall be used. Framed

bents on piles must be provided with longitudinal "X" braces.

Appendix A-1

STEEL STRUCTURES

( 1 ) Nuts on floor beam hangers must be brought to a bearing

;

expansion bearings of all metal bridges must be kept clean, properly

lubricated and free to expand or contract; rivets attaching stringers to

floor beams and beams to posts must be kept tight. If adjustable lateral or

center rods are found to be loose or damaged, prompt report must be made

to Supervisor of Bridges and Buildings.

(2) Rigging, staging and scaffolding must be put up substantially, and

it must be known that same is safe before permitting its use, and if within

standard clearance, flag protection must be provided in accordance with

rules, and Superintendent notified.
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Appendix B

RULES FOR PAINTING

(1018) Where painting is being done in public places, warning signs

must be used to protect the public.

Appendix C

(2-B) RULES FOR MAINTENANCE OF OTHER TERMINAL
STRUCTURES

B. R. Kulp, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; J. P. Anderson, R. G. Bowie, A. A.

Jackson.

Oil Houses

(1) Oil storage facilities must be kept thoroughly grounded at all

times and maintained in such a way that all pipes and connections will be

tight.

Coaling Stations

(1) Special attention must be given to maintenance of bins,

chutes, and working appurtenances of all coaling stations.

(2) Inspection must be made from time to time and corrective

measures taken to keep shed free from dirt, coal dust or screenings.

(3) Fire protection apparatus must be inspected and tested at speci-

fied intervals and kept thoroughly tight and in working order at all times.

(4) Coal must not be wet down either before or after going into a

wooden coaling station.

Ash Pits

(1) Brick or concrete track supports on ash pits must be given close

inspection and repairs promptly made of any defect found.

(2) Steel beams supporting tracks must be watched to see that the

hot cinders have no effect on their strength and the rail fastenings kept

in proper order.

(3) Water supply must be maintained at all times and strict super-

vision maintained to see that cinders dumped from locomotives are imme-

diately wet down to keep the heat away from side walls and track supports.

(4) Drainage must be looked after frequently to see that catch basins

are cleaned out to prevent ashes from being washed into the sewer.

(5) Racks must be maintained for clinker hooks and shaker bars so

they can be hung up when not in use.

Turntables

(1) All refuse and dirt must be kept off the deck and out of the pit

at all times. The pit must be kept properly drained.

(2) Center bearing of turntables must be kept clean. At least once

each year the turntables shall be jacked up and the center bearing thoroughly

inspected, cleaned and oiled.
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(3) Top flanges and cross bracing of turntables must be kept clean

and when tie renewals are made top flanges given a coat of paint. At

proper intervals entire table shall be cleaned and painted with approved

structural steel paint.

(4) Inspection of and maintenance of turntables must not be under-

taken without first notifying the operator.

(5) In severe weather, salt must not be used or fires built around

turntables in such a manner as to damage the structure, to assist in

turning. When heat is necessary steam must be used, if available.

(6) The distance between the ends of the yard rails and the ends

of the rails on the turntables must be maintained not greater than ^4 "ich,

in order to avoid pounding when locomotive passes over the joint.

(7) Turntables must be maintained so that when tilted to such a

position that the wheels at one end bear on the circle rail, the top of the

rails on the table at this end are of the same elevation as the top of rail

on the approach track.

(8) The end wheel journal bearings shall be kept thoroughly cleaned,

well packed with waste and with suitable lubricating oil.

Track Scales

(1) All track scales must be numbered and referred to by number

and location.

(2) Extensive repairs to scales, such as renewal of or sharpening

of pivots, should be made in a properly appointed shop.

(3) When scales are in service regularly, the scale parts, weigh

bridge and pit must be cleaned at least twice a month. Exposed parts,

so located that they, are liable to become clogged with ice or dirt, shall be

cleaned as frequently as necessary.

(4) Iron and steel parts, except knife edges and bearing steels, shall

be painted when installed and at such other times as may be directed,

to prevent corrosion.

(5) The best rust preventative obtainable must be applied to the

pivot and heavy steel bearings in such a manner as not to interfere with the

proper working of the scale.

(6) Salt must not be used around scales. Artificial heat must be

used for thawing purposes.

(7) All scale pits shall be properly drained.

(8) At intervals of from one to two years (the shorter period for

light scales), the weigh bridge should be jacked up and the levers lifted

or removed for a careful examination and cleaning of all knife edges and

bearing steels, and the renewal of the rust preventative. Thorough inspec-

tion shall be made at this time to disclose defects such as broken knife

edge and cut bearings.

(9) Equipment must not be allowed to stand on the scales except

when being weighed.

(10) Engines or similar heavy equipment must not be passed over

the live rails.

(11) Cars on the live rails must not be moved by cars or engines

on the dead rails or vice versa. Cars must not be moved over the scales

with one truck on the live rails and another truck on the dead rails. Cars
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must not be stopped on the scale by impact, by the sudden application of

brakes or throwing obstructions under the wheels.

(12) Sand must not be applied or injector used when on the scale.

The slipping of engine drivers on either live or dead rails is injurious to

the structure and must be avoided.

(13) The weigh beam should be balanced before the scale is used;

when not in use, should be secured by the beam catch and with the poise

set at the highest graduation.

(14) Scale Houses and beam boxes must be kept locked when not in

use.

(15) Where compressed air facilities are available provision must

be made for loose hose connection so that dust and dirt can be blown

off the scale.

(16) Where compressed air facilities are not available provisions

must be made for the connection with weigh engines for blowing dust and

dirt from scales.

Appendix D

(5) REPORT ON THE EXISTING LEGISLATION OF THE
SEVERAL STATES OF THE UNITED STATES AND OF
THE COUNTRIES CONTIGUOUS THERETO ON THE
MANDATORY LICENSING AND REGISTERING OF
ENGINEERS, SURVEYORS AND ARCHITECTS.

R. E. Warden, Chairman, and Sub-Committee.

Engineering, architecture and surveying date from the dawn of history but

notwithstanding their age, these vocations or professions have been legally

recognized only a few brief years by legislative enactment. In states and

countries where registration, or license laws, are in force, an established

written code of ethics regulating the practice is in vogue not only in relation

to those in the profession, but to the public.

The first state in the United States to pass a law regulating the

practice of engineering was Louisiana in the year 1908, and up to the present

time, so far as your Committee is informed, twenty-seven states, the Dis-

trict of Columbia, the Territory of Hawaii, Porto Rico, the Philippines and

seven out of the nine Provinces of Canada have laws governing the prac-

tice of engineering, or architecture, or surveying. From the number of

such laws it is evident the public is becoming more concerned and demand-

ing legislation, based upon some standard, to regulate the practice of these

professions the same as is done for the doctor, dentist or lawyer. In

communities where there are no legal requirements for engineers, architects

or surveyors, there are found certain persons who hold themselves out as

such who are wholly incompetent. This tends to lower the standard of

these professions and the esteem in which the public holds them. The
enactment of reasonable laws to regulate practice tends to elevate its stand-

ard is beneficial to the practitioner, and affords a better safeguard to the life,

health and property of the individual and the public.
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From replies received, the following states and territories of the

United States have laws governing the practice of engineering, architecture

or land surveying:

Arizona Architects, Engineers and Surveyors (one law)

.

Arkansas Engineers only (all branches)

.

California Architects, Engineers and Surveyors (separate laws).
Engineers' law applies to Civil Engineers only.

Colorado Engineers, Surveyors (one law) ; Architects separate.

District of Columbia. Architects ; no report as to Engineers or Surveyors.

Florida Architects, Engineers (separate laws) ; no report as

to Surveyors.
Georgia Architects ; no report as to Engineers or Surveyors.

Idaho Architects, Engineers and Surveyors (separate laws).

Illinois Architects, Structural Engineers (separate laws) ;

Surveyors' law in Cook County only.

Indiana Engineers, Surveyors (one law) ; Architects separate.

Iowa Engineers, Surveyors (one law) ; Architects separate.

Louisiana Engineers, Surveyors (one law) ; Architects separate.

Michigan Architects, Engineers and Surveyors (one law).
Minnesota Architects, Engineers and Surveyors (one law).
Mississippi Architects, Engineers (separate laws); no report as

to Surveyors.
New Jersey Engineers, Surveyors (one law) ; Architects separate.

New Mexico Surveyors only.

New York Engineers, Surveyors (one law) ; Architects separate.

North Carolina Engineers, Surveyors (one law) ; Architects separate.

Oregon Architects, Engineers (separate laws).

Pennsylvania Engineers, Surveyors (one law) ; Architects separate.

South Carolina Engineers, Surveyors (one law) ; Architects separate.

South Dakota Architects, Engineers and Surveyors (one law).
Tennessee Architects, Engineers (one law).
Texas Surveyors only.

Virginia Architects, Engineers and Surveyors (one law).
West Virginia Architects, Engineers (separate laws).
Wyoming Engineers, Surveyors (one law)

.

Hawaii Architects, Engineers and Surveyors (one law).
Philippines Architects, Engineers (separate laws).
Porto Rico Architects, Engineers and Surveyors (one law).

RECAPITULATION

Arizona, Michigan, Minnesota, South Dakota, Virginia, Hawaii and

Porto Rico have one law governing the practice of engineering, architec-

ture and surveying.

Colorado, Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana, New Jersey, New York, North

Carolina, Pennsylvania and South Carolina have one law for engineering

and surveying, and a separate law for architecture.

Florida, Mississippi, Oregon, West Virginia and the Philippines have

separate laws for architecture and engineering.

California, Idaho and Illinois (Cook County only for Surveyors) have

separate laws for architecture, engineering and surveying.

Tennessee has one law for architecture and engineering.

Wyoming has one law for engineering and surveying.

District of Columbia and Georgia have law for architecture only.

Arkansas has law for engineering only.

New Mexico and Texas have laws for surveying only.
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ADMINISTRATIVE BOARDS

The laws of the various states are administered by a Board of Regis-

tration and Examiners for Architects, Engineers and Surveyors appointed

by the Governors (where separate laws are in force, separate Boards ad-

minister)—except in the state of Idaho the law is administered by the

Commissioner of Law Enforcement ; in New York by the Regents of the

Department of Education; in District of Columbia by the Commissioners

of the District of Columbia; and in Indiana the Architects' Board is ap-

pointed by the Administrative Building Council.

The greater per cent of the appointive boards for Engineers, Archi-

tects and Surveyors consists of five members, who are required to have

had at least ten years' active practice, of recognized standing in their

respective professions, a citizen of the United States and registered resident

of their state. Various states require five, nine or twelve years' experience of

their Board members, and other states do not specify. California requires the

members of the Engineering Board to have had twelve years' active practice,

their Surveyors law is administered by the Surveyor General. Most Board

members serve for four years, except when first appointed ; however, some

Boards serve for three, five, six or seven years. The Arizona law provides for

the Dean of the College of Mines and Engineering, University of Arizona,

to be one member of the Board. The North Carolina Engineering law speci-

fies that one member shall be from the faculty of the State College of

Agriculture and Engineering and another from the faculty of the State

University. The Idaho architectural law provides for one member of the

examining board from the faculty of the Agricultural or Engineer-

ing Department of the State University. The South Carolina Archi-

tectural law specifies that two members of the Board shall be professors of

Architecture or Engineering in universities or colleges controlled by the

state. The law of Wyoming creating a Board membership of three pro-

vides for the State Engineer to be one member. The New Mexico Surveyor

law provides for the State Engineer to be a member and Secretary of the

board.

Approximately half of the Boards for Engineers, Architects

and Surveyors are by law allowed $5.00, $10.00 or $25.00 per day and

personal expenses when attending board and committee meetings. Other

Boards are honorary and receive no compensation, but are reimbursed for

personal expenses when attending board or committee meetings. Engineer-

ing and Architectural Board members in the states of Indiana and South

Carolina receive $10.00 per day compensation and expenses. In California

the Engineering Board members receive $25.00 per day and expenses, but

the Architectural Board members in this state receive no per diem com-

pensation. In Louisiana and West Virginia the Engineering Board mem-
bers receive $10.00 per day and expenses, and the Architectural Board

members in these states receive $5.00 and expenses. Other state laws do

not specify and reports from some states are incomplete.

ENFORCEMENT

Enforcement of the registration laws varies according to the

powers given administrative Boards in the different states, and the
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separate laws in the same state vary. Certificates of registration may be

revoked by the registration Boards for : conviction of fraud or deceit in

obtaining a certificate of registration
;
gross negligence ; incompetency or

misconduct in practice ; conviction of a felony ; recklessness in practice

;

dishonesty ; unprofessional conduct ; habitual drunkenness ; habitually ad-

dicted to the use of narcotics, or for non-payment of stipulated annual

fees for renevi^al of certificates. Most laws require that complaints against

violators be filed with the Board in writing by some other than a Board

member. A date is then set for hearing by the Board at which time the

accused may appear and defend himself. A few state laws provide for

the Boards to institute such proceedings, and from reports received some

practitioners have been prosecuted for practicing without being registered.

ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS DEFINED BY
LAW

In some states the engineering laws apply to Civil Engineers only,

but in most states to all branches of engineering with the word "Pro-

fessional" prefixed. Definitions for engineering, architecture and survey-

ing in state laws vary ; for example, an Architect is defined

:

North Carolina: "The art of designing for the safe and sani-

tary construction of buildings for public and private use, as taught

by the various colleges of architecture recognized by the American
Institute of Architects."

Louisiana: "An Architect under the terms of this Act shall be

one who professes to practice his profession or who advertises

and holds himself out as such."

Indiana : "Any one, or any combination of the following prac-

tices by a person shall constitute the practice of architecture,

namely : The planning, designing, specifying or supervision of the

erection, enlargement or alteration of any building or buildings, or

of any parts thereof, to be constructed for others. A building is

any structure consisting of foundations, floors, walls, columns,

girders, beams and roof, or a combination of any number of

these parts, with or without other parts and appurtenances thereto."

Professional Engineer is defined

:

New York; "One who holds himself out as able to do, or who
does, the work that an Engineer does in the planning, designing,

constructing, inspecting and supervising of engineering work, or

appliances involved in public or private projects, or in making in-

vestigations for proposed engineering projects."

Pennsylvania : "A person who, through technical knowledge
gained by education or by experience in one or more branches of

engineering, including surveying, initiates, investigates, plans and
directs the control of the forces of and the utilization of the

materials of nature, and of human activities in connection therewith,

for the benefit of man, and who represents himself or herself to be

such a professional engineer, either through the use of the term
'professional engineer,' with or without qualifying adjectives, or

through the use of some other title implying that he or she is

such a professional engineer."

Surveyor is defined

:

Pennsylvania : "Any person engaged in that branch of engineer-

ing known as 'surveying' who makes surveys for the determination

of area, or for the establishment or reestablishment of land boun-
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daries, or the subdivision and platting of land, who makes surveys
for the establishment of lines or grades or elevations for carrying
out engineering work, including the preparation of plans or speci-

fications for minor engineering work not involving safety to life,

and who determines quantities, or who makes estimates for proposed
work, or for work under construction, ^r work that is completed,
or who, in addition to the foregoing makes estimates of quantities

of mineral or minerals in place or that have been removed."
Arizona: "Land surveying as used herein refers only to sur-

veys for the determination of areas or for the establishment or re-

establishment of land boundaries and the subdivision and platting of

land."

Many state laws give no definitions but leave it to the courts for

interpretation.

REQUIREMENTS FOR REGISTRATION

The qualification for examination and registration in the respective

laws for Engineers, Architects and Surveyors vary. Six engineering,

three architectural and four surveying laws require the applicants to be

not less than 25 years of age. Sixteen engineering, ten architectural and

eleven surveying laws require the applicants to be at least 21 years of

age. The architectural law in the District of Columbia requires the

applicant be at least 20 years of age. Others do not fix age limits.

Eleven engineering, six architectural and four surveying laws require

applicants to be citizens of the United States, or intention declared of

becoming such. Seven engineering, two architectural and four surveying

laws not only specify that the applicant must be a citizen of the United

States, but be able to speak and write the English language. In three

engineering and one architectural laws, citizenship is not specified, but the

applicant must be able to speak and write the English language. Others

make no mention of citizenship.

Practically all laws specify that the applicant must be of good moral

character and repute.

It is of interest to note that the state laws of New Mexico, North

Carolina, Oregon, West Virginia and the territory of Hawaii recognize

full membership and good standing in any state or national engineering

society approved by the Board as evidence of qualification for registration

without examination.

Two surveying laws require the applicant to have had two years'

active practice before admission to examination or registration. Two
engineering, six architectural and five surveying laws require three years.

Six engineering, two architectural and five surveying laws require four

years. One engineering and one architectural law require five years.

Thirteen engineering, three architectural and three surveying laws require

six years. One engineering and one surveying law require seven years.

One engineering law requires eight years. Six architectural laws require

ten years.

For Engineers, graduation from a recognized engineering school of

not less than a four-year course is given credit for two years of active

practice in four laws ; three years in one law ; four years in sixteen laws

;

five years in two laws, and six years in one law.
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For Architects, graduation from an engineering or architectural school

subsequent to a completed course in high school, all of which is subject

to the approval of the Boards, is given credit for two years of active

practice in two laws ; three years in three laws ; four years in eight laws

;

six years in one law ; seven years in two laws ; and eight years in one law.

For Surveyors, graduation from a recognized engineering school ap-

proved by the Boards is given credit for two years in three laws and four

years in seven laws.

Other laws do not specify years of experience necessary to qualify

but leave it to the discretion of the Boards.

Thirteen engineering laws require examination either written, oral or

both. In twelve laws examinations are optional with the Boards. Thirteen

architectural laws require examinations either written, oral or both. In

eleven laws, it is optional with the Boards. Six surveying laws require

examinations; in nine it is optional with the Boards and in three examina-

tion is not specified. The architectural law for the District of Columbia

requires graduation from a recognized architectural school and three years'

experience, or ten years' active practice. The Porto Rico law requires the

applicant to be a graduate, or have had three years' experience, or take

examination as may be determined by the Board.

RECIPROCITY

Practically all engineering and architectural laws provide for reciprocal

relations with other states where the requirements are on a par with their

respective laws in force. This is of paramount importance to one prac-

ticing outside his own state and while some few states have not as yet

adopted reciprocal registration whereby one from another state having

such relations may be registered without examination, the general tendency

is toward reciprocity between all states having registration laws. Where

the statutes permit, some Boards make no charge for reciprocal registration.

Some laws require the registrants to procure and use a seal, some leave

it optional with the registrants, but the majority make no mention of a seal.

EXEMPTIONS

From replies received, all laws, especially those regulating the practice

of engineering, provide certain exemptions, although these exemptions vary.

The class of Engineers, Architects and Surveyors excluded from registra-

tion may in general be summed up in the following manner:

Twenty-two engineering, nine architectural and fifteen surveying laws

exempt officers and employees of the United States practicing their profes-

sions solely as such.

Ten engineering, five architectural and five surveying laws exempt

officers and employees of state, county, city or political subdivision, only

until the expiration of the then existing term of office.

One law does not apply to public works estimated to cost $2,000 or

under; four laws do not apply to public works estimated to cost $5,000

or under; and in Hawaii the law does not apply to public works estimated

to cost $15,000 or under. Other laws provide for no such exemptions.
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The state of Indiana exempts any duly elected and qualified County

Surveyor.

All architects in the employ of the District of Columbia practicing

as such are exempt. A few architectural laws do not apply to persons

designing and supervising construction of buildings estimated to cost $5,000;

in some laws $10,000; others $15,000, and in the state of Indiana, $25,000.

Thirteen engineering, five architectural and eight surveying laws

exempt any person not a resident of and having no established place of

business in the state as a consulting associate to a resident registrant.

Thirteen engineering, eight architectural and eight surveying laws

exempt a full time employee of an individual, firm or corporation prac-

ticing on or in connection with property owned or leased by said individual,

firm or corporation—unless the same involves the public health or safety,

or that of the employees of the individual, firm or corporation—providing

the person or persons so practicing do not hold themselves out as practicing

professionally.

All laws exempt the employees of registered engineers, architects and

surveyors from registration, providing the employees are not in responsible

charge of design or construction, or if in such charge they be under the

direct supervision of one who is registered.

For the practice of engineering, architecture and surveying by a person

not a resident and having no established place of business in the state

—

one law limits this practice to fifteen days in any one calendar 3^ear ; others

limit to thirty, sixty or ninety days, provided said person is qualified in

his own state to practice.

Most laws set up exemptions, but a few leave many questions of

this character to the Administrative Boards.

In this study it was particularly noted that the laws of Michigan,

New York, South Carolina and Tennessee do not apply to an engineer

employed by a railroad or other interstate corporation. This also applies

to architects in Michigan, and Tennessee, and to surveyors in Michigan,

New York and South Carolina.

Four architectural laws do not apply to any new building, remodeling

or repairing of any building or other structures for farm purposes, or to

outbuildings or auxiliary buildings in connection with farm premises.

FEES

The following table is compiled from replies received to show examina-

tion, registration and annual renewal fees required from applicants:

. Examinations ^ , Certificates , .

—

Annual Renewal—

>

State Engr. Arch. Surv. Engr. Arch. Surv. Engr. Arch. Surv.
Arizona .. .. $15 $15 $10 $5 $S $5
Arkansas $15 .. ,, 10 .. .. 5 .. ..
California 15 $1S .. 10 10 10 5 10 ..

Colorado .. .. IS .. IS 5 .. S

Florida 15 .. .. 10 20 .. S 5 ..
Georgia 10 .. .. S .. .. 2
Idaho .. $15 25 25 1 2 2 2
Illinois 10 10 . . 5 5 . . 1 1

Indiana....- 25 25 25 25 5 25 5
Iowa 15 .. .. 10 IS 10 2 10 2
Louisiana .. 10 .. 25 1 25 3 5 1

Michigan 5 5 5 15 15 15 111
Minnesota .. .. 25 25 10 5 5 2
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State

Mississippi . .

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina. . .

.

Oregon 10
Pennsylvania
South Carolina . . IS
South Dakota. . . 20
Tennessee
Texas._
Virginia
West Virginia. . . .

.

Wyoming
Dist. Columbia. . .

.

Hawaii .

.

Philippines
Porto Rico

Examinations -^

Eiigr. Arch. Surv.

25

25

, Certificates
Engr. Arch. Surv.

2125
25

25
25
5

20
10
5

25

25
20
15

IS

20

25
25
10
25
25
5

25

25
15

Variable
IS

20

10
25
5

25
10
10
20
10
5

'i

25

is

10

—Annual Ren
Engr. Arch.

5 5

1

'i

5

3

1

5

5

5

S

10
2.50

cwal—
Sun'.

2
1

'i

5

"i

3

5

2.50

'2.50

's

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE BOARDS OF ENGINEERING
EXAMINERS

Realizing the great diversity of laws governing the practice of en-

gineering standards of proficiency with respect to registration in the

various states, a meeting was called in the city of Chicago November 8th,

1920, with a view of arranging for reciprocal relations between the various

states having a registration law at that time. Delegates from the following

states were present:

Colorado Illinois Louisiana South Dakota
Florida Iowa Michigan

It was deemed expedient that a permanent organization be effected to carry

out, as far as practicable, uniformity of practice in the examination and

registration of engineers. At this meeting a Constitution, By-Laws and

Articles of Agreement on Reciprocal Registration were adopted and the

Association named "National Council of State Boards of Engineering

Examiners" and is now known as such. The purpose of the Council is

to examine the state laws providing for registration, the customs and rules

of procedure of different boards in their examination of applicants, to

consider suggestions and recommendations for uniformity of practice, and

to free competent men from unnecessary expense, delays and embarrassment

of examination incidental to their application for registration in other

states after qualifying in their own state by establishing reciprocal relations

between the respective states not in conflict with law in their own state.

This membership has grown from seven to eighteen states and the Ad-

ministrative Engineering Boards of the following states have ratified the

National Council's Articles of Agreement on Reciprocal Registration by

proper resolutions

:

Arizona
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1929. Official delegates from the American Society of Civil Engineers,

American Association of Engineers and American Engineering Council

were present and discussed with the Council advantages of a uniform regis-

tration law. Communications were also received from the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, American Institute of Electrical En-

gineers and the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers,

pledging their full cooperation in the preparation of uniform registration

laws.

Articles of Agreement on Reciprocal Registration adopted by this

Council are herewith reprinted (authorized by the Council) for the benefit

of this Association:

"Article 1. Reciprocal registration as provided for in these

Articles of Agreement shall be granted only to an applicant who
is already registered in some state which is a member of this

Council. A detailed professional record, p/operly attested, and
accompanied by references as to character and qualification from
three registered practicing engineers shall be filed with the appli-

cant's board of examiners. Qualification for reciprocal registration

shall be determined upon the basis of such professional record
thorough consideration of which shall constitute examination.

"Article 2. Engineering experience gained by the applicant

prior to his reaching the age of eighteen years shall not be counted
as a part of his professional experience.

"Article 3. Professional experience shall be considered as be-

ginning when the candidate has entered upon a position in pro-

fessional engineering work which requires original thought and
responsibility, for example:

'(a) In the field, experience shall begin to count when the

applicant reaches a position or responsibility equivalent to that of

actual transitman.

'(b) In the shop or laboratory, experience shall begin to

count only after apprenticeship, foremanship, inspectorship or other

subordinate positions unless the work done specifically shows that

the applicant possesses originality of design and has had responsi-

bility in his subordinate positions.

'(c) In the office or drafting room, experience shall begin to

count when the applicant ceases to do merely tracing, lettering, or
purely mechanical work requiring for its performance merely
manual dexterity, and enters a position of responsibility where he
begins actual design.

'(d) Experience in the teaching of engineering shall begin
to count when the applicant is a full-time instructor in engineering
in an engineering school of recognized standing and each year of

teaching shall be considered equivalent to one year of practice.'

"Article 4. The applicant shall have had ten years of experi-

ence in professional engineering, and in addition shall show that he
is qualified to design as well as to direct engineering operations,

as evidence of qualification for reciprocal registration, and his

experience record shall show progressive advancement in the char-

acter of the work performed.
"Each case shall be considered on its merits, and the experience

record must be given in such complete detail that the board of

examiners can determine the character of work performed by the

applicant.

"Article 5. Graduation from an engineering school of recog-

nized standing shall be -accepted as the equivalent of four years of

such practice.

"An engineering school of recognized standing shall be one
which requires the equivalent of a high school or preparatory school
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diploma as an entrance requirement and demands the equivalent of

a four years' course in engineering for graduation.

"Article 6. Making reciprocal registration operative between
the states shall be done by means of certification from one state to

another of the applicant's qualifications. This certification shall

be by means of a card or form bearing the date, serial number
and signatures of the officers and the seal of the board of the

state issuing same. This card is to be printed and distributed by
the Council of State Boards of Engineering Examiners.

"Article 7. Whenever an applicant applies to his own state

board for reciprocal registration, if his qualifications fully comply
with the standard herein provided, he shall be granted the same.

"(Note: The Council has by resolution interpreted 'that he
may be granted a reciprocal card by the state in which he was first

registered provided the state of which he is a resident does not have
a law providing for the registration of engineers').

"Article 8. The aforesaid reciprocal registration certificate

shall be prima facie .evidence of qualification for registration in any
state that is a member of this Council and that has subscribed to

these Articles of Agreement. When such reciprocal registration

certificate is presented, together with the legal fee required and
such information (other than evidence of qualification) as may be

requested for the records of the board to which the application is

made, such board shall issue a registration certificate to the appli-

cant.

"Article 9. Any reciprocal certificate may be revoked by the

state issuing same upon presentation to its board of examiners
of good and sufficient evidence of incompetency or proof that the

applicant's character warrants such revocation.

"Article 10. Should any question or disagreements in the in-

terpretation of these Articles arise, such questions shall be referred

to the Council for action at its next regular meeting, or if more
expeditious action shall be necessary, they may be acted upon by
the Council by letter ballot.

"If action is taken by letter ballot, such action shall be con-
ducted through the office of the Secretary of the Council in the

customary manner ; and the votes shall be counted not later than
sixty days after forwarding from his office, by registered mail, of

questions at issue. The Secretary of the Council shall thereupon
immediately certify to the various member boards the roll call

and results of the vote, and the determination of the questions

at issue ; and consequent actions shall be in accordance with the

majority of the votes recorded."

Some very interesting facts have been developed by this Council on

"Procedures of Engineering Registration Boards." Discussions in their

annual sessions have demonstrated that engineering registration laws difTer

radically in their provisions and that procedure and practice followed by

the various Boards also differed materially, and from replies from twenty

state boards to a questionnaire consisting of forty-one questions their

Committee on Procedure finds and reports in part (authority to quote given

by the Council) :

Bases of Registration

"Excluding persons registered under 'grandfather clauses' or

through reciprocity, eleven boards, or a majority, grant registration

to some applicants on the basis of their experience records and the

endorsement of people to whom they refer. Only one board grants

registration on this basis alone to all applicants, and this board
questions each applicant orally for about twenty minutes. One
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board requires some applicants to submit to a brief oral examina-
tion. Obviously such procedures cannot be considered a technical

examination. Eight boards then require all applicants to submit to

a more or less lengthy technical examination, while nine boards give

such an examination only to persons whose experience records and
endorsements fail to convince the board members of the eligibility

for registration of the applicants.

"One board exempts from a technical examination only persons
whose records are such as to qualify them for reciprocal registra-

tion under the provisions established by this Council, one other

board exempts only persons who are graduates of approved en-

gineering colleges, while still a third board exempts only applicants

discharged within a year from the U. S. Military Forces.

"It seems very undesirable to require men with highly satisfac-

tory training, experience records, and endorsements to submit to

more or less time consuming and bothersome technical examinations,

but register competent, reliable engineers with the least possible

trouble to them and devote more time to preventing the practice of

the palpably incompetent or dishonest, and to investigating the

'borderline' cases.

Nature of the Examinations

"Three boards always give examinations that are entirely oral

and the time consumed varies from twenty minutes to one hour.
Three other boards sometimes give entirely oral examinations.

"The examinations given by six boards are entirely written,

while eight boards always give examinations that are both written
and oral. The time allotted to the written examinations varies from
four hours to three days, the average being one and a half days.

"The subjects covered by the examinations differ materially and
it would be very difficult to make any brief or general statements
to cover.

"Several boards ask no questions in elementary subjects such
as algebra, trigonometry, physics, and chemistry, but confine their

examinations to distinctly engineering topics. Several other boards
first give an examination on topics with which all engineers should

be familiar and follow it with another set of questions on the

applicant's specialty.

"In general, it may be said that the requirements of most
boards that grant registration on examination are hardly equal to

what might be expected from a recent college graduate, but the

examinations prepared by one or two boards could apparently only

he passed by a college graduate with considerable practical ex-

perience.

Preparing, Handling and Grading Examinations

"In making up examinations, four boards use the card-question
system. That is, they have files containing several hundred ques-
tions, each on a card, and other files with the correct answers.
These cards are classified under different headings, and examina-
tion papers are made up by drawing at random the requisite number
of cards of the proper classification.

"Seven boards keep on hand a large number of complete sets

of questions from which they draw when need arises. Of course
the answers are kept on file too. One board that follows this prac-

tice states that care is taken not to select a set that has been used
at either of the two preceding examinations. This plan also has
its advantages, but there is naturally less variety in the examination.

"Nine boards prepare new sets of questions for each examina-
tion although some of them include some questions previously used.

Thirteen boards divide their written examinations into two parts,
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one of which must be answered from memory and the other by
reference to tables or text books. Three boards require that all

questions be answered from memory without the use of reference

works of any kind, while two boards permit the use of reference

works throughout the examination. Two boards specify the refer-

ence works that may be used.

"Answers to questions concerning engineering law, specifica-

tions, etc., if asked, must be answered from memory. No board
confines its written examinations to questions that can be answered
in a brief sentence or two, and only one board uses only complex,

practical problems which require much time for their solution.

All the other boards use both types of questions in making up their

examinations.
"Exactly half of the boards require applicants to attempt to

answer every question asked, while the others permit those examined
to ignore from 5 per cent to 35 per cent of the questions. A few
boards require applicants to attempt to answer all of a stated

number of questions, but permit them to select a certain propor-

tion of the rest of the questions inchided in each examination.

"It is evident that to permit applicants to make a choice of

the questions they will attempt to answer makes the examination
easier, and the passing grade should logically be higher. As a
matter of fact, however, the average passing grade of boards that

offer a choice of questions is 70 per cent, and the average passing

grade of boards that require consideration of all questions is exactly

the same. The passing grade varies from 60 per cent to 75 per cent.

"At least one board gives only half the weight to theoretical

questions that it allots to practical problems.

"A few boards attempt to evaluate training, practical expe-

rience, replies to references, and the grade obtained in the examina-
tion, and to average some or all of these figures when determining

whether registration shall be granted or refused. This practice

would seem to be unjust if a board grants registration to some
people on the basis of training, experience, and endorsements alone.

These three factors might well be evaluated, numerically, and an

average obtained, which would determine whether an applicant

should be required to take an examination, but, having decided that

a person must submit to an examination, the grade obtained in

that examination should alone decide. Of course, when everyone

must take an examination, it is quite fair to evaluate all or several

of these factors.

"Twelve boards require all persons examined to assemble at

one time and place, which is the office of the board or is located

in the city where the board has its headquarters, and such examina-
tions, which are given from one to four times a year, are directly

supervised by one or more members of the board.

"Fourteen boards canvass the results of examinations only at

regular or special meetings of the entire board. The practices of

the others vary considerably. Some leave such decisions to an

executive or examination committee, others send the graded

examination papers to each member and secure his vote by rnail,

and one board appears to leave its decision to the secretary.

Miscellaneous Data

"Although in some instances the matter may be determined by
the laws under which the boards operate, so is not merely a ques-

tion of practice, it may be of interest to learn that nine boards

issue certificates to engineers that state merely that the holders

are registered professional engineers or merely engineers and make
no mention of the branches of engineering, that the registrants

practice, while seven boards register each applicant as a professional
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engineer but state on his certificate that he possesses special ability

in one or more branches of engineering. It seems highly desirable

that each certificate should state the branch or branches of en-

gineering that the holder is qualified to practice, but the number of

branches of engineering recognized by the various boards show no
uniformity of practice, as evidenced by the following titles or
subdivisions taken from replies received to the questionnaires

:

"Aeronautical, Agricultural, Chemical, City Planning, Civil,

Drainage, Electrical, Electrical Design, Harbor and River Im-
provement, Heating and Ventilating, Highway, Hydraulic, Indus-
trial, Irrigation, Landscape, Logging, Machine Design, Marine,
Mechanical, Metallurgical, Mining, Municipal, Paving, Phosphate,
Radio, Railroad, Refrigeration, Sanitary, Structural, Telephone,
Valuation, Water Supply Engineering, and Naval Architecture

which is considered a branch of Mechanical Engineering in one
state."

ARCHITECTS' NATIONAL COUNCIL

A similar organization was established by architectural registration

boards in St. Louis November 19th, 1920. This Association is known as

the "National Council of Architectural Registration Boards." Its object

is to foster the enactment of uniform architectural laws, equality of

standard in examination of applicants for state registration or licensure

and the establishment and maintenance of reciprocal registration between

states having registration laws.

Its active membership is composed of legally constituted Boards or

Committees of Examiners of Architects in states that have architectural

registration laws. Architectural organizations and qualified practitioners

are entitled to associate membership in this organization, but have no vote.

Annual business meetings are held by this Council in various cities of

the United States, and as near as it can be arranged, at the same time the

American Institute of Architects convenes in annual convention.

This Council lays great stress on uniformity of examination of appli-

cants for registration. In its investigation and study of the various

architectural laws and the procedure of various boards in registering

architects, it finds that some state boards consider preliminary education

as of paramount importance and place very little credence in examinations.

Other states emphasize the importance of examinations as a greater con-

sideration than the educational record of the applicant. Other states are

only concerned with the question of the applicant's proficiency in matters

falling under the police powers of the state—^that is, conservation of life,

health and property. Some states base their requirements on broad educa-

tional standards and value aesthetic skill as equal to skill in matters of

safety to human life, conservation of property and protection of health.

They do, however, find many requirements are common to all states.

Concluding this study, the Council has deemed it expedient to recom-

mend and foster more uniformity in examinations for registration. To
this end it has devised an examination standard and designated it "Standard

National Council Architectural Registration Examination," which is in-

tended to cover the minimum requirements for registration in all states.

A qualified architect in any one state desiring to become registered in

another may apply to this National Council, if he elects. Upon receipt of
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an application, the Council will investigate the applicant's education, qualifi-

cations, character and other records and certify this record to the state

board of the state in which he wishes to become registered. If he so

desires, he may take the Council's standard examination which will also

be certified to the state board. If the state board to which he is applying

considers the applicant qualified from the information furnished by the

National Council, the applicant may be registered without further examina-

tion, or in the discretion of the board he may be called for further inquiry

and examination.

A fee of $20 is charged by the Council for this procedure. Should

the same applicant desire to be registered in an additional state, the

Council will make further investigation to bring his record up to date and

certify it to the state in which he desires to become registered for a fee

of $10. All Council fees are in addition to the individual state examining

and registration fee.

LAWS OF CANADA

Engineering laws are in force in the provinces of Alberta, British

Columbia, New Brunswick, Ontario, Quebec, Manitoba and Nova Scotia;

replies from the first five have been received. Reference to architect laws

are made in two or more of these engineering laws but only one has been

received, viz. Ontario.

The legislative assemblies of provinces of Alberta, British Columbia,

New Brunswick and Ontario have passed laws incorporating "The Asso-

ciation of Professional Engineers," covering all branches of engineering

except in the province of Quebec, the corporation of Professional Engineers

regulates the practice' of Civil Engineering only.

The affairs of these Associations and the Corporation for Quebec are

administered by a Council in varied numbers—in Alberta by seventeen,

including officers. The determination of the qualifications necessary for

admission to the Association is assigned to the Senate of the University

of Alberta. This body appoints an examining board composed of sixteen

engineers, eight from the University staff and eight practicing engineers,

two of the latter to represent each of the branches of engineering, i. e.,

Civil, Electrical, Mechanical and Mining. The members of the Council

are elected annually by the members of the Association and serve for two

years.

In British Columbia the council consists of a President, Vice-President

and nine councillors, four of whom are elected annually by the Associa-

tion and four, one of whom is a member of the Faculty of Applied Science

of the University of British Columbia, are appointed by the Lieutenant

Governor and the ninth is the last Past-President of the Council. The

Council appoints annually an examining board consisting of twenty-three

members. (Information taken from last report.)

The act for New Brunswick provides that the Council shall consist

of a President, Vice-President and not to exceed fifteen councillors elected

by the members of the Association and serve from one to three years.

The Council appoints a board of examiners annually to determine the

qualification of applicants.
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The province of Ontario engineering law provides for a Council con-

sisting of a President, Vice-President and three for each of the five

branches of engineering—Civil, Mechanical, Chemical, Electrical and Min-

ing, one of whom is appointed by the Lieutenant Governor and all others

are elected annually by the Association members. The Council appoints

an examining board annually for each branch of engineering.

The Ontario architects' act creates the "Association of Architects" and

is administered by a "Council of Management of the Association" com-

posed of nine who must have practiced architecture in the province at least

ten years, and are elected by the Association for a term of three years.

This Council appoints a board of examiners for the purpose of ascertain-

ing and reporting upon the qualifications of applicants for membership in

the Association.

The Councils have power to reprimand, suspend, or expel from the

Associations any member guilty of any disgraceful conduct in a profes-

sional respect, for gross negligence, breach of the by-laws of the Associa-

tions, or conviction of crime.

The by-laws of the Associations not only outline the manner in which

meetings are to be conducted, kind and time of examinations, imposing

and collection of fees and other rules for the regulation of the Councils

but establish a rigid Code of Ethics. The extent of such will be appre-

ciated by reading the adopted Code for the province of British Columbia

:

"Whereas the Executive Council, under and by the virtue of
the provisions of the 'Engineering Act,' and the By-laws of the

Association of Professional Engineers of the Province of British

Columbia, is charged with the government, discipline and honour
of the members of the Association

;

"And whereas it is desirable that a high standard of integrity

and honour shall be maintained by the members and that every
member shall appreciate and have a full knowledge of what con-
stitutes unprofessional conduct;

"Now, therefore, the following Code of Ethics is promulgated
this 1st day of December, 1923

:

"Any breach of its provisions by a member shall be considered
by the Council upon any inquiry under Section 24 of the said Act,
or By-law 14a, as constituting unprofessional conduct. (Amended
December 1, 1928.)

"It shall be considered inconsistent with the honour and dignity
of the Profession for any member of the Association of Pro-
fessional Engineers of B. C.

:

«-

"(1) To act for his clients in professional matters otherwise
than as a faithful agent or trustee or to accept any remuneration
other than his stated charges for services rendered his clients,

except as provided in Clauses 2 and 3.

"(2) To accept any trade commissions, discounts, allowances,
or any indirect profit in connection with any work which he is en-

gaged to design or superintend or with professional business which
may be entrusted to him, unless and until receipt of such trade

commissions, discounts, allowances, or any indirect profit has been
authorized in writing by his clients.

"(3) To receive, directly or indirectly, any royalty, gratuity
or commission on any patented or protected article or process used
in work upon which he is retained by his clients, unless and until

receipt of such royalty, gratuity or commission has been authorized
in writing by his clients.
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"(4) To neglect informing his clients of any business con-
nections, interest or circumstances which may be deemed as in-

fluencing his judgment or the quality of his services to his clients.

"(5) To offer commissions or otherwise improperly solicit

professional work or to accept any contingent fee wholly or in part

in stock or interest for his services either directly or by any agent.

"(6) To attempt to injure falsely or maliciously, directly or

indirectly, the professional reputation, prospects, or business, of

another Engineer.
"(7) To attempt to supplant another Engineer after definite

steps have been taken towards his employment.
"(8) To accept employment by a client while the claim for

compensation or damages, or both, oi a fellow Engineer previously

employed by the same client and whose employment has been ter-

minated, remains unsatisfied, or until such claim has been referred

to arbitration, or issue has been joined at law, or unless the En-
gineer previously employed has neglected to press his claim legally.

"(9) To underbid a fellow Engineer by reducing his usual

charges and to compete improperly with a fellow Engineer after

having been informed of that Engineer's charges.

"(10) To accept any engagement to review the work of a

fellow Engineer for the same client except with the knowledge
of and after communication with such fellow Engineer where com-
munication is possible.

"(11) To advertise in an unprofessional manner by making
exaggerated or otherwise misleading statements riegarding his

qualification or experience.

"(12) To associate himself with or to allow the use of his

name by an enterprise of doubtful character.

"(13) To sign or seal specifications or plans, for which he
is not professionally responsible.

"Passed, approved and adopted in Annual Meeting assembled,

December 1st, 1923."

The Association of British Columbia has devised a "professional sys-

tem" to care for the growth and development of the student into the

professional engineer. It comprehends both the technically trained and the

practically trained student and establishes three grades, i. e.

:

"Engineering Pupil," a standing granted youths 19 years of age
who have gassed a preliminary examination—age limit 23 years.

Students in third year of university are eligible for this standing

without the preliminary examination.
"Engineer-in-Training," a standing granted to applicants of 22

to 26 years of age who have passed an intermediate examination,
or i< a graduate in applied science from an approved university,

examination is waived. Age limit 28 years.

"Registered Professional Engineer," a standing granted to

those of 23 years of age, or over, who have had the necessary
engineering experience in a subordinate position and who have
passed the final examination of the Association.

The enforcement powers given the administrative boards in Canada

seem to be broader than given most administrative boards in the United

States. It will be noted in the brief review of these laws that the Asso-

ciations (composed of registrants) outline the policies and name in most

cases the members of the Councils by letter ballot. In many respects these

administrative boards are void of legislative politics.
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J. V. Neubert, Chairman;
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E. B. Entwisle,
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W. L. Roller,
1. H. Schram,
G. J, Slieeck,
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G. M. Strachan,
C. R. Strattman,
J. B. Strong,
E. D. Swift,
T. P. Warren,
J. R. Watt,
H. N. West,
J. G. WiSHART,

Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents reports on the subjects assigned,

as follows

:

(1) Revision of Manual (Appendix A).

(2) Prepare plans and specifications for track tools, collaborating

with Committee I—Roadway, Committee H—Ballast, and Committee XXH
—Economics of Railway Labor (Appendix B).

(3) Study and report on detailed plans of switches, frogs, crossings

and slip switches (Appendix C).

(4) Study and report on track construction in paved streets, collaborat-

ing with Committee IX—Grade Crossings (Appendix D).

(5) Study and report on corrosion of rail and fastenings in tunnels,

collaborating with Committee IV—Rail (Appendix E).

(6) Study and report on methods of reducing rail wear on curves,

with particular reference to lubricating the rail or wheel flanges, collaborat-

ing with Committee IV—Rail (Appendix F).

(7) Critical review of material in former Proceedings with respect

to the cause and effect of brine drippings, collaborating with Com-
mittee IV—Rail, Committee XV—Iron and Steel Structures, and the

Mechanical Division, American Railway Association (Appendix G).

Bulletin 321, November, 1929.
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(8) Study and report on gage of track and elevation of curves in the

light of use of roller bearings on railway equipment, collaborating with

Mechanical Division, American Railway Association (Appendix H).

(9) Study and report on the inter-relation of sizes and fit of

track fastenings for rails of all weights, including size and location of

rail drilling and bolt punching of joint bars and spike slotting of joint

bars also size of track bolts, collaborating with Committee IV—Rail

(Appendix I).

(10) Outline of work for ensuing year. The Committee's recom-

mendations are given under "Recommendations for Future Work."

Action Recommended

(1) That revised plan ofifered in Appendix A be approved and sub-

stituted for the present plan of the same number in the Manual; also that

revised index to A.R.E.A. Trackwork Plans offered in Appendix A be

accepted as information.

(2) That plans in Appendices B and D and certain plans in Appendix

C be adopted as recommended practice and published in the Manual as out-

lined in these reports.

(3) That further plans in Appendix C and specifications in Appendix

B; also reports on other subjects as outlined in Appendices E, F and G
be received as information.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Track,

J. V. Neubert, Chairman.
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Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

J. V. Neubert, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; C. R. Harding, W. G. Arn, C. W.
Breed, E. W. Caruthers, H. S. Clarke, C. J. Geyer, O. F. Harting.

J. de N. Macomb, C. M. McVay, J. B. Myers, G. M. Strachan, E. D.

Swift.

The Committee has only one revision to offer in adopted plans and

specifications. It recommends withdrawal of Plan No. 404, dated Novem-

ber, 1923, of No. 10 spring rail frog for rails 6J/2 inches high and over, and

substitution of plan of the same number (No. 404), dated September, 1929,

entitled A.R.E.A No. 10 spring rail frog for heavy rails.

This plan has been revised and redrawn to bring it into line with plan

No. 277, adopted March, 1929, showing lengths and tie spacing for No. 10

frogs, including spring rail frog for heavy rails.

Exhibit No. A-1, Plan No. 404

The Committee reports that the changes in plans and specifications

listed in Index pages V and VI, dated March, 1929, submitted March,

1929, have been incorporated in the plates and the entire set of track-

work plans and specifications reprinted, and revised index, dated March,

1930, pages I to IV, inclusive, is submitted for information. This index

gives last date of each plan and specification and last date of adoption

or acceptance as information, and also lists plans now being offered.

The Committee has investigated the following topics falling within

the scope of this assignment:

(a) Super-elevation of outer rail on curves in connection with
the degree of curvature, gradient, maximum speed of
trains, traffic, number of tracks, etc.

(b) Lining of curves by the chord method and preparing tables

suitable for the use of trackmen.
(c) Temperature expansion for laying rails.

TEMPERATURE EXPANSION FOR LAYING RAILS

A request has been made for revising the Temperature Expansion for

Laying Rails, which is shown in the A.R.E.A. Manual of 1929, page 243, as

follows

:

(1) When laying rails their temperature should be taken by applying

a thermometer. To allow for expansion, openings between the ends of rail

should be as follows

:

Temperature of 160 Its. Per Mile 135 Its. Per Mile 117 Its. Per Mile
Rail—Deg. Falir. 33' 0" Rails 39' 0" Rails 45' 0" Rails

—20 to A" H" iV
to 25 %" i," ii"

25 to 50 A" s'l"
%"

50 to 75
75 to 100 -^^ A"
Over 100 Laid Close Laid Close Laid Close

A questionnaire was sent out to the various railfoads, asking them

whether any revision was necessary, and any expressions or views and rea-

sons whereby the same should be changed.
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A summary of the replies received is as follows

:

Number of replies received from various railroads 64

Number voting in favor of continuing the present table with no modi-
fications 44

Number voting for a complete change or certain modifications in

existing table 20

Total 64

No railroad gave any information in regard to the use of 45-foot rail

as it seems that little or none is in use.

A reply to the questionnaire from the Lehigh Valley Railroad states

that they are laying rails tight together even in the winter time. They have

also installed five or six miles of 66-foot rail in a continuous stretch, the

rail being laid in freezing weather with joints practically tight.

The present expansion table provides for 11 different thicknesses of

shims, varying g'a inch in thickness.

From the replies based on and field observations of a number of rail-

roads, they feel that they should have a fewer number of shims because

better and more uniform laying of rail would be obtained. Complied with.

The coefficient of expansion used in calculating the same is 0.0000065.

In taking rail temperatures they should be taken periodically during the

day as the temperature of the rail can change decidedly from the early

morning hours to the later afternoon hours, even in winter as well as

summertime laying.

The three suggested schemes for revising expansion is given below, as

information.

SCHEME 1

Temperature of 160 Jts. Per Mile 135 Its. Per Mile 117 Jts. Per Mile
Rail~Deg. Fahr. 33' 0" Rails 39' 0" Rails 45' 0" Rails

to 25 tV" ^" -ft"
25 to 50 '4" A" 'A"
50 to 75 l4" Vi" W
75 to 100 -h" -k" -h"
Over 100 None None None

SCHEME 2

Temperature of 160 Jts. Per Mile 135 Jts. Per Mile 117 Jts. Per Mile
Rail~Deg. Fahr. 33' 0" Rails 39' 0" Rails 45' 0" Rails

to 32 y^^' ^" H"
32 to 70 ^" Va" A"
70 to 100 Vi" %" M"
Over 100 None None None

SCHEME 3

Temperature of 160 Jts. Per Mile 135 Jts. Per Mile 117 Jts. Per Milt
Rail—Deg. Fahr. 33' 0" Rails 39' 0'-' Rails 45' 0" Rails

to 25 %" -te" H"
25 to 50 A^' Y^" -h"
50 to 75 A" A" H"
75 to 100 i/i"

. Yi" W'
Over 100 None None None

Conclusions

The Committee intends to give further study to topics (a), (b) and

(c) and also to consider topic (d), revisions to specifications for tie plates,

and recommends that this assignment be continued. It is recommended that

redrawn Plan No. 404 submitted herewith be readopted as recommended

practice and printed in the Manual.
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Appendix B

(2) PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR TRACK TOOLS

G. M. Straehan, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. V. Neubert, C. R. Harding,

J. B. Akers, E. W. Backes, W. H. Bevan, L. H. Bond, C. W. Breed,

H. W. Brown, W. G. Brown, A. M. Clarke, H. R. Clarke, J. E. Deckert,

L. W. Deslauriers, J. J. Desmond, C. J. Geyer, F. W. Hillman, E. T.

Howson, T. T. Ir\nng, J. B. Myers, P. T. Robinson, W. L. Roller,

G. L. G. Smith, T. P. Warren, J. R. Watt.

Plans and specifications covering track tools were submitted in March,

1929, as information to invite criticism. All criticisms received were given

careful consideration, and it is believed the various designs now reflect

good engineering as well as good shop practice. Standardization has been

worked out between the Handle Manufacturers and Forged Tool Manu-
facturers with respect to standard eye holes and plans submitted are now in

conformance. These plans numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,

15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 as listed under "Conclusions," are now presented

for adoption as recommended practice.

Considerable study was given to specifications, general, chemical and

physical, covering track tools, and specifications covering hickory handles

for' track tools. While your Committee believes that these specifications

represent good practice, it is not yet agreed on all details and therefore,

presents these specifications again as information fo^ reconsideration to invite

further criticism.

Plans dated September, 1929, and specifications of the same date, cover-

ing track shovels and ballast forks are also presented as 'information to

invite criticism.
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Conclusions

The Committee recommends that the following plans of track tools and

wooden handles submitted herewith be adopted as recommended practice

and printed in the Manual

:

Plan No. 1—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Clay Pick.

Plan No. 2—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Tamping Pick.

Plan No. 3—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Spike Mauls.
Plan No. 4—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Track Wrenches.
Plan No. 5—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Lining Bar.

Plan No. 6—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Rail Tongs.
Plan No. 7—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Tie Tongs.
Plan No. 8—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Timber Tongs.
Plan No. 9—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Spike Puller.

Plan No. 10—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Rail Fork.
Plan No. 11—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Claw Bar.

Plan No. 12—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Track Adze.
Plan No. 13—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Double Faced

Sledge.
Pla[n No. 14—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Chisel End Tamp-

ing Bar.
Plan No. 15—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Spear End Tamp-

ing Bar.
Plan No. 16—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Track Chisel, De-

sign No. 1.

Plan No. 17—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Track Chisel, De-
sign No. 2.

Plan No. 18—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Tie Plug Punch.
Plan No. 19—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Round Track

Punch.
Plan No. 20—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Track Gaaje.

Plan No. 21—Dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Wooden Track
Tool Handles.

The Committee submits herewith the following revised track tool speci-

fications dated September, 1929, with recommendations that they be received

as information

:

General Specifications, A.R.E.A. Track Tools.

Chemical and Hardness Specifications, A.R.E.A., for Track
Tools.

Inspection and Physical Tests Specifications, A.R.E.A., for

Track Tools.

Specifications for Hickory Handles, A.R.E.A., for Track Tools.

The Committee also submits herewith the following plans and specifica-

tions with recommendation that they be received as information

:

Plan dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Track Shovels.
Plan dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. Ballast Forks.
Specifications dated September, 1929—A.R.E.A. for Track

Shovels.
Specifications dated "September, 1929—A.R.E.A. for Ballast

Forks.

Further study will be given this subject in an endeavor to work up sim-

plified standards covering level boards, axes, scythes and other tools used

in the Maintenance of Way Department, and it is recommended that this

subject be continued.
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Appendix C

(3) PLANS OF SWITCHES, FROGS, CROSSINGS AND SLIP

SWITCHES

C. R. Harding, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; J. V. Neubert, C. A. Alden,

L. H. Bond, W. G. Brown, K W. Caruthers, J. W. DeMoyer, L. W.
Deslauriers, E. B. Entwisle, O. F. Harting, W. G. Hulbert, T. T.

Irving, J. de N. Macomb, F. H. Masters, J. C. Mock, A. J. Neafie, G. A.

Peabody, J. A. S. Redfield, O. C. Rehfuss, I. H. Schram, G. J. Slibeck,

G. M. Strachan, J. B. Strong, H. N. West, J. G. Wishart.

The plans presented in this appendix and revisions to the Manual, in

Appendix A, coming under this subject have been prepared in conference

with the Standardization Committee of the Manganese Track Society.

To complete the set of plans offered last March covering frogs for

heavy rail and showing uniform tie layouts suitable for any type of guard

rail the Committee presents for adoption as recommended practice the five

Plans Nos. 281, 282, 283, 291 and 292 as listed under conclusions.

The Committee presents Plans Nos. 793, 794, 795 and 796 as listed under

conclusions which have received the approval of the Mechanical Division

of the American Railway Association and are offered for information and

for insertion as reference plans in portfolio of A.R.E.A. Trackwork Plans.

The Committee also presents Plans Nos. 1001, 1002 and 1003 for infor-

mation and for insertion as reference plans in portfolio of A.R.E.A. Track-

work Plans. These plans give data for various rail sections and are listed

under conclusions.

The Committee has under consideration the need, if any, of revis-

ing flangeways and other details in present A.R.E.A. Trackwork Plans,

and a thorough investigation is to be made into the question of guard

rails. Reports on these subjects will be presented at a latpr date.

Conclusions

The Committee recommends that the following plans submitted here-

with be adopted as recommended practice and printed in the Manual

:

Plan No. 281, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. No. 14 railbound man-

ganese steel and bolted rigid frogs for heavy rails.

Plan No. 282, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. No. 15 railbound man-

ganese steel and bolted rigid frogs for heavy rails.

Plan No. 283, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. No. 16 railbound man-

ganese steel frogs for heavy rails.

Plan No. 291, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. No. 18 railbound man-

ganese steel frogs for heavy rails.

Plan No. 292, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. No. 20 railbound man-

ganese steel frogs for heavy rails.

The Committee also recommends that the following plans submitted

herewith be received as information

:

Plan No. 793, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. data sheet for A.R.A.

standard wheel flanges, treads and gages.





A. R. H. A. INDHX
March, 1^^30

PAi.

Tm f
DATK OF ACCEPTANCF.

H) A. «. I . A.

Switches

S«it«:hos—l-dvouts and l>etails

m
1*3

It;

m
»•>

m
m

•\ X'niivrm Ri» .
Adopted
Ailoptrd

• rs A.loptr<l

!:<*« A<l»ptrtl

• rt Ailoplc<l

isen A<lop«<^l

! «-r« Ailoptr<l

ii, 1*19 J*i' 0* Sjiiii S»;;Ui »i:Ji GwJuAicd Rtten Adopted

Mar.. I<)20

Mar.. 1920
Mar.. 1020

Mar.. lOiO

Mar.. 1920
Mar.. 1920
Mar., 1920

Mar. 1920

Switches—DLijirams of Preferred Names of Parts

|M Sec 1' l'I9 DiisTim illustr.tsinc Preferred Names of Part* for Split"
«-»itci>« with Iniform Riser* Adopted Mar.. 1921

l«l f,^^ ;: 1019 OU^nm illustrating Preferred Name* of Parts (or Split

Svitdiet with Graduated RiKTt Adopted Mar. 1921

Ji:m

1923

1923

as Sor, !

X Xor, 19Z3

m \m

Switcbe»—Fixtures

Dctaa* o( Split Switch Fixtures (General)

Detail* ot Split Switch Fixture* (Special Features)

Dctaikof Split Switch Fixtures I Heel Plates and Turnout Plates)

:i i<19 Detaikaif Split Switch Fixtures (Heel Plates and Turnout Plates

for 22* O'wid 30" 0' Switches)

Dcids of Sffit Switch Fixtures (or Rails 6H' High and Over
(GcaeraD

Detaa* of SpGt Switch Fixtures for Rails 6H' High and Over
(Special Fcatum

Dcti^of Split S
CHedPlatcsao

Dctaitaof Split S«. _. . . -

(Hcd Pbtcsand Turoout FUtcs (or 22'
U

' and 3u'
U

' bwiubes)
1923

Switches—Illustration Bills of Material

2It Se^ 15. 1919
211 SepL 15, 1919
12 Not, 1923

IDuitraoon bills ' -
'

'

IDnstraiioa Bilb
IBnatratsoo Bills '

IV 0' and 16' 6' fcpLt ^»iuhc».

Swftcfaes—DeraU Switch Point
ai S«r_i92S I>etaiI*(crSj4itS»iich Point Deraa..

Rail Braces
^ 5^ , 192$ Spedf&cttions (or AdjuataUc Rail Braces .

.Adopted Mar., 1920

Adopted Mar., 1920

Adopted Mar.. 1920

.Adopted Mar. 1920

A<lop(ed Mar. 1024

Adopted Mar., 1921

Adopted Mar, 1921

Adopted Mar., 1924

A-loptH .Mar.. 1920
Adopted Mar. 1920

Adopted Mar., 1924

Adopte<l ,Mar. l'>.'

Adopted Mar.. 1929

PLAN
No.

PLAN
Diite Tin.F,

DATE OP Af><;fcPTANCf.
By A. R. I. A.

Switch Stands
2.SI Nov.l7, 1920 Switch St.ind Connecting Rrxl» nnd RcrjuiMtes (or Switch

Stands, imiiidinjc Conn.f;tini{ Ko'Is Adopted Mar 1921
252 Nov.. 1921 Detail of l^mp Tips for Switch Stand* Adoote<1 Mir" ]'."'>

253 Nov.. 1922 Detail of Switch Stand Target Shapes !!!'."..'.!'.'.!!!'. Adopt'
254 Nov., 1921 Day Target Discs for Switch Lamps * " *

Moot-
255 Nov.. 1922 Switch Lock ".'.'....'..'..'.'.'.'.'. Adop?

Frogs

271 Nov.

272 Nov.

273 Nov.

274 Nov.

275 Nov.

276 Nov.

277 Nov.

278 Nov.

279 Nov.

2«l Sep..

2M2 Sep..

2X3 Sp..
291 S.|...

292 Vp..

FroUa

. 1'>JS

. 1928

, 1928

. 1928

. 1928

. 1928

. 1928

1928

1928

1929

1929

1929
1920
1929

-Heavy Rail

No. 4 Frotts for Heax-y Rails, Rail-Bound Manganese Steel,
flollcl Ki({id, and Solid M inxi . -. --..•!

No. 5 Frog* for Hcavv
Bolted Rigid, and S

No. <) i r.,.-, I.ii

p..

No.
p.

No
p..

No

H.avy I

^;iring ka.i.

; l'-a\-y Rails

I Manganese Steel,

! n^.^nese Sted,
and ~ e Steel. .

.

, Rail I lese Steel,
^1- ^ Steel ..

nese Steel,

-e Steel . .

.

. K y, , .., : ^.inese Steel,

Boltol kikjid. Spring Rail, and >oiid .Manganese Steel.

No. 10 Krov-*i"r ll.'-iv-\- RaiU, Rail-Hound Mm^ne** "^teel.

No. 1 -eel,

_R- ....

No. '. '. .-'gan''><; >teel.

B" .^nese Steel.. .

.

No. : : .Manganese Steel.

No
a:

No
No
No

I

I lea\-y Rails, Rail-Bound Manganese Steel,

•Inform. Mar.,

•Inform. Mar..

Adopted Mar.,

Adapted Mar.

Adopted Mai.,

.Adopted Mar.,

Adapted Mar.

Adapted Mar.,

Adopted Mar.

".Adopted Mar.

••V.'opte.! Ma-.

1929

1929

1929

.1929

1929

,1929

.1929

, 1929

. 1929

. 1930

. !<»30

0

Fronts—Bolted Rigid

3*1 Sep.

302 Sep.
303 ^p.
304 Sep.
305 Sep.
306 Srp.

307 S«-p.

.«0S S«p.

.<09 ( Kt.

.«20 Nov

.«21 Nov

15, 1919
15, 1919

15, 1919

15. 1919

15. 1919

15, 1910

15, 1919

15, 1919

19, 1920

. 1920

. 1925

6 HoltctI Rigid Frog.
7 n,.ltr.I RiJ.l Fros.

1 1 !^^.

I Frog.

7. 8 and 10 Bolted Rigid Frogs.

32S Nov., 1925

. Adopted Mar.. 1920

. Adopted Mar.. 19»

. Adoptnl Mar., in*

. Adopted Mar., mo

. Adapted Mar, tno

. Adapted Mar, mo

. Adopted Mar, mo

. AdoptadMar.ini

.lidota. Mar, 1921

ogs Adapted Mar, 1921

...kiJ Frogs (or One-piece
Suspended Joints^ . . 'lofona. Mar, |9J*

Frog Fillers for Rail* 8*> lb. per Vard'and H««vier •lafor*. Mar, !•»

.4 /so srf plant /i»f«/ iin</.r ••fROas—HKiyy Kill"

No.
No.
No.
No. ;

IXi ,

No. 1

No. 1

Dct.i;

No. 4 ami .No. 5 1

Data for Laying i
'

Tic Layout Stai.-. .

liuard Rail. 6 Tics. 19' to io' Siuaiis. Susfwnded Joints^

Var

d 20 Bolted Rigid Froga.

J* *•' ^*) t*'fcwee the plaa hoe bees aoorptcd as infornutkin otdy, by the American Railway Kngineering Association.n» dM*is «ar (••) i«ficaias pUn recsmoMndeJ to U adopted Mar., 1930.
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A. K. i:. A. iNi)i:x
March, 1930

PM.f. II

MAN TITLB
DM I OK ACCI-ri ANCI

»y A. R. v.. A.

Ftaft*-Clamp

kai 5«p^ «*• '*''

N\> f CUmpFroc Ado|>tc«l Mar, l^il

Ump Fro( s Atloptcil Mar.. 1021

»mp FrOK A<lo|itr<l M.ir.. T'il

»mp Frog Adoptnl Mar, I'>.'I

Uetiil ol rUte* (or No. 6. 7, 8 and 10 CUmp Frog* Adoptrd Mar., 1'>.M

Fro&»—Bolted Rigid Self Guarded

•M SV. 1«3 Ko- 6 Bohrd RipiM Vlf r.uarded Frog Adoi>ic<l Mar., lojo

19» No. T Rolled F

1«2S No. $ Boiled i

. 1«ZS No. 10 Boiled K

.irdedFrog Adoplcl .Mar., I<»."»

irdedFrog Adopted ,Mar., I'>J9

:arded Frog Adopte<l Mar., 19.'<)

Fro^s—Diagrams of Preferred Names of Parts for HolteJ Rijiiil and
Cbimp Frojis

M Si^ 15. 1919 DBcnm illiHtnting Prefcfred Namet of ParU for Bolted Rigid

FragB AdopiKl Mar., lOJ 1

1*1 ScpL 15. 1919 Dkcnm Sliatntiiig Prcfefred Namea of Parta (or Clamp Froga Adopted Mar., 1921

Frofts—^Spring Rail

MI





A. K. F. A. INI)i:X
March. V)M)

FAOR III

n IN TnXK
OATF. OF ACCFITANCK

»y A. K. K. A.

l>«*iilit«—B<»Uod Rail

m ^^<- '*••

^ .^-f «*:i

^ ^-t" A<iop«<^i ^^". ••''-'

Ailoplr-I M.ir.. V>21
IviMvT A<lo|.ir.| M.ir.. \<)22

Adoptcl M.ir.. lOJJ
c A(lo|>tr<l Nt.tr ,

1*1 .22

1 - .; ; u Adoptctl Mar., l"*'-

.11 IVsit^n with Short Eater

. %-e U* IS' Adopted Mar., I'm
IVsiCT—Angle* below 25* and

Adoiucl Mar.. IfU
.11 Design «-i(h Short Eaaer

^ 1 1 -> H' . incliMiw Adop<c«l Mar., 1922

md Tvo Rail Design—Anglet 14* IS' to
Adopted Mar.. 1022

GroningS—Bolted Rail, Electric Railway over Steam Railroad

nt \oT_ 14:4 Baked RaD CroMino. Steam Railroad over Electric Railway—
Aisles 90* to 50*. iiiclun%T Adopted Mar.. 1925

717 \er, 1924 Bolted Rafl Cra«inc>. Steam Railroad ovtr Electric Railway—
Aa^ below 5<r to 30». indiaix-e Adopted Mar., 1925

Oossings—Tie Layouts for

nv& at for Railroad CroMngi. angles 8* 10* to 14* IS'
^-» ut for Railroad Crosings. angles 14* 15' to 25*. .

^^-C .Ny.
. ^';^ i « I^\ciat (or Rjtlroad Cra«ings, angles 25' to SO*

?IM) Sor., 192» Tm La>^iiit (or Railroad Crowng*. angles 50* lo 90*

Adopted Mar . 1929
Adopted Mar.. 19>9

Adopted Mar.. 1929
Adopted Mar., 1929

Ckwinti—Reinforced Cktncrete and Pile 1 uundalions for

^ Xoe.. 19Z7 Dcaiga of Rcsoforoed Coocrcte aod File Croanng Foundations. Adupte<l Mar., 1928

Clrowinti Manganfe Steel Insert

2« Ort^wai
-^ >i,Wl

% wi
t- 1*21

DeagM aod Dimensions ot Inserts. Detail A—Angles 45* to
•bo*« 14* 15' Ailojitcd Mar.. 1922

Ueaigas and Dimensions ot Inserts, Deuil U—Angles 45* to
above 14* 15'..... Adopted Mar. 1922

Dnigas and DuncaMooa of Inserts—AngUa 14* 15' to 8* 10',

iadMive Adopted Mar., 1922
Thiee Rafl Design. Detail A—Angles b^low 45* to 35*. inclusive A.loptd M.ir.. 1922
Tao Rail Dcaiip. fv- • ' »-H^ Wow 4S* to 3S*, imiuiive A.|.)|,t.-.| M.,r 1Q22
Three Rait Dc«gn, I !.-t Ulow .IS* to 25*. in< liuive A.li.ptr.j M.ir 1')'2

!•• R«a Dair*. I> . » l*low 35* to 25*. inclusive Adopid Mar . 1922Two Ral Dcskn »it:. -.on i.aser KaiU, D«taU A—Angles
befc»w 25* aaJ above 14* 15' Adopted Mar. 1922

IM AN
N.I.

IM AN
Diile TITI.R

DATF, OF AfX:F,PTASC:».
Bv A K t. A

759 Oct.. 1921
760 CVt.. 1921

761 O-t., 1021

762 (Vt.. 1021

763 (Kt., 1021

764 fVt.. 1021

765 Oct.. 1021

766 at., 1021

767 Oct.. 1921

768 Oit.. 1021

Two K.Vi\ r>Mi?n, Dctriil A—AnglMbcIow 25* and above 14* IS'
Single K.iil \)iMgn with Short Ivivr Kails, iMuil A—Angles

Ix-low 25° anil .il^vc 1 J' H'
Single K.iill)cii.{n, Dct.iil A— .\n.;l'

Ihnc K.iil Dminn, l>etail I'. —An.
1 lircc Kail Design. DcUil B— .An,;! . , ^ ,

Two R-iil_ Design with Short l-iser Kails, ij«:tail B—Angles
liclow 35' to 2.>'. inclusive

Two Kail D'^^i^n with Short Baser Rails, Tictaii B-—Angles
Iwlow 2.1° an.l alxivc 14° 15'

Single Kail IVsign with Short Easer Rails, IX-tail B--Angles
Ix-low 2.1° ami above 14° 15'

Two Kail IVsign—Antics 14° 1 V to 8* 10'. inclusive
Single Kail Ifesign—.Xnglcs 1 1* 1 >' to 8* KV, inclusive

Afkrpted .VUr.,

Adopted Nfar.,

Adopteil Mar..

Adopted Mar..
Adopted Mar.,
Adopted Mar.,

V22

; '22

1)22

1922

1922

1922
1922
1922

(]rossinii»—Insulated Internal Joints for

770 Nov., 1022 Insulatcl Internal Joint for Crossings, Three RaO Design

—

.\nglc liclow 4i* to 25*, inclusive •Inform. Mar., 1925

Crossiniiii—Solid Manganese

771 Nov.. 1923
771-8 Nov., 1924

772 Nov.. 1923

773 Nov., 1924

774 Nov., 1926

~sinK

-sinp
-.\nglcs 0-1° t) 613*, inclusive. .Adopted Mar. IW4
-.\n<lrt 90° to 60*, inclusive.

,n So. 3, .Alternates for Design de-

i7;i •Inform. Mar, IW5
se Steel Crossings—Angles below 60* to 40*.

Adopted Mar.. 1924

se StccI Crosstng-i—.Angles below 40* to 25\
: AdoptedMar, 1»25

, 1 -»c Steel Crossing with interior connecting rails.

lAjulile Kail Construction—.Angles below 25^ and abo\-e
14*15" Adopted Mar., 1«7

773 Nov., 1927 Solid Manganese Steel Crossing, with Interior Conncctini
Rails. Single Rail Construction—Angles. 14' 15' to 8* rs^.

Adodted Mw.. int

Crossings—Soliil M.iiiiianesc and ManJianese Insert, Electric Railway-

over Steam Railroad

776 Nov., 1923

777 Nov., 1923

778 Nov., 1025

780 Nov., 1926

781 Nov., 1926

' '
" ' I - — -- ---, RaUroad o\"er Electric

Adopted Mar. l«*4

'. R.^ilroad over Electric
. e AdofMd Mar, l«M

I Railroad over
-<i>x ... .AdoptrJ Mar, 1«2»

I'* Ad<n«d Mw> WT
, . trie

riilwaj-. lor 7' aii.l 0' jjirdcr r.iiU. aii^lrt U-U'w c»<' lo 40*.

inclusive WI

•1 bas been accepte<l ai information only, by the American Railway Enginearing .Aiauiiation.
> ptan rccoromrni|r<l lo \m- a<l>f|iinl .Mar., 1930.
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NO 14. RAIL BOUND MANGANESE STEEL FROG
for Ruiti far laume out this frog, itclions. olhtr

Details arid Aittmahs. see ^ans Not 600 and 609

W--
r*-

-«f- -tti' ftfr- /^pj.

—

/^-—I—^^3f-4-
—^—I— /»<—4-

—

t^'—4-— 'T—I—/•—J-
'-^A

-/r-—t.—/^—»—

NO. 14 BOLTED RIGID FROG
for Sections of itin frog, other Details

and Alternates, see Plans Noi. JOJandJM

NOTES
Frap on this plan designed for heavy rails (combined width of

hod and base more than BH' but not exceeding 9'S«'). a<80

'wnwiiiendod for other heavy rails 6>^' high and over.

The umform tie layout shown is suitable for any type of guard rail,

rtiding orte-pieoe designs with spacing 19' to 20', to accommodate
hich the dtstanoes underlined thus (19' '.') must be adhered to.

The Me of plates on all ties is recommended. When specified the
BMfalas tfrnim in dotted lines shall t>e furnished with frog, in which
•went Railway Co. shall supply details of splice bars showing spike
*ing, if any. Distance "X" to suit spike slotting.

Tie spaong is measured along mam track gage line; tie plates are
(need at n^ angfes to center line of frog.

For speeifieatJons see Appendix "B"

A. R. E. A.

No. 14 FROGS FOR HEAVY RAILS
Angle 4 -05 -27

RAIL BOUND IV1ANGANESE STEEL AND
BOLTED RIGID

SaptemlMr, 1929 mjM N*. 281
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^^•—

i. r

! 1-—/y—-»-

—

/:r^.—.-m- -2^' -^y^ -4

NOTES
F^p on this plan designed for heavy rails (combined width of< ai4 r

NO. 15 BOLTED RIGID FRC6.

more than V-/^' but not exceeding 9'fi')
for other heavy rails 6> 2' l^ig^ and over,

tie layout shown is suitable for any type of guard rail,

accommodate
adhered to.

^^-— --j~—-— . — »«. .. .<»^.....^i.u<^. ....CM speciFied the
"^J^Mhttwi « dotted lines shall t>e furnished with frog, in which
??''''*'M» Co. shall supply details of splice bars showing spike
f"fc*any. Distance "X" to suK spike slotting.

^T*."***"* • "''«* along main track gage linp tu- plates are

^J" * n#* angfes to center line of frog.

••• Appendix "B"

,
for itctioni of //lis frog, o/fitr Dt/ai/t

»'«> and 4/lemo/es.tee P/ans Not iOTtn^JPO

BM| one-piece design* with spacing 19' U)20',toa•* »• dMances underfmed thus (19'^') must be a

.J^ ••• fl' plates on all ties is recommended. When

A. R. E
No. 15 FROGS FOR

Angle 3 -49

RAIL BOUND MANGAN
BOLTED Rl

September, 1929

A.

HEAVY RAILS
-06

ESE STEEL AN
GID

D

N. 282
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•--
t""t:'-t"'it:it"i :-

T " r"'t"'t"Lwm"'
^-^i=f^^— >

'

' ' ' '
I —^^ -^— ' ' '

zst

- I7-4' -
3<IO'

i<t — it«

HO 16 RAIL BOUND MANGANESE STEEL FROG -DESIGN 'A'

-24!

NO 16 RAIL BOUND MANGANESE STEEL FROG -DESIGN "B*

TJt BUXX OF
STtEL
t3CSI6N r 4to* 1—^^^^ S'-a' T S^IO* 2

r6*-pTV- ir-p ir-p irV nr-p ir-p ir-p ir-p ir-r- ir-r- ir ^5•-^5-5-6i- 9i" - H'-^ CAST STEEL OR FO«?GeO STeEk
'HEEL BLOCK OF APPROVED 0€Ste»t

— m
- -2- T

lOif- J^' - \9jr 19^'— I9i' -• 19^' - i'Jj'—'^-ZOk' - 20k'

NO. 16 RAIL BOUND MANGANESE STEEL FROG -DESIGN 'A-l' (altcrnate length)
OeSICpN 'B-r (alternate length) can be made to 5AM E general DIMeNSIONS.

NOTES
•idtk of head and base mote
lor odKr heavy rails 6}^'

cAcr detail, and aKematet. lee

r tyye ef iHTd rail, mdudinc one-
kck tta dataacei uodeflmad

The uw of plitM on all Iim ij recommended When specified the lie plales shown
in dotted hnes shall be furnished with frog, in which event Railway Co shall supply

details of iplice bars showing spike slotting, if any. Distance "X" to suit spike slolling

Tie spacing is measured along mam track gage line; tie plates are placed at right

angles to center line of frog

f^o' spetificaliom tee appendii "B".

A. R. E. A.

No. 16 FROGS FOR HEAVY RAILS
Angl«3 -34-47'

RAIL BOUND MANGANESE STEEL

September, 19?9 Pt.A#l «»• 283
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A. R. E. A.

No. 18 FROGS FOR HEAVY RAILS
Angle 3 -10 -S^

RAIL BOUND MANGANESE STEEL

Sept*mb«r. I«9 PUkM N» 291
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CAST STEEL OR FORGED STEEL
TOE BLOCK OFAPPROVED DESIGN

NO. 20 RAIL BOUND MANGANESE STEEL FR06 DESIGN- B.
_^ ^

^jij^-

%

I

CAST STEEL OR FORGED STEEL

I

HEEL BLOCK OF APPROVED DESIGN

Vx-\xA / .

1- e-J —4— /<*—^—/!»'—

H

NOTES

NO.20 RAIL BOUND MANGANESE STEEL FROG DESIGN- A-l ALTERNATE LENGTH
DESIGN-B-I ALTERNATE LENGTH CAN BE MADE TO SAME GENERAL DIMENSIONS.

8H'K'*e)li^n5 mI?'^'irl'iZ"''''H"'a r'"\°.'
^1^ '"" "'?*.T?

^*" "'' °' P'^'" "" '" ''" '^ recommended
.

When specified the tie plates shown
/J

Dm not exceeding 9%
"), also recommended for other heavy rails 6}^' in dotted linps ^hall ho f,„ni.hoH «uith f,«n :„ ..hi.k „„„„, d.:,....., />. .u.,, ........

^^ii^"»iexc8eomg9%');also recommended for other heavy rails 6}^

P««M«)™Md*6m
*'"^ ""' *^ ''°^'' ^''°"S' o"ief ''e'ails, and alternates,

lietJd^'l'^'t^fZ"''',',!'?:?'",!?/';''^'''''
'"' ^"y 'yPe of guard rail, including one- angles to center line of frnp

S?nS?!^ -'S^H! '^
l*"

2" '" accommodate which the distances underlined
^' ""^ "' "^"^

"» iwj^must l)e adhered to.

in dotted lines shall be furnished with frog, in which event Railway Co. shall supply
details of splice bars showing spike slotting, if any. Distance "X" to suit spike slotting.

Tie spacing is measured along main track gage line; tie plates are placed at right
!s to center line of frog.

For specifications see appendix "B"

A. R. E. A.

No. 20 FROGS FOR HEAVY RAILS
Angle 2°-51 -51'

RAIL BOUND MANGANESE STEEL

September, 1929 PLAN No- 292
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Sectiom A"-
A"

e rOursiDE Coi22"OD'8"5o5TEa7iFREcCoiL5.-lNtiEKCoiL-li6'OD'4Rb5r[a."IOFREECoiLS.
^

"'' IFree Length 5" -orSmjle Coil Spri* 2i|"0D7"RD.STE£L-6iFf!C£Coii.5-FREE Length 4^
to be 11

, of high len-

SPECIFICATIONS
BOLTS—All bolls Ihrough main filler and ticel risei

site sleel. For specifications see Appendix B".
These bolts to fiave a tight Ttt and be provided with square heads and r

U. S. Std. thread, spring washers and beveled washers where necessary to

afford square bearing. Suitable washers in any case shall be placed under any
nuts to bring same out from under head of rail so that they may be tightened
with a standard wrench

FILLERS-Main fillers shall be rolled steel

single or double grooved section, and shall

throughout. Filler must fit fishing angles and the web of

us length,

'quired flangei

ail for

ither

f««D Stlel Channel Ioe Block
» OC «ED STtM Of CuCT StcEL RbBED

Ioe Block mtyt Speofeb

EudViev/of SprinisBox.

^^j'RlVETS

Se:ction 'B"B"

"Double GRoovt FiLLEffMAr k used.

Eisb View of Hold Down.

Filler i

of 1/2" above base and V2" below head.
Point separator blocks shall be of good quality grey cast iron.

HEEL RISER- Heel riser shall be of steel rail, head up. with flange upset to

properly fit over and rest upon bases of adjoining rails, or of other approved
design that will insure a proper bearing on bases of heel rails and will provide
rolled or forged steel wearing surface equal in hardness to r.iil steel.

RIVETS— Rivets through point rails shall be 1 Vs" dia. Rivets through base plates

shall be 3/4" dia.

PLATES— Plates shall be %" % 8", except where shown to be ^,4" % 9 ". Lengths
as required.

LENGTHS-Lengths of frogs shall not vary more than V4" from length specified.

Frogs may be furnished to modified lengths to meet alignment of track or local

conditions when specified.

1 designed for heavy rails (combined width of head and base r

ALTERNATES
Short point rail may be placed on opposite side of frog.

Width of main track flangeway may be increased to Tg" or 2" when specified.

Continuous five tie base plate, cut out between ties,as indicated by dotted lines

may be furnished when specified instead of five separate tie plates.

Piates H-1 and H-2 to be furnished when specified.

Toe block to be cast steel or forged steel as specified.

Either wood or metal foot guards may be furnished. Additional foot guards to

be provided when required.

One set of springs, of approved design, placed 14" back of Vz" point may be used

ih cotterSpring bolts with standard head on one end ;

may be used ai Section A-A on plan, instead of nut and ci

Flat face spring followers without locl<Jng ribs may be used.

Vertical end instead of beveled end wing rail may be used.

Button or cone head point rivots instead of countersunk head

and main ftller counterbored to clear rivet head.

Rivets through base of rail and plates may be button or c:

instead of countersunk
Forged filler may be used betwe

short point to beyond third ri'

may be used.

C3ne head on botto.n

extending from end ofs^ort and long poini

exceeding 9"|"t: also recommended for other heavy rails

2,1-^^ ~b^o]Jb WTH Ct5« Owl Head or Sq.Nkk,

Section 'C'CI

-Ct̂
Rivet

REDRAWN AND REVISED SEPTEMBER, 1929

A. R. E. A.
No. 10 SPRING RAIL FROG

FOR HEAVY RAILS
ANGLE 5°.43'-29
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Guard Rail and Frog Wing Gage

(Proceedings IVICB.A. Vol. 41 - 190?)

Mounting and Check Gage for Wrought Steel Wheels.

(A.R A. Mech. Div. -Wheel and Axle Manual - Fig. 1»1

Mounting and Check Cage for Cast Iron and Cast Steel Wheels.
(A.R.A. Mech. Div. -Wheel and Axle Manuah-Fig. 118)

The best method of using these gages during Ihe mounting operation is to hold the gage against the back ol Ihe
flange of the first »»eel pressed on with the other end of the gage resting on the top ol the flange of the second wheel

.

As Ihe secorid wheel is pressed slowly on. that end of the gage should drop down until it makes correct contacts on Ihe
Head and face of the dange ol the second wheel.

Practe and knowledge of the individual press will give a press operator almost unbelievable accuracy in mounl
"gtopropa check gage distance, (Par. Z49-Wheel and A.lc Manual.)

uniTOFumeoi'mE 1

menm. Fimic nomfiL'Tecnci

Wheel Trejd and Flange for Steel Tired Wheels on Cars and

Tenders.

(A R.A, Mech. Div. Manual-Sec. D-Page 50-1924 )

Fig 1—For Steel Tired Engine and Tender Truck Wheels and

Flanged Driving Tires in Switching Service.

(A R.A. Mech. Div. Manusl-Sec F-Page 7-1924 )

(A.R.A. Msch. Div Manual-Sec. F-Page 7-1924.)

-sK'

Tread anc) Flange Contour for Cast Iron Wheels.

(A R.A, ModT. Div.-Wheel and Axle Manual-Fig. 62.)

-A

npce ijiniz

Limit Gage—For Remounting Cast Iron Wheels less than 80,000

lb. capacity. One-Wear Wrought Steel Wheels and Cast Steel

Wheels.

Limit Gage—For Remounting Cast Iron Wheels 80.000 lb.

capacity and over.

(A R.A Mech. Div -Wheel and A<le Manujl-Fi? 106 )

ymnF 5iZfS~
« OFSlots o

Mlximum Flange Thickness Gage for Cast Iron Wheels

(A.R A. Mech. Div.-Wheel and Axle Manual-Fig. 60 )

Wheel Oefecl, Worn Coupler Limit. Worn Journal Collai

Journal Fillet Gage.

(Wheel and Axle Manual-Fig ;j )

rlffK LK 0F6H6C AT THIS POIflT

—4-
Wheel Tread Worn Hollow Gage.

(A R A Mech Div -Wheel and Axle Manual-Fig 91.)

THtcKticss OF6M£ Fin6£:e jz
THic>;n£ss 0F6f}B£k J CffLlPEK Typf Joim

4
Maximum Flange Thickness. Height and Throat Radi

: for Wrought Steel Wheels and Steel Tires.

(Wheel and Axle Manual-Fig. 7)

Minimum Flange Thickness Gage for Cast Iron Wheels

(Wheel and Axle Manual-Fig. 61

)

Flange Thickness, Height and Throat Radius

Gage for Wrought Steel Wheels and Steel Tires.

(Wheel and Axle Manual-Fig. 8.)

Standard Wrought Steel Wheel Gage.

(A R A. Mech, Div.-Wheel and Axle Manual-Fig, 122,)

NOTE;

See Wheel and Axle Manual, Mechanical Division-

A.R.A. for explanation, interpretation and illustra-

tions of the rules.

A. R. E.A.
DATA SHEET FOR

A.R.A. STANDARD WHEEL FLANGES, TREADS
AND GAGES.

SEPTEMBER, 1929 PLAN No. 793
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

BUREAU OF LOCOMOTIVE INSPECTION

Iffs. Rules, and Instructions for Inspection and Testing of Steam Locomotives and Tenders and their Appurtenances - Issued 1927

•n ^ No pan of tbe foandatkra bnte ecar of

"an be less ihan 2H inches

ckarasce w jwkit al>o^-t ibe

e pssitud. The mameto- of irbeels on the

jteB aot T3IT iDore than three tfainy-secoods

''^' Wkeds seed on staadan) gage tiack wiD be out
B tie ioade ease ol Sanee. meamred on base

a ks ttaaa 23 iiKiics o e than 53H inches.

. Tbe "fc*^—^ back to back of Sanges of wbeeb

eae^nethiadi.

'i\sHn>t.—wbKi
— JrasLB. or rf tfceie s

cat spot is 2^4 inches oi

takn «r Chipped nance.—If the chi:
B 1!^ tacbes in lescth asd oae^half iacfa to width

ft.—If the tread, measared from ibe

a width.
\ above the tnad.

wTth dcfectire treadE o^
tr-otf 2finches or over.

' eodaager tbe safety of the wheel.

—»vHnu jau, Hmg or wver , at a distance ol
p™ or *» from the throat oi the SaDge or"^^^^« wwe in leoph. if pjch eeams are^aaa tke Emas o* 3H inctea from the flange meas-»« at a pcut fipE^etatuhs iscb from the tread.

5 ™JJ s?^^!l5?^^'**'**" °° "*" *^^ iourna]*

t^S?J31ii?^ «r «er with flanges having flat

^SfS.^!^?" eaeadiig 9evca.eightta i^ch or moreao« tie tread, or fiaiiealiachihi^cr less e^^II»po«^U«Mi^lfai iach above tread. Wh^ on

<riEJ^!^.5' '^njcal wrfacea mending 1 inch

^j^^^uM ortos. gaged at potatthree^ghthg inch

EXTRACTS AFFECTING TRACKWORK

s cracked from the v

(k) Ciack d tread, cracked plate, or oni

(m) Wheels loose o

(b) Loose wheels: loose, broken, or defective retain-

ng rings or tires; broken or cracked hubs, plates, spokes.

(c) Slid fiat spot 2H inches or longer; or. if there a

(d) Defective tread on account of cracks or shelled

out spots 2\i inches or longer, o;

endanger the safety of the wheel.

(e) Broken flange.

) fifteen-sixteenths incl

ihATt 1 !^ inches from tread to top of flange, or thicknef
n shown in figures 4

(g) Wheels out of gage.

149. fa) Driving and trai

the foUowing defects shall not

(b) Driving or trailing wheel^
adjacent spokes or 25 c of the 5[K)ke8 in wheel

<c) Loose wheels: loose, broken, or defective tires or
tire fastenings; broken or cracked bubs, or wheels out

150. (a) DrlTliic and TnUlng Wheel Tires.—
The minimum height of flange for driving or trailing
wheel tires, measured from tread, sbaj] be 1 inch for
locomotives used in road service, except that on loco-
motives where construction will not permit the full

height of flange on all drivers the minimum height of
flange on one pair of driving wheels may t)e five-eighths

r locomotives used in switching

throat of flange 1

for tread of tires from

and for locomotives used i

: five^ixteenths i

(d) The minimum width of tires for driving and
railing wheels of standard-gage locomotives shall be

i4 inches for flanged tires, and 6 inches for plain tires.

te) The minimum viidth of

eels of narrow-gage locomouves
flanged tires, and 5}i inches for |

wheel base.

applied the diameter n

(h) Slid flat spot 2H inches o

be within three

n length; flange

.ertical surface 1 inch or more from tread;

hollow five-sixteenths inch on locomotives used in road

service, or three-eighths inch on locomotives used in

switching service: flange more than IH inches from
tread to top of flange. (See Figs. 1,2 and 3).

NOTE:—The determination of flat spots and worn
flanges shall be made by a gage as shown in figure 8
Isame as figure 73 on plan 793) and its application to

defective tires as shown in figures 9, 10 and 11.

151- (a) Minimum thickness for driving wheel and

Weight p

drivers divided
by number of

wheels).

30,000 pounds

Diameter
of

Wheel center

5,000 pounds 44 and ur

Over 50 I

Over 66 t

Over 62 t

Over 68 t

Over 74 .

.

Over 35.000 to

40.000 pounds 44 a

Over 62 to 68 li'-ii

unds 44 and unc

Over 56 to 62 V'4,

Over 62 to 68 15i
Over 68 to 74 l"i(,

Over 74 I's

Over 50.000 t

Over 55.000

Over 56 t

Over 62 t

1 from the outside c

reduce the thickness of the tire to less than l^i incl

from the throat of flange to the counterbore for I

Fog LocotioTmsmo in eoffD Scey/c€^'£ . .

r FoeLoconoTivcs usFDin sniTcme st^ic£FI\

ecTffinine em ffrsrenim. tlmiMun mancss roe

stefl Tiezs. Cminc mo TEnoEe TeuU rrneiLS.

see eute lU

nes-srea nee

METHOD orSffsme 6eoi^£ti ^ims
sec £uL£: /4S.

SHe/fif^ase rasrmrts Ofn x /i/mm THici^msroe sreet
T/eei Enem mo Tenoee Teucft nneeLS.
.''~~\ SZEBULetU. .^

^^_ ^yrtcnTiee |
^

'^ f/&6' srEanee^,,....-^^^:^ 2

Vj-J COnottinme Limit^^ '{^ "K k
I YeiTicffL\unE MEflsuem unc

\ ^
RETfiifiine l?ifis FfiSTErtirte. MininuM THicKriESSFog

STEEL Tiees. FmifiE fiffo rcrfOEe Teuc< meels.

See euLE i4(.

NOTE:

See Wheel and Axle Manual, Mechanical Division,

A.RA.. for Explanation, Interpretation and Illustra-

tions of the Rules.

A. R. E. A.
DATA SHEET FOR !. C. C. RULES AND SKETCHES
FOR INSPECTING LOCOMOTIVE AND TENDER

WHEELS AND TIRES

SEPTEMBER, 1929 PLAN No. 794
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Governing the

AMERICAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION INTERCHANGE OF TRAFFIC l-A

CODE OF RULES

Condition of, and Repairs to. Freight Cars for the Interchange of Traffic

Effective January 1, 1929

Note- May be revised July 1, 1929 and each six months thereafter.

EXTRACTS AFFECTING TRACKWORK

means
occurring

improper protection by the

PREFACE
T,^ raks are lormulated as a guide to the fair

, ISSSjSsiment of all quesUons arising between

"*^j;^,Jd hindlins companj- mth the intent of:

r«.biu car owners responsible for and. therefore.

'
.^SSbte^ith the repairs to their cars nece.^.-

Sl^X^re'S^Ju'fndTy'^hritrndardsof
ibeAniwican Railway Association.

" Pbdng responsibility with and providing
"

of setUement for damage to

through unfair usage "
'

bafflfling company.

3. Providing an equitable basis for charging such re-

pain ard damages.

Inspection of freight cars for interchange and method

of loading will be in accordance with this Code of Ru es

and tbe SpedficaUons for Tank Cars and Loading Rules

issacd bv this Association. Methods of recording in-

spection'and repairs of cars and bilHng therefor under

tbese Rules will also be governed by Supplemental'

Regulations issued in connection therewith.

Sale 3, (w) (1) Wheels, cast-iron with the letter

"C" chipped out of the legend "M.C.B.' or the letter

"R" chipped out of the legend "A.R.A." prohibited,

oa all cars. In interchange.

(2) Wheels, cast-iron, if cast after Januarv- 1, 1925-

of nominal weight of less than 650. 700 and <50

lbs., prohibited, on all cars. From owners.

N'OTE:—The letters "A.R.A." shall not be put on
any wheel which is of less weight than the standards of

the .\.RA.. or which is made to any spedficalions with
requirements less than those prescribed in the A.R.A.
SpedficaUons for cast-iron wheels. Cast-iron wheels
of a sin^e plate design, conforming to .A,.R.A. Spedfi-
caUons, DOW marked "A.R..\.X.", vrUX be accepted in
interchange.

Kale 1»—In noting the
and ajdes. the terms shown
shall be used.

In all cas« of WTOUght-steel wheels (except the one-
wear type), the amount of service meul in the tread
must be shown before and after turning off, measured
from the center of the tread to the condemning line
which is located ^ in. above the measuring point; also
f^owaniount of service meUl on other wheels, applied,
^sed on full flange and tread contour. It must also
**^jt^«l whether such wheels have standard full flange

This information must be reported
not repairs are

surfaces >

other

and tread contour
to car owners regardless of whether
"Chargeable to owners.

Eule n. III. Building up of
car wheels is prohibited.

N'OTE:—Remainder of this rule
I^siTts Irian wheels.

Rule 24. WTien mounUng. two wheels of differentupe size must not be apphed to the same axle.

^^a\?'a ^^^t ^^^^^ "'"^^ "Ot ^e mated withsecoriQ hand wheels.

wil^t'^^,'^°"^*^'^' ''^eels must not be matedwith muluple-wear v.TOught-steel wheels.
A R.A. single plate cast-

wilh A.R.A. double plate
same nominal weight.

JJStSibe^reTha'^l^^n-r^^^rorrLt.''^^''-

Wheels
DHiTerlng Company Besponsible

««i - t^^^eit&.Ttrs%??Jl^^V„Tr"ot;

each 2 in. or over in cngth. The same responsibihty

shall apply to mate wheel, regardless of length of slid

spot. Length of flat spots must be measured by tiie

gage shown in Figure 1 and applied as shown in

Figure 2.

A separate defect card should be furnished in the case

of wTOUght-steel or steel-tired wheels.

Interpretation. Q.—Is the delivering line responsi-

ble for a wheel slid fiat and having worn flange, each

defect exceeding condemning limit?

A.—Yes,
Onuers Responsible

Rule 71. Shelled out: Cast-iron or cast-steel wheels

with shelled-o'jt spots 2U in. long or over, as shown in

Fig. 2. See i,aragraph 99 and Fig. 75 in Wheel and

.Ajcle Manual.

Burnt rim. shattered rim, spread-rim. sub-surface

defect, shelled tread: Wrought-steel or steel-tired

wheels having these defects. See paragraphs 30 to 34

and Figures 18 to 39 in Wheel and Axle Manual for

identification of defects.

Role 72. Any seam running lengthwise and within

the limit of 3M in- from flange, as shown in Fig. 5. See

paragraphs 100 and 101 and Fig. 68 in Wheel and Axle

Manual.

Rule 73. Worn through chill: See paragraphs 102

and 103 and Fig, 76 in Wheel and Axle Manual for

identification of this defect. Care must be taken to

distinguish this defect from fiat spots caused by sliding

Rule 74. Worn flanges—cast-iron: Wheels of less

than 80,000 lb. capadty, with flanges having flat verti-

cal surface extending 1 in. or more from tread, or flanges

'^ in. thick or less gaged at a point H in. above
tread. Cast-iron wheels of 80.000 lb. capacity or over
with flanges having flat vertical surface extending 7 g in.

or more from tread, or flanges 1 in. thick or less gaged
at a point 3i in. above tread.

Worn flanges—wrought-steel. steel-tired, or cast-

steel wheels with flanges having flat vertical surface
extending 1 in. or more from tread, or flanges %in.
thick or less.

Determination of worn flanges must be made with
gage shown in Fig. 1 and applied as shown in Figs. 3

Rule 75. Brake burn: Cast-iron or cast-steel
wheels with transverse cracks or comby treads due to
heating. See paragraphs 107 to 109 and Figs. 81 to
90 in Wheel and Axle Manual.

Thermal cracks: Wrought-steel or steel-tired wheels.
See paragraph 35 and Figs. 40 to 44 in Wheel and Axle
Manual.

Interpretation. Q.—What degree of brake burn is

condemnable?

, A.—Wheel should be condemned if the checks or
cracks extend into the throat of the flange or are in the
flange or, when in the tread, are over 2% in. in length
Skid burned wheels should ordinarily be left in service
until comby spot 2V^ in. long or over develops, or two
such adjoining spots each 2 in. or over develop.

Rule 76. Tread worn hollow—cast-iron and cast-
steel wheels: if the tread is worn so that projection on
under side of gage does not come in contact with tread
of wheel (see Fig. 4-D). or rim liable to breakage See
paragraph 110 and Fig. 92 in Wheel and Axle Manual.
Tread worn hollow—wrought-steel wheol: If height

; ins. or over, as measured ujth standard
; Fig. 4-E) .

or approved equivalent.

Rule 77. Burst hub: Any wheel with radial crack

in Imb. See paragraphs 48 and 111 and Figs. 56, 57

and 93 in Wheel and Axle Manual.

Flange, plate or bracket, cracked
nth chip from flange exceeding l}4

Rule 78.
broken; or, \ —-^ _ ..,-..-,,
length by H in. in width and not merely a flaking of the

surface; Cast-iron or cast-steel wheels. See paragraphs

112 and 113 and Figs. 58. 94, 95 and 96 in Wheel :

Axle Manual.

Rira broken or chipped—ca

wheels: (a) If the width of tread

at a point ^i in. above tread, is

circumferential length of 2S in.

the fracture through the rim ir

Fig. 5); or. (b) if width of tread i

less, irrespective of inclination

ferentiallength;or, (c) if

t-iron and cast-steel

measured from flange

ess than 35-j in. for a
ir more on tread, and
:lincs outwardly (see

reduced to3H jn., or

f fracture or drcum-
dth of tread , measured from

flange at a point H in. above tread, is less than 394 in-

and the fracture through rira inclines inwardly toward
plate (see Fig. 5-A), irrespective of drcumferential

length of fracture. Measurements to be inade_ with

gage shown in Fig. 1 and applied as shown in Figs. 5

and 5-A. See paragraph 115 and Figs. 97 to 101 in

Wheel and Axle Manual.

Rule 79. Thin Rim: Wrought-Steel Wheels— If

tread is worn so that rim thickness is ?4 i". or less. The
measurement of the rim thickness must be taken on the

back of the rim with the SUndard Steel Wheel Gage as

shown in Fig. 4-A.

Steel Tired Wlieels.—If tread is worn to within U in.

of the measuring line which is the inside edge of the limit

of wear groove.

Rule 80. Cracked or broken plate, or with hole

burned in plate, or other evidence of use of torch or arc:

—Wrought-steel wheels. See paragraphs 44 to 47 and
Figs. 52 to 55 in Wheel and Axle Manual.

Cracked or broken plate, bolt, retaining ring or tire

or with loose tire:—Steel-tired wheels.

Rule 81. Loose or out of gage—any wheel. See

Fig 9.

Interpretation: Q.—May car owner be charged for

loose wheel where there is indication of oil seeping
through wheel fit, if wheel is not actually loose?

A.—No.
Rule 82. Cast-iron, cast-steel or one-wear wrought-

steel wheels condemnable by the remount gage (Figs.

7 and 8) , must not be applied to foreign cars. This
gage must not be used for condemning wheels under

One-Wear Wrought-Steel Wheels

Rule 98. ( i ) The condemnable defects for wrought-
steel wheels in Rules 79 to 83 apply also to the one-wear
wrought-steel wheel. However, the one-wear wrought-
steel wheel is not to be turned, therefore charges and
credits shall not be on service metal basis nor charge
for turning permitted. Prices new, second-hand and
scrap, as per Item 194-C, Rule 101, shall be used.

The one-wear wrought-steel wheel is identified by
marking "I-W" on back of flange near wheel number
or manufacturer's name.
NOTE:—Reference to full flange contour assumes

witness groove left in flange on wheels turned off.

Interpretation:—(i) Q.—Is it permissible to burn
holes in plates of wrought-steel wheels, instead of drill-
ing, for the purpose of clamping dogs for turning?

A.—No. Burning the holes is liable to cause the
plates to crack. In such cases owner is entitled. to pro-
tection on basis of wrong repairs.

AMERICAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION INTERCHANGE OF TRAFFIC 1-B
CODE OF RULES j^

Governing the Condition of, and Repairs to, Passenger
Equipment Cars in Interchange

Effective January 1 , 1929
Note:—May be revised July 1, 1929 and each six months thereafter.

EXTRACTS AFFECTING TRACKWORK

Remainder of interpretatic ) charges

PREFACE
These rules are formulated as a guide to the fair and

proper adjustment of all questions arising between car
owner and handhng company with the intent of:

1. Maldng car owners responsible for and, therefore,
chargeable with tlie repairs to their cars necessi-
tated by ordinary wear and tear in fair sen;ice; by
the Safety Requirements and by the Standards of
the American Railway Association.

2. Placing responsibility with and providing a means
of settlement for damage to any car, occurring
through unfair usage or improper protection by the
handling company.

3. Providing an equitable basis for charging such
repairs and damages.

Inspection of cars for the interchange will be in

accordance with this Code of Rules.

Eule 7. (0 Cast-iron, cast-steel, wrought-stee land

steel-tired wheels with following defects:

(1) Loose. All wheels.
(2) Variation from gage (see Fig. 9)

.

(3) Shelled out: Cast-iron and cast-steel wheels
with shelled out spots 1 in. long or over.

Burnt rim, shattered rim, spread rim, sub-surface
defect, shelled tread; Wrought-steel and steel-tired

wheels having these defects. See paragraphs 30 to 34
and Figs. 18 to 39 in Wheel and Axle Manual for

identification of defects.

Brake burn—Cast-iron and cast-steel wheels with

checks or cracks due to heating which extend into the

throat of the flange, or are in the fiange, or when in the

tread are over 2% in, in length; or with comby spot 1

in. long or over.

Thermal cracks — Wrought-steel and steel-tired

wheels. See paragraph 35 and Figs, 40 to 44 in Wheel
and A-Kle Manual.

(4) Tread worn hollow—cast-iron and cast-steel

wheels: If the tread is worn so that projection on
under side of gage does not come in contact with
tread of wheel. (See Fig. 4-D of freight code) , or

rim liable to breakage.

Tread worn hollow—wrought-steel wheels: If

height of flange is 1^2 ins. or over, as measured

with standard steel wheel gage (see Fig. 4-E of

freight code) , or approved equivalent.

(5) Worn fiange—cast-iron wheels: Flanges having

flat vertical surfaces extending % in. or more from

tread, or flanges 1 in. tliick or less, gaged at a point

?! in. above tread.

Gage for condemning worn flanges of cast-iron

wheels under passenger cars should be the same as

is used for condemning worn flanges of cast-iron

wlieels under freight cars of 80,000 lb. capacity or

over. (See Figs. 3 and 4 of freight code)

.

(8) Worn flange—wrought-steel. steel-tired or cast-

steel wheels: With flange "Ib in. thick^ or less or

having flat vertical surface extending 1 in. or more
from tread, as determined by gage as shown m
Figs, 3 and 4 of freight code.

(7) Burst hub—Any wheel with radial crack m hub.

(8) Flange, rim, plate brackets or any other part of

wheel, either cracked, chipped, seamy or broken

under fair usage. All wheels.

(9) Broken, cracked or loose bolts, retaining nng or

tire occurring under fair usage. Steel-Ured wheels.

(10) Wo ough chill— cast-i .'heels: When the
spot is one (1) in. or over in length. Care

must be taken to distinguish this defect from flat

spots caused by sliding wheels.
fH) Wrought-steel wheels may be substituted for

cast-steel or steel-tired wheels.

(12) Thin Rim—Wrought-steel wheels: If tread is

worn so that tread thickness is 1 in. or less. See
Fig. 4.

Steel-tired wheels: If tread is worn to within H
in. of measuring line (inside edge of limit of wear
groove) , as shown in Figs. 1 , 2 and 3.

Service metal and tread thickness of wrought-
steel wheels shall be measured by the A.R.A.
Standard Steel Wheel Gage or its approved equiv-

alent applied on the back of the rim. See Fig.

4-A of the freight code.

Rule 8. Delivering line defects are as follows:

(b) Slid-flat wheels: If flat spots caused by
sliding exceed 1 in. in length. All wheels.

The same responsibility shall apply to the

mate wheel, regardless of length of slid

spot. A separate defect card shall be fur-

nished in the case of wrought-steel or steel-

tired wheels.

(c) Cast-iron wheels in place of cast-steel,

wrought-steel or steel-tired wheels; cast-

steel wheels in place of wrought steel or

steel-tired wheels, steel-tired wheels in

place of wrought-steel wheels.

Id) Private line cars having trucks equipped
with steel-tired or WTOught-steel wheels for

movement in passenger trains, and so

stenciled, if found with cast-iron or cast-

steel wheels.

(e) Cutjournals. axles bent, or axles damaged
as provided in paragraph (a) . When neces-

sary to true up axles in cases of cut jour-

nals, if journal is reduced below the Umit as

prescribed in Rule 7 (el, a-xle must be

changed at the expense of the deUvenng
line,

(f) Loss of service metal from wrought-steel

or steel-tired wheels, caused by flat slid-

ing, is chargeable to the company on whose

road the damage occurs.

In case of slid flat wheels, when determining the

loss of sen-ice metal with the use of the A.R.A. Stee

Wheel Gage, or its approved equivalent, Vis in. snail

be added to allow for cutting under hard surface at

flat spot, in the event no addiUonal turning is required

to restore full flange contour. (See Figs. 4-B and 4-<-

,

pages 98 and 99 of the freight car code)

.

„^^u
The responsibility for deliveringlinedefectson wheels

removed, when requiring the turning °f such wheels

includes the entire loss of service metal to restore full

flange, contour, as well as the I?b°'-5°='
°fi.^rd'of

When the repairs are cov"ed by the defect card of

another company, charge shall be handled as outhnrt

in fourth paragraph, SecUon (f) , Rule 9S of the freight

The above provisions shall govern any

f service metal on account of the mate

ameis not defectiv

orxespond.

js or increase

„., „. ..,. heel, even if

basis of turning both wheels to

el and Aile Ma
' Eipla atlo
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Plan No. 794, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. data sheet for I.C.C.

rules and sketches for inspecting locomotive and tender wheels and tires.

Plan No. 795, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. data sheet for A.R.A.

rules and interchange of freight and passenger car wheels and tires.

Plan No. 796, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. sketches showing meth-

od of gaging freight and passenger car wheels and passenger car wheels

and tires per interchange rules of the A.R.A.

Plan No. 1001, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. data for tee rail sections.

Plan No. 1002, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. girder rail sections.

Plan No. 1003, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. data sheet for

A.E.R.E.A. girder and guard rail section.

The Committee recommends that this subject be continued.

Appendix D

(4) TRACK CONSTRUCTION IN PAVED STREETS

E. W. Caruthers, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. V. Neubert, C. R. Hard-

ing, C. A. Alden, E. W. Backes, W. G. Brown, H. S. Clarke, J. E.

Deckert, J. W. DeMoyer, E. B. Entwisle, W. J. Harris, W. G. Hul-

bert, J. de N. Macomb, J. C. Mock, A. J. Neafie, G. A. Peabody, O. C.

Rehfuss, P. T. Robinson, G. J. Slibeck, G. M. Strachan, J. B. Strong,

T. P. Warren, J. R. Watt, H. N. West.

The Committee presents for adoption as recommended practice Plan

No. 982, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. 200-ft. radius tongue switch and

mate, solid manganese steel, for use in paved streets, 7-inch and 9-inch

girder rails.

Switches of this design are for use in industrial tracks, and the plan

has been prepared in conference with the Standardization Committee of the

Manganese Track Society.

The Switch and Mate shown on this plan embody the general details of

design of and are interchangeable with switches and mates now in most gen-

eral use by the steam railroads.

The Committee has under consideration a plan for connected grooved

tongue switch for main line use for presentation at a later date.

Conclusions

The Committee recommends that the following plan submitted here-

with be adopted as recommended practice and printed in the Manual

:

Plan No. 982, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. 200- foot radius
tongue switch and mate, solid manganese steel, for use in paved
streets, 7-inch and 9-inch girder rails.

The Committee recommends that this subject be continued.
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Appendix E

(5) CORROSION OF RAIL AND FASTENINGS IN TUNNELS

C. J. Geyer, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. V. Neubert, C. R. Harding,

J. B. Akers, L. H. Bond, H. W. Brown, A. M. Clarke, H. R. Clarke,

L. W. Deslauriers, W. J. Harris, F. W. Hillman, H. D. Knecht, F. H.

Masters, C. M. McVay, O. C. Rehfuss, I. H. Schram, T. P. Warren,

J. G. Wishart.

Your Committee sent a questionnaire to those railroads in the United

States and Canada on which tunnels are located and to the International

Railway Congress with request that it be forwarded to the English Railways

and to the railways on the European Continent.

Replies have been received from 15 railways in the United States and

Canada, giving data for 85 tunnels ; 2 railways in England, for 58 tunnels,

2 railways in France, covering 338 tunnels ; Switzerland Government Rail-

way, for one tunnel ; the Norwegian Government Railway, for two tunnels.

Examination of the data submitted shows that corrosion of rails and

fastenings is negligible in those tunnels under 1000 feet in length; therefore,

the data on tunnels under 1000 feet in length has not been used in this

report.

For comparison and because conditions are different the data submitted

by the railways of the several countries has been tabulated separately with

the exception of those railways in the United States and CsL.iada.

Replies to the questionnaire were received too late to permit of a com-

plete study and only the "high Spots'' are given in the following tabulations

:

UNITED STATES AND CANADA

55 Tunnels Over 1000 Feet in Length

Weighted average life of rail 6.5 Years
Is tunnel wet or dry ? 38 Wet 13 Dry 4 Medium
Is drainage provided other than ordinary

side ditches? 26 Yes 26 No. 3-Blank
Is corrosion heavy ? 33 Yes 14 No 8 Medium
Is treatment used to prevent corrosion? 9 Yes 46 No

Further division of these tunnels shows

:

Tunnel Length , Corrosion v

1000 ft. to 2000 ft 7 Yes 7 No 3 Medium
2000 ft. to 4000 ft 13 Yes 3 No 2 Medium
Over 4000 ft 13 Yes 4 No 3 Medium

It is found that electric motive power is used three of the four tunnels

over 4000 feet long shown as no corrosion, and the rail is coated with oil

in the other where steam is used on all power. Of the three tunnels over

4000 feet having medium corrosion, one is steam operation, rail oil coated,

one electric operation, no rail coating, and one steam and electric operation,

no rail coating.
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ENGLAND

26 Tunnels Over 1000 Feet in Length

Weighted average life of rail 8.1 Years
Is tunnel w^et or dry ? 7 Wet 19 Dry
Is drainage provided other than ordinary

side ditches ? 10 Yes 16 No
Is corrosion heavy ? 10 Yes 16 No
Is treatment used to prevent corrosion ? 1 Yes 23 No 2 Blank

Further division of these tunnels shows

:

Tunnel Length , Corrosion ^

1000 ft. to 2000 ft 3 Yes 11 No
2000 ft. to 4000 ft 4 Yes 5 No
Over 4000 ft 3 Yes — No

Steam motive power is used in all these tunnels. In one of the tunnels

over 4000 feet the rail is coated with red lead and with tar over paint as an

experiment to prevent corrosion.

FRANCE

161 Tunnels Over 1000 Feet in Length

Weighted average life of rail. .18.8 Years
Is tunnel wet or dry ? 88 Wet 72 Dry 1 Blank
Is drainage provided other than

ordinary side ditches? 89 Yes 64 No 8 Blank
Is corrosion heavy? ... 43 Yes 97 No 9 Medium 12 Blank
Is treatment used to prevent

corrosion ? — Yes 79 No 82 Blank

Further division of these tunnels shows :

Tunnel Length , Corrosion ^

1000 ft. to 2000 ft 16 Yes 52 No 8 Medium 6 Blank
2000 ft. to 4000 ft 12 Yes 35 No 1 Medium 3 Blank
Over 4000 ft 15 Yes 10 No —Medium 3 Blank

Of the 10 tunnels over 4000 feet in length having no rail corrosion, the

motive power is electric in one and steam in nine but special drainage is

provided in all but one.

1

NORWAY

2 Tunnels Over 1000 Feet in Length

Weighted average life of rail —
Is tunnel wet or dry ? 2 Wet — No
Is drainage provided other than ordinary side ditches?. . . — Yes 2 No
Is corrosion heavy ? 2 Yes — No
Is treatment used to prevent corrosion ? 2 Yes — No

These tunnels are 17,431 feet and 3,847 feet long. The motive power is

steam. An experiment to prevent corrosion is being tried in both. The rail

and fastenings of the longer tunnel has 2 per cent copper content, and asphalt

coating is used on rail and fastenings of the shorter one.
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SWITZERLAND

St. Gothard Tunnel

This is a double track tunnel 48,208 feet long opened in 1882. Its average

altitude is 3700 feet above sea level and on a grade of 5.8 per cent. Ventilat-

ing fans were used prior to 1920, the date of its electrification, but it has

not been necessary to use these fans since that date.

Between 1882 and 1920 the average life of rail was seven years and

much less for fastenings. The tunnel was dry but corrosion was very heavy,

due to sulphurous gas from coal combustion in steam locomotives. Measure-

ments taken of rail and fastenings showed a marked decrease in dimensions

account of corrosion. Inspections since 1920 indicate double life for rail

and fastenings and triple life is expected after all the ballast which has

become impregnated with gas shall have been removed.

Conclusion

Corrosion is negligible in tunnels under 1000 feet in length, medium

in tunnels 1000 to 2000 feet in length, heavy in steam operated tunnels over

2000 feet in length if special drainage other than ordinary side ditching has

not been provided. Special treatments to prevent corrosion have not been in

use long enough to determine their effect, or the saving that may be expected.

Coating of rail and fastenings with a heavy oil and effective drainage appar-

ently prevent or retard corrosion.

This report is submitted as information and further study is recom-

mended, and the subject to be continued.

Appendix F

(6) METHODS OF REDUCING RAIL WEAR ON CURVES
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO OILING THE RAIL
OR WHEEL FLANGES

C. M. McVay, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. V. Neubert, C. R. Harding,

W. G. Arn, W. H. Bevan, L. W. Deslauriers, J. J. Desmond, W. J.

Harris, F. W. Hillman, E. T. Howson, H. D. Knecht, J. A. S. Redfield,

P. T. Robinson, G. L. G. Smith, G. M. Strachan, E. D. Swift, J. B.

Strong.

Your Committee has continued the study of the subject assigned and

finds a considerable extension of the practice of oiling rail and flanges. It is

a difficult matter as yet to get detail information from any considerable

number of roads as the practice is of recent development on many of them.

A large amount of information, however, is being compiled by the roads

and will probably be ready within the next year for analysis.

Attention is called to the report of the Committee for 1928 as published

in Bulletin 314 of February, 1929, and as shown on pages 924 to 928, inclu-

sive, of Vol. 30 of the Proceedings. Exhibit C of the above report shows

cost of oil application on the Norfolk & Western Railway. This year the

Committee presents Exhibit A showing cost of oil application at four
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locations on the New York Central. Oil at these locations is applied by

machine. The Committee also presents Exhibit B showing data prepared

by the Pennsylvania Railroad covering comparative measurements of rail

abrasion for a period of 11 days before and after oiling. This table is self-

explanatory as to results secured.

Exhibits C and D are further studies of the data covered by Exhibits

A and B of the 1928 report referred to above and were prepared by the

Norfolk & Western Railway. Attention is called to the facts that in these

Exhibits (C and D) Section 15 is left blank. This is due to the fact that

this rail has been removed on account of relaying rail in this territory,

consequently no further record can be given on this curve.

The Committee finds no reason to revise any of its conclusions as shown

in the 1928 report, neither is it thought advisable to add any additional con-

clusions at this time.

The Committee recommends that this report be received as progress and

information and the subject be continued.

Exhibit A

TRACK COMMITTEE A.R.E.A.

(Statement Prepared from Information Submitted by New York
Central Railroad)

Cost of Operating and Maintainuig Flange Oilers at Stone, Pa., Year 1928

Cost of installation (1927) $658.00

Labor and repairs, year 1928 $131.08

Oil, year 1928
*

48.56

Total cost $179.64

Cost per gallon oil applied $0.81

Cost of Operating and Maintaining Flange Oilers at Tiadaghton, Pa.,

Year 1928

Cost of installation (1927) $658.00

Labor and repairs, year 1928 $136.46

Oil, year 1928 48.17

Total cost $184.63

Cost per gallon oil applied $0.82

Cost of Operating and Maintaining Flange Oilers at Loop Run, Pa., Year 1928

Cost of installation (1927) $649.00

Labor and repairs, vear 1928 $ 91.35

Oil, year 1928 28.79

Total cost $120.14

Cost per gallon oil applied $0,785

Cost of Operating and Maintaining Flange Oilers at Gibson, Ind., Year 1928

Cost of installation (1927) $700.00

Labor and repairs, year 1928 $215.83

Oil, year 1928 254.11

Total cost $469.94

Cost per gallon oil applied $0.54

All the above are machine installations.
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Exhibit C
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Appendix G

(7) REVIEW OF MATERIAL IN FORMER PROCEEDINGS
WITH -RESPECT TO THE CAUSE AND EFFECT OF
BRINE DRIPPINGS

W. G. Arn, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. V. Neubert, C. R. Harding, W. H.

Bevan, H. W. Brown, J. E. Deckert, J. J. Desmond, C. J. Geyer, O. F.

Harting, F. W. Hillman, E. T. Howson, C. R. Strattman, E. D. Swift,

J. R. Watt.

The Sub-Committee has continued to work in cooperation with the Com-
mittee from the Mechanical Division of the American Railway Association

to which this subject is assigned. The Mechanical Division has not yet

worked out any method by which brine can be retained in the type of cars

which is used for handling fruit and vegetables.

It was thought advisable to endeavor to obtain more definite information

as to damage and methods of preventing damage, so the following additional

questionnaire was sent to a limited number of railroads

:

"(1) To what extent have brine drippings from refrigerator
cars caused damage in excess of normal corrosion on your system
to the following structures or materials :

(a) Bridges.

(b) Rail and track fastenings.

(c) Signal and interlocking equipment.
(d) Other structures or material.

"This request for information is being sent to only a very lim-
ited number of systems which are seriously affected by brine drip-
pings, and it will be appreciated, therefore, if you will take particular
pains to obtain the most accurate information possible on your
system. It is suggested that }'our investigation be confined to one
grand division or possibly even to one division where the effects of
brine drippings have been serious and where information can be
obtained which will enable you to estimate fairly accurately the total

damage to your railroad system. For each item mentioned we
would like to have the average annual damage in dollars per mile
and the estimated total annual damage for your system, based on
mileage affected by brine drippings. As on some roads brine from
refrigerator cars is not the sole cause of excessive corrosion to

bridges and tracks, it is suggested that if possible, information to be
furnished shall not cover corrosion damage from drippings from
coal or from other sources.

"(2) What suggestions have you to offer for the betterment
of conditions due to brine drippings?

"It will be very much appreciated if you will furnish this infor-
mation prior to September 1st, but if you find that it is not possible
to make the thorough investigation necessary to compile the infor-
mation by that date, please have your reply in as soon after that
date as you can furnish the information."

Only twenty systems were asked for this additional information as it

was found from the previous questionnaire that the question was of no

particular importance on the other systems.

As in the case of the previous questionnaire, there was a wide difference

in the information furnished as to the damage which is being caused by
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brine drippings, and even in the case of some of the twenty systems it is

found that the damage is of small consequence. Unfortunately a consider-

able number of the roads have not replied to the questionnaire so that at

the time this report is submitted, an adequate summary cannot be prepared.

It may be stated, however, that the damages reported vary from $8 to $220

per mile.

For the prevention of or protection against future damage, the follow-

ing are among the suggestions

:

Bridges

:

When replacing members which have been affected by brine

drippings, use copper bearing steel for the new members.
Paint the members affected by brine drippings oftener with

ordinary paint or use special paints.

Use protective members such as sheets of lead, asbestos or

roofing.

Rail and Track Fastenings:

Use copper bearing steel. Coat with oil.

Signals and Interlockers

:

Paint or coat with oil the affected parts.

From the information obtained by the Mechanical Division Committee,

it is clear that very much damage can be prevented if the railroad will

require that the brine retaining devices on the type of cars used for handling

meat are kept in strictly first-class condition.

Conclusions

This report is submitted as information and it is recommended the

subject be continued.
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Appendix H

(8) GAGE OF TRACK AND ELEVATION OF CURVES IN
THE LIGHT OF USE OF ROLLER BEARINGS ON RAIL-
WAY EQUIPMENT

C. W. Breed, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. V. Neubert, C. R. Harding,

J. B.Akers, W. G. Arn, E. W. Backes, W. H. Bevan, H. R. Clarke,

H. S. Clarke, C. J. Geyer, E. T. Howson, H. D. Knecht, C. M. McVay,

J. B. Myers, C. R. Strattman, T. P. Warren, J. R. Watt.

The Committee reports progress. Information on this subject is not

developed sufficiently to warrant a report this year, and it is recommended

the subject be continued.

Appendix I

(9) INTER-RELATION OF SIZES AND FIT OF TRACK FAS-
TENINGS FOR RAILS OF ALL WEIGHTS, INCLUDING
SIZE AND LOCATION OF RAIL DRILLING AND BOLT
PUNCHING OF JOINT BARS AND SPIKE SLOTTING OF
JOINT BARS

J. de N. Macomb, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. V. Neubert, C. R. Hard-

ing, J. B. Akers,- W. G. Arn, L. H. Bond, C. W. Breed, W. G.

Brown, E. W. Caruthers, A. M. Clarke, H. R*. Clarke, H. S. Clarke, J.

W. DeMoyer, L. W. Deslauriers, C. J. Geyer, O. F. Harting, E. T. How-
son, T. T. Irving, H. D. Knecht, F. H. Masters, J. B. Myers, A. J.

Neafie, J. A. S. Redfield, W. L. Roller, I. H. Schram, G. M. Strachan,

C. R. Strattman, E. D. Swift, J. R. Watt, J. G. Wishart.

The Committee reports progress. Information on the subject not suffi-

ciently developed to warrant a report this year, and it is recommended the

subject be continued.
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Committee.

To the American Railtvay Engineering Association

:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects

:

(1) Revision of the Manual.

(2) Study and report upon methods of roadbed drainage (Appendix A).

(3) Continue study and report on improved methods for preventing

corrosion of fence wire. Report progress.

(4) Continue study and report on permanent roadbed construction,

collaborating with Committee V—Track, Committee VHI—Masonry and

Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track (Appendix B).

(5) Study and report upon methods and devices for weed killing

(Appendix C).

(6) Continue study and report upon drainage areas and water runoff

and the proper sizes of waterway openings required under the differing

conditions in various parts of the country (Appendix D).

(7) Continue study and report on specifications for cast iron pipe,

corrugated iron and other types of metal culverts (Appendix E).

(8) Study and report upon the use of highway crossing plank and

substitutes therefor, collaborating with Committee \'—Track and Com-
mittee IX—Grade Crossings (Appendix F).

(9) Furnish the Special Committee on Clearances the information

required by it pertaining to Roadway (Appendix G).

(10) Continue the study of deformations of roadbed in the light of

data developed by the Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track,

with special reference to drainage (Appendix H).

(11) Outline of work for the coming year.

Bulletin 321, November, 1929.
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Action Recommended

(1) No revisions of the Manual are recommended, therefore no

action required.

(2) Report of the Committee is covered by Appendix A. The report

is offered as information and it is recommended that the subject be reassigned.

(3) The Committee report progress only and recommend that the

subject be reassigned.

(4) The report of the Committee is given in Appendix B. The
report is offered as information and it is recommended that the subject be

reassigned.

(5) The report of the Committee is given in Appendix C and is

offered as information. It will be noticed that the Committee's report this

year is confined largely to methods of weed killing and in order that devices

may be more fully dealt with, it is recommended that the subject be

reassigned.

(6) The report of the Committee, is given in Appendix D, and is

offered as information. It is recommended that the subject be reassigned.

(7) The report of the Committee appears in Appendix E. The Com-
mittee presents the "Specifications for Corrugated Metal Culvert Pipe for

Railroad Use," which was submitted for discussion last year. These specifica-

tions have been revised in line with the suggestions offered during the year

and are now offered for adoption and inclusion in the Manual. It is

recommended that the subject be discontinued for the present.

(8) The report of the Committee is given in Appendix F, and is

offered as information. It is recommended that the subject be reassigned.

(9) The report of the Committee is given in Appendix G, and is

offered as information, with the recommendation that the subject be dis-

continued.

(10) The report of the Committee is given in Appendix H, and is

offered as information, and it is, recommended that the subject be discon-

tinued for the present.

(11) Outline of work for the ensuing year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Roadway,

C. W. Baldridge, Chairman.
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Appendix A

(2) STUDY AND REPORT UPON METHODS OF ROADBED
DRAINAGE

E. C. Oyler, Chairman, Sub-Committee; A. L. Bartlett, G. W. Curtiss,

W. M. Ray, E. M. Smith, H. M. Swope, Thomas Walker.

The scope of this question is so great, covering widely different physical,

climatic, and traffic conditions, that it is only being dealt with generally.

Methods considered should cover two principal sub-divisions of the

problem, these being surface and sub-surface drainage. Under both condi-

tions it is necessary to have comprehensive studies made of each individual

location in order to develop the best possible method coming within the

financial limits of the carrier involved.

This subject has been given considerable study in the past, principal

references in Proceedings being as follows

:

1909—Surface and sub-surface drainage of embankments and excava-

tions, tiling of wet cuts, and curing of slides.

1918—Alethod for draining roadway through stations and yards.

1921—Standing water in borrow pits.

1921—Standing water in borrow pits.

1921—Drainage of large cuts.

1924—Special treatment to prevent washing and deposits on right-of-

way by water in side ditches.

1925-1927—Unusual methods of handling roadway problems in connec-

tion with slips, slides and water pockets.

1925—Method of waterway, channel and bank protection.

1927—Drainage of roadway in yards and main lines where there are

three or more tracks.

Appendix B

(4) PERMANENT ROADBED

A. E. Botts, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; Paul Chipman, Hardy Cross, W. A.

Murray, E. M. Smith, W. M. Ray, G. E. Ladd.

In continuing the study of permanent roadbed, your Committee finds

that numerous special installations have been reported to the Association

fully and are carried in the Proceedings. In Volume 28, pages 867 to 870,

there will be found three types of permanent roadbed as installed by the

Northern Pacific Railway in 1914, whichare still in service and about which

we have the following report for 1929

:

"The three types are still in service, and are now practically fifteen

years old. There is very little to add to the previous report, except to state

that all types require considerable amount of attention, the principal item
being the cycle renewals of timber.

"Type A—594 feet long, requires a periodic renewal of the short ties,

correcting for surface and line by shimming and taking care of the drainage.
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Creosoted timber is being used, and the cracks sealed by self-sealing cement.
This is the least expensive of the three, from the standpoint of maintenance
cost.

"Type B is also 594 feet long. The peculiarities of this type of construc-
tion make it more expensive to maintain in renewal of timber, and requires

considerable more attention in maintaining line and surface, due undoubtedly
to the sand cushion. The cost of maintenance of this type is approximately
3y2 times that of Type A.

"Type C is 810 feet long, and is of radically different type than the

other two types, the difference being that the timber is placed on the slab

longitudinally beneath the rail. The maintenance cost of this type is approxi-
mately twice that of Type A.

"We have observed that the life of timber due to the mechanical wear,
is short, and it is questionable whether the full benefits of creosoted timber
cah be obtained from these designs.

"By next year, we hope to be able to furnish some figures on the exact
maintenance cost of these types."

The test section of permanent roadbed installed at Beech, Michigan, near

Detroit, by the Pere Marquette and over which operation began in December,

1926, has continued in use and given sufficient satisfaction to the owning

road to warrant additional construction. Mr. Paul Chipman reports on the

old and new installation as follows

:

"The original section, 1326 feet in length, built in November, 1926. is

in practically the same condition as a year ago. No unequal settlement has
developed and there is no disintegration of the concrete under the rail. There
has been some further spalling at the top of the slab on the west side of the
expansion joints. The slabs Vv^ere finished from west to east and this

condition is undoubtedly due to an accumulation of dead material pushed
ahead in finishing. The rail shows no more than normal wear since the

examination by the Committee a year ago.

"The cost of maintaining this 54-iTi'le section during the past year is

shown in detail below

:

August, 1928 Changing out rail $ 9.66

September, 1928 Cutting rail 4.74

Sweeping roadbed 7.11

Januarv, 1929 Replacing 5 bolts 2.75

February, 1929 Tightening bolts 11.52

Tightening clips 7.54

Total August 1, 1928 to July 31, 1929 $43.32

"A piped rail was discovered in August, 1928. This accounts for the
item of $9.66 in August, and of $4.74 in September.

"On a nearby ^-mile section of ordinary track selected last year for
purposes of comparison the cost of maintenance during the past year was
as follows

:

August, 1928 Surfacing $ 3.73
September, 1928 Surfacing 6.95

October, 1928 Surfacing 23.83
November, 1928 Surfacing 2.88
February, 1929 Tightening bolts 17.03
March, 1929 Surfacing 7.68
April, 1929 48 ties 80.80

Placing 48 ties 14.50
July, 1929 Scuffing weeds 17.80

Total August 1, 1928, to July 31, 1929 $175.20

"Both of these sections are under the same traffic, which is not heavy,
amounting to about 5,000,000 gross tons per year.
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New Installation

"Immediately west and connecting to the original section, the Pere
Marquette Railroad built during August this year, 390 linear feet of a new
design, which is to all intents and purposes as strong as the old section, but

much more economical as to materials. It consists of a 6-inch platform, upon
which are girders which support the rails ; these girders being connected

at intervals with cross walls. The whole structure is cast as one piece and
thoroughly reinforced. The new design utilizes more fully the compressive
strength of the concrete, and uses ordinary reinforcing steel instead of the

structural steel employed in the old design.

"The rails are secured in place by anchors set in the concrete and
placed in pairs at intervals of 39 inches. The anchors are set 1J4 inches

away from the rail and the part that extends above the concrete is inclined

toward the rail. A short bolt extends through the anchor, the lower end of
which impinges on a small steel casting which is shaped to fit the shoulder

of the rail. This provides a means for lateral adjustment, which is necessary
because it is impossible to set an anchorage in concrete in perfect alinement.

"Under the rail is a shallow depression, in which is placed a board slightly

narrower than the rail. It is thought that a ^^-inch board will be sufficient

to eliminate the slight feeling of rigidity that is now experienced in riding

over the old installation, but as an experiment we are also placing a thin

sheet of rubber under the board for about half the length of the section.

"After the slab was built, the space between the girders was filled with
sand and gravel and shoulders built up outside of the girders. Drainage is

provided by means of weep holes connecting the bays and by a 2-inch pipe

which leads from one of them to a point near the edge of the embankment.
Each slab is keyed to those adjoining by a horizontal tongue and groove
joint. The slabs of the new design have been made 19 feet 6 inches long
instead of 39 feet as before.

"There is about ^ of a cubic yard of concrete and 60 pounds of rein-

forced steel per linear foot. It has been estimated that, with the use of
steel forms and other suitable equipment very similar to that used in the
construction of concrete highways, this design could be installed at a cost of
$37,000 to $43,000 per mile, pending largely on the availability of suitable

material for making the concrete. This estimate does not include the rail.

"An essential feature in a roadbed of this type is some provision for

adjusting for surface in case of unequal settlement. This will be taken
care of by raising a low joint to proper elevation and filling in the space
between sub-grade and the bottom of the slab by forcing sand into it with
compressed air. For this purpose the ordinary cement gun is a very suitable

machine and experiments which we have made, using a wooden platform
in lieu of the cement slab, show that this method will be entirely successful
and quite economical. One cement gun with a capacity of 3 cubic yards per
hour would fill in about 50 Imear feet per hour, assuming an average lift of
2 inches. Judging from the behavior of our original installation, where no
unequal settlement apparent to the eye has developed in nearly three years,

it would not be necessary to surface more than 10 per cent of the track
per year.

"For lifting slabs v^hich may settle two heavy steel stirrups are set in

the concrete near one end of each slab. These would be attached to a beam
which would extend across the track and rest upon jacks set at the edge
of the slab. The operation of an outfit, consisting of a motor car with
power operating jacks, and a flat car carrying a compressor, cement gun or
similar apparatus and sand bin should not cost to exceed $100 for 8 hours,
including labor, sand and rental of equipment. If the average lift were
2 inches, 400 feet could be resurfaced, making the cost 25 cents per linear

foot. If 500 feet per mile had to be resurfaced each year, the annual cost
per mile would be $125.

"Cut below shows details of new section of reinforced concrete per-
manent roadwav."
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New York Rapid Transit Co. Concrete Roadbed

A pamphlet entitled "Tracks for Rapid Transit Railroads in the City of

New York," written by Robert H. Jacobs, Division Engineer in Charge

of Track Division, Board of Transportation, New York City, contains inter-

esting data and we quote from that portion leading up to and dealing with

our subject, as follows:

"A Rapid Transit Railroad consists primarily of tracks to provide

for carrying a maximum number of people, in a minimum time, and in

reasonable comfort. These considerations are affected by location of streets,

water barriers and existing structures which in turn place controlling limita-

tions upon route, alinement, grades and in many cases upon the location and
arrangement of stations.

"In the design of Rapid Transit Railroads it is necessary to determine
in advance

:

(1) Between what points and by what route or routes are rapid

transit facilities required.

(2) Ultimate capacity to be provided.

(3) Initial capacity to be provided.
> (4) Type of car to be operated.

"Following the determination of the above it is desirable, where practic-

able, that a general layout of the entire line or lines be made covering

:

(1) Location of stations.

(2) Number of tracks.

(3) Track layouts for efficient operations, involving alinement
and grades, suitable terminal facilities, necessary turn-outs and cross-

overs to reasonably meet the exigencies of operation (initial and
ultimate), provisions for turning back trains and for emergency
operations in case of temporary interruptions of service, lay-up

tracks for crippled trains, etc.

"All of these matters must, of course, be determined upon as a basis
for the design of a subway structure requiring the co-ordination of consider-
ations of operation, equipment, track and subway design.

"While the fundamentals of all track construction are largely the same,
from the pioneer work in the west to the present-day subways, tracks for
rapid transit subway operation involve several aspects which are not entirely

paralleled by steam railways. Subway tracks are installed over a rigid floor

instead of on a yielding subgrade and are not affected by frost and other
climatic conditions as is the case of open track on steam railways. While
provisions for drainage must be made, they are of an entirely different

character from those usually required for other railroads. Likewise, the

smaller temperature range in subways requires providing for less expansion
in the rails ; also motor-driven cars react upon the tracks quite differently

from the driving wheels of steam locomotives. The fundamental require-

ments for subway tracks are in many ways quite similar to those for street

railways, although there are obviously many points of difference both as to

traffic and physical condition to be met.

Historical

"The Rapid Transit Railroad System of Greater New York now under
operation by the Interborough Rapid Transit Company and Brooklyn-
Manhattan Transit Corporation consists of 216 miles of structure (subway
and elevated) and 631 miles of track, exclusive of yards.

"The new Independent City Subway System started in 1925, as at present
laid out, consists of about 55 miles of structure and in the neighborhood of
175 miles of running track, exclusive of yards.

"The contract drawings for the construction of the original subway
(known as Contract 1) indicated that in the underground portions of the rail-
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New Independent City Subway System

road the track should consist of rails laid on a continuous bearing of

wooden blocks, the blocks to be held in place by steel channels secured to

metal cross-ties embedded in concrete. This type of construction is indi-

cated in the illustration reproduced from the contract drawings.
"This contemplated type of rigid construction required less depth below

the base of rail than for ballasted track, and the subway structures were
built accordingly. Although no such type of track had been u^'ed for high-

speed railroads, a short stretch of it was installed and tested out under

Proposed Track Construction, Original Subway (Contract No. 1)

traffic on the Long Island Railroad. When it came to laying the tracks in

the subway the conservative attitude of the operating company toward the

adoption of this new type of track resulted in the final adoption of the

ballasted type of track in place of that originally contemplated. This neces-

sitated raising the base of rail to provide for ballast, thereby reducing
the over-head car clearance, yet providing for only a very shallow

track construction with but 5-inch ties and 5 inches of ballast beneath the

ties. On later work, 6-inch ties with 7^ inches of ballast were adopted as

standard construction.

"The track for the original subway and elevated railways (Contracts

1 and 2) were installed with 100-pound modified A.S.C.E. rail, using ribbed

tie plates pressed into the ties. The tracks for the elevated extension of the

original subways were constructed somewhat similar to the existing Man-
hattan elevated railroad lines, except that 100-pound modified A.S.C.E. rail
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was used instead of the 90-pound special section in use on the Manhattan
elevated lines.

"Prior to preparing the track standards for the additional lines for

the present operated Dual System, conferences were held between representa-

tives of the city and both operating companies. This resulted in the adoption

of uniform standards, except for certain items on which the two companies
did not agree, the most important of which were the types of switches and
the sizes of ties and guard timber for elevated railroads. Separate standards

were therefore adopted where affected by these items for track to be operated

by each of the companies. Housed switch points were adopted for Brooklyn-

Ballasted Type I Tangent Track

Afanhattan Transit Corporation lines, and lapped switches for Interborough
Rapid Transit Company lines ; 6-inch by 8-inch ties and 6-inch by 6-inch

outside guard timber were adopted for Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit ele-

vated lines and 8-inch by 8-inch ties and 6-inch by 8-inch outside guard tim-
ber were adopted for Interborough Rapid Transit elevated lines.

"After the completion of the original Rapid Transit (Contracts 1 and
2) and prior to installing the tracks for the Dual System, an interesting

type of track construction had been adopted and installed in the Detroit River
Tunnels and in the Grand Central Terminal of the New York Central
Railroad, also in the Pennsylvania Terminal and in a portion of the tracks
of the Pennsylvania Railroad between the terminal and Long Island City,

as well as for portions of the Hudson-Manhattan Railway. This special

type of track, while differing somewhat in detail in the various localities.
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consisted essentially of short wood blocks embedded in concrete for the
support of the rails, with a trough between the rails. This type of construc-
tion was adopted by the city and installed at the stations of the Dual System
as well as in the Montague street, 14th street and 60th street river tunnels,
where it proved so satisfactory that its use has been greatly extended for
the new city subway system.

Track Standards

"The track standards for the new city's subways are in no way radical
departures from accepted practice, but rather represent a normal develop-
ment based largely on the experiences of the companies operating the exist-

ing rapid transit lines. The major change from former practice is in greatly
extending the use of concreted track.

"For the new city's subways it is planned to install concreted track
throughout, except that ballasted track will be used for special work, and

Concreted Type II Track at Stations

for short stretches of track between special work, also for lay-up tracks and
for tracks in yards.

"Ballasted Track.—The ballasted track (Type 1) is laid in a concrete
trough provided under the subway construction contracts for a planned
depth of 7^ inches, for ballast under the ties. Eighteen 6-inch by 8-inch
ties to the 33-foot rail and 75^-inch by 9-inch shoulder tie-plates with cut
spikes are standard construction.

"Concreted Track.—The concreted type of track (Type 11) is installed
in a concrete trough identical with that provided for the ballasted track.
The rails are laid on separate 6-inch by 10-inch creosoted wood blocks spaced
eighteen to the 33-foot rail, embedded in concrete to approximately the tops
of the blocks, sloping toward the center of the track for drainage. This
construction provides a trough between the blocks extending below the level

of the bottom of the blocks. Screw spikes instead of cut spikes are used
throughout. Tie-plates are used with bosses to support the heads of the
screw spikes so as to leave a space oi ^ inch between the flange of the rail
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and the underside of the head of the screw spike, as will be explained in

more detail later.

"In extending the use of concreted track it was realized that the city

was entering upon a program of the most extensive use of rigid track

construction undertaken anywhere in this country, and as far as the author

knows, anywhere in the world. This decision was made after a very careful

study of the tracks of this character in the subways, which had been in

operation for the last twelve years. During this period these tracks required

practically no maintenance except rail renewals and tightening up of track

bolts. There is every reason to expect that this condition will continue for

a great many years or until it is necessary to renew the ties.

"The advantages of concreted track are: (1) more' satisfactory drain-

age. In ballasted track, drainage is through the ballast into drain boxes
connecting with a drainage sj^stem below the subway floor. With the con-

creted type of track the greater part of the drainage is carried in the track

trough and it is only necessary to provide underdrains in special cases where
it is expected that the flow will be such as to make it undesirable to carry

it all in the track trough, as well as in certain localities where the grades
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surface that can easily be kept clean, whereas the filth and debris which
accumulate in the ballasted track can be removed only by taking cut the

ballast. (5) Safety. From the point of view of safety this type of track has
distinct advantages. The newspapers from time to time report that pas-

sengers fall ofif the platforms and are killed by passing trains. In several

instances where such accidents occurred at the concreted track, persons have
rolled into the track trough and trains passed over them without seriously

injuring them. In the case of ballasted track the distance from the under side

of the cars to the top of the ties is so small that it does not allow a train

to pass over a person.

"With the concreted track it is possible to reduce to a minimum the num-
ber of workmen required to maintain the surface of the track. As a large

number of men are required on the maintenance of ballasted track under
operation, it is expected that the adoption of the concreted track will result

in reducing very considerably the number of accidents to operating employees.

(6) Economy. Concreted track in providing for drainage in the trough
between the rails makes it possible to effect a large saving due to the

omission of underdrains, which with their manholes and connections require

excavation, in earth or rock, below the sub-grade of the structure at consider-

able cost. Taking this into account, the cost of concreted track has been esti-

mated as being slightly less than for ballast track. The labor cost of

maintenance, however, is very much less for the concreted track and accord-

ing to our estimates, based upon the very conservative assumption that the

wood blocks will not have to be renewed for 36 years, the concreted track

is much more economical than the ballasted track.

"Although it is believed that train resistance is considerably less on rigid

concrete track than on ballasted track, we have made no tests under our
rapid transit conditions to substantiate this belief. A somewhat limited

test on the Pere Marquette Railway under steam road conditions over about
1200 feet of concrete track indicates a reduction of about IS per cent in

train resistance.

"With the concreted track installed to good alinement and grade, the

wear and tear on the cars should be considerably less than is t' e case with
ballasted track, which, even under the best conditions practicable, is more or

less out of surface.

"The adoption of separate wood blocks for the support of the rails was,
of course, a radical departure from the standard railroad practice of support-
ing the two lines of rails on the same tie in order to assure the maintaining
of the gage. This situation, however, is entirely taken care of by the back-
ing up of the ties with concrete. On the earlier construction 1-inch anchor-
bolts were placed at both ends of every tie block. These anchor-bolts ex-
tended down into the concrete bed of the track construction. It has been
shown from observation of the tracks over a period of twelve years under
operation that these anchor-bolts serve no useful purpose, with the possible

exception of helping to anchor the ties supporting the guarded rail on sharp
curves. In our present work we are omitting anchor-bolts except for the
low side of guarded curves where they are provided to obviate the possibility

of tight gage due to the pressure of the wheel flangs against the guard-rail.

"It has been realized from the first that every reasonable effort should
be made to defer as long as possible the renewal of the wood blocks in the
concreted track. We have, therefore, endeavored to obtain blocks of the
best lumber, and are creosoting them for longer life. By having most of
the holes in the ties drilled before creosoting and by providing spikes of
practically exact dimensions, we have minimized the effect of spike-killing.

In addition, we have provided ties 10 inches wide instead of the usual 8
inches, which make it possible to plug spike-killed holes, shift the tie-plates

and drill new holes in the ties. We have found that to date with our
yyz-'mch by 9-inch tie-plates there has been very little tie-plate cutting.

"Although it appears that the time for the renewal of the ties is far

distant, we have nevertheless given this matter serious consideration. There
is no question but that it will involve a large amount of work. In a few
cases where reconstruction of this track has been necessary, the blocks have
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been removed and replaced under traffic without serious difficulty and with
satisfactory results. We have also constructed a considerable amount of
concreted track under operation. In the event of general renewal it is

expected that somewhat smaller ties will be used that can be placed in the
grooves left in the concrete and secured in position with grout or some
asphaltic compound.

"Type of Track Based ox Curvature.—In general, regardless of ties

and roadbed, there are several types of standard construction based on

Ninth Avenue Statiox, Brooklyn-. Curved, Ballasted and Concreted
Track

curvature, which are as follows: (1) Tangent and curves of over 3000-foot
radius. This track is installed in accordance with general practice with
4- foot 8j/^-inch gage and single spiked, that is, with one spike on each side of
each rail. (2) Curves of 3000-foot to 2300-foot radius. The only material
difference in this type of construction from the above-mentioned type is

that an additional spike is installed on the inside of both rails. (3) Curves
of 2300-foot to 1000-foot radius. Guard-rails are instajled adjacent to the
gage side of low rail on all curves of less than 2300-fo*ot radius, including
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transitions. The inside of tiie unguarded or outside rail is double spiked,

while the running rail and guard-rail on the inside of curves are single

spiked. No rail braces are used on curves in this classification. (4) Curves
of 1000-foot to SOO-foot radius. Rail braces are placed on the outside of the

rails on the high side at every other tie on all curves of less than 1000-foot
radius, and on the inside of guard-rails at every third tie on all curves from
1000- foot radius to SOO-foot radius. The rail braces are spiked through the

tie-plates with three 1-inch by S^^-'^ch screw spikes. On this type of
construction we are providing extra-long tie-blocks under the guarded rail

for the support of an additional rail toward the center of the track. The
rail renewals on sharp curves are rather frequent and it has been found
advantageous at the time of the first rail renewal to place the old rail inside

of the guard-rail. This rail is then bonded instead of the new rail, render-

ing it possible to make all future rail renewals without disturbing the bonds.

This additional rail may have some advantage as an extra safeguard in case

Spading and Troweling Concrete for Type II Track

of derailment. (5) Curves of SOO-foot radius and under. This type of

curve construction differs from that for 1000-foot to SOO-foot radius in

that instead of installing rail braces on guard-rail at every third tie, they

are installed at every other tie, and four 7-foot S-inch cross-ties to very

33-foot rail are substituted for an equivalent number of short blocks.

Construction. Work

"Track installation is now in progress for the new West Side Subway
System north of 14th street. While the structure is built to conform to the

theoretical dimensions within the limits of practical construction practice,

the small operating clearances planned require that a detailed survey of

the structure be made and in some cases that modified alinement and grades

for the tracks be adopted, in order to assure the maintaining of proper

clearances.

"Line and grade points are established on the subway walls at about 20-

foot intervals and locations for insulated joints, switch machines, auto-

matic stops, and fof conduits to carry feeder, negative return and other cables
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are marked on the walls. This field work must be well advanced before

installation contracts are delivered, as due to the city's track materials being

provided for in advance the contractors are able to start actual track instal-

lation promptly.

"The rail, special work and fittings are delivered to the contractor at

convenient freight stations and hauled by him to the work, and the tie-

blocks are delivered to him along the line of the work at points convenient

for introduction into the structure. A very important point as affecting

the progress of the work and the cost to the contractor, is the selection of

suitable places for the introduction of the rail. The first installation contract

for the new city's subway is for about sixteen miles of track from 68th

street to 137th street. The rail, special work and most of the fittings were
introduced through a ramp at 70th street, having been hauled from the Nevf
York Central freight yard at West 137th street and trucked to the job by
auto-truck trailers with an average load of about forty rails. These were
loaded from the truck into the entrance to the ramp by a portable power
hoist. A tractor, hauling two rails at a time, delivered the rails on the

station platform adjacent to the north-bound local track, a distance of

about 75 feet from the foot of the ramp. The rails were then loaded by
means of block and fall on material cars placed on a short stretch of track

in the trackway, the power for which is provided by the gasoline engines used

for hauling the material cars. About thirty rails, with angle bars and track

bolts, are loaded on the material cars. The rails are unloaded from the

material cars and laid directly on the invert of the subway by a derrick,

which forms a part of the train equipment. As the rails are delivered on
the invert they are bolted up and gaged so as to allow the next load of

material to be carried over the improvised track.

'"After a considerable amount of rail is distributed in this manner, the

tie-blocks and track fittings are distributed along the line and placed in

such a way as to be conveniently available for installation. The rails are

then raised so that ties, tie-plates and screw spikes can be installed. After
the track is raised to approximate line and grade, four pre-cast concrete

pedestal blocks to the 33-foot rail are installed under the base of the rail.

"These pedestal blocks are made of specification concrete and become a

permanent part of the track construction. The tops of the pedestal blocks

are set about 2 inches below the base of the rail to allow for wedging. In

general, four line and four gage braces are used to a 33-foot rail on tangent
track, and five on curves. These braces are cut short enough to admit
the introduction of wedges, used for adjusting the final line and grade,

while wedges are also used between pedestal blocks and the base of the rail

in order to finally adjust the grade. After the track is checked for line,

gage and surface, the track is concreted, form boards being placed at the

ends of the ties to form sides of the trough.

"A concrete mixer with a capacity of one cubic yard, located on the

street surface, is used on this work. The concrete is conveyed from the

mixer to cars on the tracks in the subway, through a 10-inch galvanized-iron

pipe chute, which is inserted through a duct manhole or a ventilating

chamber so located as to facilitate delivery of concrete directly to the cars.

The concreting has been done in units of about 3200 feet of track, the

mixer being located in the center of the section to be concreted. The
concrete is deposited in cars placed under the chutes. 1 he equipment on
the tracks consists of a gasoline locomotive and six 2-yard side-dump buckets

set up on cars. Three buckets are placed on each side of the locomotive,

one set of buckets being filled and the other set left r.nder the chute to be
filled with concrete, while the first set is run to the end of the section

and dumped. The train then returns to the chute and runs the other full

buckets in the opposite direction, leaving the first set of buckets at the chute,

also to be filled with concrete during the absence of the train. This opera-

tion is repeated, finally closing in the work at the chute. Great care is

required in depositing the concrete. The concrete must be deposited for

the full depth in one operation and thoroughly .spaded under each tie-block.

Concreting operations are followed up by troweling the surface. Care must
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also be exercised in troweling the surface of the trough in order not to

honeycomb the concrete around the tie-blocks. This work of placing the

concrete requires rigid inspection, as the success of this type of track is

largely dependent upon a consistently high grade of concrete work. The
proportioning of the aggregates, the control of the water and the thorough

mixing of the concrete follow the accepted practice for this class of work.

The aggregates are delivered to the work from a "batcher" in compart-

ment trucks, each compartment carrying the correct amount for a patch,

the batches being dumped directly into the hopper of the mixer.

"Concrete is being placed at the rate of 800 to 900 linear feet of track

per working day, exclusive of the time taken in changing the location of

the mixer. The concrete runs about Vs cubic yard to a running foot of

track.

"Just prior to concreting, a clearance templet is run over the track to

assure that proper car clearances have been provided for. The concreting is

followed up promptly by the track inspector and carpenters, who make final

inspection and adjustment of the track, checking it by the aid of templets

and making whatever adjustments are necessary to bring the track to accurate

lines, gage and grade, corresponding with the Engineer's marks on the

side-walls of the structures, while the concrete is green.

"No construction trains are allowed to run over the fresh concrete until

after a period of at least 36 hours, as determined by the Engineer. The
concrete is mixed in the proportion of 1 part cement, 2 parts sand and 3.85

parts coarse aggregate; 54-inch aggregate is used."

The rest of Mr. Jacobs' paper has to do largely with track materials,

etc., used in the construction of the track, and is chiefly interesting in that

it shows the Rapid Transit Company to be following to a great extent

the track appliances found to be good practice by the steam railways of the

country.

This report is offered as information with recommendations that the

subject be continued.
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Appendix C

(5) WEED KILLING

H. T. Livingston, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. L. Fergus, J. S. Goodman,

W. M. Neptune, W. C. Pruitt, H. M. Swope.

The Committee has assembled some data on the assignment, but can

report progress only. Replies were received from 16 railroads covering the

territories generally described as bounded by line from Florida to Texas, to

South Dakota, to Indiana, to Virginia, to Florida, and with the tiers of

States from North Dakota to Washington and from Texas to California.

The subject covers weed eradication within the limits of the ballast section,

and weeds growing on the crown of the embankment between the toe of the

ballast and the embankment shoulder.

Methods of eradication are covered generally by the following classi-

fications :

( 1 ) Mechanical.

(2) Steaming or burning.

(3) Chemical.

Data assembled from various railroads are tabulated as follows

:

A canvass of railroads representing the entire United States, Canada

and Mexico was made and information obtained is shown in the foregoing

tables. The Committee hesitates to present final conclusions on information

furnished. Discussion of each method of weed eradication is as follows

:

(1) Mechanical.

(a) Handwork: The majority of railroads reporting advise that track

ballast section is cleaned once yearly
;
generally during August, September or

October. Work is done with shovels, ballast forks, picks, rakes and scruff-

ing hoes. Some railroads pull weeds by hand. The kind of tool used depends

upon kind of ballast in track. Cost varies with kind of ballast and density

of vegetation, but averages about $75.00 per track mile. The permanency

of this method is for one year, only, and in semi-tropical states for about ^

months.

(b) ]\Iachines.—Discing machines and harrows are reported as used,

more rpads using discs than harrows. The composite type of machine is a

gasoline motor driven machine with at least four discs on each side of the

track. The discs should be adjustable to permit throwing ballast either away

from, or drawing the ballast toward the ends of ties. Machine provides for

placing of additional weight on discs. Provision for raising of discs over

cattle guards and other obstructions should be made. Area cleaned with

tins machine is between ends of ties and toe of ballast. Machine is most

efficient where track is fully ballasted with sand, gravel or other ballast of

a friable nature. Permanency of results varies from 3 months to a year.

This method does not clean track between ends of ties. Average cost per

mile is estimated at $2.00 per operation.

(c) Removal of weeds from embankment shoulder.—The majority of

railroads reporting use some type of motor propelled mower, operating on the

track. The composite type of machine is a gasoline motor driven car on

which is mounted two sickles, one to each side of the track. The cutting bar
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slioukl be actuated by power on the car, eitlier direct from the transmission

or by a separate power plant, and not by axles of the car. The sickles

should be adjustable vertically to permit cutting close to ground and to enable

operator to raise them when passing obstructions. Sickles should reach to

a point at least 12 feet from center of track.

Reports indicate that weeds on embankment shoulder require cutting

1 to 4 times yearly. Costs quoted vary with density of vegetation and fre-

quency of trains, but the Committee believes that $1.50 per mile is an econom-

ical figure, under average conditions, to mow both sides of track for distance

of one mile.

(2) Weed eradication by "Burners" has been practiced by some roads for

at least 25 years. The type of machine now principally used is a gasoline

motor driven machine, using from 3 to 6 burners. The machine should carry

sufficient fuel oil or distillate to last for a day's work. The width of burning

varies, but should cover a minimum of 24 feet. Many roads reporting indi-

cate that fuel oil burning machines have not been perfected by manufac-

turers in that insufficient storage for fuel and gasoline has not been provided,

and certain parts of machines are not large enough to withstand hard usage.

Such failures in design make for inefficient operation and a condemnation

of the method for killing weeds. Cost data furnished would indicate that

this method should cost about $5.00 per mile, per operation. Cost of opera-

tion is affected by density of vegetation, age of vegetation, weather condi-

tions, and frequency of trains. It is desirable to operate machines of this

type over a territory twice. The first burning kills the weeds, which die

and dry and may be burned easily after a week or ten days "set." If rains

follows the first burning, the effects are somewhat nullified. Vegetation is

killed above the ground level only and operation should be repeated about

every 3 months. Burning early in the spring is desirable. The effect on tie.s

has not as yet been determined.

Several railroads report the use of a weed steamer for killing of weeds

on the track and embankment shoulder. This type of machine consists of a

locomotive that furnishes super-heated steam, delivered through pipes

to nozzles that are mounted on a flat car, and placed close to ground. The

results are effective for 2 v/eeks to 6 weeks. If vegetation is dense, the

weeds can be burned a few days after passage of steamer. Weed
steaming alone leaves a bad appearance and should be followed wi^h hand

work or burner. The cost to operate a steamer varies and is affected by

density of vegetation, age of vegetation, and frequency of trains. Average

economical cost per track mile is about $12.00.

(3) Weed Eradication by Use of Chemicals.—Little information has

been secured in addition to that reported in the A.R.E.A. Proceedings, Vol-

ume 24, 1923, pages 567 to 569. The methods of application of

chemical are the use of a spraying machine with supply tanks propelled with

a locomotive, the use of a gasoline motor driven spray car, hand sprinklers

and powder scattered by hand.

The majority of railroads reporting use the work train method, which

insures ample supply of chemical throughout the operation. Some roads use

air from train line or locomotive to force the chemical on to the track, and

others use pumps placed on the "spray" car. Some roads actuate the pump
by direct connection to car axle, thus insuring the quantity of chemical
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delivered being constant regardless of speed of operation. The speed of

operation is reported variously from 5 to 30 miles per hour.

Various chemicals are used. The principal poisonous chemical is made

up of arsenic trioxide containing 4 pounds of arsenic, to one and one quar-

ter pounds of caustic soda dissolved in a gallon of w^ater. This solution

is diluted in 5 to 7 gallons of water when applied.

Non-poisonous chemicals used are various chlorates, principally sodium

and calcium. The solution contains 3>'2 to 4^ pounds of chemical to a

gallon of water. This is further diluted with 5 gallons of water for applica-

tion. The actions of the poisonous and non-poisonous chemicals are entirely

different. The poisonous chemical is carried through the plant by the sap,

and kills by its toxic action. The non-poisonous chlorate salt releases nascent

oxygen which oxidizes organic matter in the plant, causing suffocation.

The first cost of chemical of poisonous type is less than that of non-

poisonous type. The non-poisonous seems to be more effective on deep

rooted plants that are not much affected by the poisonous chemicals. Manu-

facturers are gradually reducing costs of non-poisonous chemical, and it is

probable that that type will soon be used in as great a quantity as the

poisonous types.

The permanency of results of chemical weed killing as reported seems

to warrant the conclusion that it is the most effective of any method. On
roads where this method has been in use for several successive seasons, the

vegetation appearing each year seems to be less and the cost of treatment

materially decreases. It is thought that continued treatment may render

ballast and embankment highly sterile, and thus discourage the growth of

vegetation. Information received indicates a wide variation of cost of

application of chemicals. The Committee feels that under averag , conditions,

an economical figure is $30.00 per mile. The cost is affected by density and

age of vegetation, dilution of solution used, quantity of solution and fre-

quency of traffic.

Other methods of weed killing have been tried and found to produce

favorable results, but no details or data on costs and methods are available.

One railroad has used residue from creosoting plants, applying by hand.

It is understood that one railroad is spraying weeds with distillate or

kerosene one day and then running a weed burner over them the following

day. This may produce more or less fire hazard at certain seasons. No data

on costs or results are at hand.

The Committee recommends that the operation of a weed burner about

10 days after chemical application be tried to develop results, as compared

to chemical only, and burning only. This should be done on adjacent track

sections, similar in physical conditions and geographic location. It is prob-

able that some loss in permanency of chemical treatment will be noted, as

the chemical tends to sterilize ballast and roadbed where the poisonous

chemicals are used. The flame will probably destroy such chemical as

remains on the dead weeds.

This report is submitted as information, and it is recommended that

the subject be reassigned for the succeeding year, when it may be possible

to secure further data representing a greater area served by railroads

represented by this t)ody.
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Appendix D

(6) DEVELOP AND REPORT UPON DRAINAGE AREAS
AND WATER RUNOFF, AND THE PROPER SIZES OF
WATERWAY OPENINGS REQUIRED UNDER THE DIF-
FERING CONDITIONS IN VARIOUS PARTS OF THE
COUNTRY

Noah Johnson, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; W. G. Brown, Hardy Cross,

J. L. Fergus, J. A. Given, Daniel Hillman, G. E. Ladd, H. W. Legro,

W. M. Neptune, J. A. Noble.

As a result of previous studies made by the Roadway Committee

the following preliminary or tentative conclusions were submitted to the

Convention in March, 1909, and adopted by the Association

:

"(1) In determining the size of a given waterway, careful

consideration should be given to local conditions, including flood

height and flow, size and behavior of other openings in the vicinity •

carrying the same stream, characteristics of the channel and of the

watershed area, climatic conditions, extent and character of traffic

on the given line of road and probable consequences of interrup-

tions to same, and any other elements likely to affect the safety or

economy of the culvert or openings.

"(2) (a) The practice of using a formula to assist in fixing

the proper size of the waterway in a given case is warranted to the
extent that the formula and the values of the terms substituted

therein are known to fit local conditions.

"(b) Waterway formulas are also useful as a guide in fixing or

verifying culvert areas where only general information as to the
local condition is at hand.

"(c) The use of such formulas should not displace careful

field observation and the exercise of intelligent judgment on the
part of the engineer.

"(d) No single waterway formula can be recommended as

fitting all conditions of practice."

The following conclusions were added in the report made to the

Convention in March, 1911 :

"(1) There is a general relationship between the best known
waterway and runoff formulas. This relationship may be ex-
pressed by two terms, a varying co-efficient and a varying exponent, •

substantially as shown by the accompanying diagrams. Fig. 2
and 3.

"(2) The extent of this relationship for large and small areas
is indicated by the Dun waterway data, given in Table 1 and
shown graphically by Fig. 1."

Data to be Considered

(1) In determijiing the size of waterway, careful consideration

should be given to local conditions aflfecting the safety, economical con-

struction and maintenance ; chief among these conditions are flood height

and flow, size and behavior of other openings in the vicinity carrying the

same stream, characteristics of the channel and of the watershed area,

climatic conditions, extent and character of traffic on the given line of

railway, and probable consequences of interruptions to same.
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(2) The following notes indicate in a general way the information

required on survey for waterways

:

1. Contour-—bed of stream for a liberal distance in each
direction.

2. Character—bed of stream, mud, sand, gravel, clay, etc.

3. Borings—locate and give character of material found.

4. Direction of current

—

(a) normally, (b) for flood water.

5. Character of current—slow, rapid, miles per hour. Does
flow change suddenly?

6. Elevation— (a) High water mark, (b) Average stage of

water, (c) Low water mark, (d) Bed of channel.

7. Watershed— (a) Area, (b) Shape of watershed and ar-

rangement of tributaries, (c) Approximate rate of slope,

(d) Kind of earth or rock covering, (e) Extent of barren,

grass, timber and cultivated land, etc. (f) Kind of drift

encountered, (g) Is it subject to ice gorges?
8. Maximum precipitation, intensity, duration, frequency and

distribution.

9. Profile of track and natural ground on the up stream side

to the divides which control the drainage, where practic-

^ able, but for a minimum distance of 500 feet each way
from the opening.

10. If on curve, give full information of curve, super-eleva-

tion and probable maximum speed of trains.

11. North point and scale.

12. Mile post reference, direction and distance to nearest

railway station each way from the opening.

13. Plan showing right-of-way with distances from center

line, contour lines for a sufficient distance to enable proper
design of wing walls, etc.

(3) To obtain the watershed, U.S. Geological survey maps, where

available, may be used for large areas. For smaller areas, traverse lines

should be run.

(4) Maximum precipitation should be obtained from records of

Weather Bureau and from local sources. In the Dominion of Canada,

the records of the Meteorological Service of the Department of Marine

and Fisheries should be consulted.

(5) Frequency of extraordinary water conditions, together with the

value and character of adjacent land should be determined.

(6) While formulas and tables are very useful as guides in deter-

mining openings for waterways, special attention should be given to the

history of the past performance of the waterways. It is strongly recom-

mended that a record be kept of the performance of all principal streams

or water courses encountered by a carrier. Such a record and history can

be built up from reports from section foremen, bridge foremen, inspectors

and supervisors, and from neighboring residents and should include the

history, size and behavior of other openings in the vicinity carrying the

same streams.

Determination of Waterway Opening

(7) The channel openings in navigable streams are subject to the

approval of the War Department, but such approval does not relieve the

Engineer from the necessity of providing sufficient waterway openings.

(8) In the State of Pennsylvania, openings are provided in accord-

ance with the Power and Resources Board of the Department of Forests
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and Streams. This Board passes on all proposed waterway openings for

both Railways and Highways. It is the only state which exercises such

authority.

(9) The minimum size of opening should be such as to permit clean-

ing out, regardless of waterways requirements. Not less than 24-inch

pipe should be used except possibly for farm crossings.

(10) Where a water course is fed by melting snows or ice, provision

should be made to care for conditions resulting from sudden and protracted

high temperatures.

(11) Where the area of a watershed is timbered, consideration

should be given to the efifect which might follow the clearing of the land

or the burning of the forest, and the conversion of the land to cultivation,

meadow or waste land.

Where the area of a watershed is largely cultivated, consideration

should be given to the possible conversion to meadow or waste lands and

the consequent effects on the runoff.

In either case an opening should be provided which will take care of

the condition or use of the land which will produce the most precipitous

runoff.

(12) Conditions produced by irrigation and reclamation projects

materially affect the status of waterway openings.

(13) Channel erosion may be produced by a slowly rising flood, re-

sulting in a lower gage reading for a given discharge than would be

expected according to a formula.

(14) Openings under highways and other railroads, both above and

below the proposed openings, should be studied as to their sufficiency. In

case of their failure, the opening in question may be subject to a very

unusual condition.

(15) The practice of using a formula to assist in fixing the proper

size of the waterway in a given case is warranted only to the extent that

the formula and the values of the terms substituted therein are known to

fit local conditions, and the exclusive use of waterway formulas is war-

ranted only in the absence of information as to local conditions. The use

of such formulas should not displace careful observation and the exercise

of intelligent judgment on the part of the engineer.

(16) Formulas which give directly the size of waterways are liable

to give too small openings in some cases where sufficient velocity cannot be

obtained through the waterway, and excessive openings in cases where the

stream beds are steep and produce high velocities.

(17) Where an opening is liable to be blocked by storm water deposits,

the velocity of the stream should be checked by a series of dams to reduce

the carrying capacity of the stream, or drift catchers should be constructed

to intercept the drift. (See A.R.E.A. Proceedings, Vol. 25, pages 371-380.)

(18) In the United States and Canada, the following formulas, with

or without modifications, are used as guides. Talbot's, Meyer's, Kutter's,

Fanning's, Wentworth's, Hoyt's, Burkli-Zeigler and McMath Formulas and

Dun's Table. These formulas were published in detail in A.R.E.A. Pro-

ceedings, Vol. 12, Part 3, pages 491-499, and Dun's Table on page 484,

and are as follows

:
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WATERWAY FOR CULVERTS.

(This paper is a digest of tne material compiled in the course of a

thesis investigation by A. F. Gilman and G. W. Chamberlin in 1909-1910,

under the direction of Prof. W. D. Pence, Unrversity of Wisconsin. The
investigation consisted in its initial stage of a library search for water-

way and run-oflf formulas and related matter, with a view of throwing

some light on the derivation of a formula for general application, as indi-

cated in the instructions of the Board of Direction to the Roadway Com-
mittee. Upon completing the library search for formulas the investigation

was turned in the direction of reconciling the various conflicting features,

the Dun waterway data, based upon Santa Fe System practice,, being

taken as a tentative basis of reference. Much of the digest given below

consists of a mere outline of the original draft of the thesis.)

HISTORICAL.

To avoid needless repetition only the^ major headings are here given.

Reference is made to the review of the literature of the subject to be found

in the report of the Roadway Committee, Proceedings (1909), Vol. 10,

pp. 967-978. The principal steps in the development of -current practice

on American railroads of using formulas as a guide to the judgment in

fixing the size of culvert areas are the following

:

1879—The first published reference to the simple waterway formula

proposed by Major E. T. D. Myers, contained ^ in a paper by Cleeman

before the Engineers' Club of Philadelphia.

1881—First reference in American technical literature to the run-off

formula of the Swiss hydraulic engineer, Burkli-Ziegler, in report on

"Sewerage Works in Europe," by Hering, to the National Board of Health.

1886—Discussion of Myers formula and of the use of waterway for-

mulas in general by Wellington in editorial in Railroad'Gazette; and in

1887, discussion by same authority on the economics of culvert dimen-

sions, in "Economic Theory of Railway Location" (pp. 781-783).

1887—First publication by Prof. A. N. Talbot of his formula for cult

vert areas, based on the Burkli-Ziegler formula, in >the Selected Papers

of the Civil Engineers' Club, University of Illinois.

1897—Report of Committee on Waterway for Culverts, W. G. Berg,

chairman, in Proceedings of American Railway Bridge and Building" Asso-

ciation.

^906—Symposium on methods of determining the size of waterway

for culverts, by G. H. Bremner, James Dun and others, in Journal of the

Western Society of Engineers.

1909—Report of Roadway Committee on water for culverts, in Pro-

ceedings of American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Asso-
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elation, including a "Digest of Current Practice," freshly gathered from

the members of the Association (pp. 978-1022).

COMPILATION OF FORMULAS.

The following compilation of formulas for culvert areas ajid for the

determination of run-off is believed to include all the better known formu-

las besides several not customarily used by American railroad engineers.

The references indicate as a rule the date and place of first publication,

the brief explanatory comments for the most part being roughly quoted"

from the original articles. The nomenclature is taken without change

from the original sources.

The Myers Formula}

AnrcV'M.
where A = the area of waterway required, in square feet.

M = the area drained, in acres,

c =r I as a minimum for flat country.

c= 1.6 for hilly compact ground.

c= 4.o as a maximum for mountains, rocky country.

As already stated, Major Myers recommended this formula as apply-

ing well to the water courses which he had been able to examine, which

lay chiefly on the line of the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac Rail-

road.

The Talbot Formula}
^

A= c V M'.

where A =: the waterway area necessary, in square feet.

M = the area drained, in acres.

This formula is not intended for use for drainage areas of more than

400 square miles. It was derived with especial reference to areas under

yj square miles in size. As quoted previously : "For rolling country sub-

ject to floods at a time of melting snow, and with a length of valley

three or four times the width, let c be one-third. For valleys with stream

longer in proportion to the area, decrease c. In districts not affected by

accumulated snow and where the length of the valley is several times the

width, one-fifth or one-sixlh or even less may be used. For steep side

slopes, especially where the upper part of the valley has a much greater

fall than the channel at the culvert c should be increased."

This formula is used very generally in the southwestern and western

portion of this country and appears to give excellent results for the

smaller areas.

The Peck Formula^ (better known as the Missouri-Pacific formula) :

Drainage area in acres.

Area of waterway in square feet =
c

c varies from 4 to 6, depending on the country.

' Proceedings Engrs. Club, Phlla., Vol. I, p. 146. April 5. 1879.
' Selected Papers, Civil Engrs. Club. III. Univ., No. 2, p. 14, Mav 28. 1887.
1 Proceedings Amer, Ry. B. & B. Assn.. 1897, pp. 86-100.
» Letter to the editor of the Ry. Gaz., 1903. p. 57.
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In very mountainous country, where slopes of hills and mountains are

steep and abrupt, c is equal to 4. In ordinary flat rolling country, such

as is found in good agricultural sections, c is equal to 6.

The WentworUi Formula!'

a"= d%

where a= the sectional area of the waterway, in square feet.

d = the drainage area, in acres.

This formula was derived in connection with work on the Norfolk &
Western Railway and is especially fitted to the conditions along that line,

and in general to the conditions in the Southeastern States. In cases of

less rainfall, or if the ground be quite flat, the author states that the two-

thirds power of the drainage area is too great for the square feet of area

needed in the waterv/ay. In the observations of Mr. Wentworth, 60 per

cent, of the resulting area may be taken as the lower limit.

The Murphy Formula}

Q

V CVRS
where A = area of waterway, in square feet.

V= mean velocity, in feet, per second.

R = hydraulic radius= range in stage in time of flood. (See ex-

planation below.)

b c

a +-+-
1 S

l + (a + -)-4^
^ S^VR

S = slope of surface.

"It can be shown that the hydraulic radius

where, a, b, and c are constants and n

is the coefficient of roughrtess of the

bed.

A / (I + 2d)X
R=-=(-: )d (3)

I\ / (,i -j-20; y^ N

~P ~ MH-2d) V (i + X^)V2/

in which I is the bottom width of a trapezoidal section, d is the depth

and X is the slope of the sides. It can be seen from equation (3) that

for any given values of d and X, R approaches d as I increases; for the

case of floods, therefore, it may be assumed that R=the difference in

stage between high and ordinary low water."

"This method of finding the waterway at a given place on a stream

consists in finding the drainage area in square miles above the place under

consideration, the greatest change in stage of the stream at this place

and the slope of the surface. By multiplying the drainage area M by q
(the maximum discharge in second-feet per square mile that is to be

expected in that portion of the country), we find Q; dividing Q by V
using for R the maximum range of stage, and for S the measured slope

^ "Destructive Floods In the United States, 1904," by E. C. Murphv, pp.
189-193. U. S. Geol. Surv. Water Supply Paper, No. 147, 190E.
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of surface of the stream, we have the necessary area of waterway. The
greatest error in the use of this method will result from an incorrect meas-

urement of the slope. The formula calls for the slope of surface, and

surface slope of a stream is not necessarily the slope of the bed. The

slope is not the same at all stages nor always the same for a given stage.

If the place under consideration is near the mouth of a large tributary

the slope of the main stream will be affected b^ the stage of the tributary.

Overflow and flooding of lowlands is frequently the result of backwater,

due to reduction of surface slope. The smaller the slope used the greater

will be the computed waterway. If there is a possibility of the waterway

becoming partly clogged with drift, logs or ice, or its being in the influence

of backwater from a tributary, the computed area must be increased by a

liberal amount."

The Dun Data}

A reproduction- of the 1906 table may be. found in the accompanyitig

Table I. This data was derived principally from observations made along

the lines of the Santa Fe Railway in Missouri, Kansas, Indian Territory

and Texas.

The C, B. & Q. Formula*

3000 M
Q= =r

3 + 2 V M or usmg V = 10 ft. per second.

300 M
K- =r

3 + 2 V M
where Q = the total discharge from the area in cubic feet per econd.

M = the drainage area, in square miles.

A = the waterway in square feet, using the velocity ^through the

culveft as 10 ft. per second.

The Cooley Formula*

No. I. Q= 200 M%, or A = 20 M%.
No. 2. Q= 180 M%, or A = 18 M%.
Notation is the same as for C, B. & Q. formula.

The Tidctvater {Virginia) Raihvay Formula.'

A = o.62M''".

where M= area drained (watershed) in acres.

A = Neat area of waterways, in square feet.

"Where the stream has a flat fall, add 30 per cent. ; where, double

openings are used, add 20 per cent, to total cross-section area."

* Appeared first In blue print form In 1897, and in its present full form
in 1906 in the Jour. Wes. Soc. Engrs., p. 146.

' Reference to this formula may be found in Mr. Bremner's paper before
the Wes. Soc. of Engrs. in 1906, Vol. 11, p. 139.

•Jour. Wes. Soc. Engrs., Vol. 11, p. J39.
* Tidewater Railway "Tables and Data for Estimates and Comparisons,"

Roanoke. Va, January, 1905. (Blue print.)
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The El Paso & South Western Railway Formula.

/8000

Q = l2^1—
A

where Q = the maximum run-off per square mile of drainage area.

A = the total drainage area in square miles.

This is practically the formula by Mr. Joseph P. Frizell, which he

worked up from the records of flow over the Holyoke dam, Massachu-

setts, for a period of 50 years, and it appears in. the original form in his

book on hydraulics.

As a check on "this formula the following table is used. It follows

Dun's data very closely and appears to have been' worked up from- the

Santa Fe table

:

Drainage Area,
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The Panning Formula."

Q = 200M"I''

where M is the area of watershed in square miles and

Q is the volume of discharge in cubic feet per second.

The Dredge Formula}

M
Q = i300-

Notation the same as in the Fanning formula.

L = the lengtTi of drainage area in miles.

The Dickens Formula*

Q = c X 27'M%.

Q = 200 M%, for Madras Presidency, India.

Q = 500 M%, for Central Provinces, India.

Q = 82s M%, for Bengal and Bahar, India;

Q =: 1,200 M%, for Upper Kaveri, India.

Q = 2,200 M%, for Gadamatti, India.

The O'Connell Formula}

. Q = 458 [V (640 M + 4.58) - 45-8].

This formula is best adapted to small districts.

The notation is the same as that of the Panning formula.

The Kutter Formula^ (derived by Ganguillet and Kutter in 1869).

1421 M
= -=

0.31 1 + V M
This formula is adapted to Swiss streams. The notation is the same

as that of the Fanning formula.

The Hering Formula.*

DMv DMv
Q'= or-

L t,

where Q and M are the same as those of the Fanning formula and

L = the length of the river.

V = the mean velocity of the stream.

D = the entire depth of rain flowing off during a storm,

ti = the time taken for a drop of water falling rvear the periphery of

watershed to reach the culvert.

» Fanning'g "Water Supply Engineering," 1878, p. 66.

» Fannlng's "Water Supply Engineering," 1878, p. 66. Taken from the
"Indian Professional Papers."

* Fannlng's "Water Supply Engineering," 1878, p. 66.

• Proceedings Inst. C. E., Vol. 27. 1868.
i Proceedings Inst. C. B., Vol. 71, 1883.

» Proceedings Engrs. Club of Phlla., Vol. 1, p. 146. 1879.
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The Possenti Formula.*

R / M.s
Q=c,-(M, + -j

Cj= a coefficient with an average value of i,oio.

R: := the depth of rainfall in inches for 24 hours.

Mj= the area of hilly or mountainous part of watershed, in square

miles.

Ml = the area of level or flat part of watershed, in square miles.

Li = the length in miles of the stream from its source to the point of

observation.

This formula applies especially to mountain streams of moderate size

in the Appenines.

The Burkli-Ziegler Formula} *

q= c r V s/a

where q = the water reaching the sewer in cubic feet per acre per second,

r = the average intensity of rain during heaviest fall in cubic feet

per acre per second.-

s = the general grade of the drainage area in feet per hundred.

a= the area drained, in acreSi

c = a coefficient, for average areas it equals 0.625.

The observations extended ^lp to slopes of 10 ft. per 100, but were

limited to small areas of less than 50 acres. This formula is especially

applicable to sewer design.

The Coghlan Formula.

P 1= tc R^ •'

where P = the inches of rainfall discharged by stream.

t = a coefficient for time, the value of which is governed by the

length of time the freshet lasts.

c = a coefficient of rainfall varying with the quantity of rain.

R = the average daily rainfall in inches during the freshet.

This'^ormula is applicable to drainage districts of moderate size in New
South Wales.

The following values of t and c and given by the author

:

Length of freshet in days.... 350 Value of t in inches. .. .2.6

Length of freshet in days.... 300 Value of t in inches. .. .2.5

Length of freshet in days. .. .250 Value of t in inches. .. .2.4

Length of freshet in days.... 200 Value of t in inches. . ..2.2

Length of freshet in days 150 Value of t in inches. .. .2.1

Length of freshet in days 100 Value of t in inches 2.0

Length of freshet in days. ... 50 Value of t in inches. . . .1.9

Length of freshet in days 25 Value of t in inches. .. .1.8

•Markus, "Melloratlonswesen In Italien," Vienna, 1881.

• This formula was derived by Burkli-Ziegler in 1880 and brought to
this country by Rudolph Hering in 1881. See Report National Board of
Health. 1881: also Trans. Amer. Soc. C. E.. Vol. 10, p. 362.
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Rainfall in inches 0.40 Value of c in inches. . . .0.95

Rainfall in inches 0.35 Value of c in inches. . . .0.90

Rainfall in inches 0.30 Value of c in inches. . . .0.85

Rainfall in inches 0.25 Value of c in inches. . . .0.80

Rainfall in inches 0.20 Value of c in inches. . . .0.75

Rainfall in inches 0.15 Value of c in inches 0.70

Rainfall in inches o.io Value of c in inches. . . .0.65

The Craig Formula}

Q= 440 X B X N hyp. log

B
where Q = the total discharge in cubic feet per second.

N = c V i, where v = the velocity towards the culvert in feet per

second,

i = the number of inches of rainfall.

c= the coefficient of discharge.

L = the extreme length of the drainage area.

D = the mean width of the drainage area.

The McMath Formula}
^

Q = c V V"SA* = A c V Vs/A
where c =: the proportion of rainfall that reaches sewers.

V = the number of cubic feet of water falling upon an acre of sur-

face per second during the period of greatest intensity of

rain. It is practically the same as the rate in inches per

hour.

s = the mean surface grade in feet per thousand.

A=:the area drained in acres.

Q = the discharge in cubic feet per second.

This formula was derived with especial reference to St. Louis condi-

tions.

The Chamter Formula.

Q=r640XRXCxM?4
where Q= the discharge in cubic feet per second.

R = the average rate of the greatest rainfall anticipated in inches

per hour for such duration as will allow the flood water

flowing to the outlet from the farthest extremity of the

catchment area.

c:= a coefficient of surface discharge, giving the proportion of rain-

fall that may be expected to flow off the surface.

The above formula has been tested by M*r. Chamier on streams in

India having drainage areas of from 20 acres to 400 square miles.

» Proceedings Inst. C. E., Vol. 80, p 211. 1884 to 1885.

'Trans. Amer. Soc. C. E., Vol. 16, p. 179, 1886. "Determination of the
Size of Sewers," R. E. McMath.

» Proceedings Inst. C. E., Vol. 134, p. 313. 1897.
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The Cramer Formula}

Q
9+ (0.0658 mRiM)^

where Q = the discharge in cubic feet per second.

Rs =: the mean annual rainfall in inches.

Ci+ e,

Sj = i = the mean slope and declivity of the whole basin ; e,

1

being its average altitude in feet, ti being the altitude of the

point of discharge, and 1 being the average distance in feet

traveled by the water from the boundaries of the watershed

to the point of measurement.

Ci = a variable coefficient.

= 186 for rough natural basins of rivers.

= 697 for smooth, comparatively level and impervious areas like

well-built cities.

m, depends on the total area M, the flat area F, which is likely

to be inundated in freshets, and the mean annual rainfall

R3, such relation being expressed by:

/ 709 Fv
m = I — sin I — tan~^ I for the simple case "when F is dis-

V MR^ f

tributed in an approximately uniform manner throughout the

whole basin, whereas if F is concentrated only at the lower

end of the basin we must place

/ i4i8Fx
m = I — sin ( — fan " ^

)
^ MR, >'

The Italian Formulas}

1819M
Q= r=(i)

0.31 1 + V M
2600 M

Q = =(2)
0.31 1 -|- V M

The notation in these formulas is the same as that of the Fanning

formula. No. i is applicable to streams in northern Italy, and No. 2 to

small brooks in the same region.

The Kuichling Formulas}

44,000

q = 1-20(1)
M+ 170

127,000

+ 7-4(2)
M + 370

' Rheinhard's "Kalendar fiir Wasserbau Ingenieure," Wiesbaden, 1898.
N, Y. Assn. Doc, 124th Session, 1901, Vol. 23. No. 70, pt. 1, pp. 614-964.

• Zeitsch. Oester. Ing. & Arch. Verein. 1900.

'N. Y. Assn. Doc, 124th S'ess.. 1901, Vol. 23, No. 70, pt. 1, pp. 641-964.
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Here q — the discharge in second feet per square mile, and M = the

drainage area in square miles. These equations were derived from condi-

tions similar to those in the valley of the M'ohawk River. They were
obtained from a great amount of flood data on both American and Euro-

pean streams. Equation No. i gives the discharge during floods which may
occur occasionally. Equation No. 2 gives the discharge during floods that

occur but rarely.

The Murphy Formula}

46,790

q =— 1- 15
M + 320

The notation here is the same as that of the Kuichling formulas. This

equation was derived from a large amount of flood data on streams of

the northeastern United States which Mr. Murphy had collected.

The Gray Formula.

Q= 5.89 A%
where Q= the discharge in second feet per acre, and

A = the drainage area in square miles.

SUMMARY OF EXPONENTS.

The following interesting summary of the exponents used in certain of

the preceding formulas was presented in the Proceedings of the American

Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association, p. 976:

Formula. Exponent.

Peck Formula (former Mo. Pac. Ry. practice) i

Fanning 5/6

McMath 4/5

Hawksley; Burkli-Ziegler ; Chamier ; Talbot ^
Tidewater (Virginia) Railway 7/10

Churchill-Wentworth ; Cooley 2/3

Myers ; O'Gonnell- J/^

Dun's data from .• i to ^
In his discussion of logarithmic diagram of the Dun data, Prof. W. D.

Pence* found that by drawing tangents to the curve at various points

the exponents of the equations of these tangents varied from unity for

very small areas to one-half for the largest areas drained. This is a

very interesting discovery, and it may be that it represents the law for

which engineers have been continually looking, but without further veri-

fication of the Dun figures it is impossible to draw any final conclusion in

regard to the matter. It would be necessary also to investigate the effect

of the various constants in the formulas on the exponents, which is not

taken into account by the above table.

»U. S. Geol. Surv. Water Supply Paper, No. 147, p. 189, 1905.

•Proceedings A. R, E. & M. W. Assn., Vol. 10 (1909), pp. 975, 876,
1011-1013.
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(19) In the construction of new lines, formulas have to be resorted

to more generally than in the construction of waterways under an old line,

due to the absence of anj' carrier records. But where there are neighboring

openings carrying the same streams under other railroads or under highways,

the records and history of such openings should be carefully studied and

used as a guide.

STANDARD SOURCES OF INFORMATION ON BRIDGE
WATERWAYS

( I ) Text and Reference Books

(A) Hydrology

(1) Hydrology—Mead, McGraw-Hill Book Co.

(2) Elements of Hydrology—Meyer, John Wiley & Sons.

(3) River Discharge—Hoyt and Grover, John Wiley & Sons.

(B) Water Supply and Sewage Disposal

(1) Waterworks Handbook—Flinn, Weston & Bogert, McGraw-
Hill Book Company.

(2) Sewerage and Sewage Disposal—Metcalf iSr Eddy, McGraw-
Hill Book Company.

(3) Public Water Supplies—Turneaure & Russell, McGraw-
Hill Book Company.

(C) Hydraulic Power

(1) Water Power Engineering—Mead, McGraw-Hill Book Co.

(2) Water Power Engineering—Barrows, McGraw-Hill Book Co.

(3) Hydro-Electric Handbook—Creager & Justin, John Wiley
and Sons.

(4) American Hydroelectric Practice—Taylor & Braymer, Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Company.

(D) Drainage and Irrigation

(1) Drainage—Pickels, McGraw-Hill Book Co.

(2) Irrigation Practice and Engineering—Etcheverry, McGraw-
Hill Book Company.

(3) Engineering for Land Drainage—Elliott, John Wiley
and Sons.

(4) Irrigation Engineering—Davis & Wilson, John Wiley
and Sons.

(5) Operation and Maintenance of Irrigation Systems—Harding,
McGraw-Hill Book Company.

(E) General

(1) The Control of Water—Parker, D. Van Nostrand.

(2) Relief from Floods—Alvord & Burdick, McGraw-Hill
Book Company.

(3) The Regulation of Rivers—Van Ornum, AlcGraw-Hill Book
Company.

(4) Improvement of Rivers—Thomas & Watt, John Wiley
and Sons.

(5) American Civil Engineers' Handbook, John Wiley and Sons.

(6) River Training and Control—Spring, Government Printing
Office.
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(II) Proceedings of American Railway Engineering Association

(1) Vol. 10, Part 2 (1909), pages 967-1022.

(2) Vol. 12, Part 3 (1911), pages 481-490.

The books and articles listed above contain extensive and discriminating

bibliographies with digests of important articles and data. Attention may
well be called also to the following

:

General Discussion—Western Society Engineers, Vol. II, No. 2, April, 1906.

Rainfall and Run-OfT in Relation to Sewerage Problems—W. C. Parmley,
Journal Assoc. Eng. Soc, Vol. 20, page 204.

Miami Conservancy Report No. IV—Calculations of Flow in Open Channels,
Ivan E. Houk.

Storm Rainfall of East U.S., L. M. Woodward and Others, Miami Con-
servancy Report No. V.

Floods on Small Streams Caused by Rainfall of the Cloudburst Type, by
Gerald H. Matthis, Trans. A.S.C.E., Vol. 85, page 1388.

Flood Flow Characteristics, C. E. Tarvis, Trans. A.S.C.E., Vol. 89, page
985.

Hydraulic Design of Bridge Waterways, Ivan E. Houk, Eng., N.R., Vol. 88,

page 1071.

The Sewer System of San Francisco and a Solution of the Storm-Water
Flow Problem, C. E. Grunsky, Trans. A.S.C.E., Vol. 65, page 295.

The Distribution of Intense Rainfall and Some Other Factors in the Design
of Storm-Water Drains, Frank A. Marston, Trans. A.S.C.E., Vol. 87,

page 535.

WATER SUPPLY PAPERS

U.S.G.S. Water Supply Papers

No. 147 Destructive Floods of the U.S. in 1904, E. C. Murphy and
Others.
Destructive Floods in U.S. in 1905, E. C. Murphy and Others.
The Ohio Valley Flood of March-April, 1913, Including a
Comparison with Some Earlier Floods, A. H. Horton and
H. J. Jackson.
The Arkansas River Flood of 1921, Robert Fallansbee and
E. E. Jones.
Some Characteristics of Run-Off in Rocky Mountain Region
(1922), Robert Fallansbee.

Some Floods in Rocky Mountain Region.

Also see Water Supply Papers, 88, 92, 234, 426.

Floods Bibliography (1905), Water Supply Paper 162, 14 pages of
Bibliography.

See also the following publications.

Monthly Weather Review.
Annual Reports of Municipal and State Departments.
Office of Experiment Stations, U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Engineer Corps, U.S. Army.

No.
No.
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Appendix E

(7) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON SPECIFICATION
FOR CAST IRON PIPE, CORRUGATED IRON AND
OTHER TYPES OF METAL CULVERTS

\V. C. Swartout, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; C. S. Robinson, H. W. Legro,

E. J. Bayer, J. R. Wilks.

Last year this Committee submitted tentative specifications for corru-

gated metal culverts and for cast iron culverts, offering them as information

with a request for discussion and criticism from the membership of the

Association.

Such criticism and suggestions as have been received by the Committee

have been considered and the proposed specifications and conclusions pertain-

ing thereto have been revised in line with the information thus secured.

The Committee respectfully submits the following for the consideration

of the Association and recommends that it be adopted for inclusion in the

Manual.

Use of Corrugated Metal Culverts

It is recommended that the minimum gage of sheets to be used for

various diameters of corrugated metal culverts under different heights of fill

should be as follows

:

Height of Fill from Flow Line of Pipe to Base of Rail

Diameter
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Chemical Composition

Copper Bear- Copper Tolerance
Pure mg Pure Copper Molyb- Copper 6>i Check

Elements Iron Iron Iron denum Iron Steel Analysis

Carbon, max
Manganese, max
Phosphorus, max 015 .015 .015 .015

Sulphur, max 040 .040 .040 .040 .050 .010

Silicon, max
Copper, min. .20 .20 .40 .20 .02

Molybdenum, min .05

Sum of first 5 elements,

max
Sum of first 6 elements,

.10 .25 .25 .70 .04

.10 .04max

Gage

(4) U.S. standard gage for sheet metal designation shall be used in

specifying the thickness and weight of culvert pipe sheets.

Corrugations

(5) All sheets shall be of first quality, prime stock, free from in-

jurious defects such as laminations, ragged edges, etc. Corrugations in

sheets shall not exceed 2^ nor be less than 2|^ inches in width, summit to

summit, and not less than ^ inch nor more than 54 inches in depth.

Weight and. Tolerance

(6) The average weight per square foot of the culvert sheets, as

determined by weighing in lots of not exceeding 6000 lb., shall not vary from

the theoretical weight by more than five per cent, either way.

Joints

(7) The various diameters of pipe shall have a lap of mCal for longi-

tudinal joints as follows:

Diameter
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All rivets shall be placed with heads on outside of pipe in the recess

or valley of corrugations. Where two lines of rivets are required, the

minimum distance from center of rivet to edge of sheet shall not be less

than 2y2 times and maximum distance not more than 4 times the diameter of

the rivet.

Before placing the rivets the sheets shall be tightly and evenly clamped

together to prevent the swelling of the rivets between the sheets.

Longitudinal joints shall be riveted on not to exceed 2^-inch centers,

with one row of rivets in pipe 21 inches or less in diameter and two rows

of rivets in pipe of larger diameters.

Circumferential joints of pipe of all diameters shall be riveted on not

to exceed 5-inch centers.

The upsetting of the end of the rivets on the inside of the pipe shall

give full hemispherical heads accomplished in such manner as not to remove

or destroy the galvanizing, shall insure a tight joint and shall present a

neat and workmanlike job.

Rivets shall be driven without bending and must completely fill the holes.

End Reinforcement

(9) Culverts of 12-gage material and lighter shall have the ends

reinforced by an iron rod of not less than J^ inch in diameter and a length

equal to the circumference of the pipe, folded into the outer edge of the

sheet forming the end section, or by use of a flat iron bar or other stiffener,

riveted to or suitably attached to the end of the pipe, by folding back the

end of the sheet or by other suitable means, as may be specified by the

purchaser.

Galvanizing

(10) In all cases the sheets shall be corrugated and all shearing done

before galvanizing, and in the case of perforated pipe the perforations also

shall be punched before the galvanizing is done.

Sheets shall be uniformly coated with not less than one ounce of prime

quality zinc spelter per square foot of surface of sheet, counting each surface

of the sheet separately.

The galvanizing shall be free from cracks, peels, blisters, pinholes, un-

coated spots or imperfections of any kind, and so far as is practicably pos-

sible, shall be of uniform thickness over all surfaces of the metal.

Marking

(11) (a) All sheets shall be conspicuously branded or stenciled on the

outside to show manufacturer's name, brand or quality of material, gage of

sheet, stock card number (or heat number) of base metal so that complete

data covering the manufacturing history of the sheet before galvanizing

can be obtained.

(b) All culverts shall have a metal tag of durability equal to that of

the culvert riveted to the inside of the pipe on the upstream end which
will suitably identify the maker, kind of base metal and year fabricated.

Pipe ordered for use as drains shall have the identification tag attached on

the outside of the pipe at least once each 300 feet.
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Field Joints

(12) Unless otherwise specified, corrugated pipe may be furnished in

as long sections as can be shipped economically, except that where the pur-

chaser specifies a definite total length of pipe for any location, the lengths

of joints shall be adjusted so that no section of less than 8 feet in length

must be used.

Coupling bands or suitable devices for joining the pipes securely to-

gether shall be shipped with the pipe.

(a) Coupling bands for pipe shall be of sufficient width to engage full

corrugations on each side of the end of the pipe and be equipped with lugs

or equivalent fastenings, as follows

:

Minimum Number Corru-
Pipe Diameters gations to be Engaged on Number of

Inclusive Each Section Lugs

6 inches to 15 inches 1^ full corrugation 2
16 inches to 42 inches 2 full corrugation 3
43 inches and larger 3 full corrugation 4

Coupling bands shall be made of the same gage and quality of material

used in the pipe.

(b) Lugs, or fastenings, on bands shall consist of forged wrought iron

or such other material as may be specified by the purchaser and shall be

fully galvanized to the same extent as required for the other material used

in the culvert. Each half of the fastening lugs or other appliance shall be.

riveted to the band with not less than four rivets of H inch diameter or

larger.

The draw bolts shall be of not less than Yz inch diameter, with 3^
inches or more, threaded, for pipe 30 inches or less in diameter, and of not

less than 54 i"ch diameter with four inches or more threaded, for pipe of

diameters above 30 inches.

Bolts and nuts must be galvanized after threading.

At the option of the purchaser, culverts of 54 inches diameter and

larger, shall be fabricated for field riveting, in which case necessary rivets,

as specified under paragraph "8—Riveting," must be furnished with the pipe.

In such cases proper appliances for enlarging and tightening the sheets of

end rings shall also be supplied.

Workmanship

(13) Each section of pipe must be fabricated in a neat and workman-

like manner, of correct dimensions and true lines.

Handling

(14) All material, during fabrication and in the loading and shipping

of the finished pipe, must be so handled that the galvanizing or zinc coating

shall not be broken or damaged.

Inspections and Rejections

(15) The failure of any section of pipe delivered to conform to these

specifications in any particular shall constitute cause for rejection thereof.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR CAST IRON CULVERT PIPE

Manufacture

The pipe shall be manufactured of cast iron of good quality and of

such character as to be strong, tough and of even grain, but soft enough to

admit of satisfactory drilling and cutting. The metal shall be made without

any admixture of cinder iron or other inferior metal and shall be remelted

in a cupola or air furnace. The pipe shall be hub and spigot style of cast

iron water pipe or cast iron culvert pipe,' or spiral corrugated cast iron pipe,

or a ribbed or corrugated cast iron pipe of design approved by the Railroad

Company, smooth, free from scales, lumps, blisters and other defects impair-

ing its strength or durability, and be round, of uniform physical character,

of close grain, and cast vertically. It shall be manufactured in lengths of

not less than 3 feet, and the inner and outer surfaces shall be true, whole,

concentric cylinders. This pipe shall be heated to 300 degrees Fahr. and im-

mersed in coal tar varnish so that the result will be a smooth coating on both

the inside and outside of the pipe. This coating must be of such a nature

that it will be tough, tenacious, not brittle or have any tendency to scale

when cold, and such results shall be consistent.

Physical Properties and Tests

Cast iron culvert pipe shall ha\e minimum thickness of pipe as follows:

Inside Diameter Thickness
Inches Inches

12 xV

14 /g

16 H
18 5^
20 ^
24 A
30 \\
36 it
42 41
48 VA

No pipe shall be accepted the thickness of which is t^ inch less than

the thickness herein specified.

The transverse test shall be used to determine the physical properties.

The test bar shall be the 1 inch by 2 inches by 28 inches, American Foun-

drymen's Association Standard rectangular bar. This bar shall be cast ver-

tically in a dry sand mold, coated with a bituminous facing and not cast

until the mold is cold. The test bar shall not be tumbled or otherwise

treated but simply brushed off before testing.

The test shall be transverse with the bar placed horizontally upon sup-

ports 24 inches apart and a concentrated load applied midway between the

supports.

The test shall conform to the following requirements as a minimum:

Average load at the center 2200 pounds
Average deflection at center 0.30 inches

From each melt, test bars shall be poured, the first one five minutes

after the first tap and then one bar from each two-hour interval or fraction

thereof, throughout the heat.
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The pipe shall have sufficient strength so that when tested by the "Three

Edge Bearing Method" as specified in the Standard Specifications for Drain

Tile C 14-24, of the American Society for Testing Materials, will show a

load-supporting capacity in pounds per linear foot equal to or greater thru

that obtained by the use of the formula, "IV equals 1500 D," in which IV

equals pounds per foot and D equals the inside diameter of pipe in feet.

All pipe shall be carefully examined for defects and sounded with a hammer

before shipment. No fillings with metal, cement or other materials, or so-

called "burning on" of iron, will be permitted. The castings shall be sound

and free from cracks, sandholes, blow holes and cold shuts.

Inspection and Rejection

The manufacturers shall afford the inspector representing the purchaser,

free of cost, all reasonable facilities to satisfy him that the castings are

being furnished in accordance with these specifications. All tests and inspec-

tions shall be so conducted as not to interfere unnecessarily with the

operation of the works and shall be made prior to shipment, unless

otherwise specified.

All pipe which fails to conform to the provision of these specifications

shall be subject to rejection.
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Appendix F

(8) STUDY AND REPORT UPON THE USE OF HIGHWAY
CROSSING PLANK AND SUBSTITUTES THEREFOR,
COLLABORATING WITH COMMITTEE V—TRACK AND
COMMITTED IX—GRADE CROSSINGS

F. W. Hillman, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. G. Brown, G. W. Curtiss,

J. A. Given, Daniel Hillman, W. F. Monahan, W. C. Pruett, Thomas

Walker.

The rapid increase of highway traffic both in volume and speed has

created demands from the public for crossings of a quality which it has

been thought cannot be economically maintained with wood planks and has

resulted in investigations for suitable substitutes. This has resulted in

numerous kinds of substitutes for crossing planks being designed and tested

more or less.

A list of such tests was published in the A.R.E.A. Proceedings for

1922, Vol. 22>, pages 468 to 472, inclusive.

Inquiry was made by your Committee to learn of the present condition

of the crossings mentioned in the list described above and the results ob-

tained are as follows

:

CONCRETE CROSSINGS

M.St.P.&S.S.Jkl. Had to be removed account deterioration

because of track settlement due to insuffi-

cient preparation of track structure when
applied. Date of removal not given.

C.ALSt.P.&P. Have failed entirely. Think were not
properly made. Are trying new design at

Madison, Wis., which is giving good
service.

Ft.W.&R.G. Landrum St. : Crossing on heavy traffic.

(Frisco) track still in place but rough and begin-
Fort Worth, ning to break up around the flangeway
Texas guards, apparently from these guards be-

ing pushed down by the running rail. On
lighter traffic track concrete crossing in

fair condition.

Ballinger St. Crossing : Removed in 1925
account of failure at flangeway guards.

Daggett St. Crossing is still in place but
getting rough due to failure at flangeway
guards. Will last another year or two.

C.C.C.&St.L. Report crossings at Urbana and Indian-
apolis still in good condition. State that

this type has advantage in case of removal
when desire to repair track.

111. Cent. Crossing at Champaign removed in 1923
account of track elevation.
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BITU^IINOUS CROSSINGS

N.&W. Portlock, Va. Removed 1925 account ballasting and re-

placed with Headley Emulsified Asphalt.

Cost about 4 cents per sq. ft. per annum
for maintenance.

Yadkin, Va. Removed 1922 account track renewal.

Hollins, Va. Part of materials is yet intact, cost ap-

proximately 2 cents per sq. ft. per annum
for maintenance. Holes repeatedly oc-

curred in the crossing which were filled

with crusher dust. This crossing has not

been considered satisfactory.

New Bohenia, Removed in 2j/2 years account unsatis-

Va. factory.

Salem, Va. Removed in 18 months account unsatis-

factory.

Roanoke, \^a. Still in use and giving satisfaction. Cost
(Halliday St.) li cents per year for repairs. Removed

Pulaski, Va. in 1925 to install metal guard rails. Wire
(3 Xings) in good condition when removed and were

renewed with like material.

Cincinnati, O. Replaced in 1928 with Preformed Asphalt
Pavement on account of being in bad
shape.

D.L.&W. Report this type still giving good service.

L.V. Report this type still giving good service.

B.&A. Crossing: remained in service until fall of

1927 when removed account ballasting.

For period 1921 to 1927 maintr lance con-
sisted of sealing them up during winter
and doing a little patching. Used about
one cubic yard of fine stone and a barrel

of Headley Road Oil with a labor charge
of $8.00 per year at each crossing. These
crossings relaid in 1927 at a cost of about
$1.40 per yard for labor and material with
about same maintenance expense as

before. Consider this material fairly sat-

isfactory except where traffic is too heavy.

L.E.&W. Where on team tracks is still in, that

on main tracks has been removed account
repairing tracks. No date of removal.

C.&O. Were removed in 1925 after giving four
years' service. Consider Kentucky Na-
tural Rock Asphalt good material but
should be protected with special flange-

ways due to tendency to break down next
to rails.

C.&E.I. Have replaced with solid rail crossings
which are considered most satisfactory.

STEEL CROSSINGS

C.&N.W. Removed account failure. No record.

D.T.&I. Continuing use of solid rail type.
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STEEL CROSSINGS—RAILROAD RAILS

Southern Ry. Report having received excellent service

from this type but consider should be used
only on crossings practically at right

angles to track as they are slippery when
wet. Tried using screenings for filling but

not satisfactory and now use asphalt emul-
sion with stone.

C.I.&L. Crossings listed have given good service

but discontinued use account of expense
and are using Asphalt Plank and some
Kentucky Rock Asphalt.

A questionnaire to determine practice was sent to 40 railroads ; 29

replies were received. It is evident from the replies that the subject of

substitutes for wooden crossing plank is being given serious consideration.

However, it appears to be very much in an experimental stage at present, and

only a few, if any, have adopted a fixed policy. There are so many ele-

ments Entering into the question as to what constitutes a satisfactory material.

One of the principal of these is the density of traffic not only on highways

but on railroads also. There is some question as to whether or not a rigid

type of highway crossing is as satisfactory on a high speed track as on a

slower speed track. Is it possible to make the highway crossing too rigid and

have it approximate railroad crossings which usually require restricted speed

and add discomfort to the riding effect as well as a possible hazard? Then,

too, the time element in life of crossing material is important in their

economic study and raises question as to whether or not the expense of

many suggested types is justified by added life. Few, if any. of the sug-

gested types have been in long enough to be sure that their life is such as

to warrant their cost. An intelligent cost analysis cannot be made without

some fairly reliable life data.

Most of the railways answering questionnaires seem to favor the

cheaper substitutes such as bituminous materials and some few appear to

have practically standardized on such material. One very important point

in their favor beside cost, is that crossings of this type are very easily

repaired at a nominal cost. A few still favor wood plank, some covering

the plank with an asphaltic material and pea gravel or stone screenings.

One large railway is using treated plank, establishing standard plans and

requiring all material to be framed ready for placement before treatment.

Probably much of the prejudice against plank has been caused by improper

installation and maintenance, both being left to section labor who are not

properly equipped and trained. Where this work has been done by men
trained to work with wood, satisfactory results have been obtained. Prob-

ably one of the most trying places to provide a smooth crossing is in street

car crossings. Very successful results have been secured with use of

wooden strips on edge. While bituminous materials seem to be favored,

many installations of other materials are being made. Concrete, of course,

has been used extensively by many railways for a number of years. Much
study is being given to design to overcome some of the difficulties encoun-

tered from edges breaking and crushing by false wheel flanges and weight of

sections which is sometimes objected to when having to be removed. While
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some railwaj's are increasing use of concrete, it is noteworthy that one

large railway, which was almost a pioneer in use of concrete crossings, has

almost abandoned their use and is now using bituminous materials.

Manufactured metal crossings are being developed rapidly and give

promise. Solid rail crossings have been in use for a number of years and

are quite popular with some railways. Some public bodies are demanding

this type. The most popular material for filler is bituminous, although one

public body is requiring concrete filler. These metal crossings require

special consideration of insulation to prevent short circuits wherever track

circuits are used.

There is on the market a type of plank made of compressed asphalt,

fibre and inert material and a number of installations of it have been made

which seem to give promise. Life data of them is required before cost can

be justified. Then, too, there are planks of compressed rubber and brick

of compressed natural rock asphalt. These latter two types seem to be still

in early experimental stages. All of these types require a sub- foundation

of plank which adds to cost and injects a problem of having a vital part

of installation out of sight and not easily watched. This objection is some-

what obviated if planks are creosoted as they should be, but additional

expense is incurred.

Certain fundamentals should be laid down for crossing construction

which must be considered in the study of substitutes for plank.

Of first importance is the supporting medium; the track structure.

There should be good drainage; plenty of good ballast solidly placed; ties

should be durable and for some types of material be sav/ed ; tie plates should

be used and rail joints eliminated either by using long rails or welding joints.

In short, the track structure should be as perfect as the means at hand will

permit. The advisability of attempting to make a good crossing, if the

track cannot be put in first-class shape, is doubtful. The best results are

obtained if, after the track has been surfaced as well as possible, it be left

for a short time to allow traffic upon it to develop defects which can be

adjusted before placing crossing material.

In this connection it may be well to note that crossing materials are

divided into two general groups in so far as foundation is concerned. First,

those of rigid construction, such as concrete planks and slabs, metal cross-

ings, which take their bearing entirely on the ties and require a uniform tie

surface; second, those such as stone screenings and bituminous materials,

which take their bearing on ties and ballast. Where there is some doubt

as to securing a firm foundation, the first type may be preferred. However,

if a good foundation is not obtainable the advisability of using expensive

materials is questionable. The grade of adjacent paving must not be for-

gotten, as the track and crossing may have to be raised frequently to

maintain proper grade.

Then the cost should be reasonably low. There are so many crossings to

fix, with a limited sum to spend, that something is desired which will permit

improving as many of them as possible. The first cost should not be the

controlling factor, although frequently it must be. Serious thought should

be given to the annual charges for maintenance, interest and depreciation.

The crossing material should be easy to apply without special equipment
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and speciall}- trained men as far as possible. It sl^iuld be easy to repair, easy

to remove and replace with the least loss or destruction of materials.

The design should be such as to permit easy removal and renewal of

rails, fastenings and ties. This feature of easy access to the rail will sim-

plify the shim.ming of the track.

The crossing material should be well compacted and have a fairly smooth

surface. Loose materials are likely to be rolled into the flangeway and be

a probable source of derailment.

A recent design of a solid type has its top surface }i inch below the

tops of the rails. This seems ill-advised because the usual complaint of

roughness is caused by bumping on the rails. Bituminous and screenings

crossings which have settled below the top of rail are certainly rough riding.

One state requires all crossing surfaces to be slightly above the top of rail.

This is in the northern country where there is still a lot of sleighing. It is

claimed that sleds have become frozen or stuck to the rail and could not be

moved in time to avoid an accident. Solid-rail and metal crossings are,

therefore, discouraged in that state. It would seem better to have the sur-

face made slightly above the rail to allow for wear of the material and for

the compacting of certain materials, so that the surface will never be below

the rails. This may not apply to some types of construction, such as metal

plates or rails. However, serious consideration must be given to the pos-

sibility of vehicles skidding on the rails at skew crossings.

As previously stated, in automatic signal or train control districts and

wherever there are track circuits, care must be taken to see that the con-

struction is such that short-circuiting will not occui* as well as to prevent

leakage of current. This feature must be watched particularly at crossings

built with stone screenings, cinder or dirt where wheels cut their own flange-

ways. It must also be considered carefully in metal crossings and probably

in concrete crossings. Bituminous material crossings do not offer this

problem.

The lif? of the crossing material should be fairly long; however, the

question might be asked, can it be too long? Is there any need of its

being any longer than the life of the track structure? It has to be torn

out when renewing track. Will this not govern the type of material to be

used? This may offer an argument for crossings made of concrete planks

or slabs, metal plates and rails.

The crossing should be waterproof or at least shed water in order that

it will not percolate into the roadbed and in winter cause the trouble with

which all maintenance men are familiar. Attention must be given, also, to

the design of the ends of the crossing. There must be no projections to

catch dragging parts of equipment.

The details of the construction next to the rail, including the width

and depth of flangeways, are important. The design, as stated before,

should be such as to permit the easy removal and renewal of rails and

fastenings. Many advocate placing bituminous materials close to the rails

and letting the wheels cut their own flangeways. It is impossible in such

construction to prevent the wave motion of the rail from breaking up this

material next to rail. With such materials this can be overcome in part, but

not entirely, by making the material next to rail more plastic by adding
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asphalt. Preferably a good wood plank or its equivalent, in compressed

bituminous blocks or other fairly pliable material that will not be easily

broken by the rail motion or crushed by false wheel flanges, should be placed

against the outside of the running rails. It is interesting to note that in 1924

a few railroads reporting to the A.R.E.A. said they did not provide flange-

ways, but allowed the wheels to do so. A year later most of these same

roads reported that they had decided to construct flangeways and not to

depend on the wheels. One construction advocated is to put a rail right side

up on each side of the running rail, filling the space between the rails to a

proper depth with a good, pliable asphalt mixture. The inside rail should

not be laid on its side with the head against web of running rail, because

when the crossing surface wears down the edge of the rail flange forms a

sharp projection for wheels to strike against. Furthermore, unless a special

devise is used for holding it in place, the rail will tip. There are some

specially constructed flangeways, many of which are in use. An objection

to some of them is that the paving must be torn up to get them out. Some

types are made from compressed asphalt or compressed asphalt rag fiber

and mineral matter which seem to have promise. A good plank on the

outside, a two-inch by four-inch piece laid flat inside of and into web of

running rail, and another good plank inside makes good flangeway construc-

tion. Asphalt can be poured into the joints if desired for sealing.

Most of the patented flangeways or flangeway guards are quite expen-

sive as compared with plank or rails and but few of them, except possibly

those of compressed asphalt or asphaltic mixture, take care of the outside of

the rail.

The depth of the 'flangeway is important. Where wheels have been

allowed to cut their own flangways they are only as deep as the wheel

flanges and there is no extra space for anything which may roll into them

to get below the wheels and thus tend to derail them. In view of these con-

siderations, it would seem that the flangeway should be as deep as possible

and yet have enough material to seal the bottom.

Crossings should be properly maintained. Often after a good crossing

has been installed the idea becomes prevalent that it can be forgotten. This

is obviously wrong. Some little defect may develop which can be easily

and cheaply remedied, and crossing kept in good condition, but which, if

neglected, may result in its quick destruction, consequent chagrin at having

wasted good materials and justified criticism.

The above is offered as information with suggestion that the subject be

reassigned.
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Appendix G

(9) CLEARANCES

G. S. Fanning, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; A. L. Bartlett, E. J. Bayer,

J. S. Goodman, L. C. Miller, J. A. Noble.

The primary assignment of this Sub-Committee is as follows

:

"Furnish the Special Committee on Clearances the information

required by it pertaining to roadway."

No communication has been received from the Special Committee on

Clearances requiring the furnishing of any information, but the following

is submitted

:

The only clearance standards pertaining to roadway are the tunnel

sections. At the convention of March, 1926, the tunnel sections were revised

to "provide the same clearance for tunnels as has already been adopted for

steel bridges." The revised diagrams will be found on page 785 of Volume

Z] of the Proceedings. The clearances provided are 8 feet on the side for

15.07 feet above top of rail, 23.07 feet overhead at the center line and 22

feet overhead at four feet ofif the center. There seems to be no reason to

change these sections.

It is perhaps interesting to compare the sections of two recent4y con-

structed major tunnels with the A.R.E.A. standards :

Height Above
Length Width Base of Rail

Moffat, Colorado 6.11 miles 16 ft. X 22.5 ft.

New Cascade, Washington. . . . 7.79 miles 16 ft. X 21.43 ft.

A.R.E.A. Standard 16 ft. X 23.57 ft. (Assuming
rail = 6")

This Sub-Committee has also been in touch with other Committees on

subjects, where the collaboration of the Roadway Committee was directed,

as follows

:

Committee Subject

Track "Prepare plans and specifications for track

tools."

Masonry "Continue study and report on principles

of design for plain and reinforced con-
crete for use in railroad buildings,

bridges and culverts."

Wood Preservation "Study and report on loss of preservative

in treated ties in track due to repeated
use of oil-burning weed destroyers."

Economics of Railway Operation "Continue study and report on the most
economical make up of track to carry
various traffic densities."

Economics of Railway Labor "Study and report on various forms of
snow melting devices as an aid in

facilitating train operation and reduc-
ing cost of maintenance."
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Appendix H

(10) DEFORMATION OF THE ROADBED

J. Vawter, Chairman. Sub-Committee ; E. J. Bayer, E. R. Lewis, W. F.

Monahan, E. M. Smith.

The subject assigned to this Sub-Committee for this year was "Cominue

the Study of Deformations of Roadbed in the Light of Data Developed by

the Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track, with Special Refer-

ence to Drainage."

It is recognized that the subject of roadbed drainage is important. In

its 1928 report on Deformation of the Roadbed the Committee made the

statement, "Adequate drainage is the most important requirement for a rail-

way roadbed and is very essential in the treatment of wet cuts and water

pockets," followed by certain recommendations. The Committee has con-

fined its study this year principally to drainage of the roadbed arid has made

an effort to ascertain what has already been accomplished on the subject

by the A<;sociation.

In its 1929 report (A.R.E.A. Proceedings, Vol. 30, pages 213-215) the

Committee gave references to the volumes of the A.R.E.A. Proceedings

dealing with the subjects of Depth of Ballast and Use of Co'icrete Slabs.

In this report references are given to A.R.E.A. Proceedings dealing with

previous work by the Roadway Committee on drainage as related to road-

bed deformation and also some references to work or. subsidence and bearing

power of soils. It was felt that before any new work was done on the sub-

ject it would be advisable to make a survey of its nresent status, "^ince there

are two other Sub-Committees of the Roadway Ccnmiittee that have been

assigned drainage subjects, an effort was made to eliminate references to

any previous work of the Committee that pertained to their particular field.

DRAINAGE

Vol. 10, 1909, pages 1023-1093, Appendix C. Slides and Washouts.

Gives the experience of 25 engineers of various railroads on above subject.

Pages 1094-1096, Appendix D. Surface and Subsurface Drainage of

Embankments and Excavations, and Tiling of Wet Cuts and Curing of

Slides. Detailed recommendations given. Conclusions for the entire Com-
mittee report are given on pages 920-922. The following conclusions are

given on page 921 for the subject under Appendix D:

(1) All the water possible should be kept off the roadbed.

(2) Intercepting surface ditches should be provided for the

protection of cuts.

(3) Intercepting ditches or pipe drains should be provided for

the protection of banks built on saturated soils.

(4) Side ditches should be constructed in cuts through all

classes of materials.

(5) Pipe drains should be provided for the drainage of wet cuts.

Vol. 16, 1915, pages 595-600. Prevention or Cure of Water Pockets.

Progress report states that 53 replies to questionnaire have been received.
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Prevention tied up in question of proper depth of ballast and allowable

pressures on roadbed surface.

Vol. 18, 1917, pages 658-661. Prevention and Cure of Water Pockets

in Roadbed. Gives depression under second track on B. & L. E. after 5

years' service.

Vol. 20, 1919, pages 411-429. Means for Prevention of or Cure ol

Water Pockets in Roadbed. On pages 417 and 418 under "Conclusions"

the following is given for the prevention and cure of water pockets :

(7) Water pockets can be prevented in many cases by proper forma-
tion of roadbed and use of proper kind and depth of ballast as follows

:

(A) Where roadbed, in either cuts or fills, is composed of a

more or less clayey material, after the work has been brought to a

sub-grade all construction tracks should be removed and the sub-

grade rolled v.'ith a road roller weighing about ten tons, to a uni-

formly smooth surface with either sufficient crown or side slope to

shed water ; any resulting depressions below sub-grade being
loosened up with a plow and brought up to sub-grade by the addi-

tion of material of the same kind as that composing the roadbed;
and then rerolled. After several years' use under trafific it may be
necessary to cut through the shoulder of the sub-grade at frequent

intervals to afford drainage, as the sub-grade under the track will

settle several inches lower than the shoulder.

(B) Sub-ballast should be of engine cinder, screenings or

other similar material, so as to prevent roadbed working up into

the ballast proper. Stone ballast should not be used directly on top

of clay or loam roadbed.

(C) Sufficient depth of ballast should be provided to insure

even distribution of the load on the roadbed.

(D) Construction trains should not be run, if possible to

avoid, over track laid on new roadbed without ballast. This drives

the ties into the roadbed and forms depressions, which later on
develop into water pockets.

(E) In wet cuts, a sub-soil drain of vitrified bell and sewer
pipe should be laid on a 4-inch well-tamped bed of engine cinders

in deep ditches, with uncemented joints, and the trench then back-
filled with same material as removed if at all porous, otherwise
back-fill with engine cinder.

(F) Wet cuts of clay should have sufficient crown to drain
properly and the surface should be smooth. Any back-filling neces-

sary to make a smooth surface should be made of the same material

as exists in the cut.

(G) In building new roadbed alongside existing tracks on
same grades, care should be taken not to form new roadbed of

impervious material at a higher elevation than the original roadbed,
but the new roadbed should be kept at or below this level so is to

provide an outlet for the drainage through the existing ballast. This
is particularly important on hillside construction. If change in

existing gradient is to be made, new roadbed for both tracks should
be on same level.

(8) In curing water pockets the principal object is to provide proper
drainage. This may be accomplished, according to localities, in several ways,
as follows

:

(a) In cuts, by means of sub-soil drains of vitrified bell and
sewer pipe, laid in ditch or between tracks with uncemented joints. .

They should be laid at such depth as to be below any movement of
the sub-grade and below the water to be drained. They should be
below the frost line. Lateral drains of pipes or of cinder or stone

may be made to tap the pockets if necessary. Pipe should be cov-
ered 12 inches or more with porous material, and then the trench
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should be back-filled with the same material as removed, if at all

porous, otherwise use engine cinders for back-filling.

(b) In cuts where material is very soft to a considerable

depth, a drain about 3 feet square may be provided of large stone,

either in the ditch line or between tracks, and of sufficient depth

to take the drainage.

(c) In cuts where material is soft to a great depth, old ties

or bridge timbers may be driven just outside the ends of the ties.

These serve to hold the roadbed in place and to some extent lower

the water level, leaving the top surface of the roadbed more firm.

(d) On fills, water pockets should be tapped by lateral ditches

and filled with porous material so as to drain.

(e) In many cases the material will have to be excavated and

a bed of old timber, cinder or other material spread over the surface

to provide sufficient area to prevent the further penetration of the

ballast into the roadbed, and the ballast should then be replaced

with good, clean material.

Attention is also directed to the tabulation, on pages 420-428, of the

answers received from 50 railroads. In the answers to the question, "What

methods have you adopted for cure of pockets?" drainage is practically the

universal answer. The answers to the question, "Have you found any way

to prevent formation of pockets?" are worthy of study. Proper depth of

ballast and drainage are the usual answers.

Vol. 22, 1921, pages 714-721. Drainage of Large Cuts. The conclusions

were as follows

:

(1) More consideration should be given by Locating Engineers to

probable drainage conditions in selecting a line contemplating long, low

grade cuts.

(2) If long low-grade cuts are practically unavoidable, construction

and maintenance engineers should see that, where practicable, good wide,

deep side ditches are provided and maintained.

(3) When not possible or practicable to handle drainage with wide,

deep side ditches, sub-drainage should be provided by installing blind rock

drains or tiling, as it is impossible to maintain railroad track in satisfactory

condition unless water is kept drained away from, over, in, around or

beneath the track.

Vol. 23, 1922, pages 398-403. Methods Employed and Results Secured

in the Treatment of Sliding Cuts and Fills and Soft Spots in Excavations

and Embankments. In Conclusions on page 403 attention is directed to

(1) which states—The primary cause of slides is the lack of proper drainage

^and under Soft Spots—Where soft spots cannot be effectively drained the

bearing area of the track structure must be increased.

Vol. 25, 1924, page 362. The Eflfect of Heavier Power and Increased

Tonnage on Roadbed Previously Stable. The following remedies were sug-

gested :

(1) Strengthening the roadbed by better drainage.

(2) Strengthening the roadbed by widening same.

(3) Help the roadbed to function properly by a better distri-

bution of load.

Vol. 26, 1925, page 429. Unusual Methods of Handling Roadway Prob-

lems in Connection with Slips, Slides and Water Pockets. Embankment

shoulders must not be built up of impervious material. If this is done

suitable cross drains should be placed.

Vol. 29, 1928, page 543. Deformation of the Roadbed. The following

was included in the report

:
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Adequate drainage is the most important requirement for a railway road-

bed and is very essential in the treatment of wet cuts and water pockets.

Where the cost is not prohibitive the roadbed should be prepared by the

removal of all inferior subgrade material and replaced with a better material,

applying at least 12 inches of high-class ballast. Where this cannot be done
it would be necessary to use some method of subgrade drainage to give relief.

Water pockets in cuts are in most cases natural, those in embankments
are artificial and are caused by the sealing up of the outlet drainage after

the roadbed has become depressed under the rails by the continued applica-

tion of loads. Water pockets in cuts may be remedied by providing outlet

drainage below the bottom of the pockets and proper cross drainage. In
embankments they wi.ll have to be tapped, either by driving pipe through
the side of the embankment, laying drain tile, or by digging trenches from
the side and backfillfng with rock. Driving piling sometimes proves suc-

cessful. In cuts they should be driven deep enough to permit the water to

escape through the impervious strata that holds it.

Vol. 30, 1929, page 243. Develop Best Methods of Preventing the For-

mation of Water Pockets under the Ballast when Embankments are Widened

and/or Raised.

In addition to the matter on drainage which has been published in the

Proceedings as outlined above, attention is called to matter relating to drain-

age to be found in the 1929 Manual, as follows

:

Page 25—Half page.

Pages 31-32—Items 31, 32 and 33.

Page 33—Item 43. Page 35—Item 57.

Pages 40-41—Subjects, "Slides, Washouts and Surface, and
Sub-Surface Drainage."

Pages 46-47 and 48—Drainage.
Page 49—Drainage of Large Cuts.

Pages 50-51—Ditching.

SUBSIDENCE

Vol. 21, 1920, pages 820-826. Subsidence Under Embankments. The
diagrams and tables of subsidence percentages on pages 823-825 give definite

information of value. A review of some thousands of subsidence diagrams

of the Michigan Central Railroad embankment tends to corroborate the

Committee's report, indicating also that subsidence diagrams in general re-

semble the inverted cross-section of the embankment, where on level ground,

and the bulk of the subsidence on the down hill side on side hills.

Vol. 22, 1921, pages 698-706. Final Report on Subsidence and Shrink-

age of Embankments.

BEARING POWER OF SOILS

Vol. 13, 1912, pages 388-396. Unit Pressures Allowable on Roadbeds

of Different Materials. Gives data for confined soil and experience of

various men. Derives formula and suggests tests being made. On page 397

is given the following resolution which was submitted by the Committee

:

Resolved, That the Board of Direction be requested to set aside an
appropriation and to appoint a special committee consisting of members of
the Roadway, Ballast and Track Committees, to make experiments to deter-

mine the magnitude and distribution of the load transmitted to the roadbed
through ballast of various kinds and also to determine by test the bearing
power of various materials under varying conditions ordinarily found in the

construction of the roadway.
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Vol. 14, 1913, page 958. Same subject. Attention directed to above

resolution.

Vol. 15, 1914, pages 383-390. Same subject. Description of certain

experiments.

Vol. 16, 1915, pages 573-582. Same subject. Progress report. Bibliog-

raphy on Bearing Power of Soils on pages 580-582. This does not cover

soils in the condition found in embankments.

Vol. 17, 1916, pages 314-315. Same subject. Report of progress, also

similar report in Vol. 18, page 656.

Vol. 21, 1920, pages 832-833. Same subject. The Committee discusses

under (1)-—Variation in Pressure Over Roadbed for. Different Depths of

Ballast—in which conclusions are given for pressures for various depths

based on the work of the Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track.

(Reference to these same conclusions are also made in the Roadway Com-

mittee reports, Vol. 28, page 849 and Vol. 29, page 543). Under (2)—
Allowable Pressure on Roadbed—The Committee gives no definite recom-

mendations on this phase of the question.

This subject was apparently dropped at this time and later partially

revived with the subject—Deformation of the Roadbed.

Vol. 28, 1927, page 849. Deformations of the Roadbed. Deals with

pressures under various depths of ballast.

Conclusions

The problems of drainage, depth of ballast and bearing power of soils

are so interdependent that a study of all should be made in order to make

definite recommendations on any one.

The work of the Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track on the

distribution of pressure for various depths of ballast has been discussed in

previous reports of the Roadway Committee. These results can be taken

as being indicative of the pressures for various conditions of traffic and

various depths of ballast.

Not much is known on the bearing values of soils in the condition as

found in railroad embankments, so therefore not much is known of the power

of the soil to resist the pressures encountered in shallow ballast sections.

If funds and facilities could be made available a study along these lines

should be worth while as the information now available deals with the

bearing power of soils in foundations. Different conditions of roadbed

drainage should be considered in this study, because the bearing power of

soil is primarily governed by the moisture content.

The Committee recommends that the study of drainage in connection

with deformations of the roadbed be continued but that it be incorporated

in Roadway Committee Subject No. 2—Study and Report on Roadbed

Drainage.

The attention of the members is directed to the recommendation this

Committee made last year for the collection of data relative to maintenance

costs for various ballast depths and track conditions, as this information is

still needed in order that the cost of track maintenance can be continued in

the study of deformations of the roadbed.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE XVII—WOOD
PRESERVATION

F. C. Shepherd, Chairman; C. F. Fokd, V ice-Chairman;

W. G. Atwood, L. H. Harper,
R. S. Belcher, L. B. Holt,
Z. M. Briggs, W. H. Kirkbride,
Walter Buehler, G. P. MacLaren,
C. S. Burt, W. T. McCart,
H. R. Condon, F. D. Mattos,
C. C. Cook, L. J. Reiser,
E. A. Craft, O. C. Steinmayer,
T. F. Donovan, G. C. Stephenson,
H. R. Duncan, T. H. Strate,
E. B. FuLKS, C. Marshall Taylor,
Andrew Gibson, Dr. H. von Schrenk,
W. R. Goodwin, Galen Wood,
R. S. Hubley, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

This Committee respectfully presents herewith a report covering the fol-

lowing subjects

:

1. Revision of Manual (Appendix A).

2. Report on Definitions Used in Wood Presecvation (Appendix B).

3. Continue Study and Report on Service Test Records for Treated

Ties (Appendix C).

4. Continue Study and Report on Piling Used for Marine Construc-

tion (Appendix D).

5. Continue Study and Report Upon Effect of Preservative Treatment

by the Use of

:

(a) Creosote and Petroleum (Appendix E).
(b) Zinc Chloride and Petroleum (Appendix F).

6. Continue Study and Report on Specifications for Treatment of

Air Seasoned Douglas Fir (Appendix G).

7. Study and Report on Destruction by Termite and Possible Ways
of Preventing Same (Appendix H).

8. Study and Report on Loss of Preservative in Treated Ties in Track

Due to Repeated Use of Oil Burning Weed Destroyers—Collaborating with

Committee I—Roadway (Appendix I).

9. Study and Report on Preservative Treatment Best Adapted to

Make Tropically Grown Timber Available for Use in Temperate Zones

(Appendix J).

Action Recommended

Your Committee recommends that Appendix A—Revision of Manual

and Appendix B—Definitions Used in Wood Preservation be adopted for

inclusion in the Manual ; Appendix C—Service Test Records, Appendix D

—

Bulletin 321, November, 1929.
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Marine Piling Investigation, Appendix E—Treatment with Creosote and

Petroleum, Appendix F—Treatment with Zinc Chloride and Petroleum,

Appendix G—Specifications for Treatment of Air Seasoned Douglas Fir,

Appendix H—Destruction by Termite and Possible Ways of Preventing

Same, Appendix I—Loss of Preservative in Treated Ties in Track Due

to Repeated Use of Oil Burning Weed Destroyers, and Appendix J—Pre-

servative Treatment Best Adapted to Make Tropically Grown Timber Avail-

able for Use in Temperate Zones, be accepted as information.

Respectfully submitted.

The Committee on Wood Preservation,

F. C. Shepherd, Chairman.

Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

O. C. Steinmayer, Chairman, Sub-Committee; E. B. Fulks, R. S. Belcher,

C. S. Burt, Walter Buehler, F. D. Mattos, G. C. Stephenson, Dr. Her-

mann von Schrenk, Galen Wood.

The Committee has given careful consideration to tables of factors for

correcting the volume of creosote oils for different temperatures. These

have already been adopted by the American Society for Testing of Materials

and the American Wood Preservers' Association, as a result of some co-

' operative work done with the Bureau of Standards on the co-efficient of

expansion of standard creosote oils for such ranges in temperatures as are

ordinarily encountered in the wood preserving industry.

For convenience in correcting the specific gravity of creosote oil, a table

of factors has been compiled which, similar to the table of expansion fac-

tors, is the result of co-operative work of various associations with the

Bureau of Standards.

Table 1

FACTORS TO BE USED FOR DETERMINING THE VOLUME
OF CREOSOTE OIL AT 100 DEGREES FAHR. WHEN THE
OIL IS AT TEMPERATURES RANGING FROM 60

DEGREES TO 220 DEGREES FAHR.

Group I: For Distillate Creosote Including Distillate Water^Gas-Tar

Creosote, Having a Specific Gravity at 100 Degrees/60

Degrees Fahr. (37.8/15.56 Degrees C.) Below 1.0900.

Group II: For High Boiling Distillate Creosote Oils Having a Specific

Gravity at 100 Degrees/60 Degrees Fahr. (37.8/15.56

Degrees C.) Above 1.0900.

The observed volume is to be multiplied by the factor correspond-

ing to the observed temperature.
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Table 1—Continued
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Table 2

FACTORS TO BE USED FOR CORRECTING THE SPECIFIC
GRAVITY OF CREOSOTE OIL TO 100 DEGREES FAHR.
WHEN THE OIL IS AT TEMPERATURES RANGING
FROM 60 TO 220 DEGREES FAHR.

Group I: For Distillate Creosote Including Distillate-Water-Gas-Tar

Creosote, Having a Specific Gravity at 100 Degrees/60

Degrees Fahr. (37.8/15.56 Degrees C.) Below 1.0900.

Group II: For High Boiling Distillate Creosote or Anthracene Oils

Having a Specific Gravity at 100 Degrees/60 Degrees Fahr.

(37.8/15.5 Degress C.) Above 1.0900.

Observed
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Table 2

—

Continued

Observed
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Conclusions

Your Committee recommends a revision of the Manual to include:

—

Elimination of the second paragraph under heading "Measuring, Sam-
pling and Analyzing Preservatives," as appearing on page 1289 of the

Manual, and substituting therefor Table 1, "Factors to be Used for Deter-

mining the Volume of Creosote Oil at 100 degrees Fahr.

It is futther recommended that Table 2, "Factors to be Used for Cor-

recting the Specific Gravity of Creosote Oil to 100 degrees Fahr." be

placed immediately adjoining Table 1 because of the relation existing be-

tween these two tables.

Appendix B

(2) REPORT ON DEFINITIONS USED IN WOOD
PRESERVATION

E. B. Fulks, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; Z. M. Briggs, H. R. Condon,

C. C. Cook, O. C. Steinmayer, C. M. Taylor, Galen Wood.

The Committee previously has submitted to the Association, for its

criticism, two lists of definitions of terms used in Wood Preservation. The

Sub-Committee has received a number of letters containing suggestions and

recommendations which have been of great value to it in making its final

revision of its list of definitions. The Committee has made a thorough study

of the definitions previously submitted, made a number of corrections and

changes, and now submits a completed list of

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED IN WOOD PRESERVATION

Absorption.—Amount of preservative taken up by, or forced into, timber

during treatment.

Absorption, Gross.—Total amount of preservative injected into wood dur-

ing the treating operation.

Absorption, Initial.—The amount of preservative absorbed by the wood

while the retort is being filled.

Absorption, Net.—The amount of preservative left in the wood after com-

pletion of the treating operation.

Absorption, Volumetric—Ratio of the volume of preservative solution

absorbed to the total volume of the timber.

Adzing.—See Tie, Adzed.

Air-Dried.—Seasoned by exposure to the atmosphere until there is no

further appreciable loss in weight due to evaporation of moisture.

Air, Preliminary.—Air forced into wood before, and held during, the

injection of preservative.

Air-Seasoned.—See Air Dried.

Allerdyce Process.—A two-movement treating process involving the in-

jection of a solution of zinc chloride followed by creosote. (Proposed

by R. L. Allerdyce.)

Annual Ring.—In the case of wood, is the growth layer put on in a single

growth year.
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Anthracene.—A crystalline salt derived from coal tar. Melting point 216.5

degrees C. Boiling point 360 degrees C.

Anthracene Oil.—A distillate from coal tar, distilling between 270 degrees

and 400 degrees C. Sometimes called "green oil."

Anti-Checking Iron.—See S iron, C iron, Z iron.

Artificial Seasoning.—See Seasonal, Artificial.

Bacteria (Plural of Bacterium).—The smallest known living organisms, of

very simple construction and without chlorophyl. They are parasitic or

saprophytic.

Bethell Process.—Pressure treatment with creosote consisting of the fol-

lowing steps: Preliminary vacuum; injection of creosote; final vacuum.

(Invented by John Bethell in 1838.) Now generally known as the "full

cell" process.

Bleeding.—The exuding of preservative from treated timber.

Borer, Increment.—An auger with a hollow shaft used in removing a small

core from wood for examination. Convenient for determining the depth

of penetration in treated timber.

Borers, Marine.—Small marine animals which have their homes in burrows

or galleries which they excavate in wood submerged in sea water
;
prin-

cipally Teredo, Bankia, Limnoria and Sphseroma. Ship worms.

Bored Tie.—See Tie, Bored.

Boulton Process.—Process for removing moisture from wood by boiling

it in creosote under a vacuum. (Invented by S. B. Boulton in 1879.)

Brush Treatment.—See Treatment, Brush.

Burnett Process.—Pressure treatment of wood with a solution of zinc

chloride. (Patented by William Burnett in 1838.)

Burnettize.—See Burnett Process.

Butt Treatment.—See Treatment, Butt.

C Iron.—A piece of flat iron, sharpened on one edge and bent to the shape

of the letter C, used for driving into the end of a piece of timber to

prevent checking and splitting.

Carbon, Free.—See Free Carbon.

Card Process.—Pressure treatment with a mixture of oil and a water solu-

tion of a salt, usually creosote and zinc chloride, the mixture being kept

uniform by means of a circulating pump. (Patented by J. B. Card in

1906.)

Charge (noun).—All the wood assembled for treatment in one cylinder at

one time.

Charge (verb).—To place the wood in the cylinder for treatment.

Charging Tank.—See Tank, Charging.

Coal Tar.—See Tar, Coal.

Coal-Gas Tar (Gas-House Tar).—See Tar, Coal-Gas (Gas-House Tar).

Coefficient of Expansion.—See Expansion Factor.

CoKE-OvEN Tar.—See Tar, Coke-Oven.

Coke Residue.—See Residue, Coke.

Coke Test.—See Test, Coke.

Copper Sulphate.—A salt formed by the action of sulphuric acid upon

copper. Used to some extent as a wood preservative.

Corrosive Sublimate,—Mercuric Chloride.
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Creosote or Creosote Oil.—As used in wood preserving, creosote is a dis-

tillate of coal tar produced by high-temperature carbonization of bitum-

inous coal; it consists principally of liquid and solid aromatic hydrocar-

bons, and contains appreciable quantities of tar acids and tar bases ; it is

heavier than water ; and has a continuous boiling range of at least 125

degrees C. beginning at about 200 degrees C.

Creosote Coal-Tar Solution.—Solution of coal-tar in creosote in various

proportions. Usually contains 20 to 40 per cent coal-tar.

Creosote, Distillate.—Same as Creosote.

Cylinder, Treating.—A horizontal steel tank in which timber is placed

while being treated with preservative under pressure. A retort.

Dating Nail.—See Nail, Dating.

Decay.—Disintegration of the wood substance due to the action of wood
destroying fungi. Dote ; rot.

Decay, Incipient.—The early stage of decay which has not proceeded far

enough to soften or otherwise perceptibly impair the hardness or

strength of the wood.

Density (of Wood).—A term used to denote the relative proportion of

spring wood and summer wood and also the number of annual rings

per inch.

Displacement.—In wood preserving, the volume of wood in a charge as

determined by measuring the volume of liquid displaced by the wood in

the cylinder.

Distillate Creosote.—See Creosote, Distillate.

Distillate Oil.—See Creosote, Distillate.

Distillation.—The proce'ss of separating creosote or tar into "fractions"

having different boiling temperatures. The material to be distilled is

placed in a distilling flask, the temperature gradually raised and the

vapors given off at various temperatures are condensed and collected

separately.

Distillation Test.—See Test, Distillation.

Drain Tank.—See Tank, Drain.

Durability.—The length of time that timber remains sound in service.

Empty Cell Treatment.—See Treatment, Empty Cell.

Emulsion.^A mixture of liquids insoluble in one another. In wood pre-

serving, a mixture of creosote or other oils and water or solution of a

salt in water.

Expansion Factor.—A constant representing the change in volume of a

liquid due to a change of one degree in its temperature.

Extraction Flask.—See Flask, Extraction,

Fiber Saturation Point.—In wood, the condition in which the cell cavities

are empty but the cell walls are fully saturated with water.

Final Retention.—See Retention, Final.

FiNAi. Vacuum.—See Vacuum, Final.

Flask, Distilling.—Glass flask with a side neck, used in making the dis-

tillation test.

Flask, Extraction.—Glass vessel for containing the solvent in making
the test to determine the "Insoluble in Benzol."

Float Test.—See Test, Float.
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Free Carbon.—Term frequently and improperly used instead of "Matter In-

soluble in Benzol."

Full Cell Treatment.—See Treatment, Full Cell.

Fungus.—A low form of plant life without root, stem or leaves. Fungi

contain no chlorophyl and derive nourishment from organic matter.

Gages, Recording.—Automatic instruments for measuring and recording

graphically the time, temperature, pressure and vacuum used in a treating

operation.

Gas-House Tar.—See Tar, Coal-Gas.

Gravity.—See Specific Gravity.

Gross Absorption.—See Absorption, Gross.

Grouping.—Segregating various woods into classes according to the man-

ner in which they take treatment.

Heart Wood.—The inner portion of a tree in which the wood cells are dead

and perform no vital function.

Humidity.—Moisture in the air.

Humidity, Relative.—The amount of moisture in the air expressed as a

percentage of the maximum amount that the air could hold at the same

temperature and pressure.

Hydrometer.—An instrument used for determining the specific gravity of

liquids.

Hygrometer.—An instrument used for measuring the amount of moisture in

the air.

Hygroscopic Moisture.—See Moisture, Hygroscopic.

Impervious.—Completely resisting the entrance of liquids. Impenetrable.

Impregnation.—Penetration of preservative into wood.

Incipient Decay.—See Decay, Incipient.

Incising.—Puncturing the lateral surface of resistant wood as an aid in

securing penetration by the preservative.

Increment Borer.—See Borer, Increment.

Initial Absorption.—See Absorption, Initial. •

Initial Air.—Same as Air, Preliminary.

Initial Vacuum.—See Vacuum, Initial.

Kick-Back.—Amount of preservative forced out of the cylinder when the

pressure is released.

Kiln-Dried.—Wood from which the moisture has been removed in kilns by

means of hot air.

Kyanize.—Treating wood by steeping in a solution of mercuric chloride.

Invented by John H. Kyan in 1832.

Leach.—To dissolve out by percolation. Refers particularly to the removal

of soluble preservatives from wood in contact with wet soil or water.

LowRY Process.—An empty cell process for treating wood with creosote in

which there is injected, without a preliminary vacuum, an amount of

creosote in excess of the required final retention, this excess then being

removed by a quick high vacuum. (Invented by C. B. Lowry in 1906.)

Marine Borers.—See Borers, Marine.

Measuring Tank.—See Tank, Measuring.

Mercuric Chloride.—A compound of mercury and chlorine; bichloride of

mercury ; corrosive sublimate.
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Mixing Tank.—See Tank, Mixing.

Moisture Content.—Amount of moisture in wood, usually expressed as

percentage of the dry weight of wood.

Moisture, Hygroscopic.—In wood, water which is absorbed by the cell walls

as distinguished from "free water" in the cell cavities.

Mold (Mould).—Any of the lower fungi. In general these fungi form loose

wefted mycelium on the surface of organic material which frequently

becomes covered by a powdery mass of spores.

Mycelium.—The mass of thread-like elements forming the vegetative por-

tion of a fungus.

Nail, Dating.—A nail, having a date or symbol on its head, which is driven

into timber to indicate the year in v,-hich it was treated or put into

service.

Napthalene.—A crystalline salt derived from coal tar. Melting point 79

degrees C. Boiling point 218 degrees C.

Net Absorption.—See Absorption, Net.

Non-Pressure Treatment.—See Treatment, Non-Pressure.

Oil Seasoning.—See Seasoning, Oil.

Oil, Water-Free.—Oil containing no water ; dry oil.

Oil, Wet.—Oil containing more water than allowed by specifications.

Open Tank Treatment.—See Treatment, Open Tank.

Penetration."—The depth to which preservative enters wood through both

lateral and end surfaces.

Perforating.—Same as Incising.

Permeability.—The degree to which wood permits the injection of pre-

servatives.

Plug, Tie.—Wooden plugs used for filling old spike holes ; usually treated

with a preservative.

Preliminary Air.—See Air, Preliminary.

Preliminary Vacuum.—See Vacuum, Preliminary.

Pressure Period.—That portion of a treating operation during which the

preservative is under pressure.

Pressure Treiatment.-—See Treatment, Pressure.

Pump, Pressure.—A hydraulic pump used to force the preservative into

wood.

Pump, Vacuum.—Pump used for reducing atmospheric pressure in treat-

ing cylinders.

Pycnometer.—A calibrated bottle used for measuring the volume and

weight of a liquid in determining its specific gravity.

Recording Gages.—See Gages, Recording.

Refractory.—Offering resistance to the entrance of preservatives ; difficult

to treat.

Refractory Timber.—Timber which offers unusual resistance to the entrance

of preservative ; timber which is difficult to treat.

Refusal Point.—The point on the gage beyond which no more preservative

can be forced into timber.

Refusal Treiatment.—See Treatment to Refusal.

Relative Humidity.—See Humidity, Relative.

Residue.—That portion of an oil or tar which remains in the flask on com-

pletion of the distillation test.
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Residue, Coke.—The material remaining in the crucible on completion of

the coke test.

Retention, Final.—Same as Net Absorption. See Absorption, Net.

Retention, Net.—Net Absorption. See Absorption, Net.

Retort.—A cylinder used for holding timber while it is being treated with

preservative under pressure.

RuEPiNG Process.—An empty cell process for treating with creosote in

which the following sequence is employed : Compressed air ; cylinder

filled without reducing pressure
;
pressure held until required absorption

is obtained; final vacuum. (Patented by Max Rueping in 1902.)

S Iron."—A piece of flat iron, sharpened on one edge and bent to the shape

of the letter S, used for driving into the end of a piece of timber to

prevent splitting and checking.

Sample Thief.—Apparatus for taking samples of preservatives from tanks

or other containers.

Sap Drum.—Small tank or drum, located below treating cylinder for col-

lecting sap or condensation during steaming.

Sap Stain.—Discoloration of sapwood by certain fungi which live upon the

materials in the sapwood cells. Does not seriously impair the strength

of timber.

Sapwood.—The outer portion of a tree, exclusive of bark, in which the

wood cells are alive and perform vital functions.

Seasoned, Air.—See Air Dried.

Seasoning, Artificial.—Removing moisture from wood by means other

than air drying.

Seasoning, Steam.—Preparing green timber for treatment b^- subjecting it

to the action of steam in a closed cylinder.

Seasoning, Oil.^—Seasoning wood artificially by keeping it submerged in

oil heated to a temperature above the boiling point of water, either at

atmospheric pressure or at reduced pressure.

Ship Worm.—See Borers, Marine.

Sodium Fluoride.—Sodium Salt of Hydrofluoric Acid.

Solution.—A liquid combination of liquid and non-liquid substance or of

two or more liquids, as a salt and water or coal-tar and creosote.

Specific Gravity.—The ratio of the weight of a substance to the weight of

an equal volume of water under the same conditions.

Spores.—The reproductive bodies of fungi corresponding to the seeds of

higher orders of plants.

Spray Treatment.—See Treatment, Spray.

Springwood.—The inner, usually softer and more porous portion of each

annual ring.

Steaming.—See Seasoning, Steam.

Storage Tank.—See Tank, Storage.

SuMMERWOOD.—The outer, usually harder and less porous portion of each

annual ring.

Surface Treatment.—See Treatment, Surface.

Tank, Charging.—A calibrated tank used for supplying preservative to the

cylinder and measuring the quantity of preservative used in the treat-

ing process.

Tank, Drain.—Usually a horizontal, cylindrical tank so located that the

surplus preservative can be drained into it by gravity upon completion

of the treatment.
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Tank, Measuring.—A calibrated tank sometimes used, in addition to the

charging tank, for measuring the amount of preservative forced into

the wood.

Tank, Mixing.—Tank equipped with agitating apparatus for mixing pre-

servatives or making solutions.

Tank, Storage.—Tank for storing preservatives.

Tank, Unloading.—Usually a horizontal tank placed below a standard gage

track, to enable tank cars to be unloaded by gravity.

T.A.R Acids.—Compounds of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen found in various

tars, intermediate in character between acids and alcohols. Those most

common in coal-tar are carbolic acid and cresylic acid.

Tar, Coal.—The non-aqueous portion of the liquid distillate obtained during

the carbonization of bituminous coal.

Tar, Coal-Gas (Gas-House Tar).-—Coal-tar produced during the manu-

facture of illuminating gas in gas retorts.

Tar, Coke-Ox'En.—Coal-tar produced during the manufacture of coke in

by-product coke ovens.

Tar, Water-Gas.—Tar produced in the manufacture of carburetted water-

gas by the decomposition of petroleum oil by heat in the presence of

blue gas.

Test, Coke.—A test used to determined the amount of fixed carbon in bitu-

minous materials.

Test, Distillation.—A test used to determine the proportion of oils and

tars which distill between certain temperatures.

Test, Float.—A test used to determine the vis(?osity of bituminous materials,

applied to creosote coal-tar solution as giving an indication of the pro-

portion of tar in solution.

Thief, Sample.—See Sample Thief.

Tie, Adzed.—Tie prepared with smooth surface at the rail bearing points.

Tie, Bored.—Tie with holes bored where spikes are to be driven.

Tie Plug.—See Plug, Tie.

Tie, Treated.—Tie to which a preservative has been applied.

Toxic.—Poisonous ; capable of killing wood destroying organisms.

Treat (verb).—To apply preservative to wood.

Treating Cylinder.—See Cylinder, Treating.

Treating Pressure.—Amount of pressure used in injecting the preservative

into wood, usually expressed as pounds per square inch.

Treatment.—Act or manner of treating; also the quantity of preservative

specified or used, as "ten-pound treatment."

Treatment, Brush.—Application of one or more coats of a liquid preserva-

tive to the surface of timber with a brush.

Treatment, Butt.—Preservative treatment applied to the lower, or butt end

of posts and poles ; usually by the open tank process or by brushing.

Treatment, Empty Cell.—A treatment in which the cell walls in the

treated portion of the wood remain coated with preservative, the cells

being empty or only partially filled.

Treatment, Full Cell.—A treatment in which the cells in the treated por-

tion of the wood remain either partially or completely filled with

preservative.
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Treatment, Non-Pressure.—Process in which the preservative is applied

to wood without pressure.

Treatment, Open-Tank.—Process in which the timber is immersed in hot

oil, for various lengths of time, and then immediately in cold oil. Also

called "Hot and Cold Bath Treatment."

Treament, Pressure.—Process in which pressure is applied to force pre-

servatives into wood.

Treatment, Spray.—Application of one or more coats of a liquid preserva-

tive to the surface of timber with a spraying device.

Treatment, Surface.—Superficial application of a liquid preservative to

wood by brushing, spraying or dipping.

Treatment to Refusal.—Treatment of timber by pressure until absorption

of preservative practically ceases.

Ullage.—The amount which a tank or vessel lacks of being full.

Vacuum, Final.—Vacuum applied as the final operation in the treating

process; used to aid in the removal of surplus preservative injected and

in drying the timber.

Vacuum, Initial.—Vacuum sometimes applied as the first step in the treat-

ing operation for the purpose of removing air from the wood cells.

Vacuum, Preliminary.—Vacuum applied to wood before injecting the

preservative in pressure treatment.

Viscosimeter.—An instrument used to measure the viscosity of liquids.

Viscosity.—The resistance of a liquid to free flow.

Volumetric Absorption.—See Absorption, Volumetric.

Water-Free Oil.—See Oil, Water-Free.

Water-Gas Tar.—See Tar, Water-Gas.

Wellhouse Process.—A pressure process in which wood is treated with a

water solution of zinc chloride and glue followed by a solution of tannin.

(Patented by Wm. Wellhouse in 1879.) Also called Zinc-Tannin

Process.

Wet Oil.—See Oil, Wet.

Wood Preservation.—The art of protecting timber against the action of

destructive agents. Usually refers to the treatment of wood with

materials which prevent the attack of fungi, termites, marine borers, etc.

Z Iron.—A piece of flat iron, sharpened on one edge and bent to the shape

of the letter Z, used for driving into the end of a piece of wood to

prevent checking and splitting.

Zinc Chloride.—Salt formed by the action of hydrochloric acid upon zinc.

Extensively used as a wood preservative.

Zinc-Tannin Process.—See Wellhouse Process.

Zone Ratio.—Ratio of the volume of a zone to the entire volume of the

liquid being sampled.

Zone Sample.—A sample taken from any desired depth or zone in a tank

or, more particularly, a tank car.

Zone Sampler.—An instrument for taking zone samples.

Conclusion

It is recommended that this list of definitions be submitted to the

Association for its approval for insertion in the Manual.
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Appendix C

(3) REPORT UPON SERVICE TEST RECORDS FOR
TREATED TIES

W. R. Goodwin, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Z. M. Briggs, C. S. Burt, J. F.

Donovan, Andrew Gibson, L. B. Holt, R. S. Hubley, G. P. MacLaren,

W. T. McCart, T. H. Strate.

(1) The table of tie renewals per mile maintained on various railroads

has been brought up to include renewals in 1928.

(2) Additional records from the Forest Products Laboratory cover-

ing completed tests are published, supplementing the complete table printed

in the 1926 Proceedings.

(3) A table of "Service Records of Railroad Ties of Rocky Moun-
tain Species" is presented from a Forest Products Laboratory Report by

R. M. Wirka, Associate Engineer.

(4) Reports are submitted covering special test tracks on the Atchi-

son, Topeka and Santa Fe; Baltimore & Ohio; Chicago, Milwaukee, St.

Paul & Pacific; Chicago & Northwestern; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy;

Great Northern, and Rock Island.
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SPECIAL TEST TRACKS BALTIMORE & OIIO RAILROAD

1929 Inspection

m. Windsor, Blanchester, Ohio

Installed 1911

Removed it Remaining
to Date j5 in Track cuj

t = ^;! §' "^-^

Treatment ^ J-
"2 U ^„ ^S'g'i.S

and Kind of Wood a s ^
"

? ^ o"'^^
B: .5^ ^ a, ^.£ I ^^ .^-J.s

Untreated
White Oak 757 757 740 97.8 10.1 17 1.4 10.2

Straight Creosote
Red Oak... 873 820 64 7.8 18.8 756 3.1 20.9

tOther woods 252 252 105 41.7 16.5 147 3.6 18.2

Card Process
Red Oak 1125 1125 395 35.1 17.5 730 2.3 18.5

tOther woods 1219 1206 649 53.8 16.1 557 2.9 17.1

Timber Asphalt
Red Oak 984 969 949 97.8 10.7 21 1.6 10.7

Gross annual traffic 5,236,000 tons.

*The difference between "Ties Placed" and "Ties in Test" is due to elimination
from test of ties account of removals from derailments.

tOther woods—Beech, Hard Maple, Gum and Elm.
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1928 INSPECTION OF CROSS-TIE TEST TRACKS
CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY RAILROAD

Results of 19 Years' Service

Process

Ash Ties

Creosote 19

Card 288
Burnett 16

Untreated 71

Beech Ties *

Creosote 319
Card 810
Burnett 210
Untreated 134

Birch Tics
Creosote 75

Card 714
Burnett yZ
Untreated 139

Chestnut Ties
Creosote
Card 169

Burnett
Untreated 164

Cottonwood Ties
Creosote 88

Card 296
Burnett
Untreated 56

Cypress Ties
Creosote 25

Card 408
Burnett 25

Untreated 135

Elm Ties
Creosote 206
Card 597
Burnett 224
Untreated 112

Lines
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1928 INSPECTION OF CROSS-TIE TEST TRACKS
CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY RAILROAD

Results of 19 Years' Service

Process

Hemlock Ties
Creosote 136

Card 814
Burnett 127

Untreated 112

Hickory Ties
Creosote 10

Card 185

Burnett 16

Untreated 65

Pine Ties Loblolly
or Sap

Creosote 134

Card 960
Burnett 121

Untreated 158

Hard Maple Tics
Creosote 82
Card 561

Burnett 57

Untreated 76

Soft Maple Ties

Creosote 139
Card 462
Burnett 118

Untreated 82

White Oak Ties
Creosote 25
Card 234
Burnett 27
Untreated 80

Red Oak Ties
Creosote 164

Card 777
Burnett 159

Untreated 128

-Lines
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1928 INSPECTION OF CROSS-TIE TEST TRACKS
CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY RAILROAD

Results of 19 Years' Service

Process <j

"3

Pin Oak Ties
Creosote 189
Card 512
Burnett 23
Untreated 82

Poplar Ties
Creosote 50
Card 396
Burnett 50
Untreated 81

Red Gum Ties
Creosote 89
Card 428
Burnett 76
Untreated 98

Sycamore Ties
Creosote 75
Card 399
Burnett 75
Untreated 81

Tamarack Ties
Creosote 106

Card 813
Burnett 108
Untreated 98

Tupelo Gum Ties
Creosote 96
Card 436
Burnett 79
Untreated 88

Lines
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ROCK ISLAND LINES

Special Report of Ties in Test Sections—Fall Inspection 1928

Creosoted Ties—"Lowry" Process— (1907 to 1910, Inclusive)

Kind
Location of Ties

Clarksville, Iowa Red Oak
Clarksville, Iowa Gum

Tiskilwa, 111 Red Oak
Altoona, Iowa Red Oak
Ely, Iowa Red Oak
Clarksville, Iowa Red Oak
West Bend, Iowa Red Oak
Princeton, Mo Red Oak
Fairbury, Nebr Red Oak
Goodland, Kan Red Oak

Total Red Oak

Tiskilwa, 111 Gum
East Des Moines, Iowa.... Gum
Ely, Iowa Gum
Clarksville, Iowa Gum
West Bend, Iowa Gum
Fairbury, Nebr Gum

Total Gum

Tiskilwa, 111 Red Oak
Altoona, Iowa Red Oak
Ely, Iowa Red Oak
Clarksville, Iowa Red Oak
Princeton, Mo Red Oak
Fairbury, Nebr Red Oak
Goodland, Kan Red Oak
Topeka, Kan Red Oak

Total Red Oak

Tiskilwa, 111 Gum
Altoona, Iowa Gum
East Des Moines, Iowa.... Gum
Ely, Iowa Gum
West Bend, Iowa Gum

Total Gum

East Des Moines, Iowa.... Pine
Ely, Iowa Pine
Goodland, Kan Pine
Dalhart, Tex Pine

Total Pine

Tiskilwa, 111 Red Oak
Altoona, Iowa Red Oak
Ely, Iowa Red Oak
Clarksville, Iowa Red Oak
Princeton, Mo Red Oak
Fairbury, Nebr Red Oak
Eldon, Mo Red Oak
Topeka, Kan Red Oak

Total Red Oak

No._ Re- Per Ave. Life Est.
maining Cent Years Ave.
ing in Re- Ending Life in
Track moved 1928 Years*

261 24 20.0 26.2
59 40 18.9 23.8

1908
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ROCK ISLAND LINES

Special Report of Ties in Test Sections—Fall Inspection 1928

Creosoted Ties—"Lowry" Process— (1907 to 1910, Inclusive)

Kind
Location of Ties

East Des Moines, Iowa .... Gum
Ely, Iowa Gum
West Bend, Iowa Gum

Total Gum

East Des Moines, Iowa.... Pine
Ely, Iowa Pine
West Bend, Iowa Pine
Fairbury, Nebr Pine
Goodland, Kan Pine
Topeka, Kan Pine

Total Pine

McLean, Tex. . . .• Gum
McLean, Tex Pine
Haywood, Okla Pine
Chico, Tex Pine

Total Pine

Ola, Ark Red Oak
Haywood, Okla Red Oak
Yukon, Okla Red Oak

Total Red Oak

Ola, Ark Gum
Leola, Ark Gum
Haywood, Okla Gum
Yukon, Okla Guin
Okarche, Okla Gum

Total Gum

Ola, Ark Pine
Leola, Ark Pine
Haywood, Okla Pine
Yukon, Okla Pine
Okarche, Okla Pine
Chico, Tex Pine

Total Pine

Topeka, Kan Red Oak
Ola, Ark Red Oak
Haywood, Okla Red Oak

Total Red Oak

Leola, Ark Gum
Okarche, Okla Gum

Total Gum

Topeka, Kan Pine
Ola, Ark Pine
Leola, Ark Pine
Haywood, Okla Pine
Yukon, Okla Pine
Okarche, Okla Pine

Total Pine

No. Re- Per Ave. Life Est.
maining Cent Years Ave.
ing in Re- Ending Life in

moved 1928 Years*Track

146
104
246

48
34
11

1910 1,326

1910
1910

1910

1910
1910
1910
1910
1910
1910

985

19
60

79

335
117
277
56

476
470

1910 5,369 1,731

46

76
18

48

33
72
85
93
52
39

67

16.2
16.4
17.6

16.6

13.4
17.6

15.4

17.2

14.9
14.1

13.7
14.8
15.5

14.9

19.5
21.1
27.0

1910
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THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD COMPANY
Maintenance of Way Department

Test Ties Placed in New Main Tracks—Germantown to Barnesville,

Md.—1927-1928

Ties in Test

The test includes 24,570 cross-ties of various kinds arid treatments, as

follows

:

, Number of Ties v

Absorp- Beech,
tion, Maple,

,
—Kind of Treatment ^ Lh. per Red White Ash, Hick-

Preservative Proportion Cu. Ft. Oak Oak ory, etc.

Creosote All 8 900 300 300
Creosote All 6 900 300 300
Water Gas Tar All 8 900 300 300

•Creosote-Petroleum 50-50 9 900 300 300
•Creosote-Petroleum 40-60 9 900 300 300
•Creosote-Petroleum 50-50 8 300
Creosote-Coal Tar Solution 50-50 9 900 300 300
Creosote-Coal Tar Solution 60-40 10 900 300 300
Creosote-Coal Tar Solution 70-30 9 900 300 300
Creosote-Coal Tar Solution 80-20 10 900 300 300
Creosote-Water Gas Tar 50-50 8 900 300 294
Creosote-Water Gas Tar 40-60 9 900 300 300
Creosote-Water Gas Tar 30-70 10 900 300 300
Creosote-Petroleum-Water Gas Tar 30-30-40 9 900 300 300
Creosote-Petroleum-Water Gas Tar 30-50-20 8 900 300 300
Creosote-Petroleum-Water Gas Tar 40-30-30 10 900 300 300

tZinc-Petroleum 0.47-3.75 lb. 3.8-6.9 600
tZinc-Petroleum 0.32-4.70 lb. 4.7-5.3 600
tZinc-Petroleum 0.41-2.82 lb. 2.8-6.9 ... 300
JExperimental retort ties Various Various 210 66 ...

Total 15,210 4,866 4,494

Grand Total 24,570

*Standard specification, 40 per cent asphalt.

tTwo-movement process.
tAl! treatments, each tie weighed.
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STATEMENT SHOWING VARIOUS SPECIAL TEST TRACKS AS
OF DECEMBER 31, 1928

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company

Station K

o

Hewn Pine, Zinc Chloride
Turner-Holliday, Kan. ..1918
Newton, Kan 1904
Newton, Kan 1905

Sawn Pine, Zinc Chloride
Turner-Holliday, Kan . . . 1918
Newton, Kan 1904
Newton, Kan 1905

Hewn Pine, Creosote
Marceline, Mo 1905
Turner-Hollidav, Kan. . . 1918
Melvern, Kan 1906
Clements. Kan 1904
Walton, Kan 1917

Newton, Kans 1913

Chilloco, Okla 1919
Chilloco, Okla 1919
Ponca City, Okla 1904

Perry, Okla 1904

St. John-Svlvia, Kan.... 1910
Lewis, Kan 1910

Justiceburg, Texas 1911

Saw)i Pine. Creosote
Turner-Holliday, Kan... 1918
Garnett, Kan 1905

Walton, Kan 1917

Newton, Kan 1913

Marland, Okla 1904

Perry, Okla 1904
Argonia, Kan 1905

St. John-Sylvia, Kan. . . .1910

Sawn Sap Pine, Creosote
Justiceburg, Tex 191

1

Sawn Heart Pine, Creosote
Justiceburg, Tex 1911

Hewti White Oak, Creosote
Justiceburg, Tex 191

1

Hezvti Red Oak, Creosote
Turner-Holliday, Kan... 1918
Newton, Kan 1913
Walton, Kan 1917

Justiceburg, Tex 1911

Sawn Red Oak, Creosote
Plevna, Kan 1907

Justiceburg, Tex 1911

Hewn Gum, Creosote
St. John-Sylvia, Kan. . . .1909

St. John-Sylvia, Kan. . . .1910

Justiceburg, Tex 1911

ll
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STATEMENT SHOWING VARIOUS SPECIAL TEST TRACKS AS
OF DECEMBER 31, 1928

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company

a

station s
g| s C^ § g^ .-^.s-"

Hewn Cottonwood, 50%
Creosote, 50% Petro-
roleum; 7 Lb.

Lucy, N. M 1923 75 75 5.00

Scaun Cottonwood, 50%
Creosote, 50% Pctro-
rolctim; 7 Lb.

Lucy, N. M 1923 75 75 5.00

Hewn Texas Pine, 50%
Creosote, 50% Petro-
leum; 8 Lb.

Ellinor, Kan 1924 8426 8426 4.00

Sawn Gum, 50% Creosote,

50% Petroleum; 8 Lb.
Chillicothe, Mo 1926 S2, 53 2.00

Ellinor, Kan 1924 143 143 4.00

Sawn Arizona Pine, 45%
Creosote, 55% Petro-
leum; 8 Lb.

Pinta, Ariz 1927 2266 2266 1.00

Sawti Arizona Pine, 45%
Creosote, 55% Petro-
leum; 8 Lb.—Steamed
2 Hours; 20 Lb.

Pinta, Ariz '.
. . . 1927 441 441 1.00

Sawii Arizona Pine, 45%
Creosote, 55% Petro-
leum; 8 Lb.—Steamed
2 Hours; 30 Lb.

Pinta, Ariz 1927 453 453 1.00

Hewn Arizona Pine, 45%
Creosote, 55% Petro-
leum; 8 Lb.

Pinta, Ariz 1927 1859 1859 1.00

Hewn Engelnumn Spruce,
45% Creosote, 55%
Petroleum; 8 Lb.

Pinta, Ariz 1927 906 906 1.00

Saztm Engelmann Spruce,

45% Creosote, 55%
Petrolcutn; 8 Lb.

Pinta, Ariz 1927 1174 1174 1.00

Hewn Arizona Pine, 25%
Creosote, 75% Petro-
leum; 8 Lb.

Acomita, N. M 1924 998 998 4.00
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STATEMENT SHOWING VARIOUS SPECIAL TEST TRACKS AS
OF DECEMBER 31, 1928

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company

8 <u

fe;
^i •? 1:rS?>

Station K o^ s K, g §>" fee'-*

Hewn Texas Pine, 25%
Creosote, 75% Petro-
leum; 8 Lb.

Whiteface, Tex 1925 557 557 3.00
Boise City, Kan 1925 546 546 3.00
Acomita, N. M 1924 999 999 4.00

Hewn Gum, 25% Creosote,

75% Petroleum; 8 Lb.
Boise City, Kan 1925 261 261 3.00
Whiteface, Tex 1925 254 254 3.00

Sawn Arizona Pine, 25%
Creosote, 75% Petro-
leum; 8 Lb.

Pinta, Ariz 1927 503 503 1.00

Savjn Arizona Pine, 25%
Creosote, 75% Petro-
leum; 8 Lb.—Steamed
2 Hours ; 20 Lb.

Pinta, Ariz 1927 439 439 1.00

Sawn Arizona Pine, 25%
Creosote, 75% Petro-
leum; 8 Lb.—Steamed
2 Hours; 30 Lb.

Pinta, Ariz 1927 461 461
^.

1.00

Heztm Ohia, Untreated
Stafford, Kan 1910 132 91 41 31.06 16.29

Sawn Ohia, Untreated
Stafford, Kan 1910 108 80 28 25.93 15.46





Table 1—Service Records of Railroad Ties Used in the Rocky Mountain Region
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/-«.T,T*TAw nv Experimental Ties in the Chicago. Milwaukee. St. Paul & Pacific Railway Test Track Near Hartford, Wis.. After Approximately Ek.hth \ ViCopmoN ot c^
Results of 1929 Inspection

Zlno chloride
Zinc chloride
Creosote

Creosote

Creosote
20t creosote, 80> rlnc chloride
20i creosote, 80* tine chloride
Setl-reflned paraffin oil
Seol-reflced paraffin oil

Zinc chloride-creosote
Zinc cblorlde-creoeote

Creosote
Creosote
Creosote

20^ creosote, 80* zinc chlo
20* creosote, 80* zinc chlo
3eml-ref Ined paraffin oil
Seicl-reflDed paraffin oil
Zinc chloride-creosote

Zinc cblorlde-creoBDte
Zinc chloride
Zinc chloride
Zinc chloride
Zinc chloride

Furnett (Com
Burnett (Com
Full cell
mil oell
Rueplng

Rueplng
Card
Card
rull cell
rull cell

Two

claljti

Full cell
Full cell
Rueplng
Rueplng

•Card
:rull eel
:Full eel

iTmo aoTe
;Bumett

I Ribbed i

inat et
:riat et

:Hone
:nat





Condition of Experimental Ties in Chicago & Northwestern Railway Test Track Near Janesville, Wis., After About 21^ Years' Service Results of 1929 Inspection

Bealoolc
Hemlock
Hemlock
Hemlock^

Tasarack
Tamarack
Tamarack
Tamarack^

iZlDo chloride
:Zlnc chloride - glue and
tCreoeote
:Dntreated

:Zinc chloride
:Zlnc chloride - glue and

ated

;9urnett
Dln:VellhouBe

tOpen tank

25 „1530a

ill

1 6 : Sll.o

1697 : "tS.S
: 9 : 27-3

Ho. : )t

1 ! 0.1
16 1 6U.0

677 : 14.2
20 : 60.6

169 :100.0

^Average life - 6.5 years

Average life - 6.2 years

3ATerafe life - 10.1 year

'five ties eliminated fro xperlaent to date.

Summary by treatments (Ir
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GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY—SUMMARY STATEMENT

Creosoted White Birch Test Ties Placed in Track in 1908

1929 Inspection

Number
Originally Number Now

Division Placed in Service

Ties 7" X 7" — 8'

Mesabi 1410 861

St. Cloud 1400 880

Dakota 1400 1076
Minot 1391 569

Montana 1070* 743

Total 6671* 4129 2542 38.1 24

Branch Lines
Ties 6" X 7" — 8'

St. Cloud (Prince-
ton Line) 1419 671 748 52.7 22

St. Cloud (Park
Rapids Line).. 1447 1020 427 29.5 253^

Total 2866 1691 1175 41.0 23^

Grand Total ... 9537 5820 3717 39.0 24
These ties are Minnesota White Birch.

Number
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Appendix^ D

(4) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON PILING USED
FOR MARINE CONSTRUCTION

W. G. Atwood, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; C. C. Cook, E. A. Craft, Andrew

Gibson, L. H. Harper, W. H. Kirkbride, G. C. Stephenson.

The Sub-Committee submits its report on the recent inspections of the

long time test pieces, prepared by the Chemical Warfare Service, some of

its own members, the Army, Navy and other co-operators. This report is

submitted for information.

1. Tropical Timber

Angelique (Dicorynia paraensis, Benth)

New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad.

Slades Ferry, Conn. Installed July 17, 1923. These test pieces

disappeared sometime in the last year.

Southern Pacific Company.

Galveston, Texas. Installed July 11, 1923. No attack in evidence.

Florida East Coast Railway.

St. Augustine, Fla. Installed July 31, 1923. This test piece was

reported as lost in 1929 but was found and inspected April 23,

1929. Several Teredo borings were found up to 2 inches in

depth. The piece has again been lost.

Panama Canal.

Balboa, C. Z. Originally installed a Miraflores September 13, 1923,

and moved to Balboa, April 19, 1929. At the inspection of

August 14, 1929, no Teredo attack was found but the Limnoria

had eroded the specimen to a depth of about J4 '"ch.

Manbakklak (Lecythis ollaria, L)

New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad.

Slades Ferry, Conn. Installed July 17, 1923. Test pieces lost.

Southern Pacific Company.

Galveston, Texas. Installed July 11, 1923. No attack in evidence

Florida East Coast Railway.

Key West, Fla. Installed August 5, 1923. In September, 1929,

the Limnoria attack reported last year had been supplemented

by a heavy Teredo attack which had penetrated only* about Yi

inch.

Panama Canal.

Balboa, C. Z. Installed at Miraflores September 13, 1923, and

moved to Balboa, April 19, 1929. Little change in the past year.

The Teredo have not succeeded in penetrating to much depth.
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Greenheart (Nectandra rodioei, Schomb)

Balboa, C. Z. Installed September 13, 1923, at Miraflores, moved to

Balboa April 19, 1929. Very little change in past year, the

Teredo attack has not increased in intensity.

Turpentine Wood (Snycarpia laurifolia, Tenore)

Nev/ York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad.

Slades Ferry, Conn., and Warren, R. I. Pieces lost.

Florida East Coast Railway.

Key West, Fla. Installed June 10, 1924. No report.

U.S. District Engineer.

Charleston, S. C. Installed June 24, 1924. One test piece has been

lost, but the other showed no change in condition, the Teredo

attack is only % inch deep in the sapwood.

U.S. Naval Air Station.

Pensacola, Fla. Installed July 19, 1924. Slight attack on one side.

Panama Canal.

Balboa, C. Z. Installed April 19, 1929. Inspection of August 14,

1929, showed no attack and no marine growth.

PANAMA CANAL

Through the courtesy of Colonel Harry Burgess, Governor of the

Canal Zone, we are able to report the condition of the constantly growing

series of tests being carried on by the Canal authorities, as follows

:

Submerged September 13, 1923

—

Inspected August 14, 1929

Anoura from Dutch Guiana. Several Teredo tubes on the edges and many
more in the ends. Depth of penetration only about Yz inch.

Almendro from Panama. Practically destroyed by Teredo.

Apitong from the Phillipines. Creosoted. This is a very small piece but

contained one empty Teredo burrow and had also been attacked by

Limnoria.

Foengo from Dutch Guiana. Quite a few Teredo burrows but none of them

over Yz inch deep.

Inge Barki from Dutch Guiana. A decided increase in intensity of Teredo

attack over 1928, though the holes are not deep but some of them are

% inch in diameter.

Malabayabas from the Phillipines. There has been no change in the intens-

ity of attack. The damage is so far insignificant.

Spence Hardoe from Dutch Guiana. Wood is sound and has only a few

burrows on the edges.
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Submerged October 26, 1925

Kajol Lara from the Celebes. Many small Teredo burrows none over %
inch in diameter along the edges but the wood is only slightly damaged.

Kajol Malas from Sumatra. No change since last inspection. Damage in-

significant.

KoKALA from the Celebes. No sign of attack by either Teredo or Limnoria.

Alcornoque from Panama. Installed December 13, 1926. This piece practic-

ally all sapwood and has been very heavily attacked by Teredo.

Alcornoque from Panama. Installed November 22, 1927. Practically all

heartwood. No attack to be found.

Yellow Pine treated with Montan wax, installed October 19, 1927. No
attack found while its companion untreated piece was heavily attacked

by both Teredo and Limnoria.

Installed April 19, 1929

Red Satinay from New South Wales. No attack.

Brush Box from New South Wales. No attack.

Yellow Pine Ac-Zol treated (2 pieces). No attack.

The absence of attack on these pieces is not significant because of the

short period of test.

CHEMICAL WARFARE SERVICE SPECIMENS

These specimens were treated by the Chemical Warfare Service at the

Edgewood Arsenal as follows

:

No. 1—A 1 per cent solution of ammoniacal copper carbonate.

No. 2— 1 per cent diphenalamine chlorarsene in creosote.

No. 3—0.75 per cent diphenalamine chlorarsene and 0.5 per cent

phenyldichlorarsene in fuel oil.

Inspection reports are as follows :

No. 1 Test Pieces

New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad.

Warren, R. I. Installed May, 1925. No evidence of attack on

September 3, 1929.

U.S. District Engineer.

Castle Pinckney, S. C. Installed May 12, 1925. Practically

destroyed.

Florida East Coast Railway.

Key West, Fla. Installed September 21, 1925. No report.

U.S. Naval Air Station.

Pensacola, Fla. Installed June 5, 1925. Slight surface attack by

Limnoria and Sphseroma.

Bureau of Lighthouses.

San Juan, Porto Rico. Installed July 1, 1925. No attack in evidence.
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Naval Air Station.

Coco Solo, C. Z. In front of Quarters E. Installed July 23, 1925.

No evidence of Teredo attack but slight Limnoria attack on

about 2 per cent of the surface.

Coco Solo under center pier of boat house, installed August 11,

1925. No evidence of either Teredo or Limnoria attack.

(Fig. 1.)

Fig. 1

—

Chemical Warfare Service Teredo Test Specimens. Submerged
Under Center Pier of Boathouse, Building No. 24 Since August
11, 1925.

Southern Pacific Company.

San Francisco Bay. Installed July, 1925. No attack.

Puget Sound Navy Yard.

Bremerton, Wash., Pier No. 4. Installed October 14, 1925. No
attack in evidence.

Pier No. 8. Installed November 3, 1925. No evidence of borer

attack though control pieces were destroyed in one year.

Naval Operating Base.

Pearl Harbor, H. I. Report not received.

No. 2 Test Pieces.

New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad.

Warren, R. I. Installed May, 1925. No attack.
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U.S. District Engineer.

- Castle Pinckney, S. C. Installed May 12, 1925. In perfect condition.

Florida East Coast Railway.

Key West, Fla. Installed September 21, 1925. No report.

Naval Air Station.

Pensacola, ;F!a. Installed June 5, 1925. Slight surface attack by

Limnoria, Sphjeroma and Martesia.

Bureau of Lighthouses.

San Juan, Porto Rico. Installed July 1, 1925. No evidence of attack.

Naval Air Station.

Coco Solo, C. Z., in front of Quarters E. Installed July 23, 1925.

No evidence of attack.

Coco Solo, C. Z. under center pier of boat house. Installed August

11, 1925. No evidence of attack.

Southern Pacific Company.

San Francisco Bay. Installed July, 1925. No attack.

Puget Sound Navy Yard. •

Bremerton, Wash. Pier No. 4. Installed October 14, 1925. No
attack.

Bremerton, Wash. Pier No. 8. Installed November 3, 1925.

No attack.

Naval Operating Base.

Pearl Harbor, H. I. Coaling Pier. Installed August 17, 1925. No
report.

No. 3 Test Pieces.

New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad.

Warren, R. I. Installed May, 1925. No attack.

U.S. District Engineer.

Castle Pinckney, S. C. Installed May 12, 1925. Slightly attacked

by Teredo.

Florida East Coast Railway.

Key West, Fla. Installed September 21, 1925. No report.

Naval Air Station.

Pensacola, Fla. Installed June 5, 1925. Slight Limnoria attack.

Bureau of Lighthouses.

San Juan, Porto Rico. Installed July 1, 1925. Limnoria attack

reported last year increased in intensity until nearly half the

diameter of the sticks were eaten away. Several Teredo were

also found. Test discontinued.

Naval Air Station.

Coco Solo, C. Z. in front of Quarters E. Installed July 23, 1925.

Limnoria had eaten away the outside ^ inch and a few Teredo

were found.

Coco Solo, C. Z. under boat house. Installed August 11, 1925. Lim-

noria and Teredo attack about the same as above.

Southern Pacific Company.

San Francisco Bay. Installed in July, 1925. Slight attack.
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Puget Sound Navy Yard.

Bremerton, Wash. Pier No. 4. Installed October 14, 1925. The

surface is soft to a depth of ^ of an inch, but has not been

attacked.

Bremerton, Wash. Pier No. 8. Installed November 3, 1925. No
attack.

Naval Operating Base.

Pearl Harbor, H. I. Coaling Pier. Installed August 17, 1925. No
report.

Fig. 2

—

Naval Air Station^Coco Solo, Canal Zone. Ac-Zol Test
Specimens. Nos. 11, 12, 13 Immersed in Sea Water Since November
16, 1928, Under Finger Pier of Boathouse No. 24.

AC-ZOL TESTS

These specimens were treated to refusal with a 6 per cent solution of

Ac-Zol in 1928 by the Norfolk Creosoting Company with a commercial treat-

ment. They have not all been reported as yet and have not been under test

long enough to show definite results. Reports received to date are as follows

:

U.S. District Engineer.

Castle Pinckney, S. C. Installed September 5, 1928. Two of the

three pieces are in perfect condition and the third is destroyed.

Naval Air Station.

Coco Solo, C. Z. Installed November 6, 1928. All three specimens

showed a slight I.imnoria attack. (Fig. 2.)
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Puget Sound Navy Yard.

Bremerton, Wash. Pier No. 4. Installed October 12, 1928. No
evidence of attack.

Naval Operating Base.

Pearl Harbor, H. I. Installed May 13, 1929. All three specimens

free from marine growth and from attack by borers though the

control piece was heavily attacked by Limnoria.

SAN FRANCISCO BAY TESTS

Report of inspection September 12, 1929, of specimens furnished through

Dr. Hermann von Schrenk and Col. William G. Atwood and installed in

San Francisco Bay. For detailed description of the oils used in this test

see pages 144-148, "Marine Structures, Their Deterioration and Preserva-

tion," by Atwood and Johnson, 1924.

P z= Pine. F = Fir.

See page 675. Bull. No. 313.

Barrett Manufacturing Company Materials

Placed Station B, Pier 7, San Francisco, January, 1923. Moved to

Biological Station, Oakland Pier, c/o Southern Pacific Company, Decem-

ber, 1925. No attack except slightly Limnoria.

Gate Specimen
No. No.

B- 4

B- 5 P 5

Treatment

Coke oven original oil

—solids removed
—acids removed
—bases removed

Coke, minus residue above
360 degrees C.

Coke, minus fraction 230-270
degrees C.

Coke, minus fraction up to

230 degrees C.
Coke, minus fraction 270-360

degrees C.

B- 6

B- 7

p
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Gate Specimen Condition September
No. No. Treatment 12, 1929

B- 8 F 1 Coke oven oils duplicating All slightly eroded on
2 B-4 in identical order ends. On sides attack
3 confined to line across

4 specimens where gate

had rubbed against a

submerged brace.

B- 9 F 5 Coke oven oils duplicating All slightly eroded on
6 B-5 in identical order ends. Only traces on
7 sides.

8

B-10 F 9 Vertical retort oils duplicat- .W\ show slight erosion
10 ing B-6 in identical on ends and sides near
11 order end.

12

B-11 F 13 Vertical retort oils duplicat- Considerable Limnoria
14 ing B-7 in identical attack on 13 and 16.

15 order Light attack on 14 and
16 15. One small Teredo

hole in No. 13 has been
exposed by Limnoria.

Note.—With the exception of pieces F 13 and F 16 there does not
appear to have been any more attack on these pieces since last year's
inspection.

Report of Inspection September, 1929, of Specimens Furnished by

Chemical Warfare Service and Installed ix San Francisco Bay
on Request of Dr. Hermann von Schrenk.

See page 677. Bull. No. 313.

Gate 25—1-

A

Installed at Biological Station, Oakland Pier, July 21, 1925; still no

evidence of attack on treated pieces. Untreated wood hung on an adjacent

test was severely attacked by Limnoria.

Gate 25—1-B

Installed at Ferry slip, Port Costa, July 22, 1925. Duplicate of Gate

25—1-A. Bait piece was heavily attacked by Teredo. No attack on treated

pieces, except on one end of No. 3 piece. There are very few small holes

which may be Teredo entrance holes. The piece was not cut.

1929 Report on Test Piles

For original description of these piles see

:

1. American Wood Preservers' Association, 1920, pages 148-

178.

2. "Marine Structures, Their Deterioration and Preservation,"
Atwood and Johnson.

See previous A.R.E.A. reports.

Vol. 23, 1922, page 959.

Vol. 27, 1926, page 989.

Vol. 28, 1927, page 1155.

Vol. 29, 1928, page 723.

Vol. 30, 1929, page 676.

The following tables, 1-A to 1-D, give the 1929 condition of four sets

of test piles driven in 1919 and 1920 at Seattle, Tiburon in San Francisco
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Bay, San Pedro and San Diego. E^ch set originally consisted of seven

piles, including the following

:

3 old creosoted fir piles originally driven in 1890—Table 1-A
1 old creosoted fir pile originally driven in 1901—Table 1-B.

2 new freshly creosoted fir piles—Table 1-C.

1 new untreated fir pile^Table 1-D.

The untreated piles were destroyed in three or four years as shown

in Table 1-D, leaving six piles in each set.

The set at San Diego was exposed for test by the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway Company in their Wharf No. 63, until this wharf was
dismantled in July, 1925. After being repaired they were redriven by the

Southern Pacific Company at Long Beach, California, and the test continued.

Test Piles—Table 1-A—Creosoted Fir Piles from Southern Pacific

Company Old Long Wharf Dock "A," Oakland. Originally Driven

IN 1890. Pulled in 1919 and Redriven Elsewhere. Exposed to

Marine Borer Attack Thirty-Nine Years to Date.

Mark Date

A- 6 1920
A- 8 1920

A- 7

A- 7

A-38
A-33

Redriven for Test
Railroad

N.P. Ry. Co.
N.P. Ry. Co.

Location

Seattle

Seattle

A-32
A-19
A-28
A-29
A- 5
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Test Piles Table 1-B—Creosoted Fir Piles from Southern Pacific

Company Old Long Wharf Dock "E," Oakland. Originally

Driven in 1901. Pulled in 1919 and Redriven Elsewhere. Exposed

TO Marine Borer Attack Twenty-Eight Ye.\rs to Date.

Mark Date
Redriven for Test

Railroad Location
1929 Inspection

Remarks

E-46 1920 N.P. Ry. Co.

E-42 1919 N.W.P.Ry.

E-38 1919 S.P.Co.

E-SG 1920 A.T.&S.F.Ry.
E-50 1925 S.P.Co.

Seattle This pile now free

from Teredo ; spots

reported last year
are now free from
Teredo action

Tiburon* 2 holes attacked by
Limnoria repaired in

1924 ; a further slight

attack has occurred
in 1926 and 1927, but
no further attack to

date
San Pedro Slight attack by

Limnoria; no change
since last year

San Diego Pulled in 1925
Long Beach Old scorings by Lim-

noria repaired in

1925 slight Limnoria
attack during 1927
No further change

Borers

Teredo

Limnoria

Limnoria

Limnoria

Test Piles—Table 1-C

—

^^Freshly Creosoted Fir Piles, Exposed to

Marine Borer Attack Nine Years to Date

Redriven for Test
Mark Date Railroad Location

47 1920 N.P. Ry. Co. Seattle

48 1920 N.P. Ry. Co. Seattle

43
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Untreated Fir Piles. Exposed to Marine Borer Attack

Redriven for Test
Mark Date Railroad

49 1920 N.P. Ry. Co.

45 1919 N.W.P. R.R.

Location

Seattle

1929 Inspection
Remarks

Tiburon*

39 1920 A.T.&S.F. Rv.

Borers

Broken off at mud Limnoria
line, 1923 Bankia
Broken off at mud Limnoria
line, 1923 Bankia

Teredo
Navalis

San Diego Broken off at mud Limnoria
line, 1923 Probably

Bankia

*San I'ranrisco Bay,

1

NortherinT Pacific Tests in Puget Sound

The Northern Pacific tests at Seattle have been continued. Test pieces

at Pier No. 1 Seattle have been submerged 3 years and 2 months.

The piece treated uith 8 lb. per cu. ft. of crude oil has been attacked by

Bankia. The other three pieces are so far free frxim attack. They were

treated respectively with 10.8 lb. of 50-50 mixture of crude oil and A.R.E.A.

No. 1 creosote by the Lowry process ; 7.6 lb. of the same mixture by the

Rueping process and 9.3 lb. per cu. ft. A.R.E.A. No. 1 creosote by the

Rueping process.

One test piece coated with metallic copper by an electro plating process

is intact while a second piece half plated and half treated with copper sul-

phate is intact in the plated section and practically destroyed by Bankia in

the copper sulphate section.

Several copper coated piles were driven in a wharf at Olympia,

Washington (not a Northern Pacific structure), in 1926. These piles are

above low water so there has been no attack by Bankia but while the coated

Fig. 3

—

Chesapeake &; Ohio Railway Pii.r No. 3 at Newport NeW'S,
Va., Constructed in 1883
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Fig 4—Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Pier No. 3, Newport News, Va.,

Pile with Shim Has Been ix Service 46 Years

Fig. 5—Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Bridge No. 01 at Fortress Monroe.

Va., Constructed in 1889
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piles are all intact some untreated piles driven at the same time are nearly

cut off by Limnoria.

Chesapeake and Ohio Structures

It has been found that the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway have several

very old structures in the Hampton Roads district and this Committee is

making a study of them.

Pier No. 3 at Newport News (Fig. 3) was constructed with creosoted

piles in 1883. The pier burned a few years later and the piles were bench

capped and the wharf rebuilt.

The piles were treated at the plant, now the Norfolk Creosoting Com-
pany, in 1882 and 1883. No treating records are now available but informa-

tion obtained from old employees of the company makes it practically cer-

tain that the piles were North Carolina and Virginia pine treated to refusal

with English creosote. It was the practice of the plant at that time to

steam piles with a maximum of 50-lb. pressure for 10 or 12 hours.

Many of these piles have been attacked and their usefulness destroyed

but some of them are still carrying load (Fig. 4).

The other structure is a trestle at Fortress Monroe (Fig. 5), built in

1889 with piles and treatment probably the same as in Pier 3.

Further study of the records will be made and the percentage of piles

still capable of carrying load will be determined if possible. The railroad

company will pull some of the old piles from both structures and an analysis

of the extracted creosote will be made. •

So far as the Cornmittee is informed Pier 3 is the oldest creosoted struc-

ture in service in water where the activity of marine borers is as grea"t as

it is at Newport News.

Southern Pacific Wharf, Los Angeles, California

The Wood Preserving News (February, 1929), reports an inspection of

several structures in the Los Angeles territory the oldest of which is a pier

belonging to the Southern Pacific Company which was constructed in 1905.

The piles are fir with a 16-lb. treatment. None of the bearing piles

have had to be replaced and few of them are damaged by borers.

NINTH INTERIM REPORT

DETERIORATION OF STRUCTURES IN SEA WATER
"Sea-Action Committee" Institution of Civil Engineers (England)

This report includes work^ done and inspections made during the

year preceding March 31, 1928^

fcorrosion Tests

This report contains the results of inspection of the 5-year test pieces

at Plymouth, England, and Colombo, Ceylon. These are the same metals

reported in the preceding report which were exposed at Auckland, N. Z., and

Halifax, N. S.

Three sets of specimens each containing the same metals, were prepared

for each station. One set was placed above high tide, one at about half tide,
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and one below low tide. A series with the different metals in contact was

also installed in the same manner.

The conclusions of the laboratory follow

:

(1) In general, there is a very encouraging agreement between the

results in the different Plymouth, Auckland, Halifax and Colombo series.

(2) On the whole, there was but little difference between the rates of
corrosion of good wrought iron and mild steel. In the aerial tests the ad-
vantage lay with the mild steel, in the fresh-water tests the metals behaved
alike ; but when alternately wet and dry and when completely immersed in

sea-water, the wrought iron proved superior. The wrought irons, upon
corrison, revealed their typically fibrous structure.

(3) The Low Moor wrought iron proved superior to the Swedish
charcoal iron and the "Armco" iron.

(4) Mild steel B, high in sulphur and phosphorus, but low in mangan-
ese, must be regarded with suspicion. In the aerial tests it suffered very
badly, although in the remaining tests it gave good average results.

(5) Removal of scale from carbon steel bars before exposure, in all

tests except the aerial, resulted in a greater loss of metal through corrosion;
but the cleaned bars pitted much less severely.

(6) Removal of the ''skin" from the cast irons resulted in both an
increased loss in weight and enhanced pitting. It is clearly undesirable to

remove the "skin."

(7) Removal of the scale from the chromium steel J (Table X) had
a curious effect. The metal lost very much more in weight, and suffered

deep pitting. The tensile strength in consequence, was reduced from 64.8 to

46.7 tons per sq. in. (Fig. 10 to 13).

(8) The addition of copper up to 2.185 per cent very appreciably
enhanced the resistance of the steel to corrosion. In the aerial and in the

alternate wet and dry tests, the metal with the higher copper-content (H,
2.185 per cent copper; G, 0.635 per cent copper) had the greater resistance.

(9) The chromium and high-nickel steels in general proved highly
resistant to corrosion, particularly in the aerial and fresh-water tests (the

behavior of the cleaned chromium steel J in sea-water was exceptional).

(10) The 3.75 per cent nickel steel, K, in general, was good as com-
pared with the mild steels. It proved distinctly superior to the cupriferous
steels, but decidedly inferior to the high-nickel steel, L.

(11) The cast irons, Q and R, also proved remarkably resistant to

corrosion in all except the fresh-water tests, and were close rivals to the
chromium and high-nickel steels. Their freedom from pitting was a
notable feature.

In the fresh-water tests they were not quite so good and suffered con-
siderable pitting (Fig. 6). In general, as before, the cold-blast metal, R,
proved slightly superior to the hot-blast metal, Q.

(12) When dissimilar metals were placed in contact, or riveted or
bolted together, there was a tendency for one metal to be preserved from
corrosion at the expense of the other, which might corrode very seriously.

The use of asbestos washers between the plates and the bolt-heads and
nuts had no detectable influence on the result.

The relatively incorrodible chromium and high-nickel steels were re-

markably preserved by contact with wrought iron and steel in the alternate

wet and dry tests and also in the complete-immersion tests. When wrought
iron was in contact with mild steel the former corroded more rapidly than
the latter in the alternate wet and dry tests and in the complete-immersion
tests, although in the single-bar tests the wrought irons proved superior.

In general, there was a tendency, also, for the cast irons to corrode
slightly more severely when in contact with mild steel.

(13) Bars bent in the cold manifested a tendency to corrode more
heavily at the bend than elsewhere.

(14) A rough proportionality was found to exist between loss in

weight and loss in strength of iron and steel bars, when pitting was not too

serious.
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Point Tests

These tests are reported but results are not yet conclusive.

Wood Preservation

Inspection of the test blocks, submerged at Plymouth seem to indicate

that the concentration of the toxics was too low, but they confirmed previ-

ous results in showing the inefficiency of D A oxide and the relatively

greater value of D. M.
A new set of 120 test blocks has been prepared for exposure at Colombo,

Ceylon. Half of these blocks were treated with a creosote carrier and half

with fuel oil by the Bethell process. Of the sixty creosoted blocks, 20 were
treated with straight creosote, 20 with creosote and 5 per cent of D. M. and
20 with creosote and 5 per cent B. D. C. ; the blocks treated with fuel oil

were divided in the same proportion.

Summary

The test of tropical timbers is not yet conclusive, but the number of

test pieces attacked is larger than at the time of the previous report and

therefore some species can almost be eliminated from consideration.

The tests of the Chemical Warfare pieces while far from being suffi-

cient for final judgment show encouraging results in case of the ammoniacal

copper carbonate and the reinforced creosote.

The San Francisco test pieces show practically no change in condition

and until they are attacked no conclusions can be drawn.

Conclusion

It is fecommended that this report be accepted as information and the

subject be continued.
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Appendix E

(5a) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT UPON EFFECT OF
PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT BY THE USE OF CREO-
SOTE AND PETROLEUM

G. C. Stephenson, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; R. S. Belcher, Walter Buehler,

E. A. Craft, H. R. Duncan, E. B. Fulks, W. R. Goodwin, L. J. Reiser,

O. C. Steinmayer, Dr. Hermann von Schrenk.

Following the summer meeting of the American Wood Preservers'

Association and Wood Preservation Committee of the A.R.E.A., Sub-

committees S-A and 5-B of the A.R.E.A. Committee XVH made an

inspection of ties on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe in west Texas,

N^ew Mexico and Arizona.

The first ties were inspected between Southland, Texas, and Lubbock,

Texas. A large number of 1910 mixture-treated ties, treated with a mix-

ture of 70 per cent petroleum and 30 per cent creosote, with a final reten-

tion of from 10 to 12 lb. per cu. ft., were compared with ties at the same

location which had received a treatment of 5 lb. straight creosote per cu. ft.

;

also zinc chloride treated ties which were treated in 1922, with a treatment

of V2 lb. of zinc chloride per cu. ft. The 1910 niix,ture-treated ties at this

location are in excellent condition and show a great deal less checking and

shattering than the ties treated with 5 lb. straight creosote. The zinc

chloride tics at this location, which were placed in service in 1922, show a

great deal of shattering and splitting. The annual rainfall in this section

is about 13 inches, most of which occurs in the months of May and October.

Also in this section are located many 1909 ties, treated with straight

Bakersfield crude oil, having been treated to refusal. These ties arc

apparently in very good condition. While these ties are in excellent con-

dition and have given 20 years of service, yet it should be stated that a

very large proportion of these ties gave a comparatively short life, 5 to

10 years in track.

The next group of ties were inspected near Farwell, Texas, and con-

sisted of 5 miles of Western Yellow Pine ties, treated with a mixture of

50 per cent creosote and 50 per cent petroleum, 7 lb. per cu. ft. This track

was laid in 1913, out of face with these particular ties. The tics were not

bored nor adzed before treatment. On this 5 miles of track about 20

replacements have been made to date on account of breakage, due possibly

to center bound track. The ties are all in excellent condition and show no

signs of decay.

The next ties were inspected between Clovis, N. M., and Vaughn,

N. M. These ties were all Southern Yellow Pine, treated with 5 lb.

straight creosote per cu. ft. The ties were laid in 1908, with no plates.

Many of these ties were plated in 1922, when new rail was laid. All of the

ties which were not plated in 1922 have been removed. The ties which

are still in track are badly cut from having been originally laid with no

plates but to date show no signs of decay.

The next group of ties inspected in this section were between M.P. 751

and 752. About two miles, or 6000 ties, were laid in 1910, having received

a treatment of 10 to 12 lb. per cu. ft. of a mixture of 30 per cent creosote

and 70 per cent petroleum. These ties were of Western Yellow Pine and
no plates were placed until 1922. The only replacements which haVe been
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made to date were made on account of a derailment. These ties were

examined closely for decay, especially on the lower side and under the rail

base. The ties showed some softening on the under side but is probably

due to the high moisture content, as ties which have been turned over do not

show this condition. One tie was removed one and one-half pole lengths

west of M.P. 752 and showed some evidence of decay at one end. (Picture

No. 15.) Another tie was removed two and one-half pole lengths west of

M.P. 752 and proved to be sound on the bottom, top, and sides. This par-

ticular group of ties is perhaps the most interesting demonstration of the

excellent condition of mixture treated ties which have been in service many
years. These ties show almost no checking and with the exception of

the one tie shown in picture No. 15 are in an excellent state of preservation.

The next group of ties were inspected between Kingman, Ariz., and

Seligman, Ariz. All ties in this section were laid at the time of the second

tracking, which was done in 1922. The ties, for the most part, were laid

in groups of 100 ties each, representing various treatments.

50-50 Mixture, Texas Gum Ties Plated

These ties received 7 lb. per cu. ft. and are in excellent condition, show-

ing no checking or splitting and almost no plate cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Red Oak Plated

These ties recevied 7 lb. per cu. ft. and are in very good condition,

showing no checking or plate cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Hewn Gum No Plates

These ties received 7 lb. per cu. ft. and are in very good condition.

They show very little rail cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Red Oak No Plates

These ties received 7 lb. per cu. ft. and are in very good condition.

They show some slight rail cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Sawn Gum Plated

These ties received 7 lb. per cu. ft. and are in very good condition,

showing almost no plate cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Sawn Red Oak Plated

These ties received 7 lb. per cu. ft. and are in very good condition.

50-50 Mixture, Sawn Gum Without Plates

These ties received 7 lb. per cu. ft. and show very little rail cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Sawn Red Oak Without Plates

These ties received 7 lb. per cu. ft. and show very little rail cutting.

50-50 Mixture Hewn White Fir Plated

These ties received 7 lb. per cu. ft. and are in very good condition.

Rueping 5 lb. Creosote, Sawn Texas Pine, Long Leaf Plated

These ties received 5 lb. per cu. ft. and are in very good condition
;

however, show some slight signs of checking.

Rueping 5 lb. Creosote, Sawn Texas Pine

These ties received 5 lb. per cu. ft. and show some slight signs of

plate cutting. They also show more checking than the ties treated with

zinc chloride-creosote-petroleum mixture.
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No. 1.—Left to Right, Three 1910 Creosoted Southern Yellow, Pine,
Two 1910 30-70 Mixture Treated Western Yellow Pine Ties. Note
Contrast in Condition of Creosoted and Mixture Treated Ties of the

Same Age and Under Same Condition. M. P. 698, Slaton Division.

Photographed May 24, 1929.

No. 3.—Creosoted Southern Yellow Pine, Left, and 30-70 Creosote-
Petroleum Treated Western Yellow Pine, Right. Both Ties Inserted
in Track 1910. These Same Ties Were Taken Out of Track and
Photographed in 1926 and Then Put Back in Track. They Were
Again Taken Out of Track and Photographed. (See Picture 4.) M. P.

698, Slaton Division. Photographed May 24, 1929.
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No. 4.—Showing Tops and Bottoms of Same Ties as Shown in Picture 3,

in Track. Top Ties Creosoted Southern Yellow Pine. Bottom Ties
30-70 Creosote-Petroleum Mixture Western Yellow Pine. Both Ties

Have Been in Track 19 Years. Both Ties Sound Condition, as Shown
by Increment Auger Cores in Picture 4-A. M. P. 698, Slaton Divison.

Photographed May 24, 1929.

No. 4-A.—Increment Auger Cores from Ties, Pictures 3 and 4. Core from
Mixture Treated Western Yellow Pine, right. Both Ties Sound. M. P.

698, Slaton Division. Photographe'd May 24, 1929.
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No 5—Eight Western Yellow Pine Ties Treated to Refusal, iuiH-Ceil

Process, with Bakersfield Crude Petroleum and Inserted in Track,1909.

Ninth Tie from the Foreground Half-Pound Zinc-Chlonde Treatment

Southern Yellow Pine Inserted 1922; Next Another Bakersfield Petro-

leum Tie; Next Zinc-Chloride 1921; Next Mixture Treated Tie, at

M. P. 683, Slaton Division. Photographed May 24, 1929.

.^4l*B.-*«ft

No. 6.—Seventeen Creosote-Petroleum Mixture treated Western Yellow

Pine Ties Inserted in 1909, in Excellent Condition, Between M. P. 681

and 682, Slaton Division. Photographed May 24, 1929.
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No. 7.—Western Yellow Pine Ties Treated with 7-Lb. Per Cu. Ft. of a

Mixture of SO Per cent Creosote and 50 Per Cent Bakersfield Crude
Petroleum, Rueping Process, Inserted in Track in 1913. There Are
8,140 Ties in This Group in Excellent Condition Just Out of Texico
on the Line Between Texico and Lubbock. Photographed May 24, 1929.

N'o. S.—Cluse-Up ui" the Ends of Fuur (A tlie Ties Shown in Picture No. 7.

Increment Auger Borings Taken from These Ties Showed Excellent
Penetration of the Preservative and Sound Condition of Timber.
Photographed May 24, 1929.
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9.—Western Yellow Pine Ties Treated with 7-Lb. Per Cu. Ft. of a

Mixture of 50 Per Cent Creosote and 50 Per Cent Bakersfield Crude
Petroleum, Inserted in 1913. Part of a Group of 8,140 Ties Just Out of

Texico on the Texico-Lubbock Line. These Ties Are in Excellent Con-
dition. Curve Between M. P. 1 and 2. Photographed May 24, 1929.

No. 10.—S.MviE Ties as Shown in Pictti f ", T.\ken from Opposite
Direction. Photographed May 24, 1929.
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No. 11.—Ties in Main Track at Grier, N. M., Pecos Division. Lett to

Right, Two Western Yellow Pine Treated to Refusal, Bakersfield

Crude Petroleum, Not Dated; One Mixture Treated Western Yellow
Pine, Not Dated ; One Creosoted Western Yellow Pine Dated 1921

;

One Mixture Treated Western Yellow Pine, Dated 1926. The Bakers-

field Ties, While Not Dated, Were Treated Sometime Between 1908

and 1912, the Mixture No Date, Sometime During the Same Years.

The 1926 Mixture Tie Received an 8-Lb. Per Cu. Ft. Rueping Treat-

ment of 45 Per Cent Creosote and 55 Per Cent Petroleum Residuum.
Photographed May 24, 1929.
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No. 12.—Western Yellow Pine Tics Laid Out of Face in Passing Track
at Grier, N. M., Pecos Division in 1913. Ties Were Treated with 7-Lb.

Per Cu. Ft. of a Mixture of SO Per cent Creosote and 50 Per Cent

Petroleum Residuum. They Are in Splendid Condition. Photographed

May 25, 1929.
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No. 13.—Western Yellow Pine Ties Treated with 10 to 12-Lb. Per Cu. Ft.

of a Mixture of 30 Per cent Creosote and 70 Per Cent Bakersfield

Crude Petroleum. Approximately 2 Miles of These Ties Were Laid
Out of Face in 1910 on Account of a Derailment at This Point.

Increment Auger Borings Show These Ties in Sound Condition After
19 Years of Service. M. P. 752 West of Largo, N. M., Pecos Division.

Photographed May 25, 1929.

No. 14.—Close-Up of Four of the Same Ties Shown in Picture No. 13.

M. P. 752 West of Largo, N. M., Pecos Division. Photographed
May 25, 1929.
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No. 15.—Top and Bottom of a Western Yellow Pine Tie Inserted in 1910,

Treated with 10 to 12 Lb. Per Cu. Ft. of a Mixture of 30 Per Cent
Creosote and 70 Per cent Bakersfield Crude Petroleum. Taken Out
of Track at M. P. 752, West of Largo, N. M., Pecos Division. The
Ties in This Track Were Not Fullv Tie Plated Until 1922. Photo-
graphed Mav 25, 1929.

No. 16.—Top and Bottom of a Western Yellow Pine Tie Inserted in 1913,

Taken Out of Track at Same Location as Pictures 13, 14 and 15. Tie

in Sound Condition, M. P. 752, West of Largo, N. M., Pecos Division.

Photographed May 25, 1929.
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No. 17.—Looking Westward Over Western Yellow Pine Ties Treated with
10 to 12 Lb. Per Cu. Ft. of a Mixture of 30 Per Cent Creosote and
70 Per Cent Bakersfield Crude Petroleum Laid in 1910 at M. P. 752,

Plus Three Poles, West of Largo, N. M., Pecos Division. Photo-
graphed May 25, 1929.

50-50 Mixture, Sawn Red Oak No Plates

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. They are in good

condition with very slight rail cutting.

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Hewn Texas Pine Plated

These ties show some checking but are in good conditions and show
only slight plate cutting.

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Hewn New Mexico Pine

These ties show some checking but less than in the Hewn Texas
Pine of the same treatment. Very little plate cutting.

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Sawn Arizona Pine

Almost no checking and in very good condition,

plate cutting.

Only very slight

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Hewn Gum Plated

These ties are in good condition but show some signs of checking, very

slight plate cutting.

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Hewn Red Oak Plated

These ties are in very good condition and show no plate cutting.
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Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Hewn White Oak Plated

These ties are in very good condition and show no plate cutting.

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Hewn Grum

These ties were originally placed in track in 1922 with no plates but

were plated in 1923, due to inability to hold gage without plates. Very

little plate cutting.

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Hewn Red Oak

These ties were originally placed in track in 1922 with no plates.

Plated in 1923 due to inability to hold gage without plates. In very good

condition with almost no plate cutting.

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Sawn Texas Pine, Wide Ring Plated

These ties show very little checking but some slight plate cutting.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Sawn Texas Pine

These ties show some checking, apparently more than in the same kind

of wood with 7 lb. Rueping creosote. Very little plate cutting.

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Sawn New Mexico Pine Plated

These ties are in very good condition, with only slight checking and

slight plate cutting.

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Douglas Fir ^'^-Inch Perforation Plated

These ties are in very good condition with almost no plate cutting.

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Douglas Fir ^-Inch Perforation Plated

These ties are in very good condition with almost no plate cutting.

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Douglas Fir 5^-Inch Perforation.

These ties were originally placed in track in 1922 with no plates.

Plated in 1923, due to inability to hold gage without plates. Plate cutting

to about the depth of the thickness of the plate. Otherwise in good

condition.

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Douglas Fir 1^-Inch Perforation

These ties originally placed in tracks in 1922 with no plates. Plated

in 1923, due to inability to hold gage without plates. In many places plate

cut to depth of plate thickness. Otherwise in good condition.

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Sawn Gum Plated

In very good condition, with no plate cutting.

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Sawn Red Oak with Plates

These ties in very good condition, with no plate cutting.

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Sawn White Oak Plates

These ties in very good condition, with almost no plate cutting.

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Sawn Red Gum No Plates

Very slight rail cutting and in good condition.

Rueping 7 lb. Creosote, Sawn Red Oak No Plates

Very slight rail cutting and in very good condition.
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5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Hewn Texas Pine Plated

Some slight checking but in very good condition, with only slight

plate cutting.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Hewn New Mexico Pine Plated

Slight checking but less than in Texas Pine of the same treatment.

Some slight plate cutting.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Sawn Arizona Pine

In very good condition, with only slight plate cutting.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Hewn Gum Plated

In very good condition, with very little plate cutting.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Hewn Red Oak
In very good condition. Almost no plate cutting.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Hewn White Oak Plated

In very good condition, with no plate cutting.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Hewn Gum
Originally placed in track in 1922, with no plates. Plated in 1923

account of inability to hold gage without plates. In very good condition

with only a very slight plate cutting.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Hevm Red Odk

Originally placed in track in 1922 with no plates. Plated in 1923 ac-

count of inability to hold gage without plates. In good condition showing

only very slight plate cutting.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Sawn Texas Pine

These ties show slight signs of checking and splitting. Some little plate

cutting.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Sawn Long Leaf Texas Pine

These ties show some signs of checking, apparently more than Texas

Pine, Wide Ring. Also more plate cutting than Wide Ring Texas Pine

ties.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Sawn New Mexico Pine

In very good condition, with very slight plate cutting.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Sawn Arizona Pine

In very good condition, with very slight plate cutting.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Douglas Fir, ^^^-Inch Perforation Plated

In very good condition, with only slight plate cutting.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Douglas Fir I'g-Inch Perforation Plated

In very good condition, with no plate cutting.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Douglas Fir, 5^-Inch Perforation

These ties originally placed in track in 1922 with no plates. Plated

in 1923 account of inability to hold gage without plates. Plate cutting

to about the depth of the plate thickness. Otherwise in good condition.
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5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Douglas Fir, liV-Inch Perforation

Originally placed in track in 1922 without plates. Plated in 1923, due

to inability to hold gage without plates. Plate cutting to about the depth

of the plate thickness. Otherwise in good condition.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Sawn Gum Plated

In very good condition, with no plate cutting.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Sawn Red Oak Plated

In very good condition. No plate cutting.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Sawn White Oak Plated

In very good condition. No plate cutting.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Sav/n Gum No Plates

Slight rail cutting. Otherv^-ise in good condition.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Sawn Red Oak No Plates

Slight rail cutting. Otherwise in good condition.

7 lb. 50-50 Mixture, Hewn Texas Pine Plated

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. and are in very

good condition with almost no splitting or checking.

7 lb. 50-50 Mixture, Hewn New Mexico Pine Plated

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. and are in very good

condition, with very slight plate cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Sawn Arizona Pine Plated

These ties are in very good condition, with only slight plate cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Hewn Gum Plated

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. and are in good

condition, with only slight plate cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Hewn Red Oak Plated

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. and are in very

good condition, with very little plate cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Hewn White Oak Plated

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. and are in very

good condition, with very little plate cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Hewn Gum No Plates

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. and are in very good

condition, with only slight rail cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Hewn Red Oak No Plates

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. and are in good

condition, with very little rail cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Sawn Texas Pine, Wide Ring Plated

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. and are in very good

condition, with only slight plate cutting.
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Rueping 5 lb. Creosote, Texas Pine Wide Ring

These ties are in good condition but show some slight checking, ap-

parently more than the mixture-treated ties.

50-50 Mixture, Sawn New Mexico Pine Plated

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. They are in very

good condition, with only very slight plate cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Sawn Arizona Pine Plated

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. and are in good con-

dition, with very slight plate cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Douglas Fir, 5/^-Inch Perforation Plated

These ties are in very good condition and show only slight plate

cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Douglas Fir, li'g-Inch Perforation Plated

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. and are in good

condition, with very slight plate cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Douglas Fir, ^-Inch Perforation

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. and were put in

track without plates but were plated in 1924, due to the inability to hold gage

without plates. They are in very good condition with the exception of some
plate cutting in certain instances.

50-50 Mixture, Douglas Fir, Itt-Inch Perforation

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. and were

originally laid in 1922 with no plates. They were plated ;n 1924 due

to inability to hold gage without plates. These ties are in good con-

dition but show some plate cutting in places to the depth of the plate

thickness.

50-50 Mixture, Sawn Gum Plated

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. and are in very

good condition, with only slight plate cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Sawn Red Oak Plated

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. and are in good

condition, with no plate cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Sawn White Oak Plated

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. and are in very

good condition, with no plate cutting.

50-50 Mixture, Sawn Gum No Plates

These ties received 7 lb. 50-50 mixture per cu. ft. They are in good

condition but show considerable rail cutting, in places to the depth of the

rail base thickness.
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CURVE TEST

M.P. 464!^. CURVE 4 DEGREES, 1 MINUTE

7 lb. 50-50 Mixture, Sawn Texas Gum
These ties in very good condition, with no plate cutting.

7 lb. 50-50 Mixture, Hewn Texas Gum
These ties in very good condition, with no plate cutting.

7 lb. 50-50 Mixture, SavvTi Texas Oak
These ties in very good condition, with no plate cutting.

M.P. 4621^. CURVE 5 DEGREES, 1 MINUTE

7 lb. Rueping Creosote, Sawn Texas Red Oak

These ties in very good condition, with slight plate cutting on outside

of low rail plate.

7 lb. Rueping Creosote, Hewn Texas Oak

These ties in very good condition, with slight cutting on inside of plates

on high rail.

M.P. 46154. CURVE 4 DEGREES, 4 MINUTES

7 lb. Rueping Creosote, Hewn Texas Gum
These ties in very good condition, with a slight cutting on outside of

plate on low rail.

M.P. 461. CURVE 5 DEGREES, 30 MINUTES
5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Sawn Texas Gum

These ties in very good condition, with slight cutting on outside of

plate of low rail.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Hewn Texas Gum
These ties in very good condition, with slight cutting on both low and

high rail sides.

5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Sawn Texas Oak

These ties in very good condtion, with slight cutting on both low and

high rail, more prominent on high rail.

M.P. 4643/4. CURVE 4 DEGREES, MINUTES
7 lb. Rueping Creosote, Sawn Texas Gum

These ties in very good condition, with only very slight rail cutting.

M.P. 469J4. CURVE 4 DEGREES, MINUTES
5 lb. Rueping Creosote, Hewn Texas Pine

These ties in very good condition, with slight plate cutting on outside

of plate of low rail.

Conclusion

It is recommended that the report be accepted as information and

the subject be continued.
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Appendix F

(5-b) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT UPON EFFECT OF
PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT BY THE USE OF ZINC
CHLORIDE AND PETROLEUM

G. C. Stephenson, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. S. Belcher, Walter Buehler,

E. A. Craft, H. R. Duncan, E. B. Fulks, W. R. Goodwin, L. J. Reiser,

O. C. Steinmayer, Dr. Hermann von Schrenk.

This group of ties was inspected between Kingman, Arizona, and

Sehgman, Arizona, on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway at the

same time ties reported in Appendix E were reported. These ties were laid

at the time of the second tracking which was done in 1922. The ties

for the most part were laid in groups of 100 ties each representing the

various treatments.

Santa Fe, Zinc Treated Southern Yellow Pine Plated

These ties were treated with % lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and show

a great deal of checking and splitting.

Santa Fe, Zinc Treated, Wide Ring Texas Pine Plated

These ties received V^ lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and are badly checked

and shattered.

Santa Fe, Zinc Treated, Long Leaf Pine Plated

These ties received V2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and are in much
better shape than the zinc treated ties which have been shown above.

Cominercial Zinc Chloride, Hewn Texas Pine Plated

These ties are badly shattered and split and, in general, are in very

poor condition.

Commercial Zinc Chloride, Hewn Gum Plated

These ties received V^ lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and are very badly

checked, several having been removed to date.

Commercial Zinc Chloride, Hewn Red Oak Plated

These ties received % lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and are badly checked

and broomed on ends, several having been removed.

Commercial Zinc Chloride, Hewn Gum Without Plates

These ties received % lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and are badly shat-

tered, several having been removed to date. They also show considerable

rail cutting.

Commercial Zinc Chloride, Sawn Texas Pine, Wide Ring Plated

These ties received % lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and show con-

siderable shattering. Several liave been removed to date, some showing

decay.

Commercial Zinc Chloride, Sawn Gum Plated

These ties received % lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and to date con-

siderably shattered, several having been removed, showing decay.
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Commercial Zinc Chloride, Sawn Red Oak Plates

These ties received V2 lb. per cu. ft. and show considerable shat-

tering, several having been removed to date on this account.

Commercial Zinc Chloride, Sawn Gum, No Plates

These ties received Y2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and show some check-

ing and splitting. Several ties have been removed to date, some showing

decay.

Commercial Zinc Chloride, Sawn Red Oak, No Plates

These ties show considerable checking and several have been removed

to date.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Petroleum, Hewn Texas Pine Plated

These ties received J^ lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5 lb.

of oil per cu. ft. two-movement process. These ties are in very good

condition, showing almost no shattering. No removals to date.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Oil, Hewn New Mexico Pine Plated

These ties received j4 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5 lb.

petroleum per cu. ft. These ties are in very good condition.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Oil, Sawn Arizona Pine

These ties received y^ lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5 lb.

petroleum per cu. ft. These ties are in very good condition.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Oil, Hewn New Mexico Spruce Plated

These ties received y^ lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5

lb. petroleum per cu. ft. and are in very good condition.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Petroleum, Hewn Gmn
These ties received ^ lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5 lb.

petroleum per cu. ft. and are in very good condition.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Petroleum, Hewn Red Oak Plated

These ties received y^ lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5 lb.

of petroleum per cu. ft. and are in very good condition.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Petroleum, Hewn White Oak Plated

These ties received 5^ lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5 lb.

petroleum per cu. ft. and are in very good condition.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Petroleum, Hewn Gum No Plates

These ties received 14 lb. zinc chloride per cu ft. Rueping and 5

lb. of petroleum per cu. ft. These ties are in very good condition but

show some signs of rail cutting to about the depth of the rail base thickness.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Petroleum, Hewn Red Oak No Plates

These ties received y2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5 lb.

of petroleum per cu. ft. The ties are in very good condition, with the

exception of showing some rail cutting to about the depth of the thickness

of the rail base.
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Rueping Zinc Chloride-Petroleum, Sawn Texas Pine, Wide Ring Plated

These ties received Yi lb. zinc chloride per cu ft. Rueping and 5 lb. of

petroleum per cu. ft. These ties are in very good condition.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Petroleum, Saw^n New Mexico Pine Plated

These ties received 5/2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5 lb.

petroleum per cu. ft. These ties are in very good condition.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Petroleum, Sawn Arizona Pine

These ties received Yz lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5 lb.

petroleum per cu. ft. These ties are in very good condition.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Petroleum, Sawn Douglas Fir, 1-1/6 Inch

Perforation Plated

These ties received Yz lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5 lb.

petroleum, per cu. ft. These ties are in very good condition. However,

some few have been removed account of derailment.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Petroleum, Sawn Douglas Fir, 1-1/6 Inch

Perforation

These ties received Y2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5 lb.

petroleum per cu. ft. These ties were originally placed in track without

plates and were plated in 1923 account of inability to hold gage without

plates. There is considerable cutting by the plates to date.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Petroleum, Sawn Gum Plated

These ties received Y2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5 lb.

'

petroleum per cu. ft. and are in very good condition.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Petroleum, Sawn Red Oak Plated

These ties received Y2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5 lb.

petroleum per cu. ft. and are in very good condition.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Petroleum, Sawn White Oak Plated

These ties received Y2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5 lb.

petroleum per cu. ft. and are in very good condition but show less coat-

ing on the surface than the Red Oak ties.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Petroleum, Sawn Gum Plated

These ties received Y2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5 lb.

petroleum per cu. ft. and are in very good condition but show some slight

plate cutting.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Petroleum, Sawn Red Oak No Plates

These ties received Y2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5 lb.

petroleum per cu. ft. They are in very good condition but show some

signs of rail cutting.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Hewn Texas Pine Plated

These ties received Y2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. Rueping and 5 lb.

mixture of 30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. These

ties are in very good condition.
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Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Hewn New Mexico Pine Plated

These ties received V2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture of

30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. These ties are

in very good condition and show more coating than the Texas Pine ties.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Sawn Arizona Pine Plated

These ties received V2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture of

30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. These ties are

in very good condition.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Hewn New Mexico Spruce

These ties received V2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture of

30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. These ties are

in very good condition but show some slight plate cutting.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Hewn White Oak

These ties received V2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture of

30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. These ties show

some checking but in general are in good condition.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Hewn Red Oak Plated

These ties received V2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture of

30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. These ties are in

very good condition.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Hewn Gum
These ties received Vz lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture of

30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. and are in very

good condition.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Hewn Gum
These ties received ^/^ lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture of

30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. These ties were

placed in track in 1922 without plates and were plated in 1923 account of

being unable to hold gage without plates. They are in very good condi-

tion and show very little plate cutting.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Hewn Red Oak

These ties received Vz lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture

of 30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. They were

placed in track in 1922 without plates and plated in 1923 account of being

unable to hold gage. They are in very good condition, showing almost no

plate cutting.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Sawn Texas Pine, Wide Ring Plated

These ties received V^ lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture of

30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. They are in

very good condition and show only slight plate cutting.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Sawn New Mexico Pine Plated

These ties received % lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture of

30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. They are in

very good condition and show only very slight cutting by plates.
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Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Douglas Fir, ^-Inch Perforation

Plated

These ties received Vz lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture of

30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. These ties are

in good condition but show some plate cutting, in some cases to the depth

of the plate thickness.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Douglas Fir, ItW-Inch Perforation

Plated

These ties received V2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture of

30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. and show some

slight signs of plate cutting.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Douglas Fir, ^-Inch Perforation

These ties received V2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture of

30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. These ties were

originally not plated but were later plated in about 1923 because of inability

to hold gage without plate. They are in good condition with the exception

that they show slight plate cutting to a depth of the base of the rail.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Douglas Fir, liV-Inch Perforation

These ties received V2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture of

30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. These ties were

originally placed in tracks without plates but were plated in about 1923 due

to the inability to hold gage without plates. They appear to be in very

good condition with the exception of plate cutting, in some cases to a depth

of the plate thickness or more.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Sawn Gum Plated

These ties received V2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture of

30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. These ties are

in very good condition and show only slight signs of plate cutting.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Sawn Red Oak Plated

These ties received % lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture of

30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. They are in

very good condition, showing only slight plate cutting.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Sawn White Oak Plated

These ties received V2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and S lb. mixture of

30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. They are in very

good condition with only slight plate cutting.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Sawn Gum No Plates

These ties received ^ lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture of

30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. They are in

very good condition but show some slight rail cutting.

Rueping Zinc Chloride-Mixture, Sawn Red Oak No Plates

These ties received V2 lb. zinc chloride per cu. ft. and 5 lb. mixture

of 30 per cent creosote and 70 per cent petroleum per cu. ft. These ties
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are in good condition and show only slight signs of rail cutting in about

the same degree as the gum ties in the group just before.

Conclusion

It is recommended that this reported be accepted as information and

the subject be continued.

Appendix G

(6) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON SPECIFICATIONS
FOR TREATMENT OF AIR SEASONED DOUGLAS FIR

R. S. Belcher, Chairman, Sub-Committee; F. D. Mattos, Vice-Chairman

;

H. R. Duncan, W. R. Goodwin, R. S. Hubley, W. H. Kirkbride, G. P.

MacLaren, L. J. Reiser, Dr. Hermann von Schrenk, C. M. Taylor.

Although there have been some tests under way during the year, the

Sub-Committee is not as yet in a position to make any report on specifica-

tions for Treatment of Air Seasoned Douglas Fir, but wishes to advise that

the study of the subject is still under way. There have been some addi-

tional inspections by several of the Committee members of creosoted fir

structures in California and Arizona, during the year, and some strength

tests of perforated vs. non-perforated, treated and untreated Douglas fir

stringers are now being completed, although results of such tests will not

be available until sometime early next year.

Conclusion

It is recommended that this report be accepted as information and the

subject continued.
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Appendix H

(7) STUDY AND REPORT ON DESTRUCTION BY TERMITE
AND POSSIBLE WAYS OF PREVENTING SAME

Dr. Hermann von Schrenk, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; W. G. Atwood,

C. C. Cook, H. R. Condon, E. A. Craft, L. H. Harper, F. D. Mattos,

C. M. Taylor.

For a number of years, increasing complaints have been received of

the destruction caused to various wooden railway structures by termites,

or white ants. Whether the increased attention which these insects are

receiving is due to greater familiarity with their work or whether there

is an actual increase in their activity, it is evident that more and more
cases are being reported and that the damage which they cause appears to be

on the increase.

Your Committee was instructed to prepare a brief report with reference

to these insects so far as they affect railway structures with particular refer-

ence to suggestions for preventing their activities.

In preparing this report, the Committee has drawn very largely on

extensive reports issued during the past four or five years. Extensive quo-

tations are taken bodily from some of these reports because they tell the

story in the best possible form. The biological phases have been referred

to only briefly. For more complete descriptions of termite species, their

life history, etc., those interested should consult the papers referred to in

the appended bibliography.

A list of titles of papers dealing with these insects is appended hereto,

each preceded by a number. These numbers are used as reference numbers

in the text, following any individual quotation in parentheses.

The Com.mittee is under obligation to Dr. Thomas E. Snyder, Entomol-

ogist, Forest Insect Investigation, U.S. Bureau of Entomology; and to

Professor S. F. Light of the University of California for many of the illus-

trations which accompany the report. The source of every photograph is

given in parentheses following the legend.

Distribution of Termites

Termites, or white ants, are native insects in the United States. They

live in the forests and can be found on dead wood whenever same is in con-

tact with the ground. Witliin the limits shown in Fig. 1, one is almost cer-

tain to find them anywhere. In nature the termites perform a very useful

function. They destroy dead wood of all kinds and gradually, together with

wood destroying fungi and other insects, remove such materials, breaking

them down into simpler substances which ultimately become a part of the

soil. Some forms in the extreme southern part of the United States are

found in the tops of trees. Termites occur not only in the United States but

are found all over the world; in fact, some of the most active forms as

well as the largest number of species are found in the tropics. In the

United States, some forty-two species have been discovered. "They
are distributed throughout the country, although in the southern, southwestern
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and Pacific coast regions, where both the subterranean and nonsubterranean

kinds occur, they are more numerous and injurious than elsewhere." (No.

7.)

There are two types of termites in the United States, which may broadly

be termed the subterranean termite and the dry wood or nonsubterranean

termite. Fig. 1 is a map showing the distribution of these two types.

Line "AA" is the extreme northern limit of the regions in which the sub-

terranean forms have been found. Line "BB" is the extreme northern

limit of damage by the dry wood or nonsubterranean termites.

What Termites Are

"These so-called white ants are not true ants, although they are super-

ficially antlike and live in colonies made up of different forms or castes.

Fig. -L—AA, Line Showing the Northern Limits of Damage by the
Subterranean Termites. BB, the Northern Limit of Damage by
THE Dry Wood or Nonsubterranean Termities. (Snyder.)

In these nests or colonies both wingless and winged mature individuals are

produced. The brownish or blackish, elongate, slender, antlike colonizing,

sexual adults (Fig. 2) with long white wings, unlike the other forms have

functional eyes and their bodies are able to endure full sunlight. These

migratory males and females appear normally once a year during a short

period. There are three stages in the life of white ants : the egg, the im-

mature form (nymph), and the mature individual (including sterile workers

(Fig. 2), soldiers and the various fertile reproductive forms).

The nests of some species of termites (Genera Reticulitermes Holm-
gren, Leucotermes Silvestris, Amitermes Silvestri, etc.) are in the earth and
in dead and decaying wood. These species are of subterranean habit, timber

and trees being attacked by the workers only through the ground. The
nests of some other species (Genera Kalotermes Hagen, Neotermes Holm-
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Nesting or Underground Termites (Snyder)
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gren, Cryptotermes Banks, etc.), however, are excavated in wood and trees

by the winged forms, there being no workers and no underground life.

With the clearing of land and the consequent destruction of their

natural breeding places in the dead trees, decaying stumps, and logs, the

termites become increasingly destructive to the woodwork and contents of

buildings, telephone poles, fences or any timber in contact with the

ground as well as to living vegetation, including not only fruit and

shade trees, shrubs and flowers but also truck and field crops, and in

California, grapevines. The principal food of termites is cellulose, which

they obtain from either dead or living vegetation.

Termites in the United States are mainly species of subterranean or

wood-boring habit and are not so spectacular or common as the mound-mak-

Fig. 3.—Earthen Tubes or Exploration Tunnels Built by the Subterranean

Type of Termites on the Surface of a Concrete Wall. Note How the

Insects Came Through the Wall by Means of a Wooden Plug Which
Was Left in the Wall. (Snyder.)

ing or tree-nesting termites of the tropics. Very few termites in this coun-

try have habits which make them conspicuous or come above ground into

the sunlight except during the annual colonizing swarm ; hence they largely

escape notice until they become injurious.

Subterranean termites live in forests, building their nests in the wood
of standing timber, logs, or stumps, in cleared land, any wood in contact

with the ground or, in the plains, in a labyrinth of underground passages in

the earth, usually underneath wood or vegetation.

Termites are soft-bodied and always conceal themselves within wood
in the earth or within the earthlikc carton sheUer tubes (Fig. 3, 4, 5). The
grayish-white, soft-bodied wingless, sterile 'workers' (Fig. 2) are in

reality the destructive form. These workers make the excavations occupied
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Fig 4.

—

Earthen-Like Shelter Tubes Constructed by the Eastern Sub-
terranean Termites on the Inside of a Foundation Wall,
(von Schrenk.)

Fig. 5.—Carton, Earthlike, Shelter Tubes Constructed by the Eastern, Sub-

terranean Termite Reticulitermes Flavipes Over Brick Wall in Dark
Heated Damp Basement; These Tubes Are Used in Passing Over

Impenetrable Substances. Inset, Near View of the Tubes to Shov^r

Teixture. (Snyder.)
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by the colony and enlarge and extend them as the colony increases. They

live underground or within the wood, are blind and shun the light ; as a

result they are rarely seen. In burrowing through wood the workers

often completely honeycomb it, usually following the grain and eating out

the softer, thin-walled, larger-celled spring or new wood. They are able to

penetrate the hardest of woods, provided they have access to moisture in the

ground. In extending their galleries in wood and vegetation, subterranean

species carry moisture with them by means of moist excrement mixed with

earth.

Fig. 6

—

Beam in Building Tunneled by Dry Wood Termites (Snyder)

The nonsubterranean termites which are injurious attack wood differ-

ently, but instead of following the grain continuously, they excavate through

it longitudinally chambers of limited length. The sexual adults after they

have lost their wings, and the young or nymphs are the destructive forms.

Their pellets of excrement are regularly impressed, and sometimes com-

pletely fill or block up the burrows in a compact mass; they are often ex-

pelled as dry droppings from the infested wood. These termites are

destructive to the woodwork and furniture in buildings (Fig. 6) as well as

to living trees. Apparently they can exist without the great amount of

moisture necessary to the life of termites which are subterranean in habit.
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At certain seasons, usually Spring or Fall, but varying with the species

and the locality, the winged sexual individuals migrate in large numbers

from the parent nest. They then lose their wings and breed new colonies.

In the case of the subterranean termites, wood and trees are usually entered

indirectly through the ground, although sometimes these insects enter trees

under bark loosened by sunburn, etc., or through scars or bore holes, pro-

vided sufficient moisture is present. Nonsubterranean termites enter the wood

directly, or in the case of trees, through wounds or borer holes or under

loose bark; moisture is not necessary. In the new quarters, eggs are laid,

the young develop and in a few years the colony increases in numbers and

the 'workers' are able to feed and care for the reproductive forms—the

Fig. 7.—A, End View of Locust Pin Eaten by Dry Wood Termites from
the A. T. & T. Telephone Line North of Miami, Florida. B, End View
of Pine Board Destroyed by Dry Wood Termites, Nicaragua. Note the

Practical Complete Destruction of the Board Within Six Months.
von Schrenk.)

'king' and 'queen' as well as the soldiers which are sterile forms adapted

to protect the colony from insect enemies, notably the true ants. In recently

formed young colonies the rate of egg laying is slow, but mating is re-

peated and although there is at first a gradual increase, later the increase

in the numbers of the broods is rapid. In old colonies there are thousands

and tens of thousands of individuals.

Egg laying occurs over a considerable period during the warm months

in colonies out of doors. In infested buildings, artificially heated where an

even temperature is maintained, the insects are active and may lay eggs

every month of the year. The number of eggs laid depends on age" (No. 7).
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Occurrence of Termites in Railroad Structures

Termite destruction has been noted or may be expected in any railroad

structure built of wood either in part or wholly, so this will include all types

of buildings. Buildings in which wood occurs in the forms of window or door

frames, flooring, siding, closet shelves, etc., as well as piling and other bridge

members, crossing plank, wooden drain boxes, etc., are fertile ground for the

termites. Curiously enough however, railroad cross-ties and bridge ties

appear to be singularly free from termite attack, when in track or bridges.

This has been explained by the statement that the constant shocks or vibra-

tions to which these members are exposed, are active deterrents to any termite

activity. In sections of the country south of line "AA" in Fig. 1, the pres-

ence of these insects may be suspected whenever any structure, pole line, etc.,

has direct contact with the ground in one form or another. In sections of

the country south of line "BB" Fig. 1, termite attacks may be expected

not only from any point in the ground, but also from any point in the air. For

example, they have been making attacks in recent years of insulator pins

(Fig. 7) and cross arms in telephone lines, also shingles and other parts of

buildings high up in the air. It is a fair statement to make that with our

present knowledge of termite attack, their manifestations ma}' be anticipated

in all sections of the country except the extreme northern portions in any

parts of structures where the wood in such structures has not been properly

treated.

Termite Swarms

At certain periods of the year, the adult winged forms emerge. An
opening is made in the woodwork in which the insects have been living and

a swarm of the adult forms emerge. These insects are characterized by

dark brown, almost black, bodies with transparent wings. In most sections

of the country they are a familiar sight where they appear on the walls of

houses, in rooms, on fences, etc., usually pursued by birds and other insect-

eating animals. These swarms usually occur in the spring. Only on rare

occasions have they been found to swarm in the fall. The swarming insects

consist of males and females intent on the establishment of new colonies.

When such swarms occur in buildings or houses the presence of the destruc-

tive sexless form is almost certain. Incidentally, these winged forms are

perfectly harmless so far as wood destruction is concerned.

Method of Attack

The subterranean form is rarely seen, because, as already indicated,

they shun the light and remain underground, or in case they come above «

the ground they protect themselves with inclosed tubes or galleries made

of partially digested organic material. The workers are continually travel-

ing about in the ground and whenever they come into contact with organic

material they attack same (Fig. 8). It is easy to understand, therefore,

how they gain entrance into telephone and telegraph poles, fence posts,

crossing plank or any other wood in direct contact with the soil. They bore

holes beyond the ground into the members and work upwards, taking care,

however, never to puncture the outermost layer of the wood. Figure 9 shows

some typical cases and the degree of destruction caused by these insects. In

the case of buildings, the point of entrance for these subterranean forms
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Z'v ^^V ^WV/AY BUILT

Fig. 8—How Subterranean Termites (Reticulitermes Hesperus) May
Attack the Woodwork of the Foundation of a Building. (Snyder.)

After the loss of wings and mating, a pair goes into the ground, where
they excavate a royal chamber. The queen lays eggs from which the

nymphs hatch. The nymphs eventually become workers, soldiers, or repro-

ductives. While the soldiers guard the passageways, nymphs and workers
tunnel to the surface of the ground and build covered runways over the

foundation or pipes to the woodwork, which they eat. They enlarge the

excavations and provide the king, queen, and soldiers with food in the

form of partially masticated wood.
In the fall the workers and nymphs construct a tunnel to the surface

from which the alates (winged reproductives) swarm, usually after the

first heavy rain. This is the "fall flight," or swarm. A smaller flight occurs

in the spring. (Light 3.)
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ABC D
Fig. 9.—Four Boards Showing Termite Attack of the Subterranean Type.0

(From Buildings in Saint Louis.) The Upper Figures Show the Under
Side of the Boards and the Lower Figures Show the Top Surface of

the Same Boards, (von Schrenk.)

A. A piece of pine sub-flooring. Note that the end of the upper surface
shows severe attack. This was where the vertical joist rested on the pine

sub-flooring.

B. A piece of oak flooring. Note how completely same is destroyed,
although the top view only shows very slight injury, due probably to some-
one r.tepping on the board at that point.

C. and D. White oak base I^oards from book cases shows typical

termite destruction after less than two years.

735
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varies. The common point of entrance is through the foundation wall where

the stones of the wall have been laid with poor cementing materials, and

through which the termite traveling upward finds a ready entrance into

the building through the cracks or spaces usually left in such walls. Recent

studies made by the Japanese indicate that these insects are capable of dis-

solving lime mortar and it is doubtless in that manner that in many in-

stances they gain entrance into the middle of the foundation wall. In this

connection, it is of interest to note that experiments are now being con-

ducted by the University of Illinois with various kinds of mortar to deter-

mine the degrees of termite resistance. Once in the foundation wall, they

move upward and in the walls unprotected on the top surface they have easy

access to wooden joists, and from these to flooring and other wooden parts of

the building. Cases are not infrequent where they come up through founda-

Fig. 10.

—

View of Top and Side of Pine Window Frame Destroyed by
Subterranean Termites in St. Louis, (von Schrenk.)

A. Shows the appearance of the boards next to the foundation wall.

B. Shows the same boards looked at from the inside of the frame.

Note that there is no evi<lcnce of termite attack until the franie was pulled

out. The insects reached tliis Avindow frame through chinks in the founda-

tion wall and after destroying the window frame, they traveled up into

the floor timbers.
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tion walls and find their way between slabs of reinforced concrete which

abut on either edge against either an outer building wall or agamst inte -

ior walls. The shrinkage in the concrete slab is sufficient to permit a mmute

crack and allow an easy entry into the building to these small creatures.

Another known point of entry is around basement or cellar wmdow open-

ines (Fig 10). They will build tunnels from the ground across the

coping stone or more frequently on the ends of the cojnng stone until they

reach the wooden window frame and traveling up through the wmdow frame

they will get up into the wall above the window frame and then into other

parts of the building. Another method of entrance is around pipes which

dther have contact with the foundation wall or directly with the ground.

They build tunnels up along the pipes from the ground and get into the

building through the small crack between the pipe and the floor. Another

point of entrance is through posts set in cellars either as support for the

first floor or as supports for coal bins, closet shelves, partitions, etc. (Fig.

V^ M

Fig. ll.-A, Side View of Pine Post Supporting First Floor Joists (From

a Building in St. Louis.) B. Section of This Same Po t Temntes

Came up Through the Ground Into the
1^^;L\^^'"1 °^,JK f.A^^^^

Worked Uo Through the Interior, and from There Attacked the t;ioor

Timlirs, afid ThenVent Up the Walls of the Building to the Third

Story, (von Schrenk.)
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11). It is an unfortunate and frequent practice to put the posts in position

and then lay the cement slab on the floor.

In buildings of stone, brick or reinforced concrete, it is frequently the

practice of builders to insert wooden plugs of various kinds to serve as

nailing blocks for base boards, panels, etc. Frequently also the nailing

blocks remain in the finished building on the outside as part of the form.

The termites find a ready entrance through walls by means of these untreated

blocks (Fig. 3). The Conmiittee's attention was called to a recent case,

where the reinforced concrete building, constructed in every other respect so

as to be supposedly termite-proof, was badly infested, due to the entrance

of these insects through the nailing blocks.

Fig. 12.

—

Closeups of UNTREATrn Cedar Pole, Winfield, Kansas, In-
vested WITH Termites of the Subterranean Type.

Pole said to have been in service in electric power line, belonging to the
city for 20 years; but evidently attacked by termites onl)' a few years of
this time. Termites had built galleries of mud and pulverized wood cement
up the large season check shown in these pictures. Upon breaking the
gallery open a continuous procession of termites could be seen going up
and down the pole. Termites Immediately started work repairing the
gallery and within fifteen minutes about one or one and a half inches of the
brtak in the gallery had been repaired. (Santa Fe Lines, R. S. Belcher. 1
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WfATHEf^ CHrCK'

Fig. 13—How Dry-Wood Termites (Kalotermes Minor) May Attack
THE Framework of a Building. (Snyder.)

The wood-dwelling termites never enter the ground, and require no
moisture except that found in sound wood. Fortunately, the rate of
increase of such a colony is slow, owing to the small egg-laying power of
the queen, and to the facts that there are no true workers and that the
nymphs, which do the work, are continually reduced in number by changing
into soldiers and reproductives.

The usual points of entrance are indicated in the upper part of the
sketch. After mating and the loss of wings, the royal pair takes advan-
tage of cracks and crevices already existing, or digs through the unbroken
surface of the wood in a place protected from the wind and sun's rays,
to start a new colony. (Light 3.)
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The obvious remedy is, of course, to heavily creosote the blocks when it

is necessary to resort to nailing blocks and in the case of form blocks used

on the outside to see that these are entirely removed when forms are

removed and that the holes left after their removal are filled with rich

cement mortar.

It should be here clearly pointed out that absolutely no attack of the

subterranean form is possible except through some contact with the ground.

The nonsubterranean or dry wood termite enters structures from the air

(Fig. 13). Any woodwork, therefore, which is exposed above ground is

liable to their attack. Termites chew the wood fibre and use it for food,

although any one insect will digest only a small portion of the wood fibre

which is eaten. The wood may be completely destroyed, but more commonly
is eaten only in part. In pines and other conifers, the softer spring wood
is usually eaten, leaving the harder summer wood intact. There appears to be

no definite procedure, however. Hard oak floors are often completely eaten

(Fig. 9). The outer parts of any wood is usually left intact, so that a

board may ultimately consist only of the shell (Fig. 7-B). (In popular

parlance nothing is left but the paint.) All woods growing in the United

States are subject to termite destruction, both hardwoods and softwoods.

There are a number of tropical woods which are universally immune; the

most notable of these is teak. For "an extended discussion of other resistant

woods see title No. 4, page 79-82.

Diagnosis of Attack

The presence of termites within any structure is rarely suspected, be-

cause, as already indicated, they may wholly destroy a board or Learn without

any outward manifestation (Fig. 11). It is therefore generally only by

accident that one discovers their presence. A beam may fall or, in the case

of floors, a board may give away when walked upon. Again one may notice

their activity by the settling of the wall or floor. In the case of the dry

wood termite, the failure is more readily noted as, for instance, some years

ago the wires of a long distance line in Southern Florida all dropped from

the cross arms. An examination showed that one of these species had

eaten the untreated locust pins which held the insulators (Fig. 7-A). One

of the positive indications of their presence in a structure is the appearance,

particularly in the spring, of the flying forms or so-called "flying ants." If

these appear within a building, it is an absolute indication that these insects

are working within the building somewhere. In such cases, careful note

should be made of the point at which these flying forms emerge, because they

usually appear somewhere near the central or focal point of the workers'

activity. The presence of shelter tubes or masses (Fig. 3, 4, 5) is always a

certain indication of their presence. The insects build these tubes or cham-

bers wherever they emerge from the ground. Once seen they will be easily

recognized. The termites construct these sheltering tubs even in places

where there is very little light. Tubes may be found on the inner side of

the foundation wall in cellars or on the outside of the wall under porches,

floors, etc. When plaster and lath are torn away, the characteristic earthy

masses found in cracks between stones, brick or boards are a certain index of

termite presence. In some cases the insects will build tall, vertical column-
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like tubes from the ground, in their endeavor to reach a food supply

(Fig. 4).

Preventive Measures—New Structures

If it were realized how easy it is to prevent the attack of most species of

termites, there would be very little destruction. This refers particularly to

the more prevalent subterranean form. In the case of railway material

such as posts, poles, piling, crossing planks, etc., protecting methods are of

the simplest and can be described in one sentence : use only properly treated

timber in contact with the ground. Untreated timber will most assuredly be

attacked at one time or another. Of the treatments in use, the one positive

preventive is to use creosoted timber. So far as the Committee has been

able to determine, there has never been a case where thoroughly creosoted

timber has been attacked by termites except after a great marty years of

service. In an experimental fence post section maintained by the Santa Fe

on the Beaumont Division for the purpose of testing wood preservatives, a

number of the posts with light treatment were found attacked by termites

during the past year. None of the posts with heavy creosote treatment were

in any way affected. Of the many thousands of creosoted telephone and

telegraph poles which have been in service for many years, it is only now
and then that a case of termite attack has been reported and these failures

were due to one of two reasons. Either the pole was improperly treated,

or contained an insufficient amount of creosote, or, they were poles which

had been injured, so that the untreated wood was exposed. A number of

cases of failure apparently due to insufficient creosote retention are now
under investigation by the Committee.

Other preservatives have been advocated as termite resistant, notably

zinc chloride. While your Committee is of the opinion that a heavy zinc

chloride treatment will protect wood above the ground, they are not as yet

ready to state that zinc chloride treated timber in immediate contact with

the ground is termite-proof. We have had a number of cases submitted

during the past year in which zinc treated posts were badly attacked after a

number of years, even though tliese pieces still contained considerable

quantities of zinc chloride. A number of more recently developed patented

preservatives may turn out to be more or less effective, but to date there

is only the assurance that properly creosoted timber will withstand termite

attack.* It is, therefore, urgently recommended that all timbers in contact

with the ground, that is, posts, poles, piling, foundation timbers under

platforms, foundation stringers, etc., should always be creosoted with at least

12 lb. of creosote per cubic foot. This should be made a standard practice

even if no apparent termite attack has been noted, because in the Commit-

tee's opinion, there is far more destruction done by these insects than is

commonly known or noted. Untreated lumber should always be piled on

termite resistant foundations. They should be sufficiently high above the

ground so that the chances for approach by means of the sheltering tubes

may be reduced to a minimum. These foundations should be of stone,

concrete or creosoted timbers.

•The U. S. Bureau of Entomology is now testing the resistance of woods treated
with various wood preservatives.
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In the case of new buildings, protection against the subterranean form

is very simple. In the first place the design of the building should be such

that entrance cannot be effected. The various authorities on termites (see

papers by T. E. Snyder and S. F. Light) have offered numerous sugges-

tions as to proper termite-proofing of buildings and bridges. It is the opin-

ion of members of this Committee that in the first place it is of utmost im-

portance that the foundation wall be so constructed that termites cannot

enter same. The present state of our knowledge of the habits of these

insects leads to the recommendation that all foundation walls should be

of cement mortar of high grade. The outside wall after the wall has been

laid, should be coated with a layer of rich cement sand mortar and carefully

troweled so as to leave no openings. The top surface of the foundation

Fig. 14.—How Termites Get Into Buildings Not Properly Constructed,

i. e., Through Untreated Wood in Contact with the Ground, Through
Earth-Like Shelter Tubes Built Over Impenetrable Mat Brick and
Through Improper Grades of Mortar in Brick Foundations. (Snyder.")
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walls should also be covered with a slab at least one inch thick of rich

cement sand mortar. In case there are window or door openings, the

exposed section of the foundation wall should be coated with a layer of

rich cement sand mortar before any window or door frames are inserted.

An additional protection has been suggested and is now widely in use,

consisting of a trough shaped metal shield which is inserted over the top of

the foundation wall (Fig. 14-18). These have been found very effective

in actual practice. An additional protection is to apply a uniform coating

of coal tar pitch on the outside of the foundation wall from the bottom to

the top, making sure that same is brushed on evenly so as to leave no

Fig. 15.

—

Bread-pan Type of Metal Termite Spiield and a View Show-
ixG It in Place Over a Brick Wall. (Snyder.)

openings or blow-holes. The same applies to the top of the wall. The fore-

going applies not only to the outside foundation wall but to any untreated

cross walls as well.

Termites live astonishingly far down in the ground, and, in the ex-

perience of members of your Committee, cases have been noted where they

got under footings twelve feet in the ground and came up through

the unprotected interior of the foundation walls. The next important factor

to be considered in design and construction of the building is the matter of

placing concrete slabs on footings or foundation walls and the manner in

which these arc tied in to the vertical walls. During the past year, several

cases have been examined by yiur Committee where the concrete slabs were

laid on top of the concrete foundation walls which should supposedly be

free from attack by these insects. Nevertheless they gained entrance into
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Fig. 16—How to Insulate Foundation Units of Hollow Tile ok Solid

Masonry Against Termites (Snyder)

A. Foundation wall of hollow tile surfaced with stucco, showing metal

termite shield in place. Notice how the top of the wall is capped with sheet

slate and concrete.

B. Concrete wall with termite shield at top, the horizontally laid piping

fitted above bend with metal shield to shut off termite tubes. The vertical

pipe also has a termite shield.

C. Brick wall fitted with termite shield and capped with concrete.

Notice how the shield mechanically blocks the earth-like shelter tubes of

the termites.

D. Stone wall fitted with termite shield and capped with concrete,

the wooden posts insulated from the ground with base stone and concrete

block. Notice the termite shields on the post and piping.
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Fig. 17

—

Subterranean Termites Attack Buildings by Entering from
THE Ground. (Snyder.)

The most important means of protection against them, therefore, is to

insulate the wooden structures of the building from the ground. This

involves impenetrable foundations. But impenetrable foundations some-
times crack, and such a crack makes an especially favorable passageway for

the termites from earth to wood. To obviate this a metal termite shield as

crudely diagramed above may be used. The projecting and overhanging

edge is designed to prevent them from building their covered ways over

the foundation to the wood, or at least to bring them out into the open if

they do build over the projecting edge. (Light 3.)

SoLid 'Block j3rtd<^L n q

n<tui su.tii'^^

Fig. 17-A.—The Plans Given Above for Proofing an Ordinary House
Against Subterranean Termites Embody the Best Methods That We
Know at the Present Time. In Central and Northern California Pres-

ent Conditions Do Not Seem to Demand So Great a Ground Clearance

nor the Projecting Termite Shield, But It Would Seem the Part of

Wisdom to Insure Against Eventualities. (Light 3.) (Snyder.)
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the building through the small crack between the foundation wall and the

overlying slabs. When metal shields are used, the chance for entering

between the top of the foundation wall and the overlying concrete slab is

small, but where there is no such protection, the top of the foundation wall

should be heavily coated with coal tar pitch before the slab is laid. Further-

more, whenever a slab is laid against another slab or against an already

existing vertical wall, a small space should be left on all the edges on the

slab at points of contact with the wall, and after the setting of the slab this

space should be filled with hot coal tar pitch, so as to absolutely seal all open-

ings. It has been found that coal tar pitch is plastic enough to expand with

the shrinking of the slab. The above mentioned precautions are par-

ticularly important whenever an addition is made to an already existing

building. Time and time again cases have occurred where termites gained

3^11
.Concrete

mm
Fig. 18

—

Stucco Houses with Enclosed Wood Seem Especially Vulner-
able to Termite Attack. (Light 3.) (Snyder.)

The plans given above for proofing a stucco house against the attack of

subterranean termites have been modified somewhat from those ordinarily

in use by the suggestion that the stucco be discontinued at the foundation
level, the color eflfect being maintained by a color wash on the concrete

foundation.

entrance through the crack between the newly laid slab and the original

wall. This is not only true for floors above the ground line but applies

also to concrete floors laid in cellars subsequent to erection of the vertical

walls. So far as we have been able to determine, coal tar pitch acts as

an absolute barrier. Asphalts and other petroleum products are pene-

trated by the termites and are of absolutely no value.

All pipes and plumbing should be protected with collars whenever they

pass through floors or walls, as shown in Fig. 19. This applies not only to

the inside of the building, but applies particularly to pipes on the outside of

the building (see Fig. 20).

Coming to the part of the building above the foundation wall, the im-

portant factor is to keep this as dry as possible. This is not only a protec- I
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Fig. 19 (A) Improperly Constructed Concrete Flooring (Snyder)

(a) Giavel or cinders loosely cemented with coarse concrete, three

inches thick, but with many crevices and holes.

(b) Solid, dense concrete, two inches thick.

(c) Two by four inch untreated wood sleeper set in moist concrete

over the grout.

(d) Seven-eighths inch pipe flooring nailed to sleepers.

(B) Properly Constructed Concrete Flooring (Snyder)

(a) Gravel or cinders loosely cemented with coarse concrete but witli

many crevices and holes.

(b) Asphalt waterproofing % inch thick.

(c) Dense concrete three inches thick.

(d) Two by four inch impregnated wood sleeper set in a groove in

concrete which insulates it from termites in the earth.

(e) Seven-eighths inch flooring nailed on sleepers.

(f) Metal collar around pipe which runs down through the concrete

(this collar should be soldered to pipe and embedded in the concrete).

(g) Shoulder of concrete at point of wall and concrete floor to avoid

a right-angle connection and subsequent cracking.
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tion against termites, but is also a protection against decay. In regions where

termite attack is prevalent the use of zinc treated lumber is suggested.

Remedial Measures in Cases of Termite Attack

When a building is attacked by termites, as indicated by swarming or the

appearance of earthlike tunnels or tubes, something should be done as soon

as possible. It is impossible to give detailed instructions as to procedure

because almost every case differs. Careful examination should be made of

the parts close to the ground. The outside of the foundation wall should be

dug away down to the footing, leaving a trench wide enough for men to

work in. The foundation wall should be carefully scraped and cleaned and

pointed with cement mortar after which two or more coats of coal tar pitch

Fig. 20.—Metal Termite Shields Which Act as a Mechanical Barrier to

Shut Off the Earth-Like Shelter Tubes Constructed by Subterranean

Termites Over Impenetrable Materials. Note the Shields About Piping.

(Snyder.)

should be applied. When the outside of the wall cannot be exposed, an

attempt should be made to protect the top of the wall by shoring up the

joists or stringers, and then coating the top of the wall with rich cement

mortar. When entry has been made possible by shrinking of the slabs, it

will be found necessary frequently to remove the base boards from the

vertical walls, remove the existing lath or plaster or brick, in case of brick

walls, and locate the joint between the wall and the slab. This joint should

then be chipped out and liquid coal tar pitch poured so as to fill the opening.

When window or door frames are attacked, the entire frame should be re-

moved and the exposed section of the foundation wall pointed up with

rich mortar before replacing the frames. In attempting to rid a building of
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termites, one should always find the point of entrance. The use of local

applications of gas or insecticides are of absolutely no use. The killing of

the swarming adults and possibly a few thousand workers by such applica-

tions only provide a liberal food supply for the countless thousands of living

forms which come out of the ground and carry off the dead ones as acceptable

food. When it is necessary to replace wooden parts, it is always well to use

creosoted timbers when this can be done.

Dry Wood Termites

The foregoing has dealt only with the subterranean termite. The dry

wood termite attacks buildings from the air. A very interesting descrip-

tion of their habits has recently been given by Prof. S. p. Light (No. 3).

A very extensive study of these insects is now being made by a large

termite committee organized in San Francisco. This committee expects in

another year to present some of the data now being developed by the

termite committee in San Francisco. Up to the present time. Prof. Light

recommends the following

:

"Look for nearby sources of infestation in dead portions of

living trees, other buildings, fence posts or poles. These should be

eliminated if at all possible or reduced to a minimum to prevent

annual reinfestation. All infested timbers should be removed and
burned. Where this is impossible or inadvisable, relief may be

sought by the introduction of paris green by bellows, or of

orthodichlorobenzene. In case of recent infestation, where work-
ings are so small as to make this difficult, watchful waiting would
seem to be best."

Conclusion

Enough is known of these insects to warrant paying very serious atten-

tion particularly to all new construction and to make sure that every safe-

guard has been taken to prevent their possible entrance. Proper piling

methods on lumber storage yards are also essential. Dr. Snyder has very

well stated the case when he calls attention to the fact that termite-proofing

after all is a matter of very small expense, hardly ever exceeding a few

hundred dollars at the most. In a recent article, he sums up the whole

situation by stating:

"There are three principal points, insulation of untreated wood-
work from the earth, metal termite shields to shut off the shelter

tubes and treatment of interior woodwork and furniture with pre-

servatives. The latter recommendation is only essential in the Gulf
States, Southwest and Southern California."

With which conclusion, the Committee is in thorough accord.
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Conclusion

It is recommended that this report be accepted as information and

the subject be continued.

I
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Appendix I

(8) STUDY AND REPORT ON LOSS OF PRESERVATIVE
IN TREATED TIES IN TRACK DUE TO REPEATED USE
OF OIL-BURNING WEED DESTROYERS, COLLABORAT-
ING WITH COMMITTEE I—ROADWAY

C. S. Burt, Cliairman, Sub-Committee ; C. C. Cook, J. F. Donovan, Andrew
Gibson, C. W. B. Harris, L. B. Holt, L. J. Reiser, T. H. Strate.

Tlie Committee has made some experiments in connection with this study

and has also closely observed the performance of this type of weed burning

machine during the past season. For the experiments pieces of sap short

leaf 3-ellow pine cut in pairs to exact size and thoroughly air seasoned were

Fig. 1

—

Test Pieces in Track Immediately Before First Operation of
Weed Burner. Each Piece Marked with Aluminum Tag

treated with various quantities of A.R.E.A. No. 1 distillate creosote oil per

cubic foot of timber. All pieces were 2 inches thick, 8 inches wide, and 4

feet long. This material was treated in groups of ten pieces each by the

Rueping and Full Cell processes. Those in group number one received

approximately 5 lb. of oil per cubic foot of timber, group number two re-

ceived from 6 to 8 lb., and those in group number three received a final

retention of from 10 to 16 lb. per cubic foot. Each piece was carefully

weighed just prior to and immediately after treatment to determine the

exact amount of creosote oil retained. One piece of each pair, or fifteen

pieces (5 from each group) were placed in track and subjected to two
successive operations of the weed burning machine, while the remaining fif-

teen pieces were kept under shelter throughout the time required for the

experiment. The pieces that were not placed in track served as a check

against any natural changes that might occur during the course of the track
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experiment, such as, moisture content and loss of oil by evaporation. How-
ever, as a further precaution against such variations, the second burning was

repeated immediately and test pieces quickly removed from track and re-

weighed.

The machine, equipped with eight burners, was constructed in the

Illinois Central shops and is very similar to ones now in use on many other

Fig. 4

—

Same Pieces As Shown in Fig. 3 Immediately After Two Bur.x-
INGS BY THE WeED BuRNER. NoTE ThAT PiECES ArE NoT ARRANGED
Exactly As They Were in Fig. 3

roads. Fuel used is a distillate oil, 38-40 degrees Baume test. Temperature

of flame under the hood is between 2500 and 2800 degrees Fahr.

So that the test pieces might absorb a full proportion of heat units, they

were placed in a section of track almost free from vegetation. Extreme care

was used in protecting the sides and ends of each piece with ballast so that

the flame could not get underneath. Some of the pieces were placed entirely

between rails while others were extended under the rail and to the ends of

the ties.

The burning machine was twice moved over the test pieces at speed of

approximately five miles per hour. Two of the pieces ignited as the burner
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went over the second time. The flames were extinguished after burning

about one and one-half minutes. As the flames did not spread, the burning

covered a section of not more than twelve inches long on each piece. It is

of interest to say here that these two pieces received a heavy absorption of

creosote oil—one, which burned the most, retained approximately 16 lb. of oil

per cubic foot and the other approximately 12 lb. per cubic foot. Surfaces

Fig. 5

—

Center of Twelve-Inch SectiO'N from Piece Showing Most
Damage by Burning. Loss of Preservative from This Piece Was
2.75 Per Cent

of the burned sections were charred to a depth of not more than ^ of an

inch, indicating that the flame was caused mostly from oil burning that was

drawn to the surface. A very careful reweighing of the pieces after burn-

ing revealed a slight loss of preservative from the two pieces that ignited,

amounting to 2.35 per cent for one piece and 2.75 per cent for the other. The

remaining thirteen pieces were also reweighed immediately after the burning

test and four of these showed an average loss in weight of approximately

.53 per cent, or an amount that can be considered almost negligible. A care-

ful examination developed that very little creosote oil was drawn to the

surface of these pieces by the intense heat. The fact that the test pieces
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were dressed may have had some bearing on the resuhs in this respect. In

this connection, the Committee calls your attention to the accompanying photo-

graphs showing a close up view of four test pieces just before and immedi-

ately after burning. Figure 5 is the center of the twelve-inch section from the

piece that was damaged most by burning.

The results of this particular test indicate that very little actual loss of

preservative may be expected from normal operations of such machines, but

the Committee does not feel that this experiment is entirely conclusive as to

Fig. 6

—

Cross-Section from Cexter of Piece Shown in Fig. 5

the full extent to which treated ties may be damaged in view of information

developed by continued observation of the performance of weed burning

machines, and also as our experiments thus far have not included the mix-

ture treatments that are now being used quite extensively, such as, creosote-

coal tar solution and creosote and petroleum.

Through observation and further investigation by the Committee con-

siderable information of much interest in connection with this study has

been gathered.

Speed at which these machines are operated depends on kind and growth
of vegetation but at an average operating speed the ties are subjected to
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heat about 1^ seconds. While new treated ties rarely ever ignite, we note

that a small amount of oil is drawn to the surface by the intense heat on a

rather large per cent of ties that have been in service less than three years.

Ties that have been in service for a period longer than three years are not

affected unless they are mechanically worn or damaged by derailments. Old

ties that are so damaged and worn are more often affected during the

second burning because the flame is also communicated to the ties from the

dead burning grass and vegetation.

Fig. 7

—

Thick Growth of Vegetation, Main Line Track in Mississippi
Delta Territory

Fine hair-like cracks appear on the ties after the burnings, which might

hasten evaporation of the more volatile oils and also permit entrance of

water, thereby shortening the life. There are, however, many treated ties

that have been in service eighteen years in tracks over which weed burning

machines have been operated for a good many years and these ties show no

sign of effect from these machines.

There is a very marked degree of difference in the effect of burning on

ties of different kinds of wood. Freshly treated red oak and white oak

ties, and others of the hardwood group, such as elm, maple, hickory, and

ash, are rarely ever heated to the extent that oil is drawn to the surface,
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whereas, this often occurs to softwood ties, such as pine and cypress. Un-

treated ties ignite much more readily than creosoted ties and burn freely

—

particularly so if they show any splintering from any cause, or if decay has

developed. Burning of such ties may be considered beneficial rather than

detrimental as it chars the surface and tends to destroy incipient fungus

growth.

As a good many ties do ignite either from the machine or from burning

grass and vegetation, it is of utmost importance that section gangs closely

follow the machine to extinguish such fires. Machines should not be allowed

to stand in one place immediately after the flame has been shut off as the

heat radiating from the apron will damage the ties beneath.

The kind of ballast and method of ballasting track has considerable to

do with the burning or damage to ties—needless to say the effect is lessened

according to the protection afforded by the ballast.

In making this investigation the Committee has not overlooked the fact

that creosoted tie failures today are practically entirely due to mechanical

wear, and this failure occurs directly under the rail. This section of the

tie, because of its protection by the rail base and tie plate, is subjected to less

heat from the weed burner than any other part of the tie.

As information, the following is quoted from a letter written by the

Chief Engineer of a road that has probably had more experience with oil

burning weed destroyers than any other : "We started to install treated ties

in 1908. Shortly afterward treated ties were inserted on the branch lines

over which the oil burners were run, so that to date we have had nearly 20

years' experience in burning weeds. Inspection of our tie statistics does

not indicate that the life of ties on these branch lines is less than on lines

with the same traffic and on which weed burning did not start until 1926 or

1927. In fact, the indication of these tie statistics trends rather in the other

direction."

Conclusion

As has been stated, it is the opinion of the Committee that our findings

are not sufficiently conclusive and this report is, therefore, submitted as

information. The Committee recommends that the subject be continued

for further study.
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Appendix J

(9) STUDY AND REPORT ON PRESERVATIVE TREAT-
MENT BEST ADAPTED TO MAKE TROPICALLY GROWN
TIMBER AVAILABLE FOR USE IN TEMPERATE ZONES

H. R. Condon, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. G. Atwood, R. S. Belcher,

L. H. Harper, W. H. Kirkbride, Dr. Hermann von Schrenk, Galen

Wood.
. .

In view of the available supplies of forest products procurable in the

United States, and at a price which virtually prohibits the importation of

foreign wood for cross-tie purposes, the Committee does not see the neces-

sity for delving into possibilities of treating foreign woods for track work.

So far as it is known authentic data on the treatment and service life

of preserved foreign ties in the United States is very meager, and unless

there is real need for such information, the Committee believes that this

report should be accepted as information and the subject withr'rawn from

future assignment.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE II—BALLAST

E. I. Rogers, Chairman; C. J. Coox, Vice-Chairman,

•

C. R. Adsit, G. G. Amory,

J. S. Bassett, G. J. Bell,

G. M. Brum, O. P. Chamberlain,
H. B. ChRISTIANSON, W. E. COLLADAY,
A. P. Crosley, W. O. Cudworth,
C. E. Dare, F. T. Darrow,
R. C. Dunlay, M. I. Dunn,
J. A. Ellis, W. L. Foster,
Daniel Hubbard, B. E. Jacocks,
A. A. Johnson, A. D. Kennedy,
G. a. Kirley, J. E. Lucas,
H, H. Main, E. F. Manson,
R. L. McCoRMicK, H. W. McLeod,

J. F. Montgomery, S. H. Osborne,
H. M. Righter, p. T. Robinson,
W. A. Roderick, S. A. Seely,

J. A. Snyder, C. B. Stanton,

J. W. Stone, H. E. Tyrrell,
Stanton Walker, A. H. Woerner,

Committee.

To the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith its report on the fol-

lowing subjects:

(1) Revision of Manual.

(2) Conduct tests and continue study of washed gravel ballast to

determine the best method of testing for hardness, abrasion and resistance

to weathering in order to provide specifications therefor.

(3) Continue study and report on comparative merits of ballast ma-

terials and their effect on operating costs, collaborating with Committee I

—

Roadway and Committee V—Track.

(4) Continue study and report on Shrinkage of Ballast.

(5) Determine the answer to the question: What is ballasted track?

(6) Review and report revisions, if necessary, in specifications for

washed gravel ballast.

(7) Make critical study of the cause and effect of pumping joints in

railway track and the excess cost of maintenance resulting therefrom, with

suitable recommendations for removal of cause, collaborating with Commit-

tee I—Roadway, Committee IV—Rail and Committee V—Track.

(8) Outline of work for ensuing year.

Bulletin 321, November, 1929.
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Action Recommended

(1) That the information in Appendix A be accepted as information.

(2) That Appendix B be accepted as information.

(3) That the recommendations of Sub-Committee in Appendix C be

acted upon, that is, the subjects

:

(a) Comparative merit of material for ballast be omitted from
the Manual.

(b) That the definition for washed gravel and screened gravel
be omitted from the Manual.

(c) That the definition for prepared gravel be accepted and
included in the Manual.

(4) That the report of Sub-Committee Appendix D be received as

information.

(5) That the recommendations of Sub-Committee Appendix E be

approved and included in the Manual.

(6) That the report of Sub-Committee Appendix F be approved and

included in the Manual.

(7) That the report of Sub-Committee Appendix G be received as

information.

Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF THE MANUAL

M. I. Dunn, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. J. Coon, W. .0. Cudworth,

R. L. McCormick, H. W. McLeod, H. E. Tyrrell.

Your Committee did not have any special instructions nor v^rork carried

over frorn last year. However, due to the lateness of the publication of

the 1929 edition of the Manual, your Committee did co-operate with Secre-

tary Fritch in the arrangement of the subject-matter of Committee II

—

Ballast which was to be published in the 1929 Manual and we believe that

the arrangement as now appearing in the Manual is somewhat better than

that which has heretofore existed.
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Appendix B

(2) CONDUCT TESTS AND CONTINUE STUDY OF WASHED
GRAVEL BALLAST TO DETERMINE THE BEST METH-
OD OF TESTING FOR HARDNESS, ABRASION AND RE-
SISTANCE TO WEATHERING IN ORDER TO PROVIDE
SPECIFICATIONS THEREFOR

C B. Stanton, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. S. Bassett, O. P. Chamberlain,

C. E. Dare, W. L. Foster, H. M. Righter, Stanton Walker.

Your Committee reports the following progress on the assignment and

presents the following as an informatory progress report.

This Sub-Committee has been assigned the work of carrying out studies

on washed gravel ballast "to determine the best method of testing for hard-

ness, abrasion and resistance to weathering" in order to obtain information

on which to base specifications. An investigation to be carried out in the

Research Laboratory of the National Sand and Gravel Association was out-

lined by the Sub-Committee and described in a progress report presented to

the Committee at its meeting in Cleveland on April 19, 1929. The present

report gives the results of tests showing the physical characteristics of 16

samples of gravel ballast. The tests carried out thus far have had for

their principal purpose the development of methods of measuring the hard-

ness and strength of the gravel, since it is believed that these properties

should give some indication of its ability to resist breaking up in the track

due to train loads and impact. Further data will be collected on the same

samples of material to obtain information relative to their ability to resist

the action of weathering.

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLES AND OUTLINE OF TESTS

For the purpose of carrying out the tests, samples of gravel were

selected from 16 dififerent plants regularly furnishing railroad ballast. Table

1 gives a list of the samples and a brief description of them.

The following tests have been carried out on each sample

:

Miscellaneous Tests

(1) Sieve analyses as received.

(2) Determination of percentage of crushed particles.

(3) Weight per cubic foot measured loose and measured dry
and rodded.

(4) Apparent specific gravit\-.

(5) Absorption.

Hardness and Strength

(6) Percentage of wear in Deval abrasion test.

(7) Determination of resistance to crushing.

The following data are yet to be collected on these samples

:

(1) Information as to satisfaction given in actual service.

(2) Soundness by sodium sulphate test.

(3) Soundness by boiling water test.

(4) Aliscellaneous tests suggested by future investigations.

If the results of the tests outlined above furnish information which

seems to be of value, additional samples will be collected and the tests car-

ried out on them.
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MISCELLANEOUS TESTS

The sieve analyses were carried out on sieves with square openings

in accordance with the "Standard Method of Test for Sieve Analysis of

Aggregates for Concrete" (Serial Designation: C 41—24) of the American

Society for Testing Materials. See A.S.T.M. Standards, 1927, page 124.

The percentage of crushed particles in each sample was determined by

considering as crushed any particle with one or more crushed faces. This

is in accordance with the recommendations in the "Tentative Method of

Test for Abrasion of Gravel" (Serial Designation: 289-28-T) of the Amer-

ican Society for Testing Materials. See 1928 Proceedings American Society

for Testing Materials, page 940.

The weights per cubic foot, dry and rodded, were determined in accord-

ance with the "Standard Method of Test for Unit Weight of Aggregate

for Concrete" (Serial Designation: C-29-27) of the American Society for

Testing Materials. See A.S.T.M. Standards, 1927, page 120. A measure of

one-half cubic foot capacity was used. The unit weight loose was determined

by shoveling the gravel into the one-half cubic foot measure with a small

scoop, care being taken to avoid compacting.

The apparent specific gravity was determined in accordance with the

"Standard Method of Test for Apparent Specific Gravity of Coarse Aggre-

gates" (Serial Designation: D 30—18) of the American Society for Test-

ing Materials. See A.S.T.M. Standards, 1927, page 466.

The absorption test was made by immersing a 1000-gram sample in

water at room temperature for 24 hours and then drying to constant weight.

HARDNESS AND STRENGTH

Most of the research work for the purpose of developing methods of

measuring the hardness and strength of gravel has been carried out in con-

nection with studies of concrete. A recent study made by one of the com-

mittees of the American Concrete Institute, and a number of discussions

presented in a symposium on mineral aggregates at the annual meeting of

the American Society for Testing Materials, indicate a serious lack of

information which would justify definite recommendations for test methods

or specification limits.

Most of the studies of quality of gravel have looked toward the develop-

ment of some modification of the Standard Deval Abrasion Test for Crushed

Stone. As a result of them, a "Tentative Method of Test for Abrasion

of Gravel" (D-289—28-T) has been adopted by the American Society for

Testing Materials, but no specification limits have been set. Impact tests and

pressure tests on individual gravel particles have been investigated in various

laboratories ; these seem to offer promise as methods of determining the

amount of soft particles present but not as measures of the quality of the

gravel as a whole. A crushing test, in which a confined sample of graded

gravel is loaded, and the eflfect measured by differences in sieve analyses

before and after test, has been investigated but not standardized. Thus far

our studies of the hardness and strength of gravel ballast have been con-

fined to Deval abrasion tests and crushing tests.

The Deval abrasion test was made in accordance with the "Tentative

Method of Test for Abrasion of Gravel" (Serial Designation: D-289—28-T)
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of the American Society for Testing Materials, using samples from which

all crushed particles were removed and proportioned by square mesh sieves

in accordance with the Grading B outlined in that method. See 1929 Pro-

ceedings American Society for Testing Materials, page 940. The B grading

is as follows

:

1 -lJ/2 in 50 per cent

^-1 in 25 per cent

Yz- Ya \n 25 per cent

This grading was selected as the one which could be most conveniently

fitted to all of the samples.

The crushing test was made by loading a sample of graded gravel in

a cast iron measure approximately 6 in. in diameter and 6 in. deep by

means of a loose-fitting piston. A load of 3000 lb. per sq. in. was applied

at a uniform rate of 100 lb. per sq. in. per second on a 3000-gram (6.6 lb.)

sample graded as outlined above for the Deval tests. The reduction in fine-

ness modulus and in volume of voids due to the application of the load

was determined.

TEST DATA

The results of the miscellaneous mechanical tests of the samples are

given in Table 2. These include sieve analyses, percentage of crushed

particles, and weights per cubic foot. Since most of the samples came from

plants capable of grading the material in accordance with the requirements

of the various railroads using it, the sieve analyses will be of principal inter-

est in connection with the summary of information on the satisfaction which

each of the materials has given in service. The collection of that informa-

tion has not as yet been completed. The percentages of crushed particles

will be of interest in a similar way, and the unit weights may be of value

in estimating quantities.

The results of the physical tests of the samples are given in Table 3.

These include specific gravity, absorption, resistance to abrasion, and resist-

ance to crushing. In the absence of service records of the materials repre-

sented by the samples, no conclusions can be drawn from these data. How-
ever, they do provide a record of data on gravel which has been used as

ballast and should be of value for this reason alone. A study of results of

the four different types of tests indicates that there is no definite relation

between any of them.

Additional data of value giving the results of abrasion and toughness

tests of 17 different gravels are given in the 1926 report of the Committee

on Washed Gravel Ballast of the National Sand and Gravel Association.

The grading of the samples for the earlier' tests were different than for

those included in this report, but a study of the two groups should yield

information of value, since three samples are common to each investigation.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This report includes data of a nature which should be considered in

drafting a specification for "hardness and resistance to abrasion" of gravel

ballast. It is not believed, however, that sufficient information is available
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to justify fixing specification limits. The study of service records of the

materials should be made before specification limits are decided upon.

Enpneering and Research Division, National Sand and Gravel

Association, Munsey Building, Washington, D. C.

Table 1. Descripton of Samples of Gravel Ballast

Lot. No. Sources Principal Mineral Constituent

67 Western Mississippi Subangular chert and quartz.

68 Southwestern Ohio Rounded limestone and quartzite.

70 Northeastern Illinois Rounded limestone, diabase, quartzite and
sandstone.

71 Northeastern Illinois Rounded limestone, chert, sandstone and
quartzite.

74 Western New York Rounded granite, sandstone, gneiss and
limestone.

77 N.E. Central Texas Flat limestone and sandstone.

78 Central Louisiana Subangular chert and sandstone.

80 Northeastern Illinois Subangular limestone, quartzite and chert.

81 Northeastern Texas Rounded chert and quartz.

82 Southeastern Wisconsin.. . .Rounded limestone and quartzite.

98 Eastern Massachusetts Subangular granite, sandstone, gneiss and
schist.

108 Southern Maine Rounded trap, granite, quartz and sand-

stone.

110* Central Ohio Rounded limestone.

Ill* Central Ohio Rounded limestone.
112* Central Ohio Rounded limestone.

132 East Central Maryland. .. .Rounded quartz.

* Samples from same plant; only difference in percentage of crushed particles.

Engineering and Research Division, National Sand and Gravel

Association, Munsey Building, Washington, D. C.

Table 2. Mechanical Analyses of Samples of Gravel Ballast

Amounts Coarser Than Each
Sieve, Inches, Per Cent by Pet. Weight per

Lot Weight . Crushed Cu. Ft.

No. Source No. 4 }i ^ 1 lYz 2 Particles Loose Roddcd

67 Mississippi 81 74 44 14 1 34 118.3 126.6

68 Ohio 89 65 i2 16 1 20 111.4 116.1

70 Illinois 100 99 64 23 7Z 91.2 100.7

7i Illinois 77 7A 60 22 1 30 120.8 130.4

74 New York 99 98 76 42 49 94.9 104.8

77 Texas 56 54 38 15 2 26 125.0 130.6

78 Louisiana 85 64 21 5 34 108.3 113.5

80 Illinois 38 23 8 3 1 122.3 126.4

81 Texas 86 77 64 49 25 48 122.3 130.0

82 Wisconsin 82 74 43 20 4 44 119.5 127.4

98 Massachusetts ..95 87 72> 57 43 55 102.8 114.4

108 Maine 95 83 59 43 24 8 54 100.7 109.4

110* Ohio 82 64 35 15 35 113.8 116.4

111* Ohio 88 72 42 26 71 104.2 111.7

112* Ohio 98 87 51 21 79 92.7 102.1

132 Maryland (From Laboratory Stock) ..

*Samples from same plant; only difference in percentage of crushed particles.
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Engineering and Research Division, National Sand and Gravel

Association, Munsey Building, Washington, D. C.

Table 3. Physical Tests of Samples of Gravel Ballast

See Text for Descriptions of Test Methods

Deval A bra- , Crushing Test %

Apparent Absorption, sion Test, Reduction Reduction
Lot Specific Per Cent Per Cent in Fineness in Voids,
No. Source Gravity by Weight by IVeight Modulus'^ Per CentX

67 Mississippi 2.46 1.75 2.0 1.30 37.2

68 Ohio 2.65 0.60 9.1 1.45 38.8

70 IlHnois 2.59 1.56 4.3

71 Illinois 2.69 1.51 3.2 1.62 40.1

74 New York 2.63 0.88 2.4 1.08 36.1

77 Texas 2.62 0.78 7.i 2.00 45.5

78 Louisiana 2.59 0.30 2.7

80 Illinois 2.66 2.12 5.4

81 Texas 2.55 0.40 7.9 1.55 40.0
82 Wisconsin 2.72 0.94 1.8 1.16 35.0

98 Massachusetts .. 2.62 1.07 7.7

108 Maine 2.64 0.79 14.2 1.30 42.0
110* Ohio 2.60 1.71 8.4 1.73 48.6
111* Ohio 2.60 1.71 6.1 1.73 34.5
112* Ohio 2.60 1.71 6.6 1.63 46.1
132 Maryland 2.61 0.68 8.7 1.36 41.4

*Samples from same plant; only difference in percentage of crushed particles.
tDifference in fineness modulus before and after test.

tDifference in voids before and after test expressed as percentage of voids before
test.

Appendix C

(3) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON COMPARATIVE
MERITS OF BALLAST MATERIALS AND THEIR EFFECT
ON OPERATING COSTS, COLLABORATING WITH COM-
MITTEE I—ROADWAY AND COMMITTEE V—TRACK

Daniel Hubbard, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. A. Ellis, A. D. Kennedy,

J. E. Lucas, S. H. Osborne, S. A. Seely.

In the 1929 report of the Ballast Committee, Appendix C, considerable

space was given to the order of comparative merits of ballast materials and

is set forth on pages 252 and 253 of Volume 30. On pages 1360 and 1361

of Volume 30 the discussion relative to the order in which ballast materials

have been placed in the Manual will be found.

The question arose during the discussion as to whether or not the order

of merit was proper. To obtain the view of the various railroads a question-

naire was sent out to ninety railroads in the United States and Canada. To
this questionnaire, seventy-five replies were received. Of the seventy-five

replies, twenty-two advised that in their opinion the order of merit as shown
in the Manual is correct. The remaining fifty-three replies cover almost

every conceivable way of placing the order of merit and very few are alike.

It would, therefore, seem_that while the order of merit as shown in the
.

Manual is not satisfactory it is probably the best rating that can be obtained.

A careful analysis oi—the replies received to the questionnaire makes
very evident the fact that the order of merit of the different ballast materials
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is based solely on the opinions of the men whose judgment is guided by the

ballast with which they have had experience, and find necessary under exist-

ing conditions to use.

Your Committee feels that the order of merit and comparative merit of

ballast materials should be and is based on some of the following factors

:

(1) Availability of material.

(2) Character and density of traffic.

(3) Condition of roadbed or sub-grade.

(4) Cost.

It is evident that when these conditions are taken into consideration that

it is almost impossible to arrive at any given order of merit or comparative

merit of the different ballast materials. It is, therefore, recommended to

the Association that the subject Comparative Merit of Material for Ballast

be eliminated from the Manual. ^""^

In the questionnaire sent out views of the different railroads were re-

quested with the view of combining Washed Gravel and Screened Gravel

under the heading of Prepared Gravel and it was found that this combination

was satisfactory. The Committee, therefore, recommends that the definition

for Washed Gravel and Screened Gravel be eliminated from the Manual

and in their place the definition for Prepared Gravel be substituted and

offers the following definition :

Prepared Gravel—A gravel from which dirt, dust loam and foreign

matter has been removed and the residue prepared to meet
specifications.

With reference to the further assignment of this subject, effect on

operating costs, your Committee has not been able to secure data of such

costs. It has been determined that relative costs can
_
only be secured by

having test sections of railroads which are alike in construction, except hav-

ing different ballast materials in use and having practically the same tonnage

and operating conditions, observed and the maintenance costs kept. Not

having been able to secure this co-operation, your Committee is not able to

make a report on this portion of the subject.

Appendix D

(4) CONTINUOUS STUDY AND REPORT ON SHRINKAGE
OF BALLAST

W. E. Colladay, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. R. Adsit, G. J. Bell, G. M.

Brum, A. P. Crosley, B. E. Jacocks, P. T. Robinson, J. W. Stone, A. H.

Woerner.

At the meeting in March last year, the Sub-Committee handling this

assignment submitted a set of specifications for the establishment of test

sections for the determining of shrinkage of ballast under traffic. These

specifications are set forth on pages 255, 256, Volume 30, 1929 Proceedings.

At that meeting it was reported that several railroads had agreed to estab-

lish these test sections and carry on the work as outlined therein.

We have had a few of the test sections established, but there has not

been a sufficient number established using similar ballast to give your Com-
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mittee information enough to bring in a report at this time which would be

in any respect conclusive.

The Committee has received information from time to time on those

sections established and progress is being made on this subject, which we
desire at this time to say is a very delicate one, due to the use to which

any conclusion of this Committee may be applied, and because we have not

had enough tests we are not desirous of submitting any conclusions. The
Committee hoped to be able to furnish some definite information at this

meeting, but due to the lack of co-operation of Association members in

establishing test sections in sufficient quantity, we must request that the

subject be continued for further study and examination.

Appendix E

(5) DETERMINE THE ANSWER TO THE QUESTION:
WHAT IS BALLASTED TRACK?

A. P. Crosley, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; F. T. Darrow, H. E. Tyrrell,

J. W. Stone, G. A. Kirley, J. A. Snyder, A. A. Johnson.

The assignment covered by this question is a broad one when viewed

from the various angles which the subject suggests. There is the matter of

the various kinds of ballast together with the suitability and availability

thereof. Also the matter of the various kinds of track viewed from their

purpose and density of traffic.

The following definitions have been taken from the 1929 Manual as

bearing on the subject assigned:

Track—Ties, rails and fastenings, with all parts in their proper

relative positions.

Ballast—Selected material placed on the roadbed for the purpose
* of holding the track in line and surface.

Sue-Ballast—Any material of a superior character which is spread
on the finished sub-grade of the roadbed and below the top-

ballast to provide better drainage, prevent upheaval by frost

and better distribute the load over the roadbed.

Top-Ballast—Any material of a superior character spread over a

sub-ballast to support the track structure, distribute the load

to the sub-ballast and provide good initial drainage..

CLASSIFICATION OF RAILWAYS

Class A includes all districts of a railway having more than one main

track, or those districts of a railway having a single main track with a

traffic that equals or exceeds the following

:

Freight car mileage passing over district per year per mile, 150,000; or

passenger car mileage per year per mile of district, 10,000; with maximum,
speed of passenger trains of 50 miles per hour.

Class B includes all districts of a railway having a single main track

with a traffic that is less than the minimum prescribed for Class A and that

equals or exceeds the following

:

Freight car mileage passmg over district per year per miles, 50,000 ; or

passenger car mileage per year per mile of district, 5,000; with maximum
speed of passenger trains of 40 miles per hour.
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Class C includes all districts of a railway not meeting the traffic require-

ments of classes A or B.

There is also given in the Manual various cross-section outlines of

recommended ballast sections for various classes of track. These cross-sec-

tions are shown for various types of ballast, including crushed stone, gravel,

slag, cinders and chats. The depth of ballast between the top of the roadbed

and the bottom of the tie may vary with the tie spacing and the actual loads

carried by any particular section of track.

The following answer is offered to the question, "What is ballasted

track?"

Ballasted track is track to which ballast has been applied in sufficient

quantities and of adequate cross-section to hold the track in proper line and

surface, to provide efficient drainage and to uniformly distribute the load

over the roadbed.

Appendix F

(6) REVIEW AND REPORT REVISIONS, IF NECESSARY, IN

SPECIFICATIONS FOR WASHED GRAVEL BALLAST

C. B. Stanton, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. S. Bassett, O. P. Chamberlain,

C. E. Dare, W. L. Foster, H. M. Righter, Stanton Walker.

Your Committee at the March, 1929, meeting, submitted a proposed form

for Washed Gravel Ballast Specifications as is set forth on pages 248, 249,

250 and 251 of the Proceedings, Volume 30. The discussion relative to accep-

tance of this proposed form brought out the fact that the specifications were

more of a laboratory procedure than field procedure and it was believed that

some sort of specifications easily used in the field and adaptable to* field

service should be submitted. With that in view, your Committee recommends

the following specifications as being suitable for field use and at this time

the only specifications required due to the fact that tests are being conducted

for the best method of testing for hardness, abrasion and resistance to

weathering to provide specifications therefor, and feeling that the specifica-

tions proposed as set forth below will meet all necessary requirements for

the present, they make the suggestion that the present specifications for

Washed Gravel Ballast as appearing in the 1929 Manual be withdrawn and

the following specifications substituted therefor

:

(1) Washed gravel for ballast shall be composed of hard, strong, and

durable particles and shall conform to the requirements set forth in this

specification.

(2) Washed gravel for ballast shall be graded from fine to coarse

within the following limits:

-Percentages Passing Each Size-
Size of Size of Cor- to 20 Per Cent 20 to 40 Per Cent 40 to 100 Per Cent
Round responding Sp. Crushed Crushed Crushed
Screen Sieve Min. Max. M^. Max. Min. Max.
I'A'm. l^in. 98 100 98 100 98 100

1 in. 7A >n. 65 100 SO 100 45 95
1/2 in. ffi in. 45 70 30 65 20 35
'/4 in. No. 4 25 40 10 30 3

No. 10 3 3
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In case of dispute the round openings shall govern ; the square sieves

are only approximately equivalent to the corresponding round screens.

Number 4 sieve shall have a clear opening of 0.187 inches plus or minus

three per cent.

Number 10 sieve shall have a clear opening of 0.9787 inches plus or

minus three per cent.

These sieves conform to the requirements of the Standard Specifications

for Sieves for Testing Purposes of the American Society for Testing Mate-

rials.

The sample for determining the grading shall weigh not less than 50 lb.

It shall be thoroughly dried at a temperature not greater than 230 degrees

Fahr. (110 degrees Cent.), weighed and passed through the screens given

in the table. The screen analysis shall be calculated as total percentage by

weight finer than each of the screens.

(3) Washed gravel for ballast shall not contain more than one-half

of one per cent of dust, dirt, or loam as determined by the following test

method. The sample as received shall be moistened and thoroughly mixed.

.\n accurately weighed sample of approximately 25 lb. shall be selected by

quartering and dried to a constant weight at a temperature not greater

than 230 degrees Fahr. (110 degrees C). The sample shall be thoroughly

washed free of dust, dirt, or loam in a suitable container. After allowing

to settle for about fifteen seconds, the dirty water shall be drained off, care

being taken to prevent loss of fine sand. This operation shall be repeated

with clean water until the wash water remains clear. After the final wash-
ing, the clean sample shall be dried to constant weight at a temperature

the same as used in determining the initial weight, and then weighed. The
difference in this weight and the initial weight, expressed as a percentage

of the initial weight, shall be considered as the per cent of dust, dirt, or

loam. If percentage as determined above is more than one-half of one per

cent, the output of the plant shall be rejected until the faults have been

corrected.

Inspection

(4) In case inspection develops the fact that the material which has

been or is being loaded is not in accordance with these specifications, the

inspector shall notify the manufacturer to stop further loading until the fault

has been corrected, and to dispose of all defective material that has been

loaded in cars, which shall be done at the expense of the contractor.

Measurements

(5) When ballast is being paid for by the ton, and it is impracticable

to weigh each car, the weight per yard shall be obtained by weighing at

frequent intervals not less than five cars loaded with ballast, the contents

of which have been carefully measured. The weight per yard obtained by

-such a test shall be used in figuring the weight per car until another

test is made.

(6) When ballast is paid for by the yard, the amount shall be deter-

mined by weighing each car, where practicable, and applying the weight
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per yard as determined by frequent tests. When impracticable to weigh

each car, the contents of each car will be carefully estimated by comparison

with cars, the contents of which have been actually measured.

Appendix G

(7) MAKE CRITICAL STUDY OF THE CAUSE AND EFFECT
OF PUMPING JOINTS IN RAILWAY TRACK AND THE
EXCESS COST OF MAINTENANCE RESULTING THERE-
FROM, WITH SUITABLE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RE-
MOVAL OF CAUSE, COLLABORATING WITH COMMIT-
TEE I—ROADWAY, COMMITTEE IV—RAIL AND COM-
MITTEE V—TRACK

W. A. Roderick, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; G. G. Amory, H. B. Chris-

tianson, F. T. Darrow, R. C. Dunlay, E. F. Manson, J. F. Montgomery,

H. H. Main.

Your Committee has not been able to find any causes other than those

heretofore submitted in the 1929 report on this same subject. While realiz-

ing that pumping joints in railway track are very frequently present and

the causes as heretofore set forth, which are as follows:

Cause Remedy

(1) Water impounded in roadbed (1) Provide proper drainage for

roadbed, sub-ballast and ballast.

(2) Foul ballast. (2) Either clean the biUast and re-

place, adding new if required, or

discard entire foul ballast and
provide new, clean ballast.

(3) Creeping rail. (3) Anchor the rail more securely

than had previously been done.

(4) Light rail under heavy traffic. (4) Provide heavier rail.

(5) Improper or insufficient tamping. (5) Provide sufficient and efficient

supervision for this character of
track work.

The Committee finds nothing to add except that the depth of ballast

sufficient to properly distribute the moving loads may have considerable

to do with pumping joints. Naturally the remedy for such a contributing

cause is to, if possible, increase the depth of the ballast sufficiently to dis-

tribute the load uniformly.

Your Committee does not believe there is any reasonably accurate method

of determining the excess cost of maintenance resulting from pumping joints

and is not able to furnish any information other than purely estimates which

run from two and one-half times to four times the cost of maintaining

track where pumping joints are not present and these multiples are only the

best judgment of those men who have had considerable experience in track

maintenance.



REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON
CLEARANCES

A. R. Wilson, Iron and Steel Struc- E. H. Barnhart, Rules and Organ-
tures (Chairman). ization.

C. W. Baldridge, Roadway. C. R. Knowles, Water Service and

J. V. Neubert, Track. Sanitation.

F. R. JuDD, Buildings. J. E. Armstrong, Yards and Ter-
H. AusTiLL, Wooden Bridges and minals.

Trestles. H. M. Bassett, Electricity.

C. P. Richardson, Masonry. .A. T. Hawk, Shops and Locomotive
Frank Ringer, Grade Crossings. Terminals.
W. M. Post, Signals and Interlock-

ing. Committee.

To the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

Your Special Committee on Clearances respectfully presents the following

as its report.

Clearance diagrams for structures

:

The clearances on straight track shall not be less than those shown in

Fig. 1 and 2. On curved track the clearances shall be increased to allow for

the overhang and the tilting of a car 80 feet long, 60 feet between centers of

trucks and 14 feet high.

Unless otherwise specified the superelevation of the outer rail shall be

taken as one inch per degree of curvature. The distance from top of rail

to top of ties shall be taken as 8 inches.

Action Recommended

That this report be received as information.

Respectfully submitted,

The Special Committee on Clearances,

A. R. Wilson, Chairman.

Bulletin 321, November, 1929.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE XIV—YARDS AND
TERMINALS

J. E. Armstrong, Chairman;

J. R. W. Ambrose,
Irving Anderson,
C. E. Armstrong,
C. J. ASTRUE,
H. AI. Bassett,
E. J. Beugler,
C. H. Blackman,
Alfred Bousfield,
N. C. L. Brown,
H. F. Burch,
W. A. Christian,
C. H. Crawford,
A. W. Epright,
R. A. Feldes,
E. H. Fritch,
E. D. Gordon,
F. W. Grace,
T. H. Greene,
R. J. Hammond,
John V. Hanna,
\{. J. J. Harrison,
E. M. Hastings,
H. O. Hem,
J. M. Hood,

H. L. Ripley, Vice-Chairman;
W. H. HOBBS,
E. T. Johnston,
E. K. Lawrence,
Jos. L. Loida,
L. L. Lyford,
C. P. McCausland,
J. L. Miller,
Arthur Montzheimer,
C. H. Mottier,
A. E. Owen,
H. J. Pfeifer,
T. R. Ratcliff,
H. M. ROESER,
W. B. Rudd,
W. C. Sadler,
H. R. Saunders,
C. U. Smith,
M. H. Starr,
E. E. R. Tratman,
H. L. Vandament,
I. D. Waterman,
A. P. Wenzell,
J. L. Wilkes,
J. G. Wishart,

Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Yards and Terminals submits reports on the fol-

lowing subjects

:

(1) Provisions for Parking and Garage Facilities for Private Auto-

mobiles of Railwa}' Passengers at Passenger Terminals and Way Stations

(Appendix A).

(2) Effect of Motor Truck Service on the Design and Operation of

Way and Terminal Freight Station Facilities (Appendix B).

(3) Proper Requirements for the Design and Construction of Humps
in Terminal Yards (Appendix C).

(4) Specifications for Various Types of Scales Used in Railway

Service (Appendix D).

(5) Periodical and Book Review of Subjects Pertaining to the Work
of this Committee (Appendix E).

And reports progress on the following subjects

:

(6) Revision of Manual.

(7) Design of Passenger Terminals.

Bulletin 322, December. 1929.
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(8) Effect of Motor Coach Service on the Design and Operation of

Way and Terminal Passenger Station Facilities.

(9) Co-ordination of Facilities at Rail and Water Terminals.

(10) Furnish Special Committee on Clearances the Information Re-

quired by It Pertaining to Yards and Terminals.

Action Recommended

(1) That the report on Parking and Garage Facilities (Appendix A)

be received as information.

(2) That the report on the Effect of Motor Truck Service on Freight

Station Facilities (Appendix B) be received as information.

(3) That the report on Humps in Terminal Yards (Appendix C) be

received as information.

(4) That the Specifications for Light Industry Service Track Scales

(Appendix D) be endorsed.

(5) That the Periodical and Book Review (Appendix E) be received

as information.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Yards and Terminals,

^
J. E. Armstrong, Chairman.
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Appendix A

(1) PARKING FACILITIES FOR RAILWAY PASSENGERS

E. J. Beugler, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. E. Armstrong, H. L. Ripley.

J. R. W. Ambrose, C. J. Astrue, H. M. Bassett, C. H. Blackman, W. A.

Christian, E. H. Fritch, R. J. Hammond, J. V. Hanna, E. M. Hastings,

C. P. McCausland, C. H. Mottier, A. E. Owen, H. M. Roeser, H. R.

Saunders, A. P. Wenzell, J. L. Wilkes.

A questionnaire which had been drafted to secure preliminary informa-

tion on the subject was reviewed and after discussion a final draft was

prepared. This was forwarded on April 15 to a selected list of railway

officials by the Secretary in the following form

:

Questionnaire

PRIVATE AUTOMOBILE PARKING AT PASSENGER
TERMINALS AND WAY STATIONS

Note general practice, with specific typical situations.

1. Does your road provide facilities at passenger terminals and way stations

for private autos, giving number of places:

For railway passengers only
(a) Parking
(b) Garage

For general public, including railway passengers
(c) Parking
(d) Garage

2. Are facilities sublet to operating concerns or directly managed by railway
company ?

3. What is basis of charge, if any, for facilities

:

To railway passengers
To public other than railway passengers
To operating sub-contractor

4. General character of facilities

:

On station grounds
On special leased property
Maintenance of property
Policing and care

Under cover
Heated garage
Repair and supply service

5. Du facilities provided stimulate railway passenger traffic or have a
favorable influence on other railway business?

Ninety replies were received. These have been reviewed and summar-
ized as follows

:

(1) Fifty roads make no special provision for parking or other facili-

ties at passenger stations for private automobiles of railway passengers, but

generally permit reasonable use of station grounds.

(2) Eleven do not have regular open parking space near stations but

temporary parking is allowed on available station grounds and on streets

and drives adjacent to the stations where passengers are entering and

leaving, or where persons are meeting trains.
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(3) Twenty-one railroads allow parking free of charge at open parking

space provided near the terminal or station at owners' risk. In some cases

general policing is done by railway employees or city guards. All such spaces

are maintained in usable condition by the railway company. The accom-

modations are intended for railway passengers only, but in most cases it

has been found impossible to keep the general public from parking. The
time of parking is usually unlimited up to twenty-four hours.

(4) Seven companies are making definite provision for passenger's cars

at stations as a convenience to railroad patrons.

(5) Several railroads have leased ground to private parties for auto

storage, repair and supply service. One lease stipulates that railroad patrons

be provided free parking space when engaged in passage on its lines.

Specific Cases.—At one large terminal recently built in the central

states, short time parking in front of the terminal has been provided

for passengers and others using the railroad station, free of charge.

At another large eastern terminal special parking space is provided

for the public free of charge. The location is such that nearly all of

the users are railroad passengers.

An eastern railway has free parking at a number of its stations

while space at other points on the same system has been consigned to

a contractor who charges 25 cents per day for parking.

A northern terminal believes that there is a growing need for good

parking service at stations and that the railways to protect themselves

and stimulate local service should give serious attention to the problem.

At this particular location public garages in the vicinity of the terminal

are now used by passengers at regular parking rates.

At an important western terminal one railway furnishes parking facili-

ties for the benefit of its patrons at a nominal charge through a lessee. Along

its lines the company provides parking space at a number of stations for

which no charge is made.

General.—The majority of the railroads from whom information

has been received appear to be giving only passive consideration to

this matter, the private automobile owner being looked upon as a com-

petitor, even though he may use the railways' passenger service for part of

his journey or may be a present or potential future shipper of freight. Many
railroads, including the eastern and western systems, however, are recogniz-

ing the need of increased traveling as well as shipping patronage, and are

providing facilities such as those under consideration to assist in securing

this result.

In the vicinity of the larger cities there is a constant increase in the

number of commuting passengers who use their own automobiles for a

portion of the journey to and from their places of business and the balance

on passenger express service rendered by the railroad. In many cases where

the passenger may drive from his place of residence to the local railroad

station, once having taken out his car he frequently finds he can make better

time by extending his trip to some railroad point having passenger express

service. This requires convenient parking space adjacent at point of transfer.

Benefit to Railroads.—As to immediate or indirect advantage to the

railroad companies through the provision of parking facilities to its present
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or potential patrons, the following expressions quoted from each of the

replies received in answer to this particular question will show the general

feeling in the matter :

(1) "No" benefit to railroad business.

(2) "Yes" as to benefit.

(3) "Encourages use of trains"
—"Helpful to increased traffic

and favorable influence on public sentiment."

(4) "Yes" as to benefit.

(5) "Facilities for private autos of railroad patrons greatly

appreciated."

(6) "Does not stimulate passenger traffic"
—

"Extent of influence

on other business difficult to determine"
—"Railroad at-

tempting to care for this (parking) in best possible

manner."
(7) "Considered a requisite in handling passengers."

(8) "In design of more recent station grounds, the convenience
of passengers with respect to parking recognized as a
growing factor."

(9) "No definite cas^s as to benefit"
—

"Considered a requisite

for handling passengers."

(10) "Yes" as to benefits
—

"Believe absence of convenient sta-

tion parking would make passenger use bus or drive own
auto."

(11) "Passengers handled in 1928 less than 6 per cent of pas-

sengers handled in 1918. Why furnish facilities?"

(12) "Probably no influence in stimulating travel."

(13) "Both" stimulates and has favorable influence.

(14) "Yes" as to benefits.

Continuation of Work.—The initial work of the Committee as sub-

mitted above indicates the need of further investigations and study, taking

up features relating to present and future provisions for passengers' auto-

mobiles at terminals and way stations, as affecting various classes of rail-

road business. This should include day service for commuters, and ex-

tended service for long distance travelers, and co-operative consideration

of operating phases and the. matter of equitable charges, if any, for such

service.

Summary

(1) Use by railway patrons of available parking space at terminals

and way stations at auto owners' risk is generally permitted under certain

restrictions and without charge.

(2) Several companies, in recent planning of terminals, have provided

special parking areas for railway passengers' automobiles. •

(3) The furnishing of garage and other facilities as indicated by

information at hand is not now practiced to any extent.

(4) Convenient provisions for parking passengers' cars, especially at

points where local express trains stop are considered by representative com-

panies a favorable factor in bringing back or at least holding passenger

traffic at both way and terminal stations, particularly in commuting districts,

with the further possible advantage to other railroad business through appre-

ciative users of convenient parking.
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Appendix B

(2) EFFECT OF MOTOR TRUCK SERVICE ON DESIGN AND
OPERATION OF WAY AND TERMINAL FREIGHT STA-
TION FACILITIES

L. L. Lyford, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. E. Armstrong, C. H. Black-

man, H. F. Burch, W. A. Christian, C. H. Crawford, R. A. Feldes,

R. J. Hammond, John V. Hanna, E. M. Hastings, J. M. Hood, J. L.

Loida, C. P. McCausland, A. Montzheimer, C. H. Mottier, W. C. Sadler,

H. R. Saunders, E. E. R. Tratman, I. D. Waterman, A. P. Wenzell,

J. G. Wishart.

The development of the gas engine, with its application to highway

vehicles for the transportation of freight and passengers, has caused many

changes in the design and operation of facilities served by these new

transportation agencies.

Prior to the introduction of the motor truck, way and terminal freight

stations had been designed to handle freight from horse-drawn vehicles to

the freight house or platforms, and from these to railway cars. The first

change came in the gradual substitution of motor trucks for horse-drawn

vehicles in transporting freight between industries and freight stations, and

between stations of different railways.

Motor trucks are constructed with the body floor at the same height from

the ground as horse-drawn vehicles and the body width has not been

materially increased. The length and height of the body have been in-

creased, which permits the handling of heavier loads than could be moved

by horsepower and because of this increased length the width of roadway in

front of the receiving side of freight houses and platforms and between

team tracks has been increased in recent years. The motor truck with its

increased capacity can be moved into the proper unloading position readily

with the result that the tailboard space required for handling a given volume

of business, if anything, has been reduced.

There are various types of motor truck used in freight service. One

type has the body and power unit attached to the same chassis. Another

has a trailer body that can be detached from the power unit and spotted

for loading or unloading while the power unit is being used for other pur-

poses. Mention should be ma'de of the motor truck used by the Motor Ter-

minals Company at Cincinnati, Ohio. The truck bodies are enclosed freight

containers with end and side doors for loading and unloading, and are

designed to be lifted to and from the truck beds by electric cranes or hand

hoists. This type of transportation body requires special facilities consisting

of overhead craneways on which the hoists are operated. Physical condi-

tions and space limitations of existing freight houses necessitated slight

structural variations in the installation of handling facilities at the different

stations. This company serves a total of 25 freight stations and substations

owned by seven railways in Cincinnati, for the transfer of freight between

railway stations and is used in liou of trap-car service. For a more com-

plete description of the facilities and their operation, reference is made to
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article published by the Railway . hjc in the Motor Transport Section of

April 27, 1929, pages 1008 to 1012.

The replacement of the horse-drawn vehicle with motor truck in recent

jears has been an accepted fact in the design of way and terminal freight

station facilities and this was fully considered and discussed by this Com-

mittee in the report made to the 1928 Convention, found in Volume 29,

page 418.

A more recent development of motor truck service, which, because of

its voltmie, might further affect the design and operation of way and ter-

minal freight stations, is the substitution of the motor truck for local freight

service and for trap or ferry cars handled in switching service. To
ascertain the extent that motor trucks have been used in other than local

freight transfer service, a questionnaire was sent to the leading railways of

the United States, a copy of which is attached marked Exhibit A. It

was sent to those railways serving the more populated sections and replies

were received from railways representing about forty per cent of the

mileage of the United States.

One important railway reported that freight formerly handled by local

freight trains was now moved by trucks, tractors, and trailers. Concentration

and distribution stations had been established in certain industrial zones, which

permitted the more rapid handling of freight between any two stations in that

zone. This is in a territory that is highly industrialized and the use of motor

trucks resulted in a saving in cost to the carrier and in time to the shipper.

This type of service not only displaced trap-car service from industries to

freight house and between different freight stations of the carrier, but also

permitted the discontinuance of the way car on certain local freight trains,

thereby materially increasing the volume of business that had to be handled on

the tailboard side of its way and terminal freight stations. The motor truck

service consisted of trailers and motor trucks and freight was delivered and

received at the sills used by the shipping public, with the exception that at one

station a platform was provided for sorting freight, the trailers being spotted

at the back of this platform. Where trailer equipment is used, it is set up

against the house sill at night and the freight is unloaded from cars directly

into the proper vehicle by railway forces, the work being handled so as to

have all of the freight in the trailer and ready for delivery at a specified

time. This freight is checked in and out by the railway forces in the same

manner as to any private consignee.

Another railway reported that in a certain territory, due to the intensive

use of its main tracks, it was found uneconomical to maintain local freight

service between stations, and motor trucks were substituted to transfer freight

between stations in that territory.

Another reported that at the present time it is operating 50 motor truciv

routes in station to station service covering over 4000 miles daily and serving

over 700 stations formerly served by local freight train service. No changes

were made in the design and operation of way and terminal freight stations

for this new service.

One railway in the Chicago territory, which operates a large number of

local freight stations, has recently constructed a car to car transfer station

outside the city limits, which was designed with the idea of sometime

using motor trucks. Provision was made for spotting motor trucks at one
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end of the station, if and when they are used. No motor trucks have

as yet been used, all freight being handled between transfer platform and

freight stations in cars in train and switching service.

A number of other railroads have reported isolated cases where motor

trucks are substituted for trap-cars between freight stations. In all cases

the freight is received from these vehicles at the freight house in the same
manner as it is received from the shipping public and no special facilities

are required except in cases where bodies require removal from the motor

truck. On those railways where provision is made for lifting the body from
the truck, or where a patented detachable body is used, special provision is

made for handling and other vehicles are not admitted to these reserved

areas.

No railway reported a case where the tailboard space of freight houses

or platforms had been increased to take care of business that was formerly

handled in cars in local freight or switching service.

Summary

The width of driveways at way and freight station facilities has

been affected because of the substitution of motor truck service for horse-

drawn vehicles, as set out in the 1928 report of this Committee, Volume 29,

page 418, but the present investigation does not disclose any instance where

the replacement of local freight service, or trap or ferry cars in switching

service, with motor truck service, has affected the design of the station

proper, except at stations where truck bodies serve as containers and are lifted

or otherwise detached from the power unit. There are companies promot-

ing this detachable type of motor truck, each of which require special facili-

ties for handling.

Exhibit A

QUESTIONNAIRE

1. To what extent is your road using motor vehicles in freight service?

(a) To supplement local freight trains.

(b) To replace local freight trains.

2. To what extent is your road using motor vehicles at terminals in substi-

tution for trap or ferry cars handled in switching service?

(a) Between main and substations.

(b) Between freight stations and industries.

(c) Between freight stations and boat lines.

(d) Between freight stations with other railroads.

3. Please describe the manner freight handled by motor vehicles is handled
at the freight stations.

(a) Terminal freight stations.

(b) Way freight stations.

Do these vehicles receive and deliver freight at the same sills as the
general trucks?

(a) Terminal freight stations.

(b) Way freight stations.

4. If you have had freight stations designed with this additional service in

view, will you please state where they are located and describe their

special features for this purpose.
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Appendix C

(3) DESIGN OF HUMPS IN TERMINAL YARDS

R. J. Hammond, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. E. Armstrong, J. R. W.
Ambrose, Irving Anderson, C. E. Armstrong, C. J. Astrue, N. C. L.

Brown, H. F. Burch, C. H. Crawford, R. A. Feldes, F. W. Grace,

T. H. Greene, M. J. J. Harrison, E. M. Hastings, J. M. Hood, W. H.

Hobbs, E. T. Johnston, L. L. Lyford, C. P. McCausland, A. Montz-

heimer, A. E. Owen, T. R. Ratcliff, H. M. Roeser, W. B. Rudd, H. J.

Pfeifer, W. C. Sadler, H. R. Saunders, C. U. Smith, I. D. Waterman,

A. P. Wenzell, J. L. Wilkes, J. G. Wishart.

General information concerning the design of humps in terminal

yards is given in the Manual and in former volumes of the Proceedings of

the Association. The increasing use of car retarders, in lieu of riders, to

control the cars moving over the hump, however, has caused marked changes

both in the track layout and in the gradients.

This development has brought attention to the important factor of

resistance to the rolling of cars by gravity and its effect on the design of

the gradients.

Your Committee has collected, and is studying, the results of a large

number of tests relating to this factor and desires to report that a satisfac-

tory analysis has not as yet been obtained from which definite conclusions

can be drawn for specifying the proper gradients to be used for various

conditions. Furthermore, a test apparatus, designed to record the speed of

the car and the distance traveled, has been developed recently and this has

been found to give more definite and complete data. It is desired to analyze

the tests from this device before drawing conclusions, in order to prove or

disprove existing data.

Your Committee has collected also plans and profiles of existing humps,

characteristic of the types in service. Of the two general types now in use,

one employing riders and the other retarders, each has its characteristic

track layout and gradients. The former type may be subdivided into humps

which employ switchmen and into humps which employ power machines for

the throwing of switches, while the retarder type uses only power machines.

Rider humps are constructed usually with straight ladders each with a

varying number of tracks and are arranged in such a manner so as to require

tlie minimum number of switchmen consistent with safe practice. Motor

cars operating on properly located motor car tracks return the riders to the

hump with a minimum of lost time.

The gradient used generally for a rider hump accelerates the cars to a

certain maximum permissible speed and this speed is maintained to the point

at which the brakes are applied for coupling to the cars already in the

classification track, the object being to minimize the time consumed for

each rider. Figure 1 shows an example of a rider hump, which, however,

has since been changed into a retarder hump.

The advent of the retarder has demonstrated that, with a non-accelerat-

ing grade for the classification track from the clearance point throughout
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its length, a rider hump can be operated satisfactorily, thus permitting the

riders to brake down the cars to coupling speeds and allow them to proceed

without a rider from the clearance point. A number of humps were operated

satisfactorily in this manner during the transition period from rider to

retarder control.

The track arrangement for a retarder hump can be similar to that for a

rider hump so long as space is provided for retarders on the hump lead, lad-

ders, and classification tracks. Figure 2 reflects the track layout and

gradients of the hump shown in Fig. 1 after having been reconstructed

as a retarder hump.

The trend in design, however, is toward a method of grouping which

will result in reducing materially the number of retarder units required.

Care should be used in selecting the number of tracks to be so grouped, and

controlled by one retarder unit, since improper grouping may affect the peak

SELKIRK WEST BOUNDYARD
NEWYORK CENTRAL LINES EAST

TOWER B'

HUMP SIGNAL
CREST OF

Fig. 2

period hump capacity. The provision of a large number of tracks in a yard

will permit more tracks for each group without affecting the hump capacity.

For examples of the various methods of grouping see Fig. 3 and 4 (1 track

per retarder unit), 2 (2 tracks per retarder unit), 5 (4 tracks per retarder

unit), 6 (5 tracks per retarder unit), 7 (6 tracks per retarder unit), 8 (7

tracks per retarder unit).

The gradients used generally for retarder yards should be such that

cars will be accelerated sufficiently to provide the spacing necessary for the

throwing of switches between cuts. The high speed movement of cars, which

is characteristic of a rider hump, is not required in yards equipped with

retarders, as the period of time consumed between the crest of the hump
and the clearance point of the classification track is not important, and

high speeds, therefore, are avoided so as to reduce the length of retarder

units.

The actual elevation of the hump used with retarders may be practically

the same as is used when riders are employed. With the retarder method
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of control, however, the ladder gradient is increased, thus decreasing the

hump lead gradient ; by this means a sufficient grade is insured on the ladder

and this obviates high initial speed for cars having a Iiigh rolling resistance.

The average gradient between the crest and clearance point varies with

the nature of the predominating traffic and the location of the hump, the

latter being determined by temperature and prevailing winds. When the

majority of cars humped is empty and in a cold climate with a prevailing

wind, steep gradients are required. When, however, the majority of cars

sharonville westbound yard

Fig. 5

handled is loaded the assistance or absence of a prevailing wind will permit

an extremely low hump even in cold climate. Compare Fig. 2 and 6.

The average gradient from the clearance point throughout the classifica-

tion track is selected generally to insure the movement of the car of low
rolling resistance to the very end of the track without any increase in speed.

The gradient required is varied also by the elements previously mentioned.

See Fig. 2 and 6 which show the gradients now in use.

These factors and others are now being given consideration and your

Committe recommends, therefore, that this report be accepted as information

only and that the study of this subject be continued.
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MECHANICVILLE YARD
BOSTON & MAINE R.R.

HUMP SIGNAL
CREST OF
HUMP
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Appendix D

(4) SCALES

M. J. J. Harrison, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. E. Armstrong, A, Bous-

field, A. W. Epright, E. D. Gordon, E. M. Hastings, H. O. Hem,
E. K. Lawrence, J. L. Miller, H. M. Roeser, H. R. Saunders,

M. H. Starr.

Track scales may be divided into two general classes, viz., railway

owned scales and industrial owned scales.

Railway owned scales are obviously those installed and maintained by

the carriers for their own use, which, primarily, is the determination of

weights on which to base transportation charges. In point of number in the

United States, this is definitely the smaller group.

Industrial track scales are owned and maintained by individual shippers

and receivers of carload freight. They are used primarily to determine

weights of commodities bought and sold, and such weights are principally

used as the basis for settlement between buyer and seller. While, strictly

speaking, the carriers have no interest in the transaction between buyer

and seller, it frequently happens that the weights used in determining the

amount of commodity bought or sold are tendered to the carriers for their

use in determining the amount of transportation charges. When this occurs,

the carriers automatically become interested in the correctness of such

weights and, therefore, in the condition of the scale on whicK the weights

were obtained.

As was pointed out in the 1928 report of your Committee, shippers'

weights are ordinarily given formal recognition by the carriers through

the media of "industry track scale weighing agreements" between the indi-

vidual shippers and the Inspection and Weighing Bureau having territorial

jurisdiction for account of the interested carriers. The several Bureaus

function independently of each other, but have a common meeting point

in the Committee on Weighing and Inspection of Freight Traffic—a standing

committee of Division III of the American Railway Association. The
membership of this committee includes the executives of all the Bureaus.

While the Bureaus have, perhaps, no expressed authority to compel

the installation of any definite class or type of scale, they must frequently

say what type of scale will be approved by them for industrial installation.

At present their only guides in this matter are the track scale specifications

which appear in the Manual. While, with the sole exception of the grain

scale specifications appearing in the Decision of the Interstate Commerce
Commission in its Docket No. 9009, the A.R.E.A. specifications are the only

track scale specifications which enjoy national formal standing in the

United States, it is also true that they were prepared and intended to apply

to scales for railway service, used for weighing general freight. It is

likewise true that a scale in railway service receives more abuse than a

similar scale in industrial service is likely to receive, and, further, a scale

in a railway yard must be long enough and of sufficient capacity to weigh

any car that is likely to require weighing at that point.
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On the other hand, it frequently happens that a certain industry will

ship cars which are markedly lighter or shorter than the railway must be

prepared to handle. In such cases the industries have come to feel that even

the minimum A.R.E.A. specification scale is "too much scale" for their

requirements and costs more than they can afford to pay.

When the scale manufacturers collaborated in the preparation of the

present A.R.E.A. specifications, they virtually agreed not to offer scales

which did not conform thereto. It was believed by many, including the

manufacturers themselves, that industrially owned track scales should have

the same characteristics as railway owned track scales. That this view

was at least partially correct seems to be proved by the number of specifi-

cation scales which have been purchased and installed by industries during

the past ten years. However, even with the obvious incentive of making

sales, the manufacturers have been unable to convince the industries above

referred to of the economic advantage of specification scales.

All of this has resulted in the perpetuation of a large number of

obsolete and woefully inadequate track scales, thus hindering the efforts

of those who are trying to maintain a satisfactory degree of weighing

efficiency.

Several interests have considered this problem during the past few

years, or since the various angles of the situation have become more

apparent, and during the past year a joint committee was organized under

the sponsorship of the National Scale Men's Association to prepare an

acceptable specification for "Light Industrial Service Railway Track Scales."

Your Committee was represented on this joint committee and, since the

completion of the specifications, has reviewed them critically. A copy is

appended hereto as Exhibit "A," and their endorsement by this Associa-

tion is now recommended.

In form, the appended specifications follow closely the A.R.E.A. speci-

fications. The essential differences are reductions in length and sectional

capacity of scale and in weigh-beam capacity. It is believed that these,

together with other and comparatively minor economies, will result in a

decrease in total cost which will prove an attraction to the smaller industry.

At the same time, your Committee does not feel that any characteristics

essential to correctness of weights for the service contemplated have been

sacrificed.

Your Committee has no thought of recommending or even suggesting

that scales of the type here discussed be used in railway service. As a

matter of fact, your Committee has satisfied itself that the railways of

the United States are tending more and more to heavier scales, and this

conclusion is apparently confirmed by informal reports from the scale

manufacturers. Therefore, the now proposed specifications are applicable

only in the case of industries whose scale requirements are definitely

less than those for which the minimum A.R.E.A. specification scale was

designed. Your approval of the appended specifications, then, is primarily

a formal action for the guidance of Division III of the American Railway

Association.
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Conclusion

(1) That the Specifications for the Manufacture and Installation of

Light Industrial Service Railway Scales, as prepared by the National Scale

Men's Association, be endorsed for use by industries where the gross

weight of cars will not exceed 180,000 pounds, the length of wheel-base of

cars will not exceed 45 feet, and cars will not be weighed one truck at a

time.

Exhibit A

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE MANUFACTURE AND INSTAL-
LATION OF RAILWAY TRACK SCALES FOR LIGHT
INDUSTRIAL SERVICE

(For Knife-edge Scales Only)

FOREWORD

The detail work of preparing the following specifications was handled

by a committee appointed and sponsored by the National Scale Men's

Association. The Committee hereby expresses its appreciation of the aid

and cooperation extended by the American Railway Engineering Association,

the Scale and Balance Manufacturers' Association, and the United States

Bureau of Standards, and acknowledges the value of similar work previ-

ously done by railways and organizations, from whose specif.cations pre-

ferred sections and items have been selected and incorporated herein.

INTRODUCTION

These specifications are intended to apply to knife-edge scales of the

straight lever types for weighing cars in light industrial service. Requests

for proposals for track scales conforming to these specifications should call

for "Light Industrial Service Railway Track Scales," and should include

such other information as will insure complete and intelligent proposals.

(I) CLASS OF SCALE

There shall be only one class of scales known as Light Industrial

Service Railway Track Scales. These shall be 46 feet long, have a

sectional capacity of 50 tons, be of the four-section type, and be built level.

(II) SECTIONAL CAPACITY

The sectional capacity of a scale is the greatest weight which, if

applied on the load knife-edges of each pair of main levers, will produce

stresses in the scale parts not exceeding those given in the table of Working
Stresses, Section IV.

4
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(III) PLANS

The manufacturer shall furnish to the purchaser plans of design show-

ing stresses and detailed dimensions for all scale parts, and the material

of which they are to be fabricated; also assembly plans showing location

of all field connections, and all information necessary for the purchaser to

design and construct the pit and parts not furnished by the scale manu-

facturer.

(IV) WORKING STRESSES

1. General.—The following unit stresses shall not be exceeded when

the scale is loaded to its sectional capacity as defined above. The strength

of each member shall be determined by its weakest cross-section.

2. Iron and Steel.—Working Stresses in Pounds per Square Inch.

Transverse Bending Direct Stresses Shear
_

Tension Compression Tension Compression and Torsion

Steel Castings.... 8,000 10,000 8,000 10,000 5,000

Machinery Steel .. 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 7,500

Structural Steel ... 16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000 10,000

Steel for Pivots and
Bearings

—

High Carbon.... 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000

Special Alloy. . .30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000

Cast Iron

—

Thickness of Section
Inches
0.25 5,000 8,500 3,500 10,000 5,000

0.30 4,780 8,130 3,350 9,560 4,780

0.35 4,600 7,820 3,220 9,200 4,600

0.40 4,450 7,560 3,110 8,900 4,450

0.45 4,320 7,340 3,020 8,640 4,320

0.5 4,200 7,140 2,940 8,400 4,200

0.6 4,020 6,830 2,814 8,040 4,020

0.7 3,870 6,580 2,710 7,740 3,870

0.8 3,740 6,360 2,620 7,480 3,740

0.9 3,630 6,170 2,540 7,260 3,630

1.0 3,540 6,020 2,480 7,080 3,540

1.1 3,450 5,860 2,410 6,900 3,450

1.2 3,380 5,750 2,370 6,760 3,380

1.3 3,310 5,620 2,320 6,620 3,310

1.4 3,250 5,520 2,270 6,500 3,250

1.5 3,190 5,420 2,230 6,380 3,190

1.6 3,140 5,340 2,200 6,280 3,140

1.8 3,050 5,180 2,130 6,100 3,050

2.0 2,970 5,050 2,080 5,940 2,970

2.5 2,810 4,780 1,970 5,620 2,810

3.0 2,690 4,570 1,880 5,380 2,690

3.5 2,580 4,390 1,810 5,160 2,580

4.0 2,500 4,250 1,750 5,000 2,500

The maximum allowable unit stress of any character used for designing

cast iron members of a scale shall be determined for any section of such

member by the greatest thickness used in the section, exclusive of fillets.

In the main portion of a beam the thickness of the web or flange shall be

used, whichever is the greater. The thickness of the flange shall be con-
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sidered as either the average depth of the outstanding portion of the flange

or the breadth of the flange, out to out, whichever is the less.

The bearing stress on steel pins shall not exceed 15,000 lb. per sq. in.

on any diametral cross-section.

3. Knife-Edge Bearing Stresses.—The load per linear inch of con-

tact betvi^een knife-edges and their opposing bearings shall not exceed 6,000

pounds for high carbon steel or 7,000 pounds for special alloy steel.

4. Concrete Bearing Stresses.—Bearing stresses on concrete shall

not exceed 300 lb. per sq. in. under scale lever stands, and 400 lb. per sq.

in. at all other points.

5. Loops—Formula for Stresses.—Considering the end of the loop

as a simple beam, its section at the point of maximum bending shall be

determined by the formula (W/4) X (L— d/2), wherein W is the maxi-

mum load applied to the loop, L is the distance between the center lines of

the depending sides, and d is the distance over which the load is distributed.

6. Projecting Pivots—Formula for Stresses,—Where practicable,

the pivots shall be supported their full length by integral parts of the

lever containing them. Where pivots cannot be so supported, bending

moments in the pivots shall be determined as follows

:

Let W = the total load on both ends of the pivot in pounds
L = the moment arm in inches

d= the length of bearing in loop in inches

T = the distance between friction faces of the loop in inches

B =^ the width of boss or sustaining member enveloping the

pivot in inches

M = the bending moment in pivot in inch-pounds

Then L = d/2 + (T— 5)+54"
and M = WL/2 = (W/Z) Xid/2-^T— B + ^")

(V) LENGTH OF SCALE AND NUMBER OF SECTIONS

1. Scale Length Defined.—The length of a track scale is the length

of the live rails. In no case shall this effective weighing length be greater

than the distance between the centers of end sections.

2. Scale Lengfth Standardized.—The length of scale covered by

these specifications shall be 46 feet.

3. Number of Sections.—Scales covered by these specifications shall

be constructed in four sections.

(VI) SCALE LEVERS

1. Qualities of Castings.—Castings for use in scales shall not be

unduly warped. They shall be free from blisters, large holes, or other

imperfections, and shall be brought to a reasonably smooth finish.

2. Machined Ways for Nose Irons.—That portion of any lever that

is to be fitted with a nose iron shall be machined for the full distance over

which the nose iron is to move.

3. Leveling Lugs.—Each lever shall be provided with leveling lugs.

Each pair of lugs shall be spaced 11 inches center to center. The leveling
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surface of each pair of lugs shall be finished to a plane parallel to the

plane through the knife-edges of the end pivots.

4. Marking of Levers.—The multiple shall be permanently and

legibly marked on each scale lever.

5. Length—Allowable Variation.—The lengths of main and exten-

sion levers shall conform to their nominal lengths between end knife-edges

within % inch and J4 inch, respectively.

6. Loading of Levers Other than Main Levers.—In designing

levers other than main levers, it shall be assumed that the end extension

levers carry a total live and dead load corresponding to 100 per cent of

the sectional capacity ; the portion of the middle extension levers carrying

the load from the end section only, 100 per cent of the sectional capacity;

the portion of the middle extension levers carrying the combined load from

the end section and inner section, 160 per cent of the sectional capacity

;

and the transverse extension lever, shelf lever and weigh-beam, 300 per cent

of the sectional capacity.

(VII) PIVOTS AND KNIFE-EDGES

1. Material.—The requirements for physical properties of the steel

used for pivots shall be as follows:

(a) Special alloy steel—annealed:

Elastic limit Not over 75,000 lb. per sq. in.

Tensile strength Not over 110,000 lb. per sq. in.

Elongation in 2 inches . Not less than 20 per cent.

Reduction in area .... Not less than 35 per cent.

(b) Special alloy steel—hardened:

Elastic limit Not less than 160,000 lb. per sq. in.

Tensile strength Not less than 200,000 lb. per sq. in.

Elongation in 2 inches . Not less than 5 per cent.

Reduction in area .... Not less than 25 per cent.

Rockwell hardness . . . Not less than 56.

(c) High carbon steel—annealed:

Elastic limit Not over 55,000 lb. per sq. in.

Tensile strength Not over 117,000 lb. per sq. in.

Elongation in 2 inches. Not less than 15 per cent.

Reduction in area Not less than 25 per cent.

(d) High carbon steel—hardened

:

Elastic limit Not less than 135,000 lb. per sq. in.

Tensile strength Not less than 180,000 lb. per sq. in.

Elongation in 2 inches . Not less than 3 per cent.

Reduction in area. . . .Not less than 12 per cent.

Rockwell hardness. . .Not less than 60.

2. Design.—All pivots shall be so designed and manufactured that

the included angle of the sides forming the knife-edge will not exceed

90 deg., and the offset of the knife-edge as referred to the center line

of the pivot will not exceed 10 per cent of the width of the pivot for

"machined in" pivots, and 15 per cent of the width of the pivot for

"cast in" pivots.
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3. Mounting.—
(a) Fastening.—All pivots shall be firmly fastened in position with-

out swedging, caulking, or the use of liners or shims.

(b) Continuous Contact.—All pivots shall be mounted so as to secure

equal and continuous contact of the knife-edges with their opposing bear-

ing for the full length of the parts designed to be in contact. In loop

bearings the knife-edges shall project slightly beyond the bearings in the

loops.

(c) Position.—In any lever the pivots shall be so mounted that:

(1) Each knife-edge will be maintained in a horizontal plane

under practical conditions of loading;

(2) A plane bisecting the angle of a knife-edge will be per-

pendicular to the plane through the knife-edges of the

end pivots; and

(3) The knife-edges in each lever will be parallel to each
other.

4. Support for Projecting Pivots.—The reinforcing on the levers

to support projecting pivots shall be tapered off to prevent lodgment of

dirt next to the pivots and to provide proper clearances.

5. Fulcrum Distance.—The distance between the knife-edges of

fulcrum and load pivots of main levers shall be not less than 6^4 inches.

6. Location of Main Lever Load Knife-Edges.—The load knife-

edges of the main levers shall be so located that the center lines of the

weigh-bridge girders can be placed in the vertical planes through those

knife-edges.

(VIII) NOSE IRONS

1. Design and Fastening.—The nose irons shall be firmly fastened

in proper position by means of U. S. standard thread screws or bolts, or

other equally effective mechanical device.

(a) Design of Fastening.—The means for clamping the nose irons'

in position shall be of such design that indentations in. the levers will not

be made, and shall be independent of any means provided for adjustment.

(b) Direction of Fastening.—The means for clamping nose irons

in position shall force or hold them against the lever in the same direction

as they would be forced by the load.

2. Marking of Position.—The position of each nose iron as deter-

mined by the factory adjustment shall be accurately, clearly and perma-

nently indicated by a well defined mark on the lever and nose iron, which

shall meet on a common line.

3. Finish and Pivot Mounting.—Nose iron surfaces intended to be

in slidable contact with the levers shall be made true so as to secure an

accurate fit on or in the levers. Nose irons and guides shall be of such

construction that, when a nose iron is moved through any portion of its

allowable travel, the knife-edge will be held parallel to its normal position.

i
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(IX) LEVER FULCRUM STANDS

1. Design.—
(a) Pillars—Position on Bases.—The pillars or upright portions of

the stands carrying the bearings shall be so placed on the bases that the

centers of the bearing lines will be over the centers of gravity of the

bearing surfaces of the stands.

(b) Height of Pillars.^—In stands of the two pillar type, the pillars

shall be of equal height.

(c) Anchor Bolt Holes.—Two or more anchor bolt holes, not less

than 2 inches in diameter, shall be provided in proper places in the base

of each stand, unless other equally effective means for anchorage are

provided.

2. Quality of Castings.—Castings for lever stands shall be clean,

smooth, uniform and free from blisters, blowholes and shrinkage

cracks.

3. Finish of Bases.—The base of each stand shall be machined to

a plane perpendicular to the upright axis through the center of the knife-

edge bearing line.

4. Finish of Pillar Tops.—The tops of pillars for receiving bearing

steels, caps or blocks, shall be finished so that the knife-edge bearing line

will be parallel to the machined surface of the base of the stand within

3^ inch.

(X) BEARINGS AND BEARING BLOCKS

1. Material for Bearing Steels.—The requirements for physical

properties of steel used for bearings shall be the same as those set forth

in Section VII-1 hereof for pivots. The bearing steels shall be equal to

or greater in hardness than the knife-edges which oppose them.

2. Design of Bearings.—Bearings shall be so designed that dis-

placement of the line of contact between a bearing and its opposing knife-

edge will not occur under practical conditions of loading.

3. Mounting of Bearing Steels.—All like bearing steels shall be

interchangeable, or mounted in interchangeable bearing steel blocks. When
the steels are separable and interchangeable in the blocks, they shall be

fastened in position by means of U.S. standard thread set screws of a non-

corrosive material at least as hard as brass, or by other equally effective

mechanical device.

4. Finish of Bearing Steels.—The bearing surfaces shall be brought

to a smooth, true and accurate finish to provide continuity of contact with

the opposing knife-edges.

5. Weigh-Bridge Bearings.—The tops of weigh-bridge bearings

intended to make contact with the weigh-bridge girders shall be finished

so that, when in position, all the bearing surfaces will be within ^ inch of

the same horizontal plane and parallel to it. These tops shall be provided

with bolt holes of a suflficiently large diameter to allow for necessary

transverse and longitudinal adjustment.
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(Xf) LOOPS AND CONNECTIONS

1. Material.—The requirements for material and hardness of bear-

ing surfaces in loops shall be the same as those herein prescribed for pivots

and bearings.

2. Design Proportion.—In loops which form bearings for project-

ing pivots, the radius of the portion of the bearing making immediate con-

tact with the knife-edge, and the radius of the eye of the loop shall be

not less than the length of the longest side of the cross-section of the

square pivot to be used in the loop, and like clearance shall be provided if

pivots of other than square cross-section be used.

3. Length.—Loops in like connections, except when adjustable,

shall be of the same length.

4. Steelyard Rod.—The steelyard rod shall be equipped with a

turnbuckle.

5. Locknuts.—Bolts or turnbuckles used as a part of the connec-

tions shall be provided with locknuts.

(XII) CHECKS

1. Type.—Weigh-bridge checks shall be provided, and shall be

of the rod or other type which shall be equal to the rod type in functioning.

Checks of the rod or bumper type shall be adjustable.

2. Character and Number.—When of the rod or bumper type, not

less than four longitudinal and eight transverse checks shall be provided.

3. Position.—The checks shall be set as high as possible, and

shall be in the same horizontal plane. Longitudinal and transverse checks

shall be, respectively, parallel or perpendicular to the vertical plane through

the center line of the track.

4. Strength.—Checks of the rod type shall be considered to act

only in tension. The combined area of the check rods at either end or

side shall be not less than 1^ sq. in. when steel check rods are used.

(XIII) WEIGH-BEAM AND ACCESSORIES

1. Design.—
(a) Capacity.—The maximum capacity of the weigh-beam shall be not

greater than 180,000 pounds.

(b) Type.—The weigh-beam shall be of the full-capacity registering

type.

(c) Shoulder Stop.—A shoulder stop shall be provided on all weigh-

beams to prevent the travel of the main poise back of the zero notch.

(d) Notches.—The number of notches for the main poise shall not

exceed six per inch. Each notch shall be so made that when the pawl

rests in it, a line projected from the center of the side of the notch nearer

the zero graduation to the axis about which the pawl revolves will be

perpendicular to that side of the notch.
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(e) Pawl or Latch.—The tip or point of the pawl or latch shall be

of the same width as the notches of the beam, and shall be rounded off

so that a small amount of dust or dirt in the bottom of the notch will not

prevent the poise from assuming its correct position.

(f) Projections akd Recesses.—Poises shall be so designed as to

present the least number of projections or recesses on or in which dust

or dirt ma}- accumulate.

(g) Ball or Cone Bearings.—Ball bearings, cone bearings, or other

equally effective means shall be provided to secure as free movement of

the main poise along the beam as possible, but without sideplay of the

poise.

(h) Fractional Bar Stops.—Stops shall be provided to prevent the

movement of the fractional poise or bar beyond its proper travel in either

direction. The fractional poise shall be equipped with means to insure

a positive stop at any 20-lb. graduation.

(i) Operating Lever.—A substantial double or other approved type of

hand grip shall be provided to facilitate the printing or registering of the

weight on the ticket with the least possible disturbance of the beam.

(j) Receptacle for Weight Ticket.—Means shall be provided to

prevent the placing of the weight ticket in its receptacle in any position in

which an incorrect weight can be registered.

2. Marking.

—

(a) Intervals.—The notches and graduations on the main beam shall

be made at the 1000-lb. intervals.

(b) Length of Graduations.—For the main beam, the zero gradua-

tion and all graduatioiis representing multiples of 10,000 lb. shall be ^ inch

in length. All graduations having values in thousands of pounds ending in

4 and 8 shall be ^ inch in length. All other graduations shall be J4 irich

in length. An alternative method of marking may be used, in which the

marks representing 5, 15, 25, etc., thousand pounds shall be not less than

1^4 times the intermediate lines, and every tenth line shall be longer than

every fifth line, and the length of the graduations other than the fives and

tens shall be not greater than twice the distance between their centers,

preferably 1% times the distance between their centers.

(c) Size of Figures.—For the main beam, the zero graduation and

every tenth graduation therefrom shall have its value in thousands of

pounds (i. e., 0, 10, 20, etc.) marked by figures 5^ inch in height, except

the last graduation in the beam, which shall be marked in full—for example,

180,000 lb. All other graduations in beams graduated by the first method,

having values in thousands of pounds ending in an even figure, namelj',

2, 4, 6 and 8, shall be marked by figures fs inch in height. On beams

graduated by the second method, the fives, fifteens, etc., may or may not

have the value in thousands of pounds marked, or may have a star or other

device placed opposite the line. No other graduations having values in

thousands of pounds ending in an uneven figure shall be marked. All

numbers shall be placed directly beneath their respective graduations, and

shall be within -h inch to Vs inch of the graduation.

(d) Fractional Beam.—The graduations for the fractional beam shall

be placed at 20-lb. intervals, up to and including 980 lb.
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3. Balance Ball.—A balance ball shall be provided. If it be a

rotating ball, its center of gravity shall lie in the axis of rotation. Other-

wise its movement shall be controlled by means of a self-contained hand-

operated screw or other device which will not require tliat the ball be

rotated in making any adjustments. Means for locking the ball in position

shall be provided. The balance ball shall be provided with vertical adjust-

ment.

4. Counterbalance Weights.—If counterbalance weights are to be

used, the lower end of the hanger stem shall be threaded, a cup for the

loose balancing material shall be screwed thereon, and each additional weight

shall be provided with an elongated hole in the center through which the

hanger stem may pass. No slotted counterbalance weights are to be used.

When no' counterbalance weights are necessary on top of the counter-

balance cup, the cavity shall be closed by a cover, secured in a positive

manner. No counterbalance weights shall be used in any place in the scale

except at the beam.

5. Multiplication.—A pivot with a loop shall be provided at the

tip of the beam. The multiplication to the knife-edge of this pivot shall

be 7000 or 10,000, and shall be plainly and permanently stamped on the

beam.

6. Identification of Parts.—Each beam shall be given a serial num-

ber, which shall be stamped on the beam. The pivots, poises and fractional

bar shall have stamped on them identification marks to show to which beam

each belongs, and the pivots shall be so marked as to indicate their proper

positions in the beam.

7. Type Figures.—Type figures, when used, shall be made of a

material sufficiently hard so that they will not easily become battered or

defaced. The figures shall be plain and raised sufficiently high to insure

a clear impression when the weight ticket or tape is stamped. They shall

be so attached and secured in their proper places that they will not become

loosened.

8. Beam Fulcrum Stand.—
(a) Design.—The beam shall be supported on a stand provided with

compensating bearings, and shall not be suspended. The height of the

pillars and the dimensions of the base of the stand shall be such as to

prevent a tipping action.

(b) Height.—The height of the stand, measured from the bottom

surface of the base to the pivot bearing surface, shall not exceed 13 inches.

(c) Finish.—The bearing surface of the base of the stand shall be

finished to a plane perpendicular to the axis of the upright portion of the

stand, and the knife-edge line of the bearing shall be parallel to the base.

The center of the bearing line shall be vertically over the center of gravity

of the bearing surface of the base.

9. Trig Loop.—

(a) Material.—The contact parts of the trig loop shall be made of a

non-magnetic material.
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(b) Play of the Beam.—The play of the beam in the trig loop shall

be not less than 2 per cent of the distance from the trig loop to the knife-

edge of the fulcrum pivot.

(c) Pointer.—The beam shall be fitted with a pointer to be used in

connection with a fixed graduation or other device on the trig loop to

indicate a central position in the trig loop when the beam is horizontal.

10. Beam Support.—Cast iron pillars, or equivalent, and a beam shelf

shall be provided for all scales. The beam fulcrum and trig stands shall be

securely erected thereon. This shelf shall be strong and sufficiently rigid

so that it will not deflect to an extent that the action of the scale will

be affected.

(XIV) ANTIFRICTION POINTS AND PLATES

1. Required.—Antifriction points and plates shall be provided to

limit the relative lengthwise displacement of all knife-edges with respect to

their bearings.

2. Material.—The antifriction points and plates shall be made of

hardened carbon steel, and the plates shall be at least as hard as the

points which come in contact with them.

3. Design.—An antifriction point shall consist of a point or pro-

jection of small area formed on the knife-edge, in the case of full length

contact knife-edges, or formed on plates securely attached to the levers

or pivots. The design of the antifriction points shall be such that they will

always make contact with their opposing plates on the line of the knife-

edges, within practical limits. In loop bearings, the parts which come in

contact with the antifriction points shall be formed without any points or

projections so that, when the loop is relatively displaced in a direction at

right angles to the knife-edge, the contact with the antifriction points

will continue to be made on the line of the knife-edge.

4. Clearances.—The clearances between the antifriction plates and

antifriction points shall not exceed is inch on the beam, % inch on the

shelf lever, and J4 inch on all other levers, and the minimum clearances

shall be not less than one-half these amounts, respectively.

(XV) CLEARANCES

The clearance around and between the fixed and live parts of the

lever system of a scale shall be at least 54 inch, except at points where

other clearances are specified.

(XVI) FACTORY ADJUSTMENTS

1. Levers.—The design, workmanship and factory adjustment of

the levers and beam shall be such that the proper ratio of the lever arms

will be maintained.

2. Beams.—Each notch in the beam shall be adjusted to within

0.002 inch of the nominal distance from the zero notch.
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(XVII) INTERCHANGEABILITY

Like parts of all like scales of the same design and manufacture shall

be interchangeable, unless otherwise herein specified. The scale drawings

and the parts of the scale shall be marked to indicate the proper positions

of the parts in the scale, so as to prevent parts not symmetrically designed

being incorrectly placed when the scale is set up.

(XVIII) SENSIBILITY RECIPROCAL

1. Definition.—The sensibility reciprocal shall be that weight re-

quired to be added to or removed from the live rails to turn the beam from

a horizontal position of equilibrium in the center of the trig loop to a posi-

tion of equilibrium at either limit of its travel.

2. Value.—The sensibility reciprocal shall not exceed 50 lb. in any
case.

(XIX) TOLERANCE

The manufacturers' tolerance to be allowed on the first field test, after

installation corrections, of all new railway track scales shall not exceed

1/20 of 1 per cent, or 50 lb. per 100,000 lb., for any position of the test

car load on the scale. The minimum test car load to be applied shall be

30,000 lb.

(XX) LOCATION AND ELEVATION

L Foundation.—Scales shall be so located that an adequate foun-

dation and at least 20 feet of tangent track at each approach to the live

rails can be provided.

2. Elevation.—The scale shall be installed at such an elevation that

the drainage of the surface water will be away from it. Means shall be

provided to prevent surface water between the rails of the scale tracks

from running intO' the pit.

3. Right-Handed Beam.—Scales shall be so located that a right-

handed beam can be used in all cases without the use of extension levers,

exclusive of shelf lever, between transverse extension lever and beam.

(XXI) FOUNDATIONS

1. Material.—All scale foundations shall be constructed of concrete.

The qualities of the materials and the methods of mixing and placing the

concrete shall be in accordance with recognized specifications for first-class

concrete.

2. Bearing Area.—The hearing areas of the foundation footings

shall be such that the bearing pressure on the soil will be uniform

throughout and not exceed

—

For fine sand or clay 4,000 lb. per sq. ft.

For coarse sand and gravel or hard clay .... 6,000 lb. per sq. ft.

For boulders or solid rock 20,000 lb. per sq. ft.
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If the soil has not a safe bearing capacity equal to that of fine sand

or clay, its bearing capacity should be increased by drainage, by adding a

layer of gravel or broken stone, or by driving piles.

3. Dimensions of Pit.—The depth of the scale pit shall be not less

than 5 feet 6 inches from the base of the rail to the finished floor of the pit.

The width of the pit between faces of side walls shall be not less than 9

feet. The length of the pit inside of end walls shall be 50 feet.

4. Walls of Pit.—The side and end walls shall be not less than

IS inches thick. The walls of the neck of the pit shall be not less than

10 inches thick, and shall be formed solidly to the side wall of the scale pit.

5. Waterproofing.—In order to prevent seepage of water through

foundations into the scale pit, they should be waterproofed and drained

into a waterproof sump located outside the scale pit and equipped with either

pump, siphon, or automatic "cellar drainer."

6. Approach Walls.—Approach walls or piers of concrete shall be

built to extend at least 6 feet back under the approach track at each end

of the scale pit. The footings of these walls shall be carried to such depth

as may be necessary to secure proper bearing capacity to preserve the line

and surface of approach tracks.

7. Footings or Piers for Lever Stands.—The concrete footings or

piers supporting the lever stands shall be not less than 18 inches deep.

Their tops shall be above the floor of the pit a distance sufficient to

prevent the accumulation of water under the bases oi the stands, and they

shall be finished to exact level and elevation to receive the lever stands

directly without the use of shims or grouting. The floor of the pit shall

be not less than 4 inches thick. The pit floor shall in all cases be smooth

and with a pitch to a common point of drainage, and free from pockets in

which water will stand.

8. Anchor Bolts.—Anchor bolts shall be provided in foundations

for lever stands to match the bolt holes provided in the bases of the stands,

and they shall extend into the concrete not less than 12 inches.

9. Anchorage for Floating Levers.—Floating levers, viz., levers

exerting an upward pull at their fulcrums, shall be anchored to the founda-

tion to resist not less than twice the uplift produced by a train of capacity

cars passing over the live rails.

10. Deck Beam Supports.—Inverted "T" rails or bearings of steel

shall be set in the side walls of the pit, with the center of bearing not

less than 6 inches from the inside face of the walls, but such bearings shall

not be fastened to transverse beams.

11. Beam Foundations.—The pillars supporting the beam shelf shall

rest upon a reinforced concrete floor, steel beams, or reinforced concrete

beams, but the pillars and supporting beams, if used, shall be independent

of the scale house floor, if of timber construction. When it is necessary

to install the weigh-beam in any building other than a regulation scale

house, the pillar supports shall rest on foundations independent of the

building, unless the foundation of the building is free from vibrations and

settlement.
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(XXII) WEIGH-BEAM SHELTER

1. Design.—All weigh-beams shall be provided with adequate

shelter from the elements, so constructed as to afford the weigher a

clear and unobstructed view of the scale deck and approaching cars

when he is standing at the weigh-beam. When a scale house is pro-

vided, the minimum inside width thereof should be 4 feet, and the

minimum length should permit the installation therein of a full size beam

shelf and regulation weigh-beam. It should be provided with a bay window,

or front and end windows, the sills of which should be about on a level

with the top of the beam shelf. The windows should be glazed with

clear glass or clear wired glass.

2. Clearances.—The lateral clearance between the weigh-beam

shelter and the center of any track shall be not less than 7 feet 6 inches, or

greater if required by law or by the railway. A clearance of not less than 1

inch shall be provided between the inside of the beam shelter and the beam

supports and shelf.

3. Ventilation.—Where a scale house is erected but not provided

with artificial heat, a ventilator in the roof shall be provided.

(XXIII) SETTING OF THE SCALE

1. Fastening of Stands.—After alining the stands, large washers

shall be applied to the anchor bolts and the nuts brought down tight. The

anchor bolt holes in the castings shall then be filled with cement grout or

other suitable material.

2. Alinement.—All levers shall be level and connections plumb

throughout the scale.

(XXIV) SCALE WEIGH-BRIDGES

1. Type of Girders.—Weigh-bridge girders shall be of the articu-

lated type, and the design of joints over centers of bearings shall be such

as will admit of flexure vertically without derangement of sections.

2. Size and Strength.—The section modulus of each weigh-bridge

girder shall be not less than 115.

3. Bracing.—
(a) Diagonal Bracing.—Diagonal bracing shall consist of not less

than lYz" X 2J/^" X Y^' angles, and not less than three diagonals per span

shall be used, or the equivalent of this bracing shall be employed.

(b) Stiffeners.—Not less than one pair of stifTener angles, other than

splicing angles, shall be provided over each bearing of the girders in each

span of the weigh-bridge.

(c) Cross Bracing.—Each span of the weigh-bridge shall be provided

at its ends with cross bracing, the section modulus of which shall be not

less than 6.0.

4. Live Rail Pedestals.—The live rails shall be carried on metal

pedestals, which shall be mounted directly on the weigh-bridge.
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5. Live Rails.

(a) Weight.—The weight and section of the live rails shall be the

same as that of the dead rails (see Section XXVII).

(b) Length.—New full length live and dead rails without splices are

desirable. Where old rails must be used, all battered portions at ends shall

be sawed off square, and where splices are necessary they shall be accurately

applied.

(c) Clearance Along Live Rails.—The clearance between the live

rails or their pedestals and the rigid deck shall be not less than IVs inches.

The openings shall be protected from the weather aiid dirt.

(XXV) APPROACH RAILS

Means shall be provided to prevent creeping of the ends of the approach

rails, and to maintain a clearance of not less than J4" ^or more than ^"
between the approach rails and the live rails on the scale. This may be

accomplished by the use of switch points and bent stock rails placed in the

approach track in the same alinement and plane with the live rails. Each

switch point should be set with its square end next adjacent to the live

rail on the scale, and should be securely anchored in place.

(XXVI) DECK

1. Type.—The deck or platform shall be of the fixed type.

2. Construction.—The material for the deck shall be wooden plank-

ing, and it shall be made as impervious to water as practicable.

3. Clearances.—The clearances between the bottom of the fixed

deck beams or deck supports and the I-beams forming the weigh-bridge

shall be not less than 2 inches.

(XXVII) DEAD RAILS AND DEAD RAIL BEAMS

1. Dead Rails.—Dead rails shall be provided where a locomotive

will pass over the scale.

2. Weight of Rails.—The weight of the rails shall be not less than

80 lb. per yard, and they shall be supported at intervals of 2'-6".

3. Transverse Beams Supporting Dead Rails.—The transverse

beams supporting the dead rails shall be not less than 12 inches deep, and

shall have a section modulus of not less than SO.

(XXVIII) WEATHER AND DIRT SHIELDS

1. Weather Guards.—Substantial metal guards shall be provided

to cover the openings between the live rails and the deck to exclude

dirt, snow and rain. They shall be so designed and fastened in place

that they will be secure, but may be easily removed for inspection or repairs.

2. Dirt Shields.—Substantial metal shields shall be provided

throughout the pit over all scale bearings and connections, applied to

the deck, structural steel, or scale parts, to prevent water or dirt falling into
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them or the accumulation of dirt or ice at points where it would interfere

with the action of the scale parts.

(XXIX) LIGHT, DRAINAGE AND VENTILATION

1. Light.—Proper lighting of the weigh-beam, scale house, scale

deck, and scale pit shall be provided.

2. Drainage.—The scale pit shall be kept free from water by

adequate drainage.

3. Ventilation.—
(a) Requirement.—All scale pits shall be ventilated to meet the needs

of each particular case, the object being to have the least possible amount

of moist air in the pit to prevent rusting of scale parts and structural steel.

(b) Automatic Natural Ventilation.—The following arrangement

is recommended for securing natural ventilation. An opening should be

made to the pit at each corner to connect with flues which terminate near

the bottom of the pit, and another opening without flues extending down-

ward should be made into the pit at a point at its top and near its center.

With such an arrangement, circulation will always tend to be set up by

the air whenever the pit is warmer or more moist than the outside. When
the pit is cooler or drier than the outside, circulation will tend automatically

to stop. When this is done, circulation will be set up only when it will

tend to dry the pit.

(XXX) ENTRANCE TO SCALE PIT

1. Location.—Entrance to the scale pit for the purpose of inspec-

tion shall be through either the floor of the scale house or the founda-

tion walls, and shall be closed by a suitable door so fastened as to

prevent entrance of unauthorized persons.

2. Hatches in Deck.—If it is desired to have hatches or openings

in the deck, except such as are provided for ventilation, they shall be

securely fastened from the inside of the pit.

(XXXI) PROTECTION FROM CORROSION

All parts of the scale mechanism and structural steel shall be given

one, and preferably two shop coats of red lead paint. In riveted work,

surfaces coming in contact shall be given one coat of red lead paint before

being riveted together.
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Appendix E

(5) BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RAILWAY PASSENGER AND
FREIGHT STATIONS, TERMINALS AND YARDS

Note.—Many of the long and general articles listed include numerous
details, the complete cross-indexing of which would be impracticable. For
instance, articles on Passenger Stations include many details as to platforms,

trainsheds and station facilities ; articles on Freight Terminals include yard

details, freighthouse construction, team yards and track layouts ; and articles

on Engine Terminals include particulars of enginehouses, turntables, ashpits,

coaling and sanding stations and other facilities. But it is believed that this

bibliography will be of real value for those who may have to deal with the

design and development of railway terminals in general. Information as to

additional items will be welcome.—E. E. R. Tratman.

(A) PASSENGER STATIONS AND TERMINALS

1. Passenger Stations

Boise, Idaho.—Oregon Short Line—Railway Age, 1925, May 2, page

1087.

Boston, Mass.—Boston & Maine R. R.—Railway Age, 1921, May 27,

page 1121; 1927, March 12, page 1560; 1928, July 7, page 5, and Aug. 25,

page Z2>7; Engineering News-Record, 1911, Nov. 2, page 532; 1929, Feb. 28,

page 339; March 21, page 472.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R.—Railway Age,

1917, Feb. 9, page 227.

Buffalo, N. Y.—New York Central R. R.—Railway Age, 1926, Oct. 30,

page 841, and 1929, May 18, page 1147; Canadian Railway and Marine World,

1929, May, page 297.

Camden, N. J.—Reading R. R.—With Ferry House—Railway Age, 1924,

Mav 24, page 1249.

'Champaign, 111.—Illinois Central R. R.—Railway Age, 1925, Jan. 10,

page 169; Engineering News-Record, 1924, Aug. 21, page 294.

Chattanooga, Tenn.—Union Station.—Railway Age, 1909, March 19,

page 575.

Chicago, 111.—Chicago & Northwestern Terminal—Engineering News,
1906, Oct. 18, page 412; 1911, Aug. 17, page 191; Railway Age, 1911, June

9, page 1311.

Chicago, 111.—Dearborn, Proposed—Chicago & Western Indiana R. R.

—

Railway Age, 1923, Jan. 27, page 263 ; Engineering News-Record, 1923,

Feb. 22, page 354 ; Railway Review, 1923, Jan. 27, Feb. 3.

Chicago, 111.—Illinois Central R. R.—Terminal and Suburban Stations

—

Railway Age, 1919, July 11. page 51 ; 1923, April 28, page 1065; Engineering

News-Record, 1918, Jan. 24, page 181 ; 1922, Nov. 16, page 341 ; 1926, Feb.

18, page 276, and March 25, page 486 (melting snow on tracks).

Chicago, 111.—La Salle Street Station—Engineering News, 1903, Aug. 6,

page 114; 1910, June 30, page 763.

Chicago, 111.—Projects—Railway Age, 1919, July 11, page 51; Engi-
neering News, 1905, Feb. 16, page 175; 1910, Feb. 24, pages 224, 225; 1913,

Feb. 27, page 427 ; Engineering News-Record, 1923, Feb. 22 and March 8,

pages 354, 425 and 453.

Chicago, 111.—Union Station—Railway Age, 1922, Feb. 4, page 323;
Sept. 30, page 599; 1923, May 26, page 1263; 1925, July 4, page 7; Engi-
neering News-Record, 1919, March 13, page 528; 1921, Dec. 1, page 894;
1923, Dec. 6, page 928, 1924 (smoke removal), May 29, page 929; 1929 (air

rights), April 25, page 664; Journal of Western Society of Engineers; 1923,

page 375 ; 1924, page 33, and 1925, page 447.
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Cincinnati, Ohio—Electric Railways—Engineering News-Record, 1922,

Aug. 10, page 218.

Cincinnati, Ohio—Union Station—Railway Age, 1928, Feb. 18, page 409
;

1929, Aug. 10, page 375 ; Engineering News-Record, 1928, Jan. 5, page 18.

Cleveland, Ohio—Union Station—Railway Age, 1919, March 21, page
755; 1921, Dec. 17, page 1193; 1927, May 14, page 1432; 1928, Dec. 29, page
1287; Electric Railway Journal, 1929, May, page 576; Engineering News-
Record, 1921, Dec. 22, page 1020.

Dallas, Texas—Union Station—Engineering News, 1914, June 25, page
1415.

Danville, 111.—Chicago & Eastern Illinois Ry.—Railway Age, 1917,
Aug. 31, page 375.

Denver, Colo.—Union Station—Engineering News, 1915, April 1, page
630 ; 1916, May 25, page 1013.

Detroit, Mich.—Michigan Central R. R.—Engineering News, 1914, Sept.

10 and Nov. 2, pages 534 and 992.

Duluth, Minn.—Union Station—Replaces Trainshed with Platform
Shelters—Engineering News-Record, 1925, April 16, page 648.

El Paso, Texas.—Union Station—Railway Age, 1906, Oct. 5, page 411.

Greensboro, N. C.—Union Station—Engineering News-Record, 1926,

July 22, page 136; Railway Age, 1927. Sept. 3, page 439.

Hoboken, N. J.—Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R.—Terminal
and Ferry House—Engineering News, 1906, Jan. 25 and Sept. 20, pages 90
and 297.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Union Station—Engineering News-Record, 1919,

July 10 and Aug. 7, pages 84 and 265—Railway Age, 1919, July 18, page 95,

Jersey City, N. J.—Central R. R. of New Jersey—Station and Ferry
House—Engineering News, 1914, July 30 and Aug. 20, pages 238 and 385.

Jersey City, N. J.—Pennsylvania R. R.—Trainshed Removal—Engineer-
ing News-Record, 1922, Aug. 17, page 270.

Kansas City, Mo.—Union Station—Engineering News, 1913, Aug. 7,

page 237, and 1914, Oct. 8, page 723.

Little Rock, Ark.—Missouri Pacific R. R.—Railway Age, 1921, Oct. 1,

page 617.

Los Angeles, Calif.—Proposed Station—Railway Age, 1926, Sept. 18,

page 507.

Macon, Ga.—Union Station—Railway Age, 1917, March 30, page 693.

Memphis, Tenn.—Illinois Central R. R.—Engineering News, 1914, Sept.

24, page 627.

Minneapolis, Minn.—Joint Terminal Proposed—Engineering News,
1911, May 4, page 535. .

Montreal, Canada.—Canadian National Railways and Union Project

—

Canadian Railway and Marine News, 1927, December, page 701 ; 1929,

April, May, June and July, pages 187, 269, 361 and 415.

Nampa, Idaho.—Oregon Shore Line—Railway Age, 1925, May 2, page
1087.

New Orleans, La.—Frisco and Southern—Union—Railroad Gazette,

1908, May 29, page 734.

New York, N. Y.—Grand Central Station—Engineering News, 1903,

Jan. 15, page 44; 1904, Jan. 1, page 12; 1905, Nov. 16, page 503; 1912, Oct.

24, page 747; 1913, May 1, page 883; 1920, Sept. 9, page 496.

New York, N. Y.—Pennsylvania R. R. Terminal—Engineering News,
1906, May 24, page 567; 1910, Sept. 15, pages 267 and 284; 1911, Oct. 5 and
12, pages 402 and 432 ; Railway Review, 1906, May 26, page 375 ; Railway
Age, 1929, Sept. 21, page 671.

Ogden, Utah.—Union Station—Engineering News-Record, 1926, Jan.

21, page 116; Railway Age, 1925, Jan. 17, page 234.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—Union Station Project—Engineering News-
Record, 1928, April 5, page 542.

Omaha, Neb.—Union Station Plans—Railway Age, 1929, April 13,

page 849; Present Stations—Engineering News, 1899, May 4 and June 1,

pages 278 and 342.
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Philadelphia, Pa.—Reading R. R.—Railway Age, 1927, Feb. 2, page 411.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Pennsylvania R. R.—Engineering News-Record, 1925,

May 28, page 898; Railway Age, 1927, Feb. 5, page 411.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Pennsylvania R. R.—Station and office building ; Engi-

neering News, 1900, May 10, page 311.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Pittsburgh & Lake Erie R. R.—Engineering News,

1914, July 9, page 96.

Portland, Ore.—Railway Age—1923, April 7, page 901—Engineering
News-Record, 1923, July 19, page 94.

Richmond, Va.—Union Station—With Terminal Loop—Railway Age,

1919, Feb. 14, page 401.

St. Louis, Mo.—Union Station and Extensions—Engineering News-
Record, 1904, Sept. 29, page 290; 1926, Oct. 14, page 620; 1928, Nov. 22,

page 766 ; Railway Age, 1928, Dec. 22, page 1232.

St. Paul, Minn.—Union Station—Railway Age, 1917, May 18, page

1041; 1920, May 21, page 1442; 1921, Dec. 17, page 1200; 1924, March 29,

page 827; 1926; Feb. 13, page 418, and (loud telephones for switching),

Aug. 7, page 250; Engineering News-Record, 1911, May 4, page 535; 1915,

March 11, page 488; 1918, June 20 and 27, pages 1185 and 1221; 1924, Jan.

31. page 186; 1925 (laying out tracks), Sept. 3, page 384.

Sacramento, Calif.—Southern Pacific Co.—Railway Age, 1926, Aug.

14, page 273.

San Bernardino, Calif.—Santa Fe Ry.—Railway Age, 1919, Feb. 28,

page 481.

Seattle, Wash.—Terminals of Southern Pacific and Union Pacific

—

Engineering News-Record, 1912, Aug. 8, page 256.

Springfield, Mass.—Union Station.—Railway Age, 1927, Feb. 19, page

507.

Tacoma, Wash.—Northern Pacific Ry.—Engineering News, 1912, July

18, page 102.

Toronto, Canada.—Union Station—Canadian Railway and Marine
World, 1927; Feb., Sept. and Oct., pages 73, 505 and 567; Railway Age, 1927,

Dec. 24, page 1243 ; Engineering News, 1894, Dec. 27, page 531 ;
Journal

of Engineering Association of Canada, 1921.

Vancouver, Canada.—Canadian Pacific Ry.—Engineering News-Record,
1912, July 11, page 85; Railway Age, 1917, Nov. 23, page 945.

Washington, D. C—Union Station—Engineering News, 1898, June 23,

page 398, and 1908, July 30, page 121 ; Railway Age, 1908, June 19, page 180.

Wichita, Kan.—Union Station—Engineering News-Record, 1914, March
26, page 653.

Winnipeg, Canada.—Union Station—Engineering News-Record, 1908,

June 18, page 663.

2. Passenger Terminals (General)

Air Right Developments—Engineering News-Record, 1920, Sept. 9,

page 496; 1923, March 22, page 532; 1929, April 25, page 664; Aug. 29, page

325, and Sept. 12, page 420; Railway Age, 1923, April 28, page 1065;

Journal Western Society of Engineers, 1921, page 192.

Approach Facilities—Engineering News-Record, 1914, July 9, page 89.

Comparisons of Facilities—A.R.E.A. Proceedings, 1923, page 857.

Design—Railway Age, 1922, Sept. 2, page 429 (by A. S. Baldwin) ;

Engineering News-Record, 1905, Feb. 16, page 174; 1917, Jan. 30, page 216;

1923, March 29, page 574 ; A.R.E.A. Proceedings, 1923, page 849 ; 1924, page

488; 1925; page 728; 1927, page 1213.

Joint Use or Union—A.R.E.A. Proceedings, 1924, page 205; 1925, page

495 ; 1926, page 355 ; 1927, page 578 ; Engineering News-Record, 1927, Feb.

24, page 306 (by E. E. R. Tratman).
Lighting—A.R.E.A. Proceedings, 1928, page 930.

Loud Telephones for Switching Orders—Railway Age, 1926, Aug. 7,

page 250.

Passenger Movements—Engineering News-Record, 1924, April 24, page
724; 1929; June 6, page 918; A.R.E.A. Proceedings, 1924, page 495.
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Platforms and Passengers—A.R.E.A. Proceedings, 1924, pages 488 and
495 ; Engineering News-Record, 1923, July 26, page 151.

Platforms, Paving.—Proceedings, American Railway Bridge and Build-
ing Association, 1929.

Small, Design for—Engineering News-Record, 1906, Sept. 6, page
246; 1921, Sept. 22, page 482; Railway Age, 1917, Feb. 2, page 191 ; A.R.E.A.
Proceedings, 1926, page 1072.

Transfer, Train and Motor Coach—A.R.E.A. Proceedings, 1929, page
400.

Unification—Review by E. E. R. Tratman—Engineering News-Record,
1927, Feb. 24, page 306.

3. Passenger Stations (Coach Yards)

Car Washing Machines—Engineering News-Record, 1929, March 28,

page 503.

Designing—A.R.E.A. Proceedings, 1929, pages 202 and 393.

New York—Pennsylvania R. R.—Railway Age, 1929, Sept. 21, page 671.

St. Louis, Mo.—With Tail Tracks—Engineering News-Record, 1928,

Nov. 22, page Idl

.

St. Paul, Minn.—Northern Pacific Ry.—Railway Age, 1926, May 1,

page 1211.

Toronto, Canada.—Canadian National Ry.—Railway Age, 1929, April

6, page 112).

Water Supply—A.R.E.A. Proceedings, 1929, page 202; Railway Age,
1927, Sept. 10, page 475.

(B) FREIGHT TERMINALS
4. Freight Yards

Baltimore & Ohio R. R., Cincinnati—Railway Age, 1929, Sept. 14,

page 629.

Boston & Maine R. R., Boston—Railway Age, 1928, July 7, page 5.

Boston & Maine R. R., Mechanicville, Retarder System—Railway Age,
1928, Feb. 4, page 295.

Chesapeake & Ohio Ry., Clifton Forge, Hump Yard—Railway Age.
1925, Oct. 3, page 602.

Chicago & Northwestern Ry., Chicago or Proviso Terminal Yard

—

Railway Age, 1927, Nov. 5, page 876; Engineering News-Record, 1928,

Feb. 23, page 317; Journal, Western Society of Engineers, 1929, April;
Proceedings, A.R.E.A., 1929, page 403.

Chicago & Western Indiana R. R., Chicago or Clearing Yard—Railway
Age, 1927, June 4, page 1691 ; Engineering News-Record, 1915, June 17,

page 1153.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R., Yard at Lincoln, Neb.—Engineer-
ing News-Record, 1920, Nov. 18, pages 967 and 996.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Ry., Cincinnati Yard-
Railway Age, 1928, Oct. 20, page 749.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R., Binghamton Yard—Railway
Age, 1927, Jan. 14, page 228.

Denver & Rio Grande Western R. R., Soldier Summit Yard, Utah

—

Engineering News-Record, 1920, May 27 and June 10, pages 1069 and 1159.

Erie Railroad, Chicago River Yard—Railway Age, 1917, Nov. 2,

page 809.

Great Northern Ry., Yard at Appleyard, Wash.—Railway Age, 1923,

Oct. 13, page 661.

Illinois Central R. R., Markham Yard, Chicago—Engineering News-
Record, 1918, Aug. 15, page 313 ; Railway Review, 1926, March 6, page
474; Journal, Western Society of Engineers, 1924, June; Railway Age,
1918, May 10, page 1164; 1924, Feb. 23; 1926, April 17 and Aug. 7, pages
1058 and 229.
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Illinois Central R. R., East St. Louis Yard—Railway Age, 1926, March

6, page 593 ; 1928, May 5, page 1035.

Indiana Harbor Belt R. R., Gibson Yard—Railway Age, 1917, Aug. 3,

page 192; 1925, May 9, page 1143; 1926, Aug. 7, page 239; 1927, Feb. 26,

page 567.

Maine Central R. R., Portland Yard—Railway Age, 1924, Nov. 15, page

879.

Michigan Central R. R., Niles Classification Yard—Railway Age, 1920,

Jan. 23, page 287; Engineering News-Record, 1920, Jan. 8, page 81 ; Railway

Review, 1923, Dec. 1.

Michigan Central R. R., Toledo Yard—Railway Age, 1925, June 20,

page 1509.

Missouri-Kansas-Texas R. R., Denison Yard—Engineering News-
Record, 1923, Aug. 9, page 221 ; Railway Age, 1923, Feb. 17, page 415.

Missouri-Kansas-Texas R. R., Oklahoma City Yard—Railway Age,

1921. Oct. 15, page 713.

New York Central R. R., Selkirk Yard at Albany—Railway Age, 1928,

March 31, page 735.

New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R., Cedar Hill Yard, New
Haven—Railway Age, 1917, Aug. 24, page 346; 1918, May 10, page 1166;

1920, July 30, page 179; 1928, Feb. 11, page 345; Railway Review, 1921,

Nov. 19.

New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R., Providence Yard—Railway

Age, 1922, June 17, page 1467.

Norfolk & Western Ry., Lambert's Point Yard—Railway Age, 1923,

Aug. 18, -page 283.

Norfolk & Western Ry., Portsmouth Yard—Engineering News-Record,

1929, June 27, page 1033; Railway Age, 1928, June 16, page 1371.

Norfolk & Western Ry., Roanoke Yard—Railway Age, 1921, May 6,

page 1063; 1923, Aug. 18, page 283.

Norfolk & Western Ry., Williamson Yard—Railway Age, 1928, May
12, page 1083.

Pennsvlvania R. R., xMtoona Yard, Operation—Railway Age, 1929, Oct.

12, page 882.

Pennsylvania R. R., Crestline yard; operation—Railway Age, 1928, Oct.

20, page m.
Pennsylvania R. R., Detroit Gravity Yard—Engineering News-Record,

1924, Aug. 7 and 14, pages 227 and 260.

Pennsylvania R. R., Indianapolis Gravity Yard—Engineering News-
Record, 1918, March 14, page 514.

Pennsylvania R. R., Sharpsburg Yard—Railway Age, 1924, Aug. 9,

page 229.

Pere Marquette Ry., New Buffalo Yard—Engineering News-Record,
1922, March 9, page 401.

Pere Marquette Ry., Ottawa Yard at Toledo—Engineering News-
Record, 1926, July 8, page 48.

Reading Co., Rutherford Yard—Railway Age, 1927, Oct. 1, page 629.

Southern Pacific Co., Fresno Yard—Engineering News-Record, 1929,

July 18, page 89.

Texas & Pacific Ry., Fort Worth Yard, Single Hump—Engineering

News-Record, 1929. Jan. 10, page. 63; Railway Age, 1928, Sept. 15, page 481.

Wheeling & Lake Erie R. R., Canton Gravity Yard Without Hump

—

Engineering News-Record, 1923, April 26, page 746.

Classification Yards—Proceedings American Railway Engineering As-
sociation, 1922, page 80.

Classification of Trains in Yards—Rock Island Lines—Railway Age,
1927, Feb. 19, page 515.

Design of Yards—Proceedings American Railway Engineering Asso-
ciation, 1925, page 717; 1926, page 371; Railway Age, 1927, Dec. 31, page
1333; 1928, April 21, page 919; Proceedings Western Railway Club, 1928.

Hump Yards—Design—Proceedings American Railway Engineering
Association, 1927, page 654; 1928, page 409.
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Hump Yards—Flat Versus Hump Design—Proceedings American
Railway Engineering Association, 1922, page 83; 1926, page 374; 1928, page
453; 1929, page 762; Proceedings, American Association of Railroad Super-
intendents, 1927 and 1928; Railway Age, 1927, July 2, page 12, and 1928,

June 23, page 1434.

Hump Yards—Mechanical Table for Summit—Engineering News-
Record, 1924, Aug. 14, page 260.

Hump Yards—Single Versus Double Hump—Engineering News-Record,
1929, Feb. 28, page 333.

_Hump Yards—Vertical Curves—Engineering News-Record, 1920, July
29, page 208.

Icing Station—Proceedings American Railway Engineering Association,

1922, page 841—Engineering News-Record, 1919, Feb. 6, page 276 ; 1922, Oct.

19, page 657.

Lighting—Railway Review, 1926, March 6, page 461, and Nov. 27, page
785; Railway Age, 1923, Aug. 18, page 283; 1927, March 8 and Nov. 12,

pages 734 and 922 ; 1928, Feb. 18, page 393.

Maintracking—Railway Age, 1928, April 7, page 792; 1929, Sept. 14,

page 631.

Message Systems—Pneumatic Tubes and Printing—Telegraph for

Yard Service—Indiana Harbor Belt R. R.—Railway Age, 1917, Aug. 3, page
192 ; 1926, Aug. 7, page 239.

Snow Clearing—Yards and Terminals—Engineering News-Record, 1919,

Jan. 30, page 217, and 1926, March 5, page 486.

Speeding Yard Operation—Railway Age, 1918, May 3, page 1125.

Track and Maintenance—Proceedings Roadmasters' Association, 1919,

1922 and 1923; Railway Age, 1919, Sept. 19, page 572; 1922,- Sept. 22, page
532; Engineering News-Record, 1926, Oct. 14, page 620.

War Emergency Operation—Proceedings, American Railway Engineer-
ing Association, 1918; Engineering News-Record, 1918, March 21, page 561.

5. Freight Stations and Terminals

Albany, N. Y.—New York Central—Railway Age, 1928, March 31,

page 735.

Altoona, Pa.—Pennsylvania R. R.—Railway Age, 1929, Oct. 12, page

882.

Appleyard, Wash.—Great Northern—Railway Age, 1923, Oct. 13, page

661.

Binghamton, N. Y.—Delaware, Lackawanna & Western—Railway Age,

1927, Jan. 14, page 228, and 1928, April 21, page 903.

Boston, Mass.—Terminal Improvements—Engineering News, 1911, Nov.

2, page 532; Railway Age, 1918, Dec. 27, page 1149; 1927, May 28, page 560,

and 1928, July 7, page 5.

Canton, Ohio.—Wheeling & Lake Erie—Gravity Yards, Without
Hump.—Engineering News-Record, 1923, April 26, page 746.

Chicago, 111.—Central Manufacturing District—Freight Station with

Six-Story Warehouse—Engineering News-Record, 1918, Feb. 28, page 405.

Chicago, 111.—Chicago & Alton—Freight Station with Office Building

and Warehouse—Engineering News-Record, 1920, Sept. 14, pages 728

and 732; Railway Age, 1921, July 9, page 65.

Chicago, 111.—Chicago & Northwestern—Main Freight Terminal at

Proviso—Railway Age, 1927, June 4, and Nov. 5, pages 1691 and 876; Engi-
neering News-Record, 1928, Feb. 23, page 317; Journal of Western Society

of Engineers; April, 1929; Proceedings American Railway Engineering
Association, 1929, page 403.

Chicago, 111.—Chicago & Northwestern—City Terminal—Engineering
News-Record, 1929, Aug. 29, page 325, and Sept. 12, page 420.

_

Chicago, III.—Chicago & Western Indiana—Proposed Terminals—Engi-
neering News-Record, 1923, Feb. 22, page 354.

Chicago, 111.—Chicago & Western Indiana—Hump Yard at Clearing

—

Railway Age, 1927, June 4, page 1691.
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Chicago, 111.—Chicago, Burlington & Quincy—Freight Station—Rail-

way Age, 1923, Sept. 15, page 475; Proceedings, American Railway Engi-
neering Association, 1923, page 706.

Chicago, 111.—Chicago Junction—Engineering News-Record, 1918, Feb.

28, page 405.

Chicago, III.—Erie—Freight Station at Chicago River—Railway Age,
1917, Nov. 2, page 809.

Chicago, 111.—Illinois Central—Markliam Terminal Yard—Engineering
News-Record, 1918, Aug. 15, page 313; Railway Age, 1918, May 10, page
1164; 1924, Feb. 23; 1926, April 17, page 1058, and Aug. 7, page 229;
Railway Review, 1926, March 6, page 474; Journal of Western Society of
Engineers, 1924, June, page 257.

Chicago, 111.—Pennsylvania Railroad—Freight Terminal—Engineering
News, 1917, Jan. 25, page 129; Proceedings, American Railway Engineering
Association, 1923, page 703; Railway Age, 1918, Aug. 2, page 215; 1922,

Jan. 21, page 225.

Chicago, 111.—Pere Marquette—Railway Age, 1917, Aug. 10, page 225;
Proceedings, American Railway Engineering Association, 1923, page 710.

Chicago, 111.—Rock Island—Transfer Station—Proceedings, American
Railway Engineering Association, 1929, page 401.

Chicago, 111.—Soo Line—Terminal—Proceedings, American Railway
Engineering Association, 1923, page 701 ; Engineering News, 1913, Aug. 21,

page 378.

Chicago, 111.—Terminal Facilities—Engineering News-Record, 1912, May
9, page 902; 1921, May 19, page 845, and June 23, page 1077; 1922, July 13,

page 59; 1927, Sept. 1, page 345; Railway Age, 1921, April 8, page 891.

Chicago, 111.—Tunnel System for Freight Handling—Journal of West-
ern Society of Engineers, 1921, page 198; Engineering News-Record, 1922,

Nov. 23, pages 867, and 877.

Chicago, 111.—Union Freight Terminal Project—Railway Age, 1917,

Jan. 19, page 86.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—Baltimore & Ohio R. R.—Railway Age, 1929, Sept.

14, page 629.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis—Railway
Age. 1928, Oct. 20, page 749 ; Engineering News-Record.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—Joint Operation by Committee—Railway Age, 1928,

June 30, page 1517.

Cleveland, Ohio.—New York Central—Freight Terminal—Engineering
News-Record, 1918, March 14, page 495; 1919, March 13, page 508; Rail-
way Age, 1918, July 19, page 117; Proceedings, American Railway Engi-
neering Association, 1923, page 712.

Cleveland, Ohio.—Terminal System—Engineering News-Record, 1919,

Jan. 30, page 240.

Clifton Forge, Va.—Chesapeake & Ohio—Railway Age, 1925, Oct. 3,

page 602.

Crestline, Ohio.—Pennsylvania Railroad—Railway Age, 1928, Oct. 20,

page TIT).

Dallas, Texas.—Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe—Terminal and Ware-
house—Engineering News-Record, 1924, Dec. 11, page 942.

Denison, Texas.—Missouri-Kansas-Texas Lines—Freight Terminal and
Gravity Yard—Railway Age, 1923, Feb. 17, page 415; Engineering News-
Record, 1923, Aug. 9, page 221.

Detroit, Mich.—Pennsylvania Railroad Terminals—Railway Age, 1922,
June 24, page 1717; Engineering News-Record, 1922, June 29, page 1082;
l'>24, Aug. 7 and 14, pages 227 and 260.

East St. Louis, 111.—Illinois Central Yards—Railway Age, 1926, March
6, page 593 ; 1928, May 5, page 1035.

Flint, Mich.—Belt Line and Industrial District—Engineering News-
Record, 1923, July 5, page 12.

Forth Worth, Texas.—Texas & Pacific—With Single-Hump Yard

—

Engineering News-Record, 1929, Jan. 10, page 63 ; Railway Age, 1928, Sept.
15. page 481.
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Fresno, Calif.—Southern Pacific—Yard and Icing Plant—Engineering
News-Record, 1929, July 18, page 89.

Gibson, Ind.—Indiana Harbor Belt—Railway Age, 1925, May 9, page
1143, and 1927, Feb. 26, page 569.

Houston, Texas.—Missouri-Kansas-Texas Lines—Engineering News-
Record, 1928, Aug. 30, page 312.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville—Double-Deck
Station—Engineering News-Record, 1925, Feb. 26, page 354.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Pennsylvania R. R.—Gravity Yard—Engineering
News-Record, 1918, March 14, page 514; Railway Age, 1917, July 13,

page 69.

Jersey City, N. J.—Lehigh Valley R. R.—Engineering News-Record,
1920, May 13, page 970.

Jersey City, N. J.—Proposed Union Terminal—Railway Age, 1918,

March 1, page 455.

Lincoln, Neb.—Chicago, Burlington & Quincy—Hump Yard Revision

—

Engineering News-Record, 1920, Nov. 18, page 967, 996.

Los Angeles, Calif.—Freight House and Team Yard—Railway Age,

1923, Nov. 3, page 804.

Marshfield, Wis.—Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha—Small
Freight Station—Railway Age, 1917, Nov. 16, page 883.

Mechanicville, N. Y.—Boston & Maine—Yard with Car Retarders

—

Railway Age, 1928, Feb. 4, page 295.

Minneapolis, Minn.—Chicago Great Western—Freight Station—Pro-
ceedings, American Railway Engineering Association, 1923, page 721.

New Buffalo, Mich.—Pere Marquette—Freight Terminal—Engineering
News-Record, 1922, ATarch 9, page 401.

New Haven, Conn.—New York, New Haven & Hartford—Terminal
Revision, Cedar Hill, Transfer Facilities—Railway Age, 1917, Aug. 24,

page 346; 1918, May 10, page 1166; 1920, July 30, page 179; 1928, Feb. 11,

page 345; 1929, May 18, page 1155; Railway Review, 1921, Nov. 19;
Proceedings, American Railway Engineering Association, 19^9, page 402.

New York, N. Y.—New York Central—Freight Station and Ware-
houses—Railway Age, 1929, July 27, page 234; Engineering News-Record,
1923, Dec. 6, page 947.

New York, N. Y.—Pennsylvania R. R.—Produce Terminal—Railway
Age, 1928, April 7, page 801.

New York, N. Y.—Port of New York Terminal Project—Railway
Age, 1921, Jan. 28, page 269 ; Engineering News-Record, 1921, Jan. 27 and
Feb. 10, pages 182 and 273 ; 1923, Feb. 8, page 249.

New York, N. Y.—Terminal Plan with Conveyors—Railway Age, 1918,

Sept. 6, page 455.

New York, N. Y.—Terminals and Operation—Railway Age, 1919,

Dec. 5, page 1109.

Niles, Mich.—Michigan Central R. R.—Engineering News-Record, 1920,

Jan. 8, page 81—Railway Age, 1920, Jan. 23, page 287.

Norfolk, Va.—Norfolk & Western—Terminal at Lambert's Point

—

Railway Age, 1923, Aug. 18, page 283.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—Missouri-Kansas-Texas Lines—Railway Age,
1921, Oct. 15, page 713.

Pensacola, Fla.—St. Louis-San Francisco Ry.—Engineering News-
Record, 1929, Aug. 1, page 168.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Pennsylvania R. R.—Freight Station—Proceedings,
American Railway Engineering Association, 1923, page 720.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Baltimore & Ohio and Reading—Produce Terminal
—Railway Review, 1926, Dec. 4, page 813.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Pennsylvania R. R.—Freight Terminal—Proceedings,
American Railway Engineering Association, 1923, page 717 ; Engineering
News, 1915, Sept. 9, page 496.

Portland, Me.—Maine Central Railway Age, 1924, Nov. 15, page 879;
Engineering News-Record, 1920, Jan. 22, page 179.
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Portland, Ore.—Freight Terminals—Railway Age, 1923, April 7, page
901 ; Engineering News-Record, 1920, Jan. 22, page 179.

Portsmouth, Ohio.—Norfolk & Western—Yard Revision—Engineering
News-Record, 1929, June 27, page 1033; Railway Age, 1928, June 16,

page 1371.

Providence, R. I.—New York, New Haven & Hartford—Railway Age,
1922, June 17, page 1467.

Pueblo, Colo.—Freight Yards Rebuilt After Flood—Railway Age, 1925,

Oct. 17, page 705; Engineering News-Record, 1923, July 12, page 48.

Roanoke, Va.—Norfolk & Western—Railway Age, 1921, May 6, page
1063; 1923, Aug. 18, page 283.

Rutherford, N. J.—Reading R. R.—Yard Operation—Railway Age,
1927, Oct. 1, page 629.

Salt Lake City, Utah.—Denver & Rio Grande Western—Freight Ter-
minal—Railway Age, 1919, May 2, page 1083.

St. Louis, Mo.—Missouri-Kansas-Texas—Freight Station with Mechan-
ical Handling Plant—Engineering News-Record, 1911, June 29, page 771.

St. Louis, Mo.—St. Louis Southwestern—Freight Station—Engineering
News-Record, 1913, April 3, page 664 ; Proceedings, American Railway Engi-
neering Association, 1923, page 723.

St. Louis, Mo.—Terminal System—Railway Age, 1922, July 8, page 63

;

Engineering News-Record, 1922, July 6, page 17.

St. Paul, Minn.—Belt Line and Terminals—Railway Age, 1917, July 20,

page 97 ; Engineering News-Record, 1917, Oct. 25, page 784.

Sharpsburg, Pa.—Pennsylvania R. R.—Freight Yards—Railway Age,
1924, Aug. 9, page 229.

Soldier Summit, Utah.—Denver & Rio Girande Western—Engineering
News-Record, 1920, May 27 and June 10, pages 1069 and 1159; Railway Age,
1920, March 26, page 1025.

Toledo, Ohio.—Michigan Central—Hump Yard—Railway Age, 1925,

June 20, page 1509.

Toledo, Ohio.—Pere Marquette—New Ottawa Yard—Engineering
News-Record, 1926, July 8, page 48.

Vancouver, Canada.—Freight Terminals—Railway Age, 1917, Nov. 23,

page 945.

Williamson, W. Va.—Norfolk & Western—Freight Yard—Railway
Age, 1928, May 12, page 1083.

6. Freight Terminal Facilities

Car Repair Shops—Layouts in Reports of Mechanical Division, A.R.A.
—Railway Age, 1920, June 15, page 1801, and 1924, June 13, page 1464.

Car Repair Yards—Modernising—Railway Age, 1920, Feb. 27, page 608.

Car Stop—Sliding Skate—Engineering News-Record, 1921, June 21,

page 952.

Car Retarders—Economics—Railway Age, 1928, July 7 and Nov. 3,

pages 22 and 871.

Car Retarders—Foreign—Railway Age, 1924, Dec. 6, page 1038, and
1925, Oct. 24, page 743, Engineering News-Record, 1924, Oct. 9, page 598,

and 1926, Aug. 5, page 227 ; Bulletins of International Railway Congress,
Dec. 1926, and July and August, 1929.

Car Retarders—Indiana Harbor Belt Line—Railway Age, 1925, May 9,

page 1143; 1927, Feb. 26, page 569.

Car Retarders—Proceedings, American Railway Engineering Associa-
tion, 1926, page 377 ; 1927, page 650.

Car Thawing Shed—Engineering News-Record, 1922, March 2, page
364.

Freight Handling:—Container System—Proceedings, American Railway
Engineering Association, 1922, page 79; Engineering News-Record, 1922,

Jan. 12, page 60.

Freight Handling—L. C. L. Freight and Unit Terminals—By E. E. R.
Tratman, American Railway Engineering Association, Bulletin 248, August,
1922.
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Freight Handling—Mechanical Methods—By W. G. Am, Engineering
News, 1912, Oct. 31, page 798.

Freight Handling—Motor Truck Service—St. Louis Southwestern Ry.
—Railway Age, 1929, Sept. 28, page 781.

Freight Handling^—Transfer System—Proceedings, American Railway
Engineering Association, 1929, page 400.

Freight Handling—Tractor—Trailer System—Railway Age, 1923, Oct.

27, page 757; Engineering News-Record, 1915, May 27, page 1019; 1918, Oct.

17, page 720, and 1921, May 19, page 852.

Freight Handling—Motor Truck Container Service at Cincinnati

—

Railway Age, 1920, March 5, page 681 ; Aug. 6, page 219 ; Engineering News-
Record, 1920, March 11, page 508, and 1922, Feb. 23, page 323.

Freight Houses—Cotton, Atlanta, Ga.—Engineering News, 1915, Dec.

16, page 1190.

Freight Houses—Design—Engineering News-Record (by W. G. Arn),
1912, Oct. 31, page 798—Proceedings of American Railway Engineering As-
sociation, 1922, page 873; 1923, page 839; 1926, page 1063.

Freight Houses—Driveways—Proceedings, American Railway Engineer-
ing Association, 1928, page 418.

Freight Houses—Double-Deck—Engineering News-Record, 1900, Nov.
29, page 2,76; 1914, June 18, page 1356; 1915, Sept. 9, page 496; 1917, April

12, page 69; 1920, Sept. 14, pages 728 and 732; 1925, Feb. 26, page 354;
Proceedings, American Railway Engineering Association, 1917, 1923, pages
691 and 836; 1925, page 663; and Bulletin 165, March, 1914.

Freight Houses—Floor Construction—Proceedings, American Railway
Bridge and Building Association, 1920, page 129.

Freight Houses—Lighting and ventilation—Engineering News-Record,
1922, March 9, page 393; 1923, April 5, page 632; Proceedings, American
Railway Engineering Association, 1928, page 932.

Freight Transportation in Terminal Districts—^Journal of Western
Society of Engineers, 1926, page 128.

Freight Tunnel System at Chicago—Journal of Western Society of
Engineers, 1921, page 198.

Freight Yards—Western Railway Club, 1900, paper by E. E. R. Trat-
man; Engineering News-Record, 1900, Nov. 29, page 376.

Passing Sidings—Spring Switches on Chicago & Northwestern Ry.

—

Railway Age, 1927, March 5, page 639.

Platforms, Paving—Proceedings, American Railway Bridge and Build-
ing Association, 1929.

Produce Terminals—-New York, for Pennsylvania R.R.—Railway Age,
1928, April 7, page 801 ; Philadelphia, for Pennsylvania R. R.—Engineer-
ing News-Record, Oct. 3, page 520; Philadelphia, for Baltimore & Ohio
and Reading—Railway Review, 1926, Dec. 4, page 813.

Railway Mail Terminal at Chicago—Railway Age, 1922, March 4,

page 513; 1923, June 9, page 1385; Engineering News-Record, 1921, Dec.

22, page 1010, and Dec. 29, page 1058.

Ramps—Proceedings, American Railway Engineering Association, 1927,

page 669 ; 1928, page 936.

Track Scales—Plate Fulcrum—Railway Review, 1926, March 6, page
436; Proceedings, American Railway Engineering Association; Engineer-
ing News-Record, 1921, Nov. 17, page 808; 1922, May 25, page 867, and
1927, Oct. 6, page 560; Railway Age, 1929, Sept. 14, page 637.

Track and Maintenance—Railway Age, 1919, Sept. 19, page 572; 1922,

Sept. 22, page 532; Engineering News-Record, 1926, Oct. 14, page 620;
Proceedings of Roadmasters and Maintenance of Way Association, 1919,

1922 and 1926.

Warehouses—Chicago—Chicago & Northwestern Ry.—Engineering
News-Record, 1929, Aug. 29 and Sept. 12, pages 325 and 420.

Warehouses—Chicago—Central Industrial District—Engineering News-
Record, 1918, July 18, page 120.

Warehouses—Chicago—Chicago & Alton R. R.—Engineering News-
Record, 1920, Sept. 14, page 728 and 732.
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Warehouses—Chicago—Pennsylvania R. R.—Railway Age, 1918, Aug.
2, page 215; 1922, Jan. 21, page 225; Engineering News-Record.

Warehouse—Cincinnati—Engineering News-Record, 1924, July 24,

page 138.

Warehouse—Cleveland, Ohio—Big Four Railway^—-Railway Age, 1917,

June 29, page 1482.

Warehouse—Dallas, Texas—Santa Fe Ry.—Engineering News-Record,
1924, Dec. 11, page 942.

Warehouse—Duluth—Engineering News-Record, 1924, Feb. 21, page 324.

Warehouse—Philadelphia ; Cold Storage—Pennsylvania R. R.—Engi-
neering News-Record, 1929, Oct. 3, page 520.

Warehouse—Washington,^ D. C.—Engineering News-Record, 1923, Oct.
18, page 633.

(C) RAIL-AND-WATER TERMINALS

7. River and Harbor Transfers

Alton, 111.—Mississippi River—Illinois Terminal R. R.—Engineering
News-Record, 1918, March 7, page 448; Railway Age, 1921, March 4,

page 522.

Cairo, 111.—Mississippi River—Transfer Incline—Engineering News-
Record, 1922, July 6, page 18.

Camden, N. J.—Ferry Terminal of Reading Railroad—Railway Age,
1924, May 24, page 1249.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—Dock and Transfer Crane—Engineering News-
Record, 1926, Aug. 26, page 334.

Corpus Christi, Texas.—Wharf, Sheds and Tracks—Engineering News-
Record, 1927, April 7, page 560.

East St. Louis, 111.—Car Transfer Incline—Engineering News-Record,
1922; July 6, page 18.

Hoboken, N. J.—Engineering News-Record, 1921, June 23, page 1074.

Illinois Waterway (Chicago to Illinois River)—Terminal Facilities

—

Journal of Western Society of Engineers, 1923, page 404.

Jersey City, N. J.—Coal Shipping Pier of Central Railroad of New
Jersey—Engineering News-Record, 1920, April 15, page 759, and April 29,

page 854.

Jersey City, N. J.—Freight Pier of Erie Railroad—Railway Age, 1928,

Jan. 21, page 180.

Jersey City, N. J.—Freight Pier of Lehigh Valley Railroad—Railway
Age, 1920, Oct. 8, page 599; and 1923, May 19, page 1195; Engineering
News-Record, 1920, May 13, page 970.

Los Angeles, Calif.—Municipal Pier and Deep-Water Terminal with
Tracks and Freight Sheds—Engineering News-Record, 1927, June 23,

page 1027.

Memphis, Tenn.—Car Incline and Inclined Freight Elevator—Engineer-
ing News-Record, 1922, July 6, page 18; and 1924, Oct. 30, page 696.

Minneapolis, Minn.—Municipal Terminal—Engineering News-Record,
1928, July 26, page 123.

Mississippi River.—Terminals at Various Points—Engineering News-
Record, 1921, March 4, page 522; 1922, July 6, page 18; 1928, July 26, page
123.

Mobile, Ala.—State Docks and Coal-Handling Plant—Engineering
News-Record, 1922, July 6, page 18; 1925, June 18, page 1024.

Nashville, Tenn.—Dock and Transfer Crane—Engineering News-
Record, 1921, May 5, page 766.

New Orleans, La.—Study of Traffic—Proceedings of American Asso-
ciation of Port Authorities, 1923 ; Railway Age, 1924, Feb. 23, page 463.

New York, N. Y.—Weehawken Pier with Traveling Dock Cranes

—

New York Central R. R.—Engineering News-Record, 1926, Jan. 21, page
lis. •
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New York Barge Canal.—Mechanical Handling of Freight at Ter-
minals—Engineering News-Record, 1919, Dec. 25, page 1047 ; and 1927, Sept.

15, page 436.

Norfolk, Va.—Piers and Yards of Norfolk & Western Railway.

—

Engineering News-Record, 1918, May 16, page 940.

Portland, Ore.—Engineering News-Record, 1920, Jan. 22, page 179, and
1921, Nov. 10, page 760.

St. Paul, Minn.—Mississippi River Terminal—Dock and Crane—En-
gineering News-Record, 1919, June 5, page 1115.

San Francisco, Calif.—Deep-Water Terminal of Southern Pacific Rail-

way—Engineering News-Record, 1920, Feb. 12, page 319.

Seattle, Wash.—Piers and Sheds—Engineering News-Record, 1920,

Jan. 1, page Z1, and 1921, March 24, page 508; 1922, Jan. 26, page 151;
1925, April 9, page 600.

South St. Louis, 111.—Inclined Freight Conveyor to Barges—Engineer-
ing News-Record, 1922, July 6, page 18.

Vicksburg, Miss.—Barge and Freight-Handling Crane—Engineering
News-Record, 1922, July 6, page 18.

8. Car Ferries

Baton Rouge, La.—Car-Ferry Steamer of Gulf Coast Lines—Engineer-
ing News-Record, 1924, June 19, page 1064.

Detroit, Mich.—New Landing for Wabash Railroad—Engineering
News-Record, 1928, Feb. 9, page 228.

Milwaukee, Wis.—New Landing for Grand Trunk Western Railway
—Engineering News-Record, 1927, May 19, page 807; Railway Age, 1927,

Oct. 15, page 731.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Municipal Landing and Car Yard, Used by Pere
Marquette Railway—Engineering News-Record, 1929, August 22, page 301.

New Orleans, La.—Car Ferry to Cuba, with Car-Handling Crane

—

Engineering News-Record, 1929, Sept. 5, page 368.

St. Louis, Mo.—Ferry Incline Cradle for Missouri Pacific Railway-
Railway Age, 1921, Dec. 31, page 1315.

Various Car-Ferry Landings—Proceedings, American Railway Bridge
and Building Association, 1929.

9. Coal and Ore Piers and Car Dumpers

Baltimore, Md.—Western Maryland R. R.—Railway Age, 1928, June 2,

page 1268.

Boston, Mass.—Boston & Maine R. R.—Railway Age, 1927, March 12,

page 885.

Jersey City, N. J.—Central R. R. of New Jersey—With Car Dumper

—

Engineering News-Record, 1920, April 15, page 759.

Norfolk, Va.—Norfolk & Western Ry.—With Car Dumper—Engi-
neering News, 1914, April 23, page 892.

Norfolk, Va.—Virginian Ry.—With Car Dumper—Engineering News-
Record, 1918, Dec. 12, page 1086 ; 1924, Sept. 18, page 452.

Pensacola, Fla.—St. Louis-San Francisco Ry.—With Belt Conveyor

—

Engineering News-Record, 1929, Aug. 1, page 168.

Port Reading, N. J.—Reading R. R.—Railway Age, 1918, March 21,

page 709 ; 1928, Feb. 18, page 399.

Sandusky, Ohio.—Pennsylvania R. R.—With Car Dumper—Engineer-

ing News-Record, 1925, Dec. 3, page 907.

Toledo, Ohio.—New York Central Lines—With Car Dumper—Engi-
neering News-Record 1926, Oct. 28, page 706.

Alpena, Mich.—Storing and shipping broken stone—Engineering News-
Record, 1917, Sept. 20, page 550.

Ashtabula, Ohio.—Ore dock; New York Central R. R.—Railway Age,
1925, July 18, page ^47.
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Superior, Wis.—Ore Docks of Great Northern Railway and Northern
Pacific Railway—Engineering News-Record, 1926, Sept. 16 and 23, pages
455 and 496.

Two Haibors, Mich.—Ore dock of Duluth & Iron Range R. R.

—

Engineering News-Record, 1917, Aug. 9, page 257.
Vertical Curves on Piers—Engineering News-Record, 1920, July 29,

page 208.

Car Dumper for Grain.—At Baltimore—^For Pennsylvania R. R.

—

Engineering News-Record, 1921, March 24, page 508.
Car Dumpers—Railway Age, 1924, Feb. 23, page 460; Engineering

News-Record, 1921, Nov. 10, page 760, and 1922, Mar. 2, page 364; Mar.
9, page 407.

(D) LOCOMOTIVE TERMINALS

10. Descriptions of Terminals

Boston & Albany R. R.—Worcester, Mass.—Railway Age, 1928, July 14,

page 54.

Canadian National Ry.—Montreal—Railway Age, 1922, Sept. 9, page
463.

Canadian National Ry.—Toronto—Canadian Railway and Marine Re-
view, 1927, April, page 179; Railway Age, 1929, April 6, page 773.

Central of Georgia Ry.—Albany, Ga., Railway Age, 1927, April 23, page
1245 ; Columbus, Ga.—Railway Age, 1922, Feb. 25, page 463.

Central New Jersey Ry.—Jersey Citv—Engineering News-Record, 1914,
Aug. 20, page 385.

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R.—Russell, Ky.—Railway Age, 1926, Oct. 2,

page 623.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Ry.—Engineering News-
Record, 1928, April 12, page 581 ; Railway Age, 1928, Oct. 20, page 749.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Ry.—Engineering News-
Record, 1919, March 13, page 519.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R.—Binghamton, N. Y.—Railway
Age, 1927, Jan. 14, page 228.

Denver & Rio Grande Western Ry.—Soldier Summit, Utah—Engineer-
ing News-Record, 1920, June 10, page 1159; Railway Age, 1920, March 26,

page 1025.

Grand Trunk Western Ry.—Battle Creek, Mich.—Railway Age, 1926,
May 1, page 1197.

Great Northern Ry.—Appleyard, Wash.—Railway Age, 1923, Oct. 13,

page 661.

Illinois Central R. R.—Chicago—Railway Age, 1926, Aug. 7, page 232

;

Engineering News-Record, 1928, March 15, page 431.

Lake Superior & Ishpeming Ry.—Small Terminal at Marquette, Mich.
—Railway Age, 1925, June 13, page 1463.

Lehigh Valley R. R.—^Ashmore, Pa.—Engineering News-Record, 1920,

March 11, page 514.

Maine Central R. R.—Portland, Me.—Railway Age, 1924, Nov. 15,

page 879.

Missouri-Kansas-Texas R. R.—Denison, Texas—Engineering News-
Record, 1923, Aug. 9, page 221 ; Railway Age, 1923, Feb. 17, page 415.

Missouri-Kansas-Texas R. R.—Oklahoma City—Engineering News-
Record, 1921, Sept. 15, page 440; Railway Age, 1921, Oct. 15, page 713.

New York Central R. R.—Syracuse, N. Y.—Railway Age, 1922, July
22, page 154.

New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R.—Cedar Hill Terminal at

New Haven—Railway Age, 1920, July 30, page 179.

Norfolk & Western Ry.—Portsmouth, Ohio—Engineering News-
Record, 1929, June 21, page 1035.

Norfolk & Western Ry.—Roanoke and Williamson—Railway Age,
1921, May 6, page 1063, and 1928, May 12, page 1083.
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Pennsylvania R. R.—Altoona, Pa.—Operation—Railway Age, 1929, Oct.

12, page 855.

Pennsylvania R. R.—Detroit, Mich.—Engineering News-Record, 1924,

Aug. 7, page 227.

Pennsylvania R. R.—Logansport and Richmond, Ind., and Stark, Ohio
—Engineering News-Record, 1919, July 3, page 24; Railway Age, 1919, Oct.

31, page 863.

Pennsylvania R. R.—Sharpsburg, Pa.—Railway Age, 1924, Aug. 9,

page 229.

Pennsylvania R. R.—Youngwood, Pa., with Water Ashpit—Ejigineering

News-Record, 1919, Aug. 28, page 408.

Pere Marquette R. R.—New Buffalo, Mich.—Engineering News-Record,
1922, March 9, page 401; Railway Age, 1921, March 11, page 543.

Pere Marquette R. R.—Toledo, Ohio—Ottawa Yard—Engineering
News-Record, 1926, July 8, page 48.

Reading R. R.—Reading, Pa.—Railway Age, 1927, June 25, page 1989.

Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac R. R.—Richmond, Va.—Railway
Age, 1924, March 1, page 492.

Texas & Pacific Ry.—Fort Worth, Texas—Engineering News-Record,
1929, March 14, page 420; Railway Age, 1928, Sept. 15, page 483.

Toledo & Ohio Central R. R.—Columbus, Ohio—Railway Age, 1919,

April 18 and June 6, pages 994 and 1380.

Wheeling & Lake Erie R. R.—Canton, Ohio—Engineering News-Record,
1923, April 26, page 748.

11. Engine Terminal Facilities

Ashpits, Various Types—Proceedings, American Railway Engineering
Association, 1922, page 264; 1923, page 66; Engineering News-Record, 1921,

Jah. 27, page 172 ; 1922, June 22, page 1049.

Ashpits, in Enginehouse—Railway Age, 1923, Jan. 27, page 281.

Ashpits, Steam-Jet Type—Akron, Canton & Youngstown Ry.—Engi-
neering News-Record, 1921, Sept. 22, page 476.

Ashpits—Tunnel System—St. Louis-San Francisco Ry.—Railway Age,
1927, April 23, page 1243.

Ash Handling Plants—Engineering News-Record, 1920, July 15, page
107; 1921, Jan. 27, page 172, and Aug. 25, page 310.

Coaling Station—Design—Proceedings, International Railway Fuel As-
sociation, 1927; Railway Age, 1927, May 21, page 1515; Proceedings, Amer-
ican Railway Engineering Association, 1928, page 376.

Coaling Station—Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe—Argentine, Kan.

—

Railway Age, 1925, Nov. 28, page 981.

Coaling Station—Erie R. R.—Stock Pile and Conveyors at Buffalo

—

Railway Age, 1918, Oct. 4, page 615.

Coaling Station—Georgia & Florida—One-Man Type—Railway Age,
1917, Dec. 21, page 1139.

Coaling Station—Illinois Central—Railway Age, 1917, July 20, page 115.

Coaling Station—Lehigh Valley—Six Tracks—Railway Age, 1918, May
24, page 1273.

Coaling Station—Norfolk & Western, at Portsmouth, Ohio—Railway
Age, 1927, March 26, page 998.

Coaling Station—Pittsburgh & Lake Erie—Transfer from Cars at

Hazelton—Railway Age, 1918, March 15, page 569; 1919, July 25, page 155;

Six-Track Station—Engineering News-Record, 1920, July 15, page 107.

Coaling Station—Reading R. R.—Engineering News-Record, 1921, April

21, page dlZ; Railway Age, 1921, July 23, page 172; 1927, Feb. 12, page 456.

Coaling Station—St. Louis-San Francisco—Cylindrical Type—Engineer-
ing News-Record, 1918, Feb. 7, page 270.

Engine Terminals—Design—Proceedings, American Railway Engineer-
ing Association, 1922, page 323 ; 1923, page 373 ; 1926, page 286 ; Journal,
Western Society of Engineers, 1923 ; Engineering News-Record, 1923, Sept.

13, page 424 ; Railway Age, 1919, March 7 and 14, pages 538 and 587 : 1920,
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Dec. 10, page 1025; 1921, April 1, page 829; 1923, June 23, page 1639; 1925,

June 20, page 1548; 1926, June 10, page 1569; Proceedings, Mechanical Divi-

sion, American Railway Association, 1923, 1925, 1926.

Engine Terminals—Design—Papers by Mr. Krausch and Mr. Sillcox;

Railway Age, 1923, March 17 and 24, pages 759 and 807.

Engine Terminals—Improvements—Engineering News-Record, 1923,

July 19, page 92.

Engine Terminals—Locomotive Washing Platforms—Railway Age,

1924, Oct. 11, page 650; Engineering News-Record, 1929, June 27, page 1035.

Engine Terminals—Novel Design with Ashpit in Enginehouse—Railway

Age, 1923, Jan. 27, page 281 ; Railway Review, 1923, Jan. 27, page 176.

Engine Terminals—Relation to Operation—Railway Age, 1920, Nov.

19, 26, and Dec. 3, pages 877, 929 and 985.

Enginehouse—Ashpit Inside—Railway Age, 1923, Jan. 27, page 281

;

Railway Review, 1923, Jan. 27, page 176.

Enginehouse—Concrete, Sawtooth Roof—Duluth, Missabe & Northern

—

Railway Age, 1919, Feb. 21, page 428.

Enginehouse—Concrete Unit Construction—Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy R. R., Pennsylvania R. R. and Southern Pacific Ry.—^Engineering
News-Record, 1922, July 20, page 110; Railway Age, 1920, June 11, page

1663 ; 1921, Aug. 20, page 354 ; 1924, Dec. 6, page 1025.

Enginehouse—Design—Railway Age, 1919, May 16, page 1199; 1920,

Sept. 17, page 483 ;
Journal of Western Society of Engineers, 1919.

Enginehouse—Erie R. R.—Jersey City—Railway Age, 1922, Nov. 11,

page 877.

Enginehouse—Fireless—Grand Trunk—Railway Age, 1928, April 14,

page 861.

Enginehouse—Full Length Smokejack—Pittsburgh & Lake Erie—Engi-

neering News-Record, 1919, Oct. 23, page 758.

Enginehouse—Modernizing—Boston & Maine—Railway Age, 1920, Aug.
20 and Dec. 10, pages 305 and 1025.

Enginehouse—Rectangular—Canadian National—Engineering News-
Record, 1921, Dec. 29, page 1064; Railway Age, 1921, Nov. 26, page 1049.

Enginehouse—^Rectangular—Chicago Short Line—Engineering News-
Record, 1918, Sept. 26, page 593.

Enginehouse—Rectangular—Denver & Rio Grande Western—Engineer-
ing News-Record, 1920, June 10, page 1159; Railway Age, 1920, March 26,

page 1025.

Enginehouse—Rectangular—Long Island—Railway Age, 1919, April 4,

page 891.

Enginehouse—Rectangular—Southern Pacific—Railway Age, 1922,

July 15, page 105.

Enginehouse—Timber—Chesapeake & Ohio Ry., St. Louis-San Fran-

cisco Ry. and Southern Pacific Ry.—Railway Age, 1920, June 25, page

1975; 1921, Oct. 8, page 663; 1924, Oct. 18, page 677.

Icing Plant—Illinois Central, at Waterloo, Iowa—Engineering News-
Record, 1919, Feb. 6, page 276.

Sanding Facilities—Proceedings, American Railway Engineering Asso-
ciation, 1929, page 346.

Smoke Control—Railway Age, 1925, July 18, page 144; 1928, April 14,

page 861; Engineering News-Record, 1913, May 15, page 1004; 1915, Nov.
4, page 906; 1919, June 12, page 1162, and July 3, page 27; 1924, May 29,

page 928; and 1928, Nov. 22, page 789.

Turntables—Railway Age, 1921, Aug. 27, page 412, and Nov. 12, page
943; Engineering News-Record, 1919, Dec. 11, page 1014; 1923, Feb. 8, page
250; 1924, June 5, page 964, and Aug. 21, page 370.

(E) JOINT TERMINALS AND UNIT OPERATION

Chicago, 111.—Railway Age, 1917, Jan. 19, page 86; 1918, Oct. 4, page
633; 1922, May 20. page 1179.
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Cincinnati, Ohio.—Railway Age, 1920, April 30, page 1287; 1928, June

30, page 1517.

Jersey City, N. J.—Railway Age, 1918, March 1, page 455.

Large Cities—Engineering News-Record, 1918, Oct. 3, page 615.

New York, N. Y.—Engineering News-Record, 1923, Feb. 8, page 249;

1929, Sept. 12, page 433 ; Railway Age, 1929, Sept. 14, page 652.

Portland, Ore.—Engineering News-Record, 1923, July 19, page 85.

Puget Sound.—Railway Age, 1919, Aug. 1, page 203.

St. Louis, Mo.—Engineering News-Record, 1922, July 6, page 17

;

1923, Aug. 9, page 238.

Paper by Mr. Brinkerhoff.—Railway Age, 1921, May 26, page 1169.

Paper by G. H. Kimball.—Engineering News-Record, 1921, May 26,

page 893.

Paper by Mr. Lisman.—Railway Age, 1922, Feb. 25, page 477.

Papers by E. E. R. Tratman.—Engineering News-Record, 1926, March
4, page 354; 1927, Feb. 24, page 306; and Bulletin No. 248 of American
Railway Engineering Association.

Paper by John F. Wallace.—Engineering News-Record, 1918, April 18,

page 779.

Railway Age.—1918, Sept. 27 and Nov. 1, pages 592 and 793; 1919, Dec.

5, page 1123; 1927, Aug. 27, page 364.

Proceedings, American Railway Engineering Association, 1924, page

205; 1925, page 496; 1926, pages 355 and 441; 1927, pages 455 and 578;

1928, page 106.

(F) MISCELLANEOUS

Air Rights.—Engineering News-Record, 1920, Sept. 9, page 496; 1921,

May 19, page 845, and June 23, page 1077; 1923, March 22, page 532; 1929,

April 25, Aug. 29 and Sept. 12, pages 532, 325 and 420 ; Railway Age, 1923,

April 28, page 1065 ; Journal, Western Society of Engineers, 1921 and 1929.

Railway Terminals and City Planning.—Papers by Mr Loweth, Mr.
Wilgus and Others.—Railway Age, 1920, April 30, page 1287; 1926, June
5, page 1475; Engineering News-Record, 1920, May 6, page 901.

(G) BOOKS ON RAILWAY TERMINALS

Passenger Terminals, Droege.
Freight Terminals, Droege.
Efficient Railway Operation, H. S. Haines.
Railway Freight Transportation, L. F. Loree.

Railway Track and Maintenance, E. E. R. Tratman.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE XI—RECORDS AND
ACCOUNTS

J. H. Hande, Cliairman; C. C. Haii^, Vice-Chairman;
E. Y. Allen, W. T. Mead,
Anton Anderson, E. W. Metcalf,
B. A. Bertenshaw, W. S. McFetridge,
A. M. Blanchard, C. Oberdorf,
R. R. L. Bullard, J. T. Powers,
E. S. Butler, F. C. Sharood,
W. F. Cummings, C. K. Smith,
E. B. Crane, F. X. Soete,
T. F. Darden, James Stephenson,
W. J. Foster, D. C. Teal,
F. P. Funda,

. M. T. Terrill,
F. M. Graham, G. R. Walsh,
C. R. Harte, John W. Webster,
W. E. Heimerdinger, H. R. Westcott,
Alfred Holmead, A. P. Weymouth,
W. W. James, K. G. Williams,
W. R. Kettenring, Louis Wolf,
C. A. Knowles, W. H. Woodbury,
Henry Lehn, Committee.

To the American Railzvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Records and Accounts respectfully presents here-

with its annual report covering the subjects assigned, as follows:

(1) Revision of Manual (Appendix A).

(2) Report progress on changes or revisions in I.C.C. Classification of

Accounts (Appendix B).

(3) Study and report progressively on methods and forms for gather-

ing the necessary data for keeping up-to-date the physical and valuation

records of the property of railways with respect to

:

(a) Changes made necessary in government regulations.

(b) Simplicity and practicability of use.

(Appendix C).

(4) Continue study and report on methods and forms for handling the

Interstate Commerce CommissioiVs requirements under Order 15100

—

Depreciation Charges of Steam Railway Companies (Appendix D).

(5) Study statistical requirements of the accounting, operating or

other departments with respect to maintenance-of-way and structures, and

recommend reports which as far as possible will reduce the number re-

quired and permit uniformity, simplicity and economy (Appendix E).

(6) Study and report on methods and forms (a) for maintaining a

record of railway, highway and private grade crossings, and (b) for mak-
ing annual reports of grade crossings added or eliminated, collaborating

with Committee IX—Grade Crossings (Appendix F).

Bulletin 322, December, 1929.
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(7) Study and report on various forms used by railway water service

departments, collaborating with Committee XIII—Water Service and Sani-

tation (Appendix G).

(8) Study and report on bridge inspection report forms, collaborating

with Committee VII—Wooden Bridges and Trestles, Committee VIII

—

Masonry and Committee XV—Iron and Steel Structures (Appendix H).

(9) Study and report on accounting for industry tracks in its rela-

tion to ownership and contract provisions, collaborating with Committee

XX—Uniform General Contract Forms (Appendix I).

(10) Prepare current periodical and book review on subjects pertain-

ing to the work of this Committee (Appendix J).

(11) Outline of work for ensuing year (Appendix K).

(12) Report on collaborations with other Committees (Appendix L).

Action Recommended

Your Committee's recommendations are as follows

:

(1) That the reports in Appendices A, B, J, K and L be accepted as

information.

(2) That the reports in Appendices C, D, F, G, H and I be accepted

as progress reports and the subjects continued.

(3) That the forms recommended in Appendix E be accepted for

inclusion in the Manual.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Records and AcrouNTS,

J. H. Hande, Chairman.

1
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Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

Pending the issuance of the new Manual, no work was undertaken under

this assignment. Revision of Manual bridge inspection report forms next

year is called for under this or a special assignment.

Appendix B

(2) REPORT PROGRESS ON CHANGES OR REVISIONS IN
I.C.C. CLASSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS

John T. Powers, Chairman, Sub-Committee; E. S. Butler, T. F. Darden,

C. C. Haire, W. W. James, Henry Lehn, F. C. Sharood, F. X. Soete,

J. W. Webster.

This report is submitted in response to the assignment to your Com-
mittee, and is a continuation from October 16, 1928, of the reports prepared

last year and the year before and printed in A.R.E.A. Proceedings, Volume
30 (1929), pages 583 and 584, and Volume 29 (1928), pages 766 to 850,

inclusive. It is a summary of progress to October 31, 1929, and, like the

preceding reports, presented without comment or discussion.

The hearings in regard to the general revision of accounting rules for

steam railroads are known as I.C.C. Docket Ex Parte 91, and were heard at

Washington, D. C, before Hon. Joseph B. Eastman, Interstate Commerce
Commissioner, and Andrew M. Bunten, Chief of Section of Deprecia-

tion, Bureau of Accounts, I.C.C. The hearings began on November 11, 1927,

were continued on twenty different days during March, June and October,

1928, and concluded on November 26, 1928. Thirty-four witnesses were

heard and 2818 pages of testimony taken.

On August 15, 1929, Hon. Joseph B. Eastman, Interstate Commerce
Commissioner, made a proposed report to all interested parties accompanied

by the following memorandum

:

"This proposed report has been prepared, in accordance with the
imderstanding and arrangement reached at the hearing, without the
aid of briefs from the parties. Combined briefs and exceptions may
be filed on or before November 1, 1929. No reply briefs will be
received. Announcement will later be made in regard to the date
of the oral argument, which will be as soon as possible after the
briefs and exceptions are filed."

Your Committee presents that proposed report without comments or

conclusions.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

Ex Parte 91

General Revision of Accounting Rules for Steam Railroads

W. G. Brantley, Sanford Robinson, Leslie Craven, Alfred P: Thorn,

William S. Bronson and E. R. Woodson, for Railway Accounting Officers'

Association; A. D. McDonald and J. R. Bell for Southern Pacific Trans-
portation System; C. S. Pope for Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste.

Marie Railway Company; S. T. Bledsoe and Charles H. Woods for Atchi-

son, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company; Henry J. Hart for New
England Railroads; Moultrie Hitt for American Short Line Railroad
Association ; S. Wood for Chicago and Illinois Midland Railway Company

;

Fletcher Rockwood for Great Northern Railway Company; H. W. Johnson
for Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad Company; M. L. Countryman,

Jr., for Northern Pacific Railway Company.
C. M. Bracelen, E. S. Wilson and J. H. Ray for Bell System Telephone

Companies ; Alfred L. Geiger and F. B. MacKinnon for United , States

Independent Telephone Association; C. B. Randall for United States* Inde-

pendent Telephone Association and Tri-State Telegraph and Telephone
Company.

.

Fred Pettijohn for Florida Railroad Commission; John O. Bigelow,

John W. Queen and John P. Petty for Board of Public Utility Commis-
sioners of New Jersey; H. A. Hanson for Board of Railroad Commission-
ers of South Dakota and Accounting Committee of the National Associa-'

tion of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners ; L. R. Bitney for National

Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners and Minnesota Railroad

and Warehouse Commission; W. M. Hammond for Illinois Commerce
Commission and Special Committee on Depreciation of Telephone Com-
panies, National Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners ; T. W.
Helm, Jr., for Virginia State Corporation Commission; John E. Benton for

National Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners; M. Maldwin
Fertig and Milo R. Maltbie for City of New York.

Arthur M. Loeb and William G. Adams for National Council of Travel-

ing Salesmen's Associations ; Luther M. Walter, J. S. Burchmore, W. H.
Day, C. T. Vandenover, R. C. Fulbright and J. C. White for National

Industrial Traffic League; M. F. McCarthy for Savings Banks Association

of New York and National Association of Owners of Railroad and Public

Utility Securities, Inc.

Report Proposed by Joseph B. Eastman, Commissioner

This proceeding has to do with a proposed revision of the accounting
classifications for steam railroads. Preliminary to a discussion of the princi-

pal issues which have been considered, a brief historical summary of the

regulation by the Commission of railroad accounting is desirable.

In the original act to regulate commerce, approved February 4, 1887,

the Commission was authorized to require from all common carriers subject

to the provisions of the act annual reports showing specified information of

a financial and statistical character, and it was further empowered, within

its discretion and for the purpose of enabling it the better to carry out the

purposes of the act, to:

prescribe (if in the opinion of the Commission it is practicable to

prescribe such uniformity and methods of keeping accounts) a period

of time within which all common carriers subject to the provisions

of this Act shall have, as near as may be, a uniform system of ac-

counts, and the manner in which such accounts shall be kept.
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Under this provision a classification of operating expenses was issued on
July 31, 1888, which was stated to be "substantially a reissue of the classi-

fication as adopted by the convention of State Railroad Commissioners held

at Saratoga in June, 1879." Revised issues of this classification were pro-

mulgated in 1892, 1893, 1894 and 1902, but the Commission had insufficient

power to enforce its accounting rules, and effective regulation dates from
the passage of the Hepburn Act on June 29, 1906. That act gave the Com-
mission power to prescribe

:

the forms of any and all accounts, records, and memoranda to be
kept by carriers subject to the provisions of this Act, including
the accounts, records, and memoranda of the movement of traffic, as

well as of the receipts and expenditures of moneys.

It also prohibited the carriers from keeping any other accounts, records,

or memoranda, and imposed adequate penalties for the enforcement of its

provisions.

Following this act, in 1907, 1908, 1909, and 1912, comprehensive account-
ing classifications were prescribed for operating revenues and expenses,
investment in road and equipment, balance sheet, and the income and profit

and loss accounts.* Subsequently these were thoroughly revised effective

July 1, 1914, and the latter classifications are those which are now in force,

with minor modifications which have since been made.
Experience with these classifications, and particularly the experience

gained in our valuation work and the elaborate checking of accounts inci-

dent to the settlements between the government and the carriers following
the Federal control period, developed the need for a further thorough revi-

sion, and this need was accentuated by the provisions with respect to depre-
ciation accounting which were incorporated in section 20 (5) of the inter-

state commerce act by the legislation of 1920. Preparation of such revision

was, therefore, undertaken by our Bureau of Accounts.
In the past the work of formulating the accounting classifications for

steam railroads has been carried on largely in co-operation with the Railway
Accounting Officers' Association. No public hearings have been held, but
every effort has been made to keep the state commissions informed of the
progress of the work, and their advice has been sought and has been of
much help. Similar procedure has been followed in the case of others
known to be students of the subject. In other words, the work has been
done informally through conference and correspondence, but, nevertheless, it

has been brought to public attention, and help has been sought wherever it

might be available. The same procedure was at the outset followed in pre-
paring the revisions now under consideration. Numerous conferences were
held between committees representing our Bureau and committees of the

railway accounting officers, and also of the State Commission Accountants,
and various tentative drafts were given widespread circulation with requests
for criticism.

In 1927, however, we were informed that the National Industrial Traffic

League, an organization representing many important shippers of freight,

was prepared to submit for our consideration an accounting system for steam
railroads representing a radical departure from the existing classifications

and also from the tentative revision prepared by our Bureau. It sought an
opportunity to present this new system at a public hearing. Requests for

such a hearing had also been received from other commercial and farm
organizations. This was the first time in our experience in which an active

interest in accounting systems had been manifested by shippers, and it was
welcomed. The law does not require public hearings as a prerequisite to the
promulgation of accounting regulations, but leaves us free to secure in any
way that we see fit the information necessary in the performance of this

administrative duty. Nevertheless, we deemed it desirable to accede to these

' For a description of the principles followed in these classifications, sec the
20th Annual Report of the Commission for the year 1906, at pages 59-62, and the
19th Annual Report on "Statistics of Railways" for the same year, at pages 9-13.
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requests and to make the general revision of the steam railroad classifications

the subject of a public hearing at which every interested party would have an
opportunity to be heard. We also deemed it desirable, because of the neces-
sary interrelation, to hold this hearing in connection with the further hear-
ings in No. 14700, Depreciation Charges of Telephone Companies, and No.
15100, Depreciation Charges of Steam Railroad Companies. This was the

origin of Ex Parte 91. It was made clear in the course of the hearing,

however, that the Commission would not necessarily confine itself, in deter-

mining what revision should be made, to the record in Ex Parte 91 or in the

other proceedings above mentioned, since there are many matters of detail,

such as the phraseology of the numerous rules and definitions, which could
not well be covered in a public hearing. This report will, therefore, be
confined to major issues which were discussed at the hearing, and will not

undertake to submit texts of revised classifications for final adoption. The
completion of such texts will be undertaken in the usual way after the sub-
mission of the briefs and oral argument.

At the beginning of the hearing the latest tentative draft of revised

classifications, prepared by our Bureau of Accounts, was submitted in evi-

dence. This draft does not differ in general plan from the classifications

which have heretofore been prescribed. The intent was to simplify and
clarify, so far as possible, and to introduce certain new accounting features

made necessary by the depreciation accounting contemplated in No. 15100
or for which our experience had in other respects shown a clear need. The
general plan is to provide for the classified recording, by time periods and in

terms of money, of the cost of the property owned by the carrier, the rev-

enues, received or receivable, the expenses of operation incurred, and the

results in income or deficit and in profit and loss, together with a balance
sheet statement of all assets and liabilities at the close of each period. The
classification of these money expenditures or receipts attempts to follow
natural lines of division between groups of like property items or like activi-

ties. It may be called a system of financial accounts. It does not purport to

show unit costs or receipts. To some considerable extent, however, these

can now be derived from the financial accounts with the aid of the operat-

ing statistics which we require the carriers to record and report. It is

possible, for example, to determine costs and receipts per ton-mile or car-

mile, and various other unit results. Principles of what is known as cost

accounting, also have been introduced to a limited extent, as in the separa-

tion in the annual report of receipts and expenses as between passenger and
freight services, and of various items of expense as between road and yard
operations.

The proposed new system of accounts submitted by the National
Industrial Traffic League carries principles of cost accounting very much
further. That is to say, it provides for an elaborate segregation or alloca-

tion of receipts and expenses to particular services or operations. These
allocations involve the apportionment of various common items of expense
upon ratios derived from statistical information now or to be furnished by
the carriers. Such apportionments are a distinguishing feature of cost

accounting, and from this point of view it may be, and sometimes is, called

statistical accounting. Because of the plan proposed by the National Indus-
trial Traffic League, and referred to of record as the Alternative Plan, and
a somewhat similar plan submitted by the State Commissions, cost accounting
was the principal subject of discussion at the hearing, and it will hence be
the principal subject discussed in this report.

Cost Accounting

Before taking up the evidence of record in regard to cost accounting,

it will be well to indicate to what extent this subject has been considered in

the past by the commission.
In the first annual report on "Statistics of Railways" for the year 1888,

Prof. H. C. Adams, the then chief statistician of the commission, said as

to the apportionment of expenses between passenger and freight service,
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"one point only respecting it lies beyond the limit of reasonable controversy,

and that is that such apportionment must in some manner be made." From
1888 to 1893 the "Statistics of Railways" reported receipts, cost, and profit

per ton-mile and per passenger-mile, but this practice was abandoned be-

cause, as stated by Professor Adams,

not more than half of the items of operating expenses can by any
means be assigned to passenger and to freight service. This fact,

taken in connection with the fact that the average cost per ton per mile

and per passenger per mile, which was obtained upon the basis of

the computation in question was rarely used by. commissioners
in judging of fair rates, induced the railway commissioners to

abandon this classification.

Thereafter Professor Adams opposed all attempts to find the cost of

particular railroad services, although he conceded that appropriate cost

statistics were useful for checking efficiency of operation. In the 1907

classification, however, "Transportation Expenses" were separated into yard
and road expenses in the hope that this would "throw some additional light

on the question of transportation costs."

New interest in railroad cost analysis was aroused in 1907 by the

decision of the Wisconsin Railroad Commission in the Buell Case, 1 W. R. C.

324, which contained an extended discussion of the applicability to railroads

of the cost accounting methods used by manufacturing industries, reaching

the following general conclusion

:

From the facts presented, the conclusion can be justly drawn
that the principles and methods of cost accounting which have been
adopted in other industrial and commercial undertakings can, in the

main, also be applied to the railroad service. Some changes as to

details may be necessary in the application of these principles, owing
to differences in the respective enterprises ; but no radical alterations

would seem to be required.^

In 1910, we found in a proceeding then pending that many of the

railroads had continued to separate expenses between freight and passenger
services, and in some instances by territories. In speaking of this matter
in Advances in Rates—Western Case, 20 I.C.C. 307, 362, Commissioner
Lane made the following statement, which is peculiarly pertinent in view
of much of the discussion in the present record:

These figures as a whole are among the most suggestive to which
the consideration of the Commission has been directed. They
appear to make it possible to overcome the one hitherto insuperable

objection which has been raised against the primary basing of rates

upon cost. This is the effort in all the great business enterprises of

our time—to know what a unit costs the plant. In all such cost

figures there are arbitraries of many kinds and varying importance.

These must be criticized, checked, corrected, and compared through
a number of years before they may be said to be in any sense

reliable. But there is no scientific achievement without the drudgery
of detail, long delay, and many tiresome comparisons, tests, and
analyses. What can a certain transportation plant render a certain

service for? What is the lowest figure at which transportation can
be sold and some profit made? These are very fundamental ques-

tions to which too little attention has been paid. We see from the

figures at hand how slight is the actual transportation cost itself

compared with the full return which must be made to care for

and sustain the great going machine which gives the service. Once
we have learned the comparative costs for various services, it is not

* The reports of the proceedings of the National Association of Railway Com-
missioners for 1907, at page 103, and for 1910, at pages 186-197, contain descriptions
of the statistical system of rate making used by the Wisconsin commission. It involved
a separation of expenses between terminal and movement as well as between freight
and passenger services.
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fanciful to say that a schedule of rates may be made which will

approach justice as between services. Supplement costs with
scientific classification of freight, giving their due to all the vari-

ous factors, such as value, bulk, and hazard—especially to value

—

adding return for use of plant, and we have something certainly

more nearly akin to reason than the hazard of a traffic manager,
no matter how benevolently inclined. Such a theory gives force

to every factor which the Supreme Court has said should be con-

sidered in the fixing of rates for public utilities. The investor would
have his return, the value of the property would be cared for as a

part of the rate, though this return would of course vary with
the rates as at present, one service making a larger return to capital

than another.

In the same year, 1911, our Division of Statistics was directed to take

up with the railway accounting officers the question of again including

in the annual reports at least a partial separation of expenses between
passenger and freight services. Their attitude at the time is indicated by
the following resolution which their committee adopted in 1913

:

Resolved, That this committee concurs in the view expressed by
the Special Committee on Corporate, Fiscal and General Accounts
in the year 1906, and that this committee, after due and deliberate

consideration, reiterates that no fixed rule for the division of com-
mon expenses between freight and passenger can be devised which
will be equitable to all carriers, to the same carrier under all condi-

tions, or to all divisions of the same carrier ; and be it further

Resolved, That the attention of the Commission be called to the

fact that even the partial separation suggested by the Commission
of stating the amount of expense directly assignable to freight or

passenger will involve some additional expense to the carriers, with
no appreciable benefit to the Commission.

About this time southwestern railroads were developing the so-called

"Oklahoma formula" for the purpose of determining in connection with
court litigation the costs of particular services. They began to develop it

after the decision of the Supreme Court in The Minnesota Rate Cases, 230

U.S. 352. This formula was successfully employed by the carriers before a

United States District Court in the Oklahoma Rate Case, decided March
12, 1918. Because of its length the decision was not printed in the Federal
Reporter. The formula was also used in the Arkansas Rate Case, Boyle vs.

St. Louis-San Francisco Railroad, 222 Fed. 539, and in other cases. It

provided for an apportionment of expense between States, between terminal

and line services, between freight and passenger services, and finally between
interstate and intrastate traffic.

In 1914, the Commission held hearings with respect to the separation

of expenses as between freight and passenger services. The carriers were
almost unanimous in opposing such a requirement. Expressions of record

were obtained from a large number of private industries in regard to their

experience with cost accounting. It was decided that all Class I carriers

should be required to make the separation. The following extracts from the

decision, In re Separation of Operating Expenses, 30 I.C.C. 676, are here

pertinent

:

In the case of manufacturing concerns it has been shown to be
practicable to make some estimate regarding the cost of the indi-

vidual articles manufactured. This is done not only as a basis for

comparison of the efficiency of various departments, but also as a

basis for ascertaining at what price the manufactured product should
be sold. This naturally suggests the question whether it is not pos-

sible to pursue the same or similar methods in the accounting of
railway companies. There is probably a difference in the extent to

which the ascertained cost could be utilized as between manufactur-
ing and railway companies, for the reason that a manufacturer may
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discontinue to manufacture a product which he finds to be unprofit-
able, whereas a railway may be compelled to continue an unprofit-
able service. (678.)

The officials of the roads which make this voluntary separa-
tion state that it is done in order to secure efficiency and not for
rate-making purposes. If the comparison is made on the same basis

year after year, these officials state that it is not important whether
the arbitraries which are used are exactly correct or not. To their

minds what is exact enough for efficiency purposes could not be
considered sufficient as a basis for rate-making. (678-679.)

The assumption that railway cost accounting can not be made
sufficiently accurate for useful consideration in dealing with rates

does not seem warranted. Although not possible 20 years ago, it

would appear that at the present time approximately two-thirds of

the operating expenses of a railroad can be separated in a reasonably
satisfactory manner. The separation of the remaining one-third is

useful if a basis is selected which equitably measures the use which
either service makes of common facilities. This indicates the extent

to which freight expenses can be subdivided among the various
branches of freight traffic. Just as fuel, wages, and other direct

expenses can be ascertained as between freight and passenger trains,

so can they be distinguished as between individual freight trains.

(679.)
It was urged that should the Commission really need informa-

tion concerning costs, a special study could be undertaken at any
time and be pursued until the requirements of the individual case

had been met. Special studies will always be necessary, but they
can not take the place of general statistics systematically compiled
year after year. The latter, so far as they are applicable, are looked
upon as more reliable than those which are collected for any par-

ticular case. Whether rightly or wrongly, "special purpose" statistics

rarely command that confidence which inheres in figures that are
kept continuously on accepted bases without reference to a par-
ticular controversy. (679.)

The possible misuse of information collected was also urged
as a reason for not developing the subject of railway cost account-
ing. It was urged that to give cost accounting information to the

public would be the same as giving dangerous instruments to chil-

dren. The systematic development of this subject and its free dis-

cussion in the light of all information available is the best safeguard
against the misuse of cost figures. There is reason to believe that

the failure of carriers to develop cost figures along permanent lines

has been responsible for some of the events regarding which many
of tham have complained in the present hearing. The action of cer-

tain state legislatures and commissions was alleged to have been
unjust and unreasonable. Commissions and legislatures are not
intentionally unfair, and if any of them have enforced unjust rates

would not the kind of statistics here contemplated have convinced
them that some other schedule would have been fairer? Would not
this class of statistics command confidence which specially prepared
figures can not always do? Comparisons of expense and perform-
ance have long been made by carriers in contested cases before
the Commission. These have nearly always rested upon transient

data. Those of the future should be based upon permanent analyses
and compilations. (680.)

Thereafter further conferences and hearings were held to determine
appropriate bases for apportioning items of common expense between the
two services. The chief controversy was over the maintenance of way
accounts.

_
The carriers advocated apportionment on the locomotive ton-mile

basis, against the opposition of the State Commissions. Our order of July 1,

1915, specified bases for dividing all other accounts, but left maintenance of
way undivided.
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In that same year, in the 1915 Western Rate Advance Case, 35 I.C.C.

497, F. H. Millard, of the staff of the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin,
at our request presented studies developed from the statistics of tw^o typical

western carriers in which cost and value of service were combined to deter-

mine rates for any commodity for any distance. The nature of these studies

is shown by the following extract from the report in that case, at page 563

:

The details of the method followed by Millard will be found
in the appendix, pages 649-654. The necessarily hypothetical basis

of constructing rates built in this fashion precludes us from em-
ploying it to approve or condemn the rates before us in this pro-

ceeding. Avowedly the method takes no consideration of special

services or of special expenses, except loss and damage claims, nor
of concrete commercial necessities, nor of controlling competitive con-

ditions surrounding traffic. At the same time as throwing light upon the

appropriate relationship of rates it is suggestive and serviceable, and
for this reason we print hereunder several tables which indicate

the relations existing between the present actual rates on the one
hand as over against the rates theoretically required upon the hypo-
thesis of the witness to afford the requisite returns upon the assumed
value of the property of the two carriers.

During the period of Federal control our requirements with respect

to the separation of freight and passenger expenses were in part suspended,

but beginning with 1920 they were reinstated in revised form and methods
of apportionment prescribed for all of the accounts. Maintenance of way
has from that time been divided on the basis of fuel costs for the two
services. In 1924 a committee of railway accounting officers asked us to

make the separation optional, but after obtaining the views of presidents of
Class I carriers, state commissions, and others this request was denied. Ex-
perience has shown that the separation serves a very useful purpose, and
evidence based upon it is frequently adduced in rate cases, by both railroads

and shippers. The carriers do not now ask that it be eliminated, although
some of them are of the view that recent changes in conditiors have made
fuel costs an inaccurate basis for apportioning maintenance of way expenses.

After completion of the rules for dividing expenses between the freight

and passenger services, our Bureau of Statistics took up the study of a
further separation between terminal and line expenses. The first thought
was to develop a formula subdividing every account and to have the results

shown in the annual reports. This was abandoned for the time being, and
attention was devoted to devising a uniform plan and basis for the ter-

minal cost studies which are often made in rate cases. Such a formula
was developed and on November 12, 1926, it was submitted to the American
Railway Association for comment. No comment was received from that

body, but it has been reported upon by a committee of the Railway Account-
ing Officers' Association. This report criticizes the methods of apportion-
ment, but does not deal with the fundamental question as to whether the
prescription of such a uniform formula is desirable. We have held the

matter in abeyance pending observation of extensive terminal cost studies

which have been in progress at Chicago and because of the cost accounting
discussions in the present proceeding.

The Alternative Plan

The Alternative Plan is the product of an accountant, J. W. Roberts,
employed by the National Industrial Traffic League, and represents a vast

amount of intensive study and detailed work. It is difficult to describe in the

brief compass desirable in a report which undertakes only to summarize the

evidence, but an attempt will be made to outline what are deemed to be the

essential features.

In indicating the need for a radical change in the accounting system,
it is pointed out that the tentative revision prepared by our Bureau of
Accounts does not differ in general scheme from the existing classifications,

and that they in turn conform in main outline to the plan originally adopted
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by the Commission many years ago and which was itself derived from then

existing accounting practices of the carriers. It is asserted that present

conditions are so very different from those which existed when these prac-

tices grew up that the system of accounting now followed falls short in

many vital respects of meeting modern demands, i.e., has become obsolete.

Among these changed conditions are noted the far larger size of the

railroad systems, which makes necessary the delegation and redelegation of

authority and the development of accounts and statistics, as the only means
of extending the reach of the executive, which will enable him by trust-

worthy comparisons with equally reliable standards to exercise proper
control over subordinates ; the very complete system of Federal and State

regulation which has grown up over a greatly enlarged and diversified traffic

offering correspondingly increased opportunities for discrimination and com-
plaint, and the consequent need for adequate cost data for offensive and
defensive purposes, especially when the provisions of Section 15a with respect

to "honest, efficient, and economical management" are taken into considera-

tion ; the recapture provision of the same section, which makes a system of

accounting which will reveal the padding of expenses or other concealment of

earnings, necessary for the regulatory authority, and also for the carriers

as a means of defense against such charges; and the new competition which
has developed in recent years from motor truck and bus, together with the

threatened stimulation of waterway competition, which make it essential

that railroad executives have the most intimate knowledge of and control

over unit and functional costs.

It is asserted that the present accounting system is designed to serve

only two main purposes. One is "to state the periodic financial status," and
the other is "to classify expenditures and receipts according to their char-

acter, as distinguished from the productive purpose which was benefited by,

or was responsible for them." In contrast the Alternative Plan is designed,

its proponents say, to serve the following purposes

:

1. To state the periodic financial status.

2. To classify expenditures and receipts according to their character,

in so far as that is compatible with classification according to their produc-
tive purpose.

3. To classify expenditures and receipts according to their productive

purpose, the quality of congruity being a determinative consideration in the

classifications referred to in this and the preceding item.

4. To protect the invested capital by disclosure of accounting facts

which relate to its exhaustion and subsequent restoration, and by making
proper distinctions between expense and capital charges.'

5. To promote efficiency and economy in operation and maintenance

by disclosing performance costs which are inclusive of all elements of

attached expense, which will permit of true comparisons of the cost of

unit operations.

6. To differentiate between public service, the cost thereof and the

compensations received therefor, and private enterprise, its costs, and com-
pensations.*

7. To properly respect, as accountable entities, and record all trans-

actions which affect the obligations of the carrier to the general public,

including those of a moral character" as well as those imposed by law.

The present system of accounting is described as a structure of four

stories. The first floor is represented by the operating revenue and expense

' This refers to the provisions in the Alternative Plan with respect to depreciation
accounting. These are discussed in the proposed report in Nos. 14700 and 15100,
issued contemporaneously herewith.

* This refers chiefly to the construction by the carriers in their own shops of

equipment and other items of property which would otherwise be purchased from
independent industries, the object being to show in the accounts the true cost to the
earner of such construction.

^ These obligations of a moral character are somewhat indefinitely described, but
they are illustrated by the obligation with respect to "honest, efficient, and economical
management" in Section ISa, and that with respect to the carriage of government
freight in connection with land grant donations. It is asserted that the burden of the
latter obligation is in effect unjustly imposed by the carriers upon all other shippers.
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accounts ; the second floor, by the corporate income accounts ; the third floor,

by the profit and loss account ; and the fourth floor, by the general balance

sheet. The Alternative Plan, in contrast, is a structure of five stories. The
three upper floors are very like those of the present structure; but the first

floor, devoted to operating revenue and expense accounts, is materially

changed, and just above it is inserted a new floor, devoted to service-cost

accounts.

The change in the first floor is made for the purpose of gathering and
segregating the data which are reassembled for service-cost purposes on
the second floor. The first floor of the present structure is pictured as con-

taining several apartments, which are themselves divided into rooms. In the

proposed new structure these rooms are each subdivided into three compart-
ments, and they in turn contain bins into which a further distribution is

made. The three compartments correspond with three functions which are

performed in railroad transportation. These functions are defined as

follows

:

1. Line-Haul.—This embraces carriage, exclusive of the (a) pre-

liminary operations of assembly, preparation, and dispatchment, and (b) the

concluding operations of receipt and delivery at destination, and also (c)

the intermediate and incidental operations which occur at operative "ter-

minals" en route, i.e., train-terminal operations as distinguished from the

terminal operations at the beginning or end of the traffic movement.

2. Station.—This embraces initial assembly, preparation, and dis-

patchment, and the reverse operations of receipt and delivery at destination,

and excludes line-haul and train-terminal operations.

3. Train-Terminal.—This embraces operations incident to the line-

haul, but not included in it as above defined, and excluding all originating

and delivery operations. It is illustrated by the making and breaking up of

trains in transit incidental to the classification and reclassification of freight.

In the bins within the compartments an endeavor is made to segregate

expenses which pertain exclusively, or substantially so, to particular forms
of traffic. For example, under the general heading of maintenance of way
and structures are groups of line-haul, station, and train-terminal primary
accounts, but among tlie station accounts are included the following

:

9. General station structures.

10. Special structures for agricultural products.

11. Special structures for animals.

12. Special structures for mine products.

13. Special structures for other freight.

14. Special structures for passenger service.

15. Station motor service structures.

Similar primary accounts are provided in the train-terminal group. A
further illustration is the division of maintenance of equipment into primary
accounts covering every particular type of car, such as refrigerator cars,

stock cars, tank cars, gondola and hopper cars, flat cars, and many other

types. Many of the primary accounts are themselves divided into sub-prim-
ary accounts for the segregation of further details.

In order, also, that kinds of service or activities other than rail service

may be accounted for separately, general groups of expenses are provided

in addition to the present maintenance of way, maintenance of equipment,
transportation, traffic, and general expense groups. Thus, there is a group
for "Water Line Operations," and another for "Motor Line Operations,"

and still another for "Incidental Operations." Included under the latter are

the following primary accounts

:

193. Dining and buffet car service.

194. Hotels and restaurants.

195. Grain elevators.

196. Storage warehouses.
197. Stock yards.

I

I
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198. Cold-storage plants.

199. Icing plants.

200. Cotton-compress plants.

201. Gas-producing plants.

202. Coal-storage plants.

203. Wood-preserving plants.

204. Other incidental expenses.

Sub-primary accounts provide for the elaborate analysis of the expense

of each of these incidental operations. There is a further main group, also,

entitled "Transportation for Company Service—Credit," consisting of two
common primary accounts

:

191. Transportation for conducting operations—credit.

192. Transportation for investment—credit.

Account 191 is offset by various debit items included in other operating

expense primary accounts, whereas account 192 is offset by debits in invest-

ment accounts. Both are apportioned among the three transportation

functions.

It is the intent of the plan to include, ultimately, in every primary

account all of the expenses which are incurred in connection with the par-

ticular activity described. This is done by what are called common and

clearing accounts. The former are accounts to which charges are directly

made in the first instance. Thus, all of the primary accounts in the general

group, "General Overhead Expenses," are common accounts and are eventu-

ally distributed by contra debits to primary or clearing accounts in other

main groups. To clearing accounts, charges in the first instance are only

in part directly made, and to a large extent they are made up of distribu-

tions from common accounts. They serve as collecting agencies for kinds

of expense whose aggregate it is desirable to record, but which are eventu-

ally distributed among primary accounts. The following under the main

groupi "Maintenance of Equipment—Rail Line," are examples of clearing

accounts

:

Work-equipment expense.

Shop expense.

Power-plant expense.

A similar subdivision is provided for in the case of operating revenues.

For example, in the case of freight traffic, subprimary accounts are sup-

plied for the recording of the revenues from every commodity group which

we recognize for statistical purposes, and debit accounts are provided

for expenses which are directly absorbed out of revenues. Passenger

service is similarly divided; revenues from such services as the carriage of

mail, express, milk, and baggage are separately recorded; and primary ac-

counts are provided for all water line, motor line, and incidental operations.

A foundation having been provided on the first floor through this

minute subdivision of operating revenues and expenses, provision is made
on the second floor for the reassembling of the data in the service-cost

accounts. This second floor is rather incompletely explained in the testi-

mony, but apparently revenues, expenses, and net results are to be shown
for the following services

;

1. Freight train.

2. Suburban.
3. Coach.
4. Sleeping-parlor car.

5. Dining-buffet car.

6. Baggage.
7. Mail, passenger train.

8. Express, passenger train.

9. Milk, passenger train.
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Apparently, also, there would be shown separately for all of these

services the three functional costs—line-haul, station, and train-terminal.

It is inferable that the second floor is to be a place for the assembly and
computation of statistical information, particularly unit costs.

The proponents of the Alternative Plan are careful to explain that it is

not intended to eliminate necessity for special cost studies. For example, it

would not be possible without such a special study to determine average or

unit costs for the transportation of any particular commodity. But it is

claimed that provision is made so that the material for any such study would
be ready to hand. The present practice with respect to special cost studies

is severely condemned, upon the grounds that the necessary data can only be

procured by post mortem autopsies with the utmost difficulty and oppor-

tunity for inaccuracy and that, since the entire field of cost inquiry is not cov-

ered, there is no means of checking the subdivision of expenses and every
opportunity for self-serving apportionments for the purpose of proving what
it is desired in the particular case to prove.

It is obvious, of course, that the Alternative Plan requires the appor-
tionment of a multitude of items of expense which relate to several services

or activities in common, upon the basis of ratios derived from statistical

information which in some cases is now available and in other cases would
have to be made available. These bases of apportionment are of the most
vital importance in cost accounting and will hereinafter be discussed at

greater length. It is also obvious that the plan requires an immense amount
of detailed work which is not required by the present system of accounting.

Its proponents contend that a substantial amount of this work is now per-

formed by the carriers in gathering data for their own use which the

accounting classifications do not require, and they further contend that it can
easily be made a matter of almost automatic routine and can be simplified

and expedited by the use of mechanical devices.

No text defining the particular accounts and specifying in detail the

various apportionments and rules to be followed was submitted with the

plan. Its proponents make no claim that it has been worked out in com-
plete and final form, and concede that many questions remaiu to be consid-

ered before this can be done. What has been submitted is illustrative, but
open to modification where need may develop upon further consideration.

In the description of the plan given above, much has been omitted, but it is

believed that enough has been stated to indicate its general character.

The Bitney Plan

Another cost accounting plan was submitted by L. R. Bitney, as chair-

man of the statistical committee of the National Association of Railroad &
Utilities Commissioners. He is the statistician of the Minnesota Railroad &
Warehouse Commission. The plan has received the approval of the statist-

ical committee, but has not been acted upon by the National Association as

such. It has been developed as the result of experience in both interstate

and intrastate railroad rate cases, which has shown that the present account-

ing system is not well adapted to the ascertainment of railroad service costs.

All of the new features of the proposed plan, it is asserted, have been
designed to meet needs which have been disclosed in the actual trial of

rate cases.

The Bitney plan is somewhat less comprehensive and ambitious than

the Alternative Plan, and, unlike that, could be superimposed upon either the

present or the tentative revised accounting system. In the case of operating

revenues, provision is made for the segregation of the revenues received

from each class of freight, passenger, and other traffic, with appropriate

debit accounts to cover absorptions ; and in addition carload is separated

from less-than-carload traffic, and there is a separation of local traffic,

originating or terminating interline traffic, and overhead traffic.

Expenses in each general group, such as maintenance of way, are sepa-

rated, as in the Alternative Plan, by functions, but these functions are

"Line-haul" and "Terminal," the latter being separated into ''Station Serv-
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ice," which covers expenses at way stations where no regular yard switch-
ing service is carried on, and "Yard Service," which covers expenses at sta-

tions where there is such switching. Each functional group has its own
primary accounts and, as in the Alternative Plan, common and clearing

accounts are provided to record expenses of a particular character which
it is desirable to show in the aggregate but which are eventually distributed

to the functional primary accounts. Effort is made to design the latter so

that they will segregate expenses confined to a particular service, as, for

example, expenses at exclusively freight stations. Expenses relating to inci-

dential operation are separately recorded, but not to the same extent as in

th Alternative Plan.

In the case of equipment, expenses are divided between owned cars,

foreign carrier cars, and privately-owned cars, and these divisions in turn
are subdivided. For example, in the case of owned cars, they are sub-

divided between repairs made by respondent, those made by other carriers,

and those made by outside shops. There are somewhat similar subdivisions

in the case of the foreign cars and those privately owned, the intent of

these separations being to disclose information useful in determining the

reasonableness of per diem payments, car rentals, and the like. Repairs are

further "separated as between box, refrigerator, stock, open-top, tank, and
other freight cars, and as between five types of passenger cars. Clearing
accounts are provided for "Shop Expense" and "Power Plant Expense,"
for the purpose of assembling and then distributing expenses of common
type.

A further feature of the plan is provision for the gathering and report-
ing of numerous statistics. For example, it is proposed to show in the
case of freight traffic carload and less-than-carload traffic separately, and
to show separately, also, traffic

Originating on line, and
Terminating on line,

Delivered to connecting lines
;

Received from connecting lines, and
Terminating on line.

Delivered to connecting lines.

For all of these classifications it is proposed to show the number of
carloads, tons, and ton-miles and revenues, both gross and net, after absorp-
tions. Most of this information we have been obtaining since January 1,

1928. An analysis of switching service by certain groups is also provided.
Under "Station Statistics" it is proposed to show for each station where
freight is received and forwarded the number of loaded cars, tons, and con-
signments, classified into revenue and nonrevenue traffic, carload and
less-than-carload, and originated, terminated, and interchanged. "Car Sta-
tistics" are further provided showing car-days and car-miles, empty and
loaded, separately for owned cars, foreign carrier cars, and privately-owned
cars, both passenger and freight.

As in the case of the Alternative Plan, the distribution of items of

expense incurred in common for various services involves in many instances

apportionment upon ratios derived from statistical information now or to

be furnished by the carriers. The proponents of the plan do not claim
that it would in itself show the costs of the various services, but rather
that it would lay a much better foundation for special cost studies than now
exists. Their view is that from the information furnished by the plan it

would be possible to arrive at the costs of hauling particular commodities
by the use of the so-called "Lorenz formula" which was employed of record
in the Grain Investigation, No. 17000, Part 7. They desire, in connection
with their plan, a uniform and better method of allotting revenues and ex-
penses to states; annual reporting of property values by states, using our
primary valuations as the base and keeping them up to date by record and
report of net annual additions and betterments; and an apportionment of
revenues, expenses, and values by rate-scale territories, coupled with a defini-

tion by this commission of the precise boundaries of those territories.
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The German Plan.—Such inquiry as could be made did not dis-

close that railroads in other countries have cost finding systems, with the

exception of the German railroads. A brief description of their recently-

adopted system was introduced of record by our Bureau of Statistics. It

is essentially a statistical plan, superimposed upon the existing system of

accounts.

It appears that after the war the German railroad system, operated by

the government, gave attention to the ascertainment of operating unit costs,

because of attacks on its railway tarifif policy and the need of eliminating

wasteful operations. It was deemed desirable to go much further than

the mere ascertainment of average ton-mile and passenger-mile costs. As
a result, a plan of statistical cost finding was applied experimentally in the

last quarter of 1926, and put into definite operation on January 1, 1927. The
following branches of traffic are recognized in the new system:

Distance traffic (general traffic).

Suburban traffic (in Altona and Berlin only).

Narrow-gage railway traffic.

Traffic by ship.

Other traffic.

The first-named is the most important branch and will be the only one

considered here.

The fields or functions of performance recognized, for both freight and

passenger traffic, are these

:

Forwarding.
Train formation.

Train haulage.

These resemble the functions recognized in the Alternative Plan. "For-

warding" includes not merely the handling of freight and baggage, but also

the switching of cars to and from industries, etc. The functions apply

directly to expense of conducting transportation, but to each are assigned

shares of the maintenance and administrative expenses.

The performance units are as follows

:

Passenger traffic

:

Number of passengers forwarded.

Pieces of baggage received and delivered.

Pieces of express matter received and delivered.

Number of cars placed in passenger trains.

Freight traffic

:

Tons of l.c.l. freight forwarded and received.

Tons of carload traffic forwarded and received.

Tons of freight transferred.

Number of cars placed in freight trains, (a) Equated,

(b) Actual.

Number of cars placed for loading.

Distance performance

:

Train-crew miles.

Locomotive-crew miles.

Locomotive unit miles.

Train miles.

Car-axle miles.

Gross ton-miles, including locomotive.

Gross ton-miles, excluding locomotive.

Operating net ton-miles.

For the purposes of cost finding it was found necessary to subdivide

most of the financial accounts previously kept. Wages and salaries are

handled separately from material expense. The employees are assigned to

99 departments of service, making it necessary in some instances to divide

an individual's time into as many as ten parts. In dividing the time, where
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direct assignment is impossible, various factors of apportionment are used.

After the time has been so segregated, the average wage of each class of

employees is applied to the time found for that class in each service group.

The resulting totals for the 99 departments of service are then assigned to

the performance functions—forwarding, train formation and train haulage

—

in part by direct assignment, in part by factors based on experience, but

mainly by "dividing-keys" based on current operating, traffic, or labor sta-

tistics.

Material expenditures are first divided territorially and then are appor-

tioned among the three performance functions, in part passing en route

through the maintenance of way and administrative expense groups. For
example, locomotive fuel is apportioned in ratio to equated locomotive miles.

Maintenance of way expenses are grouped under nine heads and are appor-

tioned to performance functions by appropriate "dividing-keys," which remain
the same for periods in which no essential change in conditions takes place.

Maintenance of equipment expenses are first divided as between types of
equipment, and are then apportioned among the performance functions.

Various methods are used.

For further information in regard to the German plan, see Appendix A,
which contains a supplementary statement filed at the hearing by our Bureau
of Statistics.

Taylor Society Evidence.—The Taylor Society is a professional
society, not organized for profit, whose interest is the study of management
in the attempt to derive and formulate principles which will promote what
may be called the science of management. It was named after Frederick W.
Taylor, an engineer who was one of the first to specialize in the subject of
efficiency in management. The society has a keen interest in cost finding, not
from the point of view of accountants but from the standpoint of operation
and management. At the request of the presiding commissioner, it pre-

sented at the hearing comprehensive and very informative evidence in regard
to the application and use of cost finding or accounting in private industrial

enterprises, and to some extent also in the public utility field. Both the

theoretical and the practical sides of the question were developed by this

evidence. Upon the practical side, testimony was offered by both executives
and comptrollers of several industrial concerns engaged in very diverse forms
of business.

Among the industries to which the testimony directly related were the

Dennison Manufacturing Company, manufacturers of a great variety of
paper articles ; the Pulp Bleaching Corporation, manufacturing wood pulp
bleaching machinery, the testimony of the witness covering also the pulp and
newsprint industry generally and the woolen textile industry ; the Supplee-
Wills-Jones Milk Company, supplying milk and kindred products in Phila-
delphia, the testimony of the witness covering also the accounting prac-
tices of the National Dairy Products Corporation ; the Morton C. Tuttle
Company, engineers and contractors ; the L'Aberfoile Manufacturing Com-
pany, manufacturing cotton and rayon cloth and yarn ; the Joseph & Feitz
Company, makers of garments, the testimony of the witness covering also

the accounting practices of the Link Belt Company and the Vanity Fair Silk
Company ; the Williams & Wilkins Company and the Waverly Press, print-

ers of books and periodicals, the testimony of the witness covering also the
accounting practices of the printing industry in general ; and Day & Zimmer-
man, in their activities as managers of electric utilities and also street

railways.

The witnesses presented by the Taylor .Society disclaimed generally, it

should be said, any experience in the railroad business, and their testimony
was directed to accounting practices in other industries, in the hope that
such information would be helpful to the Commission in solving the problem
involved in this proceeding.

Two of the witnesses of the Taylor Society discussed cost accounting
broadly, rather than its application to a particular industry or situation. One
of these witnesses gave certain generalizations. One was that cost units
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should be used which correspond to minute, ahiiost indivisi'-'

ing activity. Such cost units are "like an alphabet ^^^ units of operat-

an infinite variety of words can be construe* _ ^f letters from which
was that these units of cost must be ''

^.cd." Another generalization

operating facts, based upon obser^-' ^crived by a close analysis of the

the number and kind of sur^: .dCion and experiment. A third was that

the unit data should be '' ,.inaries or reports which are worked up from
situation. A fou"'' aetermined by the needs of the particular managerial
static. It "'*'

^. in was that cost finding should be dynamic rather than

to con*- .wust grow and solve out of experience," and should be subject

...nual study, modification, and expansion to meet developing needs.

From the standpoint of cost accounting, operations fall broadly into three

tlasses

:

1. Jobbing operations, where there is great variability in the work
done by machines. The operations in railroad repair shops are a good
illustration. In this class the unit data are more complex and difficult to

analyze than in either of the others.

2. Repetitive operations, where the machines produce items which
are in general identical, differing only in minor characteristics. Shoe manu-
facturing is an illustration.

3. Continuous process operations, where a fairly uniform material

flows in a steady stream from one single purpose machine to another. The
manufacture of paper is an illustration.

This is, of course, not a precise classification, and a single industry may
combine two or even all three classes of operations. The methods of cost

finding dififer, however, for each class. The railroad industry is difficult

to classify. It has jobbing operations, as in the shops, but the service of

transportation has some points of resemblance to a continuous process.

The same witness described the uses of cost finding as follows

:

1. To improve efficiency of operating methods at the place of work,
holding employees up to reasonable standards which eventually become
habitual. An incidental and very important use is that the current report-

ing of costs discloses lapses from improved methods.
2. To serve as a nonfinancial incentive to employees, by providing a

mark at which to shoot. It is asserted that the natural disposition of most
employees under normal circumstances is to do the best job possible.

3. To contribute to the general financial accounts by making possible a

better reflection of the value of assets. The cost accounting follows the

material through the plant, thus keeping track of its continual increase in

value.

4. To serve as a very valuable tool in merchandising. The costs

ascertained are useful, although not controlling, in determining selling price.

They enable the industry to determine whether the market price can profit-

ably be met, what lines to push, the effect upon costs of volume of sales and
of advertising campaigns or selling drives, and whether modifications in

the article sold should be made.
5. To help in budget making. It is asserted that "modern, progressive

budgeting is a forecasting of revenue and expenses and profits, and necessary

loans and payments of loans and bank balances," and that in the preparation

of such a budget close knowledge of unit costs is essential.

The other general witness made a distinction between "budgetary costs"

and "over-all costs." The former are always identified with the individuals

who are able directly to control them, and do not ordinarily include indirect,

overhead and subsidiary costs. They are the kind of costs which are put

to uses (1) and (2) above listed, and enter also into use (5). The latter

include all costs, direct or indirect, affecting a given service or product,

and have their great use in price fixing and policy determination.

He also distinguished between "actual" and "standard" costs, and in

this connection contrasted special cost studies and continuous routine cost

finding. Special cost studies endeavor to show actual costs of past opera-

tions by what have been called post mortem analyses. They may reflect a

variety of special and unusual conditions, but must be taken at face value, for
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they can not be effectively checked. Costs arrived at by a continuous routine,

on the contrary, can be checked. Costs for one period can be compared with

costs of the same kind for other periods, thus enabling the influence of

unusual conditions to be discovered. And they can also be checked with

other costs, patricularly for the purpose of determming whether overhead

or other expenses incurred in common have been fairly and reasonably dis-

tributed. A special study is made for a special purpose and is likely, con-

sciously or unconsciously, to be influenced by that purpose. It also reflects

actual costs, whereas the important thing to know is standard costs, i.e.,

the costs which should prevail under normal conditions of operation. The
latter can only be determined through a continuous routine of cost account-

ing and analyses and comparisons of its results. All of the witnesses of

the Taylor Society, it may be said, were unanimcms in the opinion that to be

most useful costs must be ascertained currently and continuously.^

The same witness ventured an opinion as to the way in which railroad

cost accounting should be developed, if it is decided to install such practice.

The first step, he thought, should be to revise the present accounting system

so that it will lend itself to the obtaining of over-all service costs_ without

disturbing the direct cost records used for budgetary control. This would

mean the addition of some accounts and units for the distribution of ov".^
head and the elimination of others. He expressed the view that a r^'^jn'"*

number of accounts and distribution units should b^ used at the ^„r' ^
'^l"?

that they should be determined upon with a view to their ^^':[u\i f^jj-ther
expansion at a later date. "Each account and u>'nt for HiclribuHnn nf over
head should be like a fan, capable of being e.Voand/.<jW the "^bs of which
it is composed." It is most important "not^ ,; ^,:,^,

^^o the r^b^s^of wh,ch

once.

As a second step, he thought that
arrnnntino- rla^^Jfira

tion.has been put into effect and
./ o^erTtin'/ sal'faX^ t'

e'^'^^^^^

service costs for the vanous r^^^
^j^^^j^ ^^ computed and compared on

the basis of known differen-^^ -.^ circumstances. This could be dSne by a
central organization, and ^^ ^

^ ^^^1^ ^^ ^^ ^i^^l^^^ ij^,^ errors or
omissions, particularly

^^ ^^^ ^^.^^ ^^ distribution, which should be cor-
rected.

t" t c"^ ' *^^P' but only when the general classification of accounts
lb working

'^(f^Q^^^iy ^^^ |.j^g records obtained have been converted into

^f'^^l'^.^^x'ts in a limited way and proven as above indicated, the railroads
snou a ^ required to make up service costs as a part of their regular routine.

.
^ « result of a rather wide observation and experience with cost accounting

itt many diverse industries, but without special railroad experience, he ex-
pressed the opinion without hesitation that it is not at all impossible to
devise a feasible system of cost finding for railroads, although it may be
difficult. He also expressed the opinion that the Alternative Plan has been
constructed on sound principles, although it might, and probably would, need
modification in many particulars before it could be installed as a part of
railroad practice.

The testimony of the witnesses for particular concerns developed the
fact that in some instances steps have been taken toward the establishment
of a uniform system of cost accounting within an entire industry. The
Newsprint Service Bureau and the United Typothetae have prepared uniform
plans which have to a considerable extent been adopted, and arrangements
of various kinds are in force for the exchange of cost information. A
somewhat similar plan has been adopted by the International Association of
Milk Dealers. The testimony showed, also, that all of the cost finding
plans which are in use involve the distribution of items of expense incurred
in common for different services, upon ratios arrived at in each case in the
way which seems most appropriate and reasonable under the circumstances.
Distribution of overhead expenses in proportion to floor space occupied by
departments or to direct labor expenses, for example, is common practice.
The ratio of such common expenses, which require distribution, to expenses
which are directly assignable varies widely. It is probable that the rail-

roads have relatively more common expenses than most industries, but an
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illustration was given of a printing plant where two-thirds of the expense
requires distribution. The witnesses were agreed that a large proportion of

such expense is no necessary obstacle to cost accounting, and they were also

agreed that their own cost finding systems have been of great benefit. They
do not find that these systems impose any great additional expense upon
the industry or that they tend to delay the accounting. Many of the cost

results are obtained currently each day, and others are obtained at longer

periods. Mechanical devices have been found of great help in saving both

time and expense.

Attitude of the Railroads.—The witnesses for the railroads ex-

pressed complete and unalterable opposition to any form of continuous routine

cost accounting. The reasons advanced in opposition to the Alternative

Plan were summarized substantially as follows

:

1. It will not provide the carriers with yardsticks for measur-
ing economy of operation.

2. It requires basic data, voluminous and unwieldy, to be com-
piled currently, although such data would not avoid the necessity for

special cost studies and field investigations.

3. It would abnormally increase the number of possible account-

ing errors, making necessary the employment of higher-grade men
at larger salaries and increased supervision.

4. It does not, as a general rule, provide the necessary basis

for making apportionments to the three functional groups where
combination service is involved.

5. It involves a so-called scientific study of a representative

number of cars, of each type, on a representative number of car-

riers to arrive at proper basis for distributing car repair expenses

among the three functional groups, whereas such a study could only

be made at stupendous expense and would not be conclusive, when
made, because of the instability of operating conditions.

6. It would produce only average expenditures by districts for

nine cost services, and these averages would be predicated princi-

pally on arbitrary allocations necessitating prorate after prorate,

which would create unending difficulties.

7. It would not produce costs of particular commodities trans-

ported, or even of commodity groups.

8. It can not be accepted as a cost accounting plan that could

in practice be applied to railroads, because it is replete with both

arbitrary and undefined basis for expense allocation.

9. It destroys the identity of certain expenditures now cov-

ered by specific accounts that are of prime importance, i.e., the

account in the maintenance of way group covering roadway build-

ings, shop structures, power plant buildings, etc.

10. It refers to the necessity of data in regard to the manu-
facturing operations of the railroads, but makes no provision for

such data.

11. It suggests new statistics for the purpose of allocating ex-

penses, the compilation of which would require vast clerical energy
and expense, e.g., speed gross ton-miles, allocated car foot space,

gross ton transfer miles, and the like.

12. It would disarrange and distort for comparative purposes

the component parts not only of general departmental accounts, but

also operating ratios, by such procedures as allocating certain struc-

tural maintenance to transportation and taxes to expenses.

13. It provides that taxes and rents (including equipment
rentals) shall be distributed to each maintenance primary account,

without indicating basis for such distributions.

14. It provides that the cost of transporting materials and
employees for company use shall be accounted for, without indicat-

ing how the basic data are to be secured or the costs ascertained.
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15. It would inflate expenses in the transportation group un-
warrantably by distributing overhead expenses on the basis of
labor charges only, thereby eliminating all material consumption as

a basis of distribution. Material contributes to overhead expenses,
but its consumption is negligible in the transportation group as com-
pared with the maintenance groups of expenses.

16. It would interfere seriously with the meeting of manda-
tory schedules for closing of accounts, owing to the multiplicity

of interlocking common and clearing accounts.

17. It could ultimately produce only arbitrary results at pro-
hibitive expense which would be unwarranted and useless.

Witnesses for the Santa Fe and the Great Northern analyzed and
criticized the Bitney Plan in similar manner. The objections to that plan

so far as it relates to operating revenues and expenses, were summarized
by the Santa pe witness as follows

:

(1) It is in no sense a cost accounting plan.

(2) It will not provide an actual or a complete separation
of expenses between the line haul and terminal service.

(3) It does not provide a separation of the expenses between
the freight and passenger service.

(4) It will not provide freight commodity transportation costs

nor classified passenger service costs.

(5) It is in many respects inapplicable to practical railroad
conditions. Numerous direct allocations of accounts and expenses
have been provided for which are impossible.

(6) It is incomplete for the reason that in numerous instances
where apportionment is necessary the required basis are not sug-
gested or provided.

(7) It is inadequate in that it does not reveal all elements of
expense, but destroys the identity of expenditures which are of
considerable proportion, i.e., injuries to persons, insurance, joint

facility expenses, etc.

(8) The unit results that might be determined are only aver-
age unit expenditures and if combined for systems would be merely
averages that would not in any manner indicate actual costs of
transportation or operation.

(9) It destroys the comparative value of existing railway ac-

counting data.

(10) The so-called cost of transporting "company" material
and employees would be attempted, but the necessary procedure
has not been provided.

(11) It leaves the difficult or impossible problems for solu-

tion by others.

(12) It would introduce practices in accounting that would be
confusing to railroad managements and would not serve the public
interest.

Incidentally, this witness testified that so far as he knew "there has
been but one formula devised which provides for a complete and represen-
tative segregation of the classified operating expenses between the pas-
senger and freight service and between the line haul and terminal services
and which, in connection with all accounts or classes of expenses, specifies

the most representative and practical basis so far devised." This is the
so-called "Oklahoma formula," which has been mentioned above. He
testified, further, that test applications of that formula at various times
and places have shown that its continuous application "would involve a
very large increase in carriers' clerical expenses to an extent that would
not be justified by the somewhat limited use that could or would be made
of the character of information developed" ; and also that it would lower
the efficiency of the organization by requiring all manner of employees to
interrupt their work for the purpose of recording and reporting data. He
regards as the principal weak spot in this formula the method of dividing
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car repairs between line haul and terminal service. All of the railroad

witnesses laid stress upon the difficulty of finding any appropriate method

for the apportionment of such expenses.

In general, it appears that the two most important objections which the

railroads have to any plan of continuous routine cost accounting are, first,

the fact that so large a proportion of their expense is incurred in common
for several services, so that all manner of apportionments and distributions

would be required upon basis the soundness of which they regard as un-

proved, and in many cases unprovable ; and, second, what they believe would

be the very great additional expense of such a system. In both connections

they urge that the allocations proposed involve innumerable separations of

the time of employees; and that many of their employees, particularly those

engaged in maintenance of way work, are not competent to make such

separations, with the result that they would either be inaccurate and unde-

pendable or it would be necessary to employ special time-keepers for the

purpose.

The railroads resent any thought that they do not at present have

adequate methods for the control of expenditures. Many of them,_ it

appears, have elaborate budget systems, through which they hold responsible

the men who directly make or control the expenditures. It also appears

that some of them now utilize in their shops methods of job cost ascertain-

ment and control which are similar to the cost-finding methods employed

by various private industries for similar jobbing operations. The railroads

fear that any complete system of cost accounting would disrupt and impair

these methods of expense control which they assert that they now employ

with great advantage. In this connection the fact develops that many of

the railroads keep elaborate records and data relating to particular opera-

tions which are not required by our present accounting classifications or

statistical regulations.

So far as freight and passenger rates are concerned, the railroads assert

that cost of service is not a controlling factor and that, even if it were,

the cost accounting plans proposed would not be of help, since they do not

purport to show the costs of hauling particular commodities^ and since, at

best, they develop only average costs which would not be applicable in many
particular situations. To the extent that ascertainment of service costs

may be necessary, they think that special studies are much to be preferred,

whether the purpose be to improve operating methods or to determine rate-

making policies. Such studies, they contend, are more flexible, since the

scope can more easily be defined and confined; are more accurate, since a

greater amount of detail can be studied than is feasible under a general cost

ascertainment; and are more scientific, since combined expenses can be

integrated or built up from basic detail, as contrasted with any plan of

apportionment or distribution.

Finally, the railroads emphasize that the present accounting systems

have been slow growths based on accumulated experience and are meeting

the situation satisfactorily. No occasion exists, they argue, for a radical

and untried departure. They also insist that the railroad industry differs

essentially from private industries generally in the fact that its product is a

service which must be rendered regardless of conditions, so long as_ it can

be rendered without loss. There is, therefore, not the same flexibility in

the control of output and operating conditions as exists in most manufactur-

ing plants.^

Conclusions

The first question to consider, in determining whether we should impose

upon the railroads by force of law a radically new system of cost account-

ing, is obviously whether there is need for such a change. If need exists, it

may be of two kinds: (1) a need related to the efficient and economical

° It should be borne in mind in this connection, however, that the evidence of

the Taylor Society descriljed the successful application of a cost accounting system
to the services furnished by an electric public utility.
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management and operation of the properties, or (2) a need related to the

public regulation of their charges and service.

Whether a need of the first kind exists it is impossible to determine

with any assurance from the present record. In the past few years the

railroads have made, on the fact of things at least, a most excellent showing
in the rediiction of operating costs. The testimony of their witnesses also

indicates that many of them have well-devised budgetary systems and other

tried and proven means for the direct control of expenditures and the

persons responsible for them. On the other hand the evidence of the Tay-
lor Society is impressive as to the results which private industries have

achieved from continuous routine cost finding plans under conditions which
appear in some instances to be very nearly as complicated as those which
confront the railroads. Moreover, cost finding has a field in enabling one

railroad to compare its results with those of another or in enabling com-
parisons to be made between different methods of accomplishing the same
result, as in the substitution of motor truck for rail service, which does not

seem to be covered by any budgetary plan. However, we are not directly

responsible for the management and operation of the railroads, and it may at

least be doubted whether we would be justified in imposing a new account-

ing system upon them merely for the purpose of achieving results in effi-

ciency and economy which their executives believe can be better attained in

other ways.
The conclusion may properly be reached, therefore, that upon present

information no new system of accounts^ such as is proposed, should be

imposed solely as a possible means of securing greater operating efficiency

and economy. To justify such action, a clear need of the second kind

above described ought to exist, i.e., a need directly and immediately related

to public regulation.

This raises a highly important and interesting question. It has always

been recognized that cost of service, although not controlling, is a very

important factor in the determination of just and reasonable rates. This

has been recognized by both shippers and carriers and by the courts. Despite

the protestations of the carriers, in a proceeding like this, that cost of

service is of little or no importance in the making of rates, hardly a rate

case is tried before the Commission in which they do not, in one way or

another, rely in part upon cost of service. For example, it is common
practice for the carriers to introduce evidence to show that the particular

traffic under consideration is more expensive to handle, for various reasons,

than some other or the general run of traffic ; or that operation in the par-

ticular territory or district involved is unusually expensive, because of

grades, curves, low traffic density or other reason. And the great difficulty

with such evidence, of which illustrations could be multiplied indefinitely,

is that it consists largely of words and is not translated into definite figures

or. if it is, only into incomplete and inadequate figures.

Cases not infrequently arise, moreover, where charges are based squarely

on cost of service. This has been true, for example, of a number of cases

involving switching charges within urban areas, where costs have been

developed by special studies. The fixing of the amounts payable by the

Government to the railroads for the carriage of the mails has been a cost

of service proposition, characterized by a mass of cost data procured by
special studies in which it has been necessary to apportion many expenses

incurred in common for the carriage of passengers, baggage, express, milk,

and mail, the whole process involving an enormous expenditure of time by
both the Government and the railroads. It seems clear, also, that much the

same process must be gone through in determining the amounts which the

railroads can properly retain out of the revenues of their newly created

Railway Express Agency fur the transportation service which they render
for that agency. A further illustration is the practice which for some years

has been followed of relating the charges for refrigeration directly to the

cost of such service. At the present time we have a force of 32 accountants

at work in an endeavor to ascertain refrigeration costs in the case of_ fruit

and vegetable traffic from western territory. A similar investigation in the
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case of such traffic from southern points resulted in reduced charges and in

an appeal by the carriers to the Supreme Court, which is now pending,
based on a contention that the method of cost ascertainment which we used
is defective and unlawful.

Aside from cases like these, where rates have been based squarely upon
service costs, such costs have for some time been assuming a steadily growing
importance in our work generally. This tendency was inevitable, for when
it is conceded by all, as it is, that cost of service is a vital and important
factor in the making of rates, it could hardly be expected that the large body
of trained commerce counsel and traffic experts who represent shippers
would rest quiescent without exploring into this subject to the extent of
their ability. In the absence of definite and specific evidence from the carriers

on the point, cost studies or analyses by State Commissioners or by shippers,

often with the aid of experts employed at considerable expense, have become
a common feature of our important rate proceedings. It should be borne
in mind that cost of service has a significance quite apart from the absolute
level of the rates. It has a most intimate bearing upon the proper construc-
tion of rate scales, and especially upon their mode of progression with
increasing distance, a question which is sorely in need of the light which
can only be thrown upon it by painstaking research. It also has an impor-
tant bearing upon the relations which ought to exist between the rates on
particular commodities or in particular territories.

This tendency to stress the importance of cost of service has been
strengthened by the legislation of recent years. In the Transportation Act,

1920, for example, we were given very complete power over the divisions of

joint rates. Relative cost of service as between carriers or groups of
carriers is a matter of much significance in determining just and reasonable
divisions. Yet the evidence in regard to such relative costs, although it has
filled many volumes of record in the divisional cases which we have handled,
has been far from satisfactory in many respects, because of the absence of
adequate accounting and statistical data. The Hoch-Smith Resolution,

made part of the law in 1925, requires us to extend to agricultural products
and livestock, under certain conditions, the ''lowest possible lawful rates

compatible with the maintenance of adequate transportation service."

Plainly such rates can not appropriately be determined without considera-
tion of cost of service. What happened in Eastern Livestock Cases of 1926,

144 I.C.C. 731, is a good illustration. There we ordered reductions in rates

on a record which contained considerable cost evidence of a fragmentary and
not very satisfactory character. We have since reopened the case in order
to give the carriers an opportunity to present the results of what they allege

to be a much more complete special study of service costs, made at large
expenditure of time and money.

Without multiplying many other like illustrations, beyond question the
fact is that service costs are entering more and more into our deliberations,

and that there is every indication that this tendency will continue to grow.
They are continuously being forced upon our attention in one way or another
and from one point of view or another by carriers, shippers, and state com-
missions, and the demands upon our own staff for cost investigations of one
kind or another are continually growing. This does not mean that cost of
service will necessarily become the controlling factor in the making of rates,

but it does mean that as a factor of recognized and conceded importance
we shall find it necessary to know all that can reasonably be known about it.

Hitherto the information upon this subject has in general been of an
unsatisfactory character. By and large it has been a matter of contentions
backed by fragmentary data of dubious value. It has been the custom of
the carriers almost to boast of the fact that they knew little or nothing about
the costs of hauling particular kinds of traffic. Yet they have not hesitated
to attack in the courts, on the ground of confiscation, rates prescribed by
Federal or State authority, and these attacks have been supported by most
elaborate studies and analyses of service costs. The need for more and
better information upon this subject from the point of view of public regu-
lation is manifest. The move which we made in this direction in requiring
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the separation of freight and passenger expenses has been amply justified.

The further step which is contemplated in the proposed establishment of a

uniform formula for ascertaining terminal costs is also justified. The ques-

tion here is whether we are now warranted in going further and requiring

the adoption of some uniform system of continuous routine cost accounting.

At the outset in answering this question it is necessary to consider

whether the need can be met by a further development of special cost studies.

Our experience with such special studies, as they are now made, has not been
encouraging. They are always the object of suspicion and attack, particu-

larly upon the ground that they were not representative of normal conditions

or that they were shaped to prove a conclusion reached in advance. They
are very difficult, if not impossible to check, for the reasons indicated by
the witnesses of the State Commissions, the National Industrial Traffic

League, and the Taylor Society. Theoretically, the objections to them are

eminently sound. It should also be noted that although the railroads do
not ordinarily object to special cost studies, and to some extent advocate the

making of more of them, such studies do not decrease the proportion of
common expense which must be allocated among particular services by vari-

ous methods of apportionment. Yet the necessity for such allocation is

offered by the railroads as one of their major grounds of opposition to the

cost accounting plans which have been proposed. But while a system of

continuous routine cost finding may theoretically be preferable to special cost

studies, has it been shown that such a system is practicable in the case of

the railroads?

This is, it seems, the essential question in this proceeding. Upon
analysis, also, the doubts as to practicability boil down to these two major
points

:

1. Has it been shown that there are practicable and reasonably accurate
methods of apportioning the very numerous items of railroad expense which
are incurred in common for two or more, and usually several, services?

2. Has it been shown, even if there are such methods of apportion-
ment, that continuous routine cost accounting could be imposed upon the

railroads without additional expense, combined with possible loss in employee
efficiency, out of proportion to the usefulness of the results which could be
achieved ?

The following extracts from a report upon the Alternative Plan by one
of our accountants give a somewhat more extended view of the matters
which must be considered and investigated before these questions can be
answered with any degree of wisdom.

It has not been the general practice of carriers to record the
cost of classified repairs by individual cars nor to record the cost of
such repairs by classes of cars. The additional labor of maintaining
such records would be very considerable.

Men who are engaged in inspecting and in light repair work
upon cars often give attention to a large number of cars each day.

It would hardly be practicable to assign their wages according to the

classes of the cars upon which they are employed. These running
repairs, of course, could be prorated among the various classes of

cars provided the classified repairs were kept separately by classes

of cars, and the total cost by classes of the classified repairs be used
in prorating the cost of running repairs.

The Alternative Plan provides for the maintaining of a unit

record of classified repairs to freight cars. While the expense in-

volved in keeping the detail records must be assumed to be quite

large, no accurate information as to the total cost of such work is

' available.

No convincing test has been made to determine the benefits

which may be derived from such detailed information. It may be

that a study of the subject will indicate that an entirely different

method of gathering the information will produce more satisfactory

results.
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A primary requirement of financial accounts is that they should

be of such character as to permit the completion of the accounts

and the pubhcation of the result for each fiscal period within a
reasonably short time after the close of the period.

There are approximately 300 primary and initial clearing ac-

counts (Exhibit 2, pages 1 to 5) contained in the Alternative Plan.

The detail involved in stating these accounts is too great to be
accomplished without substantial delay in the publication of the

returns for each fiscal period.

On account of the manner in which the charts of operating

expense accounts are prepared, it is not practicable to ascertain the

exact number of subdivisions of functional, common and clearing

accounts contemplated under the plan, but the approximate total

number of main and sub-accounts, as well as can be determined, is

shown by general groups or general accounts below :'

General accounts

Maintenance of way and structuies—Rail Line
Maintenance of equipment—Rail Line.
Conducting Transportation—Rail Line
Traffic—Rail Line
Transportation for Company service—Cr.—Rail

Line
Incidental Operations—Rail Line
Water-line operations
Motor-line operations
General overhead expenses-

Total.

Principal accounts

Func-
tional

Com-
mon

Clear-
ing

Subdi-
visions
of all

accounts

381
1,072

13

49

216
108

04
27

Grand
total,

principal,
and sub-
accounts

426
1.124

IDS

61

228
146
135"

36

2,269

It is not possible to definitely outline the procedure the sponsors
of the Alternative Plan have in view for the development of service

performance costs. As well as can be ascertained the proposed pro-

cedure is to catch all expenses currently at their source, assigning

direct to individual services, consistently as far as possible, those

expenses which are peculiar to such services. "To further this

direct assignment, the intended or assigned purpose of property and
performance is to be consistently recognized, using reasonable judg-
ment in classification in the face of incidental co-usage, co-benefits

and co-responsibility." In the case of spasmodic incidental co-usage,

etc., preponderance would govern. Where the expenses relate to

joint-use, joint-benefit and joint-responsibility, the services involved
are to be identified. For this purpose, the use of symbols is also

suggested to indicate a combination of individual services and what
those services are.

Stress is laid upon the importance and necessity of matching up
the statistics with the expenses to be analyzed and classified, and in

this connection whatever lack may be found in available statistics

for breaking up joint expenses and apportioning them to the services

involved is to be supplied by additional requirements. Some idea of
what is contemplated in this direction, the sum total of which is'

greatly in excess of present statistical requirements, is indicated by
the statistical bases suggested for dividing the various expenses
shown in the chart of accounts. From an examination of these sug-

gested bases, without going into detail, it would appear that some
are reasonable for the purpose, some are questionable for one reason
or another, some are impracticable, some would require elaborate
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special studies, the results of which would be of doubtful value for

general use, and as to others it is not clearly understood what is

intended. However, assuming all of these to be suitable for the

purpose for which intended, it is not apparent how the statistical

data contemplated can be provided in such detail as to properly

match up with innumerable joint service expenses to be partitioned.

There are no means of determining to what extent accounting

costs and other costs incidental thereto would be increased under the

proposed plan over those now incurred under the existing account-

ing procedure. This could only be approximated perhaps by ac-

counting experts after the plan is in its entirety and the statistical

requirements in connection therewith had been fully set forth and
considered and the general practicability of the procedure determined.

In order to make the numerous subdivisions of the expenses, many
additional kinds of statistics not now kept would also be required,

some of which would necessitate special studies of elaborate char-

acter. For instance there are no acceptable bases available for divid-

ing the maintenance expenses of the 7 types of freight-train cars

and the 15 types of passenger-train cars between the Line-Haul,
Station and Train-Terminal functional services, and it is, therefore,

proposed that a scientific study of a representative number of cars

of each kind on a number of representative carriers should be made
to determine the responsibility of the three functional services for

such expenses. Leaving out of consideration the propriety of apply-
ing the results of such a study to the division of the car maintenance
expenses between functional services on all roads, the costs of mak-
ing a study of this magnitude would constitute a necessary part of
the additional accounting expense.

In addition to the data necessary for subdividing the passenger-
train expenses between Line-Haul, Station and Train-Terminal
functions, elaborate statistical data must be provided for further
subdividing the expenses under each of these functions between the

eight passenger-train services contemplated. For dividing the pas-
senger-train line-haul expenses between these several services, gross
ton-miles or car- foot miles are suggested. For dividing the pas-
senger-train station and train-terminal expenses, respectively, be-
tween these services, the car-foot space is suggested. Leaving out
of consideraiton the complications involved in making a satisfactory
division on an "allotted car space" basis of the used and unused
passenger-train car space between the eight subdivisions of pas-
senger-train service, suburban, coach, sleeping-parlor car, dining-
buffet car, baggage, mail, express and milk, it is obvious that the
amount of detailed statistical data required for this purpose will be
exceedingly large. In connection with the amount of detail here
contemplated, which is without parallel, it may be said that even
in special cost studies involving separation of the passenger-train
expenses between services extending over a limited time only, no such
number of subdivisions of so many different services has ever been
attempted.

Many things in the proposed plan are insufficiently explained.
In this connection the question arises whether the segregation of
all classes of expenses between functions and services is contem-
plated in a sufficiently careful manner to insure reasonably accurate
results. Apparently the sponsors of the Plan so consider, but this is

not conclusive. To make segregations of this character in the past
even for a short period of time has generally required special obser-
vations and records of field operations as well as careful analysis of
the related expenses in the office. It is difficult to clearly under-
stand and visualize from the text of the plan and the appended
chart of accounts the many detail processes proposed for splitting
up the expenses and the various means suggested for accomplish-
ing this, but if the results of the proposed plan are to be reasonably
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accurate and reliable and serve any useful purpose, it would seem
that they could hardly be developed through methods of proce-

dure requiring any less amount of effort and degree of care than

would be the substantial equivalent of a continuous cost study.

It is believed that the foregoing is sufficient to give some gen-
eral idea of the exceedingly elaborate accounting procedure con-
templated under the proposed plan and of the enormous cost that it

will necessarily entail. While the purposes of the plan are mani-
fold, that of finding unit service costs is the most ambitious and
far reaching, and is chiefly responsible for the many detailed proc-

esses required and for the principal part of the cost. If only the

other purposes of the plan were involved, and these were considered

of enough importance to justify their accomplishment, it seems prob-
able that this object could be attained sufficiently well at a great

saving in cost by enlarging the present accounting procedure to a

relatively small extent.

Confining attention to the cost finding aspect of the plan, there

is much question as to its value for this purpose. This is occa-

sioned by an insufficient explanation of the practical operation of

the many intricate processes proposed and a lack of proper showing
that they are such as to definitely accomplish the desired results with
a reasonable degree of accuracy. Assuming that the plan will accom-
plish the segregation of freight and passenger expenses between
line-haul, train-terminal and station functions with reasonable ac-

curacy, average unit costs for these functions would then be avail-

able which would have a definite value in many computations where
now in large part assumptions have to be substituted for facts

owing to the lack of detail in the present accounts. Beyond this,

it is a matter of uncertainty as to what functional unit costs would
be found for individual or particular services, or could be derived

from the numerous subdivisions of the service cost accounts, and
with what degree of confidence they could be regarded as truly re-

flecting the approximate costs of such services. To anyone fairly

conversant with such matters, there will be no question that to lay

hold of, break apart, and sort out all of the expenses, both general

and special, attributable to particular services, from those of other

services with which they are involved as "an incident of regular

accounting procedure," is an undertaking of magnitude and diffi-

culty. Doubtless recognizing this fact the sponsors of the plan
disclaimed any purpose to include all kinds of traffic in the plan
for finding unit service costs, and instead limited their selection of

services "to be costed" to nine, one of which is the freight-train

service as a whole, and eight are subdivisions of the passenger-train

service. Had they selected an equal number of important commodi-
ties and made a satisfactory showing as to the manner in which
the service cost of any one of them would be developed through
the use of the service cost accounts and related statistics, it would
have been possible to more definitely appraise the practicability and
value of the plan for cost finding purposes.

Without necessarily endorsing all that is said in the above extracts,

which are not in all instances consecutive but taken from different parts of
the report, and without undertaking to probe further into these matters, it

is sufficiently clear that neither the Alternative Plan nor the Bitney Plan
is in shape for final adoption by the Commission. This is, indeed, conceded
by their proponents. They were not offered as completed products, but

rather as definite and specific indications of the direction which it is believed

that development and improvement of our accounting classifications and
statistical requirements should take, these indications being given in detail

so that there might be no doubt as to what was in mind. It is also suffi-

ciently clear that while a public hearing in an inquiry of this kind serves a
very useful purpose in focusing attention upon the problem and bringing to
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light the essential underlying questions, it is an ineffective and inefficient

means of arriving at definite and detailed conclusions. The tendency in a
public hearing is to array against each other very positive and emphatic
statements of conflicting views. Partisan antagonism is magnified and
accentuated. For many purposes this method of inquiry has positive merits,

but when the subject-matter is such a thing as an accounting system, involv-
ing innumerable details which ramify and extend into all manner of ques-
tions of practical administration, operation, and even applied mathematics, the
better method of inquiry is plainly something akin to scientific research
which can be carried on away from the forum, can penetrate into the field

of actual operations, and can even, if need be, undertake various tests and
experiments.

The impression definitely conveyed by the mass of conflicting evidence
now of record is that it is certainly possible, if not probable, that a system
of accounting for railroads can be devised, accompanied by appropriate
statistical requirements, which will enable the regulating authorities. Federal
and State, to obtain better and more nearly current information in regard
to service costs than can now be obtained, and also to obtain this informa-
tion more readily. But it is not at all certain that either the Alternative
Plan or the Bitney Plan represents the best system that can be devised, or

even a wholly practicable system. Much remains to be done in the way of
research before final conclusions can wisely be reached. The difficulties in

the way of allocating common expenses have probably been overstressed
by the opponents of cost accounting. Such difficulties have been met and
conquered in other industries, and they must be met and overcome in any
special cost study. Relative costs are, on the whole, more important than
absolute costs, and it is seldom necessary to assign the responsibility for
common expenes with meticulous detail. Nevertheless, this problem of
allocation or apportionment is plainly a most important one, and much more
extended inquiry into this matter is necessary than has so far been had.

The proponents of neither the Alternative Plan nor the Bitney Plan were
able to advocate their proposed methods of allocation with entire confidence.

And it is also evident that the matter of additional expense involved and
general practicability is of great irnportance and in need of extensive
research, particularly because of the magnitude and unusual characteristics

of the railroad industry as compared with the private industries which are

successfully using a system of cost accounting. Perhaps the use of
mechanical aids to accounting may be one answer to the problem. But if

any system of cost accounting is to be adopted for the railroads, plainly it

should be made as simple as possible. In this connection the suggestions
made by a general witness of the Taylor Society as to a means of gradual
approach to the problem are very pertinent.

It is recommended, therefore, that the Commission find that it is not

justified on this record in prescribing a system of continuous routine cost

accounting, with accompanying statistical requirements; but that it has
been shown that there is clear warrant and need for further intensive research
into this subject and that it should be carried on under the auspices of the

Commission. As an appropriate means of research, it is recommended that

a special committee be selected by the Commission composed of representa-

tives of the railroads, the state commissions, the National Industrial Traffic

T>eague, the Taylor Society, and our own staff. So far as compensation for

the services of these men on this committee may be necessary, provision can

probably be made out of the Commission's funds. Discussion of this matter
on brief is invited, and also of the extent to which these organizations are

willing to co-operate in such an inquiry. It might be desirable to have the

men so selected relieved from other duties and made employees of the

Commission, so that the' committee might have behind it all of our authority

with respect to the procuring of information. This is a matter of detail

which might also be discussed on brief. The instructions to the committee
should be to conduct a thorough inquiry into the general subject of the best

means of obtaining adequate information in regard to service costs, giving

particular consideration to the practicability of a system of continuous
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routine cost accounting, and to report their conclusions, together with the

reasons therefor, to the Commission at as early a date as is consistent with
adequate research.

Other Matters

If the above recommended finding in regard to the general subject of
cost accounting should be adopted by the Commission, it would follow that,

until the report of the proposed special committee has been secured, as few
changes as possible should be made in the existing classifications. There
are, however, various changes which must be made in any event. For
example, if the recommendations with respect to depreciation accounting
in the proposed report in Nos. 14,700 and 15,100, issued contemporaneously
herewith, are adopted, it will be necessary to revise the accounting classifica-

tions in conformity therewith. And even if these recommendations should
not be adopted, there is clear need, as pointed out in that report, for

bringing our accounting regulations into line with the requirements of our
valuation work, so that the present necessity for duplication of work by the

carriers and diverse reports upon the same subject-matter may be avoided.

There are other changes in the classifications which experience has shown
must be made. This report, however, for reasons which have already been
indicated, will be confined to matters which were discussed of record at the

public hearing.

Income Accounts.—Representatives of the Savings Bank Association
of the State of New York brought to our attention a proposed revision of
the law of that state with respect to the railroad bonds in which savings
banks may invest. It is stated that the present statute is generally recog-
nized as unscientific, and has the effect of keeping off the legal list many
excellent bonds. A revision has been proposed which would make the test

the earning by the railroad of its fixed charges at least one and one-half
times for a period of years. To make this bill concise and definite, the

Savings Bank Association wishes authoritative designations of

1. Railway operating revenues.

2. Income available for fixed charges.

3. Fixed charges.

4. Income after fixed charges, but before contingent bond in-

terest.

5. Net income available for dividends and other corporate
purposes.

The present form of income statement prescribed in our accounting
classification does not in all cases group amounts under the above designa-
tions. It is urged that it could be reformed to accomplish the result desired,

with public advantage and without prejudicing the rights and interests of
the carriers or of investors. No one objected to the change suggested, and
the reasons for it are persuasive. The Commission should find that the
income and deficit statement should be modified to read as shown in Appen-
dix B hereto.

Materials and Supplies.—Edward Wray, publisher of "Railway Pur-
chasing Stores," appeared as a witness and contended that the present ac-
counting classifications do not furnish sufficient information with respect to
important expenditures for materials and supplies. Their cost is now shown
as one item in General Balance Sheet Account 716, "Materials and Supplies."
He urges that our rules should provide for analysis of this account so that
it will show the amounts represented by the several classes of materials.
The carriers apparently do not classify their materials in a uniform way.
It was the impression of the witness that about half of them use a classifi-

cation recommended by the American Railway Association, but many classify
in other ways. Analyses of the balance standing in Account 716 would not
be reliable or useful, in his opinion, unless prepared under a classification
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of materials prescribed by the Commission. He urges that we prepare and
issue such a classification.

There is much in favor of this proposal. Comparisons of the policies

and methods followed by the various railroads with respect to materials and
supplies can hardly be made to advantage without such analyses as are sug-
gested, and they in turn can not be made with useful accuracy in the absence
of a uniform classification of materials. There would seem to be no good
reason why there should not be such a uniform classification, and it may be
that the one now recommended by the American Railway Association and
used by about half of the roads would serve the purpose sufficiently well.

However, the evidence of record upon this matter is rather fragmentary,
and the subject needs further consideration. It is a matter which can be
handled separately, apart from the general revision of the accounting classi-

fications, and it seems that it should be so handled. As a preliminary to

possible action, it would be appropriate and desirable for the Bureau of

Accounts to address a questionnaire to the various carriers, in order to ascer-

tain definitely their present practices with respect to materials and supplies,

and to secure an expression of their views as to the desirability of a uniform
classification of materials, such as has been proposed, and sub-accounts under
Account 716 for the various classes.

This witness also urged the establishment of a separate primary account
to include material store expenses, asserting as a reason that the present

classification of operating expenses does not furnish sufficient information
in regard to this large item of expense. It appears, however, that although
under the present accounting system this expense is eventually distributed

among the various primary accounts in which material is included, as a part

of its cost, the total expense of this nature is aggregated in a clearing

account. It would seem that this latter account serves, or can be made to

serve, the purpose which the witness has in mind.

Changes Discussed by R.A.O.A.—Various changes in the present

classifications were recommended and discussed of record by representatives

of the Railway Accounting Officers' Association

:

1. It was recommended that the investment of carriers in transportation

property be classified under only three accounts, namely, 1—Road, 2—Equip-
ment, and 3—Investment Suspense, and that the present comparatively large

number of primary accounts under the general heading, "Road and Equip-
ment," be eliminated. It was explained that this subject had not been con-
sidered by the Association as a whole, and its attitude toward the proposal

is therefore not of record.

It is our understanding that a classification of investment expenditures
under headings quite similar to those embodied in the present primary ac-

counts was in effect upon certain railroads long before we had jurisdiction

over their accounts. In some cases the practice goes back nearly 100 years.

Our basic valuation inventory is so classified, and this was contemplated in

the valuation act. The work of bringing this inventory to date is facilitated

by such classification, and this or some other similar grouping of property
will be necessary if a complete system of depreciation accounting is adopted.

The witness in behalf of the state commissions stated that they find the

present primary accounts of distinct use.

The proposal above set forth would result in a consolidation of the

investment account involving many of the obstacles to analysis which have
been encountered in analyzing the consolidated investment account of many
roads as it appeared on July 1, 1907. The argument that the comparatively
small saving in expense would justify the extreme form of consolidation

proposed is not convincing, and the Commission should find that it has not
been justified.

In connection with this proposal, the witness made various suggestions
with respect to our requirements under Valuation Order No. 3 and supple-

ments thereto, with a view to eliminating the duplication of work now
involved in the divergent provisions of that order and of our accounting
classifications. This matter, however, is sufficiently discussed in the proposed
report in Nos. 14,700 and 15,100, issued contemporaneously herewith.
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2. It is recommended that the present provision which makes it unnec-
essary to record in the investment account expenditures of $100 or less be

changed so that the minimum will be $200 instead of $100. The minimum
fixed by the 1914 classifications was $200, but it was later changed to $100.

This is a matter which has received comparatively recent consideration and
is affected by our valuation requirements. No sufficient reason for the change
proposed has been shown and the Commission should so find.

3. It is recommended that there be included in operating expense the

cost of replacement in kind of property retired and replaced with property
of like purpose. This question arises in depreciation accounting and is suffi-

ciently discussed in the proposed report in Nos. 14,700 and 15,100. The same
may be said of an allied recommendation that charges for service loss on
road property retired and not replaced be included in operating expense. If

the depreciation accounting proposed is adopted, this latter matter will be

taken care of automatically. If it is not adopted, the proposal that such
amounts should be charged directly to operating expense should be followed.

4. It is recommended that charges to investment for the cost of trans-

portation in revenue trains be eliminated. Such charges are now offset by
credits to operating expense through General Account VIII, "Transportation
for Investment-Credit," the text of which provides that it shall include "fair

allowances representing the expense to the carrier of transporting, on trans-

portation trains, men engaged in and material for construction." The recom-
mendation would involve the elimination of these credits also. The change
is urged on the ground that it would simplify the accounting and that the

allowances now made are largely arbitrary.

For valuation purposes the railroads claim, as a part of the cost of their

properties, the cost of transporting construction material over their own
lines, and we have recognized that this is a part of the total cost and have
made allowances for it in our valuation inventory. So long as the carriers

are given the benefit of this cost of transportation in determining the values

of their properties, there is no reason why the public using the roads should
bear such cost through operating expenses. The present accounting arrange-
ment is in accord with the equities of the situation, and also wUh the valua-
tion contentions of the carriers. The Commission should find that the pro-

posed change has not been justified.

5. It is recommended that separate accounts for original road, original

equipment, road extensions, fixed improvements, and additions and better-

ments be eliminated. This is in accord with the tentative revision of the

"Road and Equipment" classification, prepared by our Bureau of Accounts.
Inasmuch as all property changes must now be covered by completion reports,

the carriers will have this information in their records, without any specific

requirements in the accounting classification. The Commission should find

that this proposal has been justified.

6. It is recommended that the mandatory requirements in the tentative

revised classification for reporting plans of accruing revenues be eliminated,

on the ground that they are restrictive in their scope and tend to stifle

initiative and prohibit experiments that would promote the interests of rail-

road accounting. The thought is expressed that the methods of accruing
unaudited revenues should be a function and responsibility resting with and
left in the hands of the individual carrier. These are assertions, and there
is no sufficient evidence that the proposed requirements would impose any
undue burden. In the regular process of accounting the revenues earned can
not be audited in the months in which the service is actually performed.
It is, therefore, necessary to estimate a relatively large part of the revenues
in order to state them as nearly as practicable upon the basis of service

rendered. We should have in our files a record of the plans followed by the
carrier in making such estimates. . If, after a trial, it should develop in

practice that the objections to this requirement are based on valid grounds,
the matter could be given further consideration. Upon present information
the Commission should find that the proposal of the accounting officers has
not been justified.

7. It is recommended that in the case of revenues dervied from refrig-

eration and heating service the provisions of the present classification be
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continued. At present the cost of icing cars in transportation service, includ-

ing such cost where specific refrigeration service is provided at a stated

charge, is charged to Operating Expense Account 402, "Train Supphes and
Expenses," to which account are credited all refrigeration charges collected

from other companies or individuals. In the tentative revised classification

it is proposed to shift to Operating Revenue Account 131, "Heating and
Refrigeration," the amounts received under published tariffs from both
refrigeration and heating service.

It is urged that under the proposed change the amounts received under
stated tariff charges for refrigeration service would be credited to revenue,
whereas the amounts received from charges for ice supplied in transit, where
no stated refrigeration charges are assessed, would be included as credit

items in the proposed Operating Expense Account 400, "Train Supplies and
Expenses." It is further urged that in both instances the service performed
is incidental and auxiliary, and the amounts received therefor should be
regarded as an offset to the expense for the protection afforded. Taxes
assessed in some States on gross revenues are a further reason offered for
such treatment of these receipts.

This proposal raises a point which ramifies much further than was indi-

cated in the discussion of record. Revenues from refrigeration and heating
services are revenues, and should be stated as such, like other revenues for
common carrier service. However, the rates from which these revenues are
derived are theoretically based on cost of service, and there is now no place
in the accounts where such costs are separately recorded in their entirety,

and they can only be ascertained by special cost studies which involve great
difficulties. Whether or not such costs can be currently ascertained and
recorded separately, as a matter of routine, is a matter which should be
given particulaf attention in the research into the subject of cost accounting
which is herein recommended. Such separate ascertainment and recording
is eminently desirable, if it is practicable.

In the meantime no good reason appears why the revenues derived from
all phases of carrier service performed under published tariffs should not
be recorded among operating revenues, where they appropriately belong, and
the Commission should so find.

8. It is recommended that separate primary accounts in operating ex-
pense be established for "Work Train Service," "Shop Expenses," "Material
Store Expenses," and "Stationery Store Expenses."

These are recommended upon the grounds that they would avoid the
necessity for apportioning such expenses among other primary accounts by
more or less complicated methods, release clerical help for more important
duties, make the totals of such expenses immediately available to the officers

directly responsible therefor, and eliminate the practice of charging expenses
supervised by one department to other departments having no supervision
thereover. It is proposed that the new primary account for "Work Train
Service" be included in the maintenance of way group, that the new "Shop
Expense" account be included in tTie maintenance of equipment group, and
that the new "Material Store Expense" and "Stationery Store Expense"
accounts be included in a new "Miscellaneous" group which is discussed
below.

Clearing accounts are now provided for all of these classes of expense,
except work train service, and such an account could, and probably should be.
set up also. The totals of these clearing accounts may readily be drawn and
made available to the responsible officers. The present distribution of the
amounts in these clearing accotmts among the primary accounts containing
the expenditures in connection with which these subsidiary expenses were
incurred is a step in the direction of cost accounting which ought not now
to be withdrawn. The proposal of the accounting officers would also impair
comparisons with these primary accounts as they have been stated under the
effective classification. Moreover, these expenses do not belong to any one
general group. "Shop Expenses," for example, are incurred in part for
investment, in part for maintenance of way, in part for maintenance of
equipment, and in part for conducting transportation. It would in any event
be necessary to a correct statement of operating expense to al'ocate and
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distribute to the investment account the portion assignable thereto. The
Commission should find that the proposed change has not been justified, but

that a clearing account should be set up for "Work Train Service."

9. It is recommended that the primary accounts, "Enginehouse Expenses
—Yard" and "Enginehouse Expenses—Train" be consolidated. It is urged

that this separation is now made on a purely arbitrary basis which can not

produce accurate results, and is of io practical value. This is a matter

bearing on the subject of cost accountmg and may properly be given consid-

eration in connection with the proposed further research into that subject.

10. It is recommended that a new general group of operating expense

accounts, styled "Miscellaneous," be created, and that it include valuation

expenses, pension and relief expenses, casualties (including all the present

injury and loss and damage accounts), and material and stationery store

expenses. It is argued that the valuation activity is merely a department

of the carrier organization, somewhat analogous to branches of the operating,

mechanical or engineering departments, and that it has no place under gen-

eral expenses ; that the pension and relief activity is another "orphan child"

;

that it is desirable to combine all expenses for casualties in one place to

focus attention on this subject and also to remove elements of uncertainty

which now surround the allocation to other primary accounts ; and that the

expenses of the material and stationery stores should also be combined in

one place for the reasons already indicated.

The creation of such a new expense group would impair comparisons
between the general expense accounts for the periods before and after the

change was made. This might not be a fatal objection, if there were clear

compensating benefits ; but it is not certain that there would be. There seems
no sufficient reason for making this change, pending a possible general

rearrangement of the accounts which may result from the further research

into the cost accounting question. The Commission should find that for the

present this proposal has not been justified.

Other Suggestions.—Testimony was offered by a number of witnesses

to the effect that for cost finding or statistical purposes the joint facility

accounts should be eliminated from the operating accounts. Because of the

constantly increasing joint use of railway facilities there has been an increas-

ing use of these accounts. They cover the compensation for maintaining and
operating such joint facilities, upon many different bases. The operating

accounts of many terminal companies operated for joint benefit are entirely

or partly cleared to the tenant companies through these accounts. Settlements

between carriers for pooled train services are adjusted through them. Were
they eliminated and all debits and credits cleared through other primary
accounts, it would result in the showing of a portion of the revenues and
expenses of many joint operations in the accounts of one carrier, whereas
the physical statistics of operations would be incorporated in the reports of
another carrier. The elimination from operating expenses of joint facility

credits for amounts received upon the basis of a rate per car, per train,

or other flat rate basis, would logically require such receipts to be included

in the revenues of the operating line, although recorded as expenses to the

tenant line. The setting up of constructive revenues by one line through
expenses to another line would be objectionable, and would result in duplica-

tion of revenues for the roads in the aggregate.

Upon present evidence the Commission should find that the joint facility

accounts should be retained. However, this is a matter which may require

further consideration in connection with the possible adoption of a cost

accounting system.

In the text of the present Road and Equipment Account 41, "Cost of Road
Purchased," it is provided that the account shall include the cash cost of
any road or portion thereof purchased. It is also provided that where the
consideration given for the property is other than cash, "such consideration

shall be valued on a current cash basis." This latter provision has proven
very difficult of application, particularly in connection with reorganizations,

where newly issued securities of many kinds usually form the consideration

for the property purchased. There was no adequate discussion of this matter
at the public hearing. In view of its difficulty and importance, further dis-

cussion and suggestions in the briefs would be welcomed.
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Appendix A
(Copy of Exhibit 61)

Ex Parte No. 91

GENERAL REVISION OF ACCOUNTING RULES FOR
STEAM RAILROADS

Supplement to Exhibit No. 39

RAILWAY OPERATING COSTS IN GERMANY
In Exhibit No. 39, Ex Parte No. 91, which outlines the system of cost

finding adopted by the German railways, it was stated that further light was
needed on certain points for a complete understanding of the system. On the

basis of additional information sent by Reichsbahn Director Dr.-Ing. Teck-
lenburg, it is now possible to give the following details

:

(1) The division of freight car maintenance cost into forwarding, train

formation, and train haulage is based on the time freight cars are used by
the three services. This division of freight car time is based on data avail-

able from a special ascertainment, made in 1925, of the circulation of freight

cars. A new ascertainment on this subject is now in progress. Apparently,
no attempt has been made to find the wear and tear due to yard and road
services, respectively.

(2) The equating of cars handled is based on the fact that it costs

less per car to form a train if the cars are all for one destination than it

does if they are destined each to a different station. The variation in cost

between these two extremes has been worked out in a special study, the

results of which are shown in the accompanying diagram from which the

equated cost factor of a car can be found for every variation of size of train

and number of "groups." A train of 50 cars switched in one "group" is

taken as having a formation cost per car of unity. If the train has 50 cars
in five groups the cost per car is 1.4 times the unit cost; if the train has
35 cars and nine "groups," the equation factor is 2.0. The highest factor in

the table is 3.3, which would apply to a train of 19 cars in fourteen groups.
This equation is not worked out for the cars in each train separately but
is applied to the entire number of cars in each "group" class at each station.

Thus, if the record of a particular station shows that 600 trains had been
formed with two "groups" of cars each and that the entire number of cars

in such trains was 24,000, the average train size in that class would be forty
cars, and, from the diagram referred to above such cars would be given
an equation, factor of 1.3 each. The 24,000 cars would have an equated
equivalent of 31,200 cars.

(3) The unit locomotive miles are obtained by applying an equation
factor to the mileage of each class of locomotives in order to put all of the

locomotive mileage on the basis of the power of one type taken as standard.
The power of this type is called 1 and each other type is given an appro-
priate factor more or less than 1. The power formula includes weight, size

of cylinder, and boiler capacity.

(4) The train haulage costs are assumed to remain the same mile for

mile, regardless of distance for the same class of train. The haulage cost

per gross ton-mile is higher for local than for through trains. Furthermore,
the number of times a car has to be switched from one train to another
varies with distance. The combination in a rate scale of the terminal cost,

the local and through haulage cost, and the train formation costs would of
course produce a rate per ton-mile diminishing with distance.

(5) The documents at hand do not indicate that special records are
kept currently to segregate expenses peculiar to special kinds of traffic

requiring special facilities or special care.

(6) The use of the statistics relating to the number of cuts in which
cars are switched is indicated in (2) above.
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(7) The car-axle-mile statistics correspond with car-mile statistics in

the United States. Gross ton-miles for various classes of trains are com-
puted by applying a weight per axle to the car-axle-miles. Gross ton-miles
are not separately compiled for each train but are computed for each class

of trains as a whole, with suitable variation in the assumed weight per axle
for special conditions.

Tn general the Germany railway cost accounting system may be char-
acterized as one which utilizes the regular operating and financial statistics

supplemented by (a) certain statistics specially introduced for cost account-
ing purposes, such as the number of cars switched, the number of units of
traffic in terminal service, and the subdivision of the number and time of
certain employees in accordance with class of service; (b) by equation
factors of various kinds derived from special studies, such as that relating

to the time required for the terminal and road services of freight cars ; and
(c) by analysis, pro- rating, and combination of the various data to produce
final cost of service estimates. The cost accounting reports of each of the
regional offices to the central office consists of 42 rather elaborate forms,
some of them made quarterly and some monthly.

DIAGRAM
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Appendix B

INCOME AND DEFICIT STATEMENT

Railway Operating Income

Railway operating revenues.

Railway operating expenses.

Net revenue from railway operations $.

Railway tax accruals

Railway operating income.
Railway operating deficit..

Rents Receivable

Hire of freight cars—Credit balance

Hire of locomotives—Credit balance

Hire of passenger-train cars—Credit balance. . .

Hire of floating equipment^—Credit balance

Hire of work equipment—Credit balance

Joint facility rent income

Total rent income $

.

Total railway operating income.
Total railway operating deficit.

.

Rents Payable

Hire of freight cars—Debit balance
Hire of locomotives—Debit balance
Hire of passenger-train cars—Debit balance..
Hire of floating equipment-—Debit balance. . .

.

Hire of work equipment—Debit balance
Joint facility rents

Total rents payable $

.

Net railway operating income $

.

Net railway operating deficit

Other Income

Income from lease of road $
Income from nontransportation property
Separately operated properties—Income
Dividend income
Interest income
Income from sinking and other reserve funds
Release of premiums on funded debt
Deficits receivable from other companies
Miscellaneous income

Total other income $

.

Total income
Deficit after "other income"
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Miscellaneous Deductions from Income

Separately operated properties—Deficit $
Income payable to other companies
Excess income payable to the Commission
Maintenance of investment organization
Miscellaneous tax accruals _

Miscellaneous income charges

Total miscellaneous deductions

.

Income available for fixed charges $.

Deficit after miscellaneous deductions

Fixed Charges

Rent for leased roads $
Fixed interest on funded debt
Interest on unfunded debt

Amortization of discount on funded debt

Total fixed charges $.

Income after fixed charges.
Deficit after fixed charges..

Contingencies

Contingent interest on funded debt

Net income
Net deficit .

Disposition of Net Income

Reservation for physical property investment
Reservations for retirement of debt
Miscellaneous reservations of income
Stock discount extinguished through income
Dividend appropriations of income
Capital stock distribution of income

Total appropriations of income.

Income transferred to profit and loss.

Deficit charged to profit and loss. . .

.

In this proposed report, no recommendations are made with reference

to property investment accounting ; that feature being included in proposed

report of Commissioner Eastman dated August 15, 1929, in Docket 14700,

Depreciation Charges of Telephone Companies, and 15100, Depreciation

Charges of Steam Railroad Companies. Comments upon that feature are

given in report in Appendix D, to which reference may be made.

I
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Appendix C

(3) STUDY AND REPORT PROGRESSIVELY UPON METH-
ODS AND FORMS FOR GATHERING THE NECESSARY
DATA FOR KEEPING UP TO DATE THE PHYSICAL AND
VALUATION RECORDS OF THE PROPERTY OF RAIL-
ROADS WITH RESPECT TO:

(a) Changes Made Necessary in Government Regulations.

(b) Simplicity and Practicability of Use.

B. A. Bertenshaw, Chairman, Sub-Committee; E. Y. Allen, A. M. Blanchard,

R. R. L. Bullard, T. F. Darden, C. C. Haire, Alfred Holmead, W. W.
James, W. R. Kettenring, W. T. Mead, James Stephenson, M. T. Ter-

rill, J. W. Webster, Louis Wolf.

(A) CHANGES MADE NECESSARY IN GOVERNMENT
REGULATIONS

General

This assignment is a continuation of that of last year. In its report

last year, the Committee, under topic "Supplement No. 5 to Valuatio'n Order

No. 3, Second Revised Issue," presented forms and subject-matter pertain-

ing to the Supplemental Order, stating that they were for information only

and intended as a guide to the methods to be followed and principles in-

volved in compiling the information required by the Supplement.

Further experience has led the Committee to believe that there are two

features to be considered in connection with a system of records designed to

comply with the Supplemental Order; first, the forms, work sheets, etc.,

necessary to develop the information from old records which are in most

instances inadequate in many respects and second, current records subse-

quent to December 31, 1927, kept in such a way as to supply the informa-

tion called for in the Supplemer,tal Order efficiently and economically. The

Committee, this year, therefore submits a revised set of forms, giving par-

ticular weight to the necessity of maintaining a system of records subse-

quent to December 31, 1927,, that will, in the future, supply the information

required by Supplement Not. 5 to Valuation Order No. 3, and also with the

idea that certain of the forms with modifications may be used for compiling

the necessary informaticrtj from past records.

For the sake of miiformity all forms are 11 inches by 17 inches in

size. Captions and co'iumn heading have been made as fully descriptive as

space will permit b'dt in some cases may need clarifying. In case any rail-

road wishes to adopt the forms "Record of Property Changes" or a modi-

fication of them 5t should submit such forms to the Bureau of Valuation

for approval in compliance with Supplement No. 3 to Valuation Order

No. 3.
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SUPPLEMENT NO. 5 TO VALUATION ORDER NO. 3—SECOND
REVISED ISSUE

Exhibit 1 is a revise^ form for "Record of Property Changes" for

Structural Property and supersedes Exhibits A and B in last year's report.

A separate sheet or set of sheets is to be used for each structure. Changes

are to be adequately described in Column 3, and arranged in chronological

order so that at any time this form will furnish an up-to-date record of

the structure. Under the heading "Property Added" is a column for

recording the cost as restated. This is to be used when the major portion

of a structure included in the Engineering Report has been replaced, leav-

ing in service a portion of the units, these re-used units being appraised and

accounted for at a different cost than that shown in the Engineering Report.

Under the heading "Property Retired" provision has been made to show

in addition to the number of units, the amount retired in the accounting

records together with amount to be retired in accordance with Section 7 of

Supplement No. 5 to Valuation Order No. 3, segregated between property

included in the basic valuation and that installed since valuation date.

Forms Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3 are to be used for recording changes

in "Mass Property" (Exhibit 3 being a continuation sheet), superseding

Exhibits C and D in last year's report. Exhibit 2 in Columns 5 to 7,

inclusive, provides for recording by each A.F.E. the total credits for prop-

erty retired as lodged in the accounting records and also as required under

Section 7 of Supplement No. 5 separated as between property installed prior

to and subsequent to valuation date. Provision has been made for entering

on lines 1 and 2, the Engineering Report quantities and unit costs of items in

which there has been a change and which are described in the entries to be

made in the three blank lines over Columns 8 to 12, inclusive, 13 to 17,

inclusive, and so on. This affords a check against retirements from basic

valuation exceeding the number of units included in the Engineering Report.

Forms Exhibit 4 and Exhibit 5 are for use in reconciling the amounts

reported on B.V. Form 588 with the amounts charged to Investment in

Road and Equipment. Exhibit 4 has the binding margin on the right while

Exhibit 5 has binding margin on left. The headings under "year ended

December 31st," will, of course, need to be modified to agree with the

valuation date. Exhibit S will show at a glance for each A.F.E. the

total charged on ledger and the corresponding amount shown on B.V. Form

588, with the difference recorded in Column 3. Columns 4 to 15, inclusive,

collect the information in proper form for reporting and recording in

accordance with Valuation Order No. 25. In Column 16 will be listed the

items corresponding to the amounts shown in Columns 6, 9, 12 and 15,

"Other Reasons."

Appendix B in Supplement No. 4 to Valuation Order No. 3 provides

that "Owing to the great number of small items in this Account, additions

and retirements should be reported by types in terms of 'Adjustment Units.'

"

Exhibit 6 has therefore been designed to record changes in Signals and

Interlockers in terms of "Adjustment Units." The first 6 columns of this

form are given over to a record of the units as included in the Engineer-

ing Report. Retirements are, as required, separated between property in-

stalled prior to and subsequent to valuation date. This form when main-1

tained currently will, in addition to furnishing information required by

Supplement No. 5, furnish an up to date history or record of each inter-
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locking plant or unit and will be found very useful in making retirements

in the future. The vertical rulings in the headings to the right of Column

6 may be left blank and ruled as required in a manner which may be

similar to that described for Exhibit 7.

Records for the track accounts as maintained in the past have gener-

ally proved inadequate to efficiently and accurately compile the information

required by Supplement No. 5 to Valuation Order No. 3. Form Exhibit 7

is an individual side track record designed to keep an up-to-date record of

side tracks. Provision has been made for showing the principal character-

istics of the track with valuation inventory quantities and subsequent changes

thereto for items in the various accounts. In order to conform with the

information required and save space, the vertical ruling above the double

line immediately over line 1 and to the right of Column 3 should be left

off the form and inserted as the form is made up; for example: an A.F.E.

may include only units added, in which case a double vertical line will be

extended to the top of the form as illustrated by Column 4; another A.F.E.

may have units added and units retired that had been included in the basic

valuation, in which case the vertical double line ruling would be as illus-

trated in Columns 5 and 6; where an A.F.E. contains all cases, that is,

units added and units retired both from Engineering Report and from prop-

erty installed subsequent to valuation date, the ruling would be as illus-

trated by Columns 7, 8 and 9. Again the retired units are subdivided into

those installed before and after valuation date. If desired, a sketch of the

track may be kept on the reverse side of the form on which may be shown

by survey stations or otherwise the exact location of changes made in the

track.

Form Exhibit 8 is a new form for Equipment Completion Report cover-

ing units of equipment retired. When a unit of equipment is retired that

was included in the Engineering Report the cost as carried in the Engineer-

ing Report will be entered in Column 8 and if the unit was acquired after

valuation date its cost will be entered in Column 9. The total cost to be

entered in Column 19 will be equal to Column 9 plus Columns 12, 15 and 18.

The total cost to date as entered in Column 20 will be equal to either column

8 plus 19 or Column 19 alone, according to whether the unit was included in

the basic valuation or acquired since valuation date. Columns 10 to 18,

inclusive, are intended to show changes made subsequent to valuation date.

Under columns headed "period number" will be entered numbers ccrre-

sponding to years or periods ; for example

:

(1) "For the year ending June 30, 1916."

(2) "For the year ending June 30, 1917."

(3) "For the six months ending December 31, 1917."

(4) "For the year ending December 31, 1918."

and so on. In columns headed "Symbol" will be entered numbers or letters

indicating the nature or kind of change, such as "steel underframes replac-

ing wood," "superheaters," "metal roof," etc.

Form Exhibit 9 is an Equipment Completion Report for Equipment

acquired. The costs to be entered in Column 9 are those that are to be

allocated under headings designated in sub-schedule "A" of Supplement No.

5 to Valuation Order No. 3. The total cost to be entered in Column 11

for each A.F.E. will equal Column 5, times the total recorded for each unit

under Column 10. Sub-schedule E of Supplement No. 5 to Valuation

Order No. 3 should accompany this form.
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Form Exhibit 10 is an Equipment Completion Report for recording

Improvements to Existing Equipment. Entries under Column 3, "Symbol,"

are those described under Exhibit 8. Columns 10 and 11 provide for sub-

dividing credits for property retired between that included in the basic

valuation and that installed subsequent to valuation date.

Form Exhibit 11 is a new "Record of Property Changes" for Equip-

ment superseding Exhibit "E" of last year's report. Entries on this form

are to be made direct from the Equipment Completion Reports and are to

be grouped under headings similar to the three individual Equipment Com-

pletion Reports, that is. Equipment retired, Equipment acquired and Im-

provements to existing Equipment. For Equipment retired Columns 7 and

9 will always be filled in and Column 8 will be filled in where there is a

difference between the total cost to date and the amount retired from

Account 701, that is Column 8 will carry the same amount as shown in

Column 22 on Exhibit 8; Column 7 in like manner corresponds with

Column 20 of Exhibit -8, while Column 9 corresponds with Column 21

on Exhibit 8. For property acquired Columns 6 and 9 are always to be filled

in and for Improvements to existing Equipment, Columns, 6, 7 and 9 will be

filled in. This form will collect the information necessary for compiling B.V.

Form 589 and may also be used for compiling Sub-schedule "B" of Supple-

ment No. 5 to Valuation Order No. 3 if the entries on this form are made

one line to each entry on the corresponding Completion Report instead of

one line to an A.F.E. where similar improvements are made on more than

one group and included in one A.F.E.

Exhibit 12 is an Equipment Unit List to be posted from Completion

Reports and will in turn be used subsequently for suppyling the informa-

tion for compiling the Equipment Completion Report for Equipment retired,

where there have been improvements made subsequent to the valuation date

or to date of acquisition, by carrying currently the Completion Report

reference, description of the change and the cost of each change for each

unit of equipment in the group. All units of equipment in a group are to

be entered consecutively in Column 1. In columns headed "Symbol" are to

be entered the same numbers or letters as indicated for Exhibits 8 and 10.

As units are retired, corresponding entries are to be made in Columns 24,

25 and 26, showing the period or year of retirement, the completion report

reference and whether the retirement was voluntary or involuntary. This

form maintains a record of all equipment in service as well as a record of

improvements applied to various units subsequent to valuation date or to

acquirement ; serves as an index to Valuation and Accounting history for

each individual unit by reference to the inventory or to Valuation Order

No. 3 records ; also prevents duplication, avoiding the error of making

charges to Additions and Betterments twice for the same unit or of retir-

ing the same unit twice ; and also permits of developing the total cost of a

unit when retired.

Conclusions

The Committee has concluded that the railroads generally have not as

yet sufficiently tested out the various methods and forms for collecting

the data required by Supplement No. 5 to Valuation Order No. 3 to

warrant the adoption of any particular set of forms and, therefore, pre-

sents this as a progress report only.
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Appendix D

(4) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON METHODS AND
FORMS FOR HANDLING THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE
COMMISSION'S REQUIREMENTS UNDER ORDER NO.
15100—DEPRECIATION CHARGES OF STEAM RAIL-
ROAD COMPANIES

C. C. Haire, Chairman, Sub-Committee; B. A. Bertenshaw, A. M. Blanchard,

E. S. Butler, C. R. Harte, C. A. Knowles, Henry Lehn, J. T. Powers,

C. K. Smith, H. R. Westcott, G. R. Walsh, Louis Wolf, W. R. Ket-

tenring and F. C. Sharood.

The Committee has continued its study of this subject during the year

but as there has been no formal action taken by the Interstate Commerce
Commission in requiring carriers to institute depreciation accovmting, there

is nothing to report but the developments. This report is, therefore, a

continuation of last year's report under the subdivisions of (1) History

and (2) Bibliography, brought up to date as of October 31, 1929.

(1) HISTORY

General Statement

The most important de\elopment during the year is the proposed report

issued on August 15, 1929, over the signature of Commissioner Eastman

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, with the following notice:

"TO ALL INTERESTED PARTIES:
This proposed report has been prepared, in accordance with the

understanding and arrangement reached at the hearing, without the

aid of briefs from the parties. Combined briefs and exceptions may
be filed on or before November 1, 1929. No reply briefs will be
received. Announcement will later be made in regard to the date
of the oral argument, which will be as soon as possible after the

briefs and exceptions are filed."

The proposed report of August IS, 1929, contains a number of revised

findings which are compared with similar findings in the Depreciation

Order of the Commission, Docket No. 15100, dated November 2, 1926. This

comparison of the findings in the formal Order and the proposed report is

shown as Exhibit No. 1.

Chronological Development of Depreciation Accounting for Steam
Railroads

The following is submitted as a continuation of last year's report, under
this heading, being the history of depreciation matters affecting steam rail-

roads since 1907:

The hearing in the matter of "Depreciation Charges of Steam Rail-

road Companies," Docket No. 15100, was resumed October 22, 1928, and
continued through October 24th.

John Aldcn Grimes, Depreciation Engineer of the Bureau of In-

ternal Revenue, testified on behalf of the Commission and on direct and
cross-examination explained in some detail the methods of the Bureau of

Internal Revenue for establishing fair average rates of depreciation under
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normal conditions of use, together with his viewpoint of depreciation

accounting methods.
S. V. Reeves, Vakiation Accountant, and J. W. Dansey, Assist-

ant Engineer of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad Com-
pany; H. K. Dougan, Assistant General Auditor, Great Northern Rail-

way, and F. W. Sweney, Comptroller, Northern Pacific Railway, were
called as witnesses as a result of letters addressed to these railroad companies
by Commissioner Eastman. A list of questions were attached to the Com-
missioner's letter regarding the Depreciation Base, Leased Property, Track
Accounts, Replacements in Kind and Betterments, Extraordinary Repairs,

Foremen's Reports, Service Lives, Dating Nails, etc.. Past Accrued Depre-
ciation, Group Accounting and Cost of Depreciation Accounting. These
witnesses explained how the matters raised in the questions were handled
on their respective railroads

:

An adjournment was taken until Saturday, November 24, 1928, when
the hearing was resumed.

Mr. Dansey testified further regarding Accounting for Depreciation

of Ties and Mr. Reeves regarding the number of kinds of items of other

track material that would have to be listed and priced if all of the items

of other track material had been restated.

Mr. Dougan testified on the minimum amount of property which should

be considered "a unit of property" in the Classification of Investment in

Road and Equipment.
At the close of the hearing on November 26th, Commissioner Eastman

announced that the Commission would prepare tentative findings and serve

them on interested parties, ~after which briefs could be filed.

On August 15, 1929, a proposed report was issued by Commissioner
Eastman with notice to all interested parties that combined briefs and
exceptions may be filed on or before November 1, 1929; also, that oral

argument would be permitted later.

(2) BIBLIOGRAPHY

Additional articles and publications on the depreciation subject during

the current year that can be considered as a continuation of the bibliography

subject are shown in the report of the Committee on the assignment, "Cur-

rent Periodical and Book Reviews on subjects pertaining to the work of this

Committee," Appendix J.

Recommendations for Future Work

The Committee again recommends that the subject be continued so

that in the event of any future developments, such as the issuance of a

modified order or the establishment of a definite date of compliance with

the existing order, more detailed and definite information can be dis-

seminated as to methods, forms and other facts.
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Appendix E

(5) STUDY STATISTICAL REQUIREMENTS OF THE AC-
COUNTING, OPERATING OR OTHER DEPARTMENTS
WITH RESPECT TO MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY AND
STRUCTURES, AND RECOMMEND REPORTS WHICH AS
FAR AS POSSIBLE WILL REDUCE THE NUMBER RE-
QUIRED AND PERMIT UNIFORMITY, SIMPLICITY AND
ECONOMY

E. Y. Allen, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Anton Anderson, E. B. Crane,

W. F. Cummings, W. J. Foster, F. P. Funda, W. S. McFetridge, F. X.

Soete, A. P. Weymouth.

This assignment has been taken as the continuance of a series of

reports previously presented, with the idea that when progress reports are

completed, all the data gathered may be furnished and presented as a final

report. These may be considered as already presented in the following

report

:

Proceedings-—Vol. 27—pages 277-278.

Outline of typical reporting system in Maintenance of Way
Department.

Proceedings—Vol. 26—pages 843-855.

Design of Foreman's Daily Time Report.
Proceedings—Vol. 27—pages 279-284.

Design of Labor Recapitulation and Distribution Sheet.

Proceedings—Vol. 30—pages 646-650.

Track Foreman's Daily Material Report.

This year the Committee has undertaken the study of

:

(1) Foreman's Daily Report of Work Train Performance.

(2) Conductor's Daily Report of Work Train Performance.

For the purpose of finding out the practice on representative railroads,

copies of all report forms connected with work train performance were

obtained from twenty-three railroads. As in the case of practically all other

reports, they differed greatly. To meet the minimum requirements, the

Committee has designed the attached two forms. Large construction projects

may require special forms.

FOREMAN'S DAILY REPORT OF WORK TRAIN PERFORMANCE
(EXHIBIT NO. 1)

This form is divided into four parts. The top part provides for record-

ing the territory in which the work was performed and information relating

to the work train so as to tie this report into the payroll and other reports

relating to the work train. The second portion provides space for recording

the location, description, time and number of units of work performed, and

the classification to which the charges should be made. The third portion pro-

vides for recording the cars handled, and the fourth a space for recording gen-

eral information under the headings "Weather" and "Remarks." In the latter

should be recorded any circumstances which affect work train perform-

ance. The line marked "Labor chargeable reported on time returns of"

is for the purpose of tying in this report with the labor cost of performing

the work. On the back of the report there is to be printed, under "Instruc-

tions," a typical method for reporting units of work under Column 5.
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CONDUCTOR'S DAILY REPORT OF WORK TRAIN PERFORM-
ANCE ((EXHIBIT NO. 2)

This form is divided into four parts. The top part provides for record-

ing general information as to the territory in which the work was per-

formed and data relating to the work train, so as to tie in this report with

the payroll data. The second portion provides for recording a log of the

work performed. The equipment used will be reported in the columns num-

bered 4 to 14. In the space provided under "Type of Equipment Handled,"

there should be noted "caboose," "dump," "flat," "gondola," etc. In the

third section, space is provided for reporting the cars handled. The fourth

section is for recording an explanation of delays.

Conclusion

Forms included herein as Exhibits 1 and 2 are recommended for

inclusion in the Manual.

(To be Printed on Back of Foreman's Daily Report of Work Train

Performance, Exhibit No. 1)

INSTRUCTIONS

In Column 6, "Charge to," show whether the work performed should

be charged to Maintenance (M/W), Individuals and Companies (I&C), or

Additions and Betterments (A&B). If for additions and betterments,

show A.F.E. number.

Foreman to make report and forward to Supervisor. Account for all

time from reporting to release in columns provided. In column provided for

units of work performed, all items should be listed against the various

operations shown. The following method of reporting units should be used

:

When Loading or Distributing Shown in Unit Column

Cross Ties New or old and number of.

Rail (new, relay or scrap straight cars) . .Number of rails and brand weight.

Miscellaneous scrap, including rail Number of tons.

Timber, plank, etc Number of pieces.

Track material—tie plates, joints, frogs,

switches Number of pieces.

Snow Number of cars.

Cinders, sand, stone, gravel, rubbish, etc. .Number of cubic yards.

Ditching by machine Number of linear feet.

Ditching by hand Number of cubic yards.

Other materials Unit as best suited.

Other operations Brief description.
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Appendix F

(6) STUDY AND REPORT ON METHODS AND FORMS (A)

FOR MAINTAINING A RECORD OF RAILWAY, HIGH-
WAY AND PRIVATE GRADE CROSSINGS, AND (B) FOR
MAKING ANNUAL REPORTS OF GRADE CROSSINGS
ADDED OR ELIMINATED, COLLABORATING WITH
COMMITTEE IX—GRADE CROSSINGS

R. R. L. Bullard, Chairman, Sub-Committee; E. B. Crane, W. J. Foster,

C. R. Harte, C. Oberdorf, D. C. Teal, A. P. Weymouth, K. G. Williams.

The subject assigned the Committee is "Study and report on methods

and forms (a) for maintaining a record of railway, highway and private

grade crossings, and (b) for making annual reports of grade crossings

added or ehminated, collaborating with Committee IX—Grade Crossings."

Under subdivision (a) the information so far received by the Com-
mittee leads to the belief that there is no uniform practice among railroads

for the keeping of records relating to their grade crossings. Such informa-

tion as they have, has been collected largely for the purpose of comply-

ing with the requests of regulatory bodies, such as .the Interstate Commerce

Commission and state public service commissions.

The present requirements of the Interstate Commerce Commission are

met by the information called for on Form 5 10-A, Grade Crossings—Rail-

way with Railway, and Form 510-B, Grade Crossings—Railway with High-

way of the annual report to the Interstate Commerce Commission. The

requirements of several of the state commissions, upon which their annual

reports are based, are essentially the same as for the Interstate Commerce
Commission. It appears, therefore, that the requirements for both types of

reports can be met by a uniform method and forms for reporting the

information desired.

The character of the information required by the Commission relates

primarily to the question of grade crossing elimination and to protection

of existing crossings at grade. The data requested refer to kind of pro-

tection, operation, maintenance (whether by the reporting carrier or other

parties), number of each kind of crossing at beginning and end of year,

total number, number eliminated, and change in classification, separately

reported by states.

Such information can be very readily assembled for annual reports if

the carrier maintains a current record of all its crossings.

It is doubtful if the information required by these reports is sufficiently

comprehensive to be of great value to the railroad itself. The construction,

operating, maintenance of way, signal, and valuation departments would

profit by a record which, if available, would furnish all the information

related to grade crossings. For illustration, the maintenance of way depart-

ment is concerned with the initial cost and maintenance cost of all types of

crossings, to determine the types most economical to maintain. A study of

the crossing conditions on a road will afford a proper basis for planning a

program for the elimination, if feasible, of certain grade crossings and

minimizing the existing hazards at others where grade separation is not

practicable.
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A record of all grade crossings, properly classified and indexed with full

description of the physical features, would, if kept current, form a basis

for the consideration of many problems which arc of importance to several

departments of a railroad.

Starting with the physical features required by government and state

authorities to be reported, we find that the Interstate Commerce Commission

requirements call for details as to the kind of protection in use for both

railway with highway and railway with railway crossings. Certain of the

state commissions call for additional information, such as (in the case

of highway crossings) :

Width and type of pavement.
Angle of crossing.

Approach grades and length.

Views N.E., N.W., S.E., S.W.
Alinement of railroad.

"Tracks, main, passing, siding.

Traffic on highway.
Train movements.
Practical method of elimination.

Has elimination been studied by railroad?
Excavation—classification.
Can views be improved?
Remarks.
Sketch.

These data can all be determined by a field survey or inspection, and

tabulated. If, then, any changes subsequent to the initial investigation are

reported when made, the record can be kept currently up to date.

Certain of the above features are particularly important, such as the

improvement of vision at grade crossings, resulting in the elimination of

hazards which, if permitted to exist, might cause frequent accidents and

costly litigation.

Consideration may be given to the advisability of developing an indi-

vidual record in card-index form or loose-leaf record for ' each crossing,

similar to that now in use by some roads for maintaining a building or

structure record, and side track record.

The system in use by the Public Utilities Commission of Connecticut,

described hereinafter in Exhibit 1, affords the best illustration so far secured

of such a type of record. Although confined to railroad with highway cross-

ings, the methods used can be adapted, in principle, to all types of crossings.

In applying these methods, the following suggestions are offered

:

A general index should be prepared to list all the crossings by (a) loca-

tion, and (b) classification

:

(a) Location:

Give state, valuation section, mile-post location, chaining

station, local name of crossing, and operating division.

(b) Classification:

Railway, highway, and private.

The classification may be further subdivided to show
whether steam or electric railway.

The highway crossings should show whether national or

state route, and number, county road or street.

Private crossings by local name or other suitable de-

scription.
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For each crossing in general, the following information should be re-

corded :

Railroad Crossings (Steam or Electric) :

Name of road.

Type of crossing.

Alinement.
Angle of crossing.

Number of tracks crossing—main line, siding.

Number of tracks crossed.

Weight of rail in crossing.

Weight of rail adjoining crossing.

Plan reference.

Sketch.
Protection of crossing—details.

Maintenance of crossing.

Remarks, etc.

The above can be expanded to include additional data. ' Assuming a card

record to be used, each card may be designed to cover all the details under

any major division of the above. A separate card may be used to carry

the cost of installation or the cost of maintaining the crossing.

The number of rail crossings on any one road is not likely to be so

great as to require a very voluminous record.

Highway and private crossings may be treated similarly to the railroad

crossing record. It would seem that, with respect to the former, the records

illustrated in Exhibit 1 covering the Connecticut Commission's method, can

be followed quite closely.

Conclusion

This being a new assignment, the report is submitted as a progress

report, and the recommendation made that the subject be continued for

further study and the development of recommended practice, in collaboration

with Committee IX—Grade Crossings.
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Exhibit 1

DESCRIPTION OF THE RAILROAD GRADE CROSSING
RECORD OF THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF
CONNECTICUT

The Public Utilities Commission of Connecticut, created in 1912 to take

over the duties of the old Railroad Commission, which dated from 1853,

as well as to regulate all other public utilities of the state, has maintained a

most admirable and complete record of the railroad grade crossings of

Connecticut since 1914. At that time Charles C. Elwell, now the engi-

neer member* of the Commission, but then its Chief Engineer, in connection

with the annual inspection-}- of the railroads, made a personal investigation

of every such crossing, and took notes of such completeness and accuracy

that practically no additions have been made other than those necessitated

by subsequent changes or occurrences.

This record, typed and put in book form, was supplemented the next

year by a series of free hand sketches made by John F. Trumbull, who
had become Chief Engineer upon the appointment of Mr. Elwell to the

commission ; later, under the present Chief Engineer, E. Irvine Rudd,

these sketches were replaced by more elaborate drawings, and a series of

photographs of the various aspects of each crossing was added.

At the present time the record consists of eight volumes of detail, a

volume of maps on a scale of 833 feet to the inch covering the state and

showing the location of each crossing, and an index volume, besides the

nearly completed volume of details of crossings other than at grade.

The annual inspection of the steam roads offers an opportunity for

checking the record in detail and making any necessary changes ; in addition,

the railroads report at once any changes they may make, while the engineers

of the Commission, as they travel over the state, watch for any other changes.

Still further, each year a night inspection of many of the crossings is made
by automobile to determine just how satisfactorily the warnings function,

different groups being observed each time, so that in the course of a few
years all have been covered. As a result of this attention, the record is kept

very closely in accord with the facts.

The record has proved of great assistance and value, both to the Public

Utilities Commission and to other state departments. At the present time

there is being prepared a similar record of the separated crossings.

In 1924, in view of the interest shown by the corresponding commissions

of certain other states, there was prepared a little pamphlet consisting of

sample pages of the record, and a very brief statement regarding it. Through

the courtesy of Chief Engineer Rudd it has been possible to present this as

Supplement A. A few minor changes which have been made since the issue

*The statutes required for the Railroad Commission that "One of the commis-
sioners shall be a lawyer in good standing in his profession, and of at least ten years'
practice; one shall be a capable and experienced civil engineer, of at least ten years'
practice; and the remaining commissioner shall be a practical business man." These
requirements were omitted from the statutes creating the Public Utilities Commission,
but they worked out so admirably that the practice has been followed. The commis-
sioners are nominated by tlie governor and appointed by the General Assembly.

t"The commissioners shall examine the several railroads and street railways in
the state once in each year."
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of the pamphlet are specifically mentioned in the following somewhat ex-

tended description.

General

The record is set up by railroad lines, with the description of the cross-

ings in the order in which they are met when going in the direction of the

increasing mileage. For convenience in locating, the railroad stations are

included in the record at their proper positions by mileage.

The record for each crossing consists of a sketch in the left margin,

opposite which appears the hazard rating, the stationing by mileage, the

name, a very brief statement of fact, a list of the warning devices, a state-

ment of the aspects, comments, and reference to "subsequent notes" if there

are such.

Sketches

The sketches are line drawings showing the important elements, with

the top in the direction of the increasing mileage of the railroad. Railroads

are considered as running north, east, south or west throughout their length

according as the general direction from zero to terminus is north, east, south

or west ; where the line is not direct between ends, therefore, the conven-

tional north may be materially different from true north.

Hazard Rating

"Some of the busiest and apparently most dangerous crossings
have surprisingly good records. Other innocent appearing cross-
ings of single track, jerk-water branch lines, have records that are

terrifying.

"* * * /^ii attempts to devise a scheme for classifying grade
crossings on the basis of their relative danger or relative inherent

hazard have failed, because it is practically impossible, from any
group of records available today, to secure individual crossing data.

It is not practicable to fix a value to condition of approach, angle

of crossing intersection, type of pavement, gradient of approaches,

number of tracks or any other details of the sort. There are no
adequate records to show how any of these characteristics of a

grade crossing affect its degree of hazard.
"The commonest current idea is that the hazard of a crossing

may be considered as varying directly with the traffic, rail and high-

way, passing the intersection. This may appear entirely reasonable,

but this also is not supported by such data as we have in detailed

form."*

While the above statement is correct as regards any attempt to deter-

mine in the office the relative hazards of various crossings it is equally true

that experienced men on the ground can make pretty close approximation

to the fact, particularly if, bearing in mind the fact that the average man
in heavy traffic and under adverse sighting conditions is as likely to be upon

his guard as he is to relax where he has a clear roadway and open vision,

the past history of the crossing is inquired into.

*E. W. James, Chief of Division of Design, Bureau of Public Roads, U. S.

Government, in paper read at the 1929 annual meeting of the American Road Builders'
Association at Cleveland, Ohio, as reported in "Nation's Traffic" for March, 1929.

I
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Obviously, until fairly definite rules can be found, and standards of

rating established, any attempted comparison of the results obtained by

different observers in different sections of the country is little better than

guess work, but for each group the relative standing should be dependable.

Connecticut eliminates as much individual bias as possible by determining

the rating, and any changes in rating, by the averaged judgment of the

engineers of the commission and those of the railroad involved, and it has

been found that in the majority of cases there is complete agreement in

first opinions.

The hazard rating is that for the highway traffic and is given as of five

degrees, "A" being the most hazardous, and "E" least hazardous. Supple-

ment A lists but four grades, but the abandonment of operation on some of

the branch lines made desirable a degree of practically zero hazard for those

crossings still existing over the unused right-of-way, and so "E" has been

added.

In addition to recording the relative hazard in the individual description

of each crossing, the letter being circled to particularly identify it, the cross-

ings of each line are set up in a classified-by-hazard list.

Reference

Each crossing is identified as to position by its mileage from the initial

point of the line on which it occurs—in other words, as are the bridges, etc.

This stationing is that of the center line of intersection, and is given to the

nearest hundredth of a mile, and in many instances is painted on the track

side of the post of the sign. (See Supplement B.)

The crossings on each line are arranged in the numerical order of the

stationing, and for convenience the stationing of each railroad station build-

ing, on the same basis, is noted in its proper place in the list.

Name

Where there is a specific name this is given; if, however, there is no

regular name the name of the crossing highway or the relative position is

used. (As "Main Street" and "State Aid Road" on specimen page 146 in

Supplement A, and "second crossing north of Washington" on page of views.)

Highway Characteristics

This is a statement of the character of the traffic, whether heavy,

moderate or light, and the number of tracks which it must cross.

Warning Devices

Recorded as located in the northeast, southeast, southwest and northwest

corners as the case may be (using the conventional north of the record)

and in the order given, are set out the warning devices, using a series of

letter symbols listed in Supplement A and illustrated in Supplement B.

Aspects

The aspects are located, first with reference to the track, "east of track"

and "west of track" (or "north of track" and "south of track" as may be),
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and then as "looking north" and "looking south" (or "looking east" and

"looking west"), and then the character of the view from each point briefly

described, with particular attention to any obstruction or difficulty.

Comments

Comments referring specifically to one of the aspects usually appear

immediately after its description; comments referring to the crossing as a

whole form a paragraph of their own.

Subsequent Notes

The record as it first appears is that of the original notes brought up-

to-date as of the physical facts ; on supplemental pages, under the heading

"subsequent notes" and with a reference at the end of the original record

under the same heading giving the page number there are set up such later

facts as may be helpful, such as comments and recommendations of the

commission, orders, changes, and an outline of any accident with its file

number as recorded by the commission.

Photographs

The record is completed by a series of photographs, one for each aspect

as when first photographed (1922 in most cases), with additional views to

show changes of importance. (See Supplement A showing the aspects as

recorded.) These photographs are made by a representative of the commis-

sion, using an autographic, post card size camera. The autographic record

consists of the stationing, the initials of the line, the point from which

taken, and the date. After development there is put upon the negative its

serial number and the title expanded to a little clearer form.

Reference to the photographs of Fenn's Crossing will show the auto-

graphic record at the left "25.73 L H 15' S 10/10" and at the top the

serial number 382 in the margin, and just below this the expansion "Hlyvl-

Litch 25.73 Washington Looking North 10/10/22." These films are filed

in Eastman film negative albums, by serial number.

The size used is amply large for any reasonable detail, while the nega-

tive will permit considerable enlargement if so desired. The film is a stand-

ard size, for sale practically everywhere, the negative is not too large for

convenient filing; and the prints go four to a letter sheet quite satisfactorily,

while the camera, although a bit large for the pocket, is very comfortably

carried by hand or slung from the shoulder.

By having the engineers of the commission make the exposures there

is very little time lost between taking the picture and having a print, to say

nothing of the great advantage when any sort of emergency photographic

record is desired.

For the commission record the prints are trimmed and the marginal

information, further expanded in most cases, is printed below, and this was

the case with the original photographic pages of Supplement A. As they

here appear, however, in addition to the lettering below, the entire negatives

have been printed to show serial number and record at the top.
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The record as described was originally set up as one large book, but

for convenience has been subdivided and grouped in a series of eight volumes

In addition there is an index map of the railroads of the state, upon which

is indicated the location of each of the crossings ; and a volume of indexes

to the details.

The index maps are on the scale of 833 feet to the inch, in sections

measuring 17 x 20 inches. They show the location of each crossing, its

stationing, the kind of highway, whether Trunk Line, State Aid, City Street

or Town Road by color ; and the kind of protection by symbol. In addition,

the bridges at separated crossings have the date of construction given unless

prior to 1912, in which latter case "1911" is recorded. The title page, and

the section covering the crossings given in detail in Supplement A, is shown
as Supplement C.

The index volume consists of an index of the lines in each volume of

details, followed by an index of the crossings on each line, a duplicate of

this preceding the details of the line in its appropriate volume. Supplement D,

illustrating this, consists of a list of all the crossings, classified as to pro-

tection, the general index, the Danbury Branch index which also appears

as Sheet 30 in Volume 1 of details preceding the details of the branch ; and
the Litchfield Branch (Hawleyville to Litchfield) index which is also sheet

110 of Volume 1. Changes since the preparation of Supplement A (in 1924)

have changed the references somewhat, but "New Preston Pike," present page

128, appears as "Main Street," specimen page 146 in Supplement A, while

"Fenn's," present page 131, appears under the same name in specimen page

147 of Supplement A, while the respective photographs are present pages

130 to 132. In addition to these index sheets there is a summary of the

grade crossing protections as of the first of the year.

Briefly summarized, the record covers all the facts some 15 years of

experience indicate are necessary ; the form has been simplified and standard-

ized so that, except as to the hazard rating, any reasonably intelligent person

could go to a previously unrecorded crossing, if such existed,* and make a

record which should be safely comparable with the others ; and if this person

was reasonably familiar with grade crossings he should be able to rate it

with a very fair degree of accuracy.

The record is convenient to use ; any crossing is readily located in it

;

and any one can readily locate any crossing on the ground from the record,

while the photographs carry an amount of detail often invaluable in case of

accident controversy, or simple discussion off the ground. And by no means

least, it is a record which can be duplicated in any other state with a mini-

mum of effort and expense.

•For many years Connecticut has prohibited any new grade crossings.
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Exhibit 1

Supplement A

REPORT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION, STATE OF
CONNECTICUT

RECORD OF CROSSINGS AT GRADE OF PUBLIC HIGH-
WAYS AND STEAM RAILROADS IN CONNECTICUT

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

Central New England Railway

Central Vermont Railway

South Manchester Railroad

Branford Steam Railroad

GLOSSARY

Notes concerning grade crossings, dictated by C. C. Elwell, Chief

Engineer, in September, 1914, while making annual inspection of railroad,

and revised from time to time since that date by the chief engineers, on

annual inspections.

The railroad lines are considered as north and south, or east and west,

according to their general directions. The sketches are made with the top

of the sheet for north, as determined by the railroad line. Mileage given

for crossings and stations is from an initial point identical with that used

for numbering bridges.

NE, NW, SE, SW, indicate the four corners at each crossing in which

signs would usually be placed, and which are defined by the railroad and

the highway.

The crossings are classified as to hasard for highzvay traffic (A, B, C
and D), taking into account volume of highway traffic, physical character-

istics of the crossing, lines of sight, and train movements, A being most

hazardous, D least hazardous.

The following abbreviations are used

:

Fhr Flasher—electric flashing red light.

VA Banjo type automatic visible and audible signal.

OV Elliptical cast iron crossing sign (oval).

GF Old figure 4 or gallows frame sign.

WM New standard X-shaped sign (windmill).
XO Old New England RR type of X-shaped sign.

DW Distant warning sign.

Bjo Sign accompanying automatic visible and audible signals

(VA). The Bjo sign reads: "When red, STOP. Train
coming."

ST Plain "STOP" sign.

GS Sign reading "STOP, Gateman off duty."

FS Sign reading "STOP, Flagman of? duty."
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Classification of Crossings

HAWLEYVILLE TO LITCHFIELD

A—Crossings

17.47

18.12

25.23

25.51

33.31

B—Crossings

7.96

14.35

25.33

31.47

31.81

31.87

35.10

C—Crossings

8.85

24.90

25.05

33.97

37.08

D

—

Crossings

6.38

9.27

9.33

22.43

nil
23.61

24.21

24.31

24.56

25.73

29.82

35.90

36.23

36.45.

37.62

State road.

Just north of ROXBURY station.

State aid road, 2nd north of WASHINGTON.
State aid road, 4th north of WASHINGTON.
GRISWOLD crossing.

Just north of ROXBURY FALL station.

Third north of WASHINGTON station.

Second north of RUMFORD station.

Just south of WEST MORRIS station.

Just north of WEST AIORRIS station.

300 feet south of BANTAM station.

600 feet south of WASHINGTON station.

Next north of WASHINGTON station.

Second south of BANTAM.
Second south of LITCHFIELD station.

Just south of HANOVER SPRINGS station.

One-half mile north of TUNNEL.
Second north of JUDD'S BRIDGE station.

Fifth south of WASHINGTON station.

Fourth south of WASHINGTON station.

Third south of WASHINGTON station.

Second south of WASHINGTON station.

FENN'S. next south of NEW PRESTON station.

North end of RUMFORD station.

Just south of LAKE station.

One-third mile north of LAKE station.

Second north of LAKE station.

First south of LITCHFIELD station.

Specimen Page 146

Hawleyville to Litchfield (direction, north)

WASHINGTON STATION 24.98

25.05 MAIN STREET.
Highway traffic moderate.
Crosses 2 tracks.

OV-SE, OV-NW, 3-ST, 3-DW.

East of track—looking north, good view for 600 feet.

—looking south, view obstructed by buildings when
back of a line 30 feet from the track.

West of track—looking north, view obstructed by cars on coal

track, until near track.

—looking soutli, view obstructed by freight cars on
siding until close to track, when view opens up
for 600 feet.

.0./

El
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(Subsequent Notes, Page 151)

25.23 STATE AID ROAD.
Highway traffic heavy.
Crosses 1 track.

Bell-NE, OV-NE, 2-ST, 2-DW.

East of tracks—looking north, view good to next crossing, about
500 feet away.

—looking south, view very short on account of

track curving to the right.

West of track—looking north, good view to next crossing.—^looking south, cannot see more than 100 feet wlien

standing 6 feet from the track.

Bad place — (Place for automatic signal protection?)

(Subsequent Notes, Page 151)

Koek Cut

Specimen Page 147

Hawleyville to Litchfield (direction, north)

25.33.

Highway traffic moderate.
Crosses 1 track.

OV-NE, OV-SW, 2-ST, 1-DW.

East of track—looking north, 30 feet from track, can see 600 feet

;

back of that point view cut off Ly bank about 8
feet high.

—looking south, good view for 500 feet.

West of track—looking north, view is obstructed by bank 8 feet

high and because highway is below the railroad

:

when 6 feet from track, can see about 600 feet.

—looking south, view good for about 500 feet.

25.51 STATE AID ROAD.
Highway traffic heavy.

Crosses 1 track.

Bell-NE, OV-NW, 2-ST, 2-DW.

East of track—looking north, view good.

—looking south, view cut off by high rock, when
within 6 feet of track can see only about 200 feet

because track curves to the left.

West of track—looking north, when within 15 feet of track, can
see about 900 feet.

—looking south, when standing near crossing, view
is short, but as highway parallels railroad for some
distance, sufficient warning should be given to

avoid accidents.

Worst crossing in Washington for horse-drawn traffic. The cutting of

a number of trees on the river bank would open a good view for a long
distance.

(Subsequent Notes, Page 151)
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(Subsequent Notes, Page 151)

25.73 FENN'S CROSSING.
Highway traffic heavy.

Crosses 1 track.

OV-NW, 2-ST, 2-DW.
Views good in all directions.

(Subsequent Notes, Page 151)

Specimen Page 151

Hawleyville to Litchfield—Subsequent Notes

25.05 Main Street.

1915 annual inspection^—needs better protection—consider visi-

ble-audible signals.

1916 annual inspection, repeat 1915 note, needs more protection.

1922, highway traffic now uses another crossing, mostly because

of improvements in adjacent highways. Therefore hazard at 25.05

has been reduced.

25.23 State Aid Road

The Board of Railroad Commissioners ordered electric signal

bell for the protection of highway traffic Nov. 10, 1909, Vol. 28,

page 79.

Accident, Dec. 27, 1921, 9:18 a.m., work train extra 358, north,

struck delivery automobile owned by Fullings Bakery of Torring-
ton, driven by E. W. Barber. Some damage to auto, locomotive
step broken, no one injured.

Accident, March 18, 1922, 7 :30 a.m., automobile driven by
James Anson and occupied by three of his employees, struck by
train extra 1412 north. No personal injuries. Bell out of order.

Accident No. 40563.

Docket 3940, Nov. 1, 1922, orders railroad company to install

and operate automatic visible and audible signals at this and 11

other crossings. Conference, Jan. 10. 1923. "leave in existing cross-

ing bell." Morrison highway crossing flashing light signal installed,

put in service May 17, 1923.

Following a petition the Commission ordered elimination of
this crossing by the construction of a parallel road on east side.

Docket 4516, July 1, 1925.

25.51 State Aid Road

1916 annual inspection—automatic visible and audible signals

should be installed.

Docket 3940, Nov. 1, 1922, orders railroad company to install

and operate automatic visible and audible signals at this and 11

other crossings. Conference, Jan. 10, 1923, "leave in existing cross-
ing bell." Morrison highway crossing flashing light signal installed,

put in service May 17, 1923.

Following a petition the Commission ordered elimination of
this crossing bv the construction of a parallel road on east side.

Docket 4516, July 1, 1925.

25.73 Fenn's Crossing

Accident, August 12, 1921, 11:51 a.m., mixed train 1500, north-

ward, struck Ford touring car driven by C. A. Mosiman. No per-

sonal injury. Accident 37710.
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MAP OF
H 16HWAY- RAl LROAD-CROSSIN6S

CONNECTICUT
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

-^ LEGEND.^
Kind of Highway Shown Thus:

TRUNK LINE ihhm Red

STATE AID H^Hi Green

CITY STREET hmim Yellow

TOWN ROAD i^HH Brown

Kind of Protection Shown Thus:

signs only o
STOP 8c FLA6 (s)

BELL ONLY (b)

VA BA^4J0 6c BELL (v)

FLASHER (l)

FLAGMAN (f)

GATEMAN @
Bridges Shown Thus [TiT?] Figures

3iv« jear built^ If prior to 1912

dafe Is recorded as 1911
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Supplement D-2

Index of Grade Crossings

Page
Detail This
Volume Volume

Vol. 1 N.Y. Portchester-New Haven 7

New Canaan Branch 10 1

Danbury Branch 30 2

Ridgfield Branch 90 3

Dby Litchfield Branch 110 4

Bridgeport-Botsford 6 5

New Haven-Hawleyville 41 6
Waterbury-Danbury 60 7

Danbury- A/Till Plain 104 8
Hawleyville-Canaan 115 9

New Haven-Congamond 6 10

New Hartford Branch 100 11

Devon-Winsted 125 12

Watertown Branch 170 13

Hartford-Waterbury 6 14
New Britain-Berlin 60 15

Meriden-Waterbury 73 16

Hartford-State Line 80 17

Collensville Branch 182 18

Tariffville Branch 189

New Haven-Thompsonville 6 19

Suffield Branch 85 20
Westfield-Meriden 99 21
East Hartford-Shaker Station 116 22
Westway-Melrose 166 23

Vol. 6 Branford Steam Railroad 6 24
N.H. Belle Dock Branch 18 25

New Haven-New London 25 26

Hfd Saybrook-Hartford 44 27

Middletown-Berlin 130 28

N.L. New London-Westerly 151 29
Groton Ferry Branch (not in sum-

mary) • 180

Vol. 7 New Haven-Willimantic 6 30

Colchester Branch 70 31

Prov. Oneco-Willimantic 77 32

Hfd Willimantic-Hartford 120 33

Rockville Branch 165 34

South Manchester Railroad 180 35

Vol.8 N.L. Groton-Webster 6 36

Southbridge Branch 65 37

Mid East Thompson-Willimantic 80 38

Central Vermont Railroad 105 39

Vol.
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Supplement D-3

DANBURY BRANCH
(Wilson Point to Danbury)

Index of Crossings

Mile Name Page Mile

0.62 Wilson Avenue 31 12.64

0.64 Witch Lane 31 12.89

0.92 Standard Oil 31 14.51

4.10 Water Street 35 14.77

4.30 Mechanic Street 35 15.12

4.42 Cross Street 35 15.37

4.82 Catherine Street 39 15.52

4.99 New Canaan Avenue .

.

39 15.69

5.33 Broad Street 42 17.86

5.64 Perry Avenue 42 19.95

6.25 Norwalk Mills 42 23.19

7.06 Stone Arch 46 23.27

7.69 South Wilton 46 23.37

9.68 Fitch's 46 24.50

10.08 Wilton 50 24.96

11.59 Cannondale 53 25.32

12.29 Lvnch's 53

Name Page

Hurburt 53

Mather or Bucklev... 53
First Street 57
Miller's 57
Godfrey's 60
Branchville South ... 60
Branchville North ... 60
Quarry Crusher 64
Topstone 64
Redding 64
Taylor Avenue 68
South Street 68
Greenv^rood Avenue .

.

68
Carney's 72
Shelter Rock Road... 72
Triangle Street 72

Classification of Crossings

A Crossings

4.10 14.51

4.99

5.64

15.12

15.69

B Crossings

4.42 14.77

4.82

5.33

9.68

10.08

12.29

15.37

15.32

17.86

23.27

23.27

C Crossings

0.92 11.59

4.30 23.19

6.25 24.96

7.69 25.32

D Crossings

0.62 12.89

7.06 19.95

12.64 24.50

E Crossings

0.64

Kind of Highway and Protection (Jan. 1, 1928)

Gates Flagman Vis. Bell Stop Sign
24 Hr. Less 24 Hr. Less Flasher Aud. Only Flag Only Total

3

.... 12
2 3 14

4 14

Trunk Line Hwy. . . 1

State Aid Roads
City Streets .... 1 1

Town Roads

Totals

1
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Supplement D-4

HAWLEYVILLE TO LITCHFIELD

Index of Crossings

Mile Name Page Mile

6.45 Hawley's Ill 25.81

8.03 Kelley's HI 29.90

8.92 Costello's HI 31.55

9.34 Mulligan's 115 31.88

9.40 Hanover Springs 115 31.94

14.43 Roxbury Falls 115 33.38

17.53 Buell's 118 34.04

18.18 Mine Hill Road 121 35.18

22.50 Seeley's 121 35.99

22.84 Valley 124 36.30

23.66 Ferry Bridge 124 36.52

24.64 Plumstead's 124 37.15

24.95 Drig Road 128 37.71

25.11 New Preston Pike.... 128

Name Page

Fenn's 131

Davis Hollow Rd 131

Smoke Hollow Rd.... 137

Morris 137

Noble's Bridge Rd... 140

Griswold 140

Bunnell's 143

Bantam 143

Lake Road 146
Allen 146

Bissell 146
Stevens 150
Morayhan 150

Classification of Crossings

A Crossings

33.38

B Crossings

17.53

C Crossings

8.03 31.88

14.43 31.94

18.18 34.04

24.95 35.18

25.11 37.15

31.55

D Crossings

6.45 24.64

8.92 25.81

9.34 29.90

9.40 35.99

22.50 36.30

22.84 36.52

23.66 37.71

Kind of Highway and Protection

Gates Flagman Vis.

24 Hr. Less 24 Hr. Less Flasher And.

Trunk Line Hwy.
State Aid Roads.
City Streets ....

Town Roads ....

Totals

Bell
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Appendix G

(7) STUDY AND REPORT ON VARIOUS FORMS USED BY
RAILWAY WATER SERVICE DEPARTMENTS, COLLAB-
ORATING WITH COMMITTEE XIII—WATER SERVICE
AND SANITATION

F. P. Funda, Chairman, Sub-Committee; E. W. Metcalf, D. C. Teal,

K. G. Williams, Louis Wolf

This assignment was first made in the Outline of Work of April 1, 1929,

and contact was immediately established with Committee XIII. The work
of the Committee thus far (November 1, 1929) is a report of progress.

The 1921 Manual contains four forms, adopted Volume 10, 1909, pages

776, 780 and 821

:

MW-1301 Pumpers' Daily Report.
MW-1302 Statement of Cost of Pumping Water.
MW-1303 Water Station Record.
MW-1304 Geological Record of Deep Wells.

Since the adoption of these forms 21 years ago, progress has been made
in the use of more modern machinery, chemical treatment and filtration of

water and improvements have been made in the water service organizations

themselves. After a review of the situation it was apparent that the study

should be based on modern practice and accordingly the work of the Com-
mittee divided itself as follows

:

(a) Establish a list of the most essential forms in common use.

(b) Develop present day practice in water cost records.

(c) Study the forms now in the Manual and report on revi-

sions, if found necessary.

(d) Report on and recommend supplemental forms if found
necessary.

A canvass of the forms generally used resulted in the following tenta-

tive list

:

Pumpers' Report of Pumpage, etc.

Treating Plant Operators' Report of Water Treated, etc.

Monthly Statement of Cost of Pumping Water at Raw Water
Plants, etc.

Monthly Statement of Cost of Treatment of Water at Treat-
ing Plants.

Annual report of Cost of Producing Water at Raw Water
Plants, etc.

Annual Report of Cost of Water Treatment, Incrustants Re-
moved, Savings Effected, etc.

Water Station Record.
Geological Record of Deep Wells.

Test Department Forms.

To develop practice, a questionnaire was submitted to water service

organizations of 22 railroads. Replies were received from 11 roads and 55

forms were received. The questionnaire developed practice ranging from
the most meager reporting system to the most intensely developed systems of

finding the costs of producing and treating water per 1000 gallons as well as
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cost of removing one pound of incrustants and the resultant savings in

locomotive maintenance and operation.

It is the sense of the Committee that the replies received from eleven

roads are not fully representative of existing reporting systems, further

replies are desired and additional data should be secured. The forms re-

ceived indicated such a variety of practice on different roads that the Com-
mittee has been unable to classify and analyze them for presentation at this

time.

Conclusion

That the report be accepted as a progress report and the subject be

reassigned for further study in collaboration with Committee XIII—Water
Service and Sanitation.

Appendix H

(8) STUDY AND REPORT ON BRIDGE INSPECTION RE-
PORT FORMS, COLLABORATING WITH COMMITTEE
VII—WOODEN BRIDGES AND TRESTLES, COMMITTEE
VIII—MASONRY AND COMMITTEE XV—IRON AND
STEEL STRUCTURES

W. R. Kettenring, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; F. M. Graham, C C. Haire,

W. E. Heimerdinger, C. A. Knowles, W. S. McFetridge, W. H.

Woodbury.

The records shows that last year this Committee collaborated with

Committee XII—Rules and Organization in developing bridge inspection

report forms which that Committee proposed to use in connection with its

assignment to "Study and report on rules for the guidance of employees

of the Maintenance of Way Department, with special reference to ...;....

(c) Rules for maintenance of bridges "

While considerable progress was made, the discussion did not reach the

conclusion of a final report, and the Manual went to press containing bridge

inspection report forms 1110 and 1111 from the 1921 Manual.

The development of necessary bridge inspection report forms to serve

the purposes of this Committee and other Committees, would call for the

replacement of the forms already in the Manual with forms to be agreed

upon by the Committee instructed to collaborate on this particular subject.

Pending the publication of the new Manual, this Committee has not under-

taken the revision of these bridge inspection report forms. It is proposed

that this revision be undertaken next year.

The Committee recommends that this subject be continued, or that it be

taken up under "Revision of Manual," and that the direction for reporting

and collaboration between Committees be clarified.
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Appendix I

(9) STUDY AND REPORT ON ACCOUNTING FOR INDUS
TRY TRACKS IN ITS RELATION TO OWNERSHIP AND
CONTRACT PROVISIONS, COLLABORATING WITH
COMMITTEE XX—UNIFORM GENERAL CONTRACT
FORMS

James Stephenson, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Anton Anderson, W. F.

Cummings, C. A. Knowles, C. Oberdorf, D. C. Teal.

This is a new assignment, and involves the important relations between

industries and carriers in connection with the construction, operation and

maintenance of industrial tracks.

This matter of accounting in connection with industry tracks was studied

intensively during Federal Control by the Railway Corporate Engineers'

Association. That study indicated the desirability of standardizing the

practices and policies involved in negotiations between carriers and indus-

tries with relation to contracts and accounting for industrial tracks.

In this progress report the Committee finds that the study made by

the Railway Corporate Engineers' Association furnishes a sound basis for

approaching the subject. The ultimate objective of this Committee is the

recommending of standard practices and policies, and, on account of the

scope of the subject, this development will take more study and discussion

than can be embodied in one year's work.

For this year's progress report, therefore, the Committee gives next

following, as Exhibit No. 1, a tentative outline of recommended practice

and policy, and invites criticisms and suggestions, with a view to offering

definite recommendations next year. The outline tentatively recommended

is based, in the most part, on the recommendations of the Railway Cor-

porate Engineers' Association.

Conclusion

That this be accepted as a progress report and the subject continued for

further studv.
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Exhibit 1

TENTATIVE OUTLINE OF PRACTICES AND POLICIES IN
CONTRACT PROVISIONS AND ACCOUNTING FOR IN-

DUSTRY TRACKS

The following practices are tentatively recommended in respect to the

preparation of contracts or agreements governing the construction, main-

tenance, and operation of industrial tracks and the accounting therefor.

In the following, the railroad company will be referred to as the

"Carrier" and the applicant or industry for whom the industrial track is

proposed or constructed will be referred to as the "Industry."

(1) Application

A standard form of application by an Industry for the construction of

an industrial track should be prepared by the Carrier for the use of the

Industry.

The application should conform to the terms of the Carrier's standard

industrial track agreement.

Space should be provided upon the form for a sketch showing the loca-

tion of the proposed Industrial Track.

(2) Contract

If, and when, the application is approved, a contract or agreement should

be drawn after the form recommended in the Manual under Uniform Gen-

eral Contract Forms.

(a) Map

A map of the entire proposed industrial track should be
prepared to accompany and be a part of the contract. The map,
among other things, should show the following

:

(1) The physical connection with the main or other tracks

of the Carrier.

(2) The switch point designated by Carrier's stationing, or

by reference to Carrier's Mile-Post, or to recorded

land, lot, or street lines.

(3) Alinement for the entire length of track.

(4) Length of track from switch point to clearance point.

(5) Length of track from clearance point to Carrier's prop-

erty line.

(6) Length of track in public streets, roads, or alleys where
there has been no conveyance of land for right-of-way

of the track.

(7) Length of track on property leased, owned, or con-

trolled by the Industry.

(8) Bridges, trestles, and culverts.

(9) Right-of-way and property lines of the Carrier.

(10) Streets, alleys, or public highways.

(11) Property of Industry.

(12) Property involved but not owned by Industry.

(13) Changes or re-location in existing switch points, tracks,

and other pertinent features.

(14) North point of compass.

(15) Where necessary, a profile should accompany and be

made a part of the map.
(16) A proper title and legend.
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(b) Ordinances and Franchises

The Industry should procure the. passage and approval of

necessary ordinances or franchises, granting the permission for

the construction, maintenance and operation of the proposed

industry track over all streets, alleys or highways crossed or

occupied by the track where no conveyance for right-of-way

exists. Said ordinances or franchises should be obtained for

and in the name of the Carrier ; or if obtained in the name of

the Industry, an assignment to the Carrier should be made a

part of the industrial track agreement. (See Supplement A,

Case No. 12.)

(c) Right-of-Way

The Industry should procure all right-of-way to be oc-

cupied by the proposed industry track outside of right-of-way

of Carrier and also adequate ground for borrow pits and spoil

banks when necessary for construction purposes.

(d) Clearcinces

All side and overhead clearances required by Carrier, state

or other governmental agencies should be given consideration.

(e) Division of Constrxiction Costs

The Carrier should pay for the cost' of the track between
the point of switch and the clearance point or to the property

line, provided the clearance point falls outside of the Carrier's

right-of-way line.

The Industry should pay for all grading, structures, road-

bed and changes in existing switches, tracks, automatic block

or fixed signals, and for any additional automatic signals or

fixed signals and for the cost of the track beyond the clearance

point.

Typical cases, which show the practical application of

the principles involved in the recommended cost distribu-

tions, are illustrated in Supplement A attached hereto.

(f) Payments

The estimated cost of the track should be paid in advance

by the Industry.

If, after the completion of the work, it is found that the

cost of the track is less than the estimate, the difference in cost

under estimate should be returned to the Industry ; if the cost

exceeds the estimate, the excess should be paid to the Carrier.

(3) Maintenance

(a) The Carrier should maintain that portion of the track from the

switch point to the clearance point, provided the clearance point does not

lie beyond the property line of the Carrier. If it does, then the Carrier

should maintain the track to its property line.

(b) The Industry should bear the cost of maintaining the remainder

of the track.

(4) Ownership and Equities

The Carrier should own the track between the point of switch and its

property line. The Industry may or may not have an equity in the material

in the track between the clearance point and the Carrier's property line

represented by the salvage value of the material in such part of the track

at the time of its removal or discontinuance, in whole 'or in part, as an

Industry track.
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The Industry should own the track situated in streets, alleys, and high-

way's, and located beyond the property line of the Carrier, unless there has

been a conveyance to the Carrier of land so occupied.

(5) Use of Right-of-Way by Industry

When that part of the Industry track located upon the property of the

Carrier is used by the Industry for loading, unloading or storing cars, a

lease of the property so used should be made to cover the use of the land

owned by the Carrier.

(6) Accounting

(a) All that part of the track owned by the Carrier, whether or not

paid for by it, should be charged to its Capital Account. If the cost of all,

or a part, of the track owned by the Carrier was borne by others, the track,

or the proper portion thereof, should be capitalized as a donation.

(b) When there is built an extension of the turnout end of an existing

industrial track for the same Industry (see Case 3, Supplement A), proper

credit should be made to Capital Account and concurrent charge to the

Industry in the event that the Carrier's portion of the track is shortened.

If the Carrier obtains the ownership of more track than it had before the

change, the excess amount should be capitalized as a donation.

Supplement A

ILLUSTRATION OF TYPICAL CASES

Case 1. New track serving a new Industry. (See Diagram No. 1.)

Diagram No. 1

Main Track

Cost of Track Shall Be Borne:

Switch point to clearance point—By Industry with refund.

Clearance point to right-of-way line—By Industry without refund.

Grading—By Industry without refund.

Right-of-way line to end—By Industry without refund.

Bridges and culverts—By Industry without refund.

Moving telegraph lines, buildings, etc.—By Industry without refund.

Miscellaneous incidental expenses—By Industry without refund.
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Cost of Maintenance Shall Be Borne:

Switch point to clearance point—By Carrier.

Clearance point to right-of-way line—By Industry.

Right-of-way line to end—By Industry.

Track Shall Be Owned:

Part on Carrier right-of-way—By Carrier,

Part oflF Carrier right-of-way—By Industry.

Note : In case of double end tracks, if the double end feature is

required by and made necessary for the proper operations of the

Carrier, above provisions should apply to both turnouts ; if required

solely to accommodate the Industry, refund feature should be applied

to but one turnout, although the Carrier should bear future mainte-

nance expense of both, and Carrier should own portion of track

on its right of way.
If the portion of the track between clearance point and Car-

rier's right-of-way line is to be used by the Industry for placing

cars for loading, imloading, or storage, lease of the right-of-way

to be so used should be made. (See Case No. 10.)

Case 2. Extension of stub end of existing Industry track for same

Industry. (See Diagram No. 2.)

Diagram No. 2

'FVoposed Extension

Cost should be borne by Industry without refund.

Industry should bear expense of maintenance.

Case 3. Extension of turnout end of existing Industry track for same

Industry. (See Diagram No. 3.)

Diagram No. 3

Exfension

Entire cost to be borne by Industry, as in Case 2. There is no essential

difference between the two classes ; the Carrier permits the Industry to move

its track connection, and all features of ownership and maintenance of por-

tion of track on Carrier right-of-way should remain as in Case 2.
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Care should be taken in designing layouts of this kind to see that proper

credit is made to Capital Account and concurrent charge to the Industry

is provided for in case the Carrier's portion of the track is shortened. In

event the Carrier obtains more track than it had before by reason of the

change, the excess amount should be capitalized as a donation.

Case 4. Extension of existing Industry track for another Industry;

extension of stub end. (See Diagram No. 4.)

Diagram No. 4

Extension

Industry B Industry "A"

Where physical conditions permit, this method should be used to avoid

additional turnouts. The new Industry should bear the entire expense of the

extension of the track without refund, and the cost of future maintenance.

The Carrier's relations with the original Industry are assumed to be covered

by an existing agreement permitting extension and stating method of dividing

expenses of maintenance on account of additional use. If no such contract

or agreement exists, one should be negotiated before extension is made.

Case 5. Extension of existing Carrier-owned track for a new Industry,

extension of stub end, existing track not serving or to serve the

Industry. (See Diagram No. 5.)

Diagram No. S

Right-of-Way Line

Entire cost should be borne by Industry without refund. Carrier should

own and maintain track on Carrier right of way.

Note: Where an existing track is extended a considerable dis-

tance to avoid a turnout, a refund may be allowed up to, but not

exceeding, a conservative estimate of what would have been re-

funded had the track been constructed as in Case 1.

In no event shall the refund exceed the cost of the portion of

the extension located on Carrier right-of-way.
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Case 6. Extension of Carrier-owned track for new Industry, extension

on turnout end, extension only to be used by Industry. (See Dia-

gram No. 6.)

Diagram No. 6

fo be relocated/-TO DC reiocarea

^
.\^g-^r„i

5 B.C lea ranee Poin+

tobeleosed

Industry INDUSTRV

Cost to be borne as follows

:

Industry should pay cost of moving' track between switch point and

clearance point' without refund. Industry should pay cost of remainder

of track without refund. Entire track should be owned by Carrier, if on

Carrier right-of-way. Maintenance expense should be arranged in accord-

ance with conditions and generally will be

:

(a) Carrier should maintain from switch point to clearance point, A
to B. (See diagram.)

(b) Industry should maintain that part of track used by it, B to C.

(See diagram.)

(c) Carrier should maintain that part of track used by it, C to D.

(See diagram.)

Note: Where use by Carrier of that part of track, C to D,
will be excessive and above arrangement will not be equitable, an
arrangement may be made whereby part of track, B to D, may be

maintained as a joint track and expense divided between Carrier

and Industry in proportion as lengths B to C and C to D, respec-

tively, bear to total length B to D.
If track is on Carrier right-of-way, as shown in diagram, In-

dustry should lease right-of-way occupied by track at a rental based

on the valuation of space occupied with a minimum charge of $10.

(See Case 10 for further details of lease.)

Case 7. Additional track of existing industry. (See Diagram No. 7.)

Diagram No. 7

Proposed Additional ..^~^^
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Where possible, turnout should be located off right-of-way to permit

future development of Carrier property. Terms of construction should

require Industry to bear entire cost without refund. The Industry should

maintain the track, both on and off of Carrier right-of-way, and should

own it. Provision should be made in contract that in event the track is

removed, the existing track, where turnout is installed, must be restored at

the expense of the Industry. (See also Case 10 in regard to necessity of

lease of right-of-way.)

Case 8. Additional track for existing industry. (See Diagram No. 8.)

Diagram No. 8

B -

When an Industry desires additional trackage and physical conditions

render it impossible or impracticable to apply Case 7, the track may be

installed under terms of Case 1, provided, however, the Industry should not

be permitted to effect a saving in cost, due to Carrier assuming a portion

thereof by refund over what the Industry would have been required to

expend under the terms of Case 7, i.e., if track D-B-C could have been

constructed at less total cost than the Industry's net cost of track A-B-C,

then the amount to be refunded under Case 1 should be reduced so as not

to permit the Industry to obtain its additional plant facility at a less cost

than per Case 7, to illustrate: if track A-B-C can be built at a total cost

of $2,300, of which $800 is the cost of portion from switch point to clear-

ance point, and which would be refunded under Case 1, leaving net cost to

Industry $1,500, and track D-B-C can be built at a total cost of $2,000,

which, under Case 7, would be borne solely by the Industry, then the amount

of refund should be reduced to a fixed sum determined from careful esti-

mates of the two layouts and in example above, the refund should not be

over $300 in order that the Industry's total cost under either scheme will

be the same, viz. : $2,000.
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Case 9. Industry tracks where clearance point falls outside of Carrier

right-of-way. (See Diagram No. 9.)

Diagram No. 9

Switch Fbinf

-Right-ofWay Line

'Clearance Point

When Industry tracks connect with Carrier tracks lying close to Carrier

right-of-way line, the clearance point will fall outside of same. Case 1 will

apply, except that the division of ownership and maintenance should be at

the right-of-way line, and the cost of that part of the track on Carrier

right-of-way only should be refunded.

Case 10. Industry tracks on Carrier right-of-way. (See Diagram

No. 10.)

Diagram No. 10

9 if track centers permif.

Jf track centers are less thonlS, lease

line ShooUd be <f_ between troeka.

When Industry tracks are to be constructed wholly upon Carrier right-

of-way, the Industry should lease from the Carrier, on interest rental basis,

land occupied by that portion of track used by Industry. Generally, this will

be from the clearance point to the end and the principle to be followed is

that the Industry should pay rental for that part of Carrier property on

which cars will be placed for loading, unloading or storage, as in the case

of a mine siding.

The interest rental to be determined as follows

:

To the value of the right-of-way occupied add the value of improve-

ments placed thereon by the Carrier, such as grading, bridges, and culverts,

retaining walls, etc. Upon the total valuation compute the interest at 6 per

cent, which will be the annual rental to be charged.

This amount should be paid annually, if less than $50; semi-annually,

if between $50 and $100; and quarterly, if in excess of $100. If the rental,

as computed above, is less than $10 per annum, the lease must stipulate a

$10 minimum rental.
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Case 11. Use of existing tracks on Carrier right-of-way by Industry.

When an Industry desires to use a Carrier track as a private siding,

and there are no operating objections thereto, an arrangement may be made

with the Industry whereby it will lease the track, land, grading and other

facilities at an annual interest rental based on the value thereof, as outlined

in Case 10. Ownership of track should remain in the Carrier, but the Indus-

try should bear the expense of maintenance of the track on leased property.

Case 12. Industry tracks involving crossings of public roads and

streets. (See Diagram No. 11.)

Diagram No. 11

to be leased by industry
i f to b« used by it

p
^-^

Track should be installed under terms of Case 1. If clearance point

falls in street, ownership and maintenance should end at street line, as shown

on sketch, and only that part of track between switch point and street line

should be subject to refund.

If any portion of the right-of-way is to be used by the Industry for

placing cars for loading, unloading or storage, a lease should be prepared,

as in Case 10.

If, by reason of installing siding for Industry, it becomes necessary to

move crossing gates, sewer inlets or manholes, etc., the expense of same

should be borne by the Industry without refund. Planking in street should

be installed and maintained at the expense of the Industry.

If portion of track in street is so located as to interfere with the laying

of additional tracks on existing right-of-way and across the street, the

franchise or ordinance for crossing the street should be obtained by the

Industry, for and in the name of the Carrier, or assigned by the Industry

to the Carrier.
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Case 13. Industry tracks connected with Carrier-owned track in public

road or street. (See Diagram No. 12.)

Diagram No. 12

Streei or building line

Curb line

Street or building line

Not'C:- Include all turnout-rails, frog, guards etc.

in Railway owned portion of tracK.

Tracks should be constructed and maintained under terms outlined in

Case 1 or 9, as the case may be. The right-of-way line is that defined by

ordinance or franchise, usually being a line two feet outside of and parallel

to the rail and the limit of paving required to be laid and maintained by the

Carrier. The cost of removing and replacing pavement is a part of the cost

of preparing roadbed to receive track and should not be. included in the

refund.

Case 14. Industry track involving crossings and other special track

construction. (See Diagram No. 13.)

Diagram No. 13

S*«(ik;hR>inf

'

^^^^Aftsonf»ed Clearance Point

Tracks of tliis class should be treated as outlined in Case 1, except that

to the extent of crossings, etc., that may be required by the Industry, should

not be included in the refund and in such case the clearance point should be

considered to be at the outer joints of the crossing frogs on the side toward

the turnout. It, therefore, follows that the Industry bears the expense of

maintaining the crossing frogs.
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Case 15. Temporary Tracks

These may be defined as any tracks installed for an individual or com-

pany solely for use during a period of construction, or other limited time,

such as a track installed for a contractor engaged in building a highway,

bridge, or other improvement and where the track will not be needed after

construction is completed.

The entire cost of such tracks should be borne by the individual or

company without refund, but upon removal of the track the salvage value

will be credited to the individual or company less the cost of removal.

Ownership and maintenance should be in accordance with Case 1.

Case 16. Additional tracks or facilities needed by Carrier to properly

and safely serve the Industry.

An Industry, desiring a track at an outlying point where switching

cannot be performed by the Carrier without blocking main line traffic, should

be required to provide sufficient track or tracks and other facilities for safe

and convenient operation by the Carrier. This requirement may include

telephone and signal appliances to protect and expedite the operation of the

main line. Each particular case should receive special treatment in accord-

ance with the circumstances involved.
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Appendix J

(10) PREPARE CURRENT PERIODICAL AND BOOK RE-
VIEW ON SUBJECTS PERTAINING TO THE WORK OF
COMMITTEE ON RECORDS AND ACCOUNTS

W. T. Mead, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. 'R. Harte, Alfred Holmead,

M. T. Terrill, H. R. Westcott, W. H. Woodbury.

This assignment was made for the first time this year. The work of

Committee XI, as the name Records and Accounts implies, is concerned with

general railway accounting methods, which include depreciation accounting,

methods of preparing data for bringing the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion's valuations up to date, and related subjects. It seemed that the most

fruitful sources of printed matter having a bearing on the subjects consid-

ered by Committee XI were certain periodicals, reports of associations,

decisions of Courts and Commissions and new books. After looking over

the field of current publications it became obvious that it would not be prac-

tical to review all of the many trade journals that might from time to time

contain comments on matters pertaining to railroad accounting and valuation.

The Sub-Committee therefore selected the following and each member under-

took to review and report upon certain of them

:

Railway Age
Engineering News Record
Traffic World
Public Utilities

Journal of Accountancy
American Appraisal News
Electric Railway Journal
Journal of Land and Public Utihty Economics

. Quarterly Journal of Economics
Journal of Political Economy
American Economic Review
Political Science Quarterly
Yale Law Review
Harvard Law Review ^

Columbia Law Review
I.C.C. Annual Report
Proceedings of Annual Convention of National Association of

Railroad and Utilities Commissioners
Railway xA.ccounting Procedure
Proceedings of American Society of Civil Engineers

Journal of Western Society of Civil Engineers
Decisions of Courts and Commissions
New Books

In addition the Reader's Guide and the Industrial Arts Index have been

consulted. The data gathered during the year follow and are submitted as

information.

ACCOUNTING

Account of hearing before Commissioner Eastman and Andrew M.
Bunten, Chief of the Depreciation Section of the I.C.C, October 25 to 29,

on the general revision of accounting rules for steam railroads. Ex Parte 9\.

Refers to accounting plan proposed by L. R. Bitney, Statistician for the

Minnesota Railroad & Warehouse Co., and memorandum by Dr. M. O.
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Lorenz, Director of Bureau of Statistics, I.C.C., describing cost finding
system recently adopted by the German National Railways. Railway Age,
11-3-28, p. 886.

Account of I.C.C. final accounting hearing, November 24 and 26, before
Commissioner Eastman on Dockets Nos. 14700, 15100 and Ex Parte 91 ; the

telephone depreciation case, the railroad depreciation case and the revision

of railroad accounting case, respectively. Refers to testimony of various
witnesses. Railway Age, 12-1-28, p. 1095.

Progress of revision of accounting classification and depreciation ac-

counting. Interstate Commerce Commission's Annual Report for 1928, p. 2.

Proposed Report—Ex Parte 91, General Revision of Accounting Rules
for Steam Railroads by the Interstate Commerce Commission, 8-15-29.

Comment on proposed report by Commissioner Eastman on accounting
revision case. Ex Parte 91, as made public by the I.C.C. Railway Age,
8-31-29, p. 535.

Accounting Rules for Rebuilding Freight Cars—Hearing Requested by
C. & O. Ry. The Traffic World, Vol. XLIII, pp. 432, 695.

Controlling Yard Costs. Editorial, Railway Age, 3-2-29, p. 513.

Cost Accounting for Motor Coach Service. Railway Age, 12-22-28, p.

1266.

I.C.C. Approves Accrual Plan of Pension Accounting. Railway Age,
12-22-28, p. 1230.

Why Should Shippers Favor Cost Accounting? Editorial, Railway Age,
12-8-28, p. 1121.

Detailed Analysis of Track Costs Promotes Elconomy (in New Or-
leans). I. O. Mall, Assistant Superintendent of Roadway, New Orleans
Public Service, Inc. Description of outstanding features of (electric rail-

way) track maintenance expenditures in New Orleans. Several filled out
forms shown. Electric Railway Journal, Vol. 72, 1929, p. 527.

Properly Designed Records Guide Future Practice. Comment on article

on records of New Orleans Public Service, Inc. Editorial, Electric Rail-

way Journal, Vol. 7Z, 1929, p. 500.

ACCOUNTING FOR DEPRECIATION

Carrier Property Consumed in Operation and the Regulation of Profits.

A discussion of the I.C.C. Report on Depreciation. G. O. May, Price,

Waterhouse & Co. Quarterly Journal of Economics, 2, 1929, p. 193.

Discusses
t

(1) Should charges for consumption of property in rendering serv-

ice be based uniformly on cost (a) for purposes of rate and
profit regulation; and (b) for current accounting purposes?

(2) Should the charge for property consumed be made in bulk at

the time when each unit is retired, or should it be anticipated

by periodic installments spread over its service life?

(3) If consumption charges are to be made as consumption proceeds
rather than when it becomes complete, on what basis should
the accrual be deemed to take place and be computed?

Conclusions

(1) Unless a depreciation scheme is in force, cost of replacement
rather than original cost is the proper basis, for charges for

property consumed in operation.

(2) While depreciation schemes are an invaluable part of industrial

accounting, a general system of depreciation charges for rail-

roads is not today desirable.

(3) The case for such a system would be weakened if the prudent
investment theory of rate base were to be adopted as the Com-
mission seems to think it should be.
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(4) The particular form of depreciation scheme put forward by the
Commission—the straight line method—is demonstrably inap-

propriate for the purpose sought to be achieved.

(5) The Commission's plan lacks one essential of any satisfactory

scheme, namely, a practical and equitable method of dealing
with the depreciation deemed to have accrued prior to the

initiation of the scheme.

Depreciation—An Operating Expense or an Appropriation of Earnings.
By Eugene L. Grant. Journal of Land and Public Utility Economics,
8, 1928.

Discusses

That variation from orthodox depreciation accounting brought
about by the desire to adjust in accordance with financial needs.
This method of depreciation accounting produces flexible retirement
reserves and the retirement reserve is shown as an appropriation of
earnings instead of an operating expense.

Conclusion

The justification of flexible retirement appropriations is the
maintenance of credit through temporary depressions. The danger
in this procedure is that every depression may be considered tem-
porary and dividends on stock continued at the expense of protection

to the bond-holders' investment, which in extreme cases might lead

to receivership and reorganization.

Depreciation Schedules. Statement in regard to the publication of de-
preciation rate schedules recommended or adopted by various trade associa-
tions, the Internal Revenue and others. The American Appraisal News
publishes these only as a matter of interest.—Editorial, American Appraisal
News, 6, 1929, p. 83.

Report of Sub-Committee of Committee on National Relations of the
American Electric Railway Association, at annual convention at Cleveland,
September 24, 1928. States progress of I.C.C. hearings on Orders 14700,
15100 and 19157 from January 25, 1927; gives decision of A.E.R.A. to await
conclusion of cases 14700 and 15100. Electric Railway Journal, Vol. 72,

1928, p. 602.

Proposed Report. No. 14700, Depreciation Charges of Telephone Com-
panies; No. 15100, Depreciation Charges of Steam Railroad Companies. By
the Interstate Commerce Commission, 8-15-29.

Report on Depreciation Accounting. Abstract of Commissioner East-
man's proposed report presented to the I.C.C. on depreciation accotmting for
railroads (No. 15100) and telephone companies (No. 14700). Railway Age,
8-31-29, p. 547.

Regulative Problems. Hon. William A. Prendergast, Chairman of the
Public Service Commission of the State of New York, suggests a formula
for fixing a rate base; including application to every company of sufficient

size of the replacement system of depreciation accounting, which requires
that those to be benefited by the replacement will pay for it, and which does
not allow excessive charges to the consuming public to build up reserve
funds for the future, and does not tend to extravagance of operation, or offer

a way of giving unreasonable dividends to common stockholders by some
form of distribution of such funds, and does not depend on the speculative
opinion of divining experts as to life history. Public Utilities Reports Fort-
nightly, 11-1-28, p. 47.

THE O'FALLON CASE

O'Fallon Recapture Case. General account of hearing before U.Sv
Supreme Court—.\rgumeiits. The Traffic World, Vol. XLIIl, pp. 98, 1261-
1264, 26.
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Supreme Court asked to Review I.C.C. Valuation Methods. Railways'
counsel in O'Fallon case in brief assails valuation methods of I.C.C. Claim
same treatment accorded other utilities. Railway Age, 12-22-28, p. 1233.

I.C.C. Defends Valuation Methods. Files brief in Supreme Court de-

fending methods used in determining value adopted in the O'Fallon Case.

Excerpts from brief. Railway Age, 12-29-28, p. 1312.

O'Fallon Recapture Case Argued in Supreme Court, January 3 and 4.

Arguments presented by Daniel N. Kirby and Frederick H. Wood in behalf

of the O'Fallon and Manufacturers Railroad, George W. Wickersham as

special assistant to the Attorney-General and Walter L. Fisher as special

counsel for the I.C.C. and Donald R. Richberg representing the National
Conference on Valuation of American Railroads. Brief filed by the Great
Northern Railway signed by F. G. Dorety, Vice-President and General
Counsel, and Fletcher Rockwood, General Attorney. Railway Age, 1-12-29,

p. 155.

O'Fallon's Decision. Supreme Court hands down decision that cost of

reproduction new must be given consideration in determining the value of

railroad property. Engineering News-Record, Vol. 102, pp. 869, 871.

The Decision of the O'Fallon Case. Editorial, Railway Age, 5-25-29,

p. 1186.

Can Valuation be Settled? Will O'Fallon Decision Affect Accounting
Revision? Editorial, Railway Age, 6-1-29, pp. 1265, 1267.

Probable Economic Effect of the 0"Fallon Decision. Editorial, Rail-

way Age, 6-15-29, p. 1361.

No fixed rule in valuation. Comment on the fact that no definite rules

for the determination of value were laid down by the Supreme Court in

the O'Fallon's Decision. Editorial, Engineering News-Record, Vol. 103,

p. 45.

O'Fallon Recapture Case. Traffic World, Vol. XLIV, Editorial, pp.

79, 327. Comments by Leslie Craven, p. 119. Comments by Hon. Calvin
Coolidge, p. 214. Comments by L. A. Downs, p. 391.

Effect of O'Fallon Decision on Valuation and Rate Making by
Leslie Craven, Counsel Western Group, Presidents' Conference Committee
on Federal Valuation of Railroads, who finds that decision gives railroads

same protection as other property, and discusses its probable effect on recap-
ture and rate making. Railway Age, 8-3-29, p. 341.

Letter from J. L. Campbell, Chief Engineer, Northwestern Pacific

Railroad. An interpretation of the 0"Fallon's decision. Engineering
News-Record, Vol. 102, p. 1007.

Is the O'Fallon Decision of Minor Importance? L. D. McPherson.
Effects of decision may be largely nullified by the unavoidable lapse of

time before the ultimate valuation of the railroads can be made. Public
Utilities Reports Fortnightly. 9-5-29, p. 291.

VALUATION

A Plea to Legalize the Split-Inventory Method of Valuation : Review
of article by John Bauer—The O'Fallon Case—The Decision and What
It Portends. In National Municipal Review, Vol. XVIII, No. 7, p. 458.

Public Utilities Reports Fortnightly, 9-5-29, p. 305.

Some Misconceptions, Real and Alleged, of "Functional Depreciation"

:

Review of Address by Cecil F. Elmes—O'Fallon Decision and the Brandeis
Dissent. Public Utilities Reports Fortnightly, 9-19-29, p. 370.

Undetermined Issues in Railroad Valuation by William L. Ranson.
Political Science Quarterly, 9-1929, pp. 321-334.

Progress report of primary valuations, hearings and final reports ; recap-
ture proceedings and Valuation Order No. 3. Bringing valuation down to

date. Interstate Commerce Commission's Annual Report for 1928, pp. 56-58.

Letter from J. P. Snow, Consulting Engineer, Boston, Mass. Contend-
ing that railroad valuation for recapture purposes should be on a different

basis from valuation for rate making purposes. Engineering News-Record,
Vol. 102, 1929, p. 150.
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Railway Valuation—Reproduction cost must be considered. Editorial,

Engineering News-Record, Vol. 102, pp. 813, 814.

Depreciation as a Factor in Railway Valuation. A history of the study

of this subject by the Bureau of Valuation of the I.C.C. by Edwin F. Wendt,
Consulting Engineer. An abstract from A.R.E.A. Bulletin No. 310. Rail-

way Age, 1-19-29, p. 187.

Proposed Amendment to Recapture Clause. Railway Age, 12-22-28,

p. 1247.

Valuation and Recapture. A discussion of probable effect of the

O'Fallon Case on recapture. Editorial, Railway Age, 6-29-29, p. 1543.

I.C.C. Opposes Exemption of Short Lines from Recapture. Statement
by Commissioner McManamy at hearing before Sub-Committee of the

House Committee on interstate and foreign commerce January 8th on bill

passed by the Senate, S. 656, and similar bill introduced by Representative

Newton of Minn. Director C. D. Mahaffie of the Commission's Bureau of

Finance expressed the opinion that consideration should be given to the

suggestion that the average net railway operating income from a period of

years be taken as the basis for recapture instead of the results of each year.

Testimony favoring exemption of short lines or average for a period of

years presented by : Bird M. Robinson, President, and C. M. Oddie, Pacific

Coast Regional Vice-President of the American Short Line Railroad
Association. Alfred P. Thom, General Counsel of the Association of

Railway Executives. George H. Parker on behalf of the Wildwood and
Delaware Bay Short Line, the Northampton and Bath and the Genesee
and Wyoming. A. R. Yarborough represented the Campbell Creek, Kelly
Creek and Northwestern and Kanawha Central Railways. Railway Age,
1-12-29, p. 147.

What Is Depreciation? Lessening of worth, as applied to valuation,

should not be confused with accounting depreciation reserves, by H. E. Hale,
Vice-Chairman, Presidents' Conference Committee. Railway Aee, 2-16-29,

p. 403.

The Cost of Railroad Equipment. An account of the steps by which the

price-per-pound basis of valuation was established, by H. E. Hale, Vice-
Chairman, Presidents' Conference Committee. Railway Age, 3-16-29, p. 608.

Adjusted Actual Costs : The economic reason for adopting a fixed and
non-variable rate base for future rate-making policy. John Bauer, Director,

American Public Utilities Bureau. Public Utilities Reports Fortnightly,

5-2-29, p. 507.

The Downward Trend in Reproduction Cost Values : Francis X. Welch.
Public Utilities Reports Fortnightly, 8-22-29, p. 236.

The Massachusetts Rate Controversy: The Department of Public Utili-

ties again recommends Legislation to avoid valuation of Utility properties.

Proposed enactment of state bill compelling gas and electric companies to

enter into contractual relations with the Commonwealth binding themselves
to accept Department's theory of rate making, thereby avoiding application

.Supreme Court's rulings in that state. Alternative proposals. Public Utilities

Reports Fortnightly, 1-10-29, p. 12.

Present Costs : The economic reasons for emphasizing this important
factor when making valuations of public utilities' plants. Harry Gunnison
Brown, Professor of Economics, University of Missouri. Public Utilities

Reports Fortnightly, 3-7-29, p. 237.

Should Reproduction Costs Be Based on the Costs of the Old Plant
or of a New Plant? Review of article by Wm. L. Ransom in Political

Science Quarterly, Vol. XLIV, No. 3, 9-1929. Public Utilities Reports
Fortnightly, 9-19-29, p. 371.

Valuation of Steam Railways and Other Public Utilities for Purpose of
Taxation. L. D. McPherson. Engineering and Contracting, 7-1929.
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EXCERPTS FROM REPORTS OF DECISIONS OF COURTS AND
STATE UTILITY COMMISSIONS

From Public Utilities Reports Fortnightly

Tennessee Circuit Court, County of Davidson. Tennessee Eastern
Electric Company et al. vs. Railroad and Public Utilities Commission, August
11, 1928. From Issue of October 4, 1928, p. 722.

Depreciation—Methods—Observable Depreciation—Life Tables. The
correct rule to be follovi^ed in fixing valuation is to consider observable
depreciation, rather than the so-called elapsed life of the property, p. 736.

South Carolina Railroad Commission. Re Rock Hill Telephone Com-
pany, June 20, 1928. From Issue of November 1, 1928, p. 221.

Depreciation—Cost as basis for computation. The cost of utility prop-
erty is the only possible reasonable authority upon which depreciation can
be calculated, p. 230.

Depreciation—Purpose of reserve. Depreciation reserve is intended to

keep the utility investment level, but not to insure the hazards of the varying
future, p. 230.

Valuation—Original cost—Price index curve evidence. Price index curve
was held to be evidence of no value whatever in ascertaining original cost in

view of the reflection in such curve of any abnormal activity of any com-
modity in any market at any time during the period covered, which could
not possibly enter or influence the cost of the particular utility plant, p. 233.

Depreciation—Excessive allowance—Telephones. Depreciation allow-
ance that would enable a telephone company to reproduce its entire plant
within eight years was held to be unreasonable in view of the amount of
money spent each year for upkeep, p. 234.

Depreciation—Percentage allowed—Telephones. An allowance of 5 per
cent was held to be ample to protect depreciation of a telephone plant,

p. 234.

Illinois Commerce Commission. Re Illinois Bell Telephone Company.
Re City of Urbana et al. June 13, 1928. From Issue of November 1, 1928,
p. 279.

Depreciation—Aggregate allowance—Irregularities in bookkeeping. The
history of a utility's operation furnishing no reliable index to the cost of
maintenance and depreciation of its property in current condition because
of past irregularities in bookkeeping in which the distinction between depre-
ciation, repairs and maintenance charges were not observed, it was held to

be safer from the standpoint of all concerned that an allowance be made for

the aggregate amount needed to insure the upkeep of the property and to

provide against depreciation thereof, p. 286.

Depreciation—Aggregate allowance—Repairs, maintenance, and depre-
ciation—Telephone. An aggregate allowance of 9 per cent of the invest-

ment in fixed capital of a telephone utility was submitted as an annual
charge for repairs, maintenance, and depreciation, p. 287.

Missouri Public Service Commission. Re Lexington Water Company.
September 20, 1928. From Issue of November 15, 1928, p. 322.

Depreciation—Probable life table—Water pipes. It was held to be
highly illogical to assume that the probable future life of all water pipes of a
system should be classed the same and given the same expected life, or that

the smaller galvanized pipes should carry the same expected life as the

larger and heavier galvanized pipes, p. 341.

Depreciation—Consideration of future life—Steam pumping. The fact

that electric pumping equipment can be installed and operated at a great
saving over the current operation of a steam pumping equipment, should be
reflected in consideration of the probable life of the latter for valuation
purposes, p. 342.
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Montana Public Service Commission. Re Union Electric Conipanv.

August 25, 1928. From Issue of November 15, 1928, p. 396.

Depreciation—Necessity for allowance—Weight of authority. The the

ory that depreciation in a well-maintained or alleged 100 per cent efficient

utility property is non-existent was held to be in irreconcilable conflict with
the great weight of authority, p. 408.

Depreciation—^Reserve balance as measure of accrued depreciation. The
balance in a utility's depreciation reserve was not taken as an indication

of the accrued depreciation where it was intended only as a theoretical esti-

mate, where nothing was paid into the account for a considerable period,

and where a large portion of tiie property had begun to function in a

second-hand condition, p. 416.

Depreciation—Theoretical and actual depreciation—Inspection by engi-

neers. Discussion as to the distinction between theoretical and actual depre-

ciation intended to be drawn by leading decisions from the United States

Supreme Court and other tribunals holding that physical inspection of prop-

erty is necessary, p. 414.

Missouri Public Service Commission. Re United Railways Company of

St. Louis, June 20, 1928. From Issue of November 15, 1928, p. 419.

Valuation—Accrued depreciation—Retired property—Construction cost.

Retired property of a utility that has an overhead construction cost included

in its original cost must carrv such overhead costs along with its retiral,

p. 452.

Accounting—Stand-by equipment—Emergency parts. Spare parts of

various equipment for a street railway company held ready to install in

case of breakdowns should be included in the plant account as stand-by
equipment, rather than being carried as part of materials and supplies,

p. 453.

Depreciation—Necessity for reserve. Utility companies are required

to set aside a reserve fund for the purpose of protecting the investment in

the property so that at the end of its useful life the investor will have recov-

ered his investment, p. 454.

Valuation—Original cost—Deduction of reserve. No deduction should
be made from an original cost appraisal for any balance that may be in

the depreciation reserve of a utility company, p. 454.

Valuation—Historical cost—Index numbers. An estimate of value for
rate-making proceedings of a street railway company was adopted which
used an original cost, agreed upon by all parties as of a certain date, and
applying cost index numbers reflecting the ratio of costs, p. 455.

Valuation—Cost index numbers—Street railways. The use of a utility's

cost index numbers was held to reflect more accurately the cost of property
than other indexes taken from trade publications in view of the fact that

they were prepared from actual costs to the company, p. 456.

Valuation—Cost index—Periodical value of American dollar. Utility

properties in terms of 1913 dollars were estimated in terms of 1927 cur-
rency by finding the ratio of the dollar during the latter period at 167 as

compared to the dollar of 1913, p. 457.

Valuation—Reproduction cost—Estimate. In computing a reproduction
cost, overhead costs on a portion of utility property at book figures and on
the remainder by estimate is not permissible, p. 457.

Depreciation—Purpose of retirement reserve. The purpose of a depre-
ciation reserve is to retire the actual cost of the depreciable property at the
end of its useful life, p. 468.

Depreciation—Amount allowed—Street railway. An amount of $800,000
was allowed for annual depreciation of street railway properties (having a
fair value of $66,000,000). p. 468.

Depreciation^Uniformity of expenditures. Statement that a property
that has been properly operated makes its budget of expenses so that approxi-
mately the same amount will be expended each year on retirals, p. 468.

Depreciation—Latent depreciation—Annual allowance. Discussion of
consideration to be given "latent" depreciation in the computation of the
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annual allowance, p. 468. There is present at all times depreciation that is

known as "latent" depreciation and a reserve must be provided to take care

of such depreciation.

Washington Department of Public Works. Department of Public

Works Ex Rel. City of Friday Harbor vs. Friday Harbor Light & Power
Company. October 22, 1928. From Issue of December 13, 1928, p. 660.

Depreciation. Discussion of findings of various commissions in the

matter of necessity for allowance, calculation, basis of computation, ascer-

tainment of accrued depreciation, and rates for particular utilities, p. 663.

California Railroad Commission. City of Santa Barbara vs. Southern
Counties Gas Company of California. Re Southern Counties Gas Company.
June 29, 1928. From Issue of December 27, 1928, p. 767.

Return—Amortization—Depreciation reserve not maintained. Rates
should not include any amount for amortization of a gas generating plant

rendered nonoperative by the substitution of a natural supply, over and
above a depreciation reserve, which would have existed in a much greater

amount if properly accounted for since the date of installation, and had the

property been operated under one ownership since the inception of the

original company, p. 769.

Return—Amortization—Property rendered nonoperative—Sinking-fund
basis. The difference between the amount of plant investment rendered non-
operative by substitution of service supply and an amount which should have
existed in the depreciation reserve had it been properly accounted for since

the date of installation, was amortized over a period of ten years on a 6

per cent sinking-fund basis, p. 769.

Montana Public Service Commission. Re Great Falls Gas Company.
October 25, 1928. From issue of December 27, 1928, p. 803.

Valuation—Unusual obsolescence. When unexhausted property has been
rendered useless by a sudden discovery or industrial improvement, the utility

should be permitted to treat the superseded property as unusual obsolescence

to be amortized out of earnings, or the value of the patent, new process, or
contract should be determined and capitalized as a part of the rate basis,

p. 828.

Depreciation—Necessity for fund—Inadequate earnings. The inability

of a utility to earn a fair rate of return and at the same time take care of
depreciation does not constitute an argument excusing failure to set aside

such fund, p. 829.

California Railroad Commission. Re Russian River Water Company.
September 21, 1928. From Issue of January 10, 1929, p. 39.

Security issues—Amount—Consolidation purchase. A security issue by a

purchasing company in consolidation proceedings should be based upon the

estimated original cost of properties, giving consideration to the depreciation
accrued on the properties and the earnings realized ivom their operation,

p. 41.

Depreciation—Computation-—Percentage of gross receipts. An annual
charge for depreciation should not be arrived at by taking a certain percent-
age of the gross revenue and deducting therefrom the charges for main-
tenance, balancing the amount of the charge for depreciation, p. 42.

Re Lagrange County Telephone Co. Indiana Public Service Commis-
sion. July 13, 1928. ,From Issue of January 10, 1929, p. 43.

Accounting—Placing surplus depreciation in capital accounts. The re-

moval of a surplus amount from the depreciation fund and the placing thereof
into the capital account was condemned not only as bad bookkeeping but also

as contrary to the laws of the state and such a change in accounts was
ordered to be replaced, p. 52.

Accounting—Treatment of depreciation. The depreciation account should
be set aside in a separate fund and maintained for depreciation purposes
only, p. 52.
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Indiana Public Service Commission. Re Northern Indiana Telephone
Company. October 19, 1928. From Issue of January 10, 1929, p. 74.

Depreciation—Original cost basis. Depreciation should be based on the
installation cost only of the depreciable property, p. 84.

Depreciation—Computation—Co-operative telephone plants. The use of
the combined annual reports made by individual telephone utilities to the

Commission was held to be a proper method of calculating a rate of deprecia-
tion for a group of telephone plants previously operating co-operatively, p. 84.

Louisiana Public Service Commission. Re Shreveport Railways Com-
pany. October 19, 1928. From Issue of January 10, 1929, p. 88.

Valuation—Book value—Street railway. It was believed that the valua-
tion of a street railway company for rate-making purposes should not he
any greater than the actual money cost of the property, as shown by the
books of the company at the time of the hearing, p. 92.

Maryland Public Service Commission. Re United Railways & Elec-
tric Company of Baltimore. November 28, 1928. From Issue of January
10, 1929, p. 180.

Depreciation—Present value as basis—Street railways. An amount equal
to 3.6 per cent of the present fair value of street railway property was
allowed for depreciation by the Commission upon express order of the court
of appeals to use present value rather than investment cost as the basis for

determining the charge.

Alissouri Public Service Commission. Re Laclede Gas Light Company.
January 15, 1929. From Issue of March 7, 1929, p. 561.

Depreciation—Percentage allowed—Gas. A gas company was directed
to set aside a sum equal to one and one-half per cent of its depreciable
property as a depreciation reserve.

Depreciation—Improper accounting-—Gas utility. A gas utility was
directed to increase its depreciation reserve fund to include sums trans-

ferred by the company to its contingency fund and otherwise improperly
charged to its depreciation reserve, p. 581.

Depreciation—Retirement of property not provided for. A utility will

not be allowed to make full deduction from its depreciation fund for the
retirement of property constructed prior to the organization of such a fund,

and its present consumers will not be compelled to pay for the failure of
the company to protect the investment in the past, p. 581.

Depreciation—Relation between accrued and annual depreciation—Gas.
Discussion of the relation between accrued and annual depreciation which
should be reflected in the findings of value for rate-making purposes, p. 597.

United States District Court. District of Massachusetts. Worcester
Electric Light Company vs. Henry C. Attwill et al. February 11, 1929.
From Issue of March 21, 1929, p. 1.

Valuation—Confiscation—Reproduction cost. The Federal Courts must
determine the question of confiscation of utility property by reference to the
present value thereof, and in the absence of special controlling circum-
stances, reproduction value less depreciation is a fair measure of that value
and may be considered as the dominant element thereof, p. 13.

Valuation—Prudent investment—Present value. The prudent invest-
ment theory will not be accepted as a means of determining the present
value of utility property where it is avowedly a means of escaping such pres-
ent value as a rate base, p. 15.

Valuation—Basis for accounting—Going value. Findings as to the cost
to reproduce property, both those relating to material and labor and miscel-
laneous structural costs in connection therewith and those relating to general
construction costs, and the other items were dealt with solely as values in

the reproduction of the property as it would exist when accepted by the
owner upon completion by the contractor, and any enhancement of value
thereafter was included as going value, p. 64.
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Depreciation—Purpose of reserve. The depreciation reserve represents

what remains of the amounts which have been annually charged for depre-

ciation, after deducting therefrom the amount of actual retirements, p. 69.

Depreciation—Purpose of reserve. The annual charge for depreciation

is not a determination, or even an estimate of what has actually happened,

but is merely a book entry intended to cover not only what has happened,

and is happening, but also what may be expected to happen in the future,

P- 69.

Valuation—Deduction for accrued depreciation. The deduction from the

cost to reproduce in order to arrive at present value is to represent the

amount by which the present condition fails to equal new, and should not

exceed the amount of present actual depreciation, p. 69.

Depreciation—Necessity for deduction. There may be cases where the

present value of a utility plant as an entity, capable of successful economical

and efficient operation as a whole, is equal to that of an exact counterpart

newly constructed, p. 70.

Depreciation—Computation of accrued depreciation. The relation which
the present value of a single used rail, pole, generator, boiler, or other

elemental part, bears to the present value of a corresponding new part, does

not furnish any adequate measure of an allowance or deduction to be made
for the plant as a whole in comparison with one newly constructed, p. 71.

Depreciation—Computation of accrued depreciation—General expenses.

The inclusion in an estimate of accrued depreciation of an electric plant of

such items as law expenditures, interest, taxes, and miscellaneous expenses,

sometimes called overheads, was held to be improper, p. 73.

Montana Public Service Commission. Public Service Commission vs.

Great Northern Utilities Companv. January 22, 1929. From Issue of

April 4, 1929, p. 176.

Return—Operating expenses—Duty of the utility. It is incumbent upon
a public utility to produce its service as economically as possible, and it is not

free to adopt a less economical method of producing its service and charge to

its patrons on the basis of such excessive cost, p. 184.

Valuation—Savings on supply contract—Natural gas. A natural gas

company having entered into a contract which reduces the cost of obtaining

its product below the cost of producing it with a plant constructed by itself,

has not the right to capitalize the difference or any part of it, p. 184.

Return—Amortization—Property rendered obsolete by supply contract.

If it should be made to appear that by reason of an advantageous supply

contract, a portion of a utility's property previously devoted to public service

is rendered obsolete or unnecessary, equity requires that it be permitted to

amortize the value of such superseded property, less salvage, over a term of

years out of earnings, p. 184.

Valuation—Depreciation—Necessity for deducting. The fact that a

utility is rendering eflficient service does not establish the fact that deprecia-

tion in its plant does not exist, p. 194.

Georgia Public Service Commission. Re Georgia Power Company.
December 22, 1928. From Issue of April 18, 1929, p. 309.

Valuation—Findings of Federal Court—Gas. The Commission used for

rate-making purposes the findings of value by the Special Master of the

United States District Court, where the valuation of the Commission for

the same property previously made had been set aside by such court, p. 311.

Return—Amortization of past losses—Commission authority. The Com-
mission, in view of the fact that it had not been established by the courts

that amortization of past losses could be forced, declined to exercise a

discretion to make possible authority for such amortization notwithstanding
an admission that equity and good conscience would require that such be

done, p. 312.
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Indiana Public Service Commission. Jap Jones et al. vs. Wabash Valley

Electric Company. January 26, 1929. From Issue of May 16, 1929, p. 561.

Valuation—Investment of funds advanced by consumers. Revenues paid

by patrons, regardless of the form in which paid, cannot be used lawfully

for new construction as permanent investment, p. 575.

Valuation—Present fair value—Factors to be considered. Fair value

and present value are interchangeable terms when used in a rate case and
must not only show the value at the time of the inquiry but also reflect

proper deductions from the history of the utility as well as reflect a glance at

the future prospects and probable consequences of a proposed rate revision,

p. 582.

Valuation—Fair value—Factors to be considered. In determining fair

value, no single evidence of value may control although the cost to reproduce

new, historical cost, and the representations of value made by the utility to

other public bodies may deserve consideration as throwing light upon the evi-

dences of value before the Commission, p. 582.

Depreciation-r—Duplication of return. When a fund for depreciation is

provided by the terms of mortgage upon the property of a public utility

and when such fund is shown to be adequate, additional allowance for depre-

ciation cannot be justified and should not be allowed, p. 587.

Valuation—Working capital—Electric utility. No allowance was made
for working capital for an electric company which had been previously

authorized to sell securities and had, in fact, sold them for the express pur-

pose of providing working capital, p. 588.

Depreciation—Investment of funds—Electricity. An electric company
was allowed to set up a depreciation fund not to exceed 4 per cent per annum
of the depreciable property used and useful in the utility service, and to

invest the same temporarily in new construction for a period of not more
than twelve months, p. 594.

Wisconsin Railroad Commission. Re St. Croix Valley Telephone Com-
pany. January 25, 1929. From Issue of May 16, 1929, p. 597.

Return—Operating expenses—Payment to holding company. Payment
to a parent or holding company will be allowed as an operating expense of

the subsidiary only where the charges for holding company service are such
as can be substantiated by evidence of cost to the holding company for ren-

dering such service, p. 599.

Missouri Public Service Commission. City of University City, Missouri
vs. West St. Louis Water & Light Company. West St. Louis Water &
Light Company vs. Public Service Commission of the State of Missouri.

February 9, 1929. From Issue of May 16, 1929, p. 612.

Valuation—Elements of fair value. In determining fair value for rate-

making purposes all relevant facts must be considered and there must be an

honest and intelligent forecast as to probable price and wage levels during

a reasonable period in the immediate future, p. 617.

Valuation—Cost of meters—Savings of good management. It is unfair

to water consumers to make them pay a return on an amount greater than

the present cost of meters which is purely the result of the good management
by the owners in pooling the purchases of' such meters with an allied com-
pany, in view of the fact that a utility is allowed a monopoly in considera-

tion of operating as economically and efficiently as possible, p. 619.

Valuation—Evidence of historical cost. The best evidence of what such

items as labor of placing mains will cost may be gathered from the experi-

ences of contractors who actually perform such work in connection with

the particular properties being valued, p. 619.

Valuation—Reproduction—Time of construction. In determining the

amount of interest during construction that should be allowed in a reproduc-

tion estimate of a water utility the Commission reasoned that the company
could build its plant and lay at least 41 miles of mains within a year in a
densely populated section, and that any further time necessary to complete
the plant would be on an operating basis, p. 620.
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Valuation—Advances made by consumer. The amount of advances made
by consumers for distribution mains was deducted from the fair value of a

water utility as found by the Commission, in order to obtain a value for

rate-making purposes, p. 622.

Depreciation—Percentage allowed—Water. A water utility was allowed
ly2 per cent of its depreciable property as a depreciation requirement, in

view of the contingency of wholesale retirement of property in event of a

proposed change of operating methods, p. 622.

California Railroad Commission. City of Los Angeles vs. Los Angeles
Gas & Electric Corporation. November 13, 1928. From Issue of May 30,

1929, p. 3.

Valuation—Consumers' advances. Consumers' advances in aid of con-
struction being available to a utility without payment of interest will be
treated as a proper deduction in determining a rate base, p. 6.

Depreciation—Use of life tables—Variation of average figures. Not-
withstanding the fact that a depreciation annuity is calculated on the basis
of the expected life span of many items going to make up -the complete
property, the fund should be treated as a whole and consideration should not
be given to the chance variation of the average of any particular class of
equipment or single item, p. 11.

Idaho Public Utilities Commission. Re Teton Valley Power & Milling
Company. December 10, 1928. From Issue of June 27, 1929, p. 332.

Valuation—Elements considered—Original, historical and reproduction
cost. Original or historical cost, reproduction cost new, reproduction cost
less depreciation, service available, service furnished, and all other elements
affecting the value of utility property should be considered in fixing and
determining value for rate-making, p. 334.

Valuation—Working capital—Relation to operating expenses. A cash
working capital equivalent to approximately one month's operating expense
was declared reasonable in the case of an electric utility, p. 336.

Valuation—Deduction for depreciation. The fact that a portion of the
original plant and certain portions of the transmission and distribution sys-
tems of an electric utility have been in almost constant use for fifteen years
must be taken into account in arriving at the present fair value of the prop-
erty, and such depreciation determined as may be found to be fair and
equitable, p. 337.

Pennsylvania Public Service Commission. City of Pittsburgh et al. vs.

Equitable Gas Company. April 16, 1929. From Issue of July 11, 1929,
p. 458.

Valuation—Necessity for finding—Gas utility. A finding of fair value is

not necessary in every case involving the fixing of rates provided the record
and the report of the Commission support the conclusion that some reason-
ably scientific method of arriving at the decision has been used, and where a
finding of fair value is not necessary or useful in arriving at such conclu-
sions, it may be dispensed with.

Nebraska State Railway Commission. Re Pioneer Bus Line. March
19, 1929. From Issue of July 11, 1929, p. 466.

Valuation—Security issues—Automobiles. The Commission recognized
the value of service rendered in promoting a motor bus business, advertis-
ing, and other efforts attempting to create a going concern as a matter
that might be properly capitalized, subject, however, to reasonable limita-
tions, p. 468.

Security issues—Amount of capitalization—Automobiles. The fact that
money has been invested is not all conclusive in determining the amount
of value for capitalization purposes in the authorization of security issues,

p. 469.
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Missouri Public Service Commission. Re Laclede Gas Light Company.
March 26, 1929. From Issue of July 25, 1929, p. 561.

Valuation—Reproduction cost—Forecast of price levels. The Commis-
sion must make an honest and intelligent forecast as to probable price and

wage levels during a reasonable period in the immediate future, and where
evidence points to a steady increase in the cost of cast iron pipe, the Com-
mission should properly use a cost in its computations that will appear rea-

sonable in view of market conditions, p. 562.

Pennsylvania Superior Court. City of Erie vs. Public Service Com-
mission et al. March 1, 1929. From Issue of July 25, 1929, p. 568.

Depreciation—Interest on collected funds. A contention that the com-
pany should be charged interest on funds collected as rates for depreciation

but used for capital extensions is not well founded when depreciation is

figured on the straight line basis, p. 571.

Minnesota Railroad and Warehouse Commission. Re Minneapolis Street

Railway Company. January 25, 1929. From Issue* of July 25, 1929, p. 585.

Depreciation—Average annual cost of retirement—Street railways. A
contention that the depreciation charges of a street railway should be reduced

to the average annual cost of retirements charged against the reserve account

was held to be without justification where the average annual rate in such

event would be reduced from 2.5 to 1.112 per cent, p. 594.

Depreciation—Relation to depreciation reserve balance—Street railways.

The Commission rejected the theory that accrued depreciation on street

railway property should be increased by the amount of the increase in depre-

ciation reserve as of a certain date, p. 600.

Valuation—Consideration of depreciation reserves. Depreciation reserve

funds or increases thereof should not be taken into consideration at all in

ascertaining the fair value of utility property, in view of the lack of rela-

tionship between the two, p. 601.

United States District Court, D. New Jersey. Plainfield-Union Water
Company vs. Board of Public Utility Commissioners of New Jersey. April

17, 1928. From Issue of August 8, 1929, p. 3.

Valuation—Overheads—Water utility. An allowance of 15 per cent to

be added to the depreciable physical assets of a water utility was made for

general overheads in a valuation for rate-making purposes, p. 20.

Valuation—Going value—Water utility. An allowance of 10 per cent

of the physical property of a water utility was made for going concern

value, p. 22.

Valuation—Organization—Franchise costs—^Water utility. No allow-

ance was made for organization and cost of franchises in computing the rate

base of a water utility, p. 22.

Return—Percentage allowed—Water utility. A return of approximately

7j4 per cent on the fair value of a water utility was held not to be unrea-

sonable, p. 25.

Valuation—Water rights. Valuations of water rights by a company,
tentatively submitted to the Commission for the purpose of securing immedi-
ate relief, were held not to estop the utility from showing the true value of

its rights in subsequent proceedings, p. 30.
^

Valuation—Reproduction cost—Cast iron pipe. A single sale on a specific

date of a certain quantity of cast iron pipe at a certain price per ton was held

not to be conclusive on the question of the value of cast iron pipe as a basis

for calculating the value of a water utility for rate-making purposes, p. 31.

Valuation—Mains paid for by customers—Refund of deposit. Funds
deposited with a water company when it was requested to extend mains in

order to assist community development need not be deducted from the prop-

erty account in computing the rate base, where such deposits are to be

returned to the depositors as soon as the mains become prufitable, p. 31.

Valuation—Depreciation—Water utility. There appears no justification

for arbitrarily fixing and then deducting huge amounts as and for theore-

tical depreciation. Only "actual observable depreciation" approved.
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California Railroad Commission. Re Nevada, California & Oregon
Telegraph & Telephone Company. January 24, 1929. From Issue of August

8, 1929, p. 43.

Accounting—Revision of balance sheet—Commission approval. The re-

vising of a balance sheet without securing authorization from the Commis-
sion so as to reflect a valuation by an engineering firm is not in conformity

with the uniform system of accounts and such utility will be required to re-

enter on its books the values appearing therein before the appraisal was
recorded, p. 48.

Accounting—Excess purchase price—Consolidation. The Commission
provided, in authorizing a transfer of utility properties, that should the pur-

chaser pay more than the par value of stock authorized to be issued it must
charge the excess to its surplus account or to a suspense account and amortize

the same by charges to surplus account within ten years, p. 49.

Department of Public Works of Washington et al. vs. Pacific Pdwer &
Light Company. April 30, 1929. From Issue of August 8, 1929, p. 55.

Depreciation—Percentage allowance—Reduction by utility. Because of

changed conditions and the fact that a utility itself had seen fit to reduce

its own depreciation rate, the Commission reduced its former allowance of

3J4 per cent of the value of an electric plant to 3 per cent of the value

thereof, p. 60.

Pennsylvania Public Service Commission. Louis Franke, Mayor, et al.

vs. Johnstown Telephone Company. J. J. Kintner vs. Johnstown Telephone
Company. School District of Ferndale Borough, Cambria County vs. Johns-
town Telephone Company. May 7, 1929. From Issue of August 22, 1929,

p. 161.

Valuation—Working capital and supplies—Telephones. An allowance of

$60,000 for cash working capital and $57,007 for depreciated materials and
supplies was made for a telephone utility having a total rate base of $2,-

400,000, p. 163.

Valuation—Going value—Telephones. An allowance of $215,000 was
made for going concern value of a telephone utilitv having a total rate

base of $2,400,000, p. 163.

Return—Operating expenses—Municipal improvements—Amortizement.
A telephone utility having a total rate base of $2,400,000 was allowed to

amortize at the rate of $4,800 annually a plant loss amounting to $21,428

caused by the abandonment of underground structures necessitated by muni-
cipal improvements, p. 164.

Return—Percentage allowed—^Telephone utility. A claimed allowance
of 7.42 per cent return on the reproduction cost new less depreciation value

of a telephone plant was held to be excessive and an allowance of 7 per

cent return on the fair value of the plant was permitted- for rate-making
purposes, p. 165.

California Railroad Commission. Re California Telephone & Light Com-
pany et al. March 22, 1929. From Issue of August 22, 1929, p. 221.

Accounting—Consolidation—Capital Account—Historical cost. Upon
the transfer of utility properties, the purchasing utility, in recording the

transaction on its books, should charge to fixed capital accounts not more
than the estimated historical cost of the properties plus net additions from
the date of valuation to the date of transfer, and should credit to its reserve

for accrued depreciation the depreciation estimated to have accrued on such
properties, p. 223.

Accounting—Consolidation—Entry of purchase price. Should the actual

purchase price of utility properties as represented by stock issued and liabili-

ties incurred and indebtedness to be assumed exceed estimated historical

cost less depreciation and the current and other assets acquired, the purchas-
ing utility should charge such excess to its profits and loss accounts, p. 223.
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Illinois Commerce Commission. Re Kankakee Water Company. April

16, 1929. From Issue of September 5, 1929, p. 360.

Valuation—Real estate—Present value. Real estate belonging to a

water utility was valued at its present value rather than original cost in view
of the appreciation of the land since its acquisition, p. 363.

\''aluation—Overheads—Percentage allowed—Water utility. An allow-

ance of 13.5 per cent of the cost to reproduce the physical property of a

water utility was made for overhead construction costs, including such items

as preliminary expenses, engineering, legal expenses, omissions and con-
tingencies, interest, insurance, and taxes during construction, p. 364.

Depreciation—Basis—Original cost—Water utility. Annual accruing de-
preciation of a water utility property was computed on the basis of the

original cost of the property in accordance with the Commission's Uniform
Classification of Accounts, p. 365.

Return—Reasonableness—Future prospect of adequacy—^Water Utility.

The fact that current water rates might at some future date result in

revenues sufficient to pay an adequate return on the property involved is not
sufficient grounds for denying an increase of rates in the present proceed-
ing, p. 366.

Depreciation—Annual allowance—Water utility. An allowance of $8,500
was made for annual depreciation of a water utilitv having a total rate base
of $1,000,000, p. 2,67.

Railroads—Title to Right-of-Way—Right to exclusive possession of
unused portion. Harvard Law Review, May, 1929, p. 963. From Issue of
September 5, 1929, p. 360.

The complainant railroad had been granted a strip of land for a right-

of-way. Sujjsequently it sought to enjoin parties claiming under its grantor
from entering the right-of-way and drilling for oil. Held, that the defend-
ants be permanently enjoined from entering and drilling upon the right-of-

way. Midland Valley Railroad Company vs. Sutter, 28 F. (2nd) 163 (CCA.
8th, 1928.) .

BOOKS

Railroad Regulations since 1920 by D. P. Locklin—1928—A. W. Shaw
Company, Publishers.

This book describes the activities of regulatory bodies since the Trans-
portation Act of 1920 became effective.

Chapter 10, pp. 147 to 170, is devoted to valuation and contains a concise
statement of the history of the Federal Valuation from its beginning up to

1928, under the following headings : Organization of valuation work—Meth-
ods employed and principles adopted— 1 Original cost, 2 Cost of reproduc-
tion new, 3 Cost of reproduction less depreciation, 4 Value of land, 5 Other
elements of value. Final single sum value—Progress of valuation work

—

Judicial review of final values—Valuations and a changing price level.

Chapter 11, pp. 171 to 181, discusses depreciation accounting under the

following headings : Present accounting practice—Need for depreciation
accounting—Classes of property to be depreciated—Straight-line or sinking
fund method—Rate of depreciation.

Principles of Valuation by John Alden Grimes and William Horace
Craigne of Treasury Department of the U.S.

A mathematical analysis of the principles of valuation.

Railway Accounting Procedure—1928. This is a book of over 1000
pages, published by the Railway Accounting Officers' Association, contain-
ing mandatory and rccommendatnry procedure in railway accounting with
illustrative forms.

The following are references to portions of the book of interest from
an engineering standpoint

:

Pages 470 to 475 : Reporting of time returns and labor and material
distribution for Maintenance of Way Department. Comparison of daily.
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semi-monthly and monthly systems of reporting labor and material, with

references to illustrative forms.

Pages 516 to 522: Forms for Addition and Betterment Accounting.

R.A.O.A. Standard Form No. 204, Detailed report of Disbursements under

Authorities for Expenditures. R.A.O.A. Standard Form No. 205, Abstracts

of Disbursements under Authorities for Expenditures. Discussion of use

of these forms, methods of gathering the data and benefits derived there-

from.
Pages 522 to 528: Improvements or Betterments to Units of Equip-

ment. Safeguards against Additions and Betterments to Equipment being

charged to Operating Expenses. Recommended plan for accounting for

Additions and Betterments to Equipment.

Pages 582 to 584: Uniform system of records for recording depreciation

on equipment. R.A.O.A. S'tandard Form No. 222—"Register of Equipment."

R.A.O.A. Standard Form No. 223—"Record of Equipment Values and

Depreciation." R.A.O.A. Standard Form No. 224
—"Acquirement of Equip-

ment." R.A.O.A. Standard Form No. 225—"Retirements of Equipment."

Pages 848 to 88^1—Railway Statistical Terms, Units and Phrases. Defi-

nitions and explanations of various operating statistical terms and expres-

sions. The latter part of the chapter contains a number of recommended
forms for recording operating statistics.

Appendix K

(11) OUTLINE OF WORK FOR ENSUING YEAR

The Committee's recommendations have been made separately to the

Board of Direction, in accordance with its instructions.

Appendix L

(12) REPORT OF COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER
COMMITTEES

G. R. Walsh, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. F. Heimerdinger, E. W. Met-

calf, C. K. Smith.

Your Committee was instructed to collaborate with "other Committees on

their assignments as follows

:

With Committee XH, their Subject 2 (A).

With Committee XHI, their Subject 5.

With Committee XXI, their Subject 5.

With Committee XXII, their Subject 7.

Representatives of our Committee attended meetings during the year

with units of the above-designated Committees when called upon for par-

ticipation in their discussions. While the comments and criticisms of our

participating representatives may be reflected in the reports of the Com-

mittees with which we have collaborated, their final reports under the above

designations have not been passed upon by Committee XI in general session.
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A. T. Hawk, Chairnian; L. P. Kimball, Vice-Chairman;
C. M. Angel, H. C. Lorenz,
F. C. Baluss, J. S. McBride,
H. I. Benjamin, "W. S. McFetridge,
H. F. BobeRj W. a. McGee,
Maurice Coburn, J. M. Metcalf,

J. F. Deimling, F. E. Morrow,
C, T. Dike, V. B. W. Poulsen,
A. G. Borland, W. A. Radspinner,
E. A. Dougherty, R. O. Rote,
K. B. Duncan, John Schofield,

C. E. Harris, J. R. Sexton,
A. S. Kent, L. K. Sillcox,

W. H. Kirkbride, H. L. Smith,
W. T. Krausch, J. A. Stocker,
L. H. Laffoley, H. W. Williams,

D. E. Woozley,
Committee,

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Shops and Locomotive Terminals respectfully

presents herewith its report to the Thirty-first Annual Convention on the

following subjects:

(1) Revision of Manual (Appendix A).

(2) Continue study and report on ashpits (Appendix B).

(3) Continue study and report on general layouts and designs of car

shops, collaborating with appropriate committees of Division V—Mechanical,

A.R.A. (Appendix C).

(4) Continue study and report on enginehouses, collaborating with

appropriate committee of Division V—Mechanical, A.R.A. (Appendix D).

(5) Continue study and report on General Layouts and Designs of

Typical Locomotive Repair Shops, collaborating with appropriate committee

of Division V—Mechanical, A.R.A. (Appendix E).

(6) Study and report on Adapting the General Layouts and Design

of Car Shops for Inspecting and Repairing Multiple Unit Electric Cars,

collaborating with appropriate Committee of Division V

—

Mechanical,

A.R.A. (Appendix F).

(7) Study and report on Adapting the Design of Engine Houses and

the General Layouts and Design of Typical Locomotive Repair Shops for

the Inspection and Repair of Electric Locomotives, collaborating with the

appropriate committee of Division V—Mechanical, A.R.A. (Appendix G).

(8) Outline of work for ensuing year.

Bulletin 322, December, 1929.
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Action Recommended

(1) No revisions are recommended (Appendix A).

(2) That the report on Ashpits be accepted as information and the

conclusions be adopted for printing in the Manual (Appendix B).

(3) The Committee reports progress on this assignment (Appendix

C).

(4) That the report on Enginehouses be accepted as information and

the conclusions be adopted for inclusion in the Manual (Appendix D).

(5) That Committee reports progress on this assignment (Appendix

E).

(6) The Committee reports progress on this assignment (Appendix F).

(7) The Committee reports progress on this assignment (Appendix

G).

Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

F. E. Morrow, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; A. T. Hawk, L. P. Kimball.

The Committee reports progress.
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Appendix B

(2) LOCOMOTIVE CINDER PITS

J. M. Metcalf, Chairman, Sub.-Committee ; F. C. Baluss, H. I. Benjamin,

H. F. Bober, Maurice Coburn, C. T. Dike. A. G. Borland, W. T.

Krausch, L. H. Laffoley. H. C. Lorenz, J. S. McBride, W. A. McGce.

^^'hen this subject was last reported on by this Committee, there was

raised on the floor of the convention the question why the subject was

designated "Ashpits" rather than "Cinder Pits," which was stated to be

the term more generally used throughout the country. No conclusive an-

swer was forthcoming at that time. The subject has always been assigned,

both to the Buildings Committee and since its formation, to this Commit-

tee, as "Ashpits," and all matter in the Proceedings and the Manual has

appeared under that heading. The product of such pits, on the contrary,

is uniformly referred to as "cinders." The definition of ashpit in the

1921 Manual is "A structure into which cinders are deposited from loco-

motives," and the Ballast Committee recognizes the material only as

cinders, which it defines as "The residue from the coal used in locomo-

tives and other furnaces."

According to Webster's International Dictionary ashes are "The

earthy or mineral parts of combustible substances remaining after com-

bustion," while the meaning of cinder is "A partly burned combustible in

which fire is extinct, or which no longer gives off flame, specifically: (a)

a hot coal or the like without flame; (b) a piece of partly burned coal

capable of further burning; (c) loosely (in plural) ashes, the residue of

anything burnt."

In the experience of this Committee the terms "Cinder pits" and

"cinder conveyors" are in almost universal use throughout the countrj',

both by manufacturers of such facilities and among railroad men ; this

notwithstanding the many years during which only the designation "Ash-

pits" has been recognized by this Association.

Taking all these facts into consideration, it is the view of the Com-
mittee that the subject should be treated under the heading "Cinder

Pits," and that the matter in the Manual should in all cases use that

term. Its discussions, conclusions, and recommendations are worded

accordingly.

The subject was treated at length in the reports of this Committee

for the years 1921, 1922 and 1923, which appear in the Proceedings, Vol.

22, pp. 621 to 64S, Vol. 23, pp. 263 to 322 and Vol. 24, pp. 66 and 67.

These reports include discussion of the various types of cinder handling

devices in use, with sketches showing in outline their design and method

of operation. It has been the endeavor this year to consider what have

been the lines of development since that time, and to present sketches

showing some of more modern types of recent installations which are

proving successful.

Naturally and properly the development is away from the more

primitive shovel types of pit, which under present conditions can be just-

ified only for special conditions where small quantities of cinders arc to
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be handled, and in the direction rather of further improvements to types

of pits in which cinders are handled by mechanical means.

Water pits, particularly the deep pits of large storage capacity, con-

tinue in favor for large terminals on some lines, in spite of their greater

first cost. Sketches of some recent installations of this type are shown
as Figs. 1 and 2. Attention is called to the provision of walkways and

hand rails, designed to eliminate danger of men falling into the pits.

Compared with the water pits reported ten years ago, these indicate a

tendency toward a shorter, deeper pit of somewhat less total storage

capacity. While 19 pits tabulated in the report of 1921 varied in length

from 90 feet up to 400 feet, and averaged about 10 feet deep, these later

plans show lengths of pits of only 14 and 21 feet and depths up to nearly

20 feet from rail to bottom of pit. Obviously, no more engines can be

cleaned at one time on a pit 150 feet long than on two separate pits each

14 feet long, and the latter arrangement is not only less expensive, but

involves less special track construction and less space devoted exclusively

to the cinder pit. The one advantage of the long pit is its greater storage

capacity. The difference in length is partly made up for by greater depth

of the short pits, but the real basis for the increasing disregard for the

old requirement of large storage capacity probably lies in the greater

dependability of power and car supply which makes storage capacity

unnecessary

The same reason, coupled with steadily improving design and con-

struction in the mechanical conveyors, is working toward the abandonment

of water pits in favor of the conveyor type in which the cinders drop

from a track hopper direct into a skip bucket or continuous conveyor and

are moved at once to the cars. This method provides no storage in the

pit, and its success depends upon continuous power service and an un-

broken supply of cinder cars. That has been the argument for the more

flexible water pit. But, reply the advocates of the conveyor type, so does

the successful operation of the entire terminal depend upon continuous

power service. The modern engine terminal cannot be without a depend-

able, uninterrupted power supply for many other reasons than the opera-

tion of the cinder pit. There is much to be said for these methods which

remove the cinders promptly from the pit without the interruption in

the cleaning of fires on the pit involved in the operation of a crane in the

water pit. By varying the number of units installed this type of pit may

be adapted to either large or small terminals, and requires no more

trackage to care for a given number of engines than the water type of

pit. In fact, the use of two or more hoppers on parallel tracks, served

by a single unit, may make possible a more convenient track arrangement.

Most of the mechanical pits illustrated in the previous reports were

of the bucket type with inclined hoist. Conveyors of this general type of

construction have been installed in increasing numbers in more recent

years. The use of electric power is generally recognized as preferable to

the compressed air used in the earlier installations. A considerably larger

number of manufacturers are now building this class of equipment, mak-

ing possible more competition in price and design.

The substitution of vertical for the inclined hoist reduces space

required and eliminates some clearance difficulties. Although some trou-
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bles in maintenance and operation of this style of hoist are reported it

would seem that further improvement in design should eliminate these.

The use of multiple hoppers on parallel tracks with one conveyor unit

adds much to the capacity and flexibility of the installation and simplifies

track layout. A typical section of such a plant is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 shows another type of mechanical pit, using continuous

conveyor, serving a number of hoppers on parallel tracks. The conveyor

proceeds over an incline to dump into cinder cars. This design is in use

on the Canadian Pacific, and is reported to have been adopted on account

of the suitability for use in extreme cold weather. The speed of the

convejor is regulated so that the heat of the cinders dries out the water

used to quench them by the time they are deposited in the cars. By this

means they are loaded cold enough not to burn the car, and at the same

time dry enough not to freeze and make unloading difficult

The Committee finds that the matter now in the Manual generally

covers the subject fully, but has made some slight amplification and re-

wording, as shown in the following conclusions, which are recommended

for printing in the Manual in place of the matter now appearing therein

under the heading "Ashpits."

Conclusions

LOCOMOTIVE CINDER PITS

Types of Pits

Locomotive cinder pits and methods of disposal of locomotive cinders

may be conveniently grouped in the following types

:

(1) Cinders discharged directly on track and removed by shovelling.

This method is suitable only for points where few fires are partially

cleaned between terminals. The track ties at such points should prefer-

ably be of steel, concrete, or other non-combustible material. Where wood

ties are used, steel plates securely fastened to the ties should be applied

between rails to prevent burning ties and to facilitate shovelling the

cinders.

(2) Shallow shovel pits, with rails supported on non-combustible

walls, metal ties or pedestals. These may be with or without adjoining

depressed track for standing cars into which cinders are to be loaded.

This type provides a comparatively inexpensive installation for branch

line terminals or other points where only a few locomotives are cared for

and is particularly suitable if power is not readily available for mechanical

handling and if part time labor can be used as required.

(3) Water Pits. Cinders discharged into pits nearly full of water,

from which they are removed and loaded into cars by clam shell bucket

operated by locomotive or overhead crane.

The water pits have the advantage of a larger storage capacity for

cinders, making it necessary to load out only at convenient intervals and

providing protection against emergencies when for lack of cars or other

reason prompt disposal of cinders is impossible. The deep pits especially

involve the risk of drowning or scalding men who may fall into them,
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unless fully protected by walkways for working around engines, hand-

rails and grates to protect open portions of pits. Water pits, with proper

protection, are suitable only for installation at large terminals where the

local conditions may justify the expensive installation of pit and crane.

Water pits are of two classes

:

(a) Shallow pits which extend longitudinally between the

rails of one track, cinders being loaded by overhead traveling or

gantry crane in cars on an adjoining track.

(b) Deep pits, which extend between and serve adjoining

tracks, or alongside a single track. They may be long enough to

serve two or more locomotives in line, or more nearly square or

circular in shape, serving only one locomotive on each track.

(4) Pits where cinders are discharged into hoppers and thence into

buckets or continuous conveyors ; the buckets or conveyors are power

operated and empty directly into cinder cars. This type has the advan-

tage of comparatively low cost of installation and operation in proportion

to its capacity and efficiency. A single bucket or conveyor may serve

several tracks. These are suitable for either large or small terminals.

They may have some disadvantage in 'case of shortage of cinder cars.

Track Layouts

The following features of track layouts are favorable to rapid

handling of engines over cinder pits and should be provided wherever

possible

:

(1) Sufficient track standing capacity at the approach to the pit to

accommodate all engines which may arrive in fleets in rush hours, and

which cannot be immediately taken care of on the pit.

(2) Crossovers and other track connections to open yard or running

tracks so that preferred attention may be given to any engine regardless

of its time of arrival, and so that cinder cars may be switched with

minimum interference with the movement of engines over the pit.

(3) Except at minor terminals, two or more tracks over the pit.

(4) Sufficient track space beyond the pit to enable the pit to be

cleared of engines regardless of all other terminal work, particularly

operations at the turntable.

(5) Track connections between the pit and turntable to allow en-

gines to proceed outbound without using the turntable.

Capacity of Pits

Capacity may be defined as the number of engines that can be moved
over a pit in a given period of time, and is determined for any given pit

by the number of engines that can be accommodated on the pit at one time,

and the average length of time the engines stay on the pit. The length

of time an engine stays on the pit varies over a wide range, depending on

the number of men cleaning the fire, the size of the engine, kind of coal

in the engine, length of run of the engine and the character of the fire

cleaning performed, weather conditions, and unavoidable delays in mov-

ing engines after fires have been cleaned. Unless accurate information

is obtained as to local conditions, for estimating purposes forty-five

minutes may be used.
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General Requirements

(1) A pit should be designed to meet the requirements of the rush

hour, which should take into account abnormal conditions which may
obtain due to engines arriving in fleets on account of delays on the road,

unusual weather conditions, etc.

(2) The design should, so far as possible, take into account the

destructive effect of hot cinders and sulphuric acid upon the parts of the

structure exposed to contact with the cinders and water.

(3) All pits should be equipped with water pipes conveniently ar-

ranged for quenching fire and for attachment of hand hose for use of

fire cleaners on each side of each engine. A minimum pressure of 50 lb.

for fire cleaning hose is desirable.

(4) In cold climates a hot water supply under pressure is desirable

to expedite the cleaning of frozen ashpans at the more important

terminals.

(5) All pits should have proper drainage.

(6) All pits should be designed to provide as great a degree of

safety as practicable.

(7) The work of removing cinders should be done mechanically, so

far as possible.

(8) Spare parts of mechanical equipment should be kept on hand,

and, generally, no mechanical equipment should be used which cannot

either be replaced or repaired quickly.

(9) Liberal storage space for cinders or ample track room for hold-

ing cinder cars should be provided. At most terminals the switching of

cinder cars should not be necessary more than once a day.

(10) The disposal of cinders should be so arranged as not to actually

delay cleaning of locomotive fires and handling of engines over the pit.

(11) Successful operation of cinder pits in which cinders are han-

dled by mechanical means is dependent upon proper maintenance of the

mechanical equipment. All such plants should be carefully inspected at

stated intervals, including one thorough inspection in the fall of the year,

which will insure their being placed in 100 per cent condition before

freezing weather.

References

For information and reports covering the various types of pits, their

advantages, disadvantages and detailed requirements, see

:

Proceedings A.R.E.A. Volume 18, 1917, pages 816 to 819.

Proceedings A.R.E.A. Volume 21, 1920, page 151.

Proceedings A.R.E.A. Volume 22, 1921, pages 621 to 648.

Proceedings A.R.E.A. Volume 23, 1922, pages 263 to 322.

Appendix C

(3) GENERAL LAYOUTS AND DESIGN OF CAR SHOPS

C. E. Harris, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. F. Deimling, A. T. Hawk,

L. P. Kimball, W. T. Krausch, R. O. Rote, J. R. Sexton, H. W.
Williams.

The Committee reports progress.
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Appendix D

(4) ENGINE HOUSES

L. P. Kimball, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. T. Krausch, E. A. Dough-
erty, K. B. Duncan, A. S. Kent, L. H. Laffoley, H. C. Lorenz, John

Schofield, J. A. Stocker, D. E. Woozley.

Previous Reports

The general subject "Engine Houses" has been previously considered

by this Committee and a detailed report on same appears in Volume 23

of the Proceedings beginning on page 323. The conclusions of this report

were adopted by the Association and are published in the Manual.

The Committee has also reported in further detail on the special sub-

ject "Ventilation of Engine Houses" and the original report on this subject

appears in Volume 26 of the Proceedings beginning on page 155. The
conclusions from this report as appearing in Volume 27 of the Proceed-

ings beginning on page 308 were also adopted by the Association for

publication in the Manual.

Except in certain details, which will be handled at the proper time

by the Sub-Committee on Revision of Manual, it is the opinion of the

Sub-Committee that the previous reports above-mentioned still cover the

field satisfactorily as far as general features of design are concerned.

Since the adoption of the previous reports there has, however, been

a considerable development in the use of special equipment to replace the

steam blower line for the drafting of locomotives which are being

fired up.

Complete Exhaust Systems

Most of the early special installations were undertaken on account of

the necessity for complying with smoke prevention laws in various cities

and these installations consisted of a special jack for a tight connection

with the locomotive stack on each stall, and a system of ducts, either

supported from the roof or under the floor,' connecting these jacks with

a fan which provided a sufficient draft at all times to remove the smoke

and gases from locomotives held in the house under fire, and to permit

the rapid drafting of locomotives in which new fires were built. In most

cases such fans were arranged to discharge into a high stack. The
development of these systems for application to engine houses generally

was never considered desirable, as the economy gained by the elimination

of the steam blower system and other advantages were more than offset

by the high first cost of such an installation, and the expense necessary

for the operation and maintenance of the system.

"Locoblow" Installations

Another type of special installation in some engine houses has been

the use of the "Locoblow" drafting unit. This consists of an individual

motor operated fan unit supported from the engine house roof and

arranged in such a way that a tight connection can be made between the

suction side of the fan and the locomotive stack. The fan is arranged
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to discharge in the standard smoke jack. This apparatus -is used only as

a substitute for the steam blower line for the drafting of locomotives in

which new fires are being built and locomotives held in the engine house

under steam are placed under standard smoke jacks in the usual manner.

Tests have shown a considerable economy over the steam blower line in

the firing up of locomotives in engine houses thus equipped. It has the

further advantage in small terminals where steam is not required for

purposes other than heating to permit the shutting down of boiler plant

during a considerable portion of the year.

"Drafto" Installations

Another somewhat similar type of equipment is that known as the

"Drafto," which has been installed in a number of engine houses. This

consists of a specially designed smoke jack which is adjustable to suit

the position of the locomotive in the stall within a reasonable limit and

which fits tightly over the locomotive stack. A motor driven fan is

placed on the roof of the engine house, and the suction of same is con-

nected to the upper section of the smoke jack in such a way that suffi-

cient induced draft can be used to permit the firing up of a locomotive.

This type of unit has the same advantage as the "Locoblow" in the

elimination of the steam blower line for firing up purposes, and in addi-

tion by eliminating the usual type of smoke jack is a decided factor in

the saving of heat required to make the engine house comfortable in

cold weather.

Partial Exhaust Systems

Another type of installation which is somewhat of a compromise

between the individual units and the complete duct systems has been used

at a number of locations. In these cases adjustable tight fitting smoke

jack units have been placed over each stall and these smoke jacks have

been connected by means of short ducts in groups of about four stalls to

a motor driven fan which discharges the smoke and gases through a

short stack above the roof level. With this equipment it is necessary to

operate the fan at all times when a locomotive with fire on the grate is

located in one of the stalls served by the unit.

All of these various types of installations, with the exception of the

"Locoblow" unit, are such that the escape of smoke and gases into the

house from the locomotive stack, once the adjustable smoke jacks are

placed over same, is eliminated.

Direct Steaming

The most modern and effective system, however, that has been devel-

oped to eliminate smoke and gases in and around the engine house and

to effect an economy of operation, is that known as "Direct Steaming."

In an engine house equipped with this system no locomotive ever enters

the house with a fire upon its grates. The system consists of piping to

deliver steam direct from the shop power plant to locomotives on the vari-

ous stalls in engine house. This system can be used in conjunction with tlie

usual piping equipment installed in practically all engine houses for wash

and fill and blow down purposes. In the operation of the direct steaming
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system the fires of all locomotives are dumped and the grates and ash

pans are cleaned at the cinder pit just before moving locomotive into

the engine house, and into which it is moved by means of steam already

generated in the locomotive boiler.

After the locomotive is in position on the engine house stall, connec-

tion is immediately made with the direct steam main and if the boiler is

not to be emptied for washout or repairs the locomotive is held under

steam at a constant pressure by means of a ^ inch bypass or "floating"

valve connection. Unless work is necessary on the firebox, a bed for

new fire is laid as soon as the locomotive is housed.

Connection to the direct steam main above referred to is made through

a flexible hanging pipe which is also connected to the blow down and

filling lines which are supported overhead on the same hangers as the

direct steam main. If the boiler is to be emptied for washout or repairs,

it is blown down through this combination drop connection to the loco-

motive blow-off cock by opening a valve in the overhead branch to the

blow-down main, other overhead valves in the branch connections to the

direct steam and filling mains being closed.

When ready to fill and steam the locomotive boiler after it has been

blown down, the main 2 inch valve in overhead branch connection to

direct steam line is opened allowing live steam to flow into the locomo-

tive thus heating all sections of the boiler shell quickly and uniformly,

and thereby avoiding the excessive stresses which occur with the ordi-

nary method of firing. This requires only a few minutes, after which a

mixture of live steam and hot filling water is admitted by also opening

the valve in overhead branch connection to hot filling water main. Pro-

vision should be made for supplying filling water having a temperature

of at least 170 degrees and live steam at a pressure of not less than 150

lb. Better results are obtained if direct steam is available at a pressure

of 200 lb. and some roads are employing a working pressure of 250 lb.

in the shop power plant for direct steaming purposes. It is also desirable

to have steam from stationary boiler plant available at a pressure which
will permit the setting and testing of pop valves on locomotives while

they are in the engine house. The supply of live steam and hot filling

water are mixed overhead in a cast steel mixing chamber called a "Booster"

which discharges this mixture into the flexible combination pipe connec-

tion to the locomotive blow-off cock.

This mixture of live steam and hot filling water flows into the loco-

motive until a boiler pressure of from 10 to 15 lb. has been developed

with the water level at the bottom of the water column. At this point

the hot filling water is shut off, but the flow of live steam is continued

until it has built up a working pressure on the locomotive, with a corre-

sponding temperature of the water throughout the boiler. After the

pressure has been raised to the desired point the main direct steam supply

valve is closed and the locomotive is held under constant steam pressure

through the bypass or floating valve before mentioned. When locomotive

is to be dispatched, the flexible hanging pipe is disconnected from the

blow-off cock, and the locomotive moved out of house on its own steam,

but without fire, to specially assigned firing up tracks where the fire is

lighted.
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It was previously stated that fuel for a new fire is laid immediately

after locomotive is housed and as coal laid in a locomotive fire box under

steam becomes thoroughly dried out and heated it can be fully ignited

without objectionable smoke by means of an oil torch and shavings in

from 5 to 10 minutes after it is placed on the firing up track. Experi-

ence with every installation has demonstrated that the interval between

firing up and coupling to train is sufficient to enable the fireman to bring

the -fire to the condition necessary for handling either tonnage freight

trains or high speed passenger trains.

Fig. 1

—

Typical Double Direct Steaming Station.

The typical arrangement of piping for a double direct steaming sta-

tion is clearly shown in the photograph identified as Fig. 1. In this case

only one unit of station is in use, the other flexible hanging pipe being

available for connection to a locomotive on the adjacent track. A con-

spicuous feature of this photograph is the absence of the usual smoke jack.

Aside from the piping installation and the usual provision for a sup-

ply of hot water for filling purposes the only facility necessary is an

adequate shop power plant. For this purpose boilers carrying a pressure

of 250 lb. are recommended but the system can be operated with a pres-
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sure as low as 150 lb., with of course a corresponding increase in the

length of time necessary to fill and steam a locomotive. In order to

avoid an excessive load on the shop power plant and the consequent need

for extra boiler capacity it is necessary to limit the number of locomo-

tives that can be filled and steamed at one time as far as possible. This

can usually be done by a careful scheduling of steaming operations and
thus a constantly uniform load on power plant can be obtained. To assist

in maintaining such a load an indicator system has been developed in

which annunciators are placed both in the engine house and in the power
plant and by means of switches placed on the direct steaming valves these

annunciators show at all times just which valves are open.

The amount of steam required in filling and steaming a locomotive

by the direct steaming method depends upon the size of the boiler and
the rate at which this steam is supplied depends upon the time in which

it is desired to develop a working steam pressure. At one engine house

where a majority of the locomotives dispatched have a boiler capacity of

6000 gallons, direct steam is supplied to a locomotive during the filling

and steaming period at an average rate of 350 boiler horse power per

hour and it requires not to exceed one hour to fill and steam this locomo-
tive to a boiler pressure of 150 lb. At other terminals where locomotives

average 3000 gallons boiler capacity, direct steam is supplied at the rate

of 200 boiler horse power per hour to each locomotive during the filling

and steaming period in order to generate a boiler pressure of 150 lb.

within one hour. To maintain 100 lb. steam pressure on locomotives of

this size through the bypass or "floating" valve connection to the direct

steam main requires steam at the rate of about 15 boiler horse power
per hour in warm weather and about 30 boiler horse power in cold

Aveather where no other source of heat is provided in the engine house,

this difference representing the amount of heat radiated from the loco-

motive into the engine house which is heated in this manner.

Tests have also demonstrated that there is a substantial saving in

fuel from the operation of this system which saving is predicated upon
the higher efficiency of a modern stationary power plant when compared
with the relatively low efficiency of even the most modern locomotives

when not in service at terminals.

The exact amount of this fuel saving depends entirely upon the

routine followed in handling locomotives, the extent to which locomotive

boilers are emptied or can be held under steam, length of the layover

period, size of boilers, cost of locomotive fuel compared with the lowest

price at which suitable fuel for power plant use can be purchased, etc.

However, in actual service under a variety of operating conditions, the

fuel saving from direct steaming has never averaged less than 500 lb. per

locomotive turned, and in several instances the saving has been consider-

ably greater.

As previously stated the saving of time required to prepare locomo-
tives for service with the direct steaming system is proportional to the

stationary boiler capacity provided. Numerous tests have been conducted
on both the fuel saving and time feature but the most comprehensive one
for which records are available is that of the Texas & Pacific Railway at

their Fort Worth engine terminal. In this terminal tests were conducted
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over complete 24 hour periods, each for the steam blower method, and
the direct steaming method. During the tests the quantities of fuel used

uere carefully measured and steam flow meters were used at all points

necessary to determine the distribution of steam. During both tests all

locomotives were steamed to 125 lb. pressure and the stationary power
plant pressure was maintained at 225 lb. The summary of the results of

the test both as to fuel economy and time required per locomotive is

given below:

Averages Per Locomotive
Minutes

Cost to Steam to Steam
1—Firing up locomotive with boiler $3.02 66
2—Direct steaming locomotive 2.40 43
3—Saving per locomotive 0.62 23
4—-Per cent of saving by direct steaming. . 20.3 per cent 34.8 per cent

Aside from the economy features both as regards fuel and time there

are numerous other advantages which are readily apparent. These are

all the result of the elimination of fires on the grates of locomotives

when held in engine house and the consequent absence of the discharge of

smoke and gases from the locomotive stack. Where engine terminals

are located within cities having smoke abatement requirements the instal-

lation of this system has fully satisfied the authorities in charge of smoke

prevention.

It has been found that the use of this system also results in a sub-

stantial reduction in locomotive boiler maintenance due to elimination of

staybolt breakage in terminals. The accumulation of soot on tubes while

locomotives are being filled up cold is also prevented and there is a de-

cided improvement in general working conditions for locomotive main-

tenance in the engine house due to the complete elimination of smoke and

gases. This elimination of smoke and gases from the house makes pos-

sible several improvements in engine house design where the direct

steaming system is used. By leaving out smoke jacks and other ventila-

tion openings which are usually considered necessary in the average type

of engine house it has been found possible to eliminate entirely the

provision of a heating system, as with these ventilation openings absent

the radiation from locomotives standing under steam in different sections

of the house has been found sufficient to maintain the house at a com-

fortable temperature. It will also be possible where this system is used

to safely design engine houses with metal structural members and metal

sash without fear of deterioration on account of the escape of smoke and

gases. It will further permit the maintenance of the piping necessary in

an engine house without experiencing the corrosion usually noted in such

cases. Another outstanding advantage is the reduction in fire hazards

which is afforded by the elimination of fires on locomotive grates.

Direct steaming has also been applied to stations outside of engine

houses where it is necessary to hold locomotives under steam and where

the local authorities require the elimination of smoke therefrom. A
notable instance of this character is the Chicago Avenue Terminal of the
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Chicago & Northwestern Railway at Chicago where there are 43 direct

steaming stations on outdoor parking tracks. A portion of these are

shown in a photograph identified as Fig. 2 which indicates conspicuously

the absence of smoke from locomotives held under steam.

Fig. 2

—

Locomotives Under Direct Steam on Outside Tracks at
Chicago Avenue Terminal of the Chicago & Northwestern Rail-

way, Chicago.

The first application of direct steaming system to an engine house

was placed in service in the fall of 1925 and since that time its use has

been rapidly extended so that now direct steaming systems are in service

or under construction in the following locomotive terminals

:
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Uftder Construction

A. T. & S. F. Emporia, Kan. 29
C. & O. Huntington, W. Va. 2
D. & T. S. L. Toledo, O. 18
Erie Jersey City, N. J. 21 inside— 8 outside
G. T. W. Pontiac, Mich. 10 inside—11 outside
T. H. & B. Hamilton, Ont. 20
B: & M. Boston, Mass. 50 inside and outside

Appendix E

(5) GENERAL LAYOUTS AND DESIGNS OF TYPICAL
LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR SHOPS

W. A. Radspinner, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. F. Deimling, E. A.

Dougherty, C. E. Harris, W. H. Kirkbride, W. T. Krausch, W. S.

McFetridge, W. A. McGee, V. B. W. Poulsen, R. O. Rote, L. K. Sill-

cox, H. L. Smith, J. A. Stocker, H. W. Williams.

The Committee reports progress.

Appendix F

(6) STUDY AND REPORT ON ADAPTING THE GENERAL
LAYOUTS AND DESIGN OF CAR SHOPS FOR INSPECT-
ING AND REPAIRING MULTIPLE UNIT ELECTRIC
CARS, COLLABORATING WITH APPROPRIATE COM-
MITTEE ON DIVISION V—MECHANICAL, A.R.A.

The Committee reports progress.

Appendix G

(7) STUDY AND REPORT ON ADAPTING THE DESIGN OF
ENGINEHOUSES AND THE GENERAL LAYOUTS AND
DESIGN OF TYPICAL LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR SHOPS
FOR THE INSPECTION AND REPAIR OF ELECTRIC
LOCOMOTIVES, COLLABORATING WITH THE APPRO-
PRIATE COMMITTEE ON DIVISION V—MECHANICAL
A.R.A.

The Committee reports progress.
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Committee.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects

:

(7) Use of copper bearing steel for structural purposes (Appendix A).

(8) Effect of dead load on impact from moving loads on bridges

(Appendix B).

(9) Bearing values for large rollers (Appendix C).

(11) Longitudinal forces as they apply to railway bridge superstruc-

tures and substructures (Appendix D).

Action Recommended

(7) That the report on uses of copper bearing steel for structural

purposes (Appendix A) be received as information.

(8) That the report on the effect of dead load on impact from moving

loads on bridges (Appendix B) be received as information.

(9) That the report on bearing values for large rollers (Appendix C)

be approved and the revision substituted for the present recommendation

in the Manual.

(11) That the report on longitudinal forces as they apply to railway

bridge superstructures and substructures (Appendix D) be received as

information.

The Sub-Committee on track anchorage sought to develop facts con-

cerning practice in the anchoring of track on bridges by issuing a ques-

tionnaire to bridge engineers of the principal railways in the United States

and Canada, but the replies received disclosed such a diversity of practice

and experience and such a divergence in views that the Committee has been

unable to reach any conclusions or formulate any rules of good practice at

this time.

Bulletin 322, December, 1929.

973
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No definite progress was made during the year on the other subjects

of the Committee's Outline of Work.

A Conference Committee composed of members of Committee XV and

representatives of the American Society of Civil Engineers completed their

work of drafting Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges. These specifica-

tions have been referred to Committee XV for review and recommendation,"

no report being made this year on this assignment.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Iron and
Steel Structures,

A. R. Wilson, Chairman.

Appendix A

(7) USE OF COPPER BEARING STEEL FOR STRUCTURAL
PURPOSES

F. P. Turner, Chairman, Sub-Committee; P. S. Baker, A. W. Carpenter,

Thos. Earle, W. S. Lacher, C. H. Mercer, C. E. Sloan, G. H. Trout.

This Committee makes the following report and recommends that it be

received as information

:

The report of this Sub-Committee, as shown upon page 1015 of A.R.E.A.

Bulletin 314, February, 1929, contains the most conclusive information found

on record, in which the value of copper bearing steel has actually been

determined from service tests, in that part of the report referring to its use

and service in the manufacture of tie plates and in the manufacture of

freight cars.

Information collected indicates the increased use of copper bearing steel

for various industrial and structural purposes ; it is now being used in the

manufacture of steel cars, tie plates, track spikes, smokestacks, stationary

boilers, metal culvert pipes, metal flashings, ventilators, wire fencing and

steel posts for supporting wire fences, light structural steel for warehouses,

steel sash, power line supports, cases for transformers, flood light towers,

and overhead electrification structures for railway tracks.

Copper bearing steel in such service has, in many instances, been found

to last one and one-half times as long as ordinary steel.

No comparative tests have been made on the life obtained by the use of

copper bearing steel in either railway steel bridges or highway steel bridges

;

records of construction show that, during the years 1928 and 1929, at least

three of our largest railway systems have specified and purchased copper

bearing steel for use in a number of steel railway bridges, and manufacturers

of steel report a gradual increase in production of copper bearing structural

steel for structural and miscellaneous purposes.

Copper bearing steel has been used for five years in the manufacture of

several important highway bridges ; sufficient time has not elapsed to deter-

mine comparative results.
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Information collected shows that the use of copper bearing steel for

structural purposes is widening, and its use is now extending to roof trusses

in railway enginehouses and shop buildings that are exposed to marked
corrosive influences, to foot bridges over railway yards, and in some in-

stances, to turntables.

Copper bearing steel can readily be secured at a slight increased cost,

orders for copper bearing steel are promptly filled, and the manufacturers

indicate a spirit of co-operation in its introduction for structural purposes.

Recognition of the value of copper bearing steel as a rust resisting

agency is made by the American Society for Testing Materials by revising

Standard Specifications for Structural Steel for Bridges (A-7-29) and

Buildings (A-9-29) to provide for the use of copper bearing steel when so

desired by the purchaser.

Appendix B

(8) EFFECT OF DEAD LOAD ON IMPACT FROM MOVING
LOADS ON BRIDGES

F. E. Turneaure, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. E. Bernhardt, R. P. Davis,

O. F. Dalstrom, Otis Hovey, J. B. Hunley, W. S. Lacher, I. L. Sim-

mons, S. M. Smith, W. M. Wilson.

This Committee makes the following report and recommends it be re-

ceived as information:

The report of Bridge Stress Committee of Great Britain, being pub-

lished in 1929, Committee XV requested F. E. Turneaure to prepare an

abstract which is presented herewith. There is also presented a discussion

by J. B. Hunley, illustrating the effect of some of the most important

factors controlling the impact allowance.

ABSTRACT OF REPORT OF BRIDGE STRESS COMMITTEE
OF GREAT BRITAIN—1929

By F. E. Turneaure

The report of the Bridge Stress Committee of Great Britain, Chairman

Mr. C. Gribble, published in February, 1929, represents more than five years'

work of experimentation and theoretical analysis. Tests were carried out

on 52 bridges of span lengths from 16^2 to 345 feet, using a variety of

locomotives, some of them with relatively large unbalanced weights. Deflec-

tion measurements constituted a large part of the experimental work, but

strains in individual members were also measured in many cases. The ex-

tensometers were of three types—the Fereday-Palmer, which records photo-

graphically, to a large scale, by means of a moving mirror ; the Cambridge

Stress Recorder, which magnifies only 10 times and makes a record by

means of a stylus on a moving film ; and a "Thomas" electrical device with

photographic record. From the samples of records given and the discussion
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by Mr. Gribble, it appears that both the Fereday-Palmer and the Cambridge

instruments were subject to the same inaccuracies due to instrumental vibra-

tion that affected the instruments used in the American Railway Engineer-

ing Association tests, resulting in the same difficulties in tests on short

members. The Thomas apparatus was largely free from such inaccuracies

but was unsatisfactory for general use, as its calibration factor was con-

stantly changing, even during the taking of a single record. Its chief use

was in demonstrating the instrumental vibrations of the other records and

in some laboratory work. The conclusions regarding moments and chord

stresses were based mainly on deflection records.

In addition to the experimental work, theoretical analyses of the various

phases of the problem were made, under the direction of Professor Inglis,

based on the general analysis published by him in the Proceedings of the

Royal Society, 1927.

It is stated at the outset that the chief cause of impact is the unbal-

anced rotating parts of the locomotive, the "Hammer Blow," as it is called;

and that the maximum effect occurs when there is synchronism between

the hammer blow and the vibration frequency of the structure. For short

spans, the natural frequency of the structure is higher than that of the

locomotive at maximum speed, so that cumulative effect cannot occur. The

critical speed is defined as that speed of the locomotive which corresponds

to the natural frequency of the loaded structure. However, it was found

that for spans of moderate length, 80-140 feet particularly—and for locomo-

tives of large hammer blow—the frequency of the loaded structure was

affected by the action of the locomotive springs, so that such frequency

corresponded more nearly to that of the unloaded bridge. For long spans,

the frequency was that of the fully loaded structure. This was also the

case for the shorter spans where the locomotive had a small hammer blow.

Most of the tests were made with a single locomotive, without cars. A train

load following a locomotive had a decided damping effect on the vibrations.

Several tests were made with two coupled locomotives, but the difficulty of

keeping them in phase precluded their general use for testing purposes. It

is pointed out that exact synchronism cannot exist during the entire time

of the passage of a locomotive, on account of the change in load during

the period, but records obtained for the most favorable speed show a high

degree of cumulative effect very similar to the records of the American

Railway Engineering Association tests.

A considerable number of the experimental curves are given and re-

sults compared with each other and with theoretical results. The discus-

sion is divided generally into two parts according to the length of the span.

First, long spans where resonance occurs ; and second, short spans and floor

members where, by reason of the high frequency of the structure, little or

no resonance is produced.

Long Span Bridges with Resonance—Chord Members

Several diagrams are reproduced which show the large cumulative vibra-

tion at or near the critical speed. They also show the close correspondence

between deflection diagrams and the strain diagrams from the chord mem-
bers. It is concluded that the deflection diagrams for spans exceeding 100
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feet are sufficiently representative of variation in chord stresses; and

further, that the impact addition to be allowed for chord stresses may be

taken as a uniformly distributed load.

Relative to critical speed or frequency, the following results, with deflec-

tion records, are given

:

Span 315 ft. double track Unloaded frequency 2.29 per sec.

Loaded frequency 2.34 per sec.

Max. vibration at frequency of 2.32 per sec.

Span 345 ft. double track Unloaded frequency 2.18 per sec.

Loaded frequency 2.16 per sec.

Max. vibration at frequency

of 2.16-2.17 per sec.

Span 210 ft. double track Unloaded frequency 3.70 per sec.

Loaded frequency 3.10 per sec.

Max. vibration at frequency of 3.13 per sec.

Span 168 ft. double track Unloaded frequency 4.00 per sec.

Loaded frequency 3.1 per sec.

Max. vibration at frequency of 3.15 per sec.

Span 156 ft. double track Unloaded frequency 3.4 per sec.

Loaded frequency 2.91 per sec.

Max. vibration at frequency of 2.91 per sec.

Span 132 ft. double track Unloaded frequency 5.0 per sec.

Loaded frequency 3.8 per sec.

Max. vibrations at frequencies

of 5 to 5.5 per sec.

Considerable vibration from 3.6

up.

Span 112 ft. double track Unloaded frequency 6.3 per sec.

Loaded frequency 4.0 per sec.

Max. vibration at frequency
about 6.3 per sec.

Span 95 ft. double track Unloaded frequency 5.30 per sec.

Loaded frequency 3.85 per sec.

Max. vibration at frequency
of 6 or 7 per sec.

It is noted that the 112-ft. span lies in the category of intermediate

spans for which the critical speed corresponds approximately to unloaded

frequency. This condition, however, depends somewhat on the response

of the locomotive springs, the slower the response, or the greater the fric-

tion, the closer will the critical speed correspond to the loaded frequency.

All the tests here referred to were made by a single locomotive with-

out cars. The plotted vibration records show a sharply defined critical speed

for spans down to 210 ft. ; for the 132-ft. span much less sharp ; and for

the 112-ft. span a decided increase in vibration up to the maximum speed

attained.

Tests made with locomotives of different hammer blows and with the

oscillator showed results closely proportional to the hammer blow.

In some of the double track short spans, at certain high speeds, the

vibration of the two girders was found to be in opposite directions. This

was due to tlie eccentric application of load and the synchronism set up at

certain speeds with this type of loading.

A few diagrams are reproduced showing the close relation between

deflection and chord stress. One diagram is shown of strains in end post

which also corresponds closely with the variations in deflection and in chord

stress.
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Web Members

A number of tests were made with extensometers on web members

and a few of them have been reproduced. It was found that the greatest

effect was in the neighborhood of the quarter point; least at the center;

and intermediate in value near the end. A general explanation of this

relation is stated as follows

:

"The shear due to the weight of the locomotive is greatest at

any section of the bridge when it reaches that section. The web
members at the end of the bridge are most heavily stressesd by the

weight of the locomotive when it is at the ends, and at that time

the state of oscillation is likely to be small. Consequently the web
members at the end of the bridge do not call for much impact allow-

ance. Web members at the center of the bridge likewise do not

require much impact allowance because the shear due to the_ inertia

of the bridge is zero at the center. The web members which call

for the greatest impact allowance are those situated in the region

midway between the center and the ends. When the locomotive

reaches this position and gives the members in this region their

greatest gravity load, the state of oscillation, though probably

past its maximum, is still considerable, and in consequence these

members receive an appreciable additional stress due to oscillation."

A few numerical examples are given as follows

:

210-ft. span. 18 panel Whipple truss.

Relative results in various vertical members for the dynamic mag-
nifier K

2nd panel 4.0

3rd panel 7.7

4th panel 8.5

5th panel 6.5

7th panel 5.8

8th panel 5.3

9th panel (center) 3.4

The "dynamic magnifier," which will be discussed later, is the ratio

of observed increment of stress to the stress due to the hammer
blow applied statically. The dynamic magnifier for the chord mem-
bers for these tests varied from 8 to 9.

262-ft. Span. 26-panel lattice truss.

Vertical 4th from end, K = 1.34. For chords, K = 2.00.

88-ft. Span. 8-panel Pratt truss.

Second vertical, if =1.61. For chords, if = 2.05.

116-ft. Span. 8-panel Pratt truss.

Vertical 2nd panel point from end, K = 1.70. For chords, if = 2.10.

95-ft. Span Plate Girder.

Diagonal web stresses end two panels, if = 3.26 and 3.24. For
flange, K = 3.5.

The statement in quotations given above with reference to the relation

between web members near the end and the chord members, is open to question,

especially for a fully loaded bridge ; and the close relation between meas-

ured strains in end post and in chord members shown in the case previously

referred to appear to contradict the general statement.
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Short Span Bridges with Little or No Resonance

Several diagrams are shown which indicate close agreement between

the experiments and calculated results without cumulation—that is, by consid-

ering the hammer blow as a static load. Examples are shown for spans of

72 feet 8 inches down, and in none of them is the range of deflection con-

siderably greater than that calculated on the statical assumption. It is

stated, however, that "the natural frequency of some girders of 50- foot

span or even less, when fully loaded by an engine, may be within the

attainable frequency of the engine used."

As regards floor members, it was found that the hammer blow acts as

a static load. However, considerable irregularities were noticed where

the permanent way is not carried on ballast. In calculating hammer blows

on short girders and floor members, the actual hammer blow in each rail

and for each wheel was considered.

The Dynamic Magnifier

In the analysis of the results and in the theoretical treatment, use is

made of a coefficient K called the "dynamic magnifier." It is the ratio of

the additional deflection due to the hammer blow (semi-amplitude of the

vibration) to the deflection that would be caused by the hammer blow at

the same velocity when acting as a static force. For spans of sufficient

length to be subject to cumulative effect, the dynamic magnifier represents the

effect of repetition of the hammer blow during the passage of the locomotive.

Values oi K for deflection and bending moments for various spans, for

a single locomotive, deduced from the experiments, are given on page 87

in the form of a diagram, and are based on "outside values obtained in the

experiments. Most of the bridges tested gave points which lie on or

close to this smooth curve." The value of K is unity for spans up to about

40 feet, beyond which it increases very nearly as a straight line given by

the equation

K={l— 30) X .06, where / = span length

Variations from this curve result in part from differences in frequency

of the spans tested in relation to span length. It is to be regretted that

the actual experimental results were not also plotted in this diagram.

A very fair expression for the value of Ms i^ = .05/. This gives some-

what too large values for short spans and too small values for long spans.

Obviously, also, it should be never less than unity. From the expression

K= .OSl, it is seen that the value of K is proportional to / and if the cir-

cumference of the locomotive drivers be taken at 20 feet, the value oi K is

simply the number of revolutions of the drivers during the passage of the

locomotive center over the bridge.

Theoretically, assuming perfect synchronism and no damping effect, the

value of K should be about twice the number of pulsations, or about twice

the value given above. (Inglis in Proceedings, Royal Society, 1927). Also

from the simplified theoretical analysis given in Proceedings, American

Railway Engineering Association, 1911, the value of K (assuming no

damping), would be about .09/. The fact that these experiments indicate that
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K varies nearly in proportion to 1 tends strongly to confirm the general cor-

rectness of the expression for impact ratio for long spans developed in

1911, given on page 29,

G r

I = K' n
IV d

where G = weight of overbalance at distance r from center, IV = total load,

d = deflection due to static live load, n = number of revolutions of drivers in

crossing the span, and K' = a constant representing the damping effect.

Other Causes of Impact

Besides the hammer blow of the locomotive, the Committee recognizes

other causes, namely—rail joint effect, bad track, and rolling or lurching

of the locomotive. For the effect of rail joints and other irregulatities,

n'

the Committee allows an amount equal to tons considered as a concen-

6
trated load, where n = revolutions per second of locomotive drivers. At the

highest speed of 6 rev. per sec, this would amount to 6 tons. This is added

to the estimated hammer blow effect. For lurching effect, the Committee

recommends that the proportion of weight of engine and tender normally

borne by one rail be increased by 25 per cent, and that this position be made in

long as well as in short span bridges. This effect is not included in the

tabular values given for main trusses, and which are abstracted in this paper.

(On a single track span, this lurching effect would result in adding about

7'to 8 per cent to the locomotive loads on each truss).

Theoretical Analysis

Some information is given in the report concerning the application

of the theory of Professor Inglis, which is given more fully in Proceedings,

Royal Society, 1927. The illustrations are, however, not very helpful to one

not familiar with harmonic analysis. The particular case worked by the

vector method is that of two locomotives stationary on the bridge but with

drivers rotating at a constant speed. A damping coefficient is assumed, and

the effect of locomotive springs is taken into account, but no limit is placed

on the number of revolutions. There result certain values for impact that

appear to be limited onlj^ by reason of the damping coefficient and not by

the number of revolutions. This does not seem to be of much assistance to

engineers desirous of applying the theory to their particular problem.

However, Professor Inglis and assistants spent a great amount of time in

correlating the experiments with the theory, and their work is reflected in

the final recommendations.

RECOMMENDED VALUES FOR IMPACT

The work of the Committee is finally embodied in tables of values for

use in designing bridges in British practice. The table gives values in terms

of total loads for bending moments, to be taken as a uniform load, and total

shears to be assumed, corresponding to various standard locomotive loads.

These values include rail joint effect but not lurching. They have been

arrived at by detailed calculations for a variety of bridges, namely, heavy,
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medium and light; and for high, medium, and low frequencies for various

span lengths. From these curves, enveloping curves have been drawn rep-

resenting maximum effect and values from these curves tabulated.

The standard loading of the British Engineering Standards Association

(B.E.S.A.) is expressed as a unit loading consisting of two locomotives of

four axles each, each axle load being 1 unit. There are four tender axle

loads of .75 unit each, and the train load is 1/10 unit per foot. Driver

axles are 5 feet apart, and tender axles 6 feet, with 9 feet between locomo-

tive and tender, 13 feet betwen tender and first driver of second locomotive,

and 5 ft. from tender axle to train load. Total center to center length of

each locomotive = 55 feet. Total weight of one locomotive = 7.

The loadings assumed in the tabular values for single track bridges arc

as follows

:

A loading. Two 20-unit locomotives + 20-unit train at not

exceeding 3 rev. per sec.

B loading. Two 16-unit locomotives + 16-unit train.

C loading. Two 15-unit locomotives -|- 15-unit train.

The hammer blows assumed are as follows

:

For A loading 5.0 tons per loco, at 5 rev. per sec.

For B loading 12.5 tons per loco, at 5 rev. per sec.

For C loading IS.O tons per loco, at 5 rev. per sec.

The A loading represents, therefore, a relatively heavy engine (about

E45), but with light hammer blow. The C loading represents a lighter engine

with heavy hammer blow.

An examination of the several curves for the different classes of

bridges and different loadings shows that for the A loading there appears

to be no high frequency effects for the shorter spans. For the B loading,

such effects show to some extent, while for the C loading they are quite

pronounced for medium and high frequency spans and for span length of

100-200 feet. Greater impact is shown for heavy spans than for light

spans in nearly all cases, for equal frequencies. This is an unexpected

result. Theory would indicate about equal impact values for various weights

but of like frequencies.

In addition to the tables, certain diagrams of loads, including impact,

are given, which furnish information concerning the actual impact allow-

ances for various loads.

Tables 1 to 6, following, give the most significant results obtainable

from the diagrams and tables in the report. To facilitate comparison, all

results have been reduced to the basis of equivalent uniform load in tons per

foot ; and to enable the results to be compared more readily with American

practice, the impact allowance has also been expressed in percentage of

live load. Table 1 gives the results for the heavy A loading with small

hammer blow at speeds not exceeding 3 rev. per sec. Impact values are

relatively small. Table 2 gives results for the B loading with fairly large

hammer blow and speeds up to 6 rev. per sec, or 60-90 miles per hour.

This table shows a rather large impact for spans 80-160 feet, due to the effect

of high frequency resonance. Table 3 gives results for the C loading, the

one with the largest hammer blow, and shows still greater impact effect for

the spans of intermediate length—60-160 feet. Two sets of values are given,
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one deduced from the diagram which does not include rail joint effect, and

one from the table, which includes rail joint effect and which is obtained

from a smoothed-out curve. Table 4 compares impact for A loading with

that for C loading for short spans.

Tables 5 and 6 are results for shears for A and C loading, respectively.

For maximum shear the A loading controls. Quoting the report, "The rea-

son is that in dealing with shear, the dynamical effects are relatively unim-

portant in comparison with the direct effect on the moving weight." Values

are given for end, quarter point, and center. In general, the value for

quarter point, in terms of per cent, are considerably larger than for end

shear, and for the center a little less than the quarter point, excepting for

spans 40-160 feet for C loading, where the quarter point shears are consid-

erably higher.

Comparing the end shear values with the values for bending moments

in Tables 1 and 3, it will be noted that the values for moments is in some

cases quite different from the load for end shears. For the "A" loading,

Tables 1 and 6, the uniform loads for shears are somewhat larger than for

moments. For the C loading, Tables 3 and 5, the loading for moments for

the intermediate spans, 60 to 200 feet, are much higher for moments than

for end shears. For the 140-ft. span, for example, the moment loading as

taken from the diagram is 4.15 tons per foot, while the shear loading is

only 2.56 tons per foot. Furthermore, the tabulaf values for design pur-

poses, pages 133 and 135, do not correspond, being 4.33 tons for moments and

3.20 for end shears. It is difificult to reconcile these figures, since in a truss

the stress in end web member is proportional to that in the end chord

member. The correctness of the statement previously quoted regarding

shears may well be questioned, to the effect that the oscillation of the bridge

is likely to be small when the locomotive reaches the end, and hence there

is little impact effect on end shears. The single test result on end posts

given in the report and the many test results of the American Railway

Engineering Association study do not bear out this statement.

Both test results and the recommendations given in the report do, how-

ever, indicate that center shears are subjected to no greater impact than

shears at end or quarter point, a conclusion set forth in the original Amer-

ican Railway Engineering Association report and embodied in the first

formula submitted wherein / was in all cases the span length and not the

loaded length.

For double track bridges, the Committee based their recommenda-

tions on the assumption of two double-headed trains on each track, but not

all of maximum weight. They also assumed synchronism for only two of

the four locomotives. For spans exceeding 150 feet, the recommended load

per track for all combinations is practically the same as for the A loading,

Table I for single track. For spans below 150 feet, A and B combination

at maximum speed of 6 r.p.m., the values are about 25 to 30 per cent

higher from 5 to 70 feet, decreasing beyond 70 feet. The C loading produces

no additional effect. These values indicate that the high frequency effect

noted for single track spans has relatively little influence on the values

recommended for double track spans.
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For shears, the values for double track are practically the same as for

single track up to 100 ft. span, beyond which they are slightly larger but

not more than 3 or 4 per cent.

The report describes in detail the bridges tested, giving their weights

and unloaded and loaded frequencies. The latter were determined in part

by the use of the bridge oscillator and in part by the crawl records and

residual oscillations.

Locomotives Used

Thirty-nine different locomotives were used on the tests, and full descrip-

tions are given relative to wheel loads and counter-balancing. The ham-

mer blows calculated for a standard speed of 5 rev. per sec. varied widely;

from small values of 1 ton for some 3 cylinder engines to 17 tons for

2-cylinder engines, several values ranging between 10 and 15 tons. Four of

the locomotives of large hammer blow had the following weight charac-

teristics :

Loco.

D
KW
Y

Type
4-6-0
0-8-0
4-6-0
2-6-0

Weight on
Drivers,
Tons
S5.2
66.2
58.85
S0.9

Total
Weight,
Tons

119.3
107.65
137.5
98.65

Hammer Blow
at 5 r.p.s..

Tons
17
IS
17.7
15.6

Per Cent
Hammer
Blow to

Weight on
Drivers

31
22.5
30
31

Per Cent
Hamtner
Blow to

Total
Weight

14.2
14
13
16

Total
Length,

Ft.

61.93
59.14
65.56
57.55

British Locomotives in General

Tabular information regarding the locomotives of the four principal

Railway Companies is given, containing data as to type, number of cylinders,

maximum axle load, hammer blow and rating in B.E.S.A. units for 10-foot

and 200-foot spans. Generally speaking, the static rating in B.E.S.A. units

for the 200- foot span indicates that the heaviest types are equivalent to 16

to 17 units and many exceed 15 units. Hammer blows are figured at 6

rev. per sec. They run as high as 29.7 tons but very few exceed 18 tons. At 5

rev. per sec. these values become 20.7 and 12.5 tons, respectively. The hammer
blow on single axles is also given. This is sometimes greater than for the

entire engine, and has an important influence on impact on floor members and

very short span girders.

Oscillator

This was a piece of apparatus designed to produce, by means of rotat-

ing eccentric weights, a considerable hammer blow at any desired frequency

and at any point of the structure. A maximum hammer blow of 5.5 tons

at 5 rev. per sec. could be produced by this apparatus. It was used to study

the effect of variation in hammer blow, the frequency of vibration of struc-

tures and other matters.

Application to American Practice

It is difficult to say, without much more study, what modifications in

American practice are indicated by this report. The first question that arises,

perhaps, is that of locomotive characteristics, and to indicate what the

situation is, some data are given below, relative to a few of our modern

heavy locomotives

:
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME HEAVY AMERICAN
LOCOMOTIVES
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span length. There should be no confusion of ideas relative to the nature of

impact and the variables involved, bj' a percentage relation for design

purposes.

Significance of the Dynamic Magnifier K

As stated previously, the value of K for moments is very approxi-

mately given by the equation K = 1/20—that is, the impact due to the ham-

mer blow is approximately equal to the static value at the critical speed,

multiplied by 1/20, or approximately the number of revolutions of the drivers

in crossing the span.

4;r f G ;

The hammer blow H, at any frequency f \s H = , where

9

G =: overbalance at crank-pin radius r, and g = acceleration of gravity. The

frequency /, for a uniformly loaded bridge, is, from American Railway

Engineering Association Proceedings, 1911, page 27,

f
I':d (w + p)

where p = live load per foot, d =^ live load deflection, and w = dead load

per foot. Hence

4n;' p
H — G r

g d(w + p)

and the impact deflection is equal to that due to a static load of

H X 1/20 =H n, where n = 1/20 =: approximately number of revolutions

of drivers in crossing the span.

The deflection due to H n, as a partially concentrated load, is equal to

Hn
about 1.4 X X rf, where pi is the distributed load and d := deflection due

pi

to it.

Hn
The impact ratio I will be equal to this deflection divided by d = or

Pl

1.4 H n 1.4 4 k' n p
G r

pl pl 9
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drivers in crossing the bridge, and inversely proportional to the total weight

to be moved and to the static deflection, d, due to the live load.

In general, this report confirms the most important conclusions of the

American Railway Engineering Association report for 1911 as to the princi-

pal cause of impact and the laws of its variation. It has shown that for

certain span lengths and conditions of loading, the action of the locomotive

springs may result in a relatively high frequency for the loaded bridge with

correspondingly high impact for single track spans. For short spans where

cumulative effect cannot occur, the impact values deduced are very consid-

erably less than those employed in American practice.

In the American Railway Engineering Association report, the theoreti-

cal analysis was not made direct use of in deriving the final formula for

impact allowance, the actual test results being used for this purpose. In

the British report, the theoretical work was carried much farther and cor-

related with the test results and largely used as the basis for the final

recommendation. In view of the differences between the final recommenda-

tions made and present American practice, and in view also of the changes in

locomotive characteristics in recent years, it would appear highly desirable

to conduct some new tests and to endeavor to make greater use of the

theoretical analysis, especially for cases not coming under the standard

design practice.

IMPACT VALUES DEDUCED FROM THE REPORT

Table 1

Impact for "A" Loading

Bending Moments.—Deduced from table of recommended total load for

bending moments.

"A" loading consists of two locomotives of 20 units B.E.S.A. standard

loading, followed by train load of 2 tons per foot. Speed not exceeding 3

r.p.s. about 30-45 m.p.h.) Hammer blow of locomotive = 1.8 tons = 2.25

per cent of load on drivers, or 1.3 per cent total locomotive load. Single

track bridges.
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Table 2

Impact for "B" Loading

Bending Moments.—Deduced from diagram page 129 giving equivalent

uniform load for static and for total effect.

"B" loading consists of two locomotives of 16 units B.E.S.A. followed

by a train load of 1.6 tons per foot. Speed up to 6 r.p.s. Hammer blow at

6 r.p.s. ^ 18 tons =^ 28.2 per cent of load on drivers, or 15.5 per cent total

locomotive load. Single track. This loading seems to give greater results

than the A loading for spans 40 to 160 feet.
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Table 4

Impact from A and C Loadings up to 4.5 r.p.s., Compared Bending

Moments
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IMPACT ON RAILWAY BRIDGES

By J. B. HuNi.EY

it is the purpose of this discussion to illustrate the effect of some of

the most important factors controlling the impact allowance, such as the

relation of loading to capacity of the span, stiffness of the span, the effect

of hammer blow of the engine, due to excess counterbalance, particularly

where the application of hammer blow is synchronous with the oscillation

of the span. The values obtained are purely theoretical, but should be com-

parative. The effect of lurching, nosing, rough track or wheels, and the

spring action of locomotives, undoubtedly require an additional dynamic

allowance, but in this analysis, they are not considered. They are variables

which can best be obtained experimentally.

The following nomenclature will be used:

£ = Modulus of elasticity (29,000,000).
/ = Moment of inertia (gross section).

pr = Weight tof span and track.

w= Weight per foot of span and track.

p =1 Equivalent uniform live load.

L = Length of span in feet.

rf= Deflection of span under uniform load ^.

c = Circumference in feet of locomotive drivers.

L
N =— = Number of revolutions of drivers in running over

c

span whose length is L.

H = The hammer blow of the excess counterweight for the

entire engine when the drivers are revolving at one revo-
lution per second.

/= Frequency of vibrations, per second, of span of weight
zv under load p.

Professor Inglis has shown,* that when a pulsating force H acting on

a span in synchronism with its loaded period of vibration, the deflection of

the span due to this pulsating force is, theoretically:

2 HL'
D = (2Nf)

K* EI
(1)

L p
But N = —, and f = , Then

c (w + p)d

2 HL* p
D = (2)

48 EI iw + p)c d

The impact effect can be expressed by the relation of D, the deflec-

tion under a pulsating force, or hammer blow, acting in synchronism with

'Theory of Transverse Oscillations in Girders and Its Relation to Live Load and
Impact Allowances, Charles Edward Inglis. Paper No. 4494, Institute of Civil En-
gineers, Volume CCXVIII, 1924.
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the oscillation of the bridge at critical speed, to d, the deflection of the

bridge under the train load p, considered as a static force ; or

pV 2H

D 48EI c{w + p)d 3.2 H
Impact (deflection) =— = = .... (3)

d SpV c(zv + p)d

384 EI

Expressed in percentage and with d in inches

:

3840 H
Impact (per cent) ^= (4)

c(^zv-\- p)d

In the Second Interim Report (1925), Government of India, the Bridge

Sub-Committee proposed the following impact formulas for investigating

existing bridges

:

For single track spans over 120 feet in length,

and with single-headed locomotives: •

c^w -\- p)d
Impact (per cent) = (5)

1050 H

For single track spans over 120 feet in length,

and with double-headed locomotives

:

2100 H
Impact (per cent) = (5)

c{w-\-p)d

For single track spans, less than 120 feet in length,

and with double-headed locomotives :

1050H / L— 30\
Impact (per cent) = ( 1 -1- ) (7)

c{w+ p)d\ 90 /

With a maximum allowance for impact of 100 per cent.

It will be seen that the Indian formulas differ from the theoretical for-

mula (4), only in the constant of the numerator. This difference arises in

assumption of the number of effective impulses N, transmitted by the engine,

in passing over the bridge. The value 2N in the theoretical formula (1) is

undoubtedly high, as damping is neglected, and maximum deflection at the

center of the span occurs, before the engine reaches the end of the span.

In the report of the Bridge Stress Committee,! the term "dynamic

magnifier" is used to indicate the effect of the hammer blow acting in

synchronism, and it expresses the ratio of observed deflection at critical

speed, to the deflection which would be caused by the hammer blow con-

sidered acting as a static force, or the dynamic magnifier

D
K = - (8)

s

tDepartment of Scientific and Industrial Research, London, February, 1929.
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where s is the deflection due to the hammer blow, acting as a static force.

The hammer blow at n revolutions per second is Hn', or at critical speed is,

Hp V Hp
Hf = , and the deflection

{w + p)d 4SEI (w-j-p)d

2HVp

D 4SEI (zi' + p)cd 2L
Then, K =— = = ^ 2iV (9)

s U H p c

48£/ {_w^p)d

or, the dynamic magnifier, theoretically, is simply equal to twice the number

of revolutions made by the locomotive drivers, in crossing the span.

In the Report of the Bridge Stress Committee (page 87) there is

given a curve enveloping the "outside values" of K as found in tests of

that Committee, and the equation of this curve for spans of 50 to 300 feet is

very nearly

:

A' = .06L— 1.5

As previously mentioned, the theoretical value 2N in equations (1) and

(9) is undoubtedly too high, but its actual value, as obtained in the British

tests, can be found by the equation

:

AL 1.5c

K = AN = = .06L — 1.5, from which, A = .06c

c L

With the circumference of the drivers, c ranging from 15 feet to 20

feet, and on spans 50 feet to 500 feet in length, the values of A, computed

from the British tests, will range from 0.45 for small drivers on short spans

to 1.15 for large drivers on long spans, or, experimentally, it is found that

K=i (0.45 to 1.15) AT, instead of 2N, as found in equation (9).

From these experimental values oi A, the constant, 3840, in the the-

oretical equation (4) can be corrected, and for the same range of circum-

ference of drivers, and span lengths, the impact formula, (4), would become:

H
Impact (per cent) = (865 to 2190)

c{w-\-p)d

These values are based on single engines on one track, and most of

the spans tested were comparatively shallow.

A formula of the type of either (4) or (5), regardless of the value in

the numerator, it would seem, contains all of the factors, which determine

the impact allowance necessary, except those due to spring action of the

locomotive, roughness of track and wheels, and the damping characteristics

H
of the span or load. — is the locomotive factor; d takes into account the

c

length and stiff'ness of the span, and zv and p the loading.

Either formula, or a formula using the varying constants derived from
the British tests, will serve to illustrate the variation in impact, due to
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variation in loading and stiffness of spans, but for the sake of simplicity,

computations have been made as to the impact effect of various loading on

various types of spans, from the Indian formula

:

1050 /f

Impact (per cent) =:

c(w-\- p)d("^)
CASE I

LOADING—Two New York Central Lines, Class L2A engines,

followed by a uniform load of 6000 lb. per foot.

This loading is about equivalent to ESS. The cir-

cumference of the drivers, c, is 18.06, and the ham-
mer blow at one revolution per second, //, is 1880.

SPANS—Single track, open floor, deck girders, 3S to 110
feet in length, and trusses 118 to 547 feet in

length, all designed for E70 loading, with a basic

unit stress of 18,000 lb. Girders were selected,

having a ratio of depth to length of }i, except in

the long spans. The trusses were of the usual

ratio of depth to length. These would be classed

as stiff spans, having relatively high frequencies.

The results are shown on Diagram (I) Curve A is the computed impact

percentage; Curve B the computed loaded frequency of the spans; Curve C,

the impact per cent of the hammer blow at critical speed, assuming it were

applied as static force, neglecting the oscillation of the span. The ratio of the

ordinates, of Curves A and C, is the dynamic magnifier K, or the differ-

ence in the ordinates of Curves A and C, represents the additional effect of

the hammer blow, acting in synchronism with the oscillations of the spans,

over that if it were considered as applied statically.

In Case I, the loading is only about 80 per cent of the load for which

the spans were designed.

CASE II

LOADING—Assume the live load increased 27 per cent, to

bring it up to the design loading, or E70, and that

the hammer blow H would increase in proportion.

This could hardly be true, as the weight of the
reciprocating parts of the locomotive would not
increase directly with the increase in loading.

SPANS—Same as Case I.

1050 X 1.27 X H
Impact (per cent) (Case II) =

, and the ratio

c(zv + l.27p) \27d

Impact (per cent) (Case II) zv -\-

p

Impact (per cent) (Case I) zv-\-\.27p

I
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CASE III

LOADING—Assume that the loading of Case I, be increased
so that the spans under dead and live load would
be stressed to 26,000 lb. per square inch, or to the

permissible limit. The live load would become
ap, and the hammer blow aH. The factor a will

w
vary for each span, due to the variation of —

P

for each span length, but its average value would
be about 1.96 or the new loading would be approxi-
mately E108.

SPANS—Same as Cases I and II.

Impact (per cent) (Case III) ^w + p w + p (^pproxi-

Impact (per cent) (Case II) w-{-ap w+1.96p "^^^ely)

On Diagram 2, are plotted the impact percentage curves of Cases I,

II and III. This shows clearly how the ratio of loading to capacity of span

affects the impact. The increase in impact percentage in each case is only

about Ys of the increase in live load.

CASE IV

H .

LOADING—Same as Case I (about ESS with an — of 104)

c

SPANS—Single track deck girder spans, open floor, 3S to

100 feet in length, designed for E70, and 18,000

lb. unit stress. Spans having a ratio of depth to

length of Yio, that is, shallow spans with lower fre-

quencies. Truss spans are too deep and stiflf to

be included in this class.

The calculated impacts are shown on Diagram (3), and it will be seen

that the impact percentages are only about one-half of those of Case I,

with the same loading on deep spans, of the same capacity. When the

loading on these spans is in turn increased to E70, and E108, corresponding

to Cases II and III, we find the same reduction of impact. This is shown
on Diagram (4).

The spans upon which these calculations were based, were designed

under one specification, and it would be interesting to check experimentally,

the computed frequencies and deflections or impact percentages, under the

assumed L2A engines. No doubt discrepancies would be found, and no pre-

tense is made that these computed impact percentages are the actual which

might occur. The comparative results, however, do show that the impact

is greater on deep spans than on shallow ones, and that as the loading ap-

proaches the capacity of the span, the impact decreases rapidly. The applica-

tion of this theory, in the rating of old spans, would probably result in

postponed condemnation and renewal of many light bridges.
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Appendix C

(9) BEARING VALUES FOR LARGE ROLLERS

W. M. Wilson, Chairman, Sub-Committee; O. F. Dalstrom, Otis Hovey,

B. R. Leffler, P. B. Motley, O. E. Selby, G. H. Tinker.

This Committee makes the following report and recommends it be ap-

proved and the revision substituted for the present recommendation in the

Manual

:

Specifications for Movable Bridges—1922

Delete from paragraph 415 the sentence, "The permissible load in

pounds a linear inch of line bearing between tread shall be 3200/d {d being

the diameter of the roller in inches)" and substitute therefore the following:

"The permissible load in pounds per linear inch of line bearing be-

tween treads, for segments having a diameter of 120 inches or more, shall

/F— 13,000 \
not exceed (12,000 plus SOD) ( ) in which D is the diameter of

\ 23,000 /
the roller in inches and P is the yield point strength of the material in ten-

sion in pounds per square inch. The thickness of sole plates and of flanges

of flange and web castings shall not be less than 1.00 inch plus 0.004 D."

Appendix D

(11) LONGITUDINAL FORCES AS THEY APPLY TO RAIL-
WAY BRIDGE SUPERSTRUCTURES AND SUBSTRUC-
TURES

W. S. Lacher, Chairman, Sub-Committee; G. A. Haggander, S. Hardesty,

Otis Hovey, J. B. Hunley, M. S. Ketchum, B. R. Leffler, P. B. Motley,

C. E. Sloan, G. H. Trout, R. A. VanNess.

This Committee makes the following report and recommends that it be

received as information

:

The longitudinal forces applied to a bridge during the movement of

trains in normal operation are derived from two sources—the tractive force

exerted by the driving wheels of the locomotives and the retarding force

exerted by wheels of a train during the application of brakes. The ratios of

both the tractive and braking forces to the wheel loads are limited to the

coefficient of adhesion between wheels and rails. This is a variable quantity

depending on the condition of the running surface of the rail. Values deter-

mined in tests range from 10 to 30 per cent, but locomotive designers com-

monly use a factor of adhesion (the reciprocal of the coefficient) of four.

Therefore, 25 per cent of the weight on drivers would appear to be reason-

al)le quantity to represent the longitudinal force applied by the tractive

effort of a locomotive.
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The Design of Brake Gear

The coefficient of adhesion of wheels to rails has been carefully taken

into account by the air brake engineer. The braking equipment of rolling

stock is proportioned in accordance with certain arbitrary rules which insure

that the maximum retarding force generated in the course of full service

brake applications, will be less than the force necessary to slide the wheels of

empty cars on the rails under all but the most unfavorable conditions.

Such rules of design are the result of experience and are expressed in

terms of braking ratio, the light weight of the car (or load on the wheels)

and the air pressure in the brake cylinder.

Braking ratio is the ratio of the nominal brake shoe pressure

to the load on the wheels.

Nominal brake shoe pressure is the calculated force applied to

the wheel or wheels, taking into account the cylinder pressure and
the leverage system of the brake rigging. This was formerly
designated as the braking force, which term has been abandoned
by the Air Brake Association in favor of "nominal brake shoe
pressure," because its determination takes no account of the losses

due to lost motion, friction, etc., of the foundation brake gear.

The current rules for braking ratio are as follows

:

Braking Ratio Brake Cylinder Air
Class of Equipment or Wheels Per Cent Pressure lb. per sq. in.

Passenger engine drivers 60 50
Freight engine drivers 50 50

Engine trucks and trailers 45 50
Passenger engine tenders 80 50
Freight engine tenders 70 50
Freight cars 60 50
Passenger train cars 90 60 or 86

In all cases except locomotives the braking ratio is applied to the light

weight. In the case of locomotive wheels the ratio is applied to the weight

in working order.

To convert this information into terms of a percentage factor to be

applied to design live loads, it is necessary to take a number of considera-

tions into account, namely ; the coefficient of friction between wheels and

brake shoes, the relation of the light weight to the loaded weight of cars

(upon which design live loads are based), the relation of the nominal brake

shoe pressure to the actual brake shoe pressure and the use of other brake

cylinder pressures than those designated in the table.

Brake Shoe Friction

The coefficient of friction between brake shoes and wheels varies in-

versely with both the pressure and the speed. It also varies with the type

of wheel (whether steel or chilled iron) and with the character of the shoe.

Laboratory determinations are not deemed a reliable criterion because the

conditions do not conform to service conditions and because no laboratory

tests have been conducted under pressures as high as those occurring in

actual operation. On the other hand, determinations made in train stop

tests are necessarily confined to values that represent the average of the

coefficients for all the speeds, ranging from that at which the brakes were
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applied until the train is brought to a stop. In view of this, no value can

be established with any degree of exactness, but 25 per cent is taken as a

round figure for the ordinary maximum under high pressures, the only ones

with which the Committee is concerned.

Efficiency of the Foundation Brake Gear

In the Pennsylvania-Westinghouse passenger brake tests on the West

Jersey & Sea Shore in 1913 it was found that the actual brake shoe pres-

sures were from 15 to 40 per cent less than the pressures calculated on the

basis of the brake cylinder pressures. In other words, the foundation brake

gear was only about 60 per cent to 85 per cent efficient. No similar data

have been determined for freight equipment, but owing to the greater simplic-

ity of the equipment on freight cars, the average efficiency would probably

be higher. Based on these data and other facts, it is felt that the efficiency

of the foundation gear may be assumed at 75 per cent for passenger cars and

85 per cent for freight cars.

Retarding Forces Actually Realized

The heaviest freight train cars per foot of track in regular service arc

steel hopper cars, although refrigerator cars are not much lighter. From a

study of car weights and lengths, it appears that 1200 lb. per foot represents

a reasonable maximum light weight for cars now in usual service.

The retarding force to be realized from a full service application of

brakes in freight service with 50-lb. brake cylinder pressure would be

:

1200 lb. multiplied by 60 per cent (braking ratio) by 85 per

cent (foundation gear efficiency) by 25 per cent (coefficient of

friction) =153 lb.

A Pullman sleeper weighs 160,000 lb. and has a length of 83 feet, thus

representing a load per foot of track of 1930 lb. The retarding force to be

realized from a full service application of brakes of a solid train of Pull-

man sleepers would be

:

1930 lb. multiplied by 90 per cent (braking ratio) by 75 per

cent (foundation gear efficiency) by 25 per cent (coefficient of

friction) = 325 lb.

Higher Cylinder Pressures

The longitudinal forces given above may be taken as representing the

ordinary maximums to be obtained when the usual cyHnder pressures pre-

vail. However, greater cylinder pressures obtain under special conditions.

The pressures obtained under emergency applications are, of course, higher,

representing an increase of about 20 per cent over the full service applica-

tion, but these'occur so rarely, particularly in passenger service, that they

may well be ignored.

In freight service on mountain grades and in the operation of solid

trains of loaded refrigerator cars and coal cars, it is sometimes the practice

to carry 90-lb. brake pipe pressure instead of the usual 70-lb. pressure,

resulting in a cylinder pressure under full service applications of 65-lb.

instead of 50-lb. or an increase of 30 per cent.

There has also been developed the "empty and load brake," embodying

the use of a second brake cylinder which can be cut into service manually
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in the yard when making up a train, so that all loaded cars will have double

the braking power of empty cars of the same empty weight. This equip-

ment has as yet limited use.

The practical application of these data to the design of bridges involves

the inter-relation between longitudinal forces and vertical live loads and calls

for a study of light weights and loaded weights of cars. It also concerns

problems of the distribution of the forces among component parts of the

structure and these involve such factors as the friction of expansion bearings,

the friction between the track structure and the bridge floor system, con-

tinuity of the rails, etc. This phase of the assignment is being studied by

the Committee.

i
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Com-mittee.

To the Avierican Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects

:

(1) Revision of Manual.

(2) Continue study and report on methods for obtaining a more in-

tensive use of existing railway facilities, with particular reference to increas-

ing carrying capacity

:

(a) Without material additional capital expenditures.

(b) With due regard to reasonable increases in capital expendi-

tures consistent with traffic requirements.

(3) Continue study and report on methods or formulas for the solu-

tion of special problems relating to more economical and efficient railway

operation.

(4) Continue study and report on the most economical makeup of track

.to carry various traffic densities, collaborating with Committees I—Roadway,

H—Ballast, HI—Ties, IV—Rail, V—Track and X—Signals and Inter-

locking.

(5) Continue study and report on suitable units for operating and

equipment statistics required by Interstate Commerce Commission to be used

on cost comparisons of transportation, equipment and roadway maintenance,

with necessary additions thereto, collaborating with Committee XI—Records

and Accounts, and Committee XXII—Economics of Railway Labor.

Bulletin 322, December, 1929.
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(6) Continue study and report on what volume or other conditions of

business or service justifies a change from flat switching to the hump
method in any given yard, collaborating with Committee XIV—Yards and

Terminals.

(7) Continue study and report on problems of railway operation as

affected by the introduction of motor trucks and bus lines, with particular

reference to its eflfect upon branch or feeder lines, collaborating with Com-
mittee XIV—Yards and Terminals, and with the Motor Transport Division,

A.R.A.

(8) Study and report on methods for most economical train length,

considering all factors entering into transportation costs, such as fuel, road

time, length of passing sidings, per diem, etc.

(9) Study and report on economies resulting from use of radio tele-

phones for long freight trains and for yard work, collaborating with Com-
mittee XIV—Yards and Terminals.

(10) Outline of work for ensuing year.

Action Recommended

(1) No revision of the Manual recommended.

(2) That the report of Sub-Committee (Appendix A) be received as

information and the subject continued.

(3) That the report of the Sub-Committee (Appendix B) be received

as information and the special subject discontinued.

(4) That the progress report of Sub-Committee (Appendix C) be

received and the subject continued.

(5) That the progress report of the Sub-Committee (Appendix D) be

received as information and the subject continued.

(6) That the report of the Sub-Committee (Appendix E) be received

and put in suitable form for printing in the Manual, subject to be discon-

tinued.

(7) That the report of the Sub-Committee (Appendix F) be received

as information and the subject continued.

(8) That the progress report of the Sub-Committee (Appendix G)
be received and the subject continued.

(9) That the report of the Sub-Committee (Appendix H) be received

as information and the subject discontinued.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Economics
OF Railway Operation,

J. E. Teal, Chairman.
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Appendix A

(2) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON METHODS FOR
OBTAINING A MORE INTENSIVE USE OF EXISTING
RAILWAY FACILITIES, WITH PARTICULAR REFER-
ENCE TO INCREASING CARRYING CAPACITY:

(a) Without Material Additional Capital Expenditures.

(b) With Due Regard to Reasonable Increases in Capital

Expenditures Consistent with Traffic Requirements.

M. F. Mannion, Chairman, Sub-Committee; B. T. Anderson, S. B. Cooper,

G. W. Hand, E. M. Hastings, E. L. Hoopes, J. F. Pringle, L. S. Rose,

J. E. Saunders, B. J. Schwendt, F. L. Thompson, E. E. Kimball.

History

The primary object of this Sub-Committee's work has been to study

the effects of various changes in operating conditions upon freight train per-

formance, to determine the extent to which these changes increase the traffic

capacity of the railroad.

Thus far the Committee has investigated the following:

(1) The effect of the number of trains per day.

(2) The effect of the length of engine district.

(3) The effect of double tracking.

(4) The effect of passenger train operation upon freight train

performance.

(5) The effect of supervision.

(6) The effect of substituting heavy steam power for light.

(7) The effect of installing automatic signals.

This year the Committee submits a report of study made on a Complete

Signal Dispatching System Installation and its effects on traffic capacity.

This system is sometimes called Dispatcher Control or Central Con-

trol System.

Description

This installation is known as the first complete instance of signal dis-

patching whereby trains operate by signal indication on single track with-

out written train orders or timetable superiority.

The new signal system supersedes the timetable and train order system,

which, with manual blocking, was in use. Through a dispatching machine,

the Dispatcher operates the sidings and crossover switches and controls

certain block signals along the line ; i.e., he can place them in stop position

but cannot clear them unless conditions are such as to permit, and receives

complete information as to the location of all trains. Written train orders

and rights by class and direction are abolished. One train has no official

knowledge of the presence of other trains on the road, but the dispatcher

establishes meeting and passing points as the immediate condition requires.

Signals of the Color-Light type are located as shown in Fig. 2, signals

being spaced about one mile apart.
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Full description and details of this installation are published in the

Railway Age of August 20, 1927.

The installation was placed in service July 25, 1927, and covers forty

miles of road, of which 27 miles is single track and 3 miles double track

signalled in both directions, or the equivalent of forty-three miles of single

track signaling. A portion of track layout and arrangement of signals are

shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1 is a profile of this section of road.

The traffic in this territory consists principally of movement of coal

northward and the movement of empties southward. Mixed in with this

freight business are ten to twelve high speed passenger trains per day and

two local passenger trains. The total movement is from 18 to 20 freight

trains and 12 to 14 passenger trains per day. Of the 20 freight trains

approximately 15 are northbound loads and 5 are southbound empties. This

section of road is used for northbound trains of different divisions due to

its two-tenths per cent descending grade, and empties are returned by other

routes.

Operating Statistics

The following operating statistics were compiled for the months of

March, April, May and June, 1927, immediately prior to the installation,

and for the same months of 1928 and 1929.

1927

Mar.
Apr.
May
June

Mar.
Apr.
May
June

Frt. Trains Run Average Tons
Class Excl. of Locals per Train Average Time

Div. A Slow 135 5018 4-17

North 95 5079 3-44

104 5226 3-46

99 5706 3-49

Div. A Slow
South

106
64
71

68

1325
1401

1668
1296

4-38
4-04
4-16
3-30
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1929

Mar,
Apr.
May
June

Mar.
Apr.
May
June

Mar.
Apr.
May
June

Mar.
Apr.
May
June

Mar.
Apr.
Ma}-
June

Trains

9.3

Class

Div. A Slow-
North

Div. A Slow
South

Div. B Fast
North

Div. B Slow
North

Div. B. Slow
South

Frt. Trains Run Average Tons
Excl. of Locals per Train Average Time

61 5163 3-16

58 6129 3-29

73 6933 4-08

71 6448 3-28

N.B.
Tonnage

4736

Average 4

Time
2.75 Hrs.

61
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(1) Figure S, Tonnage Chart for Northbound, shows a decrease in run-

ning time for a 4800-ton train in 1929 over 1927 of .68 hours, or 19 per cent.

(2) For an average running time per train of 3.53 hours the tonnage

which could be handled would increase 2000 tons per train, or 42 per cent.

This is the equivalent of 42 per cent increase in capacity northbound.

Train Cfiarh
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{
yGain in Capac'iiy

(3) Figure 7, Tonnage Chart for Southbound, shows a decrease in run-

ning time for a 1454-ton train in 1929 over 1927 of 1.25 hours, or ZZ per cent.

(4) For an average running time per train of 3.85 hours, the ton-

nage which could be handled would increase 1300 tons per train, or 90

per cent. This is equivalent of 90 per cent increase in capacity, southbound.
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The following is a summary of northbound and southbound reduction in

train hours, and increase in tonnage capacity based on 1927 tonnage.

Reduction in Train Hours

12.2 X 365 X .68 = 3028
4X365X1.25 = 1825

4853

Train Hours, 1927

12.2 X 365 X 3.53 = 15,719

4X365X3.85= 5,621

21,340

or a decrease in train hours of 22.7 per cent.

Increase in Capacity

12.2 X 365 X 2000 = 8,906,000 Tons
4 X 365 X 1300 = 1,898,000 Tons

10,804,000

Tonnage, 1927

12.2 X 365 X 4801 = 21,378,853 Tons
4 X 365 X 1454 = 2,122,840 Tons

23,501,693

or an increase of 46 per cent in tonnage capacity.

The above improvement in operations and increased capacity can be laid

to the installation of the signal dispatching system. A great number of

freight train stops were eliminated. In an ordinary freight train meet,

where train crews handle the passing siding switches, the train taking siding

is obliged to make three stops, one to open the switch, one to stop in the

siding awaiting the arrival of the other train, and the third to stop while the

rear brakeman closes the switch. In this installation all passing siding

switches at the ends of double track, including intermediate crossovers, a

train length apart in the double track sections, are power operated and han-

dled directly by the dispatcher. Therefore, under the worst conditions a

freight train makes only one stop in making a meet and in many cases no

stops at all. Several running meets are being made each day. The elimina-

tion of these stops contribute to the reduction in running time. The ability

to quickly make and change meeting points, thereby cutting down delays,

also accounts for train hours saved.

As the grade is practically .2 per cent against southbound trains over

the entire district, the elimination of stops on the grade made it possible to

increase the tonnage of southbound trains.

Train orders anticipate what certain trains will do, over sections of road

requiring varying running times. Failure of one train to meet the esti-

mated time sometimes ties up the other trains as it is not always possible

to issue new orders. Under the signal dispatching system the line-up can

be changed more quickly, as the dispatcher has complete information of the

location of all trains, and also complete control.

Under signal dispatching, slow downs or stops for orders are eliminated.
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Conclusions

Installation of Complete Signal Dispatching System on a single track

railroad will increase the capacity of the road.

This method of increasing capacity is an economical one as it results

in an appreciable reduction in running time.

In addition to saving in running time and increase in capacity, other

benefits such as increased safety and reductions in damage to equipment

and loading will be obtained.

The Committee recommends that this report be accepted as information

and the subject continued.

Appendix B

(3) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON METHODS OR
FORMULAS FOR THE SOLUTION OF SPECIAL PROB-
LEMS RELATING TO MORE ECONOMICAL AND EFFI-
CIENT RAILWAY OPERATION

E. M. Hastings, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. C. Bardwell, S. B. Cooper,

W. J. Cunningham, J. M. Farrin, E. E. Kimball, F. H. McGuigan, Jr.,

W. W. Judson, H. T. Porter, V. I. Smart, M. F. Steinberger, B. Wheel-

wright, C. C. Williams.

The special project assigned to the Committee for this year was to

continue and report on "Study the eflfect of the increase in capacity of

engine tenders on the economical spacing of water stations and the cost

of railway operation."

Your Committee has given study and consideration to the material

that has already been formulated and reported on this subject. The report

of the Committee for 1929, Proceedings, 1929, Volume 30, page 754, covered

the subject at length and for brevity the material which was at that time

presented is not repeated in this report. Attention is also directed to the

report of the Committee on Water Service, Proceedings, 1928, Volume

29, page 194. This report is on "The economical spacing of water sta-

tions in connection with the increasing capacity of engine tenders." The

report, as a whole, presents valuable information but is not repeated in

this report, reference only being made thereto.

Definite information and figures may be obtained by study of the report

of Sub-Committee 2 of Committee XXI where information will be

found that will show how the elimination of stops makes it possible to

increase tonnage, thereby showing a gain in the capacity of the line and a

decrease in running time.

Your Committee feels that there is but little else that can be covered

in a study of this special problem as the operating conditions on each engine

district will make necessary a particular study for that district; in other

words your , Committee feels that no set rule or formula can be presented

that would be applicable to all situations but the Committee also feels that
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the principles as set forth in the two reports beforementioned may be applied

to specific cases and produce a reasonable conclusion.

It is felt that attention should be called to the question of the effect

on the train load of the added weight of the engine tender by reason of its

increased capacity. The attention of your Committee was directed to this

feature by an operating officer of one of the western railroads and a study

of the matter leads to the conclusion that there is not a sufficient effect on

the train load to justify taking it into account; for example: with a certain

type of locomotive, using a 12,000-gallon tender, operating at a speed of ten

miles per hour, on a .2 of 1 per cent grade, the tonnage rating is 8,500 tons.

With this same locomotive with a tender capacity of 16,000 gallons, operating

at a speed of 10 miles per hour, on a .2 of 1 per cent grade, the tonnage

rating would be 8,458 tons, from which it will be observed that the effect on

the train load would probably be theoretically, the reduction of one car. As
a matter of fact, however, in practical operation, it is very probable that no

change would be made in the train load. The location of the majority

of water stations being at the foot of a grade ; the elimination of such a sta-

tion keeping the train moving would probably result in the tendency to

increase the number of cars per train or train load rather than decrease it by

reason of the additional weight of the tender.

In the reports on this subject heretofore made, attention has been called

to the effect of the elimination of water stops on heavy traffic lines having

dense passenger traffic and high-speed perishable freight traffic. If by the

elimination of a water stop a saving could be made of ten to fifteen

minutes per train on a line having dense traffic, the final result would be

greater than the fifteen minutes saved one of these trains ; for example

:

on a railroad handling a large volume of perishable freight which must

reach a classification terminal prior to a certain hour known as the closing

hour for the following day's market, such volume of perishable freight

moving in trains spaced only five to eight minutes apart, running six to eight

in a series and such a line also handling a large volume of passenger traffic

running during the heavy season of perishable freight to as high as fifty

scheduled movements per day, it can readily be seen that the elimination of

one water stop, thereby saving ten to fifteen minutes, may result in the

ability to put all of a series of perishable freight trains at classification ter-

minal prior to market hour whereas the delay to the first or one of these

trains would mean a resulting delay to those following and finally mean

passing track delays in order to handle schedule passenger movements, perish-

able freight reaching classification terminal after market hour, missing final

market, and consequent claims by reason of price fluctuations, all of which

leads to the observation that there are many intangible savings that can be

made by the elimination of the water stop that cannot be measured in terms

of the cost of train operation. A study of the economical spacing of water

stations on such a heavy traffic line would of necessity have to take into

account these intangible savings for which a rule cannot be formulated.

This report is submitted as information in connection with the informa-

tion heretofore reported by this Committee and by the Committee on Water
Service and the recommendation is made that the subject of the economical

spacing of water stations in connection with the increasing capacity of

engine tenders be discontinued.
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Appendix C

(4) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON THE MOST ECO-
NOMICAL MAKEUP OF TRACK TO CARRY VARIOUS
TRAFFIC DENSITIES, COLLABORATING WITH COM-
MITTEES I—ROADWAY, II—BALLAST, III—TIES, IV—
RAIL, V—TRACK AND X—SIGNALS AND INTERLOCK-
ING

J. M. Farrin, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; A. C. Bradley, L. E. Dale, G. F.

Hand, E. L. Hoopes, W. W. Houston, D. J. Kerr, Z. A. Green, O. V.

Parsons, C. E. Smith, F. L. Thompson, S. E. Shoup, J. S. Worley.

No work was done on this subject this year account waiting for report

of Rail Committee on economic value of the different sizes of rails.

Appendix D

(5) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON SUITABLE
UNITS FOR OPERATING AND EQUIPMENT STATISTICS
REQUIRED BY INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
TO BE USED ON COST COMPARISONS OF TRANSPOR-
TATION, EQUIPMENT AND ROADWAY MAINTENANCE,
WITH NECESSARY ADDITIONS THERETO, COLLAB-
ORATING WITH COMMITTEE XI—RECORDS AND AC-
COUNTS, AND COMMITTEE XXII—ECONOMICS OF
RAILWAY LABOR

C. H. R. Hovve, Chairman, Sub-Committee; G. D. Brooke, H. C. Crowell,

W. J. Cunningham, L. E. Dale, W. W. Judson, L. E. Little, M. F.

Mannion, F. H. McGuigan, Jr., P. J. Neff, O. V. Parsons, H. T. Porter,

S. E. Shoup, C. H. Stein, C. C. Williams, J. S. Worley.

In its report to the Association, presented at the annual convention in

1928, this Committee submitted a brief list of the available statistical units

and other data in the fields of train, locomotive, car, engine terminal, yard

and station operation as applied to freight service. Our report stated that

an ideal scheme would include a more comprehensive schedule with many

desirable sub-divisions in detail.

In continuing this study with the latter object in view, your Committee

is aware that too great a profusion of units would confuse rather than

clarify results, and further that the ultimate value of a unit lies in the

practicability of its use when applied in connection with the other factors

of a problem.

The items that compose the factors, physical performance, unit costs,

operating expense percentages, traffic and revenue, are of various weights

and utility. Your Committee is endeavoring to ascertain the relative

values of those weights and the extent to which sub-divisions are necessary.
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Of particular importance are the subjects of Maintenance of Way and

Maintenance of Equipment. Study of the details of these two major classi-

fications of Operating Expense carry us deep into the field of the specialists

in those departments.

This Sub-Committee proposes to work jointly with a committee from the

Mechanical Section of the American Railway Association, at such time

when such action will be consistent.

The matter of Maintenance of Way expense presents less difficulty from

the general viewpoint of this Committee.

It is thought that it may be practical to designate, or evaluate this

item of operating expense, by means of the unit. Maintenance of Way Cost

per Equated Mile per Gross Ton Mile.

Your Sub-Committee is now making an analysis of the Annual Reports

of twenty-five of the larger carriers for the past five years, for the pur-

pose of ascertaining the above average cost per ton mile. By using the

formula set forth by this Committee in its report. Proceedings, Volume 26,

page 911, and entitled "Method for the Determination of Proper Allowances

for Maintenance of Way Expenses Due to Increased Use and Investment,"

there will be set up the following averages

:

Cost of Maintenance per Equated Mile, Traffic Density and Percentage

of Payroll Affected by Use

The railroads selected for study represent a wide geographical dis-

tribution, and the average results obtained will provide a basis for general

comparison.

This report is submitted as information and it is recommended that the

subject be continued.
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Appendix E

(6) DETERMINE WHAT VOLUME OR OTHER CONDI-
TIONS OF BUSINESS OR SERVICE JUSTIFIES A
CHANGE FROM FLAT SWITCHING TO THE HUMP
METHOD IN ANY GIVEN YARD

J. F. Pringle, Chairman, Sub-Committee; B. T. Anderson, A. C. Bradley,

L. E. Dale, J. M. Farrin, G. F. Hand, E. M. Hastings, L. E. Little,

L. S. Rose, J. E. Saunders, R. T. Scholes, B. J. Schwendt, L. C.

Spengler, C. H. Stein, M. F. Steinberger, J. E. Teal.

Previous Reports

1928—Summary of replies to questionnaire on Hump Yard Operation

and Costs submitted as information—see page 453, Volume 29 of Proceed-

ings.

1929—Detailed information as to operation and cost of Hump Yard

with both car riders and retarders, also certain general conclusions. See

page 762, Volume 30 of Proceedings.

In its 1929 report the Committee stated as follows

:

".
. . conditions as to number of classifications, ratio of cuts

to total cars handled, time element and physical conditions are so

varied that a definite answer in terms of volume and conditions is

not possible but that limits within which a detailed study of the

advantages of changing from flat to hump switching would be

justified can be indicated and methods to be followed in making such

a study outlined."

The Committee, this year, submit as Appendix E, "Formula for deter-

mining comparative economies of flat and hump yard switching," and recom-

mends same for publication in the Manual.

FORMULA FOR DETERMINING COMPARATIVE ECONOMIES
OF FLAT AND HUMP YARD SWITCHING

FLAT YARD HUMP YARD
East or West or East or West or

South North South North

(1) Trains
(a) Received in 24 hours
(b) Despatched in 24 hours
(c) Maximum length in cars

(d) Maximum number of trains

arriving in any two-hour
period.

(2) Cars
(a) Received in 24 hours
(b) Despatched in 24 hours
(c) Number classified

(d) Number of classifications

(e) Number of cars for each
classification

(f) Average cars per cut

(3) Condition of Service
(a) 24, 16 or 8-hour operation

(b) Kind of traffic (perishable,

speed, dead) and proportion

of each
(c) Average time of cars from

arrival in yard to departure

from I ,
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(4) Locomotive Hours
(a) Yard switching

(b) Transfer
(c) Industrial and rip track

(5) Cost of Operation per 24 hours

(a) Wages : Yardmasters and as-

sistants (No. and
cost)

Yard clerks (No.
and cost)

Yard e n g i a em e n

(No. and cost)

Yard trainmen
(No. and cost)

Switch tenders
(No. and cost)

Car riders or re-

tarder operators

(No. and cost)

Other wages ( No.
and cost)

(b) Locomotive Costs:

Locomotive—Interest and
depreciation

Repairs
Fuel
Water, lubricants and other

supplies

Engine house expenses
Yard supplies and expenses

(c) Miscellaneous

:

Bus service

Motor operation in yard
Train service employees

(d) Signal and Interlocker Op-
eration :

(e) Power (Electricity or Other
Power Used for Operation
of Lighting, Signals and
Retarders)

(f) Loss and Damage Freight

and Equipment

:

(6) Maintenance Costs

:

Retarder installation

Signals and interlockers

Roadway maintenance
Ties
Rail
Other track maintenance
Ballast

Track laying and supervision

Station and office buildings

Bridges

(7) Total Daily Operating Cost

(8) Daily Capital Cost

(9) Total Cost

(10) Cost per car

FLAT YARD
East or West or
South North

HUMP YARD
East or West or

South North
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NOTES IN CONNECTION WITH FORMULA FOR DETERMIN-
ING COMPARATIVE ECONOMIES OF FLAT AND HUMP
YARD SWITCHING

(1) Trains:

Data for present yard to be determined from the current reports or

special study. In proposed yard reasonable allowance for future develop-

ment to be made. On these items depend the number and length of receiving

tracks necessary. If present capacity of receiving tracks is limiting the

length of road trains or causing delay by the necessity of "doubling over,"

this factor should receive proper allowance in estimating cost of operation

of proposed hump yard.

(2) Cars:

Data for present yard to be determined from current reports or special

study. In proposed yard reasonable allowance to be made for future develop-

ment. These items determine the number and length of classification tracks

necessary.

(3) Condition of Service:

The cost of operation of hump switching will depend largely upon the

necessity or otherwise of continuous operation over 24 hours. With the

provision of receiving and classification tracks of ample capacity and length

from 800 to 1000 or more cars can be handled per 8-hour shift and if con-

ditions of service will permit handling in one or two 8-hour shifts the cost

of operation as compared with 24-hour service will be materially reduced.

To determine the period of operation necessary, special study 'f the nature

of the traffic must be made.

(4) Locomotive Hours:

(a) Yard Switching. In yard operation, some of the time of engines

nominally engaged in switching is used for transfer or industrial work.

Special time study should be made to segregate the time actually engaged in

switching. In estimating the locomotive hours required for switching a pro-

posed hump yard, it may be assumed that one engine working on the hump
will shove over 800 cars per 8-hour shift. If the requirements are such that

a greater number must be handled in any 8-hour period, a second engine

will be necessary to bring the cars from the receiving yard. A separate

trimming engine is not necessary unless the yard is being worked at peak

capacity.

(b) Transfer. The number of transfer engines employed, present and

future, depends on local conditions. Under hump operation it may be pos-

sible to reduce the number of transfer engines by reason of elimination of

delays waiting for transfer runs to be switched. Local conditions in each

yard govern.

(c) Industrial and Rip Track. Generally the substitution of hump for

flat switching will make little or no change in the engine hours employed

in industrial and rip track work.
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(5) Cost of Operation, per 24 Hours:

(a) Wages. Whether or not it will be possible to reduce the super-

visory forces depends entirely upon local conditions. Generally hump yard

operations are more restricted in area and the same or closer supervision

may be obtained with fewer men. Yard Enginemen—Depends entirely upon

the locomotive hours. Yard Trainmen—In flat yard operation an engine is

usually operated with a foreman and two helpers; the crew on engines

engaged exclusively in humping can usuallj^ be reduced by one helper. Switch

Tenders—The number of switch tenders required depends entirely on local

conditions. Car Riders or Retarder Operators—This depends upon whether

yard is to be operated with car riders or retarders. If the yard is to be

operated by car retarders, the number necessary per shift depends on the

number of cars to be handled and the facilities for return of riders. For

estimating the figure of 45 rides per car per man per 8-hour shift may be

used. If by Retarder Operators; the number depends on the layout of the

yard and the number of retarders provided, and whether or not continuous

operation is necessary. For estimating, use three retarder operators per shift

or if over 30 classification tracks increase one retarder operator per shift

for every additional 10 tracks.

(b) Locomotive Costs. Interest and depreciation to be figured on class

and number of engines used. Repairs—Depend on locomotive hours and cost

per yard locomotive mile for the class of locomotive used on the individual

road making the study. Fuel, Water, etc.—depends on the locomotive

hours and individual road making the study. Engine House Expenses

—

This depends upon the number and class of locomotives despatched. There

will be no change in the item of yard supplies and expenses

(c) Miscellaneous. Bus service and train service employees is intended

to cover any change there may be in the location of the yard necessitating

provision by the railroad of service from some central point to the location

of the yard for the convenience of employees. These costs will be effective

in the event of the site of the proposed new yard being at a considerable

distance from the present yard where bus and train service is not necessary.

Motor operation in yard is intended to cover the cost of operating motors,

electric or gasoline, for the purpose of returning hump riders, where same

are used, and will depend upon the length of the yard, whether or not con-

tinuous service is required and the speed of operation required.

(6) Maintenance Costs:

Retarder Installation. This should include maintenance of power plant,

wire rope and pipe lines, towers, signals, switch machines, retarders, etc.

The other items of maintenance will not differ per unit as between a flat

and hump yard, but allowance must be made for additional trackage, addi-

tional structures, additions to signal installations, etc., etc.

(8) Daily Capital Costs:

This item to include interest, taxes, allowance for depreciation or obso-

lescence and other fixed charges on the plant.
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Appendix F

(7) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON PROBLEMS OF
RAILWAY OPERATION AS AFFECTED BY THE INTRO-
DUCTION OF MOTOR TRUCKS AND BUS LINES, WITH
PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO ITS EFFECT UPON
BRANCH OR FEEDER LINES, COLLABORATING WITH
COMMITTEE XIV— YARDS AND TERMINALS, AND
WITH THE MOTOR TRANSPORT DIVISION, A.R.A.

M. F. Steinberger, Chairman, Sub-Committee; S. B. Cooper, H. C. Crowell,

Olive W. Dennis, W. N. Deramus, G. F. Hand, L. E. Little, P. J. Neff

O. V. Parsons, Mott Sawyer, S. E. Shoup, C. E. Smith, B. Wheel-

wright, J. E. Teal.

At the Convention held in March, 1927, this Committee presented sta-

tistics showing the general trend with respect to the passenger handlings of

Class I roads for the years successively from 1916 to 1926, inclusive. It is

the opinion of the Committee that the figures thus presented should be

brought up to date, i.e., 1928, to develop whether the tendencies indicated

then continue to manifest themselves.

These statistics are presented in the following table and commented upon

thereafter.

I
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Passengers carried reached its peak in 1920, when 1,235,000,000 persons

were carried and has steadily declined, only 790,000,000 having traveled in

1928. This is a decrease of 36 per cent in eight years.

Passenger miles also reached their maximum in 1920 and have shown

the same decreasing characteristics as passengers carried. The decrease from

1920 was 32.6 per cent.

It is, therefore, apparent that the distance traveled per passenger must

have increased and this is verified by reference to the table which shows that

average journey in 1920 was 37.9 miles, while in 1926 it was 41.2 miles and

in 1928 it was 40.0 miles.

The difference between the 1920 and 1926 figures would tend to show

that the effect of highway automotive competition was more serious on the

short run trains and that the long distance travel was holding its own on

the railroads, during that period.

Within the past three years the operation of long distance bus lines has

increased rapidly and this increase is directly reflected by the decrease in

distance traveled per passenger from 41.2 miles traveled in 1926 to 40.0

miles in 1928.

This fact is stressed in order to indicate that the problem is more than

a feeder or branch line problem.

Passenger revenue reached its maximum, with increases in fares, in

1920, the tendencies from that time having finally culminated in a 30 per

cent decrease in 1928 compared with 1920.

Revenues per passenger mile have decreased steadily since 1921, the first

full year in which increased fares were in effect. The statement was made

in 1927 that this was due to the increase in excursions and other cut-rate

fares as well as to increasing ratios of commuters to total passengers. There

seems to be no reason why this same explanation is not as true now as it

was in 1927.

Passenger train miles since 1920 have shown but relatively slight varia-

tions, which is the result of the railroads having inaugurated numerous high

class long distance trains, even though they have eliminated a large local

train mileage.

The 1928 figures showing 55.9 passengers per train are the lowest of

any year from 1916 to 1928.

Despite the decreases in the various items shown the passenger car miles

increased from 1920 to 1926 and are now showing some slight decreases.

In our 1927 report the statement is made that 1926 showed the lowest

number of passengers per car for any year in the period covered, it having

been in that year 14.3. It is needless to comment further when calling atten-

tion to the fact that in 1928 it was 13.1. That speaks for itself.

The primary conclusion to be drawn from these figures is that the

end is not yet.

The use of the highways by private conveyances as well as common
carrier motor vehicles still increases, and that increase is directly reflected

by the figures we have quoted.

It may, therefore, at this time be of interest to quote figures showing

the increase in the use of such vehicles.

The .February, 1929, issue of Bus Transportation shows as of Decem-
ber 31 for the various years, the following compilation of figures indicating

the growth of highway transportation.
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In addition to the large use of public automotive vehicle carriers, atten-

tion should be drawn to the amazing increase in the number of private

vehicles in use.

First we may repeat statistics secured from the National Automobile

Chamber of Commerce, which says as of January 1, 1929, there were

31,778,203 motor vehicles in the world, of which 26,814,442 are private cars,

255,184 busses, and 4,708,577 motor trucks.

In the United States there are 21,291,719 private cars, 92,325 busses and

3,109,080 trucks, or a total of 24,493,124 which represents 11 per cent of

the total number in the world.

The passenger cars produced in the United States and Canada were

as follows:

Year Number Wholesale Value

1890 4,192 $ 4,899,443

1910 181,000 213,000,000

1915 895,930 575,978,000

1920 1,905,560 1,809,170,963

1925 3,904,566 2,555,419,483

1928 4,024,590 2,708,954,674

In 1928 there were 293,353 miles of good roads in the state highway

systems and 2,720,231 miles of county and local roads. A total of 625,000

miles were hard-surfaced and the total highway expenditures in 1928 were

$1,500,000,000 as compared with $187,525,000 in 1913.

Here we have a direct exemplification of cause and effect, except that

in the study we have first shown the effect and followed it with the cause.

This word picture thus depicts the subject of this Committee's assign-

ment, and presents the problem of what is to be done to meet this distressing

situation from the standpoint of the railroad.

The old remedies which have been proposed and discussed at meetings

of such bodies as this, are so familiar as to almost make their reiteration

superfluous.

As has been said again and again the steps taken fall into the following

general classifications

:

(1) Opposition to granting permits to independent companies.

(2) Legislation providing regulation of rates, taxes, etc.

(3) Attempts to incorporate in rail service the features found
attractive in highway motor service or off-set them with other

compensating attractions.

(4) Use of rail motor cars.

(5) Frequent tours and special trips.

(6) Reduced rates.

(7) New and improved train service.

(8) Some sporadic attempts by certain roads serving the same
points to give greater frequency of service between these points,

but giving less service by each road.

(9) Abandonment of steam train service.

(10) Inauguration of bus service by the railroads through subsidiary

companies.

These items will be but briefly touched upon as they have been the

subject of much discussion on previous occasions.
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(1) Opposition to Granting Permits to Independent Companies

This plan of endeavoring to stop motor bus competition puts the rail-

roads in the position of attempting to prevent services desired by the public

and at the same time refusing to give such services themselves. As a result,

this attitude had little success and did not prevent the inauguration of inde-

pendent lines. At this time but few efforts in this direction are made by

the railroads.

(2) Legislation Providing Regulation of Rates, Taxes, Etc.

Some legislation has been secured which had the effect of eliminating

the more or less irresponsible operator. However, the net result has been

the combination of smaller interests into larger systems, which are efficiently

operated and successful competitors of the railroads.

(3) Attempts to Incorporate in Rail Service the Features Found
Attractive in Highway Motor Service or Off-Set Them With
Other Compensating Features

Some of the railroads have succeeded in regaining some of their business

through speeding up their trains, making them look more cheerful by brighter

fittings, putting more comfortable seats in their coaches, putting observation

cars, with light lunch and soda fountain facilities on coach trains, etc.

All these things have a place and give some promise of at least partial

success if applied in the right places.

(4) Use of Rail Motor Cars

All of the larger rail systems have adopted rail motor cars in replace-

ment of steam trains on branch or feeder lines and for certain main line

local trains.

The primary thought behind these substitutions has been economy in

operation and to that extent these installations have been uniformly suc-

cessful.

As a means of recapturing the passengers lost by the railroads to high-

way vehicles, however, little or no success has resulted from this expedient.

(5) Frequent Tours and Special Trips

Most railroads are adopting a policy of giving tours and arranging

special trips and excursions at special rates. These tours have some effect,

but it is doubtful if they make any permanent converts from the bus to

the railroad.

(6) Reduced Rates

Generally speaking reductions in rates have not produced increases in

business sufficient to off-set the losses in gross revenue resultant from such

reductions. This is due to the fact that bus rates in general are maintained

at lower rates than rail rates and thus little or no diversion of traffic is made.

Most roads have abandoned the attempts to meet bus competition by

reducing rates.
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(7) New and Improved Train Service

There has been a very decided tendency on the part of the larger roads

to put more trains of luxurious appointments and higher speeds between

major centers of population, and these trains appear to be well patronized.

Whether these passengers are diverted from motor vehicles or other

railroads not offering the same service is uncertain.

(8) Coordinated Service by Various Roads Serving the Same Points

Some railroads which have rendered duplicate services between the same

points have succeeded in so coordinating their services that trains between

these points are run at regular and more frequent intervals, but each road

actually running fewer trains.

The result is decreased operating expenses and it is hoped that the

greater frequency of service does have the effect of retaining to the railroads

passengers who might otherwise use the highways.

(9) Abandonment of Steam Trains

This procedure can be regarded as a prime method of reducing operating

expenses, but certainly not as a competitive action with respect to automotive

competition.

(10) Inauguration of Bus Service by the Railroads Through Sub-

sidiary Companies

The increasing number of railroads inaugurating bus service would seem

to indicate that there is a growing recognition on the part of railroad execu-

tives that the demand for such service by the public is a real one, and that

the practical way to meet highway competition is to perform a like service.

The adoption of this plan results in prevention of the growth of competitive

agencies, gives the public what they want and gives the opportunity for

elimination of certain train miles with resultant decreases in operating costs.

It, therefore, seems to be the way to meet the situation where road

conditions permit, always bearing in mind that certain train services fre-

quently need to be retained to handle mails, baggage and express. Generally,

however, proper coordinations can be worked out which will meet the situa-

tion satisfactorily.

In closing this report, the Committee wishes to call attention to the

growth in air transportation. This may later make a serious problem for

the long distance main line trains.

As a matter of information a list of the principal passenger air routes

in operation on regular schedules in August, 1929, is given below

:

Route
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Route

Cleveland to Detroit

Chicago to Detroit

Chicago to Cleveland

Chicago to San Francisco
via Omaha, Salt Lake City,
and Reno

Chicago to Twin Cities

Chicago to Cincinnati
via Indianapolis

Toronto to Buffalo

Cincinnati to Indianapolis
Kansas City to Los Angeles
Miami to Havana
Tulsa to Sweetwater

via Oklahoma City
and Wichita Falls

San Antonio to Brownsville
via Corpus Christi

Waterloo to Des Moines

Dallas to El Paso
via Abilene

Fort Worth to San Antonio
via Dallas, Waco and Austin

Fort Worth to Galveston
via Dallas, Waco and Houston

Salt Lake City to Great Falls
via Pocatello, Butte, Salt
Lake City and Helena

Los Angeles to El Paso
via Phoenix, Tucson
and Douglas

Los Angeles to San Francisco
via Fresno and Bakersfield

Los Angeles to Seattle
via San Francisco
and Portland

San Diego to San Francisco
via Los Angeles

Los Angeles to San Francisco

Los Angeles to Salt Lake City
via Las Vegas

Akron to Detroit via Toledo

\kron to Pittsburgh
via Canton

Schedule
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From this it will be seen that the subject deserves the consideration of

railway officers generally. We, of course, all know that some of the rail-

roads are interested in air transport either directly or through ticketing

arrangements providing for rail-air service.

While this report has particular reference to motor bus activities, the

same general comments are applicable to motor truck competition, though

there is doubt as to the seriousness of such competition as compared with

competition of motor busses.

The Committee recommends the acceptance of this report as information.

Appendix G

(8) STUDY AND REPORT ON METHODS FOR MOST ECO-
NOMICAL TRAIN LENGTH, CONSIDERING ALL FAC-
TORS ENTERING INTO TRANSPORTATION COSTS,
SUCH AS FUEL, ROAD TIME, LENGTH OF PASSING
SIDINGS, PER DIEM, ETC.

E. E. Kimball, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; Olive W. Dennis, W. N.

Deramus, J. M. Farrin, Z. A. Green, G. W. Hand, W. W. Houston,

J. F. Pringle, L. S. Rose, Mott Sawyer, R. T. Scholes, V. L Smart,

C. H. Stein.

No work was done on this subject this year account of unforeseen

circumstances.
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Appendix H

(9) STUDY AND REPORT ON ECONOMIES RESULTING
FROM USE OF RADIO TELEPHONES FOR LONG
FREIGHT trains' AND FOR YARD WORK, COLLABO-
RATING WITH COMMITTEE XIV—YARDS AND TERMI-
NALS

G. D. Brooke, Chairman, Sub-Committee; B. T. Anderson, A. C. Bradley,

S. B. Cooper, J. M. Farrin, E. E. Kimball, H. T. Porter, L. S. Rose,

B. T. Schwendt, L. C. Spengler, J. E. Teal, B. W. Wheelwright.

The use of the radio telephone appears to have many advantages on

long freight trains, in hump, flat yard and industrial switching and in com-

municating between wayside stations and moving trains. The economies

resulting from its use are due to the saving of time by reducing or eliminat-

ing delays.

Experiments with radio telephone communication between the head and

rear ends of long freight trains were begun in 1924 and have been carried

on practically continuously up to the present time. During this period five

test installations were made, one of which is still in service and has been

operating continuously since July, 1927. In 1926 the first experimental

installation of radio telephone communication between a hump yard office

and the hump switch engine was made. This installation has been in service

ever since, and two additional hump yard installations have been made.

Experiments were begun in 1927 with radio telephone communication between

a signal tower and a radio-equipped freight train. Only one installation of

this kind has been made, and it has been in operation since 1927.

There are, at present, seven installations of radio telephones in regular

service on railroads in the United States. The classes of service in which

these installations are used and the number in each class are as follows

:

Freight train service 2
Hump yard switching service 3

Flat yard switching service 1

Wayside communication with moving trains 1

Radio equipment for railroad service may be divided into four general

classes according to the system of communication used, as follows

:

(1) Two-way voice communication.

(2) One-way voice communication.

(3) Coder system.

(4) One-way voice communication with Coder reply.

The two-way voice communication system is the most flexible of the

four, and is well adapted to freight train and flat yard switching service.

It is also suitable for communicating between wayside stations and moving

trains.

The one-way voice communication system is cheaper and less compli-

cated than the two-way system, but it is also less flexible. Its most useful

application is in hump yard service, where instructions are transmitted in

one direction only, i. e., from the hump conductor to the engineman, the

engineman acknowledging by means of the steam whistle.
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The Coder system, in which communication is carried on by means of

sound signals somewhat similar to the steam whistle, is the simplest and

least costly of the four systems, but it is also the least flexible. It is used,

to some extent, in freight train service and yard service.

The one-way voice communication system with Coder reply is simpler

and less expensive than the two-way system and is somewhat more flexible

than the straight one-way system, since instructions transmitted by the one-

way telephone can be acknowledged by means of the Coder. This system

was designed to overcome certain disadvantages of the one-way system.

At the present time the cost of the four classes of radio equipment,

completely installed, including both stations, is estimated to be as follows,

for single installations

:

Two-way voice communication $4,975 to $5,475
One-way voice communication 1,940 to 3,625

Coder system 1,640 to 2,750

One-way voice communication with Coder 3,510 to 4,895

The cost will vary according to the make of apparatus used, local con-

ditions, etc.

The general advantages of radio telephone communication over the usual

means of communication, in railroad operation, may be stated as follows

:

(a) Requires no physical connection between the communicating
stations.

(b) Has greater flexibility than visual or audible signals; can
transmit speech.

(c) Longer range than visual or audible signals.

(d) Operation not affected by bad weather, fog, etc.

(e) Saves time.

(f) Promotes safety.

The principal advantages to be gained by the use of radio communica-

tion between front and rear end of long trains, may be stated as follows

:

(1) It provides complete voice communication between both
ends of the train, and is especially useful in foggy weather or on
curves where the view is limited to a few car lengths.

(2) When a stuck brake, hot box or other defect develops
while the train is in motion and is seen from either end, the other
end can always be quickly notified and plans made to remedy the

defect.

(3) When entering or leaving sidings, considerable time may
be saved due to the ready and positive means of communication
between locomotive and caboose.

(4) When ready to start after a stop on the main line the engi-

neer may be informed as soon as the flagman is on board, thus
eliminating much of the delay when it is difficult or impossible to

see signals from the rear end.

(5) In the case of the train breaking in two, plans for setting

off defective cars, repairs, and picking up the rear end of the train

can be quickly transmitted from either end.

(6) In case it is necessary to set off or pick up cars during
the run, detailed instructions regarding these operations may be
communicated by the conductor to the engineman without delay.

(7) The stopping of this through brake application from the

rear, with attendant liability to accident is avoided.
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The advantages to be gained by the use of radio communication in hump
yard operation are as follows

:

(1) A saving in first cost of hump signals where an elaborate

installation would be necessary.

(2) Communication may be carried on without delay, even
under weather conditions which would obscure the usual types of

visual signals.

(3) Communication can be maintained at distances well beyond
the range of tlie usual types of audible and visual signals.

(4) Detailed instructions, regarding plans for work, speed,

special movements, etc., may be quickly communicated to the engine-
man.

Radio communication between trains will undoubtedly have some ad-

vantages under certain conditions, as when meeting or passing, where one

train must take the siding.

Another phase of railroad operation in which radio communication could

be used to advantage is in directing the movements of tugs and other floating

equipment. Much time would be saved in many cases if the Marine Super-

intendent or Boat Master could communicate at any time with any of his

tugs, carboats, etc. This would be made possible by the installation of

radio apparatus at a central office and on the various units of floating

equipment.

The principal disadvantages of radio telephone communication in rail-

road operation, at present, are as follows

:

(a) Comparatively high cost of radio equipment.
(b) Liability to minor failures under the severe conditions

encountered in railroad service.

(c) Danger of interference if many sets of radio equipment
should be operated in the same territory on the same, or
nearly the same, wave length.

The first disadvantage will doubtless be overcome should the use of

radio communication on railroads be extended, allowing quantity production

methods to be applied to the manufacture of radio apparatus.

The second disadvantage is being rapidly overcome by improvements in

the mechanical design and construction of the radio apparatus, as experience

is gained in railroad service.

The third disadvantage has not yet been encountered, but is expected

to present a problem as the use of the radio telephone becomes more general

in railroad service, particularly at, and in the vicinity of large terminals. This

is because of the rather narrow frequency band (2410 to 2470 kilocycles) at

present assigned by the Federal Radio Commission for the use of railroad

radio equipment.

Xo reliable estimate of economies of radio communication in railroad

operation is at this time practicable, because of the small number of radio

installations in service, the short time that most of them have been in

operation, and there having been no complete radio installation made embrac-

ing, for example, all freight trains on a division so that full advantage

could be taken of the use of the radio telephone.

One large railway system, which has one freight engine and a caboose

equipped with the two-way radio telephone, estimates an average saving of

thirty-nine minutes per trip over the district, and an increase in ton-miles
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per train hour of tweiity-tive per cent eastbound and twelve per cent west-

bound, for the radio-equipped train. This estimate is based on dispatchers'

train sheets and conductors' delay reports covering a six months' period of

continuous operation.

A large industrial plant, which operates five locomotives in flat yard

and plant switching, estimates a saving of thirteen engine hours and twenty-

six office man-hours per month, by the use of the two-way radio telephone

betv/een the yardmaster's office and one of the locomotives. This estimate is

based on one month's careful observation of all switching operations.

A large railroad estimates a saving in first cost of approximately $28,000

by the installation of the one-way radio telephone system on a new hump
in place of the cab signal system which they originally intended to install.

Fogs are bad in this territory and cab signals would have been necessary if

the radio telephone had not been used.

As to the future development there are at least 17 new installations

projected for the coming year. Many of these are on railroads which

have not previously experimented with radio and are intended primarily for

test purposes. Others, however, will be on railroads which are extending

the use of radio communication.

The classes of service in which these new installations are to be used,

and the number in each class are approximately as follows

:

Freight train service 6

Hump yard switching service 9

Flat yard switching service . . 2

Total 17

In general, it may be said that the development of radio telephone com-

munication for railroad service is proceeding rapidly, and seems about to

emerge from the experimental stage. This will doubtless follow unless the

development is restricted by the Federal Radio Commission. Because of the

very limited number of radio frequencies available for use in this country

and the large demand for frequencies from such services as aviation, police,

television and ships at sea, it seems problematical if the Federal Radio Com-
mission will issue permits for general use for retarder yard or train service.

Railroads contemplating extensive installations of raido sets should not

overlook this phase of the problem.

The Committee recommends that this report be received as information

only, and that the subject be continued.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE X—SIGNALS AND
INTERLOCKING

W. M. Post, Chairman; F. W. Pfleging, Vice-Chairman;
F. D. Beale, H. G. Morgan,
W. E. BoLAND, H. H. Orr,
G. H. Dryden, T. a. Peabody,
W. J. EcK, A. H. RUDD,
W. H. Elliott, T. S. Stevens,
G. E. Ellis, E. G. Stradling,-

P. M. Gault, C. H. Tillett,

J. V. Hanna, W. M. Vandersluis,
C. R. HoDGDON, R. C. White,
W. W. Houston, F. B. Weegand,
C. A. Mitchell, L. Wyant,
J. C. Mock, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects

:

(1) Developments of Automatic Train Control. (Appendix A.)

(2) Developments of Automatic Highway Crossing ProtecticHi. (Ap-

pendix B.)

(3) Increased efficiency secured in railway operation by signal indi-

cations. (Appendix C.)

(4) Synopsis of principal activities of Committee I, Signal Section,

Economics of Railway Signaling—since date of its appointment. (Appendix

D.)

(5) Current activities of the Signal Section during past year. (Ap-

pendix E.)

Action Recommended

(1) That the report in Appendix A be received as information.

(2) That the report in Appendix B be received as information.

(3) That the report in Appendix C be received as information.

(4) That the report in Appendix D be received as information.

(5) That the report in Appendix E be received as information.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee ox Signals and Intebux)cking,

W. M. Post, Chairman.

Bulletin 323. January, 1930.
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Appendix A

(1) DEVELOPMENTS OF AUTOMATIC TRAIN CONTROL

G. E. Ellis, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. H. Elliott, F. W. Pfleging,

Since the last report on this subject as given in Volume 30, page 511,

the Commission has issued its report as of November 26, 1928, on the

hearings which were held in the spring of that year to secure additional

information in the matter of Automatic Train Control and other safety

devices. The substance of that report was that the Commission would not

require the installation of any more train control at the present time,

but that opportunity would be given to the carriers, as they had expressed

their wish to do, to devote their resources to such methods of promoting

safety as would seem consistent in each individual case. At the same time

the Commission recommended that studies be given to the questions of

interchangeability of train control devices, and to the installation of cab

signals without the train stopping or train control features. This does not

relieve the carriers from responsibility to provide additional protection when

needed in territory now equipped with block signals. Since it has stated

that it desired to be kept currently informed of progress being made by the

carriers in the matter of automatic train control, automatic signals, and

other allied subjects, it would seem to be obvious that the Commission does

not intend definitely to abandon train control, but to consider it in such

special cases as would seem to the Commission to be necessary; in fact,

it states in the report of November 26, 1928, that the proceedings will be

held open for such further action as may be required. An order accom-

panying the above report permits the placing of the "reset" switch in

the engine cab, instead of outside as originally required.

Progress

All of the train control installations under orders of the Interstate

Commerce Commission have now been completed, and there are no volun-

tary installations in progress at present. In addition to the voluntary in-

stallations as shown on Exhibit B of the last report, the following volun-

tary installations have been made

:

Miles Miles
Road Track Engines

New York Central Railroad-
Michigan Central Railroad

Toledo, Ohio, to Detroit, Mich 55.01 110.02

Boston & Albany Railroad
Brookline Jet. to Riverside, Mass 9.25 18.50

Southern Pacific Lines
Emigrant Gap to Andover, Cal 30.0 60.0 93

Boston & Maine Railroad
Through Hoosac Tunnel 5.0 10.0 *7

Electric.

There have been some minor changes in the mileage and number ol

locomotives equipped, but not of sufficient moment to make necessary anj

changes in Exhibits A and B, pages 512 and 513 of Volume 30.
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I. C. C. Inspections and Approvals

As of November 1, 1929, inspections have been made on all of the

80 installations comprised in both orders, and on one voluntary installation.

Reports have been issued on 43 installations of the first and on 34 of the

second order, an increase of 9 since the last report; reports have, therefore,

been issued on all but three of the installations. Exhibit A gives in abstract

the exceptions, requirements and recommendations made in each of these

reports issued since those published in Volumes 28, 29 and 30. As before,

these have been arranged in the order issued, and not according to devices.

The table shown in Exhibit B gives the opinion number under which these

reports are classified, I. C. C. number, the sub-order number, date inspected,

and date report issued. When the opinion number is given the report has

been printed and it may be ordered from the Government Printing Office by

referring to the name and opinion number.

This report is compiled from the records of the Committee on Auto-

matic Train Control of the American Railway Association, which maintains

in its office the latest and most complete information available on this subject.

Exhibit A

Installation : Lehigh Valley Railroad.

Device: General Railway Signal Company Intermittent Inductive.

Second Order: Easton to Sayre, Pa.

11.09 miles single track—161.77 miles double track—17.45

miles three track—24.11 miles four track—356 locomotives

for both orders.

Exceptions :

Non-equipped engines or those with device cut out operating in road
service must be double headed behind locomotive whose device is in service

;

locomotives cut out between terminals must have special protection provided.

Pusher and other locomotives operated backward in road service, with
current of traffic, must be equipped for such operation.

Requirements : As to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Proper maintenance of inductor and circuits ; attention should be given

to elimination of two-position signals on three-position territory ; careful

consideration of braking distances
;

proper relation between locomotive
receiver and coil ; maintenance of automatic brake valves that all parts will

register ; double heading cocks and ports to be made accurately to register

;

acknowledging whistle to be capable of being heard by both engineer and
fireman; protection of engine circuits against grounds.

Instructions to enginemen should be clear as to receiving application

of brakes over test inductor.

Instructions as to enginehouse test should include a test for grounds

;

a small bar test ; and a test to insure rate of preliminary exhaust is correct.

Rate of preliminary exhaust should be maintained within limits.

Means to be provided on motor cars for blanking main reservoir connec-
tion during automatic application of brakes.

Clear signal and inductor indications to be prevented at an interlocking

when home block is occupied.

Consideration if approach locking is needed at two interlockings.

Installation : Reading Company.
Device: Union Switch & Signal Company Two Speed Continuous

—Code.
Second Order: Bethlehem to Jenkintown, Pa.

45.8 miles double track—80 locomotives.
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Exception :

Pneumatic circuit controller must be on closed-circuit principle.

Requirements : As to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Rate of preliminary exhaust should be maintained within prescribed

limits.

With coded circuits used here, an unequal flow of current in branches
of the circuit could result in improper indications.

Installation : Chicago & Alton Railroad.

Device: National Safety Appliance Company Intermittent Induc-
tive.

First Order: Glenn to Bloomington, 111.

24.1 miles single track—89.7 miles double track—55 loco-

motives.
Exceptions :

None.

Requirements : As to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Design of control valves require high degree of maintenance be provided.

Test track magnets should be installed at all terminals, as bar test

does not give positive assurance under all operating conditions.

Provision for checking seals should be made.
Uniform interval for forestalling valves should be maintained.

Consideration should be given to providing proper braking distances

;

certain doubtful locations are cited.

Installation : Chicago & Northwestern Railway.
Device: General Railway Signal Company Two Speed Continuous.-

Second Order: Clinton to Boone, Iowa.
207.0 miles double track—304 locomotives for both orders.

Exceptions :

None.

Requirements : As to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Governor drive is on open circuit principle and if drive shaft should

become disconnected, false clear failure might result.

At certain interlockings, a train overrunning a stop signal may secure

a clear cab indication.

Arrangements should be made to eliminate, at certain interlockings, the

possibility of a signal being cleared on the Chicago & Northwestern Rail-

way while a train of the other road occupies the crossing.

Installation : Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad.

Device: Union Switch & Signal Company Continuous Stop.

Second Order: LaCrosse to Portage, Wis.
2.6 miles single track—99.8 miles double track—38 loco-

motives.

Exceptions :

None.

Requirements : As to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Closing of headlight generator throttle renders possible to proceed over

equipped territory with device inoperative.

Trains are operated against traffic by train order but without block

signal or train stop protection.

Track conditions should be so improved as to permit track energy to

be reduced.
Arrangements should be made to eliminate possibility, at an interlocking,

of giving a C. M. St. P. & P. train a clear signal while the crossing road

trains occupy the crossing.

It is doubted if braking distance at certain points is adequate.

Shunt fouling and shunting of switch circuit controllers are on open

circuit principle.
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Installation : Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad.

Device: Union Switch & Signal Company Two Speed Continuous

Second Order: Elmira, N. Y., to Scranton, Pa.

91.44 miles double track—14.84 miles three track—9.27
miles four track—150 locomotives.

Exceptions :

None.

Requirements : As to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Fouling protection at turnouts and crossovers is on open circuit prin-

ciple, and so dependent on high degree of maintenance.

Steps should be taken to insure proper air pressure in train control

system so that initiation of automatic brake application will occur within

prescribed period.

Care is required to so test and maintain locomotive train control equip-

ment to insure that it is in proper operative condition.

Under certain conditions the pneumatic circuit controller for prevent-

ing acknowledgment after an automatic brake application has been initiated

may fail to operate.

Automatic cut-in feature operates on open circuit principle.

The governor drive is on the open circuit principle, and, with certain

failures, the required speed restriction would not be imposed.

Installation : Delaware & Hudson Company.
Device: General Railway Signal Company Intermittent Inductive.

Second Order: Albany to Whitehall, N. Y.
6.5 miles single track—76.0 miles double track—160 locomo-

tives for both orders.

Exceptions :

None.

Requirements : As to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

False clear failures due to crosses of wiring in inductors or receivers

require a high degree of maintenance to prevent them.

False clear inductor may result with certain irregularities in operation

of signals or in the circuits, resulting where double distants are employed,

with a decreased braking distance.

Means should be provided that trains coming from a branch line should

be under proper control.

Means must be provided on those locomotives fitted for both forward

and reverse operation to insure reliability of operation should the present

construction prove inadequate.

Installation : Erie Railroad.

Device: General Railway Signal Company Intermittent Inductive.

Second Order : Susquehanna, Pa., to Hornell, N. Y.
139.7 miles double track—60 locomotives.

Exceptions :

None.

Requirements : As to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Braking distance would be decreased should a false clear signal obtain

under certain conditions.

Fouling protection at turnouts and crossovers is on open circuit principle.

Additional protection should be provided at two junctions where un-

equipped locomotives of the Erie and two foreign roads enter train control

territory.

High degree of maintenance is required to guard against false clear

failures which may result from crosses in the circuits.

If present construction on those locomotives fitted for both forward
and reverse operation be inadequate which may result in false clear opera-
tions, other means must be provided.
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Strict compliance with rules as to inspection and maintenance is re-

quired.

Test inductors of correct characteristics should be provided in place of

those not properly designed or placed.

Double heading cocks should be so modified that engineer's brake valve
will be cut out of service before the train stop device.

Operating conditions in some cases have changed since certain peti-

tions were filed for exemption from equipping some locomotives, and such
operation should now be reconsidered.

Installation : Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway.
Device : General—Miller Intermittent Inductive.

First Order : Hammond to Monon, Ind.—67.7 miles single track.

Second Order : Monon to Indianapolis, Ind.—93.3 miles single track.

49 locomotives for both orders.

Exceptions :

None.

Requirements : As to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Braking distance at certain locations will be decreased should a false

clear failure result from a mechanical failure in a signal.

Protection appears inadequate at six non-interlocked crossings or junc-

tions.

The arrangement at two interlockings will permit the display of a clear

signal for the C. I. & L. when a foreign train occupies the crossing.

Thorough tests of inductors are required to determine the integrity

of the coils and condensers, as certain short circuits may result in locomo-
tives passing an inductor without a stop operation being initiated.

The double heading cocks must be so adjusted that the engineer's brake
valve will be cut out before the train stop device.

The effectiveness of the fouling protection at turnouts and crossovers

is dependent on a high degree of maintenance as they are designed on open
circuit principle.

One locomotive in this territory was not equipped at time of inspection.
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Exhibit B

FIRST ORDER
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Exhibit B

SECOND ORDER
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Appendix B

(2) DEVELOPMENTS OF HIGHWAY CROSSING PROTEC-
TION

A. H. Rudd, Chairman, Sub-Committee; T. S. Stevens, J. A. Peabody,

G. H. Dryden, W. W. Houston.

During the past year, "lightning flash" signals have been exhibited

and the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada has authorized their

use. Neon tubes showing red lights are so arranged as to flash successively

about fifty times a minute, the idea being to give the automobile driver

a powerful mental jar to arrest his attention.

The Railroad Commission of Wisconsin has standardized on the wig-

wag, although alternately flashing red lights may be used if supplemented

by an octagonal stop board which presents its edge toward the highway when

no trains are approaching, and its large surface with the "Stop" when

trains are approaching.

The Minnesota Railroad and Warehouse Commission, and the Boards

of Railroad Commissioners of North Dakota and South Dakota have

standardized on flashing light signals with operative Stop sign.

The Railroad Commission of California has standardized on the wig-

wag; the Public Service Commissions of New York and Pennsylvania on

the alternately flashing light signal ; a large majority of the States on

one or both—some giving preference to the flashing lights, others, the

wigwag.

In some cities, the standard flashing lights are used with the word

"Stop," composed of red letters on a white background, or white letters on

a red background, being illuminated when a train is approaching.

Various adjuncts or trinkets are added by the public authorities from

time to time.

The American Railway Association and the American Railway En-

gineering Association have adopted as standard the signal "presenting to-

ward the highway when indicating the approach of a train the appearance

of a horizontally swinging red light and/or disc," represented in modem
practice by the wigwag or the alternately flashing red lights. The use

of this signal has been endorsed by the American Standards Association

and the Model Municipal Traffic Ordinance prepared under the jurisdic-

tion of the National Conference on Street and Highway Safety, otherwise

known as the Hoover Conference.

The Committee has no statistics showing how many have been in-

stalled in the last three or four years or how many are in service, but

they have been made standard in several States by the Public Utilities

Commissions, and in many others they are preferred.

The Committee recommends that the efforts of all the members of this

Association be directed toward maintaining the recommended standard,

discouraging the use of any additional devices or of any devices at variance

with the established standard.

The present standard is adequate and reliable. The mechanisms are

simple and, therefore, not liable to be disarranged, and the cost of erection

and maintenance is not prohibitory.

The education of the public as to the meaning of these signals and
the desirahilitv nf nhsprvanpp atiH thf accicfon^p nf fVi» 1ri/">1 o<<fWi/-t<-<*<oo in
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enforcing this observance, will make the signals thoroughly effective.

Uniformity of indication throughout the country is a prime requisite and

it cannot be obtained by using something else.

Supplementing the report of Committee IX, a Sub-Committee of the

Special Committee on Highvi^ay Crossing Protection, Signal Section, A.R.A.,

examined an automatic crossing gate near Montreal, Canada, which was

installed for trial purposes and indorsed for use by the Board of Railway

Commissioners for Canada, and reported that in its present state of de-

velopment it did not afford adequate protection. There were no records of

this gate having been run through, but a wigwag signal, which was previ-

ously erected at this crossing, was continued in use in addition to the

gate.

Appendix C

(3) INCREASED EFFICIENCY SECURED IN RAILWAY
OPERATION BY SIGNAL INDICATIONS

W. M. Post, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. ]. Eck, R. C. White, C. A.

Mitchell, F. D. Beale.

Committee X presented at the 1929 annual meeting its first report on

this subject. The report will be found in Proceedings, Volume 30, pages

524-542, and the discussion pages 1444-1447.

This report by an arrangement with Committee X was also presented

at the September, 1929, meeting of the Signal Section of the American

Railway Association.

Train operation by signal indications in lieu of train orders and time-

table superiorities is making such marked progress on our railways that

a revised list of installations has been included in this report.

The list of installations in the first report was arranged in chrono-

logical order by date of installation. In the revised list (Exhibit A) the

installations have been grouped by railroads and the number of operating

stations and the trains per day for each installation have been included.

The revised summary is as follows

:

Tr.\in Operation by Signal Indication

Summary of Installations

Miles of Miles of
Road Track

Single-track operation 819.4 819.4

"Either-direction" operation

Double-track 583.6 1,114.8

Three-track 168.2 196.1

Four-track 76.9 118.8

Totals 1,648.1 2,249.1

Number of installations as of August, 1929 167

Attention is again called to the fact that this mileage represents lines

on which with but few exceptions there is heavy traffic movement and more

than ordinary demand upon track capacity. In many of the installations the

greater capacity provided by train operation by signal indication postponed
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the necessity of building and maintaining many miles of additional track,

thus effecting substantial savings in both construction and maintenance costs.

It has been estimated that based on the number of trains per installation

per day and the train miles per train the trains whose movements are

directed entirely by signal indication on single track lines and in "either-

direction" operation on multiple track lines are making nearly 32,000,000

train miles a year; or nearly one and one-half times the total freight train

mileage in the New England Region.

Railway signaling systems—automatic block, train operation by signal

indication, automatic train control, power interlocking and remote power
switches—are fully and eflfectively meeting the exacting requirements of

present-day train operation. Substantial evidence of this progress will be

found in the expenditures made for railway signaling during the past ten

years.

Maintenance, Operation and In\tstment Charges in Railway Signals
AND InTERLOCKERS

Class I Railroads

1908 to 1927 Inclusive
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Appendix D

(4) SYNOPSIS OF PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES OF AMERICAN
RAILWAY ASSOCIATION, SIGNAL SECTION, COMMIT-
TEE I—ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY SIGNALING SINCE
DATE OF ITS APPOINTMENT

W. M. Post, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. J. Eck, R. C. White, C. A.

Mitchell, F. D. Beale.

The Committee on Economics of Railway Signaling of the Signal

Section (Committee I) was appointed by the Committee of Direction of

the Signal Section at meeting of November 17, 1921. The following is a

synopsis of the principal reports made by the committee:*

BLOCK SIGNALING

Automatic Block Signaling Economics—Single Track

Western Maryland Railway. Improvement in operation under auto-
matic block signals. Turn around service put into use. Crew time
per trip decreased 29 per cent. Overtime hours decreased 69 per
cent. (1922.)

X Y Z Railway. Five divisions with a total of 566 miles of road, re-

placing manual block. (1926.)

Cost of installations $2,336,800
Net annual saving 362,706
Annual return on investment over and above 6 per cent in-

terest charges 15.5 per cent

Cost and Savings per 100 Miles of Road

Cost per 100 miles $ 412,862

Net annual saving per 100 miles .' 64,082

Trains per day, average number 30
Savings per 100 miles per annum

:

Train hours saved 9,134

Overtime hours saved 5,341

Train stops eliminated 21,316

Block operators released 20

Chesapeake & Ohio. (Paper by B. T. Anderson.)
Analysis of operation with diagrams illustrating the signal protection for

train meets. (1926.)

Seaboard Air Line Railway. (Paper by O. R. Teague.)
Three divisions with 252 miles of road. (1928.)

Cost of installation $1,442,186

Net annual saving 178,949

Annual return on investment over and above 6 per cent interest charges,

12.4 per cent.

Automatic Block Signaling Economics—Double Track

Erie Railroad. 140 mile division. Manual block replaced by automatic

block. 90 block sections under manual block : 296 block sections under
automatic block. Saving in freight train time under automatic block

15 per cent. (1922.)

•The years in which these reports were submitted are shown in parentheses.
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Pennsylvania Railroad. 187 miles. Freight train speed increased 24 per
cent. Train hours decreased 19 per cent. Train stops eliminated
15,620. (1929.)

Cost of installation including automatic train control and loco-

motive equipment $2,329,227
Net annual saving 228,190
Annual return on investment over and above 6 per cent interest

charges 9.8 per cent

CLASSIFICATION YARDS
Car Retarder Economics

Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad. Analysis of the operation of the
hump yard at Gibson, Indiana. First installation of car retarders in the

United States, 1924. (1926.)

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad at Hartford, Conn.
(Paper by C. A. Mitchell.) This yard is the receiving and distributing
point for seven diverging routes leading to and from eight intensive
industrial districts located north, east, south and west of classification

yard. (1929.)

ECONOMIC STUDIES

Data sheets recommended by Committee for use in the making of
economic studies of signaling projects. Explanation of each item.

(1922.)
Problems in economics. (Paper by B. J. Schwendt.) A valuable

summing up of the major points to be considered in the making of
economic studies. (1926.)

Outline sheets for economic studies of automatic blck signaling
and interlocking. (1927.)

FREIGHT TRAIN DELAYS
Analysis

Method to be followed in making an analysis of freight train delay
with chart for the analysis of train movements and train chart showing
proposed improvement in train operation. (1926.)

Cost of Delay

Items entering into freight train hour cost and cost per train hour. Cost
ranging from $15.00 to $24.00 an hour. (1922.) (1926.)

Method to be followed in computing the cost of freight train delay
based on "out of pocket" costs. Tables and detailed explanation showing
the saving to be effected by an increase in speed from 11.1 miles to 12.5

miles per hour. (1924.)

HIGHWAY CROSSING PROTECTION

Automatic Signals to Replace Watchmen
Economic advantages of 24-hour protection and the elimination of

the human element. (1922.)
Report describing the equipment of forty-two crossings with auto-

matic signals, releasing 2.2 watchmen per crossing. Average cost per
crossing $1,694.00. Automatic flashlight signals provided a 24-hour
per day protection and were used to replace watchmen, showing a re-

turn on investment of nearly 100 per cent. (1927.)
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INTERLOCKING ECONOMICS

Automatic Interlocking

Great Northern Railway. Installations of automatic interlocking at

railroad grade crossings to replace interlocking plants. Installations were
first made in 1915. Payroll reduction at each installation $5,000 a year.

(1925.)

New York Central Railroad, Raisin Center, Michigan. Installation to

replace mechanical interlocking. 18 per cent return on the investment.

(1929.)

Consolidation of Interlocking Stations

Pennsylvania Railroad, Aspinwall, Pennsylvania. Installation of power
interlocking covering territory of three miles, replacing three mechanical
interlocking plants. Return on investment 18 per cent. (1925.)

New York Central . Railroad, Stanley, Ohio. Installation of power
interlocking plant covering extensive area to replace two mechanical plants.

(1929.)

Cost of installation $211,000

Net annual saving 27,798

Annual return on investment over and above 6 per cent interest

charges 13.2 per cent

SWITCHES

Spring Switch with Buffer Economics

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. Spring switches with buffer were
first installed in 1920 for the purpose of reducing train stops and for releasing

switch tenders. Installed only at points where the speed in each direction

over the switch is restricted either by rule or by the grade. Automatic
signal protection provided in all cases. (1925.)

Report giving the results of a questionnaire listing 178 installations

of spring switches. These installations eliminated 387,000 train stops per

year, showing a net average saving per installation of $1,689. (1929.)

Remote Power Switch Machines

Report giving the results of a questionnaire covering eighty-two in-

stallations of remote power switch machines. Average saving per installa-

tion $6,386. Return on investment of over 100 per cent. (1923.)

Report covering a questionnaire on the installation of remote power
switch machines 1922-1926. Number of installations, 193. Cost, $1,431,572.

Net savings per year, $582,232. Return on investment, 41 per cent. Train
stops eliminated per year, 379,527. (1928.)

Outline and explanation of items for use in preparation of reports on
remote power switch machines. (1929.)

TRAIN OPERATION ON SINGLE TRACK
Capacity Study

Train charts to show before and after operation. (1924.)

Train Meets

Report giving the time lost in train meets. "This comparison shows
under the time table, train order and manual block system, a loss of twenty
minutes per meet. Under train operation by signal indication this loss was
reduced to eleven minutes." Comparison made on territories that were
similar as to traffic, track layout and motive power. (1929.)

TRAIN OPERATION BY SIGNAL INDICATION

As this is one of the Committee's most important subjects, it has been

covered in a separate report (Appendix C).
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Appendix E

(5) CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF THE SIGNAL SECTION
DURING PAST YEAR

H. G. Morgan, Chairman, Sub-Committee; H. H. Orr, L. Wyant.

Reports have been submitted on the following:

(1)—Economic value of spring switches.

(2)—Remote power switch machines.

(3)—Economics of modernizing an existing signal system.

(4)—Comparison of time lost by through freight trains in making

train "meets" on a single track line under train operation by signal indica-

tion (central control) as against operation by time table, train orders and

manual block system.

(5)—Increased efficiency secured in railway operation by signal indi-

cations in lieu of train orders and time table superiority.

(6)—Seven typical examples showing economic value of modern sig-

naling.

(7)—Application of signals, automatic train control and locomotive

cab signals.

(8)—Revision of factors which govern in determining the type of

interlocking which should be installed.

(9)—Methods of keeping interlocked switches free from snow and ice.

The following recommendations were made:

(1)—That information in the Manual showing comparison on use of

two and four ohm direct current relays be removed.

(2)—That conclusions in the Manual as to methods of control to cause

signals to indicate "Stop" in emergencies be revised.

(3)—That form of agreement for interlocking plants adopted March

6, 1928, by the A.R.E.A. be adopted by the Signal Section.

(4)—That the following requisites be revised:

(a)—Take Siding Indicators and Leave Siding Indicators for non-

interlocked switches.,

(b)—Switch Indicators.

The following were submitted:

(1)—Revised table of signal and interlocking unit values.

(2)—Revised form of signal and interlocking unit distribution.

(3)—Instructions for maintaining and testing motor semaphore signals

together with instructions for maintaining and testing light signals.

(4)—Following chapters to the book on "Signaling":

(a)—Chapter II—Symbols, Aspects and Indications.

(b)—Chapter XI—Alternating Current Track Circuits.

(5)—^Reports on development of highway crossing protection as

follows

:

(a)—Development on highway crossing protection.

(b)—Federal and state activities.

(c)—Use of traffic signals at grade crossings.
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Considerable work has been done on new drawings and revision of

present drawings. A number of obsolete drawings have also been removed

from the Manual.

Definitions for technical terms used in signaling were completed.

New Specifications drafted as follows:

Car Retarder System.

Alternating Current Power Transfer Relay.

Recommended that T. & T. specifications for pole line hardware be

adopted by the Signal Section.

Parkway Cable.

Pin Type Porcelain Insulators.

Following Specifications were revised:

1611—Gray Iron Castings.

1711—Malleable Iron Castings.

1811—Wrought Iron Castings.

1457B—Operating and Overload Curve Chart, Electric Motor, Switch

Operating and Locking Mechanism.

6324—Direct Current Automatic Block Signals—Low Voltage.

7527—Mechanical Interlocking Machine—S. & F. Locking.

7619—Electric Interlocking Machine.

7819—Alternating Current Relay.

8019—Electric Color Light Signals.

8920—Aerial Braided Cable.

9520—Universal Switch Circuit Controller.

9820—Electric Switch Locks.

9920—Electric Lever Locks.

10120—Electric Motor, Switch Operating and Locking Meclianism.

10520—Tractive Armature Direct Current Neutral Relay.

11120—Mineral Matter Rubber Compound Insulated Signal Wire.

11122—Wiring.

12422—Concrete Trunking and Capping.

12623—Cylindrical Dry Cells.

12724—Time Lock.

12824—Time Release.

13023—Draw Bridge Circuit Controllers.

13826—Application of Electric Locks and Circuit Controllers to Mechanical

Interlocking Machines.

Following Specifications were revised and consolidated:

2011 and 10020—Direct Current Motor Semaphore Signals. (Specifica-

tions consolidated and numbered 2029.

3813 and 9620—Fuses. (Specifications consolidated and numbered 9630.)

9120 and 9320—Lead Covered Cable. (Specifications consolidated and num-

bered 9130.)

9020 and 9220—Armored Submarine Cable. (Specifications consolidated

and numbered 9030.")
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Following Specifications were removed from the Manual:

1211—Gas Engine with Fuel and Water Tanks.

2512—Wood Crossarms.

2612—Crossarm Braces and Heel and Toe Bolts.

2712—Steel Crossarm Pins.

2812—Crossarms, Through Bolts and Double Arm Bolts.

3012—Eastern White Cedar Poles.

3513—Annunciator Bells.

3913—Push Button used for the operation of Bell, Annunciator and similar

devices.

4013—Floor Pushes.

9420—Underground Braided Cable for 660 volts or less.

An index to 'the Manual of the Signal Section of the A.R.A. will be

found in the new A.R.E.A. Manual, page 668.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE III—TIES

W. J. Burton, Chairman;
F. T. Beckett,
R. S. Belcher,
M. S. Blaiklock,
W. C. BOLIN,
H. F. Brown,
J. F. Burns,
C. W. Campbell,
E. E. Chapman,
H. R. Clarke,
S. B. Clement,
R. L. Cook,
E. L. Crugar,

J. A. GORR,
R. S. HUBLEY,
P. B. Jeffries,

J. E. King,

John Foley, Vice-Chairman;
C. S. Kirkpatrick,
F. C. Krell,
F. D. Lakin,
M. F. LONGWILL,
A. F. Maisch aider,

M. J. McDonough,
H. C. MUNSON,
L. T. NucKOLS,
E. S. Pennebaker,
L. J. Riegler,

J. H. Roach,
L. L. Tallyn,
H. M. Tremaine,

J. W. Williams,
W. W. Wysor,
R. C. Young,

Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects:

(1) Revision of Manual (Appendix A).

(2) Anti-splitting devices (Appendix B).

(3) Extent to which specifications are being adhered to (Appendix C).

(4) Report on substitute ties (Appendix D).

(5) Report on best practice for grade marks for ties to indicate

acceptance (Appendix E).

(6) Report on methods and rules for tie acceptance inspection (Ap-

pendix F).

(7) Report on average renewals per mile maintained (Appendix G).

(8) Report on shape of spike point for use in pre-bored ties (Appen-

dix H).

(9) Report on method of proper seasoning of ties (no report this

year).

(10) Report on extent to which decay is permissible in ties offered

for treatment (no report this year).

(11) Report on switch tie renewals (Appendix I).

(12) Report on traffic unit (Appendix J).

Action Recommended

1. That the Manual be revised in accordance with the recom-

mendation in Appendix A.

2. That the recommended practice in accordance with Appendices

E, I and J be added to the Manual.

3. That the reports contained in Appendices B, C, D, F, G and H
be received as information.

Respectfully submitted.

The Committee on Ties,

W. J. Burton, Chairman.

Bulletin 323, January, 1930.
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Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

VV. J. Burton, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. S. Belcher, W. C. Bolin,

E. E. Chapman, S. B. Clement, R. L. Cook, E. L. Crugar, A. F.

Maischaider, J. H. Roach, R. C. Young.

The specifications for dating nails presented by this Committee and

adopted by the Association at the 1926 Convention does not specify the type

of numeral for the dating nail. Nails furnished under this specification

sometimes have had numerals of such type that it is difficult to distinguish

the 8's, 9's, 3's, 5's and 6's, especially after a few years' service.

It is therefore recommended that the following be added to the para-

graph under the caption "Design"

:

"and of the following type"

thus making the sentence read

:

"The shank of nail shall be ^ inch in diameter, and 2j4 inches

long ; the head of nail shall be 5/^ inch in diameter and t's inch thick,

and shall bear two raised figures designating the year, the figures

to be f^ inch long and raised ife inch, and of the folloiving type."

rlli

S<}- p>
J"

7- -

I 2?4 5 676 90
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Appendix B

(2) ANTI-SPLITTING DEVICES

E. L. Crugar, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. S. Belcher, H. F. Brown,

E. E. Chapman, H. R. Qarke, P. B. Jeffries, M. F. Longwill, H. C.

Munson, L. J. Riegler.

Your Committee undertook the study of anti-spHtting devices in 1926

and rendered the first report to the Association at the 1927 annual meeting

(see Volume 28, page 200, Appendix D). In this report certain informa-

tion was given concerning the unequal shrinkage during the seasoning

process.

At the annual convention of 1928 further report was made (see Volume

29, page 199, Appendix A). In this report there was described a test

made of certain types of anti-splitting devices in the Pennsylvania Rail-

road's laboratory at Altoona, Pennsylvania.

At the 1929 annual convention further report was rendered (see Volume

30, page 293, Appendix A). This report contained a description of anti-

splitting devices applied to white and red oak, white birch and hard maple,

undergoing a natural seasoning process at the Burnside Shops of the Illinois

Central Railroad. Photographs of some of these ties, taken when the

anti-splitting devices were applied on August 28, 1928, also photographs

of the ties taken on August 28, 1929, are given. The anti-splitting devices

used are shown on the accompanying plans.

In the test conducted at Altoona, force was applied until there was

a failure of either the anti-splitting device or the wood. The test being

conducted at Burnside is a test of the anti-splitting devices against the

natural checking process of the wood.

fOl-^
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The results obtained in these tests lead to the following conclusions;

(1) Irons should be placed to cross at right angles the greatest
possible number of radial lines of the wood.

(2) Irons should have sufficient stiffness to permit driving
into the hardest wood listed in the standard specifications for ties.

(3) Irons of sufficient stiffness to permit driving are of
sufficient strength to withstand seasoning stresses. Many irons of
excessive gage (thickness) are being used with consequent unde-
sirable and unnecessary damage to the wood.
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Hard Maple

White Oak
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Red Oak
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Red Oak

No Anti-Splitting Devices Applied



Hard Maple

Xo Anti-Splitting Devices Applied

Hard Maple
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White Oak
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White Birch

No Anti-Splittixg Devices Applied
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Red Oak

White Birch
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White Oak
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Red Oak

White Birch
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Appendix C

(3) EXTENT OF ADHERENCE TO STANDARD TIE
SPECIFICATIONS

John Foley, Chairman, Sub-Committee; F. T. Beckett, M. S. Blaiklock,

J. F. Burns, R. L. Cook, J. A. Gorr, J. E. King, C. S. Kirkpatrick,

F. G. Krell, F. D. Lakin, M. J. McDonough, H. C. Munson, E. S.

Pennebaker, H. M. Tremaine, J. W. Williams, A. O. Wilson, R. C.

Young.

The demands for cross-ties during 1929 were unusually low, and

although production was curtailed in consequence, there was no reason why
any railroad desiring standard cross-ties could not procure them without

departure from the Standard Specifications. Those railroads which have

been lax under competitive conditions had a chance to change their inspec-

tion practice, and it is to be hoped they will maintain the accepted

standards hereafter.

A test of possible improvement in adherence to specifications was

made in the Pocahontas Region, where two lots of ties totaling 800,000

wefe examined by the Committee as a whole. In both cases there was an

improvement in 1929 practice over that of 1928 and 1927. Although

the inspection continues liberal, it is not as markedly lax as formerly. One
of the stocks of ties looked over contains many accepted one size higher

than they should be. The other had a large number of oversize ties,

especially of pine, which had been accepted as though they were of normal

dimensions.

The poor manufacture common to the production of this region was
manifest in both stocks. Ties poorly hewed, crooked and bowed will

continue to be made so long as they are accepted as though they were

good standard ties. Unpeeled ties also showed the disregard for standards

by the inspectors.

The storage yards where these 800,000 ties were seasoning were clean

and in general good condition. In one the ties were laid too close together

in the stacks, and they also were stacked with the tie separating the

layers of the stack in contact with the sections 20 to 40 inches from the

middles of the ties in the layers instead of at their ends. These ties had

remained in their close stacks too long—two years—and decay was con-

spicuous. Some of the decay present was accepted when the ties were

inspected in 1927. This initial decay contributed largely to the unsound

condition which developed during the overlong storage. In the ties in-

spected during 1929 decay has not been accepted to as great an extent as

in 1927 and 1928.
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Appendix D

(4) SUBSTITUTE TIES

S. B. Clement, Chairman Sub-Committee; M. J. McDonough, L. J. Rieglcr,

W. W. Wysor.

REPORTS FROM RAILWAYS MAKING TESTS OF SUBSTITUTE
TIES

Atlanta & West Point Railroad

Reported by S. R. Young, Assistant Chief Engineer.
Date—June 5, 1929.

Kind—Duke, reinforced cross-tie.

These ties are reported as still in the track, and giving good service.

They are described on page 297, Volume 30 of the Proceedings of the

A.R.E.A.

Bangor & Aroostook Railroad

Reported by P. C. Newbegin, Chief Engineer.
Date—June 7, 1929.

Kind—Maine concrete.

The ties have shown no failure to date, and apparently no deteriora-

tion except some from slight corrosion of the reinforcing rods holding the

two concrete blocks together.

Delaware & Hudson Company

Reported by H. S. Clarke, Engineer Maintenance of Way.
Date—July 1, 1929.

Kind—Daiton.

This is a new design of tie of which 24,000 have been installed during

the last two years.

The tie is constructed of two scrap rails eight feet in length with

standard tie plates punched for the special clip and welded to the rails

at the proper gage with an electric welding machine designed for that

purpose. Scrap angle bars are welded by hand on the end of the ties.

The ties are used in freight yards and at other points outside of the

automatic block system and at places where locomotive fires are cleaned.

To date there have been no failures except in one or two cases where

the tie plates came loose from the rails or the angle bars were not properly

welded.

As this tie is not insulated, it of course cannot be used on main lines

where automatic signals are in use.

Duluth & Iron Range Railroad

Reported by W. A. Clark, Assistant to General Manager and Chief
Engineer.

Date—June 20, 1929.

Kind—Carnegie and Hatch.

Carnegie—No change reported during the year.

Hatch—Four of these ties were removed in April, 1929. The re-

mainder all show cracks of greater or less extent.

I
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Daltox Welded Steel Ties ix Delaware & Hudson Track,
Schenectady, N. Y.

Dalton Welded Steel Tie
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Duluth, Missabe & Northern Railway Company

Reported by E. H. Dresser, Chief Engineer.

Date—June 5, 1929.

Kind—Carnegie and Kimball.

Carnegie—Of the 22,380 Carnegie ties installed in 1908 and 1909,

19,469 remain in track, a reduction of 618 during the year.

Kimball—The thirty Kimball ties installed in 1914 are still in place

and giving good service.

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway

Reported bv Arthur Montzheimer, Chief Engineer.

Date—July" 15, 1929.

Kind—Bates and Carnegie.

Bates Concrete—The 62 Bates ties installed in 1912 are still in

service at the point of their original installation.

Carnegie, Steel Cross-Ties and Switch Ties—Carnegie steel cross-

ties (Section M-21) have been installed at various times.

Number placed in track 15,514

Removed, 1916 50

1917 260

1918 182

1919 453

1920 306

1921 ...* 1,165

1922 641

1923 2,620

1924 1,341

1925 262
• 1926 550

1927 2,399

1928 1,276

1929 (To June 1) 11,505

Number remaining in track 4,009

The Carnegie Steel Switch Ties are of Section M-21 and are in yard

tracks with heavy switching. The linear feet of switch ties placed and

removed are as follows :

Linear Feet of Linear Feet of
Linear Feet of Steel S-ivitch Linear Feet of Steel Switch

I
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Linear feet of Carnegie switch ties used in renewals and
construction 525,842

Linear feet of Carnegie switcli ties removed account re-

newals 407,238

Linear feet of Carnegie switch ties removed account track

retired 58,123

Linear feet of Carnegie switch ties in track, May 1, 1929 60,481

Long Island Railroad

Reported by J. G. Hartley, Division Engineer.

Date—Aug. 8, 1929.

Kind—Carnegie and King Foreign.

Carnegie—These have all been removed from the track owing to in-

ability to keep the wedges in place.

King Foreign—These ties are not in good condition, and it is proposed

to remove them all next year.

Los Angeles Railway

Reported by B. J. Eaton, Engineer Way and Structures.

Date—June 10, 1929.

Kind—McDonald Concrete.

None of the 736 ties which were installed in 1911 is reported as having

been removed from track.

Pennsylvania Railroad (Eastern and Central Regions)

Reported by T. J. Skillman, Chief Engineer.

Date—July 27, 1929.

Kind—Riegler, Snyder, Brown, Silver and Willis.

RiEGLER—Eight of the 15 ties originally installed in 1908 have been

repaired in 1929, due to crushing of concrete.

Snyder Composite—Steel shell has broken through in a number of

places and concrete crushed. One hundred and thirty-five clamps missing

on account of bolts being rusted away. About 30 per cent of the bolts are

loose and rusted so that they cannot be tightened and in some cases bolts

have been pulled through the ties.

Willis Concrete 1 ie. Pennsylvania Railroad. Kearney, N. L
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Brown Concrete (Casey) :

Aspinwall, Pa.—Condition good.
Hays, Pa.—Ten ties replaced due to being cracked or broken in the

center. 241 ties have surface cracks but are good for a number
of years.

Monongahela, Pa.—No ties have been removed, but 18 show signs

of disintegration.

Wilkinsburg, Pa.—Condition good.
Pitcairn, Pa.—Condition good.
Derry, Pa.—Condition good.
Conpitt Junct.—Condition good.

Tunnelton, Pa.—Condition good.
Bellwood, Pa.—Ties have been removed on account of faihire of

concrete and there are 30 defective ones in track, due to crush-

ing under the rail and concrete breaking off at end of reinforc-

ing steel.

Highspire, Pa.—Three ties have been removed on account of being

damaged by drawhead. Forty-three defective ties in track,

due to crushing under rail, cracking through under rail, and
cracking through between the rails.

M. P. 31—A. & S. Branch—None removed, but 14 defective ties

in track due to cracking under and between the rails.

Haines, Pa., C. & P. D.—Six ties removed due to being damaged
in unloading them. Twenty-six defective ties in track due to

cracking between and under rails and concrete breaking off at

end of reinforcing steel.

Conowingo, C. & P. D.—None removed, but there are 28 defective

ties in track due to cracking between and under rails and con-

crete breaking off at end of reinforced steel.

Octoraro, Pa., C. & P. D.—None removed, but there are 23 defec-

tive ties in track—failure due to same causes as at Conowingo.

Silver Steel and Concrete, West Morrisville, Pa.—Ninety-eight ties

removed due to breaking of castings and crushing of concrete.

Willis Concrete, Manhattan Produce Yard—No change.

Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis

Reported by H. J. Pfeifer, Chief Engineer.

Date—Aug. 24, 1929.

Kind—Miller.

No change is reported.

Southern Pacific Lines

No report received.
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SOME RESULTS WITH STEEL TIES IN INDIA

Technical Paper No. 260 of the Railway Board of India, by F. S.

Hughes, Esq., Superintending Engineer, R. V. Railway Construction, of

the Bengal-Nagpur Railway Company, contains some interesting data on

steel ties.

The following information is abstracted from Mr. Hughes' paper

:

In 1887 the Nagpur Chhattisgarh Railway was converted to

5 ft. 6 in. gage and extended to make a total of 822 miles all laid

with 75 pound "flatfooted" rails on steel ties of the pattern known
as "peapod sleepers." (See Fig. A.) These "sleepers" varied

slightly in thickness and width but were identical in general design

in that lugs were punched up in the top table of the sleeper and the

base of the rail secured between these lugs by means of one key

(or wedge) for each rail.

FIG -A,
75 LBS. STEEL PEAPOD 5LEEPER.

A "^

C«0&S SECriOH A . H. CROSS SECT/ON B.B.
wtitxT I3S i«a. sictusive OF

sreCL Ktrs.

CROSS.SECTtON C.C

This type of sleeper was adopted for two reasons :

(1) On the portion of the railroad converted from meter to

5 ft. 6 in. gage such sleepers with additional lugs for meter gage

afforded a ready means of quick conversion to broad gage.

(2) The forests through which the extensions were con-

structed were undeveloped and the million and one-half sleepers

required could not be readily procured.

Although the main line was relaid between 1904 and 1924,

giving an average life of 24 years in the main line, yet fully three-

fourths of the 1887 sleepers are still (1928) in use on branch lines

and in sidings so that cut of 1,500,000 steel sleepers originally laid

between the years 1887 and 1893, 375,000 have had an average life

of 24 years, and 1,125,000 have had an average life of Z7 years up to

date.

Increasing wheel loads and speeds have indicated the three prin-

cipal defects in this type of sleeper

:

(1) Weakness
(2) Erratic gage
(3) Diflficulty in packing (tamping)
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The weakness is apparent from the method of failure, over

90 per cent of the failures occur in the top table adjacent to the

rail seat by the metal crystallizing and the rail seat crushing.

The erratic gage is due to both the weakness of the lugs, which
in the older sleepers are forced up by the steel keys (wedges) and

by variations in manufacture.

The difficulty in "packing" (tamping) was due to the vertical

sides preventing the full consolidation of the ballast and later

designs have the sides slanted outwards to allow of more perfect

tamping.
As a result of the experience with these peapod sleepers and

a study of the design, the present standard sleeper has been de-

veloped capable of safely taking axle loads of 25 tons and costing

at present Rs 10/4 (which amounts to about $4.10) each.

The experience with these steel ties in India, and particularly the long

average life secured, is so at variance with experience in the United States

and Canada that further details were requested of Air. Hughes:

The following letter was addressed to Mr. Hughes

:

The copy of "Technical Paper No. 260"—Note on Steel Sleeper

Design," was referred to the Tie Committee who have been much
interested in steel ties, and this Committee wonld appreciate advice

as to the points given below, provided, of course, that the informa-

tion is readily obtainable. While the use of steel sleepers (ties)

in the United States is at present not increasing, the Committee
is keeping closely in touch with the problem and we will greatly

appreciate such answers to the questions as you or Mr. Hughes
can give.

(1) In the first paragraph of page 2, it is stated that 375,000

sleepers had an average life of twenty-four years, and 1,125,000 an

average life of thirty-seven years up to date. For the above sleepers

can you give at least an approximation of the average traffic (tons)

passing over this track per year, together with information as to

the character of traffic? That is, whether slow speed or high

speed, passenger or goods trains.

(2) A brief statement of the climate at the locality, par-

ticularly as affecting corrosion of steel and giving the approximate
average annual rainfall and the relative humidity.

(3) A description of the protection against corrosion applied

to the ties. In this connection it should be mentioned that the

experience in the United States with steel ties has indicated that

corrosion is a very important, if not the most important, considera-

tion limiting the life.

(4) Kind, or kinds, of ballast in which the results quoted

above were secured, and in this connection statement as to whether
there was a sufficient accumulation of locomotive cinders in the

ballast to cause accelerated corrosion due to the presence of sulphur.

(5) An average analysis of the steel of the sleepers with

particular reference to the carbon content and the possible content

of copper or other corrosive retardent.

(6) Approximate average life in the same, or similar, track

under similar conditions of the best wooden sleepers, and brief

description of these, together with general cause of the failure of

the wooden sleepers ; that is, whether the cause is decay, mechanical
wear, attacks of insects, etc.

(7) Approximate cost at the present time of the best wooden
sleepers comparable with R. S. 11. which is stated on page 10 to be

the cost of an entire new metal trough with saddles of scrap

metal.
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Reply by Mr. F. S. Hughes to questionnaire by the American Railway

Engineering Association, Chicago

:

Item 1.—A statement is attached showing gross ton miles of
all traffic passing over the Bengal-Nagpur Railway system between
the years 1890 and 1928. Generally speaking the traffic consists

of one fast mail train and two fast passenger trains each way daily,

the balance being goods trains. The average maximum speed of

passenger trains for the period may be taken as 40 miles per

hour and of goods trains 35 miles per hour. The average maximum
axle load of passenger engines for the period is 17.25 tons and of

goods engines 16 tons.

The average maximum rolling stock axle load for the period is

16 tons.

For the period under review figures regarding gross ton

mileage are only available for the system as a whole. Sectional

figures are, however, available for branch line traffic for the last

3 years and these are also given for three branch lines where the

old 75 lb. rails and steel sleepers are still in use. The mileage

of these three branch lines totals up to 274 miles and if the average
gross ton mileage for the past 3 years over these branches be

divided by the mileage the total traffic passing annually over the

permanent way is l,i22,500 tons.

This density of traffic is considerably less than for the B. N. R.

system as a whole at the present time because of recent years the

density of traffic has increased very considerably on certain sec-

tions of the main line and branch lines serving industrial areas

where these old rails and sleepers are not in use.

It is reasonable to assume that for the 375,000 sleepers which
had an average life of 24 years and were in the main line for this

period the total tonnage which passed over them from the yar 1890

to 1914 may be taken to be as for the main line as a whole, but

as the density of traffic for the 274 miles of branch lines referred

to above now corresponds to the density of traffic for the whole
system for the year 1904 and 1905 it may be taken that for the

1,125,000 steel sleepers which have had an average life of VJ

years in main and branch lines up to date, the total tonnage passing

over is the sum of the tonnage figure from the year 1890 to 1904

for the main line plus tonnage for 23 years at the average of the

figures available for branch lines, viz., 1,122,500 annually.

These work out as follows

:

For 375,000 sleepers that served their whole life of 24

years in the main line.

Total tonnage passed over 27,775,885

Average per year 1,157,328

For 1,125,000 sleepers that have served their life of 37

years partly in the main line and partly in branch lines.

Total tonnage passed over 36,451 ,085

Average per year 985,164

Item 2.—The country traversed by the portion of the Bengal

Nagpur Railway system mentioned in paragraphs 1 and 2, page

1 of the Technical Paper, varies in altitude between 500 feet to

1900 feet above sea level.

It is visited by a fairly regular monsoon starting usually on the

15th of June and ending between September 15 and October 15.

Throughout the rest of the year the rainfall is insignificant,

being mainly confined to thunder storms.

During the monsoon months the ground may be said to be

continually wet though by careful draining and good ballasting

every endeavor is made to keep the track as dry as possible.
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In cuttings, however, where infiltration is heavy and drainage

is sometimes difficult, the sleepers are wet for long periods, and it is

here that corrosion is most in evidence. In exceptionally bad
cuttings of this nature it has been thought advisable to replace

the steel by sal wood sleepers.

During the summer months the heat of the sun is intense and
the temperature of the rails and sleepers will frequently be be-

tween 160 degrees and 180 degrees Fahr., the shade temperature
in May and June reaching 120 degrees.

Below will be found the average rainfall for the S wet months
and for the 7 dry months for a period of 10 years at three stations

where records were kept, also the figures of relative humidity at

8 a. m. for two of these stations.

These stations are fairly representative of the locality where
the sleepers under consideration were in use.

RAINFALL—STATISTICS 1917-1927

Total
Average Rainfall, Average

Station 5 Wet Months 7 Dry Months Annual

Nagpur 40.16 4.05 44.21

Raipur 50.36 5.37 55.73

Bilaspur 44.09 4.61 48.70

Average* 44.87 4.68 49.55

•Three stations.

Station
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Not'. Dec.

Nagpur 57 44 35 28 33 57 78 77 73 58 S3 53
Raipur 70 57 43 34 37 61 85 88 84 71 67 68
Average* 64 51 39 31 35 59 82 83 79 65 60 61

*Two stations.

PROTECTION AGAINST CORROSION

Item 3.—The old contract dated 1887 with the Darlington Iron
& Steel Company specifies Angus Smith solution for dipping the

sleepers.

Later contracts specify that the sleeper must be dipped in

a mixture containing

—

3 parts coal tar

1 part tar oil

at a temperature as near 300 degrees Fahr. as possible and under
600 degrees Fahr.

Generally speaking corrosion is not a very serious factor in

determining the life of a steel sleeper over the greater part

of the Bengal Nagpur Railway System. In wet cuttings, however,
and near the sea coast where the atmosphere is damper corrosion

is more evident.

Item 4.—The ballast used is for the most part quartz basalt and
gneiss. There is very little accumulation of locomotive cinders in

the ballast, as locomotives are fitted with ashpans and fires are
cleaned out at watering stations situated at every 40 miles or so.

Where, however, cinders do get mixed inadvertently with the

ballast near ashpits, the sleepers suffer accelerated corrosion.

Rapid corrosion of steel sleepers also takes place in badly
drained cuttings, and in station yards where laterite moorum is

used as a top dressing and for this reason wooden sleepers are
usually employed in such localities.
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Item 5.—A chemical analysis of the steel used in these sleepers

is not available. The old contract of 1887 with the Darlington

Iron & Steel Co. only specified steel with a tensile strength of 26

to 31 tons, with a contraction of 40 per cent.

Later contracts with the Anderson Foundry Company state

that the steel shall satisfactorily pass the tests and analysis of the

Engineering Standards Committee British Standard Specification for

structural steel for Bridge and General Building construction dated

June, 1906, so far as they are applicable to steel for bridges.

LIFE OF WOODEN SLEEPERS

Item 6.—The majority of the wooden sleepers used on the

Bengal Nagpur Railway are Sal (Shorea Robusta). These when
cut from fully matured trees have an average life of 16 years.

Of recent years owing to the forests near the railway getting

denuded of mature trees some immature sleepers have had to be

used and their life has been from 12 to 14 years.

In considering the cause of failure of sal wood sleepers in

the track it may be stated that three-quarters of the same is due

to mechanical wear and one-eighth each to decay and attacks of

Termites.
With any other timber hitherto tried, except teak, which is

too expensive for general use, the life is much shorter and failure

may be attributed as follows : One-half to mechanical wear and

one-quarter each to decay and attacks of Termites.

Item 7.—The present cost of a Standard B. G. sal wood sleeper

9 ft. by 10 in. by 5 in. is Rs 8/—excluding adzing, boring and

dog spikes ; so in comparing the cost with that of a steel sleeper

complete with fastenings the price of the sal sleeper should be

taken as Rs 9/— ($3.60)

.

The price of the steel trough sleepers with new steel trough
weighing 126 lb. in accordance with the charges given in the

Technical Paper No. 260 with saddle made of scrap metal is now
Rs 10/4 ($4.10) and not Rs 11/— ($4.40) as quoted in the paper,

and a large order is now being executed at this rate.

At the time the paper was written, the price was not definitely

known, and Rs 11/—was quoted to be on the safe side.

In comparing the relative values of the steel and sal sleepers,

a fact that must not be lost sight of is that the standard sal wood
sleeper will have to be increased in thickness in order to efficiently

carry axle loads comparable to the steel sleepers under considera-

tion.

Should it be decided to increase the size of the sleeper to 9 ft.

by 10 in. by 6 in., the price will go up to between Rs 9/8 ($3.80)
and Rs 10/— ($4.00) excluding adzing, boring and dog spikes, so

that a sal sleeper of equal strength will cost more than a steel

sleeper of the design under discussion.
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Appendix E

(5) BEST PRACTICE FOR GRADING MARKS FOR TIES TO
INDICATE ACCEPTANCE

W. C. Bolin, Chairman, Sub-Committee; F. T. Beckett, H. F. Brown,

J. F. Burns, H. R. Clarke, E. L. Crugar, J. A. Gorr, R. S. Hubley,

F. D. Lakin, M. J. McDonough, H. C. Munson, E. S. Pennebaker,

L. L. Tallyn, A. O. Wilson, R. C. Young.

Last year the Committee submitted a questionnaire (Volume 30, page

306) to the railroads to develop the present practice. Replies were re-

ceived from fifty-six railroads and these are summarized in the statement on

page 1092.

The two principal methods of marking ties are by indentations made

by a branding hammer and by various paint marks. From the standpoint

of ease of application the hammer is to be preferred, and inquiries made

of inspectors by the Committee bear this out. Those inspectors familiar

with both methods usually prefer the hammer. However, while giving

due consideration to the ease of branding, the Committee's recommenda-

tion for the hammer is based primarily on the considerations given below.

It is very desirable to mark the ties in such a manner that not only

will the size at which the tie is accepted be shown but also to indicate the

identity of the inspector. It is also very desirable to use marks which

are not rendered illegible during treatment. In many cases it is also

desirable to mark the kind of wood, or the group to which the wood belongs,

so as to permit ready classification for proper treatment. As paint marks

are usually obliterated during treatment they do not fulfill the requirement

of permanence and the several indications desired cannot be painted with the

same facility as they can be indicated by hammer marks. Carrying the

inspector's identification mark is very desirable because the inspector who
knows that his work cannot be checked readily at any time by anyone

familiar with the specifications is more apt to be careless (or even dishonest)

than the one who knows that at any stage his work may be checked and

the responsibility determined.

A further requirement of the marking is that it be of such character

as not to be readily obscured or "raised" by unscrupulous parties.

It is usually not necessary to indicate other information, such as the

date of acceptance, but any further data may be added to the hammer
by appropriate symbol.

There are several sizes and shapes of hammer in use, although the

most common leaves a mark approximately circular and about 1^ inches

in diameter. A rectangular brand or one larger than about Ij^ inches

is not so satisfactory because of the greater necessity for a perfectly right-

angle blow (one leaving a full impression of the entire brand) and because

the greater area to be depressed requires a stronger blow. If the brand

is too large the impression is likely to be of only one side and the infor-

mation branded likely to be incomplete.

A form of hammer in general and satisfactory use has the railroad

and inspector's identification marks on the faces of the main portion of the

hammer body, and the indications for groups or kinds of wood are carried

on interchangeable ring-shaped dies which may be screwed or easily fas-
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tened to and which surround the face of the main body of the hammer.

Based on its study, the Committee makes the following recommendations.

Recommendations

(1) Each tie accepted by a railroad should be marked. The mark

used should identify the railroad and the inspector and should indicate

the size at which the tie is accepted. If the field inspector is required

to classify the different kinds of wood, the kind should also be indicated

by the mark. The date or year may also be indicated, but this is not

considered essential.

(2) All marking should be done with branding hammers.

(3) Each hammer should carry the name or identification of the rail-

road and a number or letter to indicate the identity of the inspector. These

indications should be on the main portion of the hammer so that they will

always appear on every tie accepted.

(4) Hammers for use where kinds or groups of wood are determined

by the field inspector should be provided with detachable rings carrying

the indications by the style of border.

(5) The size at which the tie is accepted should be indicated by the

number of blows struck on the end of the tie, one blow for a size one,

two for a size two, etc., and the brands thus applied to the tie should be

arranged in the distinctive patterns shown in the drawing.

(6) If, in trimming the ends of the ties to length, or for other pur-

pose, the original inspection marks are removed, new marks showing the

name of railroad and the size of tie should be stamped or branded on the

end.

(7) No marks should be placed on rejected ties.

(8) The branding hammer should be designed to have the least

amount of embossing which will convey the desired information. For

instance "X. Y. & Z. R. R. Co." should be contracted to "Z" if this is

sufficient to distinguish the railroad, and similarly one letter or figure used

to designate the inspector is preferable to two or three figures. Embossing

should have a depth of #2 to ^ inch and a width of face of ^ to -fe inch.

The diameter of the embossed surface, including the ring or border, should

be kept as small as possible to reduce the effort required and to minimize

the recording of one side of the brand only.

O
o

3 -V 5

Recomuekded Pattern for Applying Size Marks to Cross-Ties
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Appendix F

(6) METHODS AND RULES FOR TIE ACCEPTANCE
INSPECTION

R. L. Cook, Chairman, Sub-Committee; F. T. Beckett, J. F. Burns, R. S.

Hubley, P. B. Jeffries, F. C. Krell, F. D. Lakin, L. T. Nuckols, E. S.

Pennebaker, A. O. Wilson.

Last year a questionnaire was sent out (Vol. 30, page 307), and this

year the replies received have been condensed and tabulated.

While the Committee recognizes the fact that the best practice may not

be indicated by the practice of the majority, the digest of the 63 replies

is given as a matter of information and interest. The bracketed numbers

correspond with the question numbers of the tabulation.

The proper procedure as respects certain of the practices indicated

by the questions is apparent without much need for thought or argument.

For instance, it seems manifest that there should be tie inspectors, that

the force should be regularly organized, that they should be instructed

in their duties, employed continuously either as inspectors or elsewhere on

the railroad, and be given opportunities for advancement. But as regards

other features, the best practice is not so self-evident.

Whether inspectors should be employed by the Engineering (Using)

Department or the Purchasing (Supplying) Department is a question which

the Committee feels cannot be answered for all conditions. Some manage-

ments consider that inspection of materials should be under the jurisdiction

of the user, or at least not under the supervision of the department charged

with the procurement, but satisfactory results are obtained under either

practice and the efficiency of the organization seems to be of greater im-

portance than the plan.

It seems clear, however, that tie inspectors should not be required to

bargain for ties, nor to take part in the payment for same other than

to certify as to the results of their inspection.

Whatever the form of organization, there should be provision for

check of the inspectors' work and this should be possible by anyone

familiar with the specifications and at any time. The efficient inspector will

welcome such check and it is natural for any inspector to be more careful

if he knows that his work may be checked at any time.

Recommendations

1. Cross Tie Inspectors should be provided as a regularly organized

force.

2. Cross Tie Inspectors should be recruited from within a road's

own organization and only in case of necessity be obtained from

outside sources.

3. Cross Tie Inspectors should have had previous training and

experience or be given training in inspection.

4. They should be fully and frequently instructed as to their

duties by the employee to whom they are directly responsible for their

work.
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5. Cross Tie Inspectors should be furnished with branding hammers

and such other necessary equipment as required by the work.

6. The identity of the inspector should be shown on each tie accepted, as

well as the size of tie, and provision made for adequate check of the work.

7. Cross Tie Inspectors should not be used for the phases of tie

procurement involved in negotiating for ties.

8. Inspectors should be assigned to given territories but they

should be reassigned periodically in order to make them familiar with

the products of difference territories, thereby broadening their expe-

rience and usefulness, and to minimize .possibility of connivance

between inspector and producer.

9. Cross Tie Inspectors should be employed continuously and the force

temporarily reduced only in case of necessity and then all men retained in

some capacity consistent with service and ability.

10. Lines of advancement as broad as possible should be provided.

11. The work of Cross Tie Inspectors should be extended to include the

inspection of switch and bridge ties and other forest products whenever the

inspectors are capable of such work.

Digest of Replies

(1)—Do you have inspectors of cross ties?

All reporting roads have inspectors of cross tics.

(2)

—

Are they a regularly organized force?

No— 8 roads, 3,285 miles.

Yes—55 roads, 221,759 miles

(3)—On what department roll carried?

Engineering—16 roads, 15,155 miles.

Purchases and/or stores—47 roads, 209,889 miles.

(4)—To whom do they report?

Almost without exception inspectors of cross ties report to

the head of the department on whose roll they are carried,

such reports being generally rendered through some sub-head.

(5)—From what sources recruited?

Within own organization-—20 roads, 57,698 miles.

Outside own organization—41 roads, 167,116 miles.

No report—2 roads, 230 miles.

(6)—Previous training and experience required?

Inspection training given—5 roads, 13,603 miles.

Previous training and experience required—53 roads, 203,063

miles.

No report—5 roads, 8,378 miles.

(7)—Are they instructed in their duties?

In all instances roads report some form of instruction given

to inspectors of cross ties.

(8)—Are instructions supplementary to A.R.A. specifications

necessary ?

The great majority are using the A.R.A. specifications

either exactly word for word or with very slight modification
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and consider^ no supplementary instructions necessary.

Among the eight railroads reporting modifications of the

specifications five use modifications which are so slight as to

be negligible, while at least two of the railroads reporting

the use of their own specifications apparently so reported with

the thought that their own printing made the specification

their own rather than the standard. The several railroads

which have not yet adopted the A.R.A. standard in some

fundamental part of the specifications do not in general

differ from the standard. There is so much likeness in

that part of these individual specifications with the standard

that the failure to be exactly in step with progress in stand-

ardization seems more likely to be because of lack of interest

or knowledge than the deliberate belief in the need for some-

thing special in the way of a specification.

(9)—With what equipment are cross tie inspectors provided?

Roads Miles

Chalk 15 76,256

Core drills 1 348

Counters 2 23,138

Hammers 48 192,445

Measuring sticks 8 25,159

Paint and brushes 20 62,303

Rules 15 84,893

Stencils 2 9,734

Tape lines 6 34,912

No report 3 1,180

(10)—To what supervision is their work subjected?

All roads, except two, report some form of recheck, either

partial or complete, of cross tie inspectors' work by some

designated employee or employees.

(11)—If inspector's identity is not marked on ties, how is his work

checked ?

Roads Miles

From inspector's identity on tie 38 138,439

From shipping reports 14 56,518

From field recheck 4 24,795

No check 2 1.439

No report 5 3,673

(12)—Are cross tie inspectors used for other phases of tie pro-

curement ?

Roads Miles

No 29 147,259

Yes 23 77,673

No report 1 112

(13)—Are cross tie inspectors confined to a given territory?

Roads Miles

No 32 103,719

Yes 30 121,213

No report 1 112
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(14)—Are they employed continuously?

Roads Miles

No, only as required 8 18,363

Yes 15 61,604

Yes, but reduced when necessary 39 144,965

No report 1 112

(15)—What are the lines of advancement for inspectors of cross

ties?

Roads Miles

To Chief Inspector 27 158,683

To other departments 8 29,516

None 21 31,851

No report 7 4,994

(16)—Do inspectors of cross ties also inspect switch and bridge tics

and other forest products?

Roads Miles

No 9 18,035

Yes 52 206,726

No report 2 283

Appendix G

(7) REPORT DATA ON AVERAGE TIES RENEWED PER
MILE OF MAINTAINED TRACK

J. H. Roach, Chairman, Sub-Committee; M. S. Blaiklock, J. A. Gorr,

J. E. King, C. S. Kirkpatrick, M. F. Longwill, A. F. Maischaider,

L. L. Tallyn, W. W. Wysor.

Tables A and B, herewith, give the 1928 tie renewals as reported to the

Interstate Commerce Commission, or, in the cases of the two principal

Canadian railroads, as reported to the Committee in the same form.

Attention is again directed to the fact that these tables give results

for one year only, and the results for any given railroad may be abnormal

for the one year.

The Committee expects to continue these reports and after they are

available for five and ten year periods to report five and ten year averages

each year.
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Appendix H

(8) STUDY AND REPORT ON THE PROPER DESIGN OF
CUT SPIKES FOR USE IN PREBORED TIES

E. E. Chapman, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; R. S. Belcher, H. R. Qarke,

A. F. Maischaider, W. W. Wysor.

This report is a continuation of the subject brought up in investigation

of the proper diameter of hole for preboring of ties in 1927 Tie Commit-

tee Report, in which attention was called to the failure to follow the hole

and the destructive effects on wood fiber by the point on the present spike,

particularly in the softer wood ties. In this investigation seven different

types of ^ by 6-in. track spikes were used to determine the holding power

and regularity of following the prebored hole and to study what advantage

could be secured by a change of design in point and body of the spike.

Material

Six different types of track spikes were recommended for test in

comparison with standard ^ by 6-in. cut spikes. The photograph on this

page shows all seven types of spikes numbered as follows

:

Weight,
Spike No. Description Lb.

1 Standard 5^ by 6-in. chisel pointed spike 0.79

2 Modified chisel pointed, ^ in. wide 0.77

3 Modified chisel pointed, beveled corners 0.79

4 Sharp pointed, Goldie spike 0.77

5 Boschke round spike 0.68

6 Round spike with ^-'m. chisel point 0.69

7 Square spike with round sharp point 0.75

The above spikes were machined from standard ^ by 6-in. cut spikes.

Douglas fir and black gum ties were used except in the case of the No. 7

Photograph Showing Different Forms of Spikes Tested. Numbers
Are Carried as Reference in Data
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spike, in which red gum was substituted for the black gum, as this type of

spike was suggested after tests on the other types had been completed and

the supply of black gum exhausted.

Tests

In order to determine the holding power of the spikes when driven in

bored holes and the regularity of the spikes in following the holes, i^E-in.

holes were bored in Douglas fir sawed ties, some of which were untreated,

some creosote treated and some mixture treated. The same procedure was

carried out with black gum sawed ties, excepting that ^-in. instead of

I'^G-in. holes were bored. As it was necessary to bore the holes after the

ties had been treated, it was deemed advisable to treat the holes by plugging

the bottom with wooden pins and filling with creosote or creosote and oil

respectively, and allowing to stand for at least eighteen hours. The holes

were allowed to drain for several hours before the spikes were driven.

The spikes were driven by .hand to within ^ in. of the head, a gage being

used to fix this depth. The spikes were pulled in a 200,000-lb. testing

machine by a hook fixed to the moving head. To determine the tendency

of the spikes to split the wood and their holding power when driven in

ties not bored, a second series of tests were made similar to the first, but

using ties not bored.

In order to determine if the smaller prebored holes increased the hold-

ing power of the No. 5 Boschke round spike a third test was made with

spike driven in Yz, iV, Y^ and ^,4-in. holes and with no holes. Both black

gum and Douglas fir ties were used with the three types of treatment.

Results of pulling tests are shown on pages 1020 to 1022, inclusive.

After the spikes were pulled, the ties were sawed so as to give cross-

sections of the holes both parallel to end across the grain. Inspection of

the cross-sections were made and the degree to which the spikes* followed the

prebored holes was noted. Results of this inspection are shown in the fol-

lowing table, in which the word "good" signifies the spike followed the

hole perfectly, "fair" spike leaving the hole not more than half its diameter,

and "poor" the spike leaving the hole by more than half its diameter.



HOLDING POWER OF SPIKES

Pull to Start Spikes, lb.
'ie Spike Spike Spike Spike Spike' Spike Spike
No. No.l No. 2 No.^ No.4 No.5 No .6 No.7

Black gum sawed ties ##. l/Z-in. holes .

Untreated
1. "^000 B600
2. -5960 #5110
3. 7510 7590
4. 6580 -5000 #4450 4530 4780 1280 4000

5000 3420 2700 I60O 5000 4460
#5960 #6200 l%0 #5000 8650 4230

Ave. 6530 6210 6050 5760 5230 5640 4230

Creosote Treated
1. 5950 6650 4930 4900 4330 4740
2. 5050 5950 5000 5480 -5110 4660
3. 5100 4900 4140 4700 3080 5150

Ave. 5370 5830 4690 5030 4170 4850

Mixture Treated
1. 3980 3570 3420
2. 4000 4170 3460
3. 3880 3550 3270 3870 3260 4450
4. -3080 2660 -26SO #2150 1880 -3110 4440
5. 3410 3440 3420 3080 1800 1880 2960

Ave. 3670 3480 3250 3210 2690 2490 3950

No. 7 spikes tested in red gum ties.
Split tie.
Twisted spike.

Douglas fir sawed ties. 7/l6-in, holes .

Untreated
1 5050 4970 -^4410 4520 -3680
2 5910 +5590 -5730 5360 5000
3 4120 4870 5600 4960 4100
4 3840 3060 3600 2760 2200 '.27OO

5 3500 4030 4350 2950 #2000 +2700
6 5000 #2600 4560 3580 #2540 4210

Ave. 4570 4180 4610 4020 3250 3200 5050

Creosote Treated
1 5240 5320 4460 4720 4020
2 4380 6460 5030 5300 4640
3 4350 3670 3450 4100 3420
4 -3680 3330 3800 3650 3750 3220 3920

" "" #2150 2690 3090 #1600 3210 3930
3000 3100 3150 2040 -2760 2750

Ave. 4090 3990 3750 4000 3570 3060 3530

Mixture Treated
1 3900 2690 3310 3450 2240
2 +2600 3400 2310 2750 1980
3 4330 4650 4030 3640 2950 -

4 >-3360 2720 2100 #2670 #2140 4l60 27IO
5 5900 4900 5600 6000 +4100 3850 2650
6 1620 3550 +3380 4970 2690 -2570 2990

Ave. 3620 3650 3450 3910 2680 3530 2780

# Split tie.
Twisted spike. 1120
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HOLDINCx POWER OF SPIKES

Tie
No.

Spike
Noa

Spike
No.

2

Pull to Start Spikes, lb.
Spike Spike Spike

']Q_^_A ^0.4

Black gum sawed tiesj^. No Holes .

Untreated
1 4-4710 6440 +7040 6020
2 5280 #3110 4670 #----

3 4810 6930 %50 #3680

Ave. 4930 6680 5790 4850

Creosote Treated

1 ~5Z0 pio 5570 5340
2 5050 5780 4260 4360
3 5430 5920 4960 5070

*4300 -^#5000#— - # -
-44070

4180

^3740
43220
-•-4500

4050

4520

+#5020
* 5190
#5000

Spikeipike bpike bpike
N0.5 No. 6 No.

7

10

5290

4520
#4120
5660

Ave. 5280 5670 4930 4920 3820 5070 4770

Mixture Treated
1 4990 5040 4380. 4840 *3530 4950 5820
2 4980 5440 4080 4040 -^2900 3660 5000

3 5240 5820 5530 5590 4400 5020 3520

Ave. 5070 5430 4660 4820 36IO 4540 4780

No. 7 spikes tested in red gim ties.
.. Split tie.
-» Twisted spike.

HOLDING POWER OF SPIKES

Tie
No.

1

2

3

Ave.

1

2

3

Ave,

Spike
No.l

Spike
No.

2

Pull to Start Spikes.
Spike Spike
No.4 No.

5

Spike

Douglas fir sawed ties, no holes .

Untreated
^3860 4040
#4980 5230
#3050 #3410

4210
5050
^5410

#2670
#4490
#2020

2880
*3030

#*1760

lb.
Spike
No.

6

-4880
3520

3960 4230 4890

Creosote Treated

3060 2560 4010

ISlT
4530
3900

4780

4030

4080 4560

50^0
4930
4240

4730

4420
3720
4110

#+2500
3760

-^2900

4660
#*326o
#2970

4080 3050 3630

Mixture
4980
3210
3280

['reated

36^0~
-6O7O
5040

5660 4970
-4210 #No Data
4420 4120

*4070
-3700
M600

#3370
5000

#4490

Spike
No.

7

#—

-

#--2990
#1200

2090

#----
4370

Ave. 3820 5590 4760 4550 3790 4290 3960

# Split tie.
•»• Twisted spike.
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HOLDING POWER OF SPIKES

BOSCHKE ROUND SPIKES

Pull to Start Spikes, lb.
Tie W, 1/4-in. j/y-in. 7/16-in: V2-in.
No. Hole Hole Hole Hole Hole

Black p^M. sawed ties .

Untreated
1 # 5240 3170 4560
2 2900 4300 4040 2600 3240

Ave. 2900 4300 4640 2880 3900

Creosote Treated
1 '2050 2520 3370 4800 3150
2 #2000 2450 #-«.3220 4300 5100

Ave. 2020 2480 3290 4550 4120

Mixture Treated
1 "2730 2600 3720 3400 4500
2 -^3830 3650 4290 4150 3700

Ave. 3280 3120 4000 3770 4100

Douglas fir sawed ties .

Untreated
1 #1490 -».2260 3010 #1730 2000
2^ '-2190 #1000 2600 1820 I76O

Ave. 1840 1630 2800 1770 I88O

Creosote Treated
1 #2550 # 2000 1190 2450
2 # 2690 3490 2050 2200

Ave. 2550 2690 2740 1620 2320

Mixture Treated
1 *3770 #2320 -3370 2570 5900
2 # 1100 1910 1550 3000

Ave. 3770 1710 2640 2060 4450

# Split tie.
+ Twisted spike.
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After driving the spikes in the ties not bored, the number of cases in

which the spike split the tie, or the spike twisted in driving were noted.

Results of this inspection are as follows

:

Percentage of spikes following prebored holes.
Spike Douglas Fir Black Gum
No. Ckioci Fair Poor Good Fair Poor

28 39 22 64 14
28 5 79 21
33 39 36 50 14
22 6 _75 14 7

ii --

Per cent
3pike Dougras Fir "

" Black Gum
No. Twist Split Twist Split

1 11 22 11
2 11 11 11
3 22 11
4 44 22
5 78 22 78 44
6 22 44 44 44
7 17 67 00= 14#

# Red gum.

Discussion

It was found in driving the spikes that the sharp pointed spikes, namely,

No. 4, 5 and 7, were difficult to start, particularly in treated ties not bored.

Unless the first blow is struck hard and true, the spikes rebound or glance

badly, making them rather dangerous. Inspection of the spikes twisting

and splitting the wood shows No. 5 spike to twist very badly, while it is

almost impossible to drive No. 7 spike in Dougles fir without splitting,

unless prebored. Number 4 spike does not twist, but splits badly. Number o

twists but did not split the woods used in this test. Spikes No. 1 and 2 do not

twist or split to any great degree.

In following prebored holes, No. 5, 6 and 7 follow the J^-in. and I's-in.

holes perfectly. Number 2 and No. 4 follow the holes approximately 75

per cent of the time, with very few leaving the hole entirely. Number 1 and

No. 3 have only approximately 30 per cent following the holes. The test

using the No. 5 spike in different sizes of holes showed that this spike does

not follow the Vi-in. hole.

The charts on pages 12 and 13 show the No. 2 spike to have the

highest holding power in six out of a possible twelve cases. Number 1 is

highest in three cases and No. 3 in two cases. Number 5 has the lowest hold-

ing power in eight cases. The data indicates that the No. 2 spike has the

higher holding power, follows the hole, and does not split the wood to any

great extent.

The chart on page 1126 shows the holding power of the No. 5 spike when
driven in different sizes of prebored holes. The curves show a slightly
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higher holding power for the spikes driven in the ^ in. over those driven

in the T^-in. holes.

A study of the wood fiber distortion showed No. 1, 2 and 3 spikes to

distort the fiber in practically the same manner but No. 2 showed a

slightly distortion perpendicular to the grain. Number 4 showed slight tearing

HOLDING POWER OF >SP//f£S

LE6EA/D
A-UA/T/f£ATSD B-Cff£OSOr£ T/?EAr£D C-M/XrU/P£ TREATED

BLACK 6UM-^AW£D T/£S DOUGLASHf^SAWED 77£6
'/t /N. ao/f£D HOLES f!<r/A/. ffOffED HOLES

•9a '6/A/. sSP/HEsS ^s "G/N. SP/HES

BOOO

7000

6000

-J
I 6000

Ci^ 4000

^ 3000

5 iooo

/ooo
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Goldie spike No. 4, the round spike No. 5 and the square round pointed spike

No. 7 follow the holes closely but tend to split the wood, particularly in

ties not bored, and are difficult to start to drive, making them rather

hazardous. The modified chisel pointed spike No. 2 and the round chisel

pointed spike No. 6 follow the holes quite closely and do not twist or split
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Perpendicular to Graix

.^5i;
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Perpendicular to Grain

Parallel to Grain

Distortion of wood fiber in creosote treated Douglas Fir ties not bored.

Numbers indicate type of spike.
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Perpexdicular to Graix

"W

Parallel to Grain

Distortion of wood fiber in mixture treated Douglas Fir ties not bored.

Numbers indicate type of spike.
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Pf-Rpeniiicular to Grain

Parallel to Grain

Distortion of wood fiber with Boschke spike in mixture treated fir ties.

Numbers indicate size of bored holes. Specimens parallel to grain not

available.
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Perpendicular to Grain

Paraixel to Grain

Distortion of wood fiber with Boschke spike in mixture treated black

gum ties. Numbers indicate size of bored holes.
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Distortion of wood fiber with Boschke spike in untreated Douglas Fir

ties. Numbers indicate size of bored holes. Specimens parallel to grain not

available.

Distortion of wood fiber with Boschke spike in creosote treated Douglas
Fir ties. Numbers indicate size of bored holes. Specimens perpendicular

to grain not available.
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Perpendicular to Grain

Paralxel to Grain

Distortion of wood fiber with Boschke spike in creosote treated black

'lom ties. Numbers indicate size of bored holes.
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PERI'ENniCUl.AR TO GrAIN

Parallel to GraxiN

Distortion of wood fiber with Boschke spike in untreated black gum
ties. Numbers indicate size of bored holes.
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PfRPEXPICUI AR TO GrAIN

>?

Parallel to Grain

Distortion of wood fiber in untreated black gum ties not bored. Numbers
indicate type of spike.
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Perpendicular to Graix

1

Parallel to Grain

Distortion of wood fiber in mixture treated Douglas Fir ties tV inch

bored holes. Numbers indicate type of spikes.
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Perpendicular to Grain

Parallel to Grain

Distortion of wood fiber in creosote treated black gum ties not bored.

Numbers indicate type of spike.
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PERPEXniCULAR TO GrAIN
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Pf.rpen'dicular to Grain

Parallel to Grain

Distortion of wood fiber in mixture treated black gum ties not bored.

Numbers indicate type of spike.
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Perpendicular to Grain

Parallel to Grain

Distortion of wood fiber in untreated black gum ties J/2 inch bored
holes. Numbers indicate type of spike.

Parallel to Grain

(Specimens Peupendicular TO the Grain Not Available

Distortion of wood fiber in creosoted treated black gum ties }/2 inch

bored holes. Numbers indicate type of spike.
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Perpendicular to Grain

Par-vllel to Graix

Distortion of wood fiber in untreated Douglas Fir ties js inch bored

holes. Numbers indicate type of spike.
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Perpendicular to Grain

Parallel to Grain

Distortion of wood fiber in creosote treated Douglas Fir ties i^ inch

bored holes. Numbers indicate type of spike,
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Appendix I

(11) BEST PRACTICE FOR SWITCH TIE RENEWAL

R. C. Young, Chairman, Sub-Committee; F. T. Beckett, M. S. Blaiklock,

H. F. Brown, P. B. Jeffries, J. E. King, H. C. Munson, L. L. Tallyn.

Last year the Committee repeated the recommendation made at the

1927 Convention that switch ties be renewed individually, the same as are

cross ties, instead of out of face by sets. The arguments in favor of each

practice had been given previously as well as the results of a questionnaire

developing practice, and, the recommendation having been held over for a

year, the Committee last year recommended the addition to the Manual

reading as follows

;

"The practice of single tie renewal is recommended for both

cross ties and switch ties."

However, one of the members of the Association, on the floor of the

Convention, suggested further consideration before adoption and the Com-
mittee agreed thereto and the subject was reassigned.

During the past year the Committee has solicited actual data bearing

on this subject from those favoring out of face renewal of switch ties,

particularly from those speaking at the last convention. No such data

has been obtained but it has been determined that those recommending out

of face renewal represent roads which have always practiced such renewal,

whereas many of the proponents of individual renewal formerly practiced

the out of face method but have changed to the individual method and are

thus in better position to speak with authority as to the relative merits of the

two practices.

The result of the year's further study has therefore been to confirm

the decision previously reached by the Committee, that the individual

method is to be preferred.

Recommendations

The Committee therefore renews its recommendation that an addition

be made to the sentence on page 106 of the 1921 Manual to make this read:

"The practice of single tie renewal is recommended for both
cross ties and switch ties."
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Appendix J

(12) TRAFFIC UNIT FOR USE IN COMPARING CROSS TIE
LIFE

A. F. Maishaider, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. A. Gorr, L. T. Nuckols,

J. H. Roach, H. M. Tremaine.

Your Committee last year submitted a formula for a unit by which

the effects of traffic on the life of cross ties could be estimated when
comparing results from individual railroads. There are many factors

that afifect the life of ties, such as traffic density, drainage, weight and

character of rail, kind of ballast, kind of fastenings, standard of

maintenance such as keeping joints tight, etc. However, traffic .density

is one of the major factors and may amount to, say, 30 per cent on

an untreated tie, whereas on a treated tie in the same location, it may
be 50 per cent or more. The formula presented takes into considera-

tion the traffic density and it is the thought of your Committee that

the average cost of tie renewals per maintained mile so adjusted for

differences in traffic, when applied to neighboring roads, will give

results as nearly comparable as the character of the data and the

variables involved will permit.

In 1925, the Committee on Economics of Railway Operation de-

veloped a formula to determine the total equivalent gross ton-miles.

However, the figures required are not directly available and the Tie

Committee has attempted to modify this formula so as to use units

which are readily available. This is thus the formula of 1925, which

has the approval of the Association, adapted to make use of the

available statistics.

The 1925 formula for obtaining "equivalent ton-miles" is as follows

:

( 1 ) Net freight ton-miles x 1 =
(2) Freight car ton-miles (tare) x 1 =
(3) Passenger car ton-miles x 1 ^
(4) Freight locomotive ton-miles x2 =
(5) Passenger locomotive ton-miles x3^=

Total equivalent gross ton-miles (sum) =
The items (1) net freight ton-miles, and (2) freight car ton-miles,

are readily available and can be conveniently obtained for each Class 1 rail-

road from the "Summary of Operating Statistics" issued by the Bureau of

Railway Economics.

(4) Freight locomotive ton-miles is also available from the same

source.

(3) Passenger car ton-miles is not readily available from any report

and the Committee therefore recommends its estimation, unless the actual

is known, by assuming the average weight of passenger cars, this average

to be multiplied by the passenger car-miles to give passenger car ton-miles.

In the absence of a closer figure, your Committee recommends 72 tons per

car as determined by the Mechanical Division of the A.R.A. This figure of

12 tons may be somewhat high for light passenger trains. Passenger car-
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miles is readily available from the same "Summary of Operating Statistics"

issued by the Bureau of Railway Economics.

(5) Passenger locomotive ton-miles is not readily available and your

Committee recommends that passenger locomotive ton-miles be assumed as

one-third of the passenger car ton-miles.

"Equivalent passenger ton-miles," including cars and locomotives, is

then the passenger car-miles x 72 (average weight per passenger car) plus

Vs times the passenger car-miles x 72 x 3, or "equivalent passenger ton-

miles," including cars and locomotives, is equal to passenger car-miles x 144.

The formula for obtaining equivalent ton-miles then becomes :

Freight ton-miles, including cars x 1 =
Freight locomotive ton-miles x 2 =
Passenger car-miles x 144 =

Total equivalent ton-miles (sum) =
The traffic density unit is then the equivalent ton-miles, divided by the

miles of maintained track, or

The traffic density unit is the sum of the, gross freight ton-miles,

excluding locomotives, plus the freight locomotive ton-miles x 2, plus the

passenger car miles x 144, and the total divided by the miles of maintained

track.

Recommendations

For comparing cross tie service, the density of traffic unit shall be the

"Equivalent gross ton-miles per mile of track," determined according to the

formula given below

:

Let D = Equivalent gross ton-miles per mile of maintained track
iV=Net ton-miles, freight

T"= Ton-miles, freight cars (tare)

L=: Ton-miles, freight locomotives
P= Passenger car miles

M= Miles of maintained track

N -]- T -\- 2L + 144 P
D —

M
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Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the fol-

lowing subjects

:

(2) Principles of Design for Plain and Reinforced Concrete for Use

in Railway Buildings, Bridges and Culverts.

(3) Progress in the Science and Art of Concrete Manufacture.

(4) Failures of Masonry Walls and Foundations.

(6) Specifications for Foundations, Including Excavation, Piling, Cof-

ferdam, etc.

(7) General Practices for Waterproofing Masonry Structures.

Action Recommended

(2) That the specifications for "Girderless Flat Slabs for Railway

Locomotive Loadings" (Appendix A) be approved for publication in the

Manual.

(3) That the report upon progress made in the Science and Art of

Concrete Manufacture (Appendix B) be accepted as information.

(4) That the report on Failures of Masonry Walls and Foundations

(Appendix C) be accepted as information.

(6) That the monograph on "The Bearing Power of Soils" (Appen-

dix D) be accepted as information.

(7) That the progress report on General Practices for Waterproofing

Masonry Structures (Appendix E) be accepted as information.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Masonry,

C. P. Richardson, Chairman.

Bulletin 323. January. I')30.
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Appendix A

(2) PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN FOR PLAIN AND REIN-
FORCED CONCRETE FOR USE IN RAILWAY BUILD-
INGS, BRIDGES AND CULVERTS

M. Hirschthal, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; T. L. Condron, W. F. Cummings,

A. C. Irwin, A. R. Ketterson, A. N. Laird, J. F. Leonard, A. M. Myers,

L. W. Skov, A. W. Smith, I. F. Stern, C. C. Westfall.

GIRDERLESS FLAT SLAB STRUCTURES FOR RAILROAD
LOCOMOTIVE LOADINGS

General

(1) Bending moments for flat slab structures to carry railway loco-

motive loading shall be computed either by the Theorem of Three Moments

or by such other methods as give consideration to the conditions of restraint

at the column and the relative rigidity of the columns, drop panels and slab.

In computing these moments the live load shall be placed in such posi-

tions on the structure that will respectively result in the following maximums :

(a) Maximum positive moment in end spans.

(b) Maximum positive moment in intermediate spans.

(c) Maximum negative moment over end supports.

(d) Maximum negative moment over intermediate supports.

(e) Maximum shears.

(f) Maximum column reaction.

Span Reduction Account of Column Capitals

(2) When computing for the above conditions of loading by the

Theorem of Three Moments the calculation shall first be based on spans

equal to the distances center to center of columns and the results thus ob-

tained shall subsequently be modified by multiplying them by the coefficient

(-!)
to allow for the shortening of the span due to the column capital. (L equals

distance center to center of columns and C equals diameter of the column

capital.)

Diagonal Bands

(3) The moment on diagonal bands in the Four Way System shall

further be modified by taking into consideration the relation between the

direct span length and the diagonal span length and by the fact that the

tensile stresses in the center of the middle strip are resisted by two diagonal

bands.

Live Load Distribution

(4) The live load shall be considered as uniformly distributed over a

width of slab equal to the distance center to center of tracks, except where

platforms intervene.
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Moment Distribution

(5) When moments are computed by the Theorem of Three Moments
the distribution of these shall be as follows:

Longitudinal Direction

(a) Four Way System

In the Four Way System that portion of the maximum positive moment
on a width of slab included between the center lines of columns shall be

considered as resisted by the two longitudinal half bands and the two diagonal

bands in inverse proportion to the respective distances of the center of

gravity of these bands from the center of live load moment in the panel.

(b) Two Way System

In the Two Way System that portion of the maximum positive moment
on a width of slab included between the center lines of columns shall be

considered as resisted by the two longitudinal half bands and two middle

strip bands in inverse proportion to the respective distances of the center of

gravity of these bands from the center of live load moment in the panel.

In this distribution consideration shall be given to the fact that the load on

the middle strip is transferred directly to the column strips and through them

to the columns. In order to resist the negative moment along the edges of

the main bands due to this condition sufficient reinforcement shall be pro-

vided in the upper plane by bending up at least one-third of the bars of the

middle strip reinforcement, or by providing short bars which cross the main

bands and project into the slab on each side, or by both.

Transverse Direction

(6) The maximum negative and the maximum positive live load mo-
ments in the column bands in the transverse direction shall be computed by

using the equivalent uniform load obtained in the calculations for maximum
moment in longitudinal direction, and assuming those panels loaded which

give the maximum required in the same manner as for any slab continuous

over a series of supports.

Irregular Panels

(7) In the case of skew or irregular panels, that portion of the moment
resisted by the diagonal bands shall be distributed between such bands in

inverse proportion to the distance center to center of columns on the respec-

tive diagonals.

Slab Thickness

(8) For slabs with dropped panel the total thickness in inches of the

portion beyond the dropped panel shall be not less than t2 = 0.02L Vxf
plus c, where L equals distance center to center columns, zc equals total uni-

formly distributed load in pounds per square foot and c equals amount of

cover (in inches) measured to center of reinforcing steel.

For slabs without dropped panels the total thickness shall be not less

than / = 0.026L Vzv plus c.

L
In no case shall the slab thickness be less than — for floor slabs.

32
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Dropped Panel

(9) The dropped panel shall have a length or diameter in each rectangu-

lar direction of not less than one-third the panel length in that direction, and

a thickness not greater than 13^ times the thickness of the adjoining slab.

Column Capital

(10) The column capital shall have a diameter or side of not less than

0.2L, nor more than 0.25L, and preferably 0.225L.

Effective Sections

(11) In calculating the resisting moments, the computations shall be

based on a slab width not to exceed

:

The width of the dropped panel for negative moment in

column strips where dropped panels are used.

One-half the width of the panel for negative and positive

moment in all other cases.

Point of Inflection

(12) The point of inflection in any line parallel to a panel edge in

interior panels of symmetrical slabs without dropped panels shall be assumed

to be at a distance from the center of the span equal to three-tenths of the

distance between the two sections of critical negative moment at opposite

ends of the line; for slabs having dropped panels the coefficient shall be 0.25.

Shear and Bond Stresses

(13) The allowable shearing and bond stresses in fiat slabs shall be

similar to those in simple slabs.

In the dropped panel the critical section for shear and bond may be

assumed on a plane at a distance from the edge of the column capital equal

to the depth of the dropped panel ; in the slab this distance may be assumed

on a plane distant from the edge of the dropped panel equal to the depth

of the slab.

Compressive Stress

(14) The compressive stress in the concrete resisting positive moment

shall not exceed 0.350/'c and that resisting negative moment at the column

capital shall not exceed 0.400/'c.

Reinforcement

(15) The reinforcement bars which cross any section and which fulfill

the requirements given in Section 16 may be considered as effective in resist-

ing the moment at the section. The sectional area of a bar multiplied by

the cosine of the angle between the direction of the axis of the bar and

any other direction may be considered effective as reinforcement in that

direction.

Arrangement of Reinforcement

(16) The design shall include adequate provision for securing the re-

inforcement in place so as to take not only the critical moments but the

moments at intermediate sections. Provision shall be made for possible
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shifting of the point of inflection by carrying all bars in rectangular or

diagonal directions, each side of a section of critical moment, either positive

or negative, to points at least 20 diameters beyond the point of inflection as

specified in Section 12. Lapped splices shall not be permitted at or near

regions of maximum stress except as described above. At least four-tenths

of all bars in each direction shall be of such length and shall be so placed

as to provide reinforcement at two sections of critical negative moment and

at the intermediate section of critical positive moment. Not less than one-

third of the bars used for positive reinforcement in the column strip shall

extend into the dropped panel not less than 40 diameters of the bar and

preferably to the center line of the column, or in case no dropped panel is

used, shall extend to a point not less than one-eighth of the span length from

the center line of the column or the support, and preferably to center line of

column.

Appendix B

(3) SCIENCE AND ART OF CONCRETE MANUFACTURE

F. E. Bates, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; Kennerly Bryan, Jr., Hardy Cross,

M. F. Clements, W. T. Davis, J. D. Elder, T. L. D. Hadwen, W. K.

Hatt, A. C. Irwin, J. A. Lahmer, D. B. Rush, S. E. Smith, L. W.
Walter, "J- J- Yates.

Concrete, unlike most materials used in construction work, is manufac-

tured from its elements on the work except where precast units are used. Ex-

amination of its physical properties is impossible, except by laboratory tests,

until after it is in place in the structure. It is therefore extremely important

that competent and thorough supervision be provided in selecting and propor-

tioning the aggregates, mixing, placing, and curing to insure that the finished

product will meet the requirements of strength and durability. Practically

all concrete is exposed to the action of frost, smoke, gases, mechanical wear,

sea water, salts in solution or other destructive agencies, and every precau-

tion should be taken to secure a dense watertight product if satisfactory

life of the structure is to be secured.

The fundamental requirements for concrete are: (1) Strength, (2)

Durability, and (3) Economy. If concrete structures are to give satisfactory

service, durability is as essential as strength. In much of the past practice

this has not been fully appreciated and too little emphasis has been placed

on the factors influencing the durability or permanency of the finished

product.

The following is a presentation of the factors influencing the strength

and durability of concrete:

I. Aggregates

(a) The use of aggregates which have proven satisfactory in previous

structures is preferable to the use of untried materials. Where crushed rock

is used, it is desirable to examine the quarry from which it is secured, par-

ticularly the old ledges of the same rock that have been exposed to the

weather for several years. If such an examination reveals the presence of

unsound materials or disintegration in the weather, the product of that por-

tion of the quarry should be rejected.
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Where gravel is used, a careful examination of the particles to determine

the character of the different types should be made to detect appreciable

quantities of undesirable kinds.

(b) The resistance to mechanical wear is affected by the resistance

of the aggregate and the further specification that the aggregate meet a

hardness and soundness test is desirable.

(c) The sodium sulphate, absorption, strength and other tests are

helpful in detecting unsound or undesirable materials.

(d) Accelerated laboratory tests for the effect of frost action or other

destructive agents are of value in eliminating those materials which give

unsatisfactory results.

(e) Care must be taken in the transporting, storing and handling of

the aggregates to the mixing plant to avoid segregation and to insure that

the materials are not fouled with foreign matter.

II. Design Mix

The design of the mix has been discussed at length in previous reports

but needs emphasis to point out the importance of proper workability and

necessity of rigid control to secure a dense uniform mixture which can be

placed in the work to form a homogeneous mass of low porosity and which

will give the designed strength.

Concrete may be designed which will have the requisite strength to

carry the loads imposed and yet lack the qualities which will make it dur-

able if exposed to the elements or other destructive agencies.

Cement plays a dual role in concrete; it binds the aggregates together

and it fills and seals the spaces between them. If the cement content of

the concrete is reduced too greatly, the porosity is increased to the danger

point.

The time of mixing plays an important role in the strength of the con-

crete, as shown by Fig. 1.

Concrete work carried out in cold weather requires special attention

to the design of the mix to hold the water ratio to a minimum consistent

with placing requirements to reduce the amount of excess water above the

requirements for the chemical action. Rigid precautions are required to

insure that aggregate and mixing water are preheated to permit placing con-

crete in the forms at a temperature of not less than 50 degrees Fahr.

III. Porosity

Porosity and its related properties, permeability and absorption, are very

important factors in the durability of concrete. The porosity of concrete

cannot be determined directly, as many of the pores are not interconnected.

The usual method of testing for porosity is to determine indirectly by

measurement of volume of the pores that can be filled be absorption.

Important factors which produce porosity are

:

(a) Excess of mixing water.

(b) Poorly graded or porous aggregate.

(c) Lack of cement.
(d) Insufficient time of mixing.

(e) Improper placing.

ff) Lack of proper curing.

(g) Improper proportions of fine and coarse aggregate.

Figure 2 shows the effect of varying amounts of water on the per-

meability of concrete.
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IV. Central Mixing Plants

In the last few years central mixing plants have come into extended

use in the larger cities where the demand for concrete for construction pur-

poses is sufficient to permit economical operation. As a rule, adequate equip-

ment is provided for the rigid control of the proportioning of the materials,

the amount of water used and the time of mixing. On account of the

large output it is possible, at a nominal expense per yard, to supervise all

operations to insure the best results. It has been found that by careful

proportioning concrete may be transported for long distances without

segregation.

At present it is felt that this time interval should not exceed 30 minutes,

even though tests indicate no appreciable reduction of strength where the

interval was as much as two hours.

In order to increase the radius of operations, many of the central mixing

plants have installed agitators in the delivery trucks to reduce tendency of

segregation.

There has also been developed the mixing truck, which is nothing more

than a mixer mounted on a truck. The cement and fine and coarse aggre-

gates are placed in the mixing truck and the water is carried in a separate

tank. A few minutes before the truck arrives at the job the mixer is started

and water added so that the concrete is mixed and ready to be dumped into

the forms immediately on its arrival at the job.

By the use of concrete from a properly controlled central mixing plant,

it is possible to secure on the smallest job the same refinement of design

and control as is secured on the large job.

V. Placing Concrete

The placing of the concrete in the forms plays a very important part

in securing proper results and rigid adherence to the specifications is

necessary.

VI. Vibratory Tools

Vibratory tools have been developed to improve the spading and work-

ing of the concrete in the forms. In general these tools are of two classes

:

one a vibrating spading tool similar, in many respects, to the tie tamper,

which is used in the concrete, and the other a tool which is attached to the

outside of the forms. The advantages claimed by the use of these tools

are an increase in density and the consequent opportunity of using concrete

of lower slump, an improved surface appearance, and an increase in the ad-

hesion to the reinforcing steel. Forms for vibrated concrete must be of

sufficient strength and mortar tight. The vibrators, when used on the forms,

should be kept at or slightly above the level of the concrete to produce the

best results.

VII. Water Gain

In placing concrete in deep layers a gradual increase in water content

of the upper portion results from the increased pressure on the lower por-

tions. Excess water in the upper layers is just as objectionable as excess mix-

ing water and the water ratio should be reduced to maintain uniform con-

sistencv.
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VIII. Curing

Concrete hardens because of chemical reactions between cement and

water. The process continues indefinitely so long as the temperatures are

favorable and moisture is present to complete hj'dration. Practically all

concrete as mixed contains an excess of water over that required for hydra-

tion. The problem of curing therefore is essentially to prevent the too

rapid evaporation of this water.

S
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Horizontal surfaces offer little difficulty in protecting the concrete by

ponding or covering with sand, shavings, burlap or other materials which

can be kept moist. Vertical surfaces are more difficult to cure. Leaving

the forms in place as long as possible or hanging burlap or other material

over the surfaces and sprinkling frequently will give satisfactory results.

50 /OO

Ttme in M/nu-tes

J50 zoo

Ffg.a

Engineering Materials Laboratories—Hydro-Electric Power
Commission, Ontario, Canada

The application of emulsified asphalts to concrete surfaces as soon as

the forms are removed or the concrete permits will prevent the evaporation

of water in the concrete, and is recommended where ponding or frequent

moistening of the concrete surfaces is undesirable and discoloration is not

objectionable.

Exposed surfaces should be protected from drying out for at least 7

days and for longer periods where possible.
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The studies on the effect of temperatures on the setting of concrete

show that the process is seriously retarded at temperatures below 50 degrees

Fahr. In cold weather work it is important to protect the concrete from

freezing and maintain it at a temperature of 50 degrees Fahr. or more for

not less than 3 to 4 days. The usual method of protecting the concrete is by

canvas or other enclosures heated by salamanders or live steam. Steam

provides excellent curing conditions since moisture as well as heat is pro-

vided, whereas the salamander provides a dry heat and additional protection

of the concrete surfaces is necessary to prevent too rapid drying out of the

concrete.

Appendix C

(4) FAILURES OF MASONRY WALLS AND FOUNDATIONS

J. F. Leonard, Chairman, Sub-Committee; M. Hirschthal, F. E. Bates, G. E.

Boyd, Kennerly Bryan, Jr., Hardy Cross, E. Duncan, W. K. Hatt, A. C.

Irwin, A. N. Laird, A. M. Myers, C. C. Westfall, C. A. Whipple,

C. C. Williams, P. H. Winchester.

Your Committee has limited its study and report to concrete structures

and has interpreted this assignment to pertain to defects that involve the

expenditure of money to repair concrete walls, due to disintegration, or,

failure caused by external load conditions, such as structural stresses, abra-

sion, blows, erosion, foundation yielding and similar forces where they have

caused cracks or breaks at which disintegrating forces have entered, or might

be mistaken for the disintegration of the concrete.

Your Committee's study indicates that concrete structures that have

been adequately designed and properly constructed of good materials have

satisfactorily served their purpose and this report points out the basic

causes of disintegration and how such causes may be annulled in practice.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE QUALITY OF THE CONCRETE

Historical

As a background to the proper understanding of certain defects com-

monly encountered, it is well to recall that concrete construction as we know
it has developed to a large extent within the last 35 years. Two well-defined

periods of construction have occurred and the third or present one has but

recently been entered.

The first period covered the substitute of mass concrete for stone

masonry. It was characterized by lean, dry mixes, thoroughly rammed into

place in thin layers, and usually faced with rich mortar several inches in

thickness carried up with the body concrete. Many structures of this period,

built 25 to 30 years ago, are today in perfect condition, such as the abut-

ment shown by Fig. 1, and the pier shown by Fig. 2.

Defects that are typical in structures of this period have been caused by

the loosening of this outer face coat because of improper bond to the body
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Fig. 1—This Railroad Abutment Was Built in 1898 and Is in
Excellent Condition in 1929

Fig. 2—The Pier Shown Is that of a Railroad Arch Which Has
Stood in an Open Seweb Since 1902. It Is in Fine Condition
Today.
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anci to the sudden change in physical structure at that point. Attempts at

economy frequently led to impossibly lean body mixes and to thinner face

coats which may now be detected in some instances. Where natural cement

was employed for the body concrete, the resistance after the facing had been

broken is now seen to have often been feeble, particularly against water

under pressure, blows, erosion and the like.

The second period is the so-called wet period, brought about by the

advent of reinforced concrete. Complete envelopment of the steel, smaller

sections and congested spaces for placing the reinforcing bars necessitated

mixes that would flow readily. This mobility was obtained by increasing

the amount of water in the mix. The fluid concrete was found easy to

transport over long distances using flat chutes from comparatively low

towers. Delivery to the forms was made at widely separated points and the

concrete often literally flowed into its final position. The excess water and

lightweight materials, such as chips, sawdust, coal, grease and what-not,

would collect at the top and be carried to those parts of a structure which

undergo the most severe exposure.

Proportioning and Placing

Arbitrary mixes based usually on one part of fine aggregate to two

parts of coarse, irrespective of the grading and size of the particles, were

the rule during this second period. The bulking effect of moisture on sand

was seldom recognized and the mixes were almost always undersanded and

harsh. Such methods of proportioning and placing lead to segregation in

the concrete when put in the forms. The extent of this segregation or

"unmixing" depends upon the degree to which the principles of good con-

crete making have been violated.

The durability of concrete structures is determined by the resistance of

the concrete in position after the forms have been removed, and not by the

concrete as delivered at the mixer. The quality of such concrete may vary

widely in adjacent portions of the same structure. Examples and photos

given show defects that are typical of such poor construction methods.

The well-known water-cement ratio law has made it possible to explain

most of the defects that have developed. ^Methods employed in placing,

puddling, finishing and curing cause variations in the water content as be-

tween different portions of the same structure. The strength and durability

of each unit volume of concrete in a structure depends upon its own par-

ticular water cement ratio. The increase in water in any portion is derived

usually from adjacent concrete. That concrete which has gained in water

content is therefore weaker and that which has given up part of its water is

stronger than the average.

This increase in water content is known as "water gain." The com-

monest form of "water gain" is the accumulation of water on the surface

of fresh concrete resulting from displacement by the heavier materials.

Alixes and methods of construction must discourage water gain, and to

correct for same immediately whenever it is found. Effective methods for

doing this are changing the proportions in the mix; removal of the excess

water by bailing or draining off ; over-filling the form, allowing to stand a

half hour or so and then screeding off; by placing dried batches to take up
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the accumulated water
;
placing the concrete as near to its final position ^s

practicable, prohibiting the flowing of the concrete into place; forbidding

excessive puddling and spading of surfaces, nr finishing methods that draw

excessive water to the surface. Other methods will occur to the practical

concrete builder. The development of "concrete sense" based on the water-

cement law, in engineers, superintendents and foremen, is essential to the

manufacture of high quality concrete.

The majority of concrete structures were built during this second period

and the practices then developed are in extensive use today. There is,

therefore, an opportunity to study the performance of such concrete in

relation to the methods used in design and in field practice.

Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 show examples of disintegration due largely

to segregation and water gain, which are typical of this period. Figure 3 is

that of a retaining wall built in 1909, using pit-run gravel. The wall section

at the left is quite badly shattered because water gain had produced concrete

Fig. 3—Good and Bad Qualities of Concrete Are Present in Adjacent
Sections of This Wall. The Result of "Water Gain" Is Evident
IN the Top of the Central Section

at this point which offered poor resistance to exposure. The section adjacent,

at the right, is the same in respect to age, materials and exposure, but is in

excellent condition.

Treads of steps and sloping tops of wing walls frequently deteriorate

because of water gain and segregation, as illustrated by Fig. 4 of a wing

wall built about 1914. Examination of this structure showed that laitance

seams at the construction joints had been plastered over. The concrete in

this wall and abutment where sheltered by the deck or in locations not

affected by water gain was in good condition.

Figure 5 is of a footing built about 1911, which shows bad deterioration

due primarily to water gain. The companion footings in this same struc-

ture are in good condition. This is typical of much of the disintegration

observed in this class of structures.

An interesting comparison of the durability of concrete as affected by

placing methods may be drawn from the expansion joint of a retaining wall

shown in Fig. 6. The concrete at the right of this joint contains plenty of
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Fig. 4

—

The Top of Steps, Copings, Etc., Frequently Shows the Effects
OF Water Gain. Note That Sheltered Portions Are Free from
DISINTEGR.^TION

Fig. 5—This Footing Is Typical of the Poor Quality of Concrete
Resulting from Careless Placing Methods
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coarse aggregate and is in excellent condition. That at the left has practic-

ally no coarse aggregate and little fine aggregate in the immediate vicinity of

the joint. The methods used in construction, the materials and the condi-

tions of exposure were evidently the same on each side of this joint. The
disintegration shown therefore is accounted for by the segregation in the

concrete at the time it was deposited in the form. Samples of concrete

taken from the left of this joint show an absorption capacity of water of

Fig. 6

—

The Right Side of This Vertical Joint Is in Good Condition,
THE Left Side Is Disintegrating, Because of Water Gain and
Segregation When the Concrete Was Placed

more than 30 per cent of its volume. Analyses of concrete samples taken

from other points of water gain show similar results. Such concrete,

because of the high water-cement ratio, has poor load-carrying ability.

Due to this same condition of water gain, the concrete in bridge seats,

where good quality is needed, is often of decidedly inferior quality.

The non-uniform concrete produced by segregation and the escape of

liquid mortar from cracks and other openings in the forms resulted in a
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great deal of poor surface appearance. To correct this, surface treatments,

patching and plastering were resorted to. In time much of this has become

loosened and broken away by blows, temperature changes and other ex-

posures, and revealed the inferior concrete behind. This is well illustrated

by Fig. 7 and 8.

The use of crushed rock screenings containing a high percentage of

(lust and pit-run gravels containing much fine sand has been tlie cause of

Fig. 7

—

Face Coats Produced by Spading Along the Form or by Plas-
tering Frequently Conceal Poor Workmanship for Several Years.

the feeble resistance shown by many concrete structures. The wing walls to

a tunnel, shown in Fig. 9 and 10, and the walls of the same tunnel, in Fig.

11, were made of a 1-2^/^-5 concrete in which crushed sandstone containing

a high percentage of fines and silt was used. Such mixes do not segregate

badly, but the large surface area of the aggregate to be coated with paste

causes a high water-cement ratio and re.sults in concrete of poor dur-

ability.
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Fig. 8

—

The Same as Fig. / With the F'ace Coat Broken Away
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Fig. 9

—

This Photo of the Wing Wall Was Taken in 1923. The
Concrete Was Made with a Lean Mix, Which Contained a High
Percentage of Fine Material, and Much Water. Drainage from a
Ravine Flows Over the Coping Near the Lower End.
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.jCii-"i'-.« .'^'J/

"iG. 10

—

This Photo Was Taken in 1929 at the Same Point as Fig. 9.

The Rate of Disintegration Has Therefore Been Rather Slow



Fig. 11—The Side Walls in This Tunnel Built in 1912 Show Serious
Disintegration. Constant Seepage and Other Exposure Conditions

Combined to Break Down This Poor Quality Concrete. The Roof
Is Nearly Free from Disintegration, Due to Better Drainage, and
Probably Alore Careful Placing of the Concrete. Gases in the

Tunnel Were Not a Alajor Factor, Since Similar Disintegration

Exists in .Other Structures Outside the Tunnel.

Moisture Conditions

In practically all cases observed, disintegration is found to be associated

with moisture. An examination of the photos shown will bear this out so

far as these structures are concerned.

Poor drainage provisions, non-porous fillings, inadequate or plugged up

drain outlets and the like, often keep concrete in a saturated or nearly

.

saturated condition. Disintegration is not found in protected locations, in

mild climates or in interior structures where freezing never or seldom occurs.

A combination of water saturation and many cycles of alternate freezing and

thawings is the most severe condition that plain concrete usually must

endure.

Where water passes through concrete, it removes soluble salts and

produces one of the following conditions

:

(1) Under capillary flow the salts may be deposited at the

surface and cause efflorescence which appears and disappears with
the changing humidity of the air.

(2) Where there is slow seepage, these salts often crystallize

and seal the outer pores against further seepage.

(3) Where moisture conditions cause seepage through fill

planes, joints and porous portions of the concrete, the salts are
frequently deposited on the surface as incrustations. These are
often noticed on concrete surfaces and indicate the passage of water.

A shabby appearance is thus produced which should cause no con-
cern unless the deposit is abnormal in amount.

(4) Where pre.<^sures arc sufficient to maintain a strong flow, a
progressive leaching out of soluble salts may take place, which
must not be permitted to continue.

1167
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Figures 12 and 13 of an arch bridge built in 1910 illustrate a number

of the points just described. Poor drainage conditions forced water to seep

tlirough fill planes and porous places and to form the characteristic white

deposits of calcium carbonate. This is particularly noticeable at the valleys

formed by the arch barrels over the piers. Laitance seams and disintegra-

tion may be noticed at the ends of piers, springing lines of arches, at the

water line and in the spandrel walls. A sample of concrete taken from the

top of one of the spandrel copings showed a water absorption capacity of

33 per cent of the volume. The disintegration is apparently confined to those

portions subject to direct weathering action or erosion, seepage of water

and adjacent to drain outlets. The arch barrels themselves, except for about

1 ft. from each end, are in good condition.

Rate of Disintegration

Figures 9 and 10 and 12 and 13 are of unusual interest because they

were taken at identical locations with 5 to 6 years intervening. Progress in

disintegration may be noticed in both structures, but despite the evident poor

quality of the concrete, has not been rapid.

Corrosion of Reinforcing Steel

The corrosion of reinforcing steel when not protected properly from

moisture by either the thickness or quality of the concrete covering or

both, often produces unsightly surface spalling along reinforcing steel.

This has frequently led to reports of unsatisfactory performance of rein-

forced concrete structures. Figures 14 and 15 illustrate typical defects of

this sort. The warehouse shown in Fig. 14 was built in 1912 and the condi-

tion shown was prevalent over most of the building. The steel had had an

insufficient thickness of protective covering and samples of the concrete

tested high in absorption.

The handrail shown in Fig. 15 is on a stairway to a viaduct, built in

1915. The handrails along both sides of this structure, which is about

one mile long, show spalling for the entire distance. It is located in a

mild climate, having few cycles of alternate freezings and thawings per

annum but is subject to extended wet and dry seasons. The concrete in this

structure other than the handrails is in good condition.

Observation of these and other structures indicates that corrosion works

progressively along bars from the points of thin covering or from corrodible

metal chairs or tie wires and may produce spalls even where the protective

covering is of ample thickness.

All too frequently bars have been permitted to sag in the bottom of

beams and to lean against the forms. A study of Fig. 14 and 15 will reveal

glaring faults of this character.

Locations subject to reverse wetting and drying, salt water, locomo-

tive and other gases provide favorable conditions for corrosion.

Unsuitable Aggregates

Recent investigation confirms the opinion often voiced by those who
are responsible for the maintenance of concrete structures, that unsuitable

aggregates are the cause of much unsatisfactory concrete. More disintegra-

tion is due to this than has been suspected.
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Fig. 12—This Photo Was Taken in 1924. The disintegration Is Con-
fined to Points of Direct Exposure, and W'here Drainage Is Forced
to Seek Other Outlets Than Those Provided. Poor Construction

^Methods Caused Water Gain and Other Segregation in tlie Con-
crete When It Was Placed.

Fig. 13—Tliis Photo Was Taken in 1929 from the Same Location as

Fig. 12. Despite the Poor Quality of Much of the Concrete, the

Rate of Disintegration Has Not Been Rapid. Note the Good
Condition of the Arch Barrels Where Not Directly Exposed to

Weather or Poor Drainage.
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Tlie fact tliat in the usual concrete mixture the aggregates comprise

from 60 to 80 per cent of the volume serves to give some idea of their

inii)ortance. Under severe service conditions tlie surface film of cement dis-

appears, and shrinkage and structural cracks, abrasion, blows and erosion

may sooner or later expose the aggregate particles to disintegrating influ-

ences. The aggregates themselves then must be of such character as to

Fig. 14

—

Insufficient Thickness of or Poor Quality in the Concrete
Covering Over Reinforcing Steel Has Led to Untold Spalling of
Concrete Surfaces

withstand the type of exposure to which the concrete is subjected. Certain

aggregates known to have caused trouble are the following

:

Those containing definite cleavage planes or bedding divisions along

which clay may be concentrated are particularly bad. This is because clay

has a great affinity for water and will swell and cause disintegration of the

stone itself. Sometimes a few soakings in water are sufficient to break up

this class of material but more often it requires the added action of frost.

Pieces of soft, porous aggregate such as certain sandstones, shales,

lumps of clay and the like do far more harm than their relative volume
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would indicate. They hold moisture readily and, when frozen, cause large

expansive forces which spall the surface. When present in large numbers,

or in small sections, they may do much harm.

Certain other aggregates, notably some kinds of chert, are of unstable

composition and may change their structure under exposure. Under the

combination of water saturation, or nearly so, and frost they may produce

heavy spalling in which the particles of aggregate themselves shatter. Cases

have been reported where this kind of material has produced spalls from

temperature changes alone. Their action is decidedly treacherous. On at

least one important structure in which the concrete has disintegrated badly,

their action was not noticed on the annual inspection for about eight years.

Other examples could be cited but the above illustrates the importance

of giving careful attention to the selection of aggregates.

Fig. 15

—

Alternate Wetting and Drying Encourages Corrosion. Note
THE Position of the Bars. There Has Been Altogether Too Much
Unintelligent Design and Construction in Regard to the Protec-
tion OF Reinforcing Bars

The Extent of Concrete Disintegration

In making repairs to concrete structures, it is usually discovered that the

disintegration rarely extends deeper than a few inches from the surface.

The breakdown of exposed surfaces, comers, edges, joints and the like,

however, causes these structures to present a shabby appearance not at all

in keeping with their ability to function. It is reassuring to find that the

mass of the concrete is usually sound. In the case of thin sections, slender

members, encasement and protective coverings, shallow depths of disintegra-

tion may, however, be serious. This is particularly true where the attack

by disintegrating forces may be from more than one side.

The disintegration of concrete is usually confined to locations in plain

sight and may be detected at an early stage. Corrosion of the reinforcing

steel may, however, occur at locations difficult of access, but even for thi>;

the majority of such instances are at points easy of inspection.
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In the case of those structures built during the first construction period

previously described, the disintegration for certain conditions may extend to

a considerable depth because th« mixes were often such as to have but little

strength. The constant percolation of water through cQucrete of poor quality

removes sohil)lc material, and may also cause disintegration to considerable

depths.

Repairs to Concrete Surfaces

Figures 16, 17 and 18 illustrate some conditions that encourage con-

crete disintegration and also show repairs that have been made.

The monumental viaduct shown in Fig. 16 was built about 1915. Poor

drainage provisions with non-porous back-filling cause water to seek other

Fig. 16.

—

This Monumental Arch Viaduct Has Had Poor Drainage.
Repairs Without Correcting Such Moisture Conditions Are
Usually Temporary

outlets than those provided. The concrete at these points is thus commonly

soaked with water and frost action may be most severe. Repairs, apparently

without correcting the moisture conditions, have been made and are them-

selves beginning to deteriorate.

Figure 17 is the downstream face of a dam built about 1912. Seepage

of water through porous concrete and fill planes led to expensive repairs.

Because of the continued seepage of water from behind, combined with

severe exposure, these repairs were effective for only about five years.

A viaduct built about 1915, shown in Fig. 18, was made using crusher

dust in the fine aggregate and an excess of water in the mix. Early disin-

tegration occurred at points where drainage conditions caused the concrete

to be frequently water soaked. The repairs shown evidently were made
without correcting the moisture condition, and, as a consequence, they may
soon need attention.
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Fig 17—The Dam at the Lower Left Had Had a Thick Reinforced

GuNiTE Facing Applied to the Downstream Face, About Five Years

Ago. This Did Not Pretont the Seepage of Water Through the

Dam.

Fig 1&-THIS Viaduct Has Been Repaired but Drainage Conditions

"are Poor and the Repairs May Soon Need Furtheb Attention
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Concrete Under Special Conditions of Exposure

A study of the durability of concrete when subjected to special condi-

tions of exposure, such as

:

(a) Sea and other salt water.

(b) Sulphate soils and waters.

(c) Smoke and other gases

is not included in this report.

Conclusions

The following conclusions seem warranted by field observations of

concrete in service

:

(1) Concrete structures constructed during the years of development

have met load, service and exposure conditions in a manner to demonstrate

conclusively that concrete properly made will satisfy every reasonable

requirement.

(2) Such disintegration and defects as exist in concrete in various

parts of the country and in structures of various ages can usually be

classified according to the materials used in its composition, the methods

employed in its construction and the class of service to which it has been

subjected.

(3) The most severe treatment that concrete normally receives is that

due to many cycles of alternate freezing and thawing while in a saturated

or nearly saturated condition. The number of such cycles per annum to

which structures may be subjected ranges from zero in the far south to

135 on our northwest plains and in our central states is from 50 to 80.

The degree of exposure, whether sheltered or not, affects greatly the number
of cycles in any given locality.

A knowledge of the conditions of moisture and exposure to frost in

addition to the quality of the concrete will serve to explain most instances

of disintegration. Concrete is not harmed by either freezing temperatures

or quiescent moisture alone. The lack of exposure and frost explains why
little or no disintegration of concrete even of poor quality is found under
the following conditions

:

(a) In climates where there are no or very few cycles of
freezing and thawing.

(b) In severe climates where the concrete is somewhat pro-
tected, such as for underground and under water work, including
foundations, sewers, tunnels, etc.; on interior work, columns, floors,

etc. ; outdoor work where not directly exposed to storms or subject
to percolating water as in open sheds, covered platforms, the under-
side of slabs and where sheltered by overhanging projections, and
the like.

(c) At depths far enough from the surface of the concrete to
be out of the reach of frost.

(4) Water that passes through concrete removes soluble salts and
produces efflorescence if caused by capillary forces or white incrustations if

due to slow or intermittent flow. If the flow is sufficiently rapid to cause a

continuous loss, it should be checked. The higher the pressure, the more
harmful is this effect. For such conditions of flow, the concrete is usually in
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a saturated condition and freezing temperatures may be damaging. However,

if the pressure be such as to prevent the formation of ice crystals or to push

tliem off as they form, such damage may be less than for lower pressures.

The quality of the concrete determines the resistance to the penetration and

passage of moisture.

(5) Aluch of the so-called disintegration reported in reinforced con-

crete structures is found to have been the spalling of the surfaces due to

the corrosion of the reinforcing bars. Poor quality or insufficient thickness

of the concrete covering which permits moisture to reach the bars is

responsible for this condition. Moisture is required for this action, alternate

wettings and dryings being the most favorable. Corrosion is hastened by the

presence of salt water or air, locomotive gases and the like. Many struc-

tures show much violation of the ordinary requirements for protective cover-

ing of the steel. Corrosion is found to work along bars from points of

sag, corrodible chairs, tie wires and the like.

(6) Structural and foundation failures, lack of provision for expan-

sion and contraction of the concrete often produce cracks that admit and hold

moisture. Sometimes such failures cause a tearing or shattering action that

produces many cracks close together. Such cracks provide entrances for

disintegrating influences and for the passage of water.

(7) Unsuitable aggregates are often the cause or contribute largely to

the disintegration of concrete and should be selected with great care espe-

cially where service conditions are severe.

(8) In designing structures to be subjected to exposure the matter of

proper drainage is of utmost importance. Arrangement of parts of the

structure and the location and size of drains and outlets should be such as to

prevent in so far as practicable the saturation of the concrete where frost

action is severe, or the penetration of moisture to reinforcing bars.

(9) In locations or portions of a structure where good drainage is

impracticable, the concrete must be of such quality as to resist eflfectively

the penetration of moisture, and the action of frost.
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Appendix D

(4) THE BEARING POWER OF SOILS

By D. B. Rush

Manager, Concrete Department,

Robert W. Hunt & Company, Engineers

As far back as there is any record of the building of a structure will

be found a record of its foundation. It is of singular interest to recall that

while the foundation has always been the first and most vital part of a

structure, very little technical analysis has been applied to its proper or

economic design. Occasionally there is found a record of consideration hav-

ing been given this subject by scientists or mathematicians of standing,

but the subject as a whole has not until recently been taken up seriously

by any body of practical Engineers, collaborating with the idea of setting

forth the fundamentals of the proper design of the various types of founda-

tions.

Primarily, foundations may be grouped into several general classes

:

(1) The pedestal or flat slab footing;

(2)' The step footing such as ordinarily used under load-bearing
walls

;

(3) The tapered pile foundation, either of wood, concrete,

steel or a combination of these

;

(4) The pedestal pile

;

(5) The hard pan caisson;

(6) The caisson to bed rock^—and

(7) The up-lift or anchor foundation.

Now soils naturally divide themselves up into four general classes

:

(1) The granular mass, such as sand, gravel or conglomerate;

(2) The elastic or semi-elastic materials that include clays,

shales, soap, stone, etc.

(3) The rigid or semi-rigid materials, such as lime rock, granite
or other dense supporting materials

;

(4) Combinations of two or all of these classes in integral,

lenticular or laminated formation.

Now, of course, caisson and pile foundations naturally should be used

where the type of supporting material, and the load expected to be placed

upon it, are of such a nature as to require the selection of these particular

types. Unfortunately, however, these more elaborate types of foundations

are often specified for a location in which a less expensive one would be

adequate, because of a fear or uncertainty on the part of the designer as to

his own ability to properly design a satisfactory footing for the work in

hand.

It is most unfortunate that the determination of the type of footing and

the extent of its use is often left solely to the opinion of a designer, without

any mathematical or scientific method of arriving at the proper conclusion.
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Theory

In the final analysis, the supporting power of all of these types of foun-

dation depends essentially on three different characteristics of the soil or

soils loaded. Firstly, the direct supporting power ; secondly, the skin fric-

tion, and lastly, the general geological characteristics of the location. Added
to these, of course, might be considered the inertia of the structure itself, and

this often plays a considerable part in the design adopted.

Practically all theory relative to the "supporting power" has until

recently been based on the hj'pothesis, that the crust of the earth is a homo-
genous granular mass and that its supporting power at any depth can be

computed when the angle of repose is known. On this theory has been con-

structed the well known formula :

X I Y (1
-f SinqpX^

1 — Sinrp/

Where P is the maximum supporting power per square foot of soil

:

Y is the weight of one cubic foot of soil.

cp is the angle of repose.

X is the depth of plane below the surface upon which the
maximum supporting power is desired.

It is true that this formula neglects the factor of skin friction between

the soil and the footing or piling supported, but the experience of the writer

has been that in ordinary conditions such as cases 1 and 2 (above noted)

this phase of the situation is of small import. Providing it is possible to

correctly estimate or determine a value for cp, the results obtained are re-

markably true. Further investigations in thick sand and gravel beds fairly

free from clay and vegetable matter, but containing more or less ground

water, indicate that where there is an unlimited mass, the minimum allow-

able intensity of pressure is relatively near the average intensity of pressure

on that plane.

These theories and otliers of the same character seem to be applicable

to some extent even to the recently promulgated "bulb of pressure" theories

advanced in the east—that is, in so far as the material investigated complies

with the original hypothesis.

A careful study, however, of samples obtained from a core drill properly

operated in almost any section of the United States will convince one that

there remains ample room to cjuestion the basis or the general foundation of

this reasoning (see log of drill holes—Exhibit B). These results of actual

tests (Fig. 2-7-—Exhibit B) and the logs of the adjacent drill holes were taken

at random from a mass of such data collected in the last few years and repre-

sent the conditions found on examinations made for the purpose of determin-

ing the bearing power of soils in locations all the way from Southern Louisi-

ana to Wisconsin. From the various materials, the thicknesses of strata en-

countered, and the variable water content, it is obvious that it would be next

to impossible to arrive at a true value for either cp or F that would apply to

all the strata supporting the load in any one test pit.

The strata, as will be noted, varies from what is known as "sea mud,"

an extremely quicky variety of soft mud, to the stiff yellow and blue clays

know as "hard pan" or "Chicago Clays" and in thickness from 8 inches to

over 30 feet.
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Referring to Professor Rankine's "Applied Mechanics," he states under

the title of "Perfect and Imperfect Elasticity," that

:

"The elasticity of every solid is sensibly perfect when the strain

does not exceed a certain limit. Tliis has been proved to be the case

even for solids so plastic as moistened clay. For every solid there

are limits, which if a strain exceed, set or permanent alteration of

volume or figure is produced, and such limits of elasticity are less

and often considerably less than the strains required to produce
fracture."

and further

:

"It has been proved by Hodgkinson that these limits depend on
the duration of the strain, being less for a long continued strain than
for a brief strain."

From all the observations made to date, making allowance for special

features apply to a few individual cases, the statements above quoted appar-

ently coincide exactly with all of the results obtained.

Preliminary Requirements

As above stated, the loads coming upon any rationally designed footing

may be reduced into direct pressures and these pressures, plus the weight of

footings if vertically loaded, naturally are equal to the direct pressure com-

ing upon soil, as a result of this, it is only necessary to determine the per

square foot permissible load on this soil, in the direction of the stress, to

gain all of the information desired for the most intricate type of foundation.

At times the character and location of the footings are known in advance

and in such cases test pits are opened to the actual depth and in the loca-

tion of the particular footing or footings that are believed necessary to

investigate. Resulting tests are therefore much more satisfactory and give

results that may be directly applied in designing each individual footing. In

the majority of cases, however, the engineer is called upon to report what

soil loading per square foot will, in his opinion, be safe under properly

designed footings and what the probably ultimate settlement will be.

Although most formulae and tables compiled on this subject take no

account whatever of the permissible settlement, it is doubtful if any struc-

ture was ever designed or built that was or is not subject to more or less

settlement. Generally the design of the structure itself should be governed

by the amount of permissible ultimate settlement, and this ultimate settle-

ment is a function of the supporting power of the soil under the footings.

Methods of Performing Tests

Various methods have been devised and are now in use for determining

the soil bearing power, and the apparatus employed varies from a small steel

rod about J4 inch in diameter, whose operation is somewhat similar to that

of the scleroscope; to a large three or four legged platform the average set-

tlement of which gives the information from which bearing power is

estimated.

Obviously from a practical standpoint whatever apparatus is used, should

be one that can be constructed, moved about and set up by unskilled labor,

under the supervision of an engineer. As a result the most common form
of testing table now employed is composed of a flat platform about 4 feet

square strongly supported on a central post extending some 4 or .S feet
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both above and below this platform. On the bottom of the post is placed

a smooth bearing plate composed of at least two thicknesses of 2 by 12 oak

plate. The platform is then carefully set with this testing plate in the center

of a pit approximately 4 feet square and to the probable depth of the foot-

ings, and is held in vertical alinement by four crossed timbers made of any

material available, preferably about 2 by 8 joist. These timbers allow tlie

vertical post to slide up and down freely and simply prevent tipping of the

structure in case the soil is loaded to destruction. (See Fig. 1 the sketch of

a typical testing table—Exhibit A.) When this platform has been set in the

required position, a finely graduated scale is tacked to the post above the plat-

form and readings are taken from time to time with the precise level placed

at a sufficient distance from the pit to prevent any vibration or jar.

The most feasible plan for loading the structure, found to date, has been

to fill old cement sacks with a damp sand or gravel and weigh each one,

marking the weight on the side. It will be found that each bag very closely

approximates one hundred pounds.

Laborers then carefully lift these bags and place them two at a time

on diametrically opposite sides of the platform so as to retain the balance.

As each two weights are so placed, the observer records the exact time and

amount of deflection, when in his judgment, the settlement has ceased.

The record tests as above described are shown on the graphic records

attached (Fig. 2-7—Exhibit B) and show in detail exactly what occurred.

The particular strata loaded is marked with a star thus (*) in each case.

Analysis of Data

In studying the results of these twenty-two different tests one cannot

help but be impressed by the similarity of the various curves even though

the loaded soils varied almost the practical building limits of subsoils, and

the supporting strata from possibly two in number to one-half dozen lami-

nated layers. It will be noted that in every case the initial settlement or

observed deflection in inches under load increased gradually with the load up

to a fairly well defined point and from that point on as the load increases, the

graph shows a considerably greater amount of deflection.

In some cases, such, as for instance, as Plate 7, this apparent break in

the gradual increase in settlement is very marke'd and comes very shortly

after the loading is started. In other instances as Plate 13, the increase is

fairly regular, in fact comparatively regular as far as the loading was per-

mitted to go. In other instances, the graph or strain curve apparently breaks

for a time and then the slope becomes more gradual, probably indicating soft

spots in the material tested.

If now, these sheets are compared with the strain curve developed in

testing a metal such as iron, one is immediately struck with the resemblance

of the graphs of the two.

There is at the start, a fairly well defined slope which gradually in-

creases up to a point that is comparative to, and probably is, the elastic limit

of material tested. From this point the curve rapidly rises until actual failure

results. This point of failure in soil testing is believed to be the point at

which the platform will continue to sink without any additional load beins

applied. Further, in this coimection, it will be observed on Plate 19, as an

txample, that when a load of .SOOO lb. per sq. ft. has been reached the pint
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form was allowed to remain so loaded for approximately 24 hours, at the end

of which time the settlement was again recorded and the loading continued.

The results of this action is shown very clearly by the graph.

At a point some 150 feet from this location, and where the drillings

indicated a soil of a very similar nature, although a trifle more stiff, a similar

test was run except that in this case the loading was continued progressively

to failure. (Plate 20.) It will be observed therefore, by comparing these

curves that the only apparent result of allowing the load to remain overnight

is that it causes a deformation in the strain curve due to a gradual compres-

sion in the material that is in accordance with Professor Rankine's theory,

but that this compression has little, if any, affect on the ultimate strength.

The light dotted line on Plate 19 represents the probable direction of the

curve had there been no interruption in the loading.

Further, referring to Plate 21, it will be noted that if the platform is

allowed to stand loaded before the slope of the graph indicates that the

elastic limit has been reached or passed, there is very little if any additional

settlement and as the platform is again loaded to destruction, the deviation

from the normally expected curve is extremely slight.

Another phase of the situation is that at, or near the point considered to

be the elastic limit of the material, there occurs around the sides of the

testing plate a sort of a bulging or deformation of the soil, but it has been

the writer's experience that this deformation does not set up in a dry pit

until the apparent elastic limit of the material has been reached.

In order to experiment somewhat with this phase of the problem addi-

tional plates of four and sixteen square feet of surface were applied to the

original testing platform and tests were made in the same or adjacent pits

to those tested, on the one square foot basis. In every case, the results

showed that the settlement recorded, when still below the elastic limit, was
practically identical with the result obtained on the one square foot plate at

the same loading per square foot. The reason for this feature appears fairly

well explained by the study of the "Bulb of pressure" theory. As demon-
strated by several experimentors in the work, it appears that the lo^d forms

a "bulb of pressure" whose extreme limits extend at an angle of 45 degrees

from the edge of and normal to the testing plates. However, the amount
of load actually transferred at this point is probably only about 3 per cent

of that impressed by the plate, and probably less than 40 per cent of the

load impressed, ever extends beyond the edge of the test plate.

Conclusions

Many observations over quite an extended period of time and under

extremely different conditions are absolutely necessary before any conclusions

of a definite nature can be arrived at.

In other words, it is absolutely necessary on structures where the soil

has been properly tested and the probable settlement under a definite load

estimated, that the ultimate settlement of these structures must be checked up
from year to year in order to definitely establish the relation between initial

deflection and ultimate settlement. Nevertheless the indications from this inves-

tigation in so far as it has been possible to extend it, point beyond a doubt
to the fact that various soil strata under load act very similar to a series of
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laminated plates or flat slabs ; that the stress-strain curve of each are very

similar; that the action of the material both before and after its cubic elastic

limit has been reached are almost identical ; and that the bearing pov^^er of

any particular strata depends not only upon its own cubic elastic limit, but

tipon the supporting power of the various strata beneath it ; and finally that

the ultimate settlement under a definite load is a direct function of the

initial deflection.

LOGS OF ADJACENT DRILL HOLES TO ACCOMPANY
GRAPHIC RECORDS OF SOIL TESTS

Graph . 1

0"to 2' 5" Black Loam—fill.

2' 5" to 3' 7" Fine White Sand.
' 3' 7" to 7' 4" Yellow Sandv Clav.

7' 4" to 11' 7" Blue Sandy Clay,
ir 7" to 15' 0" Sea Mud (wet very soft).
15' 0"to31' 0" Blue Clay, Dark (very stiff).

Graph 2

0" to 0' 8" Black Loam.
8" to 3' 6" Yellow Sandv Clay.

3' 6" to 9' 0" Yellow Brown Sand.
9' 0" to 14' 0" Stifif Mud and Yellow Sand.

Graph 3

0" to r 5" Black Loam and fill.

1' 6" to 2' 0" Brown Sand.
2' 0" to 4' 3" Dark Sandv Loam.
4' 3" to 5' 4" Fine White Sand.
5' 4" to 7' 5" Yellow Sandv Clay.
7' 5" to 10' 7" Blue Sandv Clay (stifY).

Graph 4

0"to O'lO" Black Loam.
^ 10" to 3' 9" Yellow Clay and Sand.

3' 9" to 19' 10" Blue Clav and Yellow Sand.
19'10"to23' 0" Blue Clay.
23' 0"to26' 0" Sticky Blue Clay (dark).
26' 0"to47' 0" Sticky Blue Clay (soft).
47' 0"to51' 0" Sticky Blue Clay (very soft).
51' 0"to52' 0" Yellow Red Clay and Sand.

Graph 5

0" to 4' 0" Yellow Brown Sand.
4' 0" to 6' 0" Dark Blue Clay and Sand.
6' 0" to 8' 6" Blue Grey Sandy Clay (very soft).

Graph 6

0" to 0' 8" Black Loam.
<= 8" to 8' 0" Yellow Sandv Clay.

8' 0" to 9' 0" Blue Grey Clay and Sand.
9' 0"to 11' 0" Yellow Clay Sand.
ir 0" to 19' 0" Blue Green Sandy Clav (very soft).
19' 0" to 20' 0" Oily Black Earth or Peat.
20' 0" to 45' 0" Grey Green Sandy Clay (very soft).

'Indicates the strata on which load was placed.
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Graph 7

0" to 0' 8" Black Loam.
8" to 2' 6" Blue Sandy Clay (soft).

* 2' 6''tolO'10" Blue Sandy Clay (very soft).

Graph 8

0" to 1' 0"

* r 0" to 6' 0"

6' 0" to 8' 0"

8' 0" to 9' 0"

9' 0" to 10' 0"

10' 0" to 12' 6"

Black Loam.
Yellow Sandy Clay.

Light Blue Grey Sandy Clay.

Darker Blue Clay (wet).

Yellow Sandy Clay.

Light Blue Sea Mud (very wet).

Graph 9

0"to 9' 9" Yellow Clay.
9' 9" to 15' 5" Blue Grey Sandy Clay (wet).

Graph 10

0" to 0' 8"

* 8" to 3' 6"

3' 6" to 9' 0"

9' 0" to 14' 0"

Graph 11

0"to O'lO"
* 10" to 3' 9"

3' 9" to 19' 10"

19'10"to23' 0"

23' 0" to 26' 0"

Black Loam.
Yellow Sandy Clay.

Yellow Brown Sand.

Stiff Mud and Yellow Sand.

Black Loam.
Yellow Clay and Sand.

Blue Clay and Yellow Sand.

Blue Clay.

Sticky Blue Clay (dark).

Graph 12

0" to 3' 7" Yellow Clay.
* 3' 7" to 14' 0" Yellow Clav and Blue Clav nii.xrd.

14' 0"tol5' 0" Sea Mud (rather stiff).

Graph 13

0" to 1' 0"

1' 0" to 3' 0"

* 3' 0"toll' 0"

11' 0"tol6' 6"

16' 6" to 18' 0"

18' 0" to 26' 4"

26' 4" to 32' 0"

Black Loam.
Yellow Clay and Sand.
Yellow Sand and Clay.

Blue Clay and Sand.

Oily Black Loam.
Blue Green Clay and Sand (soft).

Wet Blue Clay and Sand (very soft),

Graph 14

0"to 1' 0" Yellow Clay.
* 1' 0" to 3' 4" Yellow Brown Sand.

3' 4" to 15' 6" Yellow and Blue Clay and Sand.

Graph 15

0" to 1' 0" Yellow Clay.
* 1' 0" to 3' 4" Yellow Brown Sand.

3' 4" to 15' 6" Blue and Yellow Clay and Sand.

Graph 16

0"to O'lO"
10" to 2' 0"

* 2' 0" to 6' 0"

6' 0" to

Black Loam.
Sandy Yellow Clay (wet).
Sticky Blue Clay (wet).
Sandy Blue Clay (very w^).

•Indicates the strata on which load was placed.
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Graph 17

0" to 0' 4"

0' 4" to 4' 8"

4' 8" to 14' 0"

Graph 18

0" to 3' 9"

3' 9" to 4' 9"

4' 9" to 7' 5"

7' 5" to 11' 2"

11' 2" to 14' 4"

14' 4" to 28' 0"

Graph 19

0"to 1' 0"

1' 0" to 2' 6"

2' 6" to 3' 6"

3' 6" to 9' 6"

Graph 20

0" to C 8"

0' 8" to 2' 6"

2' 6" to 14' 0"

Graph 21

0"to 0' 6"

0' 6" to 2' 8"

2' 6" to 13' 0"

Graph 22

0" to 3' 7"

* 3' 7" to 14' 0"

14' 0" to 15' 0"

Yellow Sand.
Dark Blue Sandv Clay (wet).
Dark Blue Clay (Stiff).

Black Loam and fill.

Fine White Sand.
Yellow Sandy Clay.

Blue Sandy Clay.

Sea Mud (soft wet sandv clav).

Dark Blue Clav.

Yellow Sand.
Dark Brown Sand.
Dark Sandv Clav (firniV

Blue Clay (stiff).

Yellow Sand.
Brown Sand.
Dark Sandy Clay (stiff).

White Sand (dry).
Yellow Sand (wet).
Stiff Blue Clav.

Yellow Clay.

Yellow Clay and Blue Clay mixed.
Sea Mud (rather stiff).

LOG OF ADJACENT DRILL HOLE IN BOTTOM OF CAISSON

Graph 23

O'to 8' 6"

8' 6" to 23' 6"

23' 6" to 25' 4"

25' 4" to

Hard Pan.
Blue "Chicago" Clay.
Shale and Hard Pan.
Lime Bed Rock.

•Indicates the .>itrata on whii-h load was plac
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Appendix E

(6) GENERAL PRACTICES FOR WATERPROOFING
MASONRY STRUCTURES

J. A. Lahmer, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. T. Andrews, G. E. Boyd, W.

F. Cummings, E. Duncan, A. R. Ketterson, J. R. Leighty, C. R. Mont-

gomery, F. E. Schall, L. W. Skov, S. E. Smith, J. H. Titus, L. W.
Walter, C. A. Whipple.

In 1927 a questionnaire was sent to Class I Railroads, regarding water-

proofing of concrete bridge decks, to ascertain practice of these railroads

and extent to which the.v were conforming to specifications prepared by

Committee XV—Iron and Steel Structures. Replies were received from

thirty-seven railroads, representing 149,000 miles of main track. An abstract

of these replies appears in Volume 29.

This year, in reply to a questionnaire relative to practice and experience

of railroads in waterproofing and dampproofing concrete structures other

than bridge decks, thrity railroads, representing 138,000 miles of main track,

furnished information.

The replies to these questionnaires, the present specifications of this

Association, specifications published by American Society for Testing

Materials, specifications published by the Bureau of Standards, U.S. Depart-

ment of Commerce, and data received from other sources, are under con-

sideration by your Sub-Committee, and revised specifications for asphalt

membrane waterproofing are in preparation and tentative specifications have

been completed and submitted to collaborating committees.

The Sub-Committee is giving attention to the preparation of specifica-

tions for other types of waterproofing and dampproofing.
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Frank R. Judd, Chainiwii; A. L. Sparks, Vicc-Chainnan;
G. A. Bbxdex, D. T. AfACK,
E. Christiansen, D. S. AIeadows,
A. C. Copland, E. K. Mentzer,
F. M. Davison, R. E. Mohr,
J. H. Davison, A. H. Morrill,
W. T. Dorrance, J. W. Orrock,
E. H. Dresser, F. L. Riley,
E. W. Everett, G. A. Rodman,
A. Fellheimer, O. M. Rognan,
H. FiLippi, F. P. SissoN,
E. A. Harrison, A. T. Upson,
A. C. Irwin, C. L. Wenkenbach,
W. N. Kennedy, O. G. Wilbur,
A. Af. Knowles, J. C. Williams,
W. L. Lozier, Cotnmittcc.

To the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects

:

(1) Revision of the Manual (Appendix A).

(2) Continue study and report on specifications for concrete used in

railway buildings, collaborating with Committee VIII—Masonry (Ap-

pendix B).

(3) Continue study and report cm design and construction of water

station buildings, collaborating with Committee XIII—Water Service and

Sanitation (Appendix C).

(4) Continue the preparation of specifications for buildings for rail-

way purposes (Appendix D).

(5) Study and report on what constitutes appraisal of fire losses

(Appendix E).

(6) Study and report upon waterproofing and dampproofing as applied

to existing buildings, collaborating with Committee VIII—Masonry (Ap-

pendix F).

(7) Furnish the Special Committee on Clearances the information

required by it pertaining to buildings (Appendix G).

(8) Outline of work for ensuing year.

Action Recommended

(1) That this subject be reassigned as recommended in Appendix A.

(2) That this subject be reassigned as recommended in Appendix B.

(3) That the report in Appendix C be received as information and

as a final report and the subject be discontinued.

(4) That the specifications puWished in Appendix E, pages 554 to 574,

both inclusive, of Bulletin 313 for the 1929 Convention, be ap-

proved for publication in the Manual and that the specifications published

in Appendix D of this Bulletin for the 1930 Convention be published in the

Proceedings as information and for criticism of the Association and sub-

mitted later for publication in the Manual.

Bulletin 323, January, 1930.
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(5) That the report in Appendix E be received as information for

publication in the Proceedings. It is hoped that this report will stimulate

interest in this subject among the member railroads of the Association and

induce them to analyze their own practices. The subject can then be reas-

signed to the Committee at a later date for further study and recommenda-

tions for the Manual.

(6) That the subject be reassigned for further study as recommended

in Appendix F.

(7) The material set forth in Appendix G represents the recommended

practice for Clearances pertaining to buildings. This material has been

furnished to the Special Committee on Clearances in accordance with the

instructions of the Committee on the Outline of Work. There is the ques-

tion, however, whether the Special Committee on Clearances or the Com-
mittee on Buildings should obtain the approval of the Association in Con-

vention for the clearances pertaining to buildings. This Committee, therefore,

would like definite instructions upon this point.

(8) That subjects 1, 2, 4 and 6 be reassigned and that the Committee

on the Outline of Work select three additional subjects from the following

list for study and report

:

Architectural Finishes for Concrete.

Use of Welding in Building Work,
Various Types of Train Sheds.
Restoration of Masonry.
Sidewalks and Station Platforms.
Elevators, Lifts and Escalators.

Freight House Doors.
Standardization of Metal Buildings.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Buildings,

Frank R. Judd, Chairman.

Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF THE MANUAL

A. L. Sparks, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; G. A. Belden, F. R. Judd.

In view of the fact that the Manual has just been thoroughly revised and

republished, this Committee has no further recommendations to make upon

this subject at this time, and asks that the subject be reassigned for future

revisions.
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Appendix B

(2) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON SPECIFICATIONS
FOR CONCRETE USED IN RAILWAY BUILDINGS, COL-
LABORATING WITH COMMITTEE VIII—MASONRY

W. T. Dorrance, Chairman, Sub-Committee; H. Filippi, A. C. Irwin, F. R.

Judd, A. M. Knowles, J. W. Orrock.

A preliminary draft of these specifications has been prepared and sent to

the Masonry Committee for their comments and criticisms. It is hoped that

during the ensuing year this draft will be brought into such form that it

may be presented to the Association for its consideration.

Appendix C

(3) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION OF WATER STATION BUILDINGS,
COLLABORATING WITH COMMITTEE XIII^WATER
SERVICE AND SANITATION

E. Christiansen, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; F. M. Davison, H. Filippi,

R. E. Mohr, O. M. Rognan.

Progress reports were submitted in 1928 and 1929 after reviewing the

previous report of the Water Service Committee. These reports may be

found in Bulletins 281, 304 and 313.

Last year a questionnaire asking for information on the subject was

sent to many representative railroads. The answers received were summar-

ized and are presented as part of this report. The following typical designs

also are incorporated as part of this report

:

(1) Pumping plants operated by steam.

(2) Pumping plants operated by internal combustion engines.

(3) Pumping plants operated by electric motors.

(4) Pumping plants at deep wells operated by steam, internal

combustion engines, electric motors or compressed air.

(5) Water treating plants.

The above typical designs were prepared from studies of plans sub-

mitted with answers to the questionnaire by the various railroads as repre-

senting good practice.

As no information was received regarding pumpers' dwellings, no specific

recommendations are offered, but this Corrmiittee believes that the practice

on several railroads of using a type of dwelling similar to that used for

section houses is worthy of consideration.

After reviewing the data submitted, this Committee feels that no definite

conclusions can be drawn as to specific sizes of buildings, types of con-

struction or individual details, inasmuch as these elements of design are con-

trolled by local conditions, ordinances and general economic conditions.

It is felt, however, that the accompanying replies to the questionnaire to-

gether with the typical designs of water station buildings should serve as a

general basis of design and are offered as information.
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/Ox/Ox /O-O-^-^ ^—*- Z D/am.

A/ofe Derr/c/k 7b Be Cons/rccZ-ec/ On/y
for Deep h/e//

^Concrefe

T/i/sDoor 7b SeCons'^rucZedOn/y forDeep We/t

£i.EvAT/ON Section

2o '- o

"

Pla/\/

Fig. 1

—

Typical Plan of Pumphouse with Derrick for Plants
Operated by Steam—Deep Wells
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/^ir Compressor 3/-arfer

27-2"

Conc3p/ashB/ock

Oi/Ta^k /iousin<f
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Fig. 2—Typical Plan of Pumphouse for Plants Operated by Internal
Combustion Engines
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I'ic. 3—Typical Plan of Pumphouse for Plants Operated by Electrical

Motors
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—

Typical Plan of Pumphouse for Deep Wells, for Plants
Operatf.d by Steam, Internal Combustion Engines, Electric Motors
or Compressed Air
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Appendix D

(4) CONTINUE THE PREPARATION OF SPECIFICATIONS
FOR BUILDINGS FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES

J. W. Orrock, Chairman, Sub-Coniniittec ; G. A. Belden, W. T. Dorrance,

F. R. Judd, A. L. Sparks, A. T. Upson.

The specifications published in Appendix E, pages 554 to 574, both

inclusive, of Bulletin 313, Volume 30, 1929, and approved for publication in

the Proceedings, are now submitted for publication in the Manual. These

specifications are Section 12-B, Ornamental and Miscellaneous Metal Work

;

Section 21, Brick Pavements and Floors; and Section 27, Sprinkler System.

At this time six new specifications are submitted as information for

publication in the Proceedings and for criticism of the Association with the

view of submitting them at a later date for publication in the Manual. The

six new specifications are Section 10-D, Type D-1, Asphalt Impregnated Felt

Roofing Over Wood or Precast Gypsum ; Section 10-D, Type D-2, Asphalt

Impregnated Felt Roofing Over Concrete or Poured Gypsum ; Section 19-F,

Oil Burning Equipment ; Section 24-A, Sheet Asphalt Pavements ; Section

24-B, Asphalt Mastic Floors ; and Section 28, Hydraulic Elevators, Baggage

and Freight.

These specifications are set forth below.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR RAILWAY BUILDINGS

SECTION 10-D

Type D-1

Asphalt Impregnated Felt Over Wood or Pre-Cast Gypsum Slabs

Roofing composed of four layers of asphalted felt and a minimum of 90

lb. of asphalt per 100 square feet.

(1) Over the entire surface of the roof deck lay one thickness of

Rosin Sized Sheathing Paper, weighing 5 lb. per 100 square feet, lap-

ping the sheets about 1 inch and nailing through tin disks as often as neces-

sary to hold in place.

(2) Over the entire surface lay 4 piles of 32-inch 14-lb. Asphalt

Felt, lapping each sheet 24^^ inches over the preceding one, nailing 6 inches

from the upper edge as often as necessary to securely hold in place and mop-

ping between the laps with Hot Asphalt the full 24^ inches, using approxi-

mately 20 lb. per square for each mopping. End laps of felt shall be not

less than 6 inches, and all 4 plies shall be turned up 8 inches against vertical

surfaces.

(3) Over the entire surface spread a uniform coating of Hot Asphalt,

using approximately 30 lb. per square.

Note.—The asphalt to be used where the incline does not exceed 3 inches per foot

shall conform with the specifications for Asphalt as given in Article 2 (Materials) of

Section 10-D.
Where the incline of the roof exceeds 3 inches per foot, but does not exceed 6

inches per foot, the asphalt shall have a melting point of between 175 and 190 degrees
Fahr.

For widths of felt other than 32 inches, laps shall be such that there will be 4

plies of felt at every point on the roof.
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Type D-2

Asphalt Impregnated Felt Over Concrete or Poured Gypsum

Roofing composed of four layers of asphalted felt and a minimum of

130 lb. of asphalt per 100 square feet.

(1) The entire surface, if of concrete, shall be coated uniformly with

asphalt primer, using not less than 10 lb. per 100 square feet and allowed

to dry. (If of gypsum the surface shall be given two such coats.)

(2) Over the entire surface apply a uniform coating of hot asphalt,

using not less than 30 lb. per 100 square feet.

(3) Over the entire surface lay 4 piles of 32 inch 14-lb. asphalt felt,

lapping each sheet 24>^ inches over the preceding one and mopping between

the laps with hot asphalt, the full 24j^ inches, using 20 lb. of asphalt per

100 square feet. (If the roof deck is of gypsum, the backs of the sheets

shall be nailed at intervals of about 24 inches.) End laps of felt shall be

not less than 6 inches and all 4 plies shall be turned up 8 inches against

vertical surfaces.

(4) Over the entire surface spread a uniform coating of hot asphalt,

using approximately 30 lb. per 100 square feet.

Note.—The asphalt to be used where the incline does not exceed 3 inches per foot
shall conform with the specifications for Asphalt as given in Article 2 (Materials) of
Section 10-D.

\\'here the incline of the roof exceeds 3 inches per foot, but does not exceed 6
inches per foot, the asphalt shall have a melting point of between 175 and 190 degrees
Fahr.

For steep roofs over concrete, provision must be made for nailing the felt.

For widths of felt other than 32 inches, laps shall be such that there will be 4

plies of felt at every point on the roof.

SECTION 19-F

Oil Burning Equipment

This article shall be inserted in heating specification. Section 19, to cover

installation of oil burners, when used.

The contractor shall furnish and install full automatic fuel oil burning

equipment including necessary electrical connections. The oil burner shall be

of tV'pe manufactured by Company, or approved equal, and

shall be of ample capacity to take care of the requirements. It shall be

designed to burn fuel oil of to degree ( )

gravity Baume. Burner may be of the "nozzle" or "rotary" type, and be

designed to permit the use of refractory material in the firepot of the boiler.

The design of burner shall be such that the oil is burned in suspension, and a

constant and unvariable mixture of oil and air be supplied at all times. Elec-

tric spark ignition shall be used as the method of igniting the oil. The

burner shall be equipped with a device which will prevent premature igni-

tion in the event of momentary interruption of the electric current, and

designed to prevent the burner starting up after it has been closed down
momentarilj', and to prevent the oil being supplied to the firepot during the

time that the temperature in the firepot is such that it will cause an explo-

sion. Operation of the oil burner shall be controlled by an approved thermo-

stat, which shall be placed in location as approved by Engineer.

For storage of fuel oil, the contractor shall furnish and install a fuel

oil tank of capacity. This tank shall be buried under-
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ground in location shown on drawing, and equipped with the necessary open-

ings in tank to permit filling, measuring, connections to oil burner pump,

etc. The burner and storage tank hereinbefore described shall conform in

every respect to the rules and regulations of the National Board of Fire

Underwriters, and to the laws and ordinances of the State and City in which

the equipment is installed.

The electrical equipment on the burner shall be designed for and con-

nected to the electric current available, and all electric wiring and equip-

ment shall conform to the National Electric Code. The electrical equip-

ment used on oil burner must have the approval of the Engineer before

installation. Contractor shall state in his proposal name of manufacturer,

size and capacity of the oil burner on which his proposal is based. After a

burner is accepted, no substitution shall be made.

SECTION 24-A

Sheet Asphalt Pavements

1. General

The contractor shall furnish all labor, materials, tools and equipment

except as otherwise noted, necessary to complete the pavement as hereinafter

specified and as shown or implied on the drawings.

2. Description

The pavement shall consist of a subgrade, a concrete foundaiion and a

binder course and a wearing course.

The binder course shall be one and one-half inches thick and shall con-

sist of coarse stone aggregate and sand, uniformly mixed with asphaltic

cement and laid upon the concrete foundation.

The wearing or surface course shall be one and one-half inches thick

and shall consist of sand and filler, uniformly mixed with asphaltic cement

and laid upon the compacted binder course.

3. Grading, Subgrade and Foundation

The grading, subgrade and concrete foundation shall be constructed

in accordance with the current specifications of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association for Concrete Pavements, except that joints shall be

omitted and the concrete finished to a rough, even surface exactly three

inches below the finished surface of the pavement.

4. Curb and Gutters

The curb or the curb and gutter, as the case may be, shall be built of

concrete in the location and to the elevations, sizes and cross-sections shown

on the drawings.

All cement and concrete materials and workmanship shall comply with

the specifications for concrete as given in Section 4 of these specifications.
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Materials

5. Stone for Binder Course

The stone for the binder course shall be clean, hard, crushed stone,

free from shale, soap stone or soft stone and shall be graded in sizes to

comply with the following requirements

:

Passing a lJ4-inch screen, not less than 100 per cent.

Passing a 1 -inch screen, not less than 95 per cent.

Passing a ^-inch screen, not less than 25 per cent or more than
75 per cent.

Passing a J4-Jnch screen, not more than 5 per cent.

6. Sand

The sand for the binder and wearing courses shall be clean, hard, dur-

able grains, free from clay, loam or other foreign matter.

The sand for the binder course shall all pass a j4-inch sieve.

The sand for the wearing course shall conform to the following grading

:

Passing a No. 4 sieve—100 per cent.

Passing a No. 4 sieve—and hold on a No. 10 sieve— to 5

per cent.

Passing a No. 10 sieve and held on a No. 40 sieve—14 to 50
per cent.

Passing a No. 40 sieve and held on a No. 80 sieve—30 to 60
per cent.

Passing a No. 80 sieve and held on a No. 200 sieve—16 to 40
per cent.

Passing a No. 200 sieve—not over 5 per cent.

7. Filler

The filler shall consist of thoroughly dry pulverized limestone dust,

trap rock dust or Portland cement of such size that all shall pass a No. 40

mesh sieve and not less than 75 per cent shall pass a No. 200 mesh sieve.

It shall weigh not less than 90 lb. per cubic foot.

8. Asphaltic Cement

Penetration specified for asphaltic materials are in hundredths of a

centimeter.

The asphaltic cement shall be either a refined solid-native lake asphalt

softened with a liquid petroluem flux or a refined petroleum asphalt derived

by the steam distillation of asphaltic petroleum. The asphaltic cement shall

be homogeneous, free from water and decomposition products, and shall

have the following characteristics

:

Flash point not less than 175 degrees C. (347 degrees Fahr.).
Penetration at 25 degrees C. ijl degrees Fahr.), 100 g. 5 sec.

25 to 75.

Ductility at 25 degrees C. {11 degrees Fahr.) not less than 40
centimeters.

Loss at 163 degrees C. (325 degrees Falir.) 5 hours, not more
than 3 per cent.

Penetration of residue of above at 25 degrees C. {11 degrees
Fahr.), 100 g. 5 section not less than 50 per cent of original pene-
tration.

Bitumen soluble in carbon tetrachloride, not less than 99 per cent.

It shall have a float test of not more than 10 minutes at 65j^
degrees C. (150 degrees Fahr.).

If the above asphaltic cement is composed of refined lake asphalt

softened with liquid petroleum flux, it shall contain not more than 40 per
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cent of such flux and not less than three per cent of non-bituminous matter

naturally occurring therein. The refined lake asphalt shall have the follow-

ing characteristics

:

Water, none.

Penetration at 25 degrees C. (11 degrees Fahr., 100 g. 5 sec,

not over 30.

Bitumen soluble in carbon tetrachloride, not less than 99 per cent.

Residual coke (ash free), not more than 15 per cent.

Paraffin scale (Holde), not more than 0.1 per cent.

Sulphur, not less than 3.0 per cent.

The liquid petroleum flux to be used with the native lake asphalt shall

be any steam-refined residuum of the heavier and higher boiling portions

of petroleum. It shall be free from decomposition products and shall have

the follow'ing characteristics :

Water, none.

Specific gravity at 25 degrees C. {11 degrees Fahr.), be-

tween 0.92 and 1.02.

Flash point, not less than 175 degrees C. (347 degrees Fahr.).
Penetration at 25 degrees C. ill degrees Fahr.), 50 g. 1 sec,

not less than 350.

Bitumen soluble in carbon disulphide, not less than 99>4 per cent.

Each bidder shall state specifically in writing the approximate propor-

tions of the individual constituents of the asphaltic cement which he pro-

poses to use and upon request shall furnish a one-pound sample of said

asphaltic cement. If he proposes to prepare the asphaltic cement at the

paving plant then, in lieu of the above, he shall furnish a one-pound sample

of each constituent. The bidder shall furnish a written statement of the

source and character of each constituent. Bids not in compliance with this

requirement will be rejected as irregular.

Construction

9. Binder Course—Mixing

The binder course shall consist of a mixture of the asphaltic cement,

sand and stone specified hereinbefore. The mixture shall be in such pro-

portions that it shall conform to the following limits by weight

:

Bitumen (soluble in carbon disulphide), 4 per cent to 6 per cent.

Aggregate passing a No. 10 sieve, IS per cent to 35 per cent.

Aggregate held on a No. 10 sieve, 60 per cent to 80 per cent.

The stone and sand shall be heated in separate suitable appliances to a

temperature not higher than 375 degrees Fahr. and stored in separate bins.

The hot sand and stone shall then be weighed separately and mixed to-

gether. The hot asphaltic cement shall then be added and mixed until all

particles of aggregate are thoroughly and uniformly covered. The asphaltic

cement shall be heated to a temperature not exceeding 350 degrees Fahr.

and kept in continuous agitation during the entire operation.

All heating kettles shall be free from foreign matter when they are

charged.

10. Binder Course—Placing

The surface of the concrete base on which the binder course is to be

laid shall be dry and free from foreign matter and no more binder course
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material shall be laid than can be covered by the wearing course in two days.

The material shall be delivered in wagons or trucks with tight bodies

and covers of canvas or other suitable material.

The material shall have a temperature immediately before being dumped

of not less than 225 nor more than v350 degrees Fahr. and shall, when

dumped, be immediately raked with hot rakes to uniform surface.

When the temperature of the air is below 30 degrees Fahr., special

provision shall be made for heating the concrete base and for keeping the

heated surfacing materials from becoming cooled too rapidly while apply-

ing.

All contact surfaces of toothing, manholes, etc., shall be painted with

hot asphaltic cement before any binder mixture is laid against them.

The rolling shall be done with a self-propelled tandem roller weighing

not less than 250 lb. per inch of width and shall closely follow the spread-

ing, and where any portion of the binder surface shall show an excess of

asphaltic cement such portion shall be immediately removed and replaced

with a properly mixed portion of the hot binder course material, subject to

the approval of the Engineer. "Fat" spots of one square foot or less in

area may be treated by applying some of the filler hereinbefore specified

for the wearing course or shall, at the Engineer's direction, be removed and

replaced with normal material.

The upper surface of the completed binder course shall be parallel with

and one and one-half inches below the finished surface of the asphalt

pavement.

11. Sheet Asphalt Wearing Course

The materials for the wearing course shall consist of the asphaltic

cement, the filler and the sand hereinbefore specified mixed in proportions

by weight depending on their character, so that the resulting mixture will

contain average proportions of the whole mixture as follows

:

Bitumen soluble in cold carbon disulphide, 9.0 to 12.0 per cent.

Alineral aggregate retained on a No. 40 mesh sieve, 10.0 to
40.0 per cent.

Mineral aggregate retained on a No. 80 mesh sieve, 22.0 to

45.0 per cent.

Mineral aggregate retained on a No. 200 mesh sieve, 12.0 to

30.0 per cent.

Stone filler passing a No. 200 mesh sieve, 10.0 to 20.0 per cent.

The sand and asphaltic cement shall be heated separately to such tem-

perature that the finished mixture shall, depending on the asphalt used, have

a temperature of 290 degrees Fahr. to 380 degrees Fahr. The filler shall be

mixed while cold with the hot sand in the mixer. The asphaltic cement

shall be heated to a temperature not exceeding 350 degrees, shall be mixed

with proper proportion's of sand and filler, in a suitable apparatus provided

with revolving blades and kept in constant agitation, so that a thoroughly

uniform mixture is produced with every particle of the aggregate com-
pletely coated with asphaltic cement.

The heating kettles shall be free from foreign matter before use and

shall be equipped with suitable agitators to keep the asphaltic cement at a

uniform and proper consistency.
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12. Wearing Course—Placing

Jlcforc duniiMiig or layin« the wearing mixture, the surface of tlic

l)indcr course shall be dry, clean and free from dust or other foreign matter,

and any portions of the !)inder course which may have been disturbed or

damaf:;ed in any wa\ , shall have been removed and rei)lacefl with new
material.

The wearing mixture shall have a temperature immediately before dump-
ing of not less thaii 250, nor more than 350, degrees Fahr., and shall be

dumped so that no part of the load is nearer the completed part of the

wearing course than the distance along the length of the pavement it will

occupy when spread.

Immediately after dumping the wearing course material shall be put in

place with hot shovels and spread while hot and thoroughly combed out

with hot rakes to receive its final compression by rolling.

The loads of asphalt mixture shall not be dumped on the binder course

any faster than they can be properly handled by the shovelers, and all work
shall be done so as to prevent melting of the binder course. The shovelers

shall not distribute the dumped material any faster than it can be properly

handled by the rakers. The rakers shall not be permitte"d to walk or stand

in the hot mixture while raking, except where necessary to correct errors

in the first raking. Immediately after raking, the mixture shall be com-

pressed with hot iron tamps where it adjoins the curbings, gutters, headers,

etc., and all places inaccessible to the rollers. In all other places the mix-

ture shall be compressed with self-propelled rollers as soon after being

raked as it will bear the roller without undue displacement or hair cracking.

Compression shall be obtained by first smoothing the surface with a

self-propelled roller weighing not less than 10 tons and having a weight of

not less than 250 lb. per inch of width, after which dry Portland cement

shall be swept over it and the rolling shall be continued until the surface

is properly compacted.

The rollers shall be operated at a speed of approximately 100 feet per

minute and at no time shall they be permitted to exceed a speed of 150 feet

per minute. When necessary to prevent the hot mixture from sticking to the

roller a small amount of water may be used to moisten the roller, but ex-

cessive amounts will not be permitted.

The rolling shall be dene at a rate not to exceed 250 square yards per

hour per roller. Rollers must be kept in continuous operation as nearly as

practicable and in such manner that all parts of the pavement shall receive

substantially equal compression. All rollers shall be kept in good condition

and must be operated by competent and experienced operators.

Any part of the unrolled wearing course in place which has been stepped

on shall be removed, discarded and replaced with material in proper condi-

tion.

Before any additional hot surface mixture shall be placed against cold

edges, the edges shall be prepared by brushing them with hot liquid asphalt

and the new work applied before the edge has become hardened.

Joints between old and new pavements or between successive days' work
shall be carefully made in such manner as to insure a perfect and continuous

bond between the old and new surfaces. A rope joint cloth is recommended

where practicable.
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The finished pavement shall have a contour substantially conforming to

the grade and shall be free from any depression or elevations greater than

>8 inch from a true surface as measured between any twn points six feet

apart and parallel to the curb.

13. Tests

All nietlicds of testing shall be made in accordance with the standard

specifications and methods of the American Society for Testing Materials.

14. Adjusting Existing Structures

Manholes and catchbasin covers, valve boxes and similar existing struc-

tures within the area to be paved shall be adjusted by the paving contractor

to come fiush with the pavement surface.

15. Guaranty

It is hereby understood and agreed that the paving contractor guarantees

tlie material furnished and used and the workmanship employed in the con-

struction of said improvements to be of such ciuality and character as to

insure the same to be free from all defects and to remain in continuous

good order and condition satisfactory to the Engineer of the Railroad Com-
pany for a period of two years as above set forth.

The guaranty shall include all repairs to be made or, if necessary, the

entire reconstruction of the work as the Engineer of the Railroad Company
may direct without additional charge or cost to the Railroad Company.

In case the paving or any part thereof is on pubic property where city

ordinance or other ruling requires a maintenance bond, the contractor shall

furnish within ten days after the contract is let a good. and satisfactory

bond to the amount as stated in the general contract to maintain that por-

tion of the work on said public property as covered by this contract at the

finished line and grade for a period of years as required by ordinance or

ruling.

16. General Conditions

All materials entering into the work and all methods used by the con-

tractor shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer and no part of the

work will be considered as finally accepted until al! the work is completed

and accepted.

The General Conditions as given in Section 1 of this specification shall

l)e considered to apply with equal force to this specification.

SECTION 24-B

Asphalt Mastic Floors

1. General

The contractor shall furnish all labor, material, tools and equipment,

except as otherwise noted, necessary to complete the sheet asjihalt Hoor as

hereinafter specified and as shown or implied on the drawings.
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2. Description

The floor shall consist of a wood or concrete sub-floor and a sheet

asphalt wearing conrse one and one-half inches in depth, made from asphalt

mastic slabs, asphaltic flux and mineral aggregate.

3. Subgrade and Foundation

Where mastic is laid on a concrete base or foundation, the grading,

subgrade and concrete foundation course shall be constructed in accordance

with the specifications of the A.R.E.A. for Concrete for Railway Buildings

as given in Section 4.

The concrete shall be finished to a rough even surface, parallel to the

contour of the finished surface of the mastic wearing course.

Where a mastic is laid on a wood base or sub-floor, the wood floors shall

be solidly supported and well nailed with all rough projections removed, and

shall be covered with one ply of 10-lb. asbestos paper lapped 3 inches.

4. Mastic Slabs

The mastic slabs shall be made from asphaltic cement and well graded,

specially prepared mineral aggregate. The mastic slabs shall be composed

by weight of from 12 per cent to 18 per cent of asphaltic cement and from

82 per cent to 88 per cent aggregate both as specified herinafter. The mastic

slabs shall be delivered to the site of the work in convenient sizes for easy

handling.

5. Asphaltic Cement

Penetrations specified for asphaltic materials are in hundreds of a

centimeter.

The asphaltic cement shall be either (a) a refined, solid-native lake

asphalt softened with a liquid petroleum flux, or (b) a refined petroleum

asphalt derived by the steam distillation of asphaltic petroleum, or (c) a

mixture of such refined petroleum asphalts.

If the above asphaltic cement is composed of refined lake asphalt

softened with liquid petroleum flux, it shall contain not more than 30

per cent of such flux and shall also contain not less than 3 per cent non-

bituminous matter naturally occurring in the lake asphalt. The asphaltic

cement shall have a penetration at 25 degrees C. {11 degrees Fahr.), 100

grams, 5 seconds, of 15 to 30.

The refined lake asphalt shall have the following characteristics

:

Water, none.

Penetration at 25 degrees C. {11 degrees Fahr.), 100 grams, 5

sec, not over 30.

Bitumen soluble in carbon tetrachloride, not less than 99 per cent.

Residual coke (ash free), not more than 15 per cent.

The liquid petroleum flux to be used therewith shall be a steam refined

residuum consisting of the heavier and higher boiling portion of petroleum.

It shall be free from decomposition products and shall have the following

characteristics

:

Water, none.

Specific gravity at 25 degrees C. {11 degrees Fahr.), between
0.92 and 1.02.

Flash point, not less than 175 degrees C. (347 degrees Fahr.).
Penetration at 25 degrees C. {11 degrees F.), 50 grams, 1 sec,

not less than 350.

Bitumen soluble in carbon disulphide, not less than 99.5 per cent.
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If the asphaltic cement is composed of one or more refined petroleum

asphalts it shall have the following characteristics.

Flash point, not less than 210 degrees C. (410 degrees Fahr.).

Penetration at degrees C. (32 degrees Fahr.), 200 grams, 60
sec, not less than 7.

Penetration at 25 degrees C. ill degrees Fahr.), 100 grams, 5

sec, not less than 25.

Penetration at 46 degrees C. (115 degrees Fahr.), 50 grams, 5

sec, not more than 115.

Ductilitj' at 25 degrees C. ill degrees Fahr.), not less than 2

cms.
Loss at 163 degrees C. (325 degrees Fahr.), 5 hours, not more

than 1 per cent.

Each bidder shall state specifically in writing the approximate propor-

tions of the individual constituents of the asphaltic cement which he pro-

poses to use and upon request shall furnish a one-lb. sample of said

asphaltic cement. If he proposes to prepare the asphaltic cement at the

paving plant then, in lieu of the above, he shall furnish a one-lb. sample

of each constituent. The bidder shall furnish a written statement of the

source and character of each constituent. Bids not in compliance with this

requirement will be rejected as irregular.

6. Aggregate for Slab

The mineral aggregate for the mastic slab shall be composed of finely

ground mineral dust, clean sharp sand or clean fine crushed stone, which

shall show the following screen analysis

:

Total passing 200-mesh, 60 per cent to 70 per cent.

Total passing 50-mcsh, not less than 80 per cent.

All shall pass 8-mesh screen.

The above mineral aggregate shall be incorporated in the slabs at the

factory.

7. Asphalt Flux Added in the Field

The asphalt flux used with the mastic slabs shall be composed of either

(a) a refined solid-native lake asphalt, softened (if required) with a suitable

flux, or (b) a refined petroleum asphalt. The former shall be used with

mastic slabs of native lake asphalt and the latter with slabs of refined

petroleum asphalt.

If the asphalt flux used with the mastic slabs is derived from refined

lake asphalt, it shall comply with all the requirements specified in the fore-

going Article 5 for asphaltic cement derived from refined lake asphalt,

with the sole exception that the penetration of the asphalt or asphaltic cement

used as the Asphalt Flux shall at 25 degrees C. {11 degrees Fahr.), 100

grams, 5 seconds, be not more than 30.

If the asphalt flux used with the mastic slabs is composed of refined

petroleum asphalt, it shall have the following characteristics

:

Melting point, ball and ring method, not less than 210 degrees
Fahr., nor more than 235 degrees Fahr.

Penetration at 25 degrees C. {11 degrees Fahr.), 100 grams, 5

seconds, not less than 5.

Penetration at 46 degrees C. (115 degrees Fahr.), 50 grams, 5

seconds, not more than 15.

Loss in heating for 5 hours at 325 degrees Fahr. not more than
1 per cent.

Bitumen soluble in carbon disulphide not less than 99^2 per cent.
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8. Mineral Aggregate Added in Field

The mineral aggregate to be added in the field shall be composed of

either sand, gravel or grit having hard and angular grains and containing

not more than 3 per cent clay or loam, with the following approximate

characteristics

:

Passing a No. 4 sieve, 100 per cent.

Passing a No. 10 sieve, 40 to 60 per cent.

Passing a No. 40 sieve, 10 to 40 per cent.

Passing a No. 100 sieve, to 10 per cent.

All retained on a No. 200 sieve.

The above shall be mixed in such proportions as to produce a final

floor suitable to the climatic and other local conditions.

9. Mixing Mastic

The field mix shall be composed by weight of 35 per cent mastic

slabs, 3 per cent flux and 62 per cent field aggregate. The mastic slabs shall be

broken up before being placed in the mastic kettles. The flux shall then be

added and allowed to cook until the mastic slabs are entirely melted. The
mineral aggregate, thoroughly dry, shall then be added and thoroughly mixed

into the mass by use of iron stirring rods and the temperature of the mix

brought to 45 degrees Fahr. The material shall be constantly stirred to

prevent burning and then removed from the kettles in oak buckets or all

iron wheelbarrows and taken to the work as required.

10. Placing Mastic

The mastic shall be laid in one course. It shall be spread with wood
floats under sufficient pressure to eliminate all voids and blow-holes, and

make a homogeneous mass throughout.

When joints are made, the hot mastic shall be laid over the cold edge

of the material previously laid, and allowed to remain until the same is

thoroughly heated. The surplus material shall then be cut off and the joints

made compact and tight by rubbing with wood floats.

The top shall be given a sand or cement finish in the following manner

:

For a sand finish the top surface, while hot, shall be sprinkled and rubbed

with fine, dry, sharp sand which shall be thoroughly rubbed into the surface

of the mastic and the surplus sand left on the floor until the same is put in

use. For a cement finish the top surface shall first be sprinkled and rubbed

with fine, dry, sharp sand, which shall then be swept off while the material

is still warm. The surface shall then be dusted with Portland cement which

shall be thoroughly rubbed in.

11. Finished Floor

When completed, the finished floor shall show the following charac-

teristics :

The percentage of bitumen shall not be less than 7 nor more than 9

per cent of the whole mastic surface by weight.

The extracted bitumen shall have a penetration of not less than 10

nor more than 20 at 11 degrees Fahr.
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12. Tests

All tests in this specification shall be made in accordance with the stand-

ard specifications and methods of the American Society for Testing

Materials.

13. Guaranty ,

It is hereby understood and agreed that the contractor shall guarantee

the material furnished and used and the workmanship employed in the con-

struction of said improvement to be of such quality and character as to

insure the same to be free from all defects and to remain in continuous good

order and condition satisfactory to the Engineer for the Railroad Company
for a period of two years as above set forth. The guarantee shall include all

repairs to be made or, if necessary, the entire reconstruction of the work

as the Engineer for the Railroad Company may direct without additional

charge or cost to the Railroad Company.

In case the flooring or any part thereof is on public property where

city ordinance or other ruling requires a maintenance bond, the contractor

shall furnish within ten daj's after the contract is awarded, a good and

satisfactory bond to the amount as stated in the general contract t'o main-

tain that portion of the work on said public property as covered by this

contract at the finished line and grade for a period of years as required by

ordinance or ruling.

14. General Conditions

All materials entering into the work and all methods used by the con-

tractor shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer and no part of the

work will be considered as finally accepted until all the work is completed

and accepted.

The General Conditions as given in .Section 1 of this specification shall

be considered to apply with equal force to this specification.

SECTION 28

Hydraulic Elevators—Baggage or Freight

1. General

The contractor shall furnish all labor, materials, tools and equipment to

entirely complete the hydraulic plunger elevator system as hereinafter speci-

fied and as indicated on the drawings.

The contractor shall furnish and install, under his lump sum price,

cars, car covers, doors, guides, cylinders, cylinder wells, plungers, stuffing

boxes, counterweights, pumping plant, tanks, pump and tank foundations

and supports, excavation, piping, fittings, signal systems, lubricators, cable

locks, motors, controllers, electrical equipment, air compressors, and all

other machinery, equipment, materials and supports necessary to make a

complete and finished system in running order, as herein described and

specified.
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2. Checking Drawings

Contractor shall check all drawings of his own work and of work witli

which his work engages. He shall report all discrepancies before starting

the work, and no allowance will be made for such errors and discrepancies

after the work has been started. Contractor shall submit a layout of the

system and complete details of all parts showing equipment to be installed.

Drawings shall conform to rules and regulations of the local and State

authorities, and if necessary, submitted to such authorities for approval.

3. Laying Out Work

Dimensions on drawings shall be verified on the site of the work by

the contractor, and he shall assume all responsibility for their accuracy.

4. System

The system shall consist of '..... direct plunger hydraulic

elevators and shall be provided with pumping equipment, as hereinafter

specified. • The elevator shall be installed in the hatchways shown on accom-

panying drawing. Each elevator shall lift a load of lb.

( -.
. ), exclusive of the weight of the car, at a speed of

feet ( ) per minute. The capacity shall be shown in large letters

in a prominent position on car. The travel of the car platform shall be

feet ( ) , which is the distance between

and Each elevator will be required to make one round trip

every minutes ( ) , and all parts of the system

shall be designed to permit all elevators to work together at their maximum
capacity at one time without overloading any part of the installation.

5. Car Platform

The car platform shall be of clear maple supported on a steel frame,

shall measure at least feet ( ) wide in clear

between side guards by feet ( ) long overall, and

shall be designed for a load of 200-lb. per sq. ft. The sides shall be pro-

tected with extra strong rigid guards of U.S. gage No. 12 s-teel plates and

2-inch angles to a height of at least 8 feet.

6. Car Cover

The car cover shall be constructed of steel wire mesh not larger than

1^ inches by 3 inches on a reinforced frame. The wire shall be No. 9 U.S.

Standard gage or larger. The car cover shall be set back 6 inches from

the ends of the hatchway, and equipped with hinged sections at entrance

ends at least 18 inches from the edge of the car.

7. Car Frame

Car frame shall be of wrought iron or steel, and be capable of with-

standing without undue distortion any stress that may be induced, either by

eccentric loading or by the action of the buffers. The clear platform shall

be as large as the hatchway will permit. Upon the steel stringers of

platform shall be laid a heavy yellow pine floor upon which shall be laid

tongued and grooved and matched l^^-inch maple flooring so arranged
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that the maple flooring may be easily renewed. The flooring shall

be protected underneath with No. 12 U.S. gage sheet metal. Guide shoes

shall be provided to insure quiet running. The loading end of the platform

shall be provided with a heavy angle or channel iron nosing designed to

withstand loading of 200 lb. per sq. ft.

8. Hatchways and Shaft Enclosure

The size of the hatchway and shaft enclosure shall be as shown on draw-

ing but some slight modification can be made if the contractor should con-

sider it necessary. Contractor shall state in his proposal whether or not

such changes will be necessary. The hatchway and shaft enclosure will be

constructed by another contractor, but the elevator contractor shall submit

drawings of the apparatus he proposes to furnish within one week after he

received notification to commence work, showing details of openings or other

items which he will require. He shall also show the space required for

elevator doors, operating valves, guides, and shall furnish details of openings

for piping and connections.

9. Cylinder Wells

The cylinder shall be enclosed to the full depth, or until solid rock

is encountered, in a steel casting not less than f^ inch thick, provided with

outside couplings and anchored in such a manner as to prevent any settle-

ment. Care shall be taken that no cinders shall come in contact with any

part of casing. The top of the casing shall be properly fitted with a metal

cap to form a water-tight joint with both casing and cylinder. The neces-

sary machinery, water and power required for the sinking of the cylinder

well shall be furnished by the contractor. The conrtactor shall remove and

dispose of all material excavated in the course of sinking the well.

10. Cylinders

The cylinders shall be of selected steel or genuine wrought iron tubing

of extra heavy thickness of unifonn diameter, straightened and threaded in

a lathe to insure perfect alinement, the section joined together by outside

couplings making butt joints and erected true and plumb. The cylinder head

shall be an extra heavy casting and the bottom a heavy welded steel disc.

The cylinder shall be tested to a hydrostatic pressure of not less than 300

per cent of the operating pressure before leaving the factory and shall be

protected from rust both inside and outside by a coating of
,

as manufactured by the or approved equal. The cylinder

shall be set in the well to the required depth and the space between cylinder

and sides of wells shall be filled in with sand. Contractor shall furnish drip

connection from top of cylinder to drain in pit.

11. Plungers

The plunger shall be of selected special steel tubing at least

inches ( ) in diameter, and of such thickness as will secure maximum
lightness consistent with suitable strength. This tubing shall be straightened,

turned and finished to a uniform outside diameter and the sections joined to-

gether by extra strong inside screw couplings. The plunger top shall be an
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extra heavy steel casting securely shrunk on the upper end of the plunger

and bolted to the car platform. The plunger bottom shall consist of a cast

iron plug. The cast iron plugs shall be of the cross pattern so designed as

to allow 12 inches of the plug to remain below the packing after the

main portion of the plunger has passed far enough above the stuffing box

to relieve the pressure. Before leaving the shop, the plunger shall be tested

to a hydrostatic pressure of at least 150 per cent more than the operating

pressure.

12. Stuffing Boxes

The cylinders shall be provided with bronze lined, cast iron stuffing

boxes at the top. Stuffing boxes shall be of ample depth and of such

diameter as will allow plungers free vertical movement and permit the use

of six rings of packing. Stuffing boxes shall be provided with packing of

square braided rawhide of approved make. Provision shall also be made for

proper' lubrication of the plungers.

13. Counterweight

Counterweight shall be used only in the event that the length of travel

is such as to warrant their use.

14. Guide Posts and Guides

The guide posts shall be tees of open hearth steel, machined or die

drawn, uniform, straight and finished, connected by tongued and grooved

matched joints, battened by extra heavy fish plates with through bolts.

They shall be so arranged and planed as to provide rigid guides with smooth

sliding surfaces. The minimum weight of guide posts acceptable for the

car shall be 15 lb. per lineal foot. The car guides shall be stiffened by

channel iron bolted to the guides by fitted bolts, necessary backing and

supports for guides shall be furnished and installed. All guides shall be

anchored by steel brackets embedded in shaft walls during construction, or

the brackets fastened by through bolts. Contractor shall show on detail

drawings, submitted for approval, method of supporting guides.

15. Control

The control for the elevator shall be of the hand control type, and the

controlling valve shall be of the three-way balanced piston type made of

cast iron, with bronze linings, and graduated port openings for starting and

stopping without shock or jar. Valve shall be operated by rack and pinion

with hand rope control.

16. Operating Device

In connection with the hand rope control on elevator, an operating

device shall be provided. This operating device shall consist of J^-inch

wire tiller rope, provided with button stops, which shall automatically bring

the car to a stop at the upper and lower limits of travel. This hand rope is

to be located at the inside of the side guards and is to be protected to the

height of a baggage truck. Control is to be provided at both ends of the

car. Hand rope is to be constructed of phospher bronze of
,

or approved equal make.
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17. Buffers

The car platform at the lower terminal shall be sustained upon buffers

of springs or oil compression type of proper strength and stroke for speed

specified. Contractor shall state in his proposal what type of buffers he

proposes to furnish.

18. Elevator Doors

Elevator doors shall be designed to close the entire opening in the sliaft

enclosure and shall be as wide as the distance between car guards. Each door

shall be in two sections, constructed of No. 10 U.S. gage steel plates

riveted to 1^-inch angle frame with two cross braces of \% inch tees.

Door guides shall be of steel well anchored to the shaft enclosure. Each

doorway shall be equipped with an approved type of trucking plate.

Elevator doors at tlie top and bottom landings shall be full automatic,

that is, they shall open as the car approaches and close as the car departs.

At the intermediate landings the doors shall be semi-automatic, that is, they

shall be opened by hand and close automatically. Both sections of the

doors shall lower below the floors into the shaft or pit, unless the shaft

design permits half of the door to rise and the other half to lower in the

shaft. Contractor shall furnish and install all necessary equipment for

doors and shall submit for approval detail drawings showing construction

and method of operation.

19. Pumping Plant

The pumping plants shall consist of a pump, pressure tank, discharge

tank, control valve and necessary piping.

20. Pump

The pump shall be , or approved equal, Figure ,

Motor Driven, Triplex Single Acting Plunger Pump. It shall be built for

lb. ( ) pressure per square inch, and of sufficient

size to deliver required amount of water for a minute

schedule, at a crankshaft speed of not over re\olutions per

minute ( r.p.m.). It shall be equiped with Bakelite pinion, extra

large cast iron discharge air chamber, brass lined glands and throats and

cast iron bed plate with raised lips. The main gear shall be located between

the two couplings, and the water cylinders shall be a separate casting. The

pump shall be driven by a silent chain drive of suitable size, as manufac-

tured by the , or approved equal. Gearing on pump and

silent chain drive shall be fully enclosed in metal safety guards. Gearing

shall be of extra heavy construction. This contractor shall state in his

proposal the make and size of tVie pump and silent chain drive to be fur-

nished for this installation.

21. Tanks

The pressure and discharge tanks shall be of sufticienl capacity to allow

the elevator to travel at the speed hereinbefore specified with full load on the

car and at a higher speed with less load. These tanks shall be designed and

constructed in accordance with the American Society of Mechanical Engi-
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iicers' Code for closed vessels, they shall be built of steel, and each shall be

provided with a manhole 11 inches by 15 inches, a gage glass, flanged and

tapped openings for draw-oflf piping, and pump, waste, overflow and draw-

off connections. The draw-off overflow and relief piping shall be run from

the tanks to the sewer and shall be tapped properly and provided with

screw or flanged fittings.

The pressure tank shall be built to withstand a working pressure of

lb. per square inch ( ), with a factor of safety

of 5. Longitudinal seams shall be butt joint, double strapped and triple

riveted. Girth seams and heads shall be lap joint and double riveted.

The discharge tank shall be built to withstand a working pressure of

lb. per square inch ( ) , with a factor of safety of

5. Longitudinal seams shall be double riveted lap joints and girth seams

single riveted lap joints.

22. Pump and Tank Foundations and Supports

The contractor shall furnish and install complete in place all founda-

tions, anchor bolts and saddles for the pump and tanks. The foundations

shall be carried down to solid ground, shall be made of concrete and shall

comply with Section 4 of these specifications for "Concrete." Excavation

shall comply with Section 2 of these specifications for "Excavation."

23. Air Supply

If no compressed air is available in the direct vicinity of the pumping

plant, this contractor shall submit a separate price for furnishing and in-

stalling one , or approved equal, feather valve air com-

pressor with cast iron bed plate to receive motor and idler for short belt

drive. This compressor shall be of sufficient size to give '.

cubic feet ( ) of air per minute at lb. ( )

per square inch and shall be equipped with initial unloader and short belt.

This price shall include also a snifter valve to enable air to be taken into

the system. Contractor shall submit also a separate price covering the

installation of air piping, if compressed air supply is available at point

where pumping plant is to be installed.

24. Piping, Fittings, Etc.

The contractor shall make all water pipe connections between the operat-

ing valves, cylinders, pumps and tanks, pump regulator and all fresh water

supply, waste, overflow and drip connections, all complete from the nearest

available source of supply and waste. He shall provide also all the neces-

sary gages, gate, check and relief valves, fittings, traps, etc., also all air

connections for charging the pressure tank? and air chamber on pump. Fresh

water connections shall be made to nearest water main where found in build-

ing. He shall provide all piping connecting pumping plant with elevator

cylinders, proportioned to make available full pressure at starting and to

minimize fluctuations in the system. Necessary valves and fittings shall be

provided for the proper control of the plant. Changes in the direction of the

piping shall be made with long sweep fittings or pipe bends wherever space

permits. Pipe, nipples and couplings used in this installation shall be new,

strictly full weight, genuine wrought iron pipe of standard weight for given
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standard size and shall comply with the Standard Specifications A-72 for

welded wrought iron pipe of the American Society for Testing Materials.

Fittings shall he of fine grained gray cast iron as made by
,

or approved equal, with threads clean cut, tapering and smooth. Joints

shall be made iron to iron without the use of cement. Flanged fittings shall

be made with packing, or approved equal. Unions shall

be of the make, metal to metal, no gaskets shall be used.

All pipe lines 4 inches and up flanged fittings shall be used, and below

4 inches screwed fittings may be used. The valves on the system shall

be of gate pattern, and shall be of type as made by or

approved equal. All valves 2 inches and over shall be outside screw and

yoke pattern. Valves and fittings on supply lines shall be extra heavy weight,

and on discharge lines standard weight. On pump suction line this con-

tractor shall provide a strainer in the tank, consisting of capped brass pipe

(iron pipe size), drilled with one-half inch holes whose combined area must

equal at least 300 per cent of the area of the suction pipe. Contractor shall

provide a by-pass connection between pressure and discharge tanks, same to

be properly valved.

25. Insulation

Piping and parts of elevator system containing water and exposed to

atmosphere liable to reach a freezing or lower temperature, shall be insulated

against freezing. Insulation used shall be of an approved type and make,

and contractor shall state in his proposal type of insulation he proposes to

use, manufacturer's name and low temperature against which insulation will

protect the water.

26. Electrical Equipment

The electrical equipment shall be designed to suit the current which will

be delivered to the service box in the building, and this contractor shall make

the necessary connections to this point. The current available at this loca-

tion shall be ascertained by the contractor. All material furnished shall be

subject to the approval of the Electrical Engineer before final acceptance.

The motors to be furnished shall be of make, or approved

equal, with sliding base to allow for proper adjustment. Automatic switch-

board to be furnished shall be of the make, or approved

equal. Contractor shall include in his proposal the manufacturer's names

and catalog numbers of all electrical material he proposes to use in this

installation. Wiring to be used on this installation shall be ,

as manufactured by the , or approved equal. Conduit shall

be Safety switches shall be the latest improved type

of , or approved equal. All wiring shall conform to

the requirements of the National Board of Fire Underwriters. Motors for

both pump and air compressor shall be degrees Centigrade

( ), continuous duty rating of sufficient size to operate units at

full load and speed. Motor speed for pump shall not exceed

hundred revolutions per minute ( ) , and for compressor,

hundred revolutions per minute ( ). Starter for pump shall be

provided with gage type pressure regulator, inverse time element overload

circuit breaker, and shall be fully enclosed. Starter for the air compressor
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shall be of the fully enclosed manually operated type, as made by

with overload protection and push button operation. Starter

for the pump shall be of the resistor type, but starter for the air com-

pressor may be of the across the line type. All starters and regulators shall

be fully enclosed in a steel cabinet- equipped with swing doors and suitable

lock.

27. Signal System

A suitable method of signalling shall be furnished and installed by the

contractor. This signal system shall consist of electric bells, one located

at the upper landing and one at the lower landing. These bells shall be

operated by means of push button of extra heavy construction placed in

concealed but readily accessible- locations. Type of push button to be used

shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer. The necessary bell ringing

transformers to operate this signal system shall be furnished and installed

by the contractor. All signal wiring shall be installed in conduit, and shall be

furnished and installed by the contractor in a manner satisfactory to the

Engineer.

28. Lubricators

This contractor shall provide and install on car guide lubricators of

approved make for the automatic oiling of car guide rails.

29. Cable Lock

This contractor shall install an efficient cable lock on car. This cable

lock shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer.

30. Lubricants

This contractor shall supply all required lubricants for the necessary

operation of the elevators and shall leave a six months' supply on hand for

the use of the Railroad Company. The contractor shall furnish one barrel

of high grade water lubricant of recognized make for future maintenance.

Any lubricant used during the installation and preliminary operation of the

plant shall be furnished by the contractor and included in his lump sum bid.

31. Prosecution of Work

The work as outlined in these specifications shall be prosecuted in such

a manner that it will cause the least possible interference with the busi-

ness of the Railroad or the work being done by other contractors. The work

as outlined in these specifications shall be prosecuted in the following man-

ner. The drilling of the cylinder wells and installing of the elevators shall

be done after the hatchways are completed. The installing of the founda-

tions for the pump and tanks shall be done when the floor of the building is

being installed. The installing of the pump and tanks shall be done when

instructions are received from the Engineer in charge of the work.

32. Cutting

This contractor will be required to do all cutting of any material to

permit the apparatus being installed in the building, and he will also be re-
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quired to make good against any damage resulting from same. No cutting

shall be done without the consent of the Engineer. If this contractor neg-

lects to repair any damage caused by him in the cutting of any part of the

building structure, the same will be made right by the Railroad Company
and charged to the account of the contractor.

33. Painting

The contractor shall, after installation, paint all machinery and other

iron work, in connection with this elevator, with two coats of lead and oil,

the final coat to be tinted as directed. The second coat shall be put on after

all the work included in these specifications has been installed, and before

turning same over to owners.

34. Instructing Operator and Railroad

After the installation of the elevators, the contractor shall instruct

the Railroad Company's operator in every detail of the handling and control-

ling of same. The contractor shall give the Railroad Company all

instructions as to the management of the elevators and equipment,

showing in detail all points that require attention.

35. List of Parts

The contractor shall furnish three complete lists of all parts, including

pattern numbers or other necessary designation, in order that any repair

parts required may be readily ordered. One list shall be framed, glazed

and hung in a convenient location to be designated by the Railroad Com-
pany. The list shall be arranged as follows

:

Description of Part . Pattern Number Retnarks

36. Guarantee

Tlie contractor hereby guarantees all material, workmanship and the

successful economical and safe operation of the elevators for a period of

twelve months after the completion of same, and agrees to repair or replace

at his own expense any part of this apparatus which may show defects dur-

ing that time, provided such defects are, in the opinion of the Engineer.

due to imperfection in material or workmanship, as specified, and not caused

by carelessness or improper operation. He guarantees also that each of the

elevators will be capable of lifting the live load specified herein, exclusive

of w:eight of car, at the specified speed. The checking and approval of shop

drawings by the Railroad Company, or any omission in these specifications or

the drawings accompanying same, do not relieve the contractor of his

obligation to install the elevators complete in every respect, and to fulfill his

guarantee.

37. Inspection

The contractor shall furnish at his own expense necessary certificates

of inspection for the entire elevator plant put in under these specifications

good for twelve months from date of final certificate from the Engineer.
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38. Fined Inspection and Test

At the completion of the work the contractor shall test the elevator and

shall arrange for final inspection. The test shall be made during the final

inspection and shall consist of subjecting the elevator plant to 60 minutes

running as in service conditions with the loads and speeds hereinbefore set

forth, and shall consist of such other tests as may be deemed necessary by

the Engineer to show compliance with these specifications. These tests shall

be made by and at the expense of the contractor, and under the direction and

supervision of the Engineer. The contractor shall furnish all the labor, in-

struments and weights necessary to make these tests.

39. Laws and Ordinances

Contractor shall be solely responsible for any violations of laws or

ordinances and all workmanship and material shall comply in all respects

with requirements of such laws. He shall save the Railroad Company free

and harmless from any penalty attaching to the violation of any legal regula-

tions affecting his work and all such regulations are hereby incorporated as

a part of these specifications. If there are any conditions shown on the

drawings or mentioned in the specifications that conflict with Federal, State,

City or Municipal laws and ordinances, this contractor shall so state in a

letter accompanying his proposal. Failure to call the Railroad Company's

attention to any discrepancies shall make this contractor liable for any

expense encountered in complying with aforementioned laws and ordinances.

40. Cleaning

At the completion of the work, the contractor shall remove aU construc-

tion equipment, scaffolding, staging, erection platforms and all surplus

material from the premises, leaving the premises in a clean and acceptable

condition. If any equipment or debris is not removed promptly, such

material may be removed at the expense of the contractor.

41. General Conditions

All materials entering into the work and all methods used by the con-

tractor shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer, and no part of

the work will be considered as finally accepted until all of the work is

completed and accepted.

The general conditions given in Section 1 of this specification shall be

considered to apply with equal force in this section of the specification.
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Appendix E

(5) STUDY AND REPORT ON WHAT CONSTITUTES
APPRAISAL OF FIRE LOSSES

G. A. Rodman, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; A. C. Copland, F. M. Davison,

E. W. Everett, W. L. Lozier, D. S. Meadows, E. K. Mentzer, F. L.

Riley, A. T. Upson.

In order to gather information on which to base a report a question-

naire was prepared and sent to the Chief Engineer or other appropriate

official of the roads represented in the membership of the A.R.E.A.

I. Replies were received from seventj'-eight railroads ; seventy-four of

these filling out the questionnaire. Of these :

29 maintain an insurance fund.

45 have no insurance fund.
71 carry outside insurance.

3 covered by insurance fund only.

II. Of the seventy-one companies carrying outside insurance:

3 are covered by Mutual Companies.
3 covered by both Mutual and Old Line Companies.
3 have a combination of Old Line Companies and insurance fund.

1 insures the excess over $1,000.00.

1 insures the excess over $3,000.00.

2 insure the excess over $5,000.00.

1 insures the excess over $10,000.00.

4 insure only certain large structures.

1 carries blanket policy which pays 50 per cent of any loss.

The others are covered by old line companies.

III. When covered by insurance fund the method of arriving at the

loss is as follows

:

The figures are generally prepared by the Engineering Department, and

occasionally by the head of the department interested in the building.

A survey is generally made in the field and the loss arrived at by

using records of original cost or book value, deducting depreciation and

salvage.

In the absence of records, an estimate of the loss is generally made.

While several roads report that their estimate is based on current price of

labor and material, this probably refers to minor losses which would call for

repairs to the structure, as in the event of the destruction of the major por-

tion of the building, accounting requirements would seem to require that this

be adjusted on the basis of ledger value, estimated if not known.

IV. When the loss is covered by outside insurance companies the

method of arriving at the loss is reported as follows

:

42 use actual cost of repairs, mostly on small losses.

27 use estimated cost on a contract basis.

32 use a bill of material estimate.

9 use original cost.

7 report that loss is arrived at by arbitration, hut fail to

specify upon what the claim is based.
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V. It is the general practice to include an allowance for waste and

overheads as follows

:

33 roads include architect fees.

39 roads include plans and specifications.

38 roads include inspection by railroad forces, usually 10 per
cent on labor.

46 roads include supervision by railroad forces, usually 10 per
cent on labor.

45 roads include engineering.
27 roads include insurance during construction.

24 roads include liability insurance.

38 roads include use of tools.

47 roads include freight on material.

34 roads include transportation of men.
38 roads include wastage on material.

34 roads include contractor's overhead expense.
28 roads include contractor's profit.

Most of the replies would indicate that no split is made to cover the

above items, but that a percentage is added to the total to cover all over-

head and profit.

Usually 10 per cent contractor's overhead.
Usually 10 per cent risk and profit.

VI. Depreciation.—Definite answers were received from forty-seven

railroads covering a very wide range.

6 state that there is no depreciation if building is properly
maintained.

16 advise that survey is made and depreciation figured on con-
dition of structure, but give no definite amount.

The majority of the others give amounts from 1 per cent to

2 per cent per year for frame buildings and H to 1 per
cent for masonry.

VII. Salvage.—The answers are not very conclusive, but apparently

all consider it in figuring losses.

Recommendations

Taking into consideration the various accounting requirements it is the

recommendation of the Committee that the following practice be generally

followed:

Where there is only a partial loss and repairs are actually made, that

the cost of repairs with the usual arbitratries added be used as a basis for

charging to the insurance fund, or settlement of loss under outside insurance

policy.

When the loss is total or covers the major portion of the structure

destroyed, and covered by insurance fund, the book value of the structure be

charged to insurance fund.

When the loss is total or covers a major portion of the structure de-

stroyed, and covered by outside insurance, the railroad is entitled to collect

the cost of replacement less depreciation and salvage.

If the structure is actually replaced exactly as it was before, the cost

of replacement is as good a figure as can be obtained, but this seldom happens,

as some change is usually made, either in the plans or specification, and in
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this case a careful estimate should be made up based on an exact bill of

material, using current local prices for material and labor and adding proper

amount for general expense, overhead, etc., as follows

:

Waste on items of material to be allowed in accordance with
usual rules for estimating as prescribed in standard reference

books.
Architects fees for plans and specifications—allowable on jobs

when an architect would usually be employed.
Inspection, supervision and engineering is a proper charge-

—

the amount depending on location and class of work.
Premiums for fire insurance, public liability, workmen's com-

pensation, owner's risk, surety bonds are proper charges.

City building permits, use of tools, transportation of men and
materials are proper charges.

On small jobs and when the above items cannot be readily

arrived at, it is recommended that a figure of 10 per cent of total

of labor and material be added for contractor^'s overhead and 10

per cent for contractor's risk and profit.

Depreciation

It is recognized that for insurance purposes it is not practicable or usual

to maintain structures up to 100 per cent, and for the purpose of adjusting

fire losses it is recommended that an inspection be made and results checked

with available records and where structures are maintained to a good

standard the following amounts be used

:

Frame station building and similar railroad structures, 1 per

cent per year with a maximum of 25 per cent.

Masonry building with wood floor and roof system and wood
framed partition, J4 per cent per year, with a maximum of 25
per cent.

Modern fire-resisting buildings to be depreciated only after a

survey of the structure

Salvage : On small losses this item need not be considered, but
on large losses it is only fair to the insurance company interested

to give credit for all scrap material and any other items salvaged.
Clearing up ruins : This is a proper charge against the fire loss

and should include not only clearing the site but removal of waste
and disposing of it at the dump, including rental of cars, trucks and
equipment.
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Appendix F

(6) STUDY AND REPORT UPON WATERPROOFING AND
DAMPPROOFING AS APPLIED TO EXISTING BUILD-
INGS, COLLABORATING WITH COMMITTEE VIII—
MASONRY

A. H. Morrill, Chairman, Sub-Committee; A. Fellheimer, H. Filippi, A. C.

Irwin, W. N. Kennedy, D. T. Mack, A. L. Sparks, C. L. Wenkenbach,

J. C. Williams.

The Committee reports progress upon this subject and recommends that

the subject be reassigned for study and report.

Appendix G

(7) FURNISH THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON CLEAR-
ANCES THE INFORMATION REQUIRED BY IT PER-
TAINING TO BUILDINGS

O. G. Wilbur, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; E. Christiansen, J. H. Davison,

E. H. Dresser, E. W. Everett, E. A. Harrison, A. M. Knowles, R. E.

Mohr, J. W. Orrock, F. P. Sisson.

This Committee has solicited information from representative railroads,

in the United States and Canada, of their standard clearances for buildings,

sheds and platforms. With the information received and the recommended

standards in the Manual for certain building items, this Committee has pre-

pared the building clearance diagram accompanying this report. This dia-

gram is consistent with recommendations appearing in the Manual for

horizontal and vertical clearances for buildings and engine house doors.

The other clearance data shown thereon have never been presented to the

Association. It is the thought of Committee VI that this diagram should be

offered the Association for discussion and subsequently referred to the Spe-

cial Committee on Clearances for their use.

The Committee did not attempt to procure copies of all Federal and

State regulations, effecting building clearances, for the reason that no one

diagram can be developed that will meet the numerous variations in State re-

quirements throughout this country and Canada. The diagram herein offered

was prepared from the recommended clearances, for buildings, sheds and

platforms, of representative railroads of this country. It should therefore

only be used in territory where it does not conflict with State regulations.

In order to avoid making two diagrams, one for main line tracks and

one for tracks other than main line, the diagram has been constructed show-

ing, to the right of the centerline, recommended minimum clearances for

main line tracks, and to the left of the centerline, recommended minimum
clearances for all tracks other than main line.

This report is offered as information in collaborating with the Special

Committee on Clearances.
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Clearance Diagram
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE XVI—ECONOMICS
OF RAILWAY LOCATION

F. R. Lavxg, Chairman; H. C. Searls, V ice-Chairman;

S. E. Armstroxg, Fred Lavis,
Hadley Baldwin, R. S. Marshall,
F. L. Batchelder, Wm. Michel,
T. L. Campbell, J. A. Noble,
W. C. Coles, F. M. Pattehson,
C. E. Day, C. L. Persons,
H. H. Edgerton, H. M. Stout,
G. S. Fanning, C. E. H. Sudlek,
A. W. Galbreath, J. E. Teal,
Fdward Gray, "P. E. Thian,
C. J. Griffin, R. E. Warden,
W. L. R. Haines, Walter Loring Webb
A. B. B. Harris, W. D. Wiggins,
C. P. Howard, W. H. Winterrowd,
E. E. Kimball, *

J. C. Wrenshall,
E. E. King, F. E. Wynne,

Committee.

To the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the fol-

lowing subjects :

(1) Revision of Manual (Appendix A).

(2) Continue the study of economics of railway location as affected

by the introduction of electric locomotives (Appendix B).

(3) Continue the study and report on the relative merits of increasing

tonnage by the reduction of ruling grades or by the introduction of loco-

motives with greater tractive power, with consideration of momentum grades

and the development of the locomotive booster (Appendix C).

(4) Study and report on the extent train resistance is increased when

trains are operating on flexible rails as compared with same operation with

stiffer rails (Appendix D).

(5) Study and report on the proper size and character of field organ-

izations for railway location and construction (Appendix E).

Action Recommended

(1) That Appendix A be received as information.

(2) That the report, Appendix B, be approved and published in the

Manual.

(3) That the progress report in Appendix C be received as information.

(4) That tiie progress report in Appendix D be received as information.

(5) That the report of Appendix E be approved for publication in

the Manual.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Economics

OF Railway Location,

F. R. Layng, Chairman.

Bulletin 323, January, 1930.
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Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

H. C. Searls, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; F. R. Layng, Fred Lavis, R. S.

Marshall, William Michel, F. M. Patterson, J. C. Wrenshall, F. E.

Wynne.

During the year 1928 it became known to the Sub-Committee that a

reprint of the Manual was contemplated. Accordingly it was decided that

pending a revision of the subject-matter in the Manual the necessity for

which is recognized, consideration should be given to the arrangement of

the data as set forth in the 1921 Manual and the adopted changes shown in

the annual Proceedings of the Association subsequent to 1921. The work

of rearrangement was undertaken in 1928, but was not completed until the

current year.

The plan followed in the rearrangement provides for no changes in

the subject-matter other than plain grammatical errors and inaccuracies in

punctuation. With these exceptions the subject-matter as rearranged is

identically the same as originally approved or amended by the Association

The Sub-Committee believes that the rearrangement will be found helpful

to those having occasion to consult the Manual because it will be found

that all matter pertaining to any particular subject is correlated and set up

in proper sequence.

In undertaking the work of rearranging the ' subject-matter of the

Manual, the Sub-Committee is not unmindful of the need for additions and

changes so that present-day conditions and practices may be properly re-

flected; however, it is felt that until a comprehensive plan for revision can

be worked out by the Sub-Committee and the changes developed in an

orderly manner by appropriate Sub-Committees, that it is inadvisable to

attempt any changes in the subject-matter as now set forth in the old

Manual and in subsequent annual Proceedings.

The Sub-Committee will direct its attention to the development of a

general plan for the revision of the subject-matter of the Manual during

the year 1930.
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Appendix B

(2) ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY LOCATION AS AFFECTED
BY THE INTRODUCTION OF ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES

F. E. Wynne, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; S. E. Armstrong, G. S. Fanning,

E. E. Kimball, H. M. Stout, W. D. Wiggins, J. C. Wrenshall.

ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY LOCATION—POWER

Electric

(1) In choosing an electric locomotive to perform a specified service,

the first step is to determine the weight required on its drivers. The gov-

erning factor may be either starting or running conditions on the ruling

grade. Hence, it is necessary to find the weight on drivers for both starting

and running and then use the larger value.

(2) For starting* the formula is:

(20g + 100a + i?T) (T + Wc)

2000^8— 20G— 100a— Ru

and for running* the formula is

:

20G + Rt) (T+Wc)

2000^R— 20(7— 7?D

where Wn= tons total weight on locomotive drivers.

Wc = tons total weight on locomotive non-driving axles.

T= tons total weight of train (excluding locomotive).

G = per cent ruling grade, including curve.

a= miles per hour per second acceleration rate.

Ri z=z pounds per ton train resistance for cars and non-
driving axles of locomotive.

Ro= pounds per ton locomotive resistance for weight on
drivers.

As = starting coefficient of adhesion of drivers.

/4b= Running coefficient of adhesion of drivers.

(3) Where a locomotive type with all weight on drivers is suitable

for the service, the term Wc = and then in both of these equations the

numerator of the second term represents locomotive drawbar pull.

(4) The next step is to find the capacity of the locomotive. Practically

all electric locomotives can develop sufficient tractive effort to slip the drivers

on sand, but this imposes an overload on the electrical equipment. The limit

for the frequency and duration of overloads is in the heating of the elec-

trical apparatus. In general the excess heat developed during the over-

loads produced by acceleration or short ruling grades may be stored tem-

porarily and later dissipated under the easier running conditions. On long

ruling grades it is unsafe to work the locomotive much above its rated con-

tinuous capacity.

*See pages 1265 and 1268 of the 1929 issue of the Manual regarding coefficients of
adhesion.
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(5) An approximation of the locomotive capacity for the ruling grade

is obtained by use of the formula :

TEn X MPHk
HP =

375

where, HP= horsepower developed by the locomotive.
T'Er^ total pounds tractive effort to move the locomotive

and its train on the ruling grade,
and, MPHn = miles per hour desired on the ruling grade.

Using the same symbols as in (2) :

TE — (20c; + 100a + 7?u) Wu + (20G + 100a + R;-)

{T-\- IVc) is the general equation for tractive effort.

On level track, G ^= O. At balancing speed, a= 0.
When a locomotive has all weight on drivers,

lVc= 0.

(6) For extreme accuracy in applying electric locomotives and pre-

determining their service performance, it is necessary to have locomotive

performance characteristic curves and motor heating and cooling curves

in addition to the detailed profile and alinement of the track, schedules,

train weights, and local requirements (such as speed restrictions, axle load-

ing limits, etc.). In the absence of characteristic and heating curves, the

capacity as approximated in (5) should be given certain checks.

(7) The starting tractive effort should be not more than 50 per cent

greater than the running tractive effort on the ruling grade. If more

than one hour is required to ascend the ruling grade at the desired speed,

the tractive effort on the ruling grade should not exceed the rated, con-

tinuous tractive effort. If there is a continual rise at slightly varying grade

and requiring more than one hour, the continuous rated tractive effort may
be the average required for the entire climb, provided the tractive effort

on the ruling grade does not exceed the continuous tractive effort by more
than 5 per cent for 15 minutes or by more than 10 per cent for 5 minutes.

If the profile is rolling with terminals at substantially the same elevation

and less than forty minutes is required to ascend the longest continuous

grade, the rated continuous tractive effort may be not less than 80 per cent

of that for the ruling grade or not less than 90 per cent of the average for

the whole ascent of this longest continuous grade. The largest value of

continuous tractive effort indicated by the foregoing checks should be

taken as the required locomotive's continuous tractive effort (TEc).

(8) At this point speed-tractive effort curves of the locomotive are

required. There are four general types of electric locomotives whose

characteristics differ more or less. Typical curves for each of these major

types are shown in Fig. 1, 2, 3 and 4. From these general curves the

continuous horsepower rating of the locomotive may be determined. In (5)

the speed on the ruling gra'de (MPHr) was chosen and the tractive effort

(THu) calculated for that grade. In (7) the continuous tractive effort

TEn
(THc) was found. Find the ratio , expressed in per cent. Locate

TEc
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this per cent TE value on the general curve in (8) and read the corre-

sponding per cent MPH value (P) which is the speed on the ruling grade,

MPHk
MFHsi. Then the speed at tlie continuous rating, MFHc is equal to

P
The locomotive horsepower continuous capacity is

illPHc X TEc
PIPc

375

(9) The relations between locomotive weight and capacity arc atTected

l)y both mechanical and electrical design so that a suitable locomotive of

the required capacity (HPc) may weigh inlierently considerably more or

even less than as calculated from (2). Comparison of the weight as found

in (2) should be made with published information regarding electric locomo-

tives of similar capacity, speed and mechanical design which have been

built. This will indicate whether the required locomotive will be heavier

inherently than the required minimum or will have to be ballasted to get

sufficient adhesive weight.

(10) The third step is to determine the sufficiency of the locomotive,

of the selected weight and capacity, for meeting the required schedules. The

continuous speed and tractive effort being known from (7) and (8), a

locomotive performance curve may be constructed for the specific study

which is being made. The continuous speed, MPHc, and tractive effort, TEc,

are the 100 per cent values of the general curve of the locomotive type

desired, Fig. 1, 2, 3, or 4. Assume any other tractive effort value, TEy.

TEy
This is Pt per cent of TEc. Py = . At Py tractive effort, the general

TEc
curve shows Px per cent speed and MPHx=^ Px (MPHc). Therefore, TE,
and MPHi are simultaneous values for the specific performance curve. Fig.

5 shows such a curve constructed from Fig. 2 for a 3300 P.H. electric

locomotive having a continuous tractive effort of 50,000 lb.

(11) From the profile and alinement of the railway, the tractive efforts

for all parts of the entire run may be calculated and by the use of the

locomotive curve, similar to Fig. 5, the corresponding running speeds and

times may be determined. To the overall time thus obtained must be

added the time necessary to start and stop the train, time standing at inter-

mediate points, and time lost due to speed restrictions in order to get the

total elapsed time for the run. On descending grades where train speed is

not determined by the locomotive characteristics, the maximum speed should

never exceed that shown on the locomotive curve.

(12) In case the total time found from (11) is too great or too small,

it becomes neces.sary to increase or decrease the rated speed and horsepower

of the locomotive in order to have a correct application. The new correct

values may be determined by multiplying the rated speed and horsepower

of the locomotive used in (11) by the ratio found by dividing the running

time of (11) by the desired running time.
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(13) The final step is to determine the quantity of electrical energy

which must be delivered to the locomotive to perform the required service.

Fig. 1 to 5 show overall efficiency curves constructed by dividing the output

at the tread of the drivers by the input including that for all auxiliaries,

such as air compressors, blowers, lights, heaters and control. There is a

marked difference in the efficiencies of the several locomotive types. How-
ever, this is of minor importance in computing economics of electrification

because of the inherent relations existing among the other elements of the
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From the locomotive curve, similar to Fig. 5, the efficiency Et, correspond-

ing to the speed and tractive effort of (14) is read. Then the input to

ihe locomotive for traction for the section is:

O

Et

where, /h = hurscpowcr-hours input for traction.

The input in kilowatt-hours is

:

h= 0.746 h

(15) The input per section as found in (14) is for running only and

does not include the energy required to bring the train from rest up to

running speed. A safe allowance for this accelerating input may be made
by finding from the curve, similar to Fig. 5, the rate of input which corre-

sponds to the starting tractive effort and multiplying this by the sum of the

times required for making all contemplated starts.

/,= HPs ( T,, + Ta" + r.,» + )

/s= horsepower-hours accelerating input,

HPs= horsepower at starting tractive effort,

Ti' Tg" etc. r= time for acceleration for individual starts.

(16) When drifting, braking and standing (as well as when develop-

ing traction) the locomotive uses electrical energy for the operation of its

auxiliaries. The average rate at which it is used during these periods may
I)c found from the following

:

HP. = K {Hl\).
Where, HPt= average horsepower input to auxiliaries.

K= a. constant.

HPc := continuous horsepower capacity of the loco-

motive.

\'alucs of K which may be used for each type of locomotive are:

Direct current 0.03

Single phase series 0.05

Motor-generator 0.09

Split phase 0.09

The total energy for auxiliaries during the drifting, braking and stand-

ing portion of the run is h ^=^HP^ (Td + Tb -}- Ts)

where, /» = horsepower-hours for auxiliaries,

Td= hours total drifting time,

Tb= hours total braking time,

and T. = hours total standing time.

In kilowatt-hours this becomes

:

KWH» = 0.746 A.

(17) The total input to the locomotive for the run is the sum of the

inputs for traction for all sections, as found in (14), the input for starting,
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as found in (15), and the input to the auxiliaries, as found in (16), that is:

7h = (h, X h" X h.„ +)+h + h,
and /k = 0746 /h.

where /h := horsepower-hours total input,

/h- /h"^ horsepower-hours input for traction for indi-

vidual sections,

Ik= kilowatt-hours total input.

(18) In studies of location as affected by electrification, the ability

of the electric locomotive to hold the train on descending grades by regenera-

tion (that is, by transforming the mechanical energy imparted to the train

by such grades into electrical energy which is delivered to the distribution

system for use in propelling other trains on the level or up grades) is an im-

portant factor where grades are long and steep. The amount of such regen-

erated energy which is delivered to the distribution system may be approxi-

mated closely by the methods already described for determining the energy

required for propulsion.

Using the symbols of (2),

TEg = 20Gv(Wd + Wo + T)—R^W^— R'r(T^ Wc
where, TEg= lb. tractive effort available for regeneration,

and Gd = actual descending grade less curve

;

r TEg X MPHg
I

also /g = 1 ' Tg
[

375 J

_

where /g= horsepower-hours input to locomotive,

MPHg = miles per hour at TEg from curve, similar to

Fig. 5,
_

and 7*0= hours time down the grade at MPHg
;

also Og = /gX£/
wdiere Oo = hcrsepower-hours locomotive output to the dis-

tribution system,
and £/= Efficiency of the locomotive corresponding to

MPHg and TEg.

In kilowatt-hours, the regenerated energy is :

Ok = 0.746 Og, and this must be deducted from the total input (Ik)

to the locomotive for propulsion in order to find the net quantity of electrical

energy required from the distribution system for the complete run.

(19) The methods and data outlined in this section for the selection

of electric locomotives are approximate. However, the results obtained by

their use will be sufficiently accurate for a preliminary determination regard-

ing the probable economy of electrification. If such preliminary study

indicates that electrification promises the best solution of the problem, a

more accurate final study should be made by engineers specially Irained in

the application of electricity to traction.
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Appendix C

(3) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON THE RELATIVE
MERITS OF INCREASING TONNAGE BY THE REDUC-
TION OF RULING GRADES OR BY THE INTRODUCTION
OF LOCOMOTIVES WITH GREATER TRACTIVE
POWER, WITH CONSIDERATION OF MOMENTUM
GRADES AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LOCOMO-
TIVE BOOSTER

F. M. Patterson, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; W. C. Coles, C. E. Day,

H. H. Edgerton, A. B. B. Harris, E. E. King, J. A. Noble, C. L.

Persons.

The following study is presented of train-mile costs based on 2-8-2

locomotives with a tractive power of 51,630 lb., hauling trains of 80 cars

with a gross tonnage of 4250 on 0.3 per cent ruling grades, as compared with

2-10-2 locomotives with tractive power of 73,829 lb., hauling a similar train

over 0.5 per cent ruling grades. The various items of cost, with the excep-

tion of "Track Maintenance Chargeable to Locomotives" which has been

estimated, are taken from the records of a large system on which these

types of locomotives are used. These same records show that the 2-8-2

locomotives make an average annual mileage of 32,760, as compared with

27,960 for the 2-10-2 locomotives.

TRAIN SERVICE COST PER TRAIN MILE (Selected Items)

2-8-2 2-10-2

Locomotives Locomotives
0.3 Per Cent 0.5 Per Cent

Grade Grade

Enginemen—Wages $0.1800 $0.1883
Enginehouse Men—Wages 0.0423 0.0483
Fuel 0.2575 0.3098
Water 0.0500 0.0600
Lubricants 0.0056 0.0064
Other Supplies 0.0048 0.0054
Locomotive Repairs 0.3027 0.3716
Car Repairs (80 @ 1 cent) 0.8000

Car Repairs (80 @ 1.25 cents) 1.0000

Track Maintenance Chargeable to Locomotives 0.0336 0.0448

Interest, Depreciation, Taxes and Insurance... 0.1860 0.2591

$1.8625 $2.2937

Saving in operation per train-mile in favor of 0.3 per cent grade
and 2-8-2 locomotive, $0.4312.

Applying this saving per train-mile to a division 150 miles in length,

with the same or equivalent alinement and with 2,000,000 train-miles per

annum, we have the following saving in operation in favor of the 2-8-2

locomotives

:

2,000,000 X 0.4132 = $862,400

The annual saving of $862,400, on a basis of 5 per cent, indicates a

justifiable expenditure of $17,248,000 to reduce the ruling grade from 0.5

per cent to 0.3 per cent to permit the use of the lighter motive power.
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It is realized that the various items of cost as used in this study cannot
be taken for all other roads, or, perhaps, in their entirety for any other
road. It shows, however, a means of arriving -at the differences in cost
per train-mile in which the costs peculiar to the road where the study is

being made must be substituted for those here presented.

It will be noted that no account has been taken of rise and fall in this

comparison. This has been omitted purposely, since in most cases its

effect is negligible and its inclusion would ordinarily be. to increase the
savings to be made by grade reduction.

The Committee believes that the practice of increasing the weight of
motive power in lieu of grade reduction without a thorough study of each
case is costing the railroads vast sums annually.

GRADE REDUCTION VS. HEAVY LOCOMOTIVES

By A. B. B. Harris

In the endeavor to improve traffic conditions it is highly probable that
the use of heavy motive power in lieu of grade reduction is costing the rail-

roads vast sums annually.

Two major factors are involved in the solution of this highly important
problem.

(a) The justifiable expenditure to reduce the grades so that lighter
motive power can be used.

(b) What will grade reduction and incidental line revision cost?
Knowing the annual gross ton miles, factor (a)—the justifiable expen-

diture—can be quickly solved by Formula A of the two formulas given here-
vvith. The value of this solution, however, is contingent upon the accuracy
of the coefficient "25" which is based on train service cost per mile of the
locomotives under consideration. Now we come to what is of vital impor-
tance, not only to the solution of this problem, but of the general problem,
economic railway operation, and that is what portion of the train or gross-
ton miles cost is affected by the motive power.

The following comparative figures (which we believe are fairly cor-
rect) are an attempt to answer this question. All Class I railroads should
make similar comparison so that greater accuracy may be had.

Comparison of a Mikado (2-8-2) locomotives on a 0.3 per cent ruling
grade with a Central type (2-10-2) locomotive on a O.S per cent ruling
grade.

•Mikado Tractive effort, 51,630 lb.; weight, 227 tons; annual
mileage 32,760 miles. '

Cost $53 000 00
Central Tractive effort, 73,829 lb.

; weight,' 295 tons'; "annual '

mileage 27,960 miles.

4 ,

<^°st
W $63,000.00

Average tram, 80 cars 4250 Gross Tons
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Train Service Cost per Mile (Selected Items)

Locomotives Central Type
Mikado Locomotives

0.3 Per Cent 0.5 Per Ccnl
Grade Grade

Enginemen—Wages $0.1800 $0.1883

Engine-house men—Wages 0.0423 0.0483

Fuel 0.2575 0.3098

Water 0.0500 0.0600

Lubricants 0.0056 0.0064

Other Supplies 0.0048 0.0054

Locomotive Repairs 0.3027 0.3716

Car Repairs (80 X 1 cent) 0.8000

*Car Repairs (80 X $1-25) 1.0000

Track Maintenance Chargeable to Locomotives 0.0336 0.0448

Interest, Depreciation, Taxes and Insurance.. 0.1860 0.2591

$1.8625 $2.2937

*The higher cost of car repairs is due largely to the more severe pulls and shocks
on the drawbars and draft rigging due to the more powerful engine.

Operating cost balance per mile in favor of 0.3 per cent grade and

Mikado Locomotive $0.4312.

On a district with the same or equivalent alinement and 2,000,000 train

miles per annum, we have

:

Saving in Operation—2,000,000 Train Miles X $0.4312 = $862,400.00.

This annual saving of $862,400.00 indicates on a 5 per cent interest basis

a justifiable expenditure of $17,248,000.00 to reduce the controlling grade

from 0.5 per cent to 0.3 per cent on this district, so that lighter motive

power can be used. In most cases this justifiable expenditure will be ma-

terially augmented by the capitalized value of incidental line improvements,

and often these values predominate.

Now we come to factor (b)—What will grade and line revision cost?

Here enters the locating engineer, upon whose ability will largely depend

the value of this estimate.

Orwing to the great number of factors involved, and contrary to the

general belief, it is, as a rule, more difficult to find the economic location

for grade and line revision than for a new line.

To be fairly successful in this hunt it is all important for the hunter

to realize that he is playing "chess" with an unbeatable opponent. "The

Best Location," which he can only hope to approximate. This also applies to

grade line adjustment.

In most cases it will be necessary to make careful comparisons of

numerous projections on well prepared topographical maps ; and here should

enter the Consulting Engineer. The fact that he is coming will stimulate the

efforts of the Locating Engineer and the old adage about two heads, etc., will

be fully vindicated in the better results. Why have a Consulting Bridge

Engineer and not a Consulting Locating Engineer? The economies of

location are certainly as important and intricate as the economies of bridge

building.

For the railroads of this country to keep step with the progress of

the territory they serve, a vast mileage of roadway will have to be improved

l)y grade and line revision. Intelligent cost estimates (which can be had
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only from carefully laid projection on accurate topographical maps), of

these essential improvements should be made with as little delay as possible.

With this cost data in hand, in connection with the gross tonnage, intelligent

conclusions can be reached. Let not the "curse of unwarranted caution"

delay these estimates.

Formula B will be found useful in determining the economical grade

line. Its value, however, depends upon the accuracy of its coefficient (360),

which, like the coefficient of Formula A, is based on the train service cost

per mile of the locomotives under consideration.

Economic train operation awaits the proper co-ordination of its vital

factors : Controlling Grade, Motive Power, and Train Length. The proper

solution of this problem will be reflected in an increase in the net annual

earning.

GRADE REVISION FORMULA

A
Formula to determine the justifiable expenditure to reduce the control-

ling grades on a given district so that lighter locomotives can be used to

handle trains of the same tonnage, assuming equal line values.

A (T-t)
X = X 25, in which

tR

X = Justifiable expenditure.

A = Annual gross ton miles, in thousands.
T and t = Tractive effort of locomotives, in pounds.

25 = (Difference in train service cost per mile) X 58.

R = Interest rate.

B
Formula giving approximately the justifiable expenditure to flatten the

controlling grade, using same motive power

:

/A A \ 360 •

X= ( )X , in which
\20g + 4 206 + 4/ R

X = Justifiable expenditure.

A = Annual gross ton miles, in thousands.
4 = Level track train resistance, in pounds per ton

;

360= (Train service cost per mile, less car repairs) X 338,833.

R = Interest rate.

G and g = Grade lines being compared.
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Appendix D

(4) STUDY AND REPORT ON THE EXTENT TRAIN RE-
SISTANCE IS INCREASED WHEN TRAINS ARE OPERAT-
ING ON FLEXIBLE RAILS AS COMPARED WITH THE
SAME OPERATION WITH STIFFER RAILS, COLLABO-
RATING WITH COMMITTEE IV—RAIL, AND COMMIT-
TEE XXI—ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY OPERATION

J. C. Wrenshall, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. C. Coles, Exiward Gray,

C. J. Griffin, Walter Loring Webb, W. H. Winterrowd.

This Committee submits the following report as one of progress.

This Sub-Committee has investigated the subject assigned to them and

has collected considerable data, but do not regard the same as being in the

proper form for presentation to the meeting. However, as an illustration

of the investigation of their subject, they desire to present at this time a

graph (Fig. 1) showing the results of numerous tests made for the purpose

of ascertaining the difference in draw bar pull on 100-lb. rail as compared

with 130-lb. rail. The conditions at each point are identical, being on a .2

of 1 per cent grade. It will be noted that there is quite a difference in

favor of 130-lb., due entirely, it is believed, to the lesser deflection of the

rail under the wheels.

This test was made with Erie Engine No. ZZIT , which is a 2-8-4, known
as their Berkshire type. This locomotive has a tractive effort of 71,000 lb.

with an additional 11,750 lb. for the booster. It has a 70-inch wheel, carries

240 lb. of steam, weight on drivers 285,000 lb., tank capacity of 27 tons coal,

21,000 gallons water. The number of loaded cars in these test trains ranged

from 140 to 152, gross tons per train 11,000 tons.

The run from Columbus to Toledo, 120 miles, averages 7j/^ hours.

Other dynamometer records have been inspected but not yet reduced

to concrete form.

The Sub-Committee is indebted to William Michel, Chief Engineer of

the Hocking Valley Railroad, for the graph mentioned above.
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Appendix E

(5) STUDY AND REPORT ON THE PROPER SIZE AND
CHARACTER OF FIELD ORGANIZATIONS FOR RAIL-
WAY LOCATION AND CONSTRUCTION

Fred Lavis, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; F. L. Batchelder, J. L. Campbell,

C. E. Day, A. B. B. Harris, P. E. Thian, Walter Loring Webb.

LOCATION

Reconnaissance

Reconnaissance sufficient to determine the general route, and principal

governing points should precede the organization of survey parties and

attention is called to the use of the aeroplane and stadia surveys in this con-

nection, especially in unmapped territory.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

(1) The personnel of field organizations for railway location and

construction varies greatly according to conditions as to

(a) Character of country, flat or mountainous, prairie land, dense

forests, or extensive swamps

;

(b) Distance from "civilization" or sources of supply;

(c) Presence (or absence) of the special conditions which have made

some surveys particularly difficult, arduous and even dangerous;

(2) For purposes of analysis, the personnel should be divided into two

classes—the technical and the non-technical men. The technical men include

the leader or "chief-of-party," the instrument men, and all those who must

have technical qualifications and training. The non-technical men include,

cooks, teamsters, axemen, and all those whose duties can be performed by

untrained men, who can frequently be recruited locally.

(3) The larger part of the variations in personnel apply to the non-

technical men. The personnel list of these men will vary according to cir-

cumstances, and the list may sometimes be increased or diminished as the

survey progresses, if circumstances warrant it and new recruits are readily

obtainable when desired.

(4) The chief-of-party should have no routine duties to perform. He
should be free to "keep his eyes open" and to spend his time in planning

the work and in studying the modifications of the original plan which the

additional information developed by the survey show to be desirable or

necessary.

(5) Since the progress of the survey depends on having each man

working to the proper limit of his capacity, so that the party as a whole is

not delayed waiting for an overloaded man to do his work or cause him to

slight his work in order to keep up with the party, much depends on a

proper balance of the personnel. For example, a large party whose daily

or hourly cost, in salaries and expenses, is very large, might be delayed

by an insufficiency of axemen, the cost of the extra axemen being only a
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small part of the cost of the delay of the whole party. This general princi-

ple will explain the necessity of adding to the party some men who are

frequently omitted from such lists with the mistaken idea of "economy."

For example, a "recorder" who should attend the transitman, particularly

on preliminary surveys and especially when the stadia method is used, will

permit the transitman to devote his entire attention to his transit, avoid

errors or inaccuracies due to a too hasty reading of angles, and the recorder

will be able to produce more complete, legible and accurate notes for the

use of the draftsman who plots the notes. One of the duties of the chief-of-

party should be to watch the balance of the working force, and maintain the

steady regular progress of the survey. A slight excess of cheap, non-

technical men is less expensive than delays of the whole party.

PRELIMINARY STADIA SURVEYS

(6) Except in timbered country, the stadia method of obtaining the

requisite topography, on which to base the "paper location," is often more

rapid and efficient than the method of obtaining topography by cross-sections

with a hand level. Some of the unpopularity of the stadia method is due

to lack of familiarity with some of the refinements of the method (using

stadia slide rule, etc.) by which the work is facilitated and made more

rapid and accurate. Whenever a "first" and "second" preliminary survey

is made (perhaps only for short difficult sections) the first survey may pre-

ferably be made by stadia. The stadia, however, is usually only applicable

to continuously open country.

(7) The personnel for stadia survey should be: chief-of-party, transit-

man, recorder, and two, three, or four rodmen. When well organized and

trained, four rodmen can be kept literally on the run, the number of "shots"

in a day's work will be correspondingly increased, the information obtained

will be more complete and the progress of the party more rapid. A drafts-

man at the temporary field headquarters should each day completely plot

the previous day's work. Levels should be controlled and checked by a

regular level party and one or two axemen and other non-technical men as

conditions require.

(8) The plane table may be used as an adjunct of the stadia survey and

also for taking topography on suitable terrain if the personnel is familiar

with its use and climatic conditions are such that its use will not interfere

with the general progress of the survey.

The following is suggested for the make-up of maximum and minimum
parties for location.

MAXIMUM LOCATING" PARTY
1 Chief-of-Party.
1 Oftice Draftsman.

Transit Party

1 Transitman.
1 Levclman.
2 Rodmen.
2 Chainmen.
2 Axemen or More.*

*Note—Number of axemen vary with character of country and in all cases should
be left to the judgment of the Chiefof-Party.
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Topography Party

1 Topographer.
2 Chainmen.

Land Line Party

1 Instrumentman.
1 Rodman.
1 Chainman.
1 Axeman or More.*
1 Cook.
1 Flunkey.

Conveyance and Subsistence

If Automobile Can be Used

1 Light Truck with shallow bed.

1 Light Automobile.

Where Teams Have to be Used

2 Two-Horse Teams and Wagons.
1 Saddle Horse.
1 Complete Camp Outfit to accommodate number of men

in party.

*Note—Number of axemen vary with character of country and in all cases should
be left to the judgment of the Chief-of-Party.

MINLMUM LOCATING PARTY
1 Chief-of-Party.
1 Instrumentman.
1 Rodman.
2 Chainmen.
2 Axemen or More.*

Conveyance and Subsistence

2 Light Automobiles.

Party stay at hotel or boarding house.

*Note—S'izc of parties governed by local conditions, ruggcdncss of country, Icngtli

of line and time in which survey is to be completed.

CONSTRUCTION

On Construction, a Division should cover about five (5) residencies,

the Division Headquarters consisting of

Division Engineer.
Office Engineer.
Assistant Office Engineer.
Clerk and stenographer.

In certain parts of the world a doctor and complete medical outfit may
be attached to Division Headquarters and special provision may have to be

made for distribution of supplies of all kinds.

Residencies will u.sually be about 10 miles in length, the personnel

varying with the character of the work. (In some cases the personnel may
be the same on all residencies and the length of the residency varied in

accordance with the character of the work.)
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For residencies 10 miles in length the following is suggested:

Light Work

Resident Engineer.
Instrumentman.
2 Rodmen.
1 Chainman.
1 Axeman (stakeman).

Heavy Work (Including Tunnels and Heavy Bridges)

Resident Engineer.
1 Office Engineer.
3 to 4 Instrumentmen.
3 to 4 Rodmen.
3 Chainmen.
3-Axemen (stakemen).

Necessary inspectors for masonry, steel or timber bridges, tunnels,

Resident Engineer and light trucks or wagons for rest of party.

Cooks and cook outfits if required.

Necessary inspectors for masonry, steel or timber bridges, tunnels,

buildings, water supply, etc.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE XXII—ECONOMICS OF
RAILWAY LABOR

A. N. Rkfxe, Chainnan;
I.EM Adams,
H. J. Armstrong,
C. A. ASHBAUGH,
J. J. Baxter,
G. A. W. Bell, Jr.,

I. N. Benson,
T. S. Bond,
A. E. BoTTS,
W. S. Burnett,
Wm. Carpenter,
H. A. Cassil,
K. E. Christoph,
H. M. Church,
J. F. Collins,
C. C. Cook,
J. F. DOBSON,
F. B. Doolittle,
W. N. Eddens,
John Evans,
H. F. Fifield,

W. S. Hanley,
T. A. Heaman,
C. H. R. Howe,

!•". M. Thomson, Vicc-Clunrmaiu;
v.. T. HowsoN,
C S. Joseph,
C. R. Knowles,
Jack Largent,
J. B. Mabile,
F. J. Meyer,
W. G. Morgan,
C. R. Ordas,
G. M. O'Rouuke,
v.. E. Oviatt,

J. A. Parant,
C. H. Paris,
L. L. Parks,

J. C. Patterson,
V. S. Schwinn,
W. H. Shaer,
G. G. Smart,
H. M. Stout,
G. M. Strachan,
W. H. Vance,
Cale Wamsley,
G. R. Westcott,

Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the fol-

lowing subjects :

(1) Revision of Manual (Appendix A).

(2) Standardization of parts and accessories for railway maintenance

motor cars (Appendix B).

(3) Best means for practical training and education of the indi-

vidual workman in his assigned duties, as a means for securing an increased

output of better quality of work with less effort and fewer accidents

(Appendix C).

(4) Operations of railways that have made marked progress in tlic

reduction of labor required in maintenance of way (Appendix D).

(5) Best methods of cost-keeping data for maintenance of way opera-

tions (Appendix E).

(6) Plan of using college and university students as apprentices in

engineering and maintenance work (Appendix F).

(7) Methods and practices for training field employees in the engineer-

ing and maintenance departments for the proper reporting of essential

data required for accounting and original records (Appendix G).

(8) Standardization of voltage, kind of current, etc., for use in elec-

trically operated machines and tt)ols for roadway purposes (Appendix H).

(9) Various forms of snow-melting devices as an aid in facilitating

train operation and reducing co.sts of maintenance (Appendix I).

Bulletin 323, January, 1930.
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(10) Best methods of keeping data relative to labor-saving devices

(Appendix J).

(11) Best type of alarm for protection of gasoline propelled track

cars (Appendix K).

(12) Best practice of maintaining labor-saving devices on construc-

tion alid maintenance of way work, and also the organization of the neces-

sary supervisory force (Appendix L).

(13) Topics to be assigned to a Committee involving the use and

economies of various types of labor-saving equipment to be used in railway

construction and maintenance (Appendix M).

Action Recommended

(1) Appendix A. No revision of Manual recommended.

(2) Appendix B. That Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 be approved for publica-

tion in the Manual, and subject assigned to new Committee on Mainte-

nance of Way Work Equipment for further study.

(3) Appendix C. That the report be received as information, the

conclusions approved for publication in the Manual, and the subject dis-

continued.

(4) Appendix D. That the report be received as information and

subject continued for further study.

(5) Appendix E. That the report be received as information and

the subject discontinued.

(6) Appendix F. That the report be received as information, the

conclusions approved for publication in the Manual, and the subject dis-

continued.

(7) Appendix G. That the report be received as information, the

conclusions approved for publication in the Manual, and the subject dis-

continued.

(8) Appendix H. That the report be received as information and the

subject discontinued.

(9) Appendix I. Assign to new Committee on Maintenance of Way
Work Equipment for further study.

(10) Appendix J. That the report be received as information, and

subject assigned to new Committee on Maintenance of Way Work Equip-

ment for further study.

(11) Appendix K. Assign to new Committee on Maintenance of

Way Work Equipment for further study.

(12) Appendix L. That the report be received as information, tlic

conclusions approved for publication in the Manual, and the subject dis-

continued.

(13) Appendix M. Submitted as information.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Economics of Railway Labor,

A. N. Reece, Chairman.
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Appendix A

(1) .REVISION OF THE MANUAL

H. A. Cassil, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; Lem Adams, C. H. R. Howe, E. T.

Howson, C. R. Knowles, G. M. O'Rourke, E. E. Oviatt, J. A. Parant,

F. S. Schwinn, F. M. Thomson.

A new edition of the Manual has been in course of preparation. Your
Committee has read and approved sheets of the section pertaining to Com-
mittee XXII. No further revision is recommended at this time.

Appendix B

(2) STANDARDIZATION OF PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR RAILWAY MAINTENANCE MOTOR CARS

F. M. Thomson, Chairman, Sub-Committee; H. J. Armstrong, E. E. Chris-

toph, F. B. Doolittle, John Evans, C. S. Joseph, C. R. Knowles, J. B.

Mabile, C. R. Ordas, L. L. Parks, G. M. Strachan, G. R. Westcott.

Since the assignment of this subject in 1926, your Committee has

worked continuously with engineer representatives of motor car manufactur-

ers and a committee of railway motor car supervisors.

Much credit is due the manufacturers' representatives for their co-

operation in working out details of standardization that would be acceptable

both to the manufacturers and the railways.

The following is offered for adoption as recommended practice

:

Fig. 1—Dated Nov. 1, 1929, A.R.E.A. 1^-inch diameter
axle assembly showing tight and insulated wheels for
maintenance motor cars.

The loose wheel details are not shown, pending development of several

tests now being conducted by motor car manufacturers with the use of

metal bushings.

Fig. 2—Dated Nov. 1, 1929, A.R.E.A. wheel tread and
flange for 16-inch and 20-inch wheels on maintenance
motor cars.

This drawing also shows, superimposed thereon, the tread and flange

of A.R.A. wheels on cars and tenders.

Progress is reported in the standardization of other motor car parts

and accessories, such as drawbar connections, safety railings, gasoline tanks,

etc., now under consideration.

Conclusion

That Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 be adopted as recommended practice and printed

in the Manual.

Recommendation

That the assignment be continued.
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Appendix C

(3) CONTINUE THE STUDY AND REPORT ON BEST
MEANS FOR PRACTICAL TRAINING AND EDUCATION
OF THE INDIVIDUAL WORKMAN IN HIS ASSIGNED
DUTIES, AS A MEANS FOR SECURING AN INCREASED
OUTPUT OF BETTER QUALITY OF WORK WITH LESS
EFFORT AND FEWER ACCIDENTS

Lera Adams, Chairman, Sub-Committee; H. J. Armstrong, C. A. Ash-

baugh, A. E. Botts, W. S. Burnett, Wm. Carpenter, J. A. Heaman,

E. T. Howson, C. H. Paris, J. C. Patterson, W. H. Vance, Cale

Wamsley.

The work assigned to this Sub-Committee involves some points of

similarity with the assignment made to Sub-Committee No. 6, in that it

relates to a system of training and education for employees. As a result

of its study, the Committee believes that in any organization, all branches

of training should be so organized that there is one central authority which

is charged with the responsibility of co-ordinating and supervising the

various lines of training, although it is often better if the responsibility for

the actual training itself is local or departmental. While this Committee

has confined its study to the training of the individual workman in his

assigned duties, it is of the opinion that no system of training is sufficient

unless it reaches further and arouses a desire for advancement and is so

planned that it is able to continue the training of those who are qualified to

step into better positions.

So far as the Committee is aware, no definite system of training

the individual workman is practiced by the railways except the apprentice

system in the mechanical departments of most railways, which has for its

purpose the training of shop craftsmen. Even here this system does not

extend beyond the period of apprenticeship, however, so that the great body

of shop employees do not come under its provisions and receive no -form of

systematic training.

For this reason, in making its study of this subject the Committee has

turned to the large industrial organizations of the country and has secured

from them a large amount of data with reference to the nature of their

practices, the extent to which they are applied to the whole body of work-

men, the period of training and education, the length of time the practice

has been in effect and the results that have been secured. This has been

done in the belief that lessons of value can be secured by considering the

experience of those concerns which have adopted such systems of training

and have revised them from time to time in the light of experience.

The Committee wishes to express its appreciation to the officers of

those industrial organizations, and particularly to the directors and super-

visors of training in the industrial field, for the many suggestions and offers

of assistance which they have made and the information which they have

placed in its hands.

It is the belief of the Committee that more can be learned from organ-

izations which have followed practices which are the subject of the assign-
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ment than can be obtained by any amount of academic discussion of such a

subject. With this idea in mind the Committee has abstracted much of the

information it has obtained, with the purpose of placing it in shape for

easier study. In making this abstract the replies have been classified so

that the purely manufacturing organizations are given first, while the re-

maining systems of training cover public service companies and those whose

processes are largely technical.

Various methods of training are followed by different organizations

to meet their particular requirements. Generally speaking, however, these

methods fall into four distinct groups, any one or all of which may be used

by any given manufacturer. In some cases, it may be found that the line

of demarcation between two given methods is not sharply defined, in others,

the method which is followed may be a combination of two or more of the

distinct systems. Generally speaking, however, the methods which are used

can be classified as: (1) Vestibule training, which includes the apprentice

system, has to do with the introduction of the new workers ; sometimes it is

found impracticable to train new employees by the vestibule methods, in

which case they are given a system of (2) training on the job; (3) pro-

motional training, in which the employees are trained for advancement; (4)

self-education—in this system courses are available to meet the personal

interest or need of the employees.

Vestibule Training

This system of training is maintained for the purpose of properly

instructing new employees in mechanical operation, shop practices or oflFice

l)rocedure, in order that the candidates may more readily adapt themselves

to factory or ofiice routine and possess the working knowledge required for

the eflficient performance of a particular task.

Training on the Job

Under this plan, as soon as a new employee is assigned he is placed

with an experienced operator upon the work which he is expected to do.

He first observes the manner in which the work is done, and is then

instructed in the details of the task and is told the important things he

should know about the machine, tools or materials which he will use.

After this period of instruction, the length of which depends upon

whether he has had previous experience and his ability to learn, he is

allowed to undertake the work under the supervision of a foreman or gang

leader. This phase of his training continues until he is able to operate satis-

factorily by himself.

Promotional Training

In man}' organizations it is the policy to fill vacancies by promotion

rather than to bring in outsiders. In many instances, where such a policy

is followed, training is provided in order to make possible promotions from

unskilled to higher grades of employment and from non-supervisory to

supervisory positions.
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Self-Education

This sj'stem is entirely distinct from the usual form of apprentice

training. Courses under this system are frequently provided by concerns

where their employees show sufficient interest. They are generally organ-

ized along lines similar to those of night school courses given by colleges

and high schools, the classes generally meeting at night.

The more noteworthy of the plans in effect for the training of employees

are described in greater detail on the following pages.

THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY
The educational system followed by this company is designed for the

education of apprentices and includes four major plans: (1) Trade appren-

ticeship and engineering courses for the practical teaching of draftsmen,

machinists, pattern makers, printers and tool makers
; (2) repair school,

where the repair men are instructed in the care and construction of all

classes of registers; (3) "Owl classes"—these are evening classes for the

benefit of employees; most of the courses have no direct bearing upon the

plant operation, although courses are given in business English, health and

hygiene, mechanical drawing, elementary and advanced salesmanship and

elementarj' and advanced shop mathematics. Among the remaining courses

are those in public speaking, dressmaking and home economics. The classes

in all of the subjects except the three last mentioned are taught by mem-
bers of the organization and all are free to employees. The fourth plan is

a salesman's school for the benefit of men who are selected, usually by the

district managers, and put into the field for trial.

The apprenticeship courses are carried out on the co-operative plan and

an applicant must have completed two years of high school work. After

lie is employed he completes his high school course and at the same time

learns a trade by alternately attending school two weeks and working in

the factory for two weeks.

On completing the high school course an apprentice has two alternatives

open. He may continue as a trade apprentice and attend continuation school

for one-half day a week for two years, or he may go to the University of

Cincinnati for a five-year course in engineering on the co-operative plan.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY
This Company employs two classes of workmen. The first is the ex-

perienced man who is already fitted to do the work to which he will be

assigned. The second is apprentices who must be between 16 and 19 years

of age and shall have had at least two years of high school work, if they

are to be given training for electrical work. For other courses, they must

have completed the first eight grades of public school work and must be

more than 16 years old. These courses cover four years and lead to pattern

making, tool making and machinists' operations. Other features of the

educational program of this company include : A two-year course for

graduates of high school, provided for the benefit of production men, clerks

and correspondents ; a training course for the purpose of introducing college

graduates into the organization ; intensive training for a period of four or
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five weeks in the commercial aspects of the business, provided principally for

salesmen and district or office correspondents ; and a technical night school

for those who wish to equip themselves for better positions.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
The educational system followed by this company includes vestibule

training, promotional training and self-education. Vestibule training is

subdivided into preparation for special tasks, apprenticeship training and

training college men.

1. Preparation for special tasks includes

:

(a) New operator training, which provides for the initiation of the'

new worker into the department to which he is assigned. Under the super-

vision of the foreman or a specially assigned instructor, he is taught how to

operate his machine proficiently with proper regard to safety to himself.

The period of training varies with the employee's ability to acquire skill.

(b) The school for clerical instruction trains the new employees for

the particular positions to w^hich they will be assigned and here, too, the dura-

tion of the training period depends upon the ability of the candidate to meet

the standards set and to qualify himself for a permanent position.

(c) Drafting and Tracing.—Intensive individual instruction is given

to drafting and tracing students or newly employed draftsmen for a period

varying from three weeks to six months. Upon the completion of the

course, the students are transferred to the apparatus drafting squad.

2. Apprenticeship Training.—For the purpose of obtaining skilled

mechanic students for the construction and maintenance work of the com-

pany, four-year courses of training have been established for apprentices in

tool making, tool and machine design, millwright (pipe fitting), sheet metal

(tin-smith), electricians and carpenters.

3. Training College Men.—This course consists of definite tasks

scheduled over the first year of employment, supplemented by lectures, read-

ing assignments and inspection trips. The purpose in employing college men

is to secure supervisory and executive timber, or individuals trained in the

sciences pertaining to the telephone industry.

Promotional Training

It is the policy of this company to fill vacancies through promotion

wherever possible. Follow-up training is conducted in every department

in order that its employees may become more efficient workmen and better

prepared for advancement. The system provides the training which is needed

for promotion of unskilled labor to higher graded employment and from

non-supervisory to supervisory positions.

Self-Education

The employees at the Hawthorne and Kearny works have organized

employees' clubs and through the educational committee of these clubs are

offering a variety of attractive evening courses in practical subjects. At
Hawthorne there are 18 different courses with an annual enrollment of

about 4000, while at Kearny there are 10 courses with an enrollment of

approximately 500. The instruction is planned so as to give each employee

who enrolls knowledge that will aid him in his daily job.
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THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
The labor training division of this company was established January

1, 1927, and is responsible for the training of all factory employees exclusive

of office workers and the engineering division. This division performs four

functions exclusively : Training new labor ; retrains old labor when requested

by the production department
;
places temporary surplus labor and relocates

misfits.

As a first step in the training, the recruit is taken to the office of the

labor foreman for a 10-minute interview, and is there instructed briefly in

such matters of general policy as he should know before beginning his job.

He is acquainted with all the sources of information which he requires,

and his responsibilities are pointed out to him.

Immediately upon conclusion of the interview the man is put in the

hands of an instructor and taken to the job to which he is assigned. The

method of instruction is based on technical motion studies of the various

operations, which have been made by the efficiency division. Realizing the

tendency of the instructor to impart to the learner his own experience,

definite explanations have been prepared of the various machines and their

parts, the names of the stocks and devices, and instructors are required to

make the explanations as they are specified in the Manual.

A great deal of stress is laid on safety. It is the duty of these instruc-

tors to teach only habits of safety. To make sure that every detail of the

safety requirements will be observed, a list of safety instructions forms the

first page of the book and the foremen are charged with the duty of check-

ing constantly the results to see that these rules are being observed.

Efficiency studies have been made covering intervals as short as one

one-hundredth of a minute, but for purposes of instruction these motions

are grouped to cover not less than one-tenth and preferably two-tenths of a

minute for each group. If the learner progresses to the point where no

daily improvement is shown and if he has demonstrated that he is the correct

type and yet has not met standards, a time study is made of his motions

This study points out at once to the instructor just where the recruit's weak-

ness lies. Usually one or two group motions out of the total is all that prevents

satisfactory results. Concentration on these points then corrects the dif-

ficulty.

It does not always follow that the use of correct habits of working

result in the most rapid progress as far as immediate returns are con-

cerned. Learners frequently disobey instructions giving seemingly convincing

reasons why they can do the job more quickly some other way. In such

instances, the instructor points out that the method which is being taught

is the one that long and careful study has discovered to be the most efficient.

When the learner has reached the standard of profieciency that war-

rants this action, he is turned over to the production supervision, where his

progress is further followed for a short time so that help may be given

if he shows any tendency to slump in his new environment.

Retraining Program

A workman's performance may become unsatisfactory on a job from

various causes: (1) He may have failed to adapt changes in his methods of
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working to changes that have crept gradually into the product; (2) he may
have slipped into careless habits; (3) he may have become physically unfit;

(4) better methods than those taught him may have been developed.

When the production organization finds inefficient operators on the job,

they are turned over to the labor training division for retaining. The
employee is assured, first, that no attempt is being made to drive him to

further effort, but that instruction is to be given so that he will secure

better results from the same or even less eflfort. It has been found that a

proper frame of mind is essential to the success of a retraining program and

that time spent by the instructor in bringing about this condition is time

well spent. Many employees correct their own faults as soon as they are

pointed out without further assistance from the instructor, while others go

so far as to make their own analysis of their shortcomings and then proceed

to make the necessary corrections.

As a result of this retraining program, during the year 1927 in the

tire rooms alone, where an average total force of approximately 1200 are

employed, 251 men were retrained and turned back to production with an

average gain of 15.6 per cent in efficiency.

THE DENNISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
The Dennison Manufacturing Company trains its employees on the job

in the producing department where the work is being done. The training

is given by supervisors or instructors according to a definite training program
which has been worked out. The training is carried on directly under the

supervision of the producing foreman, but the entire factory training pro-

gram is controlled by a training foreman, acting in a staff capacity as an

assistant to the producing foreman. The training foreman, however, reports

directly to the personnel manager.

The supervisor who does the teaching is first given a period of instruc-

tion by the training foreman, in which he is taught how to analyze the job

and work out a training and teaching program for it. The complexity of

the operations determines how much detail is involved in the training pro-

gram. Certain operations, such as trucking, involve only three or four days'

training ; others require three or four months, others as much as two years.

Progress charts are kept for each employee in training. Typical prog-

ress charts, showing the comparative rate of increase in efficiency from the

date of employment for men who are not given a definite period of training

and a similar group trained according to definite standards, indicate that the

first group will reach a proficiency of 90 per cent of the standard in 12

weeks with only one individual exceeding the standard. The second group

was able to show a proficiency of 105 per cent of the standard in six weeks,

while three individuals rated 125, 140 and 145 per cent, respectively. In this

group, two men were dropped because they were unable to carry out the

operations.

This Company has found that it can qualify apprentices in a year and

a half, as against four to five years under the old method, and that the

morale of the organization is much better.
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THE AMERICAN ROLLING MILL COMPANY
The American Rolling Mill Company follows a system of job training

somewhat similar to those already described. Recently, during a period of

five years, the parent plant of the company at Middletown, Ohio, was very

considerably expanded and an entirely new plant, larger than the parent plant,

was built and put in operation at Ashland, Ky. During this period the

number of employees grew from about 4000 to approximately 10,000, a

large percentage of whom had never set foot in a steel plant. The equip-

ment of the Ashland plant is of a new type and design. As the result of a

specific program of job training, however, this plant was brought into produc-

tion by this almost wholly untrained working force and has exceeded the

expected output in both quality and quantity.

This Company is of the belief that job training alone is not sufficient

if full efficiency from all its operations is to be secured. It is believed that

the foremen are the key men of the organization and that training them

properly is one of the essential factors in insuring successful plant opera-

tion. The educational department which this company maintains has put

into force a system of foreman training. The problem of working out the

most beneficial course has been placed in the hands of a foremen's cabinet

made up of 10 to 12 men who have shown the greatest interest in the subject.

These men meet every week with the director of training and a representa-

tive of the employment department. They bring to the conference the prob-

lems they have encountered in the mill and sift out the points worth the con-

sideration of the class. They also undertake, with the help of the class

instructor, to organize the points so that they may be best presented at the

class hour. In addition to the cabinet, there is an advisory committee of

operating superintendents which also has a rotating membership. It serves

to keep the course practical rather than theoretical or academic.

Over a period of years, the Company has found that by making better

workmen and by developing a better understanding of the Company's product

and their manufacture, it has raised the morale of the organizatoin and has

measurably increased its efficiency.

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY
This Company follows two methods of instruction: The apprentice

training system and the shop training system. In addition to the regular

class instructors there are 13 whole-time shop instructors who are assigned

to training apprentices as well as skilled and semi-skilled men, who are thus

given an opportunity to fit themselves for more useful service with the

company and enable them to step into better jobs as vacancies occur. The

training program is under the direction of a supervisor of training who is a

members of the staff of the employment manager. All instructors are

directly under the charge of the supervisor of training and report directly

to him. The instructors are responsible, however, to the shop foreman for

all work done under his supervision. The shop instructors are given an

intensive training before they are assigned as instructors. A job analysis is

made of all occupations requiring skill or semi-skill and the method of

instruction is based upon the particular operation which is to be performed.
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The scope of the training program varies with the labor requirements and

these requirements are planned as far in advance as possible.

The methods of instruction used enable the trainer to inculcate prac-

tices which increase the safety of the workmen, minimize accidents and

promote efficiency, as well as improve the quality of the work. It also

gives a definite control over the training which is necessary for success.

REO MOTOR CAR COMPANY
This Company maintains a system of apprentice training which leads

to the trades of machinists, tool makers and auto mechanics. While it has

never actually been determined whether the work done by the apprentices

actually pays the cost of carrying out the apprentice program, this Company

is convinced that the department pays for itself by keeping the shop filled

with men skilled on all standard machine tools. This is important in an

operation of the character carried on by this company, since the foreman

and sub-foreman must understand the operation of a variety of machines if

they are to be efficient, because they generally have several types of machines

under their charge. With the constant supply of skilled men on hand, it is

an easy matter to select new foremen as they are required and a practice is

made of choosing them as often as possible from the ranks of the graduate

apprentices.

It is the belief of the employment department of this company that

the apprentice courses tend to keep the percentage of labor turnover down

and it is interesting to note that the labor turnover of the Reo plant for the

year 1924 was only 19.9 per cent, an unusually low figure in the automobile

industry. It is also interesting to note that an average about 85 per cent of

the candidates for the apprentice training courses who successfully complete

their three months' probationary period, graduate from the course.

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY
The American Steel & Wire Company maintains as a part of its organ-

ization, an educational committee whose responsibility is to develop the

educational and training policies of the company. An educational director

is responsible for the supervision of all educational work.

The activities of the educational bureau include a mill training course,

a trades apprentice course, a technical course for foremen in the mechanical

department, provisions for co-operative courses with colleges, a course for

student apprentices which leads to the position of junior executive, and special

courses for college graduates, who after one year of employment are eligible

for the student apprentice and mill training courses, or for positions where

they will receive training for the sales department. In addition, foremen's

conferences and evening classes in mathematics and shop drawings are

important features of the educational program.

R. R. DONNELLEY & SONS CO.

A comprehensive system of training is carried on by the training and

production department of this company, which is planned to meet all the

requirements of preparing competent craftsmen, not only in a particular
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trade but in a broader way whereby they become familiar with the relations

of the various steps in the manufacture of printed matter. Under this

system only boys who have graduated from grammar school at the age of

14 are accepted, unless with each additional year of age they have completed

a year at high school. During a period of two years, known as the pre-

apprenticeship period, the boys are given three and a half hours of school

work, and during the remainder of the day are assigned to the factory or

office, running errands or doing other light work. During this two-year

period, the boys are taught in a model composing room, the instruction cover-

ing hand composition, simple make-up and lock-up. At the completion of

this period, the boys are promoted to the regular apprentice course which

covers five years. In general, the candidate is allowed to choose the branch

of printing in which he will perfect himself. Having made this choice he

is placed in the factory beside journeymen on regular commercial products,

but under the guidance of a skilled craftsman trained in teaching. Four

liours per week are required in school where instruction is given in the

technology of the trade and the cultural subjects allied to the industry. Co-

operative arrangements have been made with the University of Chicago and

the University of Cincinnati whereby high school graduates are able to com-

plete a university course in five years by alternately working and studying

for 12 weeks. Approximately 90 per cent of the graduates from the

apprentice training course remain in the employ of the company permanently.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW JERSEY

To better prepare employees for larger responsibility, this company

conducts courses in subjects intimately connected with the various phases of

its business and encourages employees to attend recognized educational insti-

tutions to study related subjects in which they are interested. Obviously,

it is more effective to have certain subjects taught by company men on

company premises, but an effort is made to supplement and not duplicate the

instruction offered in nearby schools.

The curriculum has been arranged so that a new employee just graduated

from public or high school, or from college, may enroll and continue his

studies over an extended period of years, specializing in subjects which

suit his individual needs. The courses are arranged on a definite schedule

and except for a few optional studies they must be undertaken in the pre-

scribed manner.

All educational and training matters come directly or indirectly under

the personnel and training department at the New York office, which func-

tions as a staff organization advising with the various plants on all educa-

tional and training policies and plans. The local activities are operated by

the local managements. In the larger plants, a training supervisor is on

the staff of the plant personnel manager.

The educational program includes full-time training courses in foreign

marketing, graduate engineer training ; courses for refinery employees include

a trade apprentice course, a regular technical course, a foreman training

course, a course in special subjects and courses for general office employees.

Miscellaneous educational opportunities are also provided by the company.

Under this classification, certain classroom courses have been adapted to
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the correspondence method of instruction. In other cases, employees are

aided financially by the Company to the extent of one-half tlie tuition fee,

if they elect to take other approved subjects which are offered by established

institutions.

No promise is made as to advancement or increase in salary as a result

of the training which is offered. Since these training facilities have been

established, however, there has been ample evidence of the superiority of

student employees in general over non-student, as shown by the greater

recognition given them. This has had a beneficial effect on the attitude of

otiier employees towards the educational opportunities.

It is difficult to measure the result of these training efforts in tangible

form, or to say definitely to what extent efficiency has been increased, because

increased efficiency usually is the result of other efforts in addition to the

training itself. The officers of the company are convinced of the practical

value and the benefit of these training courses, so that the educational

activities are going forward on an ever-increasing scale.

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY

This Company has a number of correlated departments, but in which

the operations that are performed are distinctive, so that there is little or

no overlapping between them. These include the street department, pole line

construction, overhead line construction, the substation department and the

service department, to mention only a few of them. The practice in these

departments, as in many others of the company, has been largely to hire men

only for the lowest class of work and then promote them from these groups

as occasion demands.

In order to carry out this policy, a well-organized department of train-

ing is established, through which new employees are given specific training

on the job which, because of the character of the work which is required of

the men, includes an extensive and intensive program in safety training.

A central safety office oversees the work of the safety staff which is made

up of men drawn from each of the many departments where safety is a

vital factor. Since the greater number of the employees of this company

deal more or less constantly with customers and because it is the policy of

the company that the customers shall receive the most courteous and satisfac-

tory service possible, public contact training is also given extensively through

the conference method in the several departments concerned.

Since it is the policy to fill vacancies by promotion wherever possible,

the comprehensive training program starts with the job training for the

beginner. This continues up through the promotional steps in the non-super-

visory work and as the employee advances the job training is planned to fit

him for his new field. After he has reached a certain stage the job

training is continued as supervisory training. If he continues to progress,

the supervisory training is followed by training in methods of management.

The educational program has been built on the idea that all industrial

training is job training. In other words, it must be adapted to the require-

ments of the work of the employee, regardless of the position he holds and

is designed primarily to better fit him for the position which he now fills.

For this reason, it is not carried on primarily for promotion but for greater
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eflfectiveness in the present assignment. Such a system, if properly organ-

ized, however, also trains for promotion. If his training has been carried

on to improve his opportunities in his present assignment and proper con-

sideration has been given to tlie relation of his work to the work of other

employees, he is more likely to be ready for promotion and is less likely to

become impatient than would be the case if the prime purpose of his training

was to fit him for promotion.

Regardless of the care exercised in setting up an organization and select-

ing the personnel, little can be accomplished unless the organization is

vitalized by intelligent direction. One of the most important elements of

direction is the communication to the workers of orders or instructions on

the methods by which the work is to be done. Few jobs or items of work

can be systemized so definitely as to eliminate the necessity for the super-

visor to explain the printed, pictured or oral instructions, on how the work is

to be done. Direction is a function of management and supervision. Explain-

ing on the job of the details of carrying on the work is a part of super-

vision. This instruction on the job is one of the most essential elements of

training. For this reason, just as it is necessary to train the worker to

perform, it is also necessary to train the supervisor to train.

The following comment by an officer of the company explains not

only the attitude of the management, but the reason why this company has

been so successful in its educational methods : In an existing organization,

the training program for those who have been on the job for some time

might be more effective if it begins with management training. Those in

executive and sub-executive positions should be given training which will

provide them with the necessary information about the company and its

operations, so that they may properly interpret the company's problems to

the supervisors and through them to the employees. With such a background

of training in the technique of management methods, these line executives

will be better able to take their part in the supervisory and job training

program for the other employees. This is one of the most important steps

in the program of supervisory training.

In the establishment of a training program for non-supervisory or

management work, certain definite considerations must be included if the

program is to yield the greatest possible results. A complete understanding

of the difficulties encountered by the workmen is most important. Without

such knowledge suitable training material cannot be prepared. If training is

to be made a part of supervision, then in the first step of preparing the train-

ing material, the analysis of the work, the supervisor and, in some cases,

the employees themselves should be required to participate in the collec-

tion of the necessary information. In the development of training material

in a department where no formal training has been carried on, or in the

development of additional or new training material, the participation of the

members of the group in the analysis of the work constitutes in itself a

very definite and effective form of training. This applies to both job and

supervisory training.

The Supervisor, who has been required to analyze the work of the

employees he supervises, has a much better conception of his supervisory

responsibilities as they pertain to training problems and the non-supervisory
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employee, who has contributed to the information included in the training

material, is more susceptible to the assimilation of the training material sup-

plied from other sources.

The method of presenting information to the workmen varies witli the

requirements or working conditions on the job. In work in which the new

employees are added one or two at a time, as in the case of linemen or

station operators, the training is done by the foreman or chief operator.

That part of training new employees, or of training in new methods for

employees already trained, which can be handled in groups is carried on by

the conference method and, in some cases, by demonstration. In supervisory

training the conference method is used.

The training program should never become final, but should always be

sufficiently elastic, so that such changes as time and experience prove desir-

able may be made. Training is nothing more or less than keeping up with

progress. The supervisors, as the keymen in industry, must be those who
are trained most thoroughly, both for their own sake and so that they may
better train those men for whom they are responsible.

BOSTON- ELEVATED RAILWAYS

This is another public service company whose educational program is

based partly on the fact that its employees come into intimate contact with

the public. After a candidate has passed the test required by the employ-

ment department, he is sent directly to the school of instruction to commence

his training and is given a talk designed to acquaint him with the staff of

the school, the policies of the company towards the public and its employees

and the aim of the instruction he is to receive. He is also furnished with a

rule book. At this point the nature of the instruction changes according

to whether the man is a candidate for conductor, surface motorman or guard.

Every man, however, is required to qualify for both conductor and motor-

man.

If the applicant is a candidate for the position of conductor, he is told

that he is the representative of the company in most of its major dealings

with the public and that he should at all times conduct himself in such a

manner that the public will be led to think nothing but good of the company

and himself. He is then instructed on the various duties of his position,

and is taken in charge by a traveling instructor who places him with a plat-

form instructor to break in. After a week the candidate returns to the

school where he is subjected to an oral quiz, to determine whether or not he

is in a doubtful state of mind concerning his duties. He is then given

further instructions regarding the equipment and returned to his station

to complete his breaking in period. At the end of this period he is given a

written examination which covers the rules and procedure involved in hold-

ing the position to which he aspires. If this examination is passed success-

fully, he is allowed to go to work for himself, being placed on probation for

60 days. The education of motormen is much the same as that of the con-

ductor, with such variations as are necessary to train him in the operation

of the cars. Likewise, the instruction given candidates for the position of

"uard is much the same as for the other two already described.
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At the end of every year of service for a period of three years, all con-

ductors, motormen, guards and elevated motormen are called to the instruc-

tion school, where the records of the men are inspected and instruction is

given on all points on which they are not proficient.

While formal methods of training, such as have been described, have

not been applied to the operations of the mechanical department, this depart-

ment does follow a system of individual or job training to educate the.

employees in efficient methods of doing the particular work to which they

are assigned.

The Necessity for Training

Because of the specialized character of modern industry, the old-time

mechanic who could make every part of a manufactured product, and assem-

ble them so as to turn out a complete job, has practically disappeared. Yet

under these modern conditions, the "all-around man" is more necessary than

ever before. Higher grade foremen, supervisors and superintendents are

required to meet the demands of production, economy and quality of the

finished product.

The same observations apply with equal force to the railways, where the

exacting demands of service and the constant pressure for higher efficiency

and greater economy require a corresponding change in methods which are

the heritage of an earlier day and different conditions. While it is true

that a system of apprentice training is practiced in many railway shops, it

does not include supervisory officers, and the system seldom goes farther than

is necessary to produce mechanics. The railways, as a whole, have been

slow to appreciate the importance and value of training any other classes of

employees and in this respect they stand in sharp contrast to the remainder

of the industrial field, where the organized training of skilled and unskilled

workmen and supervisory officers is the rule rather than the exception.

Conclusions

(1) Industry in general is gradually coming to appreciate that effi-

ciency in production is possible only with a capable force of operatives.

(2) With the increasing use of machinery and the more exacting

requirements of traffic, maintenance of way work is requiring a higher type

of workmen than ever before. Such a force can only be developed through

careful selection of those men who are best adapted by experience, physique,

and similar characteristics for the work to be done.

(3) Having a properly recruited force, the Committee reiterates its

conclusion adopted by the Association in 1922 that "a thorough and sys-

tematic method of training employees in maintenance work is essential for

efficiency."

Recommendation

The Committee recommends that this report be received as information,

that the conclusions be adopted for publication in the Manual, and that

the subject be discontinued.
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Appendix D

(4) ANALYZE AND REPORT ON THE OPERATIONS OF
RAILWAYS THAT HAVE MADE MARKED PROGRESS IN
THE REDUCTION OF LABOR REQUIRED IN MAINTE-
NANCE OF WAY

J. A. Parant, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. S. Burnett, C. C. Cook, J. F.

Dobson, F. B. Doolittle, H. F. Fifield, C. H. R. Howe, E. T. Howson,

E. E. Oviatt, H. M. Stout.

Your Committee has under consideration several railways on which it

is proposed to make an inspection of the physical property, following this

with an examination of their records, to determine the eflfect of labor-saving

ci|uipment and the use of improved materials as a means of reducing

maintenance labor.

Observations of maintenance methods and an analysis of man-hour

reductions, with other investigations of labor and material records, were

made on a trip of the Committee over the railway selected for the first

study.

The man-hours per year, separated as between total man-hours for all

maintenance of way work, total man-hours for current repairs, and a com-

parison with the average for the "Test Period"—1915 to 1917, inclusive, are

shown in the following table:

Per Cent M.H. per
Yr. on Current Re-
pairs Compared zvitli

Man Hours T.P. Avg.
Total for Current (T.P. Avg. = 100

Year Man-Hours Repairs Only Per Cent)

T. P. Avg 10,496,749 9,975,344 100.0 per cent

1918 12,019,047 11,629.549 116.6 per cent

1919 10,481,152 10,339,444 103.6 per cent

1920 11,430,165 11,245,834 112.7 per cent

1921 8,782,642 8,709,497 87.3 per cent

1922 8,776,115 8.680,787 87.0 per cent

1923 8,577.948 8,471,137 84.9 per cent

1924 8,568,190 8,441,825 84.6 per cent

1925 8,239,708 8,104.051 81.2 per cent '

1926 8,032,883 7,894,186 79.1 per cent

1927 7,665,376 7,426,245 74.4 per cent
1928 6,076,400 5,675,413 56.9 per cent

It was not possible in the time available to separate the man-hours as

between Track, Bridge and Building, and Signal.

It will be noted that there has been a steady decline in man-hours since

1920, and a large reduction in 1928. Up to August 1, 1929, there was a

slight increase compared with the same date of the previous year.

This railway began the use of treated ties in 1910. For the twelve years

prior to that time, renewals averaged 228 ties per mile of track. For the

next ten-year period, renewals dropped to an average of 210 ties per mile

of track, and for the period from 1920 to 1929, inclusive, renewals have

averaged 90 ties per mile of track.

The effect on man-hours of this reduction in tic renewals is manifest. If

we assume one man-hour as the time necessary to install a cross-tie in rock
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ballast, the average saving in man-hours per mile of track for the ten-year

period, 1920 to 1929, as compared with 1910 to 1920, is 120 man-hours per

mile of track, or 411,500 man-hours per year. The years 1928 and 1929,

compared with the average for the period 1910 to 1920, show a reduction

of 528,000 man-hours for 1928 and about 549,000 man-hours for 1929.

There is also a material reduction in bridge and switch tie renewals.

For the period 1912 to 1919, inclusive, bridge and switch tie renewals per

year averaged 771 F.B.M. per mile of track, while for the period 1920

to 1928, inclusive, the renewals were 326 F.B.M. per mile of track, or a

reduction of approximately 58 per cent.

Since 1916, no rail weighing less than 136 lb. per yard has been pur-

chased. From 1916 to 1924, inclusive, 8 in. by 11^ in. tie plates were used;

since 1924, 8 in. by \3y^ in. tie plates have been used.

For the years 1905 to 1915, inclusive, prior to the use of 136-lb. rail,

an average of 20,725 tons was laid per year. For the 14-year period, 1916

to 1929, the average was 17,511 tons per year; a reduction of 3213 tons

annually.

With the possible exception of cross-ties, it is not possible to allocate

the reduction in man-hours to the various changes in standards and methods

or the full use of individual labor-saving devices, but the material reduction

in total man-hours for maintenance of way and structures can, to a major

extent, be attributed among other things to the following

:

(1) Full use of treated cross, bridge, and switch ties.

(2) Proper sub-drainage.

(3) Rock ballasted roadbed of 14-in. average depth under ties.

(4) Full use of cranes for rail laying and other heavy work.

(5) Full use of large tie plates wherever mechanical wear is

evident.

(6) Lengthening of track and signal sections.

(7) Heavy rail.

(8) Detouring trains when relaying rail or performing other

major maintenance operations.

(9) Laying rail during winter with available forces.

(10) Discontinuation of spacing joint ties to fit spike slots.

(11) Full use of mechanical tie tamping machines.

(12) Full use of bolt runners, spike drivers, etc., in laying rail.

(13) Use of cranes in batteries in ballast cleaning, ditching,

and other operations.

(14) Universal use of maintenance motor cars.

(15) Ten-hour days between April and October, thereby reduc-
ing per cent of non-productive time.

(16) Resurfacing every 3 to 5 years entirely by spare cre\v

force.

(17) Permanent construction of signs, rail-rests, telephone
booths, concrete culvert and bridge slabs, etc.

(18) Use of commercial current for signals, replacing batteries.

(19) Systematic methods and care in scheduling maintenance
work.

(20) The spirit of the organization.

(21) Ample supervision and inspection of all work.

Recommendation

Your Committee recommends that the report be received as informa-

tion and the subject continued for further study.
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Appendix E

(5) STUDY AND REPORT ON THE BEST METHODS OF
COST-KEEPING DATA FOR MAINTENANCE OF WAY
OPERATIONS

C. H. R. Howe, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; H. M. Church, C. C. Cook,

J. F. Dobson, F. J. Meyer, W. G. Morgan, G. M. O'Rourke, E. E.

Oviatt, J. A. Parant, F. S. Schwinn, H. M. Stout, Cale Wamsley.

In carrying out this assignment your Committee has endeavored to

ascertain by means of questionnaire to the membership roads in general, and

b}- direct correspondence with individual members, to what extent cost-

keeping methods are now employed.

Information bearing on the subject has been received from thirty-five

railroads and shows a wide variance in methods. These, however, may be

grouped under the following classifications.

(a) Cost data compiled from foremen's reports by the officers

directly in charge, and by them used for controlling work
—3 railroads.

(b) Cost data compiled from accounting records—11 railroads.

(c) Cost data taken from foremen's reports and analyzed by
a special cost organization—2 railroads.

(d) Cost data compiled from field reports on special items
—19 railroads.

In making a comparative study of the merits of the various methods,

the Committee has had in mind that the object of cost-keeping and the

principles involved have been clearly outlined in the past Proceedings of the

Association, particularly in the Report of the Committee on Records and

Accounts, which appears in Volume 26, page 776. Certain features of this

report are well worth repeating as they emphasize the importance of this

subject, as follows:

"Figures obtained from cost-keeping and data shown by sta-

tistical records serve as a record of past performances, but become
of greater value when proper application of them is made."

"Carriers are constantly striving to get the maximum worth of

the maintenance dollar. They should be able to show that their

expenses are efficiently and economically handled as a matter of

sound business practice."

"Fundamentals for those purposes require knowledge of the

unit costs of maintenance, with comparisons of the costs of one
period of time with another and of one location with another, and
where several methods are in use, one method with another."

Your Committee has also in mind that our report for the year 1922

embodied standard plans for studying methods of performing maintenance of

way work based on the fundamental principles of good management. The
recommendations of the Committee were adopted by the Association and

published in the 1922 Supplement to the 1921 Manual. The main features of

the plan correspond so closely to the essentials set forth in the report of

the Committee on Records and Accounts, that they may well be set up in

parallel and used jointly as a criterion for judging the merits of any cost-

keeping method.
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ESSENTIALS OF COST-KEEPING METHODS

Committee XXII

—

Committee XI

Economics of Railway Labor Records and Accounts
1. Establish standard metliods 1. Suitable units for designat-

and time schedules for each item of ing work items must be selected.

work.
2. Issue instructions to fore- 2. Reports covering work

men to enable them to submit ac- should be simple and uniform as to

curate reports of performance. meaning so as to permit correct

classification.

3. Provide closer supervision 3. The field data should be ac-

liy means of planning and despatch- curate and in sufficient detail to per-

iiig work in advance. mit proper analysis and comparison
so that work can be better controlled.

4. Sample forms for reporting 4. Reports and records must be
and recording work data were sub- periodic not only as to the time in-

niittcd with report. terval that they cover, but as to the

time they are available. With infor-

mation readily available, bad prac-

tices may be discovered as soon as

they begin and promptly corrected.

In the examination of information received in reply to the questionnaire,

your Committee has applied the test of the qualifications, indicated by the

two Committees, as being essential to cost-keeping. An example of each

class has been selected for analysis and is herewith presented.

(A) COST DATA COMPILED FROM FOREMEN'S REPORTS
BY THE OFFICERS DIRECTLY IN CHARGE, AND BY
THEM APPLIED TO WORK CONTROL

Railroad A—Exhibit 1

The form on which data is posted is compiled from the foremen's

monthly report of daily performance and gives direct comparison in terms

of man hours required per unit by months.

(1) This method complies with the requirement of designating work

items with suitable units, and provides for time allowance on work programs.

(2) A similar form is used by the foremen in reporting their work.

This insures uniform reporting, but as all classes of work are not shown,

and no provision is made for showing total time for the section, the form

is inadequate for checking accuracy of data.

(3) The data collected on this report is of practical assistance is con-

trolling work, and the form is suitable for programming. It does not,

however, provide sufficient detail for the close analysis necessary in establish-

ing standard practices.

(4) The report is available only at monthly periods and it is not

sufficient as a means for prompt correction of bad practices and inefficient

work.

Summary

The basic scheme of this method is sound and its scope could readily

be extended to cover its principal defects, which are the lack of a daily

report system and the necessary prompt check.
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(B) COST DATA COMPILED FROM ACCOUNT RECORDS

Railroad B—Exhibit 2

The form, Exhibit 2, on which the data taken from the foreman's daily

reports is compiled, is posted by the Division Accountant. The system records

are assembled in the office of the Chief Engineer.

(1) This method establishes suitable units for designating work items,

but time schedules are not provided. The rating of the work performed

is entirely a matter of opinion on the part of the respective officers who
examine the reports.

(2) As the distribution of time is set up on the daily report form for

the greater part of the work, uniformity is secured to the extent of the clas-

sifications shown.

(3) A copy of the daily report is sent to the local officer directly in

charge. He is therefore in position to judge progress and make compari-

sons as well as to control the work through proper planning.

(4) The reports furnished daily provide means for detecting bad

practices, and promptly correcting them only to the extent of the super-

vising officers' ability to judge results.

Summary

The groundwork of this method is in line with the Committee's recom-

mendations. The addition of time schedules, and the application of the data

to programming, would greatly extend its usefulness.

Railroad C—Exhibit 3

The forms, Exhibit 3, are posted from the foremen's daily reports in

the office of the Division Accountants. They are forwarded monthly to

the Engineers Maintenance of Way for assembly by Grand Divisions, and

in turn consolidated into a System Record by the Chief Engineer Main-

tenance of Way.

(1) It will be noted that the units shown are of two classifications,

first, direct quantity values such as the per tie cost; second, consolidated

costs per mile, such as the tie respacing cost. The various items composing

the subject "Other Track Renewals" are consolidated without designation.

This railroad is equipped with a full set of schedules for all track

operations, but employs them only in making studies as to the cost of work
in specific cases.

(2) The time distribution is set up on the daily reports of the fore-

men in accordance with uniform general instructions. The information is

compiled on form shown as Exhibit 3, which is the same as that attached

to page 780, Volume 26.

(3) The local officers, directly in charge, receive copies of the daily

reports and are in position to judge progress and form their opinions as to

the efficiency with which the work is being handled.

The form shown as Exhibit 3, together with a corresponding form

giving costs for material, afford a means for analysis and control of divi-

sional and system work, as well as forming the basis for planning future

expenditures. The delay necessary to compile and transmit the information
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and instructions restricts its usefulness as a means for controlling current

work.

(4) The reports furnished daily provide the means for detecting and

correcting bad practices, but in the absence of the application of rating

schedules the results are wholly dependent on the ability of the supervising

officer to appraise work values.

Summary

The method exemplified and outlined above is more particularly of

service in the control of maintenance policies over extended periods rather

than current regulation of the details of work.

(C) COST DATA TAKEN FROM FOl^EMEN'S REPORTS AND
ANALYZED BY A SPECIAL COST ORGANIZATION

Railroad D—Exhibit 4

The method employed by this railroad is to assign an Engineer Assist-

ant to each track district to assist the Supervisor in this and other details

of track maintenance.

(1) Suitable units have been selected for designating work items, and

time schedules for rating these items are in effect. This organization pro-

vides a means through comparison of results, and time studies, of selecting

and putting in effect the most economical practices, and assures the securing

of reliable data as to the merits of labor saving equipment

(2) No list of work items is printed on the foremen's daily report

form.

Through a set of general instructions, and with the coachmg of the

Assistant Engineers, the foremen are taught to show even the more com-

plicated of combined track operations in simple and uniform statements that

permit ready classification.

(3) The broad range of detail is sufficient for any purpose of analysis,

and the constant contact of the Assistant Engineer with the work as it

progresses, together with his knowledge of the personal characteristics of the

foremen, insures intelligent classification. As less than three per cent of Track

Maintenance time is unrated there is little chance for inaccuracy, or jug-

gling of charges.

This railroad employs the annual budget system, and with the knowledge

of costs, and rates of progress, available, the Division Engineer and Super-

visor are enabled to set up a program for an entire year in advance with

the assurance that it will be accomplished.

(4) The distribution of time is reported daily to the Supervisor, and

the work items are immediately posted and rated by the Assistant Engineer.

Inefficient methods are quickly noted and reported to the Supervisor and

Foremen for correction. At the end of the month the statement of com-

parative rating for all work items is sent to each foreman.

The district totals are tabulated and sent to the System Cost Engineer,

who compiles the system records and applies money values. The combined

reports are then forwarded to the Engineer Maintenance of Way and the

local operating officials for their information.
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This method of cost-keeping corresponds so closel}' to the recommenda-

tions of Committee XI and XXTI, that it may be said to be identical.

The method outlined has been in effect nearly five years on the report-

ing railroad. 1 heir officers report that the plan is entirely successful, and

that tlirough its medium they were able in 1928 to increase their production

over that of 1925 to the extent of $650,000 net, on a track payroll of approxi-

mately $4,000,000. The annual expense in connection with this cost system

was $60,000.

The saving above mentioned was not influenced to any extent by the use

of labor-saving equipment, or devices, as the number of such machines was

constant throughout the periods under comparison.

(D) COST DATA COMPILED FROM FIELD REPORTS ON
SPECIAL ITEMS

Assembling data on such items as ballast tamping, rail laying, rail weld-

ing, weed exterminating, and many other operations which are more or less

of a seasonal character is general practice. Where a complete system of

cost-keeping is in effect the investigation of such operations becomes an

essential feature of the general cost-keeping method. In some instances the

cost-keeping is handled by a system of special forms and reports. However,

nearly all of such items involve labor-saving equipment and the cost-keeping

method is essential for comparison of production and the determination of

the economy of operation of the equipment.

Conclusions

From the examination of the information furnished by the various car-

riers, your Committee has drawn the following conclusions

:

(1) The railroads which have in effect Cost-Keeping methods based

on the essential principles as set forth by Committees XI and XXII, have

obtained economies in maintenance of way operations that emphasized the

necessity of more extended usage of such methods.

(2) There is a marked distinction between the requirements and objec-

tives of Cost-Keeping and Cost Accounting.

Cost-Keeping is fundamentally an analytical process dealing with records

in the making, and it is vital that the analysis and direction of the work

should be concurrent in order to accomplish the best results.

Co&t Accounting is primarily a synthetical process which may or may

not be subjected to the analysis of the maintenance officer, and is valuable

only as a record of past performance and as a general guide in con-

trolling future work.

(3) The analysis of maintenance of way work is a technical matter

requiring not only an understanding of the details that go to make up each

operation but a full knowledge of the local conditions that govern the job.

This can best be handled by technically trained men who are in close contact

with the work.

Recommendation

The Committee recommends that this report be received as information,

and the subject discontinued until such time as more railroads shall have

put cost-keeping methods into effect.
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Appendix F

(6) PLAN OF USING COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY STU-
DENTS AS APPRENTICES IN ENGINEERING AND MAIN-
TENANCE WORK

E. T. Howson, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; Lem Adams, J. J. Baxter, A. E.

Botts, W. S. Burnett, H. A. Cassil, E. E. Oviatt, J. A. Parant, C. H.

Paris, F. S. Schwinu, F. M. Thomson, W. H. Vance.

While this subject is related in many respects to the assignment of Sub-

committee No. 3, which is making a study of the proper training and

education of the individual workman in his assigned duties, in other respects

the two subjects are quite distinct. Both should have as their objective

the training of the employee to better fit him for the position he now holds

and at the same time prepare him for promotion, provided he possesses the

proper qualifications. This report deals, however, with college and univer-

sity graduates only who enter the service with a background of technical

training, but with little or no practical experience in railway methods.

In recent years the industrial development of the country has become

so intensive and the demand for results from the various activities in this

field has become so insistent, that it is a matter of primary importance to

large industries that they develop the highest type of personnel in their

organizations if they are to produce maximum results.

For this reason, progressive managements are more and more giving

consideration to the matter of recruiting men of the proper caliber to carry

on the specialized work which must be performed. They are constantly

bringing young men into their organizations, specially selecting those who
show evidence that they have executive ability, and are training them for

responsible positions. This is true particularly of the public utility corpora-

tions and of the manufacturers of electrical equipment, for the managements

of these industries learned long ago that the demands in these fields are so

exacting and so much depends upon the ability of the personnel in their

organizations that they can no longer trust solely to chance in the recruiting

of the forces from among which they must later expect to secure their

executive timber.

While different organizations have different methods by which they

accomplish their purpose, an increasing number of industries have developed

a system of recruiting young college men immediately after they graduate.

In order to do this, they establish contact with the heads of the different

schools cUid members of the faculty, who have had the students under obser-

vation during their college careers, and who are, therefore, in position to

know their mental traits and other characteristics, and are able to give

advice and help in making the selection of the particular type of men that

is desired. Some of these industries do not wait until the students graduate

to make this selection, but start as much as a year or two in advance, keep-

ing the men whom they think may be satisfactory under observation for

this extended period in order to make sure that they have the qualifications

for which they are seeking.

In following either of these methods, these industries have a definite

objective. They are seeking a specific type of men and by following a
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deliberate plan, are building up their organization in a scientific way. It is

t)bvious that by thus selecting the recruits, they are able to pick the brightest

students and in other respects are securing the cream of the student body.

Having made their selection, the men are given a definite course of

training, the object of which is to fit them for the position which it is

hoped they will be able to occupy later. The method of training varies, of

course, with the character of the industry, but in general it has for its ulti-

mate aim the preparation of the men for advancement to supervisory and

other official and executive positions as their ability develops and vacan-

cies occur.

The railways have been slow to see the advantages of such a system

as it applies to their industry, or to give it a trial to determine whether it is

adapted to their needs. It is true that a few roads have definite plans under

which they are recruiting some of the employees for certain departments,

but in general the practice in this field is not on the same organized basis

or as widespread in its application as it is among other forms of industry.

The railways constitute the largest organized industry in North America

and in the magnitude of their operations are second only to agriculture. They

employ more than 1,750,000 men, making them the largest employers of

labor. The demands for service are more intensive than ever before and

are constantly becoming more rigid. The great range and diversity of the

activities which are combined in railway operation require the highest type

of supervision and direction and that managing ofiicers shall have a broad

view of their field and its relation to the public and of the service which

they are called upon to render.

In order to ascertain the extent to which the railways follow the practice

of the utilities and other industries in the matter of recruiting men and

training them for official capacities, or whether they have developed other

methods having the same objective, the Sub-Committee addressed a question-

naire to the railways to bring out the following points

:

(1) Whether any plan is in effect for enrolling college and university

students as apprentices in engineering and maintenance of work, either

temporarily or permanently.

(2) If so, how long it has been in effect.

(3) How many men are enrolled annually and from what sources,

;iiul the manner in which they are selected.

(4) The purpose of the plan.

(5) The provisions and results.

(6) If no such plan is now in effect has one ever been tried in the past.

(7) If so, the reason for its having been abandoned.

(8) An expression of the attitude of railway engineering and mainte-

nance officers towards this subject.

In addition to classifying and studying the replies to the questionnaire,

the committee has studied a number of the methods which are being followed

by various industries for the purpose of training men for future executive

and managerial positions, and wishes at this time to express its hearty appre-

ciation to those railway officers whose cooperation has made this study pos-

sible and to the representatives of the industrial field for the many sugges-

tions and offers of assistance which they have made and the large amount

of information which they have placed in its hands.

L
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In order to determine the present practices of the railways, and better

study the trend of thought on this subject among railway officers, the replies

which they made to the questionnaire have been classified so as to group

together those roads which have no definite plan of employment and training

;

those which maintain cooperative relations with colleges and universities

;

and those which do follow a definite plan of employment and training.

Slightly less than 80 per cent of the roads which replied have no definite

system for enrolling college graduates as apprentices in the engineering or

maintenance department, or any other plan for training the men who enter

the organization. Practically all of them give preference to college gradu-

ates, however, particularly to graduates of engineering schools, in filling

vacancies in the engineering department. In general, when a new man is

enrolled he is assigned to the engineering corps and occasionally, after a

more or less extended experience in the work, some of them may be trans-

ferred to maintenance work.

On a number of roads, it is the custom to expand the engineering force

during the summer, placing graduates and undergraduate engineering stu-

dents in these temporary 'positions, thus establishing contacts which later

result in permanent employment for some of them. Other roads call on a

member of the engineering faculty of a conveniently located college for men
when they have vacancies to fill and thus, to some extent, do select the men

whom they employ. Except for the expedient of summer employment, how-

ever, none of them have the prospective employee under observation before

he is taken into the service.

Many of the replies which were received from this group indicate that

it is becoming difficult on these roads to obtain men for engineering positions

who are willing to remain in the service permanently, as they become dis-

contented with the working conditions, low wages, slow pronotion and a

general lack of recognition.

The Cooperative Plan of Training

Approximately 20 per cent of the railways from which replies were

received have established cooperative relations with one or more universities

in the territory that they serve. While there are some differences in the

manner in which the details of the various plans are carried out, they all

have the same general features.

Under this system the railway arranges to accept a limited number of

students, usually from two to ten, placing them on the engineering force

where they are given practical experience in the various phases of engineer-

ing work as it applies to construction and maintenance. As a rule the stu-

dents work in pairs, each member of the pair alternating for a period of

from four to six weeks on the railway and at school. These courses may
be for four or five years, the longer courses usually including some work

in the mechanical and transportation departments.

On a number of roads this plan has not been in effect for a sufficient

time to show tangible results, but without exception the officers of these

roads are quite optimistic and believe that the experiment is well worth

while. Those roads upon which the plan has been tried for a sufficient time,

report that the majority of the students become interested to the extent that
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they decide to follow a railway career. They are also unanimous in the

statement that when the men graduate and enter the service permanently,

they have a fundamental knowledge of railway methods and understand the

practical application of the theories they have studied, so that they are much

better qualified and can accept responsibilities much sooner than the graduate

who had not had this practical experience.

Most of the oflficers in this group said that the plan was established

primarily for the purpose of aiding students in the prosecution of their col-

lege work. Several roads, which have cooperative relations with colleges,

had great difficulty in securing satisfactory recruits for their engineering

forces and established this system in the belief that it would result in con-

tacts which will enable them to secure a better class of men. None of the

roads which follow this plan have any organized system for continuing the

training after the graduate enters the service permanently.

Definite Systems of Training

However, only two roads, the Pennsylvania and the Delaware & Hudson,

have definite systems of training candidates for supervisory positions in the

engineering and maintenance of way departments, after they have been

employed permanently.

The Reading has a settled policy of temporary summer employ-

ment which it oflfers to graduates and undergraduate engineering students

and, if their work indicates that they have the proper qualifications, they

are employed permanently as vacancies occur. After a period in the engi-

neering corps, they are assigned as Assistant Supervisors working out of

the offices of the Division Engineers. As they gain experience, they are

advanced to Supervisor, then to Division Engineers and finally to still higher

positions. Under this plan, however, there is no organized system of training

to candidates, who are allowed to develop their abilities through experience.

The Pennsylvania Plan

The plan which has been followed consistently for the longest time is

probably that of the Pennsylvania, which selects with some degree of care,

from 40 to 50 engineering graduates annually. This selection is based on

the assumption that these men will qualify themselves for minor positions

in the maintenance of way department in a minimum of three years, and

that they will ultimately develop the requisite qualifications for promotion

to the higher grades in this and other departments. Under the plan, tempo-

rary positions are also open in the engineering department during the vaca-

tion season for engineering undergraduates. These men are placed under

observation and the records that they make determines whether they shall

be given permanent employment upon graduation.

The graduates selected annually for permanent employment are desig-

nated as Assistants on Engineer Corps and assigned to maintenance and

construction work on the various divisions under the direction of Supervisors

and Division Engineers. If their services prove satisfactory they advance

automatically at the end of the first year to the second class at a higher

salary and likewise at the end of the third year. Selections are made from

this group from time to time for promotion to the positions of Assistant
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Supervisors of branch line divisions. From the branch line sub-division, the

Assistant Supervisor is transferred to a main line sub-division, then, as

vacancies occur. Assistant Supervisors on the important divisions are pro-

moted to Supervisors (mi branch lines. The next move is then to Supervisor

of a main line sub-division. An average of from six to eight years is

required from the time the man enters the service until he becomes a Super-

visor on a branch line.

The next promotion is to Division Engineer, first on branch lines and

then on the main line. In this position he has charge of all maintenance

work on the division, including the care of the track, bridges, buildings,

water service and signals, and has reporting directly to him the Supervisors

of Track, the Master Carpenter and the Supervisor of Signals, the Master

Carpenter and the Supervisor of Signals generally having the same territory

as the Division Engineer.

From the time they enter the service and as they are advanced through

the various grades and are promoted to positions of greater responsibility,

these men are under the close personal observation of their supervisory

olBcers to determine their ability, capacity and application, all of which, as

well as seniority, are taken into consideration in selecting men to fill vacan-

cies as they occur. From Division Engineer, the men may be promoted

either directly to Division Superintendent or to Principal Assistant Engineer

and then to Division Superintendent.

Some of the men required in offices of Division Engineers, Engineers

Maintenance of Way, and Chief Engineers Maintenance of Way, are in

what is termed unclassified service where the rate of pay of the permanent

force is slightly higher than the classified service, but here there is no similar

opportunity for promotion.

In some instances assistant supervisors are selected from promising

young Foremen, although the general practice is to secure men as already

outlined.

By this system, the Pennsylvania has in training at all times, a sufficient

number of men, who are trained in its methods of operation and are familiar

with its standards, to fill any vacancies which may reasonably be expected,

and no men are appointed to positions of responsibility in the maintenance

of way or operating department from other roads. In this way the men
also know that vacancies will be filled by promotions from the ranks.

The results which have been obtained over a period of years have been

excellent, since this road has been able to develop many men for promotion

during the three-year period of training. Many of the higher officers in the

various departments of the railway have reached their present positions

through this channel. This preliminary period is sufficiently long to deter-

mine with considerable accuracy the caliber of the candidates and enable

the responsible officers of the organization to drop those who fail to qualify.

The Delaware & Hudson Plan

Another system which is carried out on somewhat different lines is that

of the Delaware & Hudson, which employs a definite system of education,

training and promotion, that it offers to all of its men, whether they are

technically trained or not, who show initiative and the qualifications which
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are necessary to fit them for supervisory positions. This plan is carried out

principally in the form of group meetings where instruction is given in

safety rules, the best maintenance methods and transportation rules.

One of the important features of the plan, however, is a summer camp

for engineering students. The primary purpose of this camp is to reacli

ahead of the stage of permanent employment and secure contacts which will

enable selections to be made of technically trained men who show the greatest

ability and aptitude for railway work. Extending beyond this point, how-

ever, it continues the training of these men along widely diversified lines

after they are taken into the service and holds open to them the assurance

of an outlet for their ability and a reward for their efforts. This feature

of the plan was devised specifically to interest undergraduate engineering

students in railway work and to furnish a means for building up an organi-

zation from which to select men for engineering and supervisory "positions.

This summer camp, which is an annual affair, is made of from 30 to 40

men selected from colleges throughout the United States, many of fhem on

recommendations from the dean of the schools ; others from personal applica-

tion. They are placed under the direction of an engineer and divided into groups

under the direct charge of experienced foremen. They are assigned to regu-

lar track work, extra gang work and to special location and relocation

surveys, the camp being moved as the nature of the work demands.

When vacancies occur, or when additional men are needed in the engi-

neering department, men from the camp who have exhibited the highest

qualifications are given preference. The result of this system is the forma-

tion of an efficient engineering organization upon which there is an increas-

ing demand for men to fill supervisory positions in the maintenance of way
and other departments.

Track Supervisors and Supervisors of Bridges and Buildings on this

road are secured from the ranks of Foremen, maintenance of way clerks

and members of the engineering corps, those men who show the greatest

capabilities being the first in line for promotion. Under this system, most

of the Supervisors have come from the engineering department. In training

men for this position, regardless of the department in which they originate,

they are put first under the direct supervision of an experienced roadmaster

and assigned to such special work as work train service, laying rail, raising

track, ballasting, frog and switch work, and various other duties, so that

every man is given an opportunity to become thoroughly acquainted with

the details of all maintenance operations. As their experience broadens and

the men become more proficient in their work, they are promoted to super-

visors and assigned to certain sections of a Roadmaster's territory with full

charge of the work thereon. Subsequently, as opportunity offers, the men
are shifted to sections on a heavy traffic line where the duties are more

severe or, in some instances, are transferred to the bridge and building

department.

Supplementing the practical training of these men for the position of

Supervisor, they are also given complete instruction in all transportation

rules and methods on which they are required to qualify before a regular

rules examiner. This training qualifies the men to handle work trains, snow

plows, locomotive cranes and other equipment operating on the main tracks

;

it is also valuable training from a .safety standpoint, while it gives them an

insight into the operating methods of the road, which leads to closer coopera-
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tion between the various departments and provides a fundamental knowledge

of transportation requirements, if they should be transferred to the trans-

portation department or when they have been advanced to more important

positions.

Following service as a Supervisor, the next promotion is to Roadmaster,

with supervision over several Supervisors and then to some place in the

office of the Engineer Maintenance of Way, or a transfer to another depart-

ment. Beyond this point of training, advancement of the men is largely a

matter of personal effort and efficiency, which may lead to the position of

Division Engineer, Division Superintendent or may put them in line for

still higher positions. Through this system of training and advancement,

every man in the engineering and maintenance of way department has the

opportunity to secure a valuable and broad experience with the assurance

that as h*is proficiency develops he is in line for regular advancement.

Plans Tried in the Past

Several roads have had systems in the past, whereby it was sought to

train men systematically to give them a broad view of the railway field and,

at the same time, prepare them for advancement in responsible positions.

So far as is known, the Southern Pacific was the first railway in the

United States to adopt an orderly systematic scheme to the development of

executive talent through the medium of apprenticeship. The plan was put

into efifect by Julius Kruttschnitt, while Vice-President and General Man-
ager. At first it was confined entirely in the operating department, but was

afterwards extended to embrace the traffic and accounting departments, as

well as the several operating departments. The purpose of the course was

to give young men in the employ of the company an opportunity to pass

through different departments for the purpose of gaining such coordinated

knowledge of the entire railway, as would fit them better to assume posi-

tions of responsibility.

At the beginning of the course, the student was first placed at a station

of medium size for six months. The student was next assigned consecu-

tively to the maintenance of way department, the office of the Superintendent

of Transportation, the motive power, train service and accounting depart-

ments and to the tariff bureau, spending three months in each. Upon the

completion of this two-year period, the student had the option of specializing

in either operation and maintenance, passenger and freight traffic or account-

ing, and the course continued for 18 months in whichever department he

elected to specialize.

The Union Pacific Plan

At one time the Union Pacific had a general apprentice scheme known
as "The technical apprentice course of operation." This system, which was

established September 1, 1909, provided for a four-year training course in

all branches of operation, including train and engine service, shops, stations,

offices, signals, maintenance of way, etc. More than 30 courses of instruction

were offered and at the end of two years more than 3000 students had been

enrolled, indicating a widespread interest among the employees. The purpose

of the plan which was announced at the time it was established was

:

First, to assist employees to assume greater responsibility ; second, to increase
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their knowledge and efficiency ; and third, to prepare prospective employees

for service. This plan was abandoned eventually because the candidates did

not develop satisfactorily or to the extent that was expected.

The Illinois Central Plan

Another plan for the practical training of engineering students, and the

graduates of engineering colleges, was instituted on the Illinois Central, as

aimounced by J. F. Wallace, then Chief Engineer, in the early part of 1897.

This plan, known as "The track apprentice system," provided for the employ-

ment of engineering students who had completed at least two years of the

course in civil engineering in a recognized engineering college or university.

While a number of undergraduate students were taken, graduates of the

engineering courses were given preference. The applicant was required to

give references and, if employed, was placed in a section gang for not less

than one year. Supervisors and Roadmasters were required to watch his

progress closely and, if at the end of this period he had developed the proper

qualifications, he was advanced to Section Foreman for a period of one or

two years, after which his further progress depended upon his ability and

the occurrence of vacancies.

About 50 men were employed during the first year, and practically all

of them served their apprenticeship on the section, performing the ordinary

forms of maintenance work. During 1898, owing to a large expansion in

the engineering corps for construction work, most of these men were trans-

ferred to that corps for a period of training, only a few of them having

served as Section Foreman for any period. As a result of the large amount

of construction work which was carried on for the next few years, as far

as is known, none of these men were returned to the roadway department

for training as Section Foremen. Some of them were promoted to Assistant

Engineers to handle maintenance work on the division to which they were

assigned; others were promoted to Supervisors, and a few remained in the

construction department. During 1898 more engineering graduates were

employed as track apprentices, some of them being sent to the divisions for

training, while others were assigned directly to engineering work.

After the second year, however, the men who were employed under this

plan were not put to work on the track, but were assigned to the engineering

forces on the division or to the construction department. The plan was car-

ried on in this manner for several years and finally discontinued. However,

a large number of the men who were attracted into the service in this way
were able to qualify .for higher positions and a number of them now hold

such offices as Division Roadmaster, Superintendent, District Ejigineer, Engi-

neer maintenance of way. Chief Engineer, and one or two have been elected

Vice-President and President of other lines.

Summary

The comments of the railway officers who discussed this subject, indicate

• a growing recognition of a need for special training of engineering graduates,

either before they are permanently employed or after they enter railway

service. Only a few,» however, feel the necessity for the more central selec-

tion of men who possess certain well-defined qualifications and an organized

system of training to fit them for their present work and prepare them for
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advancement as vacancies occur. It is particularly noticeable that their

observations are confined to the influence of such a system on the engineering

department rather than to the railway as a whole. On the other hand, the

two roads whose plans are given in some detail, say specifically that the

training which they give their apprentices is designed not only to fit them

for supervisory positions in the maintenance department, but also to prepare

them for advancement in other lines of railway operation, and that other

departments draw upon them frequently for men who are qualified for

positions of responsibility.

On many roads it is increasingly difficult to secure men who possess the

proper qualifications for advancement. Some of the officers on these roads

suggest that the comparatively low wage in the lower grades, as well as the

small compensation of supervisory positions, together with slow promotion

due to the small turnover in these positions, has resulted in discouraging

the younger employees so that they have left the service to seek more attrac-

tive positions in other fields.

There is a lively interest on the part of engineering students and a dis-

position to seek employment on those roads where special provisions have

been made for training the men for advancement. The fact that he is

required to assume some responsibility as soon as he shows proper proficiency

oflfers considerable inducement to the younger employee to remain in the

service. Further than this, he knows that he has not been given a job and

tlien forgotten, but understands that he is under constant observation and

will receive recognition as opportunities offer.

Conclusions

(1) The demands upon railway personnel are becoming so exacting

and these demands will continue to grow so intensively that only by an

organized system, similar in its character to the one employed in the indus-

trial field, of carefully selecting candidates for employment and of a definite

training for official positions, can the railways meet the demands of the

future with full assurance that they will be able to operate at the highest

efficiency.

(2) Such a plan should not be confined to one department, nor have

as its objective the betterment of a single department, but should be based

upon the needs of the railway as a whole. While not excluding the ambitious

and capable man in the ranks who is willing to make the effort to succeed,

the railways need to devise a plan for bringing into their service for train-

ing, young men of evident ability and education, thereby competing with the

industries, particularly electrical manufacturing and public utility, which are

now securing the most capable graduates of the colleges and universities.

(3) After recruiting men of promise, the railways must oflFer these

men sufficient inducements to cause them to remain in their service and at

the same time should so train them that they may be prepared to assume

responsible positions as quickly as practicable.

Recommendation

The Committee recommends that this report be accepted as information,

tliat the conclusions be adopted for publication in the "Manual, and that the

subject be discontinued.
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Appendix G

(7) STUDY AND REPORT ON METHODS AND PRACTICES
FOR TRAINING FIELD EMPLOYEES IN THE ENGI-
NEERING AND MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENTS FOR
THE PROPER REPORTING OF ESSENTIAL DATA RE-
QUIRED FOR ACCOUNTING AND ORIGINAL RECORDS

F. S. Schwinn, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. J. Baxter, Wm. Carpenter,

H. M. Church, J. F. Collins, John Evans, W. S. Hanley, C. S. Joseph,

J. C. Patterson, G. M. Strachan, Cale Wamsley.

Your Committee has reviewed instruction in effect on ten railway sys-

tems, representing a total of approximately 50,000 miles of operated line,

covering rules and regulations for carrying out the requirements prescribed

by the Interstate Commerce Commission under Valuation Order No. 3. It

was found that these instructions do not include methods for training and

supervising field employees, foremen and others in direct charge of construc-

tion work, to insure proper reporting of essential data required for account-

ing and original records.

Committee XI—Records and Accounts, has already recommended uni-

form instructions for rendering reports required by the Interstate Commerce
Commission (pages 851 to 923, inclusive, Volume 29, Proceedings).

Original records covering labor and materials used, as prepared by fore-

men, should be as nearly correct as possible, for the following reasons

:

(1) To secure accurate information which will insure the cor-
rect reporting of changes in physical property as required by the
Interstate Commerce Commission and other regulatory bodies.

(2) To insure proper allocation of all related expenses and
charges.

(3) To develop a basis for cost of reproduction of the physical
property of a railway at current prices.

(4) To form the basis for estimates of cost of proposed con-
struction work, and for preparation of budgets for maintenance and
capital expenditures.

(5) To meet the requirements of a railway in its efforts to

improve efficiency, and to determine the detailed cost of indi-

vidual labor operations beyond the requirements of Valuation Order
No. 3.

The mandatory requirements of the Interstate Commerce Commission

for keeping records under Valuation Order No. 3 do not make them entirely

suitable for railway internal requirements, looking both to economy and

efficiency in operation. However, with but slight additional effort, the pres-

ent system of keeping records can be broadened and be of greater value.

Conclusion

At least one specialized employee should be assigned to each division

or district of a railway, to have general and detailed supervision of all

original records and reports made by foremen, and report to and work under

the direction of an officer charged with handling Valuation Order No. 3

work. This specialized employee preferably should be an engineer who shall

be familiar with the Classification of Investment in Road and Equipment,

the requirements of Valuation Order No. 3 and its supplements, the several
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separate operations constituting the labor expense on any construction

project, and the several uses for which cost data may be required by a

railway. He shall supervise, inspect and instruct in the preparation of re-

ports prepared by foremen on his territory, and shall prepare or supervise

the preparation of physical inventories of property after completion of any

project.

Such control and supervision of the preparation and rendering of original

reports and records will not increase the total expense of compiling final

records and reports generally required of all railways, as it will be offset

by a decrease in office work now necessary in securing correct completion

reports, and the data furnished will be more accurate for analyzing for cost

data purposes.

Recommendation

The Committee recommends that this report be received as information,

that the Conclusion be adopted for publication in the Manual, and the subject

discontinued.

Appendix H

(8) STANDARDIZATION OF VOLTAGE, KIND OF CURRENT,
ETC., FOR USE IN ELECTRICALLY OPERATED ROAD-
WAY MACHINES AND TOOLS

F. M. Thomson, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; H. J. Armstrong, E. E. Chris-

toph, F. B. Doolittle, John Evans, C. S. Joseph, C. R. Knowles, J. B.

Mabile, C. R. Ordas, L. L. Parks, G. M. Strachan, G. R. Westcott.

Your Committee mailed a questionnaire to twenty-one of the principal

manufacturers of electrically operated roadway machines and tools. With

few exceptions, these manufacturers recommended for adoption by the

A.R.E.A. a standard voltage, kind of current, cycle and phase. However,

their recommendations varied as to what should be standard, depending

largely upon the power characteristics used by them. It seems that the most

common usages and recommendations are 110-115 volt A.C., 60 cycle, single

phase, or 220-230 volt A.C., 60 cycle, triple phase. For small portable hand

tools, a Universal motor (D.C. or A.C.) is frequently offered.

The following is the approved report of the Sub-Committee of Com-

mittee XVIII—Electricity, which collaborated with Committee XXII on

this assignment

:

"It does not appear desirable to recommend definite standards at this

time, for the following reasons

:

"1. In general, commercial electric power is not available

for operating roadway tools. Even if available, it may
be D.C. or A.C. and of varying voltages and frequencies

and number of phases.
"2. Ordinarily, it is too expensive to extend special power

circuits to supply energy for operating portable roadway
tools. Even if practicable, the form of energy would
vary, as to type of current (D.C. or A.C), voltage, fre-

quency and number of phases.
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"3. Power may be available by using portable gasoline

engine generator sets, etc., but such sets are generally de-

signed for special purposes.
"4. On electrified railroads, power may be available at the

voltage and frequency of the third rail or overhead
trolley system. Such power may be either D.C. or 25
cycle A.C.

"5. Different types of tools require different kinds of elcc-
'

trical energy for most practicable and efficient operation.

"There are two general considerations which control the choice

of voltage, phase and frequency of electric power to be used for

driving roadway tools, viz.

:

"1. The form in which power is available at the points

where roadway tools are to be used.
"2. The type of electric power which is best fitted for the

work to be done, from the standpoint of practical and
economical design of electrical equipment on roadway
tools.

"Power from generating stations, or railroad sub-stations, may
be available in one of the following forms

:

"115 volts, single phase, A.C. 60 cycle or 25 cycle.

220 volts, three phase, A.C. 60 cycle or 25 cycle.

440 volts, three phase, A.C. 60 cycle or 25 cycle.

115 volts, direct current.

230 volts, direct current.

650 volts, direct current.

"The most commonly available voltage commercially is 115

volts, 60 cycle, single phase, alternating current. For portable hand
tools requiring motors of approximately J4 H.P. or less, it is desir-

able to adopt 115 volt "Universal" motors which can be operated
on either alternating current or direct current circuits.

"For A.C. equipment requiring motors between approximately

J4 H.P. and approximately 2 H.P. single phase, 115 volt motors
are preferable.

"For equipment requiring motors larger than the approxi-
mately 2 H.P. 220 volt, three phase motors are preferable, although
satisfactory single phase motors up to 10 H.P. may be used, if

that form of power is available.

"Three-phase alternating current power at 440 volts is less

common than at 220 volts, and it is believed that there is little

reason for considering 440 volts for roadway work. However, it is

a standard 60-cycle voltage which is available at many points on
railroads, and this form of power should not be excluded for special

requirements.

"Direct current distribution is becoming more and more un-
common but is still a standard voltage at many shops and engine-

houses, so that a few direct current motors are now used and .

will be used for some time to come in roadway work.
"On roadway machines equipped with self-contained power

plants, such as cranes, portable gasoline engine driven generator
sets, etc., the kind and voltage of power must be determined by
the work to be done. On cranes which may be used with electric

magnets, the electrical equipment preferably should be designed for

230-volt direct current. Where lighting only is desired it is often

desirable to use direct current turbo-generators with voltages as

low as 32 volts. The characteristics of gasoline engine driven
generators may be 25-cycle alternating current of a suitable voltage
for use with rectifiers to operate electric tie tampers and other
portable tools, as developed by one manufacturer. Portable weld-
ing outfits must be designed for approximately 60-70 volts direct

current.
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"In industrial work, it has not been found possible or desirable

to standardize voltage and type of current, because each of the

various forms of electric power which are in use have marked
advantages over other forms for the particular work to be done.

It is possible to work toward a number of standards, and the most
common standards are 115 volts, 60-cycle, single phase, alternating

current for lighting and for driving small motors ; 220 or 440 volts,

60-cycle, three-phase alternating current for motors on the majority
of machine tools ; 230 volts direct current for certain variable speed
machine tools; 60-volt direct current for welding.

"It does not seem practicable, for the present, to attempt to

hold to these same or any other standards, for the reasons outlined

above."

Investigation of commercial power available at various locations over

the country shows that 110-115-volt A.C. single-phase, 60-cycle, and 220-230-

volt A.C. triple-phase, 60-cycle, is almost universal and fast becoming so.

We find that 110-115-volt A.C. 60-cycle electric current is a standard

commercial current available at almost every point where electric power is

obtained. Motors can be purchased from commercial stock. This is a safe

current and yet both practicable and economical for most uses required of

roadway machines and tools. It can also be generated readily and economic-

ally in portable plants.

Conclusions

(1) The adoption by the A.R.E.A. of a standard voltage, kind of

current, etc., for use in electrically operated machines and tools is not

considered practical at this time.

(2) As far as practical, 110-llS-volt A.C. 60-cycle electric current

should be utilized by railroads in roadway machines and tools.

Recommendation

This report is submitted as information, with recommendation that the

subject be dropped from further consideration at this time.

Appendix I

(9), STUDY AND REPORT ON VARIOUS FORMS OF SNOW-
MELTING DEVICES AS AN AID IN FACILITATING
TRAIN OPERATION AND REDUCING COSTS OF MAIN-
TENANCE

E. E. Oviatt, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. F. Dobson, F. B. Doolittle, John

Evans, H. F. Fifield, J. A. Heaman, F. J. Meyer, G. M. O'Rourke,

J. C. Patterson.

Committee reports progress.
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Appendix J

(10) METHODS OF KEEPING DATA RELATIVE TO LABOR
SAVING DEVICES

G. M. O'Rourke, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. A. Ashbaugh, T. S. Bond,

H. A. Cassil, H. F. Fifield, W. S. Hanley, C. H. R. Howe, J. B. Mabile,

W. G. Morgan, L. L. Parks, G. M. Strachan, G. R. Westcott.

The major objective in keeping data on performance of labor saving

devices is to determine whether economy may be effected through their use

when compared with other methods of doing the work. In arriving at a

comparable basis, time studies must be made to find the correct ratio of

improved efficiency, if any, in using labor-saving machinery. The procedure

followed in conducting time studies is described in reports of this Committee

published in the 1922 Proceedings and subsequent volumes. The extent of

these studies depends upon the wishes of the railway management. On one

road, cost engineers are assigned to* track supervisors' territories for keeping

daily cost data on work performed and to advise those in charge the results

accomplished.

When a comparable basis has been determined through some form of

time study, the next step is to present the operating and maintenance costs

of the various machines to supervisory officers, that they may apply the

knowledge gained by comparison with previous records and improve the

general planning and handling of the work. The benefits derived are

directly proportional to the extent that the individual officer interests

himself.

A questionnaire was sent to principal railroads in the United States and

Canada, requesting copies of forms in use for recording the performance

of labor-saving machinery. Thirty-four roads replied, sixteen of which

make no use of standard forms.

It is highly desirable to have a form covering features common to all

machines, making it sufficiently flexible to include those performing special

work. In this way, information common to different types of devices may
be placed on a uniform basis for comparison as to quality and economy of

work performed. This was not found practicable in all cases ; therefore,

separate reports must be made for different machines.

The small number of railroads submitting forms emphasizes the import-

ance of Conclusion No. 3 of this Committee's report, page 1045, Volume

27, Proceedings

:

"A large amount of the data from which this report was com-
piled was incomplete and showed a marked need of an accurate

method by which cost data on labor items should be recorded."

In presenting suggested forms, due consideration has been given to the

general observations of your Committee, shown on page 1126, Volume 30,

Proceedings

:

"To effect maximum economy, machines must be kept at work.
"To accomplish this, local supervisory officers responsible for

their operation must be impressed with the fact that interest on the

investment accumulates continuously.

"Each operation should be studied to determine the number
and type of machines required to obtain the best results. This
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requires the co-ordination of thought and effort of management
and the men in the field.

"Avoid mechanical saturation."

These things can be done if the work of labor-saving machinery is fully

and properly recorded.

A total of twenty-six forms were selected from those submitted. These

are marked Exhibits A to Z, inclusive, and shown in Addenda to this Ap-

pendix. The purposes of the different forms are briefly described below

:

Exhibit A

Daily report covering all machines used in maintenance of way and

structures.

Exhibit B

Weekly report, compiled from data furnished Roadmaster or Division

Engineer on Exhibit A. This report can be used for

:

Tie tamping machine , Spreader-ditcher
Power adzer Track raiser

Power ballaster Track shifter

Weed destroyer Track oiler

Mowing machine Rail layers
Discing machine Rail loader
Ballast cleaner

Considerable space has been provided for reporting delays and
lost time, to assist in analyzing each situation with a view of keep-
ing work equipment of this nature operating as many hours per .

day as possible. By using both sides of form, all necessary detailed

data are furnished.

Exhibit C

Weekly welding report. Headings to conform with kind of welding

done—oxweld, electric, etc.

Exhibit D
Weekly preformance report of equipment (not covered by Exhibits

B and C).

Exhibit E
Weekly report of operation of Mole ballast cleaner.

Exhibits F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M
Monthly reports.

Exhibits N, O
Annual reports.

Exhibits P, Q, R
Accumulative reports.
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Exhibit S

Special report on roadway equipment, showing cost of repairs and

days used; also indicating number of days per annum machines must work

to pay for carrying charges, which are determined as follows

:

Estimated replacement cost.

Estimated life, in years.

Annuity, at 5 per cent.

Interest on investment, at 5 per cent.

Average repairs per annum.
Overhead, amounting to 26 per cent of repairs.

Exhibit T
Special report to be kept by Division Engineer showing number of

machines used and number of days worked.

Exhibits U, V, W, X, Y, Z

Miscellaneous reports.

Conclusions

(1) Maintenance officers should give careful consideration to keeping

data on labor-saving devices to determine the economies effected through

their use.

(2) This report, with Exhibits A to Z, inclusive, are submitted as

information, with recommendation that the subject be reassigned for further

study.
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Exhibit B.
Back.

COST SUMMARY -

Column (1)

Total Man Hours,

( To be made In Division EnRlnaer's Office )
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Operator,
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A. B. » C. R. R.

Roadvfay EquiprBent

Cost of Repairs anJ Days Used for Year Ending December 31. 19

Kind of machine

Number
Davs

Used
Co3t of Hej-alrs

Number ofday 8 per annum machine
niuat Tork to pay carrying chargaaKind of Machine

Arr.erlcan Ditcher
Ballast Disc Machine
Bonding Drill
Erie Steara Shovel
Madden Track Layer
Mowing Kuchlne
Oil Spray (Huff-Oiling Entire Rail)
Oil Spray (Jordan-Oil inR Entire Rail)
Oil Spray (Jordan-Oiling Joints Only)
Racine Rail Saw
Rail Handl'^r (Converted Aaierican Ditcher)
Rail Handler (Split Boom Derrick)
Rail Handler (Aaerioan Loader)
Steel Burro Crane (Rail Laying)
Ti; Taoper (Pneumatic Old Type)
Tie Tamper (Pneumatic New Type)
Tie Tamper (Jackson Electric)
lie Tamper (Syntron Electric)

21
8

9
23
10
s

20
30

lao
100
21
i!)

10
30
35
30
30
30
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TlBia of l9aTlng_

A. B. & C. E. E,

SAILY FILE EBIVER RECORD
Malntsnance of Way Departaiont

et«ean K. P. No.

_Tliiie of retumln£_

_and M.P. No._

^Data

VfOHK ECUIKffOT
Eng.
P. r.

Fuel Ca

Coal Car No.
Motor Car No.

No.

_Caboo8e No._
_Tool Car No;T

_Box Car N(^. _
CSoing to add from Work
Other Delays

INSTR'JCTIONS
Bents are nanbered In sane direction as Mile Posts. Pile "A" bein;; outside batter rile on left
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A.B. & C. P. S.

Eivlneerlng D«rpt.

Dally Report of Pelnt Spray ilachina Operation for

Ltjf M niu Location Structur
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A. a. 4 C. R. R.
Exhibit y.

DAILY REPOPT OF BALLAST CLEANED BY CRAKES AND SCREENS - CENTRAL DIV.

1929

Work Tralr; Number Crane Number

Engine Number
. Crane Number

Weatter _^
NUVBER OF MEN EMPLOYED

Time "ork. Work Time Time

Started Started Stopped Ended Allowed

Foreman AM AU PU pu Hrs

Asst. " AM AU PU pM jjj.g_

Laborers AM AU .^P" PU h b

Crar.e Egrs. AM xu _pu pu Hrs

Pallaet cleaned between tracks Ho. and No.

Ercffi __rall3 west of Mile Post to rails west of Uiie Post
" • " "I. - . • " MP

Total rai.l lengths cleaned today_

Dirt Loaded

Car Car
Initial Car No. Yards Init ial Car No. Yards

Cause and lengths of delays to cranes either on account of cranes
traffic?
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Appendix K

(11) STUDY AND REPORT ON BEST TYPE OF ALARM FOR
PROTECTION OF GASOLINE PROPELLED TRACK
CARS

F. M. Thomson, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; H. J. Armstrong, E. E.

Christoph, F. B. Doolittle, John Evans, C. S. Joseph, C. R. Knowles,

J. B. Mabile, C. R. Ordas, L. L. Parks, G. M. Strachan, G. R. Westcott.

Committee reports progress.

Appendix L

(12) BEST PRACTICE OF MAINTAINING LABOR SAVING
DEVICES ON CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF
WAY WORK, AND ALSO THE ORGANIZATION OF THE
NECESSARY SUPERVISORY WORK

C. R. Knowles, Chairman, S ub-Committee ; G. A. W. Bell, Jr., I. N.

Benson, W. M. Eddens, Jack Largent, J. B. Mabile, C. R. Ordas,

W. H. Shaer, G. G. Smart, G. M. Strachan, F. M. Thomson, G. R.

Westcott.

The term "labor-saving devices" covers many different kinds of equip-

ment used in maintenance of way work on railroads, and applies to road-

way machines, small tools, and work equipment, as included in the Inter-

state Commerce Commission Classification.

There is no well-defined line of demarcation between Roadway Machines

(Account Z7), Small Tools (Account 38), and Work Equipment (Account

57), as covered by the Interstate Commerce Commission Classification, and

as a result there is in all probability a wide difference in the interpretation

as to which account certain machines should be charged, depending largely

on the judgment of the individual.

In making recommendations as to methods of maintaining this equip-

ment, your Committee has assumed that labor-saving devices as covered

by the assignment refers to all equipment used in railway construction and

maintenance, not covered by M.C.B. rules, except roadway- small tools as

classified in Account 38.

The method of maintaining labor-saving equipment, together with the

organization and supervisory forces, should follow closely the general scheme

for the maintenance of motor cars as outlined in the report of this Com-
mittee, pages 1020-1036, inclusive. Volume 27, Proceedings.

The maintenance force on motor cars and other labor-saving equipment

can be consolidated with few exceptions. In many instances the existing force

of motor car maintainers may be able lo handle this work without additional

force.

Maintenance of work equipment may be divided into three general

classes: (1) Ordinary running repairs, or field maintenance, (2) General

repairs at shops, (3) Emergency repairs due to breakdowns.
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Running repairs, or field maintenance, ineluHc proper lubrication, adjust-

ment of moving parts, packing, and renewal or replacement of minor parts

of the machine; work which can be performed in most instances by a

competent operator without taking the equipment out of service.

General repairs, or overhauling, should be necessary only at the end

of the working season. A great deal of the work done by labor-saving equip-

ment is seasonal, and repairs may be made at such time as will not interfere

with operation during working season. Where equipment is used throughout

the year it should be taken out of service for repairs at such time as will

cause the least inconvenience or interruption to the working schedule.

The proper operation and maintenance of equipment in the field is an

important factor in controlling the general repairs, as well as extending

the periods between shoppings. Proper field maintenance will also materially

lessen the liability of breakdowns and accidents necessitating emergency

repairs. These breakdowns will, of course, occur even with the most careful

operation and field maintenance. Such failures should be anticipated so far

as possible, and a reasonable stock of spare parts kept on hand at all times.

Maintenance of Way Shops Essential

Shops for maintaining labor-saving equipment should in every case be

entirely independent of the Mechanical Department. This recommendation

is not a reflection upon the ability of mechanical forces, but is based upon

the fact that men engaged in repairing locomotives and cars are not always

familiar with this type of machinery, which requires men specially trained

in maintaining internal combustion engines, automotive, and electrical equip-

ment. Another objection to having this work done by Mechanical Depart-

ment forces is that responsibility is divided. It is not to be expected that

forces charged primarily with maintaining revenue equipment woula be as

interested in maintenance of way equipment as an organization specifically

charged with its maintenance and operation. Shops under the jurisdiction

of the Maintenance of Way Department also offer advantages in training

apprentices and operators of work equipment. Even on the smallest railroad

there is sufficient work to warrant a special organization for the upkeep of

maintenance of way labor-saving equipment.

In many instances, shops have already been established for maintaining

all work equipment, and where such facilities are not provided they can be

consolidated with existing facilities for maintaining motor cars, as where

motor cars are maintained there is always a nucleus of an organization for

handling all maintenance of way equipment.

The question of proper location of shops involves two opposed prob-

lems : ( 1 ) centralization, with long haul and delay in handhng equipment

to and from shops for repairs ; and (2) decentralization, with its duplica-

tion of machinery and equipment and possible loss of efficiency and economy

through the necessity of employing specialized labor where each shop is

located.

So far as maintaining labor-saving equipment alone is concerned, it

will be desirable to have shops located on each grand division in order to

reduce supervisory force and shop equipment required. As a rule, however,

there are sufficient motor cars to justify maintenance of way shops on
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each division. Tlierefore, the same policy in regard to location of motor

car shops for maintenance of way equipment should be followed as in the

case of motor cars, combining the facilities where practicable.

There are various factors to be considered in the location of these shops.

The principal feature is the location of the work equipment, as it is desirable

to avoid shipping the equipment any considerable distance. Other factors

are, location of storehouses, reclamation plants, and division offices.

Tools and Equipment

It is impossible to prepare a list of tools, machinery and other equip-

ment essential to the maintenance of work equipment that will fit all roads

and all conditions. The following list of machines and tools is sufficient

to fully equip the ordinary maintenance of way shop

:

MACHINES AND TOOLS FOR MAINTENANCE OF WAY
REPAIR SHOPS

Wood Working Machine

1 Combination woodworking machine with 12-in. jointer, band
saw complete, shaper complete, saw table with 12-in. saw,
and wood-boring attachment complete. Machine to be equipped
with guards on saw table, band saw, and shaper.

Metal Working Machine

1 Lathe 24 in. by 72 in. w'ith quick change gears, complete with
reversible motor, chuck, tool assortment, and tool post grinder.

1 20-in. back geared upright power drill motor driven. Chuck
to handle No. 4 taper shanks, drill sizes up to IJ/j in.

1 Two-stage stationary air compressor with motor complete.

1 Plain trolley of 2006-lb. capacity, and 40 to 60 ft. of 12.25-lb.

6-in. I-beam with necessary fittings such as clip hangers for

supporting I-beam to ceiling or truss beams.
1 One-ton chain hoist, screw or differential gear.

1 Wheel press, capacity 35 tons.

1 Grinder, floor type with pedestal, with built-in motor, size of

grinding wheels 2 in. by 12 in. (1 coarse, 1 fine).

1 Standard ^ in. portable electric drill.

1 Drill stand, bench type, to be used with portable electric drill.

Painting and Cleaning Equipment

1 Spray equipment outfit for painting and cleaning motor
cars and machinery

;
paint gun, two-quart size, with hose and

fittings, and combination grease and water extractor with
gages; this outfit to he used with stationary air cnniprcssnr.

Blacksmith Tools

1 Cast iron hearth, forge with half hood, 23 in. by 35 in.

1 Solid steel anvil. w

1 6-in. blacksmith vise.

1 Set of swcdges, swedgc blocks, iiunchcs, cold and hot chisels,

tongs, etc.
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General Mechanical Tools

1 6-in. combination swivel base vise.

1 3-in. combination swivel base vise.

1 Set pipe stocks and dies % in. to 1 in.

1 Set bolt dies and taps, J54 i"- to ^4 i"-

1 Set expansion reamers, J^ in. to 2% in.

1 Set solid taper reamers, 1% in-- IJ^ i"-, ^H '"• ; taper ^ in.

to 1 in.

1 Acetylene welding set.

1 Set inside micrometers 2 in. to 5 in.

1 Set outside micrometers, 2 in. to 5 in.

1 Gasoline soldering furnace with soldering irons.

1 Special socket wrench set.

No attempt has been made to list all of the small miscellaneous hand

tools which are common to the average motor car repair shop. These must

be selected to meet the individual needs. Many of them are owned by

repairmen. A list of small tools for motor car repair shops is given in

report of this Committee, page 1036, Volume 27, Proceedings. The tools

specified are also adapted to use in maintaining other equipment.

In selecting maintenance of way shop equipment, careful survey should

be made of actual requirements. For example, a 24-inch lathe might not

be suitable for all shops. The same is true of a combination woodworking

machine; although a machine of this type can be justified on almost any

division, as it is of equal value to the carpenter forces in framing lumber

for both repairs and construction, including sash and door work.

These tw^o items are the most expensive of the tools listed, as their

combined cost is about $2600, while the balance of the equipment would

not cost more than $2000. The cost to completely equip a shop with the

necessary tools and other equipment will vary with local conditions and

requirements. However, the expense for tools included in the foregoing

list, including all necessary hand tools, should not exceed $6000, while the

total expense of equipping the average maintenance of way shop will be

approximately $4000.

Supervisory Force

The proper supervisory force will depend upon the amount of equip-

ment involved. For example, a 10,000-mile railroad fully equipped with

work equipment would require a general supervisory force consisting of a

Superintendent of Work Equipment and four assistants ; a 5000-mile railroad,

a superintendent and two assistants ; while on a railroad of say 2000 miles

the work could probably be handled by one man. In each case, sufficient

office force should be provided for keeping accurate records of maintenance

and operation costs, and of the performance of equipment.

It is advisable to have a traveling maintainer on each division, regard-

less of whether shops are located on the division or on grand divisions. The
number of mechanics required in the shops will depend upon the amount of

equipment to be cared for. As a rule it will rarely be necessary to materially

increase the existing force where motor cars are already maintained, for the

reason that much of the work of repairing equipment can be carried out

during the winter months when the repairs to motor cars are materially

reduced. Where they can be used to advantage, operators should be em-
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ployed in shops during the winter months, both in order to afford continuity

of employment and to complete their training as operators. Adequate power-

driven equipment in the repair shops should materially reduce the number

of men required.

The Superintendent of Work Equipment should report to the Engineer

Maintenance of Way or chief system maintenance officer, and should have

jurisdiction over the division maintainers, jointly with the Division Engi-

neer or principal division maintenance officer, and have direct jurisdiction

over system maintenance of way shops. The headquarters should prefer-

ably be at the same location as the Engineer Maintenance of Way, and,

as previously stated, clerical force should be assigned as may be necessary

for keeping records, cost of operation, maintenance, and performance of all

equipment.

An important feature in the success of maintaining labor-saving and

other maintenance equipment is the co-operation of the Supply Department.

It is of utmost importance that an adequate stock of repair parts be readily

accessible, preferably where shops are located.

The adoption of labor-saving equipment by railroads has not in all cases

been followed by the proper maintenance facilities. The maintenance of way
shops are often inadequate, consisting of old car bodies or discarded shanties

with very few tools and practically no equipment. It is false economy to

depend upon shops of this type and the maintenance facilities should be

developed and expanded to take care of the maintenance of additional equip-

ment as it is placed in service. In many instances it may be necessary to

relocate the existing shops.

Organization charts of suggested supervisory force are shown herewith.

Conclusions

(1) The maintenance of all equipment not covered by M.C.B. rules

should be concentrated in shops entirely independent of the Mechanical

Department, and under an organization controlled by the Maintenance of

Way Department.

(2) Careful consideration should be given to the location of these

shops to avoid excessive haul of equipment. Where motor car repair shops

and maintenance of way reclamation plants already exist consideration

should be given to the possibility of utilizing these facilities.

(3) These shops should be properly arranged for the work to be

done and equipped with all necessary tools and machinery.

(4) Particular attention should be given to running repairs, or field

maintenance, to avoid interruption of working schedules and to extend

periods between shopping.

(5) Sufficient supervisory force should be provided to insure proper

maintenance of work equipment.

Your Committee recommends that this report be received as informa-

tion, that Conclusions 1 to 5, inclusive, be approved for printing in the

Manual, and that the subject be closed.
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WORK EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION

SYSTEM SHOPS

GE^1ER^L NAANAGER

CHIEF ENGINEER

ENGINEER MAINTENANCE OF WAY

GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT

SUPERINTENDENT

SUPERINTENDENT WORK EQUIPMENT

DISTRICT ENGINEER
INSPECTORS OR

SUPERVISORS

DIVISION MAINTENANCE OFFICER

CLERICAL FORCE

SYSTEM SHOP

\AA\NTA\NERS
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Appendix M

(13) TOPICS TO BE ASSIGNED TO A COMMITTEE INVOLV-
ING THE USE AND ECONOMIES OF VARIOUS TYPES
OF LABOR-SAVING EQUIPMENT TO BE USED IN RAIL-
WAY CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

C. R. Knowles, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; G. A. W. Bell, Jr., I. N. Benson,

W. N. Eddens, Jack Largent, J. B. Mabile, C. R. Ordas, W. H. Shaer,

G. G. Smart, G. M. Strachan, F. M. Thomson, G. R. Westcott.

The subject as assigned refers to labor-saving equipment used in rail-

way construction and maintenance. Your Committee, however, interprets

this assignment to include all work equipment used in railway maintenance

of way work, comprising both Roadway Machines (Account 37), and Work
Equipment (Account 57), as defined in the Interstate Commerce Commission

classification. Included in this classification are the following

:

1. Motor cars.

2. Tie tamping machines.
3. Track oiling machines.
4. Paint spraying equipment.
5. Ballast discers.

6. Weed destroying equipment, mowing machines, weed
burners, and chemical weed killers.

7. Ballast cleaning machines.
8. Rail laying machines.
9. Tie adzing, scoring and boring machines.

10. Rail saws.
11. Welding outfits.

12. Concrete mixers.
13. Gasoline and electric driven portable pumps.
14. Power tools.

15. Lidgerwoods, spreaders,, ditchers and plows.

16. Power shovels, ditching machines, drag-line equipment,
and clam shells.

17. Pile drivers and derrick cars.

18. Self-clearing ballast and dump cars.

19. Snow removal and snow-melting equipment.

This Committee has previously reported on the economies of various

labor-saving devices that have been of value. These reports were neces-

sarily of a general nature and dealt largely, if not altogether, with economies

efifected through the use of various devices. Conditions are rapidly changing,

equipment is constantly being improved and its use extended, new devices

are being placed on the market, and each item of work equipment used in

maintenance of way work requires comprehensive, individual study, involv-

ing both economic considerations and problems of selection, operation and

maintenance.

This brings up the question as to whether all phases of the subject of

work equipment would be assigned to a proposed new Committee on Work
Equipment or whether its activities will be confined to those problems aris-

ing in the selection, operation and maintenance of such equipment, and

questions of economy would continue to be handled by Committee XXII

—

Economics of Railwav Labor.
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It is desirable that the work be divided between the two committees.

At the same time it is difficult to establish a dividing line which would avoid

duplication of effort and overlapping of the work of the two committees.

For example, economic considerations involve not only comparative cost of

hand and machine work but relative economic merits of two or more

machines, as well as economical operation and maintenance of all equipment.

There is no well-defined line of division between economics and operation ;

the question of economics cannot be ignored in any phase of operation

throughout the life of the machine, as its operation will always be an

important factor in the economies derived from its use.

The following scope of operation and division of the work of Com-
mittee XXII^—Economics of Railway Labor, and the proposed new Com-
iiiittce on Maintenance of Way Work Equipment, is recommended

:

That all subjects involving the consideration of the economics
of labor-saving or work equipment as a group continue to be as-

signed to the Committee on Economics of Railway Labor.
That all subjects involving the study and comparison of indi-

vidual machines, as well as the selection, operation and maintenance
(if maintenance of way work equipment be assigned to a new
Committee named the "Maintenance of Way Work Equipment
Committee."

The various items of equipment are included in the following list with

suggested topics for future study by the investigating committees. No
effort has been made to differentiate between subjects to be assigned to

Committee XXII—Economics of Railway Labor, and to Committee XXV-

—

Maintenance of Way Work Equipment. As the work continues, the two

committees will have this list of subjects to select from, as well as others

that may he suggested from time to time.

(1) Motor Cars

This subject is being handled by Sub-Committee No. 2 and it is

recommended that the work be continued along the present line.

(2) Tie Tamping Machines

Investigation should cover

:

(a) Comparative cost and collateral benefits of machine and
hand tamping.

(b) Comparative merits of air and electric tampers in dif-

ferent kinds of ballast.

(c) Comparative merits of two, four, eight, and twelve
tamper unit outfits, giving consideration to gang organ-
ization.

(d) Advantages of use of power jacket in connection with
tampers.

(3) Track Oiling Machines (For Preven/ing Corrosion)

Investigation should cover

:

(a) Advantages of oiling rail.

(b) Comparative cost of machine and hand oiling.

(c) Relative merits of machines:
1. Oiling entire rail.

2. Oiling joints only.
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(4) Paint Spraying Equipment

Investigation should cover

:

(a) Comparison of cost and efficiency uf painting by hand
and by machine under different conditions.

(b) 1. Motor car outfits.

2. Semi-portable outfits.

3. Stationary outfits.

(5) Ballast Discers

Investigation should cover

:

(a) Advantages of discers.

(b) Light discers.

(c) Heavy discers.

(d) Comparative efficiency of discers in different kinds of
ballast.

(6) Weed Destroying Equipment

Investigation should cover

:

(a) Comparative cost of destroying weeds by hand and by
chemicals, burners, and other machines.

(b) Track mowers.
(c) Chemical : 1. Poisonous.

2. Non-poisonous.
(d) Burners: 1. Superheated steam.

2. Flame.
(e) Ballast discers.

(7) Ballast Cleaning Machines

Investigation should cover

:

(a) Screening machines.
(b) Moles.
(c) Locomotive cranes.

(d) Plows used in conjunction with ballast discers.

(8) Rail Laying Machines and Auxiliary Equipment

Investigation should cover

:

(a) Comparative merits of hand and machine methods.
(b) Comparative merits of

:

1. Hand operated machines.
2. Small machines with power attachments.
3. Air operated machines.
4. Self-propelled machines.

(c) Recommended gang organization:
1. On dead track.

2. Under traffic.

(9) Tie Adzing, Scoring and Boring Machines

Investigation should cover

:

(a) Stationary plant for adzing and boring ties before
treatment.

(b) Portable machine for boring and adzing or scoring ties

in field, with comparative merits of hand and machine
methods.

(10) Rail Saws

Investigation should cover

:

(a) Stationary saws as installed at a central reclamation
plant.

(b) Portable saws, bo<h hack and circular saws.
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(11) Welding Outfits

fnvpstigation should cover :

Ca) Welding in field and in shop.

(b) Oxyacetylene.
(c) Electric.

(d) Comparative merits, oxyacetylene and electricity.

(12) Concrete Mixers

Investigation should cover

:

(a) 1. Size for division use.

2. Size for system or department gang use.

(b) Tilting and non-tilting type.

(c) Special mounting.
(d) Capacity of machine with respect to size of job and

gang organization.

(13) Gasoline and Electric Driven Portable Pumps

Investigation should cover

:

(a) 1. Centrifugal pumps.
2. Diaphragm pumps.
3. Reciprocating pumps.

(14) Power Tools

Investigation should cover:

(a) Drills.

(b) Nut tighteners.

(c) Wire brushes.

(d) Grinders.

(e) Saws.
(f) Spike drivers.

(g) Caulking, chipping and riveting hammers,
(h) Relative merits of air and electric driven tools.

( i ) Post hole drills.

(15) Lidgerwoods and Spreaders

Investigation should cover

:

(a) Lidgerwoods.
(b) 1. Straight spreaders.

2. Ditcher spreaders.

3. Spreader plows.

(16) Power Shovels, Etc.

Investigation should cover

:

(a) 1. Steam shovels.

2. Gasoline shovels.

3. Air operated shovels.

4. Electric driven shovels.

(b) Organization for operating shovels.

(c) Ditching machines.

(d) Method and organization for handling ditchers.

(e) Drag line equipment.
(f) 1. Uses of clam shells.

2. Methods of handling.

3. Economical sizes for different work.
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(17) Pile Drivers and Derrick Cars

Investigation should cover

:

fa) 1. Creeping drivers.

2. Self-propelled drivers.

.3. Drop hammers.
4. Steam hammers.
5. Auxiliary equipment.

(b) Derrick cars.

(c) Equipment for driving and pulling sheet piling.

(18) Self-Clearing Ballast and Dump Cars

(19) Snow and Ice Thawing Equipment

This subject is being handled by Sub-Committee No. 8 and it is

recommended that the work be continued along present lines.

(20) Scheduling the Work of Equipment

Investigation should cover the best methods of scheduling and
assigning work equipment to get the most out of it, giving par-

ticular attention to equipment used in seasonal work.

(21) Method of Keeping Data on Work Equipment

This subject is now being handled by Sub-Committee No. 9 and
it is recommended that the study be continued.

(22) Care of Work Equipment When Not in Use, with Particular

Reference to Proper Housing

(23) Standard Colors for Work Equipment and Motor Cars



REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON RIVERS
AND HARBORS

Wm. G. Atwood, Chairman; E. A. Hadley, Vice-Chairman;
W. J. Backes, W. H. Kirkbride,
G. J. Bell, R. J. Middleton,
A. F. Blaess, W. L. Morse,
W. G. Brown, G. A. Rodman,
E. A. Craft, E. H. Roth,
R. G. Develin, C. U. Smith,
H. A. Dixon, W. G. Swarthout,
K. B. Duncan, J. R. Watt,
W. E. Hawley, C. E. Weaver,
B. Herman, W. P. Wiltsee,
F. G. Jonah, R. C. Young,

Comviittcc.

To the American RaUzvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfull}^ presents herewith its report covering the

subjects assigned as follows

:

(1) Submit definitions of terms pertinent to rivers and harbor con-

struction, protection and maintenance (Committee reports progress).

(2) Study and report on methods for providing against river bank

erosion (Appendix A-a).

(3) Determine the best types of construction for levees and river

dikes for flood protection, giving consideration to stream alinement, sub-

surface, soil or other local conditions (Appendix A-b).

(4) Prepare specifications covering the several types of river pro-

tection work in common use (Appendix A-c).

(5) Determine the proper allowance for swell in scow measurement

dredge work (Appendix B-5).

(6) Determine the proper amount of allowable overdepth in dredging

to obtain the required operating depth (Appendix B-6).

(7) Study and report on the silt deposit by fresh water rivers at the

meeting point with brackish waters, also studying the effect of slight salinity

on such deposit (Appendix B-7).

(8) Prescribe the best approved method of taking soundings in river

waters and in tidal waters, with both hard and soft bottoms (Appendix

B-8).

(9) Ascertain the usual slopes taken in deep waterways for quiet

waters and those affected by wave action (Appendix B-9).

(10) Study and report the results of deepening channels on the

salinity in rivers and estuaries (Appendix B-10).

(11) Study and report on the various types of dredges and indicate

their respective uses (Appendix B-11).

(12) Prepare specifications for dredging (Appendix B-12).

(13) Outline of work for the ensuing year.
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Action Recommended

(1) It is recommended that the reports on subjects Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 7,

10, 11 and 12 be accepted as information.

(2) It is recommended that the report on allowance for swell in

scow measurement dredge work be accepted and approved for printing

in the Manual.

(3) It is recommended that the report on allowable overdepth in

dredging operations be accepted and approved for printing in the Manual.

(4) It is recommended that the report on methods for sounding be

accepted and approved for printing in the Manual.

(5) It is recommended that the report on the usual slopes taken in

deep waterways be accepted, and approved for printing in the Manual.

Respectfully submitted,

The Special Committee

ON Rivers and Harbors,

Wm. G. Atwood, Chairman.
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Appendix A

(1) RIVERS

E. A. Hadley, Chairman, Sub-Committee; F. W. Alexander, G. J. Bell,

A. F. Blaess, W. G. Brown, H. A. Dixon, K. B. Duncan, B. Herman,

F. G. Jonah, W. H. Kirkbride, W. C. Swartout, J. R. Watt, C. E.

Weaver, W. P. Wiltsee.

The Sub-Committee work this year has consisted largely of a tabula-

tion of the information received in reply to questionnaire which was sub-

mitted to the officers of railways, the U.S. Army Engineer Corps, Mississippi

River Commission, Levee Boards, the Consulting Engineers, and other organ-

izations, requesting fundamental information as to the various details of the

subject, together with a description of practice regarding construction

methods throughout the country.

(1) REPORT ON METHODS FOR PROVIDING AGAINST RIVER
BANK EROSION

A. F. Blaess, Chairman, Sub-Committee; F. J. Jonah, J. R. Watt.

Thirty-four replies were received, seventeen from railways, four from

engineers and contractors, twelve from U.S. Engineer Districts and one

from a Levee District. Many of the replies received contained much informa-

tion of value that can not be readily submitted in condensed form, and the

following abstracts giving detailed information as to the practices on

certain railroads are submitted:

Willow Mattresses

A middle western railroad has standardized on a type of loose fascine

mattress constructed of willows, cotton-wood or other good live brush, but

they do not use hard wood brush unless the scarcity of willow and cotton

wood makes it necessary. Willow or cotton-wood brush is specified because

this type of brush has longer life with alternate wet and dry exposure than

other kind or types of brush. Willow and cotton-wood brush are also prefer-

able as they are generally longer and have less limbs, or top brush than

the hard woods, which aids in the weaving, making tighter binds possible.

The loose fascine type of mattress and what is known as pole and brush

type of mattress are preferable to any other type of mattress because they

are more economical to construct and give longer life and better service.

After scour has taken place at the lower end of the mat in the river, there

is sufficient flexibility in a willow matterss to allow it to conform to the

slope of the bank during and after erosion. These two types of mat haVe

been in use on this railroad for the past twenty years and their experience

has been that of all of the different types of mat, they appear to be the

best.
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Basket Mat with Stone Tied Securely to Place, Adapted to Steep
Bank and Use of Short Willows

Board Mattress

The type of board mattress with which they have had experience is

used only on such rivers as the upper Arkansas, the Platte in Nebraska and

where the scarcity of brush requires the use of this type of mattress. As

used by this company, it is constructed of 1-inch by 6-inch yellow pine

lumber spaced 1 inch between edge of boards and woven on 1 foot by 6

inch binders. They have not used this type of mat on rivers with high

Typical Board Mattress
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velocities such as the lower Arkansas, the White River, the Missouri and

Mississippi as the light construction will not withstand heavy attacks of

river currents.

Concrete Mattress or Paving

They report very little experience with any type of concrete mattresses

or paving. On the Red River at Fulton, Arkansas, several years ago, about

1000 feet of concrete slab bank paving was installed. These slabs were

poured around wire fencing and placed on the bank on a slope of two to one.

This type of paving has not proved successful as the under scour at the

toe of the paving allowed the paving to settle down on the bank and not

having flexibility to conform to the change of the slope of the bank, the

slabs cracked and broke, requiring replacement with other type of paving.

Concrete slab bank paving can be used successfully only where flat slopes

can be obtained. The most stable slope probably should not exceed ly^ to 1.

Drainage of the ground water behind the slabs must be provided.

Riprap Facing or Paving

At all locations where any type of mattress is installed the upper bank is

paved with riprap from low water or below to above high water stage.

This paving is composed of laid one man riprap, voids being filled with

spalls after heavier rock has been laid. At locations where an erosion

resistant material is encountered at shallow depths a dry masonry toe wall is

placed at the foot of bank slope and the top bank paved with rip rap. This

type of protection, where conditions are such as the above gives the best

protection of any type of work.

Retards

Retards which they have used or with which they are familiar are as

follows

:

The mud cell or pole crib retard which is constructed and anchored in

the stream with the idea of building up the bar for current deflection or bank

protection. This type of work is used only in streams of high velocity such

as the upper Arkansas, the Platte and Medicine rivers.

Another type of retard consists of tripods of structural shapes about 10

feet high spaced varying distances apart 10 feet to 16 feet or 20 feet,

joined by barbed wire entanglements. They have had no experience with this

type of retard and therefore can not advise as to its merits or demerits.

The erosion of river banks is largely confined to the concave sides of

the bends of stream with the exception of locations where the channel is not

of sufficient width to provide water way for flood waters or in locations

where the lower part of the bend of river, the banks of which are composed

of a heavy hard material which does not cut fast enough to permit the

straightening out and forming of the curve on the bend of the shore line.

This is true at locations where the channel makes a short sharp crossing

from one side of the river to the other.

Erosion of river banks occurs at all stages. At some locations heavy

erosion will occur at high stages in the river and at other locations principally

at lower end of bends erosion occurs at the lower stage of the river. Ex-
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perience has shown that a greater part of the erosion will occur during a

falling stage in the river, and during period of re-establishment of low water

channel following flood flow.

Banks composed of non-homogeneous sandy silt, or sandy loams with

intermittent occurrence of hard gumbo or clay deposits give the most trouble

during erosive attack and result in the most irregular bank line. Banks com-

posed of uniform stiff clays or gumbos give the least trouble and wear to a

more uniform bank line.

The greatest bank cutting reported has been 300 feet in 24 hours under

direct attack from river channel which was caused by change in channel loca-

tion resulting in the channel striking directly against the bank for a distance

of approximately 1500 feet from the upper contact point to lower contact

point.

Steel Retard Suitable for Shallow Flood Streams

Obstructions placed in the bed of the river where channel conditions

are such as to permanently maintain scouring velocities along the section of

river, cannot be regarded as a protection against erosion and in most cases

are detrimental. Only where channel conditions permit the training of the

thalweg of the channel to a new location removing high velocities from

bank to be protected can borrow formation be considered as protection.

Permeable cluster dikes, spur dikes, retards, brush dikes and other form

of dikes are recommended for channel regulation purposes where by gradual

deflection the channel may be brought to desired position and alinement.

They are not as a rule suitable as protective works where it is necessary to

maintain and establish on the concave side of a bend a definite bank line.

Type of dike to be used will depend largely upon conditions of river.

Permeable dikes, brush retards and such classes of work depend primarily

upon the deposit of river borne material through slackening of velocities

and are most effective in streams of shallow or moderate depths with high

velocities and heavy load of heavy sediment.

A southern railroad offers the following discussion on methods of pro-

tecting against river bank erosion

:
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Willow Mattresses (or Brush Fascines) Weighted with Stone

The stream should be a silt bearer and have moderate velocities, so

that after placing the mattress the interstices between the brush will become

filled with silt. The bank, after protection, should not be used for. traffic

and should be one on which the growth from sprouting willow brush will

not be objectionable. The bank to be protected should be graded to a fairly

flat slope, so that the stone used for weighting the mattresses or fascine

will not roll after placing, and the protection should extend beyond the

erosion, both upstream and downstream. This form of protection is well

Standard Government Woven Mattress

suited to localities where there is seepage from the banks during low river

stages. Willow mattresses weighted with stone are also suitable for use

for the prevention of undermining of other types of structures.

Riprap Facing or Paving

This form of bank protection is preferable to willow mattresses where

the bank after protection is to be used for landings or where the work

must not be unsightly ; where the currents are strong and where there is no

deposit of silt. To prevent sliding, the protection must be laid on a fairly

flat slope or the lower edge must shut against a toe wall or other firm foun-

dation. Undermining of the lower edge and seepage from the bank must

be guarded against, and the length of bank covered should begin and end

at points where there is no erosion. Riprap facing or paving is often expen-

sive, especially where there is no stone supply ; but where properly placed

the work is permanent, sightly, and requires very little repair.
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Spur Dikes

Spur dikes are suitable for the protection of banks where the erection of

these works will not interfere with the use of the adjacent river for naviga-

tion; where the banks to be protected are not much higher than that to

which the spurs can be advantageously constructed, and where accretion

between the spur dikes is desirable. Care must be used in spacing of the

spur dikes, so that erosion will not take place between their shore ends. In

Pile Dike at Cairo Bend—Mississippi River

Pile Dike at Cairo Bend—Mississippi River
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some cases in the Savannah, Georgia, district, spur dikes were first placed

too far apart and it became necessary later to build additional ones so as to

decrease the interval, or to connect the outer ends by longitudinal walls. Spur

dikes disturb the regimen of the river, and where this is undesirable

mattress protection or longitudinal training walls should be used. Where
longitudinal training walls are placed at any considerable distance from the

shore, however, spur dikes or current breakers of some other form should

be placed at intervals between the training wall and the bank to prevent

erosion between the training wall and the bank.

Pile and Brush Training Walls

This type of bank protection has been used extensively in the Savannah,

Georgia, district, for the prevention of bank erosion and for channel control.

Where such works have been erected it has been found that in the majority

of cases the deep water of the channel moved close to the training wall soon

Bank Protection Work—Missouri Pacific Bend Before Retards Were
Installed

after it was constructed, and in a large number of cases, mattress protection

has been necessary to prevent undermining of the structure. Complete bank

protection by such a training wall, however, is usually confined to the height

of the wall.

Conclusions

The information received indicates practices as regards bank protection

vary somewhat throughout the United States. The conclusions, therefore,

are necessarily more or less general.

(1) Willow mattresses, board mattresses, concrete paving, riprap

facing and concrete paving, patented mattresses and retards are used exten-
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Bank Protection Work for the Missouri Pacific Showing Retard and
Effect Upon the Bend

i

sively. The first four methods have apparently proved more satisfactory in-

the order named.

(2) While erosion is not confined exclusively to the concave side of

the bend, the greatest erosion occurs on concave banks.

(3) Erosion occurs at all stages, the principal erosion, howevc, occurs

at high stages of water and during receding stages.

(4) Stiff clays or gumbos offer the greatest resistance to erosion, light

sand and silt or clay strata underlain with sand the greatest trouble^,from

erosion. V'.h;!-

(5) One hundred feet of bank cutting through erosion in 24 hours is

not at all unusual, and one railway reports 300 feet cut back for a distance

of 1500 feet in 24 hours.

(6) Obstructions placed in the bed of the river for the purpose of

building up bars as a protection against erosion may be useful in slow moving

heavily silted streams. It is the consensus, however, that in swifter streams

its effect would be to cause the erosion of adjacent banks through increased

current velocity.

(7) Retards, spur dikes, and sheet piling, as well as various other kinds

of dikes may be used where there is a moderate variation in high and low

water. Retards are useful in straight sections or in slight bends with

moderate water stages. Their use has not been found advisable in bends of

decided curvature. Sheet piling has been found best where velocity and

scour are severe. None of these methods are favored for direct bank

protection and are considered efficient only as channel regulation for the

purpose of diverting the current away from the point to be protected.
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Appendix B

(2) REPORT ON BEST TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION FOR
LEVEES AND RIVER DIKES FOR FLOOD PROTECTION,
GIVING CONSIDERATION TO STREAM ALINEMENT,
SUBSURFACE SOIL OR OTHER CONDITIONS

A total of thirteen replies were received from the questionnaire on con-

struction of levees and river dikes. Seven of these replies were from rail-

ways, three from engineers and contractors, two from U.S. Engineer Dis-

tricts and one from a Levee District .

The Army Engineer's plan of flood control has made certain changes

in the standard levee section as shown in report of the Committee last year.

Fig. 11, page 277, Volume 30 of the Proceedings. The practice in the

past was to build levees 3 feet higher than the computed confined stage of

the greatest flood on record. The recently adopted project provides for

levees 1 foot above the maximum flood predicted.

The banquette of existing levees was designed so that the seepage line

starting on the riverside slope, two feet below the elevation of the crown

of the levee would be included throughout the levee within the section. The

Army Engineers' plan adopted by act of Congress, May 15, 1928, pro-

vided that the section shall be ample to include the line of saturation and will

vary with the materials and foundations encountered in different localities.

The line of saturation for various materials encountered is to be deter-

mined experimentally. Pending more accurate determination, the section

being used for loam (the material of which the greater part of the levees

is constructed) is riverside slope 1 on 3^, crown 10 feet, landside slope to

include a seepage line starting on riverside slope 1 foot below the eleva-

tion of the crown of the levee and sloping back 1 on 6^. This section

has a greater riverside slope, a wider crown, and a greater landside slope

than levees previously built. The seepage line starts 1 foot below the

crown instead of the 2 feet formerly used.

The height to which earth levees may be economically and safely con-

structed depends upon the kind of material available and the character of

the foundation. The levees along the Mississippi will be generally from 20

to 25 feet high, and it is considered that greater heights should not be

attempted especially as these levees will, in places where depressions are

crossed, be higher than 25 feet.

The following abstracts are taken from replies received to the ques-

tionnaire in regard to levees and river dikes to supply detailed information

in regard to existing practices in levee constriiction

:

A Middle Western Railroad reports that it is seldom, if ever, desirable

to use other than local material available at the site for levee construction

on account of the high cost of moving materials distances greater than 3000

feet. If poor material is encountered, the cross-section of the levee must

be changed and strengthened to overcome the weakness in the local material.

The use of concrete levee is advisable in relatively highly developed urban

or industrial locations where it is neither possible to use sufficient ground

area for an earthen levee nor practical to borrow earth with which to

build a levee, for example, the concrete levees at Newport, Arkansas ; Cairo,

Illinois, and Vicksburg, Mississippi.
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The most desirable material is a sandy clay consisting of such portion

of sand that no large voids will persist while the levee is being constructed

and with such portion of clay that, when compacted, the material will be

highly impervious to the passage of water. In any material the top soil

containing any vegetable organic matter should be removed and only the

material used which is wholly inorganic or mineral.

Least desirable material is one consisting entirely or largely of silt or

fine sand and where it is very expensive to get below point where organic

matter is found. Material thus described is difficult to maintain on smooth

slopes against the action of rain and is particularly vulnerable to attack by

wave wash and quickly gives way if levee is overtopped. It is also the most

difficult material on which to maintain a satisfactory growth of vegetation to

protect the slopes.

Where satisfactory material can not be had the slopes must be flat-

tened, the crown widened so that the frictional resistance to the passage of

water through the embankment will possess an ample factor of safety above

the pressure created by the head of water on the outside of the levee over

prolonged periods. It is essential that the slopes be protected by a sod

created by growth of hardy grasses which will stand prolonged seasons

of both dry and wet conditions. Extreme care where unsatisfactory material

is encountered should be used in tamping or rolling the material so that the

resulting structure will be as impervious as possible.

It, of course would be entirely practicable and highly desirable to use

an impervious core wall in a levee of unsatisfactory material but if impervi-

ous material for a core wall can be obtained it would be better for the

safety of the structure and the certainty of protection to property protected

by the levee to go to the greater expense necessary and construct entire

levee of the impervious material. As stated above, they have no knowledge

of locations where this has been done due to the absence of impervious

materials within reasonable distances of the location of unsatisfactory

materials encountered and therefore can not enlarge on the various types

which should be used.

It is difficult to outline proper construction methods for the reason that

some years ago it would have been considered extremely unwise to have con-

structed levees by any other means than the time-honored method of teams

and wheel scrapers which compacted the material as it is put into the levee.

In the last few years, we have seen levees constructed by drag line

machines where the material is dumped from the buckets quite wet and

with no attempt to roll or compact it by other than natural means. The

flatter slopes required in levee construction are obtained by the careful dump-

ing of the material from the bucket. The levee as left by machine is con-

structed in sufficient height above required finished grade to allow for set-

tlement and shrinkage.

During the past year it is understood that some of the emergency loop

levees required to close crevasses caused by the 1927 flood were constructed

with caterpillar dump wagon trains consisting of caterpillar tractor hauling

two caterpillar dump wagons, each hauling about five and one-half cubic

yards. As is well known, the compacting effect of a caterpillar tread is

not great, in fact its greatest use is where the going is soft.
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There are also examples of levees constructed by sand pump from the

bed of the river. Instances of this kind are the East Side Levee and

Sanitary District of St. Clair County, Illinois, and the filling of the blue

holes created at some of the crevasses of 1927 along the Arkansas River.

Factors influencing the height of the levees are the financial ability of

the authority constructing the levee based on the highest flood which they

wish to protect against. This also governs the width of crown, cross-section

and slopes of levees.

The width of crown is often determined by local conditions, such as

(a) use of levee as a roadway, (b) levee constructed by dumping from

standard gage railroad cars and use thereafter as a railroad embankment,

etc.

Concrete Pile Levee, Illinois Central Docks, New Orleans

Whether the levee fully settles before subjection to a head of water

depends upon the time interval between the construction and occurrence of

the flood. Occurrence of a flood is not essential to a complete settlement but

time is.

The following comments were offered by a member of the Mississippi

River Commission

:

Along city and town fronts or other places where property is valuable

and space limited, a sea wall or other form of concrete wall with sheet pile

cut-off wall beneath is a desirable form of protection against floods. Such

walls should have openings at desirable points for access to the river, these

openings arranged so they can be readily closed when necessary. In some

cases an earth levee of less section than the standard, with sheet pile cut-oflF
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wall along the toe of the river slope and with a concrete facing molded over

the top of the cut-ofif wall and extending over the front of the levee, makes a

safe protection against floods. The material for the earth embankment in

such cases should not be obtained from pits in front of the levee, but should

be brought from a distance.

The character of material, method of construction, preparation of

foundation, all have a decided bearing on the strength of an earth levee.

Protection from wave action is only necessary along exposed fronts

where there is a wide expanse of open water. Where there is a sufficient

growth of willows or other timber in front of the levee, wave action seldom

gives any trouble if the slope is well sodded. Along exposed fronts it is

necessary to protect the slope by substantial wooden bulk-heads, sometimes

called fences, which are usually built along and near the toe of the riverside

slope. The most eflfectual and durable protection is to pave the riverside

slope of the levee with concrete not less than 4 inches thick. On the lower

Mississippi where violent storms occur the concrete facing extends several

feet into the ground and ends near the top of the levee in a slight curve

towards the river. The joints in the wooden bulk-heads or fence should be

closely battened, and in case of the concrete facing the joints should be

carefully sealed with some suitable material.

Burrowing animals and some birds, such as kingfishers and sand

martins, sometimes give considerable trouble in case of small levees with

comparatively steep slopes, but trouble from this source is hardly noticeable

in the case of a large embankment with flat slopes and wide base, as the

distance to which such animals and birds burrow before nesting is limited.

There is no sure and economical way to prevent these pests from burrowing

into the levee and it is only in certain localities that they carry on their

nefarious operations.

The cheapest and best method of minimizing the effect of seepage

through a levee is to flatten the slopes, particularly the landside slope,

sufficiently to keep the line of saturation within the embankment.

Where the foundation material is porous a cut-oflf wall under the levee

will increase its stability, but such wall need not extend but a short dis-

tance above the groupd surface.

Settlement does not occur fully until the levee has been subjected to a

head of water and thoroughly saturated. The allowance for shrinkage

depends upon the method of placing the material and varies for different

materials placed by the same method. It is greatest in case of dry clay

or "buckshot" and least for sand. The usual allowance for material placed

by wheel scrapers is 15 per cent of the net fill, and 25 per cent for other

methods, such as revolving drag lines, cableway machines and dump cars. It

does not matter how accurately a levee of considerable length may be built

to grade and cross-section, it will settle unevenly and have to be gone over

later and put in shape, both as to grade and slopes.

Bermuda grass makes the best sod for levee slopes, wherever the climate

is suitable for its growth. Bermuda is used entirely for sodding levees

along the Mississippi and its tributaries south of the latitude of Cairo,

Illinois, but it can not stand the cold weather north of that latitude, so that

other grasses, such as blue grass and other native grasses, must be used.
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Conclusions

The conclusions are chiefly based on information obtained from points

in the Mississippi Valley, as the principal need for levees appears to be in

the Southern and Western part of the United States.

(1) Concrete or timber sea-walls are used in congested areas where

there is not sufficient room for earth levees. Earth levees are invariably

constructed of earth or common material available at the site or within

economical hauling distance.

(2) The character of material, method of construction and preparation

of foundation and protection from wave erosion and burrowing animals are

all of major importance in the construction of levees, and neglect of any

one jeopardizes the safety of the levee. The character of material often

determines the cross-section of levees, method of construction, and afifects

the stability of the levee. The character and preparation of foundation also

afifects its stability. Protection from erosion is essential and while as a

rule sodding is sufficient, some conditions require more extensive protection.

(3) The most desirable material for levee construction is clay with a

slight amount of sand which will compact well without voids. Gumbo is

also good levee material. Silt and sand are the least desirable materials.

(4) In order to secure the proper stability in a levee where poor

materials are used it is usually necessary to enlarge the levee section and

sometimes to flatten the slope and increase the width of crown. Poor

material also requires greater care in placing it in the fill.

(5) As a general rule core walls are not considered necessary in earth

levees, the general practice being to flatten the slope and increase base width

rather than construct core walls.

(6) The effect of seepage through a levee may be minimized by flat-

tening out the slope and the use of banquettes in order to keep the line of

saturation within the levee structure. Ring levees around weak sections

and a cut-off wall in porous foundations are also used in extreme cases.

(7) Foundation should be thoroughly cleared in accordance with

specifications.

(8) Material should be deposited strictly in accordance with speci-

fications.

(9) The factors influencing the height, width of crown, cross-section

and slopes of levees are the height of flood stage, character of bank
material and foundation, benefits and costs.

(10) The height to which earth levees may be economically and safely

constructed is determined by the character of material, foundation, benefits

and costs. The Army Engineers' plan of flood control does not contem-
plate constructing levees higher than 25 feet wherever it is possible to

avoid it.

(11) Settlement before the levee has been subjected to a head of

water is desirable but will not endanger the levee if it has been reasonably

well compacted as built. Allowance for settlement varies from 10 to 25

per cent, depending upon the character of material and method of compacting.

(12) As a rule proper sodding ofifers adequate protection against wave
wash. In exceptional cases it may be necessary to provide additional protec-

tion as outlined in preceding report.
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(13) Forming of banks to exact section and sodding should offer ade-

quate protection against falling rain. Slopes should be on a true plane so

that water will flow down the bank without cutting.

(14) Pavement on the river face of the levee does not always offer

adequate protection against seepage or percolation. It is primarily for the

purpose of preventing erosion and wave wash and should not be depended

upon for prevention of seepage or percolation.

(15) Bermuda grass, Blue grass and Crab grass, in the order named,

are considered the best grasses for levee slope protection.

(16) Burrowing animals are not considered a serious menace in case

of well constructed levees, and ordinary precautions necessary to prevent

erosion and wash are usually sufficient to prevent their inroads. Other

methods of protection are policing, poisoning, trapping and keeping the

slopes clear of high grass, brush and debris such as would form hiding

places.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR LEVEE CONSTRUCTION

E. A. Hadley, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; F. W. x'Mexander, H. A. Dixon,

W. H. Kirkbride.

These Specifications Are Intended to Be Used with the Approved

Form of Construction Contract Found on Page 439 of Volume 28,

Proceedings A.R.E.A.

Right-of-Way

Right-of-way for the levee itself, as well as for the borrow pits and all

drains, ditches, or other construction provided for herein, will be furnished

to the Contractor without cost.

Alinement

The Engineer will set necessary stakes to properly locate the levee and

enable the Contractor to construct the levee to conform to the plans. The

right is reserved to make necessary changes in the alinement during the

progress of the work. Payment will be made for any portion of the work

performed, if, through no fault of the Contractor, such portion is later

abandoned.

Preparation of Foundation

That portion of the right-of-way to be occupied by the levee and for

five feet beyond the toe of slope, both on the river and land sides, shall be

completely cleared of all trees, brush, logs, brick, boards, trash and debris

of every description. Old foundations, buried logs, trash dumps or other

debris shall be completely removed. Stumps of both large and small trees

shall be grubbed out and all roots over Ij^ inches in diameter removed to a

depth of not less than six feet from the original surface. The entire sur-
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face, including the five-foot strips, shall then be plowed and turned to a

depth of not less than eight inches.

Trench

A trench generally parallel to the levee and located approximately on

the center line of the crown, or in such other place as directed by the

Engineer, shall be made. This trench shall be at least six feet wide on top,

four feet wide on the bottom and not less than six feet deep. Material

removed from the trench shall be deposited in the manner required for the

deposit of other levee material as provided for herein. Payment for the

trench excavation shall be on the basis of an average width of five feet

and depth of six feet.

Borrow Pits

The levee will generally be so located as to provide for borrow pits

on the river side only. The locations of all borrow pits whether on the river

or land side shall be designated by the Engineer. No material shall be

excavated within SO feet of the toe of slope of the levee on the river side

nor within 100 feet on the land side. The borrow pit shall at no point be

excavated below a plane sloping 1 on 50 when on the river side, and 1 on

100 when on the land side, such planes passing through the toes of slopes of

the levee on the river or land sides respectively. For a borrow pit depth of

10 feet the required distance from the toe of slope is thus 500 feet when on

the river side and 1000 feet when on the land side. Any material excavated

below these planes must be replaced. All trees, brush, vegetation and

debris must be removed and not placed in the levee. Clearing and grubbing

of borrow pits will be paid for at the same rate as for the levee site.

Objectionable Material

Any material, whether from the trench, borrow pit or forming part

of the levee site which in the opinion of the Engineer is unfit for the levee,

or to remain under it, shall be removed and disposed of as directed by the

Engineer, and paid for as hereinafter provided.

Frozen Material

No frozen material shall be placed in the levee nor shall levee material

be placed upon a frozen surface. Payment for frozen material wasted will

only be made when such w-aste has been by written order of the Engineer.

Placing Materials in Levee

Except when placed by hydraulic method, material shall be deposited

in layers not exceeding three feet in depth and the work shall be started at

the slope stakes and be carried up regularly, layer by layer, in conformity

with the established levee section. The trench shall first be filled and the

material placed in it must not be composed of hard lumps but must be

sufficiently wet to form a solid and compact core.

The movement of teams, wagons, and/or tractors over each layer shall

be such as to provide uniform tamping as nearly as possible.
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Where material is deposited by drag line excavator, or any method

by which it is dropped from a bucket, the material shall be leveled off into

layers not exceeding three feet in depth and each layer thoroughly rolled by

a roller having a compacting effect not less than that secured with a roller

six feet in diameter and weighing one ton per foot of width.

If, in the opinion of the Engineer, the material from the borrow pits is

too dry or lumpy to properly consolidate in the levee, the Contractor may be

required to suitably wet the material before depositing it in the levee.

Levee Section

The minimum levee section shall have a crown 10 feet wide, a river

side slope of 1 on 3 and such land side slope as is required to contain a

seepage line of 1 on 6, such seepage line springing from the river side slope

at the assumed elevation of maximum highwater, and the land side slope

shall extend in a straight line from the land side edge of the crown to the

intersection of the seepage line with the natural ground surface. Such

minimum section will only be used where available materials are of the

best (clay or "buckshot"). Where the material is loam the river side slope

shall be 1 on 3^ and the seepage line assumed to slope 1 on 6^. Where

the material is sandy the river side slope shall be 1 on 5 and the seepage line

assumed to slope 1 on 8. The Engineer shall decide as to the section at any

location.

Allowance for Shrinkage

As an allowance for shrinkage, erosion and subsidence the levee shall be

constructed to such greater height as may be necessary, depending upon the

nature of the material, the method of construction and the character of

foundation so that after final shrinkage, settlement and/or subsidence has

taken place, the levee section will not be less than that called for under

these specifications and the top elevation not below the established grade.

The allowance for shrinkage, erosion, settlement and/or subsidence must

be so disposed on top and slopes as to make the final result, after the shrink-

age has taken place, a levee with full width of crown and plane surfaces

from edge of crown to toes of slopes. Material placed in excess of the

allowance for shrinkage, etc., as fixed by the Engineer, will not be paid for.

Except in the case of a levee constructed by hydraulic fill method, the allow-

ance for shrinkage required above will never be less than 10 per cent and

may be as much as 25 per cent when drag line, or similar method, is used

and/or where the material is light loam or other material which shrinks to

a considerable extent. The allowance for subsidence in addition to that

for shrinkage shall be whatever is required at the particular location as

determined by the Engineer.

Sloughing

The Engineer at any time prior to the acceptance of the levee may

require the Contractor to remove any material from the levee which sloughs

off or which in the opinion of the Engineer may slough off. If the slough-

ing is through no fault of the Contractor, such removal will be paid for

as extra work and the Contractor shall then replace and rebuild the
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portion of the levee so affected, to the required full section, including allow-

ances for shrinkage, settlement, etc., and will be paid therefor at the regular

contract prices per cubic yard.

Dressing and Sodding

Not sooner than three months after the completion of the levee fill

at any point to the full height, it shall be dressed to smooth surfaces at

the proper slope. The entire surface shall then be planted with Bermuda

grass, or if too far north for Bermuda, with some grass acceptable to

the Engineer. The sods of Bermuda shall be not less than 4 inches square

planted not over two feet apart and shall be covered lightly with loose earth

or loam as directed by the Engineer. If slopes are seeded, this must be

done at the proper season and in a manner satisfactory to the Engineer.

Road Crossings

At points where there are road crossings, these must be carried over the

levee with such locations and dimensions as the Engineer may direct and

the yardage of fill involved will be included in the levee yardage and paid

for at the same price as for the levee proper.

Any pavement required where roads or highways are crossed by the

levee, to give the revised road the same character of pavement as existed

prior to the construction of the levee, shall be placed by the Contractor.

Payment for any pavement will be on the extra work basis.

Roads, both public and private, must be kept passable during the prog-

ress of the work. The Contractor shall make such detour arrangements

with the owners or road authorities as may be required and shall be respon-

sible in the event of any failure to provide passage.

Telephone, Telegraph and/or Power Lines and Fences

The Contractor shall arrange for the necessary raising or relocation of

any pole lines and will be reimbursed on the extra work basis for any

approved expenditures. He shall at his expense make arrangements with

abutting land owners for such temporary fences as may be needed for the

protection of the stock and crops and shall be responsible for any loss or

damage occasioned by failure to do so.

Railroad Crossings

Railroad crossings must be kept open at all times. The Engineer will

make any necessary arrangements for relocation or raising to conform to the

levee. The Contractor must so arrange his plant and operations as not to

obstruct the free use of the railroad. If the Contractor is required by the

Engineer to do any filling or other work directly connected with the reloca-

tion or change of grade of the railroad, such work shall be handled as extra

work.

Drains, Ditches and Channels

All drains, ditches and channels necessary for the proper execution of

the work shall be cut by the Contractor. They shall be maintained during

the progress of the work by the Contractor at his expense. All sloughs, old

pits, ditches or depressions within 100 feet of the base of the levee on the
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land side and 50 feet on the river side, shall, when directed by the Engineer,

be filled up to the natural ground surface. Such excavation or filling will be

paid for at the regular one-way excavation prices, the same as for the

levee proper.

MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT

Excavation

There shall be no classification of materials, either as to their kinds or

whether wet or dry. Excavation will be paid for on the basis of cubic

yards borrow pit measurement. Where borrow pits cannot be satisfactorily

measured, by reason of high water or other cause, the Engineer may elect

to measure the completed levee, but in such event lie shall reduce the meas-

ured volume of the levee by appropriate percentages for temporary swell, and

with due allowance for any subsidence which may have taken place, so

that the result may as truly as possible equal the actual excavation quantity.

Haul and Overhaul

The price for excavation shall include the excavation by any method

of any materials for any purpose herein provided for, shall include its

transportation to the levee or other place of disposition up to a maximum
distance of 1500 feet, and shall include the disposition in the levee, together

with the compacting, dressing of slopes and cleaning up as herein provided.

Overhaul at the bid price per cubic yard per 100 feet transported in

excess of 1500 feet shall be paid to the Contractor for each cubic yard so

transported.

Clearing and Grubbing

Clearing of trees and brush from the levee site and borrow pits shall

be paid for at the bid price per acre actually cleared.

Grubbing of stumps and buried logs from the levee site and borrow

pits shall be paid for at the bid price per square (100 feet by 100 feet)

actually grubbed.

The removal and disposition of debris of every character from the levee

site, including all trees, brush, logs, brick, boards and trash, shall be included

in the bid price for plowing the levee site.

The plowing and turning the surface of the levee site prior to the

commencement of filling shall be paid for at the bid price per acre.

Sodding and Seeding

Sodding and seeding will be paid for at the bid price per acre.

Damage to Levee

Before final payment, any damage to the levee caused by the Contractor

shall have been repaired by him at his expense.

Note.—The items of Removal of Debris and Extra Work are intended

to be covered bv the Standard Contract.
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Questionnaire: (1)

METHODS OF PROVIDING AGAINST RIVER BANK
EROSION

(1) Locations and name of river (or rivers) experience on which

forms the basis for succeeding answers.

(2) Which of the following methods of bank protection are you

familiar with and under what conditions should it or they be used?

(a) Willow mattresses

(b) Board mattresses

(c) Concrete mattresses or paving
(d) Riprap facing or paving
(e) Sheet piling of steel, concrete or timber

(f) Spur dikes to deflect current

(g) Retards of any type

(h) Any others

(3) Is the erosion largely or entirely confined to the concave side

of the bends of a stream?

(4) Does erosion occur principally or entirely at flood stages or does

it continue to be serious at varying stages?

(5) What bank materials usually encountered give the greatest and

what the least trouble from erosion?

(6) What is the greatest rapidity of bank cutting by erosion that

has come to your attention? That is, how many feet cut back in a day

and what were the conditions?

(7) Of what value do you consider obstructions placed in the bed

of the river for the purpose of building up bars as a protection against

erosion ?

(8) Give the conditions where proper to use the several types of spur

dikes and retards, as for example, the mud cell brush dike, the so-called

anchored "retard," the sheet piling dike or other forms.
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Questionnaire: (2)

DETERMINE THE BEST TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION FOR
LEVEES AND RIVER DIKES FOR FLOOD PROTECTION
GIVING RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS

(1) Location and name of river (or rivers) experience on which

forms the basis for succeeding answers.

(2) Under what conditions may a levee or dike be constructed, of

other than local earth or common material available at the site?

(3) To what extent does the strength of an earth levee depend upon:

(a) the character of material

(b) the method of construction

(c) the preparation of the foundation
(d) the care given in the matter of protection from wave

erosion, burrowing animals, etc. Please enlarge upon
your answer

(4) What character of material is most desirable? What the least

desirable?

(5) Where satisfactory material cannot be had, what precautions are

necessary to secure the best stability possible?

(6) What have you to say about the practicability of using an im-

pervious core wall in a levee of unsatisfactory material? How should

various types be constructed?

(7) What may be done to minimize the effect of seepage through a

levee ?

(8) What precautions should be taken in preparing the foundation

of an earth levee?

(9) What general construction methods should be followed in placing

the material, as for example, the proper moisture of the material, thickness

and slope of layers deposited, compacting with rollers or by other means,

the scheme of hauling from pit to levee and deposit thereon, etc. ?

(10) What factors influence the height, width of crown, cross-section

and slopes of levees?

(11) What determines the height to which earth levees may be

economically and safely constructed?

(12) Does settlement occur fully before the levee has been sub-

jected to a head of water? How much allowance should be made for

settlement and how is this determined?

(13) What protection should be provided against wave wash?

(14) What protection should be provided against erosion on both

sides of the levee?

(15) To what extent, if any, will pavement on the river face of the

levee obviate the necessity for core wall or other means of protection

against seepage or percolation?

(16) What grasses are best for sodding slopes?

(17) What method should be followed to protect against burrowing

animals ?
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Appendix B

(2) HARBORS

W. L. Morse, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; W. J. Backes, E. A. Craft, R. G.

Develin, W. E. Hawley, R. J. Middleton, G. A. Rodman, E. H. Roth,

C. U. Smith, R. C. Young.

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subj ects

:

(5) Determine the proper allowance for swell in scow measurement

dredge work.

(6) Determine the proper amount of allowable over-depth in dredging

to obtain the required operating depth.

(7) Study and report on the silt deposited by fresh water rivers at

the meeting point with brackish waters, also studying the effect of slight

salinity on such deposite.

(8) Prescribe the best approved method of taking soundings in river

waters and in tidal waters, with both hard and soft bottoms.

(9) Ascertain the usual slopes taken in deep waterways for quiet

waters and those affected by wave action.

(10) Study and report the results of deepening channels on the salinity

in rivers and estuaries.

(11) Study and report on the various types of dredges and indicate

their respective uses.

(12) Prepare specifications for dredging.

Action Recommended

(5) That the report on allowance for swell in scow measurement

dredge work, as presented in report of Sub-Committte "B," Appendix B-5.

be placed in the Manual

;

(6) That the report on allowable over-depth in dredging operations

to obtain the desired operating depth, as presented in report of Sub-Commit-

tee "B," Appendix B-6, be placed in the Manual

;

(7) That the report on the silt deposit by fresh water rivers at the

meeting point with brackish waters and the effect of slight salinity on such

deposit, contained in Appendix B-7, be accepted as information and the

subject dropped;

(8) That the report on sounding methods in river and tidal waters,

as presented in report of Sub-Committee "B," Appendix B-8, be placed in

the Manual

;

(9) That the report on usual slopes taken in deep waterways, as pre-

sented in report of Sub-Committee "B," Appendix B-9, be placed in the

Manual

;

(10) That the report on results of deepening channels on the salinity

in rivers or estuaries, continued in Appendix B-10, be accepted as informa-

tion and the subject dropped;
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(11) That the report on the various types of dredges and their

respective uses, as presented by Sub-Committee "B," Appendix B-11, be

accepted and the subject continued;

(12) That the specifications for dredging as presented in report of

Sub-Committee "B," Appendix B-12, be accepted and the subject continued.

Appendix B-5

(5) ALLOWANCE FOR SWELL IN SCOW MEASUREMENT
DREDGE WORK

The character of material to be dredged determines the scow factor to

be used. Ratios vary not only for material but according to locality and

method used in dredging.

Payment for excavation by dredging is usually made by one of two

methods, namely, plcice measurement and scow measurement.

In maintenance it is customary to pay on the basis of cost plus an agreed

profit.

For new construction or original dredging the following is recommended

:

(1) Where possible, payment should be made on actual meas-
urements obtained by soundings before and after dredging.

(2) Where local conditions do not favor payment by actual

measurements, payment should be made by scow measure-
ments with no allowance for swell.

(3) Where it may be necessary or desirable to allow and pay
for swell, local conditions must prevail.

A fair allowance may be

:

Hardpan and sand, per cent to 5 per cent.

Sand and gravel, 5 per cent to 10 per cent.

Clay and hardpan, 10 per cent to 20 per cent.

Ledge, clay or stiff mud, a maximum of 30 per cent.

Appendix B-6

(6) ALLOWABLE OVER-DEPTH IN DREDGING OPERA-
TIONS TO OBTAIN THE DESIRED OPERATING DEPTH

The allowable over-depth depends upon the character of the material and

the depth of channel required. This must be governed by the type of plant

used, the silting of streams and the desirability and economy of doing

maintenance dredging at long intervals.

Over-depth of channel is allowed to assure a continuous channel depth

and as a protection against shoaling above the desired channel depth from

any natural conditions.

The usual over-depths for the channel, that is, the depth below the

desired channel depth to which the channel should be dredged, are

:

For channels in sand or soft materials, less than 24 feet in

depth, 1 foot is allowed.

For channels in sand or soft materials, in excess of 24 feet,

2 feet are allowed.

For channels in hard materials with no chance of natural
shoaling, 1 foot is allowed.
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Appendix B-7

(7) SILT DEPOSIT BY FRESH WATER RIVERS AT THE
MEETING POINT WITH BRACKISH WATERS AND THE
EFFECT OF SLIGHT SALINITY ON SUCH DEPOSIT

Very little information of any value on this subject has as yet been

found. It is a generally accepted fact that salinity does affect deposits of

silt. To establish more information on this subject of any value to railroads

would require a great deal of study, the resulting value of which is not

apparent and it is recommended that the subject be dropped.

Appendix B-8

(8) SOUNDING METHODS IN RIVER AND TIDAL WATERS

In climates where ice forms in winter the best method of taking

soundings is through the ice through holes bored by a machine especially

designed for the purpose. In this method the soundings are accurately located

and the work can be covered again with soundings taken in the same loca-

tions so that comparison can be made without interpolation or other adjust-

ments other than those due to change in water level or error in sounding

line.

The apparatus used is mounted on a frame which may be fastened

to a boat or sled as desired. It consists of a reel whose circumference

measures ten feet with graduations in feet and tenths of a foot on one side.

Attached to the shaft through the center of the wheel is a crank by which

the operator turns the wheel as desired. There is a small dial which indi-

cates the number of full revolutions made and a radial arm which may be

set at any given position and will remain in that place regardless of the

motion of the wheel. The operation of the reel is as follows

:

A water gage is read to give the elevation of the water surface.

The lead is lowered to the surface of the water. With the

lead in this position the radial arm is set at 0.0 of the gradua-

tion on the wheel.

The lead is then lowered to the bottom and the depth read

from the two dials.

The only correction to the reading is that due to the water

gage reading.

Where ice is not available and the ordinary survey methods cannot be

used, the following methods may be used for locating soundings:

(1) A range, with transit cutofTs to locate soundings.

(2) A range, the soundings being located by a measuring line

or tape. This method can be used with good results in

channels 500 feet wide but not so well in greater widths.

(3) A range, soundings being taken at regular intervals of

time between certain cross ranges or between soundings
located by transits.

(4) Soundings located by two transit intersections or by one
transit sight and sextant operated from a boat.
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Boats are used in making soundings as enumerated under the above four

items. Under Item (3) the boat moves at a uniform rate on cross ranges

laid out in a fan shape from a pivot point, or in parallel. The man taking

the soundings stands in the bow of the boat and takes, usually, six soundings

to the minute. The transitman, located at a favorable triangulation station,

cuts in at half minute intervals on the position of the sounding man. This

is accomplished in the following manner

:

The recorder in the boat has his watch set to agree with

the transitman's watch and at the half-minute intervals he calls out

to the sounding man to raise his free hand so that the instrument

man can turn an angle to it.

Tide gages must be set up before soundings are taken and a

comparison of the readings made at the same time soundings and
instrument notes are taken so as to determine the corrections.

In taking soundings, poles, chain tapes, Engineers' link chain, a link

chain so constructed that each link is a tenth of a foot and marked each

foot by leather tags, a water-proof solid braided rope with a phosphor

bronze stranded wire center, or plain wires with heavy lead are used in

rivers with hard bottoms.

In soft bottoms a wire with a perforated weighted disc or a lead

with a piece of board about six inches square nailed to its bottom is used.

In hard bottoms, any weighted lead can be used, depending upon the

current.

In slack water or in light current, a 3j/2-pound lead will answer.

If the current is strong and the water over 20 feet deep, it will be

necessary to use a 12 or 14-lb. lead.

There is practically no difference between harbor and river work except

that there are occasions in harbor work where two sextants may be used

from the boat instead of using transits on shore. This method allows the

man in charge of the party to be in the boat and to detect at once if the

boat is off range. When soundings are at a considerable distance from the

shore, buoys are set on the range line where they can be used with shore

points to make the sounding range definite.

Appendix B-9

(9) USUAL SLOPES TAKEN IN DEEP WATERWAYS

The determination of side slopes actually assumed by different materials

can be obtained only by observation. Current, depth of water, wave action

and presence of cross-currents, as well as different classes of material,

determine the slopes. It is usual to base estimates on a 1 on 3 slope. Some

material such as clay and hardpan will stand on a 1 on 2 slope, while

sand will assume a flat slope, at least 1 on 5.
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Appendix B-10

(10) RESULTS OF DEEPENING CHANNELS ON THE SALIN-
ITY IN RIVERS AND ESTUARIES

While the U.S. Army Engineers have made exhaustive studies on this

subject, it would require a considerable investigation to classify those fea-

tures that might be of interest to railroads and lacking the necessary appro-

priation for the work to be undertaken it is recommended that the subject be

dropped.

Appendix B-U

(11) TYPES OF DREDGES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE USES

Dredges are machines for excavating material from the bottom of a

body of water, raising it to the top and dumping it onto banks or into scows

for removal to a distant point. They are classified as floating dredges when

mounted on scows or other form of vessel, or land dredges when used to

travel on land but which excavate from beneath the level on which they

stand and generally from beneath the water.

There are two general types of floating dredges, bucket and hydraulic,

usually classified as grapple dredge, dipper dredge, ladder dredge and

suction dredge.

BUCKET DREDGES

Grapple Dredge

In this type the digging element is a grab bucket operated by ropes.

Dipper Dredge, Sometimes £alled Scoop Dredge

This type has a bottom dumping bucket mounted on a handle and

operated from a boom at one end of the scow and is similar to a steam shovel.

The machine is very heavy, being supported on spuds while handling ma-

terial. Considerable time is lost when shifting its position due to adjustments

of the spud supports. It can be used in very hard material such as rock or

old foundations which is loaded into scows or sometimes deposited on

banks alongside the dredge.

Clam Shell

There are two types of this dredge, one for soft material and one for

hard material, the latter being equipped with teeth. Clam shell dredges

are the most practicable machines for loading silt or soft material into scows,

which material is usually deposited a considerable distance from the point

of removal. They can be used in excavating material from close to a dock.

Orange Peel

This type is very successful in dredging hard material containing debris

such as chains, anchors, loose wood, etc., where the dredged material is to

be loaded into scows, and can be used in dredging material from close to

a dock.
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Ladder Dredge

Dredges of this type have an endless chain bucket elevator extending

down into the water on a frame or ladder. They deposit the dredged

material into discharge hoppers by means of scraper buckets attached to a

chain which passes around a vertical frame or ladder with tumblers at each

end, being driven from the upper tumbler.

HYDRAULIC DREDGES

Suction Dredge

In this type, excavated material mixed with water is drawn into a centri-

fugal pump through an intake pipe and deposited onto a bank or into a scow.

It is a practicable machine for removing sand, gravel and, in fact, almost

any class of material that does not contain a large amount of debris. It

will not remove material containing pieces of chain, piles, wood, anchors

and other similar deberis as such will clog the pumps or otherwise obstruct

the pipe. This machine is generally used in filling in low lands. If the

material to be removed is silt or soft mud, the area filled in will require

several years to dry out; therefore, for land fills that should become solidified

quickly only sand or gravel should be used.

Sea Going Hopper Dredge

This is a self-propelled hydraulic dredge which dredges the excavated

material into bottom dumping hoppers within its own hull and carries it

to a dumping ground by its own propelling machinery. This type is especially

developed for work on ocean bars where it can continue dredging long

after rising seas would drive other dredges to shelter. It is efficient and

economical for harbor work where -the material is such as can be pumped

(where the cut is 1000 feet long or more) and where the distance to the

point of deposit is too great for pipe line dredges. To deepen a slip or

remove a small shoal it has to work at anchor, which increases the cost by

double or moie. It can be used to better advantage in channels where traffic

is congested than other types of dredges.

Appendix B-12

(12) DREDGING SPECIFICATIONS

1. Location

The general location and dimensions of the

to be dredged are shown in detail on plan or plans marked

:

which form a part of these specifications.
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2. Work to Be Done

The to be dredged so that shall

have throughout upon the completion of the work the depth specified over

whole extent as shown on the plans or plans, with the

banks at the side slope at an angle not flatter than 1 on 3, unless otherwise

specified.

No payment will be made for material dredged outside the specified

limits, as shown by the soundings, unless the same is specifically ordered in

writing by the Engineer before the excavation is made.

3. Physical Data

Note.—These may include general features afifecting the work, such as

range of tides, wave action, exposure to storms, unusual currents, duration

of usual working season, presence of cables, pipes, or tunnels, bridges across

the channel or across the route to the dumping ground, and a reference to

the regulations concerning the same.

4. Bench Marks

The plane of reference of as used in these specifica-

tions is that determined by the following bench marks

:

Note.-—Give location and description of bench marks and relation to

the stated plane of reference.

5. Traffic

Note.—Describe the usual character of traffic in the channel with

reference to the effect it may have on contract operations.

6. Overdepth Dredging

In doing the work the Contractor shall make the bottom of the excava-

tion as smooth and level as possible at or slightly below the plane of the

required depth, but no payment will be made for any material dredged from

more than foot or feet below the required depth as determined

from information obtained by surveys made under the direction of the

Engineer upon the completion of all the work covered in this contract, except

that, when the quantity of material excavated is to be determined by place

measurement, the soundings made for the various estimates and the removal

of shoals shall be conclusive and deductions for overdepth or material exca-

cated outside the specified limits will be based upon the result of these

soundings.

Payment will not be made for material taken from beyond the limits

above described, which will be deducted from the total amount dredged as

excessive overdepth dredging.

7. Side Slopes

Material actually removed, within limits approved by the Engineer, to

provide for final side slopes not flatter than 1 on 3, unless otherwise specified,

but not in excess of the amount lying above this limiting side slope, will be

estimated and paid for, whether dredged in original position or after having

fallen into the cut. In computing the limiting amount of side slope dredg-

ing an overdepth of feet, measured vertically, will be used.
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Payment will not be made for material taken from beyond the limits

above described which will be deducted from the total amount dredged as

excessive side slope dredging.

8. Quantity of Material

The amount of material to be removed, including the required side

slopes at an angle of 1 on 3, unless otherwise specified, exclusive of allow-

able overdepth, is estimated to be cubic yards, but this amount

shall not control the performance of this contract, and the Contractor shall

be bound thereunder whether or not such estimate is approximately correct.

9. Character of Materials

The material to be removed is believed to be

but bidders are expected to examine the work and decide for themselves as

to its character and to make their bids accordingly, as the Railroad docs

not guarantee the accuracy of this description.

10. Work Covered by Price Bid

The price bid per cubic yard for dredging shall cover the cost of re-

moval and disposition of all material encountered. Material to be classified

as ledge rock must be of such composition as, in the opinion of the Engineer,

shall require blasting or use of special plant for its removal, and shall not

include fragments of rock or boulders capable of being removed by the dredge

in one piece. Boulders in excess of 5 cubic yards in volume will be con-

sidered as ledge.

11 Method of Measurement

(A) The amount of excavation done will, wherever practicable, be

determined by measurements of the dredged material in place, or,

(B) If measured on scows in which it is placed for transportation to

the dumping ground the determination of value of work done will be based

upon such measurements after deducting the volume, if any, which may be

excavated for more than feet below the required depth

and side slopes.

The number of cubic yards of boulders or ledge rock excavated will be

determined by measurements made by the Engineer, payment for which will

be based upon such measurements.

12. Scow Measurement

The material removed by scows will be measured by the cubic yard in

scows at the dredge by the Engineer, but the Contractor will be held respon-

sible for its satisfactory disposal and proper deductions will be made for

all material that is not deposited according to the specifications. No scow

will be used in the work until the measurements for determining its capacity

have been made under the direction of the Engineer, and, if necessary, it must

be hauled out or beached for this purpose. Scows will be remeasured with-

out hauling or beaching whenever in the opinion of the Engineer it is

expedient.

The Contractor is required to be present in person or to be represented

by an authorized agent during the measuring of scows. When the capaci-
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ties of the scows are determined, or redetermined, a record of allowed

capacities will be sent to the Contractor ; if he protests within five days

the scow will be remeasured at his expense and he must be present in person

or be represented by a capable accredited agent, so that correct measurements

can be agreed upon. Failure to protest within five days will be considered

acceptance of the measurements.

If any alterations are made in any scow it must be inspected and, if

necessary, remeasured before again being used in the work. Elach scow

will be plainly marked by a distinctive number, letter or name which shall

not be changed or given to any other scow during the period of the contract.

To insure correct measurements, the pockets shall be filled evenly as far

as practicable. The judgment of the Engineer as to whether or not a scow

is properly loaded, or to what extent it is short or overloaded, is final unless

a protest is made by the Contractor or his duly accredited representative

before the scow is moved away from the dredge. In case a protest is made,

the contents of the scow shall be leveled ofif immediately by the Contractor

and properly measured to the satisfaction of the Engineer.

Whether or not contract depth is being made will be determined by

soundings or sweepings taken behind the dredge as the work progresses and

the Contractor will be advised of the results. Should this survey disclose

any excess of overdepth or side slope dredging, the amount of such excess

will be deducted from the monthly estimates.

13. Place Measurement

The material removed will be measured by the cubic yard in place by

means of soundings or sweepings taken before and after dredging. The
maps referred to are believed to represent accurately the average existing

conditions ; but they will be verified and corrected, if necessary, by soundings

taken shortly before dredging is begun in any locality. Soundings or sweep-

ings will be made, as far as practicable, of the entire area dredged as the

work progresses and so far as practical the Contractor will be advised of the

results before anchors are shifted. Monthly deductions for excessive over-

depth or side slope dredging and monthly payments for approximate net

results, will be based upon these surveys.

14. Final Examination and Acceptance

As soon as possible after the completion of the contract the area dredged

will be examined thoroughly by soundings and/or by sweeping, as determined

advisable by the Engineer. Should any shoals, lumps or other lack of con-

tract depth be disclosed by this examination the Contractor will be required

to remove them unless relieved by orders of the Engineer. If the bottom is

soft and the shoal areas are small and form no material obstruction to naviga-

tion, the removal of such shoal may be waived, in the discretion of the

Engineer.

The Contractor or his authorized representative will be notified when

soundings are to be made, and will be permitted to accompany the sounding

party.

Final estimate will be based entirely on the difference between the last

soundings made before dredging and the results of the last examination,

subject to proper deductions or correction of deductions for excessive over-

depth dredging or excessive side slope dredging.
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If the material removed has been measured in scows, the final pay-

ment will be subject to proper deductions or correction of deductions already

made on account of excessive overdepth dredging or excessive side slope

dredging.

If the material is to be measured in place the final estimates will be

based entirely on the difiference between the soundings made before and

after dredging and corrected by proper deductions for excessive overdepth

or excessive side slope dredging.

15. Shoaling

Should the last examination of the contract work, extended to include

the entire area, show shoaling since the work was done or shifting, for

which the Contractor is evidently not responsible and which shall include

shoals in the finished channel formed by the natural lowering of side slopes,

between the time of dredging and that of the last examination herein re-

ferred to, redredging at the contract price may be done, if agreeable to

both the Contractor and the Engineer.

16. Order of Work

The work is to be carried on at such localities and in such order of

precedence as may be found necessary by the Engineer. The location and

limits of the work to be done will be plainly indicated by the Engineer by

stakes and ranges or otherwise, and gages will be established to show stages

of water with reference to the datum plane for dredging. The Contractor

may be required to suspend dredging at any time, when for any reason, the

gages and ranges cannot be seen or properly followed.

In order that the Contractor may receive proper payment, the full

depth required under the contract must be secured in the whole of the are?

worked over as the work progresses, unless prevented by ledge rock.

17. Disposal of Excavated Material

The material excavated must be transported and deposited at

The maximum distance to which the material must

be transported will not exceed and the average dis-

tance will not exceed The dumping ground must be

plainly marked by the Contractor by conspicuous buoys or stakes and no

dumping shall be done unless an accredited inspector is present at the time.

In case the material is deposited in confined areas, all embankments or

bulkheads needed for confining or grading the material, with necessary

waste weirs, must be provided and maintained by the Contractor and the

cost thereof shall be included in the price bid.

Provided that a bidder submits witli his bid an adequate description of a

dumping ground other than that stipulated in these specifications, such devia-

tion as to the place of disposal will be considered in making the award. If,

after the award of the contract, a dumping ground other than stipulated in

these specifications is proposed, its acceptance will be subject to the approval

of the Engineer. In either event the Contractor shall obtain the written

consent of the owners of the substituted grounds and furnish evidence thereof

to the Engineer before proceeding with the work. All expenses incurred in

connection with providing and making available such dumping grounds shall
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be borne by the Contractor and all materials deposited thereon and all opera-

tions in connection therewith shall be at the Contractor's risk.

In the disposal of dredged material the Contractor will be required to

observe all laws and governmental requirements.

18. Lights

If the work at night is permitted by the Engineer the Contractor shall

maintain, from sunset to sunrise, such lights on or about his plant as the

Engineer may deem necessary for the proper observation of the dredging

operations.

19. Obstructions

The Railroad will not undertake to keep the channel free from vessels

or other obstructions, except to the extent of such regulations, if any, as may

be prescribed by proper governmental authority. The Contractor will be

required to conduct the work in such manner as to obstruct navigation as

little as practicable, and in case the Contractor's plant so obstructs the channel

as to endanger the passage of vessels, said plant shall be promptly moved on

the approach of any vessel to such an extent as may be necessary to afford

a practicable passage. Upon the completion of the work the Contractor

shall promptly remove his plant, including ranges, buoys, piles and other

marks placed by him under the contract in navigable waters or on shore.

20. Inspection

The Contractor will be required

:

(a) To furnish, on the request of the Engineer, the use of such
boats, boatmen, laborers and material forming a part of the

ordinary and usual equipment and crew of the dredging
plant, as may be reasonably necessary in inspecting and
supervising the work.

(b) To furnish, establish and maintain in good order all range
marks, stakes, gages, and buoys required for the proper
execution of the dredging.

(c) To provide, when required by the Engineer, suitable trans-

portation from all points on shore designated by the Engi-
neer to and from the various pieces of plant and to and
from the dumping grounds.

(d) The Contractor shall furnish regularly to inspectors on
board the dredge or other craft upon which they are em-
ployed, a suitable separate room for ofifice and sleeping pur-
poses if his plant affords room therefore. The room shall

be fully equipped and maintained to the satisfaction of the

Engineer.

The cost of meeting all of the foregoing requirements shall be included

in the price bid.

21. Plant

The plant shall be of sufficient size to meet the requirements of the

work and shall be kept, at all times, in condition for efficient work, subject

to the inspection and approval of the Engineer.

All scows must be kept in good condition, the coamings kept repaired

and the pockets provided with proper doors or appliances to prevent leakage

of material.

All pipe lines for hydraulic machines must be kept in good condition,

at all times, and any leaks or breaks along their length must be promptly

and properly repaired.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE VII—WOODEN BRIDGES
AND TRESTLES

H. AusTiLL, Chairman; J. B. Maddock, Vice-Chairman;
F. E. Bates, C. J, Hogue,
E. H. Brown, C. T. Jackson,
C. H. Chapin, R. W. Kennedy,
C. R. Chevalier, R. E. Miller (Deceased),
F. H. Cramer, J. A. Newlin,
W. R. Edwards, H. Norris,
A. F. Frendberg, C. E. Paul,
S. F. Grear, G. W. Rear,
A. B. B. Harris, Arthur Ridgway,
R. P. Hart, D. W. Smith,
W. E. Hawley, M. a. Stainer,
Reuben Hayes, G. C. Tuthill,
A. H. HeNCKEL, J. L. VOGEL,
W. B. Hodge, Wm. Walkden,

Committee.

To the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects:

(1) Revision of Manual. (Appendix A.)

(2) Continue study and report on simplification of grading rules

and classification of timber for railway uses, collaborating with other

organizations dealing with this subject. (Appendix B.)

(3) Study and report on the standardization and simplification of

store stock and disposition of material reaching obsolescence, collaborating

with other committees and organizations concerned. (Appendix C.)

(4) Study and report on overhead wooden bridges. (Appendix D.)

(5) Study and report on the economy of substituting metal inner

guard rails, equipped with appropriate tie spacers, for wooden outer guard

rails,- and consider further the advisability of producing the guard rails

to a point in the center of the track bej-ond the ends of the trestle to

guide derailed wheels. (Appendix E).

(6) Study and report on the design of standard wooden trestles

with a view of obtaining greater economy and conserving timber re-

sources ; for example, considering the use of 8 ft. in place of 10 ft. ties

;

changing stringer dimensions from 7 in. by 16 in. continuous two-panel

stringers to 6 in. by 18 in. one-panel type ; and substituting two-piece for

one-piece cap, the lower piece to be of greater compression strength, the

upper to be of greater width to receive the stringer load, etc. (Ap-

pendix F.)

(7) Furnish the Special Committee on Clearances the information

required by it pertaining to wooden bridges and trestles.

Action Recommended

The Committee reports progress and requests ihat all subjects except

No. 5 be continued and that this be dropped.

Bulletin .124, Frbniary, 1^.30.

13H1
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Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

G. C. Tuthill, Chairman, Sub-Committee; F. H. Cramer, C. J. Hogue,

J. A. Newlin, C. E. Paul, Arthur Ridgway.

The following corrections to the Manual of 1929 are proposed

:

Page 518 Index to Numbers of Specifications—Present Form
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Page 518 Index to Numbers of Specificatrons—Correct Form
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Specifications for Timber Piles

Page 469—Paragraph 11—Present Form

11. Piles for use with preservative treatment shall have no sapwood
restrictions, but have, preferably, as much sapwood as possible ; in Southern

Pine a thickness of not less than 1^ inches and in Douglas Fir of not less

than one inch of the butt end. Care shall be taken to remove as little sap-

wood as possible while peeling bark. The sapwood shall not be injured by

unnecessary axe cuts. These piles shall be designated as sap piles.

Specifications for Timber Piles

Page 469—Paragraph 11—Correct Form

11. Piles for use with preservative treatment shall have no sapwood
restrictions, but have, preferably, as much sapwood as possible; in Southern

Pine a thickness of not less than IJ^ inches and in Douglas Fir of not less

than one inch of the butt end. Care shall be taken to remove as little sap-

wood as possible while peeling bark. The sapwood shall not be injured by

unnecessary axe cuts. These piles shall be designated as sap piles.

Coded Specifications for Structural Grades

Page 519—Combination No. 3—Present Form

No. 3. Beams and Stringers, Douglas Fir or Southern Pine, Dense
Select, no heartwood or sapwood requirement, wane permitted.

Coded Specificatlons for Structural Grades

Page 519—Combination No. 3—Correct Form

No. 3. Beams and Stringers, Douglas Fir or Southern Pine, Dense Se-

lect, no heartwood or sapwood requirement, wane permitted.

Dense Select Joist .\nd Plank

Page 521—Combination No. 26—Present Form

No. 26. Joint and Plank, Douglas Fir or Southern Pine, Dense Select,

85 per cent heartwood, square edges.

Dense Select Joist and Plank

Page 521—Combination No. 26—Correct Form

No. 26. Joist and Plank, Douglas Fir or Southern Pine, Dense Select,

85 per cent heartwood, square edges.

Dense Select Joist and Plank

Page 521—Combination No. 27—Present Form

No. 27. Joist and Plank. Douglas Fir or Southern Pine, Dense Select,

no heartwood or sapwood requirement, square edges.

lA (surfaced) or IB (rough), 4 (surfaced), 5, 6 (a + b + c + -

d + e + f + g + h + i + j+k + l), 7 (a + b + c + d), 10 (a + b + c),

16, 19, 25, 26, 27, 33B ; density. 40, 41, 43, 44 (a + b + c).

Douglas Fir, or 45, 46, 47, 48 (a + b + c), Southern Pine, 49.

Dense Select Joist and Plank

Page 521—Combination No. 27—Correct Form

No. 27. Joist and Plank, Douglas Fir or Southern Pine, Dense Select,

no heartwood or sapwood requirement, square edges.

lA (surfaced) or IB (rough), 4 (surfaced), 5, 6 (a + b + c + -

d + e + f + g + h + i + j+k + 1), 7 (a + b + c + d), 10 (a + b + c),

16, 19, 25, 26, 27, 33B ; density. 40, 41, 43, 44 (a + b + c),

Douglas Fir, or 45, 46, 47, 48 (a + b + c). Southern Pine, 49.
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Page 522—Combination No, 31—Present Form
No. 31. Joint and Plank

Page 522—Combination No. 31—Correct Form «

No. 31. Joist and Plank,

Page 523—Combination No. 43—Present Form
No. 43. Joint and Plank,

Page 523—Combination No. 43—Correct Form
No. 43. Joist and Plank

Select Posts and Timbers

Page 524—Combination No. 60—Present Form
No. 60. Posts and Timbers, Douglas Fir, Select, sapwood wanted for

treatment, wane permitted.

3A (surfaced) or 3B (rough), 4 (surfaced), 5, 6 (a + b + c + d-
e + f + g + h + i + j+k + 1), 9, 14 (a + b), 18, 23, 25, 31, 33B;
38, 39. 41, 42, 44 (a + b + c).

Select Posts and Timbers

Page 524—Combination No. 60—Correct Form
No. 60. Posts and Timbers, Douglas Fir, Select, sapwood wanted for

treatment, wane permitted.

3A (surfaced) or 3B (rough), 4 (surfaced), 5, 6 (a + b + c + d-
e + f + g + h + i + j+k + 1), 9, 14 (a + b), 18, 23, 25, 31, 33A,
38, 39, 41, 42, 44 (a + b + c).

Page 526—Combination No. 80

Insert comma after "Posts and Timbers."

Page 527—Combination No. 82

Insert comma after "Posts and Timbers."

Examples of Application of Code

Page 527, 2B—-Present Form
2B. Rough Structural Beams and Stringers shall be not smaller than

the nominal size less 54 inch for sizes 7 inches and less, and less •% inch

for sizes 8 inches and over.

Examples of Application of Code

Page 527, 2B—Correct Form
2B. Rough Structural Beams and Stringers shall be not smaller than

the nominal size less V^ inch for sizes 7 inches and less, and less }i inch

for sizes 8 inches and over.

Page 534, 6k—Present Form
6k. When the faces of a piece of dimension or a timber are of equal

width. Post and Timber grades shall be used unless otherwise noted.

When such a piece of dimension or such a timber is graded for use in

bending, the best faces shall be taken as the horizontal faces and should
be so marked.

Page 534, 6k—Correct Form
6k. When the faces of a piece of dimension or a timber are of equal

width. Post and Timber grades shall be used unless otherwise noted.

When such a piece of dimension or such a timber is graded for use in

bending, the best faces shall be taken as the horizontal faces and should
be so marked.
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Appendix B

'(2) CONTINUE STUDY AND REPORT ON SIMPLIFICA-
TION OF GRADING RULES AND CLASSIFICATION OF
TIMBER FOR RAILWAY USES, COLLABORATING WITH
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS DEALING WITH THIS SUB-
JECT

Wm. E. Hawley, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; F. E. Bates, C. R. Chevalier,

Reuben Hayes, C. J. Hogue, R. \V. Kennedy, J. A. Newlin, D. W.
Smith.

The above subject has not brought any new matter to be reported for

adoption by the Association. The program of standardization in the soft-

wood lumber industry was completed in the previous year, and the indus-

try has concerned itself with the development and extension of grade and

trade marking. In these efiforts great progress has been made and marked

lumber is available from the principal producing regions.

The problem of moisture content in its effect upon size and condition

of lumber has received large amount of attention from the technical staffs

of the trade associations. Devices for determining moisture in lumber

have been developed and put on the market for sale.

The Southern Pine Association has written moisture content specifica-

tion into its grading rules, and it is expected that other associations will

follow this progressive step.

The Committee will continue to keep in contact with the developments

in this industry and offers the above as a progress report.

Appendix C

(3) STUDY AND REPORT ON THE STANDARDIZATION
AND SIMPLIFICATION OF STOREHOUSE STOCK AND
THE DISPOSITION OF MATERIAL REACHING OBSO-
LESCENCE, COLLABORATING WITH COMMITTEES
AND ORGANIZATIONS CONCERNED

S. F. Grear, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; E. H. Brown, A. F. Frendberg,

R. P. Hart, Reuben Hayes, W. B. Hodge, C. J. Hogue, R. W. Kennedy,

M. A. Stainer, J. L. Vogel, William Walkden.

The Sub-Committee has made use of data previouslj^ gathered by the

Committee on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, and finds a very great variety

of sizes and lengths of bridge materials. The Association has adopted

several standards for timber trestles but very little progress has been made
in getting the various railroads to adopt these standards. The Committee

feels that a more general use of the sizes and lengths shown on the plans

for these Association standards would result in the simplification of manu-

facture of bridge timbers, and this in turn would effect the simplification

of storehouse stocks and permit the reduction of such stocks.
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Some few suggestions for the simplification of stocks are given below

:

(1) The use of the same size materials for ties and guard timbers

on through bridges as are used on trestles. This suggestion would also

apply to hardware.

(2) The use of the same size timbers on open deck and ballast deck

trestles where both tj'pes are used.

(3) The use of timbers of standard cross section for sills, caps or

posts of frame trestles and other structures where the length connot be

standardized.

(4) The use of pile cut-offs for foundations of buildings, doing away

with the necessity of carrying stocks of timber for this purpose.

(5) The use of any obsolete timber or timber of odd sizes for mud
sills for frame trestles, platforms, buildings, etc.

(6) The use of such timber for platform curbs.

There seems to be little reason for bridge timbers reaching obsoles-

cence if store stocks are properly watched. Such material could ordinarily

be used for repairing existing structures.

The Committee recommends that the above be received as information,

and that the work of the Committee be continued next year.

Appendix D

(4) STUDY AND REPORT ON OVERHEAD WOODEN
BRIDGES

R. P. Hart, Chairman, Sub-Committee; F. E. Bates, C. H. Chapin, F. H.

Cramer, S. F. Grear, A. H. Henkel, J. B. Maddock, H. Norris, C. E.

Paul, G. W. Rear, G. C. Tuthill, J. L. Vogel, Wm. Walkden.

The survey made last year by canvassing representative railroads of

the country for typical or standard plans for overhead bridges indicated

a wide variation in types and forms of construction, as well as considerable

difference of opinion as to the use of timber in highway overhead bridges.

In view oi: the differences brought out by this survey, the Committee

did not deem it wise to proceed with the preparation of typical or standard

plans for presentation to the Association without first making a study of

plans prepared by the several State Highway Departments for timber high-

way bridges. Accordingly, during the current year, plans of all State

Highway Departments ha\c been requested for study of the Committee,

giving particular attention to floor construction inasmuch as such features

as panel lengths, width of roadway, number and size of stringers, number

of piles or posts per bent and type of foundations all depend largely upon

specification loading, clearances required, foundation conditions and mate-

rial supply.

Following is tabulation of some of the data of most interest gathered

from study of the plans submitted by the State Highway Departments for

their timber bridges

:



State
Alabama
Arizona
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It will be noted that of the 42 replies received from 48 states, 18 sub-

mitted standard plans and 13 submitted only typical plans while 11 reported

that they do not use timber bridges at all, or use them so infrequently that

no plans have been prepared for such bridges. No standard or typical

[)lans submitted covered grade separation work only.

It will also be noted that nine states use concrete floor slabs on timber

bridges and 17 use laminated timber floors, either with or without a wear-

ing surface. Four states have alternate designs for concrete and laminated

timber floors. Eight states use only plain plank, ship-lap or tongue and

groove timber floors either with or without a wearing surface.

The Committee is making further study in the field as well as in the

office of the various types of timber bridge floors and during the coming

year expects to prepare for submission to the Association some typical

designs for timber overhead bridges. In these designs the Committee ex-

pects to follow A.R.E.A. specifications for highway loading as well as

A.R.E.A. specifications for allowable unit stresses. In connection with the

design of a concrete floor slab for these bridges the Committee will wel-

come and requests suggestions from the Association members generally

and from members of the Masonry Committee VIII in particular.

Following are prints of various floor details used by the different

states. These are submitted as information.

Acknowledgment is made of assistance rendered by the highway engi-

neers in cooperation with the Committee.
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Appendix E

(5) STUDY AND REPORT ON THE ECONOMY OF SUBSTI-
TUTING METAL INNER GUARD RAILS, EQUIPPED
WITH APPROPRIATE TIE SPACERS, FOR WOODEN
OUTER GUARD RAILS, AND CONSIDER FURTHER THE
ADVISABILITY OF PRODUCING THE GUARD RAILS TO
A POINT IN THE CENTER OF THE TRACK BEYOND
THE ENDS OF THE TRESTLE TO GUIDE DERAILED
WHEELS

D. W. Smith, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; E. H. Brown, C. H. Chapin,

C. R. Chevalier, W. R. Edwards, A. F. Frendberg, A. B. B. Harris,

W. B. Hodge, C. J. Jackson, G. W. Rear, M. A. Stainer.

Information available, relative to use of metal inner guard rails in

conjunction with some form of metal tie spacers in substitution for outer

guard timbers on bridges and trestles, was found to be meager. A ques-

tionnaire was therefore prepared and sent to a large number of carriers

in order to develop this information. The total mileage covered by the

replies is approximately 131,000 miles of road. See tabulation of replies

on following pages.

The answers to the questionnaire disclosed a very limited number of

carriers using tie spacers other than those afforded by use of outer guard

timbers and but one carrier having made a complete substitution as called

for in the questionnaire. The Committee therefore makes no recommen-

dations, but submits the tabulation as information, and requests that the

study be discontinued.

The second portion of the assignment is covered by recommendations

now in the Manual and which the Committee does not feel should be

changed.

For convenience, paragraph 3 and 4, page 460 of the 1929 Manual,

is quoted

:

"(3) It is recommended as good practice in the installation

of inner guard rails to extend them beyond the ends of the bridges

for such distance as is required by local conditions, but that this

distance, in any case, be not less than 50 feet; the inner guard
rails be fully spiked to every tie, and spliced at every joint; that

the inner guard rails be some form of metal section ; and that the

ends be beveled, bent down, or otherwise protected against direct

impact with moving parts of equipment.

"(4) It is recommended as good practice to use inner guard
rails on all open floor and on the outside tracks of all solid-floor

bridges and similar structures longer than 20 feet in main line

tracks, and on similar bridges and structures in branch-line tracks

on which the speed of trains is 20 miles per hour or more."
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QUESTIONNAIRE

WOODEN BRIDGES AND TRESTEl'.S

(1) Do 3'ou use, or have you e\er used on your railroad, any type

of metal inner guard rail in conjunction with tie spacers as a substitute

for wooden guard timbers outside the running rails on open deck bridges

or trestles?

(2) If you have used metal inner guard rail in connection with tie

spacers, please furnish plan or sketch showing method of application to

structure.

(3) Has such installation and service been satisfactory?

(4) Have you continued them in use?

(5) If you have discontinued their use, give reasons.

(6) Are they as efificient in guiding derailed wheels as the wooden
guard timbers outside the running rails?

(7) Have you experienced any difificulty from bunching of ties where

metal inner guard rails were used in connection with tie spacer?

(8) (a) By your method of use of metal inner guard rail in con-

nection with tie spacer, what change in length and size of ties have you

made? (b) Have you been able to abandon the use of outer guard tim-

bers in such cases?

(9) Give cost per linear foot of track, including labor and material

for installing metal inner guard rails, if available.

(10) (a) How far do you extend metal inner guard rails beyond

the end of the bridge on single main track? (b) On multiple main tracks

in each direction?

(11) State briefly any other features of importance which come to

your notice in the use of metal inner guard rails.

(12) Show by plan or sketch the type of tie spacer 3'on are using or

have used, and method of application to structure.
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Appendix F

(6) STUDY AND REPORT ON THE DESIGN OF STANDARD
WOODEN TRESTLES WITH A VIEW OF OBTAINING
GREATER ECONOMY AND CONSERVING TIMBER RE-
SOURCES; FOR EXAMPLE, CONSIDERING THE USE OF
8 FT. IN PLACE OF 10 FT. TIES; CHANGING STRINGER
DIMENSIONS FROM 7 IN. BY 16 IN. CONTINUOUS TWO-
PANEL STRINGERS TO 6 IN. BY 18 IN. ONE-PANEL
TYPE; AND SUBSTITUTING TWO-PIECE FOR ONE-
PIECE CAP, THE LOWER PIECE TO BE OF GREATER
COMPRESSION STRENGTH, THE UPPER TO BE OF
GREATER WIDTH TO RECEIVE THE STRINGER LOAD,
ETC.

A. B. B. Harris, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. R. Edwards, R. P. Hart,

A. H. Henckel, W. B. Hodge, C. J. Jackson, J. A. Newlin, H. Norris,

C. E. Paul.

The Committee reports progress and requests the subject be continued.

An interesting monograph on the subject by A. B. B. Harris, follows:

Plans marked A, B, C, D and E, respectively, follow.

Plan A shows an open deck trestle design, which, if given a
tryout, will prove to be a safer and smoother-riding laridge than either the
present standard open or ballast desk trestle ; it will cost per linear foot

about $2 less than the former, and $14 less than the latter ; maintenance
will also be less ; and there will be an additional reduction in construction
cost of approximately $150 per end bent. The estimates of reduction in

cost are based on using treated material.

Referring to Plan A : The distinctive features of this design, as com-
pared with the present Illinois Central Railroad standards, are

:

1st—Substituting metal inner guard rails (as shown at 10-10,

Fig. 2 and 3) for wooden outer guard rails. The metal guard rails

will diminish fire hazard, cost less, including tie spacers, than the
present 6 in. by 8 in. treated wood guajd rail, and be far more
effective.

Tie spacers should be placed under the running rails where they can-
not be disturbed by derailed wheels.

Referring to Plan B :

(10) Fig. 1 and 2 are tie spacers to be used when the chords are
packed with 1 in. spacing washers.

(11) Fig. 3 and 4 are tie spacers to be used when the chords are
packed with 2 in. spacing washers.

(12) Fig. 5 and 6 are tie spacers to be used when the chords arc
closely packed.

(13) Fig. 7 and 8 are tie spacers that can be used with any kind
of chord.

Tie spacers of non-combustible material, as shown at 10, Fig. 1 and 2,

Plan D, might be used to advantage.
Any of the foregoing tie spacers will be more effective and cost less

than those in general use.

Badly worn curve rails will make the most economical metal guard
rails; however, guard rails of new 60-lb. rail will cost less than the 6 in,

by 8 in. treated wood guard rail.
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Short bolts, as shown at 10, Fig. 3, "should be used in coupling the

metal guard rails, so that the head of the rail will protect the bolt heads

from the flange of a derailed wheel.

Angle bars on the "derailed wheel side" of a guard rail serve no use-

ful purpose, but they, with their accompanying bolt heads, make it much
easier for derailed wheels to mount the guard rail.

The inner metal guard rails should be brought together in the center

of the track on both approaches of the trestle as is done at important

bridges.

2d—Use 8-foot in place of 10-foot ties. This, without any sac-

rifice in efficiency, saves, when treated timber is used, about 70

cents per linear foot of trestle. With inner metal guard rails, why
have trestle ties over 8 feet in length?

3d—Instead of placing the anchor ties over the bents and half-

way between same, place them on each side of the bents, as shown
on Plan A at 12, Fig. 1, 2 and 3. This will give uniform
anchorage, and the lateral chord deflections will be materially

reduced.
4th—Instead of having the anchor or key ties two inches

thicker than the other trestle ties (so that they can be gained

down over the chords), have all the ties the same thickness and
two angle irons bolted on the bottom of those used for anchorage,

as shown at 12, Fig. 1, 2, and 3, Plan A. With these

angle irons, upper chord bolts should be used, as shown at 13,

Fig. 1, 2, and 3. This will materially stiffen the deck laterally

and make a more secure anchorage.

Another advantage of having all the trestle ties the same thickness

is the fact that they can be framed with the same machine that frames
the grade ties, provided the machine is properly designed ; also, sawed
grade ties, which cost less than trestle ties, can be used on the trestles.

5th—Chord instead of tie lining.

Track on trestles should be brought to line by shifting the chords on
the cap, as this does not disturb the equilibrium of chord loading, which
is unbalanced when the ties are shifted laterally on the chords. This can

be accomplished by substituting, for the present, crude drift bolts an-

chorage, three separate anchorages between the chords and caps : longi-

tulinal, vertical, and horizontal.

The longitudinal anchorage is accomplished by means of metal yokes,

14-14, and hard wood yokes, 15-15, Fig. 1, 2, and 3, which engage the

caps and are clamped to the chords by the lower chord bolts.

The vertical anchorage is obtained by the tie bolt, 16, Fig. 1, 2, and
3, which connects the cap and tie, the latter having a slotted hole to admit

of its horizontal movement.
The horizontal anchorage is obtained by means of the wedge irons,

17-17, which are fastened to the cap by drift bolts, 18-18, Fig. 1, 2, and
3, and the hardwood wedges, 19-19, Fig. 1, 2, and 3. The track is

brought to line by shifting the chords on the caps by means of the wedges.

The wedges are held in position by nails driven into them through a hole

in the wedge iron, 17-17, Fig. 1, 2, and 3.

6lh—Use one-panel instead of two-panel stringer.

At ibe present time, 14-foot stringers can be bought for about $10.00

less per 1,000 FBM than 28-foot stringers, and a greater number can be

cut from a body of timber. The labor cost of repairs and renewals is

much less with one-panel stringers, and I know from years of personal

experience that they make just as safe a trestle as the two-panel stringers.

In this connection, will say that, while I was connected with a road
that used one-panel stringers, we changed General Managers. As soon as

the new General Manager discovered one-panel stringers v;ere used, he
told me that it must be discontinued, as he did not consider it a safe
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practice, and that all renewals must be naade with two-panel stringers. I

told him our local mills, who were furnishing us short oak stringers,

could not furnish the long stringers, and that we would have to get long
leaf pine. He said to do so. When, however, he discovered that the
long stringers would cost $40.00 per 1,000 feet BM, as against $18.00 for
the short stringers, he decided in a fev,' minutes that the one-panel stringers
made as safe a structure as did the two-panel stringers.

7th—In place of an open-packed chord, use a close-packed
chord, as shown in Fig. 2 and 3, Plan A. This will lessen
the wood preservative evaporation, eliminate spacing washers,
shorten the chord bolts, and give a more concentrated support to
the loading, which may lessen stringers and cap crushing. Close
packing will be no handicap to efficient inspection. Chords should
be inspected by measuring these deflections under heavy loading.

8th—Instead of pile end bents, use two-cap mud block end
bents, as shown in Plans A and C, for the following reasons

:

(a) They make a safer and smoother-riding track.
(b) When treated material is used, they cost about

$150.00 less than a 6-pile end bent.

(c) The labor cost of maintaining a safe and smooth
approach to the trestle is less, and the maintenance work
should be done by the section gang.

(d) When the end of bank settles, the mud block
end bent settles with it, which is essential both to safety
and smooth riding. With a pile end bent, when the end
of bank settles, the track is left swinging, the rails being
the only support, which is a very dangerous condition,

» and doubtless has been the unknown cause of serious
wrecks.

Precasted concrete mud blocks, caps, and bulkheads, as shown in

Fig. 1, Plan A, and in Fig. 3, Plan C, should be used, as they will lessen the
fire hazard, are more durable, and will cost less than treated timber.

9th—Use metal instead of wood chords on both ends of
trestles.

I-beam chords,' with concrete tie spacers, blukheads, caps, and mud
blocks, will make the ends of the trestles (which are now their greatest
fire hazard) practically Immune from fire. The same reasoning that
justifies an expensive fire wall to assist in putting out a fire will certainly
justify an additional expenditure of about $160.00 per trestle to prc\ent
fire.

To those who think that a safe and smooth-riding track cannot he
maintained with 14-foot stringers and two-cap mud block end bents, will

say that a six-pile end bent with 14-foot stringers (all of treated material)
will cost more than a two-cap mud block end bent with 18-foot I-beams.
The latter will give a safer and smoother-riding track, and the main-
tenance cost will be less.

10th—Substitute two-piece for one-piece caps.

Cap troubles, the resultant of heavy loading, and soft caps might be
materially lessened, if not eliminated, by using a two-piece cap, as shown
on Plan A at 21, Fig. 1.2, and 3. Tlie bottom members of this cap
should be white oak, as its compression strength is nearly 75 per cent
greater than that of long leaf pine. If of white oak, the lower member
of the cap should not be over five inches in thickness, so as to admit of
good treatment. Four inches might prove to be a better thickness. The
upper member of the cap should be long leaf yellow pine and be 16
inches wide, so as to increase the chord bearing, which will materially
lessen chord and cap crushing.
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11th— ( hange pile spacing and batter.

By spacing the piles as shown by dotted lines in Fig. 2 and 3, a

more concentrated support will be given to the chords, which might in-

crease the stability of the structure. With this close spacing of the piles,

10- foot caps could be used, as is also shown by dotted lines in Fig. 2 and

3, Plan A.

12th—Use metal guard rails on all steel bridges, and discon-

tinue the use of wood guard timbers on same.

When metal guard rails are used on stdel bridges, the only function

uf the wooden guard is to keep the ties properly spaced, which can

be more economically and eflfectively accomplished by placing concrete

blocks on the girders between the ties, as shown on Plan D at 10 and 10,

Fig. 1 and 2.

The elimination of the wooden guard timber from steel bridges will so

lessen the fire hazard that there will be no excuse for not using treated

ties on these structures. If treated ties are used, it will prove economical

to have them all the same size and to equip those used as key ties with

anchoring devices, as shown on Plan D at 11, Fig. 1 and 2, and in

detail, Fig. 3, 4, and 5, or with the anchoring device as shown at 12, Fig.

1 and 2. If the latter is used, standard track spikes could be substituted

for the drift bolts shown at 13, Fig. 1 and 2.

Fire Protection

The "concrete" cap fire protection and chord spacers, shown at 22,

Fig. 1, 2, and 3, Photostat A, and the "concrete" chord fire protection

and tie spacers, shown at 23, Fig. 1 and 3. Plan A, and at 10, Fig. 1,

3 and 4, Plan B, in connection with metal guard rails, will make an
open deck trestle more immune from fire than our standard ballast trestle.

Better results might be had with other non-combustible material than

concrete.

Trestles and bridges built as outlined by the foregoing will require

the minimum amount of lumber and maintenance, and the latter will be

reduced almost to the vanishing point if the track has perfect gage, and
is freed of joint pound and creeping rails. These results can be accom-
plished by using continuous expansion joints, as shown in Plan E,
and gage-adjusting tie plates.

The anchor or key ties of bridges and trestles should be equipped
with line—and gage-adjusting tie plates, as this admits of track lining

without moving the key ties. The other ties should be equipped with
gage-adjusting tie plates.

As a thousand feet of this proposed trestle with its rails fastened
with expansion joints and gage-adjusting tie plates will not cost as much
as a thousand feet of standard open deck trestle, why not give these

improvements a tryout?
Comparing this proposed protected deck with present Illinois Central

Railroad standard ballast deck trestle, we find that, to construct all of the

railroad trestling (approximately 18 million lineal feet) in the United States,

of the former would require about 1,800,000,000 feet BM less lumber and 87
million lineal feet less piling, and that the investment would be about $297,-

000,000 less, proving most conclusively that the construction of ballast deck
trestle should be discontinued at once, especially as the proposed protected deck
trestle will be a safer and smoother-riding bridge, cost less for maintenance,
repairs, and renewals, and be more immune from fire. Further, the open
deck trestle either gives more waterway or admits of lowering the grade
line. The former may spell the difference between a washout and a
safe track, while the latter will reduce the construction cost.

Making a similar comparison between the proposed open deck and
the present standard open deck trestle, we find that the lumber required
would be reduced about 270 million feet BM, the piling required, about 63
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million linear feet, and tlie investment, approximately $90,000,000. Fur-
ther, the proposed trestle will be safer and smoother-riding than the

present standard. Maintenance, repairs, and renewals will also be less.

Comparing the present steel bridge deck with the proposed, we find

that the latter would reduce the lumber required to deck all the steel

railroad bridges in the United States about 30 million feet BM, and the

investment, about $3,000,000.

If these suggested changes in bridge and trestle designs were adopted
by all the railways in the United States, in addition to conserving a vast

amount of timber, the total annual cost of maintenance and renewals
would be reduced about $10,000,000.
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To the American Railzvay Engineering Association:

INTRODUCTORY

The status of the Electrical Section of the American Railway Associa-

tion has been materially altered during the past year. The "Regulations"

under which it has heretofore operated have been changed, contemplating

a broader scope and enlarged activities.

Among the changes effected are the publication of a '"Manual of the

Electrical Section," to contain all material approved at former annual meet-

ings of the A.R.E.A. ; the issuance of "Proceedings," and greatly enlarged

Committees.

In order to obviate duplication of printing and committee-work, it

therefore seems proper for the Committee on Electricity to report to the

American Railway Engineering Association on matter of general interest

acted on at the October, 1929, annual meeting of the Electrical Section.

Following out this plan, the report submitted in following pages con-

tains such matters as are of general interest only, and is offered as infor-

mation.

In future, the Committee on Electricity will keep the A.R.E.A. informed

of developments of general interest in the field of electricity and their appli-

cation to railway service.

Respectfully submitted.

The Committee on Electricity,

Sidney Withington, Chairman.

Bullen'n .'^24, February, 10.^0.
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Appendix A

(2) INDUCTIVE CO-ORDINATION

J. V. B. Duer, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. M. Vandersluis, Vice-Chair-

man ; R. Beeuwkes, J. C. Davidson, J. H. Davis, E. H. Olson, S.

Withington, G. I. Wright.

WILMINGTON, WEST CHESTER AND PHILADELPHIA
ELECTRIFICATION

The problem of inductive co-ordination, where railroad propulsion cir-

cuits are concerned, involves outside companies as well as the telephone and

telegraph department of the railroad. It has been found that this problem

can best be handled by co-operation between the railroad's engineers han-

dling the project and the engineers of the other companies or departments,

in the early stages of development of the plans. Such co-operative work

results in advance planning and testing, and permits such changes as may

be necessary to be made without interference with the operation of any of

the facilities involved. The entire study of the inductive interference situa-

tion on the Wilmington and West Chester Electrifications was carried out

with the closest co-operation between the commercial telephone and telegraph

companies, the electrical manufacturers and the railroad's telephone and tele-

graph, signal and electrical departments.

Both of these electrifications operate at 11,000 volts, single phase, and

handle, at present, exclusively multiple unit passenger service. The Wilming-

ton line is about 27.0 miles and the West Chester line about 25.6 miles in

length.

In considering the inductive co-ordination problem in connection with

single phase electrification of railroads, it is diflficult to point out individual

items of construction and treatment as being purely for the purpose of

mitigating the inductive influence. The co-ordination problem is one, not

only of intensity, tliat is of the magnitude of induction, under normal and

abnormal conditions, but very decidedly includes the frequency, value and

duration of abnormal conditions such as short circuits, ground or emergency

peak load conditions.

The first consideration should be the general type of construction, for

this affects the likelihood of frequent short circuits. The construction of

the overhead system between Philadelphia and Wilmington is, in general, of

the tubular steel pole, cross catenary type in which the 132 K.V. transmis-

sion wires are supported on the catenary structures. All lines are well in-

sulated, eleven unit strings being used on the bottom cross arm and twelve

unit strings on the top cross arm of the 132 K.V. lines and three unit

strings on the 11,000-volt catenary system. The poles are well guyed and

amply strong for the loads imposed. The structures on the Philadelphia-

West Chester Electrification are, in general, of the cross beam and bracket

type, the main members being H-beams instead of tubular poles. Other fea-

tures are similar to the Wilmington line. On both electrifications special

attention was paid to the elimination of hard spots in the trolley. This high

grade construction, which was necessary for operating reasons, results in a
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benefit to the inductive co-ordination scheme, because it tends to limit the

number of abnormal conditions.

It is, of course, recognized that double-end feed is preferable to stub-end

feed, from an inductive standpoint as well as for operating reasons. The

only case of stub end feed to loads on these two electrifications is a small

yard at West Chester. Under conditions of sequential operation of breakers,

stub-end feed to short circuits is, of course, unavoidable.

The substations on both the Wilmington and West Chester lines are

fairly closely spaced, averaging 6.5 miles for the Wilmington and 6.25 miles

on the West Chester line. This relatively close substation spacing results in

operating advantages by improvement of regulation and reduction of losses.

It is difficult to make a general statement regarding the effect of close

substation spacing upon exposed communication lines, in view of the fact

that the nature and extent of existing exposures are so varied. However,

under normal load conditions, close spacing results in an improvement in

the inductive situation by limiting feeding distances. Under short circuit

conditions the reduction in feeding distances will generally be accompanied

by increased short circuit currents, although in the case of uniform exposure

the total ampere miles of exposure generally are reduced. Where exposures

are irregular, the ampere miles, under short circuit conditions, may be in-

creased in some cases, although this is usually counteracted by a reduction

in the per cent earth current between the substation and the short circuit.

The trolley circuits on both electrifications are protected by high speed

circuit breakers, those on the Wilmington line being of the oil type and those

on the West Chester line being of the air type. The breakers are designed

to operate in a maximum of 0.04 second. The use of these breakers results

in improving both operating and inductive situations. Probably the improve-

ment in either condition would have been sufficient to warrant their installa-

tion, although their effectiveness from both standpoints cannot be fully

evaluated until operating experience over a longer period has been considered.

The rapid interruption of a fault limits the amount of energy which can be

fed into the short, and results in a reduction in the likelihood of serious

burning at the point of short circuit, as well as a reduction in the strain on

machines, transformers, etc., and corresponding reduction in the total energy

of impulses picked up on communication circuits, by induction.

The thorough bonding of the rails, which is of course necessary for

operating reasons, also results in the improvement of inductive conditions,

by reducing the amount of return current which flows in the earth. The
coefficients of induction of paralleling circuits increase with the amount of

current flowing in the earth.

The midpoints of the high side of the step-up transformers at the sujJply

point are grounded through a comparatively high resistance (330 ohms). In

case of a ground on the transmission line, this, of course, limits the current

flow, resulting in a decrease in the magnitude of the disturbance on the

system. Since, under such conditions, the return current flows in the earth,

limiting its magnitude results in a decided improvement in the inductive

situation.

On the Wilmington line, the railroad communication circuits were placed

in cable in an underground conduit and, on the West Chester line, in aerial
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cable. While these changes were made primarily for the improvement of

the inductive situation on these circuits, they, of course, result in more

reliable service and greater facility in maintaining the trolley and transmis-

sion systems, on account of increased clearances and greater safety.

The coefficients of induction measured on the West Chester Electrifica-

tion, which is a combination of a two-track and single track line, were con-

siderably higher than those on the Wilmington line, which is a four-track

line throughout. This difference, which was considerably greater than could

be accounted for by the difference in the number of tracks, has been at-

tributed, in part, to the presence of underground metallic structures along

the Wilmington line and their relative scarcity along the West Chester

line, and in part to the geological differences in the two regions, causing a

greater effective depth of earth return along the West Chester line than

along the Wilmington line. The values were sufficiently high to require

the adoption of some special measures. Consequently a so-called neutralizing

or shielding wire (4/0 copper) was strung on the communication pole line

between West Chester and Cheyney Substations and the structure grounding

wire was made continuous and utilized as a shielding wire for about 1.5 miles

each side of Cheyney Substation. This was the section of highest coefficients,

and is also in the single track section. These wires were tied in to the

impedance bonds in the track, at intervals. The effect was to reduce the

amount of current in the earth and resulted in a material reduction of the

coefficients. This measure, which was installed primarily as a mitigative

measure, also resulted in some sliglit improvement in voltage regulations.

Arrangements have been set up and are in operation for a continued

study of these situations. The telephone and telegraph companies keep a

record of any disturbances which are noticed on their exposed circuits, and

the railroad is advised of the time, nature and severity of the disturbance.

The telegraph and telephone department of the railroad keeps a similar

record. Attempts are then made to co-ordinate these disturbances with any

short circuits, grounds, etc., which may have occurred on the railroad's

transmission or propulsion circuits, to determine whether or not such circuits

have caused the disturbance. It is thought that this arrangement will show

definitely whetlier any further remedial measures are necessary and, if so,

perhaps give some indication as to what they should be.
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Appendix B

(3) WATER POWER
R. J. Needham, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; R. Beeuwkes, Vice-Chairman

;

H. M. Bassett, J. C. Davidson, H. Flood, Jr., H. C. Griffith, F. D.

Hall, W. L. Morse, R. P. Winton.

The activities of the Committee on Water Power have been outlined

for the present year as follows

:

1. Continue study of Tidal Water Development on Passamaquoddy
Bay and on the St. Lawrence River when actual construction is in progress.

2. Report on Hydro-Electric development on Saluda River, ten miles

west of Columbia, South Carolina, and other water power developments

that might be of interest.

PASSAMAQUODDY BAY

No actual construction work has been started on the Tidal Water
Project on the Passamaquoddy Bay, but in accordance with the terms of the

preliminary permit heretofore issued by the Federal Power Commission,

application for license has been filed by Dexter P. Cooper, Incorporated,

under which it is planned to construct a power project in Passamaquoddy
Bay, Province of New Brunswick, Canada and Passamaquoddy Bay and

Cobscook Bays, Washington County, Maine.

DEVELOPMENT ON THE ST. LAWRENCE RIVER

No construction work has been started on the International Section of

the St. Lawrence. However, license has been granted the Beauharnois

Light, Heat & Power Company to develop a large block of power on the

Canadian section of the river, and construction work was started in August
this year. This project is within transmission distance of many hundreds of

miles of railways, both in Canada and the United States.

The Beauharnois Development contemplates the utilization of the total

head between Lake St. Francis and Lake St. Louis, which is about 83 feet

gross under ordinary conditions, and it is expected that an average net head

of around 80 feet will be used. The initial installation is planned for about

500,000 H.P., 200,000 of which should be ready late in 1932, and the balance

in two or three years thereafter. There will be approximately 300,000 cubic

yards of concrete and from 30 million to 40 million cubic yards of excava-

tion in the first installation. There will be practically no rock in the first

development except about 1J4 million cubic yards for the power house and
trailrace, practically all of which will be utilized for construction purposes

for concrete, riprap and so forth.

The general scheme is to take water from Hungry Bay on Lake St.

Francis and build a large canal or waterway from that point to Lake St.

Louis with the outlet between the towns of Melocheville and Beauharnois,

necessitating about 15 miles of canal construction. The navigation require-

ments to conform with the proposed general scheme of canals for Ocean to
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the Great Lakes navigation under consideration by the United States and

Canadian Governments.

Tlie physical features arc extremely favorable, and it woidd seem that

nature has provided all the essentials for an ideal power development on a

large scale. There are no difficult underwater conditions as practically all

the construction will be done on dry land, and the only works necessary in

the St. Lawrence River are a simple series of sluice gates across the top of

the Coteau Rapids and a few cribs downstream therefrom to concentrate the

remaining flow in the river so that passenger boat navigation will be pro-

vided for. The costs are very reasonable, and cheap and reliable power will

be available from the commencement, the costs being reduced with the

.extensions.

An outline sketch of the proposed development accompanies this report,

showing Lake St. Francis and Lake St. Louis, above mentioned, as well as

the proposed canal.

SALUDA HYDRO ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT

On the Saluda River about ten miles west of Columbia, the capital of

South Carolina, there is being constructed, between two hills, an earthen

dam about one and one-half miles in length with a maximum width at the

base of nearly one quarter of a mile and 208 feet in height.

This will be the largest earthen dam in the world used for the develop-

ment of electric power. By its construction water will be impounded in an

artificial lake 41 miles long covering an area of 76 square miles and con-

taining 2,300,000 acre feet. The flow from the lake will be regulated so as

to yield an average of about 12,000 cubic feet per second and a maximum
of about 60,000 cubic feet per second.

The power station to be built in connection with the development will

have an initial capacity of 130,000 K.W. and an ultimate capacity of 200,000

K.W. It will be 250 feet long, 58 feet wide and 95 feet high of concrete,

brick and steel construction, and will have initially four turbines, each

directly connected to a 32,500 K.W. generator furnishing 60 cycle alternat-

ing current. Twelve transformers of 15,000 KVA each will be located just

outside the power station and will step the voltage up to 115,000 volts for

delivery to the utility companies that have contracted for the output of the

plant, which will approximate 360,000,000 KWH annually.

The current will be delivered to an outdoor substation located about

1000 feet from the power station. There will also be a building constaining

the transmission line switches, switchboards and metering equipment. The

substation will be controlled from the power station by the supervisory

system and the load will be dispatched over the 115,000-volt transmission

lines by a carrier current telephone system.

The utility companies will construct six transmission lines of 115,000

volt each which will carry the current from the substation to outlying sta-

tions where it will be stepped down to the voltages at which it will be used

in domestic and industrial services.

Water for the turbines initially installed will be through four vertical

intake towers 223 feet high and 30 feet in diameter connecting to four hori-
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zontal penstocks each 16 feet in diameter. Later two additional units will

be added to a fifth vertical intake tower 60 feet in diameter connecting to

a concrete diversion conduit 48 feet in diameter that will be used in the

meantime for the diversion of excess water. Six surge taiiks each 206

feet high and having a diameter of 40 feet will be located between the dam
and the power station.

The location of the development is such that it will be within trans-

mission distance of Virginia, Tennessee, North Carolina and Georgia, but

it is not expected that any of the current will be used for railroad electrifica-

tion. The development, however, bespeaks the possibility of creating hydro-

electric power for railroad electrification in localities where fuel is now

hauled for long distances.

SEVEN SISTERS FALLS DEVELOPMENT

Some large developments have been undertaken in Canada recently,

one of which is being sponsored by the North Western Power Company,

of Manitoba, who have now under construction a water power development

on the Seven Sisters Falls site on the Winnipeg River, near Whitemouth.

The power station is designed for an ultimate installation of six units of

37,500 H.P. each under a head of 66 feet, making a total capacity of 225,000

H.P. Estimated cost of construction is $20,000,000. It is expected that the

initial installation of the first three units will be in operation under partial

head before the end of 1930. A double circuit steel tower 110,000-volt

transmission line about 80 miles in length will be built southerly and westerly

from the plant to Winnipeg.

SLAVE FALLS DEVELOPMENT

The City of Winnipeg Hydro-Electric System have started a power

development at Slave Falls site about six miles downstream from Point du

Bois, on the Winnipeg River. The Slave Falls power station will ulti-

mately contain eight units 12,500 H.P. each, or a total capacity of 100,000

H.P. Four transmission line circuits supported by two lines of towers will

transmit the power from Slave Falls to Winnipeg. Estimated cost of plant

and transmission line is about $10,500,000. Initial development of two

units is expected to be completed in 1931.

CHUTE-A-CARON DEVELOPMENT

On the Saguenay River, in the Province of Quebec, Canada, the Alcoa

Power Company at Chute-a-Caron are actively engaged in the initial develop-

ment of this water power, which will consist of four 65,000 H.P. units, for

operation under a head of 150 feet. This work is being undertaken in two

stages. The second development will have an installed capacity of approxi-

mately 1,000,000 H.P. and will operate under a head of 205 feet. Water

for the second development will be supplied by a canal from the dam of the

initial development. The initial development is scheduled to be completed

July 1, 1931. This water power development was referred to in previous

reports before any construction work had been undertaken.
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WATER POWER DEVELOPMENTS IN THE NORTHWESTERN
STATES

The Washington Electric Company have applied for a license covering a

project on the Columbia River, in Chalan and Douglas Counties, Wash.

Two dams are proposed across the river at Rock Island. The initial and

ultimate installed capacity is 80,000 H.P. and 200,000 H.P., respectively.

The area of the reservoir to be created will be about 3030 acres and the pool

will extend approximately 20 miles upstream. Power will be sold to the

Puget Sound Power & Light Company for distribution in cities and towns

of the State of Washington.

The Montana Power Company, Butte, Mont., have under construction

at so-called Morony site on the Missouri River, 14 miles north of Great

Falls, a power development which will be rated at 45,000 K.W., and which

will cost about $5,500,000. This company has also applied for license to

develop water power at the outlet of Flathead Lake to the extent of

100,000 K.W.
City of Seattle, Municipal Lighting Department are constructing the

Diablo Dam and Power Plant on the Skagit River. The dam is scheduled

for completion early in 1930. Specifications call for two 55,000 K.W. gen-

erating units to be served by a concrete lined tunnel 19^ feet in diameter,

and 2000 feet long.

A second Skagit transmission line is also planned to bring the additional

power into Seattle at 165,000 volts with provision to raise later to 225,000

volts.

INCREASED HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT

During the year ending January 1, 1929, there has been an increase in

the capacity of the water wheels in water power plants in the United States

of 1,275,530 H.P. In Canada there has been an increase of 550,000 H.P.,

bringing the total of these countries up to 13,571,530 H.P. and 5,328,000

H.P., respectively.

The Federal Power Commission has printed its recently-approved Rules

of Practice in Formal Proceedings under the Federal Water Power Act

and Procedure in Formal and Informal Proceedings. Copies of this pam-

phlet will be forwarded without charge to parties interested in the subject-

matter, upon application to the Commission.

The Federal Power Commission has available, for free distribution,

printed copies of Report to the Federal Power Commission on the Water

Powers of California, compiled by District Engineer Bonner, U.S. Forest

Service.
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Appendix C

(4) ELECTROLYSIS

H. A. Currie, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; H. C. Cross, Vice-Chainnan

;

Paul Lebenbaum, C. G. Lovell, W. P. Monroe, J. S. Thorp, H. P.

Wright.

(I) AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON ELECTROLYSIS

No meetings of the American Committee on Electrolysis nor of its

Sub-Committee on Research have been held this year.

(II) STUDY OF ELECTROLYSIS

(a) Studies of soil corrosion are being made by a member of the

Joint Committee on Underground Structures for the cities of Oakland,

Berkeley and Alameda, California, the Southern Pacific Company being

represented on this Committee. The tests are being made under the direc-

tion of the United States Bureau of Standards in connection with their Soil

Corrosion investigation, the results being reported directly to the Bureau of

Standards but are available to the Joint-Committee and, therefore, to the

Southern Pacific Company.

(b) Soil Corrosion is also being studied in Detroit and a report will

be made when data are available.

(c) Alternating Current Electrolysis.—A study has been made
of the literature on this subject and the following extracts are submitted

as information.

(1) 1921 Report of the American Committee on Electrolysis

Paragraph 17 on page 19.

Alternating or Frequently Reversing Direct Currents.—If alter-

nating currents (or frequently reversing direct currents) flow through the

soil between pipes or other underground metallic structures, the metal re-

moved during the half cycles when a pipe is anode may be in part replaced

when it is cathode. Hence, the total loss of metal on a given pipe may be

less than is indicated by computing the loss on the basis of positive part of the

cycle only, and in the case of alternating current at commercial frequency

may be less than 1 per cent of such computed values."

Paragraph (g) on page 46.

"Alternating Current Systems.—When the first alternating current

railways were proposed, the question of possible ecetrolytic effects received

special investigation. Considerable work was done upon a laboratory scale,

in which it was established that alternating currents could produce corrosion

on electrodes of the metals commonly used underground, such as lead and

iron, but that the effects were very much less in magnitude than those pro-

duced by equivalent direct currents, usually less than one per cent and in

most cases negligible."
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(2) Reference is also made to a paper by J. L. R. Hayden on Alter-

nating Current Electrolysis, appearing in Volume 26, Part I, of the 1907

Transactions of the A.I.E.E. and also to a paper by Burton McCollum and

G. H. Ahlborn on the Influence of Frequency of Alternating or Infrequently

Reversed Current on Electrolytic Corrosion, appearing in Volume 35, Part

1, of the 1916 Transactions of the A.I.E.E. The conclusions of these

papers are identical with the paragraphs quoted from the 1921 Report of

the American Committee on Electrolysis.

Appendix D

(5) CO-OPERATION IN MISCELLANEOUS REGULATIONS

W. L. Morse, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; F. Auryansen, Vice-Chairman

;

B. F. Bardo, J. H. Davis, J. V. B. Duer, J. T. Seaver, Z. H. Sikes,

L. S. Wells.

One of the principal items coming to the attention of the Committee is

the passing of a new statute by the State of North Carolina that relates

to power supply lines crossing railroads.

In that State is a statute designed to regulate crossings of telephone,

telegraph and electric power lines, one with the other, under which power

is conferred on the Corporation Commission whenever any telephone, tele-

graph or electric power lines cross, to require such crossings to be con-

structed and maintained in a safe manner, so that the wires of one line will

not fall upon the other ; to prescribe the manner in which this shall be done

;

to discontinue or prohibit such crossings where they are unnecessary and can

reasonably be avoided ; and to apportion the cost of proper changing and

construction of such crossings among the lines interested, as to said com-

missioners may seem just
;
provided that in all crossings made dangerous

by the presence of high tension wire or wires of any power or light com-

pany, the cost shall be paid by such power or light company.

This statute was amended on March 7th, 1929, to apply to the crossing

of a railroad by an electric light or power lines as follows

:

"That whenever it may be necessary for an electric light and
power company furnishing public service to cross a railroad with
its transmission wires or lines, such crossings may be made, either

with or without condemnation proceedings, provided it be con-

structed and maintained according to the rules and regulations of

the Corporation Commission, and provided further, that the Corpora-
tion Commission may assess the actual damage, if any, of such
crossing.

"That this act shall apply only to Ashe County."

Attention is called to this statute for the reason that it applies to but

one county within the State instead of to the entire State as may have been

the impression. Whether or not an act within a State applying to but one

county is constitutional is a question yet to be determined.

The negotiations with the National Electric Light Association in con-

nection with the preparation of Principles and Practices for power wire

crossings over railroads with accompanying specifications are progressing
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satisfactorily. The Principles and Practices are in final form, except for

some slight changes in wording in accordance with comments of several of

the representatives of both Associations. It is contemplated that work on

the specifications will be undertaken this fall and will be pushed to a

conclusion as rapidly as possible.

It is the thought of the representatives of both Associations that the

publication of the Principles and Practices should be withheld until the

completion of the specifications, at which time the entire document may be

submitted for formal action.

Appendix E

(7) COLLABORATION WITH COMMITTEE XVI—
ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY LOCATION

D. J. Brumley, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. C. Davidson, Vice-Chairman;

H. M. Bassett, J. V. B. Duer, A. E. Owen, J. A. Peabody, H. W.
Pinkerton, H. M. Warren, C. G. Winslow.

This Committee is assigned the subject of collaborating with Com-

mittee XVI—Economics of Railway Location, on Economics of Grade

Revision as affected by the introduction of electric locomotives.

Since Committee No. 7 does not initiate any studies, no report can be

rendered at this time, inasmuch as Committee XVI has not yet submitted its

report to Committee No. 7. Committee XVI has been reminded that Com-

mittee No. 7 is ready to collaborate with them as soon as their report is

ready.

Appendix F

(10) CLEARANCES FOR THIRD RAIL AND OVERHEAD
WORKING CONDUCTORS

H. M. Bassett, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. G. Winslow, Vice-Chairman

;

F. Auryansen, F. D. Hall,. A. E. Owen, J. S. Thorp, H. L. Etheridge,

D. J. Brumley, G. Hamilton, P. S. Mock, L. C. Winship.

Tables are presented herewith indicating present-day practices on elec-

trified railroads for third rail and overhead conductor clearances as of

October 1, 1929.

The Chairman of this Sub-Committee is the member designate of the

Electrical Section on the Special Committee on Clearances. Numerous

questions on reconciliation of various Association clearance diagrams, as

recommended by the different Committees, have been discussed through

correspondence by the members during the year.
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Appendix G

(11) PROTECTION OF OIL SIDINGS FROM DANGER DUE
TO STRAY CURRENTS

L. C. Winship, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; W. P. Monroe, Vice-Chairman

;

J. V. B. Duer, Paul Lebenbaum, W. L. Morse, J. T. Seaver, Sidney

Withington.

The report of the Sub-Committee for the year 1929 indicated that a

draft of the present Rules, so modified as to provide for protection from

Danger Due to Static Electricity would be submitted for consideration in

1930.

In connection with the formulation of a rule to provide for this pro-

tection, opinions have been obtained from a number of railroads and oil

companies from which it appears that such protection is desirable.

That an agreement between the oil industries and the railroads relating

to the matter might have a definite standing, a joint meeting was held in

New York on September 12, 1929, attended by a committee from the

American Petroleum Institute and this Committee, when it was agreed

that the necessity of protection at all oil sidings from danger due to static

electricity was correct, and when, in principle, the method of providing for

such protection was established.

In deference to a request from the committee of the American Petro-

leum Institute for an opportunity to present the matter for consideration

and approval at a meeting of the Institute to be held in December, 1929, it

is proposed to defer for inclusion in the report for 1931 the formulation of a

definite rule to cover this protection.

Appendix H

(14) DESIGN OF INDOOR AND OUTDOOR SUBSTATIONS

J. S. Hagan, Chairman, Sub-Committee, C. L. Doub, Vice-Chairman, B. F.

Bardo, J. C. Davidson, J. V. B. Duer, H. L. Etheridge, C. P. Ferguson,

C. B. Martin, P. S. Mock, H. Pattison, H. W. Pinkerton, J. E. Sharp-

ley, J. J. Skelly, W. M. Vandersluis, L. S. Wells, R. P. Winton, Sidney

Withington.

GENERAL RELAY PROTECTION—600 VOLT DIRECT CURRENT
SUBSTATIONS

Rotary Converter Automatic Sub-Station Protection

, The protective devices for an Automatic Rotary Converter Substation

with one incoming A.C. line and several D.C. feeders may be divided into

two distinct classes

:

(1) Those which merely shut down the converter and allow it to start

again when the trouble has been cleared and,

(2) Those which in addition to shutting it down, lock it out, pre-

venting it from starting again until someone visits the station.
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The former short circuit the coil of a master relay and hold it out

until the cause is removed, after which the converter can be started again.

For convenience this may be termed master permissive relay.

The devices included in the second class operate a master relay which

shuts the converter down and locks it out until the relay is reset manually,

after, of course, the trouble has been cleared. This may be termed the

master lock-out relay.

Incoming High Tension Lines.—The relay equipment on incoming

high tension lines in railway substations is governed largely by the type

of protection employed on the rest of the high tension system. Sub-

stations supplied from a power station or large A.C. substation will require

different relay equipment from those supplied from a high tension network

with loop feed.

Alternating Current Overload protection is provided for by definite

minimum time overload relays connected to current transformers in the

alternating current high voltage lines. These relays are set to operate at

a fairly high current and short time setting, since they should only operate

when some abnormal condition occurs inside the station. These relays

operate through the master lock-out relay to shut down the converter and

lock the station out.

Direct Current Overload protection is provided for by two relays con-

nected across the commutating field or other main current carrying part of

the converter. One has a contact which will open when the load rises

above a value of approximately twenty per cent overload on the converter,

and the other has one which will close when the load is approximately two

hundred per cent above normal. These relays cause a resistance-shunting

breaker to open, inserting one step of resistance, and in case this does not

reduce the load sufficiently, another resistance-shunting breaker is opened,

inserting additional resistance. If the load is now sufficiently reduced, the

overload relays will close their contacts and the circuit breakers reclose in

the reverse order of opening. In the event that the load is not sufficiently

reduced, the load-limiting resistors will heat and cause a load-resistance

thermostat to operate. Contacts on this device operate the master permis-

sive relay and shut down the set until the resistor temperature has fallen

to a predetermined value.

D.C. overload protection may also be provided by direct trip attach-

ments to air circuit breakers in the positive side of the converter. Addi-

tional protection may also be obtained against short circuits by a high speed

circuit breaker in the negative side. This breaker is shunted by a resistor

which remains in the circuit after the breaker opens, and limits the current

to a safe value.

Overheating of Converter.^Iu order to take advantage of the over-

load capacity of the converter the D.C. overload relays are usually set at

a very high value. To protect the converter from sustained or repeated

overloads, thermal overload relays are used. When the machine has reached

a temperature above which it is no longer safe to operate, this relay

operating through master permissive relay will shut the converter down
until it is safe to start again.
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Reverse Polarity Protection is secured by a polarized motor relay which

prevents the converter from being connected to the D.C. bus unless the

polarity is correct.

Failure to Transfer from Starting to Running Taps.—A definite

time limit relay is employed to operate through master lock-out relay in

case the converter connections are not transferred from starting to running

taps within the time setting w^hich will shut the converter down and lock it

out.

Restart Relay.—Assuming that one of the protective devices operat-

ing through the master relay has functioned and the trouble has been

promptly cleared, the master relay would immediately close preparatory to

starting up the converter again. In order tO' prevent starting too soon, the

field relay operating through master permissive relay will hold the latter

open until the field current has fallen to a low value, thus allowing sufficient

time before restarting.

OvERSPEED Protection.—The converter is provided with an overspeed

limit switch, a mechanical device, equipped with contacts connected through

master lock-out relay which shuts down the converter when the speed rises

above a certain value.

As an additional safeguard there is provided an emergency carbon

circuit breaker with shunt trip in the positive line manually operated and

normally in the closed position. When the overspeed device operates, it

trips this breaker. The opening of this breaker operates master lock-out

relay, which locks the station out. This gives an additional safeguard in

case of any freezing or sticking of the machine circuit breaker. Both the

overspeed device and emergency breaker must be reset manually so that the

converter cannot be started until someone visits the station.

Bearing Temperature Protection is provided by a bearing thermostat.

The operation of this device will shut the machine down and lock the

station out.

Phase Unbalance or Failure is provided against by two relays connected

to the low tension side of the converter transformers. One prevents start-

ing unless the A.C. line is intact and the phases balanced. The other locks

the station out through the master lock-out relay in the event that phase

failure or phase unbalance should occur witliin the station while the machine

is running. These relays automatically distinguish between a phase failure

(jutside or inside the station. In case the trouble is outside, the station will

start up whenever conditions are normal, while trouble inside the station

will result in the station being locked out until someone visits the station.

Loss of Field.—The converter is protected from loss of field by means

of a relay energized by the field current and should this fail the machine

breaker is prevented from closing and connecting the machine to the D.C.

Bus. In case of field failure while the converter is running the D.C. breakers

will open, disconnecting it from the bus.

Reverse Current.—Reverse current relay operates through master per-

missive relay in case of a reversal of the current on the D.C. side and shuts

the converter down.

Low Voltage—Starting or Running.—If when the converter is start-

ing the voltage of the A.C. line is too low to properly operate the various
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relays, single and reverse phase relay will operate through master per-

missive relay and shut the station down.

When operating, if the A.C. supply voltage becomes low on the system

feeding all the sub-stations tied into the D.C. network, so that the D.C.

voltage of the system falls with the A.C. voUage, the single and reverse

phase relay will operate through the master permissive relay and shut the

station down. However, if for any reason the D.C. voltage holds up

which the A.C. falls, the reverse current relay will operate through per-

missive master relay, shutting the station down.

Grounding Protection.—The frame of the converter is grounded

through machine flash over relay, the operating coil of which is made up

of a few turns of heavy copper wire. Should the converter flash over or

the armature insulation break down, this relay operating through master

lock-out relay will shut the station down and lock it out.

Failure of Supervisory Control Equipment.—Where supervisory

control is employed, should a fault develop in the line between the sub-

station and the dispatcher's office such as the breaking or grounding of one

of the wires, line guard relay operating through master permissive relay

will shut the station down.

D.C. Feeder Protection.-—D.C. feeders are protected by air circuit

breakers, which may be designed for high speed operation under short cir-

cuit by means of an inductive shunt around the trip circuit, or by current

transformers in the feeders, the secondary of the transformer being con-

nected to a relay which energizes the trip circuit of the breaker.

The breakers may be designed so that it is impossible to close the

breaker as long as the short circuit remains on the feeder. A further refine-

ment is to equip the breakers with reclosing relays, so that they reclose

automatically when the overload is removed from the feeder.

PROTECTIVE DEVICES FOR MOTOR GENERATOR SETS AND
MERCURY ARC RECTIFIERS

Motor Generator Sets

The protection on motor-generator sets dififers only slightly from that

used for rotary converters. Thermal protection for the motor is provided

either by current transformers connected to thermal relays, or by tempera-

ture detectors, imbedded in the stator winding.

Protection against overloads is provided by relays which cut resistance

into the field circuit of the generator, thereby reducing its voltage and limit-

ing the current output.

Mercury Arc Rectifiers

Rectifiers do not require overspeed or low voltage protection. The
additional protection required consists of water flow relays which protect

the rectifier against loss of cooling water.

Operation under low vacuum must be especially guarded against, and

sensitive vacuum relays are required to protect against loss of vacuum.
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Manual Stations

Tlie protection for manually operated stations is usually less complete

than that provided for automatic stations, as many of the protective func-

tions are performed by the operators.

The usual protection provided consists of

:

A.C. Overload—induction type overload relays.

D.C. Overload—air circuit breaker with overcurrent trip in positive

side of machine.
Overspeed—Centrifugal switch which energizes trip coil of D.C.

Breaker.
Reverse Current—A reverse current relay trips the D.C. Breaker.

Ground—A ground relay between the machine frame and ground.

The following protection may be provided as an additional safeguard

:

Polarized Relay to prevent the machine from being connected to the

bus with incorrect polarity.

A.C. Low Voltage relay to prevent starting the machine with low A.C.

voltage, and to shut the machine down in case the A.C. voltage drops while

the machine is on the line.

GENERAL RELAY PROTECTION—1500 VOLT DIRECT CUR-
RENT AND 3000 VOLT DIRECT CURRENT SUBSTATIONS

Relay protection for 1500 volt D.C. and 3000 volt D.C. substations is

similar to that for 600 volt D.C. substations, except that synchronous con-

verters are not used in 3000 volt D.C. substations, and the description of

relay equipment to protect synchronous converters does not apply.

GENERAL RELAY PROTECTION—11,000 VOLT ALTERNATING
CURRENT SUBSTATIONS

As the result of its preliminary work of investigation, the Committee

finds a great diversity in the relay protective systems employed by dif-

ferent single phase electrifications in this country. This diversity has been

brought about by inherent differences in the single phase systems them-

selves, and by the necessity of obtaining protective features peculiar to the

operation of each system.

The Committee is of the opinion, therefore, that the selection of a

proper relay protective system for any given single phase system must be

based upon a special study of that particular system, taking into account

the fundamental bases of the system design ; e. g., limitation of ground

fault and short circuit current, capacity, reliability, or operating speed of

the various structural and equipment components, system interconnections,

operating service requirements, and other factors.

The Committee has obtained information concerning the relay pro-

tective systems used on several single phase electrifications. It desires,

however, to submit this information in a later report, at which time it is

expected that more complete information will be available.
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STATION BUS ARRANGEMENT

Design best fitted to obtain a maximum of safety and continuity of

service during maintenance and repairs, and operation.

Some aspects of this subject have been covered in previous reports.

This year's work covers a discussion of station bus arrangement. This

report has in mind particularly outdoor buses, but the same general prin-

ciples apply to indoor construction.

General Principles:

Since the bus is the heart of the sub-station and in cases of main

supply points may be the heart of the entire power system a high degree

of reliability must be provided. A careful study should be made to obtain

a proper balance between excess cost of equipment and protection for remote

contingencies. Elaborate protective schemes involve a multiplicity of relays

and other sensitive apparatus, which may increase maintenance costs and also

introduce a certain amount of additional hazard. Simplicity is somewhat

more desired for a railroad electrical installation than for a central station

installation since the latter has a larger and more highly trained electrical

force to keep special apparatus in a high degree of maintenance. Relia-

bility, however, should not be sacrificed to simplicity.

It is undesirable to have other apparatus installed above or below buses

on account of liability of trouble communicating to the main bus. Secondary

buses cannot always be given such locations and in the event that other

apparatus must be installed overhead, some protection may be afforded by

designing structural supports so that members are interposed between the

two classes of construction so as to protect the main bus by catching or

grounding falling w^res, etc.

Railroad transformer sub-stations are generally non-attended and this

point should be considered in connection with the use of hand operated

or remote control switches, and such provisions made that failures due to

improbable contingencies will not cause a prohibitive delay in train service.

Method of Sectionalizing:

The most flexible and reliable bus arrangement is the ring bus, sec-

tionalized into parts for each generator or transformer supplying or taking

power from this bus and with sections tied together by automatic circuit

breakers. Differential relays may be used in conjunction with this arrange-

ment, so connected that the relay will be balanced whenever total power

output of the bus equals the total power input through all breakers, includ-

ing bus tie breakers. In the event of a bus fault, this balance will no

longer be maintained and the relay will operate and trip all breakers con-

nected to the faulty section of the bus. The ring bus type of construction

is used commonly in large generating stations and public utility sub-

stations but its application is not warranted for railroad installations of

any but the most exacting type.

Another highly reliable type of bus arrangement is the use of dupli-

cate buses, which may or may not be sectionalized. This requires for each

feed into or out of the bus, a breaker connecting with each bus section.
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It provides a highly flexible arrangement, but obviously may require a

larger number of circuit breakers of high interrupting capacity. The

number of heavy duty circuit breakers is sometimes reduced by tying two or

more feeders through one circuit breaker to each bus, and using non-

automatic switches to isolate the individual feeder in case of emergency.

This somewhat reduces the flexibility of automatic protection. Duplicate

buses are not usually considered warranted in railway sub-stations on

account of the extra complication and cost of circuit breakers.

The type of bus generally used for railway work is the single bus,

sectionalized into two or more parts. Bus tie breakers are frequently used,

although in many instances the sections are tied with manually operated

switches and opened in emergency by an attendant, who must take proper

precaution against opening under load. Differential relays may be used

with this scheme also, if automatic bus tie breakers are used. The use of

differential relay bus protection is now in favor since relays have been

developed to a high degree of reliability. With this simple type of sec-

tionalization, outgoing lines can be fed usually from the separate sections

in such a manner that service will not be completely deranged by an outage

of one section of the bus. Where duplicate transmission lines are provided,

each line should be on a separate bus section. In the case of feeds to trolley

circuits, an outage of a section of bus need not interfere materially with

service, since sections of the trolley are generally fed also from an adja-

cent sub-station and may be operated as stub feeds.

Power supply apparatus should be arranged with separate sections of the

bus, so that outage of any bus section will take out of service only a portion

of the transformers or other supply apparatus. In minor sub-stations,

where only one supply unit is installed, transfer switches may be mstalled

so that this unit may be cut over to any bus section.

Sectionalization of the bus is not highly important in stations having

only a tap feed to outside lines, since a bus failure will simply disconnect

apparatus of that particular sub-station without affecting connections of the

outside lines, and these can continue to be fed from other sub-stations.

It may involve, however, the overloading of other sub-stations for the

period of the emergency. The consideration of bus sectionalizing for loop

fed stations forming a part of the 3-wire distribution system used by some

railways is particularly important, since a complete bus outage has the effect

of cutting off the transmission line at that sub-station.

It should be borne in mind from the standpoint of reliability that the

sub-station bus is an installation of simple apparatus and bus faults are

probably less frequent than any other type of sub-station or line fault.

These faults can result only from such causes as insulator flashover, a

major circuit breaker failure which grounds the bus side of the breaker,

or from some object falling upon the bus. It must be remembered at the

same time that though very infrequent, a bus failure may cause a severe

interruption of service, unless provision is made for the proper degree of

protection and for restoration automatically or manually within a short

period.
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Transfer Buses:

Since it is important to keep each outgoing line energized at all times

the transfer bus is sometimes employed to make available for each line

a spare circuit breaker or the equivalent of a spare. The transfer bus

consists of a bus with separate switches connecting to each line beyond its

circuit breaker. These switches usually are manually operated disconnect-

ing switches and the cost of the transfer bus equipment is very small. It is

normally de-energized, being used only in emergency when a circuit breaker

is defective or when it is desired to remove a circuit breaker from service

for maintenance. The feeder which it is desired to serve is connected tc

the transfer bus and the transfer bus in turn fed from any other desired

feeder by closing the corresponding switch. Two feeders will thus be

fed from the same circuit breaker, but a lightly loaded circuit breaker may
be selected for the purpose. The transfer bus provides a very flexible

means of connection, without the necessity of installing a spare circuit

breaker. A still more flexible scheme can be adopted by installing a spare

circuit breaker to feed the transfer bus from the main bus, thereby avoid-

ing paralleling of two feeders on one breaker.

The advantages of the transfer bus are its simplicity and flexibility.

Its disadvantages are that great care must be exercised that the proper

switches are operated and since these switches are generally of the manually

operated air break type it is imperative that they not be operated so as

to break load. It is important also that arrangement of transfer switches

be simple and that they be located so that the closed switches may readily

be identified with the proper outgoing lines, so as to reduce the liability

of error in their operation. A further feature sometimes used with the

transfer bus is the addition of a grounding switch, making it possible to

use a transfer bus as a ground bus at such times as it is not being used

for power purposes.

On the whole, the transfer bus is looked upon favorably by a number

of users. It is used principally for trolley circuits, where faults are apt

to be frequent and where it is desired to minimize the amount of stub feed-

ing from adjacent stations.

Bus Installation:

Buses for outdoor sub-stations may be of the flexible tension type

using strain insulators, or the rigid conductor type using post type insula-

tors. The tension bus is the most economical for long straight horizontal

runs with few taps, on axcount of the fewer insulators required. The

steel structure must be designed to take care of the additional tension and

temperature stresses produced by tension buses. Tension buses have the

disadvantage, that broken wires may fall on other wires or apparatus below

them and cause considerable additional damage. Sectionalization in tension

buses requires strain insulators, which may be difficult to maintain. Turns

or oflfsets using tension buses require cross buses with -additional insulators

and several levels. The fact that tension buses must be deadened to some

point in the steel structure may require considerable unnecessary conductor

and use up valuable space. Where taps are made the swaying of tension

buses may be objectionable.
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For complicated bus arrangements rigid buses may be much more
economical of space and may not require as many insulators as tension

buses. Rigid buses are usually copper bar or tubing for bending strength.

These buses may be supported on the top of upright post type insulators

or underslung from post type insulators. Connections to switches and

apparatus are usually simpler where suspended buses are used. All post

type insulators supporting buses, disconnecting switches, fuses and other

apparatus preferably should be interchangeable to reduce maintenance stock.

In many cases insulators for disconnecting switches may also support rigid

buses. In some cases rigid buses have been suspended from strings of

suspension insulator units. Connections to switches and other apparatus

nTay be made by means of copper tubing, which can be bent to avoid

obstructions, and which will not sway with the wind. Copper tubing con-

nections should have bends or flexible terminals to prevent stresses in the

insulators from expansion or vibration or settlement of apparatus and

supports.

Buses should have a greater degree of insulation than lines connected

with these buses, so that the bus will not be the weak link in the system

and therefore be subject to break down by surges. The use of lightning

arresters on lines at sub-stations is generally advisable unless other special

arrangements are used to give buses and sub-station apparatus extra pro-

tection.

Safety Provisions:

Safety to men is taken care of, as with other sub-station connections,

by using ample clearances between buses and adjacent live apparatus so

that men can work upon the one without hazard from the other.

In laying out buses consideration should be given to a method of de-

energizing portions of the bus for inspection, cleaning and maintenance at

convenient times without impairing service from the sub-stations. This can

be done generally at times of light load by de-energizing a part of the sub-

station supply apparatus or by the use of transfer buses, but ease of doing

so is affected greatly by the method of sectionalization used and the spacing

of the bus with respect to other live apparatus.

OIL PURIFYING FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUB-STATIONS

. General.—Where oil insulated apparatus is in use, some method of

purifying the oil should be provided. If the quantity of oil per station is

200 gallons or less, purifying apparatus may be installed at some point on

the system and clean oil transferred in barrels or a portable outfit could be

used and moved from station to station as required. The latter arrange-

ment is more economical since a large quantity of oil need not be kept on

hand.

The use of portable purifying apparatus for inter-station work may be

also used to advantage under the following conditions

:

1

.

Where stations are accessible to railway tracks or high-
ways and arrangements such that outfit can be easily

unloaded' and loaded.
2. Where the cost of a small outfit per station is not war-

ranted by the amount of purification required per year.
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considering the cost of working time lost in transporting

the apparatus, together with the cost of such transpor-

tation.

The necessity for an installation of stationary purifying apparatus can

only be determined by a relative study of the factors of overall cost of

doing such work, and of reliability and availability of purifying equipment

bearing in mind that some types of oil insulated equipment require less fre-

quent oil purification than others. This stationary apparatus may be filter

press, centrifugal oil purifier and filter press combined, or centrifugal and

press as separate units. It is generally desirable to purify the oil in any

large oil insulated unit within the course of one working day. On this basis

the following capacities are recommended.

430 gal. per hr. where gal. of oil for one unit = 2500

600 gal. per hr. where gal. of oil for one unit = 3000

1200 gal. per hr. where gal. of oil for one unit = 6000

ISOO gal. per hr. where gal. of oil for one unit = 7500

1800 gal. per hr. where gal. of oil for one imit = 9000

Oil Circuit Breaker Oil Purification.—Breaker oil should not be

purified by centrifugal machines unless oil is passed through a blotter filter

press after centrifuging. Centrifuge action on oil containing carbon causes

colloidal carbon to be formed and held in suspension in the oil. Such oil

will test high immediately after centrifuging, but the dielectric strength

falls very rapidly. It is recommended, therefore, that filter presses be

used for purification of circuit breaker oil.

Transformer Oil Purification.—The largest amount of oil to be

handled in a sub-station at any one time is transformer oil. Under normal

operation transformer oil does not contain carbon and, therefore, centrifugal

machines may be used. The greatest cause of reduced dielectric of trans-

former oil is moisture and, therefore, large quantities of filter blotter paper

are consumed when presses are used for transformer oil, since water makes

the paper soft and it soon punctures under the pressure applied. Therefore,

the centrifuge machine is recommended for transformer oil purification,

since it is more economical than the filter blotter press and the dielectric

strength of the oil is satisfactory.

The Oil System.—The oil system used in connection with both in-

door and outdoor stations containing oil insulated transformers and circuit

breakers should be such that breaker oil may be drawn from a dirty oil

tank, purified, and run into a clean oil tank and run into a breaker, and

that transformer oil may be run from the transformer through the purifier

and back to the transformer, or from the transformer to a tank and thence

through the purifier and back to the transformer. The component parts of

such a system are as follows

:

1. Transformer Oil Storage Tank.—This tank should be large

enough to hold all the oil from the largest transformer plus 10 per cent.

It should be connected directly to the drain valve of the transformer with

pipe of size necessary to drain the transformer in approximately 30 minutes.

Suction line should be connected to bottom of tank. Manhole with water

tight cover should be provided for entrance to tank for cleaning. Tank
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should have a vent pipe to the atmosphere. In order to insure long life

the tank should be encased in concrete.

2. Circuit Breaker Oil Storage Tanks.—In large substations sepa-

rate storage tanks sometimes are provided for circuit breaker oil. Each

should have a capacity 10 per cent greater than required for the oil of the

largest circuit breaker. They may be placed above the level of the breakers

or below. If above the level of breakers, oil must be pumped from the

breakers. All requirements outlined for the transformer oil tanks apply to

the circuit breaker oil tanks, except no direct connections to circuit breakers

need be made.

In other installations it has not been considered necessary to provide

additional storage tanks for circuit breaker oil. Circuit breaker tanks are

provided with valves and flexible metal hoses so that they may be connected

to the oil purification system and the oil circulated.

3. Piping.—Suction and discharge lines from all apparatus to puri-

fying apparatus should be installed of sufficient size to allow the purifying

apparatus to operate under full capacity without overloading the pumps. It

will be found desirable for outdoor stations to install piping in trenches

which can be opened readily for inspection. Welded joints are recommended

where possible. Caskets of cork or special material for flanged fittings will

be found desirable. Where brass valves are used, a liberal application of

litharge and glycerine on the threads is recommended. Piping should be so

arranged that discharge lines from, purifying apparatus to the equipment can

be readily flushed with oil and thus prevent condensation in the pipes from

entering the equipment. In so far as possible the circuit breaker piping and

the transformer piping should be kept separate.

4. Purifying Apparatus.—For stations of. importance, it is recom-

mended that filter blotter presses be connected permanently to manifolds con-

trolling all suction and discharge lines. Blotter paper drying oven should

be supplied or paper will have to be dried at some central point and carried

to the station immersed in oil. A portable centrifugal purifier gives a very

economical and flexible arrangement. Flexible connections can be provided

for attaching to the manifold. The centrifuge, with the necessary heater,

pumps and tank, may be all mounted on a truck, which will facilitate han-

dling the apparatus.

Oil Handling.—The following are items recommended for care and

handling of oil

:

1. Small pet cocks should be placed on all apparatus contain-

ing insulating oil, preferably at the lowest point, in order to readily

secure samples of oil for testing.

2. The usual practice followed in testing the dielectric strength

of oil is to obtain two samples and send them in glass containers to

a central testing point. The duplicate sample is provided as a check
against the possibility of damage to a single sample which might
change the impurity content of the sample. This possibility can
be entirely overcome by the use of a small portable testing trans-

former and oil cup.

3. Oil testing lower than 22 K.V. on a standard one-tenth inch

disk electrode gap should be purified.

4. The frequency with which oil samples should be taken and
tested can best be determined by experience. It will vary with the
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type of apparatus and with the service conditions which it meets.
General experience on various electrifications shows that the oil

testing period ranges from a specified number of openings under
faults in the case of oil circuit breakers to once every six months
in the case of large power transformers.

5. In using a centrifugal purifier, an increase in the capacity of
the machine by heating the oil is possible. Do not exceed 185
degrees Fahr., since moisture vapor due to the high temperature
passes off with the oil, and after cooling the oil will probbaly test

low.

6. Always keep some spare oil on hand since there is a degree
of waste during purification. Spare oil should be tested periodically.

There was published in last year's report the results of a questionnaire

to railroads and power companies to determine values of clearance between

conductors and between conductors and ground.

Appendix I

(13) ILLUMINATION

L. S. Billau, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. H. VanBuskirk, Vice-Chair-

man ; E. H. Brown, H. A. Currie, J. V. B. Duer, C. B. Martin, R. J.

Needham, A. E. Owen, L. C. Winship, Sidney Withington.

(3) RAILROAD YARD FLOODLIGHTING

Developments in the floodlighting of railroad yards, outside of the gen-

eral extension in the use of this system, have been confined during the past

year largely to refinement in the details of the design of projectors and

engineering features in connection with their application. It is becoming

more generally recognized that the actual efficiency of an installation as

well as its effectiveness is measured by the amount of total light emitted

from the projectors that can be directed on the areas it is desired to

illuminate rather than the efficiency of the light output of the projector

itself. To secure the most satisfactory results will in many cases require

in the same installation the use of lighting units as well as lamps of different

types and sizes. Accomplishing this involves some sacrifice in the inter-

changeability of repair parts for the light projectors and number of kinds

of lamps to be stocked, but it is felt this is of minor consideration compared
to the advantages to be gained by employing the correct unit for the purpose

required. The design of modern floodlight projectors is such that there is

little necessity for stocking spare parts. With respect to the number of

kinds of incandescent lamps that can be used to advantage these are not

likely to exceed three involving the 1000 watt PS-52 bulb lamp, which is

the standard commercial lamp of this size and most widely used, the 1000

watt G-40 bulb with concentrated filament construction for long range

narrow beam distribution, and the 1500 watt lamp which is beginning

to be used to appreciable extent in the large size floodlight projectors. Bene-
fits gained may permit reduction in the number of projectors required or

increased distance of tower spacings in securing the same illumination results.
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Your Committee has endeavored to compile some quantitative data on

some of the more recent and typical railroad yard floodlight installations.

The data obtained in this connection is shown in Table 1. Due to the lack

of definite standards of illumination intensities as applying to this class of

lighting and the large effect that local conditions play in determining a

yard floodlighting installation, satisfactory comparisons on the unit basis for

different yards are of little value without complete information covering

the facts governing each installation. The information is of general interest,

however, in indicating the number of projectors and amount of power re-

quired for adequate railroad yard floodlighting installations.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE IV—RAIL

Earl Stimson, Chairman;
E. E. Adams,
Lem Adams,
J. E. Armstrong,
W. J. Backes,

J. B. Baker,
F". L. C. Bond,
C. B. Bronson,
E. E. Chapman,
W. C. Gushing,
W. A. Duff,
J. M. R. Faikbairn,

J. AI. Farrin,
L. C. Fritch,
F. M. Graham,
E. A. Hadley,
G. R. Harding,
G. W. Harris.
L. J. Hughes^
C. W. Johns,

A. F. Blaess, I'icc-Cliainmiii

;

H. G. Mann,
Hunter McDonald,
r. montfort,
J. V. Neubert,
A. W. Newton,
R. L. Pearson,
W. H. Pen FIELD,

G. A. Phillips,
G. J. Ray,
A. N. Reece,
R. T. Scholes,
G. E. Tebbetts,
G. P. Van Gundy,
F. M. Waring,
J. E. Willoughby,
W. P. Wiltsee,
Louis Yager,

J. B. Young,
Coiinnittce.

To the American Raihvay Euginccrituj Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects

:

(1) Revision of Manual (Appendix A and Exhibits A and B).

(2) Continue study and report on details of mill practice and manu-
facture as they affect rail quality and rail failures, giving special attention

to transverse fissure failures, collaborating with Rail Manufacturers' Tech-

nical Committee (Appendix B).

(3) Continue the compilation of statistics of all rail failures, making
special study of transverse fissure failures (Appendices C and D).

(4) Continue study and report on cause and prevention of rail batter-

ing, collaborating with Committee \"—Track (Appendix E).

(5) Continue study and report on the economic value of different

sizes of rail (Appendix F).

(6) Continue study and report on revision or elimination of the speci-

fications for Spring Washers, collaborating with Committee V—Track

(Appendix G and Exhibits A and B).

(7) Continue the compilation of information of tests of alloy and of

heat treated carbon steel rails, addressing the various railways for records

of such tests as they may have made (Appendix H and Exhibits A, B
and C).

(8) Continue study and report on the branding of tee rails, with a

view towards standardization, collaborating with Committee V—Track (Ap-
pendix A and Exhibit C).

Bulletin 324. February, 1930.
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(9) Study and report on revision of definition of Number 2 Rail

(Appendix A and Exhibit D).

(10) Study and report on preparation of specifications for intermediate

manganese steel rails (Appendix A and Exhibit E).

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

The Committee has made a critical study of material in the Manual and

presents its recommended revisions in Appendix A, Exhibits A and B.

These revisions are intended to improve the wording of the definitions and

to correct certain typographical errors. It is recommended that the standard

design for Track Bolts appearing on page 173 of the Manual be revised to

agree with designs prepared under date of January, 1930, by the Sec-

tional Committee on "Standardization of Bolt, Nut and Rivet Proportions"

of the American Standards Association, on which committee the Rail Com-
mittee is represented. These designs are shown in Exhibit B and are the

results of the latest work on this subject.

Other recommended revisions of the Manual appear in the Committee's

reports on subjects (6) and (9).

(2) MILL PRACTICE

The Committee working jointly with the Rail Manufacturers' Technical

Committee has concluded that only through well directed and comprehensive

research, employing for the purpose an established and well equipped re-

search agency, can the cause and remedy of failures in rail steel be deter-

mined. The Joint Committee has developed a plan for carrying on such

research work and the necessary steps are now being taken to make possible

its accomplishment. It is hoped that the efiforts of the Joint Committee will

have met with success and that they will be in position at the time of the

Convention to announce the plan in detail and the actual beginning of the

work.

A report on results of first year's operation of the A.R.A. Rail Fissure

Detector Car is presented in Appendix B. 2908 track miles of rail were

tested on 23 railroads and transverse or compound fissures detected at the

average rate of 1.3 per day or 1 per 11.8 track miles of rail tested. Other

types of defective rails were also located as detailed in the report.

The Committee is also co-operating with the Bureau of Standards in

its investigation of the cause of transverse fissures and calls your attention

to a valuable report of the Bureau on "Endurance Properties of Some

Special Rail Steels" which appears in a recent Bulletin of your Association.
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(3) RAIL FAILURES

The Committee presents rail failure statistics for the period ending

October 31, 1928, as Appendix C.

Table 1—Average Failures per 100 Track Miles

Year Year's Service

Rolled 12 3 4 5

1908 .... .... .... 398.1

1909 .... .... 224.1 277.8

1910 .... 124.0 152.7 198.5

1911 77.0 104.4 133.3 176.3

1912 28.9 32.1 49.3 78.9 107.1

1913 12.5 25.8 44.8 69.5 91.9

1914 8.2 19.8 32.9 50.9 74.0

1915 8.9 19.0 34.2 53.0 82.4

1916 11.8 29.2 47.7 70.6 105.4

1917 21.6 38.9 66.0 110.5 137.0

1918 8.9 27.6 54.0 92.8 125.4

1919 14.8 39.4 73.7 104.8 115.7

1920 14.2 32.4 63.1 84.5 119.6

1921 10.9 34.9 56.9 70.9 98.9

1922 15.9 34.8 . 55.2 80.4 110.0

1923 14.3 33.2 57.6 86.0 114.1

1924 14.0 33.4 58.3 82.0

1925 15.5 36.6 58.3

1926 17.1 41.2

1927 18.4

The rate of failure of the 1923 rollings, whose period of observation is

now concluded, is slightly greater than the rate for the 1922 rollings. An
improvement is to be expected in the record of the 1924 rollings n;xt year.

The Committee again presents a chart. Fig. 3, which shows the rating

of mills based on rates of failure without considerations of traffic density

and also a chart, Fig. 4, which shows the mill rating when traffic density

is taken into account. In both of these charts there is shown this year for

the first time ratings based on the records of rail which has completed 5

years of service. This is in addition to ratings based on the average failure

rates of 5 year's rollings in service from one to five years.

(3) TRANSVERSE FISSURES

Transverse fissure statistics have been extended to include all rail failures

from such cause reported up to January 31, 1929, and are presented as

Appendix D. The record now comprises a total of 37,797 transverse fissure

rail failures, 5458 of which occurred during the fiscal year 1928.

A material decrease in fissure failures during the first year of service

in 1928 rollings as compared with those from 1927 rollings is noted, the

totals being 58 and 114, respectively. This is due to a decrease in such

failures in Tennessee rail.

(4) CAUSE AND PREVENTION OF RAIL BATTER

The Committee presents as information in Appendix E a progress report

on this subject which gives a resume of the various tests which are now

in progress.
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(5) ECONOMIC VALUE OF DIFFERENT SIZES OF RAIL

The Committee presents as information in Appendix F a monograph

on Economical Selection of Rail by A. N. Reece.

(6) REVISION OR ELIMINATION OF THE SPECIFICATIONS
FOR SPRING WASHERS

The Committee presents in Appendix G report on this subject which

includes the following recommendations

:

(1) That the present standard specifications for spring washers
be eliminated from the Manual

;

(2) That the study of the subject of specifications for spring
washers be continued

;

(3) That the study of stresses in track bolts is properly within
the province of the Committee on Stresses in Track.

Exhibit A of this report is a monograph by E. W. Caruthers which

describes in detail experiments to determine stresses in track bolts which were

conducted on the Pennsylvania Lines in December, 1928. Exhibit A is

submitted as information.

In Exhibit B of this report are presented the results of laboratory

tests of helical spring washers which were conducted by representatives of

the Baltimore & Ohio and Pennsylvania Railroads. Exhibit B is submitted

as information.

(7) TESTS OF ALLOY AND OF HEAT TREATED CARBON
STEEL RAILS

The Committee presented last year a comprehensive report of 'ests of

intermediate manganese steel rails. As the tonnage rolled and installed has

increased, the total now being about 400,000 tons, the Committee has fol-

lowed up the more recent results and presents the data secured, as informa-

tion, in Exhibit A of Appendix H.

The Committee also presents as information, in Exhibits B and C of

Appendix H, results of experimental lots of heat treated carbon steel rails.

Exhibit C is a monograph entitled Rail and Wheel—Part IV, by W. C.

Cushing, which describes in detail the extensive tests of heat treated carbon

steel rails made by the Pennsylvania Railroad.

(8) BRANDING OF TEE RAILS

The Committee presents as information in Exhibit C of Appendix A a

report on the proposed Standardization of the Branding and Stamping Prac-

tice for Tee Rails. The Committee recommends

:

(1) That the attention of the mills be drawn to the difference

in method of branding rails, and suggests that the mills

give consideration to the question of adopting a uniform
method of branding, such method to be adopted from time

to time whenever new rolls are made

;

(2) That the mills be requested to adopt, as early as possible,

a uniform method of stamping rails in the following order,

"Heat Number, Rail Letter, "Ingot Number"

;

(3) That all mills be requested to perform stamping so that

same will appear on each half of rail.
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(9) REVISION OF DEFINITION OF NUMBER 2 RAIL

The Committee presents as information, in Exhibit D of Appendix A,

a progress report on this subject.

The Committee recommends that the Manual be revised as follows

:

that a clause (c) reading "rails that are not hot stamped" be added to the

1925 standard specifications for Open Hearth Carbon Steel Rails, under

side-heading "Classification, No. 2 Rails."

(10) SPECIFICATIONS FOR INTERMEDIATE MANGANESE
STEEL RAILS

The Committee is of the opinion that separate specifications for inter-

mediate manganese steel rails are not needed and that they can be covered by

adding a supplement to the 1925 specifications for open hearth carbon steel

rails. A suggested form of such supplement shown in Exhibit E of Ap-

pendix A is presented at this time for information only.

Action Recommended

The Committee recommends :

(1) That Revisions of the Manual detailed in Appendix A, Exhibits A
and B be approved.

(2) That Report on Standardization of Branding of Tee Rails given

in Appendix A, Exhibit C, be received as information and that the recom-

mendations appearing on page 1 of Appendix A under Subject 8 be

approved.

(3) That the revision of the 1925 standard specifications for Open
Hearth Carbon Steel Rails recommended in Appendix A, page 1457, be ap-

proved for inclusion in the Manual and that progress report in Exhibit D
of Appendix A on classification of Number 2 rails be accepted as information.

(4) That the recommendations detailed on second page of Appendix

H, "Report on Spring Washers Specifications," be approved, and Exhibits

A and B of Appendix H be received as information.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Rail,

Earl Stimson, Chairman.
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Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL
(8) STANDARDIZATION OF BRANDING OF TEE RAILS,

COLLABORATING WITH COMMITTEE V—TRACK
(9) REVISION OF DEFINITION OF NUMBER 2 RAIL

(10) SPECIFICATIONS FOR INTERMEDIATE MANGANESE
STEEL RAIL

A. F. Blaess, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. J. Backes, C. B. Bronson,

J. M. R. Fairbairn, L. C. Fritch, E. A. Hadley, G. W. Harris, R. L.

Pearson, W. H. Penfield, G. J. Ray, R. Montfort, W. C. Barnes.

Your Committee recommends the following revisions and additions for

adoption and inclusion in the Manual

:

(1) Revision of Manual—Exhibits A and B attached show changes

and additions recommended.

(8) This subject was handled by C. B. Bronson, acting as Chairman

of a Sub Sub-Committee, and copy of his report of September 26th is

attached hereto marked Exhibit C. Committee recommends

:

(1) That the attention of the mills be drawn to the difference

in method of branding rails, and suggests that the mills

give consideration to the question of adopting a uniform
method of branding, such method to be adopted from time
to time whenever new rolls are made.

(2) Committee recommends that the mills be requested to

adopt, as early as possible, a uniform method of stamping
rails in the following order : "Heat number, rail letter,

ingot number."
(3) Committee recommends that all mills be requested to per-

form stamping so that same will appear on each half of

rail.

Committee V—Track concurs in the above recommendations.

(9) The Pennsylvania Railroad has recently made an investigation

with a view of defining in detail what constitutes Number 2 rails, under

the Standard Specifications for Open Hearth Steel Rails, Item 9, shown

at top of page 150 of the Manual. Copy of Mr. Cushing's letter of October

18th, outlining result of that investigation, is attached hereto, marked

Exhibit D.

A report on this subject from H. H. Morgan of R. W. Hunt Company
also appears in Exhibit D.

Sub-Committee recommends a clause (c) reading "rails that are not

hot stamped" be added to the 1925 standard specifications for open hearth

carbon steel rails, under side heading "Classification, No. 2 Rails" ; and that

no other change be made at this time.

(10) Specifications for Intermediate Manganese Steel Rail. In line

with report from Mr. Bronson, Sub-Committee is of the opinion that a

separate specification for Intermediate Manganese rail is not needed, and

that this can be covered by adding a supplement to the 1925 Open-Hearth

Steel Rail Specifications.

A suggested form of such supplement is attached hereto marked

Exhibit E and is presented at this time as information only.
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Exhibit A

(1) revision of manual

de;finitions

Simple Steel— (Manual, page 135)—reading "Often called Carbon Steel

(or plain steel), consisting chiefly of iron, carbon and manganese.

Other elements are always present, but are not essential to the for-

mation of the steel, and the content of carbon or manganese, or both,

may be very small."

Change to read "Often called Carbon Steel (or plain steel), consisting

chiefly of iron, carbon, and manganese.

Other elements are always present, some of which are not essential to

the finished product ; and the content of carbon or manganese, or both, may
be very small."

Bessemer Converter—Manual, page 135—reading "A pear-shaped tilting

furnace for refining a charge of liquid pig iron by the Bessemer process

in which no extraneous fuel is burned."

Change to read
—"A tilting furnace for refining a charge of liquid pig

iron by the Bessemer process in which no extraneous fuel is burned."

Ingot— (Manual, page 136)—reading "A special form of casting made for

subsequent rolling and forging."

Change to read
—"A special form of casting made for subsequent roll-

ing or forging."

(a) Hot Top or Sink Head Ingot—reading "A type of ingot
cast with large end up.

On top of the mold is placed a cast iron box lined with
refractory material, the mold being filled with steel to within a
few inches of the top of this box.

Change to read
—"A type of ingot cast in a mold the

top of which is extended with refractory or non-conducting
material, and designed to minimize the piping within the
ingot proper."

(b) Ingot Steel—No change.

Bled Ingot— (Manual, page 136)—reading "An ingot which has fallen over

while solidifying, or has met with some other mishap, allowing the

liquid interior to escape, thus leaving the walls intact."

It may sometimes bleed at the top and sometimes at the bottom, but usually
at the top.

Change to omit the word "thus" in third line.

Bloom— (Manual, page 137)—reading "An intermediate product made by

the rolling of the ingot."

In rail making it is usually understood that a bloom is about eight inches
square, but it might be seven inches or ten inches, rectangular and not square
in shape.

Change to read
—"An intermediate product made by the rolling of the

ingot."

In rail making it is usually about eight inches square, but may be rectangu-
lar in shape.
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Burrs— (Manual, page 137)—-Change the word "sawn" to "sawed."

Charge—A charge of molten iron made in a Bessemer converter ; or the

steel scrap, pig or molten iron, limestone and fluxes in the open hearth

furnace.

(To be inserted on page 137 in Manual.)

Cinder Heat (Burned Ingot)—Manual, page 137)—reading "The heat-

ing of a bloom or ingot in a heating furnace to such a degree that a

certain amount of melted slag or oxide is formed on the outer surface

of the piece."

Change to read
—"The heating of a bloom or ingot in a heating fur-

nace to such a degree that a certain amount of oxide is formed on the outer

surface of the piece."

Critical Temperatures— (Manual, page 137)—reading "In the cooling of

iron or steel, there is an abrupt arrest in the cooling at certain tempera-

tures which is caused by the evolution of considerable heat in the metal,

brought about by some internal crystalline or molecular transformation

inside the mass."

These temperatures are called "Critical Temperatures."

Change to read
—"At certain temperatures steel and iron undergo marked

structural transformations; these are accompanied by evolution or absorp-

tion of heat brought about by some internal crystalline or molecular trans-

formation inside the mass.

These temperatures are called "Critical Temperatures."

Heat— (Manual, page 137)—reading "A charge of molten cast iron made

in a Bessemer converter ; or the steel scrap, pig or molten iron, lime-

stone and fluxes in the open-hearth furnace ; and the resulting molten

steel which is poured or tapped from the furnace."

Also refers to the ingots charged into the soaking pits, or the blooms
charged into the reheating furnace.

Change to read
—"The steel resulting from one charge."

Reheating of Blooms— (Manual, page 138)—Omit parenthesis and change

the second "the" in the second line to "a."

Tapping—To be inserted on page 138 of Manual—"Removing the molten

steel from the furnace by opening tap hole and allowing the metal to

run into the ladle."

Detail Fracture— (Manual, page 139)—reading "A fracture caused by the

gradual breaking of the metal under alternate bending stresses."

Change to read
—"A progressive transverse fracture originating at the

surface of the head. These should not be confused with transverse fissures."

Transverse Fissure— (Manual, page 139)—reading "A crosswise break

starting from a center or nucleus inside of the head of the rail from

which the fracture spreads outward."

Change to read
—"A progressive transverse fracture starting from a

center or nucleus inside of the head of the rail froin which the fracture

spreads outward."

No change in remainder of definition.
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Batter— (Manual, page 139)

Half-Inch Point Batter—reading "The distance in thousandths of an

inch between the bottom of a straight edge 12 to 24 inches long,

applied along the center line of the worn surface on the top of the

rail (with one ehd coinciding with the end of the rail) and the top

of the rail measured at a point one-half inch from the end of the

rail."

Change to read
—"The distance expressed in thousandths of an inch

between the bottom of a straight edge 24 inches long, applied along the

center line of the worn surface on the top of the rail (with one end coin-

ciding with the end of the rail) and the top of the rail measured at a point

one-half inch from the end of the rail."

Milling Rail— (Manual, page 140)—reading "The cutting with a milling

hob of the ends of the rails to correct roughness and inaccuracies of

sawing."

Change to read "The cutting with a milling hob of the ends of the rails

to eliminate roughness and inaccuracies of sawing."

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR OPEN HEARTH CARBON
STEEL RAIL

Section 9. No. 2 Rails, clause (b)— (Manual, page 150)—reading

"Rails arriving at the straightening presses with sharp kinks of greater

camber than that indicated by a middle ordinate of six inches in 39 feet."

Change to read "Rails arriving at the straightening presses with sharp

kinks or greater camber than that indicated by a middle ordinate of .six inches

in 39 feet."

STANDARD LOCATIONS OF BORING FOR CHEMICAL
ANALYSES AND TENSILE TEST PIECES

(Manual, page 163)—change to read "STANDARD LOCATIONS
FOR TENSILE TEST PIECES AND FOR BORING FOR CHEM-
ICAL ANALYSES."

DESIGN FOR TRACK BOLTS

(Manual, page 173)—Sub-Committee recommends the adoption of De-

signs for Track Bolts and Nuts shown in Exhibit B, replacing present

designs.

These proposed designs were prepared under date of January, 1930,

by the Sectional Committee on the "Standardization of Bolt, Nut and Rivet

Proportions" of the American Standards Association, on which Committee

the Rail Committee is represented. These designs represent the results of

the latest work on this subject.

RAIL FAILURE FORMS

(Manual, pages 180-1-2)—Sub-Committee recommends the appointment

of a special Sub-Committee to study and report on the advisability of revis-

ing these forms, especially Forms 402-A, 402-B and 402-E. The advent of

the Sperry Detector Car makes it advisable to change and elaborate some

of these forms.
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Form 402-A— (Manual, page 181)—Sub-Committee recommends that

the definition of "transverse fissure" appearing on the back of this Form
reading "a crosswise break starting from a center inside the head of the

rail from which the defect spreads outward. The broken rail will show a

smooth bright or oval dark spot in the head."

Be changed to agree with definition previously recommended herein

under heading "Definitions."

APPLICATION OF WELDED BONDS

(Manual, page 193)—Change the first line to read "The application of

welded bonds to the outer side of rail head within the limits of the joint

bars." This corrects a typographical error in the Manual.

Exhibit B

Oval Neck Track Bolts
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Exhibit C

NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES

New York, Sept. 26, 1929.

Mr. A. F. Blaess,

Chairman, Sub-Committee 1,

Rail Committee, A.R.E.A.

Dear Sir

:

I have investigated the subject of standardizing the branding and stamp-
ing practice for Tee rails, after receiving complete information which was
very kindly furnished by each steel company.

While the branding is essentially that required in specifications, there is

considerable difference in the amount shown on each rail, as well as the order.

Four sections which are quite extensively rolled are taken as representa-

tive of the branding practice, and are shown on sheets No. 1 and 2. Ditto
marks are shown for that portion of the branding that is similar from
one section to another. The branding is standardized at each particular

mill ; the only change from one section to another being the section

designation.

Sheet No. 3 shows the Order of Branding. It will be noted that hardly
any two steel companies follow exactly the same practice.

The 1925 A.R.E.A. Rail Specification, in common with all others, does
not prescribe the order of branding or stamping. Under Section 16, Brand-
ing, Clause (A) requires the Name of the Manufacturer, the Month and
Year of Manufacture, and the Weight and Type of section of rail as rolled.

Clause (d) states that All rails shall be branded "O—H" in addition to

other marks. The branding on rails for all mills is full and complete
enough to meet the specification requirements.

The branding on rails at the Bethlehem Steel Company's mills fully

meets the requirements as to order and completeness, and seems preferable

to me. The branding for rails made at Carnegie, Illinois and Inland, also

Tennessee is quite satisfactory.

The expense involved if rolls had to be retooled to revise the branding
would be considerable, should a standard be insisted upon. For this and
other reasons I think no recommendation is necessary, and that the informa-
tion attached herewith could be published as information. In addition, copies

of the attached could be sent to the Rail Manufacturers' Committee to

obtain their views as to more nearly standardizing the branding, and to use
the same sequence in tooling the brand in the rolls.

Incidentally request was made for information on stamping practice,

and a summary of the same is shown on Sheet No. 4. Under each plant is

shown the order in which the stamping appears on the rail web on side

opposite the brand, and directly below a typical example. It will be noted

that there is not uniform practice as to the relative position of Heat Number,
Rail Letter and Ingot Number. I firmly believe that the order mentioned
is the most logical as it thus separates the heat number and ingot number by
interposing the rail letter. I have already noted in our own rail failure

reports a distinct tendency for some trackmen to jumble up the heat number
and ingot number where they are placed adjacent and only slightly spaced.

It would be well to have the Rail Manufacturers consider this question

also.

The number of figures in the heat number varies at the different plants

from four to six. Generally the last three and in some cases last four figures

represent the heat tapped from the furnace and the other one, two
or three figures making up the complete number represent the furnace num-
ber. However, I do not think this information as to meaning of heat numbers
at each plant is necessary from the standpoint of rail failure statistics or
other data.

In conclusion I think all we can do is to present the attached data as

information.
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Second, that the Manufacturers be furnished copies of this data with a

request that an attempt be made to unify their branding.

Third, that the stamping practice be so adjusted that the order of appear-

ance on the rail web would be heat number, rail letter, ingot number. This

should be another matter for the manufacturers to agree upon.

It is realized that each mill has at present a well established practice,

and to change would mean considerable expense and rearrangement but that

this could be done gradually as new rolls and other equipment are required.

Your very truly,

C. B. Bronson,

Chairman of Sub Sub-Committee I,

Rail Committee A.R.E.A.

Copy to Mr. W. C. Barnes.

BRANDING PRACTICES FOR TEE RAILS

Note.—Branding shown in the exact order as rolled into the rail, and

typical examples are shown by means of illustration for the 90-lb. A.R.A.

type A, and the 100-lb., 110-lb. and 130-lb. R.E. Sections.

ALGOMA STEEL CORPORATION—SAULT STE. MARIE
901b. A.R.A. "A."—CANADA ALGOMA 90 LBS ARA A SEC 119 OH 111111 1929

100-lb. R.E. ALGOMA 100 LBS RE SEC 134 111111 1929 OH CANADA
110-lb. R.E. Not rolled.

130-lb. R.E. Not rolled.

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY—LACKAWANNA WORKS
90-lb. A.R.A. "A."—B S CO LACKAWANNA OH V 1 1 192^ 90 A R A A

100-lb. R.E. do 100 ARE A
1101b. R.E. do 110 AREA
l.?0-lb. R.E. do 130 A R E A

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY—MARYLAND WORKS
90-lb A.R.A. "A."—B S CO MARYLAND OH 111111 1929 90 A R A A

100-lb. R.E. do 100 A R E A
no-lb. R.E. do 110 AREA
130-lb. R.E. do 130 A R E A

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY—STEELTON WORKS
90-lb. A.R.A. "A."—B S CO STEELTON OH 1111111 1929 90 A R A A

100-lb. R.E. do 100 A R E A
110-lb. R.E. do 110 A R E A
130-lb. R.E. do 130 A R E A

CARNEGIE STEEL COMPANY—EDGAR THOMSON WORKS
90-lb. A.R.A. "A."—CARNEGIE ET USA 1929 1111111 9020 R A OH

100-lb. R.E. do 1002S RE OH
110-lb. R.E. do 1102S RE OH
130-lb. R.E. do 13025 R E OH

COLORADO FUEL AND IRON COMPANY—MINNEQUA WORKS
90-lb. A.R.A. "A."—COLORADO 90 R A A 111111 1929 OH

100-lb. R.E. COLORADO 10025 111111 1929 OH
110-lb. R.E. COLORADO 110 R E 111111 1929 OH
130-lb. R.E. COLORADO 1300 111111 1929 OH

DOMINION IRON & STEEL COMPANY, LTD.—SYDNEY WORKS
9U-lb. A.R.A. "A." 110-lb. R.E., and 130 lb. R.E. not rolled.

100-lb. R.E.—D I S CO LTD 100 LBS R E 11111 1929 OH

ILLINOIS STEEL COMPANY—GARY WORKS
A."—RA A OH 9020 ILLINOIS G 1111111 1029 USA

RE OH 10025 do
RE OH 11025 do
RE OH 13025 do

90-lb.
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INLAND STEEL COMPANY—INDIANA HARBOR WORKS
90-lb. A.R.A. "A."—RA A 9020 OH INLAND USA 1929 1111111

100-lb. R.E. R E 10025 do
110-lb. R.E. R E 11025 do
130-lb. R.E. R E 13025 do

TENNESSEE COAL IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY—ENSLEY
WORKS

90-lb.
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Illinois Steel Company—Gary
Order Heat Number Ingot Number Rail Letter

Example 55363 12 D

Inland Steel Company
Order Ingot Number Heat Number Rail Letter

Example 12 20618 F

Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad

Order Heat Number Rail Letter Ingot Number
Example 856439 D 14

Exhibit D

THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

Philadelphia, October 18, 1929.

Subject: No. 2 Rails—Basis of Classification.

Mr. Earl Stimson, Chairman,
Rail Committee, A.R.E.A.,
Baltimore, Md.

Dear Sir:

On account of the general terms of the language, and the difficulty of

stating precise definitions in clear language, there has sometimes arisen some
dissatisfaction when the rail inspectors are classifying rails at the mills.

In order to study the possibility of improvement I began with the

request of our Inspection Department to have each one of our twelve inspec-

tors write in his own words the description of rail defects which he had
in his own mind when performing his duties, and from these answers I

have prepared a revision of the specifications for classification of rails in

our "Specifications for Carbon Steel Rails," Form C.E. 55- (c).

Copies, together with additional revisions since made, have been sub-

mitted to the rail manufacturers, Bethlehem Steel Company, Carnegie Steel

Company, Illinois Steel Company, and Inland Steel Company, each having
taken special interest in assisting to improve these definitions. Our Engineer
of Tests at the same time has considered the subject carefully and for-

warded his suggestions on several different occasions.

The descriptions are so difficult to frame and accomplish at the same
time the object of unnecessary rejection of lower classification rails that

complete satisfaction of the rail manufacturers has not yet been reached.

I am sending you, however, the latest revision, October 18, 1929, after

further careful consideration of the suggestions made, with the recommenda-
tion that the subject be turned over to the suitable committee for further
consideration with the rail manufacturers, if you think it profitable and
necessary, with the view to its substitution for the similar sections in our rail

specifications. The principal criticism by the manufacturers has been in

connection with 13-Ce), relative to seams, scratches and guide marks.
Clause 13- (b) has been revised to agree more nearly with the views

of the manufacturers.
It is not necessary that this subject be finished in time for the Rail

Committee report this year, although it would be desirable to have changes
made if perfectly convenient and without causing delay in the preparation of
the report.

I will send copies of this to all members of the Rail Committee and the
manufacturers.

Your very truly,

W. C. CUSHING,

Engineer of Standards.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR CARBON STEEL RAILS—C.E. 55-(c)

(PROPOSED REVISION OF SECTIONS 12 AND 13)

BASIS OF CLASSIFICATION

No. 1 Rails

(12) Rails of "No. 1 Classification" shall be free from all defects and

flaws deemed injurious to the integrity of the material and as weakening the

strength as a structural member.

No. 2 Rails

(13) Rails with certain imperfections recognized as not impairing

strength and soundness will be accepted as "No. 2 Rails" in accordance with

the following descriptions

:

(a) Rails arriving at the straightening presses with sharp kinks
or a greater camber for the thick base section than that measured
by:

(1) A middle ordinate of 4 inches in 33 ft.

(2) A middle ordinate of 6 inches in 39 ft.

(3) A middle ordinate of 8 inches in 45 ft.

(4) A middle ordinate of 12 inches in 60 ft.

(b) Rails reslraightened twice after the first straightening, as
excessive gagging is regarded as liable to damage the structure of
the material.

(c) Rails that show gag marks on account of being straightened
while too hot.

(d) Rails represented by the test specimen which had a greater
permanent set than stated in Clause S-(e), because of the likelihood
of being unduly soft.

(e) Rails with seams, scratches and guide marks in any part of
the sectional periphery which do not show evidence of probable
future development into rail-fractures.

(f) Rails with laps in the head.

(g) Rails with scales, slivers and tears which may show an
unclean surface after finishing.

(h) Rails with sand spots, provided they are pitted, and not
merely discolored.

(i) Rails which may have been accidentally dropped from a
height which caused them to strike a solid object with the end.

(j) Rails excessively chipped on the ends when removing fins,

unless squared up by milling.

(k) Rails that have one or more figures or letters omitted from
the heat number, thus making cold-stamping necessary.

ROBERT W. HUNT COMPANY, ENGINEERS

Chicago, October 24, 1929.

Mr. A. F. Blaess, Chief Engr.,
Illinois Central System,
Chicago, Illinois.

Dear Sir

:

Mr. Cushing's suggestions are very interesting. At the same time, I

believe a careful study of them will show that they are more confusing than
clarifying. I am submitting on separate sheets a specific criticism of the
items suggested.

An inventory of the many imperfections of any rolled product and
the definition of different degrees of such imperfections in setting require-
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nicnts for No. 1, No. 2. and scrapped rails is not a simple matter. At the

same time, if the Rail Committee can dcfinitel)' define No. 1 and No. 2

rails, it would be desirable to make changes in the specifications. From our

own extensive experience in the inspection of rail steel, this would be ex-

tremely difficult. While the present classification is a general classification,

I do think that the distinction made is sufficient.

No. 1 rails shall be free from injurious defects and flaws of all

kinds.

No. 2 rails shall be rails which do not contain surface imper-
fections in such number or such character as will in the judgment of

the inspector render them unfit for recognized uses.

The only criticism that I have of this distinction is in the word "recog-
nized." I would think this w-ould better read "unfit for use as such" or

"unfit for use as No. 2 rails."

The description of imperfections attempted by Mr. Gushing shows how
confusing this matter may become and, even with the attention he has given
to this, he has far from covered all the imperfections that would justify

classifying rails as No. 2 or scrap. Just to mention a few: wavy flanges,

rough heads, flat heads, over-filled heads, snaky line, twisted rails, rocky
bases, cupped bases, mill pick-ups, and many others. If we could enumerate
all the imperfections that might be present in a rail, we would still have to

define the degree of each to distinguish between No. 1 rails, No. 2 rails,

and scrap, and I know- that such would be extremely difficult.

Now, I do not want to seem destructive in the criticism of Mr. Cushing's
set-up, as I think his attack of it is well thought out and I believe that some-
thing constructive can be drawn from what he has done. The only essential

criticism that I am making is a criticism of his attempt to classify imperfec-
tions of all kinds.

I am of the opinion that the present distinction between No. 1 and No. 2

rails is sound. At the same time, I do think there are other provisions such

as Item 9 (b) of the A.R.E.A. specifications which could well be added to

the description of No. 2. I would suggest the following. A paragraph 9 (c)

to read as follows :

"Rails in which cold-stamping becomes necessary to complete
identification."

I would be very glad to discuss any features of this matter with you
whenever you want me to.

Yours truly,

ROBERT W. HUNT COMPANY,
(signed) H. H. Morgan,

Manager Rail and Fasloiuujs Dept.

DETAILED CRITICISM OF MR. CUSHING'S SUGGESTED BASIS
OF CLASSIFICATION

No. 1 Rails

(12) Mr. Gushing says No. 1 rails shall be free from all defects and

flaws deemed injurious to the integrity of the material and as weakening the

strength as a structural member. It looks to me as if he is far from

defining what a No. 1 rail is. If he is going to define No. 2 rails, he cer-

tainly .should start out by a much greater definition of No. 1 rails. He uses

the terms "integrity" and "weakening the strength as a structural member."

Certainly a rail inspector could pass better on the simple statement that

"No. 1 rail shall be free from injurious defects and flaws nf all kinds."
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No. 2 Rails

(13) Mr. dishing states that rails with certain imperfections recog-

nized as not impairing strength and soundness will be accepted as No. Z

rails. This to nw mind is practically the same as his classification of No. 1

rails, except, of course, the No. 2 rails he classifies by (a) to (k), inclusive.

I don't see much difference in the use of "strength and soundness" and

"integrity" and "weakening the strength as a structural member."

(a) This is the same provision as 9 (b) of the A.R.E.A. speci-

fications except that he gives the ordinates for 33-ft., 39-ft.,

45-ft. and 60-ft. lengths. The A.R.E.A. specification 'is

written for 39-ft. only. If it is to be written for other

lengths, there will have to be changes in other provisions

of the specifications, such, for example, as paragraphs 11,

17 (d), and 20 (b).

(b) If a rail only requires a slight restraightening to be satis-

factory, I can't see why the number of restraightenings

should be limited. At the same time, a rail with snaky
• line, which probably cannot be improved by restraightening,

should be accepted as No. 2. On the other hand, a rail

with lumpy surface or twisted, should, generally speaking,

be rejected outright.

(c) The degree that gag marks show is a matter of surface

imperfection and more likely to be due to improper
straightening than on account of being straightened while
too hot. Excessive gag marks, whatever the occasion,

might be the basis of the acceptance of No. 2 rail or

might justify rejection. The judgment of the inspector

would have to operate here.

(d) This is a matter that does not apply to the A.R.E.A. speci-

fication but only to the Pennsylvania.

(e) This is a very confusing paragraph. According to it,

the most minor seams, scratches and guide marks would
justify a No. 2 classification, and yet we know such rails

very likely are No. 1 generally. On the other hand, the
paragraph attempts to distinguish between No. 2 and scrap
rails on the basis of not accepting as No. 2 these defects
which would probably develop into rail fractures. This
may be considered a fair description but I don't believe it

would be of very practical value to the rail inspector.

(f) I certainly would object to the unqualified acceptance as
No. 2 of rails with laps in the head. I would consider this

distinctly contradictory to the intent of 13 (e) in desiring
to accept rails that may develop into rail fracture. What
about a lap at the juncture of the head and the web?

(g) I don't know what is meant by unclean surface after finish-

ing. It seems to me that this is just another one of the
imperfections that is best covered under the paragraph 9 (a)
of the A.R.E.A. specifications.

(h) The extent of so-called sand spots might determine whether
the rails are No. 1, No. 2 or scrap. The paragraph implies
where they are merely discolored rails they may be ac-
cepted as No. 1, but it does not say so.

(i) Thisis not sufficiently definite. In fact, it is far from
explicit. Any rail damaged in handling to an extent to
set up a surface imperfection of a character deemed in-
jurious might be accepted as No. 2. At the same time,
the damage might be sufficient to justify scrapping the
rail. The situation would again need the judgment of the
inspector.
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(j) A rail might be excessively chipped or excessively filed. It

might be off-square. This condition would generally be

corrected either by milling or cutting the rail to a short. I

don't know why such a rail should be taken as a No. 2.

(k) I think this is a good provision. At the same time, it

should be clearly understood that this cold-stamping is satis-

factory only when the rail can be properly and definitely

identified. The cold-stamping of any heat numbers, the

ingot number, or the rail position number, warrants a clas-

sification of the rail as a No. 2.

Exhibit E

SUGGESTED SUPPLEMENT TO A.R.E.A. SPECIFICATIONS
FOR OPEN-HEARTH CARBON STEEL RAILS—1925 ISSUE,
TO PROVIDE FOR INTERMEDIATE MANGANESE STEEL
RAILS

DETAILS OF MODIFICATION

Chemical Composition

(2) The chemical composition of the steel, determined as pescribed

hereafter, shall be within the following limits

:

Constituents ' Weight in Lb. per Yard ^

Lonstnuems -^_^^ ^._^^^ 101-120 121-140
Carbon 0.50-0.65 0.50-0.65 0.54-0.67 0.55-0.70

Manganese .... 1.30-1.60 1.30-1.60 1.30-1.60 1.30-1.60

No change in phosphorus or silicon.

Average Carbon and Average Manganese

(3) (a) No change.

(b) No change.

(c) In any rolling it is desired that the number of heats above the

mean manganese percentage of the specified range shall be at least equal

to the number of heats below tlie mean, and that the a\erage manganese

shall be as high as the mean.

(dj It is desired that heats with carbon on the lower limit of that

specified shall contain manganese on the upper limit of that specified, and

heats with manganese on the lower limit of that specified shall contain car-

bon on the upper limit of that specified.

Branding

(16) (b) The heat number and the ingot number as rolled shall be

stamped in the web of each rail where it will not be covered by the joint

bars. When the intermediate manganese grade of steel rails is rolled, the

letters "IM" shall be hot stamped adjacent to the heat number.
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Appendix B

(2) RESULTS OF FIRST YEAR'S OPERATION OF THE
A.R.A. RAIL FISSURE DETECTOR CAR

By W. C. Barnes, Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee

The American Railway Association Detector Car, developed by the

Inventor, Elmer A. Sperry, under contract with the Association, and which

is being operated under leases with the various railroads under the direction

of the Rail Committee and the immediate supervision of the writer, com-

pleted its first year of operation on November 15, 1929.

This car is leased at a rental of $85.00 per day, the lessee road provid-

ing and operating the necessary towing equipment and furnishing all neces-

sary fuel, lubricating oil, etc. The Association provides an experienced

operator who has complete charge of the testing equipment but the direction

of the testing work is in the hands of the lessee roads.

The original itinerary for the car was planned to provide an opportunity

for as many roads as possible in different parts of the country to become
acquainted with its possibilities in a minimum of time and this neces-

sitated restricting the term of leases to permit of only 6 days actual testing

per road.

This restriction was not favorable to the most economical operation

due to the frequent losses of time entailed in loading, in transit between

lessee roads and in unloading.

Now that the A.R.A. car has been demonstrated from New York to

California and Montana to Texas, and other cars are being operated by a

service corporation formed by Mr. Sperry, leases for the A.R.A. car can be

had for more extended periods.

The results of operation during the first year will be found in a tabula-

tion accompanying this report, from which it will be noted that in the 2908

track miles of rail tested, transverse or compound fissures were detected at the

average rate of 1.3 per day or 1 per 11.8 track miles. Numerous other

defects were detected such as horizontal fissure, split heads, split webs,

broken bases and progressive fractures starting from the surface of the head.

A total of 213 transverse fissures were detected, the smallest being ap-

proximately the size of a five-cent piece and many being practically the full

area of the rail head. These fissures were detected at the average rate of 1

per 13.6 track miles. For comparison, there were reported last year by 54

roads in United States and Canada, a total of 5458 transverse fissure failures

from a total reporting mileage of approximately 149,000 track miles or at

the rate of 1 failure per 27.3 track miles.

It will be noted that the rate at which transverse fissures were detected

is double the rate of the transverse fissure failures reported. This was to

be expected, assuming the detecting device to be efficient, as the present

testing is largely confined to those stretches of track where fissures have

been most numerous and also because many fissures of less than breaking

size were detected. These results indicate that with more Detector Cars

coming into use a marked reduction in future fissure failure of rails in service

will be effected.
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The efficiency of detection is a matter of lively interest but unfortu-

nately we are still unable to say anything very positive about it despite our

testing of 2908 miles of track. Fissures smaller than a five-cent piece are

either not detected or if detected cannot as yet be distinguished from minor

surface imperfections.

We know of but one proven case of failure where the car detected only

one fissure in a rail on its first run over it but detected a second fissure on a

repeat run made immediately thereafter.

There have been a number of cases of transverse fissure failures occur-

ring in track within a few days or weeks after the car indicated no fissures

of detectable size at the failure locations. In view of our lack of knowledge

of the rapidity of growth of those particular fissures, it cannot be proven

that they represent failures of the car to detect them as they may have

grown from less than detectable size to the breaking area after the detector

car had tested those rails. Increasing evidence indicates that, in at least

some cases, the time required to develop fissures to breaking size is to be

measured in days instead of years as was formerly thought.

The writer has positive proof of a rail breaking from a 1^-inch fissure

6 weeks after it was laid new in track. As the growth is probably com-

paratively slow in the early stages and accelerates as the size of the fissure

increases, who can say when this fissure started to grow from its small

nucleus and how short a time interventd between its attainment of detectable

size and its breakage at lJ4-inch. The car had not tested this rail.

The experiment made by James E. Howard, Engineer Physicist at the

Bureau of Safety, described in his report on an accident that occurred on

the Missouri Pacific at West Junction, Kansas, on June 25, 1928, in which

he peened with a light hand hammer the head of an unbroken rail directly

above a transverse fissure which had been detected and its approximate size

determined by the Sperry method, is interesting in this connection. A
moderate amount of peening extended the fissure to the peripheral metal of

the rail head. Mr. Howard remarks "The limited time and small number
of hammer blows which accomplished this result are significant features.

They suggest the probable rapid development of transverse fissures in the

track."

It is a difficult problem to solve ; some fissures may grow slowly and

others very fast, depending on the quality of the rail steel and the service

conditions. At present, we must base our opinion of the value of the detector

car on its known performance in the detection of fissures and other danger-

ous defects in rail.

No matter what its actual efficiency may be, the detection, on the aver-

age, of one transverse or compound fissure per 11.8 track miles in the

testing of 2908 track miles and the high record detection of 23 fissures in

two days' testing of 46 miles, 19 of which were found in one day in 5 rails

of the same heat, leaves no question in my mind regarding its value.

Probably the most impartial evidence in this connection is the fact that

3 large railroad systems have already leased the car for a second time, not

to gain more knowledge of it but for results to be obtained, and other

systems have second lease applications on file.
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Many improvements have been made in the car and its equipment since

its initial operation on Eastern Roads, which have shown their value in

results since obtained. The matter of further improvement is receiving

careful study.

Inquiries regarding lease of the A.R.A. Detector Car should be directed

to W. C. Barnes, Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee, A.R.E.A., at Chicago.

TABULATION GIVING STATISTICS OF FIRST YEAR'S
OPERATION OF THE A.R.A. DETECTOR CAR

Rental Days
Testing (74.7 per cent of 263j^ days) 196
In Transit, Loading and Unloading (average 3 days per

road) 67^
Total days billed— (72.2 per cent of 365 days) 263J^

Non-Rental Days
Special Testing 8
In Transit 3
Sundays and Holidays 52
Shopping 38]/2

Total days not billed 101^

Total Elapsed Days—(Nov. 15, 1928, to Nov. 14, 1929, incl.) 365

Number of Railroads Which Tested Under Lease 23
Number of Railroad Systems Leasing Twice 3

Minimum Number of Days Testing per Lease 5

Average Number of Days Testing per Lease 8.5

Maximum Number of Days Testing per Lease 28
Total Track Miles of Rail Tested 2908

Average Number of Track Miles Tested per Testing Day 14.8

Maximum Number of Track Miles Tested per Testing Day 26

Rail Defects Detected in 2908 Miles of Track
Transverse Fissures 213
Compound Fissures 41

Horizontal Fissures (Incomplete) 335
Split Heads 45
Pipes 193

Split Webs 9

Progressive Fractures 6
Miscellaneous, Including Broken Bases 17

Total 859

Average Track Miles Tested per 1 Detected Transverse or Compound
Fissure 11.8

Average Number of Transverse or Compound Fissures Detected per
Testing Day 1.3

Maximum Number of Transverse or Compound Fissures Detected per
Testing Day 19
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Appendix C

(3) RAIL FAILURE STATISTICS FOR 1928

By W. C. Barnes, Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee

The rail failure statistics for the year ending October 31, 1928, appear-

ing in this report, have been compiled in accordance with the standard method

of basing the failure rate on mile years of service in track.

The tonnages and track miles reported of rollings for 1923 and succeed-

ing years embodied in these statistics are as follows:

Year Rolled Tons Track Miles

1923 1,349,194 8,465

1924 1,321,674 8,298

1925 1,566,065 9,484

1926 1,558,390 9,542

1927 1,465,422 8,577

Totals 7,290,745 44,366

Table 1 shows the average failures per 100 track miles which occurred

in one to five years' service of all of the rail reported on, from all mills

together with the results taken from previous reports, including both Besse-

mer and Open Hearth rails. The 1923 rollings, whose period of observation

is now concluded, show a slightly higher failure rate than was developed for

the 1921 and 1922 rollings. The four-year record of the 1924 rollings indi-

cates that a slight improvement may be expected in their failure rate to be

reported next year.

Figure 1 shows diagrammatically the five-year averages from Table 1.

Table 2 presents a summary from 16 years' reports showing track miles

of rail originally laid and total failures in addition to the failures per aver-

age 100 track miles in service for periods of one to five years. The failure

rates of rails from each of the mills for rollings since 1908 are given in

Table 3 and also shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2.

Table 4 presents a recapitulation of the performances during the five-

year period of rails rolled at each of the mills with the exception of Cambria

and Dominion, which are omitted because of lack of representation in rollings

of all years during the period. In this Table the original track miles laid

of the various rollings are given for information, the failure rates being

computed by mile years of rail in service. Figure 5 presents diagrammatic-

ally the failure rates "to date" from Table 4.

In Fig. 3 the failure rates per year, from Table 4, of recent rollings

from the various mills are shown diagrammatically. This Mill Rating

Figure presents this year for the first time two bases of comparison : namely,

the average rate of failures per year for the 1923 rollings only, in 5 years

of service, which is shown cross hatched, and the weighted average rate for

the rollings from 1923 to 1927, inclusive, in 5 to 1 years of service, respec-

tively, which is shown in solid black. The latter rates are presented

as in former reports. Owing to the not unusual wide variation in the

records of different years' rollings from individual mills, the ratings based

on the rollings of one year only will vary considerably from year to year.
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Table 2—Summary from Sixteen Years Reports Showing Track Miles

Originally Laid, Total Failures and Failures per 100 Average Track
Miles in Service

twrv.c*
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In both metliods, Inland ranks first with lowest failure rates, Algoma

has the highest rate of failure for the 1923 rollings and Tennessee the high-

est for average of 1923 to 1927 rollings. Pennsylvania has a considerably

higher rank based on 1923 rollings only than on 1923 to 1927 rollings, and

Colorado a much lower rank.

Figure 4 rates the performance of the mills from the same data that

are used for Fig. 3 except that traffic density factors have been introduced

into the final computations. Figure 4 is presented as information. A factor

for each reporting road based on its gross freight ton miles per mile of

main track was applied to the rail tonnages on that road from any given

mill. The resulting weighted average traffic density factor, for all rail on all

roads from that mill, was applied to the failure rate of that mill's output as

given in Fig. 3. No claim for the entire accuracy of this system of rating

is made, but it does give more consideration to the work which the failed

rails from the respective mills were called upon to perform, than does the

system of rating on which Fig. 3 is based.

The use of these traffic density factors has resulted as follows : In the

ratings based on 1923 rollings, Pennsylvania moves from second to first

place, with practically the same failure rate as for Inland ; Maryland has

moved up from seventh to fifth place.

In the ratings based on 1923-1927 rollings, Inland remains in first place

and is closely followed by Edgar Thompson, Gary and Pennsylvania in the

order named. Ensley remains in last position.

The most marked improvement in failure rates resulting from the use

of Traffic Density Factors for both the 1923 and the 1923-1927 rollings has

been in the records of Inland, Pennsylvania, Edgar Thompson, Gary and

Maryland.

Table 5 shows the average weights of rail from various mills and from
all mills. The average reported for the year 1927 stands at 108.7 lb. per

yard.
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Table 3—Failures per 100 Track Miles in 1908 to 1927 Rollings in One
to Five Year Service Periods by Mills

Hors
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Table A—Recapitulation—Totals and Averages Grouped by Mills.

Track Miles—Represent Quantities. Originally Laid. Failures to

Date Computed by Mile Years of Rail in Service

Y.ar
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Diagram Showing Mill Ratings—Compiled by Usual Method

VIU,
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Diagram Showing Mill Ratings—As Altered by Use of Traffic Density
Factors
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This Diagram Is Presented for Information Only and Shows
Ratios Changed from Those Presented in Fig. 3. (Failure Rates
FOR Five Years' Service of 1923 Rollings Only, Shov^^n Cross
Hatched. Average Rates for Five Years' Service of 1923 to 1927

Rollings Shown Black.)
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Diagram Showing Failures per 100 Track Miles by Mill and by Year Rolled for Periods
Ending October 31, 1928
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Appendix D

(3) TRANSVERSE FISSURE STATISTICS

By W. C. Barnes, Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee.

These statistics constitute a cumulative record of 2i7,797 transverse fis-

sure failures that have been reported up to and including January 31, 1929.

Table 1 corresponds with Table 1 of last year's report and shows the

number of transverse fissure failures reported by each of 54 roads and the

years in which such failures occurred. The failures for the year 1927 have

been revised to include 251 that were reported too late for inclusion in last

year's report.

The accumulated total reported to January 31, 1928, from all rollings

was Z2,ZZ9 and that reported to January 31, 1929, Z7,797, or an addition

during the fiscal year 1928 of 5458 fissures, or an average of practically

15 fissures per day. The 1928 total of 5458 compares with a total of 4993

reported for the year 1927, or an increase of 465 per year.

Table 2 corresponds with Table 2 of last year's report and segregates

all fissure failures accumulated from year rolled to January 31, 1929, for

each yearns rollings from each mill, unweighted by tonnage output of mills

and by amounts of traffic carried. This table is most useful in comparing

the failures in the rollings of various years from any one mill. The roll-

ings of 1910, 1912, 1913 and 1917 from all mills continue to show the great-

est number of accumulated fissure failures, due principally to the large

number of failures in the Illinois output for those years.

The 1917 rollings, all mills, continue to produce the greatest number

of fissure failures per year, the totals being 502, 440 and 414 failures in the

years 1926, 1927 and 1928, respectively. The 1926 rollings produced the

second highest total, 411, during 1928 due to the excessive rate of failure

in the Tennessee output for that year.

Fissure failures reported during the last few years as occurring in the

first year of service are as follows

:

1925 rollings, all mills, 29 failures in 1925.

1926 rollings, all mills, 50 failures in 1926.

1927 rollings, all mills, 114 failures in 1927.

1928 rollings, all mills, 58 failures in 1928.

The improvement in the 1928 rollings shown above is due to the fact

that Tennessee rails produced, in their first year of service, only 3 out of

a total of 58 from all mills, while in the first year of service of 1927 rails

it produced 56 out of a total of 114. This marked improvement in Tennessee

rails from the fissure failure standpoint appears to be the result of changes

in mill practice which were put into effect starting with the July, 1927,

rollings. The following data is presented in evidence :

Fissure Failures in T.C.I.&R.R. Co. Rails (All Roads) Showing
Improvement Attributable to Changes in Mill Practice Which
Preceded the July, 1927, Rollings

Rolled—Year 1925 1926 1927 1928
Months Jan.-Dcc. Jan.-Dec. Jan.-June July-Dec. Jan.-Dec.

1928 fissure failures 123 140 56
1929 fissurie failures 131 210 160 3 3

Totals 254 350 216 3 3
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Table 3 corresponds with Table 3 of last year's report and gives for

each mill the rate of total transverse fissure failures on 31 selected roads

accumulated to January 31, 1929, per 10,000 tons of rail reported on, by years

rolled. This comparison includes a total of 29,516 fissure failures. The only

change in the ranking of the mills since last year's report is the replacing of

Tennessee in third position by Pennsylvania, Tennessee replacing Pennsyl-

vania in fourth position.

Table 4 classifies 26,249 accumulated transverse fissure failures by Rail

Letter and by Weight of Section. For all mills a slight majority of the

failures continues to occur in the A rails, influenced principally by failures

in rails from Illinois and Lackawanna. From other mills the A rails do not

show any very marked greater susceptibility to fissure failures than other

rails of the ingot. The greatest percentage of failures occur in rail weigh-

ing from 81 to 100 lb. per yard, but the percentage in the heavier weights will

no doubt increase as the average weight of section in use increases.

Table 5 segregates 9305 fissure failures to show for each mill the

percentage of the total failures which occurred in the rollings of each

month, unweighted by tonnage output of mills by months. For all mills,

the greatest percentage of fissure failures occurred in winter rollings but

for 4 mills the maximum occurs in the March, April or November rollings.

While the irregular variation in mill output from month to month during

different years precludes the drawing of very definite conclusions, it is evi-

dent that while most fissures are found in rail rolled under cold weather con-

ditions, such conditions during rolling are not necessary for their production.

The Virginian Railway started reporting this year.
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Table 1—Transverse Fissure Failures by Railroads and by Year Failed

(Report Year Ends with January 31st of Following Calendar Year)

Railroad
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Appendix E

(4) CAUSE AND PREVENTION OF RAIL BATTER

F. M. Graham, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; W. J. Backes, W. A. Duff,

L. C. Fritch, E. A. Hadley, C. W. Johns, Hunter McDonald, R. Mont-

fort, R. L. Pearson, W. H. Penfield, G. A. Phillips, J. E. Willoughby,

W. P. Wiltsee, W. C. Barnes.

Appendix D of the report of Committee IV—Rail, appearing on page

1266 of the 1929 Proceedings, sets forth quite fully the scope of study which

should be made of the subject of Rail Batter. The work of the Sub-Com-

mittee assigned to this subject has been devoted to the installation of field

tests which are intended to show the development of rail batter under

certain initial conditions, together with the continuation of observations of

rail batter made in accordance with the adopted methods.

The following is a resume of the various tests which are now in progress.

(1) Determine, if possible, the relation between hardness of rail as

measured by the Brinnell method, with the progress of subsequent batter of

the rail. For this purpose the Brinnell hardness of the top of each rail end

of a section of track has been observed prior to such rail having been laid

in track, the usual measurements of differences in heights of rail ends before

traffic and periodical measurements thereafter being observed, together with

the other usual batter measurements prescribed. This test has been installed

under exceptionally heavy traffic, and it is hoped that an early conclusive

result may be obtained.

(2) The effect of difference in elevation on top surfaces of rail ends

is being investigated by careful measurements of the difference in height of

rail ends laid new before traffic, followed by similar measurements after

traffic has passed over such rail for a few hours, with similar measurements

made periodically, including usual batter measurements thereafter. A similar

test is installed where about 18 inches has been cut from the ends of used

rail before being relaid. No rails were included in this test with a difference

of total height in excess of -h inch. The considerable range in heights in

these rails should accentuate the batter tendency.

(3) In order that the effect of variations in the contour of new rails

and new joint bars may be observed, a test has been installed where the rail

is laid in the track in the exact order in which it passed the finishing rolls

at the mill, omitting, of course, such rails as were found to be of lower

classification. Complete measurements have been taken of this rail before

traffic and will be continued periodically thereafter.

(4) A considerable amount of importance has always been attached

to the effect of joint gap on the tendency of rails to batter. No definite rela-

tion between the amount of joint gap and the amount of batter has been

previously observed, except where the joint gap may have been excessive.

In all of the above mentioned tests, the joint gap is being measured in

accordance with the prescribed method, such measurements being made 5^

inch below the top of the rail.

It is the recommendation of your Committee that for the purpose of

studying rail batter, the joint gap should be measured in 64ths of an inch
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at two locations ; one measurement being made in accordance with the adopted

method at a point ^ inch below the top of the rail and intended to represent

the original distance between unbattered rail ends, the other measurement to

be made where the actual distance between topwearing surfaces on the two

rails is a minimum. This measurement is intended to represent the actual

gap over which the wheels are not supported. Both of the above measure-

ments are being taken in tests A, B and C.

(5) Studies are being made of the possibilities of hardening the top

surface of rails at ends so as to better resist batter.

(6) There is nothing new to report regarding the test track sections

on the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway but observation of same

has been and will be continued.

It is felt that the causes of rail batter, as summarized in the 1929

Report, should be extended to include weight of axle load and softness of

rail, while the factors of the contributory causes should be made to include

the element of speed of traffic.

Tests are being made of the effect of filing the ends of rails in order

to prevent batter. Consideration is being given to the use of various power

grinding devices for this purpose.

The present prescribed method of measuring rail batter provides for

measurement of length of rail batter on both leaving and receiving rails.

No precise method has been prescribed for taking such measurements, and it

is the recommendation of this Committee that such measurements be made by

determining the point where the distance between the bottom of a straight

edge (as used in measuring end batter) to the top of rail becomes .005

inch. This measurement may be made by inserting a .005 inch thickness

feeler gage under the straight edge at center of joint, and moving it away

from the joint until contact is made, the length of batter being from this

contact point to the end of the rail.

The Committee in collaboration with Committee V—Track reports

progress and recommends the continuation of studies during the coming year.
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ECONOMICAL SELECTION OF RAIL

By A. N. Reece

Chief Engineer, Kansas City Southern Railway

FOREWORD

Since their beginping, all railroads have been confronted with the

problem of selecting the most suitable rail for their use. In the last few

years this problem has been assuming increasing importance, due to higher

speeds and heavier loading.

The study presents two aspects. The railroad executive will naturally

desire to be conservative in contemplating an increase in the investment in

rail and will hesitate to make any increase which he is not sure will be

repaid in economies eflFected. He is in no wise safe in this conservative

attitude, because there is an equal possibility that if he does not make the

contemplated increase in investment a considerable loss may be suffered in

economies which otherwise could have been obtained.

Realizing that this is an economic problem of difficult determination

and one upon which there is not a great deal of available data and informa-

tion of practical value, we have attempted its solution using such practical

data as was obtainable together with theoretical analyses of the underlying

principles.

Starting with the construction period, the Kansas City Southern was

laid principally with 60-lb. rail. In the year 1905, 85-lb. rail was adopted

as the standard section and remained so until 1925. With the acquisition

of heavier and faster locomotives it was apparent that there was some

question as to the economy and advisability of continuing the use of this rail

section. It was therefore determined an effort should be made to establish

the most economical rail section for our use.

Investigation was first directed towards train resistance and extensive

use was made of test trains and the dynamometer car in determining the

relation between train resistance on rail sections of 85-lb., 100-lb., 115-lb., and

127-lb. During these experiments, it developed that in addition to train

resistance, the wave action of the rail and its effects on ties, track fasten-

ings, roadbed, and equipment must be considered. The motion picture offered

a very convenient means of studying this wave action and something over

three thousand feet of film was used in analyzing the various motions of

the track structure.

From these studies, which extended over a period of two years, accurate

information was collected, which quite conclusively proved that the Kansas

City Southern would be justified in using a rail as heavy as 137-lb. in

section. It further indicated that the use of this size rail was not only very

desirable from a traffic handling standpoint, but also was a very attractive

investment.

1495
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We respectfully present the results of our studies and efforts in this

monograph, which we believe will be of interest and value. We wish to

express our appreciation of the courtesies extended by the Rail Committee

and the American Railway Engineering Association in its publication of

this monograph, and to the others who assisted in the compilation and

preparation of the data.
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ECONOMICAL SELECTION OF RAIL

1. Introduction

"In buying rails we are not buying steel ; at least we do not

care to buy it. We are buving three imponderable qualities: (1)
STIFFNESS, (2) STRENGTH, (3) DURABILITY. If we get

our money's worth of these qualities, it is a matter of complete in-

difference whether we get much or little of steel. If we do not
get our money's worth of what we want, our bargain is just as bad,

however much steel we get."—Wellington's Economic Theory of
Railway Location.

Wellington pointed out clearly and concisely in this statement the funda-

mentals of the economics of rail. We are interested in the steel in rail

because that is the index of the cost ; we are interested in the qualities

STIFFNESS, STRENGTH, and DURABILITY because these are the in-

dices of the ability of the rail to perform its function in track ; but our par-

ticular problem is the evaluation of these three qualities and a comparison

with the cost of steel, because therein lies the economics in rail selection.

During recent years all railroads have been directing their attention

towards the solution of this problem. The management of the Kansas City

Southern Railway has been giving it intensive study in the two years past

with the purpose of determining the weight and strength of rail which would

most suitably fill its needs, both from the standpoint of safety in the

mechanical structure of the track and of economy in its maintenance and in

the operation over it. Considerable time and expense were involved in the

preparation of this study which was warranted by its importance, and it is

believed that the results herein presented will be a valuable guide to judgment

in selecting the most economical and efficient rail design.

2. Historical

Without going at length into the development of the present rail sec-

tions and their design, the general steps of development may be summarized

as follows:

(1) A continuing increase in wheel loading in the interests of
economy in train operation, and a similar increase in speed
of traffic brought about by the pressure of competition.

(2) Increase in size or weight per yard of rail to provide the
strength required by this increase in loading and speed.

(3) Improvement in the manufacture of rail to secure greater
strength and uniformity.

(4) Improvement in the design of rail to provide a more effi-

cient distribution of material.

The increase in rail strength obtained by the use of heavier sections of

improved design and manufacture has always lagged behind the increase n>

wheel loading. This is to be expected since the economy effected through

increased wheel loadings is at once discernible in reduced operating expense,

whereas the economies derived from increasing rail strength and stiffness are

distributed over a number of maintenance and operating expenses, and are

not so readily apparent. This, together with natural conservatism towards

increasing investment, is responsible for the existing condition wherein the
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efficiency of rail is not uii a par with that of other units of the railroad

property, such as motive equipment and power plant machinery. Economists

have long recognized tin's to be a fact, and have advocated the use of

heavier rail, not only for safety but also for economy and efficiency. The

problem then is, to determine that weight of rail which will provide the

requisite strength and be tlie most efficient and economical.

3. Rail Sections and Their Properties

The plan used in arriving at the solution of this problem was to deter-

mine the economic values of various rail sections and the stresses which

would be developed in them in service, and from these select the rail which

would be most suitable. The rail sections studied were the 8521 (85-lb.

K.C.S.), the 10025 (100-lb. A.R.E.A.), the 11522 (115-lb. Dudley), the

12722 (127-lb. Dudley), and the 15025 (150-lb. A.R.E.A.). These sections

gave a satisfactory range of weight and with the exception of the 15025,

were in actual or experimental use in main line service. Figure 1 shows

a comparison of the relative sizes of the diflferent sections, and a compari-

son of the physical properties is given in Table I

:

Table I—Comparative Physical Properties

.
Mean

Rati Weight Tons Moment of Comparative Carbon
Section Per Yard Per Mile Inertia Stiffness Content
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
8521 85.0 133.6 34.0 100 per cent 0.70 per cent
10025 101.5 159.5 49.0 144 per cent 0.75 per cent
H522 114.4 179.8 64.0 188 per cent 0.75 per cent

WrM \?A TA ^^-^ 246 per cent 0.81 per cent
15025 150.5 236.5 121.1 356 per cent 0.85 per cent

The comparative stiffness of the rail as shown in the above table is

indicated by its deflection, which would vary directly as the moment of
inertia under conditions of ordinary fixed or free support. However, rail in

track is subject to the unusual condition of elastic support, and the stiffness
of the entire track structure is different from, and should not be confused
with, that of the rail alone.

Tiie mean carbon content of tlie different rail sections as shown in Table
I is in accordance with the A.R.E.A. specifications. The effect of alloying
elements other than carbon has not been considered.

4. Stresses Under Static Loading

The physical properties of the rail together with those of the rail sup-
port make possible the calculation of the stresses developed under a known
static loading. The method used is that developed by the Committee on
Stresses in Track of the A.R.E.A., and published in Volume 19 of the
Proceedings. In Table II the results of this calculation are shown for the
type of locomotive in operation giving the maximum stress.
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Table II—Comparative Maximum Stress Under Static Loading Devel-

oped in the Different Rail Sections Under K.C.S. Class H-1 Pacific

Type Passenger Locomotive

Maxiniinn
Track Bending Section

Rail Factor Moment Modulus Maximum Stress
Section n (In. Lb.) (Base) (Lb. per Sq. In)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

8521 1125 233,000 14.0 16,700
10025 1225 237,000 17.8 13,300
11522 1325 240,000 21.3 11,300
12722 1400 237,000 27.0 8,800
15025 1550 233,000 35.1 6,600

Comparative
Maximum

Stress

(6)

100 per cent

80 per cent

68 per cent

53 per cent

40 per cent

The comparison shown in Table II depends upon the correct determina-

tion of the track factor n. Using the same conditions of roadbed, ballast,

and ties in each instance, the values of the track factor for the different

rail sections were derived from information given in Chart 7, page 1200,

Vol. 28, of the A.R.E.A. Proceedings.

5. Stresses Under Dynamic Loading

The stresses shown in Table II are the calculated stresses for a static

or stationary load. For a moving load, which would be applied to the rail

with the locomotive in motion, the stresses would be increased by impact and

other agencies. It would be very desirable if a known factor could be applied

to the calculated static stresses and the stresses under moving or dynamic
loading thus be determined. This would make it a relatively simple matter

to determine the maximum stress which would be developed in any particular

rail section, and to select a rail in which this maximum stress would be

under a safe limit.

However, as the work of the A.R.E.A. Committee in this respect has

shown, to determine the dynamic stress and particularly its maximum value

is unfortunately very difficult. There are a number of factors which affect

the intensity of the dynamic stress, some of which are occasioned by the

locomotive loading and some by the track condition. The speed, the un-

balanced moving and rotating parts, the swaying and nosing, the steam

effect, the condition of wheels, etc., all have their effect on the rail stress

produced by the moving locomotive. In addition, irregularities in surface

and alinement of the track add to the impact, swaying, and nosing. Still

another variable quantity is introduced due to the fact that the roadbed does

not offer uniform support to the track structure.

It is therefore rather a difficult matter to determine with any certainty

just what the maximum value of the dynamic stress may be and this should

be borne in mind in considering the necessary strength of rail.

6. Factor of Safety in Rail

In the use of any engineering material a factor of safety is of course

necessary, its amount depending upon

:

(1) The accuracy with which the allowable stress and devel-
oped stress are known,

(2) The uniformity of the material,

(3) The extent and importance of damage which may result
from failure, and

(4) The cost of the material.
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In the usual manner of engineering design, the dead load, live load, and
an impact or dynamic factor are considered in determining the maximum
stress likely to be developed in the material and an allowable stress is used

virhich is based upon the strength of the material and a factor of safety in

accordance with the foregoing considerations.

The design of rail has, for justifiable reasons, developed in a manner
somewhat different from that of most engineering structures, and the most
reliable criterion of the satisfactory performance of rail has been the rate

at which rail failures occurred. This method of determining the proper

strength for rail has been made more difficult by the continually increasing

wheel loads of locomotives and cars. In 1905 (when it was decided that 85-

Ib. rail should be placed for main line service) the two types of locomotives

shown in Charts 1 and 2 were the heaviest in freight and passenger service

on the Kansas City Southern. Charts 3, 4, 5, and 6 show the types of

locomotives now handling freight and passenger traffic, and the increase in

locomotive wheel loading is indicated by comparison. At the time the 85-lb.

rail was adopted it was thought that it had sufficient strength to permit a

considerable increase in wheel loadings, which it has done as shown by the

comparison between past and present types of locomotives. However, in

doing this, the factor of safety has been lowered so that it is again advisable

to give consideration to increasing the factor of safety as a matter of fore-

sight.

If in order to arrive at a more concrete comparison of the factors of

safety of the different rail sections an impact factor of 100 per cent, which

is not unreasonable, is arbitrarily applied to the static stresses in Table II,

the comparison shown in Table III is obtained. The factor of safety as

shown is the ratio between the endurance limit of rail steel taken as 50,000

lb. per sq. in. and the dynamic stress.

Table III—Comparative Maximum Dynamic Stresses and Factors of

Safety Under K.C.S. Class H-1 Pacific Type Passenger Locomo-

tive with 100 Per Cent Impact Assumed

Maximum Maximum
Rail Static Stress Dynamic Stress

Section (Lb. per Sq. In.) (Lb. per Sq. In.) Factor nf Safety

8521 16,700 33,400 1.5

10025 13,300 26,600 1.9

11522 11,300 22,600 2.2

12722 8,800 17,600 2.8

15025 6,600 13,200 3.8

As previously discussed, the stresses which are developed in rails under

the various possible conditions are not accurately known. Great improvements

have been made in the quality of rail steel, but not enough improvements \n

insure absolute uniformity in strength. These considerations together witli

the possibility of serious damage or loss of life from rail failure, make it

very desirable to provide as large a factor of safety as is possible, consistent

with the cost.
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7. Life of Rail

The life of rail is dififerent under dififerent conditions, and varies with

traffic density, wheel loading, speed, track alinement, grades, and condition

of maintenance, which make it difficult to predict. It must be borne in mind

in following this study that the principal object is to obtain truly compara-

tive values between the dififerent rail sections studied, and in order to do this

it is necessary that all physical characteristics tending to affect the life of

rail, except the rail itself, shall be the same in all cases. For this purpose

the life of rail has been considered as dependent upon the rate of rail batter.

This is a proper consideration for several reasons. In the first

place, only a relatively small amount of rail is removed from track

on account of excessive wear. Due to the demand for a good qual-

ity relay rail, it is the practice to remove rail from the main line

when it is battered and surface bent to an extent causing rough riding track.

In the second place, the principal factors affecting rail batter are the hard-

ness of the steel and the width of the ball of the rail, which are also princi-

pal factors in the rate of rail wear. In the third place, rail batter is evi-

dently a more conservative index of rail life than rail wear for comparison

between the different rail sections, as reports* of other railroads indicate

that on curves where fail wear is without question the determinant of rail

life the heavier sections have lasted several times as long as the lighter sec-

tions. It is realized that conditions sometimes arise necessitating early re-

moval of rail, such as its failure, but this is a minor item in its effect on the

whole, and for ordinary conditions the rate of rail batter will be the most

suitable index of its life.

The life of rail ordinarily being dependent upon the rate of rail batter

will then be determined by the effective width of head, by the hardness

—

which is increased by the higher carbon content and somewhat reduced by

the slower cooling and less rolling of the heavier sections—and by the stiff-

ness of the rail in resisting deflection at the joints under traffic.

8. Effect of the Width of Head Upon the Life of Rail

It is reasonable to suppose that the amount of tonnage required to pro-

duce a given amount of rail batter will vary directly as the width of the

surface exposed to batter. Increasing the width of this surface should then

produce a rail of longer life, all other conditions being equal.

9. Effect of Carbon Content Upon the Life of Rail

The increase in the carbon content of steel increases its hardness and

consequently raises the resistance of the steel to batter. In Volume 29,

page 583, of the A.R.E.A. Proceedings, data is given showing the progres-

sive batter of high and low carbon rail under continued traffic. It will be

noted that the batter of the high carbon rail is very close to 90 per cent of

that of the low carbon rail throughout the term of service. Letting the rate

of batter of the low carbon rail equal 100 per cent at its average carbon

content of 0.70 per cent, and the rate of batter of the high carbon rail equal

^"Railway Engineering and Maintenance," August, 1928.
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90 per cent at its average carbon content of 0.77 per cent, then the relative

rate of batter at any desired carbon content may be obtained by interpolation

as shown in Chart 7.

WOi
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in his report that the principal cause of this decrease in hardness was the

slower cooling of the heavier section, and suggests as remedies either a re-

duction of mass of metal in the head, or a change in its shape so a larger

proportion of the metal would be exposed to surface cooling. In applying the

results of this test to other rail sections the most logical basis of interpola-

tion is therefore the comparison of the ratios of the area of head to the perim-

eter. In Table IV the effect of slower cooling and less rolling on the dif-

ferent rail sections is shown. The 10032 and 13025 sections were used by

the Reading Company in their study, and it was found that the hardness of

the 13025 section was 244.3/258.2, or 94.6 per cent, as much as that of the

10032 section as indicated by the relative Brinell numbers. In Table IV a

comparison inversely of the area-perimeter ratios for these two sections

indicates that the 13025 rail is .523/.554, or 94.4 per cent as hard as the

10032 section, which substantiates the method of interpolation.

Table IV—Effect of Slower Cooling and Less Rolling on the Rate of

Batter of the Different Rail Sections

Rail Area of Head Perimenter Area Perim- Relative Relative Rate
Section (Sq. In.) (Jn.) eter Ratio Hardness of Batter"*"

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

8521 3.14 6.86 .458 100 per cent 100 per cent

10025 3.80 7.54 .504 91 per cent 110 per cent

10032 3.93 7.50 .523 88 per cent 114 per cent

11522 4.30 8.05 .535 86 per cent 117 per cent

12722 4.30 8.05 .535 86 per cent 117 per cent

13025 4.63 8.36 .554 83 per cent 121 per cent

15025 5.12 8.78 .583 79 per cent 127 per cent

*Due to the effect of slower cooling and less rolling only.

11. Effect of the Stiffness of Rail Upon Its Life

Because angle bars are not as stiff as the rails which they join, it fol-

lows that the depression curve of the rail at the joint will have a break in

its uniformity. Considering first that the angle bars transmit only the shear

from one rail to the next and none of the moment, then the rails would act

as cantilevers. Under this condition the difference in slope between the

surfaces of the two abutting rail ends at the joint may reasonably be as-

sumed to vary as the deflection of the rail and inversely as the distance

from load point to point of zero bending moment. However, the angle bars

do transmit a part of the bending moment from one rail to the next. If they

were as stiff as the rail they should transmit all the moment developed in

the rail, the depression curve would be continuous or uniform, and there

should be no batter from this cause. The moment of inertia of a pair of

angle bars is on an average 40 per cent as much as the moment of inertia

of the rail. Since the rail affects its own moment in proportion to the one-

fourth power of its moment of inertia, then the angle bars should transmit

40 per cent to the one- fourth power, or 80 per cent of the moment, from one

rail to the next. The angle bars are then effective in producing an 80 per

cent reduction in slope between the surfaces of the abutting rail ends over

the slope which would obtain if they transmitted the shear only and none of
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the bending moment. Table V is based upon this theoretical consideration.

It is assumed that a reduction in rail batter equal to the reduction in slope

between the rail surfaces will be effected.

Table V—Effect of Rail Stiffness Upon the Rate of Batter of the

Diffent Rail Sections
Relative Slope

and Rail Batter
• No Moment Transmitted by Angle Bars . with 80 per Cent

Relative Distance, of Moment
Rail Relative Load Point to Relative Transmitted

Section Depression Zero Moment Slope by Angle Bars

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

8521 100 per cent 100 per cent 100 per cent 100 per cent

10025 86 per cent 107 per cent 80 per cent 96 per cent

1 1522 76 per cent 112 per cent 68 per cent 94 per cent

12722 68 per cent 118 per cent 58 per cent 92 per cent

15025 57 per cent 127 per cent 45 per cent 89 per cent

12. Estimated Life of the Different Rail Sections

By combining the effects of width of ball, carbon content, rate of cool-

ing, and stiffness, the relative life of each rail section may be determined in

terms of a percentage of that of the 8521 rail. The 8521 section was the

only section of those studied which had been in service sufficiently long to

determine the tonnage which it may carry during its life. It was found

that the average life in terms' of tonnage carried of 550 miles of 85-lb. rail

when removed from track was 65 million gross ton miles per mile. The life

of each rail section in similar terms may then be determined by applying the

proper percentage to this figure as shown in Table VI.

The actual cost of rail per unit of tonnage carried is the sum of the

interest charge on its first cost and the depreciation. The depreciation can

conveniently be expressed in terms of units of tonnage carried, but in order

to express the interest charges in this manner, it is necessary to know the

life of rail in years corresponding to its tonnage life. This entails a pre-

diction of the volume of traffic for a period into the future equal to the

expected life of the rail, based upon the traffic record of the past. In Chart

8, the annual traffic expressed in average gross ton miles per mile is shown

for each year from 1905 to 1928, inclusive. The average annual increase

•follows very closely a straight line which is defined by the equation

7 = 2.64+. 12 (X— 1905)

in which X equals any year after 1905 and Y equals the average gross ton

miles per mile per year in millions. In Chart 9 the total traffic in average

gross ton miles per mile is shown cumulatively since January 1, 1905. Using

the annual increase shown in the preceding equation, the equation may be

derived giving the total tonnage from this date for any year, which equa-

tion is

/X— 1904\
K= f jf5.28+.12 (X — 1905))

in which X equals any year since 1905 and )' equals the total traffic cumula-

tive since 1905 in average gross ton miles per mile in millions. The life in

years corresponding to the life in tonnage may then be obtained from this

equation, and this is shown in Table VI for each of the rail sections.
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Table VI—Estimated Life of the Different Rail Sections

(Both in Millions of Gross Tons of Traffic Carried and in Years of Service

After 1927, Based on the Traffic Increase Shown in Chart 9)

-Relative Batter in Per Cent, Due to-
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14. Effect of Rail Wear on Life of Rail

Recent development of the process of building up of battered rail ends

by electric welding maj' very materially lengthen the service life of rail. If

it becomes economical In' th.is process to retain rail in service until rail

wear necessitates its removal, then the heavier rail sections will have an even

longer life proportionate to that of the light sections than if rail batter

were the cause of removal. This is easily seen from a comparison of the

physical properties of the different rail sections, and is well illustrated in

Fig. 2-a and 2-b.

Figure 2-a shows a section of 8521 curveworn rail which has been in

the main Hne since 1921.

Figure 2-b shows a hypothetical section of 12722 rail with an equal

amount of wear indicated.

A comparison of the worn head of the 127-lb. rail with that of the

85-lb. rail shows the amount of metal that can be worn away from the

heavier rail head and still leave as serviceable a head as that of the 85-lb.

section. Table VIII indicates the comparative values of each section when

worn as shown, to perform its function in track; i.e., to resist wear, bending

and fracture.

Table VIII—Comparative Track Values of 8521 and 12722 Sections

When Worn as Shown in Fig. 2

Rail Unworn Worn Per Cent

Property Section Section Section Reduction

(1)
"

(2) (3) (4) (5)

Area of cross-section 8521 8.33 sq. in. 8.06 sq. in. 3.2

Area of cross-section 12722 12.48 sq. in. 12.21 sq. in. 2.2

In per cent of 8521 12722 150 151 69

Moment of inertia 8521 34.0 ins.' 31.8 ins." 6.5

Moment of inertia 12722 83.7 ins." 80.1 ins." 4.3

In per cent of 8521 12722 246 252 66

Section modulus, head 8521 11.5 ins.' 10.5 ins.' 8.7

Section modulus, head 12722 21.5 ins.' 20.1 ins.' 6.5

In per cent of 8521 12722 187 191 75

In Table VIII it is interesting to note that:

(1) The area of the 127-lb. rail has been reduced only 69 per cent as

much as has that of the 85-lb. rail, and is even then 47 per cent greater

than the area of the unworn 85-lb. section;

(2) The stiffness of the 127-lb. rail has been reduced only 66 per cent

as much as has that of the 85-lb. rail, and is even then 136 per cent greater

than the stiffness of the unworn 85-lb. section

;

(3) The strength of the 127-lb. rail has been reduced only 75 per cent

as much as has that of the 85-lb. rail, and is even then 75 per cent greater

than the strength of the unworn 85-lb. section.

The comparative amounts of the three qualities: STIFFNESS,
STRENGTH, and DURABILITY in the two rails sections are indicated by

Table VIII. It remains to determine the value of these qualities.
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15. Material Cost of the Different Rail Sections

Having determined the life of the different rail sections, the determina-

tion of the actual money cost of the material in place per unit of traffic car-

ried is a simple matter. This cost consists of the depreciation of the rail

plus the interest charges. The depreciation is equal to the first cost less

the salvage value of the rail at the end of its service, and may be expressed

as a certain amount per year, or per unit of tonnage carried. For the pur-

poses of this stud}- it is preferable that the depreciation be expressed for

units of gross ton miles of traffic carried. It is also desirable to express

the interest charges in the same units, which is accomplished by dividing

the annual interest charge on the first cost of the rail by the average annual

tonnage of traffic during the life of the 15025 section. It is not correct to

divide by the average annual tonnage of traffic during the life of the par-

ticular rail section. Table IX shows the depreciation and interest charges

on rail and fastenings including cost of installation for each of the rail

sections. As will be seen in this table, the longer life of the heavier rail

sections very materially reduces their cost per unit of tonnage, so that this

cost is very little greater than that of the 85-lb. rail.

16. Effect of Rail Upon Track Maintenance

The only objection to the use of heavy rail is that it costs more to place

a mile of heavy rail track than to place a mile of light rail track. Table IX
shows the amount of this additional cost, which is surprisingly small when
expressed in units of its ability to resist wear, or its DURABILITY. The
comparative abilities of the different rail sections to resist fracture, or their

STRENGTH, have already been discussed. But what of the third quality,

STIFFNESS? Due to this quality the principal economies in the use of

heavy rail are effected : economies in track maintenance, maintenance of

equipment, train operation, and tie renewals ; economies which may easily go

unseen, distributed among so many dififerent items of operating expense.

The economies in track maintenance were determined from the study

on "Economics of Railway Track," by James M. Farrin, which was pub-

lished in Volume 28 of the A.R.E.A. Proceedings. This study more nearly

suited the requirements than any other data available. Especial use was
made of Chart 15 in his report. All the charts up to and including Chart

11 were worked up with the purpose of rating the track. Using this method

of rating, Mr. Farrin prepared Chart 15 from data furnished by various

railroads giving the average track makeup for their average annual main-

tenance cost per equated track mile per year for 1921, 1922 and 1923. Ac-

cordingly, his.method was used to determine the track ratings of the different

rail sections in this study and the comparative man-hours per mile required

for their maintenance.

In evaluating the comparative maintenance requirements, the mainten-

ance cost per equated track mile for 85-lb. rail was calculated from the 1927

annual report of The Kansas City Southern Railway Company to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, and expressed in units of tonnage similarly

to the cost of rail. Table X shows the cost of track maintenance per mile
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per million gross ton miles of tonnage carried for the different rail sections

and the amount of saving in maintenance cost for each section compared to

the maintenance cost of the 8521 section.

Table X—Economies in Track Maintenance per Mile of Main Track
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rail was being tested on location A the 127-lb. rail was being tested on

location B, and vice versa. This manner of testing furnished ideal condi-

tions for making a reliable comparison of the movements under traffic of the

two different rail sections.

The movements to be rneasured were the vertical movement of the rail,

the vertical movement of the tie, and the "creepage" or horizontal movement

of the rail on the tie in a direction perpendicular to the axis of the tie. A
lever which was pivoted at one end to a post firmly embedded in the roadbed,

and fastened at its one-fifth point to a bolt through the web of the rail,

showed the up-and-down or vertical movement of the rail multiplied five

times so that visual comparisons could be more conveniently and accurately

made. Another lever similarly arranged, but bolted to the tie instead of

to the rail, showed the vertical movement of the tie corresponding to the

vertical movement of the rail, also multiplied five times. Two gage wires

stretched between two posts firmly embedded in the roadbed were provided

for reading the amount of motion of these two levers. The "creepage" of

the rail was more difficult to measure. As this motion was very small, it

was necessary to multiply it twenty times to make it readily visible. A third

lever was used to show this movement; this lever had a right angle bend

with one of its legs or sides twenty times as long as the other. At the bend,

this lever was fastened to the bolt through the rail ; the end of the short leg

was bolted to the tie ; and a graduated scale was fastened to the end of the

long leg. By arranging the lever in this manner the horizontal movement

01 "creepage" appeared as a vertical movement of the lever scale. This

vertical movement of the lever scale included, however, in addition to the

"creepage" the vertical movement of the rail and some effect from the wave

action of the rail. These were eliminated by providing a fourth lever rigidly

fixed to the same bolt about which the third lever pivoted. Since this fourth

lever showed those motions which it was desired to eliminate, the "creepage"

was obtained by placing the third and fourth lever scales so that one scale

could be read with respect to the other. The apparatus was very satisfac-

tory, being rugged, simple, and accurate.

Figures 3 a^d 4 are photographs of the apparatus in place on the 12722

rail at location B. The arrangement of the rail and tie depression levers can

be clearly seen in Fig. 3. The post at the left is the pivot post for both

the rail and tie depression levers, the tie lever having the scale

shown at the extreme left in the group of four scales and the rail

lever having the scale immediately adjoining the tie lever scale.

The remaining two scales show the rail "creepage," as explained previously.

The two posts shown in the figure, one on each side of the group of scales,

supported the two gage lines or wires for reading the rail and tie levers.

The post with the bracket shown in the foreground supported the camera.

The manner of placing the gage wire and pivot posts is shown in Fig. 4.

Two feet of six-inch pipe was driven and the ballast and earth were re-

moved from the inside. A six-foot length of two-inch pipe was then driven

inside of the six-inch pipe, and a six-inch by six-inch wood block one foot

long, six inches of which was turned to fit within the two-inch pipe, was

driven to the desired position.

In watching the pictures the relative values of rail and tie depression

and rail "creepage" are easily compared. A still better comparison can be



Fig. 3—Showing the Arrangement of the Slow Motion Picture Apparatus
on 127-lb. Rail at Location "B"

Fig. 4—Another View of the Arrangement Shown in Figure 3

Fig. S—An enlargement from one frame or exposure of the 16 mm. film.

The set-up is on the 127-lb. rail at location "A" ; the train was moving
at a speed of 15 miles per hour. The wheel shown is the leading
wheel of the rear truck of the tender.
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made from Cliart 10, however. This chart was prepared by plotting the

scale readings as ordinates and the distances from the respective wheels as

abscissae. From this it is possible to study the action of the rail and tie

closely as each wheel was passing.

Considering the gondola car 28410 as a representative example, the

measurements shown below may be taken from Chart 10. The difiference

between rail and tie movements as shown in these measurements includes the

compression of the wood fibres and the absorbing of inequalities in the con-

tact and pressure areas between rail, plate, and tie.

Location

8521 Rail A B Average
Rail depression in inches 0.15 0.19 0.17

Tie depression in inches 0.06 0.03 0.045

Compression of plate into tie, inches 0.09 0.16 0.125

12722 Rail
Rail depression in inches 0.12 0.14 0.13

Tie depression in inches 0.06 0.04 0.05

Compression of plate into tie, inches 0.06 0.10 0.08

There was then .08/.125, or 64 per cent, as much compression of the

tie plate into the tie under the 12722 rail as under the 8521 rail. On both

locations and under both rail sections the tie plate fitted tightly between the

rail and tie ; consequently, there is no question but what the tie plates were

compressed into the ties the amounts shown. As nearly as could be deter-

mined from the tests, however, the tie plate returned to its original posi-

tion after the load was removed.

The "creepage" of the two rail sections may also be compared from

Chart 10. Between corresponding locations of car 28410 and car 28366,

the "creepage" of the 8521 rail at location A was .008 inch and at location

B .010 inch, the average being .009 inch ; the "creepage" of the 12722 rail at

location A was .003 inch and at location B .005 inch, the average being .004

inch. There was then .004/.009, or 44 per cent, as much "creepage" of the

12722 rail as of the 8521 rail.

Rail "creepage" is quite obviously due to the wave action of the rail

beneath and between the wheels. This is the most logical theoretical ex-

planation, and the tests bore it out very consistently in that not only was

there less "creepage" of the 127-lb. rail than of the 85-lb. rail, but there

was also less "creepage" of both 85-lb. rail and 127-lb. rail at location A
than at location B in keeping with lesser wave action at location A of both

rail sections. Chart 10 also shows that the direction of this "creepage"

except directly preceding and under the locomotive was in the direction of

movement of the cars.

Any tie wear must be accompanied or caused by work being done, and

that work consists of a force acting through a distance. Whether the dis-

tance is the vertical movement of the plate on the tie or the horizontal move-

ment caused by the "creepage" of the rail on the tie, it is apparent that the

rail depression is a true index, and the tests indicate that a variation in a

direct proportion is conservative. The force will be directly proportional

to the tie reaction. Therefore, the rate of tie wear under the different rail

sections may be expected to vary in proportion to the product of rail depres-
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sion and tie reaction, and Table XI is prepared upon this basis. The rail

depression and tie reaction of each of the rail sections as shown in this table

were calculated by the method developed by the A.R.E.A. Committee on

Stresses in Track. The values of the track factor ti are as shown in Table

II. Note that the ratio of rail depression of 12722 rail to that of 8521 rail

as obtained in the motion picture tests is .13/.17, or 76 per cent, which is

the same as shown in Table XI, indicating that the relative values of u as

used are correct.

A reduction in mechanical wear will affect only those ties for which

mechanical wear is the cause of removal. Some tie renewals are made

because of mechanical injuries and decay. The records for 1927 show that

57 per cent of treated tie renewals were occasioned by mechanical wear

;

the reduction in rate of mechanical wear is, therefore, applicable to this pro-

portion of tie renewals. The average annual cost of main line tie renewals

per mile for the years 1922 to 1927, inclusive, and the corresponding traffic

tonnage were used to calculate the cost of tie renewals per mile per million

gross ton miles of traffic for the 8521 section. The percentage reduction

factors for the other rail sections were applied to this figure and the

economies evaluated for each section.

Table XI—Economies in Cost of Tie Renewals per Mile of Main Track
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ness of the track rather than that of the rail itself, and the stiffness of the

track has been used in determining the comparative reductions in maintenance

of equipment expense shown in Table XII.

Table XII—Economies in the Maintenance of Equipment per Mile of

Main Track

Cost of Repairs
Comparative Due to Track Savings

Rail Damage to per Million per Mile per
Section Rquipment from Track G.TJL of l^raffic Million G.T.M.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
8521 ' 100 per cent $136 $
10025 90 per cent 122 14
11522 81 per cent 110 26
12722 75 per cent 102 34
1S025 68 per cent 92 44

Savings in maintenance of equipment expense accruing from better

track conditions will be made in the following accounts :

, Steam Locomotive Repairs.
Freight Train Car Repairs.

Passenger Train Car Repairs.
Work Equipment Repairs.

In accordance with the A.R.E.A. Proceedings, Volume 24. page 1060,

only 78 per cent of the costs in the above accounts will be affected by use

of equipment. The effect of use or traffic is damage from track condition,

damage from train movement, and wear resulting from the production of

energy required in transportation. Assuming that each -of these causes

affect equally the maintenance of equipment cost, then one-third of 78

per cent, or 26 per cent, of the costs in the above accounts will be affected

by improvement in the track condition. The total costs in the above

accounts for 1927 were $3074 per mile, or $136 per million gross ton

miles, for the amount of the above accounts affected by track condition.

This figure is the maintenance of equipment cost affected by track condition

for the 8521 section, and the use of stiffer rail should decrease this cost

in proportion to the amount of reduction in track deflection.

19. Effect of Rail Upon Train Resistance

In the early part of last year it was decided to install two test sections

of heavy rail, one section to be laid with 115-lb. Dudley rail and the other

with 127-lb. Dudley rail. Inasmuch as it was generally agreed that some

saving in train resistance would result from the use of heavy rail, an

attempt was made to measure the exact amount of this saving on the two

sections of heavy rail as compared with the old 85-lb. rail then in the track.

Consequently ten test runs were made during February and March, 1928, on

the old 85-lb. rail before it was replaced with the new rail, using dynam-

ometer car 020 with regular tonnage trains to make the tests. Then in May,

after the old rail was replaced with the new heavy rail, the tests were

repeated in a manner comparable to that of the preceding series. The results

of these tests showed clearly that the variables introduced by using different

trains on each test, by having different wind and weather conditions, etc.,
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were having so great an effect on the train resistance that no reliable com-

parison could be made of the effects of rail alone.

Additional tests were made on the 115-lb. and 127-lb. rail again in

October, 1928, to determine whether the adjustment of the rail to traffic was

tending to reduce the variations found in the preceding runs. The variable

results obtained in this series made it apparent that so large a number of

test runs would be required to establish a correct average as to make the

amount of work involved prohibitive.

In November, 1928, a series of tests were made in the north yards at

Pittsburg, Kansas, on yard tracks 5 and 6. The manner of making these

tests was a decided improvement over that used in the preceding series.

Resistance was measured by coasting the same train over both test sections,

and more consistent results were obtained. Here, however, subgrade and

drainage conditions introduced a variable which had not been foreseen, and

it was realized that it would be necessary to make the tests on the main

line and in such a manner that the roadbed would not influence the results

or no dependable comparison could be made.

From the experience gained in these tests it was realized that the

measurement of the comparative train resistance over different rail sections

was more difficult than was at first thought, and that the following factors

were affecting the results to such an extent that their elimination was

necessary for reliable results

:

(1) The variable effect of wind and weather.

(2) The different rolling resistances of different trains.

(3) The cant of the rail.

(4) The roadbed upon which the rail was tested.

(5) The alinement.

(6) The amount of rail wear.

(7) The amount of car wheel wear.

(8) The journal temperature.

Accordingly a method of making the tests was devised whereby the

above factors would be eliminated as variables between the tests on the dif-

ferent rails, and the results obtained would be a true and dependable

measurement of the difference in train resistance between the rails tested.

This method involved making one series of tests over three test sections

of old 8521 rail, new 12722 rail, and new 8521 rail, respectively, which

were laid adjacent to each other in main line tangent track. The new rail

was then reversed, i.e., the 12722 rail was removed and relaid on the section

previously laid with the new 8521 rail, and vice versa, and a second series

of tests made over the three sections, the old 8521 rail remaining in place to

serve as a check of one series of tests with the other.

The location chosen was on Aliles 133 and 134, south of Pittsburg,

Kansas, on 6000 ft. of 0.3 per cent grade. Coasting tests similar to those

made in the Pittsburg yard, the first series being subsequently referred to as

Series 1, were made on 2000 feet of new 8521 rail at the south end of the

grade near its summit, on 2000 feet of new 12722 rail immediately north

of this, and on 2000 feet of the old 8521 rail then in track adjoining the

latter on the north. These sections are referred to as Test Sections No. 1,

No. 2, and No. 3, respectively. The second series of tests, or Series 2,

were made after the rail was reversed, with new 12722 rail on No. 1, new
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8521 rail on No. 2, and the old 8521 rail still on No. 3. Chart 11 shows the

profile and arrangement of the three test sections as described.

The test train consisted of four loaded coal cars, the dynamometer car,

engine, and tender. Train resistance was measured by making coasting tests

with the four coal cars and the dynamometer, the engine being used only to

start the cars at the desired speed and to return them to the top of the grade

after each test run. In Series 1, tests were made with both worn and new

wheels on the coal cars, and in Series 2, tests were made only with the

new wheels.

In making the tests the daily procedure was to first warm the journals,

which was done by running the test train until a thermometer placed in a

journal box on the dynamometer car indicated that a satisfactory tempera-

ture had been reached. The test train was then taken to the top of the

grade on the test location and the air ''bled off." This having been com-

pleted, the engine started the train moving at the desired speed, cut off

before reaching test section No. 1, and stayed well in advance of the train

until it had cleared the test section. The engine then coupled into the train,

picking up speed in a manner such that the coupling was made without

any appreciable impact. The coupling having been made, the train was

stopped with the engine brakes and backed up so that it could be started

over test section No. 2 at the same speed as over test section No. 1. The

train was allowed to coast over test section No. 2 and 3 and was then again

picked up by the engine and returned to the top of the hill for another

run. No brakes, either air or hand, were used on the test train itself

throughout the tests.

Figure 6 shows the train at the top of the grade ready to start on a run.

Figure 7 shows the test train entering test section No. 2 on the last part of

a run. The engine was alwaj's well in the clear before the train entered the

test section. The runs were made in rotation of approximately 5, 10, 15,

and 20 miles per hour average speeds, so that the effect of journal tem-

perature and wind would not distort the speed-resistance curves which were

to be determined from the tests. This was necessary as the wind, although

never more than 10 miles per hour and usually less than 5 miles per hour,

died down later in the day and the journals became warmer, both of which

conditions tended towards a lower train resistance. This also explains most

of the variation between individual results of runs as obtained in the tests.

In this method of testing, both rail sections were tested on the same

roadbed which eliminated that variable. The same loaded cars were used

throughout the tests. The effects of wind and weather were compensated

for by testing the 8521 rail on test section No. 1 at the same time the 12722

rail was being tested on test section No. 2, and vice versa ; further, the

relative effects of wind and weather on Series 1 and Series 2 runs were deter-

mined by a comparison of the results on test section No. 3 where the track

was left unchanged and undisturbed throughout all tests. It was just as

necessary that the testing conditions be truly comparable as it was that the

test measurements be accurately made. In fact, getting comparable condi-

tions was the most difficult part of the tests.

The method used in measuring the train resistance was both simple

and accurate. The principle of the method was to allow the train to coast

over each test section and measure its change in speed. The difference be-
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tween the change in speed which should have occurred had there been no

resistance loss and the actual change in speed which did occur gave the

resistance loss or train resistance. It was necessary then to make three

measurements : the speed entering the section, the speed leaving the section,

and the difference in elevation of the train between its entering and leaving

positions.

Fig. 6—Test train ready to start on a test run.

Fig. 7—Test train approaching, making a test run.

These measurements were made in this manner. As soon as all the train

was on test section No. 1 an electrical contact device on the dynamometer

car hit contact block No. 1 on the track, as shown in Fig. 8 giving an

indication on the recording paper in the car. The recording paper was

driven by a motor at a speed of about one inch per second. When the

train had coasted 75 feet farther contact block No. 2 was hit, and in another

75 feet, contact block No. 3. These three blocks were represented by three

indications on the recording paper which were numbered by the operator

1, 2, and 3. During this time and throughout the remainder of the run, a

chronometer with an electrical attachment gave an indication on the paper

every second, approximately every inch. The chronometer used had a high

degree of precision, the probable error being less than 0.06 per cent and
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entirely negligible in the results of the tests. The speed of the train when

entering test section No. 1 and at the time contact block No. 2 was hit,

was equal to the distance between contacts No. 1 and 3, or 150 feet, divided

by the time between indications 1 and 3 on the recording paper. Although

the average speed between contacts No. 1 and No. 3 was not exactly at the

halfway point theoretically, it was found that the error in assuming it to be

so was less than 0.01 lb. per ton in the resulting resistance measurement and

it was not considered worth while to make the correction, which would have

involved considerable time, for so small an error. Chart 12 shows a portion

of the recording paper at contacts No. 1, 2, and 3, and Chart 11 shows the

location of the 18 contacts used in making the tests.

Fig. 8- -Electrical Contact Device Used in Train Resistance Tests.

Direction of Movement Is Towards the Right.

The

The speed of the train when leaving the test section was obtained in a

similar manner. Near the end of test section No. 1 three contact blocks, No.

4, 5, and 6, were placed at 75 ft. intervals. The speed when contact No. 5

was hit was calculated in the same manner as that for contact No. 2. The
average speed of the train over the entire test section was calculated by

dividing the distance between contacts No. 2 and No. 5 by the time required

to traverse that distance, as shown by the recording paper. The method of

obtaining the entering, leaving, and average speeds over test sections No. 2

and No. 3 was the same as that explained for test section No. 1.

The difference in elevation of the train between its entering and leaving

positions on test section No. 1 was obtained by spotting the contact device

on the dynamometer car at contact No. 2, and marking on the rail the position

of every wheel in the train. The same process was followed at contact No.

5, and also at the corresponding contacts on test sections No. 2 and 3. Care-

fully run levels were then taken at each mark.

From the principles of mechanics, the work done by a force moving

through a distance in the direction of the application of the force is equal to
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the force times the distance. The weight, in pounds, of each car in the

train was multiplied by the distance, in feet, through which it had dropped in

passing from contact No. 2 to No. 5, and a total made for all five cars in

the train. This gave the total amount of work done by the force of gravity

on the train between contacts No. 2 and 5 in foot-pounds.

This work was absorbed in two ways : first, in increasing the speed of

the train and, second, in overcoming train resistance. The amount of work

done in accelerating the train in translation was equal to

1 IV

(V'— v-)

2 32.16

where
IV ^= weight of train in pounds
V := leaving velocity in feet per second

Z'= entering velocity in feet per second

and the result is in foot-pounds. The amount of work done in accelerating

the wheels in rotation was equal to

1 zvk'

(V^-v=)
2 32.16 r

where
w= total weight of car wheels in pounds
k '= radius of gyration of the car wheel in feet

r = radius of the car wheel in feet

V = leaving velocity in feet per second
V = entering velocity in feet per second

and the result is expressed in foot-pounds. The difference between the total

work done and the work done in accelerating the train as obtained from the

above equations was the work used in overcoming train resistance. This figure

for each run expressed in foot-pounds and divided by the product of the

actual tons in the train and the distance in feet between contacts No. 2

and No. 5 (for test section No. 1) was the train resistance on that run in

pounds per ton. The resistances on all runs on the three test sections were

calculated in this manner.

Referring again to Chart 12, it is apparent that the time could be

measured to the nearest one hundredth of a second. The method used in

determining the drop in elevation of the train over the test section was

accurate to the nearest one hundredth of a foot. The 100-ft. interval indica-

tions shown in Chart 12 furnished a check upon the contact indications, and

the six-second intervals from the motor could be compared with the one-

second intervals from the chronometer.

Table XIII is one of the twenty-four sheets of calculations used in pre-

paring the results of the Series 1 and 2 runs and the speed-resistance curves,

and it represents 20 of the 480 runs involved in making the curves.

Charts 13 to 17, inclusive, show the results of the tests as obtained with

new wheels on the coal cars. The noteworthy points are as follows :

Chart 13—Fig. 1, 2, and 3. These figures show the variation in individual

results in the tests of Series 1. This variation is to be expected due to

differences in journal temperature and wind.

Chart 14—Fig. 4, 5, and 6. These figures show the variation in indi-

vidual results of the tests in Series 2, the relatively larger variation than

was obtained in Series 1 being occasioned by a greater wind variation.
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Chart 15—Fig. 7, 8, and 9; and Chart 16—Fig. 10, 11, and 12. These show
the manner of accurately locating the speed-resistance curves by averages.

The same results were obtained on test section No. 3 on the old 8521 rail in

both Series 1 and 2 tests, which showed that the effects of wind and weather

were the same in both series.

Chart 17—Fig. 13 and 14. Figure 13 shows the results obtained by

testing both 8521 and 12722 rail on test section No. 1, and Fig. 14 shows

the results obtained by testing both rail sections on test section No. 2. The
results of the tests indicate a slight difference in the roadbed characteristics

of test sections No. 1 and 2.

Chart 18—Fig. 15. The 12722 rail shows 0.3-lb. per ton less resistance

than the 8521 rail at all speeds between 7 and 19 miles per hour, this being

the average of the results obtained on test sections No. 1 and 2 (Chart 17).

The above results were obtained with new wheels on the coal cars. In

Series 1 a number of test runs were made with old wheels on the coal cars,

and the results are given in the following tabulation and compared with the

results obtained with new wheels at the same average speeds. These were

taken from Fig. 7, 8, and 9, Chart 15.

With New Wheels With Worn Wheels
Test Speed Resistance Speed Resistance

Section Rail M.P.H. Lb. per Ton M.P.H. Lb. per Ton

1 New 8521 14.8 3.8 14.8 4.3

2 New 12722 15.7 2,.7 15.7 5.1

3 Old 8521 17.0 4.5 17.0 4.5

The preceding tabulation discloses the following

:

(1) Train resistance using worn car wheels such as encountered in

regular freight service is greater on new rail than on old rail and greater on

new 12722 rail than on new 8521 rail.

(2) There is no difference in train resistance between using worn

wheels and new wheels after the rail has become worn to fit the worn wheel

contour. This is evidenced by the results obtained on test section No. 3 in

the tabulation, laid with the old 8521 rail which had been in service five

years.

In order to determine just why the old wheels were causing more

resistance than new wheels on the new rail an investigation was made of the

contact areas or bearing surfaces of the worn wheels on each rail section.

This was done by placing a short length of soft copper wire on the rail

before each wheel on the west side of the same train that was used in the

train resistance tests, and moving the train forward just far enough so

that each wheel would go over one wire only. This was done on both 85-lb.

and 127-lb. rail. These flattened wires indicated the location and intensity

of the wheel pressure of each wheel on each rail section. In addition to this,

plaster of Paris casts were made of the worn car wheels. Wire impres-

sions were also made with the new wheels which replaced the worn wheels, in

a similar manner. Figures 9 to 28, inclusive, show the amount of car wheel

wear and the location and intensity of pressure of both worn and new-

wheels on each rail section. Taking Fig. 9 as an example, the tread of the

worn wheel is shown at the top of the figure, and the outline of the original

unworn tread is indicated by the black line, the area between representing

the amount of wheel wear. The number "28410" is that of the car and
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"wheel 1" means that it was the first wheel from the south on the west side

of the car. Below and at the left the location and intensity of pressure of

this worn wheel on both rails are indicated bj' the black areas. At the right

are shown the location and intensity of pressure of the new wheel which

replaced this worn wheel, on the two rail sections.

From a study of this data, it was concluded that the width of bearing

area had not affected the train resistance, because this total width was the

same for the worn wheels on both rail sections. There were four factors

which possibly did affect the train resistance

:

(1) The wedging action of the worn wheel tread on the new rail

caused by the tread being worn to a shorter radius of curvature than that

of the new rail.

(2) The effect from having two different areas of pressure of different

wheel circumference on the hollowed wheel tread resulting in a slippage at

one or both areas and consequent resistance.

(3) The effect of having contact areas of different wheel circum-

ference on the two wheels of the axle resulting in slippage at one or all

areas and consequent resistance.

(4) The effect of the contact areas of new rails on worn wheels

being in some instances on the unworn and unpolished part of the wheel.

It is most probable that factor 3 is the only one of any consequence.

However, it is apparent that the adjustment between rail and wheel brought

about by traffic wear will eliminate all of these four factors so that the

resistance of either old or new wheels will be the same, which was found

to be the condition in the resistance tests. The possibility suggests itself of

decreasing the radius of curvature of wearing surface of the rail section

design to the 10 inch radius of the Lehigh Valley or even less, rather than

the 14 inch radius now used. The effect that this change would have on

rail life and subsequent radius of wheel tread hollowing is problematical

and would bear investigation.

Therefore, with wheels in good condition the full benefit of the reduced

resistance of heavier rail will be realized at once, and with worn wheels,

after the short period required for the surface of the rail to become worn

to more nearly fit the contour of the wheels.

Both 8521 and 12722 rail used in the test were almost new, having been

in the track only long enough to have a polished wearing surface. The

rails were 39- ft. long, were supported on 1 in 20 cant tie plates, and each rail

was anchored with six rail anchors. The contact area between wheel and rail

was the same for each rail section. The decrease in train resistance of the

127-lb. rail could be due, therefore, only to the effect of lessened wave

action. There have been theories advanced tending to prove that the wave

action of the rail has no effect upon train resistance. However, as Welling-

ton states in his "Economic Theory of Railway Location," although the

springing-up action of the rail behind the wheel is equal in intensity to the

force necessary to depress the rail ahead of the wheel, the effect of the

time element is such as to make the springing-up action valueless.

A further study of the depression curves made in connection with the

train resistance tests and previously discussed under Section 17 proves this

statement. Chart 19 shows the rail depression curves of the 8521 and 12722

rail under adjoining ends of the gondola cars 28410 and 28366, both of
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which were also used in the coasting tests. These curves are compared in

the chart to the theoretical rail depression curves obtained from the A.R.E.A.

formulae, using values of the track factor u of 1850 for the 8521 rail, and

2300 for the 12722 rail. These are very high values of u and are due no

doubt to the frozen condition of the roadbed at the time the tests were made
(January and February, 1929). At that time it was thought that this condi-

tion would not materially affect the results, but it is evident that it did afford

a firmer support. However, since both rails were tested on the same roadbed,

and at the same time, as previously explained, this did not detract from the

comparative value of the tests.

In comparing both theoretical and actual curves of the two rail sections,

it seems that there is a lag of the rail in returning to its normal position and

a reluctance towards assuming depression. It must be borne in mind that

the curves shown in Chart 19 were obtained while the train was moving at a

speed of 10 miles per hour. Now, if the amount of work required to

depress the rail ahead of the wheel for the two rail sections be calculated,

and the springing-up action of the rail be neglected, the difference between

the work required to depress the 12722 rail and that required to depress the

8521 rail, when expressed as pounds per ton resistance, should equal the 0.3-

Ib. per ton difference obtained in the actual resistance tests, if our theory be

substantiated. Calculating the "wave action" resistance of the 8521 rail by a

method explained later, it was found to be 0.99-lb. per ton. The "wave

action" resistance of the 12722 rail was found to be 0.67-lb. per ton, or a

reduction of 0.32-lb. per ton over that of the 8521 rail, which compares with

the 0.3-lb. per ton obtained in the train resistance tests. This proves, then,

that the time element does cause the springing-up action of the rail to be

wasted.

Since the time element is the cause of the "wave action" resistance,

it may be expected that the train speed might possibly also affect this resist-

ance. Chart 20 shows results obtained at a speed of 20 miles per hour com-

pared to the rail depression curves at 10 miles per hour. It is evident that a

change in speed from 10 to 20 miles per hour has no appreciable effect upon

the depression curves, and as a consequence the difference in resistance of

0.3-lb. per ton between the 8521 and 12722 rail might be expected to obtain

uniformly throughout this range of speed, which it did, as shown in Chart

18. Other picture tests made on passenger trains at 60 miles per hour showed

that the rail returned to its normal position between the wheels of the

front and rear car trucks even at that speed and it is very doubtful if any

train speed now possible would eliminate this "wave action" resistance.

In Chart 21 is shown the method of calculating the "wave action"

resistance of the rail. The depression curve as shown by the solid line was

calculated from the A.R.E.A. formulae previously mentioned for 8521 rail

using a value of u of 1125. The same curve, but moved one foot to the

right, is shown by the dotted line. The wheel load of 11,250-lb. is the

weighted average wheel load of all freight and passenger traffic for 1927.

The rear truck wheels of one car and the front truck wheels of the follow-

ing car are indicated by the arrows. The wheels on one side of the cars

only were considered in order to simplify calculations.

According to the preceding discussion, as the cars move one foot to the

right an amount of work indicated by the areas 1, 5, and 4 is done in
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depressing the rail, and an equal amount of energy indicated by the areas

3, 6, and 2 is wasted. Since u is the force required to depress one inch of

rail one inch, it is a simple matter to calculate the work done at 1, 5, and 4

as shown in Chart 21, and this is found to be 227.3 in.-lb. Since this amount

of work is done on the track when the car wheels move one foot forward,

it follows that an equal amount of energy must be supplied to the track from

some exterior source through the agency of the wheels. The force of

gravity, or wheel load, can not supply this energy because this force does

not move any distance in the direction of its application (a level grade

being, of course, considered) and so does no work. The only other source of

energy, then, is the locomotive, and its tractive effort on the car wheels

times the distance of one foot must equal the 227.3 in.-lb. This tractive

effort is then 227.3/12, or 18.94 lb., which is the force required to move the

four wheels against the "wave action" resistance, and when expressed in

terms of tonnage moved is 18.94/22.5, or 0.84-lb. per ton. This gives the

'wave action" resistance of a 45-ton car, with wheel spacing as shown, on

8521 rail and on representative tie, ballast, and roadbed conditions.

The "wave action" resistances of the other rail sections were calculated

in the same manner and are shown in Table XIV.

Table XIV—Wave Action Resistance of the Different Rail Sections
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Table XV—Economies in Tr«iin Operation per Mile of Main Track

Rail
Section

(1)

8521
1002S
11522
12722
15025

During 1927 on the Fifth District, the gross ton mileage per mile of

road was 6,893,806, and the freight train mileage per mile of road was 2793.

The average tonnage per train was then 2469 gross tons. The tonnage

rating is 4000 tons on this district, which has a 0.5 per cent ruling grade.

With the train resistance decreased, the tonnage rating can be raised, and

the number of trains required to handle the same tonnage if the total grade

and train resistance is R is then

6,893,806 X R
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21. Economic Value of Rail

In the preceding tables the cost of the different rail sections and the

economies to be derived from the use thereof have been determined. In

Table XVI these costs and economies have been summarized, giving the net

economic value of each rail section.

Table XVI—Summary—Net Economic Value of the Different Rail

Sections per Track Mile

Per Million Gross Ton Miles of Traffic
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Appendix G

(6) SPECIFICATIONS FOR SPRING WASHERS; COLLAB-
ORATING WITH COMMITTEE V—TRACK

L. J. Hughes, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; Lem Adams, J. E. Armstrong,

C. B. Bronson, W. C. Cushing, F. M. Graham, H. C. Mann, Hunter,

McDonald, R. Montfort, J. V. Neubert, A. W. Newton, R. L. Pearson,

G. E. Tebbetts, W. C. Barnes.

Subject 6 assigned to the Committee is as follows

:

"Continue study and report on revision or elimination of specifications

for spring washers, collaborating with Committee V—Track."

The present specifications for spring washers will be found in Volume

n of the Proceedings, pages 478 to 481, inclusive. After a careful study of

these specifications, and after considerable discussion at joint meetings with

Sub-Committee XI of Track Committee, your Committee has reached the

conclusion that the present specifications should be eliminated. The reasons

for this conclusion are

:

(1) The necessity for the use of spring washers is not universally

acknowledged by all railroads. There are a number of important railroads

with extremely heavy traffic mileage which do not consider the use of

spring washers necessary, and which do not use them. There are also a

number of important lines which have not as yet fully decided for or against

the use of spring washers, and are conducting tests to decide the question.

In view of the fact that all railway engineers are not in accord as to the

use of spring washers it is thought that this Association should not indorse

specifications for same ; especially since the same specifications have been

prepared to conform to the products of certain manufacturers, who are put-

ting on the market patented spring washers.

(2) Granting that the use of spring washers is both necessary and

desirable, the present specifications do not provide for the most essential

quality of a spring washer, namely, reactive spring pressure. There is a

reactance test specified for elliptical spring washers, but not for helical

spring washers.

Your Committee feels that further study should be given to the

subject of stresses in track bolts under moving loads. More information

on the subject is desirable before the question of spring washers can be

fully decided. Some interesting experiments for determining stresses in

track bolts were conducted on the Pennsylvania Lines in December, 1928.

There is included as a part of this report Exhibit A, which is a monograph

by E. W. Caruthers, fully describing the method used and results obtained.

One important point to be noted from these tests is that under actual loads

stresses in track bolts increased up to 100 per cent of the initial wrenched

up stress, and also at some point during the passage of loads there was also

a reversal or decrease in stress up to 100 per cent of the initial or wrenched

up stress.
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There is included as a part of this report Exhibit B, which is a report

of laboratory tests of helical spring washers, which tests were conducted by

representatives of the Baltimore & Ohio and Pennsylvania Railroads. It is

to be understood that these are laboratory tests and should be supplemented

by field tests before any definite conclusions are drawn. A study of these

reports, however, indicates that the matter of reactive spring pressure should

be taken into consideration in framing any set of specifications.

Action Recommended

(1) That the present specifications for spring washers be eliminated

from the Manual.

(2) That the study of the subject of specifications for spring washers

be continued.

(3) That the study of stresses in track bolts is properly within the

province of Committee on Stresses in Track.

Exhibit A

THE RECORD OF TESTS WITH TELEMETER STRAIN
GAGE TO DETERMINE THE STRESSES IN TRACK OR
JOINT BAR BOLTS UNDER ACTUAL WORKING CON-
DITIONS.

*By E. W. Caruthers

Owing to the many variable factors involved in the resulting stresses

in the bolts used to maintain the joint bars in the railroad track structure

in their proper working relation to the rail, comparatively meager infor-

mation has been available regarding the actual stresses which are imposed

upon these bolts when the rolling load passes over the joint in the rails.

In an effort to determine the intensity and the sequence of these stresses,

consideration indicated that the most promising equipment available at the

present time is a Strain Gage of the McCoUum-Peters Electric Telemeter

Type used in connection with a photographic recording type Oscillograph.

The type of Telemeter Gage best adapted to meet these requirements

is illustrated in Fig. 1.

' "3-^^^^

Fig. 1

—

Telemeter, 2-Inch Gage Length. Designed for Heavy Impact

•Assistant Engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad.
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This is a portable gage in which the stress or pressure varies the

resistance of highly refined carbon-pile rheostats, producing an unbalance

in a Wheatstone bridge circuit that is exactly proportional to the stress or

pressure in the member to which the gage is attached. The internal

arrangement of the carbon-pile rheostats in an Electric Telemeter of an

8-inch gage length is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2

—

Telemeter, 8-Inch Gage Length

Fig. 3

—

Wiring Diagram ior a Two-Element Circuit

The unbalance in the Wheatstone bridge circuit, resulting from

stresses in the member to which the gage is attached, is indicated directly

on a MiUiammeter and is recorded by means of an Oscillograph properly

connected in the circuit. Any required number of these elements may be

attached to the parts under consideration and simultaneous records of the

intensity, extent and sequence of the stresses obtained. A wiring diagram

for a two element circuit is shown in Fig. 3, and the entire equipment
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for a six element set complete with photographic recording type Oscillograph

shown in Fig. 4.

This type of gage is suitable for measuring displacements due to

stresses and has the additional advantage in connection with the considera-

tion of stresses in track bolts of remote reading and recording. It is also

possible to make simultaneous measurements at widely separated points.

Hysteresis effects have been made small by features incorporated in

the design of the equipment and the erratic effects heretofore observed in

carbon-pile rheostats has been eliminated by the development of a new

form of carbon-pile which differs, first, in the heat treatment of the carbon

discs and their preparation and mounting; second, in the use of mounting

form without mechanical joints and third, in keeping the carbon stacks

under such pressure that only a small part of their pressure resistance range

is utilized.

Six-Element Set Complete

In applying this equipment, to determine the stresses in track bolts under

moving loads, it was found necessary to design and manufacture special

bolts. These are shown in complete detail in Fig. 5. By virtue of the

construction of these bolts, stresses, applied either through the wrench and

nut or a traffic load on the bolted up joint structure, will increase the length

of the shank of the bolt between the underside of the head and the face

of the nut proportionally to the stresses applied. Such stress, however, will

cause no change in the length of the iV-inch diameter rod running through

the center of the bolt. This rod is rigidly attached to the head end of the

bolt, but is free to move longitudinally at the opposite end in relation to

the shank of the bolt. The Telemeter Strain Gage is attached with No.

8-32 machine screws to the corresponding tapped holes near the threaded

portion of the special bolt, one tap being in the main body portion of the

shank of the bolt and the other being in the plunger, or free end of the

T3-'mch diameter rod passing through the center of the bolt. Changes in

length of the bolt, due to stress, will cause corresponding variations in the

distance between these tapped holes and thus vary the pressure on the

carbon-piles, when the Telemeter Gage is properly attached.
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These pressure variations cause a fluctuation in the balanced circuit

which, through the principle of the Galvanometer, actuates a small mirror

attached to the moving element of the Oscillograph. The motion of this

mirror causes a reflected beam of light to move laterally over a sensitized

film vifhich is moved uniformly at right angles to the path of the reflected

beam of light, thus making a photographic record of the frequency, sequence

and intensity of the variations in the current in the unbalanced circuit.

As it was desired to obtain the maximum stresses to which track bolts

are subjected, as well as stresses under various working conditions and

types of joint bars, Ardwick, on the Maryland Division of The Pennsylvania

Railroad, and Parkesburg, on the Philadelphia Division of The Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, were selected as suitable locations. The former was selected

on account of the very high speed passenger traffic and the latter on account

of the heavy tonnage freight and moderate speed passenger traffic. In

addition to the variable conditions of traffic at Parkesburg, Pennsylvania,

130 lb. P. S. Section Rail and New York Central, 127 lb. Dudley Section

Rail were available. Rail ends of both these sections were suitably pre-

pared to enable the making of tests with 130 lb. P. S. rail with 4 hole,

24-inch, L-3 joint bars, 130 lb. P. S. rail with 6 hole, 36-inch, L-3 joint

bars and 127 lb. Dudley rail with 6 hole, 38-inch, joint bars. In all cases

it was necessary to replace the standard track bolts with the special heat

treated bolts above referred to and illustrated in Fig. 5. In all cases these

bolts were installed without spring washers, the nut being placed directly

against the joint bar. To each special bolt in the joint under test a Tele-

meter Gage was attached. The wires leading from the Telemeters were
carried to the Wheatstone Bridge and recording Oscillograph placed in a

day coach parked at a convenient location on an adjacent side track. One
Oscillograph Reflecting Vibrator or Kicker was connected to each Telemeter

and an extra Reflecting Kicker in the Oscillograph was connected to a 60-

cycle current so as to give a timing record on the film of 60 spots per

second.

In making the tests at Ardwick, Maryland, records were taken during

the passage of regularly scheduled trains. At Parkesburg, Pennsylvania, a

locomotive was available for tests under predetermined speed conditions in

addition to records of regularly scheduled trains. Special movements by the

test locomotive were handled through a block station by field telephone

equipment set up adjacent to the location of the joints used in the tests.

When traffic approached the test joint the apparatus operator threw a switch

which simultaneously illuminated all Oscillographs, started the film driving

motor on the recorder and lit a small electric bulb mounted on a cross-tie

at the joint which was a signal to the operator of a moving picture camera
to start taking film. The purpose of the moving picture camera was to

obtain the exact position of the counterweights on the locomotive drivers.

The speed of the train was obtained from an electric trap, 3/20ths of a mile

long, the joint containing the test bolts being within the limits of this

trap. As the train entered the trap it momentarily closed a circuit starting

a Solonoid operated stop watch. As the train left the trap it closed the

circuit, a second time stopping the watch. Bolts, Telemeter and Oscillograph

vibrators were given identifying numbers whose relative positions are
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marked on the records. The wrench stress was first accurately obtained by

reading the Milliammeter located on the panel board of the Telemeter

apparatus in the day coach. The extent of the wrench stresses was

recorded in connection with each individual test. All Telemeter circuits

were then balanced showing the Milliammeter at zero on all circuits, in

readiness for the recording of the stresses due to the passing of the next

traffic load.

On December 19, 1928, tests were carried out at Parkesburg, Penn-

sylvania, as follows:

Test No. 1.—4 hole, 24-inch joint bar 130-lb. P. S. rail. Bolt spacing

7^2, Sy2, 7j4. Ties 20 inch centers, suspended joint. Rock ballast. 4e inch

between rail ends. Position (left to right) bolts 2, 0, 5, 4; Telemeter 1, 2,

3, 5 ; Oscil. 1, 2, 3, 4. Wrench stress to give .007 inch extension in bolts.

Train No. 30 eastbound. No speed record.

Test No. 2.—Same Joint as test No. 1. Train No. 2 eastbound, 57

m. p. h.

Test No. 3.—Same joint as test No. 1. Oscillograph numbers switched

to 1, 2, 5, 4; other positions unchanged. Test locomotive type K 2 S 39
m. p. h. running free.

Test No. 4.—Same joint as test No. 1. Test locomotive 61 m. p. h.

running free. If there is crowding of wave traces on the record it is due
to slipping of pulley on the camera.

Test No. 5.—Same joint as test No. 1. Test locomotive 63 m. p. h.

running free.

Test No. 6.—Same joint as test No. 1. Wrench stress relieved down
to .002 inch extension in bolts. Heavy tonnage freight train with I-l loco-

motive eastbound 18 m. p. h.

Test No. 7.—Same joint as test No. 1. Test locomotive. No speed
record.

Test No. 8.—Same joint as test No. 1. Test locomotive 54 m. p. h.

running free.

Test No. 9.—6 hole, 38-inch New York Central joint bar, 127 lb.

Dudley rail. 3 tie supported joint. Bolt spacing 55^ inch all holes. Posi-

tions (left to right). Bolts 1, 0, 2, 4, 5, 6; Telemeters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;

Oscillographs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6. -^ inch between rail ends. Wrench stress

.0045 inch bolt extension. Test locomotive 45 m. p. h. running free.

On December 20, 1928, tests were carried out at Parkesburg, Penn-

sylvania, as follows

:

Test No. 10.—6 hole, 36-inch joint bar 130 lb. P. S. rail, suspended
joint. Bolt spacing 7, 5^, 5^2, 5>4, 7. Same positions on bolts. Telemeters
and Oscillographs as test No. 9. One-half inch between rail ends. Wrench
stress .007 inch bolt extension. Heavy tonnage freight with L-1 engine

eastbound 20 m. p. h.

Test No. 11.—Same joint as test No. 10. Test locomotive 30 m. p. h.

running free.

Test No. 12.—Same joint as test No. 10. Test locomotive 39 m. p. h.

running free.

Test No. 13.-—Same joint as test No. 10. Test locomotive 54 m. p. h.

running free.

Test No. 14.—Same joint as test No. 10. Test locomotive 67 m. p. h.

running free.

Test No. 15.—Same joint as test No. 10. Test locomotive 55 m. p. h.

running free. Film speed in recorder increased about 6 times.

Test No. 16.—Same joint as test No. 10. Train No. 2 eastbound 60
m. p. h. Fast speed film.

Test No. 17.—Same joint as test No. 10. Test locomotive 42 m. p. h.

Fast speed film.
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Test No. 18.—Same joint as test No. 10. Positions 2 and 5, bolts
and 5 slackened off to .002 inch, others retained at .007 inch extension. Test
locomotive 65 m. p. h. Fast speed film.

Test No. 19.—Same joint as test No. 10. Positions 2 and 5 completely
removed. Test locomotive 60 m. p. h. Fast speed film.

Test No. 20.—Same joint as test No. 10. Same as test 19 with test

locomotive 64 m. p. h.

The classification of locomotives used in these tests, together with the

wheel loads, diameter, and spacing are shown in Fig. 6.

• Class K25 Loco. Class 70P66Tende'

Class K4S Loco.^ Class 70P70 D Tender

• Class 1 15 Loco.
2 o 2
o S S

Class 90 r 82 Tender

-3W' \ '^-^fe^ i-

^Class LIS Loco
8 § I S

3

Class 90 F 66 Tender

• Used a+ Parkesburg.Ra. Test.

A. Used at Ardwick.Md. Test.

Fig. 6

Copies of Oscillograph photographic records of tests Nos. 4, 6, 8, 9,

10, 11, 14, 15 and 16 are shown in Fig. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15

respectively. Oscillograph records of Tests Nos. 1 and 7 conducted at

Ardwick, Maryland, are shown in Fig. 16 and 17.

In considering the results of these tests, the bolts, in the joint and

wrenched up, will be referred to by positions numbered as follows:

Numbered in the direction of traffic from 1 to 6 inclusive, the first

bolt being passed over being No. 1, the last bolt No. 6. The bolts occupying
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the positions at the ends of the bar being in positions Nos. 1 and 6. The

bolts at the end of the rails (at joint opening) being in positions Nos. 3 and

4. The intermediate bolts in a six-bolt bar being in positions Nos. 2 and 5.

The delivery rail is the rail which carries the load to the joint open-

ing and through which the bolts in positions 1 to 3 inclusive extend. The
receiving rail is the rail which carries the load away from the joint open-

ing and through which the bolts in positions Nos. 4 to 6 inclusive extend.

The term "wrenched up" means that the bolt is in position and the

nut tightened sufficiently to give the strain desired.

Five of the special bolts were calibrated to determine the total load

required to produce the strain indicated by the Telemeter. The same

effective length of bolt was in tension during the calibration as in tension

in a joint and the load for a given strain is therefore directly comparable

by strain to the load by the joint bars during the test.

Calibration follows :

Total Elongation,
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occurred in positions Nos. 2 and 4 (Record No. 14 at Parkesburg, Pa.).

For the maximum decrease of stress it will be noted that position No. 1

at Ardwick, Md., shows the greatest change with the exception of test

No. 3. No single statement will cover the tests at Parkesburg in regard

to the maximum decrease in stresses.

One important fact to be noted is that throughout the tests, position

No. 4 showed the least change in stresses except in the tests of the 6-bolt

bars where it shifted to positions Nos. 3 and 6. It will also be seen that

in general the greatest stresses occur in the bolts in the delivery rail.

Report No

.T.ES.T.S...Qf...T*A.O.K .JjJ.UT.S.-.ex. J.M.P.A.Q.T.. T.Y.P.!:...TEU.eMfi.TEJ?., Altoona. Pa. ...5-9.-29.

PARKESBURG TEST
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(3) The light intensity was not great enough to print clearly when
the film was driven at the speed used in tests Nos. 15 to 24 inclusive (about

26 in. per second), neglecting for the moment the possible effect of vibra-

tion caused by the improvised motor used on the Oscillograph.

Report No

Tests of Track Boi.ts by Impact Typi Telemeter. altoona, PA..5r.9-29
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more than the pilot wheels, and they are the same size. It will be seen

that, in general, the maximum stresses occur under the tank wheels, the

pilot wheels, trailer wheels, and driving wheels, in the order named. That

is to say, if the tank is fully loaded its wheels cause the greatest stress

in the bolts; if not, then the pilot (engine truck) wheels are likely to

produce the greatest stress, followed closely by the trailer wheels, the driving

wheels causing the least.

From a consideration of the records with respect to the effect produced

by the speed of the moving load, we see that as the speed increases the

change of the stress in the bolt becomes greater (all other things being

equal, i. e., type of bars, wrench stress, condition of ballast and type of

moving load). Comparison between the records made at Ardwick and

those made at Parkesburg shows a great difference between the magnitudes

of the stresses set up in the same type of bars and under the same type

of load at about the same speeds. This, we believe, is due to the fact that

the track at Parkesburg was tamped just previous to the test and was

in excellent condition, while just the reverse was the condition at Ardwick.

A close examination of the records shows the band made by the light

from the Oscillograph to have long period wave motion in addition to the

peaks, which, it is believed, are caused by the passage of the wheels over

the joint opening. The crests of these waves are not high; however, they

are present and tend to indicate that in addition to the vibratory stresses

there is a gradual change taking place in the length of the bolts as the

load passes. The periods of these waves are not the same since they are

separated by the peaks spoken of above.

There are a number of rather abrupt changes in the records which

are not accounted for and which Mr. Peters makes no mention of in his

analysis.

The records made at Parkesburg, and numbered from 15 to 20 inclusive,

were made with a relatively high film speed. This was accomplished by

improvising a driving motor by using an electric drill.

These records were made at a speed which was sufficient to separate

the peaks, but the light was not of sufficient intensity to record on the film

all of the time, particularly where the beam passed quickly and only once.

These records are not to be depended on for that reason, and the additional

reason that it is believed the vibrations set up by the drill motor affected

the records more or less.

Setting the foregoing aside as having been a fact or not as the case

may be, we see some indications which are of value. Tests Nos. 15 to 20,

inclusive, made at Parkesburg with high film speed were made on the L-3

section 6-bolt bar. Tests Nos. 15 and 16 were made with all of the bolts

having the same wrench strain (i. e. 0.0065 inch) and show the same
general characteristics. A detail comparison is not admissible since one

was made by a locomotive running light and the other was made by a

train. However, it may be seen that the bolts in Positions Nos. 1, 5 and 2

have the maximum changes and No. 3 position shows the greatest disturb-

ances and No. 4 position shows the least stress. Position No. 6 made no

record. In test No. 18 the wrench stress was the same except in positions

No. 2 and No. 5 which was reduced to 0.002 inch. The only change shown
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as against records Nos. 15 and 16 seems to be an increase in the disturbance

in No. 3 position and the stress in No. 4 position.

In tests Nos. 19 and 20 the bolts in positions Nos. 2 and 5 were removed

from the joint, causing all of the load to be carried by the bolts in positions

Nos. 1, 3, 4 and 6. This produced a marked increase in the stresses shown

by bolts in positions Nos. 1, 3 and 4 ; No. 6 made no record. The vibratory

disturbance in No. 3 was increased to a very great extent in both tests.

The records made by the Oscillograph elements which had been dis-

connected, from position Nos. 2 and 5 show considerable vibration which

cannot be conclusively accounted for. The vibrations recorded are not

regular, that is, no period can be determined, and yet the maximum dis-

turbances appear in conjunction with the vibrations caused in the other

elements as the wheel crosses the joint opening. We account for this as

being due to the vibration set up on the then free Telemeters which were

lying on the ties at the joint. Smaller vibrations occur all along the record

and are perhaps due to vibrations of the track.

All of the foregoing statements must be considered as generalities, since

we have not a sufficient number of records made under identical conditions

to prove anything conclusive, except perhaps that the roadbed at Parkesburg

was in much better condition than it was at Ardwick.

Mr. Peters is of the opinion that the test at Parkesburg was run under

adverse circumstances, since a large audience of inquisitive visitors was
present who interrupted to a certain extent the attention of those carrying

on the work, and that due to the approach of cold weather, the test was
run without sufficient preparation and was not of sufficient magnitude.

The data available are not sufficient to warrant any conclusions beyond

generalities. The indications are that the stresses in the bolts are of a

vibratory nature, i. e., become greater and less than the stress in the bolt

due to wrenching up. The causes of these vibrations are not known, but

must be due to the moving load, its speed and weight and their effect on

impact at the joint and its effect, in turn, on the natural vibration of the

rail and joint bar section.

Some question has been raised as to the interpretation and accurac\-

of the results of these tests. As above stated these results can not be taken

as conclusive. They do indicate, however, the desirability of a careful

study of the characteristics of the equipment and the possibilities of obtain-

ing facts concerning the stresses imposed on the joint structure.

Careful laboratory tests should be made to determine the effects of

vibration and shock on the several parts of the apparatus as it was used

in these tests, and after such modifications and adjustments are made as

may be found necessary with the details of its design, additional tests should

then be undertaken with the end in view of obtaining full information

concerning the stresses in track bolts and the joint structure.
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Exhibit B

LABORATORY TESTS OF HELICAL SPRING WASHERS

These tests were performed in an efifort to determine whether or not

helical spring washers are a necessary part of joint fastenings and, if so, the

relative merits of different types.

The method of procedure was to compress the spring washers in a

testing machine, starting with zero load and compressing the spring vvasher

.01 inch at a time and reading the load on the washer after each increment

of compression. Part of the spring washers were given a maximum com-

pression of 60,000 lb. and the remainder a maximum load of 30,000 lb.

After maximum compression had been reached, the load was reduced in the

same manner and the beam was balanced and the reactive fcrce noted for

each decrement of .01 inch until zero load was again reached.

In addition to these operation, one specimen of each type was subjected

to what will be called an elastic limit test. This was accomplished by put-

ting a 200-lb. load on the spring washer and considering the reading t f an

Ames dial or deflection gage at this point as zero. Increments of load were

then applied and after each increment the pressure was again reduced to

200 lb. and the permanent set noted on the Ames dial. From this elastic

limit test the curves shown in Fig. 1 to 7 were obtained. Figures 8 to 17

show the recovery curves of the various types of spring washers under test

when pressure was reduced from the maximum to zero.

Figure 1 indicates that the deflection of the spring washer increases

rapidly, with the application of load, to a rather sharply defined point,

after which increase of load has relatively little efifect in increasing deflection.

This sharply defined point is, in the case of the plain helical spring washers,

the point at which they are practically "flat" and in the case of the deformed

helical spring washer (Type X) the point at which the nodes or humps of

the deformations come in contact with the compressing faces of the machine.

It will be noted that Type X, which is the only deformed helical spring

washer under test, is considerably stififer up to this point than the plain

helical spring washers and that after this point is passed, Type X continues

to show increased deflections under load. This is due to the fact that, while

the plain helical spring washers are flat at less than 2000 lb., the deforma-

tion or wrinkles of the deformed Type X require considerably more than

60,000 lb. to flatten.

It is further noted from Fig. 1 that Type X has a lower range of

compression—that is, it compresses through a shorter distance than any of
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the others except Type C, and that a pressure of 40,000 lb. is necessary to

make it reach the same deflection as Type C, whereas Type C held this

deflection practically from 20,000 lb. to 60,000 lb.

Figure 2 shows the permanent set taken by the spring washers for loads

up to 60,000 lb. Here again the deformed washer starts out with a better

performance than the others but soon loses this advantage and at 60,000 lb.

has a larger permanent set than any of the plain specimens. Considering

this in connection with the fact that Type X has a low compressive range (in

distance) it is obvious that at a load of 60,000 lb. Type X has an effective

height of less than ^o of an inch. Type A, which has nearly as much per-

manent set as Type X, has, however, greater compressive travel, so that at

60,000 lb. it has an effective height of better than %o inch.

Figures 3 to 7 show a comparison between the permanent set curve and

the load-deflection curve for each type at low pressures (up to 15,000 lb.).

Thus the effective height of the washer at any point is the horizontal

distance between the permanent set curve and the load-deflection curve,

which is, in the case of the deformed washer, about .12 inch as against .18

inch or more for the plain type.

Figures 8 to 12 show the recovery curves of the various types of spring

washers from a maximum pressure of 30,000 lb. It will be noted from Fig.

2 that at 30,000 lb. the deformed washer has not taken a much larger per-

manent set than the average permanent set for the four types of plain

washers. However, due to the lower initial free spring-height, the deformed

washer recovers only .14 inch as against .26 inch for the plain helical

spring washer.

Similarly, Fig. 12 to 17, which show the recovery from a load of 60,000

lb., indicate the travel of the Type X as .09 inch and of the others as

averaging .25 inch.

The decrease of travel in the deformed washer from .14 inch to .09

inch when the load is increased from 30,000 lb. to 60,000 lb. shows that the

higher loading kills the spring in this washer while the plain washers are

hardly affected.

In a report of the Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track, Bulletin

319, September, 1929, the following statement is found on page 219 : "It may
be concluded, too, that to secure satisfactory rail-joint conditions, the min-

imum bolt tension for the angle bar joint maintained at all times may be

placed at, say, 10,000 lb. in each bolt if the angle bars are reasonably well

fitting." Using the minimum bolt tension as stated in this report it appears

that the long-distance, low-pressure reactions of spring washers are of nega-

tive importance, because by the time the long spring travel becomes appar-

ent, the reactive force, or bolt tension, is too low to be of any value as a

joint fastening, and the advantage indicated in favor of the plain washers

in paragraphs 6 to 10 is only apparent and not real. On the other hand,

in releasing pressure from 30,000 lb., the deformed spring washers main-

tained a pressure of 8000 lb. after a release of .0120 inch, while the four

types of plain washers averaged .0085 inch release to a reaction of 8000 lb.

From a maximum compression of 60,000 lb., the deformed spring washers

were released .0210 inch before getting down to 8000 lb. while the plain

springs gave a reaction of 8000 lb. after being released .014 inch.
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While the performance of the deformed washer is better than the

average for the low-pressure springs, Type D—a plain spring washer is very

close to it in reactive power. This one in recovering from a load of 30,000

lb. travels .010 inch to a pressure of 8000 lb. and in recovering from 60,000

lb., moves .018 inch to reach 8000 lb. The difference between these reactions

and those of the deformed washer are only .002 inch and .003 inch, re-

spectively.

Observations of joints in track indicate that the average looseness of

bolts in track is about ^ turn. In other words, it is possible to tighten every

bolt in track an average of J4 turn after it has been in service for some

time after proper installation. On bolts with a thread pitch of % inch, ^
turn amounts to about .03 inch. The following table indicates the bolt ten-

sion maintained after releasing the various types of spring washers .03

inch from initial pressure of 30,000 lb. and 60,000 lb.

Original

Load TypeX Tvpe A Type B Type C Type D
30,0001b. 12001b. 10501b. 8501b. 11001b. 12001b.

60,0001b. 22501b. 17501b. 20001b. 11001b. 27501b.

Thus Type D is equally as good as Type X when the maximum com-

pression is 30,000 lb. and considerably better than Type X when the maxi-

mum load has been 60,000 lb. In practical application it is unusual for a

bolt to be given a tension of more than 30,000 lb. and at this pressure the

reaction and behavior of the Type D spring washer is practically the same

as the Type X.

Repetition of load shows a distinct advantage in favor of the plain

springs. This observation was made by running the pressure up to 30,000

lb. and then releasing it until the spring had reached a pressure of between

100 and 200 lb. The distance the spring had traveled during the release of

load was noted as was the pressure at that point. Then the load was

increased to 30,000 lb. again and released through the same distances as before

and the reaction measured. After three applications of load, it was found

that the reaction of Type X had decreased 54 per cent; Type D, 10 per

cent; Type B, 6 per cent; Type C, 3 per cent, and Type A, per cent.

Twisting tests were performed on five specimens of each type with the

following results : Type D, 360 degrees ; Type X, 225 degrees ; Type A, 196

degree; Type B, 135 degrees; Type C, 100 degrees. Type D specimens all

twisted 360 degree without fracture, while the others broke at the average

figures shown.

These tests were performed by J. A. Cochran of the Baltimore and Ohio

Railroad and S. H. English of the Pennsylvania Railroad at the Testing

Laboratories of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona, Pa.
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Appendix H

(7) TESTS OF ALLOY AND OF HEAT-TREATED CARBON
STEEL RAILS

C. B. Bronson, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. E. Armstrong, E. E. Chap-

man, W. A. Duff, C. R. Harding, G. J. Ray, R. T. Scholes, C. P. Van
Gundy, F. M. Waring, J. B. Young, W. C. Barnes.

Questionnaires were sent to the various railroads to obtain the infor-

mation, and the replies and summaries are shown in the attached report

(Exhibits A and B).

The Committee recommends that this report be received as information.

Exhibit A

INTERMEDIATE MANGANESE RAILS

Valuable data on intermediate manganese rails was submitted last year,

and as the tonnage rolled and installed has been increasing, the Committee

considered it desirable to follow up more recent results, and with this in view

a questionnaire, following along the lines of that sent out last year, was

drafted and submitted to the railroads, particularly those that had purchased

considerable quantities of this class of rail.

While several roads have furnished complete reports, there are other

known tonnages of this rail in service which were not reported upon, and

therefore not included in the statistics. The total tonnage of intermediate

manganese rail now in service is probably well over 400,000 tons, though

the report covers a somewhat lesser amount. The Burlington, D.L.&W.,

and the New York Central Lines account for the largest portion of tonnage

in service, but there are several other roads than have ordered intermediate

manganese rails within the past year, either as an experiment or to supple-

ment previous purchases.

The general tone of the replies to the questionnaire are decidedly favor-

able. Results for some roads have not been up to expectation, but in general

cover only small tonnages rolled.

Records of mill inspection, tests, and laboratory or special work con-

ducted by several roads are included in the data. Higher physical proper-

ties, finer grain structure, less segregation, cleaner steel and less rejections

are indicated in a number of replies.

From the service standpoint there are indications of increased wear

resistance, somewhat less batter and chipping of rail ends, and a lesser

number of rail failures, particularly interior transverse fissures.

Head failures of the split or crushed type have been reported by several

roads. Their records show a preponderance of these failures occurring in

certain heats or rollings, indicating irregularities in mill practice.

The conclusions of several reporting roads would indicate that intermedi-

ate manganese rails have shown superiority over standard open hearth rails,

and that this condition represented a progressive advance in securing rails

with higher physical qualities and other characteristics.
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The first exhibit attached is a brief summary of tonnages rolled, as

reported by the railroads, and also shows the quantities rolled by the differ-

ent steel companies.

Following this are shown the detailed replies to the questionnaire by

each reporting railroad.

QUESTIONNAIRE ON INTERMEDIATE MANGANESE RAILS

Note—Tonnage and data reported in answer to 1928 questionnaire need not be
repeated.

1. Tonnage purchased:
Year JVeight

Mill Tons Rolled Per Yd. Section

2. Composition specified

:

Section Carbon Manganese Silicon Phosphorus

3. Special requirements which deviate from standard open hearth rail speci-

fications.

4. Results of inspection and tests for each weight of rail and mill separate-

ly covering the following:

(a) Height of drop
(b) Distance between supports

(c) Elongation requirement
(d) Deflection requirement
(e) Number heats tested

(f) Number pieces breaking on first blow
(g) Average number blows to fracture

(h) Average total elongation

(i) Maximum, and minimum elongation in 6 inches,

(j) Average deflection on first blow
(k) Average maximum and minimum deflection on first blow

(1) Number ball indentation tests made
(m) Average Brinell reading

(n) Number rails rejected in drop test and per cent of total

5. Quality of material

:

(a) Percentage of X rails to all rails accepted

(b) Percentage of piped rails to all rails accepted

(c) Percentage of second quality rails to first quality rails

accepted.

(d) Percentage rails scrapped to first quality rails accepted.

6. Special Tests (direct comparison with standard open hearth rails) :

(a) Results of chemical analyses as to O and M carbon
determinations

(b) Tensile tests, giving maximum, minimum and average elastic

limits, tensile strength, elongation and reduction of area

(c) Impact tests, giving results and type of test

(d) Fatigue or endurance tests

(e) Results of microscopic examinations as to grain size, clean-

liness, and amount of free ferrite

7. Report on interior transverse fissures :

Mo. and Yr. Type Curve
Mill Weight Section Rolled Heat Rail Ingot Fissure or Tan.

8. Head failures

:

Mo. and Yr. Type
Mill Weight Section Rolled Heat Letter Ingot Failure

Note—Head failures can be presented as a summary instead of in detail if

desired.
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9. Results in service compared to standard open hearth rails

:

(a) Wear on curves, furnishing comparative contours, degree

of curvature, type of traffic and wear in million tons

traffic, if possible

(b) Average rail dip or batter on receiving end
(c) Number of chipped ends per mile

(d) Combined rate of failures for all types

10. Do you intend modifying or adding to the specifications for intermediate

manganese rails, if so give details

11. Any further information not covered above
12. Have you arrived at any conclusions as to the relative merits of inter-

mediate manganese rails compared to those of standard open hearth,

if so please furnish brief statement.

INTERMEDIATE MANGANESE RAILS

Tonnages Reported by Various Roads and as Received from the Steel
Companies

Tonnage Reported Tonnage Previously
Road In 1929

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 10,682
Boston & Maine 23,314
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 29,150
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western. . 14,461
Louisville & Nashville 2,000
Northern Pacific

New York Central Lines 65,390
Pennsylvania
Reading

Reported
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3. Special requirements which deviate from standard open hearth rail

specification

:

(a) Chemical Composition.—It is desired to have the number
of heats above the mean manganese percentage at least

equal to the number of heats below the mean and that the

average manganese shall be as high as the mean. The
specification for standard open hearth rail is the same as

the preceding except "carbon" is substituted for "man-
ganese."

(b) Stamping.—The letters IM shall be hot stamped near the

heat number.

(c) Classification of Markings.—Substitute "manganese"
for "carbon" in each case and use 1.45 for the percentage.

(d) Loading.—Substitute "manganese" for "carbon" in each

case.

4. Results of inspection and tests

:

(a) 20 feet.

(b) 4 feet.

(c) For information onl3^

(d) For information only.

(e) 198.

(f) 4

(g) 3.5

(h) 0.0046 inch.

(i) Maximum 0.0085.

Minimum 0.0012.

(j) 0.98 inch,

(k) Maximum 1.25.

Minimum 0.80.

Average 0.98.

(1) 216 with 3/4-in. ball under 100,000-lb. load on head of rail.

864 Brinell impressions,

(m) Average depth of depression in head with ^-in. ball under
100,000-lb. load 0.100 in.

Brinell Averages

O Position M Position Center of Web
271 276 275

(n) 521 rails rejected—2.82 per cent of total rails rolled.

5. Quality of material

(a) None.
(b) 2.36 per cent.

(c) 5.76 per cent.

(d) 8.43 per cent.

6. Special Tests

:

(a) 231 rails analyzed.

128 rails show positive segregation.

79 rails show negative segregation.

Maximum positive segregation 19.4 per cent.

Minimum positive segregation 1.6 per cent.

Average positive segregation 7.96 per cent.

Maximum negative segregation 26.5 per cent.

Minimum negative segregation 1.5 per cent.

Average negative segregation 8.35 per cent.

(b) Maximum Minimum Average
Elastic limit 80,250 68,400 75,050

Tensile strength 152,100 107,800 131,700

Elongation 18.0 3.0 14.3

Reduction of area 37.9 3.4 27.1

Note.—Above are results of 44 tests.
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(c) Izod impact
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(h) Average total* elongation in 6
inches After 5th blow After 2d blow

0.46" 0.41"

(i) Maximum and minimum elonga-

tion in six inches After 5th blow After 2d blow
Max. 0.51" Max. 0.60"

Min. 0.40" Min. 0.34"

(j) Average deflection on first blow. . . .80" 1.09"

(k) Average maximum and minimum
deflection on 1st blow Max. .85" Max. 1.20"

Min. .75" Min. .95"

(1) Number ball indentations made. . . One per heat

(m) Average Brinell reading .... . . • •

(n) Number rails rejected in drop test 117 86

and per cent of total .8% .4%

5. Quality of material :

130-Lb. 100-Lb.

(a) Percentage of X rails to all rails 3.1 .6

(b) Percentage of piped rails to all rails 06 .06

(c) Percentage of 2nd quality rails to 1st quality

rails accepted 5 4.6

(d) Percentage rails scrapped to first quality rails

accepted 1-1 11

6. Special tests

:

None made.

7. Report on interior transverse fissures

:

None reported to date.

8. Head failures

:

JVt. Mo. and Yr. Type of

Mill in lb. Section Rolled Heat Letter Ingot Failure

Steelton 100 N.H. 11-28 86611 D 3 Split Head
Steelton 100 N.H. 11-28 86611 F 5 Split Head
Steelton 100 N.H. 11-28 86611 .. 14 Split Head
Steelton 100 N.H. 11-28 86611 G 5 Split Head
Steelton 100 N.H. 11-28 86611 H 5 Split Head
Steelton 100 N.H. 11-28 86611 F 13 Split Head
Steelton 100 N.H. 11-28 88572 .. 11 Flowed Head
Steelton 100 N.H. 11-28 86614 .. Flowed Head
Steelton 100 N.H. 11-28 85599 F 6 Split Head
Steelton 100 N.H. 11-28 86614 .. Flowed Head
Steelton 100 N.H. 11-28 86611 F 2 Split Head
Steelton 100 N.H. 11-28 86611 H 9 Split Head
Steelton 100 N.H. 11-28 86611 D 9 Split Head
Steelton 100 N.H. 6-28 81267 H 14 Flaw in Rail

Steelton 100 N.H. 11-28 89182 A 3 Broken Web
Steelton 130 R.E. 5-29 84260 E 13 Bent Rail

Steelton 130 R.E. 5-29 89255 E 1 Broken Head
Steelton 130 R.E. 5-29 89255 B 3 Broken Head
Steelton 130 R.E. 5-29 89255 D 11 Broken Head

9. Results in service compared to standard open hearth rails

:

(a) Wear on curves, furnishing comparative contours, degree

of curvature, type of traffic and wear in million tons

traffic, if possible.

(b) Average rail dip or batter on receiving end—.015 inch.

(c) Number chipped ends per mile

—

100-lb—-4 per mile after one year service.

(d) Combined rate of failures for all types.

100-lb.— 1 per 1310 rails after one year of service.

130-lb.— 1 per 3594 rails after two months of service.
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10. Do you intend modifying or adding to the specifications for intermediate

manganese rails, if so give details

:

Not at the present time.

11. Any further information not covered above:

No.

12. Have you arrived at any conclusions as to the relative merits of inter-

mediate manganese rails compared to those of standard open hearth.

The length of service of these rails in track has not been sufficient

to make any definite statement.

Canadian National

QUESTIONNAIRE ON INTERMEDIATE MANGANESE RAIL

D. I. & S. Company 85-Lb. Head Free. Specification S3W—4.3

Quantity Shipped—1359 Tons—1000-Lb.

(a) Height of drop—20 feet.

(b) Distance between supports-—3 feet.

(c) Elongation requirement— . . .

.

(d) Deflection requirement—Not over lYz inches.

(e) Number of heats tested—40.

(f) Number of pieces breaking 1st blow—Nil.

(g) Average number of blows to fracture— ....

(h) Average total elongation— ....

(i) Average and minimum elongation in 6 inches— ....

(j) Average deflection on 1st blow—1.47 inches.

(k) Average maxmium and minimum deflection in 1st blow

—

Actual^ maximum deflection— 1.65 inches.

Actual minimum deflection—1.40 inches.

Average maximum deflection per heat— 1.49 inches.

Average minimum deflection per heat—1.46 inches.

(1) Number of ball indentations made— . . . .

(m) Average Brinell reading— . . . .

(n) Number of rails rejected on drop test—Nil.

Percentage of above to total rails rolled^—Nil.

Algoma 100-Lb. A.R.A.-A Head Free. Specification S3W—4.3

Quantity Shipped—1591 Tons,—880-Lb.

(a) Height of drop—22 feet.

(b) Distance between supports—3 feet.

(c) Elongation requirement— ....

(d) Deflection requirement—Not over 1^ inches.

(e) Number of heats tested-—41.

(f) Number of pieces breaking 1st blow—

2

(g) Average number of blow to fracture— (Test to destruction

not required).

(h) Average total elongation— . . .

.

(i) Maximum and minimum elongation in 6 inches— . . .

.

(j) Average deflection on 1st blow—1.06 inches,

(k) Average maximum and minimum deflection on 1st blow

—

Actual maximum deflection—1.20 inches.

Actual minimum deflection—1.00 inch.

Average maximum deflection per heat—1.09 inches.

Average minimum deflection per heat—1.06 inches.

(1) Number ball indentation tests made— . . .

.

(m) Average Brinell reading— ....

(n) Number of rails rejected on drop test—2.

Percentage of above to total rails rolled—0.068 per cent.
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Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R.

QUESTIONNAIRE ON INTERMEDIATE MANGANESE RAIL

1. Tonnage purchased

:

By mills, sections and weights per yard.

1929
Gr. Tons

Illinois Steel Company, Gary

:

90-lb. RA—A 2,000

110-lb. R.E 12,200

Inland Steel Company, Indiana Harbor

:

100-lb. RA—A 5,400

110-lb. R.E 7,550

Colorado Fuel & Iron Co., Pueblo

:

90-lb. RA—A 2,000

29,150

2. Composition specified:

Weight in Pounds per Yard
Constituents 90-lb. 100-lb. and 110-!b.

Carbon, per cent 0.50-0.65 0.54-0.67

Manganese, per cent 1.30-1.60 1.30-1.60

Phosphorus, per cent, not to exceed .04 .04

Silicon, per cent, minimum 15 .15

Note 1.—In so far as practicable, aim to keep both the car-

bon and manganese as high or higher than the mean of the

specified range.

3. Special requirements which deviate from standard open hearth rail

specifications.

None, except chemistry as above and letters "IM" hot stamped next

to heat number. No blue rail markings required.

4. Results of inspection and tests for each weight of rail and mill separately

covering the following

:

Illinois Steel Company, Gary, Ind. (1929 I.M.)

90-Lb. I.M. no-Lb. I.M.

(a) 18 feet 20 feet

(a) 3 feet 4 feet

(c) Information only Information only

(d) Information only Information only

(e) 13 139

(f) 1

(g) 6 .6
(h) .75-in. in 6-in. .62-in. in 6-in.

(i) .59 to .88-in. in 6-in. .35 to .87-in. in 6-in.

(j) 1.35-in. .96-in.

(k) 1.25 to 1.45-in. .85 to 1.15-in.

(1) 13 113

(m)* .126-in. .107-in.

(n) 20 1 per cent
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Inland Steel Company, Indiana Harbor, Ind. (1929 I.M.)

no-Lb. I.M.

20 feet

4 feet

Information only
Information only

86

5.3

.65-in. in 6-in.

.34 to 1.11-in. in 6-in.

.95-in.

.80 to 1.10-in.

63
.118-in.
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6. Segregation tests

:

(a) Ordinary O.H. 28 heats average 8 per cent plus segrega-
tion M over O position. Intermediate manganese 36 heats

average 6 per cent plus segregation M over O position.

(b) None.
(c) None.
(d) None.
(e) None.

7. Report on interior transverse fissures

:

No transverse fissures have been reported in I.M. rail.

8. Head failures

:

Have kept no record of this.

9. Results in service compared to standard open hearth rails

:

Have kept no record on this.

10. Do you intend modifying or adding to the specifications for intermediate

manganese rails, if so, give details

:

No.

11. Any further information not covered above:

None.

12. Have you arrived at any conclusions as to the relative merits of inter-

mediate manganese rails compared to those of standard open hearth, if

so please furnish brief statement

:

Inspection tests at time of rolling have been very favorable to

I.M. rail as compared with ordinary open hearth rail. Our Maintenance
Engineers are also very favorably impressed v^^ith results obtained from
I.M. rail in service. We expect to continue purchase of a large propor-
tion of our tonnage in I.M. rail.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad Co.

QUESTIONNAIRE ON INTERMEDIATE MANGANESE RAIL

1. Tonnage purchased calendar year to 9-1-29:

Mill Tons Wt. per Yd. Section

Lackawanna 9636 130 1b. R.E.
Lackawanna 790 105-lb. D.L.&W.
Steelton 3491 130 lb. R.E.
Steelton 544 105 lb. D.L.&W.

2. Composition specified

:

See 1928 report.

3. Special requirements which deviate from standard O.H. rail specifications

:

See 1928 report.

4. Results of inspection and tests for each weight of rail and each mill

:

(a) See 1928 report.

(b) See 1928 report.

(c) Elongation requirement—two blows at 19 feet.

(d) Deflection requirement—two blows at 19 feet.

(e) Number of heats tested

—

130 Lh. 105 Lh.

Lackawanna 122 10
Steelton 47 8
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(f) Number of pieces breaking on first blow

—

Lackawanna 17

Steelton 3

(g) It is our practice to give each test piece 4 blows, if un-
broken at this point the test is discontinued.

Following is percentage of test pieces standing 4 blows
—Lackawanna, 130-lb., 34 per cent in 122 heats ; lOS-lb.,

45 per cent in 10 heats. Steelton, 130-lb., 25 per cent in

47 heats ; 105-lb., 42 per cent in 8 heats,

(h) Average total elongation

—

Lackawanna 130 lb.= .371" 105 lb. = .638"

Steelton 130 lb. = .433" 105 lb. = .720"

(i) Maximum and minimum elongation in 6 inches

—

Max. Min. Max. Min.
L'k'w'a ..130 lb. = 0.38" 0.17" 105 lb.= 0.45" 0.33"

Steelton . .130 lb.= 0.32" 0.20" 105 lb. p= 0.53" 0.36"

(j) Average deflection first blow .with 3-foot straight edge,

4-foot supports on 130-lb. and 3-foot supports on 105-lb.

Lackawanna . . 130 lb. = .71 inch 105 lb. i=1.05 inch

Steelton 130 lb. = .75 inch 105 lb. = 1.04 inch

(k) Average maximum and minimum deflection on first blow

—

Lackawanna . . . .130 lb. = 1.10-.70 105 lb. = 1.18-.94

Steelton 130 lb. == .86-.65 105 lb. = 1.23-.95

(1) Ball indentation tests made:
None,

(m) Brinell readings

:

None,

(n) Lackawanna plant—130-lb. rail

:

380 rails rejected account of drop test, or 2.5 per cent.

104 rails rejected account of 2 or more rails of one
heat breaking in straightening press, or 0.75 per
cent.

15 rails rejected account of pipe, or 0.1 per cent.

Lackawanna plant—105-lb. rail:

35 rails rejected account of drop test, or 0.3 per cent.

Steelton plant—130-lb. rail

:

3 rails rejected account of drop test, or 0.06 per cent.

32 rails rejected account of 2 or more rails of one
heat breaking in straightening press, or 0.67 per
cent.

Steelton plant—^105-lb. rail

:

15 rails rejected account of 2 or more rails of one
heat breaking in straightening press, or 1.5 per cent.

5. Quality of material

:

(a) Percentage of X rails to all rails accepted

—

Lackawanna 130 lb. — 1 . 6% 105 lb. = %
Steelton 130 lb. = 2^% 105 lb. — 20^%

(b) Percentage of piped rails to all rails accepted

—

Lackawanna 130 lb. = 0.013% 105 lb. = 0%
Steelton 130 lb. = % 105 lb. '= 0%

(c) Percentage of second quality rails to first quality rail

accepted-

—

Lackawanna 130 lb. = 5.2% 105 lb. = 5.2%
Steelton 130 lb. = 2.2% 105 lb. = 5.2%

(d) Percentage of rails scrapped to first quality rail accepted

—

Lackawanna 130 lb. i= 7.1% 105 lb. = 6.2%
Steelton 130 lb. '= 1.4% 105 lb. = 2.4%

6. Special tests

:

See 1928 report.
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10. See answer in 1928 report.

11. None.
12. The results we have secured from the use of medium manganese rail to

date indicate that we are securing enough better service from this rail

as compared with standard open hearth rail to warrant the continuance

of its use. The comparison also shows that we have had less transverse,

fissures with the medium manganese rail.

Louisville and Nashville

QUESTIONNAIRE ON INTERMEDIATE MANGANESE RAILS

1. Amount purchased:

Weight
Mill Tons Year Rolled per Yd. Section

T. C. I. & R. R. Co 2000 Jan., 1929 1001b. R.E.

2. Composition specified

:

Section Carbon Manganese Silicon Phosphorus
100-lb. R.E. .54-.67 1.30-1.60 Not less Not over

than .15 .04

3. Special requirements which deviate from standard open hearth rail

specifications

:

The only exception to the standard A.R.E.A. specifications dated

1925 is the chemical composition.

4. Results of inspection and tests for each weight of rail and mill separately

covering the following

:

(a) Height of drop—20 feet.

(b) Distance between supports—3 feet.

(c) Elongation requirements—For information only.

(d) -Deflection requirement—For information only.

(e) Number heats tested—34.^

(f) Number of pieces breaking on the first blow—"A" rails re-

jected on 7 heats. "A" and "B" on 4 heats and all rails on 1

heat.

(g) Average number of blows to fracture—3.1 (range 2 to 6 and
not considering rails breaking under 1 blow which were not

shipped or accepted).

(h) Average total elongation—59 mm. (not including rails broken

under 1 blow),
(i) Maximum and minimum elongation in 6 inches—0.39 to 0.87 in.

(not including rails broken under one blow),

(j) Average deflection on first blow—1.10 in.

(k) Maximum and minimum deflection on first blow—1.25 to 1.00 in.

(1) Number ball indentation tests made—34.

(m) Average Brinell reading—0.094 in.

(n) Number rails rejected in drop test and per cent of total—421

or 10.3 per cent.

5. Quality of material:

(a) Percentage of X rails to all rails accepted—.58 per cent.

(b) Percentage of piped rails to all rails accepted—.79 per cent.

(c) Percentage of second quality rails to first quality rails ac-

cepted—6.2 per cent.

(d) Percentage rails scrapped to first quality rails accepted

—

14.3 per cent. <
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Special tests (direct comparison with standard open hearth rails) :

(a) Results of chemical analyses as to O to M carbon determin-
ations

—
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10. Do you intend modifying or adding to the specifications for intermediate

manganese rails? If so, give details:

2000 tons obtained as experimental lot. Will change specifications

based upon service results, which are not yet obtainable, or those of

other roads.

11. Any further information not covered above:

The toughness expected in intermediate manganese steel from reports

rendered by various railroads reporting to the A.R.E.A. was not obtained

in this steel. We hope to secure an increased wear resistance.

12. Have you arrived at any conclusions as to the relative merits of inter-

mediate manganese rails compared to those of standard open hearth, if

so, please furnish brief statement

:

We have not arrived at any conclusions, as the service has been of

far too short a period.

' New York Central Lines

QUESTIONNAIRE ON INTERMEDIATE MANGANESE RAILS

1. Tonnage purchased on 1929 contracts:

Mill 127 Lb. 115 Lb. 105 Lb. 90 Lb. Total

A 23,800 ... 6,600 ... 30,400

B 20,270 ... 4,000 1,830 26,100

C 3,000 ... 460 1,000 4,460

D 2,500 1,830 ... ... 4,330

E 100 ... ... ... 100

Totals 49,670 1,830 11,060 2,830 65,390

2. Composition specified

:

For 105, 115 and 127-lb. sections

—

Carbon 0.54 to 0.67

Manganese 1.30 to 1.60

Silicon 0.10 to 0.25

Phos. Max 0.04

Composition the same for 90-lb. rails, except limits in carbon reduced
2 points.

3. No changes in standard open hearth specification, except all rails stamped
M.M. adjacent to the heat number, and composition as shown above.

4. Results of inspection and testing

:

(a) Height of drop—20 ft. for 105, 115 and 127 lb. rails; 18 ft. for

90-lb. rails.

(b) Distance between supports: 4 ft. for 115 and 127-lb. rails;

3 ft. for 90 and 105-lb. rails.

(c) Elongation requirements—Each piece must stand one blow of
the tup without fracture, and must also show five per cent

elongation in two consecutive inches, or six per cent in one inch.

(d) Deflection requirements—None.
(e) No. heats tested:

Mill 127 Lb. 115 Lb. 105 Lb. 90 Lb.

A 378 .. 96
B 377 .. 61 25
C 45 .. 6 12

D 53 24
E 4 .. ..
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(f) Number heats rejected at drop

—

Mill A—3 heats 127-lb. and 2 heats 105-lb.

Mill B—1 heat 127-lb. and no 90 or 105-lb.

Mill C—1 heat of 127-lb. and no 90 or 105-lb.

Mill D—No heats.

Mill E—No heats.

(g) Average blows to fracture—No data, as so many of the pieces

did not fracture, being removed from further testing on

account of twisting.

(h) Average total elongation in base of rail in 6 inches, after 3

blows

:

127-lb. M.M. 0.35 to 0.50 inch

115-lb. M.M 0.45 to 0.60 inch

105-lb. M.M 0.50 to 0.70 inch

(i) Minimum and maximum elongation—Shown above.

(j) Average deflection on first blow

—

127-lb. M.M 0.80 inch

115-lb. M.M 0.95 inch

105-lb. M.M 1.10 inch

(k) Maximum and minimum deflection on first blow:

127-lb. M.M 0.75 to 0.90 inch

115-lb. M.M 0.80 to 1.05 inch

lOS-lb. M.M 1.00 to 1.20 inch

(1) No ball indentation tests made.

(m) No. rails rejected at drop and per cent of total

—

127 Lb. 115 Lb. 105 Lb. 90 Lb.

Per Per Per Per
Mill No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent

A 332 0.07 333 2.26 .. ..

A 100 0.03

C 140 2.72

D 46 0.07 84 2.36 .:

E

5. Quality of material:

(a) We do not have any X-Rayl classification,

(b), (c) (d) Per cent piped, second and scrap rails

—

Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent

Mill Piped Seconds Scrap Section

A 1.07 11.3 6.4 1271b.

A 1.1 6.3 2.6 1051b.

B 2.5 6.4 3.8 1271b.

B 0.4 5.5 2.6 1051b.

B 0.3 3.9 2.0 901b.

C 0.4 15.0 2.0 1271b.

C 2.8 0.5 1051b.

C 2.7 0.7 901b.

D 0.4 7.2 4.8 1271b.

D 0.4 4.3 4.4 1151b.

E 1.8 9.9 8.5 1271b.

6. Special tests:

(a) Chemical analyses—Checks between O and M position gen-

erally show less than 8 per cent segregation, and sulphur prints

show the steel much cleaner than standard open hearth A rails.
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(b) Tensile tests

:

Elastic limit—86,920 to 99,620 lb. per sq. in.

Tensile strength—126,800 to 150,000 lb. per sq. in.

Elongation—15 per cent to 12 per cent.

Reduction of area—31.7 per cent to 16.4 per cent.

(c) Impact tests—None made.

(d) Fatigue or endurance tests—None recently made (see last year's

report).

(e) Medium manganese steel shows finer macroscopic structure, and
under the microscope shows less inclusions and less free ferrite

than standard open hearth rails.

Report on interior transverse fissures

:

No fissures have developed in any of the rails rolled at any of the

mills for the New York Central Lines, except from Mill A on the New
York Central East, as follows (failures in 1928 and 1929)

—

Section
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(c) Number of chipped ends per mile—Percentage not determined,

but general . observations indicate considerably less for the

medium manganese rails.

(d) Combined rate of failure for all types of defects:

Excluding the few rollings mentioned above, responsi-

ble for about 80 per cent of all medium manganese failures, the

rate is considerably lower for this type of steel compared to

standard open hearth.

10. Present specifications and basis for accepting medium manganese rails

are satisfactory, and no changes contemplated:

11. Any additional information: None other than the explanatory notes

shown in the above report.

12. Advantages from the service standpoint in general are due to the lower
rate of failure, indications that lesser number of fissures will develop,

lower rate of wear on high side of curves, less tendency of the metal to

flow crosswise and lengthwise of the head, and decrease of batter and
chipping.

The steel is considerably cleaner, particularly in the A rail, is

tougher, has finer grain structure, and higher physical properties and
endurance limit than standard open hearth steel for rails.

• Northern Pacific Railway Company

QUESTIONNAIRE ON INTERMEDIATE MANGANESE RAIL

1. Answered in 1928.

2. Answered in 1928.

3. Specifications A-3 (intermediate manganese) and A-2 (ordinary) at-

tached to 1928 report.

4. (a&b) Answered in 1928.

(c) None.
(d) None.
(e) 14-100-lb. R.E.; 14-130-lb.

(f) None 100-lb. R.E. ; 2-130-lb. R.E. representing A and B rails

in same heat.

(g) 100-lb. R.E., 4; 130-lb. R.E., 5.

(h) 100-lb. R.E., 11.6 per cent; 130-lb. R.E., 9.4 per cent; mill

results—see also page 2, 1928 report for results of N.P. tests.

(i) 100-lb. R.E., 14.3 per cent maximum, 9.3 per cent minimum

;

130-lb. R.E., 11.5 per cent maximum, 2.1 per cent minimum.
(j) 100-lb. R. E., 1.10 inches; 130-lb. R.E., 0.82 inches.

(k) 100-lb. R.E., maximum 1.12 inches, minimum 1.09 inches; 130-

lb. R.E., maximum 0.85 inch, minimum 0.76 inch.

(1) 100-lb. R.E., 14; 130-lb. R.E., 14.

(m) 100-lb. R.E., 13.0; 130-lb. R.E., 13.0.

(n) 100-lb. R.E., none; 130-lb., 50 rails =: 3.6 per cent of total

rolled.

5. (a) Answered in 1928.

(b) Answered in 1928.

(c) Answered in 1928.

(d) 100-lb. R.E., 2.9 per cent: 130-lb. R.E., 5.5 per cent.

6. (a) Answered in 1928.

(b) Answered in 1928.

(c) None made.
(d) None made.
(e) None made.

7. None recorded.
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(e) Number of heats tested—16.

Number of pieces tested—96.

"A" rails in eight heats rejected at the drop.

(f) Number pieces breaking on 1st blow—22; per cent 23.

(g) Average number of blows to fracture—4.

(h) Average total elongation .32 inch.

(i) Maximum and minimum elongation in 6 inches—Maximum
.53 inch, minimum .12 inch.

(j) Average deflection 1st blow—.82 inch.

(k) Average maximum and minimum deflection 1st blow—Max-
imum 90 inch, minimum 73 inch.

(1) Average number ball indentation tests—Depth 2.3, diameter 13.0.

(m) Average Brinell reading, 286.

(n) Number rails rejected in drop testing, 487—per cent of total,

26.5.

(o) Total rails rejected all causes, 548; per cent of total rolled,

30.3.

5. Quality of material

:

(a) Percentage of X-rayls to all rails accepted 2.2 (no X-rayls
accepted).

(b) Percentage of piped rails to all rails accepted, 2.2. They rep-

resent rails which showed pipe at the drop test. No record was
kept of piped rails found on inspection beds, as such rails were
classed as rejected.

(c) Percentage of 2nd quality rails to 1st quality rails accepted,

8.9.

(d) Percentage of rails scraped. Surface imperfections, etc., to 1st

quality rails accepted, 2.5.

6. Special Tests

:

Note.-—No tests made at time of manufacture as referred to in

sub-questions a, b, c, d and e. However, rail that failed in service

and samples of which were sent to the testing laboratory, Altoona,
Pa., for investigation gave the following results

:

(a) Chemical analyses O and M carbon determinations representing
seven heats

—

Specimen No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6 No. 7

^ , (O .716 .712 .582 .530 .523 .709 .665
Larbon

^ j^ ^^g ^g7 ^g^ 533 ^^^2 .632 .509

Tensile test made on two rails only.

(b) Physical properties

:

Specinxen
No. 1 No. 2

Maximum elastic limit lb. per sq. in 81,240 75,600
Minimum elastic limit lb. per sq. in 79,000 74,450
Average elastic limit lb. per sq. in 80,170 74,960

Maximum ultimate strength lb. per sq. in. . . .149,600 144,300
Minimum ultimate strength lb. per sq. in. . . . 127,600 121,400

Average ultimate strength lb. per sq. in. .. .132,170 131,320

Maximum elongation per cent in 2 inches. . . . 13.00 11.00

Minimum elongation per cent in 2 inches. . . . 1.00 2.00

Average elongation per cent in 2 inches. . . . 7.00 6.75

Maximum reduction of area per cent 24.86 19.42

Minimum reduction of area per cent 1.22 1.05

Average reduction of area per cent 16.95 9.98

(c) No information.

(d) No fatigue or endurance tests made.
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(e) Microscopic examination revealed practically an eutectoid steel

of normal structure, which is characteristic of this class of

steel, not heat-treated. Traces of sorbitic-pearlite and small
particles of manganese sulphide slag found.

7. Seven interior transverse fissure rails have developed as follows

:
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Exhibit B

HEAT TREATED STEEL RAILS

One of the most widely discussed subjects in connection with rail

manufacture, and extending back perhaps twenty years, is that of the pos-

sibilities of heat treatment. Attempts on a laboratory or small scale basis

have been made, and excellent properties and results reported, at various

times.

Within the past two years, two of the steel companies, realizing the

importance of improving the quality of rail steel, made plans, and com-

pleted installations of equipment for heat treating of rails on a basis never

before attempted. The Bethlehem Steel Company, Steelton plant, equipped a

plant to give rails a water quench and drawback, taking the rails direct

from the rolls and treating them from their initial heat. The plant could

handle about 70 rails per day. Through the courtesy of E. F. Kenny, Metal-

lurgical Engineer, Bethlehem Steel Company, who was largely instrumental

in this latest development, a description of the process is included in the

report for information.

The Carnegie Steel Company, Edgar Thomson Works, furnished the

other treated rails which consisted of an oil quench and drawback, starting

with rails cooled to atmospheric temperature, and then reheated. Dr. J. S.

Unger, MJanager, Central Research Bureau, Carnegie Steel Company,

initiated this work, and has also furnished a description of that process. This

work was much slower, due to the necessary time for reheating, and only

two rails were treated each day.

As a result of this work, which was done entirely at the expense of

the mills, there are more heat treated rails in service than ever before in

the history of the railroads. Furthermore, the treatment was applied almost

entirely to rails of 130 pounds per yard or thereabout, and placed on a num-
ber of the heaviest traffic roads in heavy service, principally on curves.

A questionnaire was sent out to the roads which were known to have

received heat treated rails, and most of them responded to our requests.

The reports are encouraging, as practically no rail failures have developed

since their installation. The rails, however, have been in only a rather short

time.

Wear measurements of rails on curves show that in the early period of

their service in track that little difference is indicated between the treated

and untreated rails on the same curves. It is expected that in the later service

a considerable reduction in rate of wear will be noted on the treated rails.

While difficulties have arisen in treating and handling these rails, most

of them can readily be overcome if a large scale commercial installation

were made. This experimental work is without doubt one of the most

valuable and important that has been undertaken. The service of the rails

is also being closely followed.

The detailed replies to the questionnaire are shown in the following

exhibits

:
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON HEAT TREATED RAILS

1. Amount purchased:
Mo, and Yr.

Mills No. Rails Length Rolled Wt.perYd. Section

2. Was oil or water used in the treatment?
3. Composition specified?

4. Any changes in specifications from standard open hearth untreated rail

practice ?

5. Results of tests (direct comparisons with untreated rails) :

(a) Weight of tup?
(b) Height of drop?
(c) Distance between supports?
(d) Elongation requirements?
(e) Deflection requirements?
(f) Were tests made head or base up?

(g) Number of tests made, per heat or on what basis?

(h) Total number pieces tested?

(i) Average number blows to fracture?

(j) Average total elongation in 6 inches?

(k) Average deflection on first blow?
(1) Number pieces breaking on first blow?
(m) Average Brinell reading?
(n) From what positions in the ingot were rails used for treatment?

6. Special tests (direct comparison with untreated rails) :

(a) Tensile tests, showing maximum, minimum and average elastic

limit, tensile strength, elongation and reduction of area.

(b) Impact tests, giving results and type of test.

(c) Fatigue or endurance tests.

(d) Microscopic examinations.

(e) Deep etching tests for shattering.

7. Rail failures, giving full details.

8. Results in service, compared to untreated rails

:

(a) Wear on curves, furnishing comparative contours, and indicat-

ing degree of curvature, type of traffic, and wear in million

tons traffic, if possible.

(b) Average rail dip or batter on receiving end.

(c) Information regarding chipping at rail ends.

HEAT TREATMENT METHODS FOR STEEL RAILS

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY—STEELTON PLANT

Heat Treatment Used for Water Quenched and Tempered Rails

The rails were taken singly from the regular rolling for the railroad

company, and were given sufficient camber to compensate for the distortion

of the rail during the quench. This camber is a function of the design of

section, and was fifteen inches for the Pennsylvania 130-pound section, and

thirty inches for the 127-pound Dudley section of the New York Central.

The rail was transferred from the roller run to a cradle over the quench-

ing bath. As soon as the rail base cooled to the magnetic point, the rail was

quenched head downward and held completely immersed for from twenty-

five to thirty seconds depending upon the design of the section. At the

end of the immersion, the rail was quickly pushed into a draw back furnace

where it was held at a temperature of 1000 degrees Fahr. for one and one-

half hours.

The rail was then allowed to cool in the air, but the experimental ap-

paratus used for this treatment off the mill did not provide means of hot

straightening at 1000 degrees Fahr. immediately after removal from the
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draw back furnace, and, therefore, some of the rails had very heavy camber

when cold. This, with the high elastic limit of the treated rail, made gag

straightening a long operation. Additional time was also required to drill

the bolt holes due to the higher physical properties and toughness of the

metal.

At least one drop test was made on a rail from each heat, and generally

to destruction or until the test specimen twisted to such an extent as to make
further testing impossible.

Rails which had previously been treated in the gun furnace at Bethlehem

and placed in service, gave twice the wear resistance compared to untreated

carbon rails. These rails were drawn at 900 degrees Fahr.
'

The temperature of the draw was raised to 1000 degrees Fahr. when
treatment of rails direct from the mill was commenced at Steelton, due to

the novelty of the process and type of apparatus used. When positive and

dependable equipment are obtained, the draw will be reduced to 900 degrees

Fahr. or possibly low-er. In this way, any hardness desired can be obtained,

but for the present interest is in determining resistance to failure.

CARNEGIE STEEL COMPANY—EDGAR THOMSON WORKS

Manufacture and Treatment of Oil Quenched and Tempered Rails

The rails for treatment were taken from the regular rolling of standard

untreated rails, made to the specifications of the Railroad Company to whom
they were to be shipped. With one exception, all rails treated were 130-

pound sections. Transfer of the rails from the mill to the treating room

were made while the rails were cold.

The rails for oil quenching were Jieated horizontally head down in a gas

fired furnace, and were cold when entering the furnace. The rails were 45

feet in length, which included sufficient material to make a drop test on a

six-foot specimen from each rail. They were supported in the furnace at

intervals of about seven feet to prevent bending of the rail while hot.

The furnace was of the car bottom type, and just previous to quenching,

the car was moved out, and the heated rail was handled by a crane in a

cradle or spreader while being quenched.

The temperature of the rail on entering the bath was 1500 degrees Fahr.

and it was immersed in the oil for twenty minutes. The rail was removed

from the oil while still warm and immediately charged into another furnace

for tempering at 900 degrees Fahr., then withdrawn and cooled in air. The
average time for heating for either oil quenching or tempering was three

and one-half hours.

The rails, when cold, were hollow in the head about three inches, and

with very little side curvature. A small spot at 6 and 12 inches from each

end of the rail, and at intervals of eleven feet along the middle of the rail

were ground on the side of the head with a small hand grinder to remove

scale and leave a comparatively smooth metallic surface for testing with

the rebounding ball before and after treatment to determine the uniformity.

The average rebounding ball hardness before treatment was 10j4 inches
;

after treatment 12^ inches.

The treated rails required about twice as many blows at the gag press

to straighten them, as were required for the untreated rails. The treated

rails required about four times as long to drill the bolt holes as for the

untreated rails.
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Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

OIL TREATED RAILS

5. Test results

:

(a) Weight of tup—2000 lb.

(b) Height of drop—22 ft.

(c) Distance between supports

—

\ ft.

(d) No elongation requirements.

(e) No deflection requirements.

(f) Tested head up.

(g) Twelve tests made.
(h) A six-ft. specimen tested from each rail, as rails were rolled

45 feet long.

(i) Eleven pieces received 3 blows, and one had four blows.

(j) Average total elongation—0.42.

(k) Average deflection on first blow—0.50.

(1) All pieces stood one blow without fracture.

(m) Ball test of ^4 inch diameter, 100,000-lb. pressure. Average
impression—1.8 mm.

(n) There were four rails each from the B, C and D position in

the ingot.

For test purposes, ten 39-foot untreated rails from the same heat

were furnished, four of these being C rails, three B rails, two D rails,

and one E rail. Regular test for this heat in accordance with specifica-

tions on specimens from the 2nd, 14th and 26th ingots gave an average
set- of 0.72 for first blow, and a total elongation of 0.06 inch in 6 inches.

The A rails of entire heat were classed X-rayls due to pipe developing
in test specimens of 2nd and 14th ingot.

6. Special tests—None.
7. Rail failures—None.
8. Results in service:

(a) Rails were laid in track June 2, 1927, and are still in service.

Location is upon a 7 degree curve with an elevation of 6j^
inches, subjected to mixed traffic amounting to 2^ million tons

per month. Average wear for first year of test was 0.207 sq. in.

for heat treated rails and 0.210 sq. in. for untreated rails.

During the second year of this test, due to rail oiling in this

territory, inadvertently quantities of oil were carried to the

test rails and all flange wear stopped and head wear reduced
considerably. Oil coming to this test was stopped April, 1929,

and recent inspection indicated normal rail wear has been re-

sumed, so that the fall sections of 1929 will furnish good
comparative results.

(b) No information on receiving end rail batter.

(c) No information regarding chipping of rail ends.

WATER QUENCHED RAILS

5. Test results:

(a) Weight of tup—2000 lb.

(b) Height of drop—22 feet.

(c) Distance between supports—4 feet.

(d) No specified elongation requirements.
(e) No specified deflection requirements.

(f) Tests made head up.

(g) Rails are from 14 different heats and in addition to regular
tests for same a drop test was made on specimen from each of
13 heats and upon two for one heat.

(h) Fifteen tests made.
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(i) The pieces stood the following blows: Ten stood 7 blows; one
stood three blows ; one stood four blows ; two stood six blows

;

one stood five blows,

(j) Average total elongation—Not given,

(k) Average deflection on first blow—0.60 inches.

(1) All pieces stood one blow without fracture,

(m) Fourteen Brinell readings taken for each test specimen give

an average of 0.345.

(n) 104 rails, consisting of 14 letter B, 16 letter C, 10 letter D,
23 letter E, 22 letter F, 19 with letter G.

6. Tensile tests : Two inch test pieces cut longitudinally from the head of 8
specimens

:
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8. Results in service compared to untreated rails

:

(a) Rails laid on 4 degree 24 minute curve, superelevation S inches.

In track nine months, and showed following comparative wear
per million tons traffic

:

High Side Low Side

Heat treated 0.0104 sq. in. 0.0082 sq. in.

Untreated 0.0082 sq. in. 0.0104 sq. in.

(b) Average rail dip on receiving end:

Treated 0.0124 in. Untreated 0.0129 in.

(c) Chipping of rail ends in service:

Heat treated—Fifteen of these rails have chipped ends of

which twelve are on the receiving end. They average tV inch

deep and iV inch long. The width varies from }i to ]^ inch.

There are two chips on the gage side on the receiving end of

the high rail of curve about fs inch deep.

Untreated-—No rails have chipped ends.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad

WATER QUENCHED RAILS

5. Drop tests were made before treatment. No record of drop tests after

treatment.

6. Special tests—None.
7. Rail failures—None.
8. Results in service:

(a) Henryville—Alinement, 4 degree curve; grade, 1.5 per cent

ascending; traffic, freight and passenger with preponderance of

freight; wear per million tons traffic after 3 years 6 months in

service

:

High Rail Low Rail

O.H. intermediate manganese 0036 .0029

O.H. intermediate manganese heat treated .0031 .0030

(b) No data on batter at rail ends.

(c) No chipping to date.

Lehigh Valley Railroad

WATER QUENCHED RAILS

5. Results of tests

:

Treated Untreated

(a) Weight of tup 2000 lb. 2000 lb.

(b) Height of drop 22 ft. 22 ft.

(c) Distance between supports 4 ft. 4 ft.

(d) Elongation requirements Not specified Not specified

(e) Deflection requirements Not specified Not specified

(f) Specimens tested head or base up. Both Both
(g) Tests per heat One or two 3
(h) Total number of pieces tested 19 36
(i) Average number of blows to frac-

ture 7.8 5

(j) Average total elongation in 6

inches .23 .42

(k) Average deflection on first blow.. .52 .73

(1) Number pieces breaking on first

blow None None
(m) Average Brinell reading "O" posi-

tion 365 ....

(n) Position in ingot of rails selected. . B to G ....

6. Special tests—None.
7. Rail failures—None.
8. Results in service—Data not available.
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New York Central Railroad—East of Buffalo

WATER QUENCHED RAILS

5. Test results

:

(a) Weight of tup—2000 lb.

(b) Height of drop—20 ft.

(c) Distance between supports—4 ft.

(d) Elongation requirements—Each piece to stand one blow, and
also show 6 per cent elongation in one inch, or five per cent

in two consecutive inches.

(e) No deflection requirements.
(f) Specimens tested both head and base up, though generally

head up.

(g) At least one test specimen from a treated rail for each heat,

(h) Tests made—Twenty.
(i) One piece tested base up broke on the second blow; all the

others stood 3 or more blows. Several stood 10 and 11 blows.

(j) Average total elongation—Only a few specimens tested to

destruction, so question cannot be answered fully.

(k) Average deflection on first blow—0.55 in.

(1) All pieces stood one blow without fracture.

(m)
(n) Rails treated were from B to G ingot positions.

6. Special tests—Tensile tests :

Metal has an elastic limit of 125,000, ultimate strength of 165,000,
• elongation of 8 per cent, and reduction of area of 17 per cent.

7. Rail failures—None.

8. (a) Curve wear—Records to date show little difference in wear
between treated and untreated rails laid in similar curves.

(b) Batter is very slight.

(c) No chipping at ends.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad

OIL TREATED RAILS

5. Test results

:

(a) Weight of tup—2000 lb.

(b) Height of drop—20 ft.

(c) Distance between supports—4 ft.

(d) Elongation requirements—Each piece to stand one blow, and
also show 6 per cent elongation in one inch, or five per cent in

two consecutive inches.

(e) No deflection requirements.

(f) Specimens tested head up.

(g) Twelve pieces tested; one from each rail,

(h) A six-foot piece cut from each treated rail.

(i) Eight pieces stood 3 blows; two pieces stood 4 blows; and 2

pieces stood 5 blows.

(j) Average total elongation—Several pieces not tested to destruc-

tion so question cannot be fully answered.

(k) Average deflection on first blow—0.55 in.

(1) All pieces stood one blow without fracture.

(m) Ball impression test of •)4 in. diameter, 100,000 lb. pressure

—

Average impression, 1.9 mm.
(n) Three rails each from the B, C and D, and E ingot positions.

Untreated specimens showed 0.90 inch deflection on first blow.
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6. Special tests-

the head.
Rail No.

13-A
14-B
15-B

-Tensile tests on 2-inch specimens cut longitudinally from

Condition Elastic Ultimate Elongation Reduction

Untreated 59,910 137,800 11.5 14.6

Treated 123,300 170,800 9.5 15.2

Treated 114,300 164,800 15.0 33.1

7. Rail failures—Two failures occurred shortly after installation, one being
diagonally through the head and almost vertically through the web. The
other had a cracked base.

8. (a) Rails laid on 10 degree 36 minute curve—Abrasion on last in-

spection showed about equal amounts on the high rail, and con-
siderably less on the low rail for the heat treated compared to

untreated rails.

(b) Average dip or batter—c\ inch.

(c) No chipped ends.

Norfolk & Western Railway

OIL TREATED RAILS

5. Results of tests:

Treated Untreated

(a) Weight of tup • 2000 1b. 2000 1b.

(b) Height of drop 22 ft. 22 ft.

(c) Distance between supports 4 ft. 4 ft.

(d) Elongation requirements P. R. R. P. R. R.
(e) Deflection requirements P. R. R. P. R. R.
(f ) Were tests head or base up Head up Head up
(g) Number of tests made One per rail 3 per heat
(h) Number of pieces tested 10 3

(i) Average number blows to fracture. 7 4

(j) Total elongation in 3 blows .30 .29

(k) Average deflection on 1st blow... .50 .80

(1) Number pieces breaking on 1st

blow None None
(m) Average ball impression readings. 1.7 2.3

(n) Position in ingot of rails Below A A
6. Tensile tests

:

Rail No. Condition Elastic Ultimate Elongation Reduction

13-A Untreated 72,980 131,000 8.0 9.2

13-B Treated 105,900 171,600 13.0 27.5

13-E Treated 102,200 162,600 13.5 30.6

7. Rail failures—None.
8. Wear on Curves

:

Abrasion for treated rails, 0.037 sq. in.

Abrasion for untreated rails, 0.071 sq. in.

Untreated rails show some evidence of chipping and battering, but
very little on the treated rails.
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Reading

WATER QUENCHED RAILS

5. Results of tests

:

(a) Weight of tup—2000 lb.

(b) Height of drop—22 ft.

(c) Distance between supports—4 ft.

(d) Elongation requirements—None.
(e) Deflection requirements—None.
(f) Specimens tested head up.

(g) One specimen tested for each annealing charge of 15 rails,

(h) Number pieces tested—24.

(i) Average number blows to fracture—7.

(j) Average total elongation in 6 inches—0.56 in.

(k) Average deflection on first blow—0.6 in.

(1) Number pieces breaking on first blow—None.
(m) Average Brinell reading—None taken.

(n) Position in ingot of rails—B and C.

6. Special tests—None.
7. Rail failures—None.
8. Results in service, particularly as to head wear

:

5 degree 30 minute curve at Shoemakersville, Pa.

Per Cent Loss Per Cent Loss
High Side LozvSide

Treated 3.62 3.16

Untreated 5.23 2.99

12 degree 30 minute curve at Girard Manor, Pa.

Per Cent Loss Per Cent Loss
High Side Lozv Side

Treated 7.91 5.58

Untreated 6.71 5 52
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Exhibit C

*Rail and Wheel

PART IV

The Heat-Treated Rails in the Tracks

Digest of the Information Derived from the Mill Tests, the Laboratory

Research and the Destructive Action of Moving Train Loads

fBy W. C. Gushing

NEW ERA RAILS

The object in developing and perfecting rail manufacture by the method

of heat-treatment was the production of a material of superior physical

qualities, greater than displayed by any of the 19 materials or methods tried

in the tracks of the Pennsylvania Railroad within the period of the last

30 years.

Early Lessons

Early trials of heat-treated rails gave promise of

:

1. A rail-steel material with a substantial increase in the elastic

limit, which is practically the ultimate strength in compression.

2. A rail-steel material with a substantial increase in the ulti-

mate tensile strength which will raise the engineering endurance

limit, and afford greater resistance to the setting up of internal

rupturing strains.

3 With these increases in tensile strength, ultimate and elastic

limit, there should be the least reduction possible in ductility.

4. Such improvements in manufacturing details as will afford

greater control over the difference in rate of cooling interiorly and

exteriorly, so as to lessen the forces working for internal rupture.

Trials of heat-treated rails varying in details of method of production

were begun on the Pennsylvania Railroad in the year 1914, continued into

the year 1917, and then allowed to lapse during the war.

TRIAL GROUPS 1925-1929 (END)

Trials Resumed

The necessity for increasingly stronger rails became greater until atten-

tion returned in 1922 to the favorable results from the original track trials

of rails manufactured by heat-treatment between 1914 and 1917, with the

result that the several lots of rails recorded in Table 1 have been manu-

factured and placed in the tracks under very severe traffic conditions.

•Bulletin, American Railway Engineering Association, No. 315, March, 1929,
Parts I, II and III.

tEngineer of Standards, Engineering Department, The Pennsylvania Railroad
Company.
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Table 1—Statement of Groups, Quantities and Locations of Heat-

Treated Rails Placed in the Tra:ks for Comparative Trial by
Traffic Destruction

All Rails Are of 130-Lb. P.S. Section

Total rails heat-treated, 271.

Non-heat-treated (comparison), 218.

December 2, 1929.

Mfr.
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The Attainment of 1928

Until the production of the Union Furnace, Birmingham and Milldam,

Bridge 6 groups in 1928, no rails had been heat-treated direct from the saws.

Production in this way was necessary before such method of manufacture

could be regarded as successful commercially while at the same time meet-

ing the requirements for stronger rail steel. It marks a high degree of

attainment in rail manufacture which may lead to marked improvement in

the product and a rail steel adequate for transportation requirements.

The Three Groups

The heat-treated rails of these several groups were manufactured by

three different methods

:

The Allegrippns rails were raised from cold while suspended
vertically in the Bethlehem gun furnaces to a uniform temperature
of 1550 degrees Fahr. (842 degrees C), quenched for 35 seconds in

water at a temperature of approximately 60 degrees Fahr. (15.6

degrees C.) after cooling below the critical temperature, and then
annealed or tempered for 3 hours at 900 degrees Fahr. (482
degrees C).

The Horseshoe rails, having become cold, were charged hori-

zontally, head-down 7 feet apart, into a gas fired furnace, and raised

in about 4 hours to a temperature of 1573 degrees Fahr. (855 degrees
C. ), after which they were immersed in Houghton Soluble No. 2

Quenching Oil at a rail temperature of 1500 degrees Fahr. (815
degrees C), having lost 73 degrees Fahr. (22.7 degress C.) in the

transfer. The quenching lasted from 20 to 25 minutes, raising the
temperature of the oil by about 30 degrees Fahr. (16.6 degrees C.)
as no cooling provisions were made, after which they were immedi-
ately charged into a second furnace and drawn back or tempered in

from 3>2 hours to 4 hours at a temperature of 850 degrees Fahr.
(454 degrees C.) to 875 degrees Fahr. (468 degrees C). When
cooled there was no appreciable side distortion, but the 50- foot rails

were hollow in the head 2^/2 to 4 inches, some having a side curva-
ture also of 3 to 4 inches. Owmg to the spring-like character of the

steel and rail-curvature, 25 to 60 blows were required for straighten-

ing against the usual 10 to 16, resulting in cracking 5 rails out of

43 in the base and breaking 2. The drilling required three times as

long as for untreated, so tough was the steel.

The Union Fnrnaee—Birmingham—Milldam—Bridge 6. rails

were manufactured in an entirely different manner, being the next
stage in the development of heat-treatment by commercial mechan-
ical method direct from the saws. The rails were carried from the
camber machine on a special line of rolls to the quenching tank and
then grabbed by a set of hooks which by their shape turn and hold
the rail by its base accurately head-down in position till the tem-
perature just above the critical A-1 point has been reached, when it

is lowered immediately into the tank. Some were retained in the
quenching-water for 15 seconds and some for 30 seconds, and were
then pushed by a mechanical "goat" into the annealing furnace, where
they remained for V/i hours at a temperature of 1000 degrees Fahr.
(538 degrees C), resulting in the zones of martensite and troostite

being changed to sorbite.
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Laboratory Research

That the knowledge disclosed by these experimental track service trials

might be of the greatest value, extensive laboratory explorations of the

material have been carried on as well, and will now be considered in con-

junction with the traffic stress for the purpose of classifying the results.

Strength of Normal Size Samples

The first proof of the material strength is shown by the drop tests

:

(a) But two heats were represented in the AUegrippus rail.

The untreated rails at the works withstood 5 blows of the 2000-lb.

tup at 22 feet, while the treated rails withstood 5 in one case and 6
in the other, a preliminary indication of a well made material in

both kinds.

A rail was removed from the track July 22, 1926, after slightly

more than 9 months under traffic for examination at the Altoona
Laboratory. Two samples were broken by dropping a 9000-lb. tup
from heights of 2.5 to 5.0 feet with rail spans of 36 and 38 inches in

exploration for transverse fissures or starring nuclei, none being
found. With head-down, one sample broke at the third blow, 4.3

feet drop, and then withstood two more, one head-up and one down.
The second sample withstood 2 blows at 4.5 feet, 38-inch span, and
broke at the third 5 feet. A very fine and uniform structure was
displayed.

The beam flexure tests of the full-size specimens confirmed the
conclusive evidence of strength by showing an increase in elastic

strength of 61.6 per cent, and of ultimate strength of 18.4 per cent.

(b) The Horseshoe rails were made from four heats. When
tested for acceptance before treatment all three "A" test pieces of
one heat broke under the second drop at 22 feet. After treatment,
"B" and "C" rails of 6 ingots were tested at the Edgar Thomson
Works and one "B" rail broke under the first drop, another under
the third, and a "C" rail under the second. At the Altoona Labora-
tory a severe test was made by letting a 9000-lb. tup fall 60 inches
on a 36-inch beam span four times, the position of rail head being
alternated for each blow, "down," "up," "down," "up," without any
break in a specimen from each of two ingots, respectively a "B"
and "C" rail.

Under the acceptance tests at Edgar Thomson, before treatment,
there were no breaks under three blows of the test specimens of the
other three heats, and the heat-treated specimens, 6 in number, to-

gether with two not treated, of these three heats withstood the
Altoona tests, except that one heat-treated sample broke under the
third blow, head-down, without any internal flaws or starring. Except
in the case of one heat, a good material was indicated.

Flexure tests on two full-size samples made at Altoona showed
a development of transverse elastic limits, head-up and head-down,
averaging about 75 per cent for the heat-treated rails above those
given by non-treated samples.

(c) In the Union Furnace—Bridge 6 group, rails from 32
heats were heat-treated, and the selection was from all parts of the
ingots with an especially large proportion of "A" rails for the
purpose of a thorough test of the poorest part of the ingot. All but
three test pieces withstood three blows of the 22-foot drop, while all

but 6 withstood 4 blows. An "A" and a "D" rail withstood 8 blows.
These results pointed to rails of high strength.
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Strength of Material

On account of the low margin of safety for open-hearth steel rails in

tracks carrying a large bulk of freight on wheels with loads heavily con-

centrated, a large increase in the strength of the material as at present

manufactured and for the future was deemed necessary ; and, as a result of

outstanding successful use in many divergent industries, the heat-treatment

of rails was undertaken

:

(a) The Allegrippus heats respectively tested to:

Percentage of
Physical Characteristic; Heat No. Heat No. Increase

Specimen Tests in Lbs. Per Sq. Inch 3D027 4D015 Averaged

Elastic Limit
As rolled 77,500 71,750
Heat-treated 121,000 106,500 52.4

Ultimate Strength
As rolled 146,000 139,000
Heat-treated 173,000 163,500 18.0

These large "strength increases" were checked by the Altoona Labora-

tory on rail No. 3D027-F3, removed from the track July 22, 1926, and No.

3D027-E3, removed in June, 1927, approximately 1 year 9 months under

traffic as follows

:

Elastic Limit, Rail 3D027-F3 I
Loc. O

J29,300 53 g
} Log. M 124,550

Elastic Limit, Rail 3D027-E3 I f^°''- ?r JnS'fSn 42.3
) Loc. M 109,800

Ult. Strength, Rail 3D027-F3 ( ^°^- 9t la^'t^?. 24.7
) Loc. M 181,600

Ult. Strength, Rail 3D027-E3 I f^*^- 9, }l^'ln^ 20.0
I Loc. M 174,800

Location ''O" at outside upper corner of rail-head.

Location "M" at center of head near junction of head and web.

These results gave promise of a remarkable increase in ultimate strength,

bringing up the engineering endurance limit proportionately, while at the

same time these tensile values did not indicate brittleness.

(b) The tensile tests of the Horseshoe rails were made at the Altoona

Laboratory on eight samples with the following resulting averages

:

Normal Steel Heat- Percentage of
Physical Characteristic ; Untreated, treated, Increase

Specimen Tests in Lbs. Per Sq. Inch 2 Samples S Samples Averaged

Elastic Limit
Loc. O 74,350 122,800 65.0
Loc. M 138,025 174,180 26.0

Utl. Strength
Loc. O 72,400 118,600 63.8

Loc. M 132,575 166,700 26.5

These average results give an equally large increase in the important

qualities of strength with the Allegrippus rails, and point to a pretty uniform

structure in manufacture before heat-treatment. Generally the data from

the several samples separately after heat-treatment show rather wide tensile

variations within the samples individually as well as between the different

samples. Nevertheless, these results indicate excellent workmanship, and

show that a remarkable increase in strength can be looked for.

(c) The tensile tests of the Union Furnace—Bridge 6 group were

made at the Altoona Laboratory on specimens from 31 pieces of rail result-

ing in the following averages

:
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Heat- Percentage of
Physical Characteristics; Normal Steel treated Increase

Specimen Tests in Lbs. Per Sq. Inch Untreated Samples Averaged
Elastic Limit, 8 specimens, 15 seconds quench 121,778 74
Elastic Limit, 23 specimens, 30 seconds quench 129,417 85
UtI. Strength, 8 specimens, 15 seconds quench 166,944 23
Ult. Strength, 25 speciments, 30 seconds quench 178,100 32

A large number of specimens broke in the fillet when tested, but while

some of the fillets were not perfect, which would localize the rupture, there

were also ruptures in other fillets which were satisfactory, indicating a steel

of very low ductility. Nevertheless, the increases in strength are on an

equality with the other groups already examined.

Ductility

The ductility of the several materials was studied by tests embracing

elongation, reduction of area, bending, Izod impact and Brinell hardness

scale.

(a) The manufacturer's results for the Allegrippus group are tabu-

lated together with the check tests of the Altoona Laboratory of the two

rails Nos. 3D027-F3 and 3D027-E3, removed from the tracks

:

Elongation Percentage in 2 in. Percentage of
Reduction of Area Per Cent Heat No. Heat No. Increase

Brinell Hardness-Scale 3D027 4D015 Averaged

Elongation I ^^ rolled 10.0 12.3

Bethlehem '

Tr^'''*''^^ J^S ^^-^ ^9.3

Elongation, Rail 3D027-F3 .' t
" il },„

Altoona i
Loc. M 13.0

Elongation, Rail 3D027-E3 i t
'^^

Vl }^S
I
Loc. M 13.0

Reduction, of Area |
As rolled 15.4 18.4

Bethlehem I F^/^'^'U "^^'L
'^^'^ ^^l 1

Reduction of Area Rail 3D027-F3.. J foe. O 31.39

Altoona (Loc. M 31.10

Reduction of Area Rail 3D027-E3. . J ^oc. O 34.00
j Loc. M 34.00

Brinell Hard-Scale J ;^s rolled 285 285

Bethlehem i Treated 363 341 23.5

Brinell Hard-Scale 3D027-F3,
7 points Altoona

\ ^ 364

Brinell Hard-Scale 3D027-E3,
[
\t \\^

7 points
I L 332 Av. 334

"H"—"High number."
"L"—"Low number."

The figures are substantial increases in ductility without indication of

brittleness, and add testimony to the indications of excellent quality of the

drop tests.

(b) The average results of the Altoona tests for elongation, reduc-

tion of area and Brinell hardness on the 8 samples of heat-treated rail and

2 samples of normal steel untreated at Horseshoe are tabulated

:

Elongation Percentage in 2 in. Normal Steel Heat- Percentage of
Reduction of Area Per Cent Untreated treated Increase

Brinell Hardness-Scale 2 Samples 8 Samples Averaged

Eloneation f Loc. O 7.0 and 10.0 12 40.0^
I Loc. M 10.0 13.4 34.0

Reduction of Area i
^oc. O 7.6 and 14.4 32.6 196.3

1 Loc. M 14.0 and 15.1 34.5 137.0
Brinell Hardness, at 7 ,

-^
.

Points each Sample
{ L 250 Av. 270

j l 251 Av. 323 20.0

"H"—"High number."
"L,"—"Low number."

The results are quite comparable in value with those from the Alle-

grippus group, and point to a considerable increase in ductility for the heat-

treated rail.
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(c) The elongation, reduction of area and hardness tests of the Union

Furnace—Bridge 6 group made at Altoona are also tabulated:

Elongation Percentage in 2 in.

Reduction of Area Per Cent Heat- Percentage of
Brinell Hardness-Scale, at 7 Normal Steel treated Increase

Points with 5,000 kg. Untreated Samples Averaged
Elongation, 8 specimen— IS seconds quench. ... 5.75
Elongation, 23 specimen—30 seconds
quench ... 8.3

Reduction of Area, 8 specimen— 15 seconds
quench ... 19.78

Reduction of Area, 23 specimen—30 sec-

onds quench ... 13.20

Brinell Hardness— 15 seconds quench 270 assumed
j l 328 ^'^- ^'^^ ^^

Brinell Hardness—30 seconds quench 270 assumed
-j l 337 Av. 367 36

"H"—"High number."
"L"—Low number."

The ductility disclosed by these tests is disappointing when viewed in

comparison with the favorable increases in strength. No material advantage

over non-treated material is shown. Decarbonization of the traffic surface

and sides of the head is indicated by the hardness scale at those points, while

segregation may be suspected from the high figures at the juncture of head

and web.

Rail-Interior Structure

The physical qualities revealed by disclosures of mechanical tests com-

prise the first stage of research into knowledge development of the value

and shortcomings in the strength of engineering materials; now, the facts

brought out by interior exploration will be reviewed

:

(a) As already shown in ^"Rail and Wheel," the carbon in one of the

heats in the Allegrippus group was at the extreme high limit, 0.89 per cent,

of the specifications, while the other one was near the low limit, 0.74 per

cent, purposely selected in this way. The silicon was 0.22 in the first and

0.26 per cent in the second, while the other elements were as usual. The
chemical analyses confirmed by the sulphur prints give evidence of practic-

ally no segregation of the elements, and a remarkably clean and regular

structure over the entire cross-section.

Macroscopically, the deep-etching examination made on Miagonal-longi-

tudinal sections selected at five equi-spaced locations along the length of the

rail, proved the structure to be particularly homogeneous for rail steel, and

to be entirely free of any noticeable segregation or other internal irregulari-

ties, such as shatter-cracks or slag streaks.

Microscopically, the structures found at different points of the cross-

section are uniform and normal, and the traces of slag content were very

finely disseminated and considerably less in amount than usually found in

the general run of open-hearth steel rails. The microphotographs Nos. 1

and 2 show the remarkable change in internal structure by heat treatment.

(b) Of the 4 heats of the Horseshoe group, one was near the high

limit in carbon 0.88 to 0.894 per cent, one near the low limit 0.727 to 0.753

per cent, and two heats 0.810 to 0.840 per cent, represented by 6 samples. In

'A.R.E.A. Bulletin No. 315, March, 1929.

^A.R.E.A. Bulletin No. 315, March, 1929, page 239.
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no case was the carbon segregation excessive, but 4 of the 10 samples were

at the limit of segregation considered admissible, 12 per cent. The remainder

varied from —1.51 to —7.26 per cent. All of them were of the negative type

of segregation, less carbon at the junction of head and web than in the out-

side corner of the head, except one with positive segregation and relatively

the highest of all, together with a pipe through the center of the web por-

tion. This is the low carbon heat. There is, therefore, non-homogeneity in

some of the samples of a moderate degree caused by distinct streaky and pit

segregations throughout the interior of the web, head and base portions, as

disclosed by the sulphur prints. Pickling examination of the surfaces of

head and base brought out numerous folds or seams running lengthwise of

the rail in a number of the samples, illustrated by Photograph No. T-19242.

The appearance of the least segregated sample is shown by transverse deep

etching No. T-19011, a "B" rail from the highest carbon heat, and of the

most segregated sample by No. T-19016, an "A" rail from a medium carbon

heat. An "A" rail from another ingot of the same heat, not heat-treated, is

shown by No. T-19012, one of the highest percentage of carbon segregation.

Macroscopically, the diagonal-longitudinal deep etching show that all

samples were free of any perceptible structural flaws or internal shattering.

Allegrippus Group

ILLUSTRATED CHANGE IN MICROSCOPIC TEXTURE
MiCROPHOTOGRAPHS

No. 1 No. 2

As Rolled Heat Treated

Magnification 100 Diameters

The structure of the untreated rail is composed of pearlite, which, under very high magni-
fication, is shown to be made up of alternate layers of pure iron and carbide of iron. The pure
iron is very soft, while the carbide of iron, or cementite, is very hard.

The heat treatment breaks up the rather coarse crystals into a very fine structure, and the
alternate layers of ferrite and cementite no longer exist separately. The whole mass is homo-
geneous, and is much stronger and tougher than the striated mass of extremely soft and extremely
hard layers existing prior to the heat treatment.
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T- 19242

Heat-Treated Rails—Carnegie Steel Company (T. J

seams as disclosed in surface of rail heads by pickling test

No. 104, Heat. No.

Carbon
Carbon Segreg. Silicon

Sample Vc % %
104 —.833 —12.36 .239

106 —.727 — 1.51 .173

209383-16C

Pounds per Sq. In.

Elastic Ultimate
Limit Strength

123100 177000
119800 169800

. ^. to !•. \V. H
ickling test.



Sample

102

Heat-Treated Rails—Carnegie Steel Company. (T.J.S. to F.W.H. 2-14-27). Appearance of
transverse deep etching adjacent to sulphur print etching. (Photo T-18999) Through rail

No. 212423—8—B. Oil.

Carbon Poiitids per Sq. In. Elonga. Rcduc. Briiicll

Carbon Segreg. Silicon Elastic Ultimate in of Hardness
% % % Limit Strength 2" % Area % Average 9000 Lb. Tup Test

.894 -2.46 .178 119000 168600 12 33.7 327 4 drops, no break
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T-19016

Heat-Treatcd Rails—Carnegie Steel Company (T. J. S. to F. W. H. 2-14-27). Appearance of

transverse deep etching, adjacent to sulphur print etching (Photo T-10004) through rail

209383-4-A Oil

Carbon
Carbon Segreg.

'sample % %
107 .827 —7.26

Silicon

%



Heat-Treated Rails—Carnegie Steel Company (T. J. S. to F. W. H. 2-14-27). Appearance of
transverse deep etching adjacent to sulphur print etching. (Photo T-19000) through rail
No. 209383-H-A Plain.

Carbon
Carbon Segreg. Silicon

Sample % % %
102 .825 —12.48 .225

Pounds per Sq. In. 1

Elastic Ultimate
Limit Strength
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Microscopically, the marked slaggy or laminated irregularities towards

the axial interior of six of the samples are made evident, and they are prob-

ably the real cause, rather than the carbon segregations, of the more or less

non-homogeneous macrostructures. Insufficient cropping of the ingots leaves

a poor material in portions of the rails with these characteristics.

(c) Union Furnace—Bridge 6 Group. The samples from 31 rails were

located in the different portions of the ingot in the following proportions :

Rails
—

"A," "B," "C," "L" (meaning all below "C").
Numbering— 11, 4, 6, 10

A specimen from each rail was analyzed chemically, and a large pro-

portion was designedly selected from the poorest part of the ingot for the

purpose of ascertaining the effect of heat-treatment upon undergrade material.

These top rails were indeed shown by the analysis to be of low grade

material. Seven specimens had positive segregation above the 12 per cent

assumed base, while two others were near it. One was extremely high

30.81 per cent segregated from 0.727 to 0.951 carbon (illustrated by sulphur

print No. T-20157), and another 16.55 per cent segregated from 0.858 to

1.000 per cent carbon. Three others were as badly segregated as the latter.

For comparison the best "C" rail with no segregation is illustrated by

Sulphur Print No. T-20158, and a very low segregated "A" rail by No.

T-20151. One of the "B" rails was at the base limit, while two were rather

close to it. The carbon of all of the "C" rails was evenly distributed, while

one "L" exceeded the base limit slightly, and three were rather close to it

as with the "B's." The carbon was not high in the exterior corner of the

"A" rails, three being near the low limit, and the rest close to 0.80 per cent.

It was at this medium in the "B" and "C" rails, and in the "L" rails, except

in two specimens. Had it not been for segregation these rails would have

been manufactured with a reasonable percentage of carbon. The rails

quenched 15 seconds were 4 "L's" an "A" and a "B."

Brinell hardness tests made at 7 locations distributed uniform.ly over

entire transverse sections of each rail sample gave results which ranged

from 336.7 to 403 for the rails quenched 30 seconds, an increase of 100 over

normal rail at 270, and a range of 328 to 357 for those quenched 15 seconds,

an increase of about 70. Measurements on the head periphery indicated

decarburization to the extent of about 20 points. The heat-zones are shown

by photographs of light etched transverse sections, No. T-201 77, 30 seconds

quench, and No. T-20178, 15 seconds quench. The improved distribution by

the 30 second quench is well shown. The dark extreme outer zones of the

latter are in every case approximately twice as thick as those of the rails

quenched 15 seconds. Rockwell hardness tests at the points numbered indi-

cate a generally slightly softer rail for the latter.

Deep etching tests of specimens 10 inches long cut vertically through the

center of all the rail samples disclosed no internal shatter cracks. Photo-

graph No. T-20174 is of the only specimen which shows an internal structure

approaching the condition for shatter cracks. On the outside edges of the

print is shown the existence of the dark narrow zone on the surface of the

30 seconds quenched rails which is not produced in the 15 seconds quench.
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T-20157

Subject: Laboratory examination of heat-treated rails made at the Steelton Plant of the Bethle-
~

. - - -- 86124-A9. Sulphur Print.

Pounds per Sq. In. Elonga.
Elastic Ultimate in
Limit Strength 2" %
128100 175200 7

hem Steel Co. Heat No
Carbon

Carbon Segrcg. Silicon
Sample % % %
IS-A .727 30.81 .244

Reduc.
of

Area %
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T-20158

1633

|6/V

Subject- Laboratory examination of heat-treated rails made at the

hem Steel Co. Heat No. 86124-C3.

Carbon Founds per Sq. In. Elonga.

Carbon Segrcg. Silicon Elastic Ultimate t'l

Sample % % % i-""'* Strength 2 %
16-A .727 None .263 129300 173400 9

Steelton Plant of the IJethlc-

Rcliic.
of

Area %
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T-20151

^"^^Steel^c5°'^H°ea^ No^sTlS A^
''''^''"^^*^'^ ''^''^ '"^^'^ =»t t^<^ Steelton plant of the Bethlehem

Carbon Pounds per Sq. In.
Carbon Segreg. Silicon Elastic Ultimate

Sample % % % Limit Strength
9-A .825 3. IS .305 132650 177400

Elonsa.

2" %
4

Redue. Brincll
of Hardness

Area % Average
3.00 385.4

Tensile Fracture

Broke in Fillet
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This photograph is of an "A" rail with 13.52 per cent segregation. The

micrographic study is represented by five specimens from a "C" rail non-

segregated with 0.800 carbon and quenched 30 seconds taken at positions in

the rail-head cross-section as follows

:

M-17905 At the surface of the head near the top.

M-17906 At 3*2 inch in from the top surface.

M-17907 At rs inch in from the top surface.

M-17908 At the center of the head.

M-17909 At the junction of the head and web.

In all cases the structure consists of troosto-sorbite and sorbite corre-

sponding to a thorough heat-treatment of an eutectoid steel which contains

a rather large amount of slag, verifying the general indication of a rather

poor quality of material. In the specimens highly segregated that area is

very high in slag.

Group Differences Compared

Quenching Media

The three groups of heat-treated rail were manufactured by three dif-

ferent methods

:

(a) By raising the rail from cold to the quenching heat and
then quenching in water (Allegrippus)

.

(b) By raising the rail from cold to the quenching heat and
then quenching in oil (Horseshoe).

(c) By allowing the rail to cool from the manufacturing tem-
perature to the quenching heat and then quenching in water. (Union
Furnace—Bridge 6).

All were subsequently tempered in an annealing furnace.

Quality

The resulting quality of the rails was in the order named, the superior

first; but the relative superiority was not accountable to the difference or

care exercised in heat-treatment, but to the degree of excellence of manu-

facture of the rails before the process of heat-treatment was begun. The
citation of proof-tests has been made in the foregoing survey of the results

in considerable detail in order to bring out that truth clearly and positively.

Allegrippus

The Allegrippus rails were of superior metallurgical quality, being as

nearly perfectly manufactured in all stages as can be expected from present

methods. The material yielded a high increase of strength, a considerable

advance in ductility, a superior hardness, and a fine interior structure with

a minor slag content, which was very finely disseminated. They were free

from slag streaks or any internal flaws, of uniform chemical composition,

and in structure exceptionally clean and homogeneous.

Horseshoe

Against the 10 rails at Allegrippus, there were 35 at Horseshoe, and irregu-

larity in the increased product might be expected, as was the fact. The work
of heat-treating was skillfully done, and the strength, ductility and hardness

were on a par with those at .Allegrippus, and this too in spite of tlie greater



^''^'hlm ^ste'l' r7 'w"HiV'"°;^ S^
heat-treated rails made at

lu? ^ !, ,r, • ^Y"^"^ °f heat zones. AppearanceOucnched 30 seconds. Heat No. 84074-A16.
Carbon

Carbon Scgrcg.
Sample % %
ll-A .810 3.94

Silicon

%
.272

Pounds per So. In.
Elastic Ultimate
Limit Strength

129600 178100

the Steelton Plant of the Bethle-
ot transver.se liglit etched section.

nioi Rctliic.

of
.irca %

3.78

Brincll
Hardness
Average

3S0.8

Tensile Fracture
Broke in Fillet



i...bjea: Laboratory examination of hcat-tr.ale.l rails made at the S'tielton I'huit of the Bethlehem
- • Co. Appearance of transverse light etched section. Quenched l.S seconds. Heat ^o.
Stee
89074G14

Carbon
Carbon Segrcg. Silicon

Sample </c % %
31-A .814 —9.95 .249

Pounds per S(j. In.

Elastic Ultintatc

Limit Strcn:.;tli

122200 \(<7(iW\

lUonga.
in

2" %

Rciliic.

of
Area %

l').6t

Brincll
Ilarclne:s
A'i'cragc Tensile Fracture

^^S7 Hid not briak i'l fillet
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^rfclte
fnrasto-jorMta

lri2t,..jau3»«» .*0L ?»*! ste ^.risasr-jadj^iiA

.\[i7yus.
_

i\ri79or,. M17907.
.Magnification 100 diameters. Magnification 100 diameters. Magnification 100 diameters,
litched with Picric Acid. Etched with Picric Acid. Etched with Picric Acid.

PHOTOMICROGRAPHS. Altoona, Pa.

Material—Heat treated. 130-lb. rails. Made by the Bethlehem Steel Co. S'teelton Plant.
Specimen No. 3-A. Heat No. 81055-Cll. Rail quenched—30 seconds. Transverse section.
Average structures.

Remarks:

Near the top of the head
troosto-sorbite, sorbite, and a
considerable number of uni-
formly distributed fine par-

ticles of manganese sulphide
slag.

This structure indicates
a high carbon steel quenched
from a high temperature and
then drawn to a rather higli

temperature.

from fromApproximately ;

the top of the head:
A needle structure of

sorbite and troosto-sorbite,
also a considerable number
of small particles of mangan-
ese sulphide slag.

This structure also indi-

cates quenching from a high
temperature and then draw-
ing.

These structures are also representative of those at the same locations in the head of Speci-
men No. 13 examined.

Pounds per Sq. In. [Llonga. Kcduc. DrincU
Elastic Ultimate in of Hardness
Limit Strength 2" % Area % Average Tensile Fracture

124000 174300 3 1.825 344.1 Broke in Fillet

Approximately {;

the top of the head:
Sorbite, troosto-sorbite,

and fine particles of mangan-
ese sulphide slag.

This structure indicates
quenching and drawing of the
material but not as severe
quenching as those of Micro-
graphs M17905 and Ml 7906.

Carbon
Carbon Segreg. Silicon

Sample % % %
3-A .800 None .253
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Sorbite Pearlitic Sorbite Sorbite Troosto-Bonbite

Manganese-Sulphide

M17908. M17909
Magnification 100 diameters. Magnification 100 diameters.
Etched with Picric Acid. Etched with Picric Acid.

PHOTOMICROGRAPHS. Altoona, Pa.

Material—Heat-treated. 130-lb. rails. Made by the Bethlehem Steel Co. Steelton Plant. S'pecitnen
No. 3-A. Heat No. 810SS-C11. Rail qunched 30 seconds. Transverse section. Average
structures.

Remarks:

Center of the head: Pearlitic-sorbite, sor-

bite, and a considerable number of particles
of manganese sulphide sLag.

This structure indicates heat treatment of
the material but less severe quenching than
those of Micrographs M-17905 to M-17907, in-

clusive.

At the junction of the head and web: A
needle-like structure of troosto-sorbite, sorbite
and considerable elongated manganese sulphide
slag.

This structure indicates severe heat treat-

ment of the material at this location, the sec-
lion being rather thin.

irregularity in interior structure, larger degree of carbon segregation, an a

marked slaggy or laminated disturbance of homogeneity, accompanied by

pipes in several cases, brought about probably from insufficient cropping of

the ingots. Nevertheless they were free of any perceptible structural flaws

or internal shattering. "Rails which are to be heat-treated should come from

a more uniform and cleaner quality of steel to the end of avoiding undue

internal strains incident to structural irregularities in heat-treated steels of

this carbon content. It may be concluded that the maiked longitudinal seami-

ness shown by a number of these samples is an abnormal condition, which in

conjunction with any physical irregularities might tend to act as origins for

the development of progressive splitting failures through the heads of the

rail in service." (Altoona Laboratory.)
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Union Furnace—Bridge 6

The Union Furnace—Bridge 6 group of 226 rails represents an advance

into the realm of steel heat-treating never before attempted in a continuing

and succeeding train of mechanical operations, and the results accomplished

give ample proof of the future successful manufacture of steel rails raised

to the high-class product of heat-treated material, without which neither

the automobile nor air-craft industry would have made such giant strides

in such a short time. Although but a temporary trial plant, the machinery

prepared for this trial rolling on a commercial basis was sufficient to prove

the possibility of final successful manufacture. The stages of heat-treatment

of this trial lot were well handled and gave the information desired for suc-

cessful installation on a commercial scale. Rails were quenched at dififerent

periods of a duration in the water, and the time and temperature in the an-

nealing furnace were varied. The condition of the rails when ready for final

straightening was satisfactory. A complete history of the manufacturing

stages of each rail has been kept for future use. Such defects as have been

found after traffic service in the tracks can be attributed in nearly all cases

to the low manufacturing grade of the product, but even in this respect it

was a part of the plan to make use of an ordinary run of the mill in order

to learn what the limitations might be for the usual product. The irregu-

larity in the dispersion of the chemical elements and dissemination of non-

metallic or oxidized impurities has been set forth in this report.

The general summation of the very extensive research exploration of

the material of 21 heats conducted at the Altoona Laboratory is as follows:

"All the results indicate that the elastic limit, ultimate strength,

and hardness are very greatly increased by the heat-treatment. The
elongation and reduction of area are decreased in about the same
proportion. This reduction of the ductility properties indicates a

brittle rail and it is our opinion that the efifort to obtain high
strength and abrasive properties sacrificed too much of the tenacity

of the rail.

"The examination further indicates, when compared with the

report of 'Head-up and Head-down' test of rails, dated March 28,

1928, ^ihat an improvcmoit has been effected in reducing the ten-

dency tozvards internal shattering of the rails during cooling; of the

specimens examined only one sample showed indications of internal

shattering.

"It has to be considered with this examination that one of the

rails in service developed internal transverse fissures on which the

internal nucleus could be definitely distinguished. This fact will

show that the method of treatment employed does not fully eliminate

internal shattering and we believe that to more fully safeguard
against this condition it would be necessary to charge the rails

directly as they leave the branding machine into a hot furnace

where the rolling stresses and the internal heat in the head of the

rail will balance out without causing termal stresses sufficiently high
to result in internal ruptures.

"A general survey of the rails included in the present investiga-

tion as well as the rails taken for the 'Head-up and Head-down'
test indicates that the rails as offered * * * * gj-e of generally
inferior (juality due to excessive segregation. * * * *_"

'Bulletin A.R.E.A., No. 31 S, March, 1929, "Rail and Wheel," page 273.
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Even with this poor material, the principal object of the employment of

heat-treatment, superior strength has been accomplished. In this one of

the three different groups of steel the ductility was unsatisfactory, but in

the Allegrippus and Horseshoe rails it was markedly increased with the

high degree of strength and it seems fully evident from the review which has

preceeded that a widely varying degree of carbon segregation and an unusual

content of slag inclusion have been the principal cause of subsequent defects.

It has been fully demonstrated that satisfactory heat-treated steel rails with

the advantages accompanying the method of manufacture can be made, and

the requirements for establishing good manufacturing methods have been

pointed out in these trials.

Results of Use Under Traffic

Rail Failures

From the laboratory survey of the quality and strength of the material,

attention is now directed to the resistance of the rails to fracture and

deformation under very heavy traffic borne over all of them, and at high

speed over the majority of them

:

(a) Of the Allegrippus group there were no rail failures either of the

heat-treated, or the non-heat-treated comparison rails.

(b) Of the Horseshoe group, on May 12, 1927, just one month in the

track, a rail was removed on account of a flattened-out area about 16 inches

in length of the top of the head at a location about 14 feet from one of the

rail ends. Through the middle of the flattened area, there extended a dis-

tinct longitudinal over-lap or seam, which waved out into what appeared to

be shallow cold worked spots at the ends. The rail was of Heat No. 212423.

Ingot No. 4, Rail-Letter "B." The rolling history of this heat was not

good, as already outlined on page 1625. When the heat was rolled into rails,

all of the three test pieces from the top of the three ingots selected for testing

broke under the second blow of the tup, ingot No. 4 not being one of them.

All of the rails were rolled 50 feet long and a five- foot piece cut off from

each for testing after having been heat-treated. The treated test piece of

this rail, No. 4 "B" (Photograph No. T-19011) broke under the first blow

of the tup at the mill.

The Brinell hardness measurements taken at the flattened area and the

two ends of the rail pointed to a poor and irregular heat-treatment

:

7 Eqtii-spaced Impressions on Transverse Slab

Location 12 3 4 5 6 7 Average
Flattened Area 237 233 233 238 237 221 213 229
Receiving End 296 297 280 280 255 238 247 271
Leaving End 238 243 237 230 227 316 233 246

The low degree of hardness together with the strength and ductility

tests prove that it was not well heat-treated, the hard end only reaching a

fair treatment

:

(Pounds Per Square Inch) Elongation Reduction
Location El. Limit Ult. Strength in 2 In., % of Area, %
"O" 69,000 129,300 10.0 19.30

"M" 65,500 124,450 14.0 23.95

There were no structural flaws or internal shattering at the soft flattened-

out area, but this softness produced an over-lap or fold under the rolling

loads of traffic.
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(c) Of the Union Furnace—Bridge 6 group there have been four fail-

ures, each of which will be considered separately

:

Rail No. 1, near Birmingham, 6 degree curve, low rail. Laid April 10, 1928.

Removed September 24, 1928. In track 5^ months. Heat No. 83127.

Ingot No. 9. Rail Letter "B." Quenched 30 seconds.

Sections of the rail are shown in photograph T-20624. It did not fracture

completel}^ in the track, but was removed by the trackmen upon discovery of

cracks in two places extending from the top of the head down to the juncture

of head and web. Fracture in two places was completed by letting the

rail fall about 2 feet on another one. "A" and "B" in the photograph

are the surfaces comprising about 90 per cent of the head surrounded by a

thin ring of metal extending around the outside of the head except at the

fillet underneath the head. At the laboratory the rail was struck with a

9000-lb. tup by a fall of 4 feet and another transverse fissure, "C," of the

photograph was disclosed. A second blow of the tup caused no break, but

a third blow, from height of 6 feet, on the base produced a clean fracture

while at the same time a 6-inch piece was whip-snapped from the end of

the piece disclosing another small transverse fissure 6 inches from the one

first discovered in the track.

The several appearances of these fissures are important, as another type

of transverse fissure entirely different from anything heretofore disclosed is

now brought to view. The surfaces of "A" and "B" were covered with a

blue oxide coating, very dark in the case of "A," but not quite so thick on

"B" and slightly spotty in appearance. They had the appearance of being

all nucleus. This blue oxide forms on fractured steel at the blue heat, about

600 degrees Fahr. (315 degrees C), and when manufacturing these rail it

was observed in the early stages of the heat-treating development that too

much delay between the quenching tank and the annealing furnace was

apt to lead to thermal fractures of this kind. It is believed by the manu-

facturer that these fissures were developed by reason of this rail having

through some accidental cause been delayed beyond the allowable time for

placing in the aimealing furnace. The time which elapsed in the case of this

temporary experimental plant was 40 to 45 seconds, and there must have

been additional delay with this rail. In a new manufacturing plant, well

designed machinery automatically controlled will reduce the time to 20

seconds. While manufacturing these rails, several cases of delay occurred

by the sticking of the pusher, but when known were not included with those

sent out for trial.

However, transverse fissure "C" found by the drop test in the laboratory

did not have the blue oxide coating, but did have the silvery appearance of

the transverse fissure developed under traffic and not yet open to the air.

Nevertheless, it shows a difiference in appearance from the typical enclosed

fissure in having a rough center about 85 per cent of the total area with a

subsequent 15 per cent development, of the usual smooth detail fracture.

Diagonal section deep etching did not reveal the usual internal cracks

which develop into internal transverse failures. However photograph No.

T-20643 does indicate some segregation with slight indication of very small
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T-20624

^^ fm^'thit^^'

rR.os<z.^

Original Fractures A and

Chem. 124550-1 Drop Test Fracture C
130-pound P.S. Steelton rail, Heat No. 83127-B9.
Heat-treated, quenched 30 seconds.
F.aid April 10. 1528. Removed Septembi r 24, 1928.
Described as Rail No. 1.

T.D. 3890
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cracks hardly apparent in the print. This segregation is shown by the

chemical analyses following

:

Hcad"0" Web"M" Center of ]Vcb"C"
Carbon 884 per cent .927 per cent 1.02 per cent
Manganese 68 per cent .66 per cent

Phosphorus 028 per cent .031 per cent

Silicon 277 per cent .282 per cent

Sulphur 028 per cent .033 per cent

The carbon is at the high limit of the specification and very high in the

center of the web where the segregation is 15.38 per cent.

With this high carbon the Brinell hardness numbers were high, and the

rail was found to be so hard that it was difficult to cut, so that in taking

drillings from the middle of the web it was necessary to anneal the section

:

, Brinell Hardness Numbers v12 3 4 5 6 7 Average

Location 400 359 354 385 395 385 385 380

The drop test at the mill was made on an "E" rail which showed good

ductility as it took 5 blows of the tup to break it. The Altoona analysis

from a piece of this rail gave no segregation either at the "M" or *'C"

location.

Having passed a good test at the falling weight, being but slightly

segregated at the center of the web, the blue oxide coating indicates a thermal

rupture before the rail reached the annealing furnace, probably due to a

delay which has not been explained. It is another proof of the necessity for

thermal control in stages of manufacture.

The Sperry rail-defect detector car was run over the rails at Union

Furnace and Birmingham on December 5, 1928. One-pen record of 5 rails

was recorded, but the galvanometer check failed to corroborate the record.

Rail No. 2, near Conemaugh, Bridge 6, E.B.F., ZV^ degree curve, low rail.

Laid June 1, 1928. Removed January 31, 1929. Li track 8 months.

Heat No. 83129. Ingot No. 6. Rail Letter "A." Quenched 30 seconds.

The original fracture is illustrated in photograph No. T-21004, and the

transverse fissure photographic appearance is distinctly different from the

typical type. The Sperry Transverse Fissure Detector Car of the American

Railway Association was run over it on December 8, 1928, without detection,

and the fracture occurred January 31, 1929, 54 days later. The rail was

badly segregated as shown by the chemical analyses and the sulphur print

No. T-21104, amounting to 21.2 per cent:

Location Carbon Manganese Phosphorus Silicon. Sulphur

"O" .807 .76 .020 .329 .030

"M" .981 .75 .018 .319 .037

The Brinell hardness numbers indicate an excessively hard spot at loca-

tion 4 where the "M" drillings were taken :12 3 4 5 6 7 Average

Location 345 336 326 392 353 Z72 382 357

The rail was tested head down by the falling weight at the laboratory,

resulting in the starring fracture 'illustrated by photgoraph No. T-21166.

'Bulletin, A.K.E.A., No. 31 S, March. 1929, "Rail and Wheel." page 273.
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T-20643

Chem. 124SS0-1 Deep etched diagonal longitudinal section

130-pounds P.S'. Steelton rail, Heat No. 83127-B19.
Heat-treated, quenched 30 seconds.
Laid April 10, 1928. Removed September 24, 1928.
Described as Rail No. 1.

T.D. 3890
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The diagonal deep etching on the usual central cut through the rail head

did not show any internal cracks, but on a similar cut lower down and

passing through the excessively segregated area a diagonal section deep

etching does show an internal crack, photograph No. T-21217.

This was the test rail of the heat and withstood 5 blows of the tup,

breaking under the 6th, an indication of great strength and toughness. All

of the 12 rails were quenched 30 seconds and drawn at 1000 degrees Fahr.

(538 degrees C.) for lYz hours. For some inexplicable reason, these rails

when cold were extremely short on the head, having camber indicated by

middle ordinate of from 12 to 15 inches, and two rails were scrapped on

that account. Scrapping rails for excessive camber was adopted later as

part of the practice. The test piece from this rail sent to Altoona Laboratory

was remarkably low in segregation, 3.15 per cent at location "M" and 2.67

per cent at location center of web "C." Its elastic limit was 132,650 lb.

per square inch, and the ultimate strength 177,400 lb. per square inch, its

elongation in two inches 4 per cent, and reduction of area 3.00 per cent.

The specimen broke in the fillet. As this failure occurred in the test rail

which was shown by laboratory testing to be of low ductility accompanied by

very high segregation of the carbon, and to indicate by the appearance of

the fracture, photograph No. T-21004, and the deep etching photograph No.

T-21217, that the rail was in a poor condition for withstanding heat-

treatment.

On December 8, 1928, 55 days before this failure, the Sperry transverse

fissure detector car, owned by the American Railway Association, was run

over these test rails, not only once but three times in order to be sure of the

accuracy of operation, without any 3 pen indication of defects. The three

records checked, and the galvanometer test was used at slight indications on

6 rails without confirmatory record. Considering the size of the fissure on

photograph No. T-21004 the deduction must be that this was either a failure

(.f the apparatus to record, or a very rapid development of the fissure in

the track.

Rail No. 2, near Union Furnace, E.B.F., Tangent. Laid April, 1928. Re-

moved January 14, 1929. In track 8^ months. Heat No. 83068. Ingot

No. 8. Rail Letter "B." Quenched 15 seconds.

The failure is illustrated in photograph No. T-21320. The chemical

analyses prove a large proportion of positive carbon segregation at the junc-

ture of head and web "C" 20.9 per cent, while it is much less at the head

location "M" 9.2 per cent:

Location Carbon Mangaiicsc Phosphorus Silicon Sulphur

,
Chemical Ana\\scs -^

"O" 792 .62 .019 .235 .033

"M" .865 .63 .018 .235 .030

"C" .958

The hardness is moderate for hcat-trcatcd steel except in the web points

where there is segregation :

f Brincll Jfanhirss at 7 Rqui-Spaccd Points ,12^4567 Az'crage

Location 336 326 326 345 :^S^ 345 336 338
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T-21004

Chem. 12S423-4 Original Fracture

130-pound P.S. Steelton rail. Heat No. S3129-A6.
Heat-treated, qutnclied 30 seconds.
Laid June 1, 1928. Removed January 31, 1929.
Described as Rail No. 3.

T.D. 3917
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T-21104

3^/^T

Badly Segregated, 21.2 per cer

Chem. 128423-4 Sulphur Print

130-pound P.S. Steelton rail, Heat No. 83129-A6.
Heat-treated, ((uencli 30 seconds.
Laid June 1, 1928. Removed January 31. 1929.
Described as Rail No. 3.

T.D. 3917
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T-21166

Starring fracture from fall weight, head down.

Cham. 128423-4 ^B^TT^^Pr t«t fracture.
Bottom—Light etching.

130-pound P.S. Steelton rail. Heat No S3129-A6Heat-treated, quenched 30 seconds
^•^^^y A6.

fe'cr&a^s i'af-Nj^T^^'
^^""^'-^ ''' ''''

T.D. 39i;
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T-21217

130-pound P.S. Steelton rail, Heat No. S3129-A-6.
Heat-treated, quenched 30 seconds.
Laid June 1, 1928. Removed January 31, 1929.
Shattered interior shown.
Described as Rail No. 3.
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T-21320

Segregation at juncture of head and web, 20.9 per cent

Chem. 128535-6 Orginal Fracture

130-pound P.S. Steelton Rail, Heat No. 83068-B8.
Heat-treated, quenched 15 seconds.
Laid April, 1928. Removed January 14, 1929. "Detail Fracture."
Described as Rail No. 2.

T.D. 3922
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The failure is of the type "detail fracture" and began at the location of

greatest segregation in the rail-end profile and continued for about 6J/2

inches till it broke through the rail head.

This also was the test rail for the heat and withstood 4 blows of the

tup at the mill, breaking on the 5th. This indicates a strong and tough rail.

No test sample was sent to Altoona. The segregation at the end of the rail

provided the weakness which could not be cured by heat-treatment. This

heat-treatment was the least severe, having been quenched but 15 seconds and

drawn at 1000 degrees Fahr. (538 degrees C). The rail was very cold

when straightened, requiring 15 blows to take out the camber. One "A" rail

broke in straightening and because of this experience the straightening gang

was held each day until all of the rails were straightened. It was also cut

with a high speed saw, the method used by all makers for cutting cold rails.

Other test pieces cut in this way showed the same type of rupture, and

the practice was abandoned for heat-treated rails.

On December 6, 1928, the Sperry rail defect detector car was run over

the Allegrippus rail three times. One rail gave a slight indication of defect

in one of the first two runs, but on the third run with a heavier current it

was not repeated.

RAIL BATTER
SHELLED HEADS
Influence of Placement in Track

There are several reasons why comparisons of rail batter, shelled heads

and chipped ends between the differently prepared rails cannot be accurately

made, so as to state wuth certainty the causes of any special degree of

inferiority, which is the main object of the inquiry. A few of these differ-

ences may be noted

:

Relative Arrangement of Rails in Tracks

1. Placement of the rails in the track so that the operation of the

testing-machines, the rolling wheel loads, shall have the same effect on each

rail is not always practicable. It was a mistake to lay the Horseshoe rails

in alternate groups of 5 or 6 rails each, as the adjacent ends of differently

prepared rails are affected for some distance by each other's weakness. When
one kind of rails in each group on a curve is worn out, it is necessary to

remove the superior rails also. This was the case with the Horseshoe rails

as the comparison non-heat-treated rails wore away twice as fast as the

Carnegie heat-treated rails, and all were removed together from the eastward

freight track in 8 months less 5 days. The heat-treated rails were then laid

in a continuous stretch in a side-track in Altoona for the purpose of running

the American Railway Association Sperry rail-defect detector car over them.

They were run over several times on December 6, 1928, and whenever there

were any fairly well pronounced records of the pens a galvanometer check

failed to point to a measurable rupture. On December 13, 1928, they were

relaid in the Horseshoe curve No. 1 eastward freight track, but this time in

continuous stretch. As the outside rails were about half worn away, the

outside and inside rails of the curve were interchanged, thus losing the

value of any additional comparison, although new non-heat-treated rails

were laid with them. The rails in Xo. 4 track were run over by the Sperry

car three times on December 6, 1928, and the pens gave but one slight indica-

tion which was not corroborated by the galvanometer.
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Relative Location of Rails in Track

2. It is not an easy matter to place the several lots of rails being tried

under traffic in the track so that the destructive agent shall act under precisely

the same conditions. It has been known to us from many years' experience

that there is a difference in the degree of action of the truck wheels upon

the entrance end of the curve and the leaving end when considering the

relative traffic severity of the wheels, owing to the truck position. Neverthe-

less dififerences are not large, and there are so many variables in track testing

that we have arrived at the plan of laying each of two lots of test rails in

one half of the curve, or the same distance each way from the center of the

curve as being satisfactory. Comparative records of trials on tangents should

be kept separately from curve records. Except at Horseshoe the rails were

laid as nearly as possible according to this plan.

Differences in Gradients

3. The tonnage actions on different grades can be very marked in

the resulting differences. The same tonnage has an entirely different effect

in different classes of vehicles and at different speeds. By track measure-

ments proof of this was established at Horseshoe and Allegrippus, the grade

being 1.75 per cent at each place, down at Horseshoe No. 1 track with its

9 degree 15 minute curve and up at Allegrippus with its 8 degree curve.

The following was written on November 14, 1927

:

(a) The non-l;ieat-treated rails on both Allegrippus and Horseshoe

Curves used as comparison rails are of Carnegie Steel Company Manufacture

and it will be noted that the abrasion from those on the Horseshoe is almost

twice as much as on the Allegrippus in square inches per 10,000,000 tons

of traffic. These differences exhibit the following

:

(1) A certain amount, probably of minor importance, on ac-

count of sharp curvature to the amount of 45 minutes.

(2) A down grade speed with accompanying severe applica-

tion of brakes as against an up hill slower speed without such
application.

(3) A large difference in the character of traffic, being heavily

loaded mineral traffic compressing the springs to a solid bearing
in the case of the Horseshoe and a lighter traffic on the Allegrippus
of empty returns and merchandise.

(b) In the case of the non-heat-treated high rail, about 30,000,000

tons of traffic in 6^ months wore away the high rail to the extent of 22.8

per cent of the area of the head, whereas on Allegrippus, about 51,000,000

tons of traffic in 2 years and Yi month wore the head away only 18.8

per cent, but in the case of the low rail the conditions are reversed, show-

ing the effects of the additional weight on the low rail of the uphill slow

speed trains.

(c) In the case of the heat-treated rail the results are not all exactly

of the same nature as above in No. 2, indicating some difference in the

relative values of heat-treatment. A great superiority of the heat treated

rails over the non-heat-treated rails is exhibited in both cases.

Review of the "Batter" Data

In Table No. 2 are given the average results of the track measurements

and examination of the official report of October 31, 1929, for the purpose

of expressing

:
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1. The half-inch point batter measured at the entrance end

with a 'Brown & Sharpe 24-inch scale and defined as —"The 'dis-

tance expressed in thousands of an inch between the bottom of a

straight edge 12 to 24 inches long applied along the center line of

the worn surface on the top of the rail (with one end coinciding

with the end of the rail) and the top of the rail measured at a

point Yi inch from the end of the rail."

2. The length of the batter measurement from the end of the

rail to the point where batter was 0.005 inch in depth.

3. The "Shelling" exhibited in the rail surface and gage edge.

4. The end chipping.

^Proceedings, A.R.E.A., Vol. 30, 1929, page 1277.

^Ibidem, page 1271.

TABLE No.2
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OP RAIL DEFECTS AS EXPRESSED
IN AVERAGES BY AMOUNT OP BATTER AT RAIL ENDS AND BY

RAIL SURFACE FAULTS
Eeporl of Oct. 31.1929

Locatio-ns
of of

Mconds

TeTnperei

of

Hours

Temper
a^Tire

dejretsT

Ballsr on receiviiitf end measured
wilh 24iTi<:'h BrowTfa. Sharpe scale

Depfhs oj bailer m Ihousands of indiK

In
groups

Namb<T Average

LeniVh
TntnOiB
from Tail

end wlire
deplh

^

is .005'

Number of

rails wilh

Mop jhfTled.

T.^in^slieUed

3. rnd clii^d

ALLEGRiPPUS
Eslitnaled dross ^ons (pass ir\.)
to Ocl. 1 , 1929 . 103.627, 594

General Speed- 15io30 M.PH.
Heal Irealed , cpenelied In waler

CoT5iJa21i*2B. ^jon- heal-lreiled

HORSESHOE
Eslimaled Jross tons (pass^frt.)

Ofl II^m/^o'"^^- 89 5:7.045
OCl l,>S«|^No.4Trk. 54,170,243

GenralSpeedfr '>;'•«
V^^"," [NoATtX lS\o30y,PH

V]
I

rHtitlre^ed ,
ipxenclied m. oil

1 Co-mpansoTi , non-heal-\Tealed

IT «

j

Heat IreaTed . qatnc'hed m oil

^Comparison, -non • Tieil -Irealed

35 900 OlofcO

Oto94.

.017'

.0A7"

3'lo5"

3lo7'

None

Kone

7010 25

70lo75

3:1.4

3ilo4

Oto60
Olo&O

OUSO
OlofeO

.04.8

'.057'

OM"
.025'

4,9 loll

3'lo4'

5'loM'

• fo

^|^ D-uTin* the life of heat-treated Tail in No 1 track, two lots of comparison non-lieat-
treal«L rail v/ere worn out and it is presumeA this batter measuTemenl was made
on the second tot.
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AUegrippus

The different methods of heat-treatment are under examination and we
are seeking indications of superiority or inferiority. Superiority is shown

by the AUegrippus heat-treated rail. However, attention is drawn to the

1.75 per cent up-grade, the empty-car movement west, but little brake appli-

cation, and the small number of rails. Nevertheless, under closely the same

conditions and with but one-half the tonnage the defects in Horseshoe No. 4

heat-treated rail (in oil) are greater. The latter seems to be slightly softer.

It is noteworthy that the defects in comparison non-heated rail in No. 4 are

just one-half those in the comparison rail at AUegrippus with one-half the

traffic of the same kind, as would be expected. The average batter of the

heat-treated rail at AUegrippus is about V3 of that of the comparison rail.

TABLE; No. 2
(continued)

Localions
of

9atncliel

of

seconds
or

Tmnultt

Tempered.

Numlo-
o{

Houn

for

Temper
»lure

decrees

P

Bailer on reaivind end Tneasured
wilK 24 inch BroWn & Sharpe scile

Oejilhs o{ iatler mlTiousaJidsofmche.

droups
Nomber Nnmier

fram eni

Leii*}^
iTiiiffliei

enAwhen

is Aoi"

Manlier o{

Tails wilh

l.lop shelled

TfcajeslKned

lerdclnTped

UNION FURNACE &
BIRMINGHAM

Eslimaled ^ross loni (pass * iri)
to 0cl.l,13?9. 99,1330,519
General 3pee4-40 miles per 'hour

Hta.1 trealed
, qaencheA in waier
ctireel from saws

Heait "Irealed . guenehed. m water
direcl from saws

Comparison , non-heit-lrealed

iOOO"

1000°

MILL DAM & BKIPgE 6
Is^imaled dross Ions /pissifrlj
l« Ocl. 1,1329 75,fc69, 380
General Speed- ]5lo20 M.P.H.
Heal Ireailtd . trtienched in waler

dirccl from saws

Heat treated . <Taen<ihed in water
direct from saws

Comparison, non-heat-lreated

1000*

1000°

to 107

to 150

Ot<,82

to 700

OtoMO
Oto&Z

® Location Union Purnace
® Locat-ion BiriniTidhaTn.
® Location Bridge 6
® Location MilldaTn.

80

105

14.0

.018 lo

®.0J0'

.OlC'to

® .0^9'

.015'

5 ®

.051

®03C"

.018' lo

®0t5-

01 lo
87-

0.7-1.

71-

a4to
9"

0.7 to
6'

rto

OS'lo
85-

5 lop

n top

n to-p
9 »*"#«

4 ec

7e.c

8 ex.

900° P-
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Horseshoe

The Horseshoe No. 1 track is the location for greatest severity of traffic

destruction over any other place on the Pennsylvania Railroad by reason of

the 1.75 per cent down grade, large number of gross tons heavily concen-

trated on the wheels, and numerous severe applications of the brakes. The

heat-treated rails have worn out two lots of "comparison" rails with less

battering than the second lot, but this eflfect from severe brake-applica-

tion is indicated by the batter being the same for both kinds in No. 4

up-hill track with the same grade.

Union Furnace—Birmingham

In studying the results of trafific destruction at Union Furnace and

Birmingham it is unfortunate that we have to take into consideration a

period of rather poor maintenance of track, which would aggravate the

conditions for excessive battering. Notations upon this track-state have

been made by the inspectors. It is reported that the drainage provisions

were poor, causing excessive "pumping" and bad effect on the joints.

The other conditions for traffic destruction are less severe at Union

Furnace and Birmingham than at Horseshoe No. 1 by reason of

:

(1) Less sharp curvature,

(2) Less steep grade,

(3) Fewer applications of brakes,

but the effect of impact and speed are much greater. Both the rails quenched

30 seconds and the comparison rails occupy the advantageous locations,

because quite a number of each are in tangent track, and the latter have but

the very slightest lead in surface defects over the rails quenched 30 seconds,

so that they may be considered in about the same condition. The rails

quenched 15 seconds are slightly softer than those quenched 30 seconds and

are the much less resistant to deformation. Of the number of each kind of

rails measured for }/^ inch batter

—

Comparison rails had 76 per cent fewer than the average of

0.015".

Rails quenched 15 seconds had 64 per cent fewer than the aver-

age of 0.029".

Rails quenched 30 seconds had 72 per cent fewer than the aver-

age of 0.018".

Rails quenched 30 seconds had 73 per cent fewer than the

average of 0.030".

Very nearly a hundred million gross tons of traffic passed over these

rails, for the most part at considerable speed, and carried in rolling stock

with the heaviest and most concentrated loads. Notwithstanding these severe

conditions the average ^ inch batter at Union Furnace in the rails quenched

30 seconds is about the same as at Allegrippus with the same amount of

traffic of a different kind at slow speed. Moreover, the latter rail was

annealed at 100 degrees Fahr. (55.5 degrees C.) lower temperature. It is a

little greater at Birmingham where track conditions may be slightly poorer.

The worst cases of batter and shelled top surfaces are illustrated in photo-

graphs Nos. Exhibits 3, 4 and 5. Appearances like these began to show in

a few of the rails shortly after being placed in the tracks, and in some cases

being caused partly by decarburization when being annealed. Excessive

engine burns in some cases have been reported.
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Mill Dam—Bridge 6

At Mill Dam and Bridge 6, carrying a heavy freight tonnage of

75,669,380 of the same kind as at Union Furnace and Birmingham, but at

slower up-hill speed, the average batter is somewhat greater in all cases,

but principally for the rails quenched 30 seconds. Of the number of rails

with ^ inch batter

—

Comparison rails had li per cent fewer than the average of

0.025".

Rails quenched 15 seconds had 70 per cent fewer than the aver-
age of 0.036".

Rails quenched 30 seconds had 64 per cent fewer than the aver-
age of 0.051".

The inspectors reported "no excessive batter or other bad rail condi-

tions" except the "end chipping" recorded in Table 2. The number of rails

laid and the number chipped are stated for each kind. The condition of

track maintenance has not been reported. The advantage in track location

goes with the heat-treated rails in this group.

Of the entire group. Union Furnace—Bridge 6, some of the heat-

treated show a good many seams, and there is head-flow in some cases, but

no sign of head splitting.

ABRASIVE WEAR
Ef¥ect of Method of Heat-Treatment

It was expected that the additional strength, toughness and hardness

of the heat-treated steel would give additional resistance to abrasion, and

this is shown in Table 3 to be the fact ; but it is also shown that different

details of treatment can make a large change in this resistance. Some of

these groups are softer than others by reason of different quenching periods

and different tempering temperatures and times of exposure. Nevertheless

all of them show an advantage over the non-heat-treated rails of 5 to 50

per cent except some of the rails in the "Mill Dam—Bridge 6" group. The
increased resistance to abrasion of the "Union Furnace—Birmingham" group

is only one-half of the Horseshoe and Allegrippus groups, but these trials

have shown that results desired can be obtained, governed by the main quali-

ties most necessary. In almost every physical quality, the heat-treated rails

at "Allegrippus" and "Horseshoe" may be considered as a superior product

to be aimed at in manufacturing. Those at "Union Furnace—Birmingham"

were purposely made softer because an entirely new method of rail manu-

facture was about to be demonstrated—that of heat-treatment direct from

the saws. It should be borne in mind that rail-wear measurements are

approximate only.

Effect of Speed

The varied effects on the track of the same gross ton loads on account

of the grades, speed and method of draft, already mentioned on pages 1654, are

shown in Table 2 in another way than already described. Nearly a hundred

million tons of freight and passenger trains have passed over the "Union
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Furnace—Birmingham" group at high speed down a 0.39 per cent grade with-

out undue application of the brakes, while the same freight trains have

made their way slowing and laboriously against a 0.79 per cent grade at the

"Mill Dam—Bridge 6" group. But the gross tons are only 75,669,380 and

the rail abrasion is considerably greater, being 10 to 17 per cent of the rail

heads at the latter counterpoised with 2 to 10 per cent at the former, while

the time-period is the same. It is believed to be on account of the tractive

effort of the locomotives, and to the pusher engines crowding the cars

together and slewing the trucks against the rails.

TABLE No. 3
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF ABRASIVE WEAR OF- RAILS

/^Expressed zn averages. The f igures should ie redarded'\
\ as approx.imal.a o-nly. /

Ue-poTt of Ocl.3I.1929.

Locatio-ns
of

Ra-ils

Qaench«d
rarmler

ol

seconds

or

Tempered

Number
of

HotlTi

for

Temper-

asTire

Degree

of

Curve

MeastirsTnenls of Head Vear iy Abrasion

Hijh Bfl.v

5<^.ind»<

Rail

S^. inches

Tanjenl Advuita^
Rating

Comparison
peKenbjf

ALLEGRIPPUS
Estimaled dnass tonsfp&ss.-' irtj

to Ocl l.I9?9. 103.627.594..

General Speed- 15lo30 MPH.
Heat Irea-ted . apienchal in waler

Comparisotj . nonheal 1ra»)l6<i

8°oo'

8°oo'

0.76

1 26

40 Lo

HORSESHOE
Estimated gross Ions (pass. » frl)b

'NoI Trk. 89 527,063
No4Trk 54. 170. ^A?

ITrk. 25 M.PH
o4TrV ISuJOM.PH.

Oc\l 1929

General Speed
fN,

U 1 j
Heat treated qnenched in oil

I CoTHpartson , TioTi-heat- treated

hinA /
Heat treated q-uenctied moil

[
Comparison noTi leat-treated

10 ». 15 3ito4

3iU4

87S*
9° 15'

SMS'
9° 15'

9' 15'

0.89

®
0,55

074

0.73

®
0.4-6

56

® 'Worn ou.t and removed A-pril 1929.

® TWo lots of TJOTi-heattTuated rail worn OTi1il'^6"'0e<Ll927, 2"* (not yet fixed}
The non heat-treated rail on the otitside of curva was worn away lo the extent of 1.S7
S<j. inches m some places, that, is 27 per cent of the head area.

® High' desidnales outside rail of curve and 'Low" designates inside rail.
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TRIALS OF HEAT-TREATED RAILS 1912-1917

In order to make this report of heat-treated rails as complete as pos-

sible, reference will be made to the earlier trials which had a large influence

in the later resumption of the study for the purpose of advancing the skill

in manufacture. The following notes are taken from a report prepared on

December 28, 1922.

Sound Steel for Heat-Treatment

Sir Robert Hadfield had expressed himself on the subject of heat-

treatment, in which he emphasized the fact that heat-treatment cannot be

TABLE No. 3
(continued)

Loca.tio7is
of

Rails

rtrnnifT

of

seconii

or

mnnjlcs

Tempered

Number
of

Hoots

Tem-per-

alTiT«

of

Curve

Meisarimenls of Head Wear by Abrasion

Hi^'h Hail

3<j iTiclw Hssii 5q Inches

Low Ra.a Tingenl

5<jl7ic)ies

over
Comjnrisoi!

UNION FURNACE dc

BIRMINGHAM
£s\iTnated aross Ions (pass.* frl)
loOcl 1,1979, 99,<a,3o,519

General Speed - 40 Tniles per >ioai

Hea.\ Irea-ted.
,
quenched iij water
iirect from saws

Hea.1 trea.\ed .
qnenched in waler
dirccl {rojT7 Saws

Comparivan 7i»ti - hea.^ • \rea1 ei

30

15

MILL DAM 8c BRIDGE 6
Islitnaled dross Ions (pass/fr^)
loOcll.l9T9, 75,&«>9,380
GeneT-al Speed- ISlotO nrilM per 'hour

Hea.^ \reB.ted que-nthed i-n wa\er
direct froin sa>'s

raenchei m wa\er
direct froTn sa.ws

Compar 1 soji . •non-hea\-^rea."l«A

Heatlrtaled

1000*

1000*

1000'

1000*

Avrrw«s

5* 18 lo|

4° 57

4*55' t.

4° SB't.
4° 52

0.44
032
050
0.38

63
40

5°00'

5* 00'

0,74

&(.

o.so

® Minus -means i-nferior \o Comparison Enls

008
034
0.21
on
0.24
0.27

O 52

0.48
43

0.12
O 13

0.27
0.21

18 H:iti
20 LoV

5 HW-h
19 Uw

1 « wo m^hfcTi
S«iT .

9 Hiah
•17 Low

• 12 Hibh
-n Low
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successful without sound steel to begin with ; and, in fact, that no sound rails

can be produced unless the steel is sound. Although he believed the *sink-

head method produced sound steel, while at the same time the quality was of

such excellence that the additional heat-treatment might not be necessary,

he recognizes fully the value of heat-treatment where necessary to accom-

plish a given purpose.

Confirmation of the truth of this statement is so evident from the results

of these track trials that it adds an important strength to the resulting

conclusions.

Statement of December 28, 1922

The significant data from the trials of the period from 1912 to 1917

are given in Table 4.

RESULTING CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions reached from the study of the assembled information

derived from the technical investigations in the mill and laboratories, and

from the observations and measurements of traffic effects in the tracks, are

summarized as follows

:

Sound Steel

1. In order to obtain sound steel for rails, there must be such altera-

tions and improvements in the various stages of manufacture as will

:

(a) Eliminate to the greatest degree possible slag and foreign

inclusions, and disseminate to the widest and minutest extent the

minor quantity which it may be difficult to remove.
(b) Reduce to the minimum incompletion of chemical reac-

tions in fluid mixing and segregation of the elements during cooling
in the molds, a promising method being by the use of molds with
the large area at the top while at the same time provision shall be
made for governing and equalizing the freezing of the metal by a
suitable arrangement for retaining the heat in the upper part of the

ingot.

Mechanical Strength

2. With sound and clean metal at the start, it has been demonstrated

in these investigations that rails can be commercially manufactured by the

use of the operations of heat-treatment:

(a) Having a higher elastic limit by 60 per cent, which is

greater than has been afforded by any alloy or special mode of manu-
facture experimented with in 19 or 20 different trials by this com-
pany in the last 30 years. (Listed at end of report.

(b) Having a higher ultimate strength by 25 per cent, with
proportionate increase in the engineering endurance limit, which is

the measure of the fatigue limit in useful service.

(c) With an elongation increased by 35 per cent and a greater
reduction of area by 140 per cent when the steel is clean and non-
segregated, but which can be deprived of its ductility to the extent
of being no better than non-heat-treated steel if there be large slag

streaks and inclusions remaining. Defects from these causes were
apparent in the Union Furnace—Birmingham—Mill Dam—Bridge 6
groups.

(d) Of a superior hardness which has ranged in amount
between 20 and 36 per cent, the significance of which is greater
resistance to deformation and abrasive wear from train wheels.

"Proceedings, A.R.E.A., Vol. 14, 1913, page 449, "Method of Producing Sound
Ingots."
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Thermal Control

3. The train of heat-treatment operations is taken up at the point where

the rails are ready for the cooling beds by turning them aside to the quench-

ing tank and thence to the annealing furnace without loss of heat-control.

When these operations are governed by precise mechanical regularity fixed

by the time periods which have been indicated by these trials, it is confident-

ly believed that the danger of interior stress condition will be greatly lessened.

The failures of two rails with unusual types of transverse fissures point

to the necessity for the accuracy of these time-periods and temperatures.

Penetration of Heat Effect

4. The difference in depth of penetration of the heat effects into the

center of the rail head is shown in photographs T-20177 for 30 seconds

quenching period and T-20178 for 15 seconds quenching. Complete pene-

tration is indicated. *Dr. Moore and his co-workers have just announced

in their study of fatigue cracks in car axles "that the beneficial effects of

heat-treatment are appreciably well in toward the center of a solid piece

of steel as large as a car axle (about 6% inches in diameter)." The rail-

section area of the head is much less.

Extent of Trials

5. So far as is known to us, these trials are by far the most extensive

of heat-treated rails that have heretofore been made. They represent two

quenching media, 7 quenching periods (cjuenching temperature), 7 different

lengths of time in bath and 7 different periods of time in the anne ding

furnace.

Statement of Special Alloy Steels and Steels Variously Prepared and
Placed Under Traffic Between the Years 1899 and 1929 by the

Pennsylvania Railroad

High Silicon Addition 1899-1900-1911
Nickel Steel 1900-1902-1903
Kennedy-Morrison "Last Pass Detention" for Low-Tempera-

ture Rolling 1900-1902-1903
Nickel Chromium
Titanium Addition
Vanadium Addition
Aluminum Addition
Electric—Illinois Steel 1912
McManama Narrow-Head About 1912
High Manganese 1912 and later

Sink-Head, Hadfield 1915
Sink-head, Cambria 1915
Unstraightened 1915
Reheated Blooms 1915
Sandberg Sorbitic 1917
Copper Bearing 1923
Intermediate 1925
Heat-Treated 1925-1927-1928
Molybdenum—Copper 1926
Molybdenum 1926
Roller Straightening 1927

*University of Illinois Bulletin No. 197, November 12, 1929, page 27. "A Study
of Fatigue Cracks in Car Axles. Part II, by Herbert F. Moore, Stuart W. Lyon,
and Norville J. Alleman."
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Memory "Jolts"

FIRST PRINCIPLES IN FATIGUE TESTING OF MATERIALS

Nearly every investigator who begins the study of fatigue of metals is

impressed with the ease and speed of making tests by applying a repeated

high stress of some definite magnitude to specimens of different metals and

noting the length of endurance of each metal. The Committee wishes to

point out that as a measure of the ability of metals to withstand repeated

working stresses this method is utterly unreliable. Under severe overstrcss,

the length of life of material depends fully as much upon ductility as upon

fatigue strength. If a series of metals were tested in this way and the metals

listed in the order of length of endurance, this list would not, in general,

show the arrangement of the same metals in order of fatigue strength under

working stresses.

Of course for cases in which metal has to withstand very high repeated

stresses in service, and is not expected to have an indefinitely long life, a

comparison of endurance under stresses of the same order of magnitude as

those which have to be withstood in service might give results of practical

value.

There came before the Committee the question of whether it should con-

sider failure of metals by a flow under long-time steady loads as fatigue

failure. The Committee decided that, for the present at least, it zvould con-

sider a failure to be a fatigue failure only if it were one characterised by

a spreading fracture in the metal.

Respectfully submitted by the Committee

:

H. F. Moore, Chairman ; H. W. Gillett, T. McL Jasper, J. B. Kommers,

J. M. Lessells, F. F. Lucas, D. J. McAdam, Jr., R. R. Moore, R. L. Templin,

J. R. Towsend, L. B. Tuckerman.

The above cautionary statement was issued for the Thirty-Second

Annual meeting, June 24-28, 1929, of the American Society for Testing

Materials as the major part of the first report of the newly organized

Research Committee on Fatigue of Metals, dating from December 12, 1928.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE XXIV—CO-OPERATIVE
RELATIONS WITH UNIVERSITIES

Robert H. Ford, Chairman; C. E. Johnston, Vice-Chairman;

J. B. Akers, M. S. Ketchum,
Frederick Bass, W. H. Kirkbride,
W. W. Bates, C. H. Mitchell,
G. D. Brooke, C. F. Loweth,
J. L. Campbell, C. A. Morse,
W. J. Cunningham, A. A. Potter,
W. C. CusHiNG, G. J. Ray,
W. M. Daniels, H. E. Riggs,
L. A. Downs, H. R. Safford,

J. M. R. Fairbairn, W. M. Splawn,
W. D. Faucette, C. C. Williams,
F. W. Green, W. P. Wiltsee,
H. P. Haas, John S. Worley,
E. T. HowsoN, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association

:

The Committee during the year has continued its contacts with other

organizations and bodies working with similar objectives; meanwhile

endeavoring to work in sympathy with the railroads, who because they

represent one of the most important industries, viz., transportation, will

ultimately have to recognize the necessity for improved methods of selection

in building up their personnel in order that the railroads may keep pace

with the great advance being made in the production and sale of transporta-

tion at the lowest possible cost and under the most satisfactory conditions of

service.

The great changes in recent years cause among other things the

necessity for a better trained human product, intellectually and physi-

ci.lly, than was necessary years ago. The reasons for this have been

heretofore commented upon. From communications received from

many of the principal officers of our leading railroads, it is evident that

advances are being made among the railroads in this direction. The follow-

ing extracts will serve to illustrate this :

From a Prominent University:

"The engineering school has become deeply interested in the establish-

ment of a curriculum pertaining to transportation. This action was taken
after a committee of the faculty had made a report on the subject. The
same committee is now engaged in preparing details of this curriculum and
it has occurred to me that the Committee of the A.R.E.A. would be of great

help to us in the preparation of this curriculum. This note, therefore, is

for the purpose of advising you of the above matter and to inquire if your
Committee would like to participate in this work, or in case the whole
Committee does not wish to do so, if the Chairman or some other member
of the Committee would like to join in a conference on the subject."

From the General Manager of an Eastern Railroad:

"The best course for a student who expects to enter railway service and
develop into an officer, would embrace a thorough ground work in either civil

or mechanical engineering as applied to railroads with a supplementary
course in the other of the two. together with a workable knowledge of
English and an understanding of the principles of accounting and economics.
In order to foster interest, a general course in transportation and an outline

of railroad operating practices would, I think, be advisable."

From the President of a Middle West Railroad:

"My observation leads me to believe that each successful manager
employs a different technic, primarily of his own creation. Seemingly, thos^
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who are not born with this faculty never acquire it and neither tutorage or

experience produces facility in this art. The man unable to handle men
may be excellent m routine work, analysis or any other work requiring

high mental achievement and hopeless in a managerial capacity.

"It is more than passingly strange that so many men lacking this

important gift are given the control of organizations, and stranger still

that this lack may remain long unnoticed or discounted by the supervisors of
such men. When the gift of handling men is native, it may be cultivated,

but unless it is among the nascent traits of the individual, education along
this line is apt to be as hurtful as helpful.

"I therefore think it is of the utmost importance that in the selection of

men, their capacity for handling others be taken into account. That college

training in its present form is helpful in this particular is highly problematical

and I believe more attention should be given it in the college curriculum."

From the Vice-President of a Southwest Railroad:

"A college course is primarily for the purpose of enabling a student to

learn how to think, or in other words, to learn how to leant, and not how to

do. There should be just enough appHed transportation in the curriculum to

illustrate the application of principles to problems, and no more. A graduate
of this course should come out of college with the conviction that he is

ready to learn transportation rather than ready to master it.

"A student of transportation should finish the course with a good back-
ground of the correlation of the various factors influencing transportation

rather than with a thoroughly detailed knowledge of how to run a yard or

act as a train dispatcher, etc. * * *

"Economics is quite essential, the purpose being to form the student's

background rather than to qualify him as an economic expert. The student

should inform himself in some degree with every form of transportation,

which I think he might do by majoring in some one form and informing
himself about the other forms through collateral reading or summer courses.

"I favor just enough engineering to give the student mental develop-

ment, and consider the aspect of technical efficiency as of secondary import-

ance in a transportation course."

From the Vice-President of a Western Railroad:

"There has developed an almost entire absence of systemat'c organization
and order in recruiting railway employees. Too much reliance has been
placed in the principle that unfit and incompetent men when employed will

soon become casualties and that the service as a whole will suffer only
temporary inconvenience from the introduction of incompetent personnel into

the organization. Too much significance has been given to education and not
enough to the development of methods intended to discover the existence of

traits leading to satisfactory performance, viz., common sense, loyalty, appli-

cation, energy, capacity, adaptability, resourcefulness, perseverance, integrity,

diligence, tact, leadership, etc."

From the President of a Western Railroad:

"There is no question that a man of adequate native capacity and indus-
try is greatly improved with respect to his work by systematic training and
education therefor, and by the development of mental power and discipline

obtained only through the selected processes of college courses. It is this

type of young men that we need to bring into railway service if we are to

grow and keep pace with the progress being made by other industries."

It is recommended that the subjects be continued for the ensuing year

for further study and report.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Co-Operative

Relations with Universities,

Robert H. Ford, Chairman.
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DISCUSSION ON STANDARDIZATION
(For Report, see pp. 337-407)

Mr. W. C. Gushing (Pennsylvania) :—These men that you see here are

the leaders in ^our movement for unified practice. They have two slogans

to offer you in this report

:

"(1) The perfection of recommended practice should be such that as a

natural result it would be found desirable for a large proportion of the
membership to make use of it, and it is the duty of each committee to keep
up the standard of its recommended practice to the highest degree of
perfection and to make for its accomplishment frequent revisions and
changes.

"(2) Standardization is a useful servant, but a bad master."

The report is in several different sections, each dealing with a respective

special subject. In Section one on page 339 you are invited to participate in

a conversational discussion of the general subjects of standardization as

submitted by different members of the Committee to indicate some of the

most desirable considerations at the present time.

Section two is the main feature of the report in which a classification

group of the present statements in the Manual for recommended practice are

given in such a way that they signify the different classes of work under

which they can be grouped for the general consideration of the Committee

and the attention of the Association, instead of attempting to give them

in a miscellaneous way which might have no meaning. While this was
intended to be a pretty complete statement of the accomplishments of the

Association up to the present time, owing to lack of some answers in filling

out the information, it falls a little bit short, but we believe in another

year it will be a pretty complete statement of the work of the Association

in classified groups.

In this Section, or group, on page 351, has been shown in this report a

certain series of information which will be withdrawn from this report as

follow^s : Beginning with "the possibilities for reduced expenditure" on

page 351 down to the end of the group, or Section, on page 386. That is

withdrawn for the reason that that information is under consideration for

certain changes at the present time. That is, right down to Section three

on page 386 will be omitted from the Proceedings this year and from this

report.

In Section three on page 386 is the most important announcement con-

cerning standardization, and it can be considered of great importance for

its advancement in future years. It means that the leaders of industry and

trade in this country have put their shoulders and support back of the

American Standards Association work in which this Association is assisting,

and we can feel well proud that one of the twelve directors who will be the

supervisor of the Standardization Committee in the United States is our

nun representative, Mr. L. A. Downs. We feel highly satisfied with the

fact that he is one of these directors.

Announcement has been made by the American Standards Association

that the movement for underwriting the finances of that association are well

under way. Because of the rapid growth of the industrial standardization

movement in this country the underwriting plan permits immediate expan-
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sion of the work of providing authoritative national standards. While per-

manent financing is under way it is expected that this financing will be

completed during the three-year period of the underwriting.

Up to the present time the Association has adopted approximately 160

national standards, and 190 other national standards are being formulated.

The Association provides the machinery by which all of the production and

construction group concerned with the standards may co-operate in the

preparation. The forms and techniques of all groups are thus brought

together, and pool their knowledge for benefit of all. Over 2000 individuals

representing 800 co-operative organizations are in this way working on the

technical committees under the procedure of the Association.

Section four deals with general information on standardization and an

interesting historical statement concerning some of the early beginnings of

the American Railway Association.

In connection with this there was a movement undertaken several years

ago to have the United States become interested in an International Stand-

ards Association for the purpose of keeping the dififerent countries posted

on the work of the nature being undertaken in all of the several countries

of which there are eighteen members. The United States, owing to some

previous associations being actively engaged in European international

standardization relations, delayed entering the Association for some two or

three years, but since the financial and supervisory backing by the industries

of this country, it has now become a member. A statement was made by

the Secretary of the American Standards Association to ]\Ir. Huber-Ruf,

the General Secretary of the International Standards Association, located

at Zurich, Switzerland

:

"I am pleased to inform you that our Board of Directors has unanimously
decided that the American Standards Association accept the invitation to

become a member of the International Standards Association. May I there-

fore ask you to consider the American Standards Association as a member
of the International Standards Association, efi^ective as of October 1, 1929.

A draft for 521 pounds sterling will follow in a few days in order to cover
our contribution, 321 pounds sterling for the current fiscal year of the

I.S.A. and an amount of 200 pounds sterling which we would ask the
International Standards Association to accept as a token of appreciation for

the useful service rendered the A.S.A. during the last two years.

"Our Board desires to inform you that it heartily supports the present
provision in the statutes of the I.S.A., which provides for systematic inter-

national co-operation in the standardization work, including the interchange
of information and the smoothing out of differences between various national

standards rather than attempting to set up and promulgate the formal
international standards. I am sure you will be interested to know that this

provision has facilitated our adherence to the I.S.A."

In Section five is mentioned what seems to the Chairman of this Com-
mittee to be a very important book, published by the National Industrial

Conference Board, Inc., on Standardization, and it is from this book that

the slogan has been taken, "Standardization is a useful servant but a bad

master."

There is not anything that we have in this report to offer to the

Association by items. It is moved that the report as a whole be accepted

for information by the Association, because it is more in the nature of

keeping you posted on the standardization work both in our own Associa-

tion and in the national associations in this country and in international
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relationships ; but you are invited to express your own thoughts to this

Committee before it leaves the stand, in order that it may keep up with

your own wishes and desires in respect to this subject, and to help us

along for any future Hue of activity which you would like to have us

take up.

I move the acceptance of the report.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (Northwestern Pacific) :—On page 397 of this report

we find this statement: "The purpose of standardization is (or should be)

to promote ultimate or true economy (prevent waste)."

On page 398 we have the further statement: "The test to be applied

with both of these subjects should always be whether the particular standard

will promote true economy."

I am in entire accord with both of those statements. However, as I

conceive the subject, the objective of standardization is fourfold: Safety,

utility, economy, and beauty. As between the elements in this objective, safety

is always fundamental. Standards take many forms ; they may be in the

form of a specification. As to specification, there is in a general way, a

standard as to stress in material. The primary purpose of unit stresses

is to produce a safe structure. Of course, an important purpose is to create

the structure with economy, it must have utility, and in so far as the nature

and purpose of the structure admit, it should have beauty.

I believe we should have a broad outlook upon the subject. This beauti-

ful room in which we are met today exemplifies all of the four objectives

of standardization named. This room has been produced by the application

of standardized practice. That being true, it is in addition to being safe, a

thing of utility, and certainly a thing of beauty. It also represents economy.

Notwithstanding all of the beauty and embellishment of this room, costing a

great deal of money, I venture to say that of the results attained, one is

economy.

In the placing this material it has been placed economically. It has

been placed by trained workmen according to well developed, accepted

standards of construction. In short, it represents the highest development

of skill in the production of structures.

Last Monday I was walking up and down Michigan Avenue admiring

the element of esthetics which has been introduced there in connection

with those structures over the railway tracks to connect Michigan Avenue

with the park development and beyond. Those structures could have been

merely bare, ugly structures. They would have been entirely safe ; they

would have had equal utility ; and, of course, they would have cost some-

thing less than they did cost, and yet my conception of one of the ultimate

ends to be attained in this standardization business is that in the proper place

and surroundings, the element of beauty should not be neglected. So we
have out there engineering structures that are pleasing to look at. In

many ways and under many circumstances we are justified in spending money

to attain the desirable element of beauty.

This subject of standardization is an important one, and to be looked

at broadly.

Chairman W. C. Cushing :—We are in entire accord with tlie ])rinciples

enunciated in the speaker's remarks.
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The references which he made were taken from our own quotation from

the Bureau of Standards News Bulletin dealing especially with the import-

ance of the work of the development of the National Electrical Safety Code,

and it was a highly important work for leading up to the general standardiza-

tion of that subject in this country, which must necessarily be in accordance

with some standardization principles.

I ask any member of our Committee who desires to do so to remark

upon the report of this Committee.

The President:—Is there any further discussion?

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Consulting Engineer) :—The Chairman of the

Committee has stated that standardization is a useful servant but a bad

master. That suggests that some of the younger members may not know
that it was about ten years after the organization of this Association before

there was any Manual. The discussion on the floor of the Convention about

1908, was participated in by a number of Engineers, and I well remember

that some of our best members expressed the fear that if we decided to

print a Manual of Recommended Practice, standards might become our

masters rather than our servants. However, the experience of the Associa-

tion in the twenty years since that discussion has indicated the wisdom

of the Association not only in the publication of the Manual, but in the

recommendations that have been approved for publication.

It is very fitting, it seems to me, that Mr. Cushing should be the

Chairman of the Committee on Standardization at this time, because he

was one of the leaders twenty years ago in the discussion of this question

and in the making of the decision to print a Manual containing recommended

practice.

The President:—Is there any further discussion? If not, those in

favor of the motion will signify by saying "aye," contrary, "no." It is

carried.

The Committee is excused with the thanks of the Association.

C Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON WATER SERVICE AND
SANITATION

(For Report, see pp. 409-471)

Mr. C. R. Knowles (Illinois Central) :—The Committee is presenting

final reports on three subjects and progress reports on six subjects. The
Committee has nothing to offer on Revision of the Manual but has work

under way and hopes to have a report next year.

Certain objections were taken to some of the matter in the Manual,

particularly in regard to discrepancies between the report of the Committee

on Buildings and the general principles of water service. For the informa-

tion of the membership, those discrepancies will be rectified.

Under Appendix B, on page 411, we have the report of the Sub-Com-
mittee on Pitting and Corrosion. This is undoubtedly one of the most

important assignments the Water Service Committee has. I do not know
of any subject on our railroads that is discussed at greater length or that

has been discussed for a greater length of time than the question of pitting

and corrosion. This problem is not a new one by any means, as it undoubt-

edly began with the first locomotive and will probably continue to be a

problem as long as we have steam locomotives.

It was pointed out in the initial report of this Committee in 1922 that

pitting and corrosion of locomotive boiler tubes and sheets had been a subject

of discussion for sixty years. Certain progress has been made in correct-

ing these troubles but there is a question in my mind as to whether there

will ever be a final solution of the problem for the reason that this is not a

fixed problem but is subject to constantly changing conditions, such as the

increasing difficulty of securing good water and maintaining existing supplies

free from pollution, together with the higher pressures and temperatures of

locomotive boilers as well as higher concentration of impurities due to the

increased rate of evaporation. Therefore, in sending out questionnaires, the

Committee is not duplicating the work of former years but is endeavoring to

keep pace with new problems and methods of arresting pitting and corrosion.

I merely make this explanation to show that we are not going over the

same ground but are trying to meet new problems as they come up.

Mr. Davidson is Chairman of the Sub-Committee and I shall ask him

to present the report.

Mr. J. H. Davidson (Missouri-Kansas-Texas) :—In this report we are

presenting a summary of results obtained by thirty representative railroads

in actual service tests of the methods that have been most frequently recom-

mended for the prevention of pitting and corrosion. The information col-

lected is shown in our report, and indicates that real progress is being made
along these lines ; that the recommendations that have been made from

time to time since the Committee was first assigned this subject have been

very well founded, and that where these recommendations have been carried

out properly real benefits have been derived.

As the Chairman has stated, it is not a fixed problem and progress is

being made right along. There is still quite a little theoretical work being

done by universities and other organizations where research can be carried
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on, but the railroads now generally have gotten to the point where it is

the actual service test that is going to bring out the results.

At the present time a great many very interesting service tests are

being carried on, and we confidently expect that within the next year or two

we will have very much more progress to report along this line.

Any road that is having trouble with pitting and corrosion that has not

tried some of these recommended practices will certainly be well repaid to

investigate and apply that particular practice which seems to be more par-

ticularly applicable to their local conditions.

Chairman Knowles :—I move the acceptance of this report as infor-

mation.

The President:—Unless there is some objection, it will be so received.

Chairman Knowles :—The next Sub-Committee report is on page

414. This report is in two sections, headed Appendices C-1 and C-2, and

deals with the various forms of lime treatment, methods of application, as

well as the economic features of barium treatment, a treatment used but little

on railroads.

I think the Sub-Committee deserves a great deal of credit for their

mvestigation and exhaustive research on the subject of barium treatment.

Their work is not truly represented in the report for the reason that they

were only able to find one plant of this kind on American railroads.

Dr. Koyl is Chairman of that Sub-Committee and I shall ask him to

present the report.

Dr. C. H. Koyl (Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific) :—The first

part of the report concerns the use of lime in water softening. No other

substance is so generally used for water softening because all the waters of

the earth contain carbonate of lime. Carbonate of lime and its allied sub-

stances are soluble in water only when the water contains carbonic acid.

If, therefore, we take out the carbonic acid we release the limestone which

settles to the bottom, and we find that the best way to take out carbonic acid

is to add a little fresh lime, not limestone, but fresh burned lime. It com-

bines with the carbonic acid which is in the water and forms new limestone.

Then both the old limestone and the new settle to the bottom, and the water,

if it contained nothing but limestone, becomes practically pure.

We were requested to outline the history of the use of lime for water

softening and to discuss the forms in which the lime is most usable.

In the early days when there were very few water softening plants and

not much lime was used for the purpose, we all purchased lump lime fresh

from the kiln, took it to the water plant, slaked it (hydrated it), and then

used it in the softening. There were various difificulties connected with

this. There were usually pieces of unburned limestone so that it was
necessary to add more lime after the water was presumably softened ; the

men were always complaining of the lime dust in the air; in cold weather

the room was filled with clouds of water vapor from the slaking process ; and

the whole operation was rather mussy ; so that most of us gradually changed

to the practice of purchasing lime which had been hydrated at the lime

factory where the kiln is.

It is true that the cost of hydrated lime is more than for lump lime,

but most of us believe that the advantages of purchasing it in this condi-

tion outweigh the extra cost.
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A couple of hundred years ago it was customary for every family in

this country to make its own cloth and its own clothing. That is cheaper

than to buy clothes, but nowadays we are all so busy that we can not afford

to make our own clothes and we buy them. That is just about the situation

in the matter of lime for water softening and most of us consider it cheaper

to purchase lime which has been screened and hydrated at the lime factory.

It is understandable that if some great railroad had always made a

practice of purchasing lump lime and had equipped itself with storehouses

and economical slaking machinery, it might still be cheaper to use lump lime,

but the practice is not general.

The second part of the report concerns the use of barium carbonate,

instead of sodium carbonate, for the removal of sulphate of lime and allied

substances in the process of water softening.

When we remove carbonate of lime by the use of fresh lime we take

out not only the limestone but also the carbonic acid which held it in

solution, this because the fresh lime and the carbonic acid combine to form

an insoluble compound which immediately precipitates. But when we attack

sulphate of lime with sodium carbonate we remove only the calcium, because

the new compound, sodium sulphate, remains dissolved in the water. By
using barium carbonate we will get barium sulphate which is insoluble, and

by this means remove not only the calcium but also the sulphate radicle

which has held it in solution. By this means the softened water will be

practically pure unless it already contained dissolved sodium salts when it

came from the ground.

It will be of great advantage to get rid of the sodium sulphate hereto-

fore left in the water by the softening process, because sodium sulphate tends

to both pitting and foaming.

The barium carbonate process is not original with us, since Dr. C. B.

Dudley, the famous chemist of Altoona, proposed it years ago. But the

barium carbonate treatment costs four times as much as the sodium carbon-

ate, and the soluble salts of barium which may possibly get into the treated

water, or into the sludge, are slightly poisonous, not poisonous in the sense

that they will kill anybody right away, but they have the same efifect as the

loco weed of the western plains, which is practically the same efifect as that

of a drink of whiskey. A little does no damage but one must not drink

too much.

Principally for these reasons the progress of the barium process has

been slow. There are some plants of this kind used in the mining districts

of Arizona but there are only two on railroads. One, referred to by Mr.

Knowles, has been at work for several years on the Burlington at Edge-

mont, S. D., with no ill effects ever experienced from it by anyone, and we
have just erected one on the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific at

Presho, S. D., where we intend to make a thorough study of the process, its

cost and its advantages.

There are many railroad waters out in that country containing fifty to

sixty grains per gallon of calcium or magnesium sulphate, and if we can

keep out of such waters the amount of sodium sulphate now added by

softening by soda-ash we will eliminate enough pitting and fnamin^ to pay

twice over for the extra cost of barium carlxjnate.
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Chairman Knowles:—I just want to add that Dr. C. B. Dudley, referred

to by Dr. Koyl, one of the most eminent men in his profession, was, I am
glad to say, a railroad chemist, connected for a great many years with the

Pennsylvania.

This report is submitted as information, and I recommend it to be so

received.

The President:—It will be so received unless there is objection.

Chairman Knowles :—The next Sub-Committee report is on page

421. This report is on methods of laying cast iron pipe and specifications.

It is submitted as a final report and it is recommended that the specifications

appearing on pages 426 to 429 be accepted for publication in the Manual.

Mr. Yeaton is Chairman of this Committee. I will ask Mr. Yeaton to present

the report.

Mr. F. D. Yeaton (Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific) :—There

seems to have been a tendency in the past to use less care in the laying of

cast-iron pipe lines than ordinarily exercised in the construction of other

engineering structures. The reason probably was the fact that even though

haphazard methods were used, the failures were either not blamed on these

methods or were so rare as not to be considered of great importance. Modern

practice is along different lines and the tendency is to put more care into

pipe laying to insure continuity of service and lower maintenance cost.

In order to promote better construction, an effort has been made in

this report to outline the principal points of pipe laying with the hope that

some of the faults that have been relatively common heretofore may be

avoided.

I desire at this time to call your attention to the following important

points

:

1. Many of the service breaks are evidently results of minute fractures

in pipe line, caused in the handling of same from the foundry to final posi-

tion in the trench. This matter should be carefully covered in all specifica-

tions as far as it is practicable.

2. The practice of supporting pipe in the trench on wooden supports

should not be permitted. These supports rot and allow the pipe line to

settle. If an individual pipe settles on a knuckle of a rock, it is very apt

to develop a fracture.

3. Pipe laying should be consistently and intelligently inspected, and all

pipes, valves and special fittings should be carefully examined for small

cracks and other defects before laying.

4. Cast-iron pipe lines may be successfully laid with bell and spigot

joints, caulked with jute and lead. Special joints, and substitutes for lead

may be used. Each case should be carefully considered to determine which

will be the best and the most economical method to use.

Chairman Knowles :—1 move the acceptance of this report and the

adoption for publication in the Manual of this portion of the report per-

taining to specifications on pages 426 to 429.

The President:—Will you kindly read these by titles and pause just a

moment so that any objections or corrections may be obtained?

Chairman Knowles :—Page 426, Specifications for Laying Cast Iron

Pipe. The first paragraph is "Cast Iron." The second is "Grade Line."
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Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Atchison, Topeka & Santa pe) :—I notice that

the Committee has prepared specification for grade line in which they state

that the grade Hne shall be established by the company's Engineer.

In the next paragraph "Excavation," they go on to provide that "The

depth of trench shall be below^ the frost line." It appears to me that the

instructions as to placing the depth of trench below the frost line should

occur under the title of "Grade Line," giving the information that the Engi-

neer should so establish his grades that the pipe will be below frost line.

Then under "Excavation" the contractor, or whoever is to do the work,

should be instructed to follow the grades as established by the Engineer

and not be given any leeway.

Chairman Knowles :—In connection with the point Mr. Baldridge raises,

I find it rather difficult to explain the distinction between the two. To
get the pipe below frost line is arbitrary. If we did not the pipe line would

be worthless in the wintertime.

The grade line is not of equal importance. For example, on a long line

it may lay up and down hill with the contour of the ground. It would cost

too much to excavate through hills or build a trestle to support the line over

a valley. Therefore, the paragraph in regard to the grade line is inserted

merely for the contractor's guidance. He is told whether he shall lay it to

a specified grade, perhaps a hydraulic grade line, or whether he shall follow

the contour of the earth. Therefore, it would be hardly logical to include

both in the same paragraph.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—It seems to me that the Engineer who is going

to lay out this piece of work should do his own job. There is no reason

why he can not specify along the profile which he has made up how deep

it will be necessary for that material to be excavated. Otherwise you are

leaving it to the option of the contractor how much excavation is to be

made. The Engineer, when he is going to make out a plan for the line,

should make it definite as to how deep it will be necessary to lay the pipe

at practically all points, at least near enough all points so that there will be no

question about how much excavation will be required.

Chairman Knowles :—Theoretically, that is an excellent idea, but in

practice it does not work out. Rarely, if ever, do we lay a pipe line to a

definite grade line except in the case of a suction line. A discharge line is

laid with the contour of the earth and we simply specify a certain minimum

cover. The contractor assumes the liability or responsibility for any

irregularities in the earth that may necessitate burying that pipe deeper than

called for in the specifications.

You will find the point you raise is covered later on in specifications by

restrictions as to the deflection of the pipe in the joints.

Mr. E. R. Lewis (Michigan Central) :—I am rather inclined to agree

with Mr. Baldridge. It seems to me that the profile should depict the

grade line of the pipe below frost line as well as the line of the surface of

the ground.

If it is not out of order, I should like to call attention to page 421, Map
and Profile, the paragraph in the middle of the page, which says, "An accurate

map and profile should be prepared."
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I never have had a project of any magnitude of this kind where detailed

drawings were excluded from the plans, profiles and other information af-

forded by the Engineer.

I would suggest, if the Committee agree, that that phrase be amended

as follows : "An accurate map, profile and detailed drawing."

Chairman Knowles :—I do not know how many railroads prepare an

accurate profile of their pipe lines. So far as our own railroad is concerned

and a number of other railroads with which I am familiar, accurate profiles

of the pipe are not prepared. It is too expensive to make such surveys, and

it is unnecessary ; it is expensive to lay the pipe line to definite grades at

all times because the matter can be taken care of much cheaper and quite

as well by installing air relief valves at peaks. I should like to ask Mr.

Yeaton, however, whether he would care to make the changes suggested.

Mr. F. D. Yeaton :—Mr. Chairman, I believe we could omit the word

"accurate," but I cannot see the necessity of adding the words "detailed

plans." That is on page 421.

Chairman Knowles :—That has nothing to do with what we are talking

about. We are talking about this paragraph on page 426. We are not

asking that the reference to map and profile be included in the Manual.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—There is another feature in this same clause

that I think should be given attention. The last paragraph on page 426

reads : "If classified material is encountered the contractor will receive

additional compensation based upon the excess cost over that of earth plus

the percentage specified in the contract."

Some three or four years ago, all committees that had to do with

specifications were instructed, as I remember it, to eliminate from specifica-

tions the question of pay. The question of pay properly belongs in the

contract, and the preparation of contracts belongs to Committee XX. I sug-

gest to this Committee that they withdraw the last sentence on page 426 and

in place of that put in "Specifications for Classification of Material." The
construction specifications which you will find in other parts of the Manual
carry such specifications for classification of material. You might better

follow that and stick to specifications. The question of pay does not belong

in the specifications.

Chairman Knowles :—The Committee had in mind the classifications

as given in the Manual in preparing these specifications. For that reason they

do not definitely define the various classes of material in these specifications. I

am rather at a loss to understand how we could eliminate this paragraph,

without eliminating the paragraph following.

So far as the question of compensation is concerned, I do not see how
we could handle it in any other way. It is not the intent of the Committee

to encroach on any other Committee in the preparation of contract forms.

It merely provides such additional compensation as may be made necessary

by encountering different classes of material.

Mr. J. C. Irwin (Boston & Albany) :— I wish to endorse Mr. Baldridge's

statement in regard to this section. I think it properly belongs in the con-

tract, and in connection with the price sheet, and I suggest it be stricken out

here.

Chairman Knowles :—This seems to bring it up to a question of a ruling

as to whether this is specification or contract. We had in mind the fact
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and want to stay away from the work of preparing any form of contract, and

we endeavored in this particular connection to stick strictly to specifications.

Mr. G. F. Hand (New York, New Haven & Hartford) :—In that same

short paragraph at the bottom of page 426, it has been my experience that it

is exceedingly bad practice to set up any method of payment that is to be

determined by an excess cost over another cost, which means that the first

thing you have to do is to establish a cost.

It would be my recommendation, in handling any pipe job, that unit

contract prices be obtained on classified material, and not leave it to the

Engineer to determine what the cost is in excess of another cost.

Chairman Knowles :—Let me read the paragraph in question: "If clas-

sified material is encountered, the contractor will receive additional compensa-

tion based upon the excess cost over that of earth plus the percentage

specified in the contract."

We are not setting up any prices. That is a matter to be taken care of

in the contract itself.

Mr. G. F. Hand:—That is my objection.

The President :—The question of ruling has been developed, and the

Chair rules that the material under discussion properly belongs to the con-

tract form. It does not belong to the classification of specifications.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—In this connection, I -should like to suggest to

the Committee that there is no material difference between classification in

a ditch three feet wide for water pipe than a classification of material for

a railroad grade. The matter of classification should be placed in this specifi-

cation and this particular clause should be stricken out. Then all you have

to do is to take care of the classification. For instance, you have mentioned

here, "If classified material is encountered." You haven't said anywhere
in your specifications what classified material is.

Dr. A. N. Talbot (University of Illinois) :—With further reference to

this matter of grade line and depth of trench, there seems to be confusion

in the text. From something the Chairman said, I wonder if it is possible

that by grade line is meant hydraulic grade line and that the only purpose is

to keep the pipe line below the hydraulic grade line. If grade line of the

pipe itself is intended, why then should not the contractor carry the depth

of the trench down as low as that, or keep to that line? Why shouldn't

the specified grade line itself take into account whether above or belov/ frost

line?

Chairman Knowles :—Not necessarily. It may mean any grade line

established by the Engineer. It may be the hydraulic grade line or a line

established for some other reason, as, for exarriple, to avoid striking some

obstruction. For that reason the general term "grade line" is used.

Mr. G. H. Tinker (New York, Chicago & St. Louis) :—I think Mr.

Baldridge's objection to the position of the first sentence under the head of

Excavation is correct. A specification is just as binding upon the man who
designs the work or lays it out as it is upon the man who constructs it.

I believe the first sentence should be placed under the paragraph "Grade
Line." It is a specification for the Engineer as much as for the con-

structor.
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Chairman Knowles :—It is my understanding that you wish to transfer

the first sentence under "Excavation" to be included in paragraph on

"Grade Line."

Mr. G. H. Tinker :—The first sentence in the first paragraph under

"Excavation" should be made the last sentence in the paragraph under

"Grade Line."

The President:—The objection seems to lie along this fact, that the

minimum cover is one of the essential elements to determine grade line and

should therefore be included under that heading.

Chairman Knowles:—I can see no objection to transferring that sen-

tence, but I cannot see that there is any relation between the cover of the

pipe and the grade line.

Mr. G. D. Brooke (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—Will the Chairman please

give a definition of "grade line"? I would understand a grade line of a

pipe trench to be the bottom of that trench. Evidently from the discussion

the Committee has in mind that it is not the bottom of the trench.

Chairman Knowles :—We have a definition of a hydraulic grade line.

Mr. G. D. Brooke :—You said that is not what is intended.

Chairman Knowles :—Not necessarily, Mr. Brooke. It may be the hydraulic

grade line or it may be a grade line for the purpose of avoiding an obstruc-

tion.

Mr. G. D. Brooke :—When it is so established it is not necessarily

the line on which the pipe will be laid.

Chairman Knowles :—The grade line as referred to by the Committee

is the bottom of the pipe which would be, as you say, the bottom '^f the

ditch, or practically so. The definition of a hydraulic grade line is "an

imaginary line joining the points to which water flowing through a pipe line

under pressure will rise at various points at atmospheric pressure."

Mr. G. D. Brooke:—I understand the meaning of a hydraulic grade line,

but if the grade line is to be the line of the bottom of the pipe, then why is

that reference to putting the pipe below frost necessary?

Chairman Knowles :—The frost line varies, Mr. Brooke. For example,

in the far south you do not need any cover. You merely cover the pipe

sufficiently to get it out of the way, while in the north, you have to

bury the pipe 6 or 7 feet in some cases.

Mr. G. D. Brooke:—Would not that be fixed by the grade line?

Chairman Knowles:—If I have the right conception of the thing I do

not think it would. If we establish a definite grade line, we might have 3

inches cover at one point and 6 or 8 feet at another.

Mr. G. D. Brooke :—I know, but you place upon the contractor the

obligation to lay the pipe to the grade line and then in another place you

say it must be below the frost line. Suppose they diflfer. Where is the

contractor ?

Chairman Knowles :—I think the point as raised by Mr. Brooke is

well taken. I think it can be changed to read "as established by the

Engineer," instead of "the grade line will be established by the Engineer."

Would that meet the objection?

Mr. G. D. Brooke:—No.
Mr. J. C. Nicholson (Frisco) :— In the first sentence under "Excavation,"

I would judge in referring to grade line the rate of inclination was referred
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to, else why is it necessary to place the sentence with reference to depth

when the matter of the accuracy and the grade line established is under

the direction of the Engineer? He can establish the grade line, not only for

inclination but location with reference to surface.

Chairman Knowles :—I am willing to concede that the paragraph as

written is not absolutely correct because it states that the grade line will

be established by the Engineer when as a matter of fact in most cases

the grade line is not established but is merely controlled by the cover or

depth.

Mr. Frank Ringer (Missouri-Kansas-Texas) :—I agree with the view

stated by Mr. Baldridge, that this specification should properly include defini-

tion of the material, that is, classification of the material. In the paragraph

at the bottom of the page reference is made to classified material and no

definition is given.

In order to bring the matter before the convention, I move that the

report be referred back to the Committee for further consideration.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :-—I second the motion.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the report be

referred back to the Committee in light of the interesting discussion that has

developed. Is there any further discussion?

Mr. W. C. Swartout (Missouri Pacific) :—I should like to suggest to

the Committee that they give consideration not only to the specifications for

the laying of pipe but all of the materials which enter into the laying

of the pipe. A circumstance has come to my attention within the last six

months where in laying a pipe line the lead was found to contain such

impurities as to make it impossible to caulk the joints, and I find in these

specifications no specification as to the lead to be used. Neither is there

any specification for the yarn or jute. I think those could well be included.

The President:—Mr. Swartout, the Committee on Assignment of

Subjects has taken a note of that, and if this motion carries, the additional

matter that you have referred to will be taken under consideration. Is there

any further discussion?

Mr. G. F. Hand :—There is one thing I have in mind with respect to

"Testing" at the bottom of page 428, which reads: "The test shall be made
before the trench is entirely back-filled, and all joints found leaking and all

cracked or broken pipes must be removed and replaced with new pipe." It

is not common practice to remove the lead from the joint because there is a

leak in it. The common practice is to recaulk, which is usually sufficient.

The President:—Is there any further comment? It is interesting to

have these comments, and I am sure the Committee will solicit any more

that you may have, dealing with any other parts of this assignment.

Those in favor of the motion as put will signify by saying "aye," con-

trary "no." The motion is carried.

Chairman Knowles :—The next report of a Sub-Conmiittee appears

on page 430, and covers the storage of water at water stations, including

tanks, standpipes, storage and sedimentation basins, and reservoirs. The
report is submitted as information, except that it is recommended that the

tables showing storage recommended, together with conclusions appearing

on page 440, be accepted for inclusion in the Manual as recommended

practice.
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Mr. Hanley is the Chairman of the Sub-Committee, and I will ask him
to present the report.

Mr. J. P. Hanley (Illinois Central) :—The report on the storage of

water at water stations, including tanks, standpipes, storage and sedimenta-

tion basins and reservoirs, begins on page 430 of Bulletin 320. The storage

of water for railway use is divided into two general classes : One class

provides for the immediate daily requirements and is usually referred to as

roadside storage ; the other class provides the general stock from which the

roadside facilities are supplied and is usually called station storage. The
report considers both classes of storage, with a description of their use on

various railways, and a description of the conditions under which each type

may be used to advantage.

The Manual now contains a list of recommended capacities for pumping
plants, and we have submitted a similar list in this report to cover roadside

storage. This list appears on page 440. The conclusions also appear on

page 440, and are intended to be a brief summary of the leading points of

the report.

Chairman Knowles :—I move the acceptance of this report as informa-

tion and that the conclusions on page 440 be accepted for publication in

the Manual.

The President:—Mr. Chairman, will you kindly read the conclusions?

Chairman Knowles :—The first column of the table shows the demand,

the second column the service storage recommended for gravity, city or

other constant supply, while the third column shows the service storage

recommended for pump station or other intermittent supply.

The conclusions are

:

"1. Elevated tanks of wood and steel are generally used for service

storage. At large stations it is desirable to have storage provided in at

least two units for economy in tank cleaning and maintenance as well as a
better safety factor.

"2. Standpipes may be used at terminals or water stations where a

large water demand, fire protection considerations, or construction practice

is favorable to this type of structure. In such cases they should be located

on higher ground than the facilities they serve if same is practicable.

Standpipes are used extensively in connection with treating plants.

"3. Sedimentation basins are used in a limited way for water storage.

Their use is more common in connection with treating plants and pump sta-

tion intakes. It seems probable that the latter uses will increase as railroads

extend the work of clarifying muddy water supplies.

"4. Impounding reservoirs are extensively used for station storage
and are a satisfactory means for obtaining water. They should be considered
when a supply of good water can not be obtained at less cost. Two years'

storage is considered sufficient capacity to tide over periods of minimum
rainfall."

Mr. G. F. Hand :—Has the Committee in mind that a two years' storage

is considered necessary? If the impounding reservoir is placed in a stream,

the capacity of the reservoir to tide over a particular time will naturally de-

pend upon the flow of the stream, and if two years' storage is provided the

capacity may be four or five times larger than is necessary. In other words,

a reservoir capacity to tide over a sixty-day period would be satisfactory

if the flow of the stream is sufficient. The safe yield of the reservoir is

what governs.
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Chairman Knowles :—The Committee had in mind the maximum stor-

age. I believe Mr. Hand's point is well taken, it should be made clear

that two years' storage is the maximum required under the most severe

conditions of drouth. Would that be satisfactory, Mr. Hand?
Mr. G. F. Hand :—Yes.
Mr. Frank Ringer:—I rise to the same point as the gentleman who just

spoke, and I would suggest that the last sentence of conclusion No. 4 be changed

to read: "Storage should be sufficient to tide over periods of minimum rain-

fall." It depends upon various circumstances. Two years is sufficient in

one place; one might be sufficient in another. It also depends upon the

countour of the ground. A flat reservoir with a large evaporation factor

needs a larger storage proportionately. Leaving out the two years would

seem better. I should like to ask if that would be acceptable to the Com-
mittee.

The President :—Your point is, Mr. Ringer, that the paragraph should

be rewritten, amplified rather than directed at some particular condition ; it

should be inclusive?

Mr. Frank Ringer :—I am suggesting a change in the last sentence

only, to read : "Storage should be sufficient to tide over periods of minimum
rainfall."

Chairman Knowles :—That correction is satisfactory to the Committee,

and we will make the change.

"5. Auxiliary reservoirs are relatively small installations which may be
filled by rainfall or by pumpage, as conditions permit or require. Their use

in connection with a main source of supply which cannot be depended on
for continuous service is generally the most economical method of main-
taining sufficient water at stations where the supply is inadequate during dry
periods."

It is moved that these conclusions be accepted for publication in the

Manual, including the tabulation of storage capacities.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the recommenda-

tions found on page 440, with the modifications upon which agreement has

been had, be accepted for publication in the Manual as recommended practice.

Is there any further discussion? Those in favor signify by saying "aye,"

contrary "no." It is carried.

Chairman Knowles :—The next report appears on page 450. It is on

zeolite treatment and is a final report. The conclusions are also recom-

mended for inclusion in the Manual. These conclusions appear on page 462.

Mr. E. M. Grime (Northern Pacific) :—The base exchange phenomenon

which is the basis for the zeolite water softening method was first described

by Thompson in an article which appeared in the Journal of the Royal

Agricultural Society of Great Britain in 1845. This was only five years

after Clark had invented the lime water softening process.

Since that time the lime-soda method has been brought to a high state of

perfection, particularly for use on railroads. Zeolite water softening has

been developed more slowly, and it is only during the last twenty years that

it has come into general use for steam generating stations, industrial plants,

laundries, hotels, modern homes, etc. It was not used for the softening of

locomotive supplies until five years ago when the first plant was established

on the Southern Pacific Railway.
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This plant proved so successful that it was soon followed by twenty

others on that railway. Other railways have since found this method to be

entirely practicable, and a recent canvass shows more than forty plants in

operation with a daily softening capacity exceeding eleven million gallons.

Your Committee has here attempted to cover this subject comprehen-

sively, though briefly, under the following headings

:

Origin and history of the process.

Types of zeolites.

Exchange values of zeolite.

Chemistry of the zeolite softening method.

Its limitations as compared with lime-soda, with examples on pages

454 and 455, show the method of calculating the cost of each method.

Possibility of a combination with lime-soda.

Operation of the zeolite softening plant.

Brief notes as to the design of these plants, and comparison of construc-

tion costs with lime-soda plants.

The Committee recommends for inclusion in the Manual the conclusions

which are stated on pages 462 and 463.

The President:-—Unless there is objection to the corrections that have

been pointed out to these conclusions, we will act on the conclusions in a

group.

Chairman Knowles :—It is moved that these conclusions be accepted

for publication in the Manual.

The President :—Has anyone any comment on any one or all of these

conclusions as they appear before you? If not, those in favor of the

motion will signify by saying "aye," contrary "no." It is carried.

Chairman Knowles :—The Sub-Committees on Maintenance of Track

Pans, Appendix H, Chemical Control and General Supervision of Water
Softening Plants, Appendix I, and Protecting Boilers and Boiler Material

from Corrosion and Deterioration while in Storage, Appendix J, merely

report progress and hope to present a more extensive report next year.

The report of the Sub-Committee on Regulations pertaining to Drink-

ing Water Supply appears on page 464. On account of the hour growing

late Mr. Bardwell has asked me to deliver this report for him. This report

covers the work of the Joint Committee on Sanitation, consisting of mem-
bers from the various member bodies of the A.R.A., and is merely a sum-

mation of the work during the past year. I move the adoption of this

report as information, for publication in the Proceedings.

The President:—It will be so accepted, unless there is objection.

Chairman Knowles :—Under Appendix L, on page 465, the Sub-

Committee presents a final report on methods and practices of securing and

handling water for drinking and culinary purposes by railroads. This is a

development of the report presented last year, and it follows very closely the

practice recommended by the U.S. Public Health Service, and also by the

Joint Committee on Sanitation. This report is presented as information and

for publication in the Proceedings. I move that it be so accepted.

The President :—Unless there is objection, it will be so received.

Chairman Knowles :—On page 470 we have a progress report on drink-

ing water and coach yard sanitation which deals very largely with the

methods of delivering drinking water to coaches. It is a continuation of
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the report made last year and is along the line of the recommended practice

of the Joint Committee and the U.S. Public Health Service. This report is

merely presented as information. That concludes our report.

The President :—The Committee which has been reporting is excused

with the thanks of the Association for their very complete report and the

manner in which they have presented it to you. (Applause.)

DISCUSSION ON GRADE CROSSINGS
(For Report, see pp. 473-488)

Mr. Frank Ringer (Missouri-Kansas-Texas) :—The report of the

Committee on Grade Crossings is found in Bulletin 320, page 473. Subject

1, Revision of the Manual—no revisions of the Manual are recommended.

Subject 3, Continue study and report on the economic aspects of grade

crossing protection versus grade separation—the report on this subject is

submitted as information.

Subjects 2 and 6 are handled by the Sub-Committee of which Mr. L. J.

Riegler is Chairman. Mr. Riegler will present the report.

Mr. L. J. Riegler (Pennsylvania) :—The Sub-Committee report is

shown in Appendix B, Subject 2, Continue study and report on the com-
parative merits of various types of grade crossing protection, collaborating

with Committee X—-Signals and Interlocking, the Safety Section, A.R.A.,

and the Highway Research Board.

The Sub-Committee has had brought to its attention and has considered

four devices, enumerated as follows

:

1. Highway crossing Stop and Go signal;

2. Track signals, indicating position of crossing gates

;

3. American Automatic Crossing Gate;
4. Standard Automatic Signal Gate.

None of these devices, excepting the fourth, has been in actual service

on the railroads and the Sub-Committee feels that there is not sufficient

data or information at hand to warrant any extended report on them.

The fourth, automatic signal gate as manufactured by the Standard

Automatic Signal Corporation of Chicago functions automatically by the

entrance and exit of a train into or out of the standard track circuits.

A red signal is displayed toward the highway and a bell rings for a few

seconds, before the gates begin to lower. The gates lower rapidly, except-

ing the right-hand ones on the leaving end of the crossing, which operate

more slowly in order to give vehicles on the crossing an opportunity to get

through before the gates are entirely down. The gate is designed so that

it will swing horizontally if struck by a vehicle after being lowered.

Five installations of these gates have been made on the Chicago, North

Shore and Milwaukee Railroad in Illinois and Wisconsin. The Committee

inspected one set a Oakton Street crossing, Niles Center, Illinois. This

crossing has heavy highway traffic and the railroad service is on a twelve-

minute schedule. This type of protection is essentially different from the

alternating flashlight and wigwag signals in that the lowered gate is a

barrier to a highway traveler failing to observe the danger signal.
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The conclusions of the Committee are as follows

:

"(1) Devices Nos. 1, 2 and 3 have not been sufficiently developed to

warrant further consideration at the present time.

"(2) Device No. 4: This type of protection is in service at a number
of crossings and is reported to be practicable by the road using it.

"(3) The Committee recommends that the report be received as infor-

mation and the subject continued for further study."

Subject 6 is on page 476; Study and report on the desirability and
form for a uniform sign at railway grade crossings to notify the public

that watchman, gates, or other protective devices are not in service during

the full twenty-four-hour period.

At grade crossings where protection is intermittent, or where the pro-

tective devices are not operated the full twenty-four-hour day, it is desirable

to acquaint the highway traveler with that fact ; otherwise the presence of

gates, watch-boxes, or other protective device may mislead him to expect

the crossing to be guarded. Heretofore a sign has usually been employed,

18 inches to 24 inches long, on which is shown the hours during which the

flagman is not on duty or the protective device not in operation.

The sign is usually erected near the crossing and facing the traffic.

The information sought to be imparted is often so voluminous as to require

small letters and figures indistinguishable from a distance, or which cannot

be read by a motorist without stopping. Such a sign becomes of little

value to anyone except pedestrians.

We feel that the sign should be designed from the standpoint of the

motorist and that the wording should be sufficiently comprehensive to include

all protective devices which may be operated intermittently. Such a sign

is shown in Fig. 1 on page 477, with the words, "Flagman off duty."

The Committee recommends that this sign be placed upon a standard

near the crossing and on each side of the tracks, located in a prominent

position so as to attract the motorist's attention.

I will read the conclusion of the Committee : "The Committee recom-

mends the adoption by the Association of the highway warning sign shown

in Fig. 1 for printing in the Manual as recommended practice." I move
its adoption.

The President :—Before the Chairman of the Sub-Committee leaves

the microphone, have you any questions you would like to direct to the

subject-matter of Appendix B before we proceed with disposition of the

motion ?

It has been moved and seconded that the conclusion on page 477 with

respect to the adoption of the "Flagman off duty" sign be approved.

Mr. E. R. Cott (Hocking Valley) :—I notice in the Bulletin that some

mention has been made of the words "flagman" and "watchman," and it

states therein that the term "flagman" was used because generally the person

protecting a highway is known as a flagman.

I am just wondering whether that action was taken advisedly. Perhaps

you and I may term such a man a flagman. I don't think my experience

is sectional. The public generally knows what you may call the crossing

flagman as the crossing watchman. I may be wrong, but I would just

like the Committee as a matter of information to definitely tell us in detail
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how they arrived at the decision to use the word "flagman" instead of

"watchman."

Mr. L. J. Riegler :—The matter of the use of the proper word was

discussed to a considerable extent. It was the opinion of the Committee

that the word "flagman" is more generally used by the public than by the

railroad people. A motorist traveling on a highway on which there is any

obstruction, for instance, an excavation for water line or gas line, or any

other obstruction, recognizes the man protecting traffic, at least in our part

of the country, as a flagman. That was one of the contributing reasons

for using the term "flagman." We think that is a more general term than

the word "watchman."

Mr. E. R. Cott:—If the newspapers were to recite an accident at a

crossing protected by a flagman they would always refer to him as the

crossing watchman. I do not think I have ever heard a member of the

public speak of a flagman at a crossing. The newspapers and the public

as a general rule refer to him as a watchman. I don't know—this may be

quibbling over a word.

We are interested in giving the public certain information. Therefore,

we want to use the public's language. Are we certain that the word "flag-

man" is the word to use? I question it.

Mr. L. J. Riegler :—This sign is proposed to be used also where there

are gates installed but not in service. A man operating the gates may be

called an operator or he may be called a watchman or a flagman, but of

all the multitude of words that might be used, we felt it would be best to

fix upon one word.

Mr. E. R. Cott :—Under those circumstances perhaps you may be right.

Mr. G. D. Brooke (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—Regarding this sign, I

notice the Committee has made practically everything standard but the

location. It is suggested hanging this sign on a post separate from the

regular crossing sign-post. I wonder if there is any particular object or

reason for that, or could it not be made standard that this additional sign

be placed on the crossing sign-post.

Mr. L. J. Riegler :—The report says that the sign should be placed

upon a standard near the crossing on each side of the tracks. That again

was another subject that w-e gave considerable consideration, and there was

quite a lot of argument in the Committee before it was decided that the

sign should be placed upon its own standard and on both sides of the track.

There was a suggestion made that, for instance, where there are gates, the

sign should be hung upon the gates, but after considerable discussion that

was decided not to be the proper place.

Mr. G. D. Brooke :—Would it not be natural for motorists' attention

to be directed toward a crossing sign, and this other sign being placed

somewhere else might not attract attention at all?

It would appear to me to be desirable to have everything in the way

of a sign giving the motorist information about that crossing where he

can take it all in at once.

Chairman Frank Ringer :—The location of the sign is specified in Para-

graph 4 of directions on the plan, "placed on posts adjacent to tracks at

each crossing so as to face approaching vehicles." There is nothing in the

plan, which is recommended for printing in the Manual, which says whether
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it should be on a separate post, or on the gate itself—it does say on the

post, but as Mr. Riegler states, that had been discussed and we thought that

language would permit the sign to be placed on either post.

Mr. G. D. Brooke:—That is just the point. As I understand it, we
are trying to get things standardized at crossings. This will leave it open

to the option of different railroads and of the officers on different parts

of the same railroad, whereas you can make a definite recommendation to

place it on the crossing sign.

The President:—Do I understand you are suggesting a modification of

the directions that are given by the Committee, that you want to move an

amendment to this, or were you just seeking information as to the reasons

for the statements here?

Mr. G. D. Brooke :—In view of the Committee having no definite

reason for their not recommending that, I move that revision be made so

that this sign will be hung on the crossing sign post.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the Committee's

recommendation be amended with respect to the location of the sign. Is

there any discussion?

Mr. Maro Johnson (Illinois Central) :—There are many instances

where you do not have the ordinary crossing sign on both sides of the

track, whereas this post is for a sign on both sides of the track.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (Northwestern Pacific) :—I question the advis-

ability of adopting this sign for inclusion in the Manual at this time. One
thing I have in mind is this : The railway employee who acts as flagman

or watchman is usually an old employee of the railroad, having reached an

age where he is not as alert physically or mentally as the younger employee.

Now you are going to make the hanging out of this sign dependent upon the

memory and vigilance of this employee, and I think that there would be

some element of risk in having this sign handled in that way.

If it were the practice to hang out this sign when the watchman leaves,

the public would become accustomed to that and would rely upon the

presence of the sign as indicating that the flagman was gone or in the

absence of the sign that the flagman was there. There is undoubtedly an

element of risk, considering the class of employees who are usually used

in this service. I notice in some places they make this a fixed sign specify-

ing the hours between which the flagman is off duty.

The President:—Pardon, Mr. Campbell, this discussion relates to the

amendment and I take it your discussion relates to the primary motion.

Mr. J. L. Campbell :—That is true, but perhaps this would be applicable

in considering this motion.

The President:—Is there any further discussion on the amendment to

the original motion?

Mr. L. J. Riegler:—I think we ought to know what the amendment

is exactly. I don't believe that has been given.

Mr. G. D. Brooke :—Essentially the amendment is that where there is

a crossing sign post, that this sign be applied to that post and not on an

independent post.

Chairman Frank Ringer :—I should like to say again on Mr. Brooke's

amendment that in the discussion the Committee had, it was brought out

that frequently the highway crossing sign is not well located for display
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of this sign and that better protection would be secured by a special post.

There are not a large number of crossings in such condition where the

flagman is off duty, and the installation of a special post would be well

justified, but the Committee did not think it best to state recommendations

specifying the special post for carrying this sign. They have left the

directions open to that extent.

Mr. G. D. Brooke :—My principal idea was that the thing ought to be

standardized so far as possible and that does it, whereas the other would
not.

The President:—Is there any further discussion on the amendment?
Mr, H. M. Stout (Northern Pacific) :—It seems questionable to me

whether the amendment is the correct solution of this matter. Aside from

and in addition to the arguments that have already been presented about

the location of the sign, motorists and others using the highways get

accustomed to the form of the crossing sign and interpret its message from

the shape of this object; they do not read it in all its detail. Even if the

sign were always in the proper place, it is questionable whether the proposal

would solve the problem in the correct way because of the shape being in

the mind of the motorist. This additional sign and the information it

contains is not obtrusive enough and if hung up on the usual crossing sign

would be lost in the mental impression.

Mr. L. J. Riegler :—Before we vote on this I just want to mention

one or two other matters that we talked about in Committee. One was

that if we hang this sign on the fixed sign at crossings, it would have to

be very low, because the fixed sign now has a cross-arm and a board below

that showing the number of tracks, and in some states other information

is required, so that there is no room for this sign unless it is placed down
relatively close to the ground.

There is another matter that was discussed and that is this : The sign

is to warn motorists when any type of protection is not in service. For

instance, at a crossing where you have a watchman and a watchman's shanty,

if the motorist sees the watchman's shanty he immediately thinks that there

is a watchman on the ground, and he is entitled to know that there is no

watchman on duty. Therefore, in a situation like that this sign would

logically be placed upon the watchman's shanty. If there are gates it should

be placed upon the gates, and if there is a fixed sign post, as Mr. Brooke

mentioned, it should be placed on the fixed sign.

In view of all those different situations, it seemed best to the Committee

that it be planted on its own post or standard on each side of the track

and facing the traveling public.

Mr. G. D. Brooke:—In other words, you would place it where it was

most apt not to be looked for. If there is a watchman's shanty, they would

look for it there, but it would not be there ; if there is a gate, they would

look for it there, but it would not be there; if there is a crossing sign post,

they would look for it there, but it would not be there
;
you would put it

somewhere else.

Mr. Harry D. Blake (Wisconsin Highway Commission) :— I am going

to take the opportunity of discussing this matter for a moment. I have

had the privilege and the opportunity of sitting through the various discus-

sions by the Committee on this question of stop signs or warning signs
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at crossings with intermittent protection. During the last year we have

checked up carefully upon conditions surrounding accidents in Wisconsin

and find that of those which happened at protected crossings or rather at

crossings where there were watchmen or gates, about half the accidents

occurred at these crossings during the time that the attendants were not

on duty. It strikes us that this is a serious problem and one that should

be given very serious consideration by the railroad fraternity in general.

It appears to me as an individual that this method of warning the

motorist that the watchman is not there is an approach to the problem.

As one of the previous speakers said, it should be approached from the

standpoint of the motorist. The motorist in traveling upon the highways

has learned to be guided by the standard highway markers. The railroad

crossing signs, while they are paid for, erected and maintained by the

railroad company, are nevertheless highway traffic control devices, and the

motorist in driving along the highway looks at the right-hand side of the

road adjacent to the shoulder for his warning signs. The sign which has

been suggested is a standard highway marker, a diamond-shaped sign to

indicate danger to the motorist, and it will attract the motorist's attention

by the shape of the sign itself.

It has been suggested that if the sign is nailed to the standard crossing

sign it will become confused with the other railroad signs. The presentation

by the Committee is perhaps a compromise, but it is felt that the marker

is a standard sign that should be on a separate post. I think that speaking

from the standpoint of the public they would prefer that it be on a separate

post immediately adjacent to the shoulder of the road where it csu be

readily seen. The way the report of the Committee reads, it can be erected

either on the standard crossing sign, if the railroad management so wishes,

or it can be erected on a post of its own. If it is erected on a separate

post undoubtedly that post will be erected near the shoulder of the road

where the motorist in driving looks for his warning signs and where it will

be very conspicuous.

I hope that consideration of this matter will be from the standpoint of

the motorist.

The President:—Is there any further discussion? If not, the vote is

on the amendment.

Those in favor signify by saying "aye." Contrary, "no." The motion

is lost.

We will now proceed with the original motion.

Is there further discussion on the motion?

Mr. J. L. Campbell :—In view of the fact that no harm would result in

deferring action, I move as an amendment that this be referred back to

the Committee for further report next year.

This is a matter involving the responsibility of the company. If it

becomes a practice of the railroad company to hang out a sign when the

watchman is absent then that sign must be there. If it is not there, respon-

sibility and liability are on the company. In my opinion, it would be better

to have a fixed sign on which the information would be given that between

certain hours of the day the flagman is off duty.

The President :—Do I understand that you presented a motion that the

report be submitted back to the Committee?
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Mr. J. L. Campbell :—Yes.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that as amending the

original motion the report be referred back to the Committee for further

study.

Mr. Meyer Hirschthal (Delaware, Lackawanna & Western) :—It seems

to me that if the motion is defeated it goes back to the Committee auto-

matically. I do not see the necessity of another motion referring it back

to the Committee. Either you are for the report or against it.

The President:—The question is as to whether the motion is in order.

Mr. J. L. Campbell :—I am making this motion as an amendment to

the original motion, which is always in order.

The President:—The Chair rules that the motion is in order.

Mr. G. D. Brooke:—It seems to me that the Committee has done mighty

good work on this sign, and we should have the advantage of it as soon

as practicable. I have no doubt that the Committee in recommending this

sign is doing so from the viewpoint of preventing accidents. While I advo-

cated some change in the recommendations, I believe it is a good sign, and

in that case I think it should be adopted now rather than deferred or

referred back to the Committee.

Mr. Bernard Blum (Northern Pacific) :—I do not see where any good

purpose will be obtained by referring the subject back to the Committee.

I may say that the Committee gave every consideration to this matter, and

unless some constructive criticism is given for referring it back to the

Committee, it seems to me a useless gesture. Nothing has been brought

out here to show what is wrong with the sign. There have been one or

two criticisms made which I think have been adequately answered. I might

add that to a certain extent this sign serves to furnish an answer to the

law in some of the States which require posting the hours that the flagmen

are on duty at the crossing, and by the presence or absence of this sign that

information is automatically taken care of.

The object of this sign is to protect life and property, and if it is

admitted that such a sign does serve a purpose, it seems to me that we are

negligent if we simply put it off for another year unless there are definite

reasons advanced why that should be done.

Mr. J. L. Campbell :—We had the adoption of the highway crossing

sign before the convention for a number of years, and it was repeatedly

referred back to the Committee on the question of whether there should be

placed upon this sign a board indicating the number of tracks. There was
opposition in the Association to the inclusion of that notice to the public.

Finally, after mature consideration, the Association adopted that sign.

I think you will find many railroads in the country will refuse to

follow the recommendations of the Association as to that particular infor-

mation on this sign.

Possibly at some future time an additional track would be added and

the sign not changed accordingly. If proper use of the sign is dependent

on the memory of an employee and his vigilance, there is even more risk.

If that phase of the matter has not been fully considered by the Committee,

it should be before this sign is adopted.

Mr. E. R. Cott :—The preceding speaker has brought up the question

of liability as a result of what he terms contributory negligence on the
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part of an agent of the railway company. That is a point at law. In certain

states where they have a state law compelling such a sign of some character

or other, that such a sign was not placed there by the watchman, as he

indicates, might be a possibility, and we would have contributory negligence,

and other things being equal, the railroad company might be found liable.

If, however, you have studied the various laws and recent decisions as

regards grade crossing liabilities, there are a number of other factors

involved, of which this would be only one.

Now the point is, as I take it, that we as railroad men have not the

right to bar an improvement designed for the safety of the traveling public,

because it is possible that there may be one or two men in our ranks

here and there who may fail in their duty. If you took such a viewpoint,

you would never have a crossing watchman ; I have found them asleep.

I cite briefly an illustration of an accident that occurred on our line

some year or two ago. There was a part-time watchman at a crossing.

The watchman's shanty was closed at five-thirty a. m. There was a nail

keg outside the shanty, and a man sat down there to wait for his buddy

to come along in an automobile and pick him up. A deaf woman approached

the crossing, saw the man sitting in front of the shanty, and being totally

deaf, drove out in front of a freight train and was killed.

I am one of those fellows who believe in taking our medicine when

we are licked. Because of the fact that infrequently we may get ourselves

in some difficulty, we should not bar improvement of this kind.

There is under consideration in a number of states, and it is now before

the Public Utilities Commission in the State of Ohio, to bar the part time

protected crossing as a death trap. Now, there are a great many crossings

where we feel a part-time watchman can be used advantageously and safely,

but not, however, without such a sign, and if you want to forestall such

legislation that is under consideration in a number of states, vote "no" on

the amendment.

Mr. C. E. Beveridge (Utah Railway) :—I want to second Mr. Camp-

bell's motion. There is a question as to whether the membership in general

has sufficiently studied this matter, or whether the opinion is sufficiently

definitely crystallized so that the Association as a whole can pass on this.

The President:—The vote is on whether the subject will be referred

back to the Committee for further study. You have heard the discussion.

Those in favor of the motion signify by saying "aye," contrary "no."

(The motion was lost.)

Mr. Meyer Hirschthal :—I just want to point out a slight error in the

sign. It reads, Scale : 1" = 2' ; it should be 1" '— 1'.

The President:—Opportunity is now afforded for discussion of the orig-

inal motion on its merits. Those in favor of the recommendations as they

now stand before you signify by saying "aye," contrary "no." The motion

is carried.

Mr. Meyer Hirschthal:—I would suggest that the Committee have the

sign permanently on the post in a screen, removable by the flagman when

he gets on duty. That is only a suggestion for future consideration.

Chairman Frank Ringer:—Next is the report of the Sub-Committee

on Subject (4) on the use of center columns for highway grade separations.
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In the absence of Mr. Brennan, Qiairman of the Sub-Committee, Mr.

Palmer will present the report.

Mr. G. P. Palmer (Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal) :—Part I is

recommended for adoption and inclusion in the Manual. Part II is for

information only. Part I and the conclusions are on pages 481, 482 and 486.

(Air. Palmer read Items 1 to 6 of Part I on page 481.)

Mr. G. P. Palmer :—We had questionnaires sent to all states and all

cities of over 200,000, and this report is the result of answers that we
received from the questionnaires sent out.

The following section of Part I gives in more detail the requirements

listed in (a), (b), (c) and (d).

Part II is a technical description of the method of providing center

columns, typical sections, etc., and on page 484 discussion of the various

types of structures with reference to their use in a center column layout.

On page 486, the conclusion of the Committee is recommended for

inclusion in the Alanual, as follows:

''(1) The majority of the structures to separate the grades of a rail-

road and a highway of four or more lanes of traffic (in most cases one
or two sidewalks must be provided for) are of sufficient length to warrant
center colums. The question of sidewalk columns, in addition, is an
economic one and should be determined for each project. In most cases,

the addition of center columns or of center columns combined with side-

walk columns, makes practicable a deck structure of either steel or concrete

which compares favorably in cost with an equivalent through bridge. From
the standpoint of good railroad practice, the deck structure is the desirable

type to use. In general center columns, or center columns combined with
sidewalk columns, should be used for crossings of highways with four or

more lanes of traffic, providing proper safeguards to traffic are installed."

The President :—It is the understanding, then, that the conclusion which

you have just heard is the part that is recommended for inclusion in the

Manual.

Mr. G. P. Palmer :—That, and Part I on pages 481 and 482.

The President :—In other words, all of Part I and the conclusion on

page 486, and Part II is explanatory only.

Mr. G. P. Palmer :—I make a motion that Part I on pages 481 and 482

and the conclusion on page 486 be approved and printed in the Manual.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the matter appear-

ing in Part I and the conclusion on page 486 be adopted for inclusion in

the Manual.

Mr. J. C. Irwin (Boston and Albany) :— It seems to me it is not made

clear that this refers only to an underpass. It refers to highway grade

separations, and in reading it, a man has to get into it to some extent to

make sure it refers only to an underpass ; as it does not refer to an over-

pass at all, I suggest the wording might be made to cover that point.

Mr. G. P. Palmer :—You do not ordinarily consider center columns

except for highway crossings. That is the intent, at least.

Mr. J. C. Irwin :—That being the fact, it seems to me the wording

might be made to cover, so that it would be clear.

Chairman Frank Ringer:—I might ask if the gentleman has a sug-

gestion for changing the wording.
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Mr. J. C. Irwin :—I should have to study it to get the wording just

right to cover it. In reading it, it is quite clear to me that it would require

a little modification in order to make it perfectly clear as to just what it

does refer to.

Mr. Meyer Hirschthal :—In connection with this last question, it might

be changed to read : "Highway grade under-crossing," but that is not

really the point that I am rising on. There are three points that I wajit

to call attention to. On page 482, the point is one of grammar, in the

second paragraph, second line, it reads, "should be converged together."

That is redundant ; "together" is not necessary there, because "converge"

is "together."

Mr. G. P. Pahiier:—We will accept that.

The President :—It is understood in the discussions that matters of

punctuation, grammar, and such things will be corrected by the Committee.

Mr. Meyer Hirschthal:—On page 483 in the last paragraph, the state-

ment is made : "Where sidewalk columns are used and the sidewalk span

is very short, it must be remembered that very little of the load is applied

to the abutments and they act mostly as retaining walls. Where the bearing

capacity of the soil is very low and the sidewalk span very short, difficulty

is often encountered in finding room to place spread footings for the side-

walk columns."

The point I wish to make is that that is no difficulty whatever, that

there would be no question about designing the abutment footings together

with the column footings, either a box abutment or a continuous footing

covering both the column footings and the abutment footings, so that there

really is no objection. Instead of spreading the loads longitudinally they

could be spread transversely.

On page 485, the statement is made that the four-way slab bridges are

not advisable to be built where the bearing capacity of the soil is low,

intimating that it would be a dangerous proceeding. As a matter of fact,

the four-way flat slab results in an almost SO per cent reduction in thickness

of the dead load slab, which results in large reduction of the soil pressures,

making it advisable to use that type of bridge where the soil pressure

is low.

In addition to that, the four-way system is much more adaptable to

uneven settlement or uneven distribution of the load on the footing. There

is a bridge on our line where there has been a settlement of two inches,

but it has shown absolutely no trace of a crack in any part of the flat slab.

I therefore give you that information tO' correct the impression implied in

this paragraph.

Mr. S. T. Wagner (Reading) :—I agree heartily with the recom-

mendations of the Committee. I had prepared a discussion, which, with

your permission, I will hand in later.

The President :—Are there further observations ?

Mr. G. H. Tinker (New York, Chicago & St. Louis) :—I agree, in

general, with the conclusions of the Committee, but I think that Part I,

following Paragraph (a), might to good advantage be omitted. I think

the Committee is going into altogether too much detail describing the pro-

visions for safety, and I do not altogether agree with the conclusions of

the Committee. I think the distance between the bridge and the reflector
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light is too great. No motorist wishes to run into a reflector light. I

suppose the idea of placing such a light is to give sufficient warning so

that he can turn out to one side. Now, if the reflector is a short distance

from the column the purpose is served exactly as well.

One other point in Paragraph I : "There are no statutes as to the

use of center columns in grade separation work." I doubt the correctness

of that statement. Ohio laws provide that in incorporated cities there

shall be no columns within the street lines except by agreement between

the railroad and the municipality.

Chairman Frank Ringer :—^With reference to the first statement as to

omitting the Paragraphs (a), (b), (c) and (d) of Part I, it is the

unanimous feeling of the Committee that in case the use of center columns

is recommended at all, it should be surrounded by all the safety precautions

that would be practicable to prevent accidents, and I think it would be the

judgment of the Committee that if that matter is stricken from the recom-

mendation we will then desire to withdraw the conclusion as well. I do not

think either one should be stricken out. There is a decided economy in the

use of center columns. This report is set up with a view to providing safe

conditions for the user of the highway, and to be economical from the

viewpoint of construction and maintenance of the railroad as well.

Mr. G. P. Palmer :—As to Paragraph 1 under Part I concerning

statutes, that, of course, refers to State or Federal statutes, and was the

result of our questionnaire. We were told there were no specific statutes

on the question of the use of center columns.

The President:—Is there any further discussion? If not, the vote is

on the adoption of the recommendation of the Committee.

(The motion was put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Frank Ringer:—Subject (5), Continue study and report on

methods for developing and evaluating the relative benefits to the public

and the railways from: (a) Grade crossing protection; (b) Elimination

of grade crossings; (c) Reduction of traffic on highway grade crossings.

This subject has been under consideration for several years. Report was

made on it last year. The Committee reports progress only at this time,

and recommends the subject be continued for further study.

Subject (7), Study and report on classification and form for recording

and reporting highway grade crossing accidents, with a view to determining

the relative extent of contributory causes, collaborating with the Safety

Section, A.R.A., the Bureau of Railway Economics, and the Association of

Railway Claim Agents. Mr. Holmes, Chairman of the Sub-Committee, will

present the report.

Mr. M. V. Holmes (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe) :—The report of this

Sub-Committee is found on page 487 of Bulletin 320, and is a report of

progress only.

Since the publishing of this report, the Sub-Committee has had two

joint meetings with committees of the Safety Section of the A.R.A. and

the Claim Agents' Association, and reports tentative form suitable for the

purposes of all three organizations has been agreed upon in that joint

meeting. This form will be presented for action to each of the various

organizations throughout the coming year, and no doubt will be presented

in our next convention.
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Chairman Frank Ringer :—I might say that Secretary Fritch has handed

me a discussion on some detail matter from a member of the Association

in Buenos Aires, South America. I do not think it needs to be read at this

time. The Committee will be glad to give it consideration.

The President :—Are there any questions that any of the members
would like to ask the Committee before they are excused? If not, the

Committee is excused with the thanks of the Association for their very

e-xcellent report. (Applause.)

Mr. Samuel T. Wagner (Reading Company), by letter :^—The Com-
mittee is to be congratulated on a very good piece of work. The problem

is one that has many divergent lines of thought.

Special attention was called to this question some years ago on an

Eastern railroad, where, strange to say, the only point really discussed

was the aesthetic treatment.

The railroad was a double-track line passing through some very beauti-

ful suburban towns. It was in a state where the cost of the elimination

of grade crossings had to be borne almost entirely by the railroad. The
railroad initiated the elevation of the tracks through two adjacent towns

and submitted plans at different times for carrying the railroad over the

streets on reinforced concrete slabs supported by columns on the curb lines

and in the center of the streets. There was ample room for two lines of

traffic on the streets between the center line of columns and the curbs.

The town which was first approached rejected these plans and insisted

on the full width of the streets being spanned. It then became necessary

to design girders of very considerable depth and these were built. We all

know what such a structure looks like with its great depth of girder passing

over a street with a clearance of 13 or 14 feet.

The second town was later approached with the center column design

and having the finished appearance of the work in the first town before

them, decided to accept it. They have been more than pleased.

There are always two sides to a question, and the Committee have

expressed them quite well except possibly to intensify the statements which

come from the opponents to the center column. These people would not

have any obstruction whatever under any considerations and are very hard

to move.

Like most everything else, the real solution to the question of what
shall be done cannot be standardized further than by laying down certain

general rules which can be applied to individual cases.

A railroad is just as much interested in having a structure which is

flexible, as far as the track layout is concerned, as the public are in having

an unobstructed highway.

There are many places away from industrial locations where the flex-

ibility of the track layout is of minor importance, and the beauty of the

structure is of little consequence. Again there are places where the flexibil-

ity of the track layout is of the most importance, specially where there are

multiple tracks. Where it is possible to get sufficient width of driveway

to place columns in the street and to divide highway traffic so^ as to prevent

criscrossing under the structure, the use of columns should have serious

consideration. If it is necessary to widen the street under the structure,

it should be done as part of the work of grade crossing elimination.
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It is interesting to note the attitude of some public officials in regard

to these center columns. In a large Eastern city, one of whose principal

streets is 69 feet wide between curbs, and which carries very heavy traffic,

to find that the authorities have placed island platforms which carry lamp-

posts in the center of the street. This is done to divide traffic and provide

a place of refuge for pedestrians
;

yet they refuse to allow the use of

center columns when it is necessary to elevate the tracks of the railroad

when grade crossings are to be eliminated.

In the metropolitan district of New York, one of the main boulevards

is divided for a distance of a mile or more by a center line of curbs and

lampposts. One of the main streets in Atlantic City has a center line of

lampposts.

There is no doubt that in some cases any obstruction in a highway

slows up traffic, but there are many places in the judgment of the writer

that it should be slowed up. However, everything should be done that is

possible to avoid obstructions, bearing in mind, however, that many center

columns, lampposts, signal posts, etc., are of distinct advantage to traffic

from the standpoint of safety, especially under more or less dark bridges

where it would be possible for a careless driver to try and cross over.

Co-operation between the railroads and the public authorities in each

individual case, it is believed, will achieve the proper result.

Cases can be pointed out where a driveway, say 20 feet wide, has been

divided bj' a center column. Most of these cases are unjustifiable, but no

rule can be laid down to apply to all.

An interesting case which may be mentioned is in a great metropolitan

district where it was necessary to pass a boulevard with a total width of

80 feet beneath a railroad with 13 tracks. The bridge is on quite a skew.

There are two sidewalks 10 feet wide, two 28-foot driveways and a center

column with curbs 4 feet wide. The approaches are on grades of about

4 per cent with sharp curves at each end. It is believed that under such

conditions the use of divided highway traffic is fully warranted.

Another interesting case is in the near neighborhood of a great city,

where a railroad and a super-highway run parallel to each other and a few

hundred feet apart. A newly opened boulevard at right angles has just

been constructed beneath both the super-highway and the railroad, with

columns in the street. The detail arrangement is as follows : Two sidewalks

10 feet each ; two columns on the curb lines 3 feet 6 inches each ; four drive-

ways 28 feet each in the clear ; three columns in the street 5 feet each.

Total width of street 154 feet. The general effect of these structures is

most pleasing and the super-highway and the railroad both have unob-

structed traffic lines.

From considerable discussion of such problems it is believed that there

are five principal items to be considered in the design of structures witli

center columns, involving the highway and the railroad alike: they are

—

1. Safety from a highway standpoint.

2. Safety from a railroad standpoint.

3. Track flexibility from a railroad standpoint.

4. Generally a reduced cost of construction.

5. .Aesthetic considerations.



DISCUSSION ON UNIFORM GENERAL CONTRACT
FORMS

(For Report, see pp. 489-528)

(Past- President W. D. Faucette in the Chair.)

Mr. J. C. Irwin (Boston & Albany) :—The report of this Committee

will be found on page 489 of Bulletin 320. On that page the Committee's

assignments are shown and also the action recommended. The Chairman has

no general remarks to make, and the special recommendations will be made
by the Chairman of each Sub-Committee.

On the next page, Appendix A, is the report of Sub-Committee 1. Mr.

Silliman, Chairman of this Sub-Committee, is absent, and I will ask Mr.

Faucette to present the report, he being a member of this Sub-Committee.

Past-President W. D. Faucette (Seaboard Air Line) :—If you will

please refer to the top of page 490, in the absence of Mr. Silliman, we
make a definite statement for information. No action is desired, and in view

of the fact that time is short, we will now pass to Appendix B.

Please refer to page 490 for Appendix A. This matter is submitted

as information, and if there are no objections, it will be so handled.

Chairman J. C. Irwin :—Next is the report of Sub-Committee 2, Mr.

F. L. Nicholson, Chairman. He will present the report in detail.

Mr. F. L. Nicholson (Norfolk Southern) :—The Sub-Committee's report

is to be found on page 490, Appendix B. The first subject considered was

study of Form of Agreement for the Purchase of Electrical Energy in Large

Volume (such as Required for Traction Purposes), collaborating with Com-
mittee XVIII—-Electricity.

As to this subject, this Committee reports progress with form of agree-

ment for the purchase of electrical energy. Conferences have been had with

Committee XVIII—Electricity, and with a Committee of the National

Electric Light Association. The Executive Committee of that association

has referred the matter to its Committees on Electrification of Steam Rail-

roads and on Rate Research. The chairmen of these committees have

expressed the need for serious study of this question and a desire to co-

operate with this Committee. We are assured that the matter will receive

careful attention from the National Electric Light Association.

The Committee is of the opinion that it will, at the next convention, be

able to submit to the Association, for study, a form reasonably satisfactory

to both associations as a basis for such agreement. It is recommended that

the subject be continued.

The second subject assigned was : Study of Form of Agreement for

Wire, Line Crossings, collaborating with Committee XVIII—Electricity.

The Sub-Committee in charge of this subject reported a tentative form

at the last convention. This form has been a basis for a form now brought

before the convention. It has been changed in that the first draft referred to

the lessee as the power company. That has been changed to read, "The con-

tract between the lessee and the railway." There have been several other

changes strengthening the form.

A new paragraph has been included in Section 2. Rather than leave

the construction entirely to the superintendent or others representing the

railroad, it requires that the construction be done in accordance with Specifi-
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cation for Electric Light, Power Supply and Trolley Lines Crossing Rail-

roads, as printed in the Manual of this Association.

The other changes are very slight and would probably not arouse any

discussion. I will call attention, however, to Section 8, which is a new
paragraph

:

"The Lessee failing to remove, change or relocate its construction

within days after the expiration of notice given as pro-

vided in Section 6, the Railway Company may without further notice remove,
change or relocate the construction, and render bills for the cost of such
removal, change or relocation to the Lessee, which bills the Lessee agrees to

pay on or before the fifteenth (15th) day of the month next succeeding
that in which such bill is rendered."

I move the adoption of this report for inclusion in the Manual.

Past- President W. D. Faucette :—It has been moved and seconded

that the form of agreement on page 491 be adopted. This form has been

in your hands for two years. Is there any discussion on the motion?

(The motion was put to a vote and carried.)

Past-President W. D. Faucette :—It is adopted and will appear in

the Manual.

Chairman J. C. Irwin:—-The report of Sub-Committee 3 which is found

in Appendix C on page 493 will be presented by Mr. W. G. Nusz, Chairman

of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. W. G. Nusz (Illinois Central) :—Your Committee reported progress

at the 1928 convention and since that time has continued its study of the

subject, collaborating with Committee XIV—Yards and Terminals. A few

matters under discussion between the two committees have not yet been

brought into shape for a final recommendation, but the Committees are so

nearly in accord that it seems best to print the agreement this year in order

to have the benefit of comments from members of the Association during the

coming year. The assignment is covered by the preparation of two forms

—

the first, "Organization Agreement," provides for the creation of a railway

company to operate and maintain the terminal, the construction ahd method

of financing it, and the second, "Operating Agreement," can be fully executed

only after the terminal company has been legally created and has author-

ized its officers to execute this agreement.

The forms are printed on pages 494 to 497 of Bulletin 320. Both forms

must be considered at the same time as constituting a complete agreement.

The recommendation of the Sub-Committee is that the subject be con-

tinued in the outline for next year.

Chairman J. C. Irwin:—I wish to ask that this subject be considered by

the convention and continued until next year. There are about thirty

pages of the "Agreement for the Organization and Operation of a Joint

Passenger Terminal." It is a very important document. The Committee

has had it under discussion for two years, and we now submit it for further

observation and discussion by the members of the Association, and wish you

would give us any help you can during the year. This is a progress report.

Past-President W. D. Faucette:—It will be so received.

Mr. W. G. Nusz :—Next is the form of Application for Industry Track.

The Committee submitted a form for discussion in 1928, has received several

suggestions and continued its study throughout the year. A joint meeting

was held between members of the Committee and members of the American
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Railway Development Association. At that meeting it was decided to

separate the form as submitted to the convention in 1928 into two parts,

the first to be obtained from the applicant over his signature, and the second

to be compiled by representatives of the railway company. No recommenda-

tion is made for handling this form, as either the traffic or engineering

officers can have it filled out.

The Committee recommends the adoption of this form as recommended

practice and that it be printed in the Manual.

Chairman J. C. Irwin:—I will second that. This form is printed on

pages 524, 525 and 526, and we move that this now be accepted and adopted

for inclusion in the Manual.

(The motion was regularly seconded, was put to a vote and carried.)

Past-President W. D. Faucette :—In connection with the discussion with

reference to the form of agreement for Industry Track, the Manual is

now ready for general distribution and it is going out. Those of you who
have not ordered it, it is now ready for your order in case you want it.

This Committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association.

(Applause.)

DISCUSSION ON STRESSES IN RAILROAD TRACK
(For Report, see pp. 65-336)

(Past-President W. D. Faucette in the Chair.)

Dr. A. N. Talbot (University of Illinois) :—Mr. President, the report

of the Committee is found in Bulletin 319, page 1. It gives the results of

several years' work, both in the laboratory and on the tracks of a number of

railroads in different parts of the country, as well as analytical treatments

of the problems of the rail-joint and a detailed presentation and interpreta-

tion of the experimental data. The nature of the report is such that it will

not be practicable to present details of tests or the mathematical analysis.

Instead, remarks will be made on some features of the rail-joint considered

in the report.

1. The ordinary joint bar (including symmetrical bar, angle bar, and

continuous bar) acts as a beam. For positive moment the load or pressure

is applied to the top of the bar by the underside of the rails near their ends

and the supports of the bars are on the base of the rail farther away from

the rail ends. A similar condition exists for negative moment, the positions

of the load and supports being reversed.

2. A somewhat unexpected finding was that the actual moment taken

by the joint bar at the rail ends as compared with the moment developed

in the rail under similar conditions of loading has a considerable range, varying

from zero to values as high as the full moment in the rail or higher. Gen-

erally, the value of the moment in the joint bars is less than that in the

full rail, and in ordinary track the moment may be considerably smaller.

It should be understood that this development of low moments in the joint

bars is one source of the difficulties in track encountered at the rail-joints;

there is then greater pressure on the ties near the rail ends, a permanent

depression in the track is formed and injurious conditions exist in the rail

surface at or near the rail ends, and the joint itself under traffic gradually

gains more undesirable conditions. The poor joint in a track generally
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carries small bending moments. A good joint should develop nearly as

great a moment in the joint bars as is found in the rail itself under similar

conditions of loading. It follows, of course, that any condition which

develops less moment in the joint bars than in the rail opposite is unfavorable

to the maintenance of good condition in the track. Low stresses in the

joint bars, then, are an indication that the rail-joint is shirking its duty. It

follows, in general, that a joint bar of ordinary size of section which carries

a moment having the same value as that carried by the rail must develop

high stresses (even much higher stresses than what would be considered to

be a proper working stress). Fortunately, perhaps, the imperfections of the

rail-joint, or even the encroachment over the yield-point strength of the

metal, will act to relieve the demands on the joint bars, and so actual failure

of the joint bar will probably not follow. Another effect does come, how-

ever ; the rail-joint shirks its duty, the track is no longer smooth, the rail

is injured, and maintenance costs mount up.

The several conditions which cause or accompany this failure to take

the right share of load-carrying duty include condition of fit, vertical

moment, lateral movement, twisting movement, form of section, bolt tension,

condition of rail and joint support. Stiffness of the rail-joint in flexure, as

compared with that of full rail, is also a feature that should have consid-

eration.

3. Fit between the rail and the joint bars at the rail ends and also

at bar ends has great significance in the action of the joint. The vertical

movement between rail and joint bars at either the rail end or the bar end

on application of wheel load for what may be classed as well-fitting joints

should not average more than .001 in., and a vertical movement of more

than .003 in. is quite objectionable. It should be accepted that a fit which

gives the smallest vertical movement practicable between rail and bar is a

most important element of a satisfactory rail-joint.

It is important also to keep the lateral movement between rail and

bar extremely small. Ordinary joints of the angle bar type move inward

(toward the rail) at their bottom in the middle portion (that is, at the rail

ends) and move outward at the ends of the bar (away from the rail)

more especially at the top of the bar. The result is a twisting movement

and a change in bolt tension which contributes to inefficiency in the joint and

to wear and promotes looseness.

4. It is apparent, of course, that the initial application of bolt tension

does not force the joint bars into their proper working place. Under

traffic the joint bars are gradually worked or drawn into closer relation with

the fishing surfaces of the rail. After this is accomplished and the bolts are

again tightened a large function of the bolt tension is to prevent the bars

from working out of place under the bending and twisting action of the

bars and the rail. In the symmetrical form of bar the needed final bolt

tension is smaller than with the angle bar type of joint. In the angle bar

joint bolt tension is needed to give lateral restraint to the angle bar and to

reduce as far as practicable the lateral bending and twisting of the angle

bar along its length. The changes in tension in the bolts of the angle bar

rail-joint from a loaded condition to an unloaded condition and back to an

unloaded condition, as the wheel trucks go by, is a considerable tax on the

maintenance of bolt tension. The bolt tension needed to give satisfactory
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resistance to the lateral bending of the rail-joint is less than that needed for

other purposes.

5. The condition of the support of the rail and rail-joint (tie and ballast

bearing and their stiffness) is a most important factor in rail-joint action.

The actual bearing resistance of ties and ballast at rail-joints varies greatly

—every effort should be made to keep it as uniform as possible. It is evident

that the actual stiffness of the support (controlled by the tie spacing as well

as the stiffness of the support of the tie itself) should be somew^hat greater

than that of the rail support in other parts of the length of the rail. With

tamping machines more uniform results should be obtainable than with

hand tamping.

6. The report makes a study of the effect of shape of section, whether

symmetrical or unsymmetrical, and shows that in the angle form of bar the

neutral axis inclines from the horizontal, sometimes as much as 50 degrees,

with a resulting vertical and lateral movement and twist at each application

of load. The amount of these movements is dependent upon the fit of the

bars and the restraint given by the bolt tension.

7. Miscellaneous features of the rail-joint question include the use of

long or short bars, suspended or supported joints, and four or six bolts. In

ordinary discussions these three things -have generally been grouped together,

when in fact the effect of each should be considered separately. The func-

tion of tension in the bolts is also involved.

(1) The inner bolts under positive moments and vertical loads take

little part in the action of the angle bar rail-joint, though they function

under negative bending moment.

(2) The function of the end bolts and intermediate bolts is to restrain

the angle bar joint; increased bolt tension occurs upon application of load

in resisting the natural twist and lateral movement of the angle bars. For

the four bolt bars the end bolts then are the most important to have and to

keep tight. For six bolts either end bolts or intermediate bolts may be

the most useful according to spacing of bolt holes and fit between bar

and rail.

(3) Four bolts are sufficient for the purposes of the joint. However,

it seems that the presence of both end bolts and intermediate bolts may

produce a somewhat closer fit between bar and rail (for either short or long

bars) and a loss in part or all of the tension in either end bolt or inter-

mediate bolt will leave one bolt to function, thus decreasing the probability of

looseness. The foregoing applies to angle bar joints—to a much less extent to

symmetrical sections.

(4) The size of bolts in use, I believe, ranges from % in. to 1^ in.

There is nothing in the test to indicate that a 1 in. diameter is not sufiitient

for use even with the 130-lb. rail. Larger bolts with the corresponding

larger heads and nuts interfere with the design of the top and bottom flanges

of the bar without giving compensating advantages.

(5) The values of the desirable minimum bolt tensions reported are

10,000 lb. for the angle bar form of joint and 5000 lb. for the symmetrical

form. Since in screwing up the nuts uniform tensions can not be obtained,

in order to secure these minimum tensions the average tensions will be higher.

It is apparent, of course, that after the bars of a joint are put in place said

the nuts screwed up the roughnesses of the surfaces will not be fully over-
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come and under traffic there will be a loss of tension due to the bars being

gradually pulled into place against the rail. After further tightening the

further loss in tension should be small except as wear in the joint and

lateral and vertical movements of the bars and repeated changes in tension

on application of load will act to reduce tension. It is evident that the loss

in tension with bars of symmetrical type will be smaller than those for

unsymmetrical sections like the angle bar ; the twisting and lateral move-

ment of the angle bar is an aid to loss of tension. It is also evident that

the amount of elastic spring in individual bars has a considerable influence

on the way in which loss of tension in bolts is developed. The stretch of the

bolt in tightening is far less than the elastic bending of the bar.

(6) It is plain that a bar 24 or 27 in. long has sufficient length for

the purpose. Even 15 in. would do. As a comparison, consider two pieces

of pipe of 4 in. internal diameter used as a beam with the joint at mid-

length formed by a plug fitting the interior. A plug having a length equal

to the diameter of the pipe would give good results. One two times the

diameter of the pipe would seem to be long enough, especially when the fit

between plug and pipe is close. The data of the tests indicate that with the

24 in. joint bar 16 in. is as much of the length as is used in the action of

the joint as a beam. The remainder of length may possibly help in fit and

in other ways. In the 36- or 38-in. bar the end portions seem to play little

part in giving effectiveness to the joint. Three slight differences in condi-

tions in the joint may exist between the long bar and the short bar, (1) a

slight relief in the moment in the rail in the end 6 in. of the joint, (2) a

development of a little moment in one end portion of the long bars as the

wheel approaches the joint, and (3) a slight improvement in fit between

rail and bar ; otherwise similar conditions will prevail. For myself I

should prefer, however, to retain the shorter length and increase the section

to give the same weight of metal in the short bar as in the long one so far

as this may be done with effectiveness and to use part of the difference

in cost in improving other conditions relating to the joint itself, the tie

plates, and the supports underneath.

(7) So far as relation of rail end to position of the ties is concerned

these comments may be made

:

(a) Assuming a perfect rail-joint the end of the rail may be allowed to

come at any place in the track without any efifect on track quality. -

(b) For other than perfect joints symmetry of tie spacing with respect

to rail ends is desirable, either a rail end half way between ties or directly

over the middle of a tie.

(c) Decreasing tie spacing at the joint is advantageous, either closer

spacing for two ties with suspended joint or for three ties with supported

joint. This assumes, of course, that provision is made to prevent creep of

rail.

(d) Whether the joint should be suspended or supported has no rela-

tion to the length of the bar (long or short) or to the number of bolts.

Both lengths of bar are in use with both suspended and supported joints on

high class railroads. I am here referring to general principles and not to

details of individual methods like slot spiking to prevent creeping and

methods of fastening to the tie. Both suspended and supported joints are

used in high grade track. It seems to me that the suspended joint has some
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advantages. One advantage is that a variation in position of the rail end

from exact symmetry with respect to two ties will not greatly affect the

amount of the bearing on the adjacent ties and the corresponding pressure

and will not cause them to tilt when the joint has unusual vertical movement,

as might be the case with a supported joint.

8. Several study sections of bars approaching the symmetrical form are

given in the report. It is hoped that tests may be made on these or similar

sections. It should be said that these study sections apply to heavy rail

—

130-lb. per yd. For rails of 100-lb. or less, it is difficult to get a bar of

symmetrical section that will have advantages over the angle bar.

9. It is well to say that the mere lopping off of a part of the flange

of an angle bar without putting the metal elsewhere is to my mind undesir-

able, and I am afraid that some of the sections of this kind that have been

put out will prove disappointing.

10. As stated on page 255 of the report the tests of rail-joints were

made under static loading and allowances for effect of speed were based on

former tests on stresses in rail, and before the conclusions may be considered

as applicable in all respects to the design of rail-joints for high speed traffic

a comprehensive series of tests of rail-joints under the higher train speeds

should be planned and carried out. Such tests the Committee hopes to be

able to conduct at some time in the future.

Past- President W. D. Faucette :—We will just hesitate a moment to

see if there is anyone who desires to raise discussion or to ask any ques-

tions of the Committee. The Association is particularly fortunate in having

Dr. Talbot and his associates on such an excellent work. The Committee has

been functioning since 1914 and the Association is proud of the ability here

and the time given and the results that have been obtained in what Dr.

Talbot and his associates have done.

Dr. Talbot has indicated he would like to have some discussion or

some questions. Is there any discussion? Are there any questions?

Mr. B. R. Leffler (New York Central) :—I should like to bring out two

points, one from the track standpoint and one from the Bridge Engineer's

standpoint.

Dr. Talbot discussed the question of the length of joint-bar. As I

understand, these tests were mostly made under static conditions.

Many years ago the Burlington Road had a joint-bar or joint support

which did not envelop the rail. It was simply designed on the idea of a

bridge. This joint-bar was in service in my native town, and I noticed that

the receiving rail tended to crush. By the receiving rail I mean the rail

that receives the wheel load in the direction of traffic. This crushing did

not occur immediately at the end of the rail but probably from half an inch

to an inch away from the end of the rail, and it was a spot probably 4 or 5

inches long.

Thinking about the matter in connection with Dr. Talbot's discussion of

the length of the bar, it struck me that possibly the point that should be

considered is the continuity of curvature across the joint. I picture that the

old Burlington rail must have cocked up, and the wheel shot over and

hammered down on the receiving rail. It seems to me that continuity of

curvature or a constant curvature across the joint so as to have the wheel

move across without any impact or a minimum impact on the receiving rail
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is the important feature. The length of the bar and the number of bolts

should have an important effect on the continuity of the curvature. These

points would not be brought out, it seems to me, in static tests. They would

be brought out more fully in tests for moving load.

The next point that I have in mind is on page 10 of the report. About

the middle of the page a reference is made to "the changed distributions of

load among the several drivers." That is an important point, from a Bridge

Engineer's standpoint at least, and I should like to develop a little more infor-

mation along that line. It is well known in building locomotives that quite

often the builders miss the distribution of load on the driving axles. In one

particular case after the engine was built the minimum axle load was 69,000

pounds and the maximum 87,000 pounds. An attempt was made to distribute

this loading more uniformly but it was not successful, I suppose on

account of limitations of the equalizing gear or apparatus.

I take this unequal distribution refers to the effect of curvature and

possibly to the effect of elevation. I should like to ask Dr. Talbot if he

discovered any law of variation, what was it on a five-degree curve, two-

degree or ten-degree, and is it also dependent upon the elevation. I do not

fully understand the expression "several drivers." I take it to mean several

axles. I should like to be informed on that point.

Chairman A. N. Talbot:—Mr. Leffler's question relates to a statement

made on page 8 in the outline of previous progress reports. The details of

changes in load on drivers on curved track were given in the Third Progress

Report, Vol. 24, 1923. A general statement is included in Article 12, "The

Action of Curved Track," page 357. In Article 14, "Stresses Due to Vertical

Bending of the Rail," Table 23 on page 402 and the paragraph on page 405

give further details. The transfer of load between driving wheels is, of

course, affected by the superelevation, but the changes referred to are

caused by the curvature of the track and the equalizing system.

On the question of batter, it may be answered that the form of the rail-

joint and particularly the perfection of fit between rail and joint bars have

an influence on rail batter, whatever other sources there may be. It is true,

of course, that the tangents to the curves of the two rails at their ends make
an angle with each other ; Mr. Leflfler probably has this in mind, too.

Past-President W. D. Faucette :^Are there any other questions or

discussions?

Mr. C. C. Cook (Baltimore & Ohio) :—I should like to ask Dr. Talbot

a question but he does not need to reply if it is not a proper question, whether

there would be more batter in the end of a rail that was deflected than there

would be in the end of a rail that was above the level of the normal surface.

Chairman A. N. Talbot :—I can not answer that from any observations,

but I should certainly think there would be more batter when the two rail

ends were deflected downward at an angle with each other than when bent

upward.

Mr. J. A. Given (Southern Pacific) :—I should like to ask if the Com-
mittee has made any study of the possibility of too much tension in the web
of the rail due to the wedging action of the angle bars when the bolts

are under high tension. Recently on our lines where we have used the heat

treated bolt and rail springs, we have had rails break diagonally through the
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web and through the first bolt hole and we have been wondering whether

tliat was due to excessive tension in the web of the rail.

Chairman A. N. Talbot :—^The tests have not been made with high bolt

tension. We have no information that would indicate that high bolt tension

would lead to diagonal breaks such as that referred to.

Past-President W. D. Faucette :—Are there any more questions for Dr.

Talbot and his Committee?

If not, we will excuse the Committee with the great thanks of the

Association for what it is doing, and has done. (Applause.)

DISCUSSION ON RULES AND ORGANIZATION
(For Report, see pp. 529-550)

Mr. E. H. Barnhart (Baltimore & Ohio) :—In Bulletin 321, page 529,

you will find the report of Committee XII. The Committee does not present

any subject-matter this year for printing in the Manual. Hence the entire

report is offered as information only.

The first subject assigned is Revision of the Manual. As our Manual
has just been issued, we bring to you no suggestion for changes this year.

The second subject assigned is the continuation of the study and

report on Rules for the Guidance of Employees of the Maintenance of Way
Department. This general subject we have separated into three parts. The
first part covers the rules for maintenance of bridges, which will be found

in Appendix C (2-B) and will be presented by Mr. Griggs, the Chairman

of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. A. B. Griggs (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe) :—The report of

Sub-Committee A appears at page 531 as Appendix A, Rules for Mainten-

ance of Bridges—^Wooden Structures. We have submitted 21 proposed rules

as information. They have the approval of Committee VII—Wooden
Bridges and Trestles. I will not take the time to read them.

Under Appendix A-1, at the bottom of page 532, appear two proposed

rules for maintenance of steel structures. These have the approval of

Committee XV—Iron and Steel Structures.

At the top of page 533 we have Appendix B under which we present

one rule for painting. It has been assigned the number 1018. This also is

submitted as information.

(Vice-President G. D. Brooke assumed the Chair.)

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—If there is no objection it will be so

received.

Chairman E. H. Barnhart:—The next subject assigned to the Com-
mittee under the general assignment No. 2 is the preparation of rules for

maintenance of terminal structures.

Mr. Anderson, a member of the Sub-Committee, will present this report.

In this connection, any changes in the arrangement or grammatical errors

in the rules will be taken care of by the Sub-Committee the coming year

when they consider these rules for adoption as recommended practice. We
have received several criticisms and these will be given consideration.

Mr. J. P. Anderson (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—Sub-Com-
mittee 2-B makes its report under Appendix C, pages 533 to 535, inclusive.
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and we wish to submit as information only in connection with the "Manual
for the Guidance of Employees of the Maintenance of Way Department,"

rules for the maintenance of terminal structures, oil houses, coaling stations,

ash pits, turntables and track scales, as found in Appendix C. These rules

covering the structures, except track scales, have been approved by Com-
mittee VI—Buildings, and XXIII—Shops and Locomotive Terminals.

Committee XIV—Yards and Terminals, has not formally approved the

rules on track scales.

We recommend the report be accepted as information only.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—Unless there is objection, it will be so

received.

Chairman E. H. Barnhart :—The third sub-division of the general subject

covers the rules for the maintenance of telegraph and telephone lines and

appurtenances. We have no report to make this year, still having the

question up with the Telegraph and Telephone Section of the American
Railway Association.

The third subject assigned the Committee is the study and report on

titles below rank of Division Ejigineer, as employed by railways. This

subject also being given consideration by the Committee.

The fourth subject, continue study and report on rules for fire preven-

tion as applying to railway property, collaborating with the Railway Fire

Protection Association, we also report progress upon, and hope next year

to have something of interest to the Association. The instructions for the

coming year were changed somewhat by the Committee on Outline of Work,
and upon the new subject we expect to report next year.

The final subject reported upon by the Committee was assigned some-

what late in the year by the Committee on Outline of Work. I am sure it

will be very interesting to a majority of the membership.

Mr. R. E. Warden, the Vice-Chairman of the Committee, compiled this

data, and he will now answer any questions which any of the membership

may care to ask.

Mr. R. E. Warden (Missouri Pacific) :-7Appendix D on pages 535 to

550, inclusive, on the subject of existing legislation of the several states of

the United States and of the countries contiguous thereto on the mandatory

licensing and registering of engineers, surveyors and architects; this report,

except for the first half page, is entirely statistical. Not all inquiries were

answered. However, sixty-seven registration laws were received and studied,

and in so far as your Committee has been advised, twenty-seven states, the

District of Columbia, the territory of Hawaii, Porto Rico, the Philippines,

and seven out of the nine provinces of Canada have laws governing the

practice of engineering or architecture or surveying.

A list of states and territories having registration laws may be found

on page 536. In the recapitulation it will be noted that five states, the

territory of Hawaii, and Porto Rico, have a combined law governing the

practice of engineering, architecture and surveying. Nine states of the United

States have a combined law for engineering and surveying and a separate

law for architecture ; four states and the Philippines have separate laws for

architecture and engineering; three states have separate laws for architec-

ture, engineering and surveying. One state has a combined law for archi-

tecture and engineering. One state has a combined law for engineering
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and survej'ing. Two states have one law for architecture only. One state,

engineering only, and two states surveying only.

On page 537 will be found a discussion of the summary of administra-

tive boards. All, or practically all, registration board members are ap-

pointed by the various state governors. The greater per cent of administra-

tive boards consist of five members who are required to have at least ten

years' active practice of recognized standing in their respective professions.

Some states require five, nine, or twelve years' active practice, and other

laws do not specify.

Some board members serve three, four, five, six and seven years. About

half of our state laws provide compensation for board members in the

amounts varying from $5 to $10 and $25 per day, with personal expenses

when attending board or committee meetings. About half the state boards

are considered honorary and receive no compensation, but are reimbursed

for personal expenses.

The subject of enforcement will also be found on this page. Enforce-

ment of registration laws varj' according to the powers of the administrative

boards in the states, and separate laws in the same states vary. A few

laws provide for the board to institute proceedings against violations, but

most laws do not vest the administrative board with power to prosecute

violators.

On page 538 will be found some legislative definitions of engineers,

architects and surveyors, and I am quite sure the members of this Associa-

tion will be interested in those various definitions.

On page 539 will be found requirements for registration. Some laws

require the applicants to be at least twenty years of age, others twenty-one

years, and some twenty-five years of age. The laws of New Mexico, North

Carolina, Oregon, West Virginia, and the territory of Hawaii, recognize

full membership and good standing in any state or national engineering

society approved by the Board as evidence of qualification for registration

without examination.

Years of active experience required vary in different states. Some
require two years' active practice before admission to examiiiation or regis-

tration; others three, five, six and seven years. Graduation from a recog-

nized engineering school of not less than four years' course is given credit

for two, three, five and six years' active practice.

Some states, in fact the majority, require examination, either written,

oral, or both. The examinations and the manner in which they are con-

ducted are optional with the various boards.

On page 540 under the subject of reciprocity, it will be noted that prac-

tically all laws provide for reciprocal relations with other states where the

requirements are on a par with their respective laws in force. Where the

statutes permit, some boards make no charge for reciprocal registration, but

most states charge the same fee for reciprocal registration as they do for

resident registration.

The subject of exemptions is also found on pages 540 and 541. This is a

subject of vital importance to the engineering members of this Association.

Your particular attention is directed to the citation of registration laws of

Michigan, New York, South Carolina and Tennessee, in that .these laws

do not apply to engineers employed by railroad or other interstate corpora-

tions.
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On pages 541 and 542, a table is given showing charges made for exam-

inations, certificates, and annual renewal fees.

On pages 542 and 543, a brief outline of the activities of the National

Council of State Boards of Engineering Examiners is given.

At this time there are eighteen states in the United States members of

this Council. Their main objects are to promote reciprocal relations between

states having registration laws, and to encourage as far as possible a uniform

law applicable to all states. This Council is working in close harmony with

committees of other national societies, such as the American Society of

Civil Engineers, the American Engineering Council, the American Society

uf Mechanical Engineers, and others.

The requirements of this Council for reciprocal registration are printed

on page 543, and your attention is directed to the requirements set out in

Article 4, reading: "The applicant shall have had ten years of experience

in professional engineering, and in addition shall show that he is qualified

to design as well as to direct engineering operations, as evidence of qualifi-

cation for reciprocal registration, and his experience record shall show

progressive advancement in the character of the work performed."

On page 544 will be found a most recent investigation by this National

Council on the procedure of engineering registration boards. A question-

naire consisting of 41 questions was mailed to all state boards in the United

States where laws are in force, and 20 state boards replied. Excerpts of

their report are printed on pages 544 to 547 under the headings, Bases

of Registration, Nature of the Examination, Preparing, Handling and Grad-

ing Examinations, and Aliscellaneous Data. It will be of interest to the

members of this Association to read the thirty-two classes of engineers

listed on page 547.

On pages 547 and 548 you will find a summary touching on the work

of the Architects' National Council, which was organized in St. Louis

in November, 1920.

On page 548 under the head, "Laws of Canada," it will be seen that in

so far as your Committee is advised, there exist engineering laws in seven

out of the nine provinces of Canada. Replies from five were received.

Engineering laws of the Dominion give their administrative boards or coun-

cils broader powers than do most of the engineering laws of the United

States, and further, a rigid code of ethics is established.

In some laws in Canada, particularly British Columbia, a professional

system to care for the growth and development of students in professional

engineering is practiced. Three grades prevail : Engineering pupil, engineer

in training, and registered professional engineer. Definitions for these grades

will be found on page 550.

Chairman E. H. Barnhart :—This information, I am sure, is of much
interest, and the Committee suggests the full co-operation with the National

Council of State Boards of Engineering Examiners, also with other national

engineering bodies in the promotion of such uniform laws for registration

of professional Engineers.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—This Committee has made an excellent

report and has presented it in very fine shape, and it is excused with the

thanks of the Association. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON ROADWAY
(For Report, see pp. 599-658)

(Vice-President G. D. Brooke in the Chair.)

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe) :—The Com-
mittee were given eleven subjects for this year's work. Those subjects are

printed on page 599.

Turning to page 600, Revision of the Manual, no revision of the Manual

is recommended, therefore no action is required.

(2) The report of the Committee is covered by Appendix A. The
report is ofifered as information and it is recommended that the subject be

reassigned.

(3) Improved methods for preventing corrosion of fence wire. The
Committee report progress only and recommend that the subject be reas-

signed.

(4) Permanent Roadbed. The report of the Committee is given in

Appendix B. The report is offered as information and it is recommended

that the subject be reassigned.

(5) Weed-Killing Devices. The report of the Committee is given in

Appendix C and it is offered as information. It will be noticed that the

Committee's report this year is confined largely to methods of weed killing,

and in order that devices may be more fully dealt with, it is recommended

that the subject be reassigned.

(6) Drainage Areas. The report of the Committee is given in

Appendix D and is offered as information. It is recommended that the

subject be reassigned.

(7) The report of this Committee appears in Appendix E. The Com-
mittee presents Specifications for Corrugated Metal Culvert Pipe for Rail-

road Use, which was submitted for discussion last year. These specifications

have been revised in line with the suggestions offered during the year and

are now submitted for adoption and inclusion in the Manual. It is recom-

mended that the subject be discontinued for the present.

(8) Highway Crossing Plank and Substitutes therefor. The report

of the Committee is given in Appendix F and is offered as information. It

is recommended that the subject be reassigned.

(9) The report of the Committee is given in Appendix G and is

offered as information. It is recommended that the subject be reassigned.

(10) This subject was given back to the Committee last year, on the

assignment to continue the study of deformations of roadbed in the light of

data developed by the Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track, with

special reference to drainage. The report of the Committee is given in

Appendix H, and it is recommended that the subject be discontinued for

the present.

(11) The Outline of Work has already been taken care of by the

Committee on the subject of work.

On Subject 1, Revision of the Manual, owing to careful study made
by the Committee during the past two or three years of the matter in the

Manual, and revisions made preparatory to the issuance of the Manual of

1929, no further revisions were found necessary or desirable at this time.

Therefore, Sub-Committee 1 has no report.

1714
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Sub-Committee 2, Methods of Roadbed Drainage; the report is under

Appendix A, page 601, and Mr. Oyler, the Chairman of the Sub-Committee,

will read the report.

Mr. E. C. Oyler (Pennsylvania) :—Your attention is called to a

typographical error where reference to standing water in borrow pits in

1921 Proceedings is repeated. As prepared by the Sub-Committee, the first

of the 1921 references read "Sealing Cracks in Rock Cuts."

We have developed no new methods of roadbed drainage but have cov-

ered the subject generally, giving references to past Proceedings.

Your attention is also directed to the references in Report of Sub-

Committee 10, published as Appendix H, the majority of which apply, with

equal value, to this subject.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—That report will be received as infor-

mation.

Chairman C. W. Baldridge :—Subject 3, Corrosion of Fence Wire: No

progress has been made on this report this year, and we ask that it be reas-

signed, reporting progress only.

Mr. Botts, the Chairman of the Sub-Committee, will present the

report on Permanent Roadbed.

Mr. A. E. Botts (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—Permanent roadbed data con-

sists mostly of special installations, a number of which have been reported

to the Association. The only installations for test purposes that have come

to your Committee's attention are those of the Northern Pacific and the

Pere Marquette. We hope to furnish next year comparative maintenance

costs of the three installations of the Northern Pacific, which are referred

to on pages 601 and 602 of this report. On page 602 will be found the

comparative maintenance cost between the one- fourth-mile test section of

permanent roadbed and a nearby quarter-mile section of ordinary track of

the Pere Marquette Railway near Beech, Michigan. The results show 75

per cent less annual maintenance cost in favor of the permanent roadbed

section.

The Pere Marquette added 390 feet of new design to their one- fourth-

mile of test section of permanent roadbed, in August, 1929. The same is

fully described on pages 603 and 604. You will also find on pages 605 to 614

a report of the New York Rapid Transit Company on its concrete roadbed,

which report was considered to be beneficial to the Association. The

report is offered as information.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—Unless there is objection it will be so

received.

Chairman C. W. Baldridge:—Subject 5, eradication of vegetation, gen-

erally called weed-killing. The report on this subject is given in Appendix

C, beginning with page 615. Mr. H. T. Livingston, Chairman of the Sub-

Committee, will present the report.

Mr. H. T. Livingston (Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific) :—This report

contains certain information assembled from various railroads. The costs

that are given will probably be found at variance with costs from any one

individual railroad, but they are averages arrived at from information

received.

In describing machines used, an attempt has been made to give a com-

posite, that is, an ideal machine. The presentation of pictures of machines
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at this time would involve the presentation of manufacturers' names, which

is not entirely desirable. In preparing this report on page 615, the tabula-

tion of data should follow the classification methods of eradication. It is

felt that further study of this subject should be made, and plans, of proper

machines, submitted for discussion and adoption. It was felt that this

subject might well be carried over for further study and additional informa-

tion secured from the various railroads.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—Unless there is objection, this will be

received as information.

Chairman C. W. Baldridge :—Subject 6, Drainage areas, water runoff,

and proper sizes of waterway openings. The report on this subject is given

in Appendix D, beginning on page 625. Mr. Noah Johnson, Chairman of the

Sub-Committee, will present the report.

Mr. Noah Johnson (Wabash) :—I think it is fairly well recognized

that the problem of arriving at the proper bridge opening for any given

watershed is not susceptible of exact mathematical solution, otherwise this

subject would perhaps have been disposed of a long time ago.

The Sub-Committee has listed a number of formulas which have been

developed by men who have given considerable study to this subject, merely

as information and as guides in working up various solutions.

We have also listed on pages 626 to 628 a number of features or items

which should be considered in making these studies. We have given refer-

ence to books which contain the various formulas. This is offered as infor-

mation only.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—This is all valuable information, and

unless there is objection it will be so received.

Chairman C. W. Baldridge :—The next subject, specifications for cast-

iron, corrugated iron and other types of metal culverts, is given in Appendix

E, beginning on page 641. Mr. Swartout, Chairman of the Sub-Committee,

will present the report.

Mr. W. C. Swartout (Missouri Pacific) :—These specifications were,

as you recall, presented last year, and during the year criticisms of various

nature have been received from a number of members, and these criticisms

have been incorporated in the specifications which are now presented for

your consideration.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—I suggest you read these simply by

subjects and pause a moment for discussion.

Mr. W. C. Swartout :—These are listed on page 641. The first para-

graph is General.

Base Metal.

Analysis. Under this item, on the top of page 642, in the last line,

there is a typographical error. "Sum of first 6 elements," maximum is

given. That summation should be under the first column. Pure Iron, and

eliminated where it now is, in the second column.

Gage.

Corrugations. We wish to make a change there, separating that para-

graph into two paragraphs, labeling the first, "Sheets," which will include

the first sentence, and labeling the second, "Corrugations," which will be

the second sentence.
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Weight and Tolerance. We wish to insert in the second line after the

word "of," these words : "not less than 3000 lb. and." That gives a minimum
and maximum limit.

Joints.

Riveting.

End Reinforcement. In next to the last line we wish to insert these

words after the comma after "means" : "and in such manner that the gal-

vanizing will not be broken or flecked off" ; and then we go to the next.

Galvanizing.

Marking.

Field Joints.

Workmanship.

Handling.

Inspections and Rejections.

Mr. Chairman, I move the adoption of these specifications.

\^ice-President G. D. Brooke :—The adoption of the specifications just

read by title has been moved and seconded. Is there any discussion?

If there is none, those in favor will say "aye"; opposed "no." They

are adopted.

Mr. W. C. Swartout :—Specifications for Cast Iron Culvert Pipe.

Manufacture.

Physical Properties and Tests.

Inspection and Rejection.

Mr. Chairman, I move the adoption of these specifications.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—It has been moved and seconded that

the specifications for cast iron culvert pipe be adopted for printing in the

Manual. Is there any discussion?

If not, those in favor will please saj- "aye" ; contrary "no." It is so

ordered.

Chairman C. W. Baldridge :—Subject 8, study and report upon the use

of highway crossing plank and substitutes therefor. The report on this

subject is given in Appendix F beginning on page 647. Mr. Hillman, Chair-

man of the Sub-Committee, will present the report.

Mr. F. W. Hillman (Chicago & Northwestern) :—A report is given of

the present condition of a number of test crossings published in the A.R.E.A.

Proceedings for 1922. A questionnaire to determine practice was sent

to forty railroads. Twenty replies were received.

It is evident from these replies that the subject of substitutes for wooden

crossing plank is being given serious consideration. However, it appears

to be in an experimental stage at present and few, if any, have adopted a

fixed policy. This probabK' because of the many elements involved, some

of which are enumerated in the report. Few, if any, of the suggested types

have been in long enough to be sure that their life is such as to warrant

their cost. An intelligent cost analysis cannot be made without some fairly

reliable life data. Most railways answering the questionnaire seem to favor

the cheaper substitutes, such as bituminous materials.

An attempt is made to lay down certain fundamentals to be considered

in the study of substitutes for wood planks. It seems well to emphasize

two of these about which there seems to be most doubt. The dimensions of

flangeways is important because of the desire to have it as small as possible
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in order to seal crossing against percolation of water and at the same time

guard against derailment of trains by materials dragged into flangeway.

Then serious consideration must be given to leakage of track circuits through

metal crossings. Satisfactory means have been devised for insulating and

preventing short circuits, but some believe abundance of metal may cause

leakage. Inquiry subsequent to writing this report develops that there is

very little knowledge of this phase. One railway reports finding small leak-

age in a solid rail type, although rails are not in contact and space between

is filled with concrete. Another railroad conducted tests which did not

show leakage. A few railroads report no trouble. In fairness to this type

of crossing, comparison should be made with other types, as no doubt

there is leakage in some of them.

Proper maintenance of any crossing material should be emphasized.

Often after a good crossing has been installed the idea becomes prevalent

that it can be forgotten. This is obviously wrong. Some little defect may

develop which can be easily and cheaply remedied, and crossing kept in good

condition, but which, if neglected, may result in its quick destruction, conse-

quent chagrin at having wasted good materials and justified criticism.

The report is offered as information with suggestion that the subject be

reassigned.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—If there is no objection, it will be so

accepted.

Chairman C. W. Baldridge :—A written discussion has been handed in

on the report of the Roadway Committee, by Mr. E. E. R. Tratman.

"Flangeways cut by the wheels appear to be much too shallow for safety,

especially in view of derailment accidents. The Committee might state

that the depth -should be somewhat below rail head. On page 649, eleventh

line from bottom, it should be 'laborers who are not,' etc., or else 'labor

which is not,' etc."

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—I assume the Committee will take that

into account in the further study of the subject.

Chairman C. W. Baldridge:—-Mr. Tratman also ofifered a written dis-

cussion on the subject of weed-killing. I chanced to get the sheet below

the other one and overlooked it.

Mr. Tratman's letter reads : "The matter of weed-killing does not seem

to mention any warning to farmers or others as to the vegetation on right-

of-way being sprayed with poisonous compositions. As horses and cattle

might eat such vegetation near crossings, it would seem advisable for the

report to recommend such a warning. In some cases, notices are posted on

fences and crossing posts."

We will also consider this.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—The Committee will receive this as

information and take it into account in further consideration of that subject.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (Northwestern Pacific) :—I notice a typographical

error on page 633 which ought to be corrected. The coefficient 12 in the

formula should be 17.

Chairman C. W. Baldridge:—The next subject, 9, is on Clearances.

The report is given beginning on page 653. Mr. Fanning, Chairman of the

Sub-Committee, will present the report.
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Air. G. S. Fanning (Erie) :—The only clearance standards pertaining

to roadway are the tunnel sections. At the convention of March, 1926, the

tunnel sections were revised to "provide the same clearance for tunnels as

has already been adopted for steel bridges." The revised diagrams will be

found on page 41 of the 1929 Manual. The clearances provided are 8 feet

on the side for 15.07 feet above top of rail, 23.07 feet overhead at the center

line and 22 feet overhead at four feet off the center. There seems to be no

reason to change these sections.

This report is offered as information.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—It will be so received. In this connec-

tion, I think it will be of interest for you to know that a Joint Committee

of the Engineering and Mechanical Divisions has been organized to con-

sider the general subject of clearances with a view of adopting standard

clearances adaptable as far as practicable to roadbed construction and design

of equipment.

Chairman C. W. Baldridge :—The next subject is the study of deforma-

tions of roadbed in the light of data developed by the Special Committee on

Stresses in Railroad Track, with special reference to drainage. This is given

in Appendix H on page 654. Prof. Vawter, Chairman of the Sub-Com-
mittee on Deformation of the Roadbed, will present the report.

Prof. Jamison Vawter (University of Illinois) :—In reassigning the

subject on deformation of the roadbed, the Association instructed this

Committee to give special attention to drainage. This assignment is there-

fore quite similar to our Subject 2, Roadbed Drainage. The work of the

Committee this year has been a survey of what has been reported on this

subject in the past by the Roadway Committee. The results of this survey

are given in Appendix H of the Roadway Committee report on pages 654

to 658. Special attention has been given to drainage, subsidence, and bear-

ing power of soils.

The Committee invites the attention of the Association to the conclu-

sions given on page 658, and particularly the recommendations as to a

study of the bearing power of soils and data on maintenance cost for various

ballast depths.

The Committee recommends that the study of drainage in connection

with the deformation of roadbed be continued, but that it be incorporated in

Roadway Committee Subject 2, Study and Report on Roadbed Drainage.

This report is offered for information.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—It will be so received.

Chairman C. W. Baldridge:—The last subject assigned this Committee,

outline of work for next year, has been acted upon and submitted to the

Committee on Outline of Work and they have made their assignments. This

completes the report.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—This Committee is excused with the

thanks of the Association for their excellent report. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON WOOD PRESERVATION
(For Report, see pp. 659-758)

Mr. C. F. Ford (Rock Island Lines) :—Report of Committee on Wood
Preservation will be found in Bulletin 321, pages 659 to 758. We have two

subjects on which we want approval and insertion in the Manual. The

other subjects are simply progress reports and are submitted as information.

The report on Revision of Manual, Appendix A, will be submitted by

Mr. O. C. Steinmayer, Chairman of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. O. C. Steinmayer (Canada Creosoting Co., Ltd.) :—Members of

your Committee on Revision of Manual, together with some of the members

of the A.S.T.M. and the A.R.E.A. working with the Bureau of Standards,

have set up a table giving the coefficient for changes in density and volume of

creosote oil of the grade as ordinarily encountered.

I move the elimination of the second paragraph under heading "Measur-

ing, Sampling and Analyzing Preservatives," as appearing on page 1289 of

the Manual, and substituting therefor Table 1, "jFactors to be Used for

Determining the Volume of Creosote Oil at 100 degrees Fahr.," as appear-

ing on pages 660 to 664, inclusive.

The President:—It has been moved and seconded that the

material presented in Table I be substituted for corresponding material now

in the Manual. Is there any discussion? Those in favor signify by saying

"aye" ; contrary "no." It is adopted.

Mr. O. C. Steinmayer :—I also make a motion for the adoption of

Table 2, "Factors to be Used for Correcting the Specific Gravity of Creoste

Oil to 100 degrees Fahr.," as appearing on pages 663 and 664, for inclusion

in the Manual. Before acting upon this, I would like to call attention to

an error which was inadvertently made in the preparation of these tables.

For all quantities below 100, as shown on page 664. the factors should be

subtracted rather than added to observed specific gravity.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the ma-

terial appearing in Table 2 be adopted for inclusion in the Manual. Is

there any discussion? Those in favor signify by saying "aye," contrary

"no." It is adopted.

Vice-Chairman C. F. Ford :—The report of the Sub-Committee on

Definitions Used in Wood Preservation will be presented by Mr. C. C. Cook,

a member of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. C. C. Cook (Baltimore & Ohio) :—The report appears on pages

665 to 672, inclusive. The definitions are given and have been before the

Association in this Bulletin. There is one suggestion that has come by

letter in respect to the word "perforating." The suggestion is that it does

not appear to be consistent with "incising."

The Vice-Chairman of the Committee explains that they are willing

to eliminate the word "perforating" from the list of definitions.

With that revision the material is offered for inclusion in the Manual

and I so move, Mr. President.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the material

under "Definitions," in Appendix B, be approved for inclusion in the Manual.

Is there any discussion?

1720
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Those in favor signify by saying "aye," contrary "no." It is carried.

Vice-Chairman C. F. Ford :—Report upon Service Test Records for

Treated Ties will be submitted by Mr. C. S. Burt.

Mr. C. S. Burt (Illinois Central) :—The table on Cross-Tie Renewals

per Mile of Track Maintenance on various railroads has been brought up

to include renewals in 1928.

We should like to call your attention here to an error which appears

in the table as now printed, in connection with the figures for the Illinois

Central. The table shows 262 ties renewed per mile of track maintained

during 1928, whereas this figure should be 202 per mile of track maintained.

Since the publication of the report, we have also received the 1928

figures for the Central of New Jersey, which are as follows : .

Miles of Track Maintained 1531

Average Number of Ties Renewed per Mile 85
Average Number of Ties Renewed 5-Year Period 97
Percentage of Treated Ties Put in Track 1928 100%
Percentage of Treated Ties Now in Track 1928 99%

Additional records from the Forest Products Laboratory covering com-

pleted tests are published, supplementing the complete table printed in the

1926 Proceedings.

A table of "Service Records of Railroad Ties of Rocky Mountain

Species" is presented from a Forest Products Laboratory Report by R. M.

Wirka, Associate Engineer.

Reports are submitted covering special test tracks on the Atchison,

Topeka and Santa Fe ; Baltimore & Ohio; Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul

& Pacific ; Chicago & Northwestern ; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy ; Great

Northern, and Rock Island.

I move that the report be accepted as information.

The President:—Unless there is objection, it will be so received.

Vice-Chairman C. F. Ford :—Report on Piling Used for Marine Con-

struction will be submitted by Col. VVm. G. Attvood.

Col. Wm. G. Atwood (Consulting Engineer) :—This report is found on

pages 688 to 702 and is a continuation of previous reports on tests. The
Committee has been very fortunate in having the continued co-operation of

the Panama Canal authorities and other Federal authorities as well as of

the railroads. The Panama Canal Commission is doing some very valuable

work experimentally, both on treated timber and untreated tropical timber,

trying to find something that they can use there untreated, as they have

some conditions where treated timber does not seem to fit the requirements.

For several years the Committee has been printing extracts from the

report of the British Committee with which we co-operate, and we have

included in our reports some material found on pages 700 to 702 which does

not strictly refer to timber products and probably does not belong to our

Committee, but it seemed to us that it is extremely valuable information as

to corrosion of metals.

The ,Briti.sh Committee has through the co-operation of Sir Robert

Hadfield been able to get a great deal of experimental work done and

various alloys and metals prepared for the tests. They are making corrosion

tests above high tide, below low tide and in the tidal range, of a large

number of materials.
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We have printed this because we thought it would be of use to members

of the Association though perhaps not directly connected with marine piling.

The report is ofifered for information and we move that it be accepted

as such.

The President:—Unless there is objection it will be so received.

Vice-Chairman C. F. Ford :—The report of the Sub-Committee on the

Effect of Preservative Treatment by the Use of Creosote and Petroleum,

and also the same Committee handling the subject of zinc chloride and

petroleum, will be submitted by Mr. G. C. Stephenson, the Chairman of the

Sub-Committee.

Mr. G. C. Stephenson (American Tar Products Co.) :—The Sub-Com-

mittee, together with members of the general Committee and some repre-

sentatives of other railroads, made an inspection of the mixture-treated ties

on the Santa Fe in May of last year. This report is shown under Appendix

E and also contains several photographs of these ties, comparing them with

other treatments.

This information is rather interesting on the older ties. It also includes

inspection of the test track near Kingman, Arizona, which was installed in

1922. This test is beginning to show some results, but we feel to date is

not old enough to prove anything definitely.

This report under Appendix E is submitted for information.

The report under Appendix F covers the use of zinc chloride and

petroleum oil as a preservative. The inspection was made at the same time

as the inspection under Appendix E and included mostly the ties which were

installed in the Kingman test track on the Santa Fe. These ties, although

they are showing some results to date, do not prove anything conclusively,

and the information and the report here is submitted for information only.

The President:—It is understood, of course, that this subject

will be reassigned in the hope that when the tests mature the results will be

brought to complete form.

Vice-Chairman C. F. Ferd :—The report of the Sub-Committee on

Specifications for Treatment of Air Seasoned Douglas Fir will be presented

by Mr. F. D. Mattos.

Mr. F. D. Mattos (Southern Pacific) :—Although there have been some

tests under way during the year, the Sub-Committee is not as yet in posi-

tion to make any report on specifications for the treatment of air-seasoned

Douglas fir, but wishes to advise that the study of this subject is still under

way. There have been some additional inspections by several of the Com-

mittee members of creosoted fir structures in California and in Arizona

during the year and some strength tests of incised versus non-incised treated

and untreated Douglas fir. Stringers are now being completed, although

results of such tests will not be available until some time early next year.

It is recommended that this report be accepted as information and the

subject continued.

The President:—It is so accepted unless there is objection or question.

Vice-Chairman C. F. Ford:—The report on Destruction by_ Termite

and Possible Ways of Preventing Same will be submitted by Dr. Hermann
von Schrenk.

Dr. Hermann von Schrenk (Consulting Timber Engineer) :—This was

a new Sub-Committee appointed this year to develop information as to
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the activities of the termites or white ants. Every once in a while some

great biologic wave seems to sweep over the earth, sometimes manifesting

itself in animal forms and sometimes in plant forms. The reason for the

high activit}' during such periods nobody has j'et been able to understand

or explain.

We had the case of the beginning of such a wave in connection with

the marine borers.

It appears that we are either at the beginning or the peak of a similar

wave in connection with these strange creatures known as the termites.

Very few people ever see them, particularly in the eastern part of the

country, and are not aware of the speed with which they work.

The Committee had a report from an investigator in South Africa,

which possibly exemplifies the limit in speed. He reported that in his opinion

the activities were of such rapidity that if a man with a wooden leg lay

down at night on the feldt he probably would wake up with a pile of sawdust

next morning.

Your Committee has taken from a large mass of information available

the matter which begins on page 726, and has shown by means of a number

of photographs the method by which these creatures work, as well as a

number of methods which may be used at the present time for prevention.

One of the most severe epidemics has occurred within the last year out

on the Pacific Coast in the shape of certain species of these organisms that

have apparently come up from the tropics.

As a result of this, a very strong committee of scientists, engineers,

architects and others was formed in California during the last year, who
have been very active in prosecuting research work with reference to these

creatures.

During the progress of this work, a very remarkable motion picture

film was prepared by Professor Randall, of the University of California,

which was shown at the Wood Preservers' Convention in Seattle in January.

Your Committee took the matter up with Professor Randall to ask

whether we might have the privilege of having that film sent to Chicago so

as to show it at this meeting. I am very glad to advise that Professor

Randall did send the film, which we will now proceed to show you.

Actions, we believe, speak louder than words. Mr. Mattos, who is

thoroughly familiar with the film, will explain the necessary captions.

Mr. F. D. Mattos :—Before presenting the film, it might be well to

mention that the Termite Investigations Committee was organized during the

year 1928. Its membership consists of representatives of the principal

scientific and commercial organizations on the Pacific Coast. Among those

who have contributed either money or the services of their personnel to the

committee's activities are the University of California, various railroads and

other common carriers, public utilities corporations, oil companies, sugar

refineries, lumber manufacturers and dealers, either individually or through

their organizations, creosote oil manufacturers and importers, commercial

wood preserving companies, and various state, federal and municipal organ-

izations.

A total of $50,000 has been subscribed to be used over a three-year

period for the investigation of the termite problem, determination, if possible,
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of the best method of preventing damage, and disseminating information as

received.

This work is centered in California, with some investigations to the

North and South. It would be a fine thing if this work could be extended

to cover the entire United States, or at least the southern states where termite

damage is quite extensive. However, present funds will not permit this to be

done.

The motion picture film which you are about to see was prepared

through the co-operation of the Termite Committee, the University of

California, and the Educational Division of the Eastman Kodak Company.
The work was done by Mr. A. C. Pillsbury, who has spent years in develop-

ing a remarkable technique of photographing the movements and develop-

ment of flowers, insects, and microscopic work in general.

(Showing of the film.)

Dr. von Schrenk :—I am sure we all appreciate the courtesy of the

Committee and Mr. Mattos for giving us an opportunity of seeing this

picture. I assure you that the photographing of organisms that work entirely

in the dark could have been no easy matter.

The report which your Committee has presented is given, Mr. President,

for information, with the expectation that the work will be continued next

year.

The President :— I am sure I voice the sentiment of the assembly

when I say this is very interesting information.

Vice-Chairman C. F. Ford :—The report of the Sub-Committee on Loss

of Preservative in Treated Ties in Track Due to Repeated Use of Oil-

Burning Weed Destroyers will be submitted by Mr. Burt, Chairman of the

Sub-Committee.

Mr. C. S. Burt :—There is not a great deal that I can add to the report

at this time excepting to say this study is an entirely new one and your

Committee feels that thus far we have simply scratched the surface. I

should like to call your attention, however, to the fact that the treated pieces

used in the experiment described in the report were freshly treated, and the

Committee feels that they may expect a smaller amount of loss of oil from
the treated timbers either from the action of weed-burners or by evapora-

tion in proportion to the age of the treated timbers.

I move that the report be accepted as information.

The President:—If there is no objection, it will be so received.

Vice-Chairman C. F. Ford :—Appendix J, Study and Report on Pre-

servative Treatment Best Adapted to Make Tropically Grown Timber
Available for Use in Temperate Zones. The Committee gave consideration

to this subject, but in view of the available supplies of forest products pro-

curable in the United States, and at a price which virtually prohibits the

importation of foreign woods for cross-tie purposes, the Committee does not

see the necessity for delving into possibilities of treating foreign woods for

track work.

So far as it is known authentic data on the treatment and service life

of preserved foreign ties in the United States is very meager, and unless

there is a real need for such information, the Committee believes that this

report should be accepted as information and the subject withdrawn from
future assignment.
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The President:—This suggestion was given due consideration by the

Committee on Outline of Work.
Are there any questions to be directed to the Committee If not, they

are excused with the thanks of the Association for a very interesting report.

(Applause.)

DISCUSSION ON SIGNALS AND INTERLOCKING
(For Report, see pp. 1037-1064)

Mr. W. M. Post (Pennsylvania) :—The report of the Committee on

Signals and Interlocking is found in Bulletin 323, page 1031. The Com-
mittee reports on the following subjects:

(1) Developments of Automatic Train Control.

(2) Developments of Automatic Highway Crossing Protection.

(3) Increased efficiency secured in railway operation by signal indi-

cations.

(4) Synopsis of principal activities of Committee I, Signal Section,

Economics of Railway Signaling—since date of its appointment.

(5) Current activities of the Signal Section during past year.

All of these reports are submitted as information.

You will find the report on the Developments of Automatic Train Con-

trol on page 1032, and I will ask I^Ir. G. E. Ellis, Chairman of the Sub-

Committee, to present that report.

Mr. G. E. Ellis (Automatic Train Control Committee) :—There is little

to add to what is already printed in the Bulletin. This report is largely

statistical and historical, bringing the matters which have been before the

public up to date. I might add that since this report was printed the Bureau

of Safety of the Interstate Commerce Commission has finished all inspec-

tions of its installations made under the orders of the Commission.

With one or two exceptions inspections of the voluntary installations

have not been made. All the reports on the inspections have been issued

except one, that on the Long Island.

The Commission is now engaged, through its Engineers, in visiting the

different installations and ascertaining exactly what work has been done in

meeting the criticisms and objections that were made in the original reports.

This work probably will take some time, and I assume the railroads will be

advised of the findings of the Commission when the last inspections are made.

At the present time no actual train control installations are in progress,

although some work is being done on cab signals, which is the subject of

a report to be presented later.

I believe that is about all that is of interest to add at the present time.

If there are any questions we will be glad to answer them.

The Committee on Automatic Train Control is keeping up on records,

and they are prepared at any time to furnish any information desired by

the carriers.

The President:—Are there any further questions? I think it would be

appropriate to call attention to the fact that Mr. Ellis is the author of the
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very interesting paper on Automatic Train Control presented at the World

Engineering Congress in Tokyo, Japan, last fall.

Chairman W. M. Post:—Developments of Highway Crossing Protec-

tion on page 1039 will be presented by Mr. A. H. Rudd.

Mr. A. H. Rudd (Pennsylvania) :—I will supplement Mr. Ellis' remarks

by saying that the Pennsylvania Railroad has installed cab signals between

Washington and Philadelphia and between Trenton and Manhattan Transfer

and they will be completed between Trenton and Philadelphia this summer.

During the past year, "lightning flash" signals have been exhibited, and

the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada has authorized their use.

Neon tubes showing red lights are so arranged as to flash successively about

fifty times a minute, the idea being to give the automobile driver a powerful

mental jar to arrest his attention.

The Railroad Commission of Wisconsin has standardized on the wigwag,

although alternately flashing red lights may be used if supplemented by an

octagonal stop board which presents its edge toward the highway when no

trains are approaching, and its large surface with the "Stop" when trains

are approaching.

In addition, following the lead of Connecticut, the Commission of Illi-

nois in recent installations required the lights to show both ways along the

highway. Minnesota, Wisconsin and South Dakota require the addition of

octagonal sign turning in a vertical plane, displaying black "Stop" on yellow

background to highway when lights are flashing. Indiana requires vertical

"Stop" illuminated when trains are approaching, in addition to flashing lights.

The Railroad Commission of California standardized on the wigwag

;

the Public Service Commission of New York and Pennsylvania on the

alternating flashing light signal.

Various adjuncts or trinkets are added by the public authorities from

time to time.

A number of railroads have signs which vary from those recommended

by the Association, while a majority of the railroads are using either the

flashing light or the wigwag. Two or three have adopted the flashing light

with the octagonal revolving sign. Two or three have adopted the vertical

"Stop," illuminated when trains are approaching.

Others are advocating the use of the highway traffic signal, either red

and green, or red, yellow and green. Another railroad is displaying a red

lens with the word "Stop" on it which shows while the lights are flashing.

Another has installed a considerable number of the so-called lightning flash

signals, and another has added large bells in connection with the flashers

and wigwags.

The American Railway Association and the American Railway Engi-

neering Association have adopted as standard the signal "presenting toward

the highway when indicating the approach of a train the appearance of a

horizontally swinging red light and/or disc," represented in modern practice

by the wigwag or the alternately flashing red lights. The use of this signal

has been endorsed by the American Standards Association and the Model

Municipal Traffic Ordinance prepared under the jurisdiction of the National

Conference on Street and Highway Safety, otherwise known as the Hoover

Conference.
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The Committee has no statistics showing how many have been installed

in the last three or four years or how many are in service, but they have

been made standard in several states by the Public Utilities Commissions,

and in many others they are preferred.

The Committee recommends that the efforts of all the members of this

Association be directed toward maintaining the recommended standard, dis-

couraging the use of any additional devices or of any devices at variance

with the established standard.

The present standard is adequate and reHable. The mechanisms are

simple and, therefore, not liable to be disarranged, and the cost of erection

and maintenance is not prohibitory.

The education of the public as to the meaning of these signals, the

desirability of observance, and the assistance of the local authorities in

enforcing this observance, will make the signals thoroughly effective. Uni-

formity of indication throughout the country is a prime requisite and it

cannot be obtained by using something else.

The Pennsylvania in 1927 had 494 crossings and in 1930 1,142 protected

by standard flashing lights, using 1,042 signals in 1927 and 2,516 on Janu-

ary 1, 1930.

In the matter of education, several years ago the Special Committee on

Highway Crossings of the Signal Section, having heard that the Committee

of the Safety Section had this matter in charge, tried to get legislation or

to spread education as to the meaning of these signals.

We were unsuccessful because it was stated the postal authorities would
not permit this publication without additional rates. The matter has been

straightened out. There are no postal regulations which prevent sending out

circulars. This winter I got the Pennsylvania Railroad to print a little

leaflet. It says, "When approaching the railroad, before crossing tracks,

slow down. Shift to a lower gear when necessary to prevent stalling on

tracks. Listen. Look both ways before proceeding, especially if the train

has passed. There may be another train coming. Do not try to beat the

train over the crossing. Be doubly careful at night and on strange roads."

Then a cut of the flashing light signal with a statement, "Lights flash when
trains are coming." We did not show the wigwag because the flashing light

is standard with the Pennsylvania.

The Motor Vehicle Department of Pennsylvania refused to send these

out with every license, three or four million of them, because they said they

would not be read, but that if we would print 300,000 they would send them

out this year with the learner's license. We thought that would be quite

effective, and with 300,000 a year it will not be long until we have 1,000,000

people instructed.

They are going out with a questionnaire, with the motor vehicle code

and other things that go to the applicant for learner's license.

Mr. Eynon, the head of the Bureau, promised that in March when he

redrafts this questionnaire he will include some questions about the observa-

tion of the railway crossing signals.

At present the only thing in the questionnaire pertaining to highway

crossings is the quotation from the law which forbids two vehicles moving

in the same direction to pass each other on a crossing.
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The Lehigh Valley has taken the matter up with the New York State

authorities, and the Lackawanna I think will take it up with the New Jersey

authorities.

There are many states where driver's license is not required, where

anybody who has legs long enough to step on the gas, arms long enough

to hold the wheel, without any examination, without any qualification, can

drive. This matter of education can not be applied everywhere, but members

can help if they will try to get their licensing authorities to send out circulars

somewhat like this in order to give additional education to the public. A
number of the roads have had models made, some of them are exhibiting

the signals in their railroad stations and they are sending out these models

with instructors to the schools.

We furnished one to the Pennsylvania state authorities and they have

agreed as they have a lecture on the standard vehicle code practically every

night. They will also lecture on the meaning of the highway crossing signal.

This is another means which could be followed, especially by the Chief Engi-

neers of the various roads that have these models made.

Personally I have not been able to get across what I have wanted to

with our people, but I think it is a good idea. That is, if you have a model

made, take a retired locomotive engineer or one who is disabled in some

way, send him into the schools, the principals of the schools are always glad

to have them, and let him speak to thq children. They will get a kick out

of it when a locomotive engineer is introduced. If he will tell them how it

feels when he sees children crossing the track or playing on the track, or

a vehicle stalled, maybe give two or three experiences and then tell them

what it all means, they will take it home. They have done it in Logansport

and two or three other places where the high schools have had children

write treatises for examination. There is a tremendous loss of life where

we have the automatic crossing signals, as well as where we have the gates.

It would be lessened by further education.

Within the last six or eight months there have been a number of other

committees appointed by Secretary Lament holding conferences in Wash-

ington and Chicago, and I am told that the last week in May there will be

a general conference on highway safety sponsored by Secretary Lamont,

which will be practically the third conference on the subject of highway

traffic and safety, and railroad crossing safety.

They have adopted all the A.R.A. and A.R.E.A. standards for railroad

crossings, i.e., the striping of gates, the stop sign in the hands of the

watchman, the red light in the hands of the watchman and on the gate, the

approach sign as recommended by the A.R.E.A. years ago, except that the

background is yellow instead of white, as they think it will be seen better,

the wigwag, the flashing lights and the crossbuck sign, as was adopted here

last year, with a number on it for the number of tracks if more than one.

They are asking the Association of Highway Officials to remove the

second stripe which they have recommended on the approach sign when there

is more than one track to be crossed, on the basis that the information ought

to be given at the railroad, and we have been able to show them that the

A.R.E.A. crossbuck sign provided that information and therefore they are

going to try to get the other people to take it off, so that all the approach

signs will be alike.
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As I saj', those committees are working now and the Sub-Committees

will report probably in March, and these reports will be consolidated and

printed and sent out all over the country, and there will be another confer-

ence the last part of May.

I do not believe that our Committees on crossing protection ought to do

very much more except stand pat until those reports are made and adopted,

because they will cover the country. It may be they will want some slight

modification in our present standards. If they will take them with slight

modifications, we will have made tremendous progress, and we can well

afford to make a few changes.

The President :—It may be appropriate at this point to remind you

again that a Joint Committee is being formed by the American Railway

Association to co-ordinate all the efforts of the various sections of that

body relating to grade crossing protection. Your Associaiton will be repre-

sented on that new Joint Committee by members of the present Committee

on Grade Crossings.

Are there any questions to be directed to the Committee in connection

with this Sub-Committee's report?

Mr. Frank Ringer (Missouri-Kansas-Texas) :—It will be of interest

and a matter of information to call attention to the report of the committee

of the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce, which has just recently been

finished, endorsing the A.R.A. flashing light signal and recommending sub-

stitution of it for better protection at crossing gates. It is a very interest-

ing action on the part of a Chamber of Commerce.

The President :—Are there any further comments ?

Chairman W. M. Post :—Report on the third subject, Increased

Efficiency Secured in Railway Operation by Signal Indications, will be

found on page 1040. This report is an amplification of the report presented

by this Committee last year in which we tried to show the development of

the practice of moving trains on single track or against traffic on the

multiple-track lines by signal indication ; the signal indication being the

authority for the movement of the train rather than the time-table schedule

or train orders.

You will notice at the bottom of page 1040 a table which shows the

miles of road and the miles of track where trains are now being moved

by signal indication. Of course, it has been a general practice for a great

many years to move trains on multiple-track lines in the normal direction

of traffic by signal indication, but the movement of trains on single-track

or against the traffic on double-track is somewhat of a new development,

even if the track is equipped with an automatic signal system. Where we
have manual block signals on single track, the train order is still the

authority for the movement of the train on most of the mileage of the

country. However, there are certain safeguards that have been incorpo-

rated into our signal systems which make it safe to move trains by signal

indication in place of train order, and more and more mileage of the

country is being so equipped.

It has been estimated that based on the number of trains per installa-

tion per day and the train miles per train the trains whose movements
are directed entirely by signal indication on single-track lines and in "either
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direction" operation on multiple-track lines are making nearly 32,000,000

train miles a year ; or nearly one and one-half times the total freight

train mileage in the New England Region.

Railway signaling systems—automatic block, train operation by signal

indication, automatic train control, power interlocking and remote power

switches—are fully and effectively meeting the exacting requirements of

present-day train operation.

We have shown as a matter of interest a table on page 1041 giving

the amount of money spent in maintenance of signals and interlockers, also

operation and the investment in road and equipment, down to the end of

the year 1927. It is interesting to note the increase in the amount of

money spent for signal systems, indicating that they are justifying them-

selves in the opinion of our operating officers.

At the meeting of the Signal Section, Mr. Newcomet, the Vice-Presi-

dent of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Chicago District, addressed the meeting,

and among other things he said : "Railway officers of twenty and twenty-

five years ago did not appreciate signaling except as a safety measure.

When savings were possible as a result of signaling and were put up to

them, they did not quite grasp them at first, but to-day every officer who
has had experience with modern signaling knows that it is his duty whenever

he can possibly justify it to recommend the installation of all signal improve-

ment for which he can get the money. As for myself, I have been fortunate

in that I have been able to get authority for the installation of various

signaling devices which benefit operation."

He tried to show us, I think, that it is the economic phase of signaling

that is predominating now, although, of course, never losing sight of the

safety features of signaling.

In the table that I just referred to it should be realized, of course,

that there is a difference in the value of the dollar between 1908 and 1916

and 1927. These figxires are taken from the reports of the Bureau of

Railway Economics and the Interstate Commerce Commission, and no

attempt has been made to evaluate the dollar.

You will notice in the above table that for the ten-year period ending

1927 there was an increase in the grand totals for annual maintenance,

operation and investment in signals of $54,394,000, or 145 per cent. "It

seems evident that signaling has played no small part in the present-day

efficiency of railway transportation. The increased expenditures for signal-

ing reflect an increased recognition that signaling not only safeguards the

movement of trains but also tends to save time, save coal and reduce

operating costs."

There is shown as Exhibit A a table giving names of many of the

important railroads of the country which have had installations of signals

where provision has been made to move trains by signal indication. It

gives a number of installations, miles of track, and so forth.

On the following pages we have taken various railroads and shown
installations in chronological order and given some details of the installations.

This is thought to be of interest and is submitted for your information.

That concludes the report on that subject.
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The President :—Has anyone any questions to direct to this phase of

the report?

Chairman W. M. Post:—On page 1059 is a report on Subject (4),

Synopsis of Principal Activities of American Railway Association, Signal

Section, Committee I—Economics of Railway Signaling Since Date of Its

Appointment.

I might say here that the report of Committee I of the Signal Section

has always been submitted during the March meeting on Monday, so that

any of the members of the American Railway Engineering Association who
are interested can attend the meeting while this report is being presented.

Many of the members do attend and I feel sure that those who do take the

trouble to come down to the Stevens Hotel and attend the meetings will

find they are amply repaid. However, we are bringing the high spots of

many of the reports that have been submitted by this Committee, giving

very few of the details, so that if you are interested in investigating any

of these reports further you can find them in the literature of the Signal

Section.

You may have noticed in Tuesday's Railway Age an editorial entitled

"From Cotter Pins to Ton-Miles-per-Train-Hour." I will read just a

sentence or two.

"A retired signal officer who had been away from railroading for about
ten years attended the convention of the Signal Section yesterday and
expressed astonishment at the change in the type of reports presented and
the difference in the character of the discussion.

"In his opinion, the work of the Economics Committee has done a

great deal to change the line of thought of Signal Engineers from cotter

pins to ton-miles-per-train-hour."

You will notice that the first report is called the X Y Z Railway. This

is really a report on the installations made on one of the railroads in this

country. We find that some of the railroads are so modest or for other

reasons they do not care to have their names appear in our literature, so

we have called it in this case the X Y Z Railway.

This concludes the report on that subject.

The President :—Are there any questions on this phase of the report

or any part of the Committee's report?

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Consulting Engineer) :—I wish to simply

endorse what Chairman Post has said. Any person who finds it convenient

to come on Monday of convention week will find that his time is well

spent in attending the meetings of the Signal Section. I was fortunate

in being present on Monday. We miss a great deal in not being privileged

to hear all of the discussions of these eminent experts in connection v,ath

the great subject of signaling, and I am glad to hear the Chairman call

attention to the meeting which convenes on Monday of convention week.

Chairman W. M. Post:—We have one more report, shown on page 1062,

"Current Activities of the Signal Section During Past Year." We present

a report each year on this assignment. Some of the members may wonder

why we do not submit more reports to be included in the Manual of the

American Railway Engineering Association. The reason is that there is

a Manual of the Signal Section. It is contained in a loose-leaf binder and
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is quite voluminous, and, as we are part of the American Railway Associa-

tion, this Manual is your Manual the same as your Manual is ours.

So we bring before you each year the activities of the Signal Section

in this form so that you may look it through and any particular subjects

that you are interested in that we handle you can find in this report where

it can be found in our Manual.

I will ask Mr. Morgan, Chairman of the Sub-Committee, to present

this report.

Mr. H. G. Morgan (Illinois Central) :—Mr. Post has explained quite

clearly the reason for the form of this report. The information on pages

1062, 1063 and 1064 show the current activities of the Signal Section. An
index to the Manual of the Signal Section of the A.R.A. will be found in

the new A.R.E.A. Manual, page 668.

This report and the index form a complete up-to-date reference for

your use in securing information in regard to the work of the Signal

Section.

Chairman W. M. Post:—That completes the report of the Committee,

Mr. Chairman.

The President :—From the reports you can guess very clearly the trend

of development in the last fifteen or twenty years. We may have to find

a new title to more adequately express the functions of your workers. I

can assure you that the problems of making better contacts with this Com-

mittee when they function in the Signal Section, and at the same time at

your meeting here, are giving your officers considerable concern, and we

hope to be able to work out something satisfactory before long.

If there are no questions to be directed to the Committee, they will be

excused with the thanks of the Association for their very interesting report.

(Applause.)

DISCUSSION ON BALLAST
(For Report, see pp. 759-770)

Mr. E. I. Rogers (Peoria & Pekin Union) :—The report of the

Committee on Ballast will be found in Bulletin 321, pages 759 to 770, both

inclusive. The assignment of work will be found on page 759 and the action

recommended on page 760.

The first subject. Revision of the Manual, appearing in Appendix A,

will be commented upon by Mr. M. I. Dunn, Chairman of the Sub-Com-

mittee.

Mr. M. I. Dunn (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—This Sub-Committee did

not have any special instructions or work carried over from last year. How-
ever, due to the lateness of the publication of the Manual, we did have an

opportunity to co-operate with Mr. Fritch and revise the order of the sub-

ject-matter appearing in the Manual. We believe that the arrangement is

now somewhat better and that the matter follows a more logical sequence.

Chairman E. I. Rogers :—The report of the next Sub-Committee,

Appendix B, Conduct tests and continue study of washed gravel ballast to

determine the best method of testing for hardness, abrasion and resistance
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to weathering in order to provide specifications therefor, will be presented

by Prof. C. B. Stanton.

With reference to this Sub-Committee, I want to call the Association's

attention to the fact that Professor Stanton is professor at Carnegie Insti-

tute of Technology. Mr. W. L. Foster is professor at Iowa University at

Ames, and Stanton Walker is connected with the Research Laboratory of

the National Sand and Gravel Association. These gentlemen have been

able, through their facilities at their respective places, to do considerable

work for this Association and this Committee in particular that we other-

wise would not be able to secure.

Prof. C. B. Stanton (Carnegie Institute of Technology) :—The report

of this Sub-Committee is on page 761. The research work toward the

investigation of the qualities of the gravel, as our Chairman has stated,

has been carried on in two different places. Prof. Foster, of the Iowa
State College at Ames, is carrying on his experiments on samples sent

direct to him by the railroads. Mr. Stanton Walker, the Director of Engi-

neering and Research of the National Sand and Gravel Association, is carry-

ing on his tests from samples of ballast prepared for railroads by members
of the National Sand and Gravel Association. So we have, as you might

say, both lines of attack.

These gentlemen have obtained a great deal of information for us. We
have a great deal more to obtain. We move that the subject matter and

material furnished in this Appendix B be accepted at this time merely as

information.

The President:—Arc there any questions? If not, the material will be

received as information.

Chairman E. I. Rogers :—The report of the next Sub-Committee is

Appendix C, page 765, the subject being: Continue study and report on

comparative merits of ballast materials and their effect on operating costs.

In the absence of the Chairman of the Sub-Committee, Mr. Hubbard, I

will handle the report myself.

There has been heretofore considerable discussion with reference to

the merits of ballast materials as they appear in the Manual, and after

this Sub-Committee had sent out questionnaires to the membership, it was

found that there was considerable discussion with reference to the merits

of ballast materials as they appear in the Manual, and after this Sub-

Committee had sent out questionnaires to the membership, it was found

that there was considerable variance in the answers. The Sub-Committee

and the Committee itself feeel that the order of merit and comparative

merit of ballast materials should be and is based on: (1) the availability

of the material; (2) the character and density of traffic; (3) conditions

of roadbed or sub-grade ; and (4) cost. These four factors evidently enter

into the use of various ballast materials, and after studying the matter over

carefully, we are going to ask that the order of merit as appearing in the

Manual on ballast materials be withdrawn. I make a motion that they be

withdrawn.

The President :—Mr. Chairman, it would be appropriate that you state

briefly the material which that motion affects.

Chairman E. I. Rogers :—On pages 94 and 95 of the Manual, the

relative order of merit is as follows

:
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1. Stone, which is divided into three classes

:

(a) trap rock
(b) limestone

(c) sandstone

2. Washed gravel.

3. Broken slag, not granulated, which is divided into three classes

:

(a) precious metal slag

(b) open hearth slag

(c) blast furnace slag

4. Screened gravel.

5. Pit run gravel, divided into:

(a) river or stream gravel

(b) hill gravel, not cementing
(c) hill gravel, cementing

6. Chats.

(a) chats from zinc ore which is coarse

(b) chats from lead ore which is fine

7. Burnt clay or gumbo.
8. Cinders.

(a) hard coal cinders

(b) volcanic cinders

(c) soft coal cinders

That order of merit is what the motion involves, and we ask that it

be withdrawn from the Manual.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the material now
appearing in the Manual as read to you be withdrawn. Is there any dis-

cussion?

Mr. J. L. Campbell (Northwestern Pacific) :—I am in favor of ihe

adoption of the motion because I do not believe that that statement of the

relative value of ballast is correct.

The President:—Those in favor of the motion signify by saying "aye,"

contrary "no." It is adopted.

Chairman E. I. Rogers :—The next part of this report is that the

definition for washed gravel and the definition for screened gravel be also

withdrawn from the Manual. These definitions appear on page 94 under

"Gravel (b) : Screened.—Worn fragments of rock occurring in natural

deposits that will pass through a 2^ in. ring and be retained upon a 10 in.

screen; (c) Washed Gravel.—A gravel from which foreign matter has

been washed, and the relative proportions of gravel and sand have been

determined."

The reason we asked that these two definitions be withdrawn is because

we feel that there is, in a certain sense, a conflict. If the withdrawal is

approved, we are going to oifer a definition which we feel will cover both

the screened and the washed gravel, and it will be called "Prepared Gravel."

After the matter of the elimination of screened and washed gravel has been

passed upon, we will continue under the subject "Prepared Gravel." We
feel that the definition for prepared gravel covers both screened and

washed.

I move that the two definitions just read to you be eliminated from

the Manual. The motion is now subject to discussion.

Mr. Frank Ringer (Missouri-Kansas-Texas) :—I note the word

"residue" in that definition. I suggest for the consideration of the Com-

mittee that they change the definition to read as read except that the latter
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part be "and which has been screened and/or crushed as required to meet

specifications."

The President :—That will be presented after action is taken on the

motion now before the house.

Mr. Frank Ringer :—It is an amendment to the motion on the adoption

of the definition.

The President :—The present motion is on the elimination of the mate-

rial in the Manual.

Is there any further discussion? Those in favor signify by saying

"aye" ; contrary "no." The motion is carried.

Chairman E. I. Rogers :—Your Committee now offers a definition

which it feels will take the place of the two just passed on as eliminated.

We present the following definition : "Prepared Gravel.—A gravel from

which dirt, dust, loam and foreign matter has been removed, and the

residue prepared to meet specifications."

I move the adoption of that definition.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the definition

presented by the Committee be approved. Is there any discussion?

Mr. Frank Ringer :—I suggest again a slight change in the wording.

Instead of using the word "residue," change the definition to read: "Gravel

from which dirt, dust, loam and foreign matter has been removed and

which has been screened and/or crushed as required to meet specifications."

I move that the definition be amended to read accordingly.

Chairman E. I. Rogers:—Mr. Ringer, don't you feel that the word

"prepared" covers all of your objections? It doesn't matter how it is

handled, just so it is prepared.

Mr. Frank Ringer :—The word that occurred to me as not so desirable,

just from the viewpoint of English, was the word "residue." It is the

material itself, not the residue.

Chairman E. I. Rogers:—We do not if we suggest the preparation of

the residue. You remove certain things from an entire sample or amount

of another thing, and then the balance, the residue, is prepared according

to certain specifications. It seems to me that we have a pretty good defini-

tion there. I think your wording would perhaps clarify it.

Mr. Frank Ringer :—That was the idea, it would be more specific.

"Preparation" is a general word, and what you actually do is screen or

crush it or both.

Chairman E. I. Rogers :—How would this be, then, that the Committee

strike out the two words "the residue," if that is objectionable, and then

that leaves "gravel from which the dirt, dust, loam and foreign matter

has been removed and prepared to meet specifications." I think that possibly

meets your objection.

Mr. Frank Ringer :— I have no objection to the definition.

Chairman E. I. Rogers:—I appreciate that it is a discussion. Will

you state your amendment again, Mr. Ringer?

Mr. Frank Ringer :

—"The gravel from which dirt, dust, loam and

foreign matter has beeti removed and which has been screened and/or

crushed as required to meet specifications."

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the definition be

amended as stated. Any discussion? Mr. Rogers, will you restate it?
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Chairman E. I. Rogers :—The definition will read then as amended,

as follows : "Prepared Gravel.—A gravel from which dirt, dust, loam and

foreign matter has been removed and which has been screened and/or

crushed to meet specifications."

Mr. Hadley Baldwin (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :—If

we are going to enumerate the particular things to be done in getting

prepared gravel, we ought to enumerate all of them, it seems to me. It

does seem that if we give the definition of prepared gravel as "gravel which

had been prepared to meet specifications," that covers everything. If we

are going to enumerate some of the things that have to be done, why not

enumerate all? I would suggest, however, if we want to make special

mention of those things the Committee has mentioned, that the definition

might read this way : Cut out the word "residue" and make the gravel

that you are going to use the main subject of the definition. "Gravel pre-

pared to meet specifications, including the removal of all dirt, dust, loam

and foreign matter."

Mr. Frank Ringer :—Mr. President, in order to simplify that and keep

the definition as has been reported, I would change my motion to read

just as printed in the report except eliminate the word "residue" and sub-

stitute there "which has been prepared."

The President :—Is the seconder agreeable to the change ?

(The change was accepted.)

Mr. Frank Ringer :—I would suggest the change of the wording of the

amendment as changed to read, "The gravel from which dirt, dust, loam

and foreign matter has been removed and which has been prepared to meet

specifications."

The President :—The Committee accepts that change. Any further dis-

cussion on the original motion? If not, those who are in favor signify by

saying "aye" ; contrary "no." It is carried.

Chairman E. I. Rogers:—With reference to the part of the assignment

having to do with operating costs, your Committee has not been able to

secure any data even as information. This Committee is dependent entirely

upon the assistance that it receives from the members and the roads they

represent, and in this particular assignment we have not been able to get

any information and therefore there is not anything to record on it. It

will be carried over, we hope, into the following year and possibly other

years of work. Your Committee hopes to be able to make some sort of

report later on. We simply ask that the matter be continued.

The next subject will appear in Appendix D on page 766, Continue

study and report on shrinkage of ballast. Mr. W. E. Colladay, Chairman

of this Sub-Committee, will handle the report.

Mr. W. E. Colladay (Illinois Central) :—Two years ago this Com-

mittee submitted specifications for the establishment of test sections for

determining the shrinkage of ballast, and were published in Volume 30,

1929 Proceedings.

We have succeeded in obtaining a few test sections but the tests so far

have been made upon several kinds of ballast, and the Committee is

reluctant to give this information which was obtained relating to shrinkage

to the Association due to not having a sufficient number of tests on the

various kinds of ballast.
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The Committee hopes to secure more co-operation during this year

from the different railroads. In fact, it is imperative that such co-operation

be obtained before the Committee can submit a report.

When the Committee feels that it has sufficient information and such

information has been thoroughly analyzed as to the kind, depth, amount of

traffic, etc., it will then be presented to the Association.

The Committee recommends that the subject be continued for another

year.

The President:—The subject has been assigned for the following year.

Chairman E. I. Rogers:—The next subject under discussion appears

in Appendix E, page 767, Determine the answer to the question: What Is

Ballasted Track? This subject will be handled by Mr. A. P. Crosley,

Chairman of this Sub-Committee.

Mr. A. P. Crosley (Reading) :—Your Committee, in attempting to

determine an answer to this question, approached the subject as though it

was assigned for answer prior to the adoption of material now appearing

in the Manual. In other words, this question appeared to the Committee

as one which might have been propounded in the early stages of the Asso-

ciation. As stated above, the Committee viewed this as though the question

was assigned to the Committee prior to the adoption of subsequent defini-

tions, and so forth.

A second reason for the apparent length is that it was felt that the

Manual was used extensively by universities and others as a reference book

and as such the answer should attempt to cover the subject as fully as

possible.

Your Committeee has given definitions from the Manual substantiating

their conclusions and definitions. A comparison of these definitions will

disclose that there has been embodied in answer to the question : "What
is ballasted track?" nothing that has not already been approved by the

Association. The answer as appearing on page 768 and reading as follows

:

"Ballasted track is track to which ballast has been applied in sufficient

quantities and of adequate cross-section to hold the track in proper line

and surface, to provide efficient drainage and to uniformly distribute the

load over the roadbed," is respectfully submitted with the recommendation

that it be adopted and published in the Manual.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the definition

for ballasted track be adopted for the Manual. Is there any discussion?

Mr. J. C. Irwin (Boston & Albany) :—1 think the Committee has

handled the subject very creditably but I question the value of a definition

of ballasted track to be included in the Manual. We already have a

definition for ballast and we also have a definition for track. When we
come to the question of the degree to which track shall have ballast in

order to be ballasted, I think, as the Committee says in the beginning of

their report, we are getting on a broad question. It occurs to me that

with the definitions already in the Manual it would be sufficient to say that

"Ballasted track is track supported by ballast," but even then I question

the value of that definition in the Manual. I merely submit it to the Com-
mittee to see whether my first suggestion, the definition of ballasted track

as "track supported by ballast," is not the better definition, and second,

whether they have not presented a definition merely to cover their assign-
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ment, or whether, in their judgment, this is valuable material to put in the

Manual. The first part of their report is already in the Manual and there

would be little left to add.

I first propose an amendment to the last paragraph of the report, that

the definition be : "Ballasted track is track supported by ballast."

The President :—In defense of the Committee the Chair will state that

they are acting under instructions from the Outline of Work Committee,

who assigned this subject. That, of course, does not necessarily foreshadow

the action of the convention on the recommendation of the results from

that assignment.

Col. J. B. Jenkins (Baltimore & Ohio) :—The investigations of the

Committee on Stresses in Track have shown that 2^ or 3 feet of ballast

is frequently necessary to distribute the load uniformly over the roadbed.

According to this definition, the track carrying such loads with only six

inches or twelve or seventeen inches of ballast under the tie would not be

ballasted track.

Mr. J. L. Campbell :—I should like to support what Mr. Irwin has

said on this matter. I believe this is an injudicious definition proposed for

ballasted track for inclusion in the Manual, because with its setting and

its reference to definitions of the track structure which ballast supports,

the implication of that definition, is, it seems to me, that we would not

have any ballasted track until we had ballast substantially according to

the specifications of this Association as indicated in the recommended

ballast sections. If we should so define ballasted track, we might have

good ballast on our roadbed under the track which was serving a useful

purpose and yet might be excluded under this definition. That might be

of importance in the matter of valuation.

The suggestion of Mr. Irwin is very good, that ballasted track is track

supported by ballast. I would much prefer such a definition. I would be

agreeable to having no definition of ballasted track in the Manual.

Mr. H. L. Ripley (New York, New Haven and Hartford) :—It seems

to me that the point that has been made is very well taken, particularly

from the valuation standpoint. Those of us who have been engaged in

this work have had to meet this issue and have been disturbed and troubled

by it, and if the definition is to stand substantially as recommended I should

like to ask the Committee to modify it to this extent: Have the last clause

read : "and to distribute the load more uniformly over the roadbed." That

is what you are after. It is hardly possible to distribute the load uniformly.

I believe that would perhaps take the curse off the definition as it has been

suggested to the Committee.

Mr. S. S. Roberts (Bureau of Finance, Interstate Commerce Com-

mission) :—I object to the definition for three reasons. I hardly think it

is necessary to have the definition in the first place. Then for reasons which

other speakers have given, and in which I concur, I think the definition is

unwise. Second, from my experience I have not found any ballast that

held the track in proper line and surface. I think that part of the definition

itself would eliminate all of the track in this country from being classified

as ballasted track because regardless of the ballast used it will be necessary

continually to line, surface and smooth the track. Third, I think the state-

ment that there should be sufficient depth of ballast under the tie to dis-
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tribute the load uniformly over tiie roadbed, is not well taken because very

few railroads in this country have sufficient depth of ballast under the tie

to so distribute the load. In my opinion the definition as presented by

the Committee would eliminate most, if not all, of the track in the United

States from being classified as ballasted track. If a definition is necessary,

I later will suggest a definition which I think may answer the question

asked of the Committee.

Mr. W. D. Faucette (Seaboard Air Line) :—I wish to endorse the

remarks of Mr. Roberts, Mr. Campbell, Mr, Irwin and Col. Jenkins. It

seems to me that the Committee has heard what has been spoken. They

might ask that this be withdrawn for reconsideration in the coming year.

Chairman E. I. Rogers :—So far as the Committee is concerned, I am
sure that we are willing to proceed as this Association desires us to do

and if the Outline of Work Committee, after this Association has refused

to accept this definition, wishes us to continue the subject, we will do so.

I would ask that in view of the fact that there was a motion made to

accept it, that it be acted on, Mr. President.

Mr. J. C. Irwin:—I just wanted to make clear that the action not to

include this in the Manual is the one I would prefer to consider. My
first motion was that this definition be revised. In case it should be adopted,

I prefer to see it passed in the revised form. My next motion would be

that it be not included in the Manual.

The President :—In order that we have a clean slate here and all of

us understand it, I take it now that you withdraw your amendment?

Mr. J. C. Irwin :—I do not withdraw it until I am sure what is going

to follow.

The President :—You will certainly have a hearing on what follows.

Is the second to Mr. Irwin's motion agreeable?

Mr. J. L. Campbell :—I second Mr. Irwin's motion that this definition

be changed to define ballasted track as track supported by ballast.

Mr. J. C. Irwin:—The motion was "supported by ballast," so as to

include lateral as well as vertical support.

The President :—In order that we may know what we are voting on,

Mr. Irwin, will you kindly state your amendment? I mean the one we are

taking action on.

Mr. J. C. Irwin :—The amendment was that the definition be changed

to read : "Ballasted track is track supported by ballast."

The President :—You have heard the motion. Is there further discus-

sion? This is an amendment to the motion presented by the Committee.

Mr. H. E. Tyrrell (Southern Railway) :—Before we go on with this

definition, I think that it conflicts with the definition of ballast in the

Manual, found on page 767. This refers distinctly to line and surface

:

"Ballast is selected material placed on the roadbed for the purpose of hold-

ing the track in line and surface," something more than supporting the

track.

Mr. S. S. Roberts:—May I ask, in connection with this amendment,

is a definition good, which requires another definition in order to make it

understood ?

The President :—Ordinarily, no.
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Chairman E. I. Rogers :—This assignment was for the purpose of

finding a definition of what is ballasted track. The Committee brought to

your attention that you have a definition for ballast and also a definition

for track. Their assignment was to define ballasted track.

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt :—I move an amendment to the amendment that

this subject be referred back to the Committee for further consideration.

The President :—Is there any discussion on the amendment to the

amendment ?

(The motion was put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman E. I. Rogers:—The next subject is on page 768, Appendix F,

Review and report revisions, if necessary, on Specifications for Washed

Gravel Ballast. I want to call your attention to the wording there, "Washed

Gravel Ballast." That will be changed to "Prepared Gravel" in view of

the action taken on Appendix C, which eliminated the definitions for washed

gravel and screened gravel. Prof. Stanton will present this report.

Prof. C. B. Stanton:—We have presented to the Committee a notation

to the effect that there was a conflict in the two Appendices F and G:

We anticipated that when we wrote up our assignment, which was washed

gravel ballast. We wrote it up so that if the Association took the proper

action, as we anticipated, on Appendix C, then we would merely write in

"Prepared gravel ballast" instead of "Washed gravel ballast."

There was some sentiment expressed at last year's meeting that our

specifications as written were not serviceable for field use. We have

taken those instructions and endeavored to rewrite them so that they will

be serviceable for field use, and all tests or specification requirements given

therein could be made with simple apparatus in the field.

Some of the articles, you will note, have been copied from the old

specification. Those revised have been rewritten in view of the old speci-

fications, and we have tried to conform as nearly as possible to them with

the exception of the test for dust, dirt and loam.

There is one typographical error on page 769, line 5. The size of the

No. 10 sieve is given as 0.9787. That should read 0.0787.

We move that this specification, revised to conform with Appendix C
just passed by the Association, be adopted and included in the Manual.

The President:—It has been moved and seconded that the revised

specification as outlined by the Committee be approved for the Manual.

Unless there is objection at this time, we will treat the specification as

a unit rather than reading it as is the usual custom. Is there any discussion?

(The motion was put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman E. I. Rogers:—The next subject appears in Appendix G,

page 770, make critical study of the cause and effect of pumping joints in

railway track and the excess cost of maintenance resulting therefrom with

suitable recommendations for removal of cause. Mr. W. A. Roderick,

Chairman of this Sub-Committee is not present, and in view of the fact

that the report is simply informative, we simply ask that it be received as

information. I do not at this time see anything further for your Com-

mittee to say about the subject. I ask that it be received as information.

This concludes our report, Mr. President.

Mr. A. P. Crosley, Chairman of this Committee for the ensuing year,

would like to make just a few remarks, if you please, Mr. President.
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The President :—We will be pleased to have him.

Mr. A. P. Crosley :—This Committee has assigned to it various sub-

jects upon which it is practically impossible to make a report without having

the assistance of the members of the Association.

With the variability of conditions and the complexity of the problems,

the results of a few tests may be misleading; conclusive statements may
be made only after repeated work under a variety of conditions and a

careful comparison and study of all the information available. A sufficient

number of repetitions of a test must generally be made to bring the error

of observation within reasonable limits.

Last year, after the report of this Committee was submitted, a very

earnest appeal was made from the floor of the convention, requesting that

the various members assist this Committee in the running of various tests

and the collection of certain data.

Particular reference is made to the subject "Shrinkage of Ballast."

Little help was forthcoming. This may in part be attributable to the Com-
mittee in that we did not go after the various roads for help.

We have recently compiled from various magazines items of work on

which we believe tests to determine the shrinkage of ballast could be run,

and thus make available to the Committee data from which it can compile

figures and conclusions.

Various roads will very shortly, if they have not already, receive

requests for assistance upon this subject. Reference will be made to the

specific projects. It is, of course, quite probable that your Committee has

not secured all of the projects, and it is sincerely hoped that any roads

not approached will come forward and let the Committee know of any

such projects and request a set of specifications governing the installation

of such test sections and the manner of gathering the desired data.

The cost of installing such a test section on new work is very little

and will not prove a burden on any road.

As stated before, particular reference is made to the shrinkage of bal-

last, but there are other subjects upon which information is required, and

it is the hope of your Committee that the roads will come forward and

render the necessary assistance.

The President :—The Committee solicits your assistance.

Mr. Roberts suggested that he had a definition to offer in place of the

one that was rejected. I am sure, Mr. Roberts, the Committee will be glad

to receive your suggestions and those of others.

We spoke a while ago about making some changes in titles to make
the work of some of our members more representative. We call your

attention to the fact that the retiring Chairman of this Committee has left

the ranks of the Engineers and joined the ranks of the Presidents. That

has nothing to do with his retiring from this Committee, and he assures

us that he will be as active in the future as in the past in the work of our

Association.

The Committee is excused with the thanks of the Association.

(Applause.)
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(For Report, see pp. 1065-1145)

(Past-President W. D. Faucette in the Chair.)

Mr. W. J. Burton (Missouri Pacific) :—The first subject, Revision

of the Manual, will be found on page 1066. This revision consists in adding

to the Manual the design for the numerals to be placed on the heads of

dating nails. The reason for this change is that writh some numerals it is

difficult or impossible to distinguish between the 8's, the 9's, the 3's, the 5's

and the 6's, especially after the nails have been in service for some years.

Mr. Chairman, I move the adoption of the matter on page 1066 for

inclusion in the Manual.

Past-President W. D. Faucette:—Is there any discussion on this motion?

If not, those in favor will please say "aye," opposed "no." The "ayes" have

it and it is so ordered.

Chairman W. J. Burton:—The second subject is that of anti-splitting

devices. This subject will be presented by Mr. Crugar, the Chairman of

the Sub-Committee.

Mr. E. L. Crugar (Illinois Central) :—The report of the Sub-Committee

on Anti-Splitting Devices will be found in Appendix B on page 1067. A
brief outline of the work done so far is given, reference to tests made on

certain ties which has heretofore been presented is made, and further infor-

mation on tests being conducted.

The plans of the irons being used are given on pages 1067 and 1068.

Photographs of the ties when the irons were applied, August, 1928, and

also the same ties one year later, August, 1929, are presented on pages 1069,

1070, 1071, 1076 and 1078.

Photographs of some of the same kind of ties taken at the same time

in 1928 and again in 1929 where no anti-splitting irons were applied, are

shown on pages 1072, 1073, 1074 and 1075.

The result of the studies of the tests made by the Sub-Committee so

far leads to the conclusions found on page 1068.

This report is presented as one of progress and information. We move

that it be accepted as information.

Past-President W. D. Faucette :—It has been moved and seconded that

this be received as information. If there is no discussion, I will assume

that the vote is affirmative, and it is so ordered.

Chairman W. J. Burton:—The report on the next subject will be found

on page 1079, the extent of adherence to standard tie specifications. Mr.

Foley, Chairman of the Sub-Committee, will present this report.

Mr. John Foley (Pennsylvania) :—The demands for cross-ties during

1929 were unusually low, and although production was curtailed in conse-

quence, there was no reason why any railroad desiring standard cross-ties

could not procure them without departure from the standard specifications.

Those railroads which have been lax under competitive conditions had a

chance to change their inspection practice, and it is to be hoped they will

maintain the accepted standards hereafter.

A test of possible improvement in adherence to specifications was made

in the Pocahontas Region, where two lots of ties totaling 800,000 were

examined by the Committee as a whole. In both cases there was an improve-
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ment in 1929 practice over that of 1928 and 1927. Although the inspection

continues liberal, it is not as markedly lax as formerly. One of the stocks

of ties looked over contains many accepted one size higher than they

should be. The other had a large number of oversize ties, especially of pine,

which had been accepted as though they were of normal dimensions.

The poor manufacture common to the production of this region was

manifest in both stocks. Ties poorly hewed, crooked and bowed will con-

tinue to be made so long as they are accepted as though they were good

standard ties. Unpeeled ties showed disregard for standards by the in-

spectors.

The storage yards where these 800,000 ties were seasoning were clean

and in general in good condition. In one the ties were laid too close

together in the stacks and they also were stacked with the ties separating

the layers of the stack in contact with the sections 20 to 40 inches from the

middles of the ties in the layers instead of at their ends. These ties have

remained in their close stacks too long—two years—and decay was con-

spicuous. Some of the decay present was accepted when the ties were

inspected in 1927. This initial decay contributed largely to the unsound

condition which developed during the over-long storage. In the ties inspected

during 1929 decay has not been accepted to as great an extent as in 1927

and 1928.

It is to be hoped that this improvement will continue throughout 1930,

not only in the Pocahontas Region but everywhere else that ties are accepted.

This report is submitted for information. I move that it be so accepted.

Past-President W. D. Faucette:—It has been moved that this report be

accepted as information. We will take it the vote is in the affirmative and

it is so ordered.

Chairman W. J. Burton :—The next report is that on Substitute Ties,

which is found on page 1080. Mr. Clement, Chairman of the Sub-

Committee, will present it.

Mr. S. B. Clement (Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Railway) :—The

report of the Sub-Committee on Substitute Ties consists of a compilation of

answers to questionnaires that were sent out to the different railways on

which installations of substitute ties were under test.

There is nothing striking in it that demands comment. A couple of new

types of ties are illustrated in the text of the report.

The report also contains an abstract of a monograph on steel ties in

India. It is submitted with the idea that it might be of interest to the

members. I move that this report be received as information.

Past-President W. D. Faucette :—It has been moved and seconded that

the report of Appendix D, Substitute Ties, page 1080, be received as infor-

mation. Assuming there is no discussion or question, we will take it that

the vote is in the affirmative. It is so ordered.

Chairman W. J. Burton :—Before we pass on to the next report, there

is one feature connected with this use of steel ties in India which may be

of interest. What is startling to us is the rather long life secured with

certain steel ties in India, average lives of even as high as thirty-seven years

having been secured by this form of tie.

The point I want to make, however, is that the conditions there both

as to loading, climate and particularly as to relative costs, are such that
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probably no conclusions can be drawn which could be used under conditions

in this country. Particularly as regards the relative costs, the wooden tie

which is used in India costs practically the same as the steel tie, so that it is

possible that the economic conditions are such that the steel may be justified,

whereas the condition in this country is such that it seems hopeless for a

steel tie to compete on the basis of annual renewal cost until the relative

prices of wood and steel have changed very materially.

The next subject, that of the best practice for grading marks for ties

to indicate acceptance, is reported on page 1091. Mr. Bolin, Chairman of

the Sub-Committee, will present this report.

Mr. W. C. Bolin (Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal) :—The report

of this Sub-Committee, on page 1091, was developed largely from a question-

naire which was sent out a year ago and is summarized on page 1092. It is

also based on inspection made by the Committee in various tie yards and in

conference with many inspectors who are engaged in the work of taking

up ties. Their objections have been noted and consideration given to them.

The recommendations of the Committee are to be found on page 1093

and are offered for inclusion in the Manual

:

"(1) Each tie accepted by a railroad should be marked. The mark
used should identify the railroad and the inspector and should indicate the

size at which the tie is accepted. If the field inspector is required to classify

the different kinds of wood, the kind should also be indicated by the mark.

The date or year may also be indicated, but this is not considered essential.

"(2) All marking should be done with branding hammers.

"(3) Each hammer should carry the name or identification of the 'ail-

road and a number or letter to indicate the identity of the inspector. These
indications should be on the main portion of the hammer so that they will

always appear on every tie accepted.

"(4) Hammers for use where kinds or groups of wood are determined

by the field inspector should be provided with detachable rings carrying the

indications by the style of border.

"(5) The size at which the tie is accepted should be indicated by the

number of blows struck on the end of the tie, one blow for a size one, two
for a size two, etc., and the brands thus applied to the tie should be arranged

in the distinctive patterns shown in the drawing." This drawing is on the

bottom of page 1093.

"(6) If, in trimming the ends of the ties to length, or for other pur-

pose, the original inspection marks are removed, new marks showing the

name of railroad and the size of tie should be stamped or branded on the end.

"(7) No marks should be placed on rejected ties.

"(8) The branding hammer should be designed to have the least

amount of embossing which will convey the desired information. For in-

stance, 'X. Y. & Z. R. R. Co.' should be contracted to 'Z' if this is sufficient

to distinguish the railroad, and similarly one letter or figure used to desig-

nate the inspector is preferable to two or three figures. Embossing should

have a depth of ^2 to 3^2 inch and a width of face of 3'2 to -^ inch. The
diameter of the embossed surface, including the ring or border, should be

kept as small as possible to reduce the effort required and to minimize the

recording of one side of the brand only."

These recommendations are offered for inclusion in the Manual, and

I so move.

Past-President Faucette :—It has been moved and seconded that the

recommendations on page 1093 be adopted by this convention and placed in

the Manual. In order to save the time of discussion, I will read the para-
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graphs by number. If there are any comments, please speak to the number.

Section 1, Section 2, Section 3, Section 4.

Mr. C. C. Cook (Baltimore & Ohio) :—The job of the tie inspector is

to establish the grade of the tie. I notice the word "size" used throughout

these recommendations. Size is one of the elements in establishing the grade.

I suggest the word "grade" be used wherever the word "size" appears.

Chairman W. J. Burton:—The terminology now used is in conformity

with the present specification. The terminology suggested by Mr. Cook was
that used in the former specification. Size is used now rather than grade

to distinguish the size of the ties.

Mr. C. C. Cook :—Just before coming into the room I took up a Manual
to determine that fact. I was under the impression that the present specifi-

cation does refer to grade. In the diagrams in the present specification it

also does mention size, but it seems to me grade is basic.

Past-President Faucette :—In answer to Mr. Cook's observation, if you

will turn- to page 118 in the Manual, the tabulation in Section 8 on the left-

hand side is headed "size" under the designation "0, 1, 2, 3, 4, S, 6." This

Committee states they followed that in order to make their recommendation

in keeping with the Manual.

Mr. C. C. Cook :—There is also a description in the specifications that

refers to grade.

Mr. John Foley :—Standard ties are of only one grade, Mr. Cook, and

they are arranged by sizes. The 1926 change from "grade" to "size" was
deliberate, because there is no distinction as to the minimum requirements

in character of wood. "Grade" in forest products terminology means quality,

and acceptable ties are all of one minimum quality, but their standard

dimensions differ. That is the reason why the Committee in their marking

recommendations adhere to the standard specification, which separates cross-

ties into six "sizes."

Mr. C. C. Cook:—As Mr. Foley is responsible for those specifications,

I will accept his explanation.

I have one other suggestion to make, although I believe you have not

come to that number, the next number, 5.

In respect to No. 5, I would suggest that instead of striking five blows

on the end of the tie to mark it No. 5, it would be sufficient to use a hammer
with two ends, on one end of which the numeral 5 should appear, and thus

make proper identification for the size of the tie.

Mr. W. C. Bolin :—The Committee gave consideration to the possibility

of using a double-ended hammer or of carrying two hammers into the field.

It was felt by many tie inspectors that we talked with, that the trouble and

inconvenience of carrying the extra hammer or the double-ended hammer,

which would mean several dies to give the information if the kinds of

groups of wood are also desired, make it harder for them to carry on their

work than it did if they made five blows with the hammer, without having

to hunt out the particular face they wanted to mark with.

Mr. C. C. Cook:—Why limit it to one specific method? If some roads

want to use a hammer with a simple numeral on it, why not permit it?

I move there be included in there, "or a separate single blow showing the

numeral indicating the size of the tie."
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Past-President Faucette :—The Committee acx:epts that suggestion. Will

you please rephrase that so we will have it for the record?

Are there any further comments on Section 5, Section 6, Section 7,

Section 8? There being no further comments or observations, it has been

moved and seconded that the recommendations on page 1093 from 1 to 8

inclusive be accepted and placed in the Manual. Is there any discussion on

them as a whole? If not, those in favor say "aye"; opposed "no." It is

so ordered.

Qiairman W. J. Burton:—The next subject, methods and rules for tie

acceptance inspection, is reported on page 1094. Mr. Cook, the Chairman

of this Sub-Committee, is unable to be here to-day. The report is submitted

as information, although it contains recommendations found on the bottom

of page 1094. This report is based on a questionnaire as well as a study

of the problem lasting over several years. I will read the recommendations

at the bottom of page 1094 which summarize the report:

"1. Cross-tie inspectors should be provided as a regularly organized

force.
"2. Cross-tie inspectors should be recruited from within a road's own

organization and only in case of necessity be obtained from outside sources.

"3. Cross-tie inspectors should have had previous training and experi-

ence or be given training in inspection.

"4. They should be fully and frequently instructed as to their duties

by the employee to whom they are directly responsible for their work.
"5. Cross-tie inspectors should be furnished with branding hammers

and such other necessary equipment as required by the work.
"6. The identity of the inspector should be shown on each tie accepted,

as well as the size of tie, and provision made for adequate check of the v. ork.

"7. Cross-tie inspectors should not be used for the phases of the pro-

curement involved in negotiating for ties.

"8. Inspectors should be assigned to given territories but they should

be reassigned periodically in order to make them familiar with the products

of different territories, thereby broadening their experience and usefulness,

and to minimize possibility of connivance between inspector and producer.
"9. Cross-tie inspectors should be employed continuously and the force

temporarily reduced only in case of necessity and then all men retained in

some capacity consistent with service and ability.

"10. Lines of advancement as broad as possible should be provided.
"11. The work of cross-tie inspectors should be extended to include the

inspection of switch and bridge ties and other forest products whenever the

inspectors are capable of such work."

Mr. Chairman, I move the receipt of this report as information.

Past-President W. D. Faucette:—^It has been moved and seconded that

this report be received as information. If there are no questions or dis-

cussion, it will be assumed that the vote is in the affirmative, and it is so

ordered.

Chairman W. J. Burton:—^The next report is found on page 1100, report

data on average ties renewed per mile of maintained track. Mr. Roach is

not here. This report is in the same form as the one made last year and

is based on returns made by the railroads to the Interstate Commerce

Commission on Schedule 513 of the annual accounting report. This report

is submitted as information. I move it be accepted as information.

Past-President W. D. Faucette:—On page 1100 it is recommended that

Appendix G be received as information. If there are no questions or com-

ments, it is so ordered.
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Chairman W. J. Burton :—The next subject is that of study and report

on the proper design of cut spikes for use in prebored ties. This report is

Appendix H and is found on page 1118. This is a continuation of the study

which was reported last year and has to do with the design of the point of

the spike used in prebored holes to reduce the tendency of the ordinary cut

spike to lead away from the hole and prevent the benefit secured by the hole

in lessening the destruction of the wood fiber.

There are no definite conclusions in this report. I therefore move that

it be accepted as information.

Past-President W. D. Faucette :—It has been moved and seconded that

Appendix H be received as information. If there are no questions or com-

ments, it is so ordered.

Chairman W. J. Burton:—The next subject is that of best practice for

switch tie renewal. It is found on page 1143. Mr. Young, Chairman of the

Sub-Committee, will present this report.

Mr. R. C. Young (Lake Superior & Ishpeming) :—This subject has been

before the Tie Committee for several years, and the Committee has given

this subject considerable consideration and have decided on the recommenda-

tion which is shown on page 1143 as follows:

"The practice of single tie renewal is recommended for both cross-ties

and switch ties."

I move this be approved and included in the Manual.

Past-President W. D. Faucette:—Page 1143, at the bottom of the page,

it has been moved and seconded by this Committee that you put in the

Manual this statement : "The practice of single tie renewal is recommended

for both cross-ties and switch ties." Are there any questions or comments?

If not, those in favor say "aye"; opposed "no." It is so ordered.

Chairman W. J. Burton:—The last subject reported is found on page

1144, traffic unit for use in comparing cross-tie life. The Chairman of this

Sub-Committee, Mr. Maischaider, is unable to be here.

This subject is one which the Committee has had for two or three years

and the report this year carries out suggestions which have been made in

previous years on the floor of the convention and otherwise.

The formula suggested is in effect one which has already been approved

by the Association. The changes made by the Tie Committee merely have

to do with making the available statistics serve to furnish the figures. That

is, the available statistics do not provide the figures exactly as required by

the formula which has previously been approved, and this formula provides

a means of arriving at the same result by a slightly different process.

This is recommended for inclusion in the Manual. I will read the

recommendation found on page 1145: "For comparing cross-tie service, the

density of traffic unit shall be the 'Equivalent gross ton-miles per mile of

track,' determined according to the formula given below."

The formula is the sum of the net ton-miles of freight; the ton-miles

of the freight cars, or the tare of the cars, or, in other words, the two

together are the gross ton-miles of freight ; the ton-miles of freight loco-

motives multiplied by two; the passenger ton-miles plus the ton-miles of

passenger locomotives multiplied by three.

That is not exactly the form that you will find it on page 1145, but the

result is exactly the same. The difference is merely in the method of com-
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puting the passenger gross ton-miles, and the formula as it appears on page

1145, is the sum of the net ton-miles of freight, the ton-miles of the freight

cars, that is, the weight of the cars themselves, plus two times the ton-miles

of freight locomotives, plus 144 times the passenger car-miles.

Passenger car-miles are available whereas passenger ton-miles are not.

This factor of 144 is explained above and takes care of the weighting of

the passenger locomotives at three times, and also takes care of the conver-

sion of passenger car-miles into ton-miles. The sum then being divided by

the miles of the maintained track gives the unit which we are recommending.

I move the inclusion of this formula as found on page 1145 of the

Manual.

I should like to mention one point further. This formula is what is

known as the Yager formula and it has met the approval of the Association

previously. The recommendation here involves merely the passenger part of

it, making it possible to take passenger train-miles and converting them to

ton-miles on a uniform basis for all roads, and the further division of this

sum by the maintained miles.

Past- President W. D. Faucette :—It has been moved and seconded that

the formula at the bottom of page 1145 be accepted and printed as recom-

mended practice. Is there any discussion?

Mr. G. D. Brooke (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—Did I understand that the

designation L is to include passenger locomotives as well as freight loco-

motives ?

Chairman W. J. Burton:—That is merely freight locomotives.

Mr. G'. D. Brooke:—Passenger locomotives are omitted entirely?

Chairman W. J. Burton :—If you will read the text, Mr. Brooke (the

explanation is on page 1144) the passenger locomotive ton-miles are derived

from the passenger car-miles, and the weighting given the passenger loco-

motive is three, the same as in the Yager formula. There is also the esti-

mate in there of the weight of the passenger equipment which, as previously

explained, is based on 72 tons to the car, which is a recommendation of the

Mechanical Division.

There is a little shortcutting of arithmetic in arriving at the 144. The

144 includes all those elements.

Mr. G. D. Brooke :—To read this formula in the Manual, if not familiar

with the text to which you refer, the reader would imply that the passenger

locomotives are not taken into account.

Chairman W. J. Burton :—That is not so, and the locomotives are taken

into account, and the gross ton-miles secured by this formula will be prac-

tically the same as those secured by the formula already approved but the

method of arriving at that result is slightly different as regards pas-

senger equipment and the alteration is made because statistics are not avail-

able, at least not in most cases, and are not available from the I.C.C. reports,

to determine the gross ton-miles of passenger equipment in line with the

Yager formula. So that this is merely a method of arriving at the same

results from the data which are in existence.

Mr. G. D. Brooke:—Would there be any objection to the Committee

providing a footnote stating that term 144P embraces the passenger loco-

motives ?

Chairman W. J. Burton:—No, sir; we will be very glad to accept that.
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Mr. C. C. Cook :—It is suggested that this matter is not ready for inclu-

sion in the Manual. In the first place, I think they have detracted from

the Yager formula rather than making it more definite. If you are going

to compare the use of traffic on light lines, you may have passenger equip-

ment of less than 72 tons and that would be a proper consideration to give

that light line. Each railroad could establish its own factor to apply in the

Yager formula. It is simply a matter of mathematics that any Engineer

can handle. I see no reason for changing or stating the formula in the

way that the Tie Committee here has stated it. I think the original formula

can be used just as well.

The reason I think this material is not ready for the Manual is this

:

If we compare the life of ties on the basis of use, I think we should be

very careful. The Committee here admits, in the case of untreated ties, the

factor of 30 might be used, while in the case of treated ties it would be 50

and more, probably more
;
probably very much more. That is the essential

part of this study, and I have very much sympathy with the amount of work
which the Committee has before it in arriving at that factor which will

permit a fair comparison as between the tie life on various railroads or as

between the tie life on branches of separate railroads.

I will make a motion that this be not accepted for publication in the

Manual.

Mr. S. S. Roberts (Bureau of Finance, Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion) :—I will second the motion and also endorse what the maker of the

motion has said.

Past-President W. D. Faucette:—The motion is to withdraw this from

the action this year. Before putting that motion to a vote, the Chairman

would like to say something further.

Chairman W. J. Burton :—Mr. Cook's suggestion relating to the number

of treated ties in track, for instance, or the effect of whether ties are treated,

and so on, is part of the subject assigned to the Committee for next year.

As I say, the Committee cannot properly handle the subject assigned next

year unless this feature, which is only a part of the subject, can be gotten

out of the way. The question of whether use results in 30 per cent or

50 per cent eflfect on treated ties has nothing to do with the use of the

Yager formula. The latter is established as a measure for traffic effect,

and with this explanation I hope the motion will not prevail. We need this

formula, or we need some formula in order to carry out this assignment,

and this seems the most sensible one.

What the Committee have in mind for the assignment of the work next

year is nothing less than the cost of ties per equated gross ton-mile. We
already have the cost per maintained mile. We want the cost per gross

ton-mile also. We are getting away from the old idea of considering only

the cost per tie. That is what we used to talk about years ago. We now
have the cost per maintained mile, and the information contained in the

reports of this year and last year as to results secured on railroads having

different practices is exceedingly valuable to any individual road in deter-

mining whether its practices are producing the best economy.

With regard to this further step of determining the cost per ton-mile,

we now determine other railroad operating costs per ton-mile, for instance.
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transportation costs, and so on, and we think that the tie cost should be

worked out on a similar basis. Of course we equate to take care of the

major and more important variables as between different roads. But if you

are going to make a hair-splitting proposition of it, no two roads are exactly

alike. However, the larger roads having main, branch and all kinds of lines,

or major roads in the same general territory, frequently show very large

differences in cost of ties per maintained mile. Some of these differences

are very marked, more than 100 per cent. We believe that this study should

go ahead, but in order for it to go ahead we must have some formula

equating for the effect of traffic. After serious study we feel that if we

attempt too much hairsplitting we are not going to get anywhere with this.

I hope the motion will not prevail.

Mr. Robert H. Ford (Rock Island Lines) :—To my mind there is a

little confusion in the discussion. I think anyone who has followed the

reports and work of this Committee on this particular subject appreciate that

what has been going on for the last two or three years is a very valuable

addition to the work of this Association. On the other hand, I am rather

in sympathy with the motion as suggested by Mr. Cook. The Manual is one

of recommended practice, and I rather hesitate myself to vote in support of

including this in the Manual as recommended practice. On the other hand,

I think Mr. Burton has stated the case very well. This Committee has been

working on this; they have reached a conclusion, and it is now in the lap of

the convention. What are we going to do with it? He suggests, to dispose

of it, to put it in the Manual as recommended practice. My thought is this

:

that the report should be accepted. The Committee on Outline of Work
undoubtedly will have the benefit of the discussions here today and what

they will do with the subject, which is really the purpose, I think, Mr.

Burton has in mind, to make progress on it, will be for the Committee

to decide.

It seems to me then, that what we should do here to-day is, if Mr. Cook

would change his motion, that we should receive this as information at this

time. I think perhaps Mr. Cook's motion was prompted by the fact that the

Chairman of the Committtee has asked to have it accepted and printed in

the Manual. If he will withdraw his motion, I think it would clarify the

situation. Later on, next year, or if the report comes up in a little different

state, it may be desirable to print it in the Manual. I want to add in pass-

ing, however, that I followed this particular subject of the Committee for

some time and there has been a little feeling of apprehension—I do not know

that I can voice it any other way—that we may be getting into deep water,

and I do not think it is hairsplitting on the part of the convention to see

this in the manner I suggest. Neither do I feel that the work of the Com-

mittee will be lost later on as a matter of progress on this important subject.

Mr. S. S. Roberts:—I hope the motion will prevail. I have studied this

particular question very thoughtfully and very seriously in the past. The

Bureau of Finance settled claims of 667 carriers under the guaranty pro-

visions of the Transportation Act and claims of 461 other carriers under

the deficit provisions of the Act and did not use the Yager formula. I am
not convinced that the Yager formula is the best formula. I am further

not convinced that the arbitrarily selected approximation for determining
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passenger car and passenger locomotive ton-miles should be accepted in any

formula. I do not think there is anyone on the floor of the convention who
appreciates more than I do the difficulty of the task which has been given

to this Committee. I have sweat, bled and almost died over the same task.

While acknowledging the work that the Committee has done, I think the

formula should go back to the Committee for further consideration because

of the relation or probable application of the formula to other matters than

relative use of cross-ties and because of the complications which might

thereby arise. I agree with the Committee that it should not attempt to

produce a formula that will split hairs, because many of the things that

have to be included in such a formula can only be approximated. However,

I do believe that the best data, reasonably obtainable, should be used ; that

the formula proposed does not do this ; and that the formula as proposed

should not be adopted and printed in the Manual as recommended practice.

Mr. C. C. Cook :—I do not know whether the convention understands

that this formula is approved and in the Manual under the Committee of

Economics of Railway Operation. That which is now offered by this Com-
mittee is simply a method of calculation of that formula and we are not

taking anything away from the Committee. We do not care how they

apply it. They can use it in their further deliberations, and the suggestion

that it simply be received as information is all right. There is nothing

taken away.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (Northwestern Pacific) :—Mr. President, I hope

that the amendment to the original motion will not prevail. The Committee

is offering no new formula or rather not offering a formula to give results

different from the formula already adopted by the Association. I understand

that this formula is already adopted, so that available statistics can be used

and that it facilitates the work of the Committee. It has been stated by the

Chairman of the Committee that this form of formula gives the same results

as the original Yager formula and undoubtedly will facilitate the work of

this Committee. I see no objection to the adoption of the recommendation

in this matter.

Past-President W. D. Faucette :—Is there any further discussion on the

question at issue? If not, to state it clearly, the Committee has moved, and

it w-as seconded, that the formula on page 1145 be adopted as recommended

practice W'ith the explanatory note at the bottom suggested by Mr. Brooke.

As an amendment thereto, a motion by Mr. Cook, seconded by Mr.

Roberts, that it be recommitted to the Committee and not acted on in any

approved manner today.

There are two schools of thought here, and to bring it to a head, we
will have to take a vote. The first vote will be on the amendment. The
issue will be : Those in favor of recommitting this to the Committee for

another year's study and bring it back for discussion a year hence will please

say "aye" ; opposed, "no." The ayes will please rise. Those voting now
wish that it be reconsidered. Please be seated. Those voting "no" will

please rise. The noes mean that it will go now to the main vote. Please

be seated.

The original question now is this : Those in favor of this formula on

page 1145 appearing in the Manual with a note suggested by Mr. Brooke
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will please say "aye" ; opposed, "no." The ayes have it and it is approved

as an addition to the Manual.

The Committee on Ties has been of very valuable service to this Asso-

ciation. It is one of the fourteen original committees established some thirty

years ago. They are excused with the thanks of the Association. (Applause.)

DISCUSSION ON TRACK
(For Report, see pp. 551-598)

(Vice-President G. D. Brooke in the Chair.)

Mr. C. J. Geyer (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—The report of the Track Com-

mittee appears in Bulletin 321, the Committee assignments and action

recommended are on pages 551 and 552. We will omit the reading of the

assignments and the action recommended. There is a slight correction to

be made on page 552 in (3), in the first line after the word "specifications"

should be added "and plans."

Appendix A, page 553. The Committee has only one revision to offer

in adopted plans and specifications. It recommends withdrawal of Plan 404,

dated November, 1923, of No. 10 spring rail frog for rails 6i/^ inches high

and over, and substitution of plan of the same number (No. 404), dated

September, 1929, entitled A.R.E.A. No. 10 spring rail frog for heavy rails.

This plan has been revised and redrawn to bring it into line with Plan

277, adopted March, 1929, showing lengths and tie spacing for No. 10 frogs,

including spring rail frog for heavy rails.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—That plan is found on one of the insets

of the Bulletin, No. 404, in the right-hand lower corner.

Mr. C. J. Geyer :—I move the adoption of this as recommended practice.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—It has been moved and seconded that

this new plan for No. 10 spring rail frog be substituted for a plan bearing

the same number now in the Manual.

Is there any discussion? If not, those in favor will please say "aye,"

contrary "no." It is so ordered.

Mr. C. J. Geyer:—The remainder of Appendix A is simply submitted

as information, with the corrections of February 22, 1930.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—If there are no objections, it will be so

received.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe) :—In Appendix

A the temperature expansion table at the bottom of page 553 has apparently

crept into the Manual by mistake. It was submitted, or rather was printed

for inclusion in the Manual, and was withdrawn without such submission.

It was never voted on.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—What Mr. Baldridge says will be

accepted as information and appropriate action taken.

Mr. C. J. Geyer :—Appendix B, page 555, Plans and Specifications for

Track Tools. I will ask Mr. Strachan, the Chairman of the Sub-Committee,

to present the report.

Mr. G. M. Strachan (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe) :—The report of

Sub-Committee 2 is to be found in Bulletin 321, beginning on page 555,

Appendix B. Plans and Specifications for Track Tools were submitted in
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March, 1929, as information, inviting criticism, and such suggestions as

have been received were given careful consideration. It is believed that the

plans as now submitted reflect good engineering as v/ell as good shop

practice.

Standardization has been worked out between the handle manufacturers

and forged tool manufacturers with respect to standard eye-holes to meet

these specifications.

Your Committee has revised the Plan No. 4, page 565 in the supplement

to the Bulletin, dated February 22, 1930, to agree with the American

Standards Association new standard which is being recommended this year

by the Rail Committee for adoption.

Action recommended : The Committee submits herewith Track Tool

plans, including track tool handles, pages 562 to 582 of the Bulletin 321,

Plans Nos. 1 to 21, inclusive, as listed on page 587, with the exception that

the date on Plan 4 has been changed from September, 1929, to revised

February, 1930, with recommendations that they be adopted and published

as a supplement to the Association's Track Portfolio, which is a portion

of the Manual.

The Committee recommends that the specifications, both chemical and

physical, as well as plans and specifications covering track shovels and

ballast forks be received this year as information.

I make a motion to the effect that these plans be acted on independently

by plan numbers.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—If there is no objection we will refer

to the plans by number and then act upon them collectively. Will you refer

to them by number and page, please.

Mr. G. M. Strachan :—Plan No. 1, Clay pick, dated September, 1929;

Plan No. 2, Tamping pick ; Plan No. 3, Spike mauls ; Plan No. 4, Traclc

wrenches, appears in the Supplement revised 1930; Plan No. 5, Lining bar;

Plan No. 6, Rail tongs ; Plan No. 7, Tie tongs ; Plan No. 8, Timber tongs

;

Plan No. 9, Spike puller; Plan No. 10, Rail fork; Plan No. 11, Claw bar;

Plan No. 12, Track adz; Plan No. 13, Double-faced sledge; Plan No. 14,

Chisel and tamping bar ; Plan No. 15, Spear and tamping bar. Track chisel,

Design No. 1 ; Track chisel. Design No. 2, Plans 16 and 17. Plan No. 18,

Tie plug punch ; Plan No. 19, Round track punch ; Plan No. 20, Track

gage; Plan No. 21, Track tool handles.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—The subject before the meeting, gentle-

men, is the approval of those plans for inclusion in the Manual.

Is there any discussion? If not, those in favor will please say "aye";

contrary "no." It is so ordered.

Mr. G. M. Strachan :—The Committee recommends that the specifica-

tions, both chemical and physical, as well as plans and specifications cover-

ing track shovels and ballast forks, be received this year as information.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—Unless there is objection, it will be so

ordered.

Mr. G. M. Strachan :—The Committee recommends that the subject

be continued during the coming year.

Mr. C. J. Geyer:—Appendix C, page 588, Plans of Switches, Frogs,

Crossings and Slip Switches. In the absence of Mr. Harding, Chairman
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of the Sub-Committee, I will ask Mr. Betts, his representative, to present

the report.

Mr. E. Betts (Southern Pacific) :—Appendix C. The plans presented

in this appendix and revisions to the Manual, in Appendix A, coming under

this subject have been prepared in conference with the Standardization Com-
mittee of the Manganese Track Society.

To complete the set of plans offered last March covering frogs for

heavy rail and showing uniform tie layouts suitable for any type of guard

rail the Committee presents for adoption as recommended practice the five

Plans Nos. 281, 282, 283, 291 and 292, as listed under conclusions.

The Committee presents Plans Nos. 793, 794, 795 and 796 as listed

under conclusions which have received the approval of the Mechanical Divi-

sion of the American Railway Association and are offered for information

and for insertion as reference plans in portfolio of A.R.E.A. Trackwork

Plans.

The Committee also presents Plans Nos. 1001, 1002 and 1003 for infor-

mation and for insertion as reference plans in portfolio of A.R.E.A. Track-

work Plans. These plans give data for various rail sections and are listed

under conclusions.

The Committee has under consideration the need, if any, of revising

flangeways and other details in present A.R.E.A. Trackwork Plans, and

a thorough investigation is to be made into the question of guard rails.

Reports on these subjects will be presented at a later date.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—As this is for adoption for printing in

the Manual, I will ask the speaker to pause after the reading of each plan

by number for any discussion which may be desired.

Mr. E. Betts :—The Committee recommends that the following plans

submitted herewith be adopted as recommended practice and printed in

the Manual: Plan No. 281, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. No. 14 rail-

bound manganese steel and bolted rigid frogs for heavy rails.

Plan No. 282, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. No. 15 railbound man-

ganese steel and bolted rigid frogs for heavy rails.

Plan No. 283, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. No. 16 railbound man-

ganese steel frogs for heavy rails.

Plan No. 291, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. No. 18 railbound man-

ganese steel frogs for heavy rails.

Plan No. 292, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. No. 20 railbound man-

ganese steel frogs for heavy rails.

Vice-President Brooke:—These plans are offered for approval as rec-

ommended practice.

Those in favor will please say "aye" ; opposed "no." It is so ordered.

Mr. E. Betts :—The Committee also recommends that the following

plans submitted herewith be received as information : Plan No. 793, dated

September, 1929, A.R.E.A. data sheet for A.R.A. standard wheel flanges,

treads and gages, and the plans on page 589.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—Unless there is objection, these plans

will be accepted as information.

Mr. E. Betts :—Finally, the Committee recommends that the subject

be continued.
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Mr. C. J. Geyer :—Appendix D, Track Construction in Paved Streets.

In the absence of Mr. Caruthers, Chairman of the Sub-Committee, I will

present the report.

The Committee presents for adoption as recommended practice Plan

982, dated September, 1929, A.R.E.A. 200-ft. radius tongue switch and mate,

solid manganese steel, for use in paved streets, 7-inch and 9-inch girder

rails. This appears in the Supplement dated February 22, 1930.

Switches of this design are for use in industrial tracks and the plan

has been prepared in conference with the Standardization Committee of the

Manganese Track Society.

The switch and mate shown on this plan embody the general details of

design of and are interchangeable with switches and mates now in most

general use by the steam railroads.

The Committee has under consideration a plan for connected grooved

tongue switch for main line use for presentation at a later date. I move

the adoption of this plan.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—Plan No. 982 is offered for approval

as recommended practice.

Is there any discussion? If not, those in favor of the motion will

please say "aye"; opposed "no." It is so ordered.

Mr. C. J. Geyer :—The Committee recommends this subject be con-

tinued.

Appendix E, appearing on page 590, Corrosion of Rail and Fastenings

in Tunnels, is offered as information.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—Unless there is objection it will be so

accepted.

Mr. C. J. Geyer :—Appendix F, Methods of Reducing Rail Wear on

Curves with Particular Reference to Oiling the Rail or Wheel Flanges, is

offered as information.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—It will be so accepted.

Mr. C. J. Geyer :—Appendix G, appearing on page 596, Review of Ma-

terial in Former Proceedings with Respect to the Cause and Effect of Brine

Drippings, is offered as information. We have some additional information

since the publication of this report.

I will ask Colonel Arn, Chairman of this Sub-Committee, to read the

additional information on this subject.

Col. W. G. Arn (Illinois Central) :—As a supplement to the report as

printed in the Manual we have the following to offer

:

Of the twenty systems from which information was requested, three

—

the Chicago & Alton, the Chicago Great Western and the Pennsylvania

—

have not replied at all, indicating that it was not a matter of great mom.ent,

and many of the remaining lines gave no information in addition to that

previously submitted.

On the basis of the information available for this report only ten

systems are affected seriously enough to make brine drippings a matter of

moment, and on these ten systems the total mileage affected is probably

only about 12,000 miles. (Several systems did not state mileage affected.)

Of these ten systems, the annual damage is estimated at from $62 to $506

per track mile and the total damage from $65,000 to $500,000 per system.
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Some replies did not fix an estimated money damage per mile or for

the system, so that the total can only be roughly approximated. This total

approximates $2,300,000. This gives roughly an average of around $190

per track mile for the amount of track affected.

Your Committee recommends

:

1. That the railroads require the maintenance of brine retaining ap-

paratus on the meat-carrying type of cars in the best possible shape. This

will require action by the A.R.A.

2. That the Mechanical Division continue vigorously its efforts to

perfect a design for the fruit and vegetable carrying car that will permit

of installation and operation of brine retainers on this type of car. This

is something that would have to be handled through the A.R.A.

3. That the effort on the part of the car companies and refrigerant

manufacturers to find a refrigerant which will take the place of ice and

salt, and eliminate entirely the making of brine, and consequently its damage,

be encouraged by the A.R.A. and the individual railroads. That would

require action of the A.R.A.

4. That in the meantime the railroads continue the application to their

structures of the protective agents mentioned above and being tried on the

various systems and make tests of any additional agents which offer prom-

ising possibilities.

Since the above was compiled a recent issue of "Refrigerating En-

gineering" published an article which indicates that there is great promise

of solution of the whole problem through the use of "dry ice" with the

installation of some apparatus which can be placed in any existing type of

refrigerator car and make that car suitable for carrying any type of

refrigerated article, either fruit, vegetables, meat or other products except

those that are carried in tank cars.

It had been thought that there were insurmountable difficulties against

the use of "dry ice," but this article indicates that there is very much prom-

ise in this solution of the problem.

It is recommended that the subject be continued.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—This will be received as information.

THE DESIGN AND SPECIFICATIONS OF A DRY AIR
REFRIGERATOR CAR

By C. C. Palmfr

From "Refrigerating Engineering," February, 1930

The car here described has an improved method of cooling the interior

competent to produce any temperature required to protect its load against
excess of heat or, in fact, of cold.

The apparatus employs dry ice under conditions favorable to economy,
can be adapted to any modern refrigerator car, occupies less space than
the ice bunkers, weighs less than the bunkers when filled with ice and requires

no more attention than that of the ice refrigerator cars. It produces a dry
air around the load so essential to the protection of every variety of fruit,

vegetables or meats and eliminates the accumulation of water upon the floor

of the car, thereby promising perhaps double life for the car and a reduced
cost for repairs.

Each refrigerating unit is so designed that without loss of time or addi-
tional expense it can be adapted to use in transporting any and every class
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of perishable freight. A specially designed heater is used to prevent freez-

ing. It is adapted to that class of refrigerated freight where ice and salt

is now used, doing away with the objectionable features caused by the use

of brine. The name emphasizes the fact that the production of a refrigerator

car devoid of water in every form constitutes a desirable operating im-

provement.
It uses no power from the train service and requires no skilled labor in

its operation ; in short, it possesses all of the advantages gained by the use

of ice and none of the objectionable features caused by brine or water.

The writer believes that any new design of refrigerator car must be

made to co-ordinate with the existing system of refrigerator cars using ice as

the refrigerating agent. The only way to accomplish this result seems
to be merely by substituting a more powerful refrigerating agent. Carbon
dioxide ice is proposed. Its value in latent heat of 276 Btu. is practically

double that of water ice. Its density is SO per cent more than that of

water ice and it occupies two-thirds of the space per pound weight. It is

not inflammable or obnoxious and, except for its appearance, has nothing

in common with water ice. Consequently a special method of handling it

must be designed to obtain its full refrigerating value in melting.

Ordinarily we treat the refrigerating agent as operating in three

stages from a solid to a liquid and from a liquid to a gas. Carbon dioxide

ice in melting passes the liquid stage and jumps from the solid to the gas.

It is evident that the speed of the expanding gas is very high and if not

put under control this refrigerant will not return its full heat absorption

value.

Dry Ice in a Closed System

The "Dry Air" refrigerator car is designed to furnish complete control

of the gas produced by melting CO2, thereby securing its full value as a

refrigerating agent. This is accomplished by melting it in a closed system

retarding the flow of the gas by the use of suitable valves until the pressure

and temperature is at the point required. Moreover, the radiating surfaces

are increased by the aid of brine cylinders which put to use that portion of

the refrigeration that remains in the expanding gas flowing from the ice

tank—which by reason of the speed at which the gas travels does not have
sufficient time to absorb all the heat there.

In other words, dry ice is melted in a tank, the expanding gas absorbing

heat from the surrounding air ; it is then carried by suitable pipes to the

bottom of brine cylinders, the expanding gas passing through the brine in

the form of bubbles. This forces the gas into contact with a large absorb-

ing surface, agitates the brine and brings it into contact with the walls of

the cylinder, the surface of which absorbs heat from the air of the car.

By this method we utilize a large percentage of the refrigerating value that

by ordinary methods would be lost.

The diagram shows the assembly of a battery consisting of an ice

tank A in which the ice is melted, and two cylinders, 1 and 2, containing

brine used as just stated. Tank D is a duplicate of tank A. Tanks B and

C are of similar construction, having four brine cylinders each.

The figure also shows an elevation view of the body of a refrigerator

car with the sides removed to show the location of the batteries together

with a motor operated by the expanding gas to driving a fan, whereby in

turn the air in the car is circulated over the cold metallic surfaces of the

batteries. This cools and dries the air, also removing the gas generated

by ripening fruit or vegetables. A plan view of the location of batteries

A, B, C and D is shown, each operating independently except for the final

delivery of the expanding gas into an exhaust line as shown.

Views show the location of the batteries in both ends of the car, bat-

teries B and C having four brine c(ylinders each, batteries A and D two
cylinders each. By dividing the apparatus into four parts one may be

enabled to produce any temperature desired by the use of one or more
batteries. To ship meats requiring low temperatures means filling all of

the ice tanks with solid carbon dioxide. For fruit or vegetables, use batterie.«!
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B and C with either of the two-cyHnder brine batteries A or D, depending
upon the forced circulation of the air by use of the fan to give a uniform
temperature throughout the car.

Air surrounding the load in most instances should be kept dry, by forced

circulation. The fan draws the air of the car from the top stratum where
it contains the greatest heat and largest percentage of moisture forcing it

around the cold metallic surfaces of the batteries, reducing the temperature

and taking out the moisture from the air. By the use of the fan air is

circulated several times where by natural circulation it would be handled
but once. The center of the boxes containing fruit may be cooled in one

day where it would require three or four days with natural circulation in

the ice car to produce the same result. This lends the advantages of the

precooler, but under operation until the freight is delivered.

Should the freight require a moist air, the fan should be replaced by
natural circulation of air. Should there by an accidental shortage of ice

on the road, ice and salt may be placed in the ice tanks in the same mixture

now used in the meat cars, protecting the load until it reaches its destination.

The temperature of the air in the car between the top and bottom strata

would be more nearly uniform with this system than that of any car now
in service, and permit of one row more being loaded of nearly every variety

of deciduous fruits.

One such car will preserve its load in as good condition, and, in most
cases in better condition, than is now done by any of the several specially

designed cars now used in this service—and with a probable average of ten

trips per year instead of five. It has the further advantage of securing high

class freight for return loads by reason of the absence of moisture in the car.

Motor .Exhaust Fm

Outlet

CO, REFRIGtRAIOR CAR

(^^^
] ^^

<r^VP

Diagrammatic Scheme or Palmer Ca».

Mr. C. J. Geyer :—Appendix H, Gage of Track and Elevation of Curves

in the Light of Use of Roller Bearings on Railway Equipment, and Appen-

dix 1, Inter-Relation of Sizes and Fit of Track Fastenings for Rails of All

Weights, Including Size and Location of Rail Drilling and Bolt Punching
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of Joint Bars and Spike Slotting of Joint Bars, appear on page 598. The

Sub-Committees report progress and recommend the subjects be continued.

That concludes the report of the Committee.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—Before excusing this Committee, I want

to announce that the absence of Chairman Neubert is due to illness, which

I am sure we all regret.

The Track Committee, as you all know, is one of the wheelhorse com-

mittees of the Association. Their work this year is up to the usual standard,

and they are now excused with the thanks of the Association. (Applause.)

DISCUSSION ON YARDS AND TERMINALS
(For Report, see pp. 773-822)

Mr. John E. Armstrong (Canadian Pacific) :—The report of this

Committee appears commencing on page ITi of Bulletin 322. At this time

your Committee will submit progress reports on three subjects as informa-

tion. Specifications for light industrial service track scales for endorsement,

and a periodical and book review.

On the remaining five subjects assigned, your Committee reports active

work under way, but is not yet prepared to submit a printed report.

The report on the provision of parking and garage facilities for private

automobiles of railway passengers at passenger terminals and way .stations,

will be presented by Sub-Committee Chairman E. J. Beugler.

Mr. E. J. Beugler (Consulting Engineer) :—The matter of providing

parking facilities for private automobiles at railway stations has in a

number of instances become quite important. How far a railroad company

should provide such facilities and the question of charges, if any, for the

service, have been largely a matter of operating policy.

The Sub-Committee to which this subject was assigned has made a

preliminary report contained in Appendix A in the report of the Committee

on Yards and Terminals in Bulletin 322, page 775.

The subject specifically has to do with the design of passenger stations

as to provision for parking facilities for private automobiles of railway

passengers at passenger terminals and way stations. A preliminary ques-

tionnaire was sent out to representative railway officials, from which nearly

100 replies were received.

The questionnaire covered five general phases of the proposition

:

1. Does your road provide facilities at passenger terminals and way
stations for private autos?

2. Are facilities sublet to operating concerns or are they directly man-
aged by railway company?

3. What is basis of charge, if any, for facilities?

4. What is the general character of the facilities?

5. Do the facilities provided stimulate railway passenger traffic or

have they a favorable influence on other railway business?

About 100 replies were received by the Committee, half of which were

from roads making no special provisions but permitting reasonable use of

passenger station grounds for parking. About one-fourth of the replies
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indicated that they maintain space at or near stations for parking with

some policing done by public guards or railway employees.

Several have made special provision at certain points as a convenience

to the railroad patrons. The majority are giving only passive consideration

to the matter. The auto is looked upon as a competitor. Many recognize a

need for such provisions, but the need has been greater in the districts sur-

rounding larger cities. There has been a constant increase in the districts

surrounding the larger cities in the number of commuters who ride from

their residence in their own car, park it at a local express stop, and resume

their journey by rail, and the reverse on the return trip.

As to the benefits received, the replies were not very definite. On the

whole, they show that there has been serious consideration of the matter

among the railroads, and those who have given it the most consideration

believe that it both stimulates and encourages traffic both as to passengers

and somewhat as to freight.

This is the initial report of the Sub-Committee, and it is realized that

no definite answer to the problem can be formulated at this time. The

subject-matter is in state of transition. Very few railroads have adopted

a definite program or policy. Most companies are following a tryout where

provisions for parking seem to be necessary. The Committee believes that

its inquiries may not have reached all the officials and others who have had

definite ideas, if not conclusions, as to the proper policy, and who could give

the Sub-Committee much valuable information, and it is hoped that volun-

tary suggestions will come from both the Engineers and operating stafifs

and the Executives of the railway companies in order to assist the Sub-

Committee in its future work.

This report is given as information only, and it has been recommended

that it be continued for the ensuing year. I move it be so accepted.

The President :—Unless there is exception, it will be so received. Are

there any questions ?

Chairman John E. Armstrong :—The report on the efifect of motor

truck service on the design and operation of way and terminal freight station

facilities, will be presented by Sub-Committee Chairman L. L. Lyford.

Mr. L. L. Lyford (Illinois Central) :—The report of this Committee

is found on pages 778 to 780, inclusive, of Bulletin 2)22.

You will note from the assignment that it is in the nature of an inquiry,

and it was necessary for us to attempt to get some information from those

railroads that were using the truck facilities to a great extent.

A questionnaire was sent to a number of the important railroads,

particularly the Eastern lines, where this kind of service is used more than

in other territories. A copy of the questionnaire is found on the lower

part of the last page.

We found that there is an increase in the use of motor trucks in

station-to-station service, but as yet their use has not caused very many
changes in way and terminal freight station facilities other than possibly

the width of the driveways. This is referred to in the report.

This increased use of motor trucks has taken place in the more populous

districts, and as it is a changing thing and gradually increasing, its efifect

on the design of stations has probably not been felt to any great extent.
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It was found that one of the important tendencies is the use of truck

bodies at freight houses so that freight can be loaded direct from the receiv-

ing car to the truck body, which saves the one handling that would be

necessary when the package is moved from the car to the freight house and

then from the freight house to the truck body.

There are several different types of bodies that are used for this pur-

pose, and where the body is lifted from the truck to the side space in the

freight house, it does call for some special design in the freight house

proper, which is referred to in more detail in the report.

Where trailers are used, there seem to be no special features required or

in use at the present time. A result of the study is shown in the summary

on the last page, and the subject-matter is submitted to the Association

merely as information and it is recommended that it be accepted as such.

The President :—Has anyone any discussion to offer on this report ?

If there is no objection it will be received as information.

Chairman John E. Armstrong :—In the absence of the Sub-Committee

Chairman, R. J. Hammond, the report on the design of humps in terminal

yards will be presented by Mr. E. M. Hastings.

Mr. E. M. Hastings (Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac) :—Hast-

ings is a pinch-hitter and the pinch-hitter usually strikes out, so here goes.

You will find the report of this Sub-Committee on page 781 of Bulletin

322. There is general information now in the Manual, and also in the

Proceedings of the Association, concerning the design of humps in ter-

minal yards. The increasing use of car retarders has caused marked

changes, both in the track layout and in the gradients. This development

has brought attention to the important factor of resistance to the rolling

of cars by gravity and its effect on the design of gradients.

You will find in this report of the Committee, I think, a great deal of

valuable information, and I commend it to your study. There are also a

few typical plans which are informative.

The report, Mr. President, is submitted as information, and I move that

it be accepted as such.

The President:—Has anyone any discussion to offer on this subject?

If not, I take it that it is your desire that it be received as information.

Chairman John E. Armstrong :—The report on Scales, including speci-

fications for light industrial service track scales, will be presented by

Sub-Committee Chairman M. J. J. Harrison.

Mr. M. J. J. Harrison (Pennsylvania) :—Assignment 4, Specifications

for various types of scales used in railway service, is covered by Appendix

D and Exhibit A, appearing on pages 790 and 792. The report proper dis-

cusses the question of industrially-owned track scales, and certain phases

of the relation between such scales and the general structure of railway

weighing. It explains briefly how weights obtained on such scales attain

formal recognition by the railways, and endeavors to point out the lack of

comprehensiveness of application of existing accepted track scale specifica-

tions.

It further explains why formal endorsement of the now proposed indus-

trial track scale specifications by this Association is essential to the orderly

operation of the instrumentalities through which weights obtained on such

scales will attain proper standing.
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The proposed specifications appear as Exhibit A, starting on page 792.

As stated in the report, your Committee collaborated in the preparation

of the specifications. The specifications have been approved by the sponsor-

ing organization for the character of service contemplated. They have been

accepted by the manufacturers. The United States Bureau of Standards was

represented on the Committee which prepared the specifications, and it is

anticipated that in due time they will be approved by that Bureau.

Your Committee has reviewed the proposed specifications very care-

fully, and recommends their endorsement subject to the limitations definitely

expressed in the conclusion which appears on page 792 of the Bulletin.

Your Comm.ittee here calls attention to a typographical error appearing

on page 794 of the Bulletin, but in doing so wishes to emphasize the fact

that your Secretary's department was in no way responsible therefor. It

has been clearly demonstrated that the error was the fault of the printer

after the proofs had been carefully checked bj^ the Secretary.

On the lower part of page 794 in Section (V), paragraph 2, the second

line reads, "Engineers, 1924, June, page 257." This line should read, "These

specifications shall be 46 feet," making the entire paragraph read: "The

length of scale covered by these specifications shall be 46 feet."

Further, on page 804, Section (XXIV), paragraph 2, the sponsoring

organization amended the specifications between the time that they were

printed in the Bulletin and the present time, changing the minimum section

modulus there specified from 115 to 130. The Committee has accepted the

modification.

The conclusion of the report on page 792 reads : "That the Specifications

for the Manufacture and Installation of Light Industrial Service Railway

Track Scales, as prepared by the National Scale Men's Association, be

endorsed for use by industries where the gross weight of cars will not

exceed 180,000 pounds, the length of the wheel-base of cars will not

exceed 45 feet, and cars will not be weighed one truck at a time."

Mr. President, I move the adoption of the conclusion as just read and

the publication thereof in the Manual.

The President :—It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that this is somewhat

of a departure from the conclusions leading up to this recommendation.

The impression that most of us had is that this specification was prepared

by another organization. We thought it was your purpose to have this con-

vention endorse this specification. Is it now your purpose that it be adopted

as an Association specification?

Mr. M. J. J. Harrison :—It is not the purpose of the Committee to

recommend that this specification be adopted as an Association specification.

Nor was the intent of the motion, which was just offered, to print the

entire specification in the Manual. The intent of the motion was to adopt

the conclusion which reads that these specifications be endorsed, and to

authorize the printing of the conclusion only in the Manual.

The President :—Do I hear a second to that motion that the conclusion

printed on the top of page 792 be approved? That, of course, carries with

it the endorsing only of the specification.

The motion is now open for discussion.

Mr. H. M. Stout (Northern Pacific) :—Does not that carry with it in

fact an endorsement of the specifications and their adoption for publication
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in the Manual ? Technically there may be a variation there, but as a prac-

tical matter it is as much an adoption by the American Railway Engineering

Association as if it had been detailed throughout as a specification of our

organization.

The President :—I think we will still have to maintain the distinction

between "endorsing" and "adopting."

Mr. M. J. J. Harrison :— I would call attention, Mr. President, to the

fact that the facilities described in these specifications are primarily

not railway facilities. I was told by the Secretary that the Manual (if

I am wrong, I hope I will be corrected) was essentially for short conclu-

sions or for specifications in full when they described purely or primarily

a railway facility. This matter has another standing. The specifications

describe a shipper's facility, a facility for which a railway organization

such as the American Railway Engineering Association could not consistently

or properly initiate specifications, as I see it. However, such specifications

having been prepared by some other organization and presented to this

Association for endorsement or otherwise, I think that it is proper to

print in the Manual a record of that endorsement.

The President :—Our Association is approached by these industrial

interests to co-operate in the development of a type of track scale, as

explained in the report, that would better serve their need, and the Com-
mittee has explained to you the interest that the carriers sometimes have in

these scales. It was thought that it would be preferable to have a voice in

the development of a scale of this sort than to accept many inferior second-

hand scales.

Is there any other discussion? Understand that the motion is on the

adoption of the conclusions. Those in favor signify by saying "aye,"

contrary "no." The conclusion is adopted.

Chairman John E. Armstrong :—A very comprehensive bibliography of

railway passenger and freight stations, terminals and yards has been pre-

pared by Mr. E. E. R. Tratrpan, and appears as Appendix E of this

Committee's report on page 807. This has been prepared personally by Mr.

Tratman and it is believed will be found very helpful to those interested in

these subjects.

Mr. President, this concludes the report of the Yards and Terminals

Committee.

The President :—Are there any comments or questions to be directed

to the Committee?

This bibliography that is presented here represents a good deal of

work and we hope you appreciate the effort that has been put forth in

bringing this to you. If there are no further comments, the Committee is

excused with the thanks of the convention. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON SHOPS AND LOCOMOTIVE
TERMINALS

(For Report, see pp. 953-971)

(Past-President J. L. Campbell in the Chair.)

Mr. A. T. Hawk (Rock Island Lines) :—The report of Committee

XXIII—Shops and Locomotive Terminals, is shown in Bulletin 322 on

pages 953 to 971, inclusive. The Committee is making a report on two

subjects, Locomotive Cinder Pits, the conclusions of which it is proposed

to offer for adoption, and Enginehouses. On the other work the Committee

has made considerable progress but it has nothing at the present time to

present.

The report on Locomotive Cinder Pits will be given by Mr. J. M.
Metcalf, Chairman of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. J. M. Metcalf (Missouri-Kansas-Texas) :—This subject was
assigned to the Committee under the designation "Ash Pits." That is the

term which was used in previous discussions and which now appears in

the Manual. In its study of the subject the Committee first gave con-

sideration to suggestions made on the floor of the convention when the

topic was last discussed here, that the term "Cinder Pits" is in more general

use throughout the country and should preferably be used in discussion

and recommendations.

The Committee agreed with that view. The Proceedings and Manual

of this Association uniformly refer to the product of such pits as cinders.

There is nothing in the dictionary or technical meaning of the term to

justify departure from generally accepted use inconsistent with these other

references. We have accordingly used the term "Cinder Pits" in the report

and in the conclusions recommended for adoption by the Association.

The work of the Committee has been directed this year to a study

of developments in cinder pit construction and practice since the subject

was last reported on in 1923. The discussion appears on pages 955 to 963

in Bulletin 322. It is to be considered as supplementing the full discussions

which appeared in the Proceedings of 1921 and 1922. The development

has been chiefly along the line of improved mechanical facilities for handling

cinders, with some further extension of the use of deep water pits. Several

plans outlining recent practice along these lines are printed as information

with the report.

The matter now in the Manual generally covers the subject fully and

satisfactorily. The Committee has made some amplification of the con-

clusions as to types of pits, particularly with a view to touching upon the

factors which may determine choice of type. Other revisions consist mostly

of minor changes in wording.

The conclusions as revised appear on pages 961 to 963 in Bulletin 322.

It is recommended that these be adopted and substituted for the similar

matter appearing on pages 1476 to 1478 in the 1929 Manual.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—It is moved and seconded that these

conclusions be adopted for inclusion in the Manual. I will ask the Chair-
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man of the Sub-Committee to read these conclusions by number and pause

a moment at each, and if there is any discussion, we will hear it.

Mr. J. M. Metcalf :—The subject is discussed first under the subject

Types of Pits. "Locomotive cinder pits and methods of disposal of loco-

motive cinders may be conveniently grouped in the following types."

Under the types of pits we name first the discharge directly on the

track ; second, shallow shovel pits ; third, water pits of two classes, shallow

and deep ; and fourth, mechanical pits. That is the only heading in which

any considerable change is made from the former Manual. That has been

amplified somewhat. Under the heading Track Layouts, the conclusions

submitted are practically the same as now appear in the Manual. Capacity

of pits is the same as now in the Manual. Under General Requirements

the eleventh item has been added. The rest of it is all as it now appears

in the Manual.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—If there is no discussion, all in favor

of the motion will say "aye;" contrary, "no." The motion is carried.

Chairman A. T. Hawk:—The second subject, Appendix D, is on

Enginehouses. The paper will be presented by Mr. L. P. Kimball, Chairman

of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. L. P. Kimball (Baltimore & Ohio) :—As indicated in the report,

the Committee has already reported in detail on the subject of enginehouses

and the conclusions were adopted by the Association. In the opinion of

the Committee, the previous recommendations still hold good.

Since these previous reports, there has, however, occurred a considerable

development in the drafting of locomotive in enginehouses, and a number

of methods to eliminate the conventionally used steam blower line have been

placed in service. The report of the Committee describes these methods.

While the operating advantages and economies of most of these methods,

particularly direct steaming, are apparent, the Committee is not prepared

at this time to make definite recommendations other than to suggest that

this matter be investigated thoroughly by each road before any new engine-

house construction is undertaken and the method best adapted to that

particular installation be adopted.

It is the intention of the Committee in offering this report that it be

received as information only and not as Manual material, as indicated under

action recommended, on page 954.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—Unless there is objection, this report

will be so received. It is so ordered.

Chairman A. T. Hawk :—Appendix E, General layouts and designs

of typical locomotive repair shops. Very considerable work has been

done by the Committee on this subject. At the present time we will not

present a report on this subject but expect to at our next meeting.

Appendix F, Study and report on adapting the general layouts and

design of car shops for inspecting and repairing multiple unit electric cars,

collaborating with appropriate committee of Division V—Mechanical, A.R.A.

Some work has been done on this subject but we have nothing to present

at this time.

This also, applies to Appendix G, Study and report on adapting the

design of enginehouses and the general layouts and design of typical loco-

motive repair shops for the inspection and repair of electric locomotives.
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Past-President J. L. Campbell :—This report in Appendices E, F and G
is accepted as information.

This concludes the report of the Committee on Shops and Locomotive

Terminals, and it is now excused with the thanks of the convention.

(Applause.)

DISCUSSION ON IRON AND STEEL STRUCTURES
(For Report, see pp. 973-1000)

(Past-President J. L. Campbell in the Chair.)

Mr. A. R. Wilson (Pennsylvania) :—This report is found in Bulletin

322, page 973.

Your Committee presents report covering the following subjects:

(7) Use of copper-bearing steel for structural purposes (Appendix A).

(8) Effect of dead load on impact from moving loads on bridges

(Appendix B).

(9) Bearing values for large rollers (Appendix C).

(11) Longitudinal forces as they apply to railway bridge superstruc-

tures and substructures (Appendix D).

We recommend that the report on uses of copper-bearing steel for

structural purposes (Appendix A) be received as information.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Unless there is objection, it is so

received.

Chairman A. R. Wilson:—That the report on the effect of dead load

on impact from moving loads on bridges (Appendix B) be received as

information.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—Unless there is objection, it is so

received.

Chairman A. R. Wilson :—That the report on bearing values for large

rollers (Appendix C) be approved and revision substituted for the present

recommendation in the Manual. This appears on page 997.

I will ask Professor Wilson, Chairman of this Sub-Committee, to

present this subject.

Mr. W. M. Wilson (University of Illinois) :—The report of the Sub-

Committee on the bearing values of large rollers appears on page 997,

Appendix C.

You will perhaps remember that the American Railway Engineering

Association has been supporting financially experimental work at the Uni-

versity of Illinois on which the recommendations of the Committee are based.

As a result of this investigation, the following changes are recommended.

"Specifications for Movable Bridges—1922 : Delete from Paragraph

415 the sentence, 'The permissible load in pounds a linear inch of line

bearing between tread shall be 3200 Vrf (d being the diameter of the roller

in inches)' and substitute therefore the following:

"The permissible load in pounds per linear inch of line bearing between

treads, for segments having a diameter of 120 inches or more, shall not exceed

/p_13,000\
(12,000 plus 80Z))I

—

22 iW]
—

) i" which D is the diameter of the roller

in inches and P is the yield point strength of the material in tension in
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pounds per square inch. The thickness of sole plates and of flanges of

flange-and-web castings shall not be less than 1.00 inch plus 0.004 D."

The quantity in the parenthesis, P — 13,000 over 23,000, has been

inserted to take care of steels having different yield points. For a steel

of medium grade with a yield point of 36,000 pounds per square inch this

quantity reduces to unity.

The revised paragraph is recommended for publication in the Manual.

Chairman A. R. Wilson :—I second the motion.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—You have heard the motion. Is there

any discussion?

In connection with this report, I desire to read this paragraph from

the Secretary's report

:

"Under the auspices of the Committee on Iron and Steel Structures,

and the direct supervision of Prof. W. M. Wilson, the tests on bearing

values of large rollers have been continued at the Engineering Experiment

Station of the University of Illinois. As a result of these tests, the Com-
mittee, in its current report, offers a revision of the Specifications for

Movable Bridges (Bulletin 322, December, 1929). It is the judgment of

members of the Committee that if the information developed by these

tests had been available in the earlier design of bascule bridges, consider-

able sums would have been saved."

If there is no discussion upon the motion, all in favor of it will say

"aye;" contrary, "no." The motion is carried.

Chairman A. R. Wilson:—That the report of longitudinal forces as"

they apply to railway bridge superstructures and substructures. Appendix D,

be received as information.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Unless there is objection, it is so

received.

Chairman A. R. Wilson :—The Sub-Committee on track anchorage

sought to develop facts concerning practice in the anchoring of track on

bridges by issuing a questionnaire to Bridge Engineers of the principal

railways in the United States and Canada, but the replies received disclosed

such a diversity of practice and experience and such a divergence in views

that the Committee has been unable to reach any conclusions or formulate

any rules of good practice at this time.

No definite progress was made during the year on the other subjects

of the Committee's Outline of Work.
A Conference Committee composed of members of Committee XV

and representatives of the American Society of Civil Engineers completed

their work of drafting Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges. These
specifications have been referred to Committee XV for review and recom-

mendation, no report being made this year on this assignment.

Past- President J. L. Campbell:—Unless there is objection, this report

is received.

This concludes the work of the Committee. I wish to express the

appreciation of the Association for the valuable work which it has done

during the past twelve months, and it is now excused with the thanks

of the Association. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON CLEARANCES
(For Report, see pp. 771-772)

(Past-President J. L. Campbell in the Chair.)

Mr. A. R. Wilson (Pennsylvania) :—This report is found in Bulletin

321, page 771. Your Special Committee on Clearances respectfully presents

the following as its report

:

"Clearance diagrams for structures.

"The clearances on straight track shall not be less than those shown in

Figs. 1 and 2. On curved track the clearances shall be increased to allow for

the overhang and the tilting of a car 80 feet long, 60 feet between centers

of trucks and 14 feet high.

"Unless otherwise specified the superelevation of the outer rail shall be

taken as one inch per degree of curvature. The distance from top of rail

to top of ties shall be taken as 8 inches.

"Action recommended. That this report be received as information."

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Unless there is objection it will be so

received.

Mr. L. C. Winship (Boston & Maine) :—It would appear that the

diagram on page 112 is incorrect in that the clearance line is carried one

foot below what is supposed to be an energized wire. It may be that the

purpose of the Committee is not plain, but as it appears it seems impractical,

if that wire is to be a collector wire as is indicated by the note immediately

above.

Chairman A. R. Wilson :—The outline as shown is intended to repre-

sent a hole above which electric wire can be placed one foot, preserving the

outline which is 22 feet above top of rail. Standard distances on many rail-

roads for such a wire are but nine inches. The Committee felt that one

foot would be preferable.

Mr. L. C. Winship :—Is not the line to indicate a clearance with respect

to structures?

Chairman A. R. Wilson :—The thought was to prepare a diagram for

structures. Outside of that diagram, any wire or electrical attachments

should provide the same clearance as shown by the diagram.

Mr. L. C. Winship :—Does not your diagram permit a structure to

follow that heavy line and approach and lie beneath that energized wire?

Chairman A. R. Wilson :—I do not believe I understand your question.

Mr. L. C. Winship :—You have a wire at one foot above the heavy line.

That wire is supposed to be alive. The line indicates the point to which a

structure may approach. The wire is ostensibly a wire on which a collector

can move. How, then, does the clearance line become workable if it is

between the collector and the wire from which the current is going to be

taken ?

Chairman A. R. Wilson :—In electrified territory the clearance must be

increased to provide for the wire and its supports, resulting in a diagram

shown at 22 feet high. If you look at the diagram at the bottom of the

page, it supplements what is required for pantagraph construction.

Mr. L. C. Winship:—Why run a structure line clearance beneath a

working conductor?

Chairman A. R. Wilson :—If you place the working conductor one foot

above that clearance diagram, you then have through the structure a clear-
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ance not less than 22 feet. In other words, this provides a contact wire not

less than 23 feet high to give this clearance outline.

Mr. L. C. Winship:—I still feel the diagram is not clear because it

indicates a structure clearance which is impracticable.

Chairman A. R. Wilson :—In electrified territory where catenary con-

struction is used, the height of the structure must be increased to provide

for wire construction and the wire.

Mr. G. F. Hand (New York, New Haven & Hartford) :— I think the

gentleman's point is well taken. Probably it can be cleared up in your

diagram as to just what it does mean. The particular point I want to call

attention to is on page 771 under the general heading of Clearance Diagrams

for Structures. You arbitrarily assume an 80-foot long car. The New
Haven is actually operating today cars longer than that. In the second

paragraph you assume superelevation of one inch per degree, which cer-

tainly does not fit high speed. That is an old figure commonly used twenty-

five years ago. Today the superelevation is considerably in excess of that,

and taking into account speeds of from 70 to 80 miles per hour, requiring

much higher superelevation, you will find in the upper portion of your

diagram you will not obtain anything like the clearances the diagram purports

to give you. It is my suggestion that those two paragraphs be revised to

permit use of car lengths and superelevations as in use by the different roads,

instead of setting up arbitrary car lengths and rates of superelevation.

Past-President T. L. Campbell :—Are there any other suggestions in

connection with this report and ifs future consideration? If not, the Com-

mittee will take into consideration the suggestions which have been made

in further consideration of this subject.

Chairman A. R. Wilson :—Reference has been made at the convention

to the Secretary's report on the subject of "Clearances," which is desirable

to read again at this time.

"The Mechanical Division has called attention to the need for revision

of the clearance diagram in view of the fact that larger cars are being built.

Accordingly a conference was recently held, participated in by representatives

of the Engineering, Mechanical, Traffic and Transportation Divisions, to

discuss the subject and determine a course of procedure to bring about the

desired result."

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—The report of the Committee being

completed, the Committee is excused with the thanks of the Association for

the admirable brevity of the report. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON RAIL
(For Report, see pp. 1449-1618)

(Past-President J. L. Campbell in the Chair.)

Mr. Earl Stimson (Baltimore & Ohio) :—The first subject that your

Committee has to offer is that of Revision of the Manual. In the absence

of Mr. Blaess, Chairman of the Sub-Committee handling this subject, the

report will be presented by Mr. Barnes.

Mr. W. C. Barnes (Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee) :—The Com-

mittee has made a very careful study of the matter in the Manual and given

particular attention to the definitions. There have been many changes recom-

mended here in the report ; they are very largely to improve the wording.

There are no radical changes.

I do not think, Mr. Chairman, that it would be necessary to read each

one of the recommendations. They are printed in full and we might ask

for approval of them as printed.

Past- President J. L. Campbell :—Please read the definitions by subject

only, and pause a moment after each one.

Mr. W. C. Barnes:—Simple Steel, Bessemer Converter, Ingot, Bled

Ingot, Bloom, Burrs, Charge, Cinder Heat, Critical Temperatures, Heat,

Reheating of Blooms, Tapping, Detail Fracture, Transverse Fissure, Batter

and Milling Rail are the definitions that are slightly modified.

I move that these revisions be adopted and included in the Manual.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—It is moved and seconded that these

definitions be included in the Manual in lieu of the definitions already in the

Manual.

(The motion was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. W. C. Barnes :—The next change recommended is in the Specifica-

tions for Op€n-Hearth Carbon Steel Rails. It is a correction of a gram-

matical error in Section 9 on No. 2 Rails.

Past-President Campbell :—Unless there is objection, this correction is

accepted.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe) :—On page

1468 there is a matter in connection with this same subject of classifications

of rails. Will that be in order for discussion later or at this time?

Past-President Campbell :—I think you may say what you have to say

at the present time.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—The specifications that we now have in the

Manual on classification of rail have been discussed in Mr. Cushing's article

which I believe is on page 1468, in which some suggestions for changes in

the specifications for second quality rail are made. The suggestions made by

Mr. Cushing certainly appeal to me as being in the right direction.

At the present time our specifications for second quality rail practically

consist of the judgment of the inspector, which means that if you have 100

inspectors you have 100 different specifications. It appears to me that

specifications for the classification of rail should provide, first, that a first

quality rail shall be sound rail which in all respects conforms to the speci-

fications within tolerance limits, and that a No. 2 rail shall be a sound rail
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which does not conform to the specifications in whatever respects it might

be desirable to permit of acceptance of rails as second quality.

It certainly is not good practice to accept rails which we do accept as

second quality and which we know are defective, and yet under the present

specifications that is being done all the time. If one of you were driving on

a highway and met with an accident due to the use of faulty materials,

materials that the road officials knew were faulty, that accident causing a

loss of life, you would think that the man responsible should be held for

criminal negligence, and yet every year we are accepting rails which we
know are defective in some respects and putting them in the running track

of a railroad. I suggest to the Committee that they revise the classification

of second quality rail to provide first of all that they must be sound.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—The Committee will take the suggestion

under advisement. The Chairman will proceed.

Mr. W. C. Barnes :—The next change recommended is in connection

with the standard location of borings for chemical analyses and of tensile

test pieces. This is simply a designation and has no other significance.

I move that the revision be approved for adoption in the Manual.

Past- President J. L. Campbell :—You have heard the motion. Is there

any discussion? If not, all in favor signify by saying "aye," contrary ''no."

The motion is carried.

Mr. W. C. Barnes:—The next subject is Design for Track Bolts.

The Sectional Committee on Standardization of Bolt, Nut and Rivet Propor-

tions of the American Standards Association, on which committee the Rail

Committee has representation, has been studying the matter for a consider-

able period and has produced its last recommendations under date of

January of this year.

They were submitted to the Committee for approval. The Committee

approves these designs and recommends them for adoption and inclusion in

the Manual in place of the old designs which are somewhat out of date.

We recommend that the new designs be approved for insertion in the

Manual.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—You have heard the motion. Is there

any discussion? If not, all those in favor will say "aye," contrary "no."

The motion is carried.

Mr. W. C. Barnes :—On Form 402-A, the Sub-Committee recommends

that the definition of transverse fissure appearing on the back of this form

reading "a crosswise break starting from a center inside the head of the

rail from which the defect spreads outward. The broken rail will show a

smooth bright or oval dark spot in the head," be changed to agree with the

definition previously recommended herein under the heading "Definitions."

It is recommended that this change be made for uniformity's sake.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—You have heard the motion. Is there

any discussion? If not, all those in favor will say "aye," contrary "no."

The motion is carried.

Mr. W. C. Barnes :—One other matter I have been asked to present.

In the Specifications for Open-Hearth Carbon Steel Rails, under tlie side

heading "Classification, No. 2 Rails," the Committee recommends that a

clause reading, "Rails that are not hot stamped," be added. That is, classify

such rails as No. 2 rails.
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We recommend that this change be made in the Manual.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—Is this in the printed report or is it

supplemental ?

Mr. W. C. Barnes :—That is on page 1454, the latter part of the page.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—You have heard the motion. Is there

any discussion? If not, all those in favor will say "aye," opposed "no."

The motion is carried.

Chairman Earl Stimson :—The second subject to be presented is that of

mill practice. As you all know, three years ago the Rail Manufacturers'

Technical Committee and the Rail Committee of your Association organized

as a Joint Committee to study the causes of rail failures and to seek their

remedy. The work was started with an attempt to correlate the various

efforts of the railroad companies and the rail companies to carry on service

tests and laboratory research, each working independent of the others. It

was exceedingly difficult to gather together all of these fragments and make

very much out of it. So after two years of endeavor along these lines the

Joint Committee concluded that only through well-directed and comprehensive

research work, employing for the purpose an established and well-equippe3

research agency, could the cause and remedy of rail failures and defects in

rail steel be determined. To bring the matter to a head at a meeting of the

Joint Committee held last June the following resolutions were passed:

"In carrying out the work of rail investigations, it will be desirable to

employ research assistance. It has therefore been decided to negotiate with

Prof. H. F. Moore, Research Professor of Engineering Materials of the

University of Illinois, with the intent to conduct investigations whicli the

Committee desires in the determination of internal stresses in rail, and, if

satisfactory arrangements can be made, to ask for authority for his employ-
ment."

Acting on this resolution the Joint Committee communicated with Prof.

Moore to see what arrangements could be made to carry out the intent of

the resolution. As a result, the following proposition was submitted:

"It is proposed to have rolled a number of heats of rail under very

close observation during the every stage of the process, total tonnage rolled

to be of an order of 5,000 tons involving some 60 to 80 heats, probably
rolled at two or more plants. Of these rails 90 to 95 per cent are to be
placed in service on several of the railroads and their behavior studied with
great care, using the Sperry detector car and other available means for the

study of the development and growth of defects in service. The remaining

5 to 10 per cent are to be set aside for laboratory study. This outline

deals with proposed plans for such laboratory study.

"The laboratory study would involve a large number of tests to

destruction of samples cut from rails including static tension, bending and
torsion tests, impact tests of various types, micrographic and macrographic
examinations, chemical analysis, fatigue tests under reverse flexure, repeated

torsion (shearing stresses). An outstanding feature, possibly the principal

feature of the proposed laboratory tests, will be non-destructive tests of

rails to determine the presence of initial defects and the growth of such
defects under stress. The development of one or two non-destructive tests

for the detection of defects in rails would presumably be the first task of
the laboratory investigation. The Sperry test which has shown so much
promise as a detector of flaws in rails after a period of service has not,

according to Mr. Bronson of the New York Central, been found as effective

in determining defects in rails before they are put into service. However,
as shown by the Ikeda test, as well as by the Sperry apparatus, the principle

of utilizing variation in electrical resistance to locate defects seems as promis-
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ing as any known method, and that general method might well be first

tried out. Short lengths of sound rail might be subjected to treatment
which would certainly develop defects, and the resistance method tried to see

whether the defects could be located. It is possible that the change of

resistance between a state of no stress and one of fairly severe tensile stress

(or shearing stress) might be as good or better as an indicator of defects as

the simple study of resistance. The apparatus used first in the laboratory

might well be a delicate potentiometer, such as has given very promising
results in detecting the early stages of fatigue cracks in tests at Illinois by
Moore and Konzo.

"If the electrical resistance method is not found suitable further study

of the magnetic method might be made, and also a study of the effect of

defects on the action of the steel as a plate of a condenser subjected to

the passage of high frequency currents. The effect of defects on the

passage of waves of stress due to sudden blows might be studied by com-
bined acoustic and electrical means.

"The defects studied should include cold-worked areas, such as are

caused by gagging and by rolling loads, cracks caused by the development
of incipient fractures, and shrinkage cracks formed during the rolling

process.

"Assuming the development of a reasonably satisfactory non-destruc-

tive test for defects, rails as rolled under thoroughly known conditions would
be tested for defects as received, and then the growth of defects and the

development of new defects tested after the rails had been subjected to

cycles of known loading planned to develop the various kinds of defects.

Finally the test rails would be tested by etching, and by tests to destruction

of specimens to obtain direct evidence of the presence and magnitude
of the defects present, and of their effect on the strength of the rail to resist

service loads.

"There should be an advisory committee of men from the A.R.E.A.
and from steel mills to keep in touch with the investigation, to maintain
a critical oversight of the methods and progress of the tests, and to make
a critical review of any proposed publication of results.

"The actual conduct of the investigation should be under the direction

of an experienced testing engineer. If the tests are made in some university

laboratory, an experienced member of the laboratory staff would probably
be the man to take general charge of the actual conduct of the tests. If, for

example, the tests were arranged as a co-operative project with the Uni-
versity of Illinois Engineering Experiment Station, they would naturally

come under the direction of Prof. H. F. Moore, in charge of the Fatigue
of Metals Laboratory, with whom would be associated Prof. H. R. Thomas,
Engineer of Tests of the special study of fissures in steel rails now in

progress.

"It would be very desirable to have a man who would give his entire

time to the actual conduct of the tests, and who should receive a salary of
from $2,500 to $3,000 per year. It would be desirable to give him a helper

by establishing a research fellowship in connection with the investigation,

the recipient of which would give half his time to the tests and would spend
half his time in graduate study for an advanced degree at the University.
This man would receive not less than $600 per year (school year of 10

months). The experience of the Illinois Engineering Experiment Station
has shown that this method of giving research fellowships is very effective

and economical.
"The budget that was submitted to carry on the work for the first year

amounted to $15,000.

"The investigation should be planned to extend over not less than two
years, and probably could be carried on effectively for a longer period."

This proposition was submitted to the members of the Joint Sub-Com-
mittee for consideration and on November 14 there was a meeting of the

Joint Sub-Committee for final action. The decision of the Joint Sub-Com-
mittee is embodied in the following motion, which was unanimously carried

:
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"That it is the consensus of opinion of the Committee that Professor
Moore's project in general is satisfactory but that estimates are too low;
that $50,000 should be provided for the first year's work ; that the expense
should be borne equally by the rail manufacturers and users ; that it is the

opinion of the Joint Committee it will require five years to complete the

work."

The following conditions were agreed upon

:

"(1) That the work be carried on under the direction of the Joint

Sub-Committee.
"(2) That no publication of results be made without the consent of

that Joint Sub-Committee.
"(3) That the test rails be restricted to two sections, namely, the

110-lb. R.E. and 130-lb. R.E. sections, and that the tests be carried out on
not more than two roads.

"(4) That all mills that have proper rolls shall furnish equal parts

of all rail furnished for the tests."

Both the rail manufacturers' representatives on the Joint Committee

and those of the Rail Committee agreed to endeavor to secure $25,000 each

for the first year's work. The Rail Committee, therefore requested the

Board of Direction to take the matter up with the view of obtaining an

appropriation of $25,000 for the American Railway Engineering Associa-

tion's half of the expenditures for the first year. It is estimated that a like

appropriation will be required each year for the remainder of the five-year

period over which it is estimated will be required to complete the experi-

ments.

If the appropriation for the necessary funds is obtained both by the rail

manufacturers' committee and your Rail Committee, a Sub-Committee, rep-

resenting both committees, will be appointed to co-operate with Prof. Moore

and his associates in working out the details of the laboratory investigations

to be made and the system of inspection of the rails in track so that proper

record of the service can be maintained.

It is strongly felt by both the rail manufacturers' committee and your

Rail Committee that it is time that some real concerted work be done

towards investigating rail steels, with the view of determining the cause of

failures and their remedy. It appears that this work can best be done

through the co-operation of the manufacturers and users of rails, employing

the best research agencies available for the purpose. As Prof. Moore has

already undertaken some correlated work in the investigation of the causes

of rail failures for the Chicago Rapid Transit Company, and as the work of

the Stresses in Track Committee, which is also closely allied work, is being

so successfully carried on under the very able direction of Dr. Talbot, also

of the University of Illinois, it is the opinion of both your Committee and

the rail manufacturers' committee that the Research Department of the

University of Illinois is the proper agency to employ to carry on the research

work recommended.

It seems quite opportune that this work should be inaugurated at this

time, as in a recent report on an accident caused by a transverse fissure rail

failure the Engineer-Physicist of the Bureau of Safety of the Interstate

Commerce Commission comments as follows

:

"The prevention of transverse fissures, if such is possible, or retarda-
tion of their display is a matter of vital importance in respect to safety and
travel. Efforts to meet such ends should not be held in abeyance.
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"Eighteen years have elapsed since this insidious type of fracture was
brought to general notice, and yet no adequate comprehensive research has
been inaugurated toward amelioration of conditions."

Such research work as is proposed in the plan I have just submitted cer-

tainly is a long step toward "adequate comprehensive research" which can

not but result in some "amelioration of conditions." The taking of this

step should not longer be delayed, and it is earnestly hoped that the appro-

priation will be forthcoming so that the work can be started without undue

delay.

This proposition was submitted to the Board of Direction of the Amer-

ican Railway Engineering Association, and was unanimously approved by

that body. It was also submitted to the General Committee of the Engineer-

ing Division of the American Railway Association and received the approval

of that Committee.

President Aishton of the American Railway Association has recently

written us and stated that in presenting a matter of this kind to his Board of

Directors, it is advisable to have not only the recommendations of the Rail

Committee and of the Board of Direction, but, where possible, the approval

of the Division as a whole. In view of the fact that the Engineering Divi-

sion of the American Railway Association, which is also the American

Railway Engineering Association, is holding a meeting early in March, Mr.

Aishton suggests that the matter have a very full discussion at that meeting,

in order, if for nothing else, that there may be a full understanding by all

the members of just what is involved, and further, so that when they

return home they may be in position to acquaint their executives with the

action taken at the general meeting.

Gentlemen, I place the matter in your hands for your consideration.

Mr. D. J. Brumley (Illinois Central) :—On account of the very com-

plete and full report given you by Mr. Stimson on this situation, I have a

resolution to present

:

"Be It Resolved, by the American Railway Engineering Association, in

annual convention assembled, that the American Railway Association be

urged to give favorable consideration to the proposals of the manufacturers
of steel rails for the purpose of making a joint investigation of the composi-
tion and manner of rolling, treating and testing steel rail ; that the American
Railway Association make an appropriation of $25,000 annually for a period

of five years to correspond to an equivalent appropriation to be made by the

manufacturers of steel rail, and that the conduct and carrying out of the

joint investigation be made under the direction of the Rail Committee of

the American Railway Engineering Association and the Technical Advisory
Committee of the manufacturers."

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—Gentlemen, you have heard this

resolution. Is there any discussion upon it? I take it that you are all in

agreement upon this most important question. All in favor of the resolution

will say "aye," contrary "no." The motion is carried.

Chairman Earl Stimson :—The third subject we have to present is that

of Rail Failures. Mr. Barnes, Engineer of Tests, will take charge of the

presentation.

Mr. W. C. Barnes :—The rail failure report for the year 1928 appears

on page 1475. This report is made in the same manner as previous reports
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but the charts have a somewhat different appearance. They have been rear-

ranged to provide for extension, but the same matter is there.

The only additional matter appears on pages 1482 and 1483, in Fig. 3

and 4, showing the mill ratings. In previous reports we based the mill rating

on the average rail failures developed in one to five years of service of five

different years' rollings. These are shown here by the cross-hatched lines.

The additional matter is a similar comparison based only on those roll-

ings which have completed five years' service. I do not pretend to say which

is the best presentation. There is one objection to the five-year period only,

in that it makes the record so old by the time we get it that we have lost

interest in it, and the record will vary greatly from year to year, whereas

when we included the five different years' rollings, there is a tendency for the

variations to be averaged out or at least minimized.

I would call attention to a rather discouraging feature that shows up in

Fig. 1, that the failures in all rollings from 1919 to and including 1923 show

very little improvement. We seem to have settled down now to where you

can expect just about the same number of failures next year that you had

last year, unless some radical change is made.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Is there any discussion on this subject?

If not, it is received as information.

Mr. W. C. Barnes:—The next subject, Transverse Fissure Statistics, is

found on page 1485. These statistics now cover 2)7,797 transverse fissure

failures reported up to January, 1929. There were 5458 failures in 1928, an

increase of 465 over the year preceding.

Failures during the first year of service of recent rollings is surprisingly

large. Rails do not have to stay in track very long before they begin to

fail in this manner. We have recorded up to as many as 114 failures in the

first year's service. That was in 1927 rollings. The 1928 rollings showed

a decrease which is very encouraging. This was due to quite a decrease in

failures in the Tennessee rail.

Right at this point I should like to make a correction on the bottom of

page 1485 in the little table regarding T.C.I, rails. The words "1928 fissure

failures" and "1929 fissure failures" should be changed to read "1927 fissure

failures" and "1928 fissure failures,"

In the rating of rails Carnegie holds first place in this report. Inland

second and Pennsylvania third. We submit these statistics as information.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—If there is no objection, they are so

received.

Chairman Earl Stimson:—The report on the next subject, that of

Cause and Prevention of Rail Batter, will be presented by Mr. F. M. Graham,

the Chairman of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. F. M. Graham (Pennsylvania) :—The Sub-Committee on Rail

Batter has nothing definite to report except an outline of work in progress

which, as you will read, includes examination of rail batter resulting from
certain initial conditions. We have asked for an interpretation or deter-

mination of the method of measurement of a joint gap opening in which we
would like to include not only the original opening between ends of rails

unbattered or without end overflow, but also the actual gap over which the.

wheels pass. The principal installation that we have and out of which we
hope to learn something, is the matter of arriving at equal height of rail
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ends to determine effect it may have on batter. For that purpose we have had

rails rolled and kept in the order in which they passed through the finishing

rolls and installed in track in that order, careful measurements being made

to determine the difference in height immediately after traffic was started and

subsequent measurements followed up. It might be of interest to know that

we found in a stretch of rail so laid, that we had a difference in height of

.002 inch at rail ends on the day following the laying of the rail as compared

with .004 on hit-and-miss rail where no particular order was observed in

laying them.

We are also making use of Brinell hardness in determining possible

effect of rail hardness with respect to rail batter at joints.

It is thought that we will not obtain very much authentic information

in this respect as field measurements of Brinell hardness are not very

reliable. They are made as you may know with a hammer and observing the

relative diameter of the depression in the test bar as compared with that of

the rail which is being investigated.

We are extending our tests by taking some rail where we know we
have a very considerable difference in height of rail ends.

We are continuing the measurements in the manner outlined by previous

reports and will carry that forward and have something, we hope, to report

next year, not necessarily an answer but the best that we can learn with

regard to this subject.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—If there are no comments in connection

with this report, it is received as information.

Chairman E^rl Stimson :—The report on the Sub-Committee on the

Revision of Specifications for Spring Washers will be presented by Mr.

L. J. Hughes, Chairman of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. L. J. Hughes (Rock Island) :—The Sub-Committee's report will be

found on page 1555 of Bulletin 324. The subject assigned to this Sub-Com-

mittee this year was : "Continue study and report on revision or elimination

of specifications for spring washers, collaborating with Committee V

—

Track."

This report is in the nature of a joint report. At all our meetings repre-

sentatives of the Track Committee were present. In our report we have two

definite recommendations. These have been based on studies made. One was

on the actual stresses in track bolts under traffic.

When we first discussed in committee the matter of revision of specifica-

tion for spring washers it was found that no one knew definitely just what

the stress in track bolts was under traffic, and accordingly the Pennsylvania

Railroad arranged to make some special tests of stresses in bolts using the

telemeter gages attached to special bolts. This report is to be found in

Exhibit A given on page 1556 of Bulletin 324, and has been prepared by

Mr. E. W. Caruthers. It is a most interesting report and shows the first

attempt to measure the stress in track bolts. There is shown pictures of the

telemeter gages and the plan showing the special bolts that had to be used

in order to apply these gages.

In brief, the method was to attach these gages to these bolts and the

actual stretch was measured and shown as a beam of light reflected in a

mirror, and a record of that beam of light was taken on a photographic film,

and in this way the actual stretch of the bolt was visualized graphically. It
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may be interesting to know that it was found, according to these reports,

that there was an increase in the wrenched-up stresses of track bolts at one

time during the passage of load and also an apparent decrease. This is best

shown in Fig. 17 of the diagram which indicates some of the results obtained.

The deviation from the straight line is supposed to indicate the change in the

stress in these bolts. By glancing at this figure you will note that there is a

deviation both above and below the line, indicating a reversal of stress.

These tests have all been very carefully analyzed and are tabulated in

the report and in certain cases it was found that there was an increase in

the stress up to 100 per cent of the wrenched-up stress and in some cases

during the passage of wheels there was a decrease almost to 100 per cent

of the wrenched-up stress.

The figure that I particularly call your attention to is Fig. 17, was

that made by a passenger locomotive going at a speed of between 70 and

90 m.p.h.

Exhibit A, which has been prepared by Mr. Caruthers, is well worth

study on the part of those who are interested in the subject of stress in

track bolts and it is hoped that further study of this question will be made,

as the apparatus was very crude with which the work was begun, and during

the progress of the tests methods were found whereby the test could be

improved.

In addition to the study made by Mr. Caruthers, the Committee offers

Exhibit B found on page 1568 of Bulletin 324. This Exhibit B is a report

on tests of helical spring washers. These tests were made in the AUoona

laboratories of the Pennsylvania by a representative of both the Rail and

Track Committees, and in making these tests several different makes of

spring washers were selected and were given tests as to loading and deflec-

tion and also permanent set.

The results of these tests are shown in a number of figures as a part

of this report which very clearly indicated what was found.

The salient feature in this report is that these various types of nut locks

were compressed up to 30,000 pounds and again to 60,000 pounds. After

compressing these washers to the initial pressures of 30,000 pounds the pres-

sure was released so that the increase in height amounted to 0.03 in.

What we were aiming to show was what would be the result in

loosening one-quarter turn of the track bolt. It was found that the ordinary

looseness in track bolts is about one-quarter turn, so these specimens were

compressed to the average wrenching stress of 30,000 pounds and then

released an amount corresponding to one-quarter turn. On page 1570 you

will find the tabulation of the results for the different types of washers

that have been tested.

In releasing one-quarter turn, of the specimens that were tested up to

30,000 pounds, it was found that all showed about the same result. That is,

there was only about a 1,000-pound pressure left after backing up the

equivalent of one-quarter of a turn. When the specimens were loaded to

60,000 pounds and then released one-quarter of a turn there was somewhat

of a difference between the various types.

The results of these tests are explained quite fully in Exhibit B, and

on the basis of the information which we have obtained in these two tests.
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the Committee recommends that the present specifications for spring washers

be eliminated from the Manual. Our reasons for recommending are

:

1. There is some question as to the necessity of spring washers.

2. Our specifications as they now exist do not fully provide for reactive

spring pressure.

For this reason we are asking that the present specifications be elimi-

nated. We are also recommending that preparation of new specifications be

considered as subject for study next year. We are also calling attention

to the fact that it is quite important that further work be done in finding

what the actual stresses are in track bolts under traffic, and we recommend
that that subject be referred to the proper Committee for further work
next year.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—Mr. Hughes, will you now refer back

to your recommendation under Appendix G?
Mr. L. J. Hughes :—Recommendation under Appendix B is in three

parts ?

1. That the present specifications for spring washers be eliminated

from the Manual.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—You have heard the recommendation
of the Committee. Is there any discussion upon this? If not, all in favor

of the elimination of these specifications from the Manual will say "aye"

;

contrary, "no." The motion is carried.

The second recommendation will be referred to the Committee on Out-

line of Work relative to continuation of study of this subject.

The third recommendation as to jurisdiction in stresses of track bolts

will be referred to the Board of Direction.

Chairman Earl Stimson:—The subject of Tests of Alloy and of Heat-

Treated Carbon Steel Rails, Specifications for Intermediate Manganese
Rails, and the subject of Branding Tee Rails will all be combined in a
report that will be presented by Mr. C. B. Bronson.

Mr. C. B. Bronson (New York Central) :—Upwards of 500,000 tons

of intermediate manganese rails have been rolled for various railroads of

the United States and Canada and so far have exhibited superior qualities.

There has been some criticism as to certain types of failures that have

developed but investigations have shown that as far as the steel itself

is concerned, it is normal in composition and clean.

The only important thing that has shown up so far are horizontal and

in some cases vertical splits or cracks, induced primarily by cooling strains.

Various railroads such as the D. L. & W., C. B. & Q., New York
Central Lines and A. T. & S. F., have continued the policy of buying

increased quantities of intermediate manganese steel and have found it to be

advantageous. So far we have not felt that the failures that have shown up

are enough to warrant its omission from further study and consideration.

We are finding that additional roads are convinced that intermediate

manganese steel has superior qualities, and it is only a question of time

before this material will be undoubtedly accepted as superior to straight

open-hearth steel.

Incidentally, several of the manufacturers have gone ahead and made
some experimental rollings on heat-treated rails, which have been installed

on several different systems. Although the data so far is not conclusive,
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we have found that the heat-treated rail indicates additional life over what

we are securing on the material in the untreated stage, and its greater

strength should reduce rail failures.

One particular company has gone ahead and made an installation of a

heat-treating unit that will be able to produce on a commercial basis, and

in another two or three years I believe we will be able to have results that

will be more convincing than we have at the present time.

The Chairman has called attention to the fact that we have offered

suggested specifications for intermediate manganese rail. The only changes

that are incorporated in this report are reduction of the carbon and increas-

ing the manganese content. While this composition may not conform to the

practice of some roads, based on the experience of the Lackawanna,

ourselves, and several other roads, we have found that this is an ideal work-

ing specification, and we consider that it would be important for the Amer-

ican Railway Engineering Asssociation to utilize the specification outlined

on page 1471 for the purchase of any intermediate manganese rails that

may be considered.

Another subject has been brought up for consideration, and that is the

question of branding of T-rails. The Committee has made a study of

methods pursued by the various steel corporations in the branding and

stamping of steel rails and we are making a determined effort to unify the

work to the point where all rails from all companies will be branded on an

equitable basis so that there will be no difficulty in identifying material in

the later years of its service.

At the present time we have not been able to incorporate a specification

covering this particular matter, but as soon as possible the Committee will

recommend to the Asssociation a standard uniform method of branding rails,

not only of the T sections, but also of the girder type so that there will be

no difficulty in identifying sections in the future.

We feel that it is a good deal better to let this matter drift for the

present until we can get the consensus of opinion of the steel mills to pro-

duce a branding on the rail that will be unified and understood by everybody

concerned with the rail problem.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—If these are no comments on this

report, it will be received as information.

Chairman Earl Stimson :—Mr. Barnes, the Engineer of Tests, will tell

the story of the results of the first year of operation of the A.R.A.

Transverse Fissure Detector Car. When he has completed that, Mr. Gennet,

of the Sperry Development Company, will favor us with an account of the

improvements in the car recently made, which will be illustrated by moving

pictures. Dr. Sperry himself expected to be with us today and present

this matter. I received a cablegram from him this morning from Havana

in which he states

:

"Regret extremely sad event prevented being present. Feel year has

been one of progress with detector cars. Please extend greetings to the

Committee members and President Yager, my fellow-voyager to Japan."

I just learned that the sad event Dr. Sperry refers to is the loss of

his wife.

Mr. W. C. Barnes :—On page 1472 there appears a short summary of

the results of the first year's operation of the detector car for the period
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ending November 15, 1929. During that time we tested on twenty-three

roads and demonstrated the car from New York to California and from

Montana to Texas, so that now it is pretty well known.

The results of operation will be found tabulated on page 1474. Yon
will note that we tested 2,908 miles. We found 254 transverse or compound
fissures and a total of 859 defects of one kind or another, a rate of one

transverse or compound fissure every 11.8 miles.

The big day was one on which we discovered 19 fissures, and notwith-

standing that we tested 25 miles of track that day.

The average number of track miles tested during the period, however,

was only 14.8 miles. The operating speed remains in the neighborhood of

six miles per hour.

Since the close of that one-year period, results obtained indicate that

our efforts to increase the elTiciency of the car and of its operation are

meeting with some success. In the 2J^ months from November 15, 1929,

to February 28, 1930, 168 fissures were detected, which is at the rate of

806 per year compared with 254 detected during the first year. One trans-

verse or compound fissure was detected per 6.3 track miles during the last

2J/2 months compared with one per 11.8 miles detected during the first year.

The grand average from the start, over the lAyi months, now becomes one

per 9.4 miles.

We are now testing at the rate of over 5,000 track miles per year

against 2,908 track miles during the first year.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—This report is received as information.

Mr. C. W. Gennet, Jr. (Sperry Rail Service Corporation) :—I feel

rather embarrassed at the necessity of speaking in Dr. Sperry's place, espe-

cially in view of the very sad trouble that he is experiencing.

A very brief review of some facts deduced from more extensive opera-

tions of detector cars than described by Mr. Barnes appears pertinent.

Although his statement of finding one transverse fissure on an average of

every 11.8 miles of track tested needs no corroboration, a good rule of

thumb indicates the expectancy to be one fissure for every 10 miles. But

results vary widely on different roads, on some a transverse fissure occurring

every five or six miles and on others the rate is as low as one in 30 miles.

Indisputably, traffic is the great developing agent, but I do not mean to say

that it is the prime cause of fissures. Testing of a total of 350 miles of

double track brought out the important fact that on the side where traffic

was nearly three times as heavy, there were approximately seven times as

many fissures as on the lighter side. There were also about two and one-half

times as many other defects on the heavy tonnage side as on the light, yet

the whole was laid with rail of the same age and character. Fissures were

located there in rail one year old, as well as in two, three, four and five-

year-old rail, again indicating the accuracy of Mr. Barnes' statement that

in some cases fissures must be measured by days instead of years. In that

connection it is important to observe that data collected on the growth of

four fissures showed an average increase in size of about 30 per cent in

three weeks of continued traffic amounting to less than 500,000 tons. Another

somewhat similar experiment showed the growth of a single fissure in the

low rail of a curve to increase at the rate of approximately 2 per cent per

day, while on tangent track another increased only one-half of one per cent
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per day. The value of data of this character is becoming increasingly impor-

tant, and it is earnestly hoped that efforts will be made to assist in gathering

statistics bearing on the growth of fissures.

As I have said before, in speaking of the results of testing, it is the

size of some of the transverse fissures found by the detector cars rather

than the number that impresses me most, while also one is impressed by the

very large number of other defects picked up and which usually cannot be

located by visual inspection because no external manifestation occurs. The

cars are repeatedly finding fissures the size of a dime or a nickel, but "air-

tight" transverse fissures constituting 50 or 60 per cent of the head of rails

are by no means rare, and where if so large it may mean that 25 per cent

of the cross-section of the rail is actually fractured. It seems almost in-

credible that such rails can bear the burdens of traffic, and as fissures are

found in tunnels, on bridges, and in curved as well as tangent track, the

hazard is often very great. Other defects, such as split heads, cracked webs

and cracks at the junction of the web and head, coupled with so-called

horizontal and compound fissures, far exceed the number of transverse fis-

sures found, in fact, may be easily six or seven times as great. Unquestion-

ably these have mostly escaped detection by the usual track forces and while

seemingly trivial, compared with transverse fissures, the occurrence of such

large numbers constitutes a potential risk that cannot be considered lightly.

I feel it opportune to mention at this time the success of experiments

which will enable the detector cars to locate and record only those defects

of a distinctly interior character. Rails that have been engine-burned, ^mall

surface flaws and spike-maul marks detract materially from the primary

object of the detector cars. Such surface conditions, generally easily recog-

nized by experienced trackmen, introduce uncertainties into operations which,

while unfortunate, have to be endured and errors and omissions may some-

times be laid to that trouble. Laboratory work has progressed now to a

point where there is every promise that in the early future the cars will be

equipped with additional apparatus that will wipe out these surface indica-

tions entirely, and through their elimination permit the operators to concen-

trate their attention exclusively on the occurrence of interior defects only.

Application of the proposed plan will certainly constitute the greatest step

forward since it became possible to test rails in track, and will make the

detector cars practically complete in essential details and quite equal to

any demand.

Mr. President, these pictures which we are to show have been taken

very largely through the efforts of the Illinois Central, and I want to pay

my respects to them for the privilege and courtesy of showing them.

(Moving picture films of transverse fissure tests.)

Chairman Earl Stimson :—The Committee's report has as special fea-

tures two monographs ; one on "The Heat-Treated Rails in the Tracks," by

Mr. W. C. Cushing. This is another one of his many valuable contributions

to the literature on rail that the Association has been so fortunate to receive;

the other on "The Economical Selection of Rail," by Mr. A. N. Reece, Chief

Engineer of the Kansas City Southern. Mr. Reece expected to present this

report with explanatory remarks and moving pictures of some measurements

of deflections in track. He is unable to be here. The report will be pre-
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sented by his assistant, Mr. Magee, who was largely instrumental in work-

ing up the material for the report.

Mr. G. M. Magee (Kansas City Southern) :—Mr. Reece regrets that

he cannot personally present this report to you. The Board of Directors

are having their annual inspection of our road at this time and it was

impossible for him to be here.

This report is a study on the "Economical Selection of Rail," and is

printed in Bulletin 324, page 1495.

I should like to have you turn to page 1496 and glance through the

table of contents, as I believe that will give you a very complete mental

image of the work that has been done in this regard. We have there:

Introduction,

Historical,

Rail sections and their properties,

Stresses under static loading.

Stresses under dynamic loading.

Factor of safety in rails.

Life of rail.

Effect of the width of head upon the life of rail,

Effect of carbon content upon the life of rail.

Effect of amount of rolling and rapidity of cooling upon the life of rail,

Effect of the stiffness of rail upon its life,

Estimated life of the different rail sections which were considered in

our study,

Rail batter tests on 85 and 100-pound rail,

Effect of rail wear on life of rail,

Material cost of the different rail sections.

Effect of rail upon track maintenance,
Effect of rail upon tie renewals,

Effect of rail upon maintenance of equipment,
Effect of rail upon train resistance,

Effect of rail upon train operation, and the

Economic value of rail.

We know what rail costs, but we have wondered what it was worth.

There is

:

Its life.

Its effect on the cost of maintaining track and equipment.

Its effect on the cost of train operation,

and a multitude of other considerations. We have attempted the solution of

this obviously difficult problem of determining the value of rail. All avail-

able data and information which had any bearing on the subject were con-

sidered. This was supplemented, where necessary, with tests and theoretical

analyses of the underlying principles. We are presenting this report because

we believe there are others besides ourselves who have wondered how much

a rail is worth and who will be interested in our work.

Our investigation was first directed towards train resistance, and exten-

sive use was made of test trains and the dynamometer car in determining

the relation between train resistance on 85-pound, 100-pound, 115-pound and

127-pound rail. During these experiments, it developed that in addition to

train resistance, the wave action of the rail and its effects on ties, track

fastenings, roadbed and equipment must be considered. The motion picture

offered a very convenient means of studying this wave action and of

analyzing the movements of rail and tie under moving trains. A simple lever
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arrangement was devised so that the depression of rail and tie would be

increased five times and the "rail creepage" increased twenty times and

could thus be better seen in the pictures. We have tried to explain in the

film the arrangement of this apparatus to show these movements.

Two locations were selected for the tests. Location "A" was in a

slight cut and the track structure consisted of new 85-pound rail, fully tie-

plated, on 7-inch by 9-inch ties 8 feet long and on 12 inches of chat ballast.

Location "B" was on a slight fill and the track structure was the same with

the exception of the rail, which was new 127-pound. The track was tangent

and on a 0.3 per cent grade.

Tests were first made at a speed of ten miles per hour using a test

train of locomotive, tender, dynamometer car, and loaded coal cars. Pictures

of the rail and tie movements were taken at both locations. The rail was

then taken up and reversed ; i.e., location "A" was changed from 85 to 127-

pound rail and location "B" was changed from 127 to 85-pound. The tests

were then repeated at ten miles per hour speed, using the same test train.

It will be seen that this method of testing eliminated all variables and

afforded a perfect comparison of the effect of rail alone.

Tests were then made with regular service trains at higher speeds

—

30, 45 and 60 miles per hour. The purpose of these was to show the rail

movements under high-speed trains and under regular service conditions.

If you will note particularly the movement of the rail deflection lever

in the pictures, you will have the most important part of the information

afforded by them. We want to call your attention to the vivid comparison

presented by these pictures of a fast-moving train over track laid first with

85-pound rail and then on the same track with 127-pound rail. An occasional

flat spot on a car wheel has a surprising effect on the rail vibration. We
believe this visual comparison of the effect of the light flexible rail with

the resultant punishment of roadbed and equipment will be quite conclusive

argument in favor of stiffer rail sections.

(Showing of motion pictures.)

Mr. G. M. Magee :—This lever shows the rail deflection and is the

most important one. Watch it during the test. You can see the arrange-

ment here. The arrow shows where the lever is pivoted to the rail. The

other end of the lever is pivoted to a post firmly embedded in the roadbed.

Here is a similar lever which shows the movement of the ties. On the

left it is pivoted to the same post as the rail deflection lever, and at the

arrow it is pivoted to a clamp bolted securely to the tie.

The movement of this lever is rather difficult to explain. There is a

right angle bend at the arrow so the horizontal movement of the rail on

the tie appears as a vertical movement at the scale on the lever.

This shows typical set-ups on both the 85- and the 127-pound rail.

The scale to the extreme left shows the tie movement, multiplied by 5.

The next scale shows the rail deflection multiplied by 5. This is the scale

you will be most interested in watching. The difference between the move-

ments of the two scales on the right shows the rail creepage increased

twenty times.

These are the first pictures taken at Location "A," with the 85-pound

rail. Note particularly the second lever.
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You see the train approaching. Note the deflection of the rail and how
it raises between the car wheels.

Also note on the two levers to the right that the third lever is going

down with respect to the fourth. This indicates that the rail is creeping

in the same direction the train is moving.

Here we have 127-pound rail on identically the same ties, the same

roadbed, all conditions the same except the rails.

This is at the other location, or Location "B." Tests were made at two
different locations to furnish a check.

The two wires behind which you are reading the levers, the two black

lines across the lever scales, are fastened to two posts which are also

embedded in the roadbed ; that is, you have the movement of the rail with

respect to the roadbed.

The deflection as shown by the rail lever is the total deflection of the

track, including the deflection of the rail, the depression of the ties, and

some slight depression of the ballast.

You will notice there is just about one-half as much deflection of the

127-pound rail as of the 85.

This is a passenger train at the speed of 60 m.p.h. over location. You
notice there is considerably more rail vibration under the higher speed train.

This is 127-pound rail at Location "A." These are the same locations

that were used with the train speeds at 10 m.p.h.

These are through freight trains at speeds of about 30 m.p.h. This one

was 30 and the corresponding speed over the 127-pound rail was 31. You
see in the foreground the men taking the picture.

It is here, of course, that the flat spots on the car wheels show up.

(End of picture.) (Applause.)

You have seen in the pictures just shown that there is considerably

less deflection of the heavy rail. This is to be expected because of its

greater stiffness ; that is, the heavy rail, being stififer, distributes the wheel

load over more ties, which means less load per tie and consequently less tie

depression and less track depression.

Just a few words about what we expect the effect to be on the various

costs which are related to the effects of rail, or you may say, on the total

operating cost.

With heavy rail, we have less load per tie and less pressure of the

ballast on the subgrade. The track will undoubtedly be easier to maintain

in good line and surface and we shall effect an appreciable saving in the cost

of track maintenance. We have shown on page 1519 of the Bulletin the

savings which we anticipate will be effected in that respect.

Besides there being less load per tie there is also less movement of the

rail and tie with heavy rail. The rate of mechanical wear of ties will

certainly be decreased and we shall effect a saving in the cost of tie

renewals. The savings which we estimate will be effected there are also

shown in the Bulletin.

We have less wave action with heavy rail, which means less train

resistance. This reduction in train resistance is of more value than an equal

reduction in the ruling grade because it is of value wherever tractive effort

is required and not just on the ruling grade. We have, therefore, a
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reduction in the cost of train operation which is set up on page 1551 of

the Bulletin.

Suppose we should lay rail flat on the subgrade. The train would have

a rather difficult path to travel. If we next add ties we have improved the

path, but it is still rough. Suppose we add a good ballast section. We have

very materially improved the path and to the train rider it is much nearer

perfect. However, there are imperfections which the locomotive driver

knows about—some of the ties give and others do not, a soft spot here and

a hard spot there—all of which produce strain and impact on the compara-

tively rigid equipment.

If we next replace the rail with a rail 2^ times as stiff we have cer-

tainly made a still further improvement which is going to make the track

structure more rigid and reduce equipment repairs.

If you will turn to page 1552 in the Bulletin you will see there the

final results of our study. At the left of the chart the scale is the net

economic cost per mile per million gross ton miles of traffic in dollars. At

the bottom the scale is the moment of inertia of rail. The curve shown

gives the costs for the different stiffnesses of rail. Note that a rail of

approximately 137 pounds per yard comes at the lowest point on the curve.

This was the conclusion reached in our study as being the most

economical rail for our road and we have selected the 127-pound rail as

being the most desirable for our use of the present sections now being rolled.

Chairman Earl Stimson :—'This concludes the report of the Committee

on Rail. We wish to thank you very much for the patience with which

you have received our rather lengthy report.

Past- President J. L. Campbell :—I invite your attention to the fact that

during the report of the Rail Committee this room has been filled, indicating

intense interest in the work of the Committee. No part of the railroad

is more important than the rail ; consequently, no committee-work is more

important than the work of the Committee on Rail. On behalf of the

Association, I compliment and thank the Committee. You are now excused.

(Applause.)
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DISCUSSION ON MASONRY
(For Report, see pp. 1147-1192)

Mr. C. P. Richardson (Rock Island) :—The Committee report will be

found in Bulletin 323, pages 1147 to 1191.

The first subject of this year's report is on Plain and Reinforced Con-

crete for Use in Railway Buildings, Bridges and Culverts. The Committee

presents a specification for Girderless Flat Slabs for Railroad Locomotive

Loadings. This subject will be presented by Mr. Hirschthal, Chairman of

the Sub-Committee.

Mr. Meyer Hirschthal (Delaware, Lackawanna & Western) :—The
Sub-Committee on Design has during the past year concentrated its efforts

on the preparation of a specification for the design of railway structures

of the flat-slab type for railroad locomotive loadings. While the Joint

Committee embodies this type of design in a tentative specification for

concrete and reinforced concrete, it was in a form that made it applicable

to buildings only where the loads were more or less uniform.

To meet the requirement of structures subject to engine concentrations

the Committee has developed a specification which is printed in Bulletin 323,

pages 1148 to 1151, which it herewith presents to this convention for adop-

tion and publication in the Manual.

At this time I want to call attention to two inadvertent omissions, one

at the bottom of page 1148 under paragraph (4), Live Load Distribution,

to which should be added a footnote reading : "Live loads for moments
and shears to be increased by the A.R.E.A. impact formula for solid floor

bridges."

On page 1149, under Irregular Panels, Paragraph (7), in the third

line in front of the word "distance" should be changed to read, "squares

of the distance."

I now move to adopt this specification and print it in the Manual as

recommended practice, and if the Chairman permits I will go over the

paragraphs, reading the headings, giving time for reading the context and

waiting for any comment.

The first heading is General, and refers to moments. Span Reduction

Account of Column Capitals, referring to the reduction of span length by

virtue of continuity and rigidness of support at columns. Diagonal Bands,

Live Load Distribution, Moment Distribution, Longitudinal Direction, (a)

Four-Way System, (b) Two-Way System, Transverse Direction, Irregular

Panels, Slab Thickness, Dropped Panel, Column Capital, Effective Sections,

Point of Inflection, Shear and Bond Stresses, Compressive Stress, "Reinforce-

ment, Arrangement of Reinforcement. This concludes all the sections.

The President :—The motion is now open for discussion.

Mr. B. R. Leffler (New York Central) :—This report is recommended
for adoption in the Manual.

I have not had the time to look into the technical features of this

Appendix A, but it is somewhat unusual to present to the Association a

report of this nature and have it adopted on the first presentation.

1787
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As stated by the Chairman of the Sub-Committee, this subject has been

handled in our Joint Committee reports with other associations and societies

from the standpoint of building design, and I think it would be well if the

Committee would supply some supporting data, possibly drawing up a com-

parison between the building requirements showing differences and simi-

larities.

As the Chairman said, this report is drawn up with the idea of using

concentrated loads. In Committee XV there is a tendency to regard con-

centrated loads as somewhat distributive where solid-floor bridges are con-

cerned, especially the floor system, not necessarily the main girders or trusses.

I would suggest that such supporting data be supplied and possibly a

further reason in the way of mathematical development of the formulas

suggested.

Mr. Meyer Hirschthal :—In answer to Mr. Lefiler, I should like to point

out the reason for the adoption of this specification as printed. The first

is that this matter has been brought to the attention of the convention as

well as that of the Joint Committee for the last five years, twice in the

form of a monograph and twice as information printed in the convention

Proceedings. There has been no action taken, no criticism made or any

suggestions that would aid the Committee any further in developing anything

different from what it has developed.

As far as supporting data is concerned, nobody requires any supporting

data to get moments by the Theorem of Three Moments. There are no

formulae in here that require any substantiation. There is only a tentative

formula for thickness of slab which is an empirical formula used by the

Building Code, Joint Committee, American Concrete Institute, and several

other associations, where the variation in this formula is a matter of two

to three per cent.

As far as its difference from requirements for buildings is concerned,

the reason for the existence of this specification is this : For buildings, it is

very possible to get the condition of maximum negative moment for con-

tinuous panels which gives a maximum moment. That is, for maximum
moment, we can take two adjacent panels, load them to the limit and leave

unloaded the rest of the panels and get your maximum negative moment.

To get a maximum positive moment you can omit every second panel loading

in the building and have it that way. You can not do it that way with the

locomotive. When an engine runs over the viaduct, the engine runs there

and does not regard where the panels exist, for which reason we take the

actual moments resulting from certain locations of a driver or axles with

its following tender and car loadings and arrive at a moment which gives

you the maximum moment as it exists for the conditions of loading from

engines standard on a certain railroad, for which reason this specification

is drawn up. There is absolutely nothing radical or new in this specification

as far as formulae or any theory is concerned. It is simply an application

of the general theory of the mechanics of structures to a specific type of

structure.

The President :—Are there further comments on this motion ?

The motion is on the adoption of the specification appearing in Appen-

dix A. Those in favor signify by saying "aye" ; contrary "no." The motion

is carried.
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Chairman C. P. Richardson:—The second subject of the Committee

report is on the Science and Art of Concrete Manufacture, found in Appen-

dix B, pages 1151 to 1157, inclusive.

This information is presented each year. It is of interest, but unless

there is some discussion we will pass it without further comment.

Dr. A. N. Talbot (University of Illinois) :—I would like to make

a comment calling attention to the desirability of giving the source of the

information so that the reader may determine the conditions under which

the data given were obtained. I refer particularly to the diagram in Figure 1

on the effect of time of mixing on the strength of concrete. The only refer-

ence is that "time of mixing plays an important role in the strength of the

concrete as shown by Figure 1." At the bottom of page 1153 there is a

wording that probably is meant to apply to Figure 1 as well as to Figure 2,

a reference to the Research Laboratories of the Portland Cement Associa-

tion, an excellent laboratory, of course, one that does good work, but there

is nothing that gives information about the size of the mixer, the way in

which the test was made, .the design of the mixer, or the consistency

of the concrete. The statement leads to the impression that changing

the time of mixing from one minute to two minutes would for seven

days double the strength and for a year give something like twenty per cent

or more increase. I do not believe that this diagram is borne out by any

tests made on a scale sufficient to warrant putting this out as information.

It seems to me that it is misleading.

With a mixer which is in good condition, one of the better types of

mixers and of the larger sizes, there can be no great difference in the effect

on strength between a one-minute mix and a two-minute mix. A two-minute

mix will give somewhat more of a guaranty against accidental unfavorable

conditions in a mixer.

It may be that this statement relates to a small mixer which has little

real mixing action, little effective mixing action except for long periods.

It may be that it relates to a condition in the mixer when adhesions and

roughnesses or an excess of loading affect the action of the mixer, making

the mixing action slow.

I have made some study of the effect of mixing and the action of mixers

through periods of time. In our own laboratory we had a little mixer that

did take a lot of time to get requisite mixing, but tests have shown that if a

large mixer of the better class now in use is in good condition, kept clean,

not overloaded, there will be no such effect as is indicated by this diagram.

Chairman C. P. Richardson :—I think Professor Talbot's remarks are

a very valuable contribution. Personally, though I have not studied these

laboratory tests on mixing, I have been inclined to question some of the

increases of strength shown by laboratory tests as a result of experience on

the ground. Would Mr. Irwin like to comment on these remarks?

Mr. A. Chas. Irwin (Portland Cement Association) :— I think I am
correct in the assumption that the data plotted in Figure 1 were obtained

from a rather small mixer, but standard size mixers are available that are

quite small. Anyway, it was a standard make of mixer and the results

were as shown.

I suggest that it would be a splendid contribution to the sum total of

knowledge if someone else would make a more complete set of tests as to
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the efifect of the time of mix on the strength of concrete. The data reported

seem to be about all there are available. They are offered in this report

merely as the result of tests made under laboratory conditions with this

small standard make of mixer.

I am sure the Committee would be glad to have any further data that

anyone has, or to encourage more extensive experiments along this line.

The President :—Has anyone anything else to contribute to this dis-

cussion? If not, it will be received as information.

Chairman C. P. Richardson:—The next subject of the report will be

found in Appendix C, pages 1157 to 1175, inclusive. The assigned subject

was Failures of Masonry Walls and Foundations.

The Chairman of the Sub-Committee is not present this morning. This

assignment by the Committee on Outline of Work has caused considerable

discussion amongst the Committee members. It hesitated to report under

this assignment.

A questionnaire was sent out several years ago when this subject was

assigned to this Committee and the results obtained at that time can be

found in the Proceedings.

We did not receive any reports of failures of concrete as the Committee

interprets the word "failure."

I want to draw the particular attention of the convention to the first

two paragraphs on page 1157, which indicates that this report is confined

to deterioration of concrete. Although the Committee feels that the infor-

mation under this subject is of considerable value and a good reference in

our Proceedings, I have been requested by unanimous vote of the Committee

as a whole, and also the Sub-Committee, to make the following motion.

I do move that subject 4, now reading "Failures of Masonry Walls and

Foundations," shall be revised to read "Deterioration of Masonry Walls and

Foundations" when published in the Proceedings of this Association.

The President :—^With that explanation the Committee on Publications

and the Board of Direction will give that due consideration. If the Com-
mittee insists" on that clarification or revision of the statement there need

be no hesitancy in presenting this information. It is certainly a good warn-

ing if nothing else. It serves a very useful purpose.

Mr. B. R. Leffler:—I do not want' Appendix C to pass without some

remarks. These pictures of course are well-known views of concrete disin-

tegration, but they should not cause undue apprehension or fear.

There has been developed during the past four or five years a rather

definite method of taking care of disintegrated concrete. Of course, before

any art reaches a fairly complete stage there must be a period of experi-

mentation and trial, but it seems to me that this art, you may call it a new
art, is far enough along that a Sub-Committee or the Committee on Masonry

should give it consideration.

During the past five years many of the railroads have resorted to exten-

sive overhauling and repairing of disintegrated concrete. In my own work

I have taken care of it by cutting back the disintegrated masonry and facing

the cut-back masonry with new concrete, securely anchored to the old

masonry. Usually I have been building out not less than a foot of new
concrete, putting in the new concrete by the latest and best methods of

mixing and use of water.
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Probably the most serious part of this disintegration affects small struc-

tures. I refer to piers under high viaducts. Such piers are only a few feet

in dimension any way measured, and disintegration under these high viaducts

is a far more serious matter than disintegration of the face of a retaining

wall. The same applies to reinforced concrete culvert tops. In some cases

the disintegration has gone so far that the reinforcing rods are hanging down.

For such case, it is necessary to tear out the roof completely.

This new method I will compare by giving a homely illustration. If we
could put concrete inside of a tin can and seal it, like the food producers do,

we would hold it there without any trouble. This new method is really

similar to that canners' process. We have gotten to a point where we water-

proof the back of the walls, with the idea of preventing percolation and

infiltration of water. It is well recognized that water is the cause of the

trouble, either too much water originally or too much percolation through

the structure.

This new method involves treating the exposed surfaces of existing con-

crete, sealing them so as to make it impossible for water to percolate through

the concrete. Really, when you think of it, why should not concrete struc-

tures be waterproofed all over, not only the back of the walls but the face,

the top of bridge seats and all places exposed to absorption of moisture and

subsequent disintegration of the concrete?

We treat a frame house, we paint it. Even brick houses are painted,

and it seems to me that it is now time to safeguard our concrete structures

not only by improved mixing methods but by actually treating the surfaces

so as to render them impervious to water.

These old structures that are apparently beyond redemption can be re-

claimed very largely. In one particular case there was a double arch four-

track structure for which the actual cost of replacement would have been

$225,000 or $250,000. This structure was built in 1904 when sloppy concrete

was fashionable and yet this structure has been reclaimed at a very small

figure, not to exceed $40,000, and is good for many more years.

I think the Committee should formulate rules or principles of practice

for this new art. It is one of the most practicable and important arts in

the development of concrete work. It is a cure for things, for bad things

that already exist, and also a preservative for the newer structures.

I am not so sure that we are warranted in thinking that our new con-

crete, mixed and prepared and placed by our new specifications, is the whole

answer. There are certain curious things that happen to concrete. I know
one particular structure where the whole body of the masonry seems to be

in first-class shape, but the bridge seats seem to be crumbling away. The
bridge seat has the appearance of being chipped, something like brine affects

steel work. This phenomenon has occurred through the course of about

fifteen or twenty years.

I have even noticed that under ballasted floor bridges where the bridge

seat has been sheltered to a large extent, probably somewhat higher tem-

peratures have existed there or it has been protected from the water, the

concrete is better than on the more exposed portions of the bridge seats.

For my own use I am gathering data and information based on our

experiences in repairing this disintegrated concrete with the idea of formu-

lating specifications and rules.
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We can only pick up this information by observation and noting how

the work is conducted. There are several reputable concerns that specialize

in this kind of work.

I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that the G^mmittee be instructed to give at

least a progress or tentative report on this new art.

The President :—Thank you very much for your comments on this. 1

have been watching the representatives of our Committee on Outline of

Work, and I am very sure that they are appreciative of your remarks, and

your suggestions will receive consideration.

Is there anything further to add to this discussion? I think it has been

very helpful to the Committee. I notice they are somewhat timid in pre-

senting the results.

Chairman C. P. Richardson :—No, the Chair has misinterpreted. We
are not timid; we are just hurt in being assigned that subject. We felt that

we had to obey orders. I know if the Chairman of the Sub-Committee had

been here he would have further stated (and I am glad Mr. Leffler has

opened the subject) that the disintegration of concrete that we have pictured

here in all its agony is on concrete made several years ago, years prior to

the five or ten years past when we have had the advantage of very extensive

laboratory investigations, investigations in the field, and studies of results

obtained, which brings us to the point that now—though Mr. Lefifler said

we are not 100 per cent—we are making concrete that is going to be perma-

nent or as near permanent as may be practicable. These pictures portray

poor concrete work, and to take care of these old structures, on my railroad

and on Mr. Leffler's railroad, and I believe they are doing it on every large

railroad. Disintegrated concrete is being repaired with a view of putting

life into the structure.

Mr. Leffler recommendation, that the Committee study this repair work,

I think a very good suggestion. I was afraid at first he was going to ask

the Committee to prepare specifications, but believe the state of the art,

at the present time, would hardly allow of the formulation of a definite

recommended practice. I think a few more years are necessary to see how

long this process will stand up.

The next subject is the presentation of a paper by the Chairman of the

Sub-Committee on Foundations, Mr. D. B. Rush. This paper is on "The

Bearing Power of Soils," and is found on pages 1176 to 1190.

If for no other reason, this paper has been prepared in order to bring

about suggestive criticism on this subject. As all of those conversant with

the subject know, many individuals and organizations have given very deep

study to this subject. The engineering profession has also given attention

to this subject.

There is nothing in this paper as presented, as I understand it, that is

entirely new. Is there anything new in this paper, Mr. Rush?

Mr. D. B. Rush (Robert W. Hunt & Company) :—There is nothing

that is new.

Chairman C. P. Richardson:—Do you wish to make any remarks on it?

Mr. D. B. Rush :—Except, as you stated, it is material given as possible

additional information and with the idea that it will get the members of the

Association thinking about the subject.
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The thought the year before last, when this matter was mentioned, was

that we would probably go into the actual design of different types of foot-

ings and get the information from each railroad, tabulate the results and

send it out ; in other words, what size piling, what size tip and butt did the

railroads use for a certain design of footing. That was not fundamental.

It seemed to us that what was really needed was some plain common horse-

sense method of determining which type of foundation to use.

When that matter was brought up, one of the members of the Committee

said that this was a subject that had been studied for 1,500 years and no

results had been arrived at and he did not think any results were going to be

arrived at in the next fifteen hundred years. I have not been in practice

that long. I do not know. But we now have an improved Sub-Committee

on the subject and I will tell you this, if they do not get something in the

next 1,000 years they will still be reporting progress. That is all we can

do at the present time. If you gentlemen will study this and criticize it either

in writing or verbally next year, we have a genuine feeling that we are

going to get some place.

Chairman C. P. Richardson:—The concluding subject is a brief progress

report on the General Practices for Waterproofing Masonry Structures,

printed in Appendix E, page 1191. The Committee reports progress on the

study of bridge deck waterproofing.

The President :—That concludes the report of this Committee. Has

anyone anything to offer in the way of questions or discussion? If not, the

Committee is dismissed with the thanks of the Association. (Applause.)

DISCUSSION ON WOODEN BRIDGES AND TRESTLES
(For Report, see pp. 1381-1414)

(Past-President Earl Stimson in the Chair.)

Mr. H. Austin (Mobile & Ohio) :—The report of your Committee on

Wooden Bridges and Trestles is in Bulletin 324. The subjects assigned

are listed on page 1381 and except for typographical corrections to be made

in the current Manual, the Committee reports progress on all subjects except

No. 5, which we recommend be dropped, and the Committee on Outline of

Work has been kind enough to look after that.

Commencing on page 1382, the proposed corrections in the present

Manual appear in the printed form. There are three figures in the right

column that were omitted, and on page 1383 the form is printed as it

should be. On page 1384, the proposed correction to paragraph 11 appears

in the Bulletin in identical form. The word "of in the third line from

the bottom of paragraph 11 should be "at." That is a correction that is

proposed.

On page 519 of the Manual, Combination No. 3 as printed in the Manual

now has the letter "t" omitted from the word "heartwood" and as it appears

in the Bulletin it is printed in both forms, so the bottom form is correct.

On page 521 of the Manual, under "Joist and Plank," the correction is

to combination No. 26, which should be "joist;" as printed now in the

Manual it is "joint."
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Combination No. 27, page 521 of the Manual, unfortunately is printed

the same in both forms in the Bulletin. The change which we propose is

to insert a colon after the word "density" in the second line from the

bottom instead of a period.

Combination No. 31 on page 522 of the Manual, the correction is to

change the word "joint" to "joist," and in Combination 43 also.

Combination No. 60 on page 524 of the Manual, second line from the

bottom of this paragraph, 33B should be 33A, as shown in the Bulletin.

Page 526, Combination No. 80, the correction is to insert a comma

after "Posts and Timbers."

Also in Combination No. 82, page 527 in the Manual.

Page 527 of the Manual, Combination 2B unfortunately was printed

the same in both forms in the Bulletin. The correction is that "size" should

be singular, it appearing plural in the Manual.

On page 534, 6k, "post" should be singular; it appears now as plural.

Mr. President, with these explanations I move you that the changes

in the Manual appearing on pages 1382 to 1385, inclusive, of the Bulletin,

be adopted.

Past-President Earl Stimson :—The motion is now open for discussion.

If there is no discussion, all those in favor say "aye," contrary "no." The

recommendation is adopted.

Chairman H. Austill :—Subject (2), Continue Study and Report on

Simplification of Grading Rules and Classification of Timber for Railway

Uses, collaborating with other organizations dealing with this subject. In the

absence of Mr. Hawley, the Chairman of this Sub-Committee, the report

will be presented by Mr. C. J. Hogue.

Mr. C. J. Hogue (West Coast Lumbermen's Association) :—The theo-

retical work in American lumber standardization has in the main been

completed, and the next step is to put the results into practice. We can

say that progress is very encouraging along that line.

The report of the Committee is that this subject has not brought any

new matter to be reported at this time for adoption by the Association.

The program of standardization in the softwood lumber industry was

completed in the previous year, and the industry has concerned itself with

the development and extension of grade and trade marking. In these efforts

great progress has been made and marked lumber is available from the

principal producing regions.

The problem of moisture content in its effect upon size and condition

of lumber has received a large amount of attention from the technical

staffs of the trade associations. Devices for determining moisture in

lumber have been developed and put on the market for sale.

This in the minds of the lumber manufacturers is perhaps the biggest

problem in the question of providing moisture content specifications and

applying them, some quick, applicable means of determining the moisture

content in lumber.

The Southern Pine Association has written moisture content specifi-

cations into its grading rules, and it is expected that other associations will

follow this progressive step.

The Committee will continue to keep in contact with the developments

in this industry and offers the above as a progress report.
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Chairman H. Austill :—Subject 3, Study and report on the standardiza-

tion and simplification of storehouse stock and the disposition of material

reaching obsolescence, collaborating with committees and organizations con-

cerned, will be presented by Mr. S. F. Grear, Chairman of the Sub-Com-
mittee.

Mr. S. F. Grear (Illinois Central) :—This Sub-Committee has a very

brief report, based on the ideas and experiences of the Sub-Committee mem-
bers. The Sub-Committee and the general Committee, too, would be glad

to welcome any suggestions on this subject.

We feel that considerable could be accomplished by greater use of the

A.R.E.A. standard trestle plans. We have mentioned that in our report

and the Committee has asked Mr. C. J. Hogue, member of the Committee,

and in charge of technical service of the West Coast Lumbermen's Asso-

ciation, to make a few remarks on this subject.

Mr. C. J. Hogue :—The remarks that I will make are in the words of

Mr. Ernest Dolge of Tacoma, Washington, a lumber manufacturer who
was present at a meeting of the Committee last October. In discussing the

question of the use of standard designs we realize the difficulty, but there

are advantages which we should follow as far as practicable. His discus-

sion of the use of greater standardization in sizes and lengths of various

members in wood trestles and bridges and what it would mean in the way

of more efficient and economical production and use of timbers seemed so

interesting to the Committee that they asked him to put his discussion in

writing so that it could be presented. This is his comment. It is brief.

It is headed: "Are thirty-seven sizes necessary?" and refers in the open-

ing to an editorial in Railway Age of November 16, which reads in part

as follows

:

Are Thirty-Seven Sizes Necessary?

"The automobile manufacturers have given an excellent object-lesson

in what can be accomplished through voluntary effort toward simplification

of practices. But even the wooden trestle is built to last many more years

than an automobile and, unlike the motor vehicle manufacturer, the railroad

derives no benefit merely by rendering an old structure obsolete. A change
in the width, depth or length of a stringer introduces many complications

and for a time at least would require the carrying of a greater number
of sizes. Clearly the problem is not a simple one. But has there been
any serious effort to solve it? Until one is made, it cannot be declared

impossible."

In the discussion before the Committee last fall an effort was made to

present the subject from a supply standpoint. This editorial in Railway

Age and the discussion on the subject in the Committee meeting all point

clearly to the advantages of standardization from a utilization standpoint

as well.

Within reasonable limits it is not only desirable but almost necessary

that the supplier of any commodity should be reasonably familiar with the

requirements of its utilization. Likewise it is equally desirable that the

users of various commodities should be somewhat familiar with the processes

of production. Observation would indicate that in contrast to the previous

comparative indifference of the lumber industry toward railroad utilization,

and of railroads toward basic factors in log and lumber production, the
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employment of qualified Engineers by the lumber industry and of qualified

lumbermen on the part of numerous railroads indicates encouraging progress

in the study of the subject by both parties at interest, although not much

progress has been made thus far in the application of these studies.

Referring to the report of your Committee in Proceedings, Vol. 22,

pages 486 to 487, entitled "A Study of Various Types of Wood Trestles

with a View to Recommending Two or Three Standards Adaptable for

General Railroad Use," we find an amazing number of sizes for braces of

various kinds, for girts, for posts and sills, for caps, for ties, and especially

for stringers. Of these the stringers are naturally of outstanding importance

in terms of structural timbers, followed next by posts and caps. This study

makes no mention of lengths, which in many respects are of great impor-

tance also. It is, then, very refreshing to find that your recommended

standards cover not only size but length as well. The importance of this

can best be conveyed to you in the following fashion

:

The production figures of our industry as a whole for a period of one

year point to an output of approximately 60 per cent No. 1 Common and

poorer, and approximately 29 per cent of No. 3 Clear and Better, leaving, in

a broad sense, about 11 per cent as the portion of the logs from which

structural must naturally come. It is, therefore, obvious that, on the whole,

structural material cannot be produced on the quantity basis as can common.

It is also apparent that the production of structural is something of a

specialized operation.

To produce a good stringer it is necessary first of all to have a log

suitable for the purpose. When a tree is felled nothing in its appearance

is really indicative except the exposed butt, assuming that it is free enough

of limbs to classify it as a structural log at all. If the butt reveals that

the tree is suitable for structural cutting, it becomes necessary then to

determine approximately what size stringer the log would likely yield. Now,

if cutting on the basis of A.R.E.A. standards, and judging by the size of

the log it is apparent that to produce a stringer 16 inches wide it would

not be possible to secure one much over 7 inches thick, the log would

naturally be bucked (crosscut) 24 feet long for a 7 inch X 16 inch—24-foot

stringer. If, on the other hand, the log is larger and would yield a 9-inch

stringer it would be bucked either 28 feet or 32 feet to produce stringers

suitable for a 14-foot or 16-foot panel. In other words, from the time the

tree is felled its ultimate utilization could be kept in mind. It is an ideal

situation, the attainment of which is worthy of sustained eflfort even if

the goal is never fully attained. Please observe that the manipulation of

these trees is based on the recommendations of your Committee as reported

in Proceedings, Vol. 22, pages 486 and 487.

The benefits accruing from standardization in the logging operation are

augmented by production economies in the mill. Your recommended stand-

ards give to a mill the required latitude to make possible trying for a 9-inch

X 18-inch—32-foot with recourse to 9-inch X 16-inch, if defects require

cutting down in width, to 28 feet if trimming in length is required, and

filially to 7-inch X 16-inch—24-foot, if hidden blemishes make trimming

and edging both necessary. It ofifers an opportunity progressively to preserve

timber for its best utilization. At present such procedure is wholly imprac-

tical because very few mills have the slightest idea what size, length or
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grade of stringers is likely to be specified in the next railroad material

order. It is impractical to store material that may never be used.

In the absence of such standardization the logs will be bucked into

the customary and prevailing lengths in which 32, 36 and 40 feet predom-

inate. These are the favorite "random" lengths because they yield the

largest proportions of 16, 18 and 20-foot lengths that are so popular in

ordinary construction. The want of standardization results in the existing

confused, expensive and unsatisfactory situation which contrasts sharply with

the ideal set forth above. Any of these 32, 36 or 40-foot logs are liable to

be suitable for stringers, but what shall we do with the six feet of waste that

results from trimming a 32-foot stringer to 26 feet? Are we to cut no

stringers from 36 and 40-foot logs on account of waste? Is it not obvious

that stringers will be cut chiefly from 32- foot logs—not primarily because

they will make good stringers but rather because they involve less loss from

waste? If standardization were effected, the mills could give loggers stand-

ing orders to buck logs suitable for stringers into lengths adapted to the size.

Mills in turn could produce stringers from such logs and store them with the

reasonable assurance that the inventory would be liquidated at frequent

intervals.

From the manufacturer's viewpoint, then, standardization would result

in the availability of better stringers, more stringers, and better utilization

of tlie valuable structural properties of our timber and of the skill of our

employees. It is recognized that good structural material deserves adequate

care, including protection against sun and rain, and provision for reasonable

circulation of air. Stringers are now bought in such a variety of sizes,

lengths and grades that every order is a "special cutting" order, no stocks are

carried by mills and little effort is made to protect those accumulating on

orders. When your standardization plans materialize it will be not only

possible but profitable to cut stringers as the logs yield them, store the

product under shelter and ship as needed. This will help to correct the

damage that is now often done by several days' exposure of freshly sawn

stringers to the hot sun, then to rain, with alternating swelling and checking

far in excess of the damage from similar exposure after a reasonable period

of seasoning under shelter.

The railroads will enjoy an operating benefit from standardization, as

explained in Railway Age, but in addition to this the supply will improve

in volume and quality alike. The need of carrying stocks in railroad store

yards would be minimized, and the opportunities for securing hurried ship-

ments would be greatly increased.

In all these ponderous movements for betterment it seems that a certain

amount of discussion like this, of compromise and of friendly reconciliation

of ideas, is necessary. Finally we come to the question of which comes

first, the supply or the demand, the old question of the hen or the egg.

It would seem that they must come together, supply and demand, and that

they would thrive on each other's well-being.

This seemed to the Committee such a valuable discussion of the rela-

tion of standardization and production of timber and offered so much in

the way of economical and efficient utilization of timber that the Committee

desire to offer this paper and would like to have it printed in the discus-

sions, Mr. Secretary. I would like to offer it for that purpose.
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Chairman H. Austill :—Subject 4, Study and report on Overhead

Wooden Bridges, will be presented by Mr. Grear in the absence of the Sub-

Committee Chairman, Mr. Hart.

Mr. S. F. Grear :—Sub-Committee 4 has a progress report. They have

assembled from the railroads first, and, since then, from the state highway

departments, plans of their wooden highway bridges. We found about

three- fourths of the state highway departments use the timbered highway

bridge. We hope during the coming year to get typical plans for the

different conditions.

There are two or three matters I should like to bring before the

Association. The subject as assigned reads, "Study and Report on Over-

head Wooden Bridges." This would seem to involve, especially for multiple

track bridges, the use of I-beams or steel spans for the main spans. Unless

the Association or Board of Direction instructs differently, we will

undoubtedly have plans with some I-beam spans in them. The same refers

to concrete foundations for highway bridges.

The statement of the types of bridges and especially the types of floors

in use is given on page 1388, and we have included quite a number of

typical plans. These plans are simply photostats of plans submitted by the

various highway departments.

Mr. B. R. Leffler (New York Central) :—I should like to ask a ques-

tion. I understand that three-fourths of the highway departments are in

favor of timber for overhead bridges. Did the Committee obtain from the

other fourth any reasons for being opposed to the use of timber for highway
bridges, and were their reasons based on economic ideas or just merely

on what the state highway engineers regard as an inappropriate material for

carrying heavy trucks and automobiles?

Mr. S. F. Grear:—I do not remember just what was in all of the

letters.
,
I do not believe any of them set out the economics of the timber

as cornpared with concrete or steel bridges. Most of them simply made
the statement that they did not use timber bridges. There is a little discus-

sion on that on page 1389; it shows a tabulation of the replies. It is

probable that all of the state highway departments that use the timber

bridge also use concrete and steel bridges. They are not necessarily their

standard types of construction.

Past-President Earl Stimson:—Is there any further discussion on this

subject? If not, the Sub-Committee's report will be received as informa-

tion.

Chairman H. Austill:—Subject 5, appearing on page 1404, will be

presented by Mr. Smith, the Sub-Committee Chairman.

Mr. D. W. Smith (Hocking Valley) :—The Sub-Committee's subject

for report reads as follows: "Study and report on the economy of sub-

stituting metal inner guard rails, equipped with appropriate tie spacers, for

wooden outer guard rails, and consider further the advisability of producing

the guard rails to a point in the center of the track beyond the ends of

the trestle to guide derailed wheels."

There seemed to be very little information to start with, so a ques-

tionnaire was sent to a number of the carriers. The questionnaire was
prepared and sent out, and replies received. The total railroad mileage

covered by these replies is approximately 131,000 miles of road.
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The answers to the questionnaire are given on page 1406 and succeed-

ing pages of Bulletin 324.

These answers disclosed a very limited number of carriers using tie

spacers other than those afforded by use of outer guard timbers, and but

one carrier having made a complete substitution as called for in the ques-

tionnaire. The Committee therefore makes no recommendations, but sub-

mits the tabulation as information, and requests that the study be discon-

tinued, which I understand will be done.

The second portion of the assignment is covered by recommendations

now in the Manual and which the Committee does not feel should be

changed-

The subject, as it is now given in the Manual, reads as follows

:

"(3) It is recommended as good practice in the installation of inner

guard rails to extend them beyond the ends of the bridges for such distance

as is required by local conditions, but that this distance, in any case, be
not less than 50 feet ; that inner guard rails be fully spiked to every tie,

and spliced at every joint; that the inner guard rails be some form of metal
section ; and that the ends be beveled, bent down, or otherwise protected

against direct impact with moving parts of equipment.
"(4) It is recommended as good practice to use inner guard rails on

all open-floor and on the outside tracks of all solid-floor bridges and similar

structures longer than 20 feet in main line tracks, and on similar bridges
and structures in branch-line tracks on which the speed of trains is 20
miles per hour or more."

Mr. B. R. Leffler (New York Central) :—Mr. Chairman, I should like

to suggest that maybe the Committee has had in mind that this inner guard

rail be composed of rail of uniform section throughout, instead of building

it out of scrap rail, with one part of it weighing 80 pounds per yard and

another part maybe 60. To make this inner guard rail efficient, it should

be smooth throughout; no offset splices or any offsets between one rail and

another rail.

Mr. D. W. Smith :—The Committee recognizes the benefit of such an

installation and, of course, recommends an installation of that nature, but

it is not always found to be practicable to use rail. Sometimes they use

other metal sections as angle irons. The Committee does not specify or

detail just what section they shall use.

Past-President Earl Stimson:—Is there any further discussion?

Mr. O. F. Dalstrom (Chicago & Northwestern) :—Has the Committee

made any attempt to standardize the outer rail? That is a subject which

I believe the Committee, if it has not taken it up, could well work on in

its next year's report.

Mr. D. W. Smith:—Have you in mind the timber outer guard rail?

Mr. O. F. Dalstrom :—Yes.
Mr. D. W. Smith:—The guard timber? The Committee has a standard

specification for the application of guard timl^ers which has been adopted

and is already in the Manual.

Past-President Earl Stimson:—Is there any further discussion? If not,

the report will be received as information.

Chairman H. Austill :—Subject 6, Standard Plans. The Committee is

indebted to the Sub-Committee Chairman, Mr. A. B. B. Harris, for a
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monograph on this subject, which is now very closely related to Subject 3,

Standardization and Simplification of Storehouie Stocks.

Mr. Harris, the Sub-Committee Chairman, will present the neport.

Mr. A. B. B. Harris (Consulting Engineer) :

—
"(6) Study and report

on the design of standard wooden trestles with a view of obtaining greater

economy and conserving timber resources ; for example, considering the

use of 8 ft. in place of 10 ft. ties ; changing stringer dimensions from 7 in.

by 16 in. continuous two-panel stringers to 6 in. by 18 in. one-panel type

;

and substituting two-piece for one-piece cap, the lower piece to be of greater

compression strength, the upper to be of greater width to receive the stringer

load, etc."

This, of necessity, is quite a long report and I do not feel that we
should take the time of the convention in going into it in detail. We
will say this, however : The adoption of the suggested change in trestle

and bridge design shown in Bulletin 324, page 1409 to 1413, inclusive, will,

I believe, enhance safety, lessen fire hazard, greatly curtail timber require-

ments, materially reduce the cost of both construction and renewals, minimize

maintenance and give a smoother riding track.

I hope the members of the convention will have time to study this

report.

Past- President Earl Stimson :—Is there any discussion on the report of

this Sub-Committee? If not, it will be received as information.

Chairman H. Austill :—Mr. President, that concludes the report of

Committee VII.

Past-President Earl Stimson:—If there is no further discussion on any

of the subjects presented in this report, the Committee will be dismissed

with the thanks of the Association for their very excellent report.

(Applause.)

DISCUSSION ON BUILDINGS
(For Report, see pp. 1193-1229)

(Past- President Earl Stimson in the Chair.)

Mr. Frank R. Judd (Illinois Central) :—We will take the subjects

assigned in their order, commencing on page 1194 of Bulletin 323.

Subject (1), Revision of the Manual. The Committee has no recom-

mendations to make at this time.

Subject (2), Continue study and report on specifications for concrete

used in railway buildings, collaborating with Committee VIII—Masonry.
The Committee wishes to report progress on this subject to the extent of

having prepared a specification, and submitted it to the Masonry Committee
for criticism and consideration.

Subject (3), Continue study and report on design and construction of

water station buildings, collaborating with Committee XIII—Water Service

and Sanitation, Appendix C. This report will be presented by Mr. Filippi.

Mr. Hugo Filippi (Common Brick Manufacturers' Association) :—The
final report of this Sub-Committee may be found on page 1195, Bulletin

323. The work of the Sub-Committee was reported in progress at the

1928 and 1929 Conventions.
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In order that the report might reflect the general practice on the sev-

eral railroads, a questionnaire was sent out. This questionnaire may be found

on pages 1196, 1197 and 1198.

There follows in the report of the Sub-Committee, typical designs for

the housing of pumping plants. In its work, this Sub-Committee has col-

laborated with the Committee on Water Service and Sanitation, and this final

report is offered as information and as a guide in general design.

Past-President Earl Stimson :—Is there any discussion on this subject?

Mr. F. M. Graham (Pennsylvania) :—On page 1200 the Committee

shows a pumping station plan with gas pit adjacent which is used where

there is gasoline power. It seems to me if the Committee desires to retain

this plan, some provision should be made for ventilation at the bottom of

that pit to do away with the avoidance of gas which may undoubtedly

accumulate.

Mr. Hugo Filippi :—The Sub-Committee will accept that suggestion.

Mr. R. A. Tanner (Northern Pacific) :—In the Manual as adopted in

1927 is stated that on account of the petroleum gases being heavier than air

we should avoid having depressions in the floor in pump houses where we use

oil engines. I think, inasmuch as the Manual is still in force, it would be

well to eliminate a drawing that shows a depressed pump without any other

partition between the engineroom and the pump pit but an open railing. I

see no reason for the gases to stop at the railing. I think they will go down

in the pit. That is, as far as I can see, contrary to the spirit of our Manual.

Mr. Hugo Filippi :—I think Mr. Judd would like to answer you on that.

Chairman Frank R. Judd :—In the preparation of these drawings this

Committee has collaborated with the Water Service Committee. In the

handling of this subject I communicated with the Chairman of the Water

Service Committee and asked him to assign a man to act as liaison officer

between the two committees. The information in this report has been

submitted with the approval of the Water Service Committee.

I believe that discussion on these pits is a matter that should be settled

among themselves. It is my understanding that the wording in the Manual

is intended to refer to the placing of engines in pits and not pumps in pits.

On this particular question I think the Water Service Committee should

get together and decide as to whether this is a proper subject to be con-

sidered here. I think that Mr. Tanner has already taken this matter up by

correspondence with Mr. Yager, and I believe that the subject is outside

the discussion of the convention for that reason.

Past-President Earl Stimson :—Is there any further discussion on this

subject?

Chairman Frank R. Judd:—The next subject. Continue the prepara-

tion of specifications for buildings for railway purposes, will be found under

Appendix D, page 1204. The Committee is offering for recommendation

certain specifications offered last year as information. These specifications

are as follows: Ornamental and Miscellaneous Metal Work, Brick Pave-

ments and Floors, and Sprinkler System.

I move you, Mr. Chairman, that these specifications be accepted for

publication in the Manual.

Past-President Earl Stimson:—You have heard the motion. It has

been seconded. This is a recommendation for inclusion in the Manual. I

believe it warrants some little discussion from the floor.
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If there is no discussion, the motion will be put. All those in favor say

"aye," contrary "no." The motion is carried.

Chairman Frank R. Judd :^Continuing this subject, the Committee

offers as information, for publication in the Proceedings, additional speci-

fications as follows : Asphalt Impregnated Felt Roofing Over Wood or

Pre-Cast Gypsum, Asphalt Impregnated Felt Roofing Over Concrete or

Poured Gypsum, Oil Burning Equipment in connection with heating plants,

Sheet Asphalt Pavements, Asphalt Mastic Floors, and Hydraulic Elevators

for Baggage and Freight.

These specifications are printed in the Bulletin on pages 1204 to 1224,

inclusive. As mentioned before, they are offered as information and for

consideration of the Association before being presented as Manual matter.

Past-President Earl Stimson:—Is there any discussion on these speci-

fications? If not, they will be received as information.

Chairman Frank R. Judd:—Subject 5 is Study and report on what con-

stitutes appraisal of fire losses.

In the absence of Mr. Rodman, the Chairman of the Sub-Committee,

I am presenting this report as information. The subject is quite large,

and in the preparation of the report a questionnaire was submitted to a

number of railroads, totaling 71 companies, and the replies are enumerated

on page 1225.

The Committee found that there was a good deal of variance in the

practice of the railroads in the appraisal of their fire losses, and it seemed

that in some cases there had been really no definite instructions in ofTect

on a number of railroads previous to the sending out of this questionnaire.

In fact, in one or two instances after we had received a reply to the ques-

tionnaire, the reply was recalled. On account of the wide variation in

practice, the Committee has presented a report with certain recommendations

for the appraisal of fire losses, and offers it as information, believing that

it would be unwarranted to offer this as Manual material at this time. We
believe that this report will probably be conducive toward a better general

practice on the railroads, and it is the intention of the Committee to ask

reassignment of this subject at some later time, and prepare a report for

publication in the Manual.

Past-President Earl Stimson:—Is there any discussion on this subject?

If not, it will be received as information.

Chairman Frank R. Judd:—Subject 6 will be found under Appendix F,

page 1228, Study and report on water-proofing and damp-proofing as applied

to existing buildings, collaborating with Committee VIII—Masonry. Your

Committee wishes to report progress on this subject.

Subject 7, Furnish the Special Committee on Clearances the informa-

tion required by it pertaining to buildings. This report will be presented by

Mr. Wilbur.

Mr. O. G. Wilbur (Baltimore & Ohio) :—This Committee has com-

plied with its instructions to furnish the Special Committee on Clearances

the information required by it pertaining to buildings. This report is

found on pages 1228 and 1229.

The diagram on page 1229 is consistent with recommendations appear-

ing in the Manual for horizontal and vertical clearances for buildings and

enginehouse doors. The other clearance data shown thereon have never
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been presented to the Association. It is the thought of Committee VI

that this diagram should be offered the Association for discussion and

subsequently referred to the Special Committee on Clearances for their use.

If this subject is not reassigned to Committee VI, Buildings, it is our

understanding that the diagram will be presented next year by the Special

Committee on Clearances.

Past-President Earl Stimson:—Is there any discussion on this subject?

If not, the matter will be received as information.

Chairman Frank R. Judd :—The final subject is Outline of Work for

the ensuing year ; the Committee has asked for the reassignment of those

subjects upon which we have now reported progress, and have also sub-

mitted a list of other subjects found on page 1194, from which the Com-

mittee on Outline of Work can make selections for assignments of new

subjects to this Committee. That concludes the report.

Past-President Earl Stimson :—Is there any general discussion on this

report? If not, the Committee will be dismissed with the thanks of the

Association for their fine report. (Applause.)

DISCUSSION ON RECORDS AND ACCOUNTS
(For Report, see pp. 823-952)

(Past-President Earl Stimson in the Chair.)

Mr. J. H. Hande (Baltimore & Ohio) :—The report of this Com-

mittee appears in Bulletin 322, page 823. We consider this year a

number of subjects deahng with governmental regulation, accounting, valua-

tion, depreciation and safety.

The first of our subjects other than the Revision of the Manual is

Subject 2, reporting progress on changes or revisions in I.C.C. Classification

of Accounts. Mr. Powers, Chairman of that Sub-Committee, will indicate

the progress that has been made in the change of classifications during

the last year.

Mr. John T. Powers (Presidents' Conference Committee) :—The report

of this Sub-Committee is contained on pages 825 to 860, and is a continua-

tion of the progress made by the Interstate Commerce Commission in the

study of the revisions of the accounting classifications.

During the year a hearing was had occupying twenty days, and 2818

pages of testimony were taken.

A tentative report was made by Commissioner Eastman in August,

1929, and briefly the conclusions as stated on pages 844 and 845 tell about

the attitude of Commissioner Eastman, at least, in the matter. Perhaps it

would be well to read two paragraphs from the conclusions.

"The first question to consider, in determining whether we should

impose upon the railroads by force of law a radically new system of cost

accounting, is obviously whether there is need for such a change. If need

exists, it may be of two kinds: (1) a need related to the efficient and
economical management and operation of the properties, or (2) a need
related to the public regulation of their charges and service.

"The conclusion may properly be reached, therefore, that upon present

information no new system of accounts, such as is proposed, should be

imposed solely as a possible means of securing greater operating efficiency
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and economy. To justify such action, a clear need of the second kind

above described ought to exist, i. e., a need directly and immediately related

to public regulation.

"This raises a highly important and interesting question. It has always
been recognized that cost of service, although not controlling, is a very
important factor in the determination of just and reasonable rates. This
has been recognized by both shippers and carriers and by the courts.

Despite the protestations of the carriers, in a proceeding like this, that cost

of service is of little or no importance in the making of rates, hardly a
rate case is tried before the Commission in which they do not, in one way
or another, rely in part upon cost of service. For example, it is common
practice for the carriers to introduce evidence to show that the particular

traffic under consideration is more expensive to handle, for various reasons,

than some other or the general run of traffic ; or that operation in the

particular territory or district involved is unusually expensive, because of
grades, curves, low traffic density or other reason. And the great difficulty

with such evidence, of which illustrations could be multiplied indefinitely,

is that it consists largely of words and is not translated into definite figures

or, if it is, only into incomplete and inadequate figures."

We understand that the Commission is going ahead with the study of

the revision of the classifications of accounts and particularly the adoption

of a system of cost accounting. As stated, this report appears on pages

825 to 860 of Bulletin 322, and is submitted as information.

Past-President Earl Stimson :—Is there any discussion? If not, the

report is accepted as information.

Chairman J. H. Hande:—The next subject, (3), appearing on page

861 of this Bulletin deals with the rather unpopular subject of valuation.

Mr. Bertenshaw will present the report of this Sub-Committee.

Mr. B. A. Bertenshaw (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :

—

Supplement No. 5 to Valuation Order No. 3 required information which,

in general, the railroads in the past did not have in such form as to readily

comply with the Order.

Your Committee this year has directed its attention to the design of

a set of records for use in the future with the idea that with some modi-

fications they could be used in gathering data from past records. The
difficulty has been to get together a set of forms suitable to all railroads.

The difference in size, the volume of work handled, differences in organiza-

tion, and the different manner of collecting and sending the data in has

made it extremely difficult to design a set of forms that may be adapted

for use on all roads.

The Committee therefore presents its report beginning with page 861

of Bulletin 322 as information only.

Past-President Earl Stimson:—Is there any discussion? If not, the

report will be received as information.

Chairman J. H. Hande:—Our next subject, (4), on page 877 of this

Bulletin deals with the subject of Depreciation and the impending Orders

of the Commission in that connection. Mr. Haire, Chairman of the Sub-

Committee, will present this report.

Mr. C. C. Haire (Illinois Central) :—The Committee's report in

Appendix D is merely a progress report the same as in previous years. The
report for this year indicates what has taken place on the depreciation

subj ect.
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The report will show that the most important matter that developed

was the plan suggested by Commissioner Eastman in his report of August

IS, 1929. This plan was quite different from the original order issued by

the Commission November 2, 1926. The Committee has made a comparison

of Commissioner Eastman's proposal and the original order of 1926. This

is shown on page 879 to page 895. The differences between the two reports

we endeavored to show in the last column, and it gives the high spots and

points out the considerable differences.

The Committee proposes to continue its work because of the possibility

for a new order being issued, or a modified one, and it seems there may be

some possibility that something may take place this year.

We also want to point out the important economic aspect of deprecia-

tion accounting. The effect is probably going to be very far-reaching and

may act to influence net income or future rates. If we have an order

something like the 1926 order, or even Commissioner Eastman's order as

he outlines it in his report of August 15, there may be a marked effect, at

least until the point of equilibrium is reached.

The Committee will continue to study this subject and report anything

of importance that may take place during the year.

Past-President E^rl Stimson :—This subject of valuation and deprecia-

tion is certainly a very important and vital one. While I acknowledge that

the average maintenance man may not feel, himself qualified to discuss it

(and in that classification I include myself), we do have on the floor several

experts in this line, and it seems to me they ought to favor us with their

views. Mr. Edwin F. Wendt.

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Consulting Engineer) :—Mr. President, I want

to commend this Committee for the large amount of work which it has

done. They are making a report of information. It seems to me that is

one of the most valuable aspects of the work of any committee.

The members of the convention should draw a sharp distinction between

depreciation accounting and depreciation of valuation. There is a differ-

ence. The Committee is doing a great work in bringing together all of

the latest information bearing on this important question, particularly as

it is reflected in the accounting.

However, we should not lose sight of the fact that the definition of

depreciation of valuation has yet to be clearly enunciated by the courts.

You probably know that the Supreme Court of the United States in its

latest decision on the question of valuation and depreciation has said that

in computing depreciation the calculation shall be made in terms of present

value, that being the rate base.

The information which is presented by the Committee as reflecting

the probable order of the Interstate Commerce Commission in No. ISIOO

is necessarily in the terms of the Commission's practice, that being original

cost as the basis of the computation of depreciation.

I think, Mr. Chairman, I shall not take any more time except to

make a record of my view that depreciation accounting is not necessarily

the measure of depreciation of valuation under the latest decisions of the

courts.

Past-President Earl Stimson:—We thank you very much, Mr. Wendt.
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Colonel Jenkins, would you favor us with a few remarks?

Col. J. B. Jenkins (Baltimore & Ohio:—I have nothing to add to what

Mr. Wendt said. The most outstanding feature of the situation is the

decision of the Supreme Court that Mr. Wendt mentioned, in the United

Railways case in Baltimore, in which the Supreme Court said that the

amount to be laid aside for depreciation, that is, the accounting deprecia-

tion—which are not the words the Supreme Court used but is the sense

—

must be computed on replacement cost.

Accounting Order 15100, as Mr. Wendt stated, restricts depreciation

by basing it on the original cost, and further states that accounting deprecia-

tion and depreciation for valuation have to be one and the same thing. So

that No. 15100 and the Supreme Court decision are therefore absolutely at

odds with each other, and in my opinion No. 15100 cannot be put in force

in anything like its present form, but will have to be radically revised before

it can be put in force.

Past-President Earl Stimson :—We thank you. Colonel.

Mr. Ripley, we would like to hear from you.

Mr. H. L. Ripley (New York, New Haven & Hartford) :—As Chair-

man of the President's Conference Committee on Valuation Order 3, it was

my unfortunate and disagreeable duty on several occasions to offer opposition

to certain recommendations made by this Committee in the past. In. every

instance it was directed to the fact that the recommendations were made
to be printed in the Manual as recommended practice.

The Interstate Commerce Commission directed that certain things be

done in a certain way, and it would not only have been futile, but in my
judgment harmful, for this Association to put itself on record as recom-

mending, in the way of forms or practices, things which could not be

carried out ; and it was for that reason and that reason alone that in times

past I felt it my duty as Chairman of that Order 3 Committee to suggest

that the matters be received as information rather than instructions offered

to the railroads of the country as a whole as something to be followed

as recommended practice which they would not be permitted to do.

I was very happy to find that the Committee some two or three years

ago appeared to accept that view ; and they are now offering these con-

structive suggestions to the Association as being ways and means of accom-

plishing the thing that the railroads must do.

I was happy to find that I am in the position this time where I do

not need to say anything and did not intend to say anything ; and should

not have done so if the Chairman had not called upon me to speak.

I can fully endorse what Colonel Jenkins and Mr. Wendt have said

about the attempt to combine the matter of accounting depreciation and

depreciation in fact which latter is depreciation in valuation.

The two things are not identical. They cannot be made identical, and

an attempt to do so should not be made.

Industries have found it expedient for various reasons to set up a

so-called depreciation in accounting which is really nothing more than a mat-

ter of setting up an amortization reserve. The necessity for doing so in

railroad property is not so essential. That has been proven by 100 years'

experience of railroads in carrying out their accounting on the retirement

and replacement basis. But it was a very convenient, easy, way for the
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Government to make valuations by formula and to vi'ork out this difficult

subject of depreciation by formula instead of fact.

Circular No. 226 was issued to lay down certain rules. If a building

were built of certain material, it would last so many years, and you were

to depreciate it such a percentage each year; regardless of its condition,

assuming it were normally maintained, and of the fact that no inadequacy

or obsolescence would be found in that building; whether perhaps it would

be built to-day by the same plans under which it was constructed, or whether

it was something entirely different from present practice. Railway stations

are a good illustration of that. Passenger stations along our lines might

be built of the same material we build them of to-day; by substantially

the same plan ; entirely adequate, because conditions have changed so that

the same volume per passenger is not required to-day as was required

before the introduction of the automobile
;

yet they were depreciated by

formula. That may be denied, but I personally tried it out in practice so

many times that I know that is the rule.

In valuation what we want to know is the Present Worth of a structure,

what it is worth to-day, as it is. The carrying out of the formula as

presented in Circular No. 226 does not accomplish that purpose.

More than that, and worse than that, depreciation as it was promulgated

and has been followed by the Bureau in valuation work took no account

at all of the time as of which the money must be found to take up what

has been called by them accrued depreciation.

That meant that if an abutment consisting of masonry were given a

100-year life (and some of them are already about that old), if it were

50 years old on valuation date it would be depreciated 50 per cent, although,

according to their own formula, the dollar to take up that accrued deprecia-

tion need not be found for another 50 years. The Present Worth of that

abutment with, admittedly for the sake of argument only, 50 per cent of

its service life gone, is very different from the Present Worth of that

abutment if you had to find the dollar to take up that theoretical depreciation

to-day. I think that is a fundamental fault of the process which the Bureau

has followed, and, applying it to our own road, by making that single cor-

rection for the time element as of which the money to take up the accrued

depreciation which under their concept of age-life-expectancy as deprecia-

tion they say exists today; introducing into the formula the time element

as of which the money would be required would cut the depreciation which

they find under that formula something like 55 per cent.

I think we should take that element into consideration, even on thei\

theoretical age-life-expectancy basis, and I am sorry that more emphasis

has not been laid in our discussion of depreciation matters on the funda-

mentals of that accrued depreciation as they find it. Under the formula it

is given full effect as though the money to take it up had to be found to-day

instead of having to be found at some distant time in the future, sometimes

up to as much as 30, 50 and 80 years.

Past- President I£arl Stimson:—We thank you very much. We are

fortunate in having present the Assistant Director of the Bureau of Finance

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and I am quite certain Mr.

Roberts will be very glad to speak to us.
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Mr. S. S. Roberts (Bureau of Finance, Interstate Commerce Com-

merce Commission) : No! I hardly know whether I am glad to speak or

not. When I was in school, quite a good while ago, whenever a boy got

iato trouble he was advised by others to file an affidavit, apply for a habeas

corpus, and prove an alibi. I have never handled depreciation as an employee

or as an officer of a railroad. In my work with the Interstate Commerce

Commission I have been in the Bureau of Finance. Depreciation was and

is handled by the Bureau of Accounts and the Bureau of Valuation, and

my opinion has not been sought by either of these bureaus. Therefore,

under the law of evidence, I cannot qualify as an expert on the subject.

I have had a very good position on the side lines from which to observe

the contest, and I have thought of depreciation and its effect quite a good

deal, but I can give you only my personal view which, because I cannot

qualify as an expert, may be held of little weight. However, if it were

not for different opinions we would make no progress.

I have read the decision of the Supreme Court in the Baltimore rate

case. I have also read the dissenting opinions in that case, and I, personally,

am in accord with and should be inclined to go with the dissenting opinion

of Justice Brandeis. I believe if the opinion of the majority of the Court

in that case is followed and enforced, the time will come when the railroads

will regret that that decision was made. My understanding of the subject

of depreciation and my belief in regard to it, cause me to differ from the

thoughts advanced by some of the previous speakers, one of whom in par-

ticular reminds me of the sometime popular concept, that we should have

one religion on Sunday and a different religion on week days.

I agree with the Acting Chairman that at least some Engineers do not

know all of the fundamental principles of depreciation. I think there are

many more lawyers and judges, and possibly some accountants and high

railway officials, who do not know these principles or visualize their effect.

I believe the greatest service that this Committee can do or perform for

the Association and for the railroads in connection with depreciation will

be for it, as far as possible, to direct its studies and efforts to the education

of those who have not made such a study of depreciation as the members

of this Committee have made and are making.

Past-President Stimson:—We thank you very much, Mr. Roberts.

Is there any further discussion on this subject?

The name of a gentleman has been suggested to me. I thought at first

he might come under the classification of the average maintenance man

that I referred to a moment ago, but I find that of late he is to be

numbered among those to whom it has been given to see the light on this

subject. I refer to Mr. C. A. Morse. We will be very glad to hear from

him.

Mr. C. A. Morse (Retired Chief Engineer, Rock Island Lines) :—Mr.

Chairman, I am very much interested in this whole valuation subject, and

especially in the so-called' Depreciation.

There is one point that I happened to pick up the other day that may

be of interest. It occurred during a hearing at Washington, before an

examiner of the Interstate Commerce Commission, on the valuation of a

certain railroad, and was on the subject of Depreciation. The witness for
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the railroad was with the Railroad Administration when it took over the

railroad in question, and made an examination of the property at that time,

and was familiar with the property, all of the time that it was in Federal

control. He was later with the Presidents' Conference Committee, and

assisted in the preparation of the claim of this railroad for under-mainte-

nance while in Government control, and has been familiar with the property

since that time.

When he stated on the witness stand that the property was in first-

class condition on Valuation date, the attorney for the I.C.C. asked him

if he was not connected with the Board that put in a claim for the railroad

for Depreciation and under-maintenance during Federal control.

He stated that he was, but the Depreciation that the railroad company

claimed was based on the failure of the Federal Administration to' spend

the amount per year for Maintenance of Way and Structures as was spent

by the railroad company on an average per year of the Test period, and

that their claim was purely a claim for an Accounting Depreciation. He
stated that the railroad in question was an iron ore handling road which

the Railroad Administration was anxious to keep in good condition, and it

was kept in a condition that permitted the handling of an average of

4,000,000 gross ton miles per mile of road all of the time, and they did

handle as high as 10,000,000. Depreciation was shown to be largely an

accounting proposition, and did not necessarily exist on the railroad.

The witness brought out the point that a railroad aims to keep its

property in a condition to handle fifty, or even a hundred, per cent more

than the average amount of traffic, and in doing so they always, when in

a normal condition, had a reserve in the property which permitted them,

in a business depression, to cut their maintenance expenses to the point of

making no renewals for a year or two, and even for a longer time, and

only maintain a small force of men to take care of the line and surface

of the track. This curtailment of renewals, however, would not in any

way affect the service which they were rendering to the public.

In other words, under the practice of the railroads of spreading their

renewals as evenly as practicable, so as to spend about the same amount

each year, and of keeping the property in a condition to take care of any

sudden increase in traffic, they are constantly carrying a reserve in the

property itself, and there is no such thing as depreciation, as far as the

service to the public is concerned ; whatever amount of depreciation is set

up or shown is an accounting depreciation, and purely theoretical, and will

vary with the theory under which it is computed.

The only place that requires the application of this accounting deprecia-

tion is in the case of a sale or lease of the property. The taking over of

the railroads by the Federal government, under a proposed contract, was

in effect a lease, and hence an accounting depreciation was required in

making a settlement at the end of Federal control.

Past- President Stimson:—We have another Valuation Engineer with

us whom we would like to hear from, Mr. Stout of the Northern Pacific.

Mr. H. M. Stout (Northern Pacific) :—I am afraid I will have to beg

off. I have only now come in, and after the subject was presented. Not
having learned the direction the discussion has taken I cannot contribute

anything now.
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Past-President Earl Stimson :—Well, the discussion has been rather a

general one, and if you could contribute something to it, we would be very

glad to receive it.

This Sub-Committee report was submitted as a progress report and

will be received as such.

Chairman J. H. Hande:—In Subject 5, we go over into the field of

maintenance of way structures. This is a progressive study which we are

making of the basic reports necessary to develop maintenance of way
statistics, and in the absence of Mr. Allen, the Chairman, I am going to

ask Mr. Cummings of the Committee to present the reports.

Mr. W. F. Cummings (Boston & Maine) :—The report of this Sub-

Committee is shown on pages 896 to 899. This year the Sub-Committee

has studied the matter of work-train performance and has developed two

forms, one a foreman's daily report of work-train performance, and one a

conductor's daily report of work-train performance, and presents them for

inclusion in the Manual as recommended practice.

The Committee has had in mind in developing these forms to gather

data covering the essential details as called for on representative railroads,

and to that end has collected forms covering reports of work-train per-

formance from twenty-three railroads. The Committee has studied these

forms, tabulated them, and has developed the forms shown on pages 897

and 899 as embodying the essentials of the forms gathered from these

twenty-three railroads.

The Committee now moves, Mr. Chairman, that the forms shown on

page 897, entitled Foreman's Daily Report of Work-Train Performance,

and on page 899, entitled Conductor's Daily Report of Work-Train Perform-

ance, be accepted for inclusion in the Manual as recommended practice.

Past- President Earl Stimson:—A motion has been made and seconded

to accept these two forms for inclusion in the Manual. Is there any dis-

cussion? If not, all those in favor of the motion say " aye"; contrary

"no." The motion is carried.

Chairman J. H. Hande:—In our Subject 6, we have taken up a new

assignment, that of developing the records necessary to furnish the infor-

mation required by the Federal government and by the several states with

regard to grade crossings. The report commences on page 900.

In this first progress report we have laid the foundation for further

work by showing a typical report of records kept in the state of Connecticut.

Unfortunately, Mr. Bullard is not here this morning, but this requires no

discussion.

I think it will be found interesting to note the arrangement and the

character of details, the photographic exhibits that go into the state record

and the symbols that are used and the manner of classification.

This report is presented as a progress report.

Mr. Robert H. Ford (Rock Island Lines) :—I notice on page 901 in

the list of additional information one is "Practical method of eHmination,"

the presumption being that the crossing would be separated. I wonder why
the Committee has not added something on the practical method of closing,

cutting it out entirely. The facts are that the Federal government are

spending $75,000,000; this year they have gone to $125,000,000. The rail-
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roads are spending, in substance, about the same amount, and still the num-

ber of highway grade crossings are on the increase.

The percentage of eliminations by closing, I am not speaking of sepa-

rations, I am speaking of closing unnecessary crossings, are continually on

the increase, and the burden for it is very largely, I am afraid, with our-

selves.

The state of Missouri, which I do not find quoted (Connecticut is the

only one, I gather) has undertaken one of the most interesting and char-

acteristic reports I know. All the railroads were assembled here some short

time ago, and the Commission, sitting jointly with the State Highway Com-

mission, said that they would like to undertake a study of the crossing

situation on each of the respective roads with a view of trying to stop the

increase in crossings as well as to find some practical method to take advan-

tage of the large amount of money that is being spent in the state for

separation so they could eliminate, close them, abolish them, get rid of

them. That is being undertaken in the State of Missouri.

In talking with the Chairman of the Utility Commission recently, he

told us that he was amazed at what the information being collected by the

railroads has shown. In brief, it is this : that many of these additional

crossings that are being added continuously are added, by the tacit consent

or acquiescence, or, sometimes lack of information, I think, on the part

of the railroads themselves.

I refer to it, Mr. Chairman, for no other reason than this : It is a

very, very important subject. I have had occasion to watch the work of this

Committee for some time. I did not agree with them a few years ago but

I do now. This Committee cannot do effective work on this subject or the

subject that you just referred to, Mr. Chairman (and I am going to take

issue with you in a minute in what you said), unless they get the co-operative,

constructive, aggressive assistance on the part of this Association.

What is needed in the development of this report (and I know that it

will be enormously helpful to the railroads and to the public at large) is

a study by these railroads, not necessarily of grade separations but by

combining crossings or combining highways in such a way that we can take

advantage of those subways, separations, already built and eliminate these

unnecessary highways.

Now, Mr. Chairman, you referred a moment ago (if you will pardon

me for going back to this question; you called on some of the experts on

valuation) to the question of valuation. I am sorry to say that this question

of valuation, as well as many of the subjects this Committee has, has

developed into sort of an accounting feature ; it ought not to be. There is

not one subject that this Committee has (and I regard it as one of the

most important Committees of this Association) that is not peculiarly and

singularly engineering research and economics. I am not speaking to the

point, I know, but I merely speak in behalf of the Committee to urge upon

the Association generally that they co-operate more effectively on those

lines. I do not know that you can call them maintenance lines, but I say

they are engineering lines. If you do, I am satisfied that out of it all will

develop a great deal of very important and very useful information for the

interest not only of the railroads themselves, but for the public at large.

A
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Chairman J. H. Hande ;—It should be understood that this is a founda-

tion report, giving iUustrations of the records that are now being kept.

The Committee as yet has not gone so far as to make any recommendations

of its own.

At the bottom of page 900 we have this sentence: "A study of the

crossing conditions on a road will afford a proper basis for planning a

program for the elimination, if feasible, of certain grade crossings and

minimizing the existing hazards at others where grade separation is not

practicable."

I am sure when this study is continued that the matter of records

covering complete elimination will be taken care of by the Committee.

Mr. G. H. Tinker :—In regard to the point Mr. Ford raised, that the

feasible plan of separation should include feasible plan of abandSnment,

I wish to say the word "elimination" includes the word "abandonment." In

the State of New York work was started under the appropriation for general

grade crossing elimination and one of the first things the Public Service

Commission did was to make a survey of the railroad crossings in the State

and ask for recommendations from the railroad companies as to what

crossings might be eliminated by abandonment or by combining with other

existing crossings. There have been, I believe, more crossings eliminated in

New York State under that law by abandonment or by combining with

others than by separation up to the present time.

In the State of Pennsylvania, some time ago, pending the determination

of a petition for separation, the Public Service Commission joined with

certain railroads in making a general survey of a district of the State for

the purpose of determining the order in which crossings should be eliminated

and what crossings might be eliminated by combining with others or by

abandonment.

Mr. J. A. Given (Southern Pacific) :—We have found, particularly in

California, that the Board of Supervisors as well as the Public Service

Commission, are quite sympathetic with the matter of abandoning or com-

bining grade crossings.

Just at present we are making a line change at a certain point. We
are building a subway at that point which will eliminate three bad grade

crossings. That will go through the County Board of Supervisors and the

State Public Service Commission.

We have found in dealing with officials of the Forest Service and the

Indian Service that they also are very cooperative in this regard.

Past- President Earl Stimson :—Is there any further discussion? If

not, the Chairman will proceed.

Chairman J. H. Hande:—Subject 7 is the commencement of a study of

the forms used by railway water service departments. Mr. Funda, Chair-

man of the Sub-Committee, is not here to-day and nothing more need be

said than that the Committee is progressing in its work and has sent out

a questionnaire to develop the necessary information.

Similarly in Subject 8 we are simply recording the collaboration on

certain bridge inspection report forms which will proceed in the coming

year.

In Subject 9 we take up the study and report on accou«ting for industry

tracks in its relation to ownership and contract provisions, collaborating with
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Committee XX. Air. James Stephenson. Chairman of the Sub-Committee,

will tell you about the work of this Sub-Committee.

Air. James Stephenson (Atlantic Coast Line) :—The report of Sub-

Committee 9 is found at page 925 of Bulletin 322. This is a new assign-

ment and involves the important relations between industries and carriers

in connection with the construction, operation and maintenance of industrial

tracks.

This matter of accounting in connection with industry tracks was

studied intensively during Federal control by the Railway Corporate

Engineers' Association. That study indicated the desirability of standardiz-

ing the practices and policies involved in negotiations between carriers and

industries with relation to contracts and accounting for industrial tracks.

In this progress report the Committee finds that the study made by the

Railway Corporate Engineers' Association furnishes a sound basis for

approaching the subject. The ultimate objective of this Committee is the

recommending of standard practices and policies, and on account of the

scope of the subject, this development will take more study and discussion

than can be embodied in one year's work.

For this year's progress report, therefore, the Committee gives as

Exhibit No. 1 a tentative outline of recommended practice and policy, and

invites criticisms and suggestions, with a view to offering definite recom-

mendations next year. The outline tentatively recommended is based, in

the most part, on the recommendations of the Railway Corporate Engineers'

Association, and I understand that these recommendations were largely

compiled by Mr. G. W. Hand.

The Committee asks that this be accepted as a progress report and

the subject continued for further study.

Past-President Earl Stimson.—Is there any discussion on this Sub-

Committee's report? If not, it will be received as progress.

Chairman J. H. Hande :—Subject 10 commences on page 937. This is

a new subject and a new idea. The idea back of it is to record for your

information as much as we can of what has taken place during the year

in the field of our Committee's work. In other words, our Committee deals

with assigned subjects. Naturally there is a great deal of information in

the press, magazines and books that come out during the course of the

year that we wouldn't bring to your attention until we are assigned a

subject that would take up in this new information. We have introduced this

idea of giving you a bibliography from the more important journals and

from the new books with a view to giving you information from the general

field of Records and Accounts on what has transpired during the year.

I am very much interested in it and I am going to ask A'Ir. Afead,

Chairman of this Sub-Committee, to tell you how he has carried on this

work during the year.

Air. W. T. Aiead (Illinois Central) :—As stated by the Chairman of

the Committee, the assignment was to prepare a current periodical and book

review on subjects pertaining to the work of the Committee on Records

and Accounts. The data which was gathered by the Sub-Committee during

the year will be found in Appendix J at page 937 of Bulletin 322. The
method pursued by the .Sub-Committee was to assign to the membership
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certain periodicals to watch and report upon articles appearing therein that

bear on the work of this Committee. We also consulted the Reader's

Guide and the Industrial Arts Index.

The report is offered to the Association as information.

Chairman J. H. Hande :—In closing our report Subjects 11 and 12 are

given simply as matters of record.

That closes the work of the Committee for the year and it closes my
Chairmanship, which now passes to the very efficient hands of Mr. Haire.

I cannot let this occasion pass without getting into the record my apprecia-

tion of the friendliness and co-operation and courage of my fellow-members.

It has made committee-work very pleasant and if you want to get a taste

of what interesting committee-work is, put in your application for member-

ship on Committee XI. (Applause.)

Past-President Earl Stimson :—In dismissing this Committee I wish

especially to express on behalf of the Association our appreciation of

tlie excellent work that has been done by this Committee under the very

able leadership of Mr. Hande. With the thanks of the Association, the

Committee is dismissed. (Applause.)

DISCUSSION ON ELECTRICITY

(For Report, see pp. 1415-1448)

(Vice-President G. D. Brooke in the Chair.)

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—The report of Committee XVIII

—

Electricity, will be found on page 1415 of Bulletin 324. Mr. Sidney Withing-

ton. Chairman of the Committee, will present the report.

Mr. Sidney Withington (New York, New Haven & Hartford) :—The

status of the Electrical Section and therefore of the Committee on Elec-

tricity has been somewhat altered since last year. During the past few

years we have presented at this session a joint report of the Electrical

Section and of the Committee on Electricity. This year, owing to the

reorganization of the Electrical Section, there is presented merely a report

of the Committee on Electricity.

The work of the Electrical Section during the past year has been con-

siderably broader than is indicated by this report. Some of the more

specialized subjects have been deleted.

The report of the Committee on Electricity is published in Bulletin 324,

which I presume you all have. I will ask Mr. Vandersluis to present

a summary as information to the Association as to what has been done

in the past year in revising the Manual.

Mr. W. M. Vandersluis (Illinois Central) :—Since the last meeting the

publication of a Manual of the Electrical Section has been authorized. This

Manual will include all of the matters previously carried in the A.R.E.A.

Manual and it will shortly be available for use.

Hereafter, for the information of the members of this organization,

there will be published for convenient reference an index to this Manual.

Using that as a reference, you can get information as to the full text. In
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addition, it is proposed to present matters of general interest and a summary

of the current activities of the Electrical Section.

Chairman Sidney Withington :—The first of the regular Committee

reports will be that on the subject of Inductive Co-ordination. This is one

of the subjects which it was decided to present at this session. Mr. Duer

will present a brief summary of the report.

Mr. J. V. B. Duer (Pennsylvania) :—The Committee selected as its

subject for the year a short resume of the inductive co-ordination of the

Wilmington, West Chester and Philadelphia electrification. A summary

of that will be found on page 1416 of Bulletin 324. This is a resume of

the results obtained and calls attention to the character of the electrification,

the substrata soil that was encountered and inductive efifects that resulted

in the communication circuits, both of the railroad company and commercial

circuits, together with the corrective steps that were found necessary and

the result of those corrective steps.

In the report is brought out the effectiveness of the correction secured

by devices that would be introduced for the better operation of railroads,

such as quick-acting circuit breakers, elimination of stub-end feed and pro-

vision of a greater amount of negative return.

The Committee contemplates getting some further information on the

electrification when this information becomes available.

Chairman Sidney Withington:-—The next report will be that on Water

Power. The Chairman of that Sub-Committee is not here, and I will ask

Mr. Morse to present the report in a brief summary.

Mr. W. L. Morse (New York Central) :—There have been previously

reported to this convention the proposed projects of Passamaquoddy Bay

and the St. Lawrence River. In this report we give you the present status

of those two developments.

We also call your attention to further developments in Canada, one in

Manitoba, the Seven Sisters Falls, the Slave Falls development on the

Winnipeg River, and the Chute-a-Caron development on the Saguenay River

in Quebec, and we give further the power developments in the Northwestern

States of the United States of America.

I wish, however, to call your particular attention to the development

on the Saluda River, which is located about 10 miles west of Columbia,

the capital of South Carolina, which is unusual as compared to other

developments presented to this convention. It comprises the largest earthen

dam in the world to be developed for the purpose of developing hydro-

electric power. It is a dam between two hills, about lyi miles in length,

with a width at the base of about one-quarter mile, and 208 feet in height.

It will have an ultimate capacity of some 200,000 K.W., with an annual

output of approximately 360,000,000 KWH. Already some 300,000,000 of

this output has been sold.

The location of the development is such that it will be within trans-

mission distance of Virginia, Tennessee, North Carolina, and Georgia, but

it is not expected that any of the current will be used for railroad elec-

trification.

The development, however, bespeaks the possibility of creating liydro-

electric power for railroad electrification in localities where fuel is now
hauled for long distances.
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During the year ending December 31, 1928, there was an increase in

the capacity of the water wheels and water power plants in the United

States of 1,275,530 H.P. In Canada the increase was 550,000 H.P., bringing

the total to 13,571,530 H.P. in the United States, and to 5,328,000 H.P. in

Canada.

The Federal Power Commission has printed its recently approved rules

of practice in formal proceedings under the Federal Water Power Act,

and procedure in formal and informal proceedings. Copies of this pamphlet

will be forwarded without charge to parties interested in the subject upon

application to the Commission.

The Federal Power Commission also has available for free distribution

printed copies of reports of the Federal Power Commission on the water

powers of California.

Chairman Sidney Withington :

—

li there are no comments on the report

of the Water Power Committee, the next report will be that of the Com-
mittee on Electrolysis. Mr. Kutner will present that report in the absence

of Mr. Currie.

Mr. S. D. Kutner (New York Central) :—The assignment of this Sub-

Committee was to collaborate with the American Committee on Electrolysis.

No meeting of the American Committee on Electrolysis or the Sub-Com-
mittee on Research has been held this year. The report of this Sub-

Committee, which is printed on page 1423 of Bulletin 324, refers to studies

of soil corrosion that have been made, which data will be available to the

Committee and to the railroads.

Reference is also made to the effect of electrolysis on alternating cur-

rent systems, that is, on railroads having alternating current systems.

Before going into a study of the subject, a study of the literature has

been made, and it has been found that the effects produced by alternating

current electrolysis are practically negligible, less than one per cent.

Chairman Sidney Withington :

—

li there are no comments on the report

which has just been presented, we will proceed to the next one, which is

Appendix D, Co-operation in connection with miscellaneous regulations. Mr.

W. L. Morse, the Chairman, will summarize briefly the work of that Sub-

Committee.

Mr. W. L. Morse :—The work of that Committee this year has been

rather light. Perhaps I can report in regard to the principles and practices

that were being prepared with the National Electric Light Association and

reported on last year, that they are now completed and that we are about

ready to undertake the preparation of specifications that will be used by

both the railroads and the electric light companies or the power companies

when finally completed.

The principles and practices will not be presented or made public until

such time as the specifications have been completed.

Chairman Sidney Withington :—I may say in passing that the work of

this Sub-Committee is among the most important of any of the activities

of the Committee on Electricity.

The next report will be that on collaboration with Committee XVI

—

Economics of Railway Location. Mr. Brumley is Chairman of that Sub-

Committee and will briefly outline the activities.
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Mr. D. J. Brumley (Illinois Central) :—The report of this Committee

consists of collaborating with Committee XVI—Economics of Railway

Location. During the past year the Committee on Economics of Railway

Location has prepared a report on the economics of railway location affected

by the introduction of electric locomotives. That report will be presented

by the Committee this afternoon.

The report of the Committee on Economics of Railway Location on

this subject is similar to the specifications contained in the Manual, page

1263, on Steam Power.

These facts will be developed when the report is received this after-

noon.

The work of the Sub-Committee of the Committee on Electricity con-

sists only in collaborating with Committee XVI, which originates studies

of this nature.

Chairman Sidney Withington :—If there are no comments on the report

we will proceed with the report on Clearances for Third Rail and Overhead

Working Conductors.

This Sub-Committee is also a collaborating committee to a large extent.

I will ask Mr. Owen to briefly summarize the report.

Mr. A. E. Owen (Central Railroad of New Jersey) :—Sub-Committee

(10), Clearances for third rail and overhead working conductors presents

a compilation as of October 1, 1929, indicating the present-day practice on

electrical railroads for third rail and overhead conductor clearances.

The Chairman of the Sub-Committee is also a member of the Special

Committee on Clearances who are now working on suggestion for standard

clearances for this purpose. This table is presented as information.

Chairman Sidney Withington :—Our next report is that on Protection

of Oil Sidings from Danger Due to Stray Currents.

This is one of the very important Sub-Committees of the Committee

on Electricity. I will ask Mr. Winship, Chairman of that Sub-Committee,

to briefly summarize his activities during the past year.

Mr. L. C. Winship (Boston & Maine) :—The report of the Sub-Com-

mittee for the year 1929 indicated that a draft of the present rules so

modified as to provide for protection from danger due to what is under-

stood as static electricity would be submitted for consideration in 1930.

In connection with the formulation of a rule to provide for this protection,

opinions have been obtained from a number of railroads and oil companies

from which it appears that such protection is desirable.

That an agreement between the oil industries and the railroads relating

to the matter might have a definite standing, a joint meeting was held in

New York on September 12, 1929, attended by a committee from the Amer-
ican Petroleum Institute and this Committee, when it was agreed that the

necessity of protection at all oil sidings from danger due to static electricity

was correct, and when, in principle, the method of providing for such

protection was established.

In deference to a request from the committee of the American Petroleum

Institute for an opportunity to present the matter for consideration and

approval at a meeting of the Institute to be held in December, 1929, it is

proposed to defer for inclusion in the report for 1931 the formulation of

a definite rule to cover this protection.
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The Sub-Committee is in close touch with the representatives of the

American Petroleum Institute and progress is being made towards the

formulation of a rule which will provide adequate protection to the railroads

and also meet with the approval of the industry.

Chairman Sidney Withington :—If there is no comment, we will pro-

ceed to the report of Sub-Committee 13. In the Bulletin there has been

a change in the order of printing, and the report of the Committee is to be

found on page 1445 immediately after the report of Sub-Committee 14.

Sub-Committee 13 reports on Illumination.

In the absence of the Chairman, I will ask Mr. Duer to present the

report of that Sub-Committee.

Mr. J. V. B. Duer (Pennsylvania) :—The work of the Committee this

year was devoted to obtaining as much information as available on railroad

yard floodlighting.

Developments in the floodlighting of railroad yards, outside of the

general extension in the use of this system, have been confined during the

past year largely to refinement in the details of the design of projectors

and engineering features in connection with their application.

To secure the most satisfactory results will in many cases require in

the same installation the use of lighting units as well as lamps of diflferent

types and sizes. Accomplishing this involves some sacrifice in the inter-

changeability of repair parts for the light projectors and number of kinds

of lamps to be stocked, but it is felt this is of minor consideration compared

to the advantages to be gained by employing the correct unit for the purpose

required. The design of modern floodlight projectors is such that there is

little necessity for stocking spare parts. With respect to the number of

kinds of incandescent lamps that can be used to advantage these are not

likely to exceed three, involving the 1000 watt PS-S2 bulb lamp, which is

the standard commercial lamp of this size and most widely used, the 1000

watt G-40 bulb with concentrated filament construction for long range

narrow beam distribution, and the 1500 watt lamp which is beginning to

be used to appreciable extent in the large size floodlight projectors. Benefits

gained may permit reduction in the number of projectors required or

increased distance of tower spacings in securing the same illumination

results.

Your Committee has endeavored to compile some quantitative data on

some of the more recent and typical railroad yard floodlight installations.

The data obtained in this connection is shown in Table 1. Due to the

lack of definite standards of illumination intensities as applying to this

class of lighting and the large effect that local conditions play in determin-

ing a yard floodlighting installation, satisfactory comparisons on the unit

basis for different yards are of little value without complete information

covering the facts governing each installation. The information is of general

interest, however, in indicating the number of projectors and amount of

power required for adequate railroad yard floodlighting installations.

That table is found on page 1447 and is self-explanatory.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—This is an interesting subject and one

of interest to the railroads as bearing on terminal operation. I am sure

the Committee will be glad to have any suggestions or discussion of it

which you might care to offer.
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Chairman Sidney Withington :—The Committee I know will gladly

welcome any comments.

The next report of a Sub-Committee is one of the more important

of our activities, the Design of Indoor and Outdoor Substations. This is

a continuation of a somewhat comprehensive effort on the part of the

Committee and taken in conjunction with the work of previous years,

it will amount to almost a handbook on the subject of substation design.

Mr. Hagan, Chairman of that Sub-Committee, is unfortunately unable

to be present. Mr. R. P. Winton will briefly summarize the report.

Mr. R. P. Winton (Norfolk & Western) :—On page 1434 of Bulletin

324 is shown a description of relay protection for 600-volt direct current

substations, both automatic substations and manually operated substations.

The report shows the various types of protection required for such sub-

stations.

On page 1437 is given a description of the relay protection required for

motor generator sets and mercury arc rectifiers.

One of the assignments for this Committee was the study of relay

protection for 11,000-volt alternating current substations. Quite a different

number or types of relays are used for this purpose, and the Committee

wishes to present a report at a later* date showing actual installations of

relays for the various railroads now operating at this voltage.

The Committee also presents some recommendations for the design of

substation bus arrangement with respect to sectionalization and insulation.

On page 1442 are some recommendations for oil purifying apparatus

for circuit breakers and transformers and also some of the details of oil

storage tanks and piping systems.

Chairman Sidney Withington :—This completes the list of Sub-Com-
mittee reports which are included in the report of the Committee on Elec-

tricity. I am going to take the liberty of asking your indulgence for a

few minutes to outline very briefly the activities of the Electrical Section

which are not presented with this report. This is simply as information

in the event that you may be interested in the other activities of the

Section.

Among the other studies is an important work (we feel it is important)

on specifications for power transmission lines and catenary construction.

The study will be found in the report of the Electrical Section.

There is also some work being done on specifications for insulating

tapes. This is rather specialized study and is of interest mainly to the

Electrical Engineers who are responsible for that kind of material. It is

hoped that that will be completed this year and specifications issued.

Another important item is the study of porcelain insulators, which is

being continued from year to year, with the idea of keeping the membership
informed as to developments in the art of insulator manufacture and use.

A report is presented on the rather important study of third rail and

track rail bonds. That is being continued this year in collaboration with

other technical organizations interested in the same subject.

An important subject in the field of electricity is an investigation which

we arc carrying on in connection with the use of cables for high voltage

power transmission. That subject is becoming of more and more interest
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to Engineers who are interested in transmission of power, especially in

congested districts where open lines are not possible.

One of the important subjects which the Electrical Section is pursuing

is in tests of a rather broad, comprehensive nature on the application of

corrosion-resisting materials. A large number of samples have been col-

lected from various sources, consisting of material which has more or less

corrosion-resistive qualities and which may be available for catenary or

other construction in the vicinity of exhaust from steam locomotives. It is

hoped that another year will provide some information of considerable value

in that direction.

The Electrical Section is also co-operating with Committee XX of the

American Railway Engineering Association in developing data in connection

with contracts for purchase of large amounts of power. It is hoped that

a joint report on this will be available before very long.

This, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, completes the presentation as infor-

mation of the report of the Committee on Electricity.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—You are all aware, gentlemen, of the

great extension of the use of electricity in the industrial world and by the

railways. This has necessitated the development of the Electrical Section

as has been described by Mr. Wrthington. It will deal with all the

multifarious details of electrical work in its application to railways. The
Committee on Electricity of this Association will keep the Association

advised generally of the work of the Section and of developments in the

electrical field.

The Committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association for

its excellent work. (Applause.)

DISCUSSION ON ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY LABOR
(For Report, see pp. 1251-1330)

Mr. F. M. Thomson (Missouri-Kansas-Texas) :—Subject 1, Revision

of the Manual, Appendix A. A new edition of the Manual has been in

course of preparation. Your Committee has read and approved sheets of

the section pertaining to Committee XXII. No further revision is recom-

mended at this time.

Subject 2, Standardization of parts and accessories for railway main-

tenance motor cars. This report is contained on pages 1253, 1254 and 1255

of Bulletin 323. The Committee has been working with the committee of

manufacturers and the committee of railway motor car supervisors. We
offer as definite recommended practice and for printing in the Alanual Fig.

1 and 2 appearing on pages 1254 and 1255. Progress is reported in the

standardization of other motor car parts and accessories, such as drawbar

connections, safety railings, gasoline tanks, etc. These are now under con-

sideration and we only report progress.

I make a motion that Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 be approved by the Association

and published in the Manual.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the recommenda-

tions of the Committee covering Fig. 1, the inch and a half diameter axle
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assembly shown on page 1254, and the A.R.E.A. tread and flange for 16

and 20 in. wheels on maintenance motor cars, designated as Fig. 2 on page

1255, be approved for inclusion in the Manual. The motion is subject to

discussion.

Those in favor signify by saying "aye,"' contrary, "no." The motion

is carried.

Vice-Chairman F. M. Thomson :^—Subject 3, Continue study and report

on best means for practical training and education of the individual workman

in his assigned duties, as a means for securing an increased output of better

quality of work with less effort and fewer accidents. Mr. Lem Adams,

Chairman of the Sub-Committee, is unable to be with us this afternoon, and

I will ask Mr. E. T. Howson, a member of the Sub-Committee, to submit

his report.

Mr. E. T. Howson (Railway Age) :—So far as the Committee is aware,

no definite system of training the individual workman is practiced by the

railways, except the apprentice system in the mechanical departments of

most railways, which has for its purpose the training of shop craftsmen, and

even here the training does not extend in most cases beyond the apprentice-

ship.

For this reason, in making a study of this subject, the Committee has

turned to the large industrial organizations of the country and has secured

from them a large amount of data with reference to the nature of their

practices, the extent to which they are applied to the entire body of work-

men, the period of training and education, the length of time the practice has

been in effect, and the results that have been secured.

The Committee found that various methods are employed by diflferent

industrial organizations to meet their individual requirements. Generally

speaking, however, these methods may be classified first, as vestibule training,

which includes the apprentice system, and has to do with the introduction of

new workers; second, that of training on the job; third, promotional train-

ing in which the employees are trained for advancement ; fourth, self-educa-

tion, in which courses of one kind or another are offered the employees to

meet their individual needs.

The Committee, in its report on pages 1256 to 1268, inclusive, reviews

the methods employed by eight leading companies that have made marked

progress in the development of plans for the educating of their workmen.

After studying these and a considerable number of additional plans, the

Committee drew the conclusions presented on page 1268. Before referring

to those conclusions, however, the Committee desires to call the attention of

the members of this Association to the fact that because of the specialized

character of modern industry, the old-time mechanic who could make every

part of a. manufactured product and assemble them so as to turn out a

complete job, has practically disappeared. Higher grade foremen, super-

visors and superintendents are required to meet the demands of production,

economy and quality of the finished product.

The same observations apply with equal force to the railways, where

the exacting demands of service and the constant pressure for higher effi-

ciency and greater economy require a corresponding change in methods which

are the heritage of an earlier day and different conditions. The railways

as a whole have been slow to appreciate the importance and value of train-
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ing employees, and in this respect they stand in sharp contrast to the

remainder of the industrial field, where the organized training of skilled

and unskilled workmen and supervisory officers is the rule rather than

the exception.

The Committee then presents Conclusions (1), (2) and (3) on page

1268, with the recommendation that they be adopted for publication in the

Manual. The conclusions are :

"(1) Industry in general is gradually coming to appreciate that effi-

ciency in production is possible only with a capable force of operatives.

"(2) With the increasing use of machinery and the more exacting
requirements of traffic, maintenance of way work is requiring a higher type
of workmen than ever before. Such a force can only be developed through
careful selection of those men who are best adapted by experience, physique,
and similar characteristics for the work to be done.

"(3) Having a properly recruited force, the Committee reiterates its

conclusion adopted by the Association in 1922 that a 'thorough and systematic
method of training employees in maintenance work is essential for effi-

ciency.'
"

The Committee recommends and I move that thes^ conclusions be

adopted for publication in the Manual.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the conclusions

which have just been presented to you be approved for publication in the

Manual. The motion is now open for discussion.

Col. J. B. Jenkins (Baltimore & Ohio) :—With reference to Conclusion

(3), should not that be reworded to make the Association reiterate its fi^rmer

position ?

Mr. E. T. Howson :—The Committee will accept that.

The President:—Is there any further discussion? If not, those in favor

signify by saying "aye" ; contrary "no." The motion is carried.

Mr. E. T. Howson :—The Committee recommends that this report be

received as information and that the subject be discontinued.

The President:—The Committee on Outline of Work will take the

recommendations of the Committee under advisement.

Vice-Chairman F. M. Thomson:—Subject 4, Appendix D, Analyze and

report on the operations of railways that have made marked progress in the

reduction of labor required in maintenance of* way. Mr. J. A. Parant is

unable to be with us on account of illness, and I shall ask Mr. Howson, a

member of the Committee, to make the report to you, which is in the nature

of a progress report.

Mr. E. T. Howson :—When your Committee was instructed to under-

take this investigation, the course of action which it adopted was to endeavor

to select some road that had made an outstanding record in the reduction

of labor, and to go on to that road, study its standards of maintenance, and

then endeavor to ascertain the means by which that reduction has been

effected.

The Committee has several roads in mind which lend themselves to such

a study. It selected one for a start, went over that road's main line last

year, and gathered certain information which it is now beginning to analyze.

The record of labor expended for maintenance on that road is shown on

page No. 1269. You will notice that it has decreased from the test period,

taken as 100 per cent, quite steadily after making good the deferred main-
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tenance during Federal control until in 1928 only 56.9 per cent of the test

period allotment of labor was used.

The Committee did not have time to complete the analysis of that

reduction, and it will continue during the year to work on that analysis

with the hope of bringing to you next year a more complete statement of

the manner in which that reduction was effected.

A few factors contributing to that reduction are listed on pages 1269

and 1270. I will not take the time to present them.

The Committee recommends that the report be received as informa-

tion and the subject continued for further study.

The President :—A very interesting subject, as you appreciate, and

the subject will be continued.

Vice-Chairman F. M. Thomson :—Subject 5, Appendix E, page 1271,

Study and report on the best methods of cost-keeping data for maintenance

of way operations. Mr. C. H. R. Howe, Chairman of the Sub-Committee,

will present this report to you.

Mr. C. H. R. Howe (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—In carrying out this

assignment, your Committee has endeavored to ascertain b}- means of ques-

tionnaire to the membership roads in general, and by direct correspondence

with individual members, to what extent cost-keeping methods are now
employed.

Information bearing on the subject has been received from thirty-five

railroads and shows a wide variance in methods. These, however, may be

grouped under the following classifications.

(a) Cost data compiled from foremen's reports by the officers directly

in charge, and by them used for controlling work—3 railroads.

(b) Cost data compiled from accounting records—11 railroads.

(c) Cost data taken from foremen's reports and analyzed by a special

cost organization—2 railroads.

(d) Cost data compiled from field reports on special items—19 rail-

roads.

In making a comparative study of the merits of the various methods, the

Committee has had in mind that the object of cost-keeping and the principles

involved have been clearly outlined in the past Proceedings of the Associa-

tion, particularly in the report of the Committee on Records and Accounts,

which appears in Vol. 26, page 776. Certain features of this report are well

worth repeating as they emphasize the importance of this subject. I will

not read them as it is simply repetition.

Your Committee has also in mind that our report for the year 1922

embodied standard plans for studying methods of performing maintenance

of way work based on the fundamental principles of good management. The
recommendations of the Committee were adopted by the Association and pub-

lished in the Manual. The main features of the plan correspond so closely

to the essentials set forth in the report of the Committee on Records and

Accounts, that tliey may well be set up in parallel and used jointly as a

criterion for judging the merits of any cost-keei)ing method.

Those essentials have been set up in parallel by the Committee on page

1272.

In the examinatiun of information received in reply to the question-

naire, your Committee lias applied the test of tlie f|iialifications, indicated by
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the two committees, as being essential to cost-keeping. An example of each

class has been selected for analysis and is presented. I will not take the

time to read them. They are fully covered in the exhibits attached.

Turning to the conclusions on page 1275. From examination of the

information furnished by the various carriers, your Committee has drawn the

following conclusions

:

(1) The railroads which have in effect cost-keeping methods based on
the essential principles as set forth by Committees XI and XXII, have
obtained economies in maintenance of way operations that emphasize the

necessity of more extended usage of such methods.

(2) There is a marked distinction between the requirements and objec-

tives of cost-keeping and cost accounting.

Cost-keeping is fundamentally an analytical process dealing with records

in the making, and it is vital that the analysis and direction of the work
should be concurrent in order to accomplish the best results.

Cost accounting is primarily a synthetical process, which may or may not

be subjected to the analysis of the maintenance officer, and is valuable only

as a record of past performance and as a general guide in controlling future

work.

(3) The analysis of maintenance of way work is a technical matter

requiring not only an understanding of the details that go to make up each
operation but a full knowledge of the local conditions that govern the job.

This can best be handled by technically trained men who are in close

contact with the work.
Recommendation : The Committee recommends that this report be

received as information, and the subject discontinued until such time as

more railroads shall have put cost-keeping methods into effect.

The President:—The Outline of Work for the present year seems to

have followed the recommendations of the Committee with respect to this

subject.

Vice-Chairman F. M. Thomson:—Appendix F, page 1276, Subject 6,

Plan of using college and university students as apprentices in engineering

and maintenance work. Mr. Howson, Chairman of the Sub-Committee,

will present this report to you.

Mr. E. T. Howson :—In recent years the industrial development of the

country has become so intense and the demand for results from the various

activities in this field has become so insistent, that it is a matter of primary

importance to large industries that they develop the highest type of personnel

in their organizations if they are to produce maximum results.

For this reason, progressive managements are more and more giving

consideration to the matter of recruiting men of the proper caliber to carry

on the specialized work which must be performed. They are constantly

bringing young men into their organizations, specially selecting those who

show evidence that they have executive ability, and are training them for

responsible positions. This is particularly true of the public utility cor-

porations.

While different organizations have different methods by which they

accomplish their purpose, an increasing number of industries have developed

a system of recruiting young college men immediately after they graduate.

In order to do this, they establish contact with the heads of the different

schools and members of the faculty, who have had the students under

observation during their college careers and who are, therefore, in position

to know their mental traits and other characteristics, and are able to give
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advice and help in making the selection of the particular type of men
that is desired.

The railways have been slow to see the advantage of such a system as

it applies to their industry, or to give it a trial to determine whether it is

adapted to their needs. It is true that a few roads have definite plans

under which they are recruiting some of the employees for certain depart-

ments, but in general the practice in this field is not on the same organized

basis or as widespread in its application as it is among other forms of

industry.

To ascertain the extent to which the railways follow the practice of

the utilities and other industries a questionnaire was prepared with the

thought of bringing out the points listed near the bottom of page 1277.

The replies to the questionnaire have been classified and from the replies

it is evident that slightly less than 80 per cent of the roads which answered

have no definite system for enrolling college graduates as apprentices in

the engineering or maintenance departments, or any other plan for training

the men who enter the organization.

Approximately 20 per cent of the railways from which replies were

received have established co-operative relations with one or more universi-

ties in the territory that they serve. While there are some diflferences

in the manner in which the details of the various plans are carried out,

they all have the same general features.

On a number of roads this plan has not been in effect for a sufficient

time to show tangible results, but without exception the officers of these

roads are quite optimistic and believe that the experiment is well worth

while.

Two roads of which the Committee was advised have definite systems of

training candidates for supervisory positions in the engineering and main-

tenance of way department, namely, the Pennsylvania and the Delaware &
Hudson. The plans in effect on those two roads are described on pages

1279 to 1282 of the report.

There are also a number of roads which have tried plans of one kind

or another to achieve this objective but which have dropped them for some

reason. Those plans, as they were developed particularly on the Union

Pacific and the Illinois Central, are described on pages 1282 and 1283.

In summarizing the information and comments given us by the roads,

it was evident that the comments of the railway officers who discussed this

subject indicate a growing recognition of a need for special training of

engineering graduates, either before they are permanently employed or

after they enter railway service. Apparently, however, only a few of the

roads feel the necessity for more careful selection of men who possess cer-

tain well-defined qualifications or for an organized system of training to

fit those men for their present work and prepare them for advancement.

In the face of this attitude many roads report that it is increasingly difficult

to secure men who possess the proper qualifications for advancement for

which conditions a number of reasons are offered.

"There is a lively interest on the part of engineering students and a

disposition to seek employment on those roads where special provisions have

been made for training the men for advancement. The fact that he is

required to assume some responsibility as soon as he shows proper pro-
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ficieiicy offers considerable inducement to tlie younger employee to remain in

the service. Further than this, he knows tliat he has not been given a job

and then forgotten, but understands that he is under constant observation

and will receive recognition as opportunities offer." •

The Committee recommends three conclusions for adoption and publica-'

tion in the Manual as follows :

"(1) The demands upon railway personnel are becoming so exacting

and these demands will continue to grow so intensively that only by an
organized system, similar in its character to the one employed in the indus-

trial field, of carefully selecting candidates for employment and of a

definite training for official positions, can the railways meet the demands
of the future with full assurance that they will be able to operate at the

liighest efficiency.

"(2) Such a plan should not be confined to one department, nor have as

its objective the betterment of a single department, but should be based upon
the needs of the railway as a whole. While not excluding the ambitious

and capable man in the ranks who is willing to make the effort to succeed,

the railways need to devise a plan for bringing into their service for training,

young men of evident ability and education, thereby competing with the

industries, particularly electrical manufacturing and public utility, which
are now securing the most capable graduates of the colleges and universities.

"(3) After recruiting men of promise, the railways must offer these

men sufficient inducements to cause them to remain in tlieir service and at

the same time should so train them that they may be prepared to assume
responsible positions as quickly as practicable."

Mr. President, I move you that these conclusions be adopted for pub-

lication in the Manual.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the conclusions

which have just been read to you be adopted for inclusion in the Manual.

Is there discussion?

Those in favor signify by saying '"aye," contrary "no." The motion is

carried.

To save the Chairman reading the recommendations, I will state that

the Outline of Work Committee has complied with that recommendation

in the outline of work for this year.

Vice-Chairman F. M. Thomson:—Subject 7 is covered by Appendix G,

page 1285, Study and report on methods and practices for training field

employees in the engineering and maintenance departments for the proper

reporting of essential data required for accounting and original records.

The Chairman of that Committee is not present and I will ask Mr. Cale

Wamsley to report for him.

Mr. Cale Wamsley (Missouri Pacific) :—Your Committee has reviewed

instructions in effect on ten railway systems, representing a total of approxi-

mately 50,000 miles of operated line, covering rules and regulations for

carrying out the requirements prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission under Valuation Order No. 3. It was found that these instructions

do not include methods for training and supervising field employees, fore-

men and others in direct charge of construction work, to insure proper

reporting of essential data required for accounting and original records.

Committee XI—Records and Accounts, with which this Sub-Committee

has already collaborated, has recommended uniform instructions for render-

ing reports required by the Interstate Commerce Commission (pages 851 to

Q23, inclusive. Vol. 29, Proceedings).
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Original records covering labor and materials used, as prepared by fore-

men, should be as nearly correct as possible, for the following reasons

:

(1) To secure accurate information which will insure the correct

reporting of changes in physical property as required by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission and other regulatory bodies.

(2) To insure proper allocation of all related expenses and charges.

(3) To develop a basis for cost of reproduction of the physical

property of a railway at current prices.

(4) To form the basis for estimates of cost of proposed construction

work, and for preparation of budgets for maintenance and capital expend-

itures.

(5) To meet the requirements of a railway in its efforts to improve

efficiency, and to determine the detailed cost of individual labor operations

beyond the requirements of Valuation Order No. 3.

The mandatory requirements of the Interstate Commerce Commission

for keeping records under Valuation Order No. 3 do not make them entirely

suitable for railway internal requirements, looking both to economy and

efficiency in operation. However, with but slight additional effort, the

present system of keeping records can be broadened and be of greater value.

Conclusion.—At least one specialized employee should be assigned to

each division or district of a railway, to have general and detailed super-

vision of all original records and reports made by foremen, and report and

work under the direction of an office charged with handling Valuation

Order No. 3 work. This specialized employee preferably should be an

Engineer who shall be familiar with the Classification of Investment in

Road and Equipment, the requirements of Valuation Order No. 3 and its

supplements, the several separate operations constituting the labor expense

on any construction project, and the several uses for which cost data may
be required by a railway. He shall supervise, inspect and instruct in the

preparation of reports prepared by foremen on his territory, and shall pre-

pare or supervise the preparation of physical inventories of property after

completion of any project.

Such control and supervision of the preparation and rendering of

original reports and records will not increase the total expense of compiling

final records and reports generally required of all railways, as it will be offset

by a decrease in office work now necessary in securing correction completion

reports, and the data furnished will be more accurate for analyzing for

cost data purposes.

The Committee recommends that this report be received as information,

that the conclusion be adopted for publication in the Manual, and the subject

discontinued. I move you that this action be taken.

The President:—It has been moved and seconded that the conclusions

which have just been read to you be approved for inclusion in the Manual.

The motion is subject to discussion. Those in favor signify by saying

"aye," contrary "no." The motion is carried. The recommendation has

already been approved by the Committee on Outline of Work.

Vice-Chairman F. M. Thomson:—Subject 8, Appendix H, page 1286

to page 1288, Standardization of voltage, kind of current, etc., for use in

electrically operated roadway machines and tools. Your Committee mailed

a questionnaire to twenty-one of the principal manufacturers of electrically

operated roadway machines and tools. With few exceptions, these manu-

facturers recommended for adoption by the A.R.E.A. a standard voltage,
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kind of current, cycle and phase. However, their recommendations varied

as to what should be standard, depending largely upon the power character-

istics used by them. It seems that the most common usages and recom-

mendations are 110-115 volt A.C., 60-cycle, single phase, or 220-230 volt

A.C., 60-cycle, triple phase. For small portable hand tools, a Universal

motor (D.C. or A.C.) is frequently offered.

The approved report of the Sub-Committee collaborating with this

Committee from Committee XVIII—Electricity, will be found on pages

1286, 1287 and 1288. Committee XVIII, as you will note, take a definite

stand against this standardization.

Our Committee's investigation of commercial power available at various

locations over the country shows that 110-115-volt A.C. single-phase, 60-cycle,

and 220-230-volt A.C. triple-phase, 60-cycle, is almost universal and fast

becoming so.

We find that 110-115-volt A.C. 60-cycle electric current is a standard

commercial current available at almost every point where electric power

is obtained. Motors can be purchased from commercial stock. This is a

safe current, and yet both practicable and economical for most uses required

of roadway machines and tools. It can also be generated readily and

economically in portable plants. The conclusions of the Committee are

:

(1) The adoption by the A.R.E.A. of a standard voltage, kind of cur-

rent, etc., for use in electrically operated machines and tools is not considered

practical at this time.

(2) As far as practical, 110-115-volt A.C. 60-cycle electric current

should be utilized by railroads in roadway machines and tools.

The recommendation is that this report be accepted as information, and

that the subject be dropped from further consideration at this time.

The President :^Are there any questions directed toward this, or the

report ?

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe) :—I do not

believe that this Committee has told us anything that we did not know
when the subject was assigned. We all know that the different makers of

electrically operated roadway machines use different potentials of current,

and it was for that reason that the question was brought up.

The six types of voltages listed on page 1287 by the Committee are six

excellent arguments for a further consideration or for doing something with

this subject.

The Committee states that the customary voltage of electricity avail-

able in most places where it is secured from power companies is readily

adapted for use, or can readily be generated in the dynamos that we buy for

motor-power purposes quite as well as any other.

It would be very much better, in my judgment, to get somewhere with

this and recommend, or adopt, a recommended practice, in line with the

voltages that are usually available at power stations. If machines can then

be used from the power station, use that source of power; if not, get the

generator of a similar nature to be used out on the road.

If we continue permitting the makers to use anything that they like and

we have two or three different kinds of electrical machinery on the line

made by different makers, one generator will probably be setting idle or

two will be setting idle while the third is in use.
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The only way that labor-saving machinery can be made profitable is to

keep it in use as much of the time as possible. To my mind there is no

excuse for having several diflferent types of generators on hand which can

only be used with one type of tool, when they might just as well all be

usable, or all the tools might be usable from the same generator.

I move that this subject be referred back to the Committee for further

consideration.

Mr. Robert H. Ford (Rock Island) :—I agree with what the last

speaker has said. Really, the advance of labor-saving machinery, the

internal-combustion engine in the one case and the electrically operated

engine in the other case, almost requires that we have some uniform process

of electrical operation. I hardly think, though, that it is quite fair to

the Committee to refer it back to them without a little more definite dis-

cussion as to what it is they are to look into.

It seems to me there are two essential features necessary in carrying

this matter further. As I said before, I think Mr. Baldridge is correct. The

Committee should use whatever efforts they can in meetings with manufac-

turers, and to urge utility companies that supply power, to devise some

uniform or some more nearly uniform system of the utilization of power

for these machines. I think if they will do that in addition to what they

have already done, it will amply justify the Committee continuing this

report for another year, at least.

The President:—It has been moved and seconded that this subject be

referred back to the Committee for further study.

Mr. G. D. Brooke (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—I will second that amend-

ment, Mr. Chairman. I can well see the Committee's point as expressed

in this conclusion to have a special organization set up to maintain this class

of equipment. I cannot conceive, at the same time, of how under certain

conditions it would be more economical to spend the necessary capital to

provide the facilities to maintain an organization, and the additional over-

head necessary to operate shops of the kind recommended.

Of course, to have such work properly taken care of and economically

done by the Mechanical Department, there has to be the proper co-ordina-

tion as between the departments, but on a number of railroads this co-ordina-

tion is brought about. The work is done by the use of existing facilities,

and it is certainly, under those circumstances, in the interest of efficiency

that that be done.

Mr. C. R. Knowles:—The thought I had in mind was that if the sub-

ject is referred back to the Committee we should have some definite instruc-

tion as to further procedure. On page 1286 beginning with paragraph 1

and paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 on the next page, we have outlined the reasons

that we do not consider it practical to continue this study at the present time.

The electrical people are up against tlic same thing themselves.

Electric current in different cities and towns have different character-

istics. In Europe, I understand, it is still worse. There are some ten or

fifteen different voltages in the city of London, and while it is not quite so

bad in our country, we have a similar condition. We have all kinds of

voltages and cycles.
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I am afraid Mr. Baldridge has overlooked the fact that these tools are

almost invariably a complete unit consisting of the generator and the tool

adapted to that particular generator and the work it is to do.

Mr. Robert H. Ford :—I think the reasons advanced by the Committee

are the very best reasons for supporting Mr. Baldridge's motion. If the

situation is as pointed out by the Committee, certainly there is a very large

amount of work for them to do to see what they can do to standardize the

situation and aid in carrying it through. I certainly want to endorse Mr.

Baldridge's motion on the strength of what the Committee has stated.

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—We are heartily in accord with the views of

Mr. Baldridge and Mr. Ford, but the trouble is we do not know what to

do about it. In our case it is sort of a case of the tail wagging the dog.

We can not very well revolutionize the entire electrical industry, although

we are willing to do anything in our power toward standardizing the voltage

and other characteristics of electric current used in the operation of these

tools.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—There are additional companies putting out elec-

trical appliances from time to time. With regard to the statement which

Mr. Knowles made about the large number of differences, the longer we
allow this to go on the worse it is going to be. Furthermore, it is not

necessary to revolutionize the entire electrical industry. All that we want

to do is to standardize the railroad track tool industry that is operated by

electricity, get it somewhere near uniformity. It will not do any good to

ask a bunch of manufacturers, each of whom is making a different appliance

now, to get together ; each one thinks he has some advantage by having it

come his way. But if this Committee will adopt a recommended practice in

this respect, it will go a long way toward bringing the electrically operated

track tools to a uniformity. I think they should do some work on that line

and do it as soon as possible.

Mr. C. R. Knowles:—If we refer to track tools and roadway tools only,

that is tools which require a motor, we have taken care of this in the second

conclusion, where we say, "As far as practicable, 110-115 volt 60-cycle

alternating current should be used by railways in roadway machines and

tools."

Mr. O. F. Harting (Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis) :—

I

am in sympathy with Mr. Baldridge's and Mr. Ford's comments. I should

like to offer a specific suggestion to Mr. Knowles. I think the Committee

might reconsider this report and see if it can consistently change its conclu-

sions by omitting the first part and changing the second part to read, "As far

as practicable, 110-115 volt A.C. 60-cycle current should be specified and

utilized by railroads in roadway machines and tools," and make that an

offering for recommended practice instead of an offering for information.

The President :—Any further discussion ? Those in favor of the motion

as stated will signify by saying "aye," contrary "no." The motion is carried.

It is evident that the convention desires further light on this subject.

The appropriate committee, in view of the fact that we have created a new

committee dealing with this subject, will be selected by the Outline of Work
Committee for the further handling of this subject.

Vice-Chairman F. M. Thomson:—Subject 9, Appendix I, on page 1288,

Study and report on various forms of snow-melting devices as an aid in
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facilitating train operation and reducing costs of maintenance. The Com-

mittee only reports progress on this subject; the subject has been referred

to the new Committee on Work Equipment.

Subject 10, Appendix J, page 1289, Methods of keeping data relative to

labor-saving devices, will be reported to you by Mr. G. M. O'Rourke, the

Chairman of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. G. M. O'Rourke (Illinois Central) :—A questionnaire was sent to

principal railroads in the United States and Canada, requesting copies of

forms in use for recording the performance of labor-saving machinery.

Thirty-four roads replied, sixteen of which make no use of standard forms.

It is highly desirable to have a form covering features common to all

machines, making it sufficiently flexible to include those performing special

work. In this way, information common to dififerent types of devices may

be placed on a uniform basis for comparison as to quality and economy of

work performed. This was not found practicable in all cases ; therefore,

separate reports must be made for different machines.

The report is followed by exhibits of examples of forms of reports

for the collection of data on labor-saving devices to determine the economies

eflfected through their use. These are submitted as information with the

recommendation that the subject be reassigned for further study.

The President :—Are there any questions anybody would like to ask

the Committee? The recommendation with respect to further handling of

the subject has been taken care of by assignment to a new Committee.

Vice-Chairman F. M. Thomson :—Subject 11, Appendix K, page 1319,

Study and report on best type of alarm for protection of gasoline pro-

pelled track cars. The Committee reports progress, but I am asking Mr.

G. R. Westcott, member of the Sub-Committee handling this, to give you

an outline of the progress of the work of the Sub-Committee for your

information.

Mr. G. R. Westcott (Missouri Pacific) ;—There is really very little to

say about this. We report progress and some little progress has been made.

Mr. Thomson suggested, however, that I outline to the convention just what

we are trying to do. I am going to confess that in my own mind there is

not a great deal of importance, possibly, to this subject, and yet it seems

desirable on the part of the Committee on Outline of Work to have it

investigated.

The Sub-Committee investigating the matter thought that we should

look into the question from perhaps three standpoints : First, the legal

requirements, if any, covering the use of alarms on roadway motor cars

;

second, the type of alarm that was most desirable for use; and third, to

develop the practice of the various roads.

In connection with the first, that is, the legal requirements, we secured

through the General Counsel of the American Railway Association quite

full information. This will have to be supplemented somewhat but it is

quite complete, and I might say that generally it indicates that there is

probably no legal requirement, at least if any, then in very few states of the

Union.

There are a number of dififerent types of alarms available and some

nformation has been secured on these.
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We have not to date secured any information on the practice of the

different roads, and that, with the sort of clean-up on the first two points,

is what remains to be done by the new committee to which I understand the

subject has been reassigned for study during the coming year.

The President:—Are there any questions?

Vice-Chairman F. M. Thomson:—Subjects 12, Best practice of main-

taining labor-saving devices on construction and maintenance of way work,

and also the organization of the necessary supervisory work, and 13, Topics

to be assigned to a committee involving the use and economies of various

types of labor-saving equipment to be used in railway construction and

maintenance, will be introduced by Mr. C. R. Knowles, who is Chairman

of the new Committee on Work Equipment and will handle these assign-

ments.

Mr. C. R. Knowles:—The first of these reports appears on page 1319

and refers to recommended practices for maintaining various items of work

equipment. In making these recommendations the Committee has assumed

that labor-saving devices as covered by the assignment refers to all equip-

ment used in railway construction and maintenance not covered by M.C.B.

rules, except roadway small tools which come under the classification of

Account 38.

The report discusses the classification of various items in a little more

detail than I have given you, and on page 1320 we discuss maintenance of

way shops, then follow with tools and equipment, giving a suggested list of

machines and tools for maintenance of way shops, including woodwor'-ing

machines, metal working machines, painting and cleaning equipment, black-

smith tools, and general small mechanical tools.

As stated in the report, all small tools have not been listed, as we

already have a very good list of small tools in the report of a former

Sub-Committee, which is referred to.

It is also explained in the report that all of the tools listed are not

required in every case, and of course there may be other cases where other

tools will be required than those shown. This follows with a suggested

supervisory force, and includes five conclusions.

The report is submitted as information, with the recommendation that

Conclusions 1 to 5 be accepted for printing in the Manual.

These conclusions are

:

"1. The maintenance of all equipment not covered by M.C.B. rules

should be concentrated in shops entirely independent of the Mechanical

Department, and under an organization controlled by the Maintenance of

Way Department.
"2. Careful consideration should be given to the location of these shops

to avoid excessive haul of equipment. Where motor car repair shops and
maintenance of way reclamation plants already exist, consideration should

be given to the possibility of utilizing these facilities.

"3. These shops should be properly arranged for the work to be done
and equipped with all necessary tools and machinery.

"4. Particular attention should be given to running repairs, or field

maintenance, to avoid interruption of working schedules and to extend
periods between shopping.

"5. Sufficient supervisory force should be provided to insure proper
maintenance of work equipment."
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The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the conclusions

which have been read to you appearing on page 1322 be adopted for the

Manual. Is there any discussion?

Mr. Robert H. Ford:—I am wondering if the Committee would not

accept this change in the first conclusion : "The maintenance of all equip-

ment not covered by M.C.B. rules should preferably be concentrated in

shops independent of the Mechanical Department." I think they have gone

far enough when they have said that. Perhaps the railroads do not want

to set up two organizations. It is purely a question of economics. I do

not think we should go as far as that. I should like to ask the Committee

if they are not willing to accept the change. It does not weaken it any.

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—It was considered at great length, and the Com-
mittee was very definite in making a positive recommendation.

Mr. Robert H. Ford :—Then, Mr. Chairman, I move that conclusion

No. 1 be amended by inserting the word "preferably" after "should."

"Should preferably be concentrated," and the elimination of the word

"entirely" after "shops," reading, "Should preferably be concentrated in

shops independent of the Mechanical Department."

The President:—It has been moved and seconded that the first conclu-

sion read as follows : "The maintenance of all equipment not covered by

M.C.B. rules should preferably be concentrated in shops independent of

the Mechanical Department, and under an organization controlled by the

Maintenance of Way Department." The amendment is open for discussion.

Mr. Frank Ringer (Missouri-Kansas-Texas) :— I question whether Mr.

Ford's amendment goes far enough. I think he raised a very proper ques-

tion as to whether the Association wants to go on record on anything of

this kind, such as conclusion No. 1 as he has amended it. I believe ideas

in this respect will be entirely different on different roads, depending on

the size of the road. Smaller roads may not desire to maintain a separate

organization.

I would offer an amendment to the motion as now stated and that the

conclusions be referred back to the Committee for further consideration

before action is taken.

Mr. Robert H. Ford :—I accept Mr. Ringer's amendment.

Mr. Earl Stimson (Baltimore & Ohio) :—I would like to speak a word

in favor of the amendment.

I have been struggling along endeavoring to maintain pile drivers, steam

shovels, ditchers, and that class of equipment, at a shop that is supervised

and run by the Maintenance of Way Department, and I want to tell you

it is a pretty big undertaking for a maintenance man, a Civil Engineer, to

be responsible for work of the kind belonging to the Mechancial Engineer.

We have faced the problem on our railroad, and our solution is that the

work be handed over to the Mechanical Department. We are going to

convert a small locomotive shop that has been abandoned on one of tiie

divisions into a repair shop for work equipment. This shop will properly

be under the Mechanical Department, and the work will be done under the

proper supervision and in the proper manner.

Therefore, speaking from my own experience, and backing up my own
recommendations that I made to our own company, I am in favor of this

amendment prevailing.
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Mr. C. R. Knowles :—Mr. Stimson is quite correct in regard to the

equipment he mentions. We do not include steam shovels, ditchers and

equipment of that kind in our recommendation.

Unfortunately, the classification of work equipment is not very clear.

There are different practices on different roads as to the classification under

which various pieces of equipment come. We do not have in mind maintain-

ing ditchers, spreaders, steam shovels, pile drivers, and equipment of that

kind
;
practically all of the equipment to be maintained in these proposed

shops will be equipment in which the power is either an internal combustion

engine or an electric generator.

As stated in the report, the forces that we now have in our ordinary

locomotive repair shops are not trained to handle this type of equipment.

It is a difficult task even to find sufficient trained men to handle it in

our own shops.

A great advantage of these shops is in training men to properly operate

the equipment. We are not training men to handle and maintain the equip-

ment in the field.

Mr. Earl Stimson :—May I ask what kind of equipment the Chairman

of the Committee refers to? The last ten locomotive cranes that we
bought are equipped with Diesel engines, and the two prior to that with

gasoline engines. Any steam shovels we would buy probably would not be

regular steam shovels but would have gas or Diesel engines.

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—That is M.C.B. equipment.

Mr. Earl Stimson :—That constitutes the greater part of your v ork

equipment. I suppose you refer to motor cars. It certainly does not seem

to me to be economy and good management to set up a shop of such size

and organization to repair equipment of that kind on a system, and have

another one for repairing the larger types.

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—There will be no duplication because the equip-

ment in one shop would hardly be suitable in another.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (Northwestern Pacific) :—It seems to me that the

recommendation of the Committee is rather radical and involves questions

of fundamental economy. If adopted, it seems to me it would necessarily

result in duplication of an organization, which is objectionable. I believe

this type of work on a railroad should be done in one department. For this

reason the subject can well be referred back to the Committee for another

year's consideration. I favor the amendment.

The President:—Any other discussion? If not, the vote is on whether

this subject will be referred back to the Committee or an appropriate Com-

mittee under the new schedule. Those in favor of the amendment signify

by saying "aye," contrary "no."

(The motion was carried.)

The President :—It is evident from the discussion that the Committee is

anxious to get your assistance and they will welcome any contributions you

would be willing to make.

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—The report on page 1326, under Appendix M,
covers topics to be assigned to this new Committee which has been men-

tioned and merely includes a list of certain items of equipment.

Let me say in view of the point that was raised in regard to the type

of equipment we intended to repair in these shops, that this report covers
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all work equipment for the reason that it deals with the various operating

features of the equipment. We have included:

1. Motor cars.

2. Tie tamping machines.

3. Track oiling machines.

4. Paint spraying equipment.

5. Ballast discers.

6. Weed destroying equipment, mowing machines, weed burn-

ers, and chemical weed killers.

7. Ballast cleaning machines.

8. Rail laying machines.

9. Tie adzing, scoring and boring machines.

10. Rail saws.

11. Welding outfits.

12. Concrete mixers.

13. Gasoline and electric driven portable pumps.
14. Power tools.

15. Lidgerwood spreaders, ditchers and plows.

16. Power shovels, ditching machines, drag-line equipment, and

clam shells.

17. Pile drivers and derrick cars.

18. Self-cleaning ballast and dump cars.

19. Snow removal and snow-melting equipment.

On pages 1327 to 1330, we have those various items further sub-divided

into particular studies, such as the comparative cost and benefits of the

machine and comparative merits of different types of machine, as well as

their advantages in various classes of work.

This report is presented as information.

The President:—In view of the discussion on the previous subject, are

there any questions now to be directed toward the last subject discussed?

Mr. Robert H. Ford:—I cannot see why Appendix M was included

at all. That is purely a question for the Board of Direction. They will

include interpretations. I presume the Committee was rather enterprising

and stole a march on the Board. That is about all it amounts to. I move

that it be referred to the Board of Direction.

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—This has been referred to the Board of Direction,

Mr. Ford, and I think it was published with the full understanding of the

Board. The purpose was to acquaint the membership at large with what the

Committee was endeavoring to cover in the future, with the thought that

they might furnish some very helpful suggestions to the Committee.

The President:—The Outline of Work Committee I am sure will be

thankful for this suggestion from the Sub-Committee.

Vice-Chairman F. M. Thomson :—I should like to say, on behalf of our

Committee, that we prepared this report at the instructions of the Committee

on Outline of Work.
The President:—The record of the Committee is clear.

Are there any questions or further observations in connection with the

report of this Committee? If not, they are excused with the thanks of the

Association for a very excellent report. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY
OPERATION

(For Report, see pp. 1001-1030)

(Past-President J. L. Campbell in the Chair.)

Mr. J. E. Teal (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—The report of Committee XXI
—Economics of Railway Operation, will be found in Bulletin 322, page

1001. The Committee presents a report on Subjects 2, 3, 6, 7 and 9. The
action recommended is shown on page 1002.

Subject 1, no revision of the Manual is recommended.

Subject 2, Continue study and report on methods for obtaining a more
intensive use of existing railway facilities, with particular reference to

increasing carrying capacity: (a) Without material additional capital expen-

ditures; (b) With due regard to reasonable increases in capital expendi-

tures consistent with traffic requirements. This report will be presented by

the Chairman of the Sub-Committee, Mr. M. F. Mannion.

Mr. M. F. Mannion (Bessemer & Lake Erie) :—The report of Sub-

Committee 2 is shown as Appendix A on pages 1003 to 1010 in Bulletin 322.

This year the Committee submits a report of study made on a complete

signal dispatching system installation and its effects on traffic capacity.

This system is sometimes called Dispatcher Control or Central Control

System.

This installation is known as the first complete instance of signal dis-

patching whereby trains operate by signal indication on single track without

written train-orders or timetable superiority.

The new signal system supersedes the timetable and train-order system,

which, with manual blocking, was in use. Through a dispatching machine,

the dispatcher operates the sidings and crossover switches and controls cer-

tain block signals.

Written train-orders and rights by class and direction are abolished.

One train has no official knowledge of the presence of other trains on the

road, but the dispatcher establishes meeting and passing points as the immedi-

ate condition requires.

Signals of the color-light type are located as shown in Fig. 2, page 1003.

These signals are spaced about a mile apart.

Fig. 1 on page 1004 shows a profile of the section of road. Fig. 2

shows a plan with the signal locations, and Fig. 3 is a section of the signal-

ing arrangements. A full description and details of this installation are

published in the Railway Age of August 20, 1927.

The installation covers 40 miles of road, Zl of which is single track and

3 double track.

The traffic in this territory consists principally of movement of coal

northward and the movement of empties southward. Mixed in with this

freight business are 10 to 12 high-speed passenger trains per day and two
local passenger trains. The total movement is from 18 to 20 freight trains

and 12 to 14 passenger trains per day.

Starting on page 1004 and following on pages 1005 and 1006 are operat-

ing statistics taken from the train sheets and the operating records of this

division before and after the installation. The charts, Fig. 4, 5, 6 and 7,
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are plotted from the operating statistics shown on the previous pages.

Fig. 4 and 6 are train charts for the northbound and southbound movements,

showing the number of trains per day plotted against the average running

time per train, and Fig. 5 and 7 are tonnage charts showing the average

tonnage plotted against the average running time.

It was necessary to plot northbound and southbound performance separ-

ately in this report due to the great difference in the number of trains and

in tonnage.

The gain in capacity on the chart showing the running time plotted

against the number of trains cannot be taken as a measure of the etificiency of

this improvement due to the increase in tonnage which the installation

brought about. Therefore we draw our conclusions from the tonnage ch.arts.

Three miles south of the south end of this installation there is two and

one-half miles of an ascending 0.8 per cent grade against northbound move-

ment. During July, 1927, the operation of helper engines over this hill was
started. This made it possible to increase the tonnage of Division A north-

bound trains. This increase was not due to the signal dispatching installation

and an adjustment was made for same as shown by the dotted line on Fig. 5.

The dotted line represents what the performance for 1929 northbound move-

ment would be with the same power as 1927.

On page 1009 there is a summary of the reduction in train hours and

the increase in capacity which resulted from the installation of this system.

The figures show a reduction in train hours of 22.7 per cent, and an increase

in capacity of 46 per cent.

The above improvement in operations and increased capacity can be

laid to the installation of the signal dispatching system. A great number

of freight train stops were eliminated. In an ordinary freight train meet,

where train crews handle the passing siding switches, the train taking siding

is obliged to make three stops, one to open the switch, one to stop in the

siding awaiting the arrival of the other train, and the third to stop while

the rear brakeman closes the switch. In this installation all passing siding

switches at the ends of double track, including intermediate crossovers, a

train length apart in the double track sections, are power-operated and

handled directly by the dispatcher. Therefore, under the worst conditions, a

freight train makes only one stop in making a meet and in many cases no

stops at all. Several running meets are being made each day. The elimina-

tion of these stops contribute to the reduction in running time. The ability

to quickly make and change meeting points, thereby cutting down delays,

also accounts for train hours saved.

Train-orders anticipate what certain trains will do over sections of

road requiring varying running times. Failure of one train to meet the

estimated time sometimes ties up the other trains, as it is not always pos-

sible to issue new orders. Under the signal dispatching system the lineup

can be changed more quickly, as the dispatcher has complete information of

the location of all trains, and also complete control.

Under signal dispatching, slow downs or stops for orders are eliminated.

The conclusions of the Sub-Committee and General Committee are

shown on page 1010. These conclusions have been modified somewhat since

the Bulletin was printed and I will read the revised conclusions to you

:
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"Installation of complete signal dispatching system on a single-track

railroad will increase the capacity of the road.

"This method of increasing capacity is an economical one, as it results

in an appreciable reduction in time between terminals and should be consid-

ered when the volume of traffic justifies or where other conditions necessitate.

"In addition to saving in running time and increase in capacity, other

benefits such as increased safety and reductions in damage to equipment and

lading will be obtained."

The Committee recommends that this report be accepted as information

and the subject continued.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—If there is no discussion or objection,

t!;e report is so received.

Chairman J. E. Tea! :—Subject 3, Continue study and report on methods

or formulas for the solution of special problems relating to more economical

and efficient railway operation. This report will be presented by Mr. E. M.

Hastings, the Chairman of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. E. M. Hastings (Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac) :—The
special problem that was before this Sub-Committee the past year was our

o!d friend the larger locomotive tender and its effect on the economical

spacing of water stations and the cost of railway operation.

In the report this year we have touched briefly on a subject that had

not been discussed before in the discussions of this particular problem, and

that is the effect of the elimination of the water stop on heavy-traffic lines

having dense passenger traffic combined with rather dense perishable freight

traffic. You will find that discussed in the next to the last paragraph of

the report.

Your Committee has considered very carefully all of the information

which has heretofore been published and it feels that this report now sub-

mitted should be studied and taken in connection with the information that

is already before the Association in the Proceedings of former years that

are mentioned in the second paragraph of this year's report, and in taking

this information altogether we submit this report as information only.

We feel that no set rule or formula can be presented that would be applicable

to all systems, but we also feel that if the principles as set forth in these

several reports are taken together they may be applied to specific cases and

will produce a reasonable conclusion.

We therefore submit this report, Mr. Chairman, as information.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Is there any discussion? If not, the

report is so received.

Chairman J. E. Teal :—Subject 4, Continue study and report on the most

economical makeup of track to carry various traffic densities. This report

being largely one of collaborating with other committees, the Sub-Committee

has only to report progress this year.

Subject 5, Continue study and report on suitable units for operating and

equipment statistics required by Interstate Commerce Commission to be used

on cost comparisons of transportation, equipment and roadway maintenance,

with necessary additions thereto. During the past year it was necessary to

make a change in the personnel in connection with this report. The Sub-

committee did not accomplish the amount of work that it hoped to and has

only to report progress, the trend of which is shown on pages 1012 and 1013.
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Subject 6, Determine what volume or other conditions of business or

service justifies a change from flat switching to the hump method in any

given yard. In the absence of Mr. Pringle, the Chairman of the Sub-Com-

mittee, it will be presented by Mr. J. M. Farrin.

Mr. J. M. Farrin (Illinois Central) :—Subject 6 will be found on page

1014 of Bulletin Zll. The Sub-Committee, since this report has been written,

has decided after consultation with the full Committee that instead of recom-

mending the report as published as final and for inclusion in the Manual,

they will report it only as information with the idea of getting together a

little further information and getting it in shape for Manual publication

next j'ear.

There is, however, a little change in the wording in the body of the

report that we would like to make. Page 1017, Section 5, the last three

lines of the first paragraph under "Wages," we want to change. It now
reads : "For estimating, use three retarder operators per shift or if over 30

classification tracks increase one retarder operator per shift for every addi-

tional 10 tracks." We wish to change that to read : "For estimating, use two

retarder operators per shift or if over 30 tracks and not more than SO

tracks use three operators per shift, or if more than 50 tracks use four

operators per shift."

Also, we would like to call attention to the fact that while the assign-

ment states definitely that this Committee should determine what volume or

other conditions of business or service justifies a change from flat switching

to the hump method in any given yard, after consideration the Committee

decided it was hardly possible to lay down an exact rule to be followed in

case of design in yards, whether to make it hump or flat, so they therefore

present in this report a formula whereby the advantages and disadvantages,

together with the cost, can be set up for any projected yard at any given

location, with the idea of letting economics in each case decide v/hich should

be put in.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—If there is no objection, the report

will be received as information.

Chairman J. E. Teal :—Subject 7, Continue study and report on problems

of railway operation as affected by the introduction of motor trucks and bus

lines, with particular reference to its effect upon branch or feeder lines.

Mr. Steinberger, Chairman of this Sub-Committee, will present the report.

Mr. M. F. Steinberger (Baltimore & Ohio) :—At the convention held

in March, 1927, this Committee presented statistics showing the general

trend with respect to the passenger handlings of Class I roads for the years

successively from 1916 to 1926, inclusive. It is the opinion of the Commit-

tee that the figures thus presented should be brought up to date, i.e., 1928,

to develop whether the tendencies indicated then continue to manifest them-

selves.

On pages 1018 to 1021 we have presented statistics to indicate that the

same tendencies exhibiting themselves during the year 1927 as compared

with the preceding years have continued to manifest themselves. Railroad

passenger traffic is still falling off. The number of passengers per train for

1928 are the lowest of any year from 1916 to that year. The number of

passengers per car follow the same tendency. All the other figures indicate

the same general facts.
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On pages 1021 and 1022 we have shown the increase in the production and

use of automotive equipment, that is, highway automotive equipment.

We have followed that by indicating the methods generally adopted

through the preceding five or six years by the railroads in their attempts to

meet this highway competition.

On pages 1023 and 1024 we have attempted to show the results obtained

by these various methods.

I shall read only one of them, that is No. 10, which is headed, "In-

auguration of Bus Service by the Railroads Through Subsidiary Companies."

"The increasing num.ber of railroads inaugurating bus service would
seem to indicate that there is a growing recognition on the part of railroad

Executives that the demand for such service by the public is a real one, and
that the practical way to meet highway competition is to perform a like

service. The adoption of this plan results in prevention of the growth of

competitive agencies, gives the public what they want and gives the oppor-

tunity for elimination of certain train miles with resultant decreases in

operating costs.

"It, therefore, seems to be the way to meet the situation where road
conditions permit, always bearing in mind that certain train services fre-

quently need to be retained to handle mails, baggage and express. Generally,

however, proper co-ordinations can be worked out which will meet the

situation satisfactorily."

Since this report was written there seems to be a tendency away from

the exclusively railroad-owned subsidiary. More and more railroad com-

panies are acquiring interests in existing motor coach operations, and turn-

ing over the operation of the motor coach service to the motor coach Lnes

in which they have an interest.

In closing this report, the Committee wishes to call attention to the

growth in air transportation. This may later make a serious problem for

the long distance main line trains.

Then we have quoted on pages 1024 and 1025 the various air services

which were in effect at the time this report was compiled, and we have also

quoted the rates.

Since that time the rates have been materially reduced, so that they are

now approximately the rail fare plus the Pullman fare. That presents

another serious problem and indicates that perhaps the competition will

become more severe.

iFrom these statistics -it will be seen that the subject of air transport

deserves the consideration of railway officers generally. We of course all

know that some of the railroads are interested in air transport, either directly

or through ticketing arrangements, providing for air rail service.

While this report has particular reference to motor bus activities, the

same general comments are applicable to motor truck competition, though

there is some doubt as to the seriousness of such competition as compared

with competition of motor buses.

The Committee recommends the acceptance of this report as information.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Is there any discussion of this subject?

Dr. S. N. Williams (Cornell College, Iowa) :—I very much appreciate

the attention which this Committee has given to that particular subject,

because I think it is one of the most pressing matters which concern the

welfare of the railways at the present time. In my own observation, the

Chicago & Northwestern Railway has been obliged to purchase an interest
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in one of the bus lines which is operated also in connection with the Union

Pacific, and they are running on that basis at the present time to get a

part of the business.

I was very much surprised not long since to read in a Mount Vernon

paper that an ordinary automobile had run into the motor car of the North-

western Railway at the crossing near the station and had hit it so squarely

and so hard that they were obliged to put in an S.O.S. call for the engine to

put it on the track again, which struck me as being a very peculiar incident

of the way in which automobiles are interfering with the railways.

I have been obliged personally to fall back on the bus service, and I

have found it very satisfactory, but I wish it distinctly understood, as a

life-long professor of railway engineering, that there is only one thing I

care to know about the operation of automobiles, and that is to keep out of

the way of them, and that, the Lord helping me, I expect to continue to do.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Is there any other discussion? If

not, the report is received as information.

Chairman J. E. Teal:—Subject 8, Study and report on methods for

most economical train length, considering all factors entering into transporta-

tion costs, such as fuel, road time, length of passing sidings, per diem, etc.

This is a large proposition, and your Committee is not in position to make
a report at this time. It expects to have something of value on this subject

next year.

Subject 9, Study and report on economics resulting from use of radio

telephones for long freight trains and for yard work. Mr. G. D. Brooke,

Chairman of the Sub-Committee, will present the report.

Mr. G. D. Brooke (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—This brief report given in

Appendix H covers pretty well the present status of radio telephones in

the operation of trains and yards. All the information which the Com-
mittee has is given in that report, and it is unnecessary to make any extensive

comments upon it.

The last word in the report on page 1030 should have been "discon-

tinued" instead of "continued." The Committee feels that nothing further

can be gained at this time by continuing the study of the subject, and recom-

mends that it be discontinued.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—If there is no objection, the report

is received as information.

Chairman J. E. Teal :—This completes the report of Committee XXI.
Past-President J. L. Campbell :—The Committee is now excused with

the thanks of the Association for its report. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY
LOCATION

(For Report, see pp. 1231-1250)

(Past-President Earl Stimson in the Chair.)

Mr. F. R. La3'ng (Bessemer & Lake Erie) :—The report will be found

in Bulletin 323, starting on page 1231.

I will ask Mr. F. E. Wynne to present the report on Appendix B.

Before doing that, I will remark that we have nothing to offer this year in

connection with the revision of the Manual. This Sub-Committee has done

considerable work in rearranging the material in the Manual for printing

this year, but it does not involve any new material.

The Chairman of this Sub-Committee and the Sub-Committee itself

deserve a great deal of credit for the work they did in this connection.

I will now ask Mr. Wynne to report on Appendix B, Economics of

railway location as affected by the introduction of electric locomotives.

Mr. F. E. Wynne (Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.) :

—

The report of this Sub-Committee is given on pages 1233 to 1240, inclusive.

It gives a method of determining the size and performance of electric loco-

motives which is comparable to the information now contained in the Manual

for steam locomotives.

This report was submitted to the proper Sub-Committee of the Com-
mittee on Electricity, and also to the Joint Committee on Electrification.

Certain valuable suggestions which they made were incorporated in this

report.

The report is submitted with the recommendation that it be included

in the Manual. I so move.

Past-President Earl Stimson :—A motion has been made and seconded

that this report be included in the Manual. The question is now open for

discussion. If there is no discussion, I will put the motion to a vote. All

those in favor say "aye," contrary "no." The motion is carried.

Chairman F. R. Layng :—Appendix C, page 1241, Continue study and

report on the relative merits of increasing tonnage by the reduction of ruling

grades or by the introduction of locomotives with greater tractive power,

with consideration of momentum grades and the development of the loco-

motive booster. I will ask Mr. Patterson, the Chairman of the Sub-Com-
mittee, to present this report.

Mr. F. M. Patterson (Railway Age) :—This report is based entirely

on a study made by Mr. A. B. B. Harris, which you will find in the latter

part of the report. It is a study as to the relative cost of operating with a

Mikado type locomotive over a 0.3 per cent grade as compared with the cost

of operating a heavier locomotive over a 0.5 per cent grade.

It is submitted with the information that it is one way of obtaining a

yardstick to find the economies that can be secured by one method as com-

pared with the other.

The report is found on page 1241 of Bulletin 323. There is no necessity

for reading it. It is presented entirely as information with the hope that

it may bring out some discussion that will be of help to you.

1842
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Mr. C. A. Morse (Retired Chief Engineer, Rock Island Lines) :—

I

want to congratulate the Association, and this Committee, on bringing out

something that we can "shoot at," as it were. For the last thirty years,

tliis Committee has been working on the principles, and they have been

doing good work along that line, but they have now brought out a formula

by which the average Engineer can arrive at the economic results that a

reduction of the ruling grade will produce.

The interesting thing to me is that the formula as worked out in the

report, while different from one that I have used for a number of years,

gives practically the same results.

The report gives an example of an engine district, of a certain length,

and with a certain density of traffic, and shows that a reduction of the

ruling grade, from a 0.5 per cent to a 0.3 per cent, will, with an interest

rate of 5 per cent, warrant an expenditure to secure the 0.3 per cent grade, of

$17,238,000.

Working this problem out by the method that I have used for many

years gives $16,889,000 as the amount that the railroad would be warranted

in spending to get the lighter grade.

I want to make a. recommendation to the President and Board of Direc-

tion of the Association, to the effect that the portion of the report on this

subject be printed as a special pamphlet, and that copies of same be mailed

to the head of the Operating Department, the President, and to the Chair-

man of the Board of Directors of all railroads that are members of the

American Railway Association.

The reason for this recommendation is this, not over ten per cent of

the members of the Association have occasion to familiarize themselves

with grade reduction problems, and very few railroad officials, other than

Engineers, have any conception of the amount of money that a railroad can

afford to spend on this class of improvements.

The result of this lack of familiarity with the subject is that when

the Chief Engineer finds a location where big savings could be made by a

reduction in the ruling grade, and puts the matter up to his superior officer,

the results show up so surprisingly great that they are not believed to be

correct, and the proposition is turned down. If he gets it by his superior,

the chances are that if he puts it up to the President, he will be turned

down, and so on, therefore they should all have their attention called to

this report.

It has been my experience that if I wanted to get anything out of the

usual authorized, I had to do something to jolt the people above me, I

could write reports on a subject, and with other things on their minds,

they would simply read them, and let them go into the files, possibly

acknowledging receipt, but not always that.

Now, I believe that this report, if put up as I suggest, will be a

surprise to most people, and they will have it looked into by their own

Engineers.

An illustration of a practical example that is under construction on

the Rock Island Lines at this time is that of a stretch of 134 miles on

their Illinois Division, that has had a 0.6 ruling grade. I recommended its

reduction to a 0.3 grade in 1914, when I had been on the railroad about a

year, between a receivership, Federal control, and other improvement work.
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but nothing was done about it. In about 1926 I made some new figures

as to savings that could be made, and as the business had increased about 50

per cent since my original study of the problem, the results were startling

;

they showed that the railroad was warranted in spending ten million dol-

lars to get this reduction in grade, and that the cost of doing the work

was but one million dollars, or it would give a return of 50 per cent

on the estimated cost of the work.

It will probably require an additional expenditure of between a half

million and a million dollars to take care of siding and yard extensions

and rearrangement of signals, but this outlay would be necessary, if heavy

power was used, to permit of longer trains. If the whole expense is charged

to the reduction of grade, it will still show a saving sufficient to pay 25

or 30 per cent on the total cost of the improvement, and the return will

increase with the increase in business handled.

There are few- if any railroads that do not have several engine districts

where a reduction in the ruling grade would reduce the cost of operation, and

pay a large return on the cost of reduction of the grade.

My prediction is that the greatest saving in operating expenses during

the next 25 years on the railroads of this country is going to be made
through the reduction of grades, and improvement in alinement, by the

reduction of the curvature, and the lightening of curvature that cannot be

reduced.

Past-President Earl Stimson:—The Chair will ask the Secretary to

bring Mr. Morse's recommendation to the attention of the Board for fnvor-

able consideration.

Secretary E. H. Fritch :—I will be glad to do so, Mr. Chairman.

Past-President Earl Stimson :—Is there any further discussion on the

subject?

Mr. A. H. Utter (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy) :—On page 1241 of

Bulletin 323 I notice the second item of car repairs gives the rate as 1.25

cents and the amount as $1.00. On page 1243, the second item of car repairs,

gives the rate as $1.25 and the amount as $1.00. I wonder if the latter is

intended for $1.25 or both should be the same.

Chairman F. R. Layng :—They are both the same.

Appendix D, Study and report on the extent train resistance is increased

when trains are operating on flexible rails as compared with the same

operation with stiffer rails. A short progress report is shown on pages 1245

and 1246. The graph on 1246 gives some results that were furnished the

Sub-Committee by Mr. Wm. Michel of the Hocking Valley Railroad.

Unfortunately, the horizontal and vertical lines on this chart did not print

in connection with the printing of the Bulletin. However, I think the chart

is fairly clear. It gives the average of the number of tests on 100-lb. rails

and on 130-lb. rails.

This Sub-Cqmmittee is very anxious to secure additional data along

this line to see whether these results on the Hocking Valley are confirmed

in further experiments. If any member of the Association can help the

Sub-Committee along this line, it will be greatly appreciated.

If there is no discussion, Mr. President, on that progress report I will

proceed with Appendix E, Study and report on the proper size and character

of field organizations for railway location and construction.
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The Committee contemplated submitting this report for inclusion in the

Manual. Since coming here to the convention, one member of the Sub-Com-

mittee, Mr. Campbell, has called attention to several parts of the report that

he feels should have further study. The Committee will therefore withdraw

its recommendation that this be included in the Manual and will ask to

have the subject reassigned. However, I am going to ask Mr. Campbell

to present this appendix, with the thought that it may cause some discus-

sion and give us the advantage of the advice of those who are present.

Mr. J. L. Campbell (Northwestern Pacific) :—I will read this report by

headings only. The Committee would like to have any suggestions tending to

improve the report to be made in the future. Beginning on page 1247,

Bulletin 323:

Location.

Reconnaissance.
General considerations, (1), (2), (3), (4), (5).
Preliminary stadia surveys, (6), (7), (8).
Maximum locating party.

Transit party.

Topography party.

Land line party.

Conveyance and subsistence.

A'linimum locating party.

Construction.

Light work.
Heavy work.

Well, you seem to be very well satisfied with it.

Chairman F. R. Layng :—-This is all the Committee has to oflfer at

this time.

I want to say a word of appreciation to Mr. Morse for the discussion

and the encouragement he has given the Committee and the work of this

particular Sub-Committee that he discussed.

As a matter of fact, the Committee are greatly indebted to Mr. A. B. B.

Harris, a member of this Sub-Committee, for working up this information.

When he brought it to us he said he hoped it would provoke some discus-

sion; that is what he wanted. I do hope that during the coming year you

will let us have your criticism of this suggested method of Air. Harris'.

Past-President Elarl Stimson :—-The Committee is excused with the

thanks of the Association for their very good work this year. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON RIVERS AND HARBORS
(For Report, see pp. 1331-1380)

(Past-President Earl Stimson in the Chair.)

Col. Wm. G. Atwood (Consulting Engineer) :—The work of this Com-

mittee is, generally speaking, in the hands of two Sub-Committees and the

Committee on Definitions.

The Committee on Definitions reports progress.

The report of the Sub-Committee on Rivers is found on pages 1333

onward in Bulletin 324. It is made up largely of information collected without

definite recommendations, and is submitted as information. There are speci-

fications for levee construction submitted on which the Committee would like

suggestions and discussion.

The conclusions on page 1345 are drawn from the information received

and do not necessarily represent the recommendations of the Committee.

I also want to express the appreciation of the Committee for the large

amount of information we have received from the various officers of the

War Department. General Jadwin gave instructions that this material

should be furnished as asked for, and we have had a great mass of it.

There is nothing in this section of the report submitted as other than

information, and I would move that it be accepted as such.

Past-President Earl Stimson:—Any discussion on this section of the

report? If not, it will be received as information.

Chairman Wm. G. Atwood:—The second section of the report on

Harbors will be submitted by the Chairman of the Sub-Committee, Mr.

Morse.

Mr. W. L. Morse (New York Central) :—The first topic assigned to

this Committee was to determine the proper allowance for Swell in Scov/

Measurement Dredge Work.

The character of material to be dredged determines the scow factor to

be used. Ratios vary not only for material but according to locality and

method used in dredging.

Payment for excavation by dredging is usually made by one of two

methods, namely, place measurement and scow measurement.

In maintenance it is customary to pay on the basis of cost plus an

agreed profit.

For new construction or original dredging the following is recom-

mended :

(1) Where possible, payment should be made on actual measurements

obtained by soundings before and after dredging.

(2) Where local conditions do not favor payment by actual measure-

ments, payment should be made by scow measurements with no allowance

for swell.

(3) Where it may be necessary or desirable to allow and pay for

swell, local conditions must prevail.

A fair allowance may be

:

Hardpan and sand, per cent to 5 per cent. Sand and gravel,

5 per cent to 10 per cent. Clay and hardpan, 10 per cent to 20 per

cent. Ledge, clay or stiff mud, a maximum of 30 per cent.

1846
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This report on the first assignment is practically the same as was

presented at last year's convention. There have been no inquiries, conunents

or criticisms, and it is recommended that it be accepted and placed in the

Tilanual, and I so move.

Past-President Earl Stimson :—It has been moved and seconded that the

allowance for scow measurement dredge work be approved and included in

the Manual. Is there any discussion on this subject?

If not, all those in favor of the motion say "aye," contrary "no." The

motion is carried.

Mr. W. L. Morse:—The second subject assigned to this Sub-Committee

was to determine the proper amount of Allowable Over-Depth in Dredging

Operations to Obtain the Desired Operating Depth.

The allowable over-depth depends upon the character of the material

and the depth of channel required. This must be governed by the type of

plant used, the silting of streams and the desirability and economy of doing

maintenance dredging at long intervals.

Over-depth of channel is allowed to assure a continuous channel depth

and as a protection against shoaling above the desired channel depth from

any natural conditions.

The usual over-depths for the channel, that is, the depth below the

desired channel depth to which the channel should be dredged, are

:

For channels in sand or soft materials, less than 24 feet in depth, 1 foot

is allowed.

For channels in sand or soft materials, in excess of 24 feet, 2 feet

are allowed.

For channels in hard materials with no chance of natural shoaling, 1

foot is allowed.

This report is also practically in the form as presented last year.

It has stood without inquiry, criticism or comment, and is also recommended

for inclusion in the Manual, which I move.

Past-President Earl Stimson :—This Appendix B-6, Allowable Over-

Depth in Dredging Operations to Obtain the Desired Operating Depth, has

been moved and seconded for inclusion in the Manual. Is there any dis-

cussion?

If not, all in favor of the motion say "aye," contrary "no." The motion

is carried.

Mr. W. L. Morse :—The third topic assigned to this Committee was a

study and report on Silt Deposit by Fresh Water Rivers at the Meeting

Point with Brackish Waters and the Effect of Slight Salinity on Such

Deposit.

Thus far very little information has been received on this .subject, and

it is recommended that the subject be continued.

The next topic assigned to the Committee was a description of the

best approved method of taking soundings in river and tidal waters of both

hard and soft bottoms.

This report is found on page 1372 and page 1373 of Bulletin 324. The
forms given are for places where ice is formed or where ice can be worked,

ranges and water gages and the weight of the leads to be used in different

currents, and provide the use of sextants in harbors.
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This report, too, is practically in the form as presented last year.

There have been no inquiries, comments or criticisms and it is recommended
for inclusion in the Manual, which I move.

Past-President Earl Stimson :—It has been moved and seconded that

the report on Sounding Methods in River and Tidal Waters be approved for

printing in the Manual.

Is there any discussion on this subject? If not, those in favor of the

motion say "aye," contrary "no." The motion is carried.

Mr. W. L. Morse:—The next subject assigned to this Committee was
to ascertain Usual Slopes Taken in Deep Waterways and those affected by

wave action.

The determination of side slopes actually assumed by different materials

can be obtained only by observation. Current, depth of water, wave action

and presence of cross-currents, as well as different classes of material,

determine the slopes. It is usual to base estimates on a 1 on 3 slope. Some
material such as clay and hardpan will stand on a 1 on 2 slope, while

sand will assume a flat slope, at least 1 on 5.

This report as presented was given in this form last year and is with-

out- inquiry, comment or criticism. It is recommended for inclusion in the

Manual, which I move.

Past-President Earl Stimson :—It has been moved and seconded that

the report on the Usual Slopes Taken in Deep Waterways be approved for

printing in the Manual.

Is there any discussion on this subject? If not, all in favor of the

motion say "aye," contrary "no." The motion is carried.

Mr. W. L. Morse :—^The next topic assigned to this Committee was.

Study and report the results of deepening channels on the salinity in

rivers and estuaries.

While there has been a great deal of information submitted on this, only

progress can be reported and it is recommended that the subject be continued.

The next subject was Study and report on the various types of dredges

and indicate their respective uses. This report is found on page 1874

of Bulletin 324.

Types of dredges are usually classified as floating dredges, consisting

of grapple, dipper, ladder and suction and also hydraulic. A description and
the use of the various dredges, grapple, dipper, clam shell, orange peel

and ladder, as well as for the hydraulic or suction type, is given.

It is recommended that this report be received as information and the

subject continued.

Mr. W. L. Morse:—The next subject assigned to the Committee was,

Prepare specifications for dredging. A draft of such dredging specifications

is found on page 1375 of Bulletin 324. It is set up in a form which it is

believed can be followed by railroads having dredging work to be done, and
is presented as information and the recommendation that the subject be

continued.

Chairman Wm. G. Atwood :—That finishes the report on the assignments

of this year to this Committee. The Committee requests that criticisms be

sent in on all these subjects. They are new to the Association and a large

part of the data from which the report is made came from Government
sources. We are sure that quite a number of railroads can add greatly to
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our information and consequently to the value of the final report. We ask

that this be done.

Past-President E^rl Stimson :—In dismissing this Committee, the Chair

wishes to announce that while the Committee was appointed as a Special

Committee, due to the very excellent work that they have done and the

splendid way in which they have developed their subject, the Committee

will be continued with the status of a Standing Committee.

Mr. Chairman, your Committee is excused with the thanks of the

Association for its very excellent work. (Applause.)

DISCUSSION ON CO-OPERATIVE RELATIONS WITH
UNIVERSITIES

(For Report, see pp. 1669, 1670)

Mr. Robert H. Ford (Rock Island Lines) :—The work of this Com-
mittee is essentially one of contact and in continuation of its policy it has had

to be rather conservative in the approach to a very baffling and difficult

subject.

It was felt by the Committee that no better report could be given than

to quote from some letters from several executive officers taken at random

from the numerous letters received by the Chairman. I want to assure the

convention that although we have not included very much material in

the report, there is a very decided and very continuous trend towards co-

operation between this Committee as representing the American Railway

Association and the various organizations having to do with a similar subject.

I will not take up the time of the convention other than to ask the

members if they will review the letters written as indicative of the character

and class of work that is being done, and with that, Mr. Chairman, I

think we can close the report.

(The President resumed the Chair.)

The President:—Are there any questions or comments? We regret

very much that the affairs have drawn out so late. If not, the Committee

is excused with the thanks of the convention. (Applause.)
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—grading marks 1744

—life, traffic unit for use in

comparing: 1747

—rules for tie acceptance inspec-
tion 174G

Cross-tie renewals in United
States 1101

Culverts 641

—specifications for cast - iron,

corrugated iron or other
types of metal culverts 615

Curves, reducing rail wear on. . 592

Cushing, W. C, Honorary iVIem-

bership conferred on 15

—m o n o g r a p h on "Rail and
Wheel" 1G19

Cut spikes, for use in prebored
ties, design of 1118

D
Dating nails, numerals for 1066

Dead load, effect of on impact.. 975

Deceased members 44

Deformation of roadbed 654

Depreciation charges 877, 1804

Drainage areas and water run-

off 625

Drainage of roadbed 601

Dredges, types of 1374

Dredging specifications 1375,

Drinking water and coach yard
sanitation 473

—supplies 464

Dry air refrigerator car, design
and specifications 1756

E
Economics of Railway Labor,

report 1251

—best means for practical train-

ing and education of the in-

dividual w^orkman in his

assigned duties, a.s a means
for securing an increased
output of better quality of

work with less effort and
fewer accidents 125G

—best methods of cost-keeping
data for maintenance of way
operations 1271

—best practice of maintaining
labor-saving devices 1319

—cost data 1273
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lOcononiics of Railway Labor,
report—Continued.

—e s s e n t i a 1 s of cost-keeping
methods 1272

—methods of keeping data rela-

tive to labor-saving devices. .1289

—parts and accessories for rail-

w a y maintenance in o t o r

cars 1253

—plan of using college and uni-
versity students as appren-
tices 1276

—reduction of labor required in

maintenance of way 1269

—standardization of v o 1 t a g e,

kind of current, etc., for use
in electrically operated road-
way machines and tools. .. .1288

Economics of Railway Location,

report 1231

—economics of railway location

as affected by the introduc-

tion of electric locomotives. .1233

—extent train resistance is in-

creased when trains are
operating on flexible rails as
compared with the same
operation with stiffer rails.. 1245

—proper size and character of

field organizations for rail-

way location and construc-
tion 1247

—relative merits of increasing

tonnage by the reduction of

ruling grades 1241

Economics of Railway Operation,

report 1001

—flat switching versus hump
method 1014

—motor trucks and bus lines. .. .1018

—suitable units for operating

and equipment statistics 1012

—use of radio telephones for

long freight trains and yard
work 1027

Electricity, report 1415

—clearances for third-rail and
overhead working conduc-
tors 1425

—co-operation in miscellaneous
regulations 1424

—design of indoor and outdoor
substations 1434

—electrolysis 1423

—illumination 1445

—inductive co-ordination 1415

—protection of oil sidings from
danger due to stray cur-

rents 1434

—water power 1419
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Engine houses 964

Engine tenders, effect of in-

crease in capacity 1010

Engineers, licensing of 035

Federal regulations pertaining to

drinking water at coach
yards 464

Field organization for railway
location and construction...

1247, 1844

Finances 15, 50, 52

Fire losses, what constitutes...

1225, 1802

Flange oilers, cost of operating. . 593

Flat switching versus hump
method 1014, 1839

Flood protection 1346

—lighting of railroad yards
1415, 1818

Foundations, deterioration of.... 1157

Frogs, plans of 588

GirderlesS flat slab structures

for railroad locomotive load-

ings 114S

Grade Crossings, report 473

—classification and form for re-

cording and reporting high-
way grade crossing acci-

dents 487

—comparative merits of various

types of grade crossing pro-

tection 474, 1689

—economic aspects of grade
crossing protection versus
grade separation 478

—elimination 1700

—sign at railway grade cross-

ings to notify the public

that watchman, gates, or

other protective devices are

not in service during the full

twenty-four hour period 476

—use of center columns for high-
way grade separations 481

Grade reduction problems. .1242, 1842

Grade revision formula 1244

Grading marks for ties 1091

Gravel ballast, washed 761

—prepared, definition 1734, 1736

H
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Harbors 1370

Highway crossing plank. .. .647, 1717

Highway crossing protection, de-

velopment of 1039

Highway crossing warning sign. 47'/

Highway grade crossings, cost

data for original installation 479

—cost data for protection 480

Holding power of spikes 1120

Humps in terminal yards, de-

sign of 781

I. C. C. Classification of Ac-
counts, report of progress on
changes 825

Illumination 1445

Impact on railway bridges 989

Impurities in locomotive boiler

supply 414

Inductive co-ordination 1415

Industrial standardization 402

Indoor and outdoor substations,

design of 1434

Industry track, form for appli-

cation of 524

—accounting 1812

Iron culvert pipe, specifications

for 645

Iron and Steel Structures, report 973

^abstract of report of Bridge
Stress Committee of Great
Britain—1929 975

—bearing values of large rollers. 997

—effect of dead load on imi^act '

from moving loads on bridges 975

—impact on railway bridges 989

—longitudinal forces as they ap-

ply to railway bridge super-

structures and substructures 997

—use of copper-bearing steel for

structiual purposes 974

.Japan, World Engineeiing Con-
gress 55

Joint passenger terminal project,

form of agreement 494

T>aV)or-saving devices, use of.... 1319

—methods for keeping data 1831
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levee construelion, specifiea.tions

for ]346

Levees and river dikes for flood

protection 1352

lacensing engineers . . 1711

Lining bar, plan of 566

Locomotive cinder pits 955

M
Maintenance of ^^'ay repa ir

shops, macliines and tools

for 1321

Manual, publication of 49

Masonry, report 1147

—bearing power of soils 1176
•—deterioration of masonry walls

and foundations 1157
—principles of design for plain

and reinforced concrete 1148

—science and art of concrete
manufacture 1151

—waterproofing masonry struc-

tures 1191

Masonry walls, deterioration of. .1157

Membership 14, 42

—classification 42

—deceased members 44

—geographical distribution of 48

Metal culverts, specifications for 641

Monographs, list of 49

Motor truck service, effect of on
design on way and terminal
freight stations facilities.... 778

Motor trucks, effect of on oper-
• ation 1018, 1S39

—cars, parts and accessories. .. .1253

Movable bridge.?, amendment to

specifications 997, 17G6

N

Xational electrical safety code,

application of 396

Officers, installation of 64q
Oil sidings, protection of 1434

Outdoor substations, design of.. 1434

Overhead clearance 1428

Overhead working conductors,
clearances for third-rail and. 1425

—wooden bridges 1387
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Page

Parking facilities for automo-
biles at railway stations 1759

Paved streets, track construction
in 589

Permanent roadbed 601

Personnel of committees by rail-

ways, 1929 39

Piling used in marine construc-
tion 688

Pitting and corrosion of locomo-
tive boiler tubes and sheets

411, 1677

Power, electric, economics of

railway location 1233

Preboring ties 1118

Publications 20, 49

Pumping plants, typical designs. 1801

R

Radio telephones, use of, on
long freight trains 1027

Rail joint, general structural

action 76

Rail fork, plan of 571

Rail, report 1449

—batter 1493, 1776

—branding practices for tee

rails 1465

—cavise and prevention of rail

batter 1493

—classification 1454, 1720

—economical selection of rail, by
A. N. Reece 1495, 1782

—heat treatment methods for

steel rails 1610

—intermediate manganese rails. 1588

—laboratory tests of helical

spring washers 1588

—order of branding of tee rails.. 1466

—proposed experiments 1772

—rail failure statistics for 1928.. 1475

—rail and wheel, by W. C. Gush-
ing 1619

—record of tests with telemeter
strain gage to determine the

stresses in track or joint bar
bolts under actual working
conditions, by E. W. Ca-
ruthers 1557

—results of first year's operation
of the A. R. A. rail fissure

detector car 1472, 17S1

—specifications for carbon steel

rails—C. E. 55- (c) (proposed
revision of sections 12
and 13) 1468
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Rail, report—Continued.
—specifications for spring wash-

ers 1555, 1777

—suggested supplement to A. R.

E. A. specifications for open-
hearth carbon steel rails

—

1925 issue, to provide for in-

terinediate manganese steel

rails 1471, 1779

—tests of alloy and of heat-

treated carbon steel rails... 1588

—transverse fissure statistics. . .1485

Rail tongs, plan of 567

Rail wear on curves, methods of

reducing 592

Railroad grade crossing record

of Connecticut 903

Railway executives on member-
ship rolls 43

Records and Accounts, report... 823

—accounting for industry tracks,

in its relation to owTiership

and contract provisions 925

—bridge inspection report forms. 924

—changes or revisions in I. C. C.

Classification of Accounts... 825

—current periodical and book re-

view on subjects pertaining

to records and accounts 927

—description of the railroad

grade crossing record of the

Public Utilities Commission
of Connecticut 903

—general revision of accounting
rules for steam railroads.... 857

—methods and forms for han-
dling the Interstate Com-
merce Commission's require-

ments under Order No. 15100

—depreciation charges of

steam railroad companies... 877

—methods and forms for gath-
ering the necessary data for

keeping up-to-date the phjs-
ical and valuation records of

the property of railroads.... 861

—methods and forms (a) for

maintaining a record of rail-

way, highway and pri\ate

grade crossings, (b) for mak-
ing annual reports of grade
crossings added or elim-

inated 900

—statistical requirements of the

accounting, operating or

other departments with re-

spect to maintenance of way
and structures, and recom-
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Records and Accounts, report

—

Continued.
mended reports which as far

as possible will reduce the

number required and permit
uniformity, simplicity and
economy 896

—tentative outline of practices

and policies in contract pro-

visions and accounting for

industry tracks 926

—various forms used by railway
water service departments.. 923

Research and future work 27

Reservoirs for water storage .... 430

Resolutions 64-o, 1783

Revenue passenger statistics for

Class I railroads 1019

Rivers and Harbors, report 1331

—allowable over-depth in dredg-

ing operations to obtain the

desired operating depth 1371

—allowance for swell in scow
measurement dredge work . . 1371

—best types of construction for

levees and river dikes for

fiood protection, giving con-

sideration to stream aline-

ment, subsurface soil or

other conditions 1346

—determine the best types of

construction for levees and
river dikes for flood pro-

tection 1352

—dredging specifications 1375

—harbors 1370

—methods of providing against

river bank erosion 1351

—rivers 1333

—sovmding methods in river and
tidal waters 1372

—specifications for levee con-

struction 1346

—types of dredges and their re-

spective uses 1374

—usual slopes taken in deep
waterways 1373

Roadway, report 599

—clearances 653

—deformation of the roadbed.... 654

—drainage areas and water run-

off 625

—methods of roadbed drainage.. 601

—permanent roadbed 601

—specifications for cast-iron
pipe, corrugated iron and
other types of metal cul-

verts 641
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Rivers and HarViors, report—Con-
tinued.

—weed killing 615

Rules and Organization, report.. 529

—licensing and registering of

engineers, surveyors and
architects 535

—rules for maintenance of

bridges 531——steel structures 531

wooden structures 531

—rules for maintenance of other
terminal structures 533

—rules for painting 533

Scales 790

—specifications for the manu-
facture and installation of

railway track scales for light

industrial service 792, 1762

Secretary's report 32

Service test records for treated
ties 673

Shops and Locomotive Ter-
minals, report 953

—engine houses 964
—locomotive cinder pits 955

Shrinkage of ballast 766
Signal dispatching system, ef-

fect on traffic capacity. 1003, 1836
Signals and Interlocking, report. 1031

—current activities of the Sig-
nal Section during past year. 1062

—developments of automatic
train control 1032—developments of highway-
crossing protection 1039

—increased efficiency secured in

railway operation by signal
indications 1040, 1729

—synopsis of principal activ-
ities of the American Rail-
way Association, Signal Sec-
tion 1059

Simplification of grading rules,

and classification of timber
for railway uses 1386

Sledge, double faced, plan of . . . . 574

Soils, bearing power of 1176, 1792
Spike mauls, plan of 564

Spike puller, plan of 570

Specifications:

—adherence to 1079
—buildings for railway purposes. 1204

Pack

—cast-iron pipe 641

—corrugated iron 641

—metal culverts 641

—track tools 555

Standardization, report 337

—American Standards Associ-
ation 386

—general information relating to

standardization 399

—industrial standardization 402

—making the Manual useful

—

classification of A. R. E. A.

recommended practice 343

—plan of the report 339

Steel ties in India, results with.. 1086

Stresses in Railroad Track,
report 65

—discussion 1704

—field tests 194

—general discussion 274

—laboratory tests 113

—inechanics of the rail-joint. .. . 90

Substitute ties 1080

Switch tie renewals, best prac-

tice for 1143

Switches, plans of 588

Tamping bar, chisel end, plan of 575

—spear end, plan of 576

Tamping pick, plan of 563

Tellers' report

Temperature expansion for lay-

ing rails 553

Termite, destruction by 1722

Third-rail and overhead work-
ing conductors 1425

Tie plug punch, plan of 579

Tie tongs, plan of 568

Ties, report 1065
—anti-splitting devices 1067

—average ties renewed per mile
of maintained track 1100

—best practice for grading
marks for ties to indicate
acceptance 1091

—best practice for switch tie

renewal 1143

—extent of adherence to stand-
ard tie specifications 1079

—methods and rules for tie ac-
ceptance inspection 1094

—proper design of cut spikes for
use in prebored ties 1118

—substitute ties 1080
—traffic unit for use in compar-

ing cross-tie life 1144
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Timber grading rules 13S6

Timber tongs, plan of 569

Tools, track, design... 555

Track adz, plan of 573

Track bolts, design of 1458

Track chisel, plan of 577, 578

Track gage, plan of 581

Track punch, round, plan of 580

Track, report 551

—cause and effect of brine drip-

pings 596

—corrosion of rail and fasten-

ings in tunnels 590

—methods of reducing rail wear
on curves 592

—plans and specifications for

track tools 555

—plans of switches, frogs, cross-

ings ^nd slip switches 588

—track construction in paved
streets 589

Track shovels, plans of 584

Track tool handles, plans of.... 582

Traffic unit for use in comparing
cross-tie life 1144

Training and educating of indi-

vidual workmen 1256

Train resistance 1245, 1844

Train service cost per track

mile 1241

Treasurer's report 53

Tunnels, corrosion of rail and
fastenings in 590

u
t'niform General Contract Forms,

report 489

—cost-plus fixed fee in construc-
tion contracts 490

—form of agreement for appli-

cation for industry track.... 524

—form of agreement for ti^e or-

ganization and operation of

a joint passenger terminal
project 497

—form of agreement for wire
line crossings 491

Voltage, standardization of. 1286, 1827

w
Washed gravel ballast, specifi-

cations for 76S
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Water power 1419, 1815

Waterproofing masonry struc-

tures 1191

Waterway for culverts 629

Water station buildings, design
and construction of 1195

Water stations, economical spac-
ing of 1010

Water Service and Sanitation,

report 409

—cause and extent of pitting

and corrosion of locomotive
boiler tubes and sheets 411

—concrete water tanks on the

Duluth & Iron Range Rail-

road, by R. A. Tanner 441

—cost of impurities in locomo-
tive boiler supply and value
of treatment 414, 417

—drinking water and coach yard
sanitation 473

—methods and practices of se-

curing and handling water
for drinking and culinary

purposes by railroads 470

—methods of laying cast-iron

pipe 421

specifications for laying cast-

iron pipe 42G

—progress being made by Fed-
eral and State Authorities

on regulations pertaining to

drinking water supply 464

—storage of water at water sta-

tions, including tanks, stand-
pipes, storage and sedimen-
tation basins and reser-

voirs 430, 1686

—zeolite treatment of water for

locomotives 450

Weed killing 615

White ants or termites, destruc-

tion by 726

Wire line crossings, agreement
form 1702

Wooden Bridges and Trestles,

report 1381

—advantages of use of standard
designs of timber 1795

—design of standard wooden
trestles 1409

—overhead wooden bridges. 1387, 1798

—revision of Manual 1382

—simplification of grading rules,

and classification of timber
for railway uses 1386

—standardization and 'Simplifi-

cation of storehouse stock

and the disposition of ma-
terial reaching obsolescence. 1386
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Wooden Bridges and Trestles, re-

port—Continued.
—substituting metal inner guard

rails, equipped witli appro-
priate tie spacers, for wooden
outer guard rails 1404, 1798

Wood Preservation, report 659

—definitions used in wood pres-

ervation 665

—destruction by termite and
possible ways of preventing
same 726

—deterioration of structures in

sea water 700

—effect of preservative treat-

ment by the use of creosote

and petroleum 703

—effect of preservative treat-

ment by the use of zinc

chloride and petroleum 720

—factors to be used for deter-

mining the volume of creo-

sote oil at 100 degrees Fahr.

Page

Wood Preservation, report—Con-
tinued.

when the oil is at temper-
atures ransing from 60 to 220

degrees Fahr 660
•—factors to be used for correct-

ing the specific gravity of

creosote oil at 100 degrees
Fahr. when the oil is at

temperatures ranging from
60 to 220 degrees Fahr 66X

—piling used for marine con-

struction 6SS

Y
Yager, Louis, President's ad-

dress 13

—resolution of thanks to. 64-o

z
Zeolite treatment of water for

locomotives 450
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